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Student family

picnic Sunday
All UCLA student families

are invited tQ^family picnic to

share experieiKfcs of attending

college while raising children.

The picnic provides free

food, use of recreation facilities

and information pertinent to

UCLA family life, ranging
from tips on child safety to free

identification cards and finger-

printing for the children.

The picnic will take place

Saturday from noon to 4 p.m. at

UCLA's Sunset Recreation
Center. Families planning to

attend must make reservations

for parking and use of (he pool.

For more information or to

make reservations, call 398-

4692.

Inside

Treated Idndly
Children in the UCLA Medi-

cal Center's pediatric ward got
a Halloween surprise when they

went trick-or-treating with
=BOinrUCLA football players

Thursday.

Viewpoint

See page 7

How much candy
did you score?

Columnists Dave Gatzke and
Damon Dean give a quick and
easy way to rate how much fun

you had during Halloween.

See page 1

1

Arts & Entertainment

'29th Street'

can't lose
Director George Gallo has

taken the best of Capra and
Scorsese in making his latest

film. The result? One of the

sleeper hits of Uie year.

See page 12

Sports

Footbaii liopes

to mend past
Aron Gideon and the Bruins

don*t want Washington State to

end another winning streak at

the Rose Bowl.

$ee page 24
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Ijegislators to hear liow cuts
have affected UCIA students
By Robyn Schaefor

In an effort to convince state

legislators to more adequately

fund the University of California,

UCLA student lobbyists will be
hosting a forum where students

will be invited to personally tell

legislators how UC budget cuts

have affected thenA^

The lol)byists hope the forum
will make legislators understand
the problems students face because
of low funding to the university

this year.

"Right now, we want to commu-
nicate to the legislature ... the

importance of state funding to the

university," said Neera Tanden,
UCLA*s undergraduate external

vice president

Legislators will be contacted

this week for the forum, which will

be held in about three weeks, she
said.

So far, only Assemblyman
Terry Friedman, D-Los Angeles,

whose district includes UCLA, has

expressed interest in attending the

forum, according to his field

representative Kelly Davis.

The state government sliced UC
funding this year by $307.5 million

after California faced a budget

shortfall of $14.3 billion.

"If more cuts are made to the

university, (the UC) will need to

take drastic measures to make up
for it,** Tanden said. "Students

should be the last place to g^t

money from.*'

It is time to show legislators that

what happened last year hurt

students, said Michael Lichter,

Where's Andy?

NELSON QREEN/Dally Bruin

Julie Hall, a recent UCLA graduate, showed up for work at
the Neurological Psychiatric Institute dressed as Raggedy
Ann on Thursday.

graduate student vice president.

This year, the university raised

registration fees 40 percent, and
made academic and instructional

cuts.

However, the prospects for

future state funding to the univer-

sity continue to look gloomy.
Already, the state again faces an
estimated $3 billion shortfall, said

Lee BuUerfield, UC Student Asso-
ciation's executive director.

Students could face another
increase in reg fees or additional

cuts in instructional areas and
enrollment if the UC is again
underfunded, Butterfield added.

The state could decide to pro-

vide even less funding to the UC if

fees are raised beyond a certain

See FORUIM, page 9
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"If more cuts are made
to the university . . .

students should be the

last place to get money
from."

Neera Tanden
UrxJergraduate Vice President

pe Mideast
talks will prove success
Arabs, Jews express varying views

By twf Quinton
Daily Bruin Staff

Although the Middle East is

thousands of miles away, many
UCLA students monitor the events
in that region with close interest as

if it were their own neighborhood.
And with the Middle East peace

conference in its third day, many
students, both Arab and Jewish,

still remain hopeful that peace will

come.

The summit— which convened
-ift Madrid, Spaift, on^ Wednesday
— hosts regional representatives

from Israel, Syria, Egypt and
Lebanon, as well as a joint

Jordanian-Palestinian delegation.

It is the first summit between Israel

and key Arab nations since 1979
when Israel and Egypt signed a

formal peace treaty— establishing

diplomatic relations.

"I don't think that (the r

reseniatives) will leave Madrid
with a piece of paper in their hand;

that solves everyone's problems,

said senior Steven Sirbu, who is dn

associate editor of Ha'A
UCLA's Jewish newsmagazine
"But I think it's the beginning of
better things to come."
The mere fact that these coun-

tries are meeting has raised hopes
that these talks may lead to further

negotiations, although students are

skeptical.

'The whole idea (of the confer-

ence) is probably one of the most
positive steps taken in the last 43
years, but what's going to come
out of it remains to be seen," said

senior Arshia Ghani, who is

managing editor of Al-Talib,

="W1-A*s Muslim newsmagazineF
While several Middle East

delegations each have their own
demands, Israel and the Palesti-

nian-Jordanian groups are the

main players.

Israel hopes the Arabs will grant

recognition of its right to exist

within its borders, in addition to

making permanent peace with the

Jewish state.

The Palestinian-Jordanian dele-

gation will seek Palestinian self-

rule that will eventually lead to a

bomeland. Currently, Jordan has-

one of the world's largest Palesti-

nian populations.

Still, some students seemed
unsure of the intentions of the

regional parties. -

"If the Palestinians are seriously

waving their olive branches, it will

be a change from the last 20 years,"

Sirbu said. "But I think the olive

branches are just for show. That
doesn't mean I'm not optimistic.

The peace conference is the begin-

ning that we've been waiting for."

However, students doubt
Israel's willingness to have serious

talks with the Palestinians. Before
the conference, Israel announced
that it refused to negotiate with the

Palestinian Liberation Organiza-

tion, which many Palestinians see

as their legitimate representative.

The Israeli government has

prohibited talks with the PLC
because it says the organization

has refused to formally recognize

Israel's right to exist.

"A lot of people feel that Israel's

condition on who should represent

See TALKS, page 9

Young, officials welcome gifaduate students
By Kathy Lo
Dally Bruin Staff

Listening to the sounds of

calypso music and eating finger

foods, about 150 first year gradu-

ate students attended UCLA
Chancellor Charles Young's wel-

coming address.

Young promised Wednesday to

contribute to the success of the

entering graduate school class.

"We at UCLA will do every-

thing we can to nurture your

personal and professional develop-

ment," he said. UCLA's graduate

students carry the responsibility of

sustaining and renewing the vision

of improving society.

"In our daily pursuit of personal

achievements, it is important to

remind ourselves that true self-

worth arises from contributions to

the common good," Young said.

"If your education at UCLA
reinforces that belief, then we will

have been true to our mission."

Claudia Mitchell-Keman, vice

chancellor and dean of graduate

programs, also greeted the stu-

dents. Quoting an ancient Chinese
saying, she said, "'May you live in

an interesting time.' Some people
say this is either a curse or a

blessing."

Reflecting on her own tumultu-

ous graduate school years at UC
Berkeley during the 1960s, Milch-

ell-Keman said UCLA also has

current challenges that need be

addressed.

Some of these concerns are the

campus' funding shortage,
UCLA's role in society regarding

the environment, homelessness
and poverty, said the vice
chancellor, who heads the anjhro-

pology, psychiatry and biobeha-

vioral science programs.

"When sources arc scarce, soci-

ety demands more evidence of the

practical (results) of research,"

said Mitchell-Keman, who was the

former director for the Center for

A fro-American Studies.

Research and teaching in the

future should be more salient and
exemplify the campus' diversity,

so UCTLA may serve as a model for

achieving global ideals, she said.

Graduate student president

David Lee urged graduate students

See GRADUATES, page 9
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We remember
our dead!

4.

Feast of All Saints
Friday, November 1st

Feast of All Souls
Saturday, November 2nd

Catholic Masses:
Thursday, October 31 st, 7:30 PM at the University

; Catholic Center (840 Hilgard Avenue 21 3/208-501 5)

Friday, November 1st, 12:10 PM on campus at UCLA
in Franz 1260 (Psychology Building)

Friday, November 1st, 5:15 PMatthe Lutheran Chapel
(on Strathmore at Gayley)

Dia de los Muertos
Peregrinacion y Ritual

Friday, November 1st, 5 PM
Gather in front of Campbell Hall

Ritual & Celebration at the University

Catholic Center - 6 PM

Porque la muerte es un parte de la vida
nlSponsored by the University Catholic Community, a member of the University Religious ConfererKe
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Student Ahunni Association
The 59th Annual UCLA Homecoming Parade
Westwood Village

8:30 l*M

Student Ahunni Association
Spirit Rally and Awards Ceremony

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1991

1:00 FM

Student Ahua^ Association
Homecoming Picnic

Rose Bowl

3:30 VS\

Student Ahunni Association

Homecoming Game
Bruins vs. Washington State Cougars
Rose Bowl

1
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H):()() AM
Placement and Career Planning Center
"Environmental & Recreational Jobs Under the Wide
Open Skies"

2nd Floor Lounge - Ackerman Union

2:00 FM
Placement and Career Planning Center '^^^
"Career Ideas for Liberal Arts Majors Who Love the Great
Outdoors**

2nd Floor Lounge - Ackerman Union

K

Festive night spawns iess
miscliief, more vioience
United Press International

CAMDEN, NJ. — Bands of
teenagers set 86 fires, broke
windows and pelted police cars
with everything from eggs 4d
Molotov coclctails as Mischief
Night turned violent in one ofNew
Jersey's most troubled cities.

By the time the arson spree died
down around 3 a.m. Thursday,
police had responded to 520 calls

and 65 fire companies from three

counties and Philadelphia had
come to the city to assist

Although he said the city was
prepared for the level of violence
of last year's Mischief Night,

Mayor Aaron Thompson admitted
the tremendous increase in arson
and vandalism took officials by
surprise.

One police officer had a simple
summary — "We failed."

A state of emergency was
expected to remain in force
through Halloween night

*This is not mischief— this is

criminal activity." Gov. Jim Florio
said after touring the city Thursday
afternoon.

The city had prepared for

Mischief Night when New Jersey

teenagers traditionally mark Hal-

loween eve "With pranks. Police

Chief Robert Pugh said.

'The operational plan was in

place to deal with an incidence

greater than last year,** Pugh said.

"However, the increase of over 38
percent above last year taxed our
resources.**

While only 25 of the fires

involved buildings, one five-alarm

blaze gutted a discount store,

police said. A family lost their

rowhouse when a fire spread from
a Molotov cocktail hurled into an
abandoned building.

Police responding to calls were
hampered by flying eggs, rocks

and a few Molotov cocktails.

There also were reports of vandal-

ized cars and buildings.

More than 50 people, many of
them juveniles charged with vio-

lating a 10 p.m. curfew, reportedly

were arrested. Police Capt. Ter-

ence Connolly said no serious

injuries were reported.

The city, once a bustling indust-

rial center, has been hit hard by the

loss of major employers like

Campbeirs Soup and RCA.

Correction
In the Oct 31 issue of the Daily Bruin, "Fund to ensure monies to
community service groups,*' the $40,000 fund for community
service programs was misnamed. The fund is called the Board of
DircclorsAindergraduate Students' Association President's
Community Service Mini-Grant Fund. The money itselfcomes from
the students' association board of directors' Student Interaction
Fund, but funding rests on approval from both undergraduate and
graduate government

The Bruin regrets the error.

Dally
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Kings,

queens
and Bruin
dreams
By Regina RavettI

Before a packed crowd in

Westwood Plaza, seniors Jonathan
Perez and Ashlie Beringer were
named Homecoming King and
Queen during a noon ceremony
Thursday.

Joined by members of the
UCLA Marching Band, the Men's
Glee Club and the Spirit Squad,
former Homecoming King and
Queen Pete Koebler and Vicki
Sandoval announced the new
winners after the nominees made a
grand entrance through a sword
arch by the campus Navy Reserve
Officer Training Corps unit.

Presented with rose bouquets
and crowns a la Burger King, the

new king and queen were surprised

and excited.

Perez, a senior in linguistic

anthropology, is actively involved
at UCLA. He has been an orienta-

tion counselor and a student
recruiter for the Latino and Afri-

can-American communities, but is

probably best known for his role as
schtx>I mascot Joe Bruin.

Beringer was also involved on
campus as an orientation counse-
lor. She was also a member of
Bruin Woods staff and Delta Delta
Delta sorority. When the
announcement was made, Berin-
ger was surprised and elated.

"I was completely shocked
because I felt like anyone up there

could *ve been king or queen," she
said. "Before the announcement I

was just remembering how before

J came lo UCLA I was worried that

I would become another number. I

See HOIMECOMINO, page 9
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LAURA LEE SWAN

Blair Stieutles of Lamda Chi Alpha fills

up a balloon as his teammate Mia Lam-
bert of Delta Gamma cheers him on In

the balloon popping contest held as a

part of Bruin Battles on the Intramural

Reld, above. Chris Manning was also

on their team, right.

SUNNY SUNG/Daily Bruin

Ashlle Beringer covers her
face in surprise as former
quoen Vicki Sandoval
announces that she is UCLA's
1991 Honnecoming Queen,
top. Court member Joseph
MjBide sits beside her Thursday
ori the stage in Westwood Pla-

za, where the coronation

occurred. Ashlie Beringer and
Jonathan Perez smile after

being crowned Homecoming
Queen and King, above.

NY SUNQ^Daiiy Bfuin
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Christo umbrella
kills Japan worker
TOKYO — Environmental artist

Christo* s umbrellas claimed another
victim Thursday as a 51 -year-old worker
was electrocuted while removing an
umbrella that had fallen in a rice paddy,
police said.

Masaaki Nakamura was killed when a

crane he was using to lift the umbrella
struck a high-voltage wire in the village of
Ota, village police said.

Nakamura was the second person killed

by one of the 3.100 umbrellas that Christo
and his assistants planted in valleys in

California and Japan.

A 32-year-old woman was flung onto
rocks and killed north of Los Angeles
Saturday by an umbrella that was knocked
into the air by high winds.

imelda Marcos' son
returns to Manila
MANILA, Philippines — Imelda Mar-

cos's 33-ycar-old son, saying his family
no longer harbors anger at President
Corazon Aquino, flew home Thursday to

prepare for the return of his mother from
U.S. exile and the burial of his father.

Ferdinand Marcos Jr., wearing a white
polo shirt, was met at planeside by his

godfather, Eduardo Cojuangco, President
Corazon Aquino's estranged cousint^d
other high officials in his father's govern-
ment

_ "I can't believe I'm home," the onl^
"son of the late dictator Ferdinand Marcos
told reporters who mobbed him as he
emerged at the Ninoy Aquino Internation-

al Airport terminal in the capital on his

arrival on a flight from Singapore.

-Xw.

Briels
Nation

Theater legend Joe
Papp dead at 70
NEW YORK — Joseph Papp, one of

the giants of 20lh century American
theater, best remembered for bringing "A
Chorus Line" to Broadway and nurturing

the New York Shakespeare Festival for

more than 35 years, died Thursday. He
was 70.

Papp died of cancer at his Greenwich
Village apartment, a spokesman for the

Shakespeare Festival said.

The spokesman said there will be a

private funeral service Friday at noon for

family and friends at the PubUc Theater,

the five-theater complex that was the

heart of Papp's operation.

In August, Papp, who had been
undergoing experimental treatment for

cancer, stepped down as artistic director

of the Shakespeare Festival

.

Playboy Playmate's
fan kills her husband
BELLEFONTAINE, Ohio— An appa-

rently obsessed fan used a 900 telephone
number to talk to Playboy centerfold

Stacy Arthur many times before he
traveled from California to Ohio, where
he shot and killed her husband and then
killed himself.

James Lindberg of Woodland, Calif.,

shot James Arthur, 36, to death Tuesday
on the main street of Bellefontaine, 50
miles northwest of Columbus, before he
took his own life.

"

Stacy Arthur, 23, the 1990 Mrs. Ohio,
appeared on the cover and in a centerfold

of the January 1991 issue of Playboy
magazine.

Cafeteria killer had
vkleo on mass murder

HOUSTON — Investigators say the

man who killed 24 people, including

himself, at Luby's Cafeteria in Killeen

two weeks ago was fascinated with mass
murders and serial killers, a newspaper
reported Thursday.

In a copyright story, the Houston
Chronicle reported police found George
Hennard kept two homemade videotapes

of documentaries dealing with gruesome
crimes, including the June 18, 1984,

massacre at the San Ysidro, Calif.,

McDonald's in which 18 people died.

'

Killeen police detective Greg Hollo-

way said police are trying to pinpoint

Hennard* s whereabouts on the day of the

McDonald's shooting, aftd investigators

wonder if that massacre might have

served as a model for Hennard's slayings.

Mother of Trump
mugged for $14
NEW YORK — Donald Trump's 79-

year-old mother was mugged for $14
Thursday while shopping in Queens,
suffering "serious" face cuts, fractured

ribs and a possible broken hip, police said.

A witness chased and captured a

suspect, and recovered the pocketbook
containing the $14 and Mary Trump's
papers, said Lt. Raymond O'Etonnell, a

police spokesman.

Shortly before 2:30 p.m., Mary Trump
was shopping near a supermarket when
she was confronted by a teenager who
Jknocked her to the ground and grabbed
her pocketbook, O'Donnell said.

A man in a van witnessed the incident

and chased: the suspect on foot into an
underground passageway of a nearby

apartment house, said O'Donnell.

State

Gates offers security

at Dorsey High game
Police Chief Daryl Gates, hoping to

convince a high school principal to

reverse himself and allow his football

team to play at violence-scarred Dorsey
High School, promised Thursday to use as

many as 500 officers for security.

While holding a football. Gates told a

news conference that it was important
Banning High School played at Dorsey
Friday to show gang members and other

criminals that they could not hold the city

hostage with their violence.

*There should be no place in this city

where people feel they can't participate in

a public event," Gates said, noting police

regularly provide security for football

games at the Coliseum in South Los
Angeles and kept terrorists from disrupt-

ing the 1984 Olympic Games.

Almanac

On this date:

In 1755. an earthquake in Lisbon.

Portugal, killed 60,000 people.

In 1 87 1 , journalist and novelist Stephen
Crane was bom.

In 1918; the Hapsburg monarchy of

Austria-Hungary was dissolved. Vienna
became the capital of Austria and
Budapest the capital of Hungary.

In 1922. following the collapse of the

Ottoman Empire, Turkey became a

r^pubHc.

-jn 1990, McDonald's, under pressure

from environmental groups, said it will

replace plastic food containers with

paper.

From United Press International

\

I can't imagine

being inside a

building all day,

every day!

I don't want

to be tied to a

desk Job eight

hours a day!

I love being

physically active

and on the go!

CAREERS THAT GET YOU
OUT AND ABOUT
monday, november 4th
Second floor lounge
ACKERMAN Union

Do these quotes sound like you? Come get

some new ideas on what you can do with your

major. Meet successful college graduates

whose careers have taken them out of the

traditional corporate setting.

10:00 A.M. -Noon
"Environmental & Recreational Jobs
Under the Wide Open Skies."

/\

SOFX CONTACTS
EXTfcNDCD. DAILY
(CLEAftCCLOfl) $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (6 mo «wiy) $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED $ 131 PR.

BajKhnLmiblMWM

99

2:00 P.M. - 4:00 P.M.

"Career ideas for Liberal Arts Majors

Who Love the Great Outdoors."

AH Liberal Arts, Life Science & Physical

Science Majors welcome.

*n-'*-

Sponsored By

XIJ«I
Pl^CiMiNT a CAtgf
PLAWmilC CtWTtt

FOR BEST AVAILABLE
SEATS CALL TODAY!
DR. FRIEDMAN ^

COSMETIC AND
(PREVENTATIVE DENTISTRyI

UCLAGRADIIATR

• TOOTH BONDING
• Nitrous Oxide/Laughing

Gas
» Fix chipped, stained

or broken teeth

• Credit Cards, Checks

and Insurance Forms

Welcome
I Within Walking distance

of UCLA
Estimates in writing

Dr. Larry Friedman, D.D.S.

478-0363
1441 Wcstwood Blvd.

(Between WjUhire A Sanu Monica)

. I
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Stare in utter disbelief at the enormity of your bill.
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Get Long Distance For Free

Borrouj youi neighbor's phone and switch to Sprint.

Then your bills uion t be so out of control.

More importantly, you II get 100 minutes of long distance for free
*

tUithout disturbing your neighbors, suiing phone

ouerhead. around and around crashing into uiall.

-^

Brought To You By

Sprint

'The 100 im minutes offer is for a credit equal lo 100 minutes of interstate Sprint PLUS" calling per account at the Sprint 3000 mile night/ureekend rate Credit uiill appear on the third month inuoice This offer may not be used in conjunction -

uiith any other promotion Offer valid only for Sprint PLUSind Sprint Select' seruices and on instate calls uihere authorized Heuj customers only Good through 12/31/11 ^c) m\ us Sprint Communications Company Limited Partnership
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Parfdng lot gates left open for study
By Brigitte Brady
Dally Bruin Staff

People who park at UCLA can
now drive into lots 3, 4 and 6
without using magnetic cards or

tokens and waiting for the gates to

lift up.

UCLA Parking Services
decided to leave the entrance gates

to those lots open for a month as

part of a survey to determine if the

move will cut costs and eliminate

hassle for parkers.

"We have many people who
find it inconvenient to have to roll

down their window/* said Mary
Mussard, an assistant parking
manager. "Leaving the gate up

helps the traffic flow into the lot.'

But the open gates have raised

some suspicion that the lots will be

all the more tempting for people
who want to park for free. Howev-
er, parking officials say issuing

more parking tickets is not the

reason for conducting the survey.

'The iiudy is not lo see whether
we can increase or not increase

tickets/' Mussard said. "We're
looking^ at the possibility of not

having to maintain gates. The
focus of the study is, what is the

impact of having it and not having
it?"

Although the open gates will

allow people to drive into the lots^

with ease, a displayed parking

permit is still required. A parking

enforcement officer will check
each lot every moming to ensure
that every car has a valid permit.

"It's convenient just as long as

people without permits don't park
in the lot," said Stacey Smith, a

UCLA senior who parks in Lot 6.

But the open gales have made
her campus parking experience a

little easier. "I love it," she said. "It

lessens congestion/*

Smith has waited in a line ofcars
to enter the lot and has even caused
some congestion herself after

forgetting her parking card and
asking parking auendants to open
the Lot 6 gale for her.

5UNMV SUNft/Pany Bruin

Lot 6 Is one of three lots on campus whose entrance gates are
being left up during a UCLA Parking Services study.
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oH 7PM in WESTWOOD VILLAGE
^The 59th Annual UCLA Homecoming Parade

featuring Grand Marshal Peter Vidmar, floats, marching bands, the Laker Girls,

and stars Vanity, RolxrtCulp, TedLange, Sinjin Smith, Wil Shrinerand more!

8:30 in BRUIN PLAZA
inspirit Rally & Awards Ceremony

TOMO*?
roV

SAA Is a student group
sponsored by

3 PM at the Rose Bowl
ik^Homecoming Picnic

3:30PM at the Rose Bowl
*«aw(:i«TiuN tHJCLA Bruins vs. Washington

Special thanks to those organizations who have helped to sponsor UCLA Homecoming:

MIIIMMMWMMMtlWIMWMIMMHWW

I

This ad was funded throagh tha gaaaraslty of i

I
USAC'-yoar andargradaata student tovarnment. '

L ._ I

A Sanwa Bank
California

We'll Make Your Money Work as Hard as You Da
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UCLA football players Sean LaChapelle (No. 88) and Tommy Maddox (No. 8) take one ofThe'l^mr
dren from the pediatrics ward trick-or-tregiting In the Medical Center.

Athletes bring treats for kids
By Lenore Jimenez

Children under treatment at

UCLA Medical Center celebrated

Halloween festivities Thursday
with a magic show, jack-o*-lan-
tcms and a trick-or-lreat trip

through hospital corridors with
UCLA football players.

**When you first come, you feel

sad for them, but then after, you
look beyond that." said Judith
Golub, coordinator of the hospi-
tal's Child Development Services
program. *They get a chance to be
like other kids."

Some 30 costume-clad pediatric

patients — undergoing treatment
for cancer, heart disease, neuro-

,
logical problems or awaiting organ
transplants — donned costumes
for their trick-or-treat tour.

Dressed as pirates, clowns, mer-
maids, witches, bears, lions and
other creatures, they followed
yellow arrows taped on the walls to

find their way to offices with
candy.

Four Bruin football players —
Mike Chalenski. Mau Darby, Sean
LaChapelle and Tommy Maddox— helped lead the entourage by
wheeling some patients along the

route.

"We do this every year, but this

is the first with football players,"

Golub said.

STEVE MACAULEY/Daily Bruin

Contributing to the festivities, Student Health Services decorated
pumpkins for the children.

The Child Development Ser-

vices program oversees the social,

emotional and developmental
needs of children while they are in

the hospital or in the outpatient

clinic. It sponsors the Halloween
celebration and other events.

"Just to see these kids smile,"

LaChapelle said. "It makes you

appreciate what you have. I myself
wish I had the courage they do."
The athletes got involved to

provide special attention and sup-
port for the young patients, who
included infants to children in their

early teens.

See HALLOWEEN, page 9

RICMARO KIM

^
A trick-or-treater wears a clown costume alongside a pumpkin given to the children by the Student
Health Services staff.

m*..
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DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffnes^

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESTWOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.
Westwood, CA 90024

(213) 478-6869
(818)988-0110

INTERESTED^
SPENDING A YEArI
AT THE CENTER
OF UNIVERSITY

POWER?
APPLY FOR 1992-93
UC STUDENT REGENT

The U.C. Student Regent is a voting member
of the Board of Regents selected for one
academic year. In addition to having all

travel and accommodation expenses paid,
the Student Regent will receive a waiver of

all tuition and fees for that year.

APPUCATIONS ARE AVAILABLE
AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:
Office of the Assistant Vice Chancellor, Student

and Campus Life, 1104 Murphy Hall;

James West Center - 325 Westwood Plaza;

Undergraduate and Graduate Student
Govemment Offices,

3rd Floor, Kerckhoff Hall;

The Center for Student Programming - 161

Kerckhoff Hall;

Ackerman Union -A-Level Information Desk;
Residence Halls - Assistant Directors' Offices;

UCLA Community Resource Center;

203 Men's Gym

Application Deadline:

5 p.m. on Friday, November 1, 1991
Chancellor's Office, 2147 Murphy Hall

Undergraduate, graduate and professional students
in good standing are encouraged to apply.

a£>'

(
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Braces Give You Something To Smile About

BACK TO SCHOOL SMILES
Now is ihe best time to suit a program of
Orthodontic treatment. A one-time back
to school special would let you pay

a low monthly payment plan to

achieve the smile that you've
always dreamed of having.

ofiipkti.' OrtliotliMitiV

I riMtllKlll IH low .IS

pvr nioiuh

• Upon Approved Credit

Dr. Nader Dayani
specializes in Orthodontics

for Adults & Children
11645 Wilshire Blvd.

Suite 802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 826-7494

WINNER - BEST SCftEENPLAY
1991 TOKYO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL

JEFF FAHEY
BRIDGET FONDA
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Israel, Arabs outline opposite
positions at peace conference
By Michael Collins

United Press International

MADRID, Spain — Israel and its Arab enemies
said Thursday ihey were committed to a negotiated
peace, but then outlined seemingly irreconcilable
hard-line positions on the second day of the Middle
East peace conference.

There were no signs of concessions in speeches by
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir or the leaders
of the Jordanian, Palestinian, Lebanese and Syrian
delegation, but few had been expected in the initial
phase of the historic conference that brought Israel
and its Arab neighbors together in Madrid's Royal
Palace.

The strident tone of the speeches, however, led
each side to accuse the other of blocking peace by
being unwilling to make the conciliatory gestures
necessary for an eventual settlement.
The Arabs accused the Israelis of simply trying to

use the conference to legitimize their occupation of"
Arab territory and maintain their oppression of
Palestinians. The Israelis said the Arabs were sUll
apparenUy intent on the destruction of the Jewish
state.

Each of the Arab leaders called for a return of
territories occupied in the 1967 Six-Day War,
including East Jerusalem, to Arab control and an
immediate stop to Jewish setUements in the occupied
territories. •

Shamir did not address whether Israel might be
willing to negotiate the return of tenritories which
previously Israeli officials have said are essential to
the country's security, but he said the real issue at the
conference was not territory but Israel's survival.
He also repeated Israel's request that the next

phase of the talks, direct bilateral negotiations with
separate delegaUons, be held in Israel and other
countries involved. The Arabs refuse to go to Israel
for talks as long as Arab territory is occupied.
Hanan Ashrawi, a Palestinian leader and spokes-

woman for the delegation, said Shamir's "tone
reflects what is happening in the occupied territories— domination and racism.**

Palestinian delegauon head Haider Abdul Shafi,
head of the Red Crescent in the Israeli-occupied Gaza
Strip and twice deported but allowed to return, said in
his speech that the Arabs were wilUng to' live
peacefully as neighbors to Israel and suggested the
territories be returned with a transition period of
autonomy for Palestinians moving toward the
eventual establishment of a free Palesunian slate.

"In the name of the Palestinian people, we wish to
directly address the Israeli people with whom we
have had a prolonged exchange of pain," Shafi said.
"Let us share hope instead.

"We are willing to live side by side on the land and
the promise of the future Your security and ours
are mutually dependent, as entwined as the fears and
nightmares of our people."

Syrian Foreign Minister Farouk Sharaa sounded a
more hard-line tone. "Alone among all the slates in
the world Israel insists on maintaining its hold on the
Arab territories which were occupied by force under
the pretext of security." he said.

The Syrian said the Arab countries attended the
conference to work for a "just and comprehensive
peace." but added, "Israel will be gravely mistaken
were it to interpret this Arab response as a license for
It to perpetuate its intransigent stance within the

conference or any of its committees."
Israel's Deputy FSeign Minister Banjamin Neta-

nyahu told a news conference that the Arab speeches
"effectively called for the dismanUing of Israel" and
were designed to contjnue confrontation rather than
find reconciliation.

Jordan's King Hussein, speaking to reporters in
Madrid by a satellite link from Amman, said the two
sides should not allow the hard-line initial speeches
to derail the peace process. *This is a time that
requires courage of leaders and the people (of the
region) alike," he said.

Netanyahu was particularly critical of Shafi 's

several references to the Palestine Liberation
Organization, with which Israel refuses to have any
dealings.

Shafi complained in his speech that the Palesti-
nians had been "denied the right to publicly
acknowledge our loyalty to our leadership and
system of government**

But while he said "allegiance and loyalty cannot be
censored or severed" and at one point even quoted
PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat, he did not go as far as
to say he was representing the PLO in order to avoid a
threatened Israeli walkout
Each of the Arab speeches called for a peace

settlement ba&d on U.N. resolutions against Israel
and for Israel to trade the occupied territories,
mcluding Arab East Jerusalem, for peace. Shamir
seemed to reject U.N. authority and said the main
issue should not be territorial but rather Arab
willingness to accept Israel.

Each side emphasized the hardships suffered
because of the other, with Israel blaming the Arabs
for the conflict in the region and Jaber blaming what
he caUed "Israel's self-righteous attitude to live by its
rules alone."

*The UJ>J. did not create Israel." Shamir said,__
adding the Jews had a rightftil historic claim to IsraeP"
ahd all of Jerusalem.

"We know our partners to the negotiations will
make territorial demands on Israel," Shamir said.
"But, as an examination of the conflict's long history
makes clear, its nature is not territorial. It raged well
before Israel acquired Judea, Samaria, Gaza and the
Golan in a defensive war. ... The issue is not
tenitory but our existence."

Shamir said for the Arabs to focus on demands foi;

return of Israeli-occupied territory -^^is the quickest
way to an impasse."
The Israeli leader urged the Arabs to recognize

Israel and renounce any attacks or calls for attacks on
Israel along with the PLO covenant that called for
Israel's destruction.

"Demonstrate your readiness to accept Israel as a
permanent entity in the region," Shamir told the Arab
enemies who surrounded him at the peace confer-
ence. "Let the people in our region hear you speak in
the language of reconciliation, co-existence and
peace with Israel."

Jordanian Foreign Minister Kamel Abu Jaber
agreed with Shamir of the need for some accommo-
dation for peace and called for seuing aside ancient
hatreds and rejecting extremist attitudes.

•Today we have a historic opportunity for peace in
a land that has not tasted it for a long time," Jaber
said. But he added, "It should not be a peace at any
price but an honorable peace with which we and
future generations can live."

New technique invented to see inside brain
By Douglas A. Levy
United Press International

WASHINGTON — Scientists
have found a way to see the brain at
work.

Using an extremely fast device,
researchers at Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital%eported Thursday
they adapted magnetic resonance
imaging so that it can create a
picture of the brain at a tiny

snapshot in time, many times
smaller than ever before.

Magnetic resonance imaging
produces pictures of the body's
internal organs using radio waves.
Parts which are not visible on x-

rays may be visible on an MRI
scan.

"Mental activity takes place in

milliseconds, but conventional
images uke from one to 10
minutes," said researcher John
Belliveau in an interview. **The
(camera) we used makes images

on the order of Vis of a second."

Reporting in the journal Sci-
ence, Belliveau and his colleagues
studied how seven different peo-
ple's brains reacted to flashes of
light. They saw how the light flash
affected blood flow through the
visual cortex, the part of the brain
whic^ previous research linked to
the sense of sight

"Each of our seven subjects
showed a significant increase m
regional blood volume occurring
within the anatomically defined
primary visual cortex," the
researchers said.

Belliveau said now that this
technique is known to work,
researchers can not only develop
beuer maps of brain function but
also produce deuiled, three-
dimensional pictures of the human
brain.

"We will be able to see not only
a change (in the brain) but more

importantly where in the (brain's)
anatomy that change is taking
place," Belliveau said.

"Magnetic resonance offers the

combination of precise anatomical
localization of function and com-
plete 3-D imaging of the brain."
the study said.

What may be farther in the
future is a picture of the brain
recalling something from memory.,
which is believed to involve
various brain regions.

"It will be easy to do the crude
things but memory will pose to be
quite a challenge." Belliveau said.

The imaging device used for the
study is up to 20.(XX) times faster

than conventional imagers.

Doctors at Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital have used the high-
speed technique to study brain
tumors, and they said it could
become useful to pinpoint areas
damaged by stroke.
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FORUM
From page 1

point setting an unfortunate prece-
dent for Students. For example, the

Michigan legislature has turned
the University of Michigan from a
primarily state-funded, public
institution into a semi-private

institution, receiving less than 20
percent of its money from the state.

According to UC President
David Gardner, the idea of
increasing reg fees is detrimental

because high fees threaten to

squeeze low-income students out
of the system.

TALKS
From page 1

the Palestinians defeats the whole
purpose of having representa-
tives," said Imran Razi, an exten-
sion student.

"The Palestinians themselves
should be the people who decide
who represents them," he said.

••There is no way of solving any
other problems without solving the

Palestinian problem in a way
acceptable to the Palestinians."

Because this conference was
initiated by U.S. Secretary of State

James Baker, students said that a
decision by the regional represen-

tatives to meet again would show
their genuine desire for peace.

••Since it is such a landmark
conference, even agreements to

meet at a future date, especially

without outside involvement
would be a step in the right

direction," Ghani said.

Instead, the UC would prefer to
enroll fewer students each year to
reduce the university's operating
budget he said.

Already, the UC has imple-
mented a four-year program to cut
planned enrollment growth by
5,500 students.

However, an enrollment limij

would violate state policy requij

ing the UC to admit the top 13?5
percent of graduating Califofnia
high school seniors, said Cmsto-
pher Cabaldon, an 2L(!l^imt to

Assemblyman Tom Hayden, D-
Santa Monica.

••This goes against the historic

commitment of access to the
university," Cabaldon said. If

students meet the required stan-

dards set by the university, they are
entitled to a UC education.

•There must be other ways to

get money than raising fees and
cutting enrollment" he said.

For example, the UC could trim
its budget by spending less on
research or athletic departments.

But the success of negotiations

depends in part on the details of
future scheduled meetings, some
said.

•There's a lot of misunder-

GRADUATES

standing on everybody's parts,"

Razi said. •*I think that what
conditions are put on any future

meetings will have a big effect on
any objective solution down the
line."

But Syria and the various Arab
states, who addressed the confer-
ence Thursday, said that peace
depends on whether Israel returns
the Golan Heights, the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip — territories

that Israel captured after the 1967
Six-Day War.

Israel has also been criticized

for its strict curfews and violent

crackdowns on Palestinians living

in the West Bank and the Gaza
Strip. However, the Jewish stale

says it holds on to this land as a
security buffer against its Arab
neighbors.

Students expressed feelings as

different as those articulated by the

various delegates at the conference
in Madrid.

••I like the idea of peace," said

junior Eric Gul, who is the

business mahager of Ha'Am. ••But
I don't like the idea of trading land
for peace."

But some students said that!
while Israel may give up land for i

peace. Palestinians have taken the
\

greatest risk by attending the
conference.

The PLO has been alienated by !

its Arab sponsors since the end of
the Persian Gulf War, after its

leadership sided with Iraqi Presi-
dent Saddam Hussein.

'•The Palestinians really have
the most to lose in this confer-
ence," Ghani said. **But they, too,
have the most to gain."

So far, the conference has been
dominated by public addresses by
its participants. Even at this early
stage of talks, students have
expressed guarded optimism about
the nature ot negotiations in

Madrid.

Whatever happens with the
conference in Madrid, students
hope that permanent peace will
become a reality soon.

From page 1

— who usually juggle research and
teaching as well as spouses, chil-

dren and bills — to explore life

outside academia.

•The one thing that VCLA has
to offer that stands above all else is

the sheer diversity of experiences
that are available and ready for the

willing," said the engineering
student

HOMECOMING
From page 3

love this school — it's made me
who I am."
Former Homecoming King Pete

Koebler said he had no regrets

about relinquishing his title.

••I'm happy to pass the crown
on," he said. "I honestly believe

that the honor of representing

UCLA at Homecoming is one of

the things I'm most proud of."

Vicki Sandoval agreed that

Homecoming was a memorable
event. '•I took a long hard look at

last year. It was so precious, a
wonderful experience I'll always
treasure," said last year's queen.

The coronation ceremony is

among the week-long festivities

which included a photo hunt and
Bruin Battles, in which teams vied
against each other in games like

balloon toss and lifesaver pass.
And tonight's events will have

HALLOWEEN

To enrich the graduate school
experience, Lee suggested recrea-

tion classes, concerts, athletic

events, art exhibitions and student

groups.

Aimee Dorr, chairw&man of the

graduate council in the Academic
Senate, encouraged students also
to participate in committees dedi-

cated to improving the quality and

policies of graduate programs, f

Students should strive to carve
out individual identities for them-
selves, Dorr said.

••Each of us constructs our own
reality," she said. ••Graduate
school is one of life's great
opportunities to construct your-
self."

the 1991 King and Queen riding in

a car with the other members of the
court during the Westwood parade
and presenting awards at the Spirit

Rally. Then they will make a
half-time appearance at Saturday's
football game against the
Washington St. Cougars.

Because the responsibilities of
the Homecoming Court are basi-
cally limited to this week events,
the Homecoming committee plans
to expand their campus roles
throughout the year.

••Since they are so involved on
campus, we'd like to get them
involved in other events where
tliey are recognized as King and
Queen," said Nadia Lazarovici,
executive director of Homecom-
ing.

Members of the Homecoming
court are Deanna Cherry, Tracy

Gibbs, Dawnielle Materre. Joseph
Mode. Adam Ross and Ben Wex-
ler.

Some members of the court
joked about the selection process
which was based on the appUcant's
campus involvement and an inter-

view process.

•The selection was definitely a
fraud ... I think that I had it until

the evening gown competition."
Wexler joked.

Others were grateful just to be
involved.

••It was just an honor to be
nominated. It was a fun process, a
good opportunity to meet people."
said Homecoming member I>ean-

na Cherry.

The Homecoming Court will

participate in the 59th Annual
Homecoming Parade and spirit

rally beginning tonight at 7 p.m. in

Westwood.

From page 7

"It's one of those things that you
just enjoy," Maddox said. '•You
really can'^ explain it"

Besides candy, the children
chose pumpkins to bring back -to

their bedsides.

'This is our way of bringing
Halloween to them." said Amy

Goldner. a social worker at Stu-

dent Health Services, which has

decorated pumpkins for pediatrics

patients since 1977.

The clinic's special events com-
mittee arranged to have the pump-
kins donated and dccoratal by
staff members.

Doctors, nurses, pharmacists

and administrators turned ordinary.,

pumpkins into creative works of

art. The assortment of jack-o-lan-.

terns included a clown, a witch, a

bat an angel, Spidcrman and a

/cbra.
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MAKE YOUR WILDEST DREAMS
COME TRUE

ADVERTISE
IN THE

DAILY BRUIN
.825-2161

W

PARKING LOT SALE!

SAVE UP TO 807o
Women's Brand-Name Legwear
Fashion Tights *5."/pair

or5pairsfor*20.°°!!
(sugg. retail $7.'»-$13."/pair)
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Counterpoint

Chang's column is flawed, but
raises many
By Thomas Hsieh

I am surprised by the response to Pei-Chi

Chang's Oct 22 article (Daily Bruin, "A look

at why Asian women are dating whitef men");
surprised by the hypocrisy of the writers who
accuse Chang of being hypocritical.

Christina Nazareno*s article G^aily Bruin,

"Chang's column is full of stereotypes he

should avoid," Oct. 29) claims that Chang's
article was "degrading to Asian women and
may set stereotypes in the minds of many
readers." But isn't she also stereotyping when
she goes on to write about Asian men? I'm

struck by the irony of it all . . .

In this same article aimed against stereotyp-

ing Asian women, she does the exact same
thing to Asian men. I was troubled by what
she was writing: "... Asian women go out
with white males because they have seen the

angry faces of Asian faces of their fathers as

their mothers arc being beaten . . . Asian
women have lived with Asian male attitudes of
female subservience and have been dominated
by Asian males since childhood ..."

She presents a view of Asian malra as

degrading as Chang's view of A$ian women.
Does this "typical Asian male attitude of

female subservience" apply to all Asian males?

Isn't she making destructive "generalized state-

ments" about Asian men by leaving readers

with the impression that Asian men are wife

beaters? <

This leads me to wonder what the general

perception of Asian males is. If Nazareno is

right, why should Asian women date Asian

men? Why should any intelligent woman have

anything to do with misogynic Asian males?

-- What other stereotypes of Asian men exist?

believe many. How many times in the media
does one see Asian males portrayed as having

any sort of sexuality or having any sort of

attractive qualities?

It seems Asian men are depicted as martial

artists or characters like "the Donger" in

"Sixteen Candles" with no social skills. Asian

males are at a disadvantage in the area of

relationships because of this kind of stereotyp-

ing that the media and Nazareno put forth.

Chang's article is stereotypical, opinionated

and hypocritical in many ways. Yet it does
have its merits: it causes one to think about

what it means to be of "color" in "white"

society.

Many issues and questions were raised in my
mind: How far do I assimilate without losing

my cultural heritage and identity? What does

becoming "American" really mean and entail?

What kind of obstacles do not only Asian men,
but also Asian women, African Americans,
Chicanos and Chicanas, homosexuals and other

minorities have to face in this society?

And some godd did come out of a horrible

article. Can the same be said for Nazareno 's

article? I hope so.

Hsieh is an undeclared sophomore.

Alas, poor scooter!
I knewn well, Horatio
We were zipping down

Gayley Avenue yes-

terday on my scooter,

aptly nicknamed "The Death-

trap,^' when a tire blew. The
scooter scuttled across the

cracked road like a flopping

fish as we struggled to hold
on. The car behind us, oblivi-

ous to our distress, hovered
dangerously close to our back.

Echoing Harrison Ford in

'The Empire Strikes Back," I

muttered, "Just hold together,

baby," to my scooter, which,

by now, was shying so hard
that it took fitt(my strength

and knowledge of iambic pen-

tameter to keep us from flying

into the street.

We finally were able to pull

off the street alive and well —
a little shaken, not stirred.

After surveying the damage to

the tire (useless) we then

proceeded to trek to campus
md, in the process, discuss the

bitter irony that the day before

UCLA enacts its new safety

laws — today, my friends —
we almost ended up as grill-

work and a hood ornament qn
an '83 Toyota CoroUa. It could
have at least been a Porsche.

So why am I now here to

complain only a day later

about the new regulations

UCLA has imposed upon
scooter and motorcycle riders?

Because I'm now forced to

stop riding my scooter to

campus.

Tve become one of those

characters in cheap novels that

suddenly fmds himself on the

wrong side of the law. There
are a thousand stories in the

naked city. This is mine:
I received one too many

parking tickets two years ago.

I didn't pay them because at

the time, I was going through
a severe fmancial crisis. As
you've probably guessed by
now, those tickets have multi-

plied (due to late fees) so that

they now are more expensive
than the actual scooter was to

buy.

This, compounded with the

fact that you can't register a

scooter with outstanding tickets.

Therefore, more parking tickets

accumulate because you've got

expired tabs. And now, on top

of it all, I don't own a helmet
And with expired tabs, I can't

get a UCLA permit Not to

mention that the main headlight

burned out a week ago so that

I constandy have to drive with

the high beams on. My insur-

ance just expired. And now
my tire's blown. Is someone
trying to tell me something?

It's time, I think, to call it

quits. Turn myself in. Throw
myself on the mercy of the

court. This fmal knockout
punch, delivered by our own
school, has put me away. Take
away my vehiclp and haul me
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Dan
Saffer
off to jail. My crime? Being a

poverty-stricken student

I guess this is what the

school,; by enacting these reg-

ulations, wants: to drive dead

—

There are a thousand

stories in the naked

city. This is mine.

beats like myself off-campus
and onto the streets where we
belong. Their rationale: Let the

people who are irresponsible

with their lives do it away
from the rest of us. Let them
get into wrecks without hel-

mets! Let them smash their

little ones upon the stones! Let
them eat cake!

I realize the sense of enact-

ing helmet laws. I realize the

sense of registering vehicles.

(Although why UCLA needs
its own vehicle registration. I'll

never know. Isn't there enough
paperwork for people to pro-

cess?) And, to those of you
who sneer at my mismanage-
ment of my life, I realize the

sense of promptly paying
parking tickets. But, as we all

know, reality often encroaches
and twists this mortal coil,

leaving people like myself in a
pit two years later.

And as for my sccioter with
a new flat tire. I have decided
that it's time for it to retire. I

could try to sell it to some
unsuspecting freshperson, but
I'd like to think that I have
more morals than that.

I guess, starting today, I'll

start doing what The Man
wants me to do: walk to

campus. I can only hope that

one day, a solution to all our
parking problems will be
found.

And when that day comes,
be sure to visit me in the

nursing home.

Saffer, a senior majoring in

theater and dramatic literature,

is the assistant Viewpoint edi-

tor.
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Yourguide to ratingyour Halloween night fun
Behold, the day after

Halloween, the first offi-

cial shopping day for

Christmas 1992. so we*re
pretty dam excited. It also

means that it*s time for our

very first Post-Halloween
Wrap-up Column.

In case you*re just a tad bit

vague on the concept, let us

fill you in. You see, as society

continues its endless descent

into the abyss, we figure

Halloween is going to become
the premier holiday of the

year. The farther we descend,

the more real the costumes
become.

Still with us? Good.
Therefore, to put it in all

into a slightly better perspec-

*tive, we've designed a system
for rating not only the reality

and the creativity of your
costume, but the state of soci-

ety as a whole and how you
fit in it

So, here we go. First, get a

pencil and paper. You*re going

to do some basic arithmetic, so

if you need help with that,

you're on your own. Here's

how the game is played: good
stuff gets positive points, and
stupid stuff gets negative

points.

If you tuned into "Beverly

Hills 90210" this week and
thought all the guys had side- -

bums because they were going

for the werewolf look, get a

life and score -10. If you have

sideburns, subtract an additional

20 points.

If, however, you simply

refuse to watch **90210," score

yourself +20.

Damon Dean
Dave Gatzke

If you decided it would be
kinda wacky to be a Demo-
cratic presidential hopeful this

year, that's too easy, score -12

(as many years as it*s been
since we've had a Democrat in

the White House).

If. on Halloween, you went
as Jerry Brown, you*re dis-

qualified. Go directly to Santa

Cniz. don't pass Go, and don't

collect $200.

Dressing up as Gary Hart

gamers you a -5 score. If,

however, you were able to find

someone to be Donna Rice,

score a +10, send the pictures

to The Enquirer and tell us

-how you niade out ^

Going as your roommate in

his or her clothes because you
couldn't think of anything else

to dress up as represents a

Halloween Foul. Score a -4

and don't do it again, unless

he or she asks you.

If you didn't go out last

night because you had a mid-
term this morning, score -2 for

not dropping the class, you
dope. If you did go out last

night and have a midterm this

morning, score a +7 and go
drop the class right away.

(5oing as any member of the

Supreme Court gets you a +1

score. If, however, you went
au naturel under your robe and

didn't tell anyone, then score

+5. If you wore nothing and
fiashed more than 10 unsus-

pecting homeowners in Bel

Air, score +50.

For anyone daring enough to

dress up as Elvira, score +9.

But wait, there's a catch!

Subtract one point for every

sock you needed to stuff your

. . . costume.

If you went as any UCLA
administrator, score +15. If a

group of you went as a

committee, score +40 —
although we can be sure you
didn't accomplish anything.

For anyone who dressed up
as a Christo umbrella, you get

a +30 score. You get an extra

15 bonus points if you were
lame enough to go out to the

Tejon Pass and kill unsuspect-

ing tourists.

Score +25 points if you and

your friends went as a dys-

functional family. Score an

-4Klditional +20 points if you

«core an additional +20 points

^
for serious originality.

If the best thing about the

day after Halloween for you is ^
that you won't have to hear

the word Rocktober for another
11 months, score +2. If. how-
ever, you think this is a dumb
joke, score +5 and be sure to

mention it to Dave.
If you gave trick-or-treaters

any of the following, score as

indicated (notes in parentheses
denote our scientifically

devised scoring method):

• Toothbrushes: -10

• Condoms: +2
• 976 gift certificates: +30
• Candy:

• Ice cream: +15
• Athletes notes: +8 (for Tom-
my)
• Any type of flier: -666

• Beer:

went as your own dysfunction-

al family.

If you went as a ghost,

goblin or witch, score +100
points for creativity. If that

ghost, goblin or witch happens

to hold an elected position in

state or federal govemment.

— Light: -90 (calories)
^

— Imported: +11
— Dry: -7 (too trendy)

— Everything else:

Now, for the tough part

scoring.

Score: -1000 to -7: It's not

that we're saying you're stupid.

although that could very well

be the case, we're just a bit

concemed that your elevator

might not go all the way to

the top. It's not a bad thing,

really. There are a number of

wonderful chemical and/or

electrical treatments for ail-

ments of that sort

Score: 0: (Congratulations,

you are normal. Boring, but

normal.

Score: 1 to 1000: You are a

social magnet. People flock to

you for advice and good,

wholesome conversation.

You're popular now. Unfortu-

nately, you, like all of us,

probably came from a dys-

functional family and will pay
for your creativity 20 years

from now with sporadic, but

jx)nctheless acute bouts of

depression, anxiety and guilt

Shortly thereafter, you'll die of

a massive heart attack. Bum-
mer.

Dean is a senior majoring in

political science. Gatzke is a
senior majoring in history.

Letters

ability

This letter is in response to

Willie Munoz's ridiculous

defense of police brutality and
civil harassment (Daily Bruin,

"Stop Crying," Oct 30). You
are correct. The police do put

their lives on the line in the

course of their job. However,
where does this danger trans-

late into permission or accep-

tance of their beating a man
(literally) senseless?

The establishment of a civi-

lian review board, to check
what has been under Daryl

Gates a rampantly violent and
racist police department, is

long overdue. If our federal

govemment runs under a sys-

tem of checks and balances,

why not the LAPD? Where is

the problem with accountability

for one's actions, even in the

line of duty? "To protect and
to serve" is a nice bumper
sticker. It's about time for the

police to start living up to it

Reynaldo A. Macias^ Junior
History/English

LetKrest
Editor:

Enough is enough! The
whole ordeal with Pei-Chi

Chang's column abut Asian

women and white men should

end on a note that a woman,
whether she is yellow, black,

or white, should have the

liberty to choose whom she

dates and not feel obligated to

justify her choice.

Interracial relationships are

part of the '90s. Loren Rose
seems to suggest in his Oct
29 letter, (Daily Bruin, "Asian
Women Can Choose Their

Date All by Themselves") that

educated women are more
likely to engage in interracial

relationships because they tend

to be more liberal. Indeed,

more liberal women participate

in this kind of relationship, but

whether they are educated or

not has nothing to do with it

Although Rose mentions that

dating a white male results

from a matter of choice, he

mistakenly adds that intelli-

gence plays a role.

Christina Nazareno (Daily

Bruin, "Chang's column is full

of the stereotypes he should

avoid," Oct. 29) emphasizes

that "all women have minds of

their own," which 1 couldn't

agree with more. But why go

ahead and justify what Chang
said with a response? She even

admits that his "facts," which
probably stem from his person-

al opinion, have no basis.

Cheryl Wu in "Angry" (Oct

25) also attempts to defend her

interracial relationship. Howev-
er, she makes a worthwhile

point that relationships, which

are supposed to be based on

love, are color blind.

My point is simple. Women
of any color should have the

liberty to choose their partners

without having to consent or

explain themselves to anyone,

not people of their race, their

community or society, not any-

one!

Lynda Diep Tran
Junior

Psychology
Asian American Studies

THE LATEST THING IN
SUICIOE MACHINES

(D

PEHOCRKB
HQRS

^^*^_

Danger
Editor:

In response to Cynthia

Hart's letter regarding free

nighttime parking on campus
and its impact on the CSO
escort service (Daily Bruin,

Oct 30):

What in the world makes
you think that walking into a

dark, secluded parking structure

at night is any safer than

walking home?

Jennifer S. Johnson
Senior
English

Mark Prator
Senior

Cognitive science

Stereotypes

Editor:

As a double minority, being

both Asian and female, I am
very concemed with discrimi-

nation on the UCLA campus. I

feel that the general student

body is naively oblivious to

the insensitivity on the part of
some UCLA professors and
teaching assistants. Because my
name is not "Anglo-seized,"

some of my instructors not

only assume that I'm illiterate

in the English language, but

that I'm also deaf and dumb. I

don't know why to be lacking

in English skills is synonymous
with being ignorant. Being also

"non-male," I must face

another type of discrimination.

As a reader of this letter,

one may think that I'm just

overreacting to mayba one
lewd comment. But if your TA
directed this at you, "Am I

wrong in assuming that English

is not your first language?" or

"Women, don't expect any
preferential treatment from
me," (quoted from my class-

male's TA, not mine) then you
may understand my point of
view better. I leave the reader

with this: the phrases "Asian
American" and "intelligent

female" are not oxymorons.

Phong Wang
Sophomore

Political science
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Arts

Valeria Golino and Andrew McCarthy star in "Year of the Gun."

'Year of the Gun' fires

slowly to miss mark
By Michael Mordler

In "Year of the Gun/* Andrew
McCarthy stars as David Raybor-
ne, an American expatriate report

ter living in Rome. He wants to

write a novel and, although telling

friends it*s just a travel book, he's

actually attempting to write a

fictional bestseller set against the

violent political revolution going

on in 1978 Italy.

David appears to be living

quietly am idst all the chaos, having

^a beautiful Italian lover (Valeria

Golino) and an intelligent profes-

sor at the local university as a best

friend (John Pankow). But in this

picture nobody is who they seem lo

be.

The plot is set in motion when a

smart and sexy American photo-

joumaUst (Sharon Stone) ba:omes
determined to take photos for

David's book, which she believes

is a hard-hitting novel about the

revolution.

Eventually the Red Brigades,

the out-of-control terrorist group

scheming to kidnap the Italian

president, get their hands on

David's book, and his melodrama-
tic exaggerations turn out to mirror

reality a little too closely. The
radicals, thinking he has somehow
gotten hold of. their plans, want
him dead.

Veteran director John Franken-

heimer is known for his abihty to

create suspense thrillers that com-
bine visceral pleasure with intelli-

gence. Although this film isn't of

the same jnagnitude as "The
Manchurianfcandidaie" or "Seven

Days in May," the director has

crafted an entertaining, if some-

times implausible, movie.

For instance, why does the

otherwise-intelligent professor,

(whom we learn early on is

secretly working with the revolu-

tionaries) suddenly become stupid

when the plot needs a twist? He
tells his Red Brigades contact

information that he shcMdn't

I

reveal, knowing it will only get

him into more trouble. He continu-

ally allows himself to be walked

I

over by these radicals, although the

audience is never quite surS why.

/
The screenplay has more than a

few holes which, if not for the

appeal of the movie's stars and

abilities of its director, would
prevent the picture from being

enjoyed by anyone. One of the ill

-

conceived subplots centers around

(jolino's character, Lia Spinelli,

having to deal with a possessive.

brutal ex-husband who tries to run

her life and take their child away
from her.

The reason for such pointless

=itefy lines is ttwkl screenwriter

David Ambrose, working from

Michael Mewshaw's novel on

which the movie is based, has

structured the film so that the

audience doesn't find out who
many of the characters really are

until the latter half of the picture.

Although this adds suspense, one

of the consequences is a lack of

character development.

McCarthy is a pleasant surprise,

turning in his first good perfor-

mance since "Class," his debut as a

screen actor. Over the last decade,

he's continually played one-

dimensional goofs with nothing

more than a blank stare and silly

smile. But his acting is more even

in this picture, some of which can

be attributed to working with an

experienced director. The perfor-

mance isn't strong enough to be

considered a comeback role, but

the actor's stock should at least rise

a bit

Stone has been around for years -

in supporting roles, but is known
mostly for playing Arnold Schwar-
zenegger's deceptive wife in Tot-
al Recall." She's talented and has

an exciting, unpredictable quality

onscreen, as if there's more to her

than is being shown. The actress

has more than an outside chance of

becoming a bona fide movie star.

Golino is another- talented

actress whose familiarity with

American audiences is growing.

Known for her starring role in

"Rain Man," here she plays a

girlfriend who isn't given much to

do. The character is the least drawn
in the film and serves no real

purpose other than as a last-minute

plot device.

"Year of the Gun" is most of aU
an enjoyable thriller. The themes
of love, betrayal and the power of
the media are intriguing. But as

with the stilted slow-motion shots

Frankenheimer employs near the

end, the viewer may wish the

nuances weren't so awkward.

FILM: 'Year of the Gun " Screenplay by
David Ambrose. Based on the book by
Michael K4ew8haw Directed by John
Frltfikenheimer Produced t)y Edward
R. Pressman, in association with Initial

Films. A Triumph release with Andrew
McCarthy, Sharon Stone and Valeria

Golino (Rated R: languaae, nudity,

sexual situation, violence. 105 minutes)
Opens dtywide today.

Film

nim Pick of the Week

"29th Street^ starring, left to right. Anthony LaPaglla, Danny Alello and Frank Pesce, is Scorsese without the blood and vio-

lence, Capra without the sentinnentallty.

A stroll down '29th Stioet'
By Michael Mordler

Hollywood has reason to rejoice.

Last year they decided to make less

action pictures and more relationship

films. This would of been good news
if they hadn't cited "Ghost," "Home
Alone" and "Pretty Woman" as their

models. The movie they should put on
a pedestal is "29th Street."

It's a populist film that isn't

predictable. Twentieth Centtiry Fox
and producer David Permut have

taken a great idea (based loosely on

actor Frank Pesce 's life) and turned it

into a wonderful script (by George
Gallo), adding quality actors (Danny

Aiello, Anthony LaPaglia) and an

effective director (first-timer Gallo.)

The result is an irresistible fable of

a movie — a morality play that uses

the real-life comedy and drama of a

close group of Italians to say some-
thing special and optimistic about the

nuclear family.

LaPaglia portrays Frank Pesce —
who surely was bom imder a lucky

star — with an oh-shucks good-

naturedness, living life in a playful

never-never land. It's amusing and

makes for some very funny moments.

^When he's stabbed in the ribs by

the overprotective brother of a Har-

lem girl he takes out on a date, a rib

tumor in the lung is discovered during

the operation. But it's benign. Frank

Pesce can't lose, and LaPaglia makes
sure we're able to laugh about it.

The film's friction stems from the

relationship between Frank and his

father, Danny Aiello, quickly

becoming the Italian papa of choice,

imbues the paternal figure with

honest emotion and a mixture of

warmth, vulnerability and toughness

that defies caricature. Frank, Sr. both

loves and resents his youngest offspr-

ing's good fortune. He's not all that

lucky himself, and he's worried (or

jealous) that his adult son doesn't see

the pragmatic reasons for maintaining

a boring day job.

Frank's big brother Vito, played by

the real Frank Pesce, is the type of son

that Frank, Sr. always envisioned. A
working stiff. But he's a bumbling

idiot— a cop who can't find his gun
when it's time to go to work. It's OK,
though, because his mother always

finds it for him. That's what all good
Italian mothers are for — their

families.

But Mrs. Pesce (Lainie Kazan) is

more than just a loving mother who
keeps the family together under one

roof. She's a sexy, full-bodied Italian

who's not afraid to speak what she

feels in her heart. During one roman-

tic scene she's making a pizza in the

kitchen, with her sleeves rolled up and

flour on her chest. Beautiful Italian

music plays on the radio. She sings

along in her soprano voice, her

husband secretly watching her. He
waltzes up to her and they dance,

looking like two kids in love.

The film begins at Madison Square

Garden in 1976, where the first-ever

New York State Lottery is being held.

Frank wins, of course, but seems

miserable about it. Instead of going on

stage to collect his check, he walks

home in the snow. But he stops at the

church and begins hurling snowballs

at the Nativity, cursing his fate.

Some cops haul him downtown and

demand an explanation for his

actions. He refuses, but on television

they hear Frank won the lottery. They
are as bemused and perplexed as the

audience by his dissatisfaction, and

Frank is forced to tell his story.
"

The picture's then told in flash-

back, with Frank delivering voice

over play-by-play. When he finishes

the story his crime seems forgivable,

and his actions commendable.
Frank's spirits are lifted in the short

third act that follows. Taking place

with family and friends at his home,
there are enough twists and turns to

make an audience dizzy with both

worry and joy.

It's quite easy to see that director

George Gallo's two influences for

this picture were Martin Scorsese and
Frank Capra. The picture's been
called a cross between "Goodfellas"

and "It's a Wonderful Life," and
that's exactly what it is. It's Scorsese

without the blood and violence, Capra
without sentimentality or Jimmy
Stewart.

"29th Street" has a good chance to

be one of the sleeper hits that wins big

at the box office this.holiday season
— it's that likeable. •••!/2

FILM: -29th Street" Saeenplay t)y George Galto.

Based on a story by Frank Pesoe and James
Frandscus Directed by George Gallo. Produced by
David Permut A Twentieth Century Fox release
with Danny Aiello and Anthony LaPaglia. (Rated R:
language; 100 minutes) Opens cit^ide today

''Billy Bathgate" depicts a boy's coming of age with a twist.

Mafia movie mixes
innocence and vice
By Kristen Linden *

Dally Bruin Staff

''Billy Bathgate" is a typicai,

coming-of-age story with an
uncommon twisL Unless he is

careful, Billy won't live to see

adulthood.

This fascinating tale of a boy's

search for success and acceptance

follows young Billy (Loren Dean)

as he becomes involved in the

corrupt world of over-the-hill

gangster Dutch Schultz (Dustin

Hoffman).

The film opens with Dutch and

his men kidnapping fellow mob-
ster Bo Weinberg (Bnice Willis)

and his girl Drew (Nicole Kid-

man). Convinced Bo has betrayed

him, Dutch takes them out on an

old boaL drowns the suave gang-

ster and takes Drew for his own.
Meanwhile Billy has snuck
aboard, witnesses the brutality and

promises Bo to take care of his girl.

From here the story moves to a

flashback, revealing Billy's gutsy

stunts to get Dutch's notice, his

first experiences with the numbers

racket ahd murder and most
poignantly, his homely mother and

plain girlfriend for whom he

strives for success.

This information succeeds in

contrasting the innocence and

good intentions of the young boy

with Dutch's later greed and

deadly temper. This personality

shift becomes apparent as the two

and Drew head to upstate New
York where Dutch will be tried for

tax evasion.

They arrive in the small town a

month before the trial in order to

show the locals that they are

ordinary citizens with the govern-

ment on their backs. However, it

soon becomes obvious they are

anything but, as Dutch opens a

bank account with thick piles of

$100 bills, and hands out money to

the nWy farmers.

Meanwhile Drew and Billy

exj)ericncc a budding attraction—
something that puts them in as

much danger as knowing about

Bo's murder.

Ultimately through this relation-

ship, Billy learns the value of love

and the power of a promise.

Dutch's violent actions, on the

other hand, serve only to emphas-

ize the importance of life to the

impressionable boy.

While not as politically action-

packed as the "Godfather" series,

nor brutally violent as "Goodfel-

las." "Billy Bathgate" is still an

interesting depiction of gangs
double-crossing one another and

employees turning traitor.

What makes this film 'truly

refreshing, however, is not just

Billy's naivete in the beginning but

his refusal to buy into the corrupt

lifestyle that surrounds him. He
will give Dutch his loyalty, but not

his principles.

Popular playwright Tom Stop-

pard has skillfully adapted E.L.

Doclorow's novel, providing the

film with good dialogue and

interesting structure.

Relative newcomer Loren Dean
("Say Anything") creates a won-

derfully likeable character as the

wanna-be gangster whose curiosi-

ty almost get5 him into trouble. He
has the audience rooting for him
the whole way.

Nicole Kidman similarly suc-

ceeds as the wild, young woman
who ignores all danger to come on

to Billy. Unlike her previous role

in "Days of Thunder" where her

youthful look proved a hindrance,

Kidman provided Drew with

unique innocence and a carefree

attitude that added dimension to

the character.

Dustin Hoffman adds yet

another skillful performance to an

already lengthy list as he endows
the aging Dutch with fierce emo-
tional power.

Bruce Willis provides the weak-

est hnk in the chain of successful

performances. With the exception

of his concern for E)rew. he simply

rehashes the suave, fast-talking

characters he played on "Moon-
lighting" and "Hudson Hawk."

Director Robert Benton con-

trasts two fascinating views of

New York — the teeming,

crowded streets of Billy's native

Bronx against the peaceful sereni-

ty upstate. He also successfully

conveys Dutch's intensely violent

nature (at one point he kills a fire

inspector with his bare hands for

simply interrupting him) without

excessive blood and gore.

"Billy Bathgate" is a topnotch

personal story within a compelling

larger drama. ^^^/4

FILM: "Billy Bathgate." Screenplay by
Tom Stoppard. Based on the novel by
EL. Doctorow Directed by Robert
Benton. Produced by Artene Donovan
and Robert F. Cdesberry for Touch
stone Pictures. Starring Dustin Hoff-

man. Nicole Kidman, Loren Dean and
Bruce Willis (Rated R: language,
nudity, sexual situations and violence;

146 minutes) Opens citywide today.
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Music

string quartet changes traditional notions ofjazz
Windham Hill

recording artists

to play at Royce

By Maggie Yu

San Francisco's Turtle Island

String Quartet will perform once

again at Royce Hall this Saturday

night, challenging the convention-

al parameters of both chamber
music and jazz.

The quartet features violinists

Darol Anger and £>avid Balaknsh-

nan, cellist Mark Summer and
violist Katrina Wreede. It was
awarded the Los Angeles Times*

1988 Golden Feather Award for

Best Instrumental Group for their

original style of "American verna-

cular** music, a compositional

style which embraces bluegrass,

Texas fiddle, rock-and-roll. East-

em music and African rhythms.

"(It*s) a different playing style,"

elaborates Anger. "Traditional

string quartets have mostly con-

tained a European accent^ with

operatic overtones and concert

solos. Our playing style contains

horn lines, blues, guitar, drums and
piano styles.**

^

The combination of jazz, blues,

rock, pop and classical brought

their self titled debut album
released in 1988 a nomination for a

Grammy Award. Their second

album, "Metropohs,** released in

1989 rose to the Top 20 on the jazz

charts. The quartet's performance

repertoire includes original com-
positions, along with jazz classics
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Katrina Wreede, David Balakrishnan, Mark Summer and Darol Anger form the the Turtle Island String Quartet.

from Miles Davis, John Coltrane

and Dizzy Gillespie.

With "On the Town,** the

group's fourth album for Wind-
hanpiHill Jazz, Turtle Island has

turned to a selection of honored

jazz and pop standards by Duke
Ellington, Benny Goodman,
George Gershwin. Cole Porter,

Irving Beriin and others.

*This era presents the highest

development of American classi-

cal and popular music,** states

Anger on the group's return to the

jazz standard. "We've been work-

ing for the past five to six years on

our own arrangement style to the

level where we could really do
something good and original with

those standards (and) treat them in

a manner no one else has treated

them before . . . ' =

As revealed on its previous

recordings, the Turtle Island String

Quartet branches out on their latest

album in myriad directions.

Balakrishnan explains that the

group's versatility "allows us to be

what we are — we're a string

quartet, we're jazz musicians and

we grew up listening to the

BeaUes.**
,.-.,...,..;.

However, Anger believes that

"On the Town** works because of

the band*s collective focus on one
style.^

"Instead of making albums that

have (a little) of everything on

them, we're going to concentrate

album by album, so we can really

immerse ourselves in the style, see

how far we can take it and put the

Turtle Island stamp on it," he says.

If tomorrow night's perfor-

mance is anything like the quar-

tet's last visit to koyce. it promises

to be a concert not to be missed.

"We bring the music to the

audience and talk about what we
are doing with each tune," says

Anger. "We are very activeljt

involved with (the audience) and

we love being there and making it a

shared experience."

CONCERT: Turtle Island String Quar-
tet at Royce Hall. Saturday. Nov. 2 at 8
p.m. Tix: $16-27. $9 (for students);

available at CTO. For more information

call (213) 825-9261.

Calchthe
SizzKng Spirit!^ Rush to the El Tbrito Grill for

a Monday Night Football Fiesta.

Watch your favorite teams on our wide

screenTV while tackling the great food dc

beer specials available during the g^mie.
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'Visions/ c<Miveirtion wili

idress women's issues
By Joanna J. Choi
Dally Bruin Staff

"Visions: The Women's Expo.**

a two-day convention concerned

with women's life styles opens
tomorrow at the Los Angeles

Convention Center.

The convention, which will

address a variety of women's
issues, will include everything

from career workshops to cooking

demonstrations and fashion shows.

A seminar on Saturday titled

"Climbing the Career Ladder" will

focus on keys to career advance-

ment and success for today's

woman. Moderators for the event

will include Marie Teeples, the

Los Angeles director of the

Women's Business Council and

Judith Luther, Director of the

American Women's Economic
Development Corporation.

A lecture titled "Let's Put

Education First!" focuses on the

future pf-dhildren and the partner-

ship /of parehting. Moderators
include Gloria Blackwell, Califor-

nia Parents Teachers Association

President, and Patricia Anne
Cairns,^9 1 California Teacher of

the Yearv
The evenb >vill also include

throughout the Weekend a variety

of fashion worksho(^. Hairstylist

Heyson Choe of "Umberto" and
other image building professionals

will present ideas for professionals

concerned with appearance.
National clothing chain TJ. Maxx
will present a fashion show on
Sunday.

Several cooking demonstrations

will feature the talents of a variety

of female restaurateurs. Bianca

Kenneally, Pavillions Food Fash-

ion Designer, along with female

owners and chefs of several

restaurants like the Bombay Cafe
and Breadworks & Indigo will be
sharing recipes and innovative

cooking techniques.

Saturday's keynote speaker will

be Emmy award-winning actress

Kirstie Alley. Sunday's keynote

speakers include actress Maria
Gibbs and Academy Award-win-
ning actress Glenn Close. Actress

Alley Mills along with Cynthia

Allison, news correspondent for

ABC's "Home Show," wiU mod-
erate a seminar on "Celebrities and

Personalities — How the Media
Presents Women and the Roles

They Play."

EVENT: "Visions: The, Women's Expo"
at the Los Anaeles Cohvention Center.
Nov. 2 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m and Nov. 3
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Speakers will

include Glenn Close. Kirstie Alley and
Maria Gibbs. Admission; $5. For more
information call (213) 850-2229.

UCLA Extension class to

visit crime laboratory
By Joanne J. Choi
Daily Bruin Staff

Barry Fisher promises you
won't have midterms in his class.

Instead, you'll visit a crime labor-

atory.

Teaching a screenwriting class

for UCLA Extension focused on a

behind-the-scenes look at crime

scene investigation, Fisher com-
bines a practical and theoretical

approach to the subject. As the

director of the Los Angeles Sher-

iffs Crime Laboratory and author

-of-^echniques of Crime Scene

Investigation," Fisher is well

acquainted with the ins and outs of

crime investigations.

"At the crime lab, the students

will have the opportunity to

observe what a real lab is like,"

says Fisher. He advises writers to

'loss out all preconceptions of

what a crime Lab is like."

Fisher, who has taught this class

for over a decade, admits that he's

seen his share of "wacky story

lines" from his students, but hopes

that the class will "cram the writers

with ideas."

When asked which questions

students ask the most, Fisher

responds, *They all want to know
how to kill the mother-in-law."

Fisher finds that students often

enter his class with a variety of

misleading and inaccurate ideas

about crime scene investigations

which come from films like

"Robocop" and "Beverly Hills

Cop."

He notes an error in a scene from

"Beverly Hills Cop," in which

Eddie Murphy uses crazy glue and

an aquarium to identify a fmger-

print from a matchbook as just one

example of Hollywood's unfamil-

iarity with crime scene investiga-

tion. *The fingerprint was black in

the film. It should have been

while," he states.

Also, in the opening scene of

"Robocop" (which takes place in

Detroit) the pohce dispatcher cites

California Penal Code rather than

adhering to his own stale's.

Fisher understands that "some
writers want to be accurate." In

order to meet the needs of his

students, he has designed the class

to also cover other aspects of crime

investigation.

Representatives from the

offices of the district attorney and

coroner as well as a homicide

detective will provide insights into

related areas like the court room
and police department. "Call the

class *War Stories 101' because of

the stories that the speakers will

share," he says.

CLASS: "A Weekend Seminar in

Investigative Technioues for Crime
Writers " Taught by Barry Fisfier at

UCLA Extension. From 9 a.m. to 5 p m.

on Nov. 1 and 2 at 1246 Anderson
School of Management. Fee is $135.

For information call (213) 825-9971.

KLA'st • I 20 list
1. Pixies — Trompe Le Monde
2. Nirvana — Nevermind

3. Red Hot Chili Peppers —
Blood Sugar Sex Majik

4. Fugazi — Steady Diet of

Nothing

5. Public Enemy— Apocalypse
'91

6. A Tribe Called Quest— The

Low End Theory

7. U2 — The Hy (single)

8. Mudhoney — Every Good
Boy Deserves Fudge

9. His Name Is Alive— Home is

in Your Head

10. Soundgarden — Badmolor-

finger

11. Big Drill Car^— Batch

12. The Vandals — Fear of a

Punk Planet

13. Tom Waits — Early Years

14. Robyn Hitchcock — Per-

spex Island

15. Pearl Jam — Ten
16. Swervedriver — Raise

17. Blur — Leisure

18. Fatima Mansions — Viva

Dead Ponies

19. Sam I Am •— Soar

20. Curve — Frozen (EP)

FREE DEUVERr

-5900
Real Mozzarella

Fresh Ingredients

1162S Santo Monica #10
Blic Eft of Barrington)

Sunday- Thursday
11-12am

Friday-Saturday

11-2am

low fnt cheese

avnilnWe linon

L.A.'s revolutionary MCAT prep course!

More than 1 30 hours of intensive review.

Run by outstanding full-time teachers who really care.

Over 1 ,400 pages of new format review materials ,

questions and tests.

A writing curriculum with 14 MCAT style essays

(7 critiqued and graded).

Four structured classes per week over twelve weeks.

Immediate feedback. No more than 30 students/class.

Convenient Westwood classrooms, right next to UCLA
yiMj m lOam-Midnite

B^^jsrissrrury (800)843-4973

We've got anew look

Daily Bruin Advertising
825-2161

> •
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

ASTHMA RESEARCH. K you would like to

participate in FDA approved research studies

with new asthma nr>edications, call

(21 3)31 2-5050 cxt. 302. You will be compen-

sated for your Wmt. Allergy Research Founda-

tion. 11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 601, West

Los Angeles, 90025.

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-11

YEARS needed for UCLA research project

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develof>-

mental evaluation. 625-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 YEARS needed for UCLA
research project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation. 825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning experience.

825-0392.

Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

Get Your Portrait

Taken Now for the

Bruin life Yearboolc

On Sale -For a
Limited Time Only

• The UCLA Medallion

Watch from Bulova-a

14k gold-plated dial

featuring a rich three-

dimensional rendering

of the UCLA seal.

j:5ESiJS!323iS3

we look in ffie

Diarmm
CXASSIFIia>

section for

we need !!

Individuals With Dandruff
A new dermatologist supervised study
on dandruff shampoos need volunteers.

Volunteers Will Be Paid
Must be 18 years of age or older

Call Anna at the Skin
Research Foundation

for further information

(213)828^887

ASUCLA PliotoSliKtio

iBiMfi^ ©Kffia^

Akohollcs Anonymous

Meetings
Mon. discuMion. Thur. Bookttudy. Fri. Step

Study. AU 3625 12:15-1:15. Fri. 12a)-1«)

Tuw. ObouMion. WM. OiMUSsion NPI

> C853fl 12:1 6-1 «)
For alooholios or ind^iduab who

Study Corner

Miscellaneous

ASTROLOGICAL REPORTS, 25-30 pages

each, cuslom connputer ger%rated, from $12.

Call for catalog. 1-800-352-4327.

KeyboardistA^ocaiist seeks band. Rhodes

piano, B-3, synlh, baritone; influences; Floyd,

Doors, Santana, Phish, Dead, Tull, blues, jazz;

theory background. Call (213)202-7126.

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA. Informa

tion on semester, year, graduate, summer, and
internship programs in Perth, Towr»svi lie, Syd-

r>ey, arxl Melbourne. Programs start at $3520.

Call 1-800-878-3696.

Personal 10

Concert TIclcets

SAVE $$$ ON TICKETS
AIRLINES. SPORTS. MUSIC. SHOWS. WE

LIST LAST MINUTE CANCELS.

SURPLUS AND PROMOTIONS FOR SALE

CHEAP ALSO. WHEN YOU ARE STUCK WITH

TICKETS UNEXPECTEDLY
CALL US.

213-4 TICKET

BASS PLAYER WANTED. South Bay alftma-

tive barvJ seeks bass player. Influences: The

Cure, Mission UK, Sisters of Mercy, Duran.

Must have professional attitude, desire. Call

(213)374-3663

PSYCHOTHERAPY CROUP FORMING FOR

ADULT MALE SURVIVORS of childhood sex-

ual abuse. Contact Susan Brace, PhD,

(213)706-0280, or )udith Rosenstock, PhD,

(213)857-0565.

Welcomes our dads to
the Rose BomtX

jSaturday, Nov.X Sor

Be at the house at 10:30!

Good Deals 7

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don'l want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966

LOSE 10-29 POUNDS IN 30 DAYS. Wl-ll pay

you to lose weight. Safe, effective.

(213)281-8808.

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates to UCLA Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 463-6569
t^^ ^ ^^^ t, I.*! -^i timers

Congratulations to Theta*s

PC *91 Officers!
President-
Vice Pres-
Secretary-

Song Chair-

Panhel Rep-
Service Chairman-

Social-
Chaplain-

Treasurers-

Scholarshipl-

I

Jenny Jenkins
Radha Nieburgs
Mary Shell
Debbie Christy/
Elisa Escalante
Susanna Thrasher
Krista Henie
Meggin Brown
Rebecca Budkelew
Rebecca Enders
Aimee Lopez-Gallego
Malia Lasley
Melani Serafin

ATQ-AAn
UCLA

Washington State

Watch the Bruins knock

out the Cougars!

Busses leave Ipm

DELTA SIGMA PHI

HOMECOMING PARTY
• after the parade Tonight
Don't get knocked out •

stay up and party...

Invite info - 208-9247

620 Landfair

ATO
Hallowien Heroes + Villians Bash

bmght... Be there!

Bul\^it...There^ more!

Buses to the game Saturday

Invite only

Get on the crazy train!

Questions call Eric 824-0678

lorn $300 or Moro
Study of drug effects needs

healthy males ages 2] -40.

If you use drugs(cocaine,

etc.) Call to see if you

qualify

390-8483
Ask ior iWyo

SEXUALLY ACTIVE ADULTS OVER 21

NEEDED FOR 20-MINUTE INTERVIEWS
WITH MEDICAL STUDENTS. PARTICIPANTS
WILL RECEIVE $7.50. PARKING WILL BE

REIMBURSED AS NEEDED. INTERVIEWS
WILL BE HELD MONDAY AND TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 11,12,18 & 19, 1991 AT 2:15

P.M. & 3:15 p.m. CALL' RITA AT
213/B25-2571.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer

w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.

Under dermatoligisls supervision. Volunteers

will be paid for info. (21 3)628-8887.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED to participate in a

facial aging study. Ages 35+, men and women.

Volunteers will be paid. Under dermotologist

supervision. For information, call 828-8887.

Salons 21

ITALIAN LIPSTICKS. $5 great value.

(213)433-8393

ITALIAN LIPSTICKS $5. CAPTURE THE
YOUTHFUL SPIRIT. BEAUTY, AND "PIZ-

ZAZZ" OF ITALY WITH OUR NEW, SPAR-
KLINC LIPSTKXS. CALL 433-8393.

MODELS WANTED for free professional hair-

cuts in Beverly Hills. Call Teri (21 3)936-3408,

leave messaf^e.

Health Services 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acrw, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free
consultation. Call Beverly Hills

Laser Doctor's Group. (213)786-0636.

LOSE UP TO 30 pounds in 30 days for less than

$40. Doctor recommerMJed. 285-8347.

PSYCHOTHERAPY/ SUPPORT GROUP for

worrten dealing with childhood sexual abuse
Openings now- Westwood. Lorrair^e Rose,

Ph.D (213)824-9942; Meg Sheehan, Ph.D
(213)737-3554.

SOCIAL PHOBIA GROUP. For people exper-
iefKing extreme self consciousness arxi shy-

ness, fear of public speaking and public
fascilities. Contact Paul Bohn, M.D. or Steve
Keys, M.D. at (213)825-0263.

WOMEN'S SUPPORTATHERAPY GROUPS,
Dynamic, caring, professionally led ongoing
groups. Explore family problems, relationship

patterns, work and career concerns, esteem
issues, addiction and recovery. Improve com-
munication skills and self confidence. Mon-
day, Tuesday & Thursday evening groups
available. Lisa Frankel MFCC (213)398-9385.

Opportunities 26

ENTREPRENEURS! Do you have a business
idea? Do you need $$$r We can help.

Unlimited Funds. (816)702-9703.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT. IfHemship inter-

view! now taking place. Cain valuable
experience managing a team of employees,
customers, and suppliers. Majority of hiring

will be completed by November. Average
grow profit $11,267. Call Triple A StudaH
Painters, for information now
1 (800)426-6441.

,*
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Personcri 10 Personal 10 Help Wanted

The Time Has Come To!..

(A) Chow Down BBQ at .

Sig Ep 5:30

(B) Rally Finish the Float

(C) Meet in Westwood for

the Parade 6:30

(D) PARTY! Toy back, relax

and undo MY TIE'' Exchange

following Awards Ceremony.

(E) All of the above

'Just when you thought midterms were over!"

2's John 208-5683

Invite Only

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

$6.6aAtr. Walk on campus. Schedule around
=y(Mif ctasce*. OppoftunUy for mihmntxmerA.
Apply at Ihe Sproul Cafe. 350 De Neve Dr.

(213)825-2074.

$«AHR, FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE, TEMPORARY
PT (for 1 week). Requires car. ^4o experience

necessary. (818)909-0990.

ADMINISTRATIVE INTERN SOUGHT to assist

in International Fir>e Art Expositions Admini-
strative Department. Respomibilities include

heavy phones, word processing, filing, and
general office assistance. Candidate must be
proficient in at least orte foreign language,

able to work under pressure, and computer
literate. (213)820-0498; fax:(213)820-5426.

Attention: George Hicks.

ADVERTISING SALES REPS for IXTLA Gradu-
ate Business School Newspaper. High com-
mission. Work own hours; door-<ioor, tele-

phone. (213)825-6488.

ARTIST WANTED FOR TOY RELATED PRO-
JECT. Ability to create backgrour>ds similar to

super-hero comic books. Phone
(805)388 1788 or FAX (805)388-4936.

ASIAN STUDENTS: National firm expanding
into Pacific Rim. Entry level positions in

Retail/Service. $10.2S/start.Openings in Los

Angeles. Call for application. (213)396-1479.

_• ATHLETIC COCETTERS
needed for PT and FT work with America's 7lh

nrwst pKofitable company. (213)653-1689.

•CASTING EXTRAS' for motion pictures and
commercials. $40-$300/day. Call now
(213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, arxi television

Eam up to $200 per day! No experierH:e

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILD-CARE DRIVER, 1-6pm(M-F). Musi
have reliable car and be good driver. $5.50Atr

472-61 36(eves) or 483-2222(days).

COMPANIONS - Need 3 cheerful, energetic,

physically fit people. Work w/ Rehab Team to

provide in-home care for elderly clients. Light

house keeping, cooking. Must have car &
reference. fuH/Pan Tinr^e, 8hr.- 12hr. shifts.

Call Mr. H. (213)572-7000.

COUNTERPERSON. Full tinr>e and part lime

available. Energetic, happy. Call Lana at

(213)826-|AVA.

CPA FIRM, secret^na"/ office. 16 hrs/wk mini-

mum, %7Mr. Beverly Hills Recaption, tele-

piyonei, typing, cornputer 'iterate inputting,

word-processing, filing, clerical. Beverly,

(213)653-1021, 9:30anfv4:30pm.

SALESPERSON FOR DESIGNER GOWNS &
DRESSES. WLA. P/T-F/T. Fashion experience

preferred. Excellent advarH:ement possibiities.

(213)474-7808.

EXPRESS & BATH & BODY WORKS in the

Beverly Center is now looking for PT & FT
associates for the following positions: cashiers,

sales, and stock. Flexible scheduling, holiday

hours, fun atmosphere. Interested applicants.

Call Sandra, lou or Sandy at 659-1248 or

657-2729.

GENERAL OFFICE. Detail oriented, self-starter

for small office. Light accurate typing, good
phone manr>er, IBM computer krxiwldege.

M-W:10-5; F:9-3. Wllshire Blvd
(213)658-7733.

HELP WANTED to open up music business in

L.A. Full/part time wanted, $S00-$1 500/mo.
Call me collect. (619)452-2085.

HOSTAiOSTESS/WAITSTAFF POSITIONS
AVAILABLE. Days & evenings. Flexible hours.

Outgoing personality & highly motivated.

Good pay. Day shifts available. More info:

473-8533.

SEE nil STARS, MMK
THEIR CARS

VBilet company seeking full/part

time attendants.

Tl«»ble hours *CXor 19 Xlean cut
Tips *ClMn DMV
PERSONNEL:(800)794-PARK

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning.
afterncK)n

& evening
hours available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

GENERAL OFFICE
We ore looking for on energetic and

positive person v^o Wkm to tallt on ttie

phone (this Is not telemoritetlng).

Casual, friendly, lively environment. Ligtit

Typing. Full time. Great place to work.

Call Melody at 453-181

7

8 people needed noi^
Kaam up toii^.

Houeecleanere

CaU (S13)45S-1817

HOUSEKEEPING, ERRANDS, AND ODD
JOBS -« possible babysitting. Hours flexible

(10-1S/wk.) Wages negotiable.
(213)390-9927.

INVESTMENT BROKER'S ASSISTANT needed
4-8 daily. Sharp, professional, attractive and
well-spoken. $8^r. Jim 991-0601.

•••••••••••••••JUST DO iT-—*^^^**—'
Enthusiastic sportsminded team-players

needed for 22r>d fastest growing company in

America. (213)399-5994.

FINANCIAL CONSULTAf^

An exceptional opportunity

is available for motivated

individuals to learn foreign

currency trading.

Unlimited income potentiaL

CALL STU or NOAM
1-800-922-8322

-ARN..
BY HELPING 01 HfcRS

DONATE BLOOD PLATELET6 SAFELV

f-or ipformation
> Cajl Anna
318)90G 3003

C.Hiiccr patients througnout lm
benefit from vou* i>>^fticioalion

c A R r

4954 Van Niivs Blvd. Sherman Onks

VISION MODEL &
TALINT MANAGEMENT
Models & Actors needed. No

experience necessary. Modeling.

Commercials. Rims & Music Videos,

College Students Welcome
Call today for an appointment
wttti top Industry Cortsultants.

(213)247^6001

Beverly Hills 90210

LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR: Minimum 3yrs law

office experience in plaintiff personal injury.

Knowledge of WordPerfect. Contact Sid Dia-

mond, (213)475-0461.

MALE MODELS earn $1 50^r. or more. Boyish

arxVor athletic 18—24. Cleanshaven face/

little or no chest hair. Playgirl-sty^e

magazines/nudity. Beginners welcome.
International I ly known photographer. Brad

(213)392-4248.

MALE MODELS under 28, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. Quick cash!!

(213)664-2999.

MALE MODELS NEEDED. Young, Handsome,

Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great

Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MODELS: For. 1992-93 swimsuit calendars &
posters, European magazine work. Call

(213)732-5744 for appointment.

NURSE OR MEDICAL ASSISTANT. 2 half

days/week in Century City Oncology Office

References required. (213)552-2882.

OFFICE CLERK. PT afternoons. Bilingual pre

ferred. (213)247-1999, ask for Dan-ell.

PART-TIME, FILING, COMPUTERS, possible

secretarial ^td customer service. Wage negoti-

able. (213)207-8856.
^

PART TIME: retail/customer service. National

firm, $10.25 starting pay. College accredited,

professional. Weekends and evenings avail-

abie. (213)396-1479. ^__
PERSON FRIDAY. Medical office 4hrs/day,

5days/wk. $6/hr. 100 Medical Plaza Suite

»100. (213)824-1000

PERSON FRIDAY, PT/flexible hours between

9:00am ar>d 6:00pm. Busy Executive in Brent-

wood needs energetic self-starter for light

secretarial and personal errands. Own car

helpful, rK>t required. $6.50A>r. Call )eff

826-4935

PERSON NEEDED TO DELIVER food for WLA
restaurant. Must have own car/insurance. Flex.

hours. (213)276-8644.

PLANT PERSON. PA needed to maintainence

indoor and patio plants. Experience helpful.

Must have car. Call Brandy 669-0700.

Political future starts here. Volunteers and

interns needed to work on state wide senate

race. Call Julia for details. (213)269-8622.

PT Medical Distributor. Phone, word process-

ing, invoicing, mid-day (hours flexible) experi-

ence helpful (not essential) (213)936-5696.

PT SPANISH TEACHER needed for 6 months

by private school in Santa Monica Please call

Bemadette 829-7391 ext. 234. _^
REAL ESTATE Appraisal Processor. Typing

SOwpm minimum. Flexible hours and days.

S7.5Q^r. Contact Shelley (213)396-2991.

SELL UNK)UE YARD TOOLS PART-TIME.

Guaranteed minimum salaries. $50(Vmo.

Phone (209)636-5455.

SM PICTURE FRAMER needs part-lime

designer/sales. Sales or art background
helpful.Saturday a must. (213)626-6666

SOCCER & BASEBALL COACHES NEEDED for

private school in S.M. middle school girls &
boys teams. Practices 3x/wk. Season begins

Nov. 18 Please call Steve Gold (21 3)626-41 20

TEAM PLAYERS: need ambitious self-starters.

New offices. Ex<jtllent $$$. Full trainingftPart

of full-time. Immediate openings.
(213)643-8102

TELEMARKETERS familiar with engineering

and programming termirK>logy. Various terri-

tories. Call Norma at DELTA PERSONNEL
(818)972-9675.

TELEPHONE MARKETING RESEARCH ASSIS-

TANT for menrwry training school. $7/hr.

15-20hn/wk. Theresa (213) 445-0830
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30 Help Wanted

TWO POSITIONS: Both require wordprocess-

ing and good typing skills. One requires

Spanish bilingual. Flexible hours, Wilshire &
Westwood law office. Sid Diamond,
475-0481.

US MAIL )OBS $11.77 to $14.9(V$9.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-

sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

WAITER/ WAITRESS NEEDED for FT or PT,

nights. Numero Uno on Pico. Ask for Jeff.

(213)474-1034.

WANTED FOR DERMATOLOGY OFFICE:

Back office experienced, medical assistant for

nurse practitioner. Must be energetic and

vivacious. Beverly Hills. 274-2307.

WANTED: GIRL FOR voice-over telephone

work. $20/30 minutes. Ask for Mirasol,

9- 11 am, M-F. (213)274-9291.

WELL-QUALIFIED medical student wanted to

do medical-legal research on question of

whether an 8-year-old child's cardiac arrest

was caused by exsanguination or respiratory

arrest. Please serxi resume and cover letter to

Barrett K. Green, 4201 Via Marisol, #137, LA,

CA 90042.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback novels, non-fiction

books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

DUE TO MURPHY'S LAW WRITER WHO IS

BLIND still needs an assistant for the academic
year. (213)396-5062.

Job Opportunities 32

ATTORNEY NEEDED to take over a major civil

litigation in L.A. Superior Court.
(213)874-2569.

LIFESTYLE » FREE TIME & DEBT FREE. We are

seeking 3 individuals with sales, management
or teaching experience. Income potential is

unlimited. (213)939-1594.

MARKETING ASSOCIATE FT/PT (20hrs/wk,

day time). Marketing investment management
services to Fortune 500 firms. Challenging

environfnent. Phone skills !n brokerage or

finance preferred. Westwood. $9/hr.

(213)208-1310. ^_^
RECEPTIONIST, F/T, TICCARD FINANCIAL
GROUP. Beverly Hills. (213)652-5566. 8530
Wilshire Blvd. suite #307, 90211.

UNIQUE
OPPORTUNITY
Part-time. Full-time

(summer)
Products by "Life Extension'

Scientists Durk Pearson/

Sandy Shaw
Prefer: Bus. Educ. Eng Majors

Require: Work Ethic. Desire

to Earn

(213)393-5024 (213)654-3016

Internstiips 34

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM producer seeks

student interns to learn script development

activities in office. No pay, but good opportun-

ity to learn. (213)576-6309, (213)394-7263.

PAID INTERNSHIP AVAILABLE. Part time-

Moming hours only at Ticketmaster. Call Laura

381-2000.

Ctiild Core Wanted 35

BABYSIT TODDLER IN BRENTWOOD. Occa-
sional day/night. Two excellent local refer-

ences and reliable transportation essential.

(213)472-7662.

CARE FOR INFANT, 20 hrs/week. Close to

campus. Flexible hours. References required.

(213)447-2244.

MOTHER'S HELPER for childcare and house-

work. Tuesdays and Fridays. S9/^t negotiable.

Own transportation. (213)391-1722.

PARENT HELPER. M-F afternoons/evenings.

13-18 hrs/week for 5-year old boy. Fix meal,

clean-up kitchen. $Mir. Car required. (213)

476-2289.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $575/rT>onth, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only

ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms

(213)839-7227.

1 Bedroom w/ sitting & living room, hardwood
floor, fire place, balcony, very large. Stove &
free water. Corner of Ophir & Glenrock. Price

negotiable. (213)206-8847. (714)494-4646.

1-MILE TO UCLA, Brentwood adjacent, $550
Bachelor, $735 1-bed, pool, near bus stop.

1235 Federal. (213)477-7237.

2-BED/2-BATH apartment. Furnished, avail-

able for 3 months beginning Nov. On beach

(Santa Monica). Private outdoor patio, heated

pool, tennis. Overlooks ocean.
$1 000-1 200/mo. depending on flixibility.

(213)399-3001.

3340 OVERLAND. Furnished iiachelor/single

$295/395, 1 bedroom $550 unfurnished, $625
furnished. Passing bus to UCLA
(213)837-7755. 4-7pm only.

AD). HANCOCK PARK. 1 mo free with lease.

Bachelor, ntwiy decorated. $47S/mo. Sec-

urity, laundry. (816)591-7223.

30 Apartments for Rent 49

APT FREE RENT must move after 6 n>onlhs

without relocation fees. Pay $300 expenses per

month. Direct bus to UCLA. UC^A 471-2703
Frank.

Bachelor in WLA. Mini kitchenette. Japanese -

style bathroom. Carport near Blue Bus.

$50(Vmonth. Security deposit, Ist rrKjnlh.

Move-in Nov 6. (213)479-7541. Mrs. Sato.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $975/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PKZO BUS. WOOSTER ST. (21 3)

639-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT 2-k1 lower, stove,

refrigerator, hardwood floors and carpet

$125Q/mo. (213)451-4771

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $685-765.
1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX.V, BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (21 3)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $795-875/MO.
2-BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS,
FRONT VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213) 639-6294.

BRENTWOOD. $1,100. 2.LARGE BD/2-BA.
Security bidg. 2-parking. Refrigerator, washer/
dryer facilities. (213)394-7667 or

(213)472-9720. _^^
BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
SINGLE, $725; LARGE 2BED/2BATH, $1275;
COMPLETELY REMODELED, BEAUTIFUL
LUXURY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROLLED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND GATED PARK-
ING. n 61 1 CHENAULT ST. (21 3)471-1 340.

BRENTWOOD, $840, 2BED/1BTH, 11651
GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

[_

BUNDY between Olympic and Santa Monica.
$665/mo. Spacious 1 bedroom. Excellent

management. (213)620-7049.

Charming 1/bedroom. Imile to UCLA. Great

Neighborhood, hardwood floors, very clean.

$60(ymo. (213)575-3199.

CULVER CITY, 2,3-bedroonw. Parking, laun-

dry, large kitchen. Walk school, shops, bus.

Great location. (313)837.1906 for

appointments.

FACULTY AND STAFF: One and two bed-

rooms available in the faculty apts on Levering.

Call 206-1947 (8am-5pm).

FREE NOVEMBER RENT. 2-bedroom/2-bath,

fireplace, balcony, skylights, great for room-
male. $995-$1,120. Near all. (213)836-4072,

anytime.

LARGE 1 -BED/1 -BATH, $650, snd studio for

$450. 10-minutes UCLA. Near SanU Monica
on Federal. (213)263-6868.

LARGE 2BED/1BATH, Hard%vood floor, dls-

hwasher, walk to LICLA & Westwood, parking.

$1,00(ymo. 476-8090.

LARGE FURNISHED STUDIO near UCLA.
$670. (213)277-0391 Miki M-F days.

MARINA DEL REY TOWNHOUSE, $1295,
2-bed/1 'A -bath, stove, refrigerator, dis-

hwasher, patio, parking. Pet okay.
(213)621-4887.

ACROSS FROM
CAMPUS

1 month
free rent

•pool

•spa

•sauna

•gym

•gated parking

Spacious

Jr/1 Bdrms avail!

from $725

Call 208-3818

535 Gayiev
MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few

miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building. 3748 Inglew-

ood blvd . Just north of venice blvd. (213)

396-8579.

MAR VISTA, $575/mo, price negotiable.

1-bed/ 1-bath. Large patio. Refrigerator,

stove. Days, (213)768-0885, evenings,

(81 6)707-3802.

M.V. $595 1 -BEDROOM, carpet, drapes,

appliances, no pets. ^327 INGLEWOOD
BLVD. 398-9369 or 477-2537, Mgf. #1 4., %
biks S. of Washington.

W
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U6HTUHIUeiiHup.lU(Ut I
•tud«fit housino facility. SharMi or
private. Pool, Jacuzzi, raoraallon
room. 1/2 hour drivo to UCUL
Fraa Brochuro. NorthrldQo

Campua RaaManoo, 9S00 Zaizah,
Northrldoo, CA 91320

(aiS)8e6-1717

WESTWOOD PLAZA APTS
Pool • Jacuoi • Sauna
JrlBd — from $805
2Bd2Ba from |1 400

Slowi, Mrigantor DMiwaslw
Rriplwe, Sacurtd ?tMr^— 2 8pac«

1441 Viliraii/Ohto

471-0051

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS , 31 22 Canfleld

Ave, WLA. $1 250 up. Security parking, Steve,

(213)639-1026.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,

furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, ar>d

carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood. 3258
C>verland.(2 13)637-301 3.

Why Pay More?
1 & 2 Bedrooms
$575—$800

Newly Remodeled
(^ust see to

appreciate.

657^756

Walk to Campus/Vlllage

Students Welcome

1+1/2 Sinks

$800 w/lease
• refrigeratcr •dishwasher •

• controllod entry • A/C •

• elevator •

519 Glenrock

(213)208-4835

Get out of the
Dormsl

We Will help Pay
the cancellation

feesi

Huge Luxury 1 fit 2
bedrooms,

central air, extra large
closets, fireplace, wet bar,

riefrigerator, controlled
entry and parking

Low move In/Low
rental rates

Across From Campus
433 Kelton Avenue
(213)208-8685

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD
oiNGLLS ONL ^ 1\V' : Bl'IIM^.

GATE:D CAR A: .t- l.^Ai .)NY
-^/ yf^* t A / t t /' / . *..»/» i ' < t\ \ —
-f*" \^ V_/ i. 0/'^^>V,'<.4 ' • .. ,.>. k,

^ALK IN Cl* .-.hT!. PULl
KITCHEN DloH VM.^HbR
REC ROOM Pi.)':.'L TABLE
IDEO OAf.lE;- lAHNl'RY
ACILITY GAS S V/A'lR PAID

R O M -^ ' : ' P R ^^ N
OOMMATEb Av'AILAfeLE

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

•AFFORDABLE*
•3528-3532 Sawtelle*

In Nfar Vista near National

2bdrm Ibath

apartments. Uppers &
lowers. Balconies. Stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator.

—Spacious with grey

carpet. White Blinds.

$775/month $500 deposit

OPEN DAILY OR
CALL:

On sight, 397-5029

Rental Office. 823-4383

WECmORTH
10983 WELLWORTH

tMM^MMMMAM

*1 Month Free Rent

(Ask for Details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Central Heating/

Air -Conditioning

•Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,

Refrigerator, Disposal

•Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

PALMS. 2-beci/2-balh, $845 & $875. Under-

ground parking, fireplace, A/C, alarnn, pets

okay. (714)969 8977, 6. (213)559-6085.

PALMS. 2-bdrnrV2-bath, large, palio, 9-unil$,

$80(ymo. Avall.- Nov. 1. (213)836-7277.

PALMS, $540. 4 Large, nice, upper, single,

balcony, refrigerator. No pets. 1 yr lease.

(213)473-1959

PALMS, $590, newer singly/ Upper, full bath/

kitchen, ^C, dishwasher. Balcony, cable,

nreplace. (213)397-0405.

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-bcd/2-balh, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(21 3)828-0740.

PALMS S850/mo 1 bed, den, upper. Aircondi-

tioning, garage parking, built ins, fire place,

security system. (213)937-0589.

PALMS. $850. 2-bed/1'A-bath townhouse.

Parking, private patio, prime location, quiet

neighborhood, new carpet. (213)394-6969.

PALMS AREA 1 -BED/I -BATH LOWER. Stove,

refrigerator, parking for 1 car. SdOO/mo.
(213)451-4771

PALMS SPECIAL. No security deposit with

approved credit. $525 for single, $650 & up for

1 -bedroom. Pool, sauna, exercise room.

(213)836-3800.

WESTWOOD, X-large, 1 bedroom, parking.

Near IXILA, furnished/unfurnished. Available

rf liaM^ StrathnfKKe. (213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD, $695, furnished single. Walk to

school. 667-669 Levering Ave.
(21 3)208-321 5.
$895 1 bedroom. Walk to school. 729 Gayl'.y.

(213)208-8798.

Westwood area. Single with separate kitt \en

and bath. Quiet building. $5 75.

(213)470-5952.
^

WLA 1 -f 1 LOWER, stove, refrigerator, parking

for 1 car. 3 miles to UCLA. $650/nrK>.

(213)451-4771

FREE RENT WLA National/Venice, 15 min.

from UCLA.2-bed/l -bath. Secured, A/C, dis-

hwasher, view. $750. Day (818)281-8938,

Eves (213)204-0543.
^

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single. \de»\ for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

WESTWOOD DELUXE 1-BED/1-BATH. 5

MIN. WALK TO UCLA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C,

WATER PAID, PARKING. AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $750-$800 THE BEST DEAL IN WEST-
WOODt (213)208-8881

WLA SMALL 1 -BEDROOM with appliances,

VC, new carpets^ inds. %650/mo. including

utilities. 1371 South Beverly Glen.
(213)446-1411.

Palms. 1 bedroom.

(213)837-7513.

$695. Stove & Refrig.

652 Veteran Ave

Single, 1 BDRM &

2 BDRM

$650 & up
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (81 8) 709-4284

SHERMAN OAKS, newer 2-t-2, $750 and up.

gated, central air, dishwasher, garage. 13406
Moorpark. (818)222-8298.

SM, 1 extra large apartment for rent. Pool,

laundry, no pets. $495/mo. (213)502-8838.

VAN NUYS: LARGE 1 -bed & den. Dishwasher,

stove, fireplace, 1 child/1 pet ok, or good for

roommates. (818)997-6766.

VENKIE. ARTIST'S STUDIO. 1 300 sq. ft. High
ceilings. Natural light. Security parking.

396-3688.

WALK TO UCLA, single, 1 -bedroom, 2-bed-

room, fireplace, VC, full kitchen, balcony,

pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room, laundry room, gated

garage, gas -f water paid. From $325/prsn.

Roommates avatfabie. 515 Keltonrr^

(213)208-1976.

Apartments Furnished 50

REDIXIED FROM $925 TO $800. 1-bd. furn-

ished, (for 2). Full kitchen & bath. 478
Landfair. (213)278-5677.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. i213) 824-0181.

B

WESTWOOD, junior 1 -bedroom. Large, park-

ing, across from campus. $650. No deposit.

Some furniture. 535 Gayley. (213)824-4767.

WESTWOOD. Large 2-bed/ 2-balh, furnished/

unfumished. Pool/ Jacuzzi, long/ short-term,

$1400. (213)470-1513. .

WESTWOOD. $1025-1 250/MO.,
2 BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP (X)WN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

Beverly Hills Bachelors

Special Student Discount

|

Th# B^vrhf Hllto St. Mofttz

• Furnished bachelors with color

TV, microwave, and lefrigerator

• Workout faclity

•Jacuzzi
• 10 mirmites from campus by bus ,

stop at top of street

em ly^^Ot f>r hfofMoa
120 S. Reeves between Bevedy &

Cannon, ctose to Wilshire

B

\

You'll love this paper work.

When you think of a job or intemshipjt shouldn't fill your mind with the dread of paper woiic; instead you should be

excited for the prospects of learning, growing, and quickly advancing. The Daily Bruin Account Executive Internship

will put your fears to rest. As an intern in the Daily Bruin's award winning advertising department, you will have a

chance to experience hands on exposure in the fields of advertising, marketing, and sales.

/ Spend your time working on our paper, not on paper work.

V

The Daily Bruin

Account Executive Internship
Applications are available starting today at The Daily Bruin office, 112 Kerckhoff^.

Applications are due by Noon on Friday, November 1st.

For further information please contact Delia Deocampo at 206-0901.
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. Unfurnished 51

Beautiful
One Bedroom
Apartments
Now Available
$800 Per Month
^ with Security

Deposit

Fully Furnished
All Utilities Paid, including A/C
Available to persons 21 and up

Fhis apartment is nestled in the beautiful Santa Monica Mountains only

fifteen minutes away from the UCLA campus

For more information call the University of Judaism Housing Office at

213-476-9777, 879-4114 ext. 259.

Friday, Nov. 1, 1991

FREE RENT

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD,

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PKOI I SSIONAI I V MANACID HV MOSS ^ ( ().

Apts. Unfurnished 51

2-BD/2-BA + LOFT North of Santa Monica

Blvd. High ceilings. $1675/mo.
(213)284-9044.

PALMS 1-bed $615. Stove, frig. 3652 Key-

stone Ave. (805)254-2403.

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2-Bedroom, conve-

nient location. From $725. Available now.

Eves (213)275-1427, (213)254-1565.

PALMS $725. Modern l-btedroom. Security

building stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, A/C,

fireplace. (213)8370761.

PRIME WLA bright 2-bed/2-balh, near UCLA,

VA, buslines. Stove, refrigerator, carpet,

drapes $900. (213) 476-7116

Apts. Unfurnistied 51

VERY NICE 2bdr/r/, bath Security, carpels,

drapes, frig. Pool, patio, parking,rH) pets.

$950. 1500 Purdue Ave. (213)477-5256,

(21 3)931 -llbO.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $700, 1 -bedroom

$1100 , 2-bedroorTVl-bath. Parking included.

1-1/2 blocks to campus. 10990 Stralhmore.

(213)395 2903.

I

WLA, CLOSE TO UCLA, $725/mo., 1 -bed/

1-bath built-ins, pool, garden like.

(213)477-9955.

WLA. Extra-large 2-bcdroorr\/1 -bath, 2-milcs,

#1 bus, many closets, laundry, parking, rcfrig,

stove $865/mo (213) 325-5304

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Nail, e.g.

6 Revered one
10 Hinged

fastening
14> Familiar

15 Verne
character

16 In the
direction of:

archaic
17 Oress style

18 Jack of jazz

20 Acquired
2

1

Dance move
23 Sicily, e.g.

24 Gadabout
25 Pain
26 Testimonial
30 Garden tool

34 Turkish inn

35 Table scraps
37 Macaw
38 Univ. bidg.

39 Esteem
4

1

Male animal
42 Greek letter

43 Dispatch
44 Force (on)

46 Marsh grass
48 Shared top

billing

50 Church part

52 "— smoke!"
53 Snare
56 Per —
57 Cavity
60 Atoll

62 A Muse
64 Easy as fall-

ing off

65 Tidy
66 Fire alarm
67 History-book

item
68 Uses a needle
69 Admission

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

G A L A 8

1

1 S L E
1

S M E W
A L A R M N O K H A L E
L A N C E B L U E S E R G E
T 1 C L 1 E D^H 1 L 1 A D

A 1 L E D
F
T E N T E R 8

P S T E R E N EBL 1 T E RW A N D E R
lams aammsi [nam

C H A N C eB F A a 1 E^

H A R D Y I G A V E LiSj
p L E A 8 E 8 G A L E N mM
L 1 C 1 T HMs A L T T A W
A T N E M E N T

1

E R 1 C A
T U L E

1
E R 1 E R 1 V E R

8 P E D T 1 P 8 8 P E R M

DOWN
1 Chase after

(baseballs)

2 Horseback
game

3 Rejiflica:

abbr.
4 Perception
5 Ugly thing

6 Trainee
doctor

7 Bottomless
8 Medical

suffix

9 Reasoning
10 Tossed
1

1

Time half

12 Narrow: pref.

13 Water body
19 Remains
22 Grow molars,

perhaps
24 Wheat —
25 Of planes
26 Auto trips

27 Ham it up

28 Electrical

unit

29 Kind of apt.

31 Croc's kin

32 Get rid of

33 Was furious

36 Salamander
40 In the past
41 Agile

43 Leaflike part

45 — Cross
47 Repair shop
49 Linen items
51 Whirls

53 Organism
modified by
environment

54 Piano oldie

55 Horse race
56 Eagle's

weapon
57 Separate
58 Roman road
59 Theater award
61 Understand
63 — Tin Tin
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WLA. One-bedroom, $875/mo. Security

building, parking, new carpet. Walk to UCLA
1450 Midvale. (21 3)391 -287f

Apartments to Share 52

BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD APT. Room to

shasre very large. Security, pool, laundry,

$365. Must see. 820-0187.

BRENTWOOD 2-BEO/2-BATH APARTMENT
TO SHARE. Fireplace, dishwasher, laundry,

swimming pool + parking. $515/rTK), male or

female. (213)476-1563.

FEMALE, private room in huge apartment,

Melrose/ Fairfax. Security, parking. Great

neighborhood. $450/mo. Kirsten,

(213)651-3572.

MUSIC TEACHER seeks femjile non-smoker to

share gorgeous B.H. penthouse. Security bIdg.

with pool. Convenient to everything. $525/mo

I- 1% utilities. (213)271-1939.

PALMS AREA. Prefer female. Reserved, re-_

sponsible, non-smoker, loves children. 2-»-1,

$360, own room. (213)839-0352.

PARK LA BREA 2-bedroonr>/ 2-bath apt. Non-

smoker. Quiet atmosphere. Furnished/

unfurnished. Long/short term. $500/mo. in-

cludes utilities. (213)935-5288.

FEM/SLE ROOMMATE WANTED! Own bed/

bath in 2-bed/ 2-balh condo. Walk to UCLA.
Parking, pool. $60Q/mo. 477-3245.

^Birthday

Nov. 1, 1991

You should have an easier row to hoe in

many areas of your life in (tie year
ahead. Bridges will replace the obsta-

cres you mBy nave prevtousiy naa to
deal with.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) There is

justification for your hopes and expec-
tations at this time, but try not to be too
rigid about the way things should hap-
p>en. Lady Luck has her own game plan.

Get a jump on life by ur>derstanding the
influences governing you in the year
ahead. Send for Scorpio's Astro-Graph
predictions today by mailing $1.25 plus
a long, self-addressed, stamped enve-
lope to Astro-Graph, c/o this newspa-
per, P.O. Box 91428. Cleveland, OH
44 101-3428. Be sure to state your zodi-

ac sign.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Ooc 21) Once
you establish specific ob)ectives today,

don't let outside influences obliterate

your targets. Focus and fortitude are

your keys to success.

CAPRICORN (Doc 22-J«n. 19) You are

presently much more popular with your

peers than you may realize. Good things

could happofH to good guys, so t>e nice

to everyone you encounter.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fob. 19) In your

commercial affairs today, stick to meth-
ods and procedures that have proven
tfiemselves to t>e successful. Leave the

experimiontlng to the losers.

PISCES (Fob. 20-March 20) The coop-
eration you need from others today can

b>e attained, provided you politely re-

quest their support Instead of demand-
ing i\. Taci and diplomacy can work
wonders.

ARIES (March 21-ApHI 19) Conditions

are movir>g in a favorable direction for

you today wt>ere your work is con-

cerned. Opportunities could be both

obvious and subtle, so cover all basot.

TAURUS (AprN 20-Moy 20) Your great-

est bor>ofits today are likely to come
from your close, personal roiationahips.

Arrangements formed for mutual bone-

fits could turn out quite lucky.

QEiNNI (May 21-Jiino 20) If there is a

domestic problem you've boon anxious

to roaoive. this is a good day to try to

work It out. Take the initiative instead of

waiting for another to put the issue on

the table.

CANCER (Juno 21-July 22) Don't hosi-

tate to discuss your present plans with

individuals who have previously provid-

ed yo«i with sound suggestions. They
could have constructive ideas for you
•gain today.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) SItuatidns that

coukJ enhar>ce your material security

should bo given maximum attention to-

day. This is an area wt>ere good things

could happen.

VIRGO (Aug. 29-Sopt 22) There is no
need to be fearful today about taking on
an endeavor you weren t too successful

with recently. This is a new ballganrto,

and the odds are now in your favor.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) You're now in

a cycle that contains sonne profitable

peaks wfiore your finances are con-
corned. Think money, because this

could be one of those days.
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Apartments to Shore 52 Room for Rent

SHARE tidy 2+2 apartment in N.Hollywood
w/reccnt grad & nice dog. $325 -i-Vi -ulililics.

Security building w/parking. (816)985-1223.

SHARE WESTWOOD CONDO Your own
bedroom (furnished) and balh. Security build-

ing $480. 474-6445

S M.- FEMALE TO SHARE HALF A STUNNING
HOUSE. $60(VMO. 19 BLKSTO BEACH, SEC ,

ALARM, HARDWOOD FLOORS, FIREPLACE,
GARAGE, WASHER/DRYER, BBQ, NEAR BU-
SLINE. AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
(818)609-1779.

WEST HOLLYWOOD — Clean 2+2 apt.

available 12/1. $425 includes utilities. Park-

ing. Prefer respogisibie Individual.
(213)848-8237.

WESTWOOD. $45(VnrH). Male, 1 -block to

campus, townhouse (bed-up; living, dining,

kitchen down), fireplace, private patio, garag^.

(213)206-7527, evenings.

Westwood Village: Own roonVbalh, large

2bed/2bath apartment. Fireplace, private pa-
Ito, cat. $575/mo (213)208-3335.

WLA. Large private room. Excellent area, bus
connections. % -mile to UCLA. $400.
(213)553-5752.

WLA Spacious Master Suite to share In- fully

furnished luxury condo. Must See. $375/mo.
Michael (21 3)620-5761

.

Roommates 53

FEMALE LOOKING for roommate to share

well-furnished 1 -bed apt. Close to UCLA. Price

negotiable. Avail, mid. Dec. 824-9676.

LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE easy to get

along ,with, willing to pay $40G/mo. Day
phone 588-6919, evening phone Larry
977-2121 ext.2079.

PROFESSIONAL FEMALE, 35-50. Large, sunny
2-bed/2-balh. SanU Monica, North of Wil-
shire. $500, first and last. Non-smoker.
(213)453-1074.

ROOMIE WANTED TO SHARE 2-BED/
2-BATH apartment in WLA w/3 studious

outgoing girls. 10-minutcs from UCLA. EZ
access to bus. $275 + utilities. (21 3)479-8724,
leave message.

TEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: Furnished

2Bed/2Bath Security Apartment. 679 Gayley &
Landfair «205 across street from UCLA.
$33000 or $355.00 (213)208-0212.

FEMALE WANTED to take loft in great apart-

ment. 15 minutes from UCLA. $32S/mo.
(213)556-4625. Call Romena.

aOSE TO UCLA: ROOMMATE NEEDED,
FOR 2b(V2b(h on Kelton. Own room or share

$700-p5(ynrH). + security. (213)624-3353.

ROOMMATE WANTED, FEMALE. Huge room
w/balcony + fireplace. $45(Vmo, util. + cable

included. Call Ginger 838-9691, evenings.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 2bdrm, 1 ba in

S.M., 5 minutes to UCLA, $375. Call Alice

453-6942.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 2bd/2'A bth,

largie Westwood apartment as soon as possi-

ble. Please call (213)470-2942.

SANTA MONICA. f>4ear beach. Newer 3-bed/

2-bath apt. Laundry. $475/mo.
(213)314-7700.

WALK TO UCLA-HUGE 2BECy2V. BATH.
Seeking 2-rx>nsmoking females to share w/
2-femaTe$. $395/person/mo. (213)961-6695.

'Til June.

WESTWOOO-Female roommate to Share

New Luxurious 3-Bdrm. Apt. on Gayley.

$450.00 208-0544.

WESTWOOD, FEMALE, ACROSS FROM
MORMON TEMPLE. Private roonVbalh in

two-story townhouse. Sundeck, fireplace.

Cathedral ceilings. $625/mo. (213)467-1374,

(213)470-1017.

WLA, LARGE OWN BED/BATH in 4-bed to

share with 3 females. Diswasher. $438.75/mo.
Nonsmoking. (213)473-5014.

Room for Rent 54

ACROSS FROM LICLA. Bright, private furn-

ished room arvJ bath/entrar>ce. Parking. Non-
smoker. $475/nrH). 470-6401. Available after

Thanksgiving.

BRENTWOOD, SPACKDUS room, hon^e, near

LKILA-Sunset. Private enlrarH:e. End pool

garden. Ideal study environment, Heavenly
parking, share bath, 3-way microwave
$475.00. (213)476-1766.

CHABAD HOUSE AT UCLA OFFERS HOUS-
ING IN A JEWISH ENVIRONMENT WITH
KOSHER MEALS, PARKING, LAUNDRY AND
REC FACILITIES. ACROSS FROM UCLA, 741

GAYLEY AVE. ONLY $350/MO. MENDY
(213)208-7511.

ENCINO Large private room w/bath. Pool, spa,

parking. $400 plus electricity. (818)784-531 5.

ON CAMPUS HOUSING- (all types of rooms)

are available for immediate occupancy in the

new Sunset Village, the Residence Halls and

Residential Suites. Meals included. Close to

daises. (213)825-4271.

ROOM IN NICE WEST-LA HOME. Kitchen,

laundry, facilities, utilities covered. On UCLA
bus route. $600 (213)450 8719.

S.M. CANYON, beach. Beautiful home, pri-

vate bath/entrance. Parking. Non-smoking

female No pets. $550. (213)459-2109.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World

charmi Cable TV, fully furnished. $200/wk.

and up. Some with kitchens. (213). ^8-2241.

W.HOLLYWO^ FOOTHILLS, furnished

corner room, uk of patio, separate enterance,

limited kitchen priviledges, direct bus to

UCLA, car recommended. $340/mo.

(2 13)628- 1921,days. (213)657-0394, eve. &
wknds.

CULVER CITY, 3-Bedroom home, private

room with use of full house and yards.

Security, maid, fireplace. Non-smoker.
$85Q/mo.( 2 13)398-5435.

WLA. Private room with own bath. Security

building, cable, furnished. Call Stephen

(213)2073009.

Subiet

WESTWOOD, 2BED/2BTH. Available
Dec.l-JunelS. Furnished, security, pool.

Sl.lOO/nrw. (213)859-8005.

House for Rent

BEVERLVWOOD, $1645/MO. Charming, em-
maculate, 2-bedroom, den, 1 'A -baths, dining,

appliances, garage, large yard, gardener
(213)559-2601.

RANCHO PARK area 3-bed/1-bath house,
stove, dishwasher, W/D, garage, fireplace.

$1700/hrK>. (213)451-4771.

House to Stiore 57

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, large
3-bedroonV2-bath house. Share with one non-
smoking female professional. $550/nrx). (21 3)

937-9246.

PLEASANT, AIRY, deck, trees, great neighbor-

hood near UCLA. Private room, parking. Share

with professional father, delightful daughter 1

3

years. Prefer female. C21 3)628-61 33.

House for Sole 58

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA, 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $567,890 Dave (61 8)783-6875.

SPACIOUS 2Biyi BATH+ LARGE seperate

studio. Northwest of Nordstrom. New price

$395,000. Owner (213) 477-2746.

WESTWOOD COUNTRY HOME Value +
location For details pis. call Annie 477-8291
ext 210. Prudential Calif Realty.

House Exctionge 59

Guesthouse - charming, private in exchange
for 1 5A>rs babysittin^per week for bright 6yr.

old girl with physical handicap
(213)933-1406.

Housing Needed 60

(XXTTORAL STUDENT/ MOM and d-yr-old

daughter seek charming 2-bedroom near
UCLA under $750. (213)372-3550. ^-

Room/Board for Help 62

LOVELY HOME 10 MIN. BUS FROM UCLA:
Pacific Palisades! Private room & bath for child

care. PMs, weekends. (213)417-4791.

NEEDED: FEMALE FOR LIGHT HOUSEKEEP-
ING in lirge ho^rM^ Call Lilian (21 3)820-51 51

.

PALISADES, 2-roomV bath in exchange for

babysitting 6-yr-old girl after school
(2:30-6:00), 3-4 day^wk, occasional evenings.

Female. Must drive. (213)625-9354,
(213)454-6140.

PLEASANT HOME, AIRY, deck, trees, great

neighborhood. Near UCLA. Private room, car

use or parking. Responsible driver, childcare,

household. Professional Father, delightful

daughter 13 years. (213)626-6133.

PRIVATE SECURE furnished quaters in ex-

change for house-cleaning, errands, walking

dog^, etc. (213) 654-1033.

PT HOUSEHELP NEEDED. Errands, small

repairs, housework, live-in position. Driver's

license + references required. Offer in ex-

change: fumished room with separate garden
entrance and full-sized bathroom, kitchenette,

use of pool, telephones, etc., in Beverly Hills

home. Call mornings early or leave message
(213)273-2434.

Room for Help 63

ROOM' $ EXCHANGE for companion for

senior female + light responsibilities. Female
non-smoker, 3-miles to UCLA. Diane
(213)278-3935.

Townhouse for Rent 66

LUXURY TOWNHOUSE IN SHER.MAN
OAKS. 3-bcdrooms/ 3 bathrooms, central air,

fireplace. Must see. $1,475/mo.
(818)782-5763.

Condos for Sole 67

LOVELY HIGHRISE CONIX) 1 BED/1 BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa,

security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)824-0453.

'

PENTHOUSE 1-BEDROO/W1 BATH, 1 -block

from UCLA, village view, doorman building

with pool. $289,000. Call Broker
(213)824-0453.

Condos for Rent 69

1 BED/1 BATH CONDO FOR LEASE. 1/2 block

from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa, security.

$^,000/mo. Call broker. (213)824-0453

STUDENT CONDO LARGE 1 -BED + 1 -BATH,
valet parking, 24 hour services. 865 Comstock.
$179C/nrK). (213)821-2493, Dave.

Guest House for Rent 70

GUESTHOUSE: WEST HOLLYWOOD View,

fireplace, quiet, secure. Month -to-month.

$1.00(Vnr>o includes utilities. (213)654-1033.

54 Vacation Rentals 71 Tutoring Offered

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrourvied by pirtes. Close to everything - fully

equipped - reasonable rates. (818)785-1028.

IDYLLWILD BEALTTIFUL MOUNTAIN RE-

TREAT. FIREPLACES. HOT TUB. FULLY
EQUIPPED. SLEEPS 5+. (213)391.6808
EVENINGS.

^ Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY! Tandem or static line with

Skydiving Adventures, Inc. Student discounts.

For further info, and free brochure
1-800-526-9682.

56 Misc. Rentals 88

ARTIST STUDIOS, WESTWOOD VILLAGE
$600-$800/mo. Absolutely no live-in.

294-8282. M-F, 10^4

Insurance

[\ HATE AUTO INSURANCE

IHK lOW[H(JUOIt r.ill

?13)ab?-/1/-i) (818)31.'>-1.h10

f.lSI PRICf INSAGINCV

Loans 93

CASH GRANTS FOR SCHOOL, BUSINESS,
OTHER. Never pay back. SASE: Grant, P.O.

BOX 46254, Los Anj^eles, Ca., 90046.

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. LXZLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137. ^=:

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, 350
sq.ft., $350. (213)475-7533.

Personal Service 95—^———A.^
RESEARCH METHOCX>LOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

RESEARCH, WRTTING, editing

All Levels-An Subjects

Foreign Students Welcome
Fast, Professional-Quafity Guaranteed

Call Research 213-477-8226

M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/Disacrtntlons

Proposals and Boolu. ^
Foreign .ntiidcnts welcome.

PAPEBS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, PhJ)
(213)470^662

A-^ EDITING. Papers due? Resume? Personal,

professional attention assures your success—^

—ethically. Free estimate. (213)474-2731.

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING/EDITING GRA-
DUATE SCHOCX APPLICATION ESSAYS,
OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes-

sional help from nationally-known author/

consultant. (213)826-4445.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-

graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(213)473-4193.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE A SPORTSCAS
TOR? Geoff Witcher Sportscastor Workshop
For information call (818)352-7152.

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-

nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Composition, Finance, Foreign languages,

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)748-741 2.

CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, MATH tutor Exper-

ienced chemistry TA. MS from UCLA. Patient

& understanding. Greg (213)826-7626

COMPUTER SCIENCE TUTOR. Experienced,

professional. Master's degree in C.S., will

help improve your grade. Guaranteed.
(213)477-8234.

ENGLISH LESSONS. Experienced UC Berkeley

ESL instructor. Grammar, TOEFL preparation,

composition, accent correction. Call

(213)829-7784, leave message.

ESL/COMPOSITION/EDITING. Duke gradu-

ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)285-4616.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian (213)478-5822.

FRENCH TUTORING offered by UCLA grad

student, $10^r. Call mornings 393-8492, Phil.

PATIENT TUTOR MATH (ARITHMETIC THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS.

WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF-
RELIANCE FOR FREE INFO CALL JIM.

(213)747-5118.

PORTUGUESE CLASSES. All levels. Business,

conversation. $20/ 1 'A -hour session.

(213)820-6562, Prof. Maria Thereza

Tutoring Needed 99

FOR SPANISH & ENGLISH. High school level

Near UCLA. PLEASE call (21 3)471 -2703, Mrs.

Lu^

MATH & SCIENCE (High school level). NEED
TO KNOW SOME CHINESE. NEAR UCLA
PLEASE CALL: 213-471-2703, MRS. LU.

91 Typing 100

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (213)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (including disscrta-

tions,mailings,resumes). Editing/graphics

available. Laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm An! (213)312-3332

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. RUSHES. CUARAN-
TEED. 1 MILE FROM UCLA 21 3-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (213)827-5090.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,

laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-Spm. Call David (213)788-9885.

DOLLAR-ArPACE TYPING! That's right- as

low as that! Outstanding quality, latest word-
processing equipment. Call anytime.
(213)842-6363.

Modern Secreterial and Graphic services: IBM
& MAC. Discount to students. Pick up/
delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
1213)446-8899.

PRECISK)N TYPING $2.5Q/Double Space
Page Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-

Delivery Available (2130864-3981

PROFESSKDNAL RESUME SERVICE. Theses-

term papers. Employment service. Delta Per-

sonnel Services, Simi Valley. (805)526-5210.

PROFESSKDNAL WORDPROCESSING in my
home. High quality. Accurate. Weekends and
evenings ok! Good rates. Dee (21 3)398-1 21 7.

PROFESSONAL WORD PROCESSING by the

Way company. Word Perfect 5.1 , Competetive
rates. Call (213) 474-9648.

SAME DAY SERVKIE-Specializing in short

papers; pick-up, delivery; competitive prices,

fast & accurate, 7am.11pm (213)273-5536.

THE rVPING GUY! I'll type anything and I'm

cheap. Reports, scripts, letters, whatever.

(213)207-5192.

TYPIST. Term papers, screenplays, etc. $1.00
per page. Call (213)559-7907.

WORDPROCESSINCVDESK TOP PUBLISH
ING, papers, resurr>es, transcriptions, ABA
format. Westwood. (213)473-5755

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol Tingle; As-

socTNate Lam, 25 yrs. experierxre. All leve'V

styles, in SM. (213)828-3100.

VOKZE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets

results. Exf>ert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional

service. (213)450-0133

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experierxred Career Counselor. Also

college admission essays. Lee (213)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

MEXICO CRUISE, $99 oer person, 4-day/

3-night hotel. Plan now for your break. Very

limited offer. Call now 1-800-621-0572.

TAKE YOUR BREAK |N GREAT BRITAIN!

Exchange vacations arranged between stu-

dents in England and Anrterica. Discount air

fare available. Contact STUDENT ABROAD,
LTD., P.O Box 944 Orangevale, CA 95662.

TeM800)42^53^axM916)63^n6^^

Trove! Tickets 106

LA TO PHOENIX ROUND TRIP. Nov. 1 5-1 7.

$55.00. Female only. 206-4761

.

Autos for Sole 109

1985 CAVALIER. 2dr. Type 10. Great mileage.

Stick. $2,300. 474-3111. -

'84 RABBIT CONVERTIBLE (WOLF). Mint

condition, 60K. Car alarm, garaged, pull-out

radio, automatic. $5250 (213)452-1017.

98 Autos 109

'84 Rabbit New Clutch, New Brakes, Strong

Engine. $1,995. Call (213) 837-5871.

'88 Toyota Corolla $5900 4-door, automatic,

air, stereo, new tires. Call Sundee
(313)393-2299(wofk), (21 3)208-591 9(home).

AUDI 4000 '82. Gold, 5-spd. lOO.OOG/miles,

good condition. $1,000 (21 3)645-4430.

HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK 1987. A^,
PS, AAVFM cassette, tinted windows, Miche-
line tires, one owner. $6200. (213)638-5895.

HONDA ACCORD LX, '85. 4-door, automa-

tic, tinted wirxiows, moonrooi, or\e owner,

good condition. $4,300. (818)784-6663.

lETTA GL '87, 4-DOOR, 5-SPEED, A/C, SUN-
ROOF, ALARM, STEREO/CASSETTE PULL-
OUT, TINTED GLASS. $6900. (81 8)980-8879.

MAZDA 626 LX'85, 5-speed, ffllly loaded,

gray/gray, white/pin-striped, excellent condi-

tion. $5,100. John (213)301-2523.

PONTIAC FIERO, '84. 37k miles. Sunroof,

C.C, leather upholstry, classic. $2600. Must
sell. (213»559-1892.

SAAB TURBO 1984 BIk, 47k miles, sunroof.

Loaded. 1 owner. $6500. (213)396-3686

TOYOTA COROLLA '84. One owner, excel-

lent coTKiition, 1 10 miles, stereo, /VC. $2900.
Dr. Tansel 788-8468.

TOYOTA TERCEL WAGON 4WD 1964.

GOOD CONDITION. AC/STEREO. $1400
OBO. (818)774-9836.

VOLKSWAGON JETTA, 1 988. Flawless condi-

tion. 16,000 miles. One owner. Irnrredible

deal. $6,200. A/C, new radio. Leave message,

(213)659-1131.

Scooters for Sole 115

1989 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER, great condi-

tion, $650/obo, helmet/lock/cover included.

(213)824-1963.

BRAND NEW ELITE 80, white. 4-year war-
ranty, parking permit, 400 miles, $1 70(Vobo.

John 208-4436.

ELITE 50 1989. Pink and grey 3 miles, won,
can't use. Very cute! Call 291-0905.

ELITE (XLUXE 150 1986. Blue w/basket. Mint
condition w/ only TOO mites. CALL
(818)546 1098.

HONDA '86 ELITE 50 - Runs great, 3,500mi.

$425obo. Call Lisa (818)707-101 1 eves, only.

HONDA ELITE 80, '86, only 2400 miles. Great

shape. lf>dependefH:e and mobility. $650.
Adam, (213)826-4627.

HONDA ELITE 80 1966. Great condition.

Recent tune-up. Low miles. $650/obo. Call

Kristen (714)893-5753.

HONDA ELITE 1 50, red, mint condition, 250
miles. Call (818)792-4024.

*

Honda 1 990 Elite 80 w/lock, only 1 ,963/miles,

mint condition $1,150 Dave (818)907-0739.

Borgoin Box 125

14- FRIG, DRESSER, bookcases, lamps, sofa,

desk, dining table. ONLY $300 FOR ALL! Dr.

Tansel 788-8468.

MATTRESS SET, $150. Futon, $100. Ency-

clopedia 1991, cost $1600, sacrifice, $300.
Kerns ney/er used. (213)393-2338.

Furniture for Sole 126

CHETS OF DRAWERS, matching hutch($100),

apholstcred lounge chair $75, end tables

$35/ea.. Brass lamps $25/ea., small drop leaf

table $65, 12in Bl/Wh t.v. $(30).
(213)395-4225

DEAL! Futon coudVbed & coffee table. 6rr>o.

old. $200/set 575-3199

FOR SALE, one futon, $125 and one mini

fridge, $100. Call Rosalie 208-0789.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, king> $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orderwccepted(213)372^2337^^^^

Garage Sales 127

WLA MOVING SALE. Everything must go.

EXCELLENT CONDITION, EXCELLENT
PRK:ES. 8am.-3pm. Sat & Sun. Nov 2&3,
9&10. 1 block west of Westwood/Brookhaven.

(213) 474-9747.

Pets 130

PERSIAN KITTENS. CFA 8-wks. Unusual col-

ors. Blue male. Brown female. $25(Vobo.

(818)249-6300.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

SKIS— K2 1 95 KVCs. Never been used, selling

for $250. Pfease call Gerald 208-5529.

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

APPLE IMAGE WRITER II. $225.00 OBO.
824 9664 TIM.

BROTHER WORD PROCESSOR with biiilt-in

letter quality printer, versatile, easy to learn.

$350. (213)473-2042.

COMPUTER FOR SALE Tandy 1000-with
printer, monitor, Dos and Word Perfect; Table,

books etc.- $850 or best offer. Call 557-0680.

IBM 386-25MHZ TOP QUALITY COMPATI-
BLE. Drives: 1 .2 A 1 .44 TEAC floppys. 85 MB
MAXTOR IDE H-drive at 1 7MS. 2MB RAM,
101 Keyboard, 14' VGA color noonitor w/16
bit VGA card w/256k RAM AT/KD 2s,2p,1g.

Loaded w/software. Brand new in box w/
warranty. $1,670. (213)208-0061.

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 286, 1MB, 5.25"FD,
3.5*FD 40HD, KEYBOARD, MONITOR, NEW
W/ WARRANTY $620. (213)644-2612.
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ALL VOW CAN £AT SUSHI

LUAJC-hl 12:00 - 4:30

$12.95/P^R50A)/45 MIA)
PIMAJ^R 4:30 - 11:00

5l5.95/P^RSOA)/1 HR
(f.*i & sat 4:30 - 12:00)
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Joe-Max Moore will lead the UCLA soccer team against Cal State Fullerton on Sunday. The Bruins

are fresh off a 4-1 victa^sover San Diego State on Wednesday.

Soccer heading South to
tower over Cal State Titans
By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

The No. 13 UCLA Bruin soccer

team is not the only one that can

claim the MetLife Pacific Soccer

Classic as a springboard for its

current success.

While the Bruins (14-3-0) have

reeled off six straight wins,

including the MetLife Champion-
ship, the Cal-State Fullerton Titans

(10-6-0) havfe also been on a roll.

Going almost unnoticed in that

tournament was FuUerton's two
wins over both Akron and Army.

The only reason why the Titans did

not receive the trophy was because

of a lesser margin of victory than

UCLA. ^

Since then, Fullerton State has

added a convincing 2-0 victory at

Santa Barbara and will carry its

winning streak (Thursday's late

game at Nevada-Las Vegas not

included) into Sunday's game at

home against the Bruins.

UCLA head coach Sigi Schmid
has been keeping tabs on the Titans

and knows that his team will have

to be prepared and focused.'

"In the MetLife tournament, I

ihink Fullerton played as well as 1

have ever seen them over the

years," Schmid said. "It will be an

intense game. All of the players

• •

know eaieh other, they've played

with and against each other for a

long time.**

But the Bruins will also have

their share of motivation. Wednes-
day night. No. 5 USF, a team
ranked ahead of UCLA in the Far

West region, fell to unranked

Stanford, 3-2. Meanwhile, the

Bruins were impressive in defeat-

ing San Diego State 4-1. Another

win could propel them past the

Dons in the rankings.

"With them losing, it gives a

chance to move up some more,"

Schmid said. "I think that is a good
enough incentive.**

However, UCLA anight be

without the services of striker Cobi
Jones, who has 14 assists and 23

points on the year. Jones injured

his head in Wednesday night's San

Diego State game, when he col-

lided with a Aztec player on a

headed ball.

Before that point, Jones
wreaked havoc on SDSU. The
senior had scored one goal and
assisted on two others. Schmid has

listed Jones as doubtful for the

game, but thinks that he will be

able to play come Sunday.

But the rest of the Bruins seem
recovered from their respective

ailments. Two of them, Tayt lanni

and Tim Gallegos, recuperated

with big games against the Aztecs,

lanni, who was sidelined with the

flu, scored his first point of the year

when he assisted Jones on UCLA's
second goal of the night.

Gallegos also responded with a

big game, netting his seventh goal

and 17th point The forward was"

suffering from an ankle injury

incurred in the Oct 27 California

game.

Zak Ibsen is showing signs of

coming back from a malady of a

different sort. Having been held

scoreless for four consecutive

games, the midfielder/forward

pumped in a goal in the second
half.

"It felt good to get back in the

goals scored column," Ibsen said.

Fullerton will respond with a

high-powered offense that pro-

duces more than two goals a game.
Forwards Raul Haro and Dino
Torres have paced the Titans with

24 and 21 points respectively.

In goal, Mike Ammann has been

solid, posting five shutouts and a

1.29 goals allowed average.

Because the Titans like to have
their defenseman bring the ball up
the field, they could be susceptible

to the Bruins' press.

In the San Diego State game, the

press was crucial in setting up both

of the Bruins first half gMs.

i

From page 24

Williams and Shawn Wills, both of

whom missed the Arizona State

game due to injuries.

Williams said after practice

Tuesday that his sprained ankle

felt good and that he would
"definitely" play, but his coaches

were more cautious in their deter-

mination. "

If neither back can go, sopho-

more Ricky Davis, who started the

first three games at tailback for

UCLA and rushed for a career-

high 124 yards last week, would

likely get the nod.

Junior split end Sean

VOLUEYBALL

LaChapelle has caught an
astounding mne touchdown passes

in the past four games, and has

already set the UCLA single-sea-

son mark with 1 1. He could soon

break the Pac- 1 record of 14 set in

1984.

LaChapelle is tied for third

nationally in receptions with 6.7

per game and is tied for the Pac-10

lead.

UCLA quarterback Tommy
Maddox, who will duel it out with

Bledsoe, leads the Pac- 10 in

passing efficiency. The sopho-

moie has conu)leted 62 percent of

his passes for 1621 yards, 15

touchdowns and eight intercep-

tions.

He wasn't even at UCLA in

1988, but head coach Terry

Donahue and many players and

fans still remember, and will be

looking to exact a measure of

revenge.

Bruin Notes: Saturday will mark the Rose

Bowl return of comerback Dion Lamt>ert,

who tore a ligament in his right foot against

BYU in the opening game of the season and

missed the next five games . . . Flanker

Michael Moore has also returned to action

after separating his shoulder against Cal.

From page 24

place Anneu Buckner back in the

starting lineup along with Natalie

Williams and Elaine Youngs.
However, Banachowski is not

sure about the middle blocker

position due to recent health and
injury problems. Irene Renteria

had the fiu for a coupl&of days this

weekend, and Lisa Hudak slightly

injured herself in practice on

Wednesday.

"Well, we are trying to find a

starting six . . . but I think that we
are starting to fall into what is

going to be our final push towards

the end of the season," Bana-
chowski said.

With only eleven matches left in

the regular season, the team is

going to have to get both physical

and emotional motivation from all

of the starters.

"I don't think that we are

necessarily hurting for individual

leadership, but that everyone has to

step up a little bit, starting this

weekend," Banachowski said.
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lis panel talks

lit expansion
By Scott Bloom
Daily Bruin Staff

Three different sports business-

men spoke at a UCLA manage-
ment school alumni panel Oct. 29,

but all three had a similar message
— the business of sports will

continue to be lucrative and will

grow throughout the 1990s.

Citing enormous growth figures

for the previous 10 years, execu-

ives in basketball, iniemational

soccer and athlete management
seemed optimistic about increas-

ing the already high revenues

sports provides.

However, Mitch Kupchak, Los
Angeles Lakers assistant general

manager, cautioned that much of

the growth will have to come from
new sources, such as merchandise

marketing and overseas revenue.

"One of the few ways to expand
is to increase property licensing of

merchandise,*' Kupchak said. **The

only (other) growth in the future is

going to be outside the United

States."

Kupchak spoke on a panel that

also included World Cup Soccer
USA '94 Chief Executive Officer

Charles Cale and Newport Beach
sports attorney Leigh Steinberg.

steeper hill. While soccer is second
only to basketball as a participant

sport, it has never caught on with

the American public. But Cale

appears to relish the challenge of

getting the U.S. hooked on soccer

in lime for its hosting of the 1994
World Cup, the world's largest

tournament of its kind. One billion

viewers watched the 1990 World
Cup.

"We have a very unusual situa-

tion," Cale said. "It's not faced by
any of the major sports in the U.S.
— to take and bring into the U.S.

what is clearly the largest sporting

event in the world."

Kupchak's challenge is the

direct opposite of Cale's— to take

a sport with tremendous support in

America and sell it overseas.

Steinberg, who represents ath-

letes from a variety of sports but is

most famous for his football stable,

said the potential for growth in the

NFL is there, but management and

labor need to work together first.

"Football is being held t^ck by a

lack of a collective bargaming

agreement," Steinberg said. "Until

football speaks as one voice, it

won't move forward."

Like the NBA, the NFL has

TANWAT WANSON
Bill Lenlhan will lead th^ Bruins against UCSD, UCI and Long Beach this weekend.

Polo feces important weekend

€a!e and Kupchak seek Ufcfe toyed with oveneas expansion,

going so far as to forming an

overseas league — the World
League of American Football.

"Overseas expansion will work
(for football)," Steinberg said.

"American-style sports are very

attractive to people in foreign

countries."

same goal, but are going in

opposite directions. Cale is faced

with the daunting task of increas-

ing the popularity of soccer as a

spectator sport in the United

States, while Kupchak is trying to

help introduce Uie NBA overseas.

Of the two, Cale is climbing the

By Andre Keil

Daily Bruin Staff

If there has ever been a turning

point for the UCLA water polo

team, this upcoming thiee-game

weekend is it.

The Bruins face UC SanJMego
today, UC Irvine on Saturday and
Long Beach State on Sunday in

perhaps their most important series

of the season.

*The ball is in our court now,"
senior driver Bill Lenihan said.

"We're definitely going after it"

Fifth-ranked UCLA (13-6, 2-0

in the Pac- 10) finds itself in a

must-win situation after a disap-

pointing showing at the prestigious

49er tournament

At the tournament, UCLA beat

UC Riverside in the opening
round, lost to Stanford in the

second round of the tournament,

then lost to Southern California

and defeated UC San Diego. ^^^

UCLA has defeated UC San
Diego with relative ease so f^r this

season, but the Triton crowd will

be a concern for Bruin head coach
Guy Baker. "They're a tough team
to play on the road," Baker said.

The Bruins' quick road trip ends
in Irvine. The Ajiteaters are led by

Pablo Yrizar and Steve Gill in

scoring.

"Irvine is a solid team. They're

not a single man team, but they are

solid up and down," Lenihan $aid.

Finally, UCLA hosts Long
Beach State at UCLA's Sunset
Recreation pool. The 49crs beat

UCLA, 7-4, early in the season.

Long Beach State is led by senior

two-time All-American Mike
Burke.

"We had a good week of
practice," Lenihan said. "We're
still in it We just have to put it

together this weekend."

The
llailv Bruin

Back!
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Runners
travel to
Stanford
By Michael Klein

— The UCLA women s cross

country team is hoping to tec offon

the competition at the Pac 10

Championships tomorrow at the

Stanford University Golf Course.

The unranked Bruins need a

strong showing if they hope to

impress the NCAA selection com-
mittee and secure an at-large birth

for the NCAA Championships on

November 21sL

"We need to beat a ranked team

or two and then do well at the

NCAA regionals to get serious

consideration/V head coach Bob
Messina said.

The No. 4-ranked Oregon
Ducks are clearly the class of the

conference and are heavy favorites

10 win their fifth conference crown

in the last six years. The Ducks
have considerable depth, with four

of their top runners finishing in the

top 25 last season.

The No. 19 Arizona Wildcats,

the Washington Huskies — who
were ranked as high as 23rd earher

in the season— and the Bruins are

expected to battle for second place.

**ln ofder to knock off

Washington or Arizona we need to

keep mentally sharp. At this point

in the season, everyone is in the

same sort of shape so the mental

aspect becomes all the more
meaningful,'* Messina said.

That the Bruins are only consid-

ered the fourth best team in the

conference can be directly attri-

buted to a lack of depth at the

fourth and fifth spots created by

season-long injuries to last year's

top two runners — Jennifer Ashe

and Karen Hecox.

The Bruins were led throughout

the season by senior Nicole

Nugent, winner of three invitation-

al meets. The other members of the

trio, sophomore Beth Bartho-

lomew and junior Kira Jorgensen,

had some solid performances this

season, but are hoping to shift into

an even higher gear in the postsea-

son. Seniors Laurie Andeen, Emily

Nicklin and Melissa Sutton, and

sophomore Susannah Thrasher

will comprise the rest of the squad.

"Getting solid performances out

of the last two spots has been the

problem for most of the season.

We are a team that traditionally

peaks late in the season, and I am
hoping that will happen this year,"

Messina said.

By all accounts it should. The
Bruins have finished in second

place in the conference in six of the

last eight years.

*The girls arc definitely capable

of beating Washington and Arizo-

na, and considering our problems

during the regular season, 1 sure

wouldn't mind if history repeated

itself," Messina said.

Football

to tame Wazzu
By Kennedy Cosgrove
Daily Bruin Staff

As the UCLA football team

prepares to play host to the

Washington State Cougars this

Saturday at the Rose Bowl at 3:30

p.m.. the year 1988 keeps coming
to mind.

For the first time since that year,

UCLA (5-2. 3-1 Pac- 10) is riding a

three-game winning streak, having

beaten Arizona, Oregon State and

Arizona State on consecutive

Saturdays.

And for the first time since

1988, the No. 23-ranked Bruins

will play WSU (3^. 2-2 Pac- 10))

at the Rose Bowl.

The last times these two teams

met. also in the eighth week of the

season, was one of the more
memorable games in recentUCLA
history.

On that day. UCLA, flying high

with a 7-0 record and the No. l

SUZANNE STATES/Daily Bruin

Kevin Williams, who4s the leading rusher for UCLA, is listed as

probable for Saturday's game against Washington State.

ranking in the country, fell in a

shocking upset to the Cougars.

34-30.

It was a bitter defeat for the

Bruins, who led the game 27-6 in

the third quarter but still lost.

Now, three years later, UCLA
has seemingly turned their prog-

ram around after two straight

losing years and is hoping to return

to a bowl game. A victory over the

Cougars would be a step in the

right direction.

UCLA will have to contend with

a Wazzu squad that has won three

of its last four games, including a

17-3 triumph over Arizona Slate in

Tempe. Their lone defeat in that

stretch was a 34-27 loss to USC.
The improving Cougars arc led

by true sophomore quarterback

Drew Bledsoe, who has completed

124 out of 214 passes for 1.739

yards. 10 touchdowns and 10

interceptions. He leads the Pac-10

with 248 passing yards per game.

**He*s making a lot of progress."

WSU head coach Mike Price said

"He's improving every week."

The Bruin defense will try to

continue to shut down opponents*

running games, this week keying

on Cougar running back Shaumbe
Wright-Fair, who is second in the

Pac- 10 in rushing with 101.7 yards

per game.

^_The UCLA defense is allowing

only 1 12.6 yards per game rushing

this season.

Oh offense, the Bruins are

hoping they can exploit a Cougar

defense that is last in the Pac- 10

against the rush, siurendering a

healthy 236.3 yards per game.

The Bruins are still uncertain as

to the status of tailbacks Kevin

See FOOTBALL, page 22

Volleyball aims to reestablish self
By Greg Jones
Daily Bruin Staff

Work definitely needs to be

done, but not all is rotten with the

UCLA women's volleyball team.

Many volleyball observers were

at first slightly surpnised when
UCLA lost at home two weekends

ago against Stanford, but later

astonished to see the Bruins swept

last weekend in the friendly con-

fines of Pauley Pavilion.

But don't start preparing for the

Bruins' funeral, because the team

has yet to be seen in its finest hour.

"I really think that we can get

beuer, and that it is what we need

to do. After last Saturday night

(against Texas), we have to use the

next two week stretch to improve

ourselves," UCLA head coach

Andy Banachowski said.

Instead of worrying about the

failures of the past. No. 5 UCLA
(16-4, 8-1) plans to work on its

own game and will start on its

quest to become a consistently

stronger team against Arizona

State (11-7, 6-5) tonight and

Arizona (3-17. 0-11) on Sunday

afternoon.

"We've got to look at this

weekend as a challenge to go down
and improve ourselves. We have

had a good week (in practice) so

far, and we've got to get better on
the court." Banachowski said.

And the Bruins are very fortu-

nate that they are taking on two
teams that probably won't stymie

their efforts to get back on track.

Arizona State was easily dis-

carded by the Bruins earlier this

season in the Wooden Center.

Arizona is in the cellar of the

conference and hasn't won a match

since mid-September.

Still, the team needs a pair of

confidence-building victories this

weekend.

"Sometimes, we have a tenden-

cy (to look past easy opponents),

but it should be a challenging

weekend for us. Every time we go
down there, it seems like one of the

two schools takes us to five

games," Banachowski said.

"But, I've made the pohHsK) the

team all this week that we haW to

get better, so we can say that we
are beuer now, better than we were
last weekend."

One of the goals for the Bruins

includes the establishment of a

starting six that will be able to

consistently perform well for the

remainder of the year.

UCLA will start Julie Bremner
at setter this weekend, and will

See VOLLEYBALL, page 22

MIKE LAN/Daily Bruin

Lauri Jones and the UCLA women's volleyball team hope to get

back on track against the Arizona schools.

Pac-10 Total Offense Leaders

PLAYER

I.Drew Bledsoe. WSU

2. Mike Pawlawski, CAL

3. Tommy Maddox, UCLA

4. Bilty J06 Hobert WASHINGTON

5. Reggie Perry, USC

PLAYS YARDS YARDS PER GAME

277 1726 246.6

235 1631 233.0

235 1623 231.9 .^

210 1513 216.1

251 1283 183.3

Bottom Pac-10 Total Offense Leaders

;;^;>':^;:f

0' the Page

PLAYER

6. George. Malauuiu. ARIZONA

7. Steve Stenstrom. STANFORD

B.Jason Palumbis. STANFORD

9. Russei White. CAL

10. Shaumbe Wright-Fair, WSU

PLAYS YARDS YARDS PER GAME

151

111

154

163

151

709

826

779

727

712

118.2

118.0

111.3

103.9

101.7

:?
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After three years of injuries,

tailback Kevin Williams has
finally emerged.

By Kennedy Cosgrove
V

When you go from being the No.1

prep running back in the country at age 1

8

to being a guy just trying to make his

football team at age 21, you might con-

sider such a fall from national acclaim to

depth-chart obscurity somewhat of a grid-

iron tragedy.

But not if you're UCLA tailback Kevin

Williams.

Aptly called "loosey goosey" by

head coach Terry Donahue, the amiable,

good-natured Williams would have you

believe that he doesn't pay much attention

to such things; that his carefree attitude

would block out even Donahue's surpris-

ing statement last Spring that Williams

wasn't a lock to even makeXhe 1 991 UCLA
football team, let alone play.

<
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o
o

See WILLIAMS, page 8
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Washington again looks liice siioo-in for Roses
By Greg Jones
Supplement Staff

In most cases, very little is set in

stone at the halfway point of the

Pac-10 conference season.

However, this year is an excep-

tion.

Indeed, at this point in time, it

seems readily apparent that no
team will challenge the Washing-

ton Huskies for the right to go to

Pasadena on New Year's Day.

The Huskies are currently atop

the Pac- 10 at 4-0, and don*t appear

to have any serious obstacles in

their way, as their next four

opponents have a combined record

is 10-18.

Even if Washington happens to

lose to one of these teams, they will

still be likely to go to Rose Bowl
because of their superior non-con-

ference record.

The real fight in the Pac-10 will

be for bids to "lesser" bowl games,

with California, UCLA, Arizona

Stale and Stanford all in a position

to participate in the post-season.

Barring a complete breakdown,

California (3-1, 6-1) and UCLA
(5-2, 3-1) are likely to be in bowls.

Arizona State (4-3. 2-2) and
Stanford (4-3, 2-2) will have to

N^10
PREVIEW

their quest to become No. 1.

On the other hand, after starting

the season 4-1, Arizona State has

looked weak in home losses to

Washington State (17-3) and
UCLA (21-16).

Still, the Sun Devils may have

some fire in their collective belly,

as they will be looking to get

revenge after being pounded by the

Huskies last season 42-14.

play well down the stretch to get

invitations.

Here's a look at this week's

conference schedule:

Arizona State at Washington

Washington, who has only real-

ly been threatened twice this

season, will look to continue its

dominance over the conference

when they host the Sun Devils in

Seattle.

The Huskies have only given up
27 points in their last five games,

and have appeared unstoppable in

fti that game, the Washington
defense held the Sun Devils to only

eight first downs, 25 yards rushing,

and 172 yards of total offense. In

fact, ASU was so dominated that

they were only able to score on a

blocked punt and a flea-flicker

pass.

Unfortunately for the Sun
Devils, the Washington defense is

probably even better this year.

The Huskies are allowing a

paltry 7.9 points per game to be

scored against them, and have held

teams to only 222.7 yards a game.

See PAC-10, page 11

• I

The Race for the Rose Bowl

Team Pac-10
Washington 4-0

California 3-1

UCLA 3-1

Arizona St. 2-2

Stanford 2-2

VVashington St. 2-2

use 2-2

Oregon 1-3

Arizona 1-3

Oregon St. 0-4

This Week:
Washington St at UCLA
Arizona St. at Washington
use at Caiifornia

Stanford at Oregon
Oregon St. at Arizona

SOURCE: Pao-10 Conference
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CP286-12MHZ (40MB Hard Drive) 14" Mono $590

CP386SX-16MHZ (40MB Hard Drive) $975

CP386-25MHZ (BOMB Hard Drive) $1200

CP386-33MHZ W/64K Cache (80MB Hard Drive) $1320

CP486-25MHZ (120MB Connor Hard Drive) $1890

CP486-33MHZ W/256K Cache (120MB Connor Hard Drive)...$2000

J
FREE MOUSE
witii pvrclNist of sysfem

1 100% IBM Compatible Systems

I One Year Parts and Labor Warranty

All Systems Include:
• 1 MB RAM Memory

• 1 .2 MB or 1 .44MB Roppy Drive

• HYUNDAI 14- Super VGA (.28) Color Monitor

• 2FD/2HD IDE ControHer

• Super VGA (1024*768) W/1 MB-256 Colors

• Super Mouse II

• AT I/O Card (2 Serial. 1 Parallel & 1 Game)

BEST SUPPORT, BEST SERVICE, LOWEST PRICE

Please Call SCOTT for best deal at

(Computer Plus ,,^^^.
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I Two For One Gxnbo Deal I

I Buy any combirKition of a Baja, Sonora, or Durango arxJ the the 2nd b FU^ I

I
^ Bonus : Use this coupon Mon., Tues., or Wed. and get |

I
Free Bruin Nochos (One per table)

|

(Coupon good one per discount/ not valid with other offers/offer ends 11/27/91) .

... arxi slay for Acapuico Iciie night ...

Best Late Night Happ/ Hour in the Village: 9PM - Closing

Ty#>dqy
Beer Pitchers $3.50

W#dn0sdlav
Well Coclcfoils $1.25

Ice Tecs $2.00 Komis $1.50

Thyrtd
AAargarita

1 2 oz. Margarita

Morg. Pitcher

Udme
ita-Villaae

arita $1.!25
$5.50

Saturday - "all of the abovel"

Extra, Extra: Happy During Every Baseball

Play-off and World Series Gamell

1 109 Glendon • Westwood Village • 208-3884

EILL
UP
WITHOUT
THE

Low in Calories
High in Satisfaction

at the

The All You
Should Eat

Restaurant

Enjoy all you can eat fresh

soup, salad, baked potato,

pizza, muffins, fruit, desserts,

frozen yogurt, and ice cream...,

u

1360 Westwood Blvd.
2 Blocks S. of Wilshire
2 hr FREE PARKING

4 hr FREE PARKING after 4:30 pm
Parking Entrance Off Rochester

ss
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Bom to Hirow the

Washington State quarterback Drew Bledsoe has a cannon for an
arm and can throw the ball 80 yards.

By Aaron Lowenberg
Supplement Staff

When National Football League
scouts talk about the prototypical

NFL quarterback, they usually

wind up describing someone like

Washington State quarterback
Drew Bledsoe.

Standing six-feet-six-inches tall

and blessed with a cannon for an
arm, Bledsoe is a football coach's
dream, especially when that coach
is his father.

You could almost say that

Bledsoe was bom to be a NFL
quarterback. His father. Mac, ran a

football camp and was a high

school football coach. When Drew
was still a toddler, he was already

soaking up the knowledge and
expertise of such football stars as

Warren Moon and Steve LargenL
"Being around the football field

when I was younger really helped

me," Bledsoe said. "I always
learned things. It*s like how kids

learn how to speak by talking with

other kids. I learned football by
being around football fields all the

Ume."

Bledsoe's development as a

quarterback brings to mind the

story of Los Angeles Raider

quarterback and former USC Tro-

jan signal caller Todd Marinovich

and his father Marv. The term

robo-quarterback was coined for

Todd Marinovich, as Marv cen-

tered Todd's life around one day

being an NFL quarterback. Along
the way, Todd sacrficed such

things as friends, a normal hfe and

social skills.

Like Todd Marinovich, Bledsoe

seemed almost predestined to be a

quarterback. Although it's easy to

make comparisons between the

Marinovichs and the Bledsoes,

Drew Bledsoe says there is one
major difference.

"My Dad worked with me a lot,

but he never forced me to play

football," Bledsoe said. "I read a

quote once that said we were like

Todd and Marv Marinovich,

except with a kinder father.

"I was always around the foot-

ball field. My dad would help me
with my throwing, but he let me
make my own mistakes and learn

from them.

"My dad coached me in high

school, but he would never come
home and tell me what 1 did wrong.

He would only help me if I asked

him to. He never pushed me into

playing football." Bledsoe said.

The football knowledge has

certainly paid off for Bledsoe, who
often plays like a grizzled NFL
veteran, which makes it hard to

remember that he is only 19 years

old, and just a true sophomore.

"I am really able to understand

strategy well, because I always

hung around football players when
I was growing up," Bledsoe said.

"1 didn't realize how much I

learned until I started playing

organized football in the seventh

grade."

True freshmen are usually red-

shirted their first year in college

football, especially quarterbacks.

As a true freshman last season,

Bledsoe's chances of seeing action"

didn't look good.

Ahead of him on the depth chart

were Brad Gossen, who led the

nation in passing efficiency the

year before, and j\aron Garcia,

who had subbed for an injured

Gossen the previous year and led

the Pac-10 in passing efficiency.

Yet in the Cougars' sixth game
of the season, Bledsoe found
himself playing quarterback
against USC. Even though WSU
was trailing by 27 points when
Bledsoe entered the game in the

second half, the freshman made an

immediate impact as he passed for

145 yards and a touchdown in thc^

Cougars' 30-17 loss.

The next week, Bledsoe found
himself as the starting quarterback,

a job which he held for the final

"I read a quote once

that said we were like

Todd and Marv

Marinovich."

Drew Bledsoe

five games of the season, as he
became the first Washington State

quarterback to start as a true

freshman in more than 30 years.

However, Cougar head coach
Mike Price's decision to have
Bledsoe start was not a popular one
with most of the WSU players.

"It created a lot of dissension on
the team." Price told The Everg-

reen newspaper. "It basically

divided us into three teams: there

were (former head coach Jim)

Walden's kids, (previous head
coach Dennis) Erickson's kids,

and my kids, and tliey were all

behind the quarterback they came
in with."

With most of the team not

supporting him, it was anything

but easy for Bledsoe to adjust to his

role as starting quarterback.

"Starting last year was the

toughest situation I have ever been
through." Bledsoe said. "A lot of
the guys (on the team) really

weren't behind the decision. Guys
didn't have complete confidence

in me, but I never had a problem
with my confidence.

"(The lack of confidence) was
never expressed verbally. That
was the problem, no one would
talk to me about anything. Guys
would come back to the huddle and
not say anything.

"But it all went away after three

or four games, when people saw
what 1 could do. Then guys would
come back to the huddle and say, "\

was open on that play,' or, 'I think

I can beat this guy.'
"

The numbers that Bledsoe post-

ed as a true freshman were more
indicative of the play of a fifth-

year senior. He finished the season

with 1386 yards passing, and only

four interceptions in 189 auempts.
Three of those interceptions came
in the final game of the season

against the Rose Bowl-bound
Washington Huskies.

After a slow start, Bledsoe is

now having an excellent sopho-

more season. He has already

passed for 1739 yards and 10

touchdowns. He passed for 287
yards against Ohio Stale, 270 yards

and five touchdowns against Ore-

gon State, and 274 yards against

USC.
However, despite Bledsoe's

improvement, the Cougars are

only 3-4 heading into their show-
down with UCLA.
"We have been getting better

each week, and we've been mov-
ing the ball well against every-

body," Bledsoe said.**

Bledsoe also feels that, for the

most part, his own ganne has

improved this season.

"I have been getting a lot better

mentally. The reads are a lot easier

for me," Bledsoe said. "However, I

have thrown more interceptions

this year."

While Bledsoe may nitpick

about his drawbacks, there are still

plenty of positives about his

quarterbacking abifities.

"My size is really a big advan-
tage, because I can see over the

line better than most other people,?

Bledsoe said. "Also, being big

helps me because I can take a hit

"My arm strength is a big plus. I

can throw a football 75-80 yards,

but I have never completely aired it

out diuing a game, although I do
throw it as hard as I can some-
times," Bledsoe said.

Although still a few years down
the road, the NFL definitely looms
large on the horizon for Bledsoe.

"Making the NFL is something I

have always dreamed about since I

was a Hltle kid. It's still a dream,
but it's a little closer to reality."

Bledsoe said. "It would be disap-

pointing not. to make the NFL.
"Because of our offense, I will

have the statistics for the pros, and
1 have the size and arm strength.

Football is a big part ofmy life, but
I have a lot of other things I could
fall back on if it doesn't work out,"

Bledsoe sail!. "I would really like

to stay involved in football, espe-

cially some kind of coaching.

That's exactly the response one
would expect from a coach's son.

t
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Associated Press Top-25

TEAM (RECORD)
Ftortda St. (8-0)

Miami (7-0)

Washington (7-0)

Michigan (6-1

)

htotre Dame (7-1)

Florida (6-1)

Alal>ama(6-1)
Penn St. (7-2)

Nebraska (6-1)

California (6-1)

Iowa (6-1)

Texas A&M (5-1)

Ohio St. (6-1)

Tennessee (4-2)

Colorado (5-2)
—

Qemson (4-1-1)

East Carolina (6-1

)

Syracxise (6-2)

North Carolina St. (6-1)

Oklahoma (5-2)

Baytor (6-2)

Georgia (6-2;

23 UCLA (5-2)

NEXT GAME
at Ijouisville

\dlie

Arizona St..

Purdue
Navy
at Auburn
Mississippi St.

kjle

at Colorado
use
at Ohio St.

at Rice

Iowa
MempNs St.

Nebraska ^^
Wake Forest

Tulane **

Temple
at South Carolina

Kansas St.

at Arkansas
Idle

Washington St.

It's conference rivalry time

SOURCE

24.

25.

AssodatBd Press

T^itansas (5-^

Fresno St. (7-0)

Baylor

Utah St.

By Mark Brubaker

Supplement Staff

By this time of the year most

teams have finally got their non-

conference commitments out of

the way and it*s time to get down to

the nitty-gritty — conference

match-ups that will determine

conference champions and bowl

game matchups.

In short. it*s time for the good

smTf.

Nebraska at Colorado

For the last two years this game

has decided the Big Eight race and

it figures to do the same this year.

Colorado has won the last two

meetings and thus earned two trips

to Miami for the Orange Bowl, and

mis game has all but replaced the

annual Nebraska-Oklahoma game

as the contest of the year in the

heartland. /
Nebraska figures td have an

advantage now, unlike in previous

years. The Huskers* only loss this

mm
PREVIEW

year was to No. 3 Washington and

have climbed back to No. 8 in the

rankings.

Colorado has bounced back

trom some eariy season adversity

and now sits at No. 15. A victory

over the Huskers would most

likely send them back to Miami for

another New Year*s Day game.

*That game with Colorado is

going to be full of hype, and it's

going to be a big game," Nebraska

comerback Tyrone Legette said-

.**But we all love the challenge,

and it makes this week coming up a

lot of fun.**

Iowa at Ohio State

The Hawkeyes realize that if

they want to repeat last year*s visit

-to Pasadena they have^ to go

through Columbus first.

Most people overlook these two

schools because of the success that

No. 4 Michigan is enjoying, but

either one of them could end up in

the Rose Bowl.

Matt Rodgers is the latest in the

See NCAA, page 5
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10965 Weyburn Ave.

Westwood Village

FmiSojiirSinig
W^

BOTTOMS UP
It could only happen In Apple's!

All Sports-All The Tune
Take a front row seat to all LA games;

plus top notch out-of-town coverage

Catch all College & Pro Action Here

Monday Night Football

Specials

Hours: Sun-Thurs: 11am-11pm ^ri-Sat:!lam-lam^
""""""'"

A (coupon expires 11/8/91)
(toppings ' \ v" V

—^-1
^1"".^ i/„ Get 1 i-n

^cdce'<^^ Buy a small, medium, or large frozen

i|^^ yougurt and receive the second one free*

(of equal or lesser value) *With coupon

Julie's accepts

Su^n^!
'°''

1 0955 Weyburn Ave._ 824-265_5_
_

COMPUTER SALE
One Year Parts arxJ Labor Warranty

100% IBM Compatible

FREE
lOUSI

Complimentary

Hot Dog Buffet and

$1.75 16 Oz. Miller

Drafts

Berger and Beer

Special

l/3lb. Cheese Burger,

French Fries and Draft

Miller Lite or Genunine

Only $4.75
(4pm'clo8e)

286/386/486 Qomplftte SuperVGA Svstems

286-12 Mhz (40MB HD. Complete MflM System) $540

286-16 Mhz (40MB HD id/ 19ms. SVGA) $810

386SX-16 Mhz (52MB HD w/17ms. SVGA) $W0

386SX-20 Mhz (52MB HD v(i^17ms. SVGA) $1000

386-25 Mhz (85MB HD W15ms, SVGA) $1170

386-33 Mhz w^64K Cache (85MB HD w/15ms. SVGA) $1300

486-33 Mhz \w^64K Cache (120MB HD w/15ms. SVGA) $1840

486-33 Mhz vii^256K Cache (120MB HD \ni^15ms. SVGA)....$1940

newyorK

3001 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica

(213) 828^3000
Special Sports Buffet For Selected Games.

Each SVGA System Indudes

1MB RAM

12 MB orl .44MB Floppy DfWt

14- Hyundai SVGA Monkor TS^

Indent SVGA Cwd«^lMB-256

2FD/2HD lOE Controlir

AT M) (2S/1P/1G) A 101 Ktytwrt

Upgradtt:

1MB RAM. Add $48

12MB or 1.44MB FO >dd»S5

40MB HO 10 SeMB HO Add (40

52MB HO to aSMB HO Add 980

85MB HO to 120MB HD Add $80 VSE IT. =

Bring ad to James Cho
for a free mouse with any

system purchase

BEST QUALITY
BEST SERVICE
LOWEST PRICES 1 825-2161 i

FOOTBALL 1991
Washington State v. UCLA Nov. 2, 1991

(213)384-6601 \ =401 S. Vermont Ave. Suites 5&6

Los Angeles, CA 90020

NCAA
From page 4

line of big, strong quarterbacks at

Iowa, and has lead this team to a

6-1 record and a No. 12 ranking.

Ohio State, meanwhile, does its

damage on the ground. Despite the

absence of last year*s Big Ten

Freshman of the Year Robert

Smith, the Buckeyes have been

hard to stop. Carlos Snow and

Butler By*not'e have taken over

when Smith took off.

The Buckeyes (6-1) have quiet-

ly scaled the rankings ladder,

losing only to Illinois, and sit at

No. 11.

Florida at Auburn

Steve Spurrier's Gators rest at

No. 6 in the rankings and travel to

Jordan-Hare stadium to take on the

struggling Auburn Tigers in a

U^aditional Southeastern Confer-

ence rivalry.

Auburn and quarterback Stan

White have disappointed many

this season, dropping out of the

Top 25.

And now the hammer has fallen

on the program. The NCAA is

investigating the school for rules

infractions and there has l>een talk

of giving Coach Pat Dye his

walking papers.

Florida is rebounding from

NCAA sanctions itself, after

missing a sure bowl game laal year

because of probation.
Other games

After getting quite a scare at

LSU last weekend top-ranked

Florida State takes on a Louisvil-

le team that has fallen from grace.

The Cardinals won the Fiesta Bowl

last year in a storybook season, but

have not done much this year.

Alabama has moved up to No. 6

by virtue of a 6-1 record and a big

win over Tennessee two weeks

ago. The Crimson Tide take on

Jackie Sherill's Mississippi State

squad.

'^ IRISH PUB "f

HUGE Selection ^
Of PUB GRUB ^

^ ^^ ^^^ IncludJhg: i^
^qQO ^ Indian Cuisine. British Specialties, ^^^

Pizza & American Favorites

_^ ENTERTAINMENT
^f^ Sur>Thufs (excluding Mon)

8pm to midnight

5 Dart Boards a

Sports channel on TV. all open hours

DAILY BEER SPECIALS 4»

H5.

150 Imported &
Domestic Beers
16 Draught

pM 5 Dart Boards and Gameroom

^ Sports channel on TV. all ope

5* 2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA (213) 828-9839

T* 7 Days a Week llam-2am

FREE Xunch or Dinner Entree

when you purchase a Lunch or Dinner Entree

(equal or lesser value) expires 11/8/91

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SATTTA MOPQCA
(213) 828-9839

iilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllirF.

GORKy
MONDAY
NIGHTS

COME HOME TO GORKYS
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT PASTA $3.99
:resHLY brewed RUSSIAN BEEI

HOLLYWOOD
1716 N. CAHUENGA
1213) 463-4060

DOWNTOWN
536 E. 8TH STREET

1213) 627-4060
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PREVIEW

By DavM Qlbson
Supplement Editor

Things are going good, but almost loo good.
.. .. . u i ^ .^.k^

The UCLA football team has put together a modest win streak, have climbed backed mto the

national rankings, and appear to be one of the most talented teams in the west.

All of this, combined wiVh the fact that Washington State, of all teams is coming to town, has

Bruin fans talking about a possible New Years' Day commitment. You talk about going from the

"""buX'^sSw d^wS a^r^nute. Doesn't this all sound familiar? National rankings? Bruins rolling

right along? Wazzu at the Rose Bowl playing as a heavy underdog?

Does October 29, 1988 ring a bell? It should. For it was on that day that everything seemed to

unravel for the UCLA football program. -^
At the time, the Bruins were a |)erfect 7-0, had the top quarterback and defensive units in the

nationand, more importantly, they were No. 1.
. ^ .. * * ^^

Ev^body was anticipating a USC-UCLA game which would have pitted the two top teams,

both undefeated,inagame which wouldhavesettledeverything once andforall.Butitnevercame

^Thafs be^cause the Cougars put on a brilliant second-halfcomeback to shock UCLA 34-30 and

sent the football program into a two-year hibernation.
, ^ . ^ .

, ,^ , t|-, a

=But Terry Donahue
•

s Bruins have apparently come back out of theirdeep and long sleep. UCLA
^

_ (5-2 overall. 3- 1 in Pac- 1 0) has posted three consecutive victories for the first time since prior to

that WSU loss and have risen to the No. 23 ranking in the nation.
.,..,, riorK.,

Led by quarterback Tommy Maddox, split end Sean LaChapelle and strong safety Matt Darby,

the Bruins are looking to extend their winning streak, finish the season strong and contmue todraw^

representatives from different bowls.
-'"

.

Last week,, UCLA held off a late Arizona State rally to move into second place in the coherence

"^

"ObviLusty'!TSieased with the win," Donahue said earlier this week. "It gives us a chance

to stay alive in the conference race and remain in the bowl picture."

But before they can even think about a possible bowl berth, the Bruins have to take things one

team at a time. They cannot underestimate Washington State. ASU did and they lost^

And the last time the Cougars came to town, the Bruins also looked past them— and they lost.

^
The Idckoff has been changed from 12:30 to 3:30 and will be televised live by Prime Ticket

^S'to"the game, UCLA will honor the 1991 NFL Hall of Fame inductees Tommy Prothro

"^PrSoL^ch^^^^ UCLA for six years and led the team to the 1966 Rose Bowl victory. He led

the Bruins to four top ten rankings in six years in Westwood.

Easley, a four-year starter at free safety, is one of just two players to earn consensus All-

American honors three separate years ...

? PREVIEW

By David Oibson
Supplement Editor

If the UCLA football team believes that all they have to do this Saturday is show up against

Washington State, then they might be in for a long afternoon.
,. .u

Ccougars, despite thei^unimpressive 3-4 record (2-2 in Pac- 10), appear a lot better than the.r

''wl'^!fol\"ndng victory on the road against previously ranked Arizona State two weeks ago,

WSU head coach Mike Price believes that his squad is fmally movmg m the right direction.

"1 thS weTave a pretty good football team," Price said. "I don't think we are anywhere near

where we want to be. But I feel good about the progress of this football team.

As he shouW. After a sluggish start in which the Cougars dropped their first three games, Wazzu

'I're'Xv'^'w^lcrlhe" Cougars have easily disposed of UNLV (40- 1 3) and Oregon State

(55 7t nearly puUerS a last-s^ond victory over Southern Cal (34-27) and cruised pas, the

Dieviouslv No. 25-ranked Sun Devil team at the desert (17-3).

And while UCLA was struggling to hold offASU last Saturday, the Cougars got to take a little

vacation viidi a weekend bye in order to prepare for the Bruins. That gave Price the opportunity

to rest some of his banged-up players and do some extra scouting on the Bruins.

"UCLA is the best team that we will have faced up to this point. Price said.
.

Tl^eCougars aren't so bad either.Ud by quarterback Drew Bledsoe and running back Shaumbe

WrighS/W^zu leads the Pac- 10 in passing offense (268.7 yards per game) and is fourth m

''^

Wrigh "^air ranks second in the conference in rushing yards ( 101 .7 1 per game) and eve>>^y

knows about kicker/punter Jason Hanson, considered to be the top special team s pro prospect in

'''"Thelury is still out on the Cougar football team this year." Price said. "Bu, the evidence is still

coming in and I think we will finish strong."

UCLA's running

attack, led by junior

tailback Kevin

Williams, is the best it

has been in years,

hearkening back t^

the halcyon days of

Gaston Greene and

Freeman McNeil.

Here's one of the

Bruins top rushing

plays.

J

The Washington State

Cougars are always

an exciting,

wide-open offensive

team. Led by

strong-armed

quarterback Drew
Bledsoe, the Cougars

will look to throw the

ball often.

Unable to generate a

consistent-pass rush

without the use of a

blitz, the UCLA strong

safety, led by Matt

Darby, position,has

risen to the

challenge, totalling

four of the team's ten

quarterback sacks

this season.

^
Washington State v. UCLA Nov. 2, 1 991

LaChapelle (88)

Counter Full Strong

This play, designed to go to

either Williams or Wills, has

been very effective this year

in gaining yards and setting

up the play action pass. It is

run primarily in passing

situations.

o_ 'The strong side of the

offensive line will all block

down on the defensive \\m.

©The UCLA weakside

guard and tackle will pull

across the line and block

the remaining defensive

players.

Wright (20)

Q_ Williams will get the

ball from Maddox and

follow his pulling linemen

up the hole.

Wright-Fair (32)

Schexnayder (6) Davis (1

)

W^W^ ^\
I 1

Chalenski (98)

This is one of the high-flying

WSU offense's favorite

aerial plays; They have three

receivers called "trips" lined

up on the left side, and will

throw to any of them for a

big gain over the middle.

On this play, Bledsoe fakes

a handoff to the running

back, then rolls slightly to

the left and looks to his

three recievers:

OBobo.theslotback,

then,

©Schexnayder, the split

end, then,

Davis, the flanker.

i'^ai^

S^^fctN Bhtr

In order to generate more of

a pass rush, UCLA will often

rush up to six defenders,

including strong safety Matt

Darby, on a safety blitz.

©The three down linemen

will all shoot the inside

gaps.

©Both outside

linebackers will also charge

in.

Darby, strong safety, is

disguised as a coverman,

but will blitz from the

outside to provide additional

pressure.

»>

as
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BRUIN SCOOTER SALE!

1ST TIME BUYER PROGRAM!

Ckmw title until its.NO
CREDIT
NEEDED
Call for Details...

COnCOURS DTLCQAnCC
AUIOnOTIVC DtTAII I H U

^$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$s$$$$$s$$$s$^

H TRAVELING ABROAD? i

^ COMMISSION FRffff WITH MIS AOi

• UCLA DISCOUNTS on Accessories

• FREE Lock With Purchase of Any New Bike

• FREE Local Delivery •TRADES Welcome

SALES • SERVICE * PARTS • ACCESSORIES

1804 Linclon Blvd. Santa Monica

1 Block South of the 10 F

(213) 450-4643

open 6 Days
Mon-Fri 9-7 Sat 9-5

iHiBaH Checks

MIrloonw

France (franc) - .1785

British (pound) - 1.76

Italian (lire) - .0008

(all currencies available)

• Foreign Currencies,

• Foreign & Domestic

AF W
Associaled Foreign Exchange, Inc

Japanese (yen) -.0079

Canadian (dollar)-.92

Australian (dollar)-.81

5

(rates as of 10/24/91)

Payments & Drafts

Travelers Checlcs

433N. Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills. CA

1-800-346-AFEX
Mailing Services Available

^$$$$$$$$$$$$S$S$S$$$S$$S$SS/»

7N£ MILLER AUTOMOTIVE GROUP
"SUPPORTS THE

# 1 UCLA BRUINS

$ 100 OFF ANY NEW CAR
lust present your UCLA Student I.D. at time of purchase!

WILUAMS

MILLER AUTOMOTIVE GROUP
Toyota • Nissan • Mitsubishi • Inflnltl

In Our 3rd Generation of Satisfying Your Automotive Needs

From page 1

"During the spring 1 was always

told that by reporters/* Williams

says. "They'd say, 'What's

wrong? Your name's not even

mentioned as even playing or

making the team.'

"Lilce I always told them. I don't

really worry about that," he says

placidly. "I just go out and play

hard, just try to do what I can and

get better. I don't worry about

what coach Donahue said or

implied or all that — I just don't

worry about it.**

Though he says he may not have

worried about it, how could a

player of Williams' obvious talent

and potential even be in that

position?

The answer is simple. Injuries.

Because from the time he

arrived at UCLA in 1988 up until

this spring. Williams wore black

and blue more than he wore blue

and gold.

Some people are bitten by the

injury bug. Williams stumbled

onto a whole nest of them, and has

been feeling the bites ever since.

As a true freshman, he hurt his

hamstring. "Bad. Real bad," he

says. He was forced to redshirt the

year because of the injury and did

not play.

As a redshirt freshman, he was
starting to make some progress buL.

suffered a sprained arch in his foot

and effectively missed three

games. He did fmish the season

with 380 yards and six touch-

downs, but still didn't come into

his £>wn, as was hoped.

Last year, as a sophomore, he

was again sidelined by injuries.

This time it was a deep sprain in

the lumbar region in his back and

an ankle injury. He carried the ball

in just three games.

It had been three years, and

Kevin Williams' impact upon

UCLA football had been minimal.

This despite the fact that he

arrived in Westwood as a first-

team prep All-American.

This despite the fact that he was
supposed to succeed Gaston Green

as the next star UCLA tailback.

This despite the fact that he was

big (6-1 1/2, 200 pounds), fast (he

won the 1989 Pac-10 champion-

ship in the l(X)-meter dash), strong

(he bench presses 380 pounds) and

explosive C^ he can get an inch,

he can go the distance," says

UCLA running backs coach Way-
ne Moses.)

Nobody ever questioned the

physical tools of Kevin Williams.

It was his toughness, his desire,

and his guts that were an issue. It

seemed that Williams couldn't

play with pain, as football players

are required to do.

Williams tried to ignore the

disparagements.

"I was like, 'Whatever," he said.

"Everybody has a right to their

own opinions."

But he doesn't agree with those

assessments.

"Of course not," he says in a

dismissive tone. "It hasn't been a

matter of me not being tough, it's

been a matter ofme not controlling

things that I can't control."

He couldn't control the seem-

ingly endless parade of injuries.

And he couldn't control the

frustration felt by himself and the

^Heoaches. They saw Williams — a

running back who obviously had
considerable raw ability and
game-breaking potential — sitting

on the sidelines seemingly every

game.

Donahue said that he could no

See WNXIAMS* page 9
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From page 8

longer commit to and count on a

guy who kept breaking his heart

So he was relegat^ to the

bottom of the depth ''chart. But

"loosey goosey" wasn't worried.

"Maybe if I was a freshman or

last year it would have got to me
and disturbed me a lot," he says.

"But as I grow older— the things

I've been through and experienced

— I feel like you really can't worry

about things like that."

And his lack of concern was
weU-founded, it appears.

Because Williams has emerged

this season as the Bruins' big-play

tailback, busting loose for runs of

57 yards against Oregon State, 55

yards versus BYU and exploding

for a 74-yard screen pass against

Tennessee. He is UCLA's leading

rusher, with 599 yards on 90
carries for an average of 6.7 yards

per carry.

He has even shown a hint of

durability this year, returning to

the Arizona game after leaving

with a thigh injury, and playing the

following week against Oregon

State despite various bumps and

bruises.

Donahue called the Oregon
State game "a breakthrough" for

Williams.

?Ie*s making great strides this

year," agreed Moses, UCLA's
running backs coach. "He's been

banged up and gone back into

games."

But he still hasn't been able to

shake the injuries. He sprained his

anide in the second quarter of the

OSU game, aggravated it during

practice and missed the Arizona

State game last Saturday.

Williams said on Tuesday after

practice that his ankle is fme and

he will definitely play against

Washington State, but Moses
wasn't ready to declare him fit as

of Wednesday.

"Walking and running are two

different things," the coach said

*^cautiously.

There is the possibility that this

ankle sprain could linger and

sideline Williams as such injuries

have done in the past. But he is

confident that it won't.

However, when you've missed

the better part of three years with

injuries, you're going to have to

prove your toughness, your desire,

and your wilhngness and abiUty to

play with pain every game for a

long time.

A daunting prospect? Perhaps.

But Kevin WUUams? He's not

worried about it.
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UCLA VOLLEYBALL '91
Defending National Champions^

HOME SCHEDULE
Fri.. Nov 8

* Sat.. Nov. 9

Wed, Nov 20

i^ FrL, Nov. 22
• Sat.. Nov 23

Fri.. Dec 6

Top Row(l to r):

Head Coach Andy Banachowski,

Jenny Johnson. Amy Boyer.

Elaine Youngs. Lisa Mudak.

Natalie Williams. Marissa Matchett.

Alyson Randick, Michelle Mauney,

Grad. Asst. Coach Bennett Williamson.

Bottom Row:

Asst. Coach Jeanne Reeves,

Laurie Jones. Mia Lambert.

Julie Bremner. Jenny Evans,

Jennifer Gratteau. Irene Renteria,

Annett Buckner, Amy Banachowski,

Asst. Coach Liz Masakayan.

UCLA STUDENT
INFORMATION

Washington State

Washington (Autograph/Poster Night)

Pepperdine(Beach Night)

Oregon State .=
Oregon (Senior Night)

NCAA 1st Round
NCAA Semifinals (7 & 9pm)
NCAA Championships {7:30pm)

* Wooden Center; remaining matches in Pauley Pavilion ALL HOME MATCHES
UCLA HOSTS THE NCAA WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

Thurs.. Dec 19

Sat., Dec. 21

UCLA students free with Reg Card to regular season
matches

Serving contest at all home matches for great prizes

Prizes from: Acapulco's. Kodak. Sony MusicT
Willy's of Westwood.Penguins, Reebolc. Aunt
Chovy's Pizza, ASUCLA, Gatorade. Burger

King and Holiday Inn-Brentwood.

BEGIN AT 7PM
FINALS ON DECEMBER 19 & 21, 1991

NakedJuiee Naked Salad
Available en campus toe!
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use at California

Cal, who has now made a habit

of defeating teams that used to

walk over them, will try to beat the

Trojans (2-2, 3-4) for the first time

since 1985 in a crucial conference

game at Memorial Stadium in

Berkeley.

In recent years. USC had totally

ctominated the series, with a 32-6-2

advantage since 1951 and an II-

.

1-1 record since 1978.

However, that could change this

time around, as USC has struggled

of late. The Trojans have lost their

last two games and are currently

seventh in the conference in total

defense.

This defense will have to face up
against an explosive California

offense led by Mike Pawlawski,

who is second in the conference in

touchdown ]>asses (14) and yards

per game (240.7), and Russell

White (103.9 rushing yards a

game).

Stanford at Oregon

If the Cardinal are to get into a

bowl game this year, they must win
this tough road matchup in

Eugene.

Stanford has momentum, with

"ah impressive three game winning

streak and will have revenge on
their mind, as well. Last year, the

Ducks shutout Stanford 31-0

behind a strong defensive perfor-

mance.

The Ducks have been crushed in

their last two games by Cahfomia
(45-7) and Washington (29-7), and

must win all of their remaining

games in order to go to a bowl
game.

Oregon State at Arizona

If Oregon State (0-7. 0-4) is to

win a game this year, it will

probably come Saturday in Tus-

con.

The Beavers play Cal,
Washington, and Oregon in their

final three games, and probably

won*t come close to threatening

any of them.

Yet, Oregon State has a lot of

obstacles in their way, one of

which is their abysmal defense.

The Beavers have given up 33.1

points a game and are allowing

teams to roll up 396.1 yards a

game.

But, ahiazingly enough, a worse

defense in the conference does

exist.

Arizona (2-5, 1-3) has given up

447 yards a game, and has allowed

144 points to be scored against

them in their last three games.

PAC-10 NOTES:

Split ends Mario Bailey

(Washington) and Sean
LaChapelle (UCLA) are currently

tied with 1 1 touchdown receptions

each, and both are looking to break

the conference single-season

record of 14, which was set in 1984

by ASU*s Doug Allen . . .

Arizona doesn't have a great

record this year, but has lost all of

their games against ranked oppo-

nents: #2 Miami, #3 Washington,

#10 California. #13 Ohio State,

and #23 UCLA.

Daily Brain is printed on

recycled paper

Walk on Always Welcome*Novice Player Days

Special Events*Benefits

Student Discounts*Group Rates

Call for Calendar of Events

Located in Malibu
101 Freeway exit at Kanan. Go
south. Go six miles (you will go

through two tunnels) to Mulbolland.

l\irn right on Mulbolland. Go 1/2

mile turn left at red barn.

213-656-9179

PUT IN THE
MOOSE
FOR A BRUIN

HOMECOMING VICTORY!
USE VOUR HOMECOMING
TICKET STUB TO GET TO
THE FRONT OF THE LINE

& FREE COUER
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 2nd

m'.".'.% ' ~.".".-«V.'V'.^"tCW.'V\'VV3rtW.>'*0».VOK'O!ll!!!!!!B!HRS!ffRS!!ISI!XWC-.%*.WwVSffl

Hhfi ? Nights a Week
*M«MIMMMMNMM«*MMNMMMMM«MMM

Weekend Brunch

Large Heated Outdoor Pati %.'

Marina Del Rev
1 3535 Mindanao
f21 3J 574-3934

Just off the Marina Fwy.r90J

Lunch Daily 1 1:30-5

Dinner 5-10 Sunday-Thursday
5-1 1 Friday & Saturday

19"Jf
MfiioinupnNa

139

19%? I 39%?

169^
•OLB't OVM 3 lb.

EXERCISE EOUIPMEMT

dAM^a

Sp*cl*l group of Btandard 1 inch plato* m«Mt bo ptircKaood in

100 lb. incrvmont* ol approiimat* pHntod |i OMiidoj«. Av«iUb4« in

25. 10. 7 1/2. 5 and 2 1/2 pound pla«o«.
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1001 WESTWOOD BlVD
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RJKEN11RE Goodrich yircsronc micmelin

i»MERICANi
RESS

WHERE THE FUTURE IS HERE TODA Y WITH PRICES OF YESTERDA Y

NOW! THE ALL NEW HI-TECH
::OMPUTER DESIGN RIKENTRE
IS HEREATAPOLLO TIRE!

10% DISCOUNT
TO UCLA STUDENTS

& FACULTY

RIKEN. THE #1 QUALITY TIRE IN AMERICA THAT WILL OUT-PERFORM MICHELIN, GOODYEAR.
PIRELLI OR DUNLOPWITHUPTO50%SAVINGS.SATISFACTIONGUARANTEED! NOAPPOINTMENTNEEDED.

Riken Technology is a unique achievement in computer design that combines both the highest per-

formance characteristics and the longest wearing rubber compound in the industry.

STEEL BELTED
RADIALS

P155/80RI
PI65/80R1
P175/80R1
PI85/80R1
PI85/75RI
PI95/75RI
P205/75RI
P205/75RI
P2 I 5/75R1
P225/75R1
P235/75RI

3 S30.95

3 32.95
3 35.95
3 35.95
4 34.95
4 35.95
4 36.95
5 38.95
S 40.95
5 42.95
5 43.95

RADIALS FOR
IMPORTS

40,000 Mile Warranty
155/SR13 $22.95
165/SR 1

3

24.96

175/SR14 ...........28.95

165/SR15 28.95

17S/70SR13 32.95

185/70SR13 3435
1B5/70SR14 35.95

195/70SR14 38.95

205/70SR14 42 95

HI Performance
Steel Radial for Imports
P195/50VR15 $ 78.95
P205/50VR15 100.95
P225/50VRI5 152.95
PI95/50VR16 129.95
P205/55VR16 167.95
P225/50VR16 170.95
P245/50VRI6 183.95
P255/50VRI6 188.95
P205/55ZR16 174.95
P225/50ZR16 179.95
P255/50ZR

1

6 1 98.9^

22S/70fft5. S 98.95
255/70R15 111.95
LT2I5/85RI6 110.95
LT225/85RI6 116.95
LT235/85R16 121.95

Steel Radial for Domestk Cars

60,000 MILES WARRANTY
PI55/80R13 $46.95
PI65/80R14 50.95
P175/80R13 52.95
P185/80R13: 53.95
PI85/75R14 56.95
P195/75RI4 58.95
P205/75R14 61.95
P205/75R15 65.95
P2I5/75R15 67.95
P225/75RI5 71.95
P235/75R15 74.95

STEEL RADIAL FOR
TRUCKS & VANS

LT245/85RI6 130.95
30/9 50R15 121.95
3I/I0.50RI5 122.95
31/11 50RI5 129.95
875/R16.5 112.95
950/RI6.5..: .....:. 124.95

' MICHELIN XH
PI75/80R13 $60.95

PI85/80R13 62.95

P185/75R14 68.95

PI95/75R14 71.95

P205/75RI4 76.95

P215/75RI4 81.95

P205/75R15 77.95

P2I5/75R15 81.95

^P225/75R15 82.95

VP235/7t)RI5 86.957

The # I Quality Tire is here . . . and

will save you 50% less than

Michelin, Goodyear & Pirellill

M^a^et*

Steel Radial For Imports
S Domestic Cars

60,000 MILES WARRANTY
155SRI2 $39.95
I55SRI3 40.95
165SR13 41.95
I75SRI4 50.95
I85SRI4 53.95
I65SR15 50.95
P175/70HRI3 52.95
PI85/70HRI3 55.95
PI95/70HR13 58.95
PI75/70HR14 58.95
P195/70HRI4 58.95
P195/7QHRt4^- 61.95
P205/70HR14 66.95
PI95/65HRI4 88.95
PI85/65HR15 91.95
PI95/65HRI5 93.95
P205/65HRI5 104.95
P21 5/65HRI 5. ..TTTTTrTT.: 104.95

^^INJ?fcilrl=>
St^l Radial For Imports & Domestic Cars

60,000 MILES WARRANTY

THE "SPECIAL EDITION TIRE'
Tire built vx^ith the C^ Itfornix driver in mind

klBber^ <s ^ Michelin Tire Corp. Subsidiary 60,000 Mile Limited Wan^ant/
Trur to tnrir ^^<gnr\^ waodard *.Hbfi h«i dpvrloprc) Ihr best vAjr lor your C/(r(orn*4 driving condition wvith quabiirt fm mcpedmg m aM cMegonri KMj^r RAD te«n
rv4s prudLMrd IH{ tirp truN vwiN drhvrf tn picrsi al 6O.000 rmlrt ol true comlort jrtd (tnlonmsmt urxtrt itie most drfTvmding road condriiom APOLLO TIM CO i
Kitam win deliver yoo the br»l doMr vjtue ffff mde

I85/60HRI3
205/60HRI3
185/60HRI4
I95/60HRI4
205/60HR14
2I5/60HI?14
225/60HRI4
235/60HRI4
245/60HRI4
I95/60HRI5
205/60HR15
2I5/60HR15
225/60HR15
235/60HRI5
245/60HR15
255/60HRI5
225/60VRI6

nMnntitf

64.95
71.95
66.95
68.95
75.95
77.95
79.95
82.95
86.95
77.95
79.95
81.95
83.95
87.95
90.95
12.95
32.95

I5S/SRI2
IS5/SRI3
I6'>/SRI3
I8S/SRI4
J 65/SR I 5

T75/70RI3
I85/70RI3
I8S/70RI4
I9S/70RI4
205/70RI4

S38.9S
3?.95
40.9S
4S3.9S
48.9S
46.95
49.9S
52.95
55.95
61.95

PI ;S/80RI3
PI8S/80RI3
PI8S/75RI4
PI85/70R14
PI9S/75RI4
P205/75RI5
P2IS/7SRIS
P225/75RI5
P235/7SRI5

$47.95
50.95
54.95
60.95
54.95
63.95
6695
66.95
69.95

I95/65TRI5
I85/60HRI3
205/60HRI3
I85/60HRI4
I95/60HRI4
205/60HRI4
I95/60HRI5
205/60HRI5
I95/50VRI5
205/SOVRI5

$02.95
67.95
79.95
77.95

. 85.95
91.95
92.95
99.95
103.95
I09.95

MICHELIN MXV C00D/Y£4R
195/60HR14

205/70HR14

205/60HR15

205/65HRI5

S90.9S

92.9S

104.9S

123.9S

P2 1 5/60VR 15

P225/60VRI5
P205/50VRI5
P205/55VRI6
P225/50VRI6

$I41.9S

151.95

171.95

1 76.95

181.95

EAGLES GATORBACK
STEEL RADIALS

P245/50VR16 197.95

P255/SOVRI6 201.95

P275 40ZR17 301.95

31/I05RI5 111.95

2.^S/85RI6 141.95

KUTBTTH
205/70VRI5 S 146.95

2I5/70VRI5 161.95

205/55VR16 194.95

225/50VRI6 207.95
I85/60HRI4 82.95
I95/60HRI4 89.95

V I95/60HRI5 91.95 y

TRUCK & RV
750-16 $60.95
800-16.5 66.95
875-16.5 67.95
950-16.5 74.95
12-16.5 94.95
31X10.50-15 77.95
32X11.50-15 80.95
33X1250-15 88.95/

TRUCK & RV
RADIALS

FRONT BRAKES 4 WHEEL BRAKES fMONROEf

l«499s* MOST
CARS

• KrpiMf P<«ds

I
• KeptMf Grr<tsp Sf ais

I'

RepMh Whfri BriWinqs

• >mi MfijXiK Pads f Kir,*

LCiOOf) W( oiHX^' '">"^

rtiro I 1/30/VI

19995^

il09'5

We offer full ser ice tune-ups,

transmissions and air conditioning.

We service BMW. Jaguar and
Mercedes. Our prices

are lower than dealerships.

iMO SURPRlSESfi FREE ESTIMATES t)ecause addrtional parts, service and labor af^ often needed at substantial extra cost

27x8 501^14 76.95
30x9 50RI5 78.95
3IXI050R15 86 95
32x1 1 50RI5 9795
33XI2 50RI5 5 104 95
235/85R16 87 95
950RI6 5 104 95
33x12 S0RI6 5 1 26 95

r MOST i

CARS
f

Shors • Rr I

p(*f Cjifjue SrMi • Rfp.Kk i

Whfpi Be^nnqs • Adjust |

fmprgerxy Brjkri • Sptii •

Mri^tlix PMi: Extr<i |

Thru I I/3Q/9I . I

?7acPHERSON GAS
STRUTS C ART f?IDGfS

MOST
!

CARS
I

IMSTAUATlONINCLUDfD •

• L IK TiMf WARRANTY I

FRONT FND AllGNED I

Kj<v1 \A. I' !>i/(H)n Only Thru I

JOIN THE PERFORMANCE GENERATION THAT

BEATS THE COMPETITION IN PRICE, SERVICE & SELECTION

WEST LOS ANGELES
1756 Sepulveda Blvd.

XV? Block South of Santa Monica Blvd.)

(213) 478-1412

SANTA MONICA BLVO

En Todas Las Tiendas Se Habia Espanol OPEN 6 DAYS 8 to 6
DAVE OILER GARY YAMAMOTO

Store Manager

^-

[•J

[•1

OJ

%li

j\

80th Year, No. 28
Circulation: 22,000

Spanish
on sale in Wight

•X

Some of the finest books
written in Spanish and sold only

in Mexico are on sale now at

UCLA.
The second annual Mexican

Book Fair, the "Exposicion del

Libro Mexicano, 1991,*'

features thous^ds of books,

ranging from literary classics to

works on contemporary
economic?.

The book fair is open from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. through
Wednesday at UCLA's Wight
Art Gallery Plaza.

For more information, call

the UCLA Chicano Studies

Research Center at 825-2642.

Inside

Peace in Europe

not guaranteed
While the Cold War has

thawed out in Europe, that does
not mean peace will finally

settle over the continent, a
German newspaper
correspondent said Friday.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Where do you
draw the line?
Guest columnist Anthony

Rodriguez takes a look at an

important issue that affects

everyone's daily life: the issue

of how far civil liberties should

su^etch.

See page 16

Arts & Entertainment

Monster of
Hollywood
John Frankenheimer speaks

about life and directing.

See page 18

Sports

A^"""^

Bruins stomp
over Wazzu

Kevin Williams rushed for

112 yards and scored three

touchdowns in UCLA's 44-3

win over Washington State.

See page 36

University of Caljfornja, Los Angeles

Morrissey madness

SUNNY SUNG/Daily Bruin

Los Angeles City Rre Department officials obtain information from two of the victims of the riot

at English singer Morrlssey's Pauley Pavilion concert on Friday night.

Riot at Pauley concert
Dozens injured

at pavilion*s

Morrissey show
By Marina Dundjerski
Daily Bruin Staff

Twelve-thousand screaming

concertgoers — mostly teens

dressed in jet black from their

ratted hair to their painted

toenails — congregated Friday

night to hear their idol sing in a

sold-out Pauley Pavilion per-

formance.

This was no ordinary man.
This was Morrissey — the

worshipped EngUsh rock singer

who soothes those painfiil teen-

age years with his angst-filled

songs.

But the savior committed a

sin, many people said, when he
invited his fans to dance freely.

"You don't have to stay in your
seats," he told the crowd.

Hundreds of people rushed
the stage, forcing the concert to

an abrupt end 40 minutes into

the show and causing a brief

skirmish with university police

outside the pavilion.

About 22 people were treated

for minor injuries and released

from the UCLA Medical Cen-
ter. More than 30 people were
treated in the pavilion's ambu-
latory clinic, mostly for shock
and heat exhaustion.

"I don't think it was a wise

decision for Morrissey to say

what he did," concert promoter
Brian Murphy said in an inter-

view with the Daily Bruid. "He
clearly didn't think it out

beforehand. It was irresponsi-

ble of him."

After Morrissey made the

comment a few songs into the

performance, fans swarmed the

stage, in some cases just to

touch his feeL

"I got onstage, and I just

wanted to touch him because
he's my hero, my idol, he's

God, my savior!" Jimmy Gar-

abet said. A guard pulled him
onstage so that he would not be
trampled and then threw him
out.

"I didn't care that I was
getting smashed and got splin-

ters in my arm," Garabet said.

"1 grabbed his foot! I grabbed
his foot!"

Morrissey continued to sing

for about 10 minutes while
people climbed onto the stage

and jumped back into the

audience.

At one point he approached a

young woman on the stage who
looked like she w^s crying,

recalled UCLA senior Jean

JOHN CHUNQ/D«ly Brum

A police officer

attempts to disper-

se concertgoers out-

side Pauley Pavilion

after the riot Friday

night, above. Two
victims receive

shock and heat

treatment, left.

Doyle. He kneeled down,
touched her bare feet and gave
her a hug.

"He was so gentle," Doyle
said. "He led her off the stage
and then began to sing to her."

When too many people filled

the stage, guards pulled Morris-
sey off. He waited backstage for

the crowd to settle. And
although it did momentarily,
the concert was still canceled
40 minutes into the 55-minute
show. Murphy said.

"Because there are a lot of
hurt people, we're going to end
the show now." the announcer
said. "Morrissey doesn't want
to come back out at the risk of
hurting others. Help us out.

See MORmsSEY, page 12
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Cal trails

UCLA on
return of
remains
By iMarfna Dundjersid
Dally Bruin Staff

Although Native American
activists say UCLA is slow to

reaim human skeletal remains to

their rightful descendants, other

University of California campuses
trail far behind.

Neither UC Berkeley nor UC
Santa Barbara—'Which along with
UCLA hold most of the universi-

ty's estimated 15,000 remains —
has formed a formal campus policy
to speed repatriation efforts.

The UC campuses that hold
remains must abide by a federal,

law requiring them to complete an
inventory of their holdings within
five years and then return them to

their descendants. — =
Currently, an advisory commit-

tee is debating whether UCLA
should return remains upon the

completion of a preliminary
inventory Jan. 1 or wait five years
until photographs and measure-
ments are taken of each bone and
artifact, said Christopher Donnan,
director of UCLA's Fowler
Museum. The museum houses
about 1,300 remains.

But UC Berkeley — which
holds almost 10 times as many
remains as UCLA — has not even

See REMAINS, page 11

"
I got the news on

Friday that we weren't

going to be open on

Sunday, (but) I think

there are students who
weren't notified.'*

Albert Lin

Students not
informed of
Bunche Hall

power shutoff
By Chris Woiowiec

Campus facilities workers
turned off power in Bunche Hall
for more than 30 hours this

weekend to replace three environ-
mentally hazardous voltage trans-

formers.

But Bunche building coordina-
tors apparently failed to provide
ample notice for all students and
staff, disrupting the schedules of
unwitting students who had
planned to work in the hall's

computer lab.

UCLA Campus Facilities sche-
duled the transformer overhaul as
part of a mandate issued by the

U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency.

The EPA ordered the replace-
ment of the transformers, which
contained ^ toxic substance called
Polychlorinated Byphenyls.

See BUNCNC, page 13
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Tuesday, November 5, 1991
00 v\\

Asian Pacific American Legal Center
InformationaJ Meeting
Law School Building Room 1457

S:(K) PM
Mdnitz Movies
Queen of Diamonds"
Melnitz Theater

12:(K) NOON

WRC/Campus Events
"Funny Ladies Film"

Ackerman Second Floor Lounge

Wednesday, November 6, 1991

8:(K) I>M

Melnitz Moivies

"Antonia and Jane"
Melnitz Theater

Student Cominittee for the Arts
Jazz Pianist - Elaine Elias Trio

Schoenberg Hall

Friday, November 8, 1991

S;(M) |>\1

JukeJoints andJubilee
Wadswonh Theater

Saturday, November 9, 1991

.S:()() J>\I

SCA
Karen Finley

Wadswonh Theater

Sunday, November 10, 1991

HAH) l»M

SCA
Karen Finley

Wadswonh Theater

Monday, November 11, 1991

10:00 AM

Placement and Career Planning Center
"Environmental & Recreational Jobs Under the

Wide Open Skies"

Ackerman Second Floor Lounge

2:00 l>M

Placement and Career Planning Center
"Career Ideas for Liberal Arts Majors Who Love the
Great Outdoors"
Ackerman Second Floor Lounge

General
Chicano Studies
Expo6k:i6n del Libro Mexicano, 1991
November 3-6 at Wight Art Gallery Plaza
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Fifth victim dies in

university slayings
United Press International

IOWA CITY. Iowa — A fifth

victim died Saturday in a slaughter

at the University of Iowa, where
classes were canceled today as
Students tried to fathom the bloody
work: of the highly educated
gunman.

The gunman was upset over
losing a coveted academic award,
authorities said.

University President Hunter
Rawlins ordered a one-day break
for students "to give the healing

process a chance to begin" follow-

ing the violence Friday by physics
student Gang Lu, who ended his

15-minute rampage in suicide.

**Classes are being canceled on
Monday in order to facilitate

supportive and counseling ser-

vices/* said Ann Rhodes, vice

president of university relations.

"Again, we emphasize that is our
priority and we extend sincere

sympathy to the families of the

victims.**

Members of the Iowa Hawkeyes
football team wore black arm
bands in mourning during their

16-9 victory Saturday at Ohio
Slate University, and psycholo-
gists held workshops on the

28,000-student campus to deal
with the sonrow over the outburst
by the Chinese native;:

Investigating the shootings and
Lu's motive were campus police,

Iowa City officers and Iowa Stale

Patrol officers.

Rhodes said Lu was so upset
that his postdoctoral dissertation

had not been nominated for an
academic award that he had filed a
complaint with the academic

affairs office.

Rawlins confiimed Lu had sent

the president's office a letter prior

to the shootings.

**The nature of the letter was not
threatening,** he said.

But Johnson County Slate's

Attorney J. Patrick Johnson says
the shootings were "premeditated"
and that Lu had sent sealed letters

to five acquaintances addressed to

various news media.

Lu shot six people— including
Linhau Shan, who was the gradu-
ate student nominated for the

award, and faculty members who
reviewed Lu's project. Five died
and one was critically injured.

Professors described Lu as an
excellent student — very smart
and a loner — and said he may
have grown distraught about not
getting the nomination for the

$1,000 award because his financial

support had run out. y-
Lu shot four people in a research

seminar room at the Van Allen
Hall science building and walked
to Jessup Hall and shot two people
in the office of the university's

vice president of academic affairs.

"It was not random," Rhodes
said.

The dead were identified as
Shan; Dwight Nicholson, 44,
chairman and professor of physics
and astronomy; Robert Alah~
Smith, associate professor of
physics and astronomy; Christoph
Goertz, 47, Lu's faculty adviser

and professor of physics and
astronomy and Dr. T. Anne Cle-
ary, associate vice president of
academic affairs, who died Satur-

day afternoon at University Hos-
pital.
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No place like Homecoming

Members of Sigma Phi Epsilon and Kappa Kappa Gamma sport their banner preceding their
float In the Honr»ecomlng parade Friday night.

Bruins revel at Home
Students rally

in Westwood

•^ I ming

for festivities

By Christine Strobel

With the night sky dotted by
blue and gold balloons. Bruins

rallied in the streets of West-
wood Village to watch Home-
coming celebrations Friday.

Hundreds of alumni, students

and spectators swarmed the

Village to revel in another year

of Bruinhood at the 59th annual

UCLA Homecoming parade.

Fifteen floats— sponsored by
a variety of campus organiza-

tions— were the highlight of the

parade. There were also decor-

ated cars, bands and marching
groups.

Radio personalities Kevin and
Bean from the Los Angeles
station KROQ announced the

entries. Vendors traversed the

streets, capitalizing on the fes-

tivities by selling cotton candy.

JOHN CHUNKVOa»y

A unique view of Royce Is portrayed in the Homecoming parade
with a "volcanic" Royce Hail.

popcorn and noisemakers.

Several floats incorporated

the Homecoming theme "It's

Gonna Knock You Out!'* into

their designs. In this year's

design, a burly Bruin clobbers a

Cougar, the mascot of Pac-10

rival Washington State, which
UCLA defeated Saturday at the

Rose Bowl.

The Sweepstakes award went
to Sigma Phi Epsilon and Kappa
Kappa Gamma for their float,

which depicted a Bruin kicking a

Cougar through goal posts.

while also knocking over all of

the Pac-10 rivals.

Kappa Delta and Alpha Sigma
Phi won the Grand Marshall's

trophy and an award for best use
of the theme for their float. They
constructed a mock island with a

Bruin roasting a Trojan. A
scared Cougar hovered on the

side and a giant Bruin surfed out
of a cave.

Other floats included boxing

See PARADE, page 14
J

UCLA family week
celebrated at picnic
Event builds

community for

student parents

By Brigltte Brady
Dally Bruin Staff

UCLA alumnus and Medical
Center employee Bonnie Dlott has

a two-year-old son and is expect-
ing anoth<^ child in April. But
being a woiking mother, especial-

ly jiince her husband works long

hours, takes its toll on her.

"Sometimes I feel like a single

parent," said Dlott, who had a
chance to talk with other student

parents about the pressures of
working while child-rearing at a

free UCLA picnic Saturday after-

noon.

About 100 parents and children

gathered under the mild autumn
sun for the second annual picnic, a

kick-off to "Celebrate Family
Week" sponsored by University

Apartments.

They enjoyed leisure time by the

Sunset Recreation Center's pool,

eating hot dogs, sodas, cookies and
coleslaw as a clown entertained

children with balloon animals and
juggling.

Ugh!!!:
Hedrick and Hitch host 2nd
annual ugliest RA contest

*The idea is to show that

families have special needs and
concerns and to build a sense of
community for the non-tradiiional

students," said Michel McLaugh-
lin, a university apartments assis-

tant manager.

More than 1,300 students live in

Family Student Housing, the

majority of whom have families,

she said. "We want them to feel

more a part of campus life."

Tliis was the first year the picnic

was combined with^ information

bobths, ranging from tips on child

safety and care to identification

and fingerprint cards for the

children.

The families who attended the

picnic were from Singapore, Swe-
den, Mexico and Taiwan — a

mirror image of the diversity found
at the university apartments,
McLaughlin said.

"I like the diversity and the

community feeling," said Becky
Wells, whose husband is an Engl-

ish graduate student. 'The apart-

A clown plays with a small child

at Sunset Rec at ''Celebrating

Families Week" on Saturday.

mcnis feel safe and there are lots of
kids to play with."

Miguel Guerrero, a toddler who
lives with his mom and dad at the

apartments, echoed the same senti-

ment. "I like it there because they

have playgrounds."

For Dlott, the picnic was the

first event that she has attended in

six years of living in university

apanments that included residents

from all five University Apart-
ments/South.

"I'm a part of the generation that

encourages women to do every-
thing," said Dlott, whose husband
devotes many hours to medical
research at USC. "But they didn't
warn us about how hard it would
be."

By Sally Kim

On Halloween night, some dorm
residents got a chance to poke fun

at their resident assistants by
dressing them up in the ugliest

costumes possible.

A dimmed cafeteria with cob-
webs on the walls served as the

perfect setting for the second
annual Hedrick Hall and Hitch

Suite's "Ugly RA Night."

A swanky song played as the

RAs paraded through Hedrick 's

dining hall — adorned with torn

clothes, shaving cream and an
occasional tree branch or orange
traffic cone.

*This is to help all the residents

laugh at their RAs and have a good
time," coordinator Ritu Asthana
said. "It promotes floor unity and
helps everyone to have fun in the

dorms, and to know their RAs and
the people on their floor a little bit

beuer."

The residents voted for the RAs
by donating loose change, which
totalled $90.32 and will be donated
to charity.

Collecting $25.37, Jesse Chavez
was declared the ugliest RA.

"I'm ecstatic," said Chavez,
dressed in a bright blue-and-yel-

Iqw clown outfit and toying with

the tampon in his hair. "I really feel

like I was the ugliest RA out there

... my residents did a great job."

But one of the residents dis-

agreed, saying his RA was the

ugliest.

"We put silly string, fake blood,

really poofed up her hair, the most
gaudiest outfit,** Joel Elad said.

"It's hilarious. We're having a lot

of fun."

Another RA did not know what
was in store for him when he
joined the contest

"I just sat there and they just

See UQLY, page 14

The University Catholic Center and Chlcano/a studies
sponsor DIa de Los Muertos. a national Mexican holiday
honoring and rennembering the dead.

'Day of dead'
honors souls
of deceased
By Letisia Marquez
Daily Bruin Staff

As the smell of incense lingered in the air

and candles flickered before a communal
altar, the spirit of Tia Angle's fight against

breast cancer came to life.

"As our family was singing Catholic
songs, Tia Angie died," said Monica Russel

y Rodriguez, a UCLA anthropology gradu-
ate student. "But the most important thing

was that my family was all together when
she passed away."

More than 75 people listened intently to

the story of Tia Angie on Friday at the

University Catholic Center, and in doing so

followed the indigenous Latin American
and Roman Catholic tradition of el Dia de
Los Muertos — a day for honoring and
remembering the dead.

UCLA Chicano and Latino students sang
hymns as they marched from Campbell Hall

to the Catholic center, where they built an
altar with pictures of the dead, candles, food

See LOS MUERTOS, page 15
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Briefs

World

Israel will continue
settlement talks

MADRID, Spain — Israel and a

Jordanian-Palestinian delegation agreed

during Svi^ hours of unprecedented direct

negotiations Sunday to continue talks for

a peace satlement based on U.N. rcsolu-

tionsSknd interim self-government for

Palestinians.

The delegations to the Madrid peace

conference from Syria and Lebanon

skipped meetings with Israeli representa-

tives Sunday morning in the continued

gamesmanship over ttie venue dispute.

But after intense efforts by the United

States and Egypt, they agreed to hold the

sessions Sunday night.

The Palestinians and Jordanians went

ahead with their scheduled meeting

despite the objections of the Syrians and

Lebanese, holding two hours of talks with

the Israelis Sunday morning and coming

back for three more hours of meetings

after lunch.

Nation

• '^

ImeMa Marcos ends
exile, heads to Manila

MANILA, Philippines — Former

Philippine first lady Imelda Marcos,

ending nearly six years of U.S. exile,

headed for Manila Sunday, where she

faces an array of criminal charges

stemming from her dead husband*s 20=^

year rul<f.

The government stepped up security at

Manila's Ninoy Aquino International

Airport in advance of the former first

lady's retum. Marcos departed Honolulu

Sunday afternoon aboard a chartered

Boeing 747 accompanied by a 270-mem-

ber entourage of supporters and reporters.

Jesse Jackson won't

ran for pr
WASHINGTON — Jesse Jackson, a

two-time Democratic presidential candi-

date, said Saturday he will not run in 1992,

choosing instead to mobilize a "new,

independent Democratic majority" to

hold officials accountable.

Jackson, speaking at a housing project

near Capitol Hill, criticized the federal

government for losing touch with the

people, and said the political parties sound

too much alike and offer few options.

*4 will not seek the nomination of the

Democratic Party, but rather, build the

infrastructure for a new independent

Democratic majority and work to estab-

lish a standard by which we measure the

worth of candidates for the people's

support,** Jackson said.

Dinkins reconsiders

free needle program
NEW YORK— Mayor David Dinkins

is considering dropping his longstanding

opposition to distributing needles to drug

addicts to stem the spread of AIDS, an

issue that has sparked bitter controversy

among black ofFicials.

He met Saturday at Gracie Mansion

with a special mayoral advisory panel

headed by Acting Health Commissioner

Margaret Hamburg to discuss a report he

=|5cqucstcd fTcasscssing the subjca in light

of favorable new studies.

And mayoral spokeswoman Anabel

Franceschini said his questions at the

session focused on how big such a

program would be, how it would operate

and how it would be monitored and

evaluated. She said the mayor asked the

panel to report back by Monday morning.

State

Towering Inferno'

Allen dies• I I I H ^

SANTA MONICA—- Funeral services

were scheduled for Wednesday for movie

producer Irwin Allen, whose penchant for

big-screen spectacles created a new film

genre, with such blockbuster disaster

films as **Th6 Poseidon Adventure" and

*The Towering Inferno.**

Allen died Saturday of a heart attack at

the age of 75.

He was brought to Santa Monica

Hospital Medical Center at 6:53 a.m. after

ffering a heart attack at his Malibu

home, hospital spokeswoman Grace

Cheng said. The producer died at 7:17

a.m., she said.

"He was one of a kind and he

contributed a great deal to the industry

with his talents and creativity,*' said his

wife. Sheila. "He will be greatly missed

by those who loved him/
>»

Preacher Schuller
returns to pulpit

GARDEN GROVE — The Rev.

Robert Schuller returned to the pulpit

Sunday and declared himself recovered

from a nearly fatal head injury he suffered

two months ago in Amsterdam.

Looking rested and wearing a silver-

colored wig on his shaved head. Schuller

participated in three sermons at the famed

Chrysial Cathedral in Orange County.

Schuller's return also marked his first

in-person appearance on his nationally

televised ministry, "Hour of Power,**

which is broadcast from the mammoth,
glass-walled church about 25 miles south

of Los Angeles.

LA. school police

boost paychecks
Los Angeles Unified School District

campus police were paid more than $1.3

nriillion in overtime last year — neariy

double the amount budgeted— triggering

calls for a review of the policy,' it was

reported Sunday.

By woilring overtime, campus police

officers, supervisors, dispatchers and

clerical staff were able to boost their

salaries by thousands of dollars, the Los

Angeles Daily News reported.

At the beginning of the 1990-91 fiscal

year, the district had budgeted $771,122

for overtime by the school police force.

The actual overtime expenditure was $1 .3

million.

Almanac

On this date:

In 1650. British King WiUiam III,

known as William of Orange, was bom.

In 1879, humorist Will Rogers was

bom.
In 1922, British archaeologist Howard

Carter discovered the tomb of ancient

Egypt*s child-king, Tutankhamen.

In 1952, Republican Dwight D. Eisen-

hower was elected president, ending 20

years of Democratic administrations.

In 1979, Moslem militants seized the

fU.S. Embassy in Tehran, taking some 70

people hostage, 63 of them Americans.

In 1980, Ronald Reagan was elected

40th president in a landslide victory ovcl
incumbent Jimmy Carter.

^

Thought for the day:

Will Rogers said, *The income tax has

made liars out of more Americans than

golf.**

From United Press International

Bruins Score
With supermarket prices and the Great Grocery Giveaw^,

everyone wins at Breadstll^sl
-I

Grocery
breadstiks Ralphs

Dairy
breadstiks

M^otts Ch. Applesce 23oz 1 .39

DelMonte Ute Frt Ctl. 1 6oz .99

TreeTop Apple Juice 48oz 1 .89

O.S. Crangrape 48oz 2.49

Gatorade32oz 119
V-8 Vea Cocktail 32oz 1 .69

Peas, Springfield 16oz .65

DelMonte Catsup sqz.28oz 1 .69

KIkkoman Soy Sauce 5oz .77

Prego Spaghetti see 32oz 2.19

Kraft Mayonnaise 1 6oz 1 .49

Wesson Com oil 24oz 1 .49

BumbleBee tuna ch wt 6oz 1 .29

Hormel Chill carne 1 5oz 1 .29

Campbell Tom. soup lOoz .45

RIce-A-Roni herb 7.2oz 1.19

Kraft Mac&Chs spiral 5.5oz .75

Anthony dry spaghetti 32oz 1 .79

kellogg Pop Tarts 1 1 oz 1 .59

SueBee Honey clvr.12oz 1.67

Hershey Choc. Syrup 16oz 1.19

Upton herb tea decal 48ct 2.99

Tasters Choice frz dry 2oz 2.19

Homogenized Milk 1 gal

Lowfatmllk, 1/2 gal

Nonfat milk. 1/2 gal

Margarine, Imperial i6oz

Deli

Ralphs

2.54
1.33
1.28

.98

5.99
6.99

.^0m0f^

Honey cured Ham
Buon Gusto Ital Salami
Foster Farms Chicken

Breast, no bone or skin 4.79
Best of Fryer, lbs 1 .49

Split Breast, lbs 2.49

6.69
7.19

4.99
1.69
2.59

Frozen Foods

Sarah Wibterman
Freshman
Art Major

$129.46
One of last week's 50 winners.

N you doni play, wve cani payl

Stouffer Chill 8 oz 2.29

Stouffer Crmd Chicken 6oz 2.09

Tina's Frozen Bunitos 5 oz .38

Orida French Fries 2 lbs 2.09

Orida H.Brown Potatoes 1 .79

Green Giant NIblets Corn 1 .29

Minute Maid O.J. 12oz 1.79

REE PARKING!

in rear _^
Open til 11pm ^q^j Cayley Ave 209-1111

is

LE CONTE

2.39
2.09
.39

1.99
1.84
1.35
1.79

UCLA
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There must besomeway
to avoid doingthesametMng
forthe nextforty years.

Life's been pretty good so far. You've

kept moving—taken all the right

steps along the way (for the most

part). And now you're ready for the

biggest step.

You'll be getting your degree from

a top school. You're about to find a

great job.

The question is: which job? And

will it have the potential to interest

you for a whole career?

You've probably heard the story of

the job applicant who said he was a

shoe salesman with fifteen years expe

rience. "No," corrected the recruiter

interviewing him, "you've had

six months experience thirty times."

Isn't there some way to keep

challenging yourself in new and

S 1990 Andef»«r Consulting. AA & Co , S.C

\

different areas?

Andersen Consulting offers you

the opportunity to work on a vanety

of projects—with clients in a wide

range of industries.

We are the leader In helping

organizations apply information

technology to their business advan-

tage. Every hour of every business

day, we implement a solution to help

one of our more than 5,000 clients

worldwide.

What makes that possible is the

quality of our people. And the quality

of our training. We're known for both.

Because business and tech-

nology are ever-changing, we see

training as a continuing process. And

our $123-million Center for Profes-

An<lersen Consuming is an equal opportunity amptoyar.

sional Education in St. Charles,

Illinois, is just one measure of our

commitment. We train yoCi fora—

—

career—not just a job.

Does the idea of forty years of

knowing exactly what you'll be doing

each week scare you? Then don't

settle for that. Demand challenge

and vanety. Come talk to us. And

find out more about a career with

Andersen Consulting.

Andersen
Consulting

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CQ, S.C.

Wherewegofrom here"

You arc invited to an Andersen Consulting "Pizza Night" sponsored by ASME and SWE this Wednesday.

November 6, beginning at 6:oo p.m., in Boclter Hall. Also, please come join us and UBS at a

"Corporate Sponsor Night" on Thursday, November 7. from 7-9:00 p.m., in North Campus, Room 22.

On-campus interviews will be held Thursday, November 21, for graduating seniors.

Please contact the Placement and Career Planning Center for scheduling information.

/^
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Foram speaker doubts
1

peace likely in Europe
By Lori Quinton

Daily Bruin Staff

While the Cold War has thawed

out in Europe* that does not mean

peace will finally settle over the

continent.

According to a prominent Ger-

man newspaper correspondent

who is an expert on mihlary

defense, Europe's future could be

marred by intense quarreling

among the nations in the region.

Josef Joffe ^spoke at UCLA
forum Friday about the uncertainty

of peace for Europe— even in an

age of warm relations between the

United States and the Soviet

Union.

The times for Europe are not so

rosy, Joffe said, noting how with

the end of the Cold War, there is no

longer a need for European groups

to work together for regional

security.

As a consequence, Europe will

suffer a resurgence of nationalist

conflicts like the kind that started

two world wars, he said. At this

moment, Yugoslavia is being torn

apart in a civil war among the

Croatians, Serbs and Slavs.

"Euroifc had been the seat of all

major wars in the last 400 years."

Joffe said. "Suddenly (with the

start of the Cold War), it was a

solid island of peace. Not only did

these nations stop fighting, they

linked hands in cooperation."

The Cold War — with its four

decades of superpower tensions—
provided European states with a

reason to forget the traditional

problems that had caused war

between them in the past, he said.

*'We are presently witnessing

the first real war in Europe since

1945. That war is the war in

Yugoslavia," said Joffe, whose

lecti^re was sponsored by UCLA's
International Studies and Overseas

Program and the Center for Inter-

national and Strategic Affairs.

"(Yugoslavia) may seem remote

from Los Angeles, but it is a real

war with tanks and gunfire

fought over borders, power, and

legitimacy."

But regardless of what kind of

disputes could arise in Europe,

future military cooperation will be

unlikely among European states

without a common threat from

either the Soviet Union or the

ynited States to force alliances,

Joiffe said.

There is also some^question

about the potential for political

unification of Europe, as proposed

by the European community.
**1 would not be surprised if

1991 was not the end of the

European dream of unity," he said.

Currently, Western and Central

,
European countries have agreed to

ilhify their economies into a

"common market" by the end of

1992. This would include such

measures as creating a single

European monetary currency.

Furthermore, European coop)er-

ation may also be in trouble in

other areas, he said. The futility of

a nuclear war may dictate a change

in the way Europeans deal with

conflict — from military warfare

to economic warfare, he added.

"Germany does much better at

quietly dictating policies in the

European market than it ever did

by marching into Paris. When the

Japanese bomb Pearl Harbor, they

have a war on their hands. When
they buy it, there isn't a problem,"

Joffe said. "Why go for the

traditional strategies when they

brought nothing but grief in the

past?"

HowAmerican Express
helpsyou cover more territory

For less money
Become a Student Cardmember todayand

et 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines,

[or only $129 or $189 each.

Only the American Express* Card offers an exciting travel program

exclusively for students- including three roundtrip certificates on

Continental Airhnes. And much, much more.

Just look at the map and pick the place youd like to visit. If

it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate

to fly for only $129* roundtrip. Or you can cross the

Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime-

because there are no blackout dates. But you must

make your reservations within 14 days of the day you

Membership 1 1^^

leave. And the maximum stay is 7 days/6 nights and must include

a Saturday night.

By becoming a Student Cardmember, you'll also enjoy other

benefits from the American Express* Student Privileges" Program.

Such as up to 30 minutes** of MCI long distance calling every month

for an entire year-absolutely free. And that's just one example of

how the Card can help you save.

For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all these savings. And

it's easy to apply Just call us (have your bank address and account

number on hand). What's more, with our special student offer, it's

easier to get the Card now while you're still in school than it may

ever be again.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new terri-

tory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

• Minneapolis. Si Paul, Si Louis and New Odeans are considfrrd cities«« (rfthe Mississippi River

"A credit o( up lo 13 70 for calls will appear on each billing siaiemeni for 12 momhs after enroll

cnent 1370 is equal to the charges for • domestic 30 minute night weekend MCI Card Compati

bility call and appropriate surcharges Vnu must enroll for this service by December 31, 1991

^.-.a;._!.-

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX

.

Ifyoure already a Cardmember. there's n^need to call Information about your certificates will be arriving soon

TRAVa
RBATED
SB?VICES

MCI
'

coiDpiete terms and cood.tioo, of this travel offer will arrive wiih your cen.fc.tes Continental A.riines alone i, responsible for fulfillmen. of this offer American E.pres. auu

/^ Afnanc«nE
Continental
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Get Long Distance For Free

BoiTOU) i|oui neighbois phone dnd switch to Sprint.

Then your bills uion t be so out of control.

More importantly, you'll get 100 minutes of long distance for free*

T/Qrr

BioughlToyouBy

Sprint

•The 100 free miniites offer is for a credit euual to 100 minutes of intersUte SprntmV ullinq per account at the Sprint 3000 mile niijht/uieekend rate Credit will appeal on the third month invoice This offer may not be used m conjunction

ujith anij other promotion Offer ualid only for Sprint PLMS and Sprint Select" seruices and on instate calls uihere authorized Heui customers nU Good threu^h Wim © 1W1 IIS Sprwl Communications Company Limited Partnership

met i» liability foe Comlnciuil Airilnet performance O 1991 American Express Travel Rdated Services CaofMiiy Inc.

^ 9VM
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Alumni remember past in l>asii

RICHARD KIM

Alumni gathered to celebrate Homecoming in a pre-parade bash.

By Christine Strobel

UCLA classes of years past

charged up for a Homecoming
reunion weekend by throwing a

pre-parade bash Friday night.

Remembering their college

days, members of the 1936, 1951,

1966 and 1981 classes were

nostalgic about UCLA and its

growth over the years.

"I was bom in Los Angeles, and

as far back as I can remember

UCLA was the school," said

Phyllis Taylor, who celebrated the

40th anniversary of the class of

1959 with her husband Stan. **It*s a

great education, and a great place.

"We're rah-rah Bruins,*' Taylor

said, adding that the couple attends

UCLA football and basketball

games.

"And for shopping at the student

store,** Stan added.

The couple attended the

weekend's reunion festivities.

which included grandstand

viewing of the 59th annual Home-
coming parade, a pre-game bar-

becue and picnic, reserved seating

for the football game against

Washington State University on

Saturday and a farewell luncheon

Sunday.

"I was very shocked by the

difference,** said Bud Ursinger,

who had not seen the campus since

See REUNION, page 15

Get Your Portrait

Taken Now for the

Bruin Life Yearbook

On Sale - For a
Limited Time Only

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin. Esq.

Criminal Lavs^er

Excellent Results

Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

The UCLA Medallion

Watch from Bulova-a

14k gold-plated dial

featuring a rich three-

dimensional rendering

of the UCLA seal.

ASUCLA Campus Photo Studio
(^ndal Photographers For Bruin Life Yearbook

KeixJiJMrff HaU 150 (213) ZMSA^

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESIWOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Climes

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213) 478-6869
(818) 988-0110

Bruin Rate
Now $65"""

Just mention tills ad
when making reservations

Attswite hotel lor Bniiiis and friends

Just minutes from the UCLA campus, an all suite hotel with full kitchens, free parking, pool & spa

Rates from $85 - $105 per night For reservations call:

(213)476-6255

Brentwood Suites .HOTEL
199 North Church Lane, 1 block W. of San Diego Freeway, 1 block N. of Sunset

limited roomt tre available at the Bruin rate. Certain rcftricuoni apply.
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Historic gathering marics of Reagan Library

By Annette Haddad
United Press International

SIMI VALLEY — In a drama-

tic epilogue to the presidency of

one of America's most popular

leaders, Monday's opening of the

Ronald Reagan Presidential

Library will make history for

bringing together five U.S. presi-

dents.

As of Sunday, President Bush

and former presidents Richard

Nixon, Gerald Ford and Jimmy

Carter were scheduled to attend the

dedication ceremonies for the $57

million library complex. As they

take their place on the stand next to

Reagan, the gathering will mark

the first face-to-face meeting of an

incumbent and four former presi-

dents.

Although the five men were

together on Oct 8. 1981, fora brief

meeting at the White House, Bush

was vice president at the time

The historical significance of

the event could be considered a

fitting coda to the ^eight-year

presidency of Reagan, the 80-

year-old former film actor whose

flair for showmanship only served

to enhance his image and helped

make him one of the most beloved

presidents of the 20th century.

The library will hold his nearly

50 million White House papers,

personal papers donated by Rea-

gan and his wife, Nancy. An

accompanying museum will chro-

nicle both their lives. The reposit-

ory is a Spanish mission-style

sU'ucture spread over 30 acres of

hilltop overlooking an undulating,

undeveloped valley in eastern

Ventura County 35 miles north of

Los Angeles.

Although he was bom in Tampi-

co. 111., on Feb. 6. 1911, Reagan

has been a naturalized Califomian

since 1937. His love of the West

and things Western are widely

known.

Set amid quintessential South-

em Califomia landscape of sage-

brush-covered mountains — with

a view of the Pacific Ocean on

smog-free days — the library was

built with private funds. It will

become property of the federal

govemment when Reagan turns

the keys over to Donald Wilson,

archivist of the United States, on

Monday.

>^

COMPUTER SALE
One Year Pans and Labor Wan^vity

100% IBM Compatible lOUSI

286/386/486 Complete SuperVGA Svstems

286-12 Mhz (40MB HD. Complete MflQfi System) $540

286-16 Mhz (40MB HD w^ 19ms. SVGA) ,.....$810

386SX-16 Mhz (52MB HD \fM^17ms. SVGA) .....J940

386SX-20 Mhz (52MB HD ^Mms, SVGA) $1000

386-25 Mhz (85MB HD ^15ms. SVGA) $1170

386-33 Mhz ii^64K Cache (85MB HD w/15ms. SVGA) $1300

486-33 Mhz niSAK Cache (120MB HD w/15ms. SVGA) $1840

486-33 Mhz vi256K Cache (120MB HD ni^15ms. SVGA)....$1940

Each SVGA System Includes

1MB RAM

12 MB or1 .44MB Floppy Drwe

14- Hyundai SVGA Monilor TtOp

Thdwit SVGA Cud «n MB-2S6

2FD/2HD IDE Comrolir

AT K) (2S^1P/1G) 1 101 K«ytoaid

Upgrades:

1MB RAM. Add $45

1 2MB or 1 .44MB FO AM 155

40MB HO to S2MB HD......Add $40

52MB HO to 86MB HD....„.Add S80

aSMB HO to 120MB HD.....Add $80

Bring ad to James Cho
fcr a free mouse with any

system purchase

BEST QUALITY
BEST SERVICE
LOWEST PRICES

FRACTALS
FOR THE CLASSROOM

PMn ONt
INTHODUCTION IX) FRACTALS AMO CHAOS Dr. HeinzrOtto Peitgen

will present a multi-media

lecture in the Ackerman

Union Grand Ballroom

(2nd Floor Ackerman Union) <

«

JMUmSXY PaClANTE YUMKER

IP ADVtSORV K)9MtD9

SPRINGER-VERLAG

Monday
November 4, 1991

"5 to 7piif

Following the lecture. Dr. Peitgen will sign copies of his new book

Frartak For The Classroom

Open to the campus and general public without charge.

Sponsored by ASUCLA Students' Store/Technical Books and UCLA Math Dept

^•^
i ^f.:v.v^:.vji- -Iv.v.-:- <•..•.:•: +j'^^.-:- %tf^j^f,.v.->*AfM<''^.y.-.<-'*iV.v.^v^.v--W.'.v.-.}S^

(213)384-6601401 S. Vermont Ave. Suites 5&6

Los Angeles, CA 90020

^^'

THE TOTALLY TOTAL
YOU AND MATRIX

YOUR STYLE

YOUR POISE YOUR
APPEARANCE

Matrix. It's hair care for the

total you in our professional

salon and for at-home styling

After a consultation, our

stylists will create a hair cut

that suits you and your life-

style. Then our experts will

design a totally personal

hair care system with Matrix

shampoos, conditioners, and

styling aids to keep you look-

ing your best between visits.

matrix Umbu

HAIR AND 8KM CARE

"Not Just A Cut...But A Great Haircut"

HAIRCUT REQUESTS OR APPTS ARE $14

SUNDAYS AND yyj^ pQR WEEKLY DISCOUNTS
MONDAYS ONLY

FULL SERVICE SALON

954 & 956 GAYLEY
WESTWOOD
RIGHT NEXT lO SIZZLER

(213)824-0710
(213)824-7697

at the

Asian Pacific American Legal Center

The Asian Pacific American Legal Center is a non-profit organization in

Downtown Los Angeles dedicated to providing legal services to Asian Pacific

Americans. Services provided include family relations, domestic violence,

housing, and immigration, and others. The Legal Center also directs many

independent outreach, education, and advocacy projects. Most of the Center's

clients are low-income and limited English-speaking.

Volunteers are needed in gU areas. However, there is a special need for

volunteers fluent in Asian Pacific languages. If you are interested in

volunteering or want to learn more about the Center, come to our

INFORMATIONAL MEETING.

Informational Meeting:
where: Law School Building (UCLA)

Room 1457

When: November 5, 1991 (Tuesday)

4:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Refreshments will be served **

If you are interested but cannot come to the meeting, please call Student

Project Directors Alice Choi (213-478-3415) or Winnie Louie (213-280-0252).

Projert of the Asian Pmclfk: Islander Uw Students Assoclalion

Funded by the UCIA Communky Activities Commiaec of the Progrmm AcUviltes Board

mt » *MV
...., ;i^1j.j,kriiM,^.JiL'^..;.'Jifc>''':ii'J*t'-U
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Call of the riled: Los Angeles gets Srd area H I I

United Press International

With nary a sound, the phone

company converted 2.4 million

Los Angeles telephones Saturday

from the 213 to the 310 area code,

making the city and its environs

the nation*s area code capital.

Officials at Pacific Bell pre-

dicted little disruption from Satur-

day's change because of a six-

month "grace period" in which

computers will automatically route

calls from the old area code to the

new one.

Nevertheless, the change was

greeted with consternation by

many caught on the wrong side of

the phone line.

"1 think it*s a disaster,** said

West Hollywood Mayor Paul

Koretz, whose 1 .9-square-mile

city is now partly 213 and partly

310.

Koretz proposed a number of

measures to help ease the transi-

tion to the new area code, includ-

ing allowing adjoining prefixes to

dial each other without an area

code and cross-referencing direc-

tory assistance.

So far, Koretz said, the phone

company "doesn't seem interested

in making these changes.**

Pacific Bell officials say they

came up with the boundaries for

the 310 area code based on calling

patterns and how phone lines were

laid years ago. The new area code

will divide 10 comfhunities,

including swank Beverly Hills.

In general, the new 310 area

code cuts a U-shaped swath across

Los Angeles County from the

seaside enclave of Malibu south

through West Los Angeles and the

South Bay. It also encompasses the

southeastern part of the county,

including Complon, Whittier and

Downey and part of Orange

County.

The change is the first new area

code for Los Angeles since much
of the San Fernando Valley was
switched to 818 in 1984. Satur-

day's change means Los Angeles,

with three area codes, moves
ahead of New Yoik, with two, to

become the U.S. leader among

metropolitan areas in area codes.

Pacific Bell officials said the

proliferation of cellular phones,

beepers, fax machines and com-
puter data lines necessitated the

change.

I
Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. n/21/91

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 CUT & BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS

WESTWOOP
Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264 -

MUST snow UCLA STUDCnT ID.

OR EMFLOYEE I.D. WTTtl COUPON
Wt rmwyt A« i^ to nfmt tmviet to mj

cimU wkme kair ctaJbiM ii wwliMt

$f|A FUTON & FRAME ^^*^*''^=
LIQUIDATION

,S\T iK Ff^E! IMPORTED DECORATOR^ J^tItzL pillows wtthany purchaseYOUGetBOm OF FUTONSAND FRAME.
Pieces $50 value.

QUEEN

BRAND-NEW
NAME BRAND

TWIN 2 pc. $45
FULL 2pc. $55

QUEEN 2pc. $75
KING 3

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
ON ANY IDENTICAL MERCHANDISE

FUTON MATTRESSES

-^.-^:

^45^65
•TWIN QUEEN

$55^85
FULL KING

5 PIECE BEDROOM SET

559: i
\ n

YOU GETMmkt DreMcr. 2 Ntshtsofxls. Mirror & HcadbooRL

AvailaMeinligliiotkoroounBrybeech ^^

BUNK OR TWIN BEDS
OX-BOW DESIGN

NOW ONLY
An hardwood 2 1/2** posts. Bui

Indudos stepladder and rail

THEACAPULCO
Largt
wtocllonsf

FUTON & FRAME

ffWIMS M

THE DELPHI
PLATFORM BED

•vaiWbtoin
btack laoMMT
•r natural
finbh

MM FURNITURE
6032 WILSfflRE BOULEVARD

(1 Block East of Fairfax, Opposite May Co.)

(213) 939-1244 • 939-3335V/5A

OPEN 7 DAYS: Mon-Fri 10 a.fn. - 7 p.m., Sat/Sun 10 a.in. - 5 p.m.

IMMKDl/VII.DI'I.IMKY in M I I (X VIFONS

SAK's TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Fcx)d

I HAPPY PLATE

I
•Chicken
•Beef Stick

I
•Fried Rice
•Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close
|

I

I
$3.40

with coupon

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

ijLa-Jl 1121 Glendon Avenue (213)

i|| Qlll Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

ii

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

L.A. 's only
Night Football

New York style

(iW^
new

m

m

<:':

MoffKkiy Night Footkxill

Complimentary
Hot Dog Buffet

$1.75 1 6 oz. Miller Drafts

Beer ft Burger Speckri
1/3 lb. Cheese Burger,
French Fries

& Draft Miller Lite

or Genuine
only $4.75
( 4 pm. to closing)

:m^.

AU SPORTS

-

AU THE TIMEI
Take a front

row seat to all

L.A. games;
plus

top-notch out
of town

coverage!
Catch Alll

College & Pro
Sports Action

Here!
Speckri Sports

Buffets for

Selected
Gomes

WWMMWMWWWWWWMMWWMUWM

BOTTOMS UP
It could only hapflien in Apple's!

Satellite Coverage of
NFL, NBA, NHL,
College Football

8c Basketball

Ufxoming
Tyson vs. Holyfleld

Nov 8, IWI

3001 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica, CA. 90403 (213) 828-3000
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formed a committee. That campus

also will request an extension from

the federal government on the

five-year deadline to complete its

inventory, said Frank Norick,

Berkeley's head museum anthro-

pologist

"We have an enormous task

ahead of us/' he said. **It*s going to

cost about $9 million, and we
haven *t seen a nickel of the money

that's supposed to come from

federal funding."

And even though UC Santa

Barbara — which only has about

200 to 300 remains— is not asking

for a federal extension, it has not

yet formed a committee.

While UCLA is closer to

returning its remains, some advis-

ory committee members said the

university officials should take a

more decisive stand on how and

when it will return the remains.

*They say they want to pursue

the goal, but they are dragging

their feet," said UCLA law student

Loretta Tuell, a Native American

member of the committee. "Right

now their lack of action is speaking

louder than their words."

If UCLA officials decide to use

the preliminary inventory, some

remains may be returned within a

year, Donnan said.

That would satisfy the demands

of Native American activists.

"We want to get the remains of

our ancestors back and put them

back on their proper journey so

they can rest and be in peace," said

committee member Vera Rocha,

the chief of the Gabrielino Nation

of American Indians.

"It's not a matter of what
scientists can learn about theiti,"

she said. "We want our remains

hack in the ground where they

belong."

The combined holding of the

five UC campuses that hold

remains make up the largest

collection of the pre-agricultural

series of Homo sapiens in exis-

tence.

"(Inventory will) cost

about $9 million, and

^e haven't seen a

nickel of the money

that's supposed to come

from federal funding."

Frank Norick

Berkeley Museum Anthropologist

'^m -r—
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Princeton

Review
LSAT • GMAT • ORE
The fastest \iro\vin\i test-preparation proi^rams

in the nation, bar fume!

Could it be because of documented increases like these:

LSAT average increase: 14+ points

GMAT average increase: 1 10+ points

GRE average increase: 230+ points

Or program inclusions which our competitors don't have:

"^ At least four proclored tests, each with computer analysis

"i^ Two interactive classes per week, each with an instructor

^^^ Maximum class sizes of twelve, each stratified to ability

"^ Academic review plus revolutionary test-taking techniques

PRINCKTON
RKVlFiW ^

213 •474 -0909

Lcl our unprcccdcnlcd success

insure vour success.
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Ifiinkiiig About
MBAorGradSdMol?
Free 40-page Graduate School

Application Guide. Call:

800-777-EXAM to^TY

«r

V II ID IE'Oirm E«CU IE

I
•FIRST
RENTAL
FREE!

"The Best Collection,..Lowest Prices!"
• $1J9 RENTALS TUES & THURS W. HOLLYWOOD

8800 Sunset Blvd.

*^^ Free Parking in All Locations 657-8800

4jft^^Sun-Thurs 10-10 Fri-Sat 10-12

I •^F^ 1 ^^^ ^ ^.L^'l^r_".*^i^ WESTWOOD VILLAGE
RENTALS "^y^
MON A WED! ^-'-MOn'a WED! '^^S^ ^

|<with studool/alaflr^aculty IE> A thi« coupon)
Oood thru n/10/91

330 N. Beverly Dr.

^^858-7600 1035 Gayley Ave.

824-9922

^

.

ii
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V^"*,
'^m^^

o^-S*^
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BUFFALO STYLE CHICKEN WINGS
1 dozen $4.22 25... $7.95
50 $15.49 100 $28.63

Sauces: Mild, Hot. 'Suicide', Barbeque. Hot Barbeque

ALSO TRV OUR:
• Hamburger • Chicken Sandwch • Potato Skins • Mozzarella

Sticks • Breaded Mushrooms and Zuchini • Steak Friec
• Chk:ken Salad • Potato Salad • Cole Slaw

LITTLE RED SAMPLER • BIG RED SAMPLER
Ml Voo Can Eat • $7.95^

Each SAT. - SUN. fAsK for detailsJ

1 1923 Seu^tA IVIojnLica Blvd.

The largest sperm bank in (he United

States is looking for donors.

The goal of the California Cryobarii

is to provide high quality sperm for

artificial insemination. Requiremeiii

include good health between the

ages of 1 9 to 34 and a

9 to 12 month commitment.

Call for more information: 824-9941

COMPLETE MEDICAL SCREEN l^4G (ALL COSTS PAID)

AMD YOU PAPN I IP TO $105/WFFK IF QUAI IFIFO

V'

SUNNY SUNG/Daily Bruin

Hundreds of fans

await the return of

Morrissey to the

stage after the show
was stopped, alx)ve.

UCLA medical ser-

vice workers put a

victim into an

ambulance, right.

SUNNY SUNQ/DaNy Bruin

MORraSSEY
From page 1

leave nice and peacefully."

He added that there was a doctor

on hand for anyone who needed

medical assistance.

Morrissey left the concert

immediately, said a man who
escorted him to a car. "He left

pretty quickly, saying nothing with

his head down and a coat over his

head,"

While some people in the

audience began to trickle out of the

pavilion, others remained in their

seats.

Many fans began yelling "Fuck

you!" "We want our money back!"

"More!" and "We're not leaving

till they drag us out!"

After he left, Doyle said. 'The

people were like ants. They started

passing shoes and chairs and

pieces of barricades forward— all

these hands were pushing furniture

up on the stage."

Many fans were disappointed,

having spent about $30 for tickets

and extra money on travel and

paraphernalia.

Nino Pollacio and Christine

Rosenberry each spent $200 for

their tickets. It was Rosenberry *s

21st birthday.

"I really totally love him and

everything, but he shouldn't have

done that.*' she said. "Everyone

here just loves him so much and

they'll do everything he says."

Avalon Attractions, the concert

promotion company, did not

announce if tickets would be

refunded. Muiphy said the deci-

sion would be up to Morrissey.

The rock star performed San

Diego on Sunday night and will

return to the Los Angeles area

Monday for a Santa Monica
concert.

Outside, concertgoers rushed a

concession stand filled with Mor-

rissey T-shirts and posters, injur-

ing at least two women.

About 10 university police

officers in riot gear pulled people

away from the stand

Jabbing people with their

batons, some officers yelled, "Get

the fuck out of here!"

Aimmee Meehan, a senior at

Huntington Beach High School,

was buying a poster when the

crowd swarmed the stand piling on

top of her. Meehan was forced in

between two concession tables that

closed on her head.

*That was out of control," she

said while lying on the concrete for

an ambulance to arrive. She could

not feel the right side of her body

and was eventually taken to the

UCLA Medical Center.

Meehan was in the front row

during the concert when people

began to rush the stage. "I thought I

was going to die then," she said.

"You don't have to

stay m your seats.

Morrissey, to his fans

"I got on stage and I

just wanted to touch

him because he's my
hero, my idol, he's god,

my savior! I didn't care

that I was getting

smashed and got splin-

ters in my arm .... I

grabbed his foot! I

grabbed his foot!"

Jimmy GUrabet

"I am so infatuated by

him— I can't explain

it— he's my passion.

It only happened

because we love him."

Nyvette Gann

"I don't think it was a

wise decision for

Morrissey to say what

he did. He clearly

[ink it oor
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beforehand. It was

irresponsible of him."

Promoter Brian Murphy

JOHN CHUNQ/Oaly Bruin

An events staff worker holds

one of the many shoes left

behind after the riot.

Most of the concertgoers left the

pavilion disappointed and disillu-

sioned.
^

"I am so infatuated by him — I

can't explain it — he's my
passion," said Nyvette Gann, a

high school student. "It only

happened because we love him."

With reports from Crissy Gon-

zalez.

ITS NOT WORTH THE WEIGHT r

For better health and fitness,

exercise.

American Heart
Association«

H H

• • • i^

Cuba
U.S. ti

of'obscene
gestures'
United Press International

MEXICO CITY — The Cuban
government Saturday said "unfor-

tunate incidents" could occur if

U.S. soldiers on the island don't

stop shining spotlights and making

obscene gestures, the official

Cuban news agency said.

Without specifying what type of

action could be provoked, the

Cuban government urged an end to

the alleged shining of spotlights

and obscene gestures by U.S.

soldiers — actions the U.S. gov-

ernment denies ever occurred, said

a Prensa Latina dispatch moni-

tored in Mexico City.

"Once again, the Cuban govern-

ment reiterates to the government

of the United States the grave

danger posed by such gross provo-

cations and violations and insists it

take appropriate measures to avoid

such actions which can provoke

unfortunate incidents," the gov-

ernment news agency quoted the

Cuban Foreign Ministry as saying.

BUNCHE
From page 1

Facilities officials said they

notified the three Bunche building

coordinators of the shutdown plan

two weeks ago.

But most students and staff who
work in the building were not

aware of the planned power outage

until Friday and some students

working in the computer lab had

heard nothing at all.

"I got the news on Friday that

we weren't going to be open on

Sunday," said Albert Lin, a geo-

graphy graduate student who
works as a weekend computer lab

consultant.

"1 think there are students who
weren't notified," he added.

Lin said he was concerned many
of the unnotified students would
show up Sunday to do their work

and find closed doors.

"If some people have to turn in

their work on Monday then they

come in on Saturday or Sunday."

he explained.

There is some confusion as to

why there was a delay in notifying

staff members and students about

the power outage.

The notification process for a

scheduled power outage begins

with facilities, which contacts

Bunche building coordinators. The
coordinators, in turn, are supposed

to inform the rest of the building's

400 to 500 occupants.

"We do not contact 400 to 500

building inhabitants," said Jack

Powazek. UCLA facilities direc-

tor.

The building coordinators are

supposed to serve as the main

liaison between facilities and the

rest of the building.

"We rely on these building

coordinators as our main contact

points," Powazek said.

The three building coordinators

were successful at notifying the

people on their floors. However,

occupants on the other floors were

never formally notified until Barry

Qerber. the director of social

sciences computing, found out by

mistake Wednesday. He notified

computer users in the building

through E-mail late Thursday

night.

"I thought I was only supposed

to notify my department," said

Janet Lipscomb, a management
service officer in the economics

department.

MATH BOOK FAIR
20% OFF

aa
o

V
¥J^ jT

ON MATH BOOKS IN STOCK FROM
PARTICIPATING PUBLISHERS INCLUDING:

HMMM
>^

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

SPRINGERVERLAG • JOHN WILEY
MONDAY. NOVEMBER 4th

THROUGH SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9th

ACKERMAN"PATIO & INSIDE THE STUDENTS' STORE

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Technical Books/ B-Level Ackerman Union/ 206-4041/ W-Tti 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5
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How Laurie^^fesTFrom
High FevtosToHighRnancl

Laurie McCarthy

77 B.S. Nursing, ^81 M.B.A. Marketing & Finance

Managing Director, Bankers Tmst Company

At UCLA, you learn with the best pendent initiative. With guidance

You might say she made a wise

investment.

Going to UCLA, that is. Because

as Laurie's educational and career

goals changed, UCLA was able to

change with her.

As an undergrad, Laurie earned

her B.S. in nursing. After working

two years as a nurse in cardiac

intensive care, she wanted a career

that would let her take more inde-

from her nursing and campus career

advisors, Laurie enrolled in the

masters program in Marketing and

Finance.

"UCLA gave me the benefit of

one of the best, affordable graduate

programs— and the financial

support that made it possible," she

says.

Today, she's a managing director

at Bankers Trust Q)mpany, negotiat-

ing multibillion-doUar business deals.

Laurie's success story is just one of

thousands our alumni have to tell.

UCLA career resc^urces can help

you achieve your own success story.

The Career Network program gives

you the opportunity to make contacts

with alumni like Laurie and get a

closer look into the industries of over

1,300 professional alumni. And the

Placement and Career Planning

Center offers internships and work-

shops in virtually every aspect of

career development.

To find out more about your

career possibilities,

call 825'UCL\. And
make an invest-

ment in your y^yy^^
lUlUlC. ASSOCIATION

-tBf rep
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Braces Give You Something To Smile About

BACK TO SCHOOL SMILES
Now is the best time to start a program of

orthodontic treatment. A one-time back

to school special would let you p>ay

a low monthly payment plan to

achieve the smile that you've

always dreamed of having.

oinplc ti- orthtKlonti^

rriMtiiU'iit as l.i»%\ as

$75^^'

per month

• Upon Approved Credit

Dr. Nader Dayani
•specialises in Orthodontics*

for Adults & Children

11645 IKllshire Bhrd.

Suite 802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 826-7494

«»

Melnitz Movies
Films By and About Women

presents

Special Screening

ueen of Diamon

directed by Nina Menkes
with Tinka Menkes

Tomorrow Tiiesday November 5, 8:00 p.m. Melnitz Theater FREE
No passes required

Sneak Preview

ntonia and Jane
directed by Beeban Kidron

with Imelda Staunton and Saskia Reeves
«

Wednesday November 6, 8:00 p.m. Melnitz Theater FI^EE

- *Passes required

Passes are free to UCLA students and can be obtained at CTO (near James E. West Center) at 9:0p a. m. and at 10:30 a.m.

at the Melnitz Box Office the day of the screening. A limited number of tickets will b^ d^istributed at the

Melniu Box Office one hour before showtime. For more information, call ^25-234>.

This program is sponsored by the Graduate Students Association, in cooperation with

UCLA Fihn and Television Archive and the Department of Fihn and Television.

N

Dennis Chlu. left, and Phillip

Sparlcs. Hedrick Hall residence

assistants, dressed up for the

ugliest RA contest on Hallo-

ween.

UGLY
From page 3

took some pencils and stuff and

stuck them in my hair and took the

bandana and wrapped it around

me.** said Phillip Spsffks. looking

down at his costume. "Oh my god.

I have no idea whose bra this is.**

PARADE
From page 3

rings with staged fights, a mural of

Africa and an apple from UCLA's
Education Society.

Celebrating the i-ecent freedom
of the Baltics, the Lithuanian

Students Association decorated a

car by dragging an effigy of

Vladimir Lenin behind it

A live bear was driven down the

street to the delight of the crowd.

Homecoming King and Queen
Jonathan Perez and Ashlie Berin-

ger also cniised down the street

with the Homecoming Court in

low.

Homecoming brought together

the members of four UCLA classes

— 1936. 1951. 1966 and 1981. The
alumni were given special grand-

stand seats along Westwood
Boulevard, where the floats passed

by.

. One of the favorite attractions of

the parade was the Alumni Band. It

drew some of the noisiest cheers as

it played school songs.

"The annual Homecoming
celebration is one of UCLA*s
oldest and largest events.** said

Nadia Lazarovici, Homecoming
Week's executive director.

"UCLA students, alumni, faculty,

staff and the surrounding com-
.munities can all participate and

vih"cel the excitement."
Featured guests included pro-

fessional volleyball player Sinjin

Smith from the class of 1987. rock

singer Vanity, the Laker Girls,

sportscaster Todd Donohoe, talk-

show host Wil Shriner, and actors

Robert Culp and Ted Lange.

The parade's grand marahall

was Peter Vidmar. a 1983 gradu'^>

ate. who captained the U.S. n)en*s

Olympic gymanastics team in

1984. That team was the first

American men*s gymnastic team
to ever win a gold medal.

Vidmar now lectures on leader-

ship and motivation to companies
and organizations in the United
Stales and abroad. President Bush
recently appointed him to serve

along with Arnold Schwarzeneg-
ger on the President* s Council on
Physical Fitness and Sport.

From page 3

and yellow and orange marigolds.

They honored the souls of their

relatives. Native Americans and a

famous 20th century Mexican

artist by telling stones and poems

and listening to spiritual music.

Admiration for Frida Kahio, an

ardst who overcame stereotypes

about her race, sex and disability,

prompted student Roberto Herrera

to design an altar in her honor.

And the more than 40 candles

scattered throughout the altar also

represented a deceased soul.

*The ritual expresses the beliefs

and values of tlie Chicano com-

munity.*' said Lara Medina, a

campus Catholic minister and

Chicano studies lecturer.

During the ceremony, particip-

ants placed baskets of candy,

cookies and other fdod on the altar

to feed the honored guests.

Afterward, they treated them-

selves to a feast as well, savoring

traditional Mexican food and

enjoying festive Mexican and

South American music.

"In Mexico, you don't feel sad

about death, but you enjoy the

celebration." said Marcelino Mar-

tinez, a member of the Hechos la

Mocha, a traditional Mexican/

South American musical group.

"It's kind of like laughing at deatli.

Everyone dies, so why cry?**

Other people, likejunior Alber-

to Perez, whose cousin died a year

ago. agreed the ceremony helped

alleviate the sadness associated

with death.

"I don*l mourn the memory of

his tragic death but relive the good

memories," Perez said about his

cousin Charlie, who died of a drug

overdose.

The ceremony is not only a

Catholic uadition. *The whole

event feels so universal." said Juan

Rios, a UCLA dance instnictor.

"People from any religion feel a

cleansing after the ceremony."

REUNION
From page 8

graduating in 1951. "You cart't

even see Kerckhoff!**
^

Norman Schmidt, Ursinger*s

former classmate and fraternity

brother, did all of his work as an art

student in the education building

because UCLA did not have an art

building then.

"rm very impressed with some

of the changes, like the medical

tenter and the sculpture gardens.*'

Schmidt said.

Joanne McDaniels and Eli-

zabeth Topkis. members of the

class of 1981 and former room-

mates, were looking forward to

seeing old friends and remember-

ing old times.

"We were both on the rally

committee as schoolmates."

Topkis said. "We liked getting the

victory bell after the 'SC game and

painting it**

A 1983 graduate. Peter Vidmar

received a commemorative plaque

for being grand marshall of the

Homecoming parade. He was

captain of the United Slates men*s

gymnastics team at the 1984

Olympics in Los Angeles, where

the team won its fu'st gold medal.

"I was quite surprised that 1 was

invited to be grand marshall. but

I'm certainly excited." Vidmar

said.

"UCLA was the kickoff for the

rest of my life — my career, my
relationships." said Vidmar, who
met his wife Donna at UCLA. "All

the things that 1 do are a result of

the four years I spent here. It*s

been great fun."
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ATTENTION
HISPANICS y

Fellowships In Health Services Management

at the

University of Southern California

Study in Los Angeles or Sacramento

Hispanic college graduates may receive full tuition fellowships

plus generous living stipends to attain USC's acclaimed Master

of Health Administration (MHA) degree.

This program is designed to prepare men and women to manage

hospitals and health programs - a field that offers excellent

employment prospects and leadership opportunities.

1992 graduates are urged to apply now!

For more information and an application contact:

Carol Rush

use School of Public

Administration

University Park, IVfC-0041

Los Angeles, CA 90089-0041

(213) 740-6842

Kathleen Donneson

use, Sacramento Center

1 20IJ Street

Sacramento. CA 95814-2919

(916)442-6911

IHi SI IMl AKDIC LDl ( \I K)\ \l C I \ I IK

El Santo Oficio" (The Holy Office)

DuclKlI Ln ,\rUifu kip^iiin

A powerful film about the secret Jewish conununity in 16th

Century Mexico and the life of Luis de Carvajal (el Mozo)

who was apprehended andexecuted by the inquisition for

secretly practidng Judaism.

The entire Los Angeles community is welcome.

DATE: Saturday evening, November 9,1991

PLACE: Ackerman Union at UCLA
308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, California

TIME: 7:30 pm
COST: $18.00

Movie Followed By Kosher Gourmet Dessert Reception

Meet new people * Win a Unique Piece of Sephardic Art

Space Limited

SPONSORED BY:
Tho St^phardic Fducation Contcr in lonivali'in

bophardic Temple Tifon^th ImmcI

BuaMii or Jewish Education i»t (luvUei I i>- Xniii

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CALL: (213)653-7365

THE UCLA COMPUTER TRADE-UP PROGRAM, NOVEMBER 1991

i Utter-U ring No\

Tbrn Your
Old Computer
Equipment
into a NEW
Apple Macintosh
If your computer equipment has been gathering dust—trade it in! Get a credit you

can use to buy Apple Macintosh equipment from the ASUCLA Computer Store.

• Trade old Macs, old DOS equipment, even old

keyboards and Innagewriters

• Act Now! This opportunity is available only

during November

• You MUST sign up November 5,6 or 7 at

Apple Trade-Up Tables in front of the

Ackerman Union Students' Store and the

North Campus Student Center.

• Detailed information available at Apple

Trade-Up tables

• University departments only— call 21

—

i

m

\

ASUCLA STUDENTS ^S TORE
Computer Store/ B-Level Ackermin umon«25-6«52/ M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6: Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5
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Viewpoint
Commentary

Some liberties must be sacrificed for the commongood
Most would agree that

crime and violence

arc two major ills in

our society. And most people

want to stop bad people from

doing bad things. But beyond

these simple statements, a

debate rages over how we as a

society can protect ourselves

from the bad guys without ^

destroying our own freedom.

As with most things in life, a

bit of moderation is in order

to deal wil^ this problem.

Some afgue that the fierce

protection of the rights of

those who prey on innocent

people, or harm innocents

when bickering amongst them-

selves may be distasteful, but

is necessary to protect your

rights and mine. Others argue

that the framers of the Consti-

tution never intended many of

the constitutional criminal doc-

trines which have been judi-

cially constructed over the past

30 years, and that such doc-

"irincs arc unnecessary as wet!

as harmful to society's well-

being.

While some of you nod your

head in agreement with the

former argument, children

across town arc walking home
from school prepared to drop

to the ground as soon as they

hear the familiar sound of

gunOre. Which diminishes a

free society morc, a search of

some (hug's car or the impact

of a "stray" bullet (come back

here, you bad bullet) into a

little kid walking home from

school? Which is the greater

evil in a decent society? Can
you honestly and with clear

conscience formulate a "Yeah,

but . .
.** reply?

Many who would formulate

such a "Yeah, but** reply

contend that crime and vio-

lence will abate when poverty

and social injustice arc rcmed-

ied. Such an argument rests on
at least a partially flawed

premise and does not provide a

plan to follow until all Ameri-

cans are living the good life.

How poverty stricken are the

occupants of a late model car

who cruise by a house and

spray it with bullets? How
poverty stricken are young
thugs who sport several expen-

sive earrings?

1 suspect a look at the

appropriate economic tables

would show that many of these

people have it easier than a

number of my law-abiding

older familv/^wembers did —
who rcmomber when poor was
poor and when Mexican

Americans were not exactly

swimming in a sea of 0|^r-
tunity.

Even if we accept the idea

of ensuring that everyone

somehow enjoys a lifestyle

over a certain threshold will

reduce crime and violence,

what are to do until then? Arc
we to tell victims, explicitly or

implicitly, that they are indi-

Guest Columnist

Anthony
Rodriguez
rcclly to blame for their plight

and leave it at that? Why must

the assault on the causes of

crime and violence be limited

to increased social programs

rather than a two-pronged

attack on both the (allegedly^

underlying-structural factors as

well as the thugs who will

hurt somebody today?

Concerned for the well-

beings of its law-abiding citi-

zens, the San Fernando City

Council recently passed an

ordinance banning known mem-
bers of a gang with known
criminal activities from city

parks. The American Civil

Liberties Union is up in arms,

and even sympathizers of the

city question the pragmatics oj

the ordinance, but it makes
good sense to me. If members
of kiK)wn criminal organiza-

tions want to meet, I do not

believe our Constitution

requires their intimidating and
violence-provoking/causing pre-

sence to be accommodated in

city parks.

We arc not talking about the

Antifederalists. We're talking

about members of groups

which scare the hell out of

people. If you persist in more
romantic notions, take your

notions to a park in the

Rampart District of Los
Angeles and share them with

the swell people gathered there

on any given day.

What is the harm when city

councils ban such people from

sites established for the enjoy-

ment of all the people? Kids

can play safely, families can

picnic, senior citizens can play

chess — all with a lot less

fear of being shot by some
loser with a gun.

Where is the harm? Whatev-
er intangible benefit I sup-

posedly lose by such a rule, I

hereby waive. In my view, it

is better to offend some politi-

cal theorist than to allow an

odious minority to terrorize the

general public. So let's get our
"chilling effects" straight.

Society will survive if a

ging cannot claim a city-own-

ed haven as its domain. Still,

some insist that we just cannot
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limit the rights of everyone

because a few people abuse

these rights. This is absurd.

Several examples show that we
as a society have limited rights

for a better good — namely

the protection of ihe rights of

others.

We have antitrust statutes,

environmental protection reg-

ulations, civil rights legislation

and the occasional gun-control

bill. We limit your right to

hire whom you please and to

produce a good how you
please because we as a society

have determined that too much
harm results from unchecked

rights. And that's fme.

But don't tell me that you

really believe such limitations

produce more benefits than

costs than would similar lim-

itations on the rights of crimi-

nal suspects and a slight

expansion of who is considered

a suspect.

4|'s worth pointing out that

most of the constitutional

criminal procedures we know
are not enunciated in the

Constitution itself. Instead,

most are judicially created, and

were discovered only in the

past 40 years. This makes it

only slightly presumptuous for

"pro" civil libertarians to pro-

nounce the current rules gov-

erning police searches of

people and automobiles as

absolutely necessary and essen-

tial to a free society.

Indeed, one might think that

such important and crucial

rules would have been codified

by Congress. But they have

not, because Congress has been

to busy trying to limit the

reach of these rules.

And before you fire off a

letter pointing out that our

political system is at least

ostensibly based on the protec-

tion of the minority from the

majority, remember that statutes

like the Sherman Act and Title

VII are nothing more than an

allocation of the burden from

the "good" minority or majori-

ty onto the "bad" minority or

majority.

But don't misunderstand me.

I think the Sherman Act and

Title VII are. good laws. I just

don't understand the reluctance

to help the police prevent

Americans from doing violence

to other Americans. After all,

collusive market practices never

killed a child in a park or a

grandmother sitting on her

porch.

I want to remove handcuffs

made in the land of make-

believe from our police and

thereby give them a practical

"street" tool with which to

battle the bad guys. The police

should be able to stop and

search people of whom they

have a suspicion of wrongdo-

ing or imminent wrongdoing.

Such a suspicion could be

based in part or entirely on

-rr-

that person's association with a

known criminal syndication. So
too should the police be able

to search a person's car and

its contents. Middle-school and

high-school authorities should

have similar powers over their

charges. This is the direction I

-would have our federal courts

take in constitutional criminal

law.

Some consider it a weak
argument which focuses on bad

crimes rather than on grand

conccpcs. But factual references

are appropriate to this essay,

just as references animate any

essay concerning issues like

sexual harassment or abortion

or any other issue. Crime and
violence are evils, wreaking

havoc on the people of this

country. Our society has lim-

ited the rights of the individual

in other arenas so that others

may be spared harm. Surely a

just and compassionate society

can exercise that power to

protect a right as tNttic as the

right of innocent people to live

in peace.

Rodriguez is a third-year law

student.
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Examinii^ t/ie destructive side ofpoiiticai correctness
Stereotypes used to be the

curse of this nation, his-

tory would say to us.

Minorities of all backgrounds

and minority opinions were

ridiculed and degraded. Fortu-

nately for us enlightened types

of the *90s, however, we now
know to accept all persons no

matter what their backgrounds,

to expect a wide variety of

opinions on any and every

subject. But do we really?

A recent series of events has

led me to reconsider this

position, as it seems that all

we have really done is replace

old stereotypes with more insi-

dious and destructive ones. It

began the day after Governor

Wilson's veto of Assembly Bill

101. the anti-gay discrimination

bill.

One of my roommates is

openly gay. a member of the

present student government and

leader in the campus gay

community. I first heard of the

veto from him, along with

news of a gay-bashing incident

in Hollywood. Unsurprisingly,

he was in something of a foul

mood.
His view on the matter

proved to be the majority

opinion from all the people

-I've asked — Wilson had

Guest Columnist

Ned
Raggett

caved in lo pressure from the

far right. As a result of this,

said my roommate, Wilson had

lost his political credibility for

violating a campaign promise

and would soon be lacking

support on all fronts except the

extremists he was trying to

placate. I went to bed figuring

ihat the gay community at

large was probably pretty well

agreed on that matter.

The next day, I met with an

English professor who I needed

to get a letter of recommenda-

tion from. He happens to be

gay as well, so I asked him

what he thought of the veto,

expecting to hear something

along the lines of what my
roommate said.

To my surprise, his response

was almost completely diffe-

rent He began by staling that _
compromises have to made
sometimes, despite personal

convictions. While on a level

of abstraction, the professor

found the veto contemptible,

on the level of the real world

he had different thoughts.

His belief is that Wilson

In Concert
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One of Brazil's greatest jazz pianists

"...one of the most gifted and

fastest rising stars on the

current scene!"

- Leonard Feather, LA Times

"...one of the hottest keyboard
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"She plays so beautifully that it

brought me to tears."

- iHerbie Hancocl<

"...one of the most talked-about

new jazz talents of the past ten

years."

- Jazziz Magazine

"...she belongs among the best

women jazz pianists and

composers."
- Jazz Forum
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was instead setting himself up,

not to cave in to the far right,

but to attack it. Next year,

noted right-wing figure Lou
Sheldon plans on having a

virulently anti-gay referendum

placed on the ballot — some-

thing which I understand——^

—

makes Lyndon LaRouche*s

similar effort a few years back

look like a reasonable and

intelligent proposal.

Should this happen, said the

professor, Wilson will be in an

excellent position to launch an

all-out attack on the far right,

one which would allow him to

regain his lost stature among
the rest of the constituency.

The moderate Republicans

could join this effort with glee,

since it will finally rid them

of the public relations problem

that some of the more rabid

extremists pose for the party

and its image.

To say this is all quite

confusing is to put it mildly.

Tm still not half sure about all

of it myself In fact, one of

the chief reasons Tm not

naming either my roommate or

the professor is that I don't

want to be accused of misin-

terpreting their statements.

The important point here,

jhough, concerns not the two

"opinions, but the fact that they

exist to begin with. If one

would believe the typical

explanation of contemporary-

American society — given to

us through a combination of

our parents, personal influ-

ences, the schools and the

media — both of these men,

as members of an oppressed

minority, should agree that the

veto was a huge mistake. I

expected it, at least.

So how to explain this

situation? Consider the original

.stereotypes of American society

through most of its history.

Diversity within the dominant

group — white, upper-class

suaight males — had been, if

not exactly encouraged, then at

least accepted as given,

whether the issue was political

or something more socially

oriented. In contrast, the out-

sider groups were compart-

mentalized, stereotyped and

forced into boxes.

Supposedly, the social

advances of the *60s did away
with all this — apparently

being the only useful thing that

decade bequeathed to us '80s-

damaged sorts. (Anyone still

clinging on in a necrophiliac

fashion to the idea that the

culture at large then was also

by definition superior to that

of today needs to grow up).

However, it now seems that

instead what we have are new
stereotypes supplanting, or even

coexisting with, the old —
with diversity again the central

issue. In this new scheme,

diversity is still accepted
^^^^^

among the white power base

— there are liberals and there

are conservatives, and never

the twain will meet But all

African Americans will support

left-leaning policies like affir-

mative action, all women will

support the right to have abor-

tions, all gays will attack such

actions as that of Wilson's as

being bigoted — or at least

badly conceived — and so

forth.

It is the same racist, sexist

idiocy as before, only now
more destructive in that mem-
bers of the groups in question

agree with the stereotypes in

alarmingly large numbers. It's

the only truly destructive side

effect of political correctness

— you're a self-hating gay if

you support the veto, no
excuses allowed, the argument

might run.

The '60s supposedly gave

minority group members recog-

nition of their rights as

freethinking American citizens.

But exercise those rights in

opposition to prevailing beliefs

of the minority groups, as a

member of one of those

groups, and watch what hap-

pens. It makes a mockery of

individual diversity.

As for myself, I feel I've

learned something that should

be passed on to others about

the sheer pointlessness of

assuming that the heritage,

genetic or social, of a human
being would determine how he

or she would respond to aH

situations. You might disagree

with these conclusions, but

that, after all, would be the

whole point.

Raggett is a senior majoring in

English and bad movies.
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Portrait o [len'GStooriist .n

Narrated by Jean Stapleton
<f&K.

Tuesday
November 5th
12:00 noon
Second Floor Lounge, Ackerman

Featuring four of America's most popular women cartoonists:

Cathy Guisewite, creator of "Cathy", Nicole Hollander, creator

of "Sylvia", Lynda Barry, creator of "Ernie Pook's Commeek",

and Dale Messick, creator of "Brenda Starr".

The film shows candid shots of the artists at work along with

some very insightful and humorous personal interviews.

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division ofSjudent^evelopment_a^^
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Arts
Film

John Frankenheimer directs the newly released film "Year of the Gun," which blends thrill and mystery.

Monster of Hollywood
Frankenheimer speaks

about life and directing

UCLA alumna Cindy Horn turns "E!" Entertainment Televi
slon reporter.

Alumna enjoys her
time in spotiiglit

By Michael Mordier

John Frankenheimer has cer-

tainly paid his dues. Between 1954
and 1960 he directed 152 Uve
dramas for television, earning five

successive Emmy nominations.
Since then he*s filmed 27 features,

receiving Director's Guild nomi-
nations for "The Birdman at

Alcalraz" and *The Manchurian
Candidate.**

He*s earned a reputation as one
of the masters at blending the

visceral pleasures of a thriller with
the intellectual challenge of a
mystery.

Frankenheimer is a psssionate
filmmaker. Not only is he a
brilliant craftsman, but also some-
one willing to put his simple
emotions and complicated feelings

on screen. But because his films

are designed to appeal to a main-

stream audiegpe, they may not
seem as personal as those of many
idiosyncratic directors, such as

John Cassavetes or David Lynch.
"I like the creative process of

making a movie. I love the idea of
being able to express myself on
film. I love when it goes well and I

cry and get depressed when it goes
bad.**

But the director doesn't buy into

the notion that fibn is a one-man

show. *To me there are no auteurs
in America except Woody Allen

and maybe John Sayles. I still say
give a director a bad propman or a

bad assistant cameraman and just

see how much they say about the

auleur theory.**
'

Like many directors. Franken-
heimer began as an actor. But he
considers it a frustrating time in his

See DIRECTOR, page 23

By Joanne J. Choi
Dally Bruin Staff

She never knows when she* 11

eat or get some sleep, but "E!**

Entertainment Television
reporter Cindy Hom isn*t com-
plaining.

With a smile that befits a

Colgate ad, the UCLA alumna
admits she*s having the time of
her life. "Sure, it*s not a

nine-to-five job, but it*s sooo
much fun.**

Her duties as on-the-field

reporter for the 24-hour enter-

tainment news cable network
range from covering a cele-

brity-studded dedication of
palm trees on Santa Monica
Boulevard to AIDS victims
during the day, to attending a
gliUy movie premiere at night.

It may not be the hard news
stories shc*s used to covering,
but Hom finds **E!** a pleasure.

"I was getting a little

depressed interviewing acci-

dent victims,** she said. Nowa-
days Hom enjoys the
opportunity to "cheer people up

See REPORTER, page 22

Who's afraid?: Vivid portrayal of Virginia Woolf transforms

Rachel stars as Virginia Woolf in "A Room of One's Own.**

By Rachel Bartz

It*s a crisp October morning at

Cambridge University, 1928. Ms.
Virginia Woolf proceeds to the

stage of a lecture hall, addressing
Cambridge's female scholars. In

quiet anticipation the students

await her first words. The woman
of learning approaches the lectern

and bestows her advice: "Ladies,

drink more wine, and have a room
of one's own.**

Now showing at the Westwood
Playhouse, the new production of
"A Room of One's Own** is a

performance of sheer intellectual

pleasure. Adapted and directed by
Patrick Gariand, the play spot-

lights the talent of one of Britain's

most brilliant actors, Eileen Atk-
ins.

Atkins* vivid portrayal of Woolf

transforms the audience, in effect,

into those historical students. This
is Atkins' first experience putting

on a one-person show, and she

performs the difficult, solitary task

without missing a beat. In beauti-

fully precise phrases and an offi-

cious British accent, Atkins speaks
to the audience as Woolf must
have spoken, with vigorous rea-

soning and razor-sharp wiL
Atkins attempts to show us what

it feels like being a woman at the

turn of the century. We walk with
her through the libraries and
quadrangles of Cambridge, find-

ing surprises and humor along the

way.

We find that Woolf needs a

chaperone or note of permission to

use the campus library. As men
dart in and out of the sacred stacks,

she sits, outcast, on the steps. She

acknowledges that the incident in

itself is trivial, although it symbol-
izes the sexism and discrimination

running rampant through society.

The play is, however, sensitive

to both sides of the issue. As
Atkins describes the pain of being
"locked out,** she also points out

the stifling state of being "locked
in." We find that men lose as well

as women when one sex is limited

by law or custom.

It is precisely this sensitive

insight and the play's comic
overtones which save the perfor-

mance from turning into a sermon
or male-bashing session. The
rhythm of the play flows with

bursts of laughter and moments of
dead quiet like the ebb and flow of
waves on the seashore.

Extremely well-written, the

incidents of discrimination are

described in such a way that they
actually are enormously enter-

taining. The next moment, howev-
er, a grave tfuth is acknowledged
and the room falls silent from
respect and realization.

The play moves from the per-

sonal experiences of Woolf to the

common state of women in the
early 1900's. WoolFs prescribed
lecture topic, "Women in Fiction,"
is used as a device to describe the

suppression of female genius. She
poses the question, "Why has there

never been a female Shakes-
peare?" The question is intriguing

as well as political, and Atkins
answers it by creating a colorful

story about Shakespeare*s sister.

Presumably bom with similar

faculties under similar circum-
stances, Atkins asks, why then did
Miss Shakespeare sink into

obscurity? Perhaps as William was
attending school she was kept at

home to chum butter. Maybe while
William was writing by candle-

light she was told to mend socks.

And of course, we remember that

all the women characters had to be
played by men in EUzabethan
England. Our heroine never could
have started off her theater career

with acting as Will did. Indeed, to

make it she would have needed the

chance to develop her genius and
to live in a room of her own.
The search for genius and the

reclamation of women's past are

several of the major themes of this

play. Genius, Atkins tells us, is not

a solitary accomplishment.
Masterpieces take years of think-

ing in common. There could never
have been a Shakespeare without a

Marlowe, never a Marlowe with-

out a Chaucer and never a Chaucer
without those ancient and
unknown poets of the past. If there
has not been a female Shakes-
peare, then, it is because women
are still laying the groundwork for

such a genius to appear.

Woolfs play and Atkins* acting
are bricks in that marvelous found-
ation. The minds of both sexes
must lay fertile for the rich growth
of genius. We need to encourage
excellence within ourselves and
develop our minds completely.
Woolf sees this as letting all

aspects of one*s personality come
through. Women must not be
afraid to be "manly," as men must
not be scornful of having "female"
attributes. We should not worry so
much about being men or women.

See 'ROOM,' page 22
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Dream' contains less sampling, more psychology
By Rob Winfleld
Daily Bruin Staff

When an Oklahoma-based lele-

evangelist experienced a vision of
a 900-foot-taU Jesus Christ stand-
ing before him, Texan Mark
Griffith (aka MC 900 Foot Jesus)
found the necessary inspiration to

transform his obscure musical art

into a profitable career.

Griffith delivered his first para-
ble under the title of "Hell with the
Lid oar his debut LP for Net-
twerk/ms Records which blended

rap and industrial rhythms with
Dostoevskian psychology and sci-

ence fiction.

A year-and-a-half has passed
and the second coming of Jesus is

upon the world, with a whole iviw

chapter in the bible of melody
called "Welcome to My Dream."
also for Nettwerk/IRS.

And as with any such gap
between albums, a musician's new
and intriguing experiences during
that time will inevitably arise and
resurface — after all, it*s part of
the divine pattern of life.

However, the MC*s follow-up
outing has more to do with what
didn*t happen to him, and how
those things that didn't occur
influenced his latest album in

exploring the bizarre concepts of
novelist Jim Thompson, and set-

ting them to the score of something
along the lines of jazz great Miles
Davis* "Bitches Brew."

"For eight years," explained
Griffith, "I was working in a
record store, where I heard, every-
thing that came out That r^lly
affected how the first album came

Mark Griffith creates psychological rap in his album "Welconne to My Dream

together— it was all these ideas I

got from listening to the current

dance music and being on top of
things. But with the last record, I

was really cut off from that

"So without the influence of
being able to listen to all the new
12-inch singles as many times as I

wanted every week," he added,
"the only way I was going lo create

something musically valid was to

go off in my own direction.^

And basically, that direction

meant doing something complete-
ly contradictory to "Hell with the

Lid Off in both songwriting and
musical process.

For instance, the latest LP
doesn't dwell as much in sampling
techniques. Instead, there are real

instruments — mostly horns— to

provide a more authentic and
creditable platform.

And gone are the distorted

vocals that provided the grating,

industrial atmosphere of tension

on the debut. Consequently,
everything is more up front and
confident, yet simultaneously sub-
liminal and subdued.

This doesn't necessarily signify

that MC has donned a new mask.
Rather, as he explained, he's just

thrown off an old one to expose the

true and honest Jesus underneath.

"So many people put out second
albums that sound like out-takes

from their first," elaborated Grif-

fith. "I wanted to avoid that as
much as possible. But I also

wanted to change as many things
as possible, while still keeping the

same spirit of what 1 was doing in

the past. \

"So if you listbn closely to the
new album," he added, **things like

the industrial element are still

there. But it's more in the psychol-
ogy of the lyrics and the songs.

And also, I've still got a little^bit of
that overdrive on most of my vocal

sounds that I had on the fu^t one."

Speaking of the psychology and
the overdrive, "Welcome to My
Dream" extends these concepts
introduced on the fu^t into new

"So many people put

out second albutns that

sound like out-takes

from their first. I

wanted to avoid that as

much as possible."

Mark Griflltfi

Rapper

and sacred territory. In other

words. "HeU with the Lid Off is

nothing compared to the psycho-
logical purgatory offered in this

latest divine dreamland.

So instead of a murderous
Raskolnikov figure stalking an
unsuspecring victim, and an
industrial-driven rhythm pulsating

in the background, it's a Thomp-
son-inspired character terrorizing

people with conversation and
words, while jazz and hip-hc^ act:

as his soundtrack.

"I've always been interested in

exploring the interior mental
world," Griffith said. "As a kid, I

was a bookworm who read a lot of
science fiction stories. Then, 1 got

See MC 900, page 24

Be good TO YOUR BODY. It's ONLY HUMAN

Start now byjoining Health Net during

Open Enrollment

At Health Net, we maintain one of the most

extensive multispecialty HMO provider networks in

the United States. Our more than 17.800 private

practice physicians have earned a reputation for

excellence in the delivery of care. That's when

you're sick. But unlike other HMOs, Health Net

is also there for you when you're in great shape.

With wellness programs designed to help you

stay healthy.

So make this open enrollment period an

opportunity to be good to you and your body.

Join Health Net, California's Health Plan

HEAITHNET
California's Health Plan

For rhore infbrrnation call the

Health Net Connection at 1'800'640'2004.
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Remembering the king of New Yortc Theater
By Aaron Dobbs
Daily Bruin Staff

The king of the New York
Theater has died.

Unhke the recent deaths of Bill

Graham, Gene Roddenberry and
Redd Foxx, the death of Joe Papp
— the man responsible for the

New York Shakespeare Festival

and the Public Theater— was not

an unexpected one.

Although the 70-year-old pro-

ducer had been ill for five years

and resigned as Artistic Director of

the Shakespeare Festival, his death

was still shocking and sad.

American audiences owe their

thanks to Papp. Although not all

theater comes out of New York,

the city is still recognized as the

stage capitol of the world. Without

him, some of the greatest theater of

the past four decades might not

have existed.

Papp was his own man. He lived

by his own rules and never backed

down to anyone. When the House
Un-American Activities Commit-
tee came knocking at the door in

the *50s, he didn't answer. And
when the National Endowment for

the Arts decided to limit its

funding, he said no.

To Papp, artistic expression was
the most important thing. The
integrity of the play mattered more
than what members of the bureauc-

racy thought of it. He produced
David Mamet*s. Sam Shepard's

and John Guare*s first plays —
writers with distinctive, and
sometimes controversial, styles.

Without Papp, who knows what

would have happened to any of

them.

Papp's unwillingness to back

down earned him the respect of all

his peers. Over the years, the

Shakespeare Festival has been the

premier birthplace of new theater.

Groundbreaking shows such as

"Hair" and "A Chorus Line" l?oth

See PAPP, page 24

TO STUDENTS IN THE COLLEGE OF
LETTERS AND SCIENCE

Provost Raymond Ort>ach is now in his tenth year of service as Provost of

the College of Letters and Science. As such he is eligible for a standard
review of his administration of the College. In keeping with this routine

practice, the Office of the Cfiancellor has appointed a review committee to

assess the prot)lems and opportunities that have beon addressed duririg the

provost's tenure and to identify potential prot)lems and opportunities that

might arise in the near future.

Review committees are always interested in receiving student comments.
In keeping with the erK>rmou8 size of the tjetters and Science student

population, the review committee must rely primarily upon this form of

communication to soik^it your assessments. We invite you to submit your
comments to:

Review Commtttae
Chancellor's Offfk:e

3109 Murphy Hall

405 Hllgard Ava.

Los Angalas, CA 90024-1407
Attention: Connie Chittick

We woukJ welcome your responses by November 15. 1991.

All responses will be treated with University policy regarding confidentiality.

Professor Elizabeth NeufeM, Chair

Department of Bblogk^al Chemistry
^^ Professor Walter Allen

~

Department of Sodology
Professor V. A. Kolve

Department of English

Professor Ch^nd Viswanathan

School of Engineering & Applied Science

Professor Charles West
Department of Chemistry & Bkx^hemlstry

SOFT LENS
•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR LENS

SLEEP IN LENS
•SOFT MATE

EXTENDED V/EAR LENS

**

DISPOSABLE CONTACT
LENSES -

••INCLUDES EXAM FITTINGS
FOILOV/ UP t 3 MONTHS LENSES

• 10% EYEGLASS DISCOUNT FOR UCLA STUDENTS
• GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR on most cases)

• EYE EXAMINATIONS
• VISION INSURANCE PLANS

OPTOMETRIX
an optometriq center

OR MYIES ZAKHEIM, O OP C
""'"*"'""

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D.P.C.

10930 WEYBURN/WESTWOOD VILLAGE
208-1384

•PRICE PER LENSE EXAM FOLLOW-UP CARE ADDITIONAL
PAY ONLY FOR MATERIALS & SERVICE NEEDED

Blues, Gospel & Juba Dance !

MUSfC AND DANCE STRAIGHT FROM THE ROAD HOUSE,

THE HOUSE PARTY AND THE CHURCH
Chabad House at UCLA Lecture series presents

'Truth and Consequences"
Torah and the Scientific Method

by Professor Eduardo Zeiger

FONTELLA Bass, gos^l soloist

The Holmes Brothers, rhythm & bim

John Dee HOLEMAN, Piedmom bluesmn

The Birmingham Sunlights, ^ospe/(fumw

Friday, Nov. 8 at 8 pmi
Wadsworth Theater Tkkeu: S23. is; 9 (suuknu)

UCLA Students

$8 SCA TICKETS AVAILABLE!
Best Seats in the Housell

Visit the Central Ticket Office Today!

or CALL (310) 825-9261
A Western Stales Arts Federation program.

Professor Zeiger received a Bsc in Agronomv from the Universitv of Buenos Aires and

his Phd ir\ Plapt Genetics from U.C. Davis. He serv^ for many years as Professor of

Biology at Stanford University and is currentlv a Professor of Biology at UCLA. His

specialty is the cellular processes in plants. He has written three books arui more than

sixty papers on his spedaity. ^B
Professor Zeiger has a long standing interest in the relationship between Torah and

Science.

S
Monday, November 4, 7:30 p.m.

at

Chabad House
741 GayieyAve.

Refreshments will be served.

No Charge.
t

sponsored bv The Maunce Ratner Scudent Pro0am
For more irMormation call Rabbi Mend«i Cunin ac: 2U-200-7S11
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From page 19

with an interview of their favorite

celebrity.*'

While she has interviewed the

likes of Arnold Schwarzenegger,
Horn said that her favorite "E!"
interview was her first — with
George Bush. She remembered
asking him about his Father's Day
activities. "He said something
really sweet ... He was going to

spend it with his wife," she said.

Horn said that treating public
figures as normal people is the key
to a good interview. "People are
different in nature, but they're just

people. You tend to forget who
they are once you start talking.

You realize you're just talking lo

another person."

She takes the same person-to-
person approach when addressing
her audience. Like her role models,
Barbara Walters and Bree Walker,
Horn attempts to make the viewer
believe "that you are only talking

10 just them."

She's also realistic about her
job. After an exhausting day of
covering several events and beat-

ing Los Angeles traffic. Hom said
that "looking fresh" isn't easy.

'There's a stereotype of women
in Hollywood. Women in maga-
zines that arc picture-perfect lead
men to think that women always
should be that way."

She was also pragmatic at

UCLA. "My favorite place was the

Kerckhoff Coffee House. But I

never tricked myself and said I was
actually going to study there."

iW%^%£%
• •

From page 18

Atkins says, but about being

ourselves.

If you are a woman, it is Atkins'

hope that you will leave the play
with both a sense of confidence

and of gratitude to the women
which have laid down the founda-

tions for our lives. You will leave

with a feeling that "I can do
anything!"

If you are a man, you will leave

with an appreciation of what
women had to deal with in the past,

and are in some respects still

dealing with now. **••

STAGE: "A Room of One's Own."
starring Eileen Atkins. Adapted and
directed by Patrick Garland. Perfor-
mances Tues. through Sun. at 8 p.m.
with matinees on weekends. At the
Westwood Playhouse. Tix; $27.50 &
$30. For more Info call (2r3) fe08-5454.
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Join Us in a Celebration of

Mexican Culture and Scholarship

The

M
H

November 3"November 6

Wight Art Gallery Plaza
^ (Dickson Art Center)

9 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily

Devoted to books from several Mexican publishers including Fondo de
Cultura Econ6mica, Siglo XXI, Diana, Era, UNAM, and La Letra, the
Mexican book exhibit offers books in several disciplines for perusal
and sale. History, art, cultural studies, philosophy, the social sciences
and literature (including children's literature) and other areas, offer an
opportunity to explore Mexican culture and the Mexican intellectual
perspective in depth.

The Exposici6n del Libre Mexicano, 1991 is sponsored by the Chicane Studies Research
Center; the Chanceller's Office, Academic Develepment; the Department ef Spanish and
Portuguese; the ASUCLA Student's Stere on campus and the Fundaci6n Pre-Herencia
Cultural de Mexice m Los Angeles, and organized by Fondo de Cultura Ecen6mica in Mexico
with the support of Consejo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes, Programa Cultural de las
Fronteras.

In association with Mexico: A Work of Art and Artes de Mexico.

This event is part of a UCLA program on Mexican film, music, and travel and study programs
on Mexico and Mexican expression in the United States. Contact the Latin American Center
for information.

IITTTTTTT-

ARMENIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
Presents...

Paul Kalinian's Documentary Film of

Pulitzer Prize Winner

'WiCCiam Sarotian
The Man, The. Writer

i? 0^psta%ic CtUBration ofjnsno and the Life & Tunes ofaO^ve Son
wfu) LovedHis Hometoum andWwu aSout its Teople.

Producer/Director Paul Kalinian will be present

Tuesday, Novembers, 1991
Kinsey 51 7:00 pm
Admission Free

P^d byASUCLA Board of Directors Programming Fund

.O-ft " L S A T
G R E
G M A T

The fastest growing course at UCLA

Prep
Call txxlayandwell tutoryou beforeourcourse begins and
help you with the apphcation process at no extra charge.

SnialliM- class sizes and moic iiKli\ iilual attention than
any otlu I course Call STAMFORD PREP:

2 I J • 6 5 .; • 9 <V O O S IS- '00* / O O O

s a n t a
m o n I c a

-t^
^-^ -«!£

to^''UZ'J^U>•«,
'^

CATFVJAy^

SPECIAL UCLA RATE
$69.00 SINGLE/DOUBLE OCCUPANCY

• 123 Spacious Rooms £c Suites

• Complimentary Parking
• Complimentary Van Service (Local)

• Same Day Laundry U Valet Service
• Car Rental On Property
• Restaurant. Exercise Room 6c Sun Deck

FOR RESERVATIONS:

(213)829-9100
1920 SANTA MONICA BLVD. SANTA MONICA. CA 90404

DIFFERENT DEGREES OF SUCCESS

CJix'iit training,
^ix'at money, j»reat friends
Vm j»()in^ to be here for

a lon^ time.

Ken Kawasbiri

BA, History

UaA1989
Asst. Branch Manager, Hollywood

Twelve months after saying ''yes" to Enterprise's Manage-
ment Training Program, Ken knew he had mode the righr

choice. Pay raises and two promotions praved his hard work
and ability to leam were being recognized and rewarded.
The great friends he had made ot work were just a bonus.

Today, Ken's success story couU be yours. Especially if

you're a well-raunded, entrepreneurial college graduate with
the vision to join one of America's fastest growing and larg-

est privately heU companies for tfie long wn.

Sales Manag^nent Trainees

$23,000
To share in our success throughout the Southland, you'll

r>eed:

* A BS/BA degree
* Strong communication skills, enthusiasm and drive
* Retoil/sales experierKe a plus

You'll leam all aspects of running a business inckiding sales,

marketing, personnel management and more— while enjoy-
ing full pay and benefits! Interested? Please call Jill at (21 3)
390-5595. An equal opportunity employer.
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King book a smoigasbord of tenor
United Press International

Just wtien you thought you've
read the scariest of scaries, the tsar

of terrors comes along with a book
with tales to make you cringe

behind the chair with the lights on
for days.

"Four Past Midnight" is four

stories of suspense that depicts

some of Stephen King's most
brilliant writing.

Listen up frequent fliers, *The
Langoliers" is a story you'll not

forget. A group of passengers
awakens to find some of their

fellow fliers, including the crew,
have been vaporized. Although all

else appears normal, they touch
down at the airpon to find a

strangely two-dimensional world
— there is no depth, no sense of
smell, it is as if the world is

constructed of cardboard.

Then, the time travelers realize

they've somehow passed through a

crack in the sky and entered the

world where the Langoliers, those

furry critters who eat anything out

of place in time, are fast approach-
ing.

They begin a flight back to their

own time warp — and realize in

DIRECTOR

I •

more ways ttian one — you can't

go home again. It's enough to

make you take a bus.

"Secret Window, Secret Gar-
den" is a story of a writer in

troubled times, someone King's
shown us before, and this writer is

having more than his fair share of

trouble.

His ex-wife is living with the

real estate agent he found her in the

sack with; he's got writer's block
— and a man in a black hat shows
up accusing him of stealing a story

published in a magazine years ago.

Then, as all proof of the writer's

authorship begins to disappear, so

do the writer's friends with, of
course, helpful clues to make it

look like the man in the black hat

didn't do it

Eventually, everyone's done in

by their past. Or, was it the man in

the black hat?

'The Library Policeman" has a

sort of Twilight Zonish quality.

"Picture if you will, a man who
travels back through time to find

an evil librarian who has a unique
sort of enforcement for getting

back overdue books — and over-

due vengeance."

Sam Peebles just wanted to

write a godd speech for the local

service club who wanted him to

pinch hit for a speaker.

He didn't know he'd be pinch-

hitting reality for the next couple

weeks of his life until he confronts

his own secret inner library police-

man.

This story will surely turn you
off licorice for the rest of your life.

*The Sun Dog" is a favorite

Stephen King theme with the

unexpected twists that make him
ever frightful.

Kevin Delevan only wanted a

Polaroid camera for his birthday,

but when it hits the table and goes

slightly askew, so do the lives of

the people he knows.

The family is disgusted when
after the fall, every picture seems
to be a mad dog. But as Kevin flips

through the pictures, he notices the

dog is getting slightly closer each
time.

By the time the dog and the

camera bite the big one, so does an

avaricious money lender who
thinks he can capitalize on the

emerging beasty.

It is a stirring tale of modem
machines possessed by demons.

From page 18

4ife. "I couldn't seem to get it together. I always felt

that I was outside of myself looking (in) at myself,"

he said. "I wasn't able to reach that core that I thought

was there."

So he lied his way onto the film squadron of the

U.S. Air Force instead. "I was lucky. I was at the

Pentagon maihxx)m when the director (of the film

program) came in. You didn't have to go through

channels if you had any experience. The greatest

piece of creative writing I ever wrote was making up
a fake resume. John Ford had nothing on me when I

finished that resume."

Frankenheimer's next plan was to get into Uve
television in New York, wtiich he did at CBS. "It was
fabulous. I was an assistant director and it was a lot

like the job of a cameraman in that you had to set up
the shots for the director."

**I was fortunate enough to work with good
directors like Sidney Lumet, although I worked for

bad directors as well. I've always found you leam
more from the terrible ones because you leam what
not to do."

When Lumet left the program "You Are There" in

1954, Frankenheimcr got his chance. Ironically, he

made the producers promise that if he wasn't any
good he could have his old job back.

"But I learned how to make things work.

Television's where I learned everything I know."
Actually Frankenheimcr learned a lot in Europe as

well. Not about work necessarily, but about himself.

If the director was career-minded before, his move to

Paris in the '60s changed all that.

"Living in Europe helped me to live in America. It

broadened my whole outlook about everything. The
Europeans helped me put a lot of things in

perspective about my life, about seeing the overall

picture. There arc things besides work that are

important, and you have to be able to enjoy them.

Andrew McCarttiy stars as David Ray-

bourne, an American novelist In Rome
In John Frankenheimer's "Year of ttie

Qun."

"It helped me lo live more in the present, because
as an American I was always thinking that someday
I'm gonna do this or do that. Living there taught me
that what I'm doing right now is what's important
Because there might not be a five years from now.
There just may not be that And you better enjoy life

now.

"I first realized this in 1966 when I made *Grand
Prix.' I just realized . . . that it isn't going to get any
better than this. This is the movie I'd always wanted
to do. My whole goddamn life I'd wanted to be a

Formula One race car driver. And I had it all right

there in front of me. I had more fun making that

movie then I ever had before or since. And, you
know, I knew it at the time. And I was really able to

enjoy iL"

Don't let Frankenheimcr fool you into thinking

filmmaking is a piece of cake. He'd be the first to

admit that while making a film is the greatest time of
your life, it's also the most horrendous.

"You've got to really want it. There's an enormous
amount of pressure on you every day. Directing a

movie is like running a marathon. You've just got to

be in shape. And the race doesn't start until you've
run atx>ut ten miles. What you've got to do is make
sure you don't stan to make mistakes because you're

tired. Most mistakes are made the last two to three

weeks of shooting.

"So much of you goes into it. The only thing you
have to work with when it comes right down to it is

your emotions. One of the things I have lo be able to

do is stay in touch with my basic gut instincts. And
that was easier when I didn't know as much as I do
now. It's harder because I know so much more
technical stuff."

Filmmakers often have a particular genre they feel

most comfortable working in. For Frankenheimcr,

it's the suspense thriller. He even reads them in his

spare time, both for enjoyment and to find material

for future projects. His experiences with the genre

make him somewhat of an expert on the subject.

"You must have respect for the audience, and you
can never really betray them. You've got to set (the

suspense) up for them. That comes from the script. If

it isn't on the page you're not going to be able to fix it

on the set or in the cutting room. You can't make a

bad thing good.

"It's important to keep an objective eye. Some
people are going to come up to you with great ideas.

And you think about someone's wonderful idea for a

scene, but it may be wrong for the movie. All the

things I disliked about myself as an actor work
(effectively) as a director. That ability to step back

and look at the work is very important

*The keys arc to have a very good idea of the result

you want the audience to feel going out of the theater.

And to carry with you at all times the concept of the

overall vision of this movie."

Frankenheimcr feels he succeeded in this task with

his latest thriller, "Year of the Gun," which opened
Friday. But the director, who sees the process of

creating a film from first idea to opening night as a

rite of passage, isn't about to say it was a smooth ride.

"On every film, you're ikH the same person that

you were wtien yoa started. My life has completely

changed during the time this movie began to the

moment it came out I'm not living in the same place.

I'm not with the sanoe woman. It's all different

"Film isn't just a part of your life. It is your life."

^^ Advertising

made easy.

825-2161

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY
(ci£ARicajO«) $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (Cmo w^m- $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.

ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED J139 PR
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IN WESTWOOD - OPEN 7 DAYS
Cftristim 's

9{ai[s

EARLY AND EVENING APPTS.
Hours: 9AM-9FM

'Bring 4>^

ad (or prkoft

•FULL SET $20
•Maiiicure....^5
•Pedicure. $10
•Fill 313
Visa •Mastercard•Amer Exp

478-7811
1361 Westwood Bl. Westwood

2Blks.S.ofWilshire

BUY ONE

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

Qfl —
SHOW UCEPffD AND GET $1 ,00 OFF ANV FOOTLONG

^UBiunv*
COUPON VALID ONLY ATT

1 1 278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
Comer of Sawtelle & Santa Monica

1 Block West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE SUPERS EXTRA.

EXPIRES 11/14/91

^

^^iMtftutefi Sate

CP286-12MHZ (40MB Hard Drive) 14" Mono $550

CP386SX-16MHZ (40MB Hard Drive) \ $950

CP386DX-25MHZ (80MB Hard Drive) $1180

CP386-33MHZ W/64K Cache (80MB Hard Drive) $1320

CP486-25MHZ (120MB Hard Drive) $1850

CP48&<33MHz Wy256K Cache (120MB Hard Dri^/e) $1960

FREE MOUSE
Willi pwrclwf of systeiii

All Systems Include:

• 1 MB RAM Memory

•525" Of 3.5* Floppy Drive

• HYUNDA1 1
4- Super VGA (.28) Color Monitor

• SMper VGA(1024768) W/1MB-256 Colors

• Super Mouse N

• AT I/O Card (2 Serial. 1 ParaM 1 1 Game)

•2FI>2HOIDECor«roller

• 100% IBM Compatible Systems

'

• One ^^ Parts and Labor WBvranty

BEST SUPPORT, BEST SERVICE, LOWEST PRICE

Please CaU SCOTT for best deal at
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FINALLY.
CONTACT

*.

LENSES FOR
PEOPLE WHO
CAN'T SEE

EYE TO EYE

WITH SOFT

LENSES!

•W —"WW-
1^ Find out about

' 1.

fLuoroperm
Gas Permeable Daily

or Extended Wear
Custom Contact Lenses.

Daily Wear Soft Lenses*$1 75.00

Just Call:

DR. QUACKENBUSH, O.D.
10955 Weyburn Ave.
Corner of Weyburn & Broxton 1

208-4748 1

Discover Kinko's.
You get more than
great copies.
If you're looking for one convenient place to serve_

your business copy and communication needs,

discover Kinko's. You'll find everything

you need to keep you looking

great, including:

y Quality black & white copies

f/ Full Canon color copies

^ Blueprint Size Copies

^ Free pick up and delivery

/ Binding and finishing

^ In-store computer rental

/ Desktop publishing

^ Open 7 Days

1^.

B

I

I

f

I

I

L

25 Free Copies
Come into the Kinko's listed and receive 25 free copies

with this coupon. Single-sided 81/2 x 1
1
" black and

white copies on 20 lb. white bond. Must be auto-fed.

One coupon per customer. Not valid with anyother offer.

Good through October 3 1 . 199

1

Open 24 Hours

475-0759
1 520 Westwood Bl.

Westwood

5

kinko^
the copy center

From page 20

it in my mind that I should be

cultured, so I picked up a bunch of

Dostoevsky books. And I discov-

ered those stories have some really

intense characters in them. So
rather than just play baseball or

whatever — which I did do
occasionally — I just sat around,

read and thought about things.**

Thoughts such as these also

contributed to the album's title

because it*s these childhood inter-

ests, he said, which have led him to

experience the eccentric and erra-

tic nature to dreams and night-

mares.

"When I was writing the songs

for this album," Griffith explained,

"I was having these really bad

dreams. And I think the reason 1

was having them was because I

was going through ail this stress

and pressure of *Will the next

album be a piece of shit? Or will it

be okay?* I mean, I don*t know if

they were related in any direct way
or not. But these dreams were
affecting the way I was writing

these songs.**

So whether it be greater authen-

ticity, psychological terror or the

latest abstract adventure in the

worid of sleep, Jesus (MC 900
Foot, that is) seems to be resur-

recting himself in new and fasci-

nating ways these days. Because,

as Griffith said, "Welcome To My
-Dream'* undoubtedly is a dramaikF
departure for this musical messiah.

*
' *•(» . I
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I can't imagine

being inside a

building ail day,

every dayl

I don't want

to be tied to a

desk job eigbt

hours a day!

I love being

physically active

and on the go!

CAREERS THAT GET YOU
OUT AND ABOUT
monday, november 4th
Second floor lounge
ackerman union

Do these quotes sound like you? Come get

some new ideas on what you can do with your

major. Meet successful college graduates

whose careers have taken them out of the

traditional corporate setting.

1 0:00 A.M. - Noon
"Environmental & Recreational Jobs

Under the Wide Open Skies."

99

2:00 P.M. - 4:00 P.M.

"Career Ideas for Liberal Arts Majors

Who Love the Great Outdoors."

All Liberal Arts, Life Science & Physical

Science Majors welcome.

Sponsored B)fMM
lirrnwrm
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MC900

PAPP
From page 21

premiered through the festival.

Papp was also an educator. He
believed in the need for everybody
— rich and poor — to be able to

expiprience gdS^h theater. For the

past 35 years, the festival 4ias also

included free productions of

Shakespeare in Central Park. And,

as incentive to come see these

productions, he was always able to

enlist the cooperation of some of

Hollywood's biggest stars. Names
like Michelle Pfeiffer, Denzel
Washington, Tracy UUman and Al

Pacino were inspired by Papp and
used the opportunity to act in the

festival as a way to get away from

film.

Papp's Public Theater, which

housed most of the festival's new
plays, has become over the years a

symbol of freedom of expression

through art by presenting a wide
variety of styles and forms of

iheatfical performance.

Most importantly, though, Papp
was one of the few people holding

New York theater together. The
stages of the Great White Way
aren't doing the business they once

did and commercialism has

become more important than art

The Andrew Lloyd Weber inva-

sion keeps happening, but the

integrity of the great American
musical is being held in check by
the likes of Steven Sondheim and
few others.

But Papp was the man who did it

all. His power, desire, intelligence,

determination and influence

shaped not only the modem New
York stage, but the theater nation-

wide. With him gone, theater will

never be the same again, tmt Joe

Papp's legacy will live on forever.
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You don't need dental Insurance to have a pretty smile.

Irll UNIVERSITY OF

founded
1891

COLLEGEOFLAW
MID-YEAR ADMISSION -APPLY NOW

I

Accredited-Small Classes

Next Semester Begins

\January 13, 1992

Flexible Programming

Accredited by the California

Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Westem Association of

Schools and CoUeses.

Two Convenient Locations

Encino Campus
5445 Balboa Boulevard

CaU:(818)98M529

La Vemc Campus
1950 Third Street

CaU:ai4)596-1848

SMILE SPECIAL
FAMILY DENTISTRY r2l3J475-SS98

24 hour emergency service

Complete Dental Exam, Check Up. & Cleaning

V.I.P.

(reg.SISO)

fww patients with this coupon only

we mo aocommodite patiente

with dental cove
offer expiree 12-31

(Up to 4 x-rays

included)

sr

SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.
1620 Westwood Blvd.

•open eveninos & Saturdays*
Free parking in rear

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to indivkjuals

and families with no
dental insurance.

'Our Patients are Special'

Personal 10 Personal 10 PersoTKil 10

i

PIANO RENTALS
I

Special Rotes Id UCLA Student*

;
Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

;
_46MM9463.6S69 tl

Concert Tickets

Heal the Bay

X>INUS
Every Monday 6-7pm
UiVdle G>urtroom

SAVE $$$ ON TICKETS
AIRLINES. SPORTS. MUSIC. SHOWS. WE

LIST LAST MINUTE CANCELS.

SURPLUS AND PROMOTIONS FOR SALE

CHEAP ALSO. WHEN YOU ARE STUCK WITH
TICKETS UNEXPECTEDLY

CALLUS.
213-4 TICKET

Good Deals

IJ^P
Bibles - Books

cms.

M-Th 10 am - 9:30 pm;
Fr-Sat 10 am - 11 pm; Sun 2-6 pm

10684 Weyburn Ave. LA 90024
206^5432

INSURANCE WAR! I We'll beat any price or

don't want your busir^ess. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)673-3303 or (81 8)992-6966.

LOSE 10-29 POUNDS IN 30 DAYS. We'll pay
you to lose weight. Safe, effective.

(213)281 -SSOe.

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

rChiamydia

s •Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to $1 00/wk or more.

.RIH

Miscellaneous

Alcoholics Anonymous

Msstings
Mon. diaouMbn. Thur. Bookatudy, Fri. 8t«p

Study. AU 362S 12:15-1:15. Fri. 12A>-1 300

TuM. DiMUMbn. Wwl. DiMUMion NPI
08638 12:1 5-1 «)

For alooholios or IndMduali who
h«v drinkir^Q probtorm

*»

Study Corner

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA. Informa-

tion on senf\ester, year, graduate, summer, ar>d

inlamship programs in Perth, Toivnsville, Syd-

nty, and Melbourr>e. Programs start at $3520.

Call 1-800-878-3696.

ASTROLOGICAL REPORTS, 25-30 pages
each, custom computer generated, from $1 2.

Call for catalog. 1-800-352-4327.

KeyboardislA^ot alist seeks band. Rhodes
piarx), B-3, synlh, baritone; influences; Floyd,

Doors, Santana, f^iish, Dead, Tull, blues, jazz;

theory background. Call (213)202-7126.

Personal 10
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^Michelle, Zoe,^

^ Heather: %
^ Your bie sisters are^

^ watching you! >

^ See you tonight! >

MCTEabs ^
21 3-61 8-8873 21 3-650-488

Congratulations to Chi Omega's
1991 Pledge Cl^ Officers

President

V.Pres

Secretary
Treasurer

Social Chairs
Jr.Panhellenic

Happy Hootets

Song Chairs

fUeather Bath
Laura Fox
Jill Perry
Shmrv Swieca
Keli Wenguer
KrisH Imperial

Alyssa Young
Gina Mention
Megan Quialey
Allison Weoemt

BASS PLAYER WANTED. South Bay alterna-

tive band seeks bass player. Influences: The
Cure, Mission UK, Sisters of Mercy, Duran.
Must have professional attitude, desire. Call

(213)374-3663.

Research Subjects 12

ASTHMA RESEARCH If you would like to

participate in FDA approved research studies

with new asthma medications, call

(21 3)31 2-5050 ext 302. You will be compen-
sated for your time. Allergy Research Four>da-

tion. 11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 601, West
Los Angeles, 90025.

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-11

YEARS needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 arxi a free develop-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 YEARS needed for UCLA
research project. Receive $20 arxi a free

developnr>ental evaluation. 825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 arxJ have a sdentiHc learning experierx:e.

825-0392.

SEXUALLY ACTIVE ADULTS OVER 21

NEEDED FOR 20-MINUTE INTERVIEWS
WITH MEDICAL STLK)ENTS. PARTICIPANTS
WILL RECEIVE $7.50. PARKING WILL BE

REIMBURSED AS NEEDED. INTERVIEWS
WILL BE HELD MONDAY AND TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 11,12,18 & 19, 1991 AT 2:15

PM & 3:15 p.m. CALL RITA Af
213/B25-2571.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEETl. Volunteer

w/Tinea Pedis needed for rww research study.

Urxler dermatoligists supervision. Volunteers

will be paid for info. (213)828-8887.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED to participate in a

facial aging study. Ages 35-f, men anid women.
Volunteers will be paid. Urxier demrxjtologist

supervision. For information, call 828-8887.

Salons 21

meyer

< LYBSs
Kt

KA KA KA KA KA KA KA

Kristina Hall

We are looking forward to another great year
^ The Actives

FREE INTRODUCTORY OFFER. Cut & style In

exclusive Beverly Hills Salon. Call for

appointment. Gratuity appreciated.
(818)841-7909.

ITALIAN LIPSTICKS $5. CAPTURE THE
YOUTHFUL SPIRIT, BEAUTY, AND "PIZ-
ZAZZ" OF ITALY WITH OUR NEW, SPAR-
KLING LIPSTICKS. CALL 433-8393.

MODELS WANTED for f^ee profeuional halr-

cuU in Beverly Hills. Call Teri (21 3)936-3408,
leave n>essage.
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Kappa congratulates its

Courtney ThomasPresident:

First VP:
Secretary:

Treasurer:

Social: ^

PR:
Sunshine:

Jr. Panhellenic:

Scholarship:

Philanthropy:

Casey Crawford
Amy DeAmicis
Stephanie Sibbett

JJ Anderson
Lisa Martinez
Shanel Hall

Mindy Tish
Kim Ziropoulos

Corrie Safris

PC *91 officers!

We're Making a

Difference.

American Heart
Association^

Sigma Kappa Sorority sponsori_

Week ofGiving
N(rv^^i'9, 1991

Resebrch Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

PANIC ATTACKS?
SMOTHERING SENSATION?

CHEST PAINS?
DO YOU EXPERIENCE SHORT EPISODES OF

SMOTHERING SENSATIONS, DIZZINESS, CHEST
PAIN, NERVOUSNESS OR FEEL FEARFUL? YOU

MAY QUALIFY FOR A MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDY
ON PANIC DISORDER. QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS

MAY EARN UP TO $770.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951

CALIFORNIA CLINICAL TRIALS MEDICAL GROUP

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and

65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1

month and in relatively good health are needed.

Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may

be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

Eorn $300 or More
Study of drug effects needs

healthy moles ages 21 -40.

If you use drugs(cocaine,

etc.) Coll to see if you

qualify

390-8483
Ask for Theresa

Health Services 22

NON-SURCICAl^ LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and renYoval of

acne, scars ar>d sunspols. Low Cost. Free

consultation. Call Beverly Hills

Laser Doctor's Croup. <2 13)786-0636.

LOSE UP TO 30 pounds in 30 days for less than

$40. Doctor recommended. 285-6347.

PSYCHOTHERAPY/ SUPPORT GROUP for

wonr^en dealing with childhood sexual abuse
Openings now- Westwood. Lorraine Rose,

PhD (213)824-9942, Meg Sheehan, PhD
(213)737-3554.

10 Health Services

^^j.\.

ELECTROLYSIS I

Maria Mintz

Registered Electrologist

202 1/2 South Beverly Drive

Beverly Hills. CA 9021

2

Phone # 274-4399

We are physician referred with 15

years experience

20% Student & Faculty Discount

wi1h ad

ACNE
A NASTY FOUR
LETTER WORD
If you had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago

you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our

Skin Care Information

Line,

800-436-3533

UNWANTED HAIR

PERMANEOTLYREMOVED

ELECTROLYSIS STUDIO
•FREE CONSULTATION
•DISPOSABLE NEEDLES
•Lie & BOARD CERnnED

208-8193
1949 V, WESTWOOD BLVD

SOCIAL PHOBIA CROUP. For people exper-

iencing extreme self consciousness and shy-

r>ess, fear of public speaking and public

fascilities. Contact Paul Bohn, M.D. or Steve

Keys, MP. at (213)825-0263.

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY GROUPS.
Dynamic, caring, professionally led ongoing

groups. Explore family problems, relationship

patterns, work and career corx:erns, esteem
issues, addiction and recovery. Improve com-
munication skills and self confidence. Mon-
day, Tuesday & Thursday evening groups

available. Lisa Frankel MFCC (213)398-9365.

Opportunities 26

ENTREPRENEURS! Do you have a business

idea? Do you need $$$? We can help.

Unlimited Funds (818)702-9703.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT. Internship inter-

views now taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing a team of employees,

customers, and suppliers. Majority of hiring

will be completed by November. Average
gross profit $11,287. Call Triple A Student

Painters, for information now
1 (800)426-6441

Help Wanted 30

#1 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Your fraternity, sorority, or other campus
group can earn between $500-1000 in less

than 7 days. You pay absolutely nothing.

Call: 1-600-735-2077. Ext.3.

$6.63A^r. Walk on campus. Schedule around

your classes. Opportunity for advancenr^ent.

Apply at the Sproul Cafe. 350 De Neve Dr.

(213)825-2074.

PAID INTERNSHIPS
(Positions Limited)

Applications/lnten/iews

being taken NOW for the

best summer business

intemship & training you

can find! EARN
$6-$1 2,000+ while

managing your branch

of University Painting

Professionals during

summer 1992. Call

1-800-KALL-UPP today

22 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

ADMINISTRATIVE INTERN SOUGHT to assist

in International Fine Art Expositions Admini-

strative Department. Responsibilities include

heavy phones, vMKd processir^ filing, and
general office assistarxre. Carxiidate must be

proficient in at least or>e foreign language,

able to %vork under pressure, arKJ computer
literate. (213)820-0498; fax:(213)820-5426

Attention: George Hicks.

ADVERTISING SALES REPS for IXTLA Gradu-

ate Business School Newspaper. High com-
rpission. Work own hours; door-door, tele-

phooe. (213)825-6488.

ARTIST WANTED FOR TOY RELATED PRO-
JECT. Ability to create backgrounds similar to

super-hero comic books. Phone
(805)388-1788 or FAX (805)388-4936.

•'••••••ATHLETIC GOGETTERS
needed for PT arxi FT work with America's 7th

fTK)st profitable company. (213)653-1689.

•CASTING EXTRAS^ for rmtion pictures and
commercials. $40-$300/day. Call now
(213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, arni television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILD-CARE DRIVER, 1-6pm(M-F). Must
have reliable car and be good driver. $5.5(Vhr.

472-61 36(eves) or 483-2222(days).

COUNTERPERSON. Full time and part time

available. Energetic, happy. Call Lana at

(21 3)826-JAVA.

CPA FIRM, secretarial/ office. 16 hrVwk mini-

mum, %7f^T. Beverly Hills. Reception, tele-

phones, typing, computer literate inputting,

word-processing, filing, clerical. Beverly,

(213)653-1021,* 9:30am-4:30pm.

DATA ENTRY POSITION available for art

gallery. Part-Time for one week. Contact Ian.

820-0498.

SALESPERSON FOR DESIGNER GOWNS &
DRESSES. WLA. P/T-F/T. Fashion experience

preferred. Excellent advancenr>ent possibiities.

(213)474-7808.

GENERAL OFFICE. Detail oriented, self-starter

<Of small office. Light accurate typify 8PO<^
phone manr>er, IBM computer knowldege.

M-W:10-5; F:9-3. Wilshire Blvd.
(213)658-7733.

HOSTA^OSTESS/WAITSTAFF POSITIONS
AVAILABLE. Days & evening^. Flexible hours.

Outgoing personality & highly motivated.

Good pay. Day shifts available. More info:

473-8533.

INVESTMENT BROKER'S ASSISTANT needed
4-8 daily. Sharp, professional, attractive and
well-spoken. $8-»yhr. )im 991-0801.

OFFICE ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT-
EntertainmerH/ CPA Business Management
firm. Must know 1 0-key, Lotus 1 ,2,3 and Word
Perfect. Hours: 1-6 daily. (213)278-2303.

OUTSIDE SALES. Fast growing marketing firm

representing Firestor>e looking for outgoing

energetic people for day, evening, and
weeker^d hours. Make $1 5-$3G^r, we guaran-

tee $8Air. Unlimited growth potential. Soft,

easy, casual sale. Call 1-800-323-7559 or call

Eddie at (213)478-0491.

PART-TIME, FILING, COMPUTERS, possible

secretarial arxi custonr>er service. Wage negoti-

able. (213)207-8856.

PERMANENT F'T MEDICAL OFFICE POSI-
TION. Clerical/Admin. Support. Salary com-
men. with exp. Full benefits. Private Medical

Practice on Campus. Geri, 9-6. 824-0088

PERSON FRIDAY, PT/fiexible hours between
9:00am and 6:00pm. Busy Executive in Brent-

wood needs energetic self-starter for light

secretarial and personal errands. Own car

helpful, nol required. $6.50/hr. Call Jeff

8264935.

PERSON FRIDAY. Medical offiCe 4hrs/day,

5dayVw4(. $6/hr. 100 Medical Plaza Suite

#100. (213)824-1000

PERSON NEEDED TO DELIVER food for WLA
restaurant. Must have own car/insurance. Flex.

hours. (213)276-8644.

PLANT PERSON. P/T needed to maintainence

indoor and patio plants. ExperierKe helpful.

Must have car. Call Brandy 669-0700.

PT Medical Distributor. Phone, word process-

ing, invoicing, mid-day (hours flexible) experi-

ence helpful (not essential) (213)938-5696.

PT SPANISH TEACHER needed for 6 months
by pnvate school In Santa Monica. Please call

Bemadette 829-7B91 ext. 234

REAL ESTATE Appraisal Processor. Typing

SOwpm minimum. Flexible hours and days.

$7.5(Vhr. Contact Shelley (213).39b 2991

.

SELL UNIQUE YARD TOOLS PART TIME.

Guaranteed minimum salaries. S500/mo.
Phone (209)638-5455.

SM PICTURE FRAMER needs part-tim*

€t«ilgn€r/sates. Sales or ar( bac{(gfOiL»^~

helpful.Saturday a must. (213)828-6866

SOCCER & BASEBALL COACHES NEEDED for

private school in S.M. middle school girls &
boys teams. Practices 3x/wk. Season begins

Nov.1 8 Please call Steve Gold (21 3)828 41 20.

JUST DO IT*********"****

Enthusiastic sportsminded team-players

needed for 22nd fastest growing company in

AnH;rica. (213)399-5994.

LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR: Minimum 3yrs law

office experience in plaintiff personal injury.

Knowledge of WordPerfect. Contact Sid Dia-

mond, (213)475-0481.

MALE MODELS earn $1 5Q/hr. or more. Boyish

and/or athletic 18—24. Cleanshaven face/

little or no chest hair. Playgirl-style

magazines/nudity. Beginners welcome.
International I ly known photographer. Brad

(213)392-4248.

MALE MODELS NEEDED. Young, Handsome,
Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great

Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MALE MODELS under 28, slim. For hot head,

(orso, full physique. Quick cash!!

(213)664-2999.
.

MODELS: For 1992-93 swimsuit calendars &
posters, European magazine work. Call

(213)732-5744 for appointment.

LAW FiRM

needs motivated person

to fio cnaiienying legal

a'Xl oi^ncai tasks

Great txperifMice to field

Pi^'^ase SHMcl fesiiiiK
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Los. Angelas CA 9000/

EM.

it
HEY WOODSEirS!
LEADERSHIP
POSITIONS

UCLA NOW
UnlCamp aVAEABLEII
Program Direaor applications

are available: Now! Due Dalfe:

Monday, November 4

Head Counselor applications

available: Now! Due Date:
Friday, November 8

HCA applications available:

Monday, November 4th Due
Dale: Monday, November 18

For more information and
applications come to Dodd 65

or call 206-4588

cABN up Id Si bO per fTK

BY HELPING OTHERb

DONATE BLOOD PLATELET6 SAFEl v

Por mlormatton
Call Anna

816)986 3803

Cancer patients ihrougnoui i.M ^

benefit from your oarttctoation |

VISION MODEL &
TALENT MANAGEMENT
Models & Actors needed. No

experience necessary. Modeling.

Commercials. Films & Music Videos
College Students Welcome

Call today for an appointment
with top Industry Consultants.

(213)247-^)001

Beverly Hills 90210

FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS

An exceptional opportunity

is available for motivated

individuals to learn foreign

currency trading.

Unlimited income potential.

CALL STU or NOAM
1-800-922-8322

8 people needed noi^
Bam up tofl^.

Housecleaners

•rWiiMaBMn*
•UUiTWali*

•Mm, Wmumi. Bhiilf. ale •

Call (313)451-1817

For your fraternity, sorority, team or

other campus organization

Absolutely no investment required!

CALL 1-800-950-8472 cxt. 50
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Help Wanted

TEAM PLAYERS: need ambitious self-starters.

New offices. Excellent $$$. Full training. Part

of full-time. Immediate,, openings
(21 3)643-8102.

TELEMARKETERS familiar with engineering
and programming terminology. Various terri-

tories. Call Norma at DELTA PERSONNEL
(818)972 9675.

TELEPHONE MARKETING RESEARCH ASSIS-
TANT for memory training school. $7/hr.

15-20hr5/wlc. Theresa (213) 445-0830.

TWO POSITIONS: Both require wordprocess-
ing and good typing skills. One requires

Spanish bilingual. Flexible hours, Wilshire &
Westwood law office. Sid Diamond,
475-0481.

WAITER/ WAITRESS NEEDED for FT or PT,
nights. Numero Lino on Pico. Ask for Jeff

(213)474-1034.
'

WANTED FOR DERMATOLOGY OFFICE:
Back office experienced, medical assistant for

nurse practitioner. Must be energetic and
vivacious. Beverly Hills. 274-2307.

WANTED: GIRL FOR voice-over telephone
work. $2(V3a minutes. Ask for Mirasol,
9-1 1am, M-F. (213)274-9291.

WELL-QUALIFIED medical student wanted to

do medical-legal research on question of

whether an 8-year-old child's cardiac arrest

was caused by exsanguination or respiratory

arrest. Please send resume and cover letter to

Barrett K. Green, 4201 Via Marisol, #137, LA,
CA 90042. _^__
WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for

creatively-talented writers. Paperback novels,

non-fiction books, screenplays. 962-1557
Vernon.

DUE TO MURPHY'S LAW WRITER WHO IS

BLIND still needs an assistant for the academic
year. (213)396-5062.

GENERAL OFFICE
We are looking for on energetic oncj

positive person who likes to talk on Itie

phono (this Is not telemarketing).

Casual, triendty, IVefy envkoomenf. Light

Typing Full time. Great pkice to work.
Colt Mekxly at 453-1817.

FUN ENVIRONMENT
UNIQUE POSITION

Telephone Sales Representative

Invite singles to tour the 'Super Centre', the

largest branch of the nation's biggest and
best singles organization. 1 5 year old
company with over 40 locations

natlorvwide. Plush Westwood location.

Unique position and fun environment. Sales

experience helpful. Must be bright,

energetic, and articulate.W Salary, Incentives, Bonuses
^iF P.T. Hours 4-9p.m.
^iS Please call Mr.Bruin

(213)477-5566

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon
& evening

hours availaole.

Sharpen your
comnnunicatlon skills &

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

Job Opportunities 32

40 INTERESTING, INDEPENDENT, WAYS to

make P/T irx»me (F/T poterHial). $7 brings

explanatory booklet. Money back gparanteed.

5. Milo 3461 St. Stttan PI., LA, 90066.

ATTORNEY NEEDED to take over a major civil

litigation in L.A. Superior Court.
(213)874-2569.

LIFESTYLE - FREE TIME & DEBT FREE We are

seeking 3 individuals with sates, managenient
or teaching experier>cc. Income potential is

unlimHed. (213)939-1594.

MARKETING ASSOCIATE FT/PT (20hrs/wk,

daytime). Marketing investment managenr^nt

services to Fortune 5(X) firms. Challenging

environnr>ent. Phone skills in brokerage or

finance preferred. Westwood. $9/hr.

(213)208-1310.

RECEPTIONIST, F/T, TICCARO FINANCIAL
GROUP. Beverly Hills. (213)652-5566. 8530
Wilshire Blvd. suite #307, 90211.

Internships 34

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM producer seeks

student' interns to learn script developnrient

activities in office. No pay, but good opportun-

ity to leam. (213)576-6309, (213)394-7263.

PAID INTERNSHIP AVAILABLE. Part Ume-

Moming hours only gt TIckelmaster. Call Laura

381-200a

30 Child Core Wanted 35 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

BABYSITTERS NEEDED. South Bay and West-
side families need sitters/nannies/playmates to

watch their children (all ages). Work anyday,
anytime, you decide. Earn $5-$8/hr. Have to

be loving, fun, and have references of previous
childcare experience. We offer a unique and
flexible schedule throughout the year. Call

Linda at Boomlet Care, (213)545-5181. Inter-

view and register tocj^,

CARE FOR INFANT, 20 hrs/week.' Close to

campus. Flexible hours. Refereruzes required.

(213)447-2244.
.

MOTHER'S HELPER for childcare and house-
work. Tuesdays and Fridays, $9^r negotiable.

Own transportation. (213)391-1722.

PARENT HELPER. M-F afternoons/evenings.

13-18 hrs/week for 5-year old boy. Fix meal,
clean-up kitchen. $6/hr. Car required. (213)
476-2289.

Apartments for Rent 49

IBED APARTMENT 1/2 block from beach in

Venice. Lower level of Duplex. Available

Dec.lst. $700/mo. (213)392-8297.

1 -BEDROOM. $575/nrH>nth, first rTH>nth 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

1 Bedroom w/ sitting & living room, hardwood
floor, fire place, balcony, very large. Stove &
free water. Corner of Ophir & Glenrock. Price

negotiable. (21 3)206-8iB47. (714)494-4848.

1-MILE TO LXILA, Bre.itwood adjacent, $550
Bachelor, $735 1-bed, pool, near bus stop.

1235 Federal. (213)477-7237.

2-BED/2-BATH apartment. Furnished, avail-

able for 3 months beginning Nov. On beach
(Santa Monica). Private outdoor patio, heated
pool, tennis. Overlooks ocean.
$10(X>-120(Vmo. depending on flixibility.

(213)399-3001.

3340 OVERLAND. Furnished bachelor/single

$295/395, 1 bedroom $550 unfurnished, $625
furnished. Passing bus to LICLA
(213)837-7755. 4-7pm only

AOi. HANCOCK PARK. 1 mo free with tease.

Bachelor, newly decorated. $475/n>o. Sec-
urity, laundry. (818)591-7223.

APT FREE RENT must move after 6 months
without relocation Tees. Pay $300 expenses per
month. Direct bus to LJCLA. UCLA 471-2703
Frank.

Bachelor in WLA. Mini kitchenette. Japanese -

style bathroom. Carport near Blue Bus.
$5(Xymonih. Security deposit, 1$t nr>onth.

Move-in Nov 8. (213)479-7541. Mrs. Sato.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $795-875/MO.
2-BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS,
FRONT VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PKTO BUS.
(213) 839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT 2-^1 lower, stove,

refrigerator, hardwood floors and carpet
$125(ynrK). (213)451-4771

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $685-765.
1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
ST\rLE4-PLEX.'A BLOCK TO PKIO BUS. (21 3)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $975/MO.
3 BDRM/2 BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PKIO BUS. WOOSTER ST. (21 3)

839-6294.

BRENTWOOD, $840, 2BED/1 BTH, 11651
CORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

BUNDY between Olympic and Santa Monica.
$685/nrto. Spacious 1 bedroom. Exceileot

management. (213)820-7049.

Charming lAwdroom. Imile to UCLA. Great
Neighborhood, hardwood floors, very clean.

$800/nrH). (213)575-3199.

CULVER CITY, 2,3-bedrooms. Parking, laun-

dry, large kitchen. Walk school, shops, bus.

Great location. (213)837-1906 for
appointnr>erit^.

FACULTY AND STAFF: One and two bed-
rooms available in the faculty apts on Levering.

Call 206-1947 (Bam-Spm).

FREE RFJN r
mmmtk^..

*^REE NOVEMBER RENT. 2-bedroom/2 bath,

fireplace, balcony, skylights, great for room-
mate. $995-$1,120. Near all. (213)836-4072,
anytime.

LARGE 1 -BED/1 -BATH, $650, and studio for

$450. 1 0-minutes UCLA. Near Santa Monica
on Federal. (213)283-6868.

LARGE 2BED/1BATH, Hardwood floor, dis-

hwasher, walk to IXILA & Westwood, parking.

$l,OOQ/mo. 476-8090.

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD

MARINA DEL REY TOWNHOUSE, $1295,
2-bed/r/. -bath, stove, refrigerator, dis-

hwasher, patio, parking. Pet okay.
(213)821-4887.

MAR VISTA. UNFURNISHED BACHELOR
Appliances. Utilities included. Residential

neighborhood $500/mo. (310)206-8785,
Leave message 4-9pm.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building. 3748 Inglew-
ood blvd . Just north of venice blvd. (213)
398-8579.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS./ 31 22 Canfield

Ave, WLA. $1 250 up. Security parking, Steve,

(213)839-1026.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,
furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, and
carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood. 3258
Overland.(21 3)837-301 3.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

imu)m:ssi()\am Y \ia\a(,i:i) hv moss & c:o.

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotel•Westwood Village

Cable TV«Microwave •Refrigerator

$199-$235/wlcw/KITCH $295/wk
1 -bdrm stiites available

;~^ 213/208-2241
^

Furnished
Loft

Apartment
In Westwood
Across From
Campus

^sB
565 Gayley
824-0836

Ask about our special,

PALMS. 2-bed/2-bath, $845 & $875 Under-
ground parking, fireplace, A/C, alarm, pets

okay. (714)969-8977, & (213)559-6085.

PALMS. 2-bdrm/2-balh, large, patio, 9-units,

$80(ymo. Avail.-Nov. 1. (213)836-7277.

PALMS, $590, newer single/ Upper, full bath/

kitchen, ^C, dishwasher. Balcony, cable,

fireplace. (21.3)397-0405.

PALMS, $995/nx). beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS $85G/nfH) 1 bed, den, upper. Aircondi-

tioning, garage parking, built ins, fire place,

security system. (213)937-0589

PALMS. $850. 2-bed/rA -bath lownhouse.
Parking, private patio, prime location, quiet

neighborhood, new carpet. (213)394-6969.

PALMS AREA 1 -BED/1 -BATH LOWER. Stove,

refrigerator, parking for 1 car $6(XVmo.
(2T3M51-4771

PALMS SPECIAL. No security deposit with

approved credit. $525 for single, $650 & up for

1 -bedroom. Pool, sauna, exercise room.
(213)836^3800.
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515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

Palms. 1 bedroom.

(213)837-7513.

$695. Stove & Refrig

(^€Uflc(f

SHERMAN OAKS, newer 2-^2, $750 and up
gated, central air, dishwasher, garage. 13406
Moorpark. (818)222-8298.

Get out of the
Dormsl

We Will help Pay
the cancellation

feesi

Huge Luxury 1 Ac 2
bedrooms,

central air, extra large
closets, fireplace, wet bar,

refrigerator, controlled
entry and parking

Low move inf/Low
rental rates

Across From Campus
433 Kelton Avenue
(213)208-8685

ACROSS FROM
CAMPUS

-^

•pool

•spa

•sauna

•gym

•gated parking

Spacious

Jr/1 Bdrms avail!

from $725

Call 208-3818

535 Gavlev

?H<ii«pii!|JHPiBPfyy;pi.Hipwwi.». »"! '» ' 'm^m «7i'!'Wiw'wwiw»H«^rt-»
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VAN NUYS: LARGE 1 -bed & den. Dish#asher,

stove, fireplace, 1 child/1 pet ok, or good for

roommates. (818)997-6766.

VENICE. ARTIST'S STUDIO. 1 300 sq. ft. High
ceilings. Natural light. Security parking.

396-3688.

WALK TO UCLA, single, 1 -bedroom, 2-bed-

room, fireplace, ^C, full kitchen, balcony,

pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room, lauf>dry room, gated

garage, gas + water paid. From $325/prsn.

Roommates available. 515 Kelton.

(213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD. X-large 1-bed, $850/nrH). Walk
to UCLA and Village. Hardwood floors.

1097rA Roebling Ave. (213)208-4253,

(213)824-2595

WESTWOOD. Large 2-bed/ 2-bath, furnished/

unfurnished. Pool/ Jacuzzi, long/ short-term,

$1400. (213)4^0-1513.

AMAZING 2BED/2BATH "WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, er>closed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-

poftation & UCLA. (213)475-6717.

WESTWOOD. $1 1 50- $1550. Terrific, large 2

& 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom, built-ins,

refrigerator, dishwasher, VC,garden- balcony,

microwave. 1711 Malcolm, % /4-mile cam-
pus. (213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD. 11025-1 250/MO..
?TEP2-BORMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING

ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS
CHARMING (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD, $695, furnished single. Walk to

school. 667-669 Levering Ave.(213)208-3215.
$895 1 bedroom. Walk to school. 729 Gayley.

(213)208-8798.

WESTWOOD. X-LARCE 1-BED. Fumished/

Unfurnished. Parking. Available rK>w. Near

UCLA. $750 up. 11089 Strathmore
(213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD, junior 1 -bedroom. Large, park-

ing, across from campus. $650. No deposit.

SooH? furniture. 535 Gayley. (213)824-4767.

'WLA 1+1 LO\^R, stove, refrigerator, parking

dior 1 car. 3 mites to UCLA StSQ/mo.
(213)451-4771

FREE RENT WLA National/Venice, 1 5 min.

from UCLA.2-bedyi-bath. Secured, A/C, dis-

hwasher, vie%^ $750. Day (818)281-8938,

Eves (213)204-0543

NORTHRIDOE $275 up. 500 Unit

student housing facility. Shared or
privattt. Pool, iacuzzi, rocroatlon

room. 1/2 hour drivo to UCLA.
Froo Brochuro. Northrido*

Campus Rosldonos, 9500 Zoliah,
Northridgo. CA 01325

(815)880-1717 ^^

•AFFORDABLE*
•3528-3532 Sawtelle*

In Mar Vista near National

2bdrm Ibath

apartments. Uppers &
lowers. Balconies. Stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator.

Spacious with grey

carpet. White Blinds.

$775/month $500 deposit

OPEN DAILY OR
CALL:

On sight, 397-5029

Rental Office. 823-4383

Walk to Canfipus/Village

Students Welconfie

1+1 / 2 sinks

$800 w/lease

• refrigerator •dishwasher •

• controllod entry • A/C •

• elevator •

519Glenrock
(213)208-4835

Westwood Village
ll)(l/ll)lh. 21)(l/2blh

1 nioiilh livi' rc*nl

Short term available

ICiioiinoii^ iipls \v/

Srp.ir.iic I )K'. biihonics.

IP. blllll Ills.

Ci.ilcfl p.iikiim. pool

()M I |.(\ (1 iiii; Avcmic

10980 WELLWORTH
10983 WELLWORTH

*1 Month Free Rent

(A^k for Details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Central Heating/

Air -Conditioning

•Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,

Refrigerator. Disposal

•Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

Why Pay More?
1 & 2 Bedrooms
$575—$800

Newly Remodeled
Must see to

appreciati

657-8756

652 Veteran Ave

Single

and

1 BDRM
Starting at $600

move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

PALMS $725. Modern 1 -bedroom. Security/

building, stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, A/C,

fireplace. (213)837-0761.

PRIME WLA bright 2-bed/2-balh, near UCLA,
VA, buslines. Stove, refrigerator, carpet,

drapes. $900. (213) 476-7116

VERY NICE 2bdr/lV. bath. Security, carpets,

drapes, frig. Pool, patio, parking,no pets.

$950. 1500 Purdue Ave. (213)477-5256,

(213)931-1160.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $700, 1 -bedroom.

$1100 , 2-bedroom/1-bath. Parking included.

1-1/2 blocks to campus. 1_0990 Strathmore.

(213)395-2903.

WLA, CLOSE TO UCLA, %700/mo., 1 -bed/

1 -bath built-ins, pool, garden like.nice tenants.

(213)477-9955.

WLA. Extra-large 2-bedroom/1 -bath, 2-miles,

#1 bus, many closets, laundry, parking, refrig,

stove. $865/mo. (213) 325-5304.

WLA. One-bedroom, $875/mo. Security

building, parking, new carpet. Watft to UCLA.
1450 Midvale. (213)391-2874.

Apartnnents to Share 52

BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD APT. Room td"

shasre very large. Security, pool, laundry,

$365. Must see. 820-0187.

BRENTWOOD 2-BED/2-BATH APARTMENT
TO SHARE. Fireplace, dishwasher, laundry,

swimming pool - parking. $515/mo, male or

female. (213)476-1563.

CUTE HOUSE. WESTCHESTER. Need female

to share 2-be(^l -bath. Washer/Dryer. Storage.

Large closets. $450. Julie (213)338-1432.

FEMALE, private room in huge apartment,

Melrose/ Fairfax. Security, parking. Great

neighborhood. $450/mo. Kirsten,

(213)651-3572.

MUSIC TEACHER seeks female non-smoker to

share gorgeous B.H. penthouse. Security bidg.

with pool. Convenient to everything. $525/mo

•f I'A utilities. (213)271-1939.

PARK LA BR£A 2-bedroom/ 2-baLh apL Non-

smoker. Quiet atmosphere. Furnished/

unfurnished. Long/short term. $500/mo. in-

eludes utilities. (213)935-5288.

SHARE tidy 2-^2 apartment in N.Hollywood

w/recent grad & nice dog. $325 V/i -utilities.

Security building w/parking. (818)985-1223.

SHARE WESTWOOD CONDO. Your own
bedroom (furnished) and bath. Security build-

ing $480. 474-6445.

WEST HOLLYWOOD — Clean 2+2 apt.

available 12/1. $42S irvcludes utilities. Park-

ing. Prefer responsible individual.

(213)848-8237.

Westwood Village: Own roomAiath, large

2bed/2bath apartment. Fireplace, private pa-

tio, cat. $575/nr>o ^21 3)208-3335.

WLA. Large private room. Excellent area, bus
connections. 'A -mile to UCLA. $400.
(213)553-5752.

Roomnnates 53

WLA. $550 REMODELED SINGLE & ONE
BEDROOM. New carpet, gated entry, ap

pliarnres, parking. 1530 Granville. 453-4009.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single, kieal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

WESTWOOD DELUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH. 5

MIN WALK TO UCLA FULL^CITCHEN, A/C,

WATER PAID, PARKING. AVAILABLE TO-

DAY. $750-$800 THE BEST DEAL IN WEST-
WOODt (213)206-8881

WLA SMALL 1 -BEDROOM with appliances,

^C, new carpets^lirnis. $650/nr>o. including

utilities. 1371 South Beverly Glen.

(213)446-1411.

WLA, WILSHIRE BLVD, 2-^2. Ptio, new carpet

-f fridge. 2 parking spaces, $935.
(618)795-6124.

Apartments Furnished 50

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

a
Beverly Hills Bachelors

Special Student Discount

Ihm Em^h, Hilte t. Mortti

• Furnished bachelors with color

TV, rrucrowave, znd refrigerator

• Wcxkout faciity

•Jacuzzi
• 10 minutes from campus by bus

,

stop at top of street

Cii 27B-210t for hiffonnaHoii

120 S. Reeves between Beverly &
Cannon, doee to Wilshire

Apts. Unfurnistied 51

2-BD/2-BA ¥ LOFT North of Santa Monica

Blvd. High ceilings. $1675/mo.
(213)284-9044.

PALMS 1-bed. $615 Stove, frig. 3652 Key

stone Ave. (605)254-2403.

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2- Bedroom, conve-

nient location. From $725. Available rK>w.

Eves (213)275-1427, (213)254-1565

DO YOU WANT TO LIVE in the dorms?
Spraoul Hall- male, double. The only space

available. Bob (213)794-5328.

FEMALE LOOKING for roommate to share

well-furnished 1 -bed apt. Close to LXILA. Price

negotiable. Avail, mid. Dec. 624-9676.

LOOKING FOK A ROOMMATE easy to get

along with, willing to pay $40Q^ix>. Day-

phone 566-8919, evening phone Larry

977-2121 ext.2079.

PROFESSIONAL FEMALE, 35-50. Large, sunny

2-bed/2-bath. Santa Monica, North of Wil-

shire. $500, first arvi last. Non-smoker.
(213)453-1074.

ROOMIE WANTED TO SHARE 2-BED/
2-BATH apartment in WLA w/3 studious

outgoing girls. 10-minutes from UCLA. EZ
access to bus. $275 + utilities. (21 3)479-8724,

leave message.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: Furnished

2Bed/2Bath Security Apartment. 679 Gayley &
Landfair #205 across street frgm UCLA.
$330.00 or $355.00 (213)206-0212.

ROOMMATE WANTED, FEMALE Huge room
w/balcony -f fireplace. $450/mo, util. -f cable

included. Call Ginger 838-9691, evenings.

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 2bd/2Vi bth,

large Westwood apartment as soon as possi-

ble. Please call (213)470-2942.

FEMALE WANTED to take loft in great apart-

ment. 15 minutes from LXILA. $325/mo.
(213)558-4825. Call Ronriena.

SANTA MONICA. Near beach. Newer 3-bed/

2-bath apt. Laundry. $475/mo
(213)314-7700

WALK TO UCLA-HUGE 2BED/2V, BATH.
Seeking 2-nonsmoking females to share w/
2-females. $395/persorVrTK>. (213)961-6695.

'Til )une.

WESTWOOD, FEMALE, ACROSS FROM
MORMON TEMPLE. Private room/bath in

two-story townhouse. Sundeck, fireplace.

Cathedral ceilings. $625/mo. (213)487-1374,

(213)470-1017.

WESTWOOD. Male roommate needed to

share a spacious single. Fully Furnished.

Security C^rage. On Gayley Ave. %350/pno.

(213)624-2859

WLA, LARGE OWN BED/BATH in 4-bed to

share with 3 females. Diswasher. $436.75/mo.

Non-smoking. (213)473-5014.

51 Room for Rent

ACROSS FROM UCLA. Bright, private furn-

ished room arxi bat^entrance. Parking. Non-
smoker. $47S/mo. 470-6401. Available after

Thanksgiving.

BRENTWOOD, SPACIOUS room, hofT>e, near

LCLA-Sunset. Private entrance. End pool

garden. Ideal study environment. Heavenly
parking, share bath, 3-way microwave
$475.00. (213)476-1786.

CHABAD HOUSE AT UCLA OFFERS HOUS-
ING IN A JEWISH ENVIRONMENT WITH
KOSHER MEALS, PARKING, LAUNDRY AND
REC FACILITIES. ACROSS FROM UCLA, 741

GAYLEY AVE. ONLY $350/MO. MENDY
(213)208-7511.

CULVER CITY, 3-Bedroom home, private

room with use of full house arxj yards.

Security, maid, fireplace. Non-smoker.
$850/mo.(21 3)396-5435.

ENCINO Large private room wA>ath. Pool, spa,

parking. $400 plus electricity. (818)784-531 5.

Great WLA location w/ private bath. Looking
for clean, quiet student. $450/nrK> please call

Bianca & Richard Ohiy. (310)559-5170.

ROOM IN NICE WEST-LA HOME. Kitchen,

laundry, facilities, utilities covered. On UCLA
bus route. $600 (213)450-8719.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $200/wk.
and up. SofT>e with kitchens. (213)208-2241.

W.HOLLYWOOD FOOTHILLS, furnished

corr>er room, use of patio, separate enterarx:e,

limited kitchen privileges, direct bus to UCLA,
car recommended. $340/mo.
(21 3)828-1 921,days. (213)657-0394, eve. &
wkrvis.

Sublet 55

WESTWOOD, 2BED/2BTH. Available
Oec.l-lunelS. Furnished, security, pool.

$l,ia(Vmo. (213)859-8005.

House for Rent 56

BEVERLYWOOD, $1645^40. ChaiminK, em-
maculate, 2-bedroom, den, 1 'A -baths, dining,

appliances, garage, large yard, gardener
(213)559-2601.

RANCHO PARK area 3-bed/1-balh house,

stove, dishwasher, W/D, garage, fireplace.

$1700/rT>o. (213)451-4771.

House to Stiare 57

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, large
3-bedroonV2-bath house. Share with or>e non-

snx>king female professional. $55(ynfX). (213)

.937-9248.
•*^

PLEASANT, AIRY, deck, trees, great neighbor-

hood near LXZLA. Private room, parking. Share

with professional father, delightful daughter 1

3

years. Prefer female. (213)628-6133.

House for Sale 58

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA, 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $567,890 Dave (818)763-6875.

SPACIOUS 2BD/1 BATH-f LARGE seperate

studio. Northwest of Nordstrom. New price

$395,000. Owner (213) 477-2746.

House Exctiange 59

Guesthouse - charming, private in exchange
for 1 5/hrs babysitting/per week for bright 8yr.

old girl with physical handicap
(213)933-1406.

Housing Needed 60

(XXTTORAL STUDENT/ MOM and 6-yr-old

daughter seek charming 2-bedroom near

LICLA under $750. (213)372-3550.

Real Estate 61
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Room/Board for Help 62

LOS^LY HOME 10 MIN. BUS FROM UCLA:
Pacific Palisades. Private room & bath for child

care. PMs, weekends. (213)417-4791.

NEEDED: FEMALE FOR LIGHT HOUSEKEEP
ING in large home. Call Lilian (21 3)820-51 51

.

PLEASANT HOME, AIRY, deck, trees, great

neighborhood. Near UCLA. Private room, car

use or parking. Responsible driver, childcare,

household. Professional Father, delightful

daughter 13 years. (213)828-6133.

PRIVATE SECURE furnished quaters in ex-

change for house-cleaning, errands, walking

dogs, etc. (213) 654-1033.

PT HOUSEHELP NEEDED. Errands, small

repairs, housework, live-in position. Driver's

license •» refererKct required. Offer in ex-

change: fumished room with separate garden

entrance and full-sized bathroom, kitcher^ette,

use of pool, telephones, etc., in Beverly HiHs

honr>e. Call momingi early or leave meuig/t'

(213)273-2434.

54 Room/Board for Help 62

SMALL FAMILY looking for nanny. 20hr/wk In

exchange for room & board. Near UCLA
(213)474-8991.

Room for Help 63

ROOKV $ EXCHANGE for companion for

senior female + light responsibilities. Female
non-smoker, 3-miles to UCLA. Diane
(213)278-3935.

Condos for Sale 67

LOVELY HIGHRISE CONDO 1 BED/1 BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa,

security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)624-0453.

PENTHOUSE 1 -BEDROOM/1 BATH, 1 -block

from UCLA, village view, doorman building

with pool. $269,000. Call Broker
(213)624-0453.

Condos for Rent 69

1 BED/1 BATH CONDO FOR LEASE. 1/2 block
from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa, security.

$1,00Q/rTH>. Call broker. (213)624-0453

STUDENT CONDO LARGE 1 -BED -t- 1 BATH,
valet parking, 24 hour services. 865 Comstock.

S}790/mo. (213)821-2493, Dave.

Guest House for Rent 70

GUESTHOUSE: WEST HOLLYWOOD. View,

Hreplace, quiet, secure. Month-to-nwnth.

$l,00(Vmo includes utilities. (213)654-1033.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrourxied by pir>es. Close to everything - fully

equipped - reasonable rates. (816)785-1028.

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MOUNTAIN RE-

TREAT. FIREPLACES. HOT TUB. FULLY
EQUIPPED. SLEEPS 5+. (213)391-6808
EVENINGS.

Misc Sport,Activittes 76

SKYDIVE TODAY! Tandem or static line with

Skydiving Adventures, Inc. Student discounts.

For further info, and free brochure
1-600-526-9682.

Misc. Rentals 88

ARTIST STUDK)S, WESTWOOD VILLAGE.
$600-$800/mo. Absolutely no live-in.

294-6262. M-F, 10-4.

Insurance 91

f\ HATE AUTO INSURANCE
WcalUlobutaii*' msuiancns

requ'retl t)v law' So tcf a

FREE tOVVFR QUOTE call

213)852-7175 (818)342-1510

nrSTPRICf INSAGtNCY

Loans 93

CASH GRANTS FOR SCHOOL, BUSINESS,
OTHER. Never pay back. SASE: Grant, P.O.
BOXj46254^ Los Angeles, Ca., 90046.

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(213)285-6688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)^91-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, top location, 350
sq.ft., $350. (21 3)475-7533.

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING/EDITING GRA-
DUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION ESSAYS,
OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes-

sional help from nationally-known author/
consultant. (213)826-4445.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR TOP SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES:
(213)473-4193.

RESEARCH, WRmNG. editing

All Levels-All Subjects

Foreign Students Welcome
Fast, Profeesional-Qualty Guaranteed

<^l Research 213-477-8226

M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.
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Sen^lces Offered

WRITING. EDITING. RESEARCH
PhD GIVES EXPERT HELP. ALL

SUBJECTS. DAYS/EVES. REASONABLE
RATES. NEAR UCLA. OVERNIGHT

SERVICE AVAILABLE.

(21 3)476-0114

DOCUMENT PREPARAllON
Q Premium Quality Services Q

Text Sl Graphics

(213) 298-5309

* (213)287-1198

«•*y Reaaonable Rates »»•»»

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Thescs/Disacrtddons

Propoaals and Boolu.
Foreign .students welcome.

PAPERS NOT POK SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D
(213)-t7a^62

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE A SPORTSCAS-
TOR? Geoff Wflcher Sportscastor Workshop.
For information call (818)352-7152.

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-

nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Composition, Finance, Foreign languages,

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTKDNS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)748-741

2

CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, MATH tutor. Exper-

ienced chemistry TA. MS^rom UCLA. Patient

& understanding. Greg (213)826-7626

COMPUTER SCIENCE TUTOR. Experienced,
professional. Master's degree in C.S., will

help improve your grade. Guaranteed.
(213)477-8234

ENGLISH LESSONS. Experienced UC Berkeley

ESL instructor. Grammar, TOEFL preparation,

composition, accent correction. Call

(213)iB29-7784, leave message.

ESL/COMPOSITION/EDITING. Duke gradu-

ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)285-4616.

EXPERIENCED EDITOR will help foreign stu-

dents to put their dissertations and essays into

good English. Areas of specialization include

the Humanities, and Social Sciences. KrKiw-

ledgable in the fields of Middle Eastern, South

East Asian arxi African politics, history, relig-

ion, society, and culture. Hourly rates. Call

Anne, (213)829-2387.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian (213)478-5822.

FRENCH TUTORING offered by UCLA grad

student. $10/hr. Call mornings 393-8492, Phil.

MATH. TA tutors lower division thru graduate.

ALL problems solved, guaranteed results.

$1(Vhr. Toni (213)474-6073.

PATIENT TUTOR MATH (ARITHMETIC THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS.

WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF-
RELIANCE. FOR FREE INFO CALL JIM.

(213)747-5118.

Tutoring Needed 99

ECON 101 A TUTOR NEEDED. $1 5/hr. Derek

(213)208-3181.

Typing 100

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (213)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing- anything (ir>cluding disserta-

tions,mail ings,resumes). Editing/graphics

available. Laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Ani (213)312-3332

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. RUSHES. GUARAN-
TEED. 1 MILE FROM UCLA 213-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, ResurT>es, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (213)827-5090.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,

laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-Spm. Call David (213)788-9885.

(X)LLAR-A-PAGE TYPING! That's right- as

low as that! Outstanding quality, latest word-

processing equipment. Call anytime.

(213)842-6363.

Modern Secreterial and Graphic services: IBM
it MAC. Discount to students. Pick up/

delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(213)446-8899.

PRECISION TYPING $2.50/Double Space

Page Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-

Delivery Available (2130664-3981

PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICE. Theses-

term papers. Employment service. Delta Per-

sonnel Sen/ices, Simi Valley. (805)526-5210.

PROFESSIONAL WORDPROCESSING In my
home. High quality. Accurate. Weekernis and

evenings ok! Good rates. Dee (21 3)398-1 21 7.

PRQFESSKDNAL WORD PROCESSING by the

Way company. Word Perfect 5.1 , Competetive

rates. Call (213) 474-9648.

96 Typing

SAME DAY SERVICE-Specializing in short

papers; pick-up, delivery; competitive prices,

fast 8t accurate, 7am-11pm (213)273-5536.

THE TYPING GUY! I'll type anything. I'm

cheap and quick. Reports, scripts, letters,

whatever. (213)207-5192.

TYPIST. Term papers, screenplays, etc. $1.00
per page. Call (213)559-7907.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

WORDPROCESSINCVDESK TOP PUBLISH-
ING, papers, resumes, transcriptions, ABA
format. Westwood. (213)473-57$5

A BRILLIANT IDEA!! Wordprocessing/
proofreading. LOW RATES. Screenplays, pap-

ers, resumes, theses. 24-HOURS. Student dis-

count. (213)207-6496.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol Tingle; As-

socTNate Lam, 25 yrs. experience. All levels/

styles, in SM. (213)826-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets

results. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional

service. (213)450-0133

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experienced Career Counselor. Al^o

college admission essays. Lee (21 3)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)267-2785.

Travel 105

HAWAII, MEXICO, BAHAMAS, ORLANDO.
$99 ROUND TRIP. Advance reservation, open
dales, some restrictions. Call (818) 883-7100.

MEXKZO CRUISE, $99 per person, 4-day/

3-night hotel. Plan now for your break. Very
limited offer. Call now 1-800-621 0572.

TAKE YOUR BREAK IN GREAT BRITAIN!
Exchange vacations arranged between stu-

dents in England and America. Discount air

fare available. Contact STUDENT ABROAD,
LTD., P.O. Box 944 Orangevale, CA 95662.
Tel: (800)428-6538 Fax: (916)635-1165

Travel 106

LOWEST RT AIRFARES
FMM LAX/8AN/8RHM SHORT NOTCE

•SEATTLE eSO •UMOGNtM
•GLASGOW $729•NEW YORK $366

•NEW ORllANB $2«8
•aoRttMsaso
4MMU$7B6
•TOKYO saos

•RAMS^eMASTM
•FRANKFURT $7M
•AMBTEROMM $740
•G8CVM/ZURK:n $7»S

OTHER 00ME8TKVMTL FARES AVAN.. CALL FOR 1 WAY

BARNEY'S TRAVEL
V« (213)382-9161 _

SAVE 10%

To Anywhere

On USAir
^ Just book your USAir

airline tickets through

ASUCLA Travel Service

and save 10% on the fare!

Travel Service
A-Level Ackerman

,,. _ y, M-F 8:30-6, Sat 12-4

AS[)ClAr Call UCLA-FLY

Travel Tickets 106

LA TO PHOENIX ROUND TRIP. Nov. 15-1 7.

$55.00. Female only. 206-4761.

Autos for Sole 109

1986 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE - 3-door hatch-

back 69K/mi, 4-kpeed, anVfm cassette, great

condition, $2450/obo. Evenings
(213)788-9432.

100 Autos

'84 Alfa Boloci Convertible classic mint AC,
alarm blauphnkt, newpirelli tires official car of

Southern California $6.8iC/obo David
(213)937-8441.

'88 Toyola Corolla $5900 4-door, automatic,

air, stereo, new tires. Call Sundee
(21 3)393- 2299(work), (21 3)208-591 9(hofT>e).

Chevrolet Corsica '89 17K/ml$. Like new
Sspeed manual A/C, FM cassette, power win-
dow and more LT Cedan V6 $6,500
(213)477-4339. _^
HONDA ACCORD '89 LXI. 2-door, green,

automatic, exceptionally clean. Fully loaded.

Must see. $13,000. (818)907-3388.

HONDA ACCORD LX, '85. 4-door, automa-
tic, tinted windows, moonroof, of>e owner,
good condition. $4,300. (818)784-6663.

HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK 1987. A/C,
PS, ANVFM cassette, tinted windows, Miche-
line tires, one owner. $6200. (213)838-5895.

JETTA CL '87, 4-DC)0«, SSPEED, A/C, SUN-
ROOF, ALARM, STEREO/CASSETTE PULL-
OUT, TINTED CLASS. $6900. (81 8)980-8879.

MAZDA 626 LX'85, Sspeed, fully loaded,

gray/gray, white/pin-striped, excellent condi-
tion. $5,100. )ohn (213)301-2523.

NISSAN 200SX, hatch-back, '87, while,

5-speed, AK, pull-out cassette, very clean,

JMOO/obo. (213)578-1206.

PONTIAC FIERO, '84. 37k miles. Sunroof,

CC, leather upholslry, classic. $2600. Must
sell. (213)559-1892.

SAAB TURBO 1984 BIk, 47k miles, sunroof.

Loaded. 1 owner. $6500. (213)396-3688

TOYOTA COROLLA '84. One owner, excel-

lent condition, 1 10 miles, stereo, A/C. $2900.
Dr. Tansel 788-8468.

TOYOTA TERCEL WAGON 4WD 1964.
GOOD CONDITION. AC/STEREO. $1400
OBO. (816)774-9636.

VOLKSWAGON JETTA 1 968. Fla%vless condi-
tion. 16,000 miles. One owner. Incredible

deal. $6,200. A/C, new radio. Leave message,
(213)659-1131.

Scooters for Sole J15

1 987 BLACK YAMAHA 1 25Z. Excellent condi-

tion. 3000 miles. Graduated, must sell. Caro-
lyn (213)224-1301 or (714)962-1096.

1987 ELITE 60, white. Runs great, good
condition. Only $650. Paul 206-5990

1989 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER, great condi
lion, $65(Vobo, helmel/Iock/cover included.

(213)824-1963.

BRAND NEW ELITE 80, white, 4-year war-
ranty, parking permit, 400 miles, $1 700/obo.
)ohn 208-4438.

ELITE 50 1989. Pink and grey 3 miles, won,
can't use. Very culet Call 291-0905.

ELITE DELUXE 1 50 1 986. Blue w/ basket. Mint
condition w/ only 100 miles. CALL
(818)548-1098.

HONDA '86 ELITE 50 - Runs great, 3,500mi.
$425obo. Call Lisa (816)707-101 1 eves, only.

HONDA ELITE 150, 1991. Only 900 miles

Runs perfect $1,75Q/obo. Call )eff 208-291 3.

HONDA ELITE 80 1986. Great condition

Recent tune-up. Low miles. $650/obo. Call

Kristcn (714)893-5753.

HONDA ELITE 150, red, mint condition, 250
miles. Call (618)792-4024.

HONDA ELITE 80, '86, only 2400 miles. Great

shape. IndepernierKe arxJ mobility. $650.
Adam, (213)826-4627.

Honda 1 990 Elite 80 w/lock, only 1 ,963/mile$,

mint condition $1,150 Dave (618)907-0739.

SCOOTER EXCELLENT CONDITION. Three
thousand miles. $700 (213)479-4420.

Bargain Box 125

14" FRIG, DRESSER, bookcases, lamps, sofa,

desk, dining table. ONLY $300 FOR ALL! Dr.

Tansel 766-6466.

MATTRESS SET, $150. Futon, $100. Ency-

clopedia 1991, cost $1600, sacrifice, $300.

items never used. (213)393-2338.

Furniture for Sale 126

DEAL! Futon couchAied & coffee table. 6mo.
old. $200/^ 575-3199.

FOR SALE, one futon, $125 and one mini

fridge, $100. Call Rosalie 206-0789.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$65, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

WOODFRAME SOFA WITH GREY TWEED
CUSHIONS. Great condition. $50 625-2861

Pets 130

PERSIAN KITTENS. CFA 8-wks. Unusual col-

ors. Blue male, brown female. $250 obo. (818)

249-6300.

PERSIAN KITTENS. CFA 8-wks. Unusual col-

ors. Blue male. Brown female, %250/obo.

(818)249-6300.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

SKIS— K2 1 95 KVCs. Never been used, selling

for $250. Please call Gerald 208-5529.

Typewriter/Computer 134

APPLE IMAGE WRITER II. $225.00 OBO.
824-9684 TIM

109 Typewriter/Computer 134 Typewriter/Computer 134

COMPUTER FOR SALE Tandy 1000-wilh

printer, nrK>nitor, Dos and Word Perfect; Table,

books etc - $850 or best offer. Call 557-0680

IBM 366-25MHZ TOP QUALITY COMPATI-
BLE. Drives: 1 .2 & 1 .44 TEAC floppys. 85 MB
MAXTOR IDE H-drive at 17MS. 2MB RAM,
101 Keyboard, 14" VGA color monitor w/16
bit VGA card w/256k RAM AT/IO 2s,2p,1g.

Loaded w/software. Brarni new in box w/
warranty. $1,670. (213)208-0061.

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 266, 1MB, 5.25''FD,

3.S'TD40HO, KEYBOARD, MONITOR, NEW
W/ WARRANTY. $620. (213)644-2612.

MACINTOSH SE SUPER DREIVE: Over $500
in program: WP, DTP, graphics, games, cus
lomizers. Excellent condition. Must sell.

$95Q/obo Kirk 794-3499.

<«1
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLlE

ACROSS

1 Trunk item
6 Titleholder

1 1 In favor of

14 Tin Pan —
15 Optimist
16 Tease
17 Heat

noeasurement
19 United
20 Facility

21 Angers
22 Shabby
24 Military

force

26 Hollow place
27 Fruits

30 Salty fluids

32 Heaped
33 Thyroid, e.g.

34 Min. segment
37 Copied
38 Dull routine

39 Hawaiian city

40 CSA soldier

41 — peach
42 Unfastened

_43 Newfoundland.
e.g.

45 Portrayed
46 Hit hard
48 Pack (cargo)

49 Type of sore
50 Make dirty

52 — Antony
56 Oahu neckwear
57 Compulsive

theft

60 However
61 Ambitious
62 Espouse
63 — Anne de

Beaupre
64 Non-worker
65 Jittery

DOWN
1 Gratify

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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completely
2 — bargaining
3 Charity

4 Rescinded
5 Observe
6 Cauttoua
7 Tabled'—
8 Southern

constellation

9 Sea: pref.

10 Make believe

11 Parade
12 Curling teams
13 Follows

orders
18 Wheel parts

23 Hero pilot

25 Carmine, e.g.

26 Peel
27 Armadillo
28 — dream
29 Kind of vote
30 Unseeing
31 Sounded
33 Pleased look

35 Other
36 Dorm occupai
38 Flower, for

short

39 Not store-
_ bought
41 Did office

work
42 Top
44 Pronoun
45 French

composer
46 Tulips, e.g.

47 Native of

Alaska
48 Metrk: unit:

Brit.

50 — lily

51 In business
53 Auth. unknow
54 Tears
55 Miss Smith
58 Malay ape
59 Floor cover

1 2 3 4 5

1
6 7 8 9 10

1

11 12 13

14 15 16

17 19
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BRUIN (213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL '

I KKE PARKING Cl'SIIIOXED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENINGS
CLASSES

IF YOU
LOVE COFFEE...

Starbuck's Coffee in the Vons/Pavi lions store is seeking enthusiastic

individuals with the ability to greet the put)lic to work part-time

^ _tioufS rirttie-afternoon and evening.

Interested candidates please contact Rachael between 8:0QAM and
' 5:00PM at: Pavilions, 11750 Wilshire Blyd^Ui^Angeles, or call

(213)473-6420. "
"

VQNS
Companies, Inc.

Vons supports a drug-free workplace. Drug testing is part of our

pre-employment process and a successful test result is a condition of

employment.

EOEiAA/M/F

OUR METHODS
AREN'T PRIMITIVE

^ '*

^ DR. FRIEDMAN •

COSMETIC AND
IPREVENTATIVE DENTISTRYI

irriA GRADUATE

• TOOTH BONDING

^ Nitrous Oxide/Laughing

Gas

9 Fi\chipped, stained

or broken teeth

^ Credit Cards, Checks

and Insurance Forms

Welcome
•Within Walking distance

of UCLA
Estimates in writing

Dr. Larry Friedman, D.D.S.

478-0363
1441 Weslwood Blvd.

(Between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

AtfvepMsc^in^tiwmivni
aiHl k-^ -T A ' I -

-^'

HAIRCUT &
MEN & WOMEN

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

BODY WAVE &

CUT & CONDITIONER

BLOWDRY
Bikini Wax $8
Lip Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $20
Sculpture Nails

HILITE&
CUT & CONDITIONER

CELLOPHANES.
CUT $25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant Exp. 12/4/91

fS^ii

SPEED DEMON 386
• 33 MHz • 64K CACHE
• 1 .2. 1 .4 FLOPPY • 40 MEG H.D.

• 1 MEG RAM • VGA MONITOR
AND CARD • MID SIZE TOWER

• INCLUDES SOFTWARE & MOUSE

286 AT-TURBO -1211
512K RAM UP-OAAOeS
T04MC0
1.2 0RrVE
lot ENH KEYBD

HM«E8 TTtnoNrroR
S/F GAME PORTS $100

286 AT-TURBO DELUXE
INCLUDES SOFTWARE, MOUSE AND
SURGE PROTECTORl

$
COMPLETE

• 40 MBO NO • VQA < CAROS
• 12 MEO Hz • 1 2 DRMl
• 1 MEO RAM UPORAOMTO
4MEO>101 KEVK)

•CiJOCN/CALENOOl
•a^OAME PORTS

799

GREAT
FOR

STARTERS
XT

SYSTEM
• MOK • H-nE8 TIL
MONfTOR

•KEYBOARD
COMPLETE SYSTEM
WHILE-TMEY-LA8T

•WITH20MEQK0 '^ CA

MANUFACTURERS
SE OUT!

* * Discounted Computer Service Available* *

FOBTRON DISCOUNT COMPUTERS
10640 W OLYMPIC BLVO
WEST LOS ANGELES
AT WESTWOOD BLVO

(21J) 474-5823
r.yj) 474-6542

FOBTRON DISCOUNT COMPUTERS
2102 ARTESIA BLVO ,,,-, "7AQ <;A77
TORRANCE CORNER '*'^> 769-5677
AT VAN NESS AVf. (213)769-5678

FOOTBALL
From page 32

gem/' Donahue said. *The defense

was great and Washington State

couldn't get a big play."

UCLA took control of the game
in the first quarter and never

looked back, as they scored touch-

downs on their first two posses-

sions. Williams capped off both

drives with touchdown runs, the

first on a three-yard run and the

second on a one-yard run.

The second touchdown was set

up by a 42-yard pass from Tommy
Maddox to Michael Moore inside

the one-yard line. Maddox, who
failed to throw a touchdown pass

for the first time this season,

finished with 17 completions in 29

attempts for 268 yards, with one
interception.

"Every game right now is our

biggest game of the season,"

Maddox said. "After we lost to

Cal, we said we wanted to come
back and win seven in a row. When
we said that some people looked at

us like we were crazy, but now we
have put ourselves in position to do
thaL"

Washington State was finally

able to move the ball late in the

first quarter, but UCLA linebacker

Rod Smalley grabbed an inter-

cepted fumble at the UCLA 34-

yard line, which was caused when
Bledsoe collided with running

back Shaumbe Wright-Fair.

VOLLEYBALL

Louis Perez booted a pair of 44-

yard field goals in the second
quarter to give the Bruins a 20-0

lead at halftime, as UCLA failed to

capitalize on several excellent

scoring opportunities.

Two Bruin turnovers in

Washington State territory killed

UCLA drives, as Maddox threw an
interception and tailback Kevin
Smith fumbled.

However, the Bruins came out

on fire in the second half. On the

second play of the third quarter,

Maddox found Bryan Adams for a

5 1 -yard completion, which set up a
37-yard field goal by Perez, giving

UCLA a 23-0 lead.

On their next possession the

Bruins drove 85 yards in 12 plays

for a touchdown, which was
scored on a four-yard run by
Williams.

WSU finally scored midway
through the third quarter, as AU-
American kicker Jason Hansen
booted a 51 -yard field goal to cut

the UCLA lead to 30-3.

Bruin running back Maury Toy
scored on a 13-yard touchdown
run on the initial play of the fourth

quarter to pad the UCLA lead to

37-3. Kevin Dickey added a one-

yard touchdown run midway
through the fourth quarter to close

out the scoring.

From page 36

game, we responded well — and

for the most part, we played well."

The Bruins will need to continue

playing well because they will face

Southern California on Tuesday

X-COUNTRY

evening in an away contesL The
Trojans are currently 17-3, 9-2 in

the conference, and are breathing

down UCLA's neck for the second
spot in the conference.

From page 34

Nicole was disappointed with 12lh

place, but she is still in the running

for an individual bid to the

NCAA's," Messina said.

Sophomore Beth Bartholomew
finished in 20th place with a time

of 18:03. Rounding out the top five

for the Bruins were Nicklin and
Melissa Sutton, who finished in

29th and 32nd place, respectively.

Although it was of little solace

to the Bruins, the Southern Cali-

fornia Trojans finished in dead last

with a whopping 268 points.

While prospects for extending

ihe season seem minuscule at best,

the Bruins still have a shot at the

NCAA Championship meet. A
first- or second-place finish at the

NCAA Regionals on Nov. 16

would still keep their foot in the

door.

"A first- or second-place finish

means we would be beating Arizo-

na, Washington and UC Irvine.

The team realizes what the situa-

tion is, but as the old saying goes,

anything can happen," Messina
said.

The Bruins have traditionally

been a team that peaks late, and
Messina's runners have finished in

third place at the Regionals in each

of the last four years.

However, the Bruins are with-

out last year's top two runners,

Jennifer Ashe and Karen Hecox,
which makes the possibility of a

fifth consecutive third place extre-

mely remote.

POLO
From page 35

player made three goals.

In defeating UCI, the Bruins

may have put the Anteaters out of

contention for a spot at the eight-

team NCAA tournament
"UCLA destroyed us today,"

UCI head coach Ted Newland
said. "This could be the end (for

us) to go to NCAA's."
With wins against UCSD and

UCI the Bruins are sure to move up
in next week's national rankings.

The rankings are gaining increased

importance because only five West

Coast teams will be selected for the

NCAA tournament at the end of

November.

*This win over UCI was very

big. It should bring us up in the

rankings, give us confidence in

winning on the road, and help us

get ready for (Cal State) Long
Beach (Sunday)," O'Brien said.

The results of Sunday's game
were not available for press-time.

They will appear in tomorrow's

edition of Tlie Bruin.

HEART We're Making a
Difference.

American Heart
AssociatJon^
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Men are seventh in Pao-10
Herrera is top Bruin as

Arizona wins conference
By Zach Dominitz

Running according to schedule

is usually something to shoot for,

but Saturday it turned out to be the

unfortunate case for the men's
cross-country team
The Bruins were unable to

muster enough speed to upset

anyone and finished an expected

seventh overall in the Pac-10
championships in Palo Alto, Calif.,

with 186 points.

Arizona won the meet, scoring

45 points, and was followed by
Oregon with 67, Washington (83),

Washington State (85), Stanford

(93), and Arizona State (138).

"We were projected for seventh

the way we've been running, but

we were hoping we could sneak up
on ASU or even Stanford," said

UCLA coach Bob Larsen. "But

ASU's top guy (Todd Lewis), was
third overall and Stanford had an

excellent race on their home
course."

The individual winner for the

race was Oregon's Colin Dalton,

who covered the eight kilometer

course in a blazing time of 23:36

— just six seconds shy of a course

record.

Pacing UCLA were Eliazar

Herrera in a time of 25:02 (23rd

overall) and Jeff Kom (25:06,

25th).

Stress fractures in Herrera'

s

shins had kept him out of action for

the previous two weeks, and his

weakness in the final sprint prob-

ably kept him out of the top twenty.

Kom was at his best, however, as

he rose to the occasion with his

best outing of the year— just like

1990 when he led the Bruins at

Pac-lOs.

"Kom ran exceptionally well for

us, and 23rd is great for Herrera

when we didn't even expect him to

run," Larsen said.

Rounding out the top five for

UCLA were Karl Polivka (25:49.

45th), Brian Gastelum (25:53,

46th) and Robert Mata (25:59,

47lh).

Against a conference that is

arguably the top in the nation with
five teams in the Top 20, the

seventh place finish for UCLA
isn't a crushing one, and the Bruins
will use the next two weeks to

recover from their injuries and
prepare for the District champion-
ships in Tucson on the 25th.

*The course in Arizona is a

longer, flatter one, and I think that

will favor our guys, especially

Herrera and Polivka," Larsen said.

"If (Jim) Robbins and (Bryon)

DeVore can improve from their

poor runs on Saturday, we should

do well as a team in Districts."

Cal makes it official: USC is

out and the Bears are back
By Mark Brubaker

The division between the

and the have-not's in the Pac-10

may not be getting bigger, but it is

certainly becoming more clear,

and the number of teams going to

bowl games is ever dwindling.

At this point it looks like only

three teams are locks for bowl
games — Washington, Cal and

UCLA — and two others have a

chance if they get their acts

together quick, Stanford and ASU.
This just in: USC isn't going

anywhere.

USC at Calirornia

The changing of the guard is

now over, at least for this year. Cal

has taken the title of contender

vacated by the Trojans, and Satur-

day's 52-30 drubbing made it

official.

Setting new records for points in

a game against USC and individual

rushing yards against USC (Rus-

sell White, 229) Cal sent Southern

Cal back to Troy with its tail

between its legs.

Remember when Cal scored 84

points in its season opener against

Pacific and the guys who fire the

mon op on Tightwad Hill ran out

of ammunition, well they must
have been scurrying to find more
when they saw the score at the end
of the first quarter, 22-7.

Fortunately that cannon only

fires blanks, and that's all USC
could fire, too. Quarterback
Reggie Perry completed only 13

passes all day, while having two
picked off. His counterpart for the

Bears, Mike Pawlawski, com-
pleted 13 passes also, but he had
three touchdowns and no intercep-

tions.

It was Cal's running game,
when combined with Pawlawski 's

passing that really did the damage.
In addition to White's 229 yards

and three touchdowns of his own,
Lindsey Chapman had 87 yards

and the team ended up averaging

7.8 yards-per-carry.

About the only bright spot for

the Trojans was taill)ack Deon
Strother's play. In the first quarter,

Slrother raced 92 yards to tie the

game at seven, but that was as

close as USC came.

Sports Info

California tailback Russell White took on and burned USC, Mrs.

Smith, Traveler and the Trojan band In the Golden Bears' 52-30

win. -

For many of the Cal players who
are from the Los Angeles area, the

viaory was special. White was
turned down by USC because he

couldn't get a 100 on his SAT, and

Pawlawski was once considered

the worst recruit in the Pac-10

conference.

They channel^ their resent

against the Trojans into energy for

the game. White was outspoken

about his dislike of USC.
"During the recruiting years,

they told the press that 'Russell

White was not good enough to

come here.' They didn't want me,"

he told the Los Angeles Times.

He even had some unkind words

for the USC band. "They know
people hate that fight song, but

they play it anyway," he said.

Arizona State at Washington

Not too long ago the Sun Devils

were 4-1 with a victory over

Southern Cal and looked to be a

pleasant surprise in the confer-

ence. Since then they have lost

three in a row and surprised

nobody by falling to the Huskies
44-16 in Seattle.

Washington continued its roll

toward the Rose Bowl and a

possible national championship
and impressed ASU coach Larry

Marmie in the process.

**It was obvious today
Washington is a great football

team. Certainly, you can make a

case for them to be number one,"

he told Associated Press.

Stanford at Oregon

The Cardinal kept its bowl
hopes alive by shooting down the

Ducks 33-13. Stanford now has to

win two of its last three games to

be eligible for a bowl game. Those
games are against UCLA,
Washington State and of course,

ai.
Oregon, at 1-4 in the Pac-10, is

now in ninth place in the confer-

ence and has its fourth-string

quarterback starting.

Oregon State at Arizona ^-

A week after losing to Miami,
the Wildcats recovered by beating

last place Oregon State 45-21.

The falloff in competition was
welcomed by Arizona, which
moved its record to 3-5.

Arizona rushed for 460 yards

and added 121 in the air, while the

Beavers dropped to 0-8.

I

Lose YourLundi
Or maybe breakfast and

dinner, too. Skip a meal

on the Thursday before

Thanksgiving, and join

millions of students

who, since 1973, have

been a part of the Fast

foraWoiidHarwsi

campaign. Help some of

the poorest people in the

world feed themselves

for a lifetime.'On your

campus, contact

Heather
Carter

575-4418

ii

Amenca f

Lose your lunch November 21.

Youll be surprised how much you gain.

The
Center for American Politics and Public Policy

QUARTER IN

WASHINGTON PROGRAM

•LIVE. DO FIELD WORK. AND ATTEND CLASSES IN OUR
NATIONS CAPITAL
•EARN ACADEMIC CREDIT
•DESIGN AND CONDUCT YOUR OWN RESEARCH
PROJECT
•PART-TIME FIELD PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

An exciting educational experience

APPUCAT10NS FOR SPRING QUARTER 1992 DUE NOVEMBER 8th

For more Information contact tiie

CENTER FOR AIMERICAN POLITICS AND PUBLIC POLICY
310 GSLIS Building

(a new building kxatod behind (fie Nortt Campus Food Commons and West of URL)

tel. 206-3109

Informatioii also available at the EXPO Center,

A-213 Ackerman, 825-0831

«!.

BRUIN SPECIALS

Cortton Solon Marquis
Westwcxxj Marquis Hotel

930HilgardAve

Westwood.CA 90024

208-4477
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MONDAY & TUESDAY*
ARE PASTA NIGHTS!! if

H QQI
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1.^
All You Can Eat
(Including garlic bread)

DAILY BEER SPECIALS
150 Imported &
Domestic Beers
16 Draught

ENTERTAINMENT
• SUN-TMURS(EXCLUDING MON) 8PM TO MIDNIGHT
• 5 Dart Boards, and Gameroom

SPORTS CHANNEL TV ON ALL OPEN HOURS

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA
7 Days a week 11am-2am (213) 828-9839

FLAX
ART & DRAFTING SUPPLIES

it20% Discount off everyday prices.

-Ask for it!"

^Discount on Custom arxj Ready
Made Picture Framing.

#10852 Lindbrook Drive

Los Angeles, CA 90024
(213)272-5351 (213)208-3529

1 1/2 Bkx:k east of Westwood Blvd.

1 Bk>ck nortfi of Wilshire Blvd.

PARK In tack FREEl (or Just WALK)

In Westchester: 8801 S.Sepulveda Blvd. Los Angeles. CA 90045 (213)641-7995

|UCLA^^

%
/

^
Shakey's

Invites you to try our

Pizza &
Chicken
PIZZA.CHICKEN & ' LARGE PIZZA WITH

Anytime
Deal

2 slices &
all you car^

drink

$2.99

MOJO 2 TOPPINGS
I Shalteus Only

ISS"' $1 0.95
ilShaheus

PflZA

Only

Includes a Medium One Topping
Pizza. Five Pieces of Chbken arxJ

Mojo Potatoes

fUsiauram, $8.99

Shakeys FAST FREE DELIVERY

PIziA '
^ ^ ^ ^ Gayley Westwood

RfyAttranl 824-41 1

1

Fax: 208-7470

Hours: Sunday -Thursday 11 -1am

Friday & Saturday 1 1 -2am
L ^ J

LhY/Uaily Brum

Split end Michael Moore hauls In a 42-yard reception from Tonnmy Maddox In the first quarter to put

UCLA inside the Washington State one-yard line.

BOWLS
From page 36

Year's Day, Vm happy/*

And the Bruins* chances for that

to occur?

Pretty good, as long as —
surprise! — Ihey keep winning.

Right now UCLA*s record

stands ai 6-2, and it will probably

need to win one more game to

receive a bowl bid. But in order to

play on Jan. 1 and ful^U Lambert*s
wish, UCLA needs to win at least

two, but more likely, all three of its

remaining games.

The Bruins travel to Stanford

^ next week, then host Oregon, then

go across town to take on Southern

Clalifomia, Hnishing their season

on Nov. 23. Bowl bids will

officially be extended that day.

The Fiesta Bowl, the most
prestigious bowl in attendance,

looks to be a longshot for UCXA.
According to Fiesta representa-

tive Pep Cooney, the Fiesta Bowl
had representatives at eight games
on Saturday, and were "just trying

10 protect themselves.**

Ideally, they are looking at a

matchup to determine the national

championship between the winner

of the Florida State-Miami game
and Notre Dame — should the

Irish finish with a record of 10-1.

However, Notre Dame still must
face powerful Penn State and
Tennessee.

"We'd obviously like an unde-

feated team or one with one loss,**

Cooney said. "But UCLA at 9-2

would be a good pick. UCLA is a

good TV team. If we could match
them with an East Coast team or

any other football powerhouse, a

Tennessee-type team, it would be a
good matchup — real good for
TV.**

Cooney said that ideally the

Fiesta Bowl (televised by NBC)
would want the runner-up in the

Pac-10 race if it should come to

that. Right now that is Cal, who
sports an identical 4-1 conference
record as UCLA but beat the

Bruins 27-24 on Oct 5.

But again, the Fiesta is a

longshot, as Cooney reiterated that

there is a 'Yeal good chance** of the

FSU-Miami winner versus Notre

Dame matchup.

The Florida Citrus Bowl (tele-

vised by ABC), which pits the

Atlantic Coast Conference
champion versus an at-large team,

seems to be a more realistic

opportunity for UCLA.
"At 5-2, they*re a long way from

Orlando (the site of the bowl),**

said representative Ronald
Magruder before Saturday*s game.

But he added, *The fact that we're

out here looking at them shows
that we have our eye on the

program.'*

Magruder intimated that UCLA
would likely need to be 9-2 to

gamer a Citrus Bowl bid. He said

they were also looking at Ohio
State, Iowa (which beat the Buck-

eyes on Saturday), Syracuse and
Penn State. Clemson looks like it

will be the ACC champion.

The Peach Bowl, played in

Atlanta, was the other New Year*s

Day game in attendance. It was the

second time their representative

had been at the Rose Bowl

scouting UCLA.
Representative Charles Byers

was very excited about the Bruins.

"I tell you what, at 8-3 or 9-2,

UCLA would be an absolutely

dynamite team for the Peach
Bowl,** Byers said.

This is the first year that the

Peach Bowl (televised by ESPN)
will be played on New Year*s Day,

and the participation of the Bruins

would "give the Peach Bowl a

national look that we want,** Byers
said.

"You can*t have UCLA and not

have a national game, especially

with the No. 2 TV market in the

country,** he added.

The other bowls would likely

have a shot at the Bruins only

should they stumble a bit, finishing

at 7-4 or possibly 8-3.

When asked what qualities

made UCLA an attractive bowl
team, all the representatives were
unanimous in their praise of
UCLA as a "good TV team,** and
one loaded with marquee players

like quarterback Tommy Maddox,
wide receiver Sean LaChapelle

and comerback Carlton Gray.

Although it is too early to nail

down specifics, it does appear that

the Bruins will play in a bowl game
— a fact that left senior comerback
Lambert smiling.

"I feel good about that,** Lam-
bert said. "It*s going to be nice to

get back into a bowl. That*s

something special for the players

— you know, at the end of the

season if you're playing really

well, it*s like a present or a gift.

FOOTBALL
From page 36

average of fewer than three yards

per play.

"Overall, it was our best game
of the season,*' Donahue said. "It

was a more complete game for a

longer period of time (than any

other game this season).**

By contrast. Cougar head coach
Mike Price was anything but

pleased with his squad's perfor-

mance.

"We just didn't execute very

well," Price said. "It was our

poorest performance of the year,

and we couldn't do anything righL

We lost in every phase of the game,

kicking, offense and defense."

The UCLA offense was in high

gear, as the Bruins rolled up 598

yards of total offense, and set a

new school record with 37 first

downs r

Despite suffering from an
injured ankle> tailback Kevin Wil-

liams registered his fourth 100-

yard rushing game of the season, as

he ran for 112 yards and three

touchdowns to lead UCXA.
"My ankle just got better as the

game went on," Williams said. "I

had a good game."
The UCLA defense pressured

Cougar quarterback Drew Bledsoe

throughout the game, as the Bruins

recorded nine sacks and inter-

cepted Bledsoe three times.

"It looked like a defei^sive,

See FOOTBALL, page 30
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Men's swimming wins tliree against U.S. team
By Heather Duffy

It was a day of fast swimmers
meeting faster swimmers as

UCLA men's swim team hosted
the U.S. National Team in a non-
scoring meeL And despite several

close races, the U.S. Team domi-
nated the Bruins.

With the Pac-lO Conference
championships looming on the

horizon, UCLA tested its strengths

against the finest swimmers on the

continent.

UCLA earned only three first

place finishes in the 15 events, but

several swimmers established

Uiemselves as national contenders

as they swam alongside and
challenged world-record holders.

Olympians and former Bruin
swimmers.

Former UCLA swimmers Tom
Jager and Mark Dean did not place

higher than fourth in any individu-

al event in their return to the Sunset

Rec waters, however.

Head Coach Ron Ballatore said

he was very pleased with his

swimmers* performances, adding,

"We hlad some good races and I

liked the way our team competed."
The first win of the day came as

Bruin senior Dan Kutler passed up
a handful of former Olympians in

Uie 1 (XVmeter butterfly, edging out

1988 medalist Matt Biondi for

firsL The field also included

former Bruin and 1988 Olympian

Dean and 1972 Olympian Mark
Spitz.

Ballatore had expected a strong

race from Kutler.

"I didn*t think there were any
surprises. Kutler is one of the lop

flyers in the country. He should

have placed, and he did," Ballatore

said.

The Bruins claimed two other

races later in the day. Mike Picotle

won the 100-meter freestyle,

touching the wall in 52.73 seconds,

and the UCLA relay team of Byron
Davis, Chris Mann, Brian Kurza
and Mike Picotte took the 4(X)-

meter freestyle relay in 3:32.61,

beating the U.S. team which
included the former Bruin Jager.

This Friday, the Bruin men will

venture across town to USC for

their last meet before the Pac-10
championships, in a matchup
Ballatore predicted will be very

tough.
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Fourth place not enough for women ninners
By Michael Klein

The UCLA women's cross

country team headed into Satur-

day's Pac-10 Chanipionships at

Stanford standing as the fourth-

rated team in the conference.

They returned as they went.

The Bruins saw their hopes of

competing in the NCAA Champ-
ionships essentially dashed as they

turned in a solid, yet unspectacular

performance.

The unranked Bruins, seekmg
an at-large berth, knew that they

needed to finish ahead of
Washington and No. 19-rankcd

Arizona to remain in serious

consideration by the NCAA selec-

tion committee.

"We ran okay, but we effective-

ly have backed ourselves in a

comer. Had we beaten Washing-
ton, we could have still been in the

running." UCLA head coach Bob
Messina said.

As expected, the fourth-ranked

nationally Oregon Ducks, who
have dominated the conference for

most of the season, finished in first

place with a total of 38 points*. Lisa

Kamopp. Lucy Nusrala and Nicole

Woodward, all from Oregon,
swept the top three positions, and
the other Duck runners fmished in

10th and 22nd place.

"Oregon is just too talented and
should be a major factor in the race

for the national championship,"

Messina said.

The Wildcats took second place

with a total of 58 points, led by
Ronda Mikeworth's fifth-place

finish. The Huskies finished in

third place with 75 points, led by
fourth-place finisher Carrie MoU-
er.

"I am not really despondent

because we didn't run all that

badly. I think we can beat

Washington at the Regionals,"

Messina said.

The Bruins finished a distant

fourth with 110 points. Senior

Nicole Nugent, the lop runner

during the regular season, finished

in a disappointing 12th place with

a time of 17:44, almost a full

minute out of first place. Only 12

seconds later, junior Kira
Jorgensen fmished in 17th place.

"Nicole and Emily (Nicklin)

have been battling the flu all week.

See X-COUNTRY, page 30
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The road is finally friendly for water
By Andre Keil

Daily Bruin Staff

Coaches use a tired and familiar

phrase to explain their away
losses. "It*s tough," they say.

*Tough to win on the road.**

Similar words must have gone
through UCLA water polo head
coach Guy Baker*s mind lately,

since his team has failed to win a
single game away firom home.

That is, until this weekend.
UCLA (15-6, 2-0 in the Pac-lO)

defeated UC San Diego 1 1-9, and
UC Irvine 13-12, in a two-day
swing looping just south of the

border.

"We finally got that monkey off
our back,*' Baker said about
UCLA's inability to win on the

road.

But No. 5 UCLA almost let the

monkey hop back on against

third-ranked Irvine, when it gave
the Anteaiers a chance to take the

game into overtime.

The Bruins had what should
have been the final possession of
the ball with 28 seconds remaining
in the game. But with three

seconds left, Irvine stole the ball

and called a timeout
"We have to be able to hold on to

the ball in those situations," Baker
said. •

However, the Anteaters
fumbled their final attempt right

into the hands of UCLA goalie

=T>an Hackett. The goalkeeping
captain finished the game with 16
saves.

"We'll take it," Baker said.

"We'll take any road win we can
get

*The team played well. We
knew this was going to be a big

^ TANAWAT WANSON
Water polo goalkeeper Dan Hackett saved 16 shots in UCLA's 13-12 win over UC Irvine. The Bruins also beat UC San Diego, 11-9, this
weekend for Its first road wins of the year.

game, and it was a good win. It

wasn't a (big) win, but that's pretty

normal after (last week's losses)."

Aside from its usual cast of
offensive performers, the Bruins

got help from some underclassmen
this weekend. Against UCI, sopho-

more driver Marc Heenan made a

key goal with 2:31 left in the first

half to put UCLA up 5-3.

Heenan was also able to make
several assists on counterattack

fast breaks. His pass to Gary
O'Brien early in the third quarter

gave the senior driver an easy shot

and put UCLA ahead of UCI by
two points again, 9-7.

"I started the year out pretty

well, but then I hit a lull," Heenan

said, who was hampered with
injuries earlier this season. "Now
Vm geuing back into it. (At San
Diego) I just happened to be at the

right place in the right time."

Against UCSD, Heenan was the

high scorer for the Bruins along
with O'Brien. Both had three goals
for the game.

"Marc (Heenan) carried us

through that game," Baker said.

"He provided us with a nice little

spark."
^

Meanwhile, sophomore hole
man Chris Kellerman showed
coach Baker he is beginning to feel

more and more confident in

UCLA's line up, scoring three

times against the Anteaters.

'The last couple of games I've

really come into the offense. I'm
beginning to feel more comfort-
able now." Kellerman said.

Kellerman scored two of his

goals back-to-back late in the

fourth quarter. With 1:57 left, he
made it 12-10 and got the Bruins
away from a 10-10 tie.

Xhris (Kellerman) and Heenan
are starting to play really well,"

Baker said. They did a great job"
for us today."

But regardless of how well the

sophomores played, the best shot
of the game belonged to senior

Ken LitUe. The UCLA hole man
blasted a back hand shot past

Irvine goalie Andy Nott with less

than a minute to go in the game.
His power shot had Bruins roaring

and UCI fans staring — in quiet

disbelief.

UCLA got scoring efforts from
six of its players against UCI.
Heenan, Liule and Mike Wilmink
each scored once, while Oliver
Will and Chris Kellerman both had
three goals. O'Brien led the scor-

ing with four goals. ____

**I think people (on the team) are

starting to realize now that we
could win the NCAA title," O'B-
rien said.

For UCI, leading scorers were
Pablo Yrizar and Steve Gill. Each

T

See POLO, page 30
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Sports Corner
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Once again this section has sorne helpful tips on how to

succeed In Intramural Sports. All team managers are
responsible for Information fourxj In hero, the Willy's of

Westwood Sports Comer, the Intramural handbook, and
rules and Information for their particular sport. For all Indoor
sports this year, all participants must wear proper Indoor

court shoes only. This Includes but is not limited to

basketball shoes, tennis shoes, volleyball shoes, aerobic
shoes, deck shoes, and cross trainers. With the current shoe
technology, the color of the soles mokes no difference.

The policy excludes running shoes, turf shoes, cleoted
shoes, street hikers, dress shoes, topslders, all leather soled

shoes, shoes with tops, and any other type of shoe that Is

discovered to leave marks. Also, bare feet and stockinged
feet ore not permitted. If a player arrives with Illegal shoes,

he or she must change before warming up on Ihe court. If

the player con not change shoes, the player can not play.

The Intramural Department requires that all players and
fans bring proper photo Identification and registration card
to all contests. All gomes scheduled In the John Wooden
Center require this Identification to get Into the building.

Ar^ players and fans without this Identification will not be
allowed Into the John Wooden Center. Any one trying to

pass off a false Identification as their own may be referred

to the Dean of Students and rwt allowed Into the facility. In

addition the Identification wlH be confiscated. No food,

drink, rK>r tobacco wlM be allowed Into any Indoor facility.

FLAG FOOTBALL

Ralph In/Ing clinched a playoff berth for Theto Delta Chi

by scoring on a five yard option ploy with only four plays left

In the game. It completed a fourteen point comeback to

tie Alpha Sigma Phi. In other action. UCiA Bond was trolling

12-7 when Dave Hall Intercepted a pass In his own endzone.

With only five ploys left In the second half. Hall connected
with Jim Hlavoc tv/lce. First, for a forty-three yard gain to the

six yard line of Black and Blue Crew. Next, with two ploys

left, he found Hlavoc In the endzone for six. clinching a

remarkable comeback win for the Bond. Floyoff seedlngs

hod not yet been determined by press time.

On the women's "A' court, there ore four undefeated
teams that ore looking to add the new Intramural T-shirt

to their wardrobe. The favored Kamikaze Splkers led by
veteran IM player Lynn Vasul beat Gamma Phi Beta In

straight gomes eliminating any championship hopes for

the previously 1-1 team. The remaining three teams all

look to be equal. The Erodicotors. ore led by a tenacious
duo In Fay Hung and Michelle Voss. They defeated
previously unbeated Delta Gamma In a closely fought
match. 12-10. 1 1-5. Theto was able to gain Its third win
handily over Tridelt In two quick gomes. Theto. wNch
graduated Lorl Tyner. features strong hitters Kristin

Heovner and Theresa Velsol. Finally. The Good Girls hove
also achieved three victories behind the leadership of

Beckle Hernandez and the consistent ploy of the Dunbar
sisters. Lisa and Laurie. As of press time, the playoff

rankings hod not been released nor hod it been
determined whether women's 'A' volleyball playoff

would be open to all teams or Just those which qualified.

All women's volleyball teams ore asked to check the IM
board In the John Wooden Center as soon os possible.

In men's *A' volleyball lost week, many teams saw
their playoff chances slip owoy. Former powerhouse
Lambda Chi Alpha got on early winter break from a
dominating Sigma Nu, 11-1, 1 M. Sigma PI and Delta Tou
Delta squared off with the Delts coming out on top and
moving on to the T-shirt rounds. 1 1-7. 1 1-9. Sigma Chi and
Sigma Alpha Mu were both 2-0 before meeting lost week
for playoff seedlngs. In a closely battled match. Sigma
Chi won 13-12. 10-12. 11-9. Unknowns 9x Guys went
undefeated beating defending champions The A-Teom
and Phi Kappa Sigma In their lost two matches. Koppo
Sigma eliminated any playoff hopes for Tau Koppo
Epsllon in three games. wt>lle ZBT was knocked out by
Snoss. Beta Theto R met Sigma Phi Epsllon last week with
Beta squeaking a victory out In the third gome for the
second week In a row. 12-10, 9-1 1 , 1 1-8. Undefeated PI

Kappa Alpha rolled to yet arxjther victory 1 1-0. 1 1-1 over
Network. As of press time, seecjlngs were not available,

but on Insider to the department, wishing to remain
anonymous, says to look for Pike. Sigma Nu. Beta and
Cerv Azos II to be among the top teams.

There will be o t>'K v/arm-up clinic held on
Wednesday. iMcvemt»er 6 at 4:00 pm on the IM field.

This Is to help n inners tor the 6K "Touchdown Run' on
November 17 at b:00 am. This will kick off the festive

UCLA vs UsSC week. There Is a $5.00 entry fee per
person, with T-shirts going to tlie first 200 finishers. You
may sign up from November 1 1 through November
15. If space is available, sign ups will be token the
morning of the race. A new course designed by the
people at the LA Marathon will be used. The LA
Marathon Is a co-sponsor of the race .

There is a one day sign up for the Fall Basketball
tournament for both men and women on
Wednesday. November 13. Sgn ups start at 10:00 am
orxj will lost till 4:00 pm. The IM department advises
that anyone Interested In signing a tfeqm up arrive

early as most spots ore token by 12 noon. There Is

very limited space and It Is available on a first come
first serve basis. TtMs is o flve-mon tournament.

Table tennis sign ups continue ttils week until

Wednesday. November 6. Ploy will begin Monday.
November 1 1 and will culminate elttier that evening
or on Tuesday. November 12.

All sign ups and further information ore found at 2131
John Wooden Center.
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UCLA has no problem defeating WSU
44-3 win is

fourth Bruin

win in a row
By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

For the first time since 1988, the

UCLA football team will finish the

regular season with a winning
record-

By virtue of their 44-3 thrashing

of Washington Slate on Saturday

at the Rose Bowl, the No. 23
Bruins raised their season record to

6-2 (4-1 in the Pac-lO), clinching a

winning regular season and ending
a string of two consecutive losing

seasons.

"It was an exciting night for all

of us, because the team has now
ensured itself of a winning sea-

son," UCLA head coach Terry
Donahue said. *That*s important

after the last two years. The pain of
=not being able to have a winning
season is very difficult to

describe."

The victory — which was the

Bruins' fourth in a row — was
never in doubt, as UCLA moved
the ball with ease against the

Cougars, who dropped to 3-5 (2-3

in the Pac-10). The Bruin defense
limited the high-powered
Washington State offense to an

See FOOTBALL, page 32

Linebacker Rod Smalley (No. 40) celebrates after recovering an Intercepted funnble In the first half
of UCLA's 44-3 victory over Washington State on Saturday at the Rose Bowl.

Bowl scouts

are impressed

with UCLA
By Kennedy Cosgrove
Dally Bruin Staff

After two years of being in

postseason limbo, the UCLA foot-
f)all team is starting to look like a
very hkely candidate, if not a
shoo-in, to play in a bowl game this

season.

As the No. 23 Bruins trounced
Washington State, 44-3, on Satur-

day, representatives from seven
bowl games — including the
Fiesta Bowl and the Florida Citrus
Bowl— were on hand in the Rose
Bowl press box scouting UCLA.
The rest of the bowls repre-

sented were the Peach Bowl, the
John Hancock Bowl, the Aloha
Bowl, the Freedom Bowl and the

Independence Bowl.
=—=¥hrcc of these seven bowls —^^

the Fiesta, Florida Citrus and the
Peach — will be played on New
Year*s Day.

Although some Bruins preferred
not to publicly look ahead that far,

comerback Dion Lambert made no
secret as to what he wants to do.

"I would like to be in any New
Year's Day bowl," Lambert said.

"As long as we play on New

See BOWLS, page 32

Volleyball walks over ASU
Williams, Youngs provide punch for

much needed road victory in Tempe
By Greg Jones
Dally Bruin Staff

After being humbled by both

Texas and Stanford in recent

weeks, it was imperative for the

fifth-ranked UCLA women's vol-

leyball team to get back on track

this weekend again^ Pac-10 door-

mats Arizona State and Arizona.

Fortunately, UCLA had few
problems when they disposed of
Arizona Stale in four games (15-7,

11-15, 15-6, 15-9) on Friday night

UCLA (17-4, 9-1) played
Arizona on Sunday, and results

will be in tomorrow's Bruin.

For the most part, the Bruins

passed better than normal and were
able to distribute the ball well in

their victory over the Sun Devils.

**We didn't start out playing too

well, but we did do better as the

match wore on. We did pass the

ball a lot better, which was real

encouraging to see," UCLA head
coach Andy Banachowski said.

For UCLA, All-Amcrican

Natalie Williams led the way with

18 kills and a hitting percentage of
.341. Hitter Elaine Youngs also

performed well in Tempe with 17

kills, 22 digs and a hitting percen-
tage of .294.

UCLA's middle blockers also

played well, and were able to give

the Bruins the more options that

Banachowski wanted.

"I stressed with (UCLA setter)

Julie (Bremner) to run the middle a

lot more, to establish it and gel the

confidence between the middle
blockers and the setter," Bana-
chowski said.

And, all of the middle blockers,

each of whom played two games in

the match, performed well.

"We rotated the middle blockers

to give all of them some work with

Julie, and each of them played two
games for us," Banachowski said.

Irene Renieria led the way with

a .438 hitting percentage, 9 kills

and three blocks, while Lisa
Hudak contributed 10 kills and six

digs.

Marissa Hatchett was also a

power at the net, with seven kills

and six blocks.

Banachowski was also pleased
with the play of Bremner on Friday
evening.

**She set well. She was not

connecting real well with the

middle blockers at the start, but as

the match wore on, she got a lot

better," Banachowski said.

Bremner, whom Banachowski
is currently starting at setter, had
51 assists and 16 digs.

For the most part, Banachowski
was pleased with the overall

performance of his Bruin team,
which needed to get back on a

winning trend.

"We are still making more
unforced errors than what f want.
But we are making progress —
we're getting there," Banachowski
said. **We felt like we were going
to win the match, and although
Arizona State won the second

See VOLLEYBALL, page 30

MICHAEL LANA)aHy Brua

Outside hitter Elaine Youngs has 17 kills and 22 digs In UCLA's
win over Arizona State on Friday.
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Film to show
funny ladies
A film about America's most

popular women cartoonists will

be shown today at noon in the

second floor lounge of Acker-
maa Union.

The film, entitled "Funny
Ladies/* presents insightful and
humorous personal interviews

with the creatoilS of "Cathy,"
"Sylvia/* "Ernie Pook*s Com-
meek** and "Brenda Starr" and
includes candid shots of these

artists at work.

Narrated by Jean Stapleton,

who is best known for her role

as Edith Bunker in "All in The
Family/' the film will be fol-

lowed by a discussion with

producer, director and UCLA
alumna Pamela Beere Briggs.

Inside

Reproduction
andalooRol
An alcoholic beverage

drinking binge can turn off the

reproductive genes of men in

their 20s. according to a study

by Chicago researchers.

See page 9

Viewpoint

Hey, get off

the gkiy's back!
Columnist Pei-Chi Chang,

wearied by the ire his last

column drew, writes something
that's not so controversial.

" See page 15

Arts & Entertainment

Descending
down the 'Stairs'

The Bruin reviews "The
People Under the Stairs," the

latest effort by horror director

Wes Craven.

See page 16

Sports

Defense
crashesWSU
Andre Farr and the UCLA

defense held Washington St. to

just three points on Satuiday.

See page 32
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Graduate student
government to vote
on new task force
By Chris Wolowiec

In the wake of the recent
Berkeley fire, UCLA's graduate
student government will vote on
the creation of a task group that

will outline graduate student
responsibilities in a disaster pre-

paredness plan in its forum meet-
ing Wednesday.

Graduate President David Lee
and Earthquake Policy Represen-
tative Tim Sullivan submitted the

proposal in response to a request
by emergency plan coordinators
for help managing volunteer
resources during a disaster,

*There is no clear role for grad
students in the current disaster

preparedness program," Lee said.

The proposal was also partly

inspired by the graduate student

reaction at the University of
^California, Berkeley to the Oct 20
Oakland fire, which caused up to

$1.5 billion in damage. Berkeley
graduate students converted the

student union to a shelter for

people forced to flee their resi-

dences.

If the task group is approv^
Lee and Sullivan hope it will

define the role graduate students

would play in any campus pre-

paredness plan.

Because graduate students rep-

resent a wealth of knowledge on
campus, their involvement would
be effective in a disaster prepared-
ness planning program.

'There is a large amount of
expertise among graduate students

and we need to make larger use of
them," Lee said.

Graduate students will be able to

point out potential structural and
chemical dangers at various spots

on campus.
For example, those students

specializing in science-related stu-

dies know where different chemi-
cal hazards may be in labs, Lee
said.

~!n addition, language students

would be useful as volunteer

translators when helping injured

parties.

"We'll need translators at diffe-

See FORUM, page 11

The Oct. 20 Oakland fire caused vast devastation in the Mont-
Clair area, damaging 600-1,000 structures and costing $1.5 bil-

lion.

Dealers on the roof

SUZANNE STATES/Dafly Bfuin

Phillip von Esebeck, visiting fronn Germany, and Jason Gallien play cards on the roof or Kappa
Sigma on Monday.

5 past and present presidents
make history at iilirary opening
By Annette Haddad
United Press International

SIMI VALLEY -^ Five U.S.

presidents, past and present, made
history Monday at the opening of
the Ronald Reagan Presidential

Library, four of them hailing

Reagan as the "Great Communi-
cator" who set in motion the fall of
communism.

About 4,200 guests joined for-

mer presidents Reagan, Richard

Nixon, Gerald Ford and Jimmy

Carter, and President Bush, in a
grand celebration that included a
flyover by five jet fighters, a
military band and speeches that

drew standing ovations from the
adoring, sun-drenched crowd.
The five all were joined by their

wives, and former first lady Lady
Bird Johnson also attended.

"President Reagan was some-
thing refreshingly different in

Washington — a politician who
was funny on purpose," Bush said

of the "Great Communicator,"

who raised self-deprecating humor
to a political art form.

"He was also a visionary, a
crusader and a prophet," said
Bush, who served as Reagan's
loyal vice president

Reagan seemed awed by the

significance of the historic gather-
ing, saying, "The presidents on the
platform before you represent 22
years of triumph and challenge,
from the first man on the moon to

See REAQAN, page 13

Computers
taken from
Med plaza
No signs reported

of forced entry

By Josh Romonek
Daily Bruin Staff

Two computers worth a total of
about $25,000 were recently

reported stolen from a UCLA
Medical Plaza laboratory.

Assuming the doors were
locked, the burglar would have
needed two keys to steal both

computers from the Pulmonary
Function Laboratory — home to

thousands of dollars worth of
specialized equipment, lab mana-
ger Linda Ezell said.

Only a few people, including

Ezell and some custodians, have
access to those keys.

This theft is not the

medical plaza's first.

Just a few months ago,

two fax machines and a

typewriter were stolen

from the loading dock.

One IBM computer, which
contained general information and
served as a backup for a more
compUcated system, was taken

from the lab's front desk about 10
days ago.

But the burglar had to open a

second door to gain access to the

other computer, which contained a
great deal of office documentation,
and wheel it on a gumey to the

front of the office, said lab

See THEFT, page 12
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TODAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1991

12:00 NOON

EXPO Center
Catholic Relief Service Internship Opportunities

Informational Meeting

Ackerman A213

Campus Events

Funny Ladies: A Portrait of Women Cartoonists

2nd Floor Lounge Ackerman

4:00 PM
EXPO Center

The Japan Exchange & Teaching Program

Information Meeting

Kinsey 51

:00 VW

Armenian Students Association

"William Saroyan"

Free

Kinsey 51

SrOO l>M

Cultural Affairs

Comedy at the Coop
Cooperage

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 199

12:00 NOON

Women's Resource Center

Ex-Stress Yourself!

2 Dodd Hall

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1991

12:00 NOON

EXPO Center

Catholic Relief Service Internship Opportunities

Informational Meeting

Ackerman A213

GENERAL
EXPO Center '

Spring/Summer '92 Internships

Please see ad for more information

USAC
Applications are available for open appointments

Please see ad for more information

Center for Student Programming
Alternative Spring Break

Please see ad for informational meetings, times & dates

Beijing students cliided

for extravagant spending
United Press International

BEUING — City authoriUes

have mandated shoestring budget-
ing classes for local colleges,

saying students' entertainment
spending — a profligate $2.40 a

month on average — had gotten

"out of control/* it was reported

Monday.
Cigarettes, alcohol, makeup,

trendy clothing, gifts for friends

and travel were singled out as the

biggest wastes of students* limited

funds, the state-run China Daily
reported.

Although college tuition and
board are free in communist China
and most expenses heavily subsi-

dized, students typically live spar-

tan lives, bunking eight to a tiny

dorm room, wearing cotton shoes
and clothes and eating in squalid

dining halls.

Nevertheless, " a city-commis-
sioned study of 200 students at

nine Beijing campuses found that

students spend an average of $30 a
month — a mere $7.70 less than
the average Beijing worker's
monthly take-home pay.

"Such spending is deemed far

too high by both parents and
students themselves," the study

determined.

"More and more parents of
college students, suffering from
wage cuts because of low efficien-

cy in enterprises where they work,
are struggling to make ends meet
and complain about their chil-

dren's extravagance," it said.

China Daily said Beijing univer-

sities had "been compelled" to

start classes on thrift and budget-
ing.

The study said 79 percent of

students' spending goes for food,
clothing, toiletries and cultural,

sports and social activities, with 21
percent spent on books and other
educational materials.

Investigators were most
alarmed by spending for non-edu-
cational pursuits, determining that

entertainment eats up about 8
percent of monthly spending, or
about $Z4Q^-.

"Entertaining friends and offer-

ing gifts has gotten increasingly

out of control among students,

especially on birthdays, official

holidays or reunions," it said.

"Some undergraduates get
caught up in such extravagant

trends as smoking and drinking,

while others become too image-
conscious and purchase expensive
clothes and cosmetics," the report

said.

Sixty percent of students said

they had spent money to travel to

scenic spots outside Beijing during
school holidays, citing the need for

leisure, independence or "expand-
ing social contacts."

About 45 percent of college men
smoke, spending about $2 on three

packs of cigarettes monthly, and
two-thirds of those who buy
tobacco favor expensive imports
or high-quality Chinese smokes.

College women in China,
though known to smoke, weie^--
singled out for their apparent
penchant for jewelry. One-third of
them admiued buying baubles.

*The survey blames the rise in

living standards, higher commod-
ity prices and more interests in

anything in vogue as responsible
for the higher spending," China
Daily said.
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About 100 members of the Highlanders band,
Including bagpipes, brass and wind Instru-
ments, perform In Pauley Pavilion to a packed
and enthusiastic crowd Sunday afternoon. The
Highlanders perform a sword dance, top. The
lights of Pauley Pavilion are reflected In a trom-
bone, above. A member of the Highlanders
blows Into his bagpipes while checking his align-

ment In the formation, right.

Photos by Suzanne States

British military

band performs
for Pauley crowd

In their traditional garb of plaid kilts, bagpipes and
red dress coats, the Queen of England's Own
Highlanders and Coldstream Guards Regimental
Band performed in front of a Pauley Pavilion crowd
Sunday afternoon as part of their 1991 North
American Tour.

The historical English military regiments com-
bined traditional British and Scottish tunes with
contemporary Broadway and film hits in an
instrumental and dance performance sponsored by
the UCLA Center for the Performing Arts.

The 90 members of the combined groups served in

the Persian Gulf War. The Queen's Highlanders

See CONCERT, page 11

t

The Highlanders march in step while playing bagpipes, left. Pomp and circum-
stance fills the pavilion, above.
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Briefs
World

Imelda Marcos to post

bail on fraud charges
MANILA, Philippines — Former first

lady Imelda Marcos jetted to her late

husband's home province Tuesday, hours
before she was to post bail on charges of
tax fraud.

Marcos, flying aboard a twin-engine
chartered jet^ planned -4e meet with-

Former Afghan king

and wounded

provincial leaders in Ilocos Norte, the

stronghold of support for the regime of the

late dictator Ferdinand Marcos.
The former first lady was scheduled to

lay a wreath at the tomb of her husband's
mother. Dona Josefa, during a visit to his

hometown of Laoag, in the province 250
miles north of the capital.

Imelda Marcos returned to the Philip-

pines Monday from nearly six years of
U.S. exile to face charges that she helped
loot her country's treasury of upward of
$5 billion during her husband's 20-year
rule.

Students, workers
enact boycott in Haiti

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti— Students
and workers Monday responded to a call

to boycott school and work while the army
halted two demonstrations calling for the

return of a democratically elected presi-

dent ousted by the mihiary.

Empty schools were guarded by sol-

"diers armed with machine guns on the

official opening day of school after 16
organizations called for a school and work
boycott backing the rettim of President

Jcan-Bertrand Aristide, exiled in Vene-
zuela after a Sept. 30 coup. Aristide is

Haiti's first democratically elected presi-

dent since 1949.
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ROME — A man with a Portuguese
passport who claimed to be a journalist

stabbed and wounded the exiled former
king of Afghanistan, Mohammed Zahir
Shah, in his Rome home Monday but
doctors said his life was not in danger.

Carabinieri (national police) guarding
the ex-king's villa in a northern suburb

-arrested the assailant immediately alter
the attack on Zahir, 77. who has been
living in exile in Rome since 1973.
The Portuguese passport the assailant

carried identified him as Jose De Almeida
Santo Paulo, bom in the West African
republic of Angola, a former Portuguese
colony, police said.

Members of the ex-king's family said
the self-styled journalist had a longstand-
ing appointment to interview Zahir and
was admitted to the villa without hesita-

tion.

7 prisoners escape
from Mexican prison
MEXICO CITY — Seven prisoners,

three awaiting trial for murder, escaped
Monday from a municipal jail in western
Mexico, Mexico's official news agency
reported.

The seven escaped Monday morning
from the jail in the town of Jalostotitlan in

the state of Jalisco, about 330 miles
northwest of Mexico City, police spokes-
man Ignacio Salazar Mariscat told-
Notimex.

Three of the prisoners, Roberto Guer-
rero Padilla, Criserio Delgado, and
Guillermo Rodriguez, are accused c of
murder. The other four are accused of
robbery and conspiracy, Salazar Mariscal
told the agency.

Nation

Glamour magazine
honors Anita Hill

NEW YORK — Professor Anita Hill,

the Oklahoma academic who accused
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Clarence

Thomas of sexual harassment during his

confirmation hearing, was named Mon-
day one of America's 10 special womeOL
~o( 1991 by Glamour magazine.

Hill was praised for "sacrificing priva-

cy to speal^ out for women."
The late Army helicopter pilot Maj.

Marie Rossi, who died in the Persian Gulf
war, received a special citation in ceremo-
nies at Rockefeller Center's Rainbow
Room "for showing us that 'soldier' has

no gender."

"In a year that tried our souls, women
fought for justice in Congress and the op-

ed pages, lit up the big screen, the small

screen and governors' and n^ayors'

mansions," said Ruth Whittiey, editor of
Glamour, in announcing the awards.

state

Two more Medflies
discovered in LA.
Two more Mediterranean fruit flics

have been discovered in the Country Club
Park area of Los Angeles, the slate

Department of Food and Agriculture

announced Monday.
JThe male Medflies, which were found-

Burglars steal ashes
of woman's mother
TOWSON, Md. — Burglars have

foiled a woman's plan to bury her

mother's ashes next to her father's grave.

Burglars stole $1,500 worth of property

from D. Rhea Delauder's Towson apart-

ment, including the ashes of her mother,
Delma Furtaw, who died in July at the age
of 86.

Delauder discovered the burglary when
she returned to her apartment Tuesday
afternoon and realized the small black urn

with her mother's ashes was missing
when police arrived.

Furtaw had donated her organs to

medical research.

last Friday and identified on Saturday,
were recovered from traps placed in

avocado trees about one block apart in the

1600 and 1700 blocks of Arlington
Avenue, CDFA spokeswoman Gera Cur-
ry said.

Both pests were found within the
established treatment area. A total of eight
Medflies have been trapped in the
Country Club Park area since last Oct 7.

Almanac

On this date:

In 1605, Guy Fawkes and fellow
conspirators failed in their plot to blow up
the English Parliament. They were
beheaded.

In 1733. German-bom publisher John
Peter Zenger began printing The New
York Weekly Journal in opposition to the

British colonial administration.

In 1940, President Roosevelt was re-

elected to an unprecedented third term.
In 1990, an Egyptian-bom gunman,

^pparendy acting alone, assassinated
"Meir Kahane, the U.S. native who
founded the militant Jewish Defense
League.

Also in 1990, the U.S. Supreme Court
let stand an order requiring the U.S. Army
to permit homosexuals to re-enlisL

From United Press International

HONORS COLLEGIUM - WINTER QUARTER 1992
•f

'

HONORS COLLEGIUM (HQ ENROLLMENTS ARE HELD THROUGH A RANDOM "LOTTERY" SYSTEM. ENROLLMENT FORMS AREAVAILABLE FOR PICK-UP IN HONORS (A-31 1 MURPHY HALL) NOW. THE FORM ALLOWS YOU TO LIST YOUR 1ST CHOICE ANDAS MANY WAITLIST CHOICES AS YOU WISH. YOU MAY SUBMIT THE FORM TO THE HONORS OFFICE ANYTIME UP TO FRINOVEMBER 8TH AT 4:00 P.M. RESULTS SHOULD BE AVAILABLE BY FRI., NOVEMBER 15TH AT NOON NOTE- HONORSCOLLEGIUM CLASSES WILL NOT APPEAR ON YOUR INTHAL STUDY LIST. IN ORDER TO GUARANTEE YOUR ENROLLMENTYOU MUST BE IN ATTENDANCE ON THE FIRST DAY OF CLASS, SINCE PERMISSION-TO-ENROLL (PTE) SLIPS WILL GENERALLYBE DISTRIBUTED BY THE PROFESSOR DURING THE FIRST LECTURE PERIOD. THIS PROCEDURE IS HOWEVER AT THE
PROFESSOR'S DISCRETION. (REMEMBER: PTE'S MUST BE PROCESSED BY THE REGISTRAR BY THE END OF THE SECONDWEEK OF CLASSES). IF YOU CANNOT ATTEND THE FIRST LECTURE, YOU SHOULD CONTACT THE PROFESSOR PRIOR TOTHAT DATE. COURSE DATES AND TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE,

^v.« tac i imi l-KUhtoiOK PRIOR TO

WINTER 1992 COLLEGIUM SCHEDULE
HC2: Comparative GeffK>cide

Hovannisian, Richard

Lecture: Tu/Th 11-12:15 p.m.

Disc 1A: F 10:00 a.m.

Disc 1B: F 11:00 a.m.

HC10: Chemical Ecoiogy and Plant Life

Chapman, David

Lecture: M/W 1-2:30 p.m.

Disc 1A: F 10:00 a.m.

Disc 1B: F 10:00 a.m.

Disc 1C: F 11:00 a.m.

Disc 1D: F 11:00 a.m.

HC12:

Seminar

HC 13:

Seminar

HC24:

Seminar

Degenerate Art and Literature: Nazi
Cultural Politica and the Purge of

Modernist Art and Uterature, 1933-1945
Bahr, Ehrhard

W 3-6:00 p.m.

Biography and CuKure
Ralx>w, Jerome
Tu/Th 2-4:00 p.m.

Muallm Wonrien In the Egyptian Novel
Martot, Afaf

WM.OOp.m.

HC 34: Film and Society: The Hollywood Myth
of Ancient Rome
Gurval, Robert

Lecture: M/W 2-3:30 p.m.

Tu 6-9:00 p.m.

HC 36: Ethnicity and Social Ciaaa in America
Mason, William

Lecture: M/W 10-12:00 noon
Disc 1A: Tu 10:00 a.m.

Disc IB: Th 10:00 a.m.

HC 37: Popular Culture: The Japanese Case
Silverberg, Miriam

Seminar: Tu 2-5:00 p.m.

HC47: Brains: Structure, Function, and
Evolution

Goldberg, Louis

Lecture: M/W 1 1-1 :00 p.m.

HC 59: Literature and Culture of the American
South (6 units)

Wilson, G. Jennifer

Lecture: Tu/Th 9-1 1 :00 a.m.

Disc 1A: Th 3-5:00 p.m.

HC61:

Lecture:

DiscIA:

Disc IB:

Sem 1A:

Sem IB:

HC62:

Lecture:

Disc 1A:

Disc IB:

HC68:

Lecture:

Disc 1A:

Disc IB:

Social Theory in the 20th Century
(6 units)

Szelenyi, Ivan

Tu/Th 12:30-1:45 p.m.

Tu 11:00 a.m.

Th 11:00 a.m.

F 10-12:00 noon
Creese, Richard

F 1-3:00 p.m.

Creese, Richard

Community and Self-interest In the
History of American Cufture (6 units)

Bloch, Ruth

Tu/Th 11-12:30 p.m.

Th 1:00 p.m.

Th 2:00 p.m.

History of Social Thought
Prager, Jeffrey

Th 1-4:00 p.m.

M 12:00 noon
M 1:00 p.m.

Voter discontent may show in national elections
United Press international

Voter discontent, that public

disgust against politicians that

keeps showing up in polls, gets a
chance to express itself Tuesday in

elections and ballot initiatives

across the country.

With one Senate race, two
governorships and dozens of may-
or races up for grabs, the U.S.
electorate gets a chance to demon-
strate what it has been saying over
and over in polls — the public is

fed up with the way the country is

being governed.

The discontent has been most
prominent in three areas — a
Senate race in Pennsylvania, a

term-limitation initiative in

Washington and state legislative

races in New Jersey.

In Pennsylvania, Democratic
Sen. Harris Wofford is running
against former two-term governor
and Republican Attorney General
Dick Thomburgh to fill the term of
Sen. John Heinz, R-Pa., who died
in a helicopter accident earlier this

year.

In a twist, however, it is the

incumbent senator, Wofford, who
is running as the outsider, portray-

ing Thomburgh as an entrenched
politician closely tied to the

Washington scene.

Wofford used that theme plus a
strong call for a national health

policy in a state with a high
percentage of elderly to cut Thom-

burgh's early 40-point lead in the

polls to make it an almost even
race. Both sides predicted victory

Tuesday but the margin was
expected to be close.

Washington slate voters had a

chance at the latest political craze
— term limitations. This version

would limit U.S. and state House
members to three two-year terms,

U.S. senators to two six-year

terms, state senators to two four-

year terms and the governor to two
four-year terms.

One of the chief exponents was
House Speaker Tom Foley, who
would be out of a job if the

initiative is approved and passes

constitutional muster. Foley and
others say the measure is uncon-

stitutional since it allows stales lo

regulate federal offices.

Washington also had several

other major issues on the ballot.

The most provocative was the so-

called Death With Dignity initia-

tive, which would allow physi-

cian-aided suicide for patients

diagnosed as terminally ill by at

least two doctors.

The issue has brought wide-
ranging debate not only in

Washington, which would be the

first state to have such a measure,

but across the country as well.

Also on the Washington ballot is

an attempt to make a state law out

of the 1973 Roe vs. Wade Supreme
Court decision that legalized abor-

tion.

In New Jersey, Republicans
have a chance to take over the slate

legislature for the first time since

1973 with all 40 seats in the state

Senate and 80 in the Assembly up
for grabs.

Republicans have a slight edge
in recent polls and hope to capital-

ize on voter anger over a large tax

increase pushed through by Demo-
cratic Gov. Jim Florio,

San Francisco Mayor Art
Agnos, who swept to office with

the largest majority this century,

faces a tough fight, severely
criticized by the neighborhood
coalitions that elected him, which
blame him for the general deterio-

ration of the city.
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The Exdtiii^NewMacs
atLow Educational Prices!
Apple Macintosh computers never stop getting better. New models were introduced

October 21—stop by the ASUCLA Computer Store and try them out! You'll find the

Classic II, the PowerBook 100, and the Quadra 700 on display, ready for a test run.

And yes, they're available at low educational prices—but only if you're a UCLA
student, faculty, or staff (Powerbook 140 and 170 are on order.)

Mac Classic n
The beefy big brother of the popular Classic. Same compact size, but twice as fast

because it has a powerful 608030 processor. And it's still surprisingly affordable. Low
price includes the keyboard. In stock now!

2 Mb RAM, 40 Mb hard disk, SuperDrive List $1899, our price $1449

4 Mb RAM, 80 Mb hard disk, SuperDrive List $2399, our price $1849

intosh PowerBook
These notebook computers are smaller and lighter than many of your textbooks

—

perftKit to take to class or the library. Three models: the 100, 140 and 170. Some
100s are now in stock, and of course there's one on display. Come try the new
ergonomic version of a trackball that you can control without lifting your fingers

from the keyboard! (Note the change in eligibility: now one laptop AND one

desktop Mac may be purchased every other year.) «

PowerBook 100
Weighs only 5. 1 pounds, 68HC000 processor running at 16 MHz. 9-inch backlit

Supcrtwist LCD screen. External SuperDrive optional.

2 Mb RAM. 20 Mb hard disk, no floppy drive ..List $2299, our price $1749

2 Mb RAM, 20 Mb hard disk, ext. SuperDrive List $2499, our price $1899

PowerBook 140
Still a light 6.8 pounds, this model has a built-in floppy drive and a 68030 processor

running at 16 MHz. 10-inch backlit Supcrtwist LCD screen. Internal SuperDrive
standard. Other configurations available, see price list.

2 Mb RAM, 40 Mb hard disk, SuperDrive List $3199, our price $2449

PowerBook 170
The most powerful notebook has a 68030 processor running at 25 MHz and a math
coprocessor. Internal fax/data modem included. 10-inch backlit active-matrix LCD
screen for superior legibility. Internal SuperDrive. Weight 6.8 pounds.

4 Mb RAM, 40 Mb hard disk, SuperDrive Ust $4599, our price $3499

Macintosh Quadra
See why its nickname is "the tower"—new shape, new power from the 68040
processor, faster graphics architecture, and enhanced NuBus and SCSI sub-systems.

Up to twice as fast as the Macintosh llfx. Built-in video support for all Apple
monitors. Keyboard and monitor not included.

Qiiadni700
Two Nu-Bus-90 expansion slots. 512K Video RAM, expandable for more colors.

Other configurations available, see price list.

4 Mb RAM. SuperDrive List $5699, our price $3999

Quadra900
Five Nu-Bus-90 expansion slots. 1 Mb Video RAM, expandable for more colors.

Room for 3 half-height hard disks. Other configurations available, sec price list.

4 Mb RAM, SuperDrive List $7199, our price $5049

RMtrictiont: Available to full-time UCI^ Students. Faculty, Staff and Departments only Purchase must be for ttie personal academic, educational, or researcti use
ol the eligible person Students must show a current Reg Card and Photo ID, Faculty and Staff must show a payroll number and photo ID Purchases are limited to

one laptop model and one desktop model every other year Other restrictions may apply PaynMt Prices shown are ASUCLA Cash Price and require payment by
currency, cashiers check, University Credit Union Withdrawal Check, AppleCredit or personal check (up to $300) payable toASUCLA f^oney orders are NOT accepted
Prien wblfct tt diaoft wlthoat notlct. All taltt fdial.

ASUCLA'-STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Store/ B-Level Ackerman Union/ 825-6952/ M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

^gvf!wii-!tiif!mimf'^'^vf^'w^>''P'!^'^''''^^
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state seeks indictment in Gainesville slayings

Daily Bruin News Tuesday, November 5, 1 991 7

United Press International

GAINESVILLE. Fla. — The
Slate will present its case this week
against a career criminal and a

troubled 20-year-old in the mur-
ders last year of five college

students.

A task force of the Florida

Department of Law Enforcement
is expected to take weeks to lay out

its case against Danny Harold
Rolling, 37, and Edward L. Hum-

phrey before the Alachua County
grand jury.

Most of the evidence points to

Rolling, a Louisiana drifter who
already faces four life sentences

for assorted burglaries, but investi-

gators apparently still believe

Humphrey is a suspect.

Task force investigators remain

convinced the murders were com-
mitted by two men, working
together ^

"1 don't think there's any doubt

(among investigators)," said Sadie

Darnell of the Gainesville Police

Department.

Prosecutor Len Register, who
will head the team presenting the

case, said almost all of the evi-

dence is technical. There are no
eyewitnesses, no weapons and no

confessions.

"The heart of our case is the

forensic evidence . . . stuff you see

through a jnicroscope," RegistfiL.

said.

The murders were all gruesome
and some of the victims were
reportedly posed after their deaths.

"This is a death penalty case

from the outset," Register said. "If

there is an indictment, I will ask for

the death penalty. Justice demands
it."

Some of the wimesses will be

{x^ople who had been with Rolling

and Humphrey either before or

^Lter the murders, which occurred

over a 48-hour period in August

1990.

"Ed Humphrey didn't kill any-

body," defense lawyer Donald
Lykkebak said. "He's never met
Danny Rolling."

Rolling has been convicted of

five supermarket robberies, three

burglaries and two car thefts, most
of them within a month of the

murders. He is in Tallahassee

awaiting trial in the robbery of the

First Union Bank in Gainesville

Aug. 27.

iding Great Care

ForAll Women

REE PREGNANCY TESTING
•Pregnancy Termination

General or Local Anesthesia

•Affordable Birth Control

Call

Dragon
Chinese Fast Food

Free
Delivery
($8.00 Min.)

Limited Area

C^i\fi/rOi^ 'DT AT*l4* ^A VZ.tZ.
Includes n-ied nee or chow m

Kj\JaiJOiVj X^l^i/^XIL «^4.00 plua any two a la carte iteim

I ce^^mi^ wtii tiie purchase of i

Hours:

Monday-Sunday llam-llpm
1147 Westwood Blvd.
(Across from McDonald's)

208-4928

"c-

ANNI
ICAL

lATES
@;^£)U;^

NAILS
Full Set $20.00

Fill $13.00

MANICURE with HAIRCUT

w/ad
special Effects

1 1 44 Westwood Blvd. 208-1 380

THE JAPAN EXCHANGE & TEACHING PROGRAM
JET, which Is now accepting applications for the 1992-93 term,

will hold an infomridtfonal Meeting on campus to describe Its Interna-

tional Relations & Teaching Positions In Japan. Representatives from
the Council of Local Authorities for international Relations, Jullen Ely of

the Consulate Office, JET alumni, and the Japanese Consul from L.A.

will speak & answer questions about the program.

INFORMATION MEETING
TUESDAY • NOVEMBER 5

4 to 6 pm • Kinsey 51
Sponsored by the EXPO Center. For further info, call 825-0831

or contact the JET Office directly Tcat 250 E First Street,

Los Angeles, CA 90012 (213) 624-8305, ext. 38.

The Application Deadline for 1992-93

is DECEMBER 20, 1991.

LOWEST
AUTO

INSURANCE
RATE

•LIABILITY

•COMPREHENSIVE & COLLISION
•SR-22 FILING

•MANY TICKETS/ACCIDENTS
•EXPENSIVE CARS
•LOWEST RATE FOR ANY DRIVER
•SINCERE SERVICE

'^ •HOME APPOINTMENT O.K.

WE ALSO HANDLE HEALTH AND
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE FOR BUILDINGS,

BUSINESS. AND AUTOS.

CALL (213) 477-8455

MERVATINSURANCE
11540 SANTA MONICA BLVD

(AT COLBY ABOVE SECURITY PACIFIC BANK)
WEST L.A.

County welfare strike forces closure of three offices
United Press International

About 5,000 county welfare

workers and clerical staff walked

off their jobs Monday as part of the

union^s rotating walkout plan,

forcing the closure of three welfare

offices, union officials said.

Dan Savage, a spokesman for

Service Employees International

Union Local 660, said more than

two-thirds of the union employees

of the Department of Public Sociaf

Service went on strike, forcing the

closure of the department's South-

west, Pomona and Belvedere

branches.

Savage said the walkout at 52

work sites was open-ended.

Meanwhile, county negotiators

and nurses who work at six

county-hospitals and 48 clinics

continued talks Monday in hopes

of reaching an agreement before

11 p.m., when • the nurses

threatened to repeat their strike of

last week.i

"They negotiated over the

weekend and there was some
definite progress made," Savage
said. "The nurses are very con-

cerned about staffing and work-

load, and the county came across

on some of those issues."

Savage said both the county and

the union were encouraging the

nurses to stay on the job whether or

not a contract is settled because of

a restraining order barring the

walkout If they strike while the

restraining order remains in effect,

the nurses could be jailed and

fined.

*There*s a large sentiment on

the part of the nurses to go out if a

contract isnU reached by tonight,"

Savage said Monday. *That*s the

decision for the nurses to make. As
an organization, we're telling them

not to go out, but they're grownups

"There's a large

sentiment on the part

of the nurses to go out if

a contract isn't reached

by tonight."

ban Savage
Union Spokesman

now.
n

TO STUDENTS IN THE COLLEGE OF
LETTERS AND SCIENCE

ivost Raymond Orbach is now in his tenth year of service as Provost of

the College of Letters and Science. As such he is eligible for a standard '^

review of his administration of the College. In keeping with this routine

practice, the Office of the Chancellor has appointed a review committee to

assess the problems and opportunities that have t>eon addressed during the

provost's tenure and to identify potential problems and opportunities that

might arise in the near future.

Review committees are always interested in receiving student comments.

In keeping with the enormous size of the Letters and Science student

population, the review committee must rely primarily upon this form of

communication to solicit your assessments. We invite you to submit your

comments to:

Review Committee
Chanceiior's Office

3109 Murphy Hail

405 Hiigard Ave.

Lo8Angeies,CA 90024-1407

Attention: Connie Chtttick

We would wekx>me your responses by November 15, 1991.

All responses will be treated with University policy regarding confidentiality.

Professor Elizabeth Neufeld, Chair

Department of Bblogical Chemistry

====Professor Walter Allen —
Department of Sociology

Professor V. A. Kolve

Department of English

Professor Chand Viswanathan

School of Engineering & Applied Science

Professor Charles West
Department of Chemistry & Bkx;hemistry

Get Your Portrait

Taken Now for the

Bruin Life Yearbook

On Sale - For a
Limited Time Only

Ifthe colonel had
Shakey's chicken, he'd

be a general.

The UCLA Medallion

Watch from Bulova-a

i4k gold-plated diafc=

featuring a rich three-

dimensional rendering

of the UCLA seal.

ASUCLA Campus Photo Studio
OfficM Photographers For Bruin Life Yearbooit

K^xkhoff HaU 150 (213) 20^^33

The best fried chicken is at Shakey's. The colonel never got the

message. . .that's why he'll always be just a colonel!

One medium pizza w/ one topping, five

pieces of chicken and mojo potatos.

Only $10.95
Large Pizza w/ two toppings

Only $8.99,
1114 Gayley Westwood

Fax: 208-7470
Sun-Thurs 11- lam, Fri & Sat ll-2am.

fm824-4111

Shakey's

PiZIA
fUslaurant

Good taste. Naturally

iiilljNii^"'' ii'i'-ntiVliill.!*

Internship Opportunities
with the

Catholic Relief Service

ATTENTION GRADUATE STUDENTS!!!
The Catholic Relief Service (CRS) exists to help needy people

throughout the developing world achieve social and economic self-

sufficiency. The CRS internship Program offers career opportunities

for both GRADUATE STUDENTS & UNDERGRADUATES who are

interested In overseas internship assignments. Internship responsi-

bilities include helping to administer projects in agriculture, commu-
nity development, micro-enterprise development, health care, and
counterpart agency strengthening.

INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS
Meetings will be held at the UCLA EXPO Center

(Ackerman A-21 3) from 1 2 Noon to 1 :00 pm

Tuesday, Nov 5 & Thursday, Nov 7
For further information, contact Dario Bravo at 825-0831

Application Deadline: NOV 12, 1991

Latin America & The Caribbean
Eurasia • Sub-Saharan Africa

jfi^V^yn^'q^WKjctin^T^Fnif:^.?'
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FinancialAnalyst Position in

Investment Banking

MORGANSTANLEY& CO. INC.
\

MORGANSTANLEYREALTY
INCORPORATED

Presentation

Wednesday^ November 6

Graduating seniors who wish to attend this

presentation should sign up at the

Placement and Career Planning Center

All Majors Invited

r'

WeJustGot in aNewCrop of

ApplesWashington Red
StiU Fresh with the MominglJew!
Washii^fion IM, Delicious Apples, .lbs $.69

breadstiks Ralphs «

Florida Grapefruit, ea. .59
Juice Oranges, lb. .79
Persimmons, ea. 3 for $1

Grocery
breadstiks Ralphs

Dairy
breadstiks Ralphs

Motts Ch. Applesce 23oz 1 .39

DelMonte Lite Frt Ctl. 1 6oz .99

TreeTop Apple Juice 48oz 1.89

O.S. Crangrape 48oz 2.49

Gatorade32oz 119
V-8 Veg Cocktail 32oz 1 .69

Peas. Springfield 16oz .65

DelMonte Catsup sqz.28oz 1 .69

Kikkoman Soy Sauce 5oz .77

Prego Spaghetti see 32oz 2.19

Kraft Mayonnaise 1 6oz 1 .49

Wesson Corn oil 24oz 1 .49

BumbleBee tuna ch wt 6oz 1 29
Hormel Chili carne 1 5oz 1 29
Campoell Tom. soup 10oz 45
Rice-A-Roni herb 7.2oz 1.19

Kraft Mac&Chs spiral 5.5oz 75

Anthony dry spaghetti 32oz 1 .79

kellogg Pop Tarts 1 1 oz 1 59

SueBee Honey clvr.12oz 1.67

Hershey Choc. Syrup 16oz 1.19

Upton herb tea decal 48ct 2.99

Tasters Choice frz dry 2oz 2.19

In The Village!

FREE PARKING!
in rear

Open til 11pm

Homogenized Milk 1 gai

Lowfatmilk. 1/2 gal

Nonfat milk. 1/2 gal

Eggs. AA. Ex Ig. 1 doz
Marganne. Imperial 1 6 oz

Deli

5.99
6.99

Honey cured Ham
Buon Gusto Ital Salami

Foster Farms Chicken
Breast, no bone or skin 4.79

Best of Fryer, lbs 1.49

Split Breast, lbs 2.49

6.69
7.19

4.99
1 69
2.59

Frozen Foods

2.29

Stouffer Chill 8 oz 2.29

Stouffer Crmd Chicken 6oz 2.09

Tina's Frozen Burritos 5 oz .38

Orida French Fnes 2 lbs 2.09

Orida H.Brown Potatoes 1 .79

Green Giant Niblets Corn 1 .29

Minute Maid O.J. 12oz 1.79

breadstiks
"Fresh as the homing Dew"

1057 GayleyAve 209-1111

U.S. sidersfull

Yugoslavia embaigo
By Steven Heilbronner

United Press International

WASHINGTON — The admi-

nistration, growing weary of

Yugoslavia's civil war. is consid-

ering a full ecopomic embargo
against the country as the Eco-

nomic Community prepares to

sever relations with the federation,

officials said Monday.
The developments came against

a backdrop of intensified fighting

among the fractured republics and
the rejection Monday by the ruling

Communist Party of Serbia to

accept an EC plan to end the civil

war in Yugoslavia.

The 12 EC ministers, meeting in

the Hague. Netherlands, have set a

Tuesday deadline for Serbia, the

largest of the six republics, to

accept the proposal or face eco-

nomic and political sanctions.

U.S. officials in Washington
said the EC ministers may rescind

Yugoslavia's special status with

the EC, which affords the country

favorable trading rights with other

European countries.

The move, which the United

States supports, would allow the

EC to establish separate relations

with the five republics willing to

abide by the EC's peace initiative.

The pl^ creates a loose associa-

tion of six sovereign stales and
guarantees the protection of ethnic

minorities.

"We're going to support what
the EC does and my guess is we're

going to try to parallel it as closely

as we can," a State Department
official said.

But the official added that the

administration may impose more
stringent measures.

'They include such things as a

full economic embargo, an energy

embargo — mosdy trade sanc-

tions," he said.

The administration has come
under increasing pressure in recent

weeks to take actions aimed at

curbing the Yugoslav civil war in

which an estimated 2,600 people

have died.

Administration aides familiaiL

with the EC plans said the Euror.

pean ministers are concerned
about taking punitive steps against

Yugoslavia that may harm the

republics willing to comply with

the EC settlement.

By dropping Yugoslavia's spe-

cial trading status with the EC. one
official said, the community would

be able to "renegotiate agreements

with other republics, which effec-

tively would mean that Serbia

would suffer restrictions."

Several months ago the United

States halted the sale of weapons to

the republics and severed its

modest financial assistance to

Yugoslavia.

A full U.S. trade embargo would
be far more painful to the country,

particularly if other European
nations adopt similar measures^

Annual trade l)etween the UniteCT

States and Yugoslavia during the

1980s totaled about $1 billion.

U.S. exports to Yugoslavia

include coal and oil. agricultural

commodities, such as soybeans
and cotton, and data processing

equipment

CalHbmia credit rating in

Jeopardy, Wall Street warns
By Ted Appel
United Press International

SACRAMENTO— Wall Street

warned Monday it will revoke

California's money-saving triple-

A credit rating unless Gov. Pete

Wilson and the Legislature act

swiftly to eliminate a new deficit

growing in the state budget.

A lower credit rating would cost

taxpayers about $120 miUion in

higher interest payments over two
decades on $3 billion in bonds the

state expects to sell next year, a

spokesman for state Treasurer

Kathleen Brown said.

The state received another dose

of bad news when economic
figures released Monday showed
anemic growth in tax collections.

Revenues produced by the state's

three main taxes last month were
just 1.4 percent larger than tax

collections in October 1990.

A key Wall Street bond rating

firm. Standard & Poor's Ratings

Group, said the state must quickly

slash government spending or

raise taxes to keep the budget
balanced and maintain its top-

notch credit rating.

"It's time for action to be taken

for the state to maintain their

rating," S&P Senior Vice Presi-

dent Steven Zimmerman told a

news conference. "For the budget

to stay balanced, time is of the

essence. Action needs to be taken."

S&P and two other Wall Street

credit rating houses reaffirmed the

stale's bond rating last summer
when the Republican governor and
Democrat-controlled Legislature

eliminated an unprecedented
$14.3 billion revenue shortfall

through a combination of tax

increases and spending cuts.

The budget-balancing plan was
based on the assumption that

California was suffering from a

mild recession and the economy
would rebound in late 1991 or

early 1992.

New information, however,
shows the state is gripped by a

powerful recession that eliminated

a whopping 380,000 jobs in one
year, not 35.000 as previously

estimated. In an average year, the

state would add more than 300.000
jobs.

A tepid economic recovery is

not expected to reach California

until the spring or early summer.
As unemployment has risen,

people are spending less money,
producing lower tax revenues for

the state. At the same time, the

demand for welfare services and
Medi-Cal is rising, costing the

state more money.
This double-whammy has

thrown the budget out of balance,

opening a $344 million hole in the

spending plan just four months into

the fiscal year.

If the economy continues to

stumble at its current pace, the

recession will consume the state's

$1.2 billion emergency reserve

and create a $2 billion deficit, the

bipartisan Commission on State

Finance has estimated.

Although California's credit

rating was reaffirmed as recently

as last week. S&P has placed the

state on a "negative outlook"
because it is being battered by
major financial stresses that could
trigger a downgrade.

The Wilson administration is

preparing a new list of proposed

spending reductions and consider-

ing requests by Democrats and
Republicans to call the vacationing

Legislature back to Sacramento
for a special session to deal with

the budget mess: A
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Surgeon General seeks
changes in alcohol ads
By Douglas A. Levy
United Press International

— WASHINGTON Surgeon
General Antonia Novello esca-

lated her campaign against teenage

consumption of beer, wine and
liquor Monday, calling on industry

to voluntarily change its advertis-

ing practices or face stronger

action.

In separate moves Monday, the

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms said it is considering

requiring nutrition labels on alco-

holic beverages, and the Coalition

on Alcohol Advertising & Educa-
tion urged passage of a law
requiring health warnings on alco-

holic beverage ads.

Youthful models, cartoon char-

acters and rap music personalities

were among the advertising

images Novello said "irresponsib-

ly" aim alcoholic beverage ads at

American youth.

"Advertising images and slo-

gans reinforce the use of alcohol in

potentially risky situations."

Novello said. "We are giving our
children the wrong message about

alcohol."

Novello released a report that

said current government regula-

tions and the industry's voluntary

advertising standards fail to

r rcsifi ch advertising.

The report said federal regula-

tors are hampered because no
single agency has jurisdiction over

all alcoholic beverages. Federal

officials have limited power to

enforce certain rules because of

confiiciing state laws.

Novello said alcoholic beverage

consumption is linked not only

with drunk driving deaths but also

with drownings, fires, date rape,

random violence, absenteeism and
suicides. It also leads to risky

behavior such as unprotected sex.

she said.

"Alcohol slows the reflexes and
these ads portray athletic prowess
and show activities such as scul>a

diving, jet skiing, diving and
driving. The last thing we should

be doing when we're doing these

activities is to be consuming
alcohol," Novello said.

She said ads referring to a l)eer's

taste or how a beverage makes
someone feel could be acceptable.

"Just don't show me images of

youth," she said.

The surgeon general scheduled

a Dec. 1 1 meeting to discuss her

request with industry officials. If

they do not comply, "I will take it

as far as I can," she said.

"Advertising images

and slogans reinforce

the use of alcohol in

potentially risky

situations. We are

giving our children the

wrong message about

alcohol."

Antonia Novello
Surgeon General

Industry representatives said the

surgeon general- had no basis for

her claim that alcoholic beverage

ads increase consumption by
young people and said current

=3tf)luniafy guidelines keep inappro-

priate ads from running.

'Time after lime scientific stu-

dies indicate that advertising

doesn't produce consumption,"

said James Sanders, president of

The Beer Institute.

"This industry wants to reduce

the number of beer cans sold to

underage persons to zero.

O^estricting) advertising is barking

up the wrong tree," Sanders said.

Sanders and other industry

officials said the alcoholic bever-

age makers commit sut)stantial

resources to point-of-sale and

other messages to discourage

alcohol use by minors and that

schools and parents should teach

children not to drink.

Alcohol may affect men's
reproductive capacities
United Press International

CHICAGO — An alcoholic

beverage drinking binge can have

a dramatic, temporary impact on
men's reproductive capacity,

according to a study by researchers

at Loyola University Medical
Center in Chicago.

In the journal Alcohol, research-

ers said their animal study suggests

one six-pack of beer consumed
within two hours can turn off the

reproductive genes of men in their

20s.

*This study demonstrates that

alcohol has a profound effect on
reproductive ability," said Dr.

Maryann Emanuele, an associate

professor of endocrinology. "It is

very unusual to see such a dramatic

and rapid suppression of a gene as

that caused by what many consider

moderate alcohol consumption."

Emanuele and Mark Kelley, an

assistant professor of molecular

and cellular biochemistry, con-

ducted a two-year study involving

male rats.

The researchers 'Jaid they had

not anticipated such a dramatic

impact.

They found alcohol breaks

down the levels of reproductive

hormones and inhibits the hor-

mone-making capacity of the

pituitary gland within 90 minutes

of consumption by making the

body's gene messenger unstable.

However, the body returns to

normal within 24 hours, after the

alcohol has left the system.

"The message is if you're

anticipating starting a family or in

the process of attempting to con-

ceive a child, alcohol may have a

profound effect on the outcome,"

Emanuele said.

The rats were given the equiva-

lent of what a 150-pound man
might consume by drinking six

beers over a two-hour period. The
age of the rats approximated a man
in his early 20s.

The researchers noted the study

only examined "binge" drinking,

and further research is needed to

determine the effects of alcohol on

chronic drinkers.
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EX-STRESS YOURSELF!

Stress Management Skills for Women

Are you feeling overwhelmed by your courseload?
Too much to do in too little time?

Learn to "ex-stress" yourself by developing
ways to effectively manage your time

and assess your resources.

Wednesday, November 6th
12- 1:00pm 2 Qodd Hall

Facilitated by Lisa Frankel, M.Ed., MFCC
Main Street Counseling Associates

Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center

The Women's Resource Center is a service of
the division of Student Development and Health.

SH CONDraONING
SEMINAR

2 sessions

CARTOON SUBMISSIONS WELCOMED: Cartoons, as well

as letters, may be submitted to the Daily Bruin. Please leave

them in the box on the receptionist's desk in 112 Kerckhoff

Hall. Artists should give their full name, major, home/work

number, and reg. card number iii addition to their cartoon(s).

Sunday, November 10

Sunday, November 17

9 AM-Noon
Dr. Gary Brazina, a noted specialist in

orthopedic surgery and sports medicine, will be

conducting a seminar on how to prepare yourself

for winter sports. TWo separate sessions will be

offered. For a tax deductible donation of $20,

benefitting Far West Disabled Ski Team, this

comprehensive seminar will coven

Muscle Strengthening • Cross Training

Equipment Selection • Sports Injury

Screening • Safety Checks • Ski Wear
Aerobics • Weight Training.

Joining Dr. Brazina is Dr. Jeffrey Berman,

sports medicine specialist, and David Camp, Pro

Mogul Champion.

FREE DOOR PRIZES!

Call (213) 657-4464 to reserve your space at

the Ski Conditioning Seminar. Wear comfortable

clothes! „ . . ,

,

Semmar held at

2700 Colorado Avenue

Santa Monica

Gary Brazina, M.D.
Orthopedic Surgeon

Sports Medicine Specialist

Former Ski Racer

V

Pl«a8« •nroll me in your Ski Conditioning Seminar on.

Nam*

Address,

City State -Zip.

Enclosed is my check for $20 payable to Far West Disabled
Team. Send to: Gary Brazina. M.D.

8641 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 305
Beverly Hills. CA 90211

Ski

"^c;>»
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CONTACT LENSES

SOFT LENS
•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR LENS

SLEEP IN LENS
•SOFT MATE

EXTENDED WEAR LENS

K-*

DISPOSABLE CONTACT
LENSES

••INCLUDES EXAM FITTING &
FOLLQW UP + 3 MONTHS LENSES

• 107o EYEGLASS DISCOUNT FOR UCLA STUDENTS
• GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR on most cases)

• EYE EXAMINATIONS
• VISION INSURANCE PLANS

^ OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. MYLES ZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.
"'"*""'"

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D.P.C.

10930 WEYBURN/WESTWOOD VILLAGE
208- 1 384

JMmi.

•PRICE PER LENSE EXAM,FOLLOW-UP CARE ADDITIONAL
PAY ONLY FOR MATERIALS & SERVICE NEEDED

Ithis space is reserved for you

ucia daily bruin advertising 825-216:

ARMENIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
Presents...

Paul Kalinian's Documentary Film of

Pulitzer Prize Winner

'WiCCiam Saroyan
The 9i{an, The Writer

J^ 9^$ta[gic CeCeSration ofjrtsrw and the Lift & Times ofa O^tive Son

tvfio LovedHts^metoum and*Wrou about its TeopU.

Producer/Director Paul Kalinian will be present

Tuesday, Novembers, 1991

Kinsey 51 7:00 pm
Admission Free

Paid byASUCLA Board of Directors Programming Fund

fUiKancM^oiiiIng

tatally shot in driveliy
United Press International

BROCKTON. Mass. — Christ-

opher Bender, ^ high-school drop-

out who was trying to break out of

the cycle of drugs and violence as a

rap music artist, was shot to death

this weekend by three hooded
gunmen as he sat in his new
Mercedes-Benz in front of his

mother's housing project apart-

ment
Police said Monday they had no

suspects in the fatal shooting of

Bender, 19, who recently signed a

recording contract and planned to

go to Atlanta next week to begin

work on his third album.

Police said Bender was sitting in

his car with a cousin early Sunday
at the Crescent Court apartments

when three men wearing hoods

approached the vehicle and opened
fire.

Bender was taken to Brockton

Hospital where he was declared

dead. Police said he had been hit by
more than one bullet and family

members said he had been shot

seven times.

His cousin, Jessie Starks, 17,

was not injured.

Bender had dropped out of high

school in his junior year, relatives

said.

He recorded an album for Epic

Records in 19^ when he was 16.

The album, "Baby Doll," and a

single by the same name received

limited success but his talent was
apparently noted by music indus-

try officials.

He signed a multi-album con-

tract earlier this year with a

subsidiary of Atlantic Records.

His second album, "Draped," was

released in July by Atlantic's East

West Records America. His aunt,

Bobbie Starks, said he was to go to

Atlanta next week to begin work
on his third album.

His mother, Betty Anne Bender,

said her son was to go to New York
this week to produce a video for a

song on his "Draped" album.

His aunt said Bender had several

"minor" run-ins with police while

he was a youngster. Earlier this

summer another cousin, Damien
Price, 20, was shot and killed not

far from where Bender was shot.

Bender had been arrested in a

drive-by shooting in July 1990,

and was arrested in March 1990 for

allegedly possessing and trying to

distribute cocaine. He was also

arrested in November of 1990 on a

drug charge, according to court

records.

However, his manager, Terry1

Calloway, said Bender was in the

process of straightening himself

out.

"He had a bad past but he was
trying to get out of it," Calloway
said. "It came back to haunt him."

Bender admitted in an interview

with the Boston Herald after the

release of his second album that he

was just a *Hypical kid like any kid

in any major city of the world, with

drugs around you and crime

around you. You just have to go
through what a kid goes through,

grow older and grow out of that

and look for something positive."

Calloway said some others in

the area were jealous of his success

and were determined not to let

Bender escape his past

'There was a lot of jealousy,"

his mother said.

Computer sex: almost
as good as being there
United Press International

CHICAGO — First there was
phone sex. Now there's computer

sex.

Online Access, a computer
magazine, reports in its winter

issue that growing numbers of

adults are "flirting" with "elec-

tronic sex."

The magazine reports there are

three kinds of contact

The first involves adults who
just chat electronically without

using explicit sexual language.

They also use electronic bulletin

boards as a sort of personals

column where they look for

friends.

The second is a kind of X-rated

party line where participants using

pseudonyms explore various

lifestyles and interests.

The third involves super X-rated

services to which individuals must
subscribe before they can partici-

pate.

The magazine said a number of

couples have married as a result of

meeting through these services.

"One woman said she just kind

of watched conversations for a

while. She was a little shy," editor

Alan Rosenthal said. "At one point

she entered into the conversation

and then the relationship estab-

lished itself.

'They arranged to meet some-
where. They were hundreds of

miles apart and he flew into her

town. He was carrying something
as a symbol to show who he was."

Rosenthal said Sunday he thinks

people aVe turning to computer sex

because "it's fun."

"It's back and forth. It's not just

in one direction," he said.

Rosenthal said there are about

one-half dozen X-rated services on
a national scale and numerous
local operations.

He said Penthouse magazine
just started its own service.

'Theirs includes the capability

of sending pictures, photographs,

if both computers are capable of

producing," he s^d. "They say

they are going to look at them for

whether they're lewd or not, but

who knows?"
Rosenthal said he signed on to

one of the services "just to see

what sort of conversations were
going on."

"It was the middle of the day.

There wasn't an awful lot. I

understand things get a little more
steamy late in the wee hours," he

said.

How do you weed out the nuts?

"Comp-U-Serve has something
they call the squelch command,"
he said. "If you don't Hke the

messages you're getting from
someone, you can put in the

squelch command and that person

can't communicate with you any-

more."

LETTERS POLICY: For letters, viewpoints or counterpoints to be
considered for publication in the Daily Bruin »hey must be typed or

handwritten legibly. They should also include the student's full

name, major, year, home/work phone number and reg. number (if

you are a student). Phone numbers are for reference only and will

not be printed.
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Songwriter
Shuman dies
By Esther Wachs Book
United Press International

LONDON — American singer

and songwriter Mort Shuman, who
with Jerome "Doc" Pomus wrote

songs for the likes of Elvis Presley

and Janis Joplin, died of cancer at

the age of 52, his agent said

Monday.
He died Saturday in a London

hospital.

Bom in Brooklyn, New York, in

1938, Shuman became a promi-

nent songwriter in the '50s and
'60s, when he co-wrote with

Pomus a string of 24 hits for

Presley.

Shuman also created the famed
off-Broadway musical **Jacques

Brel is Alive and Well and Living

in Paris." The show, which just

celebrated its 25th anniversary,

was one of the longest running

musicals in off-Broadway history.

The Shuman-Pomus partnership

began in 1955, and the duo wrote

hit tunes Presley and Joplin, as

well as Ray Charles, the Drifters,

Dion and the Belmonts, Janis

Joplin, Fabian, Terry Stafford and
many other artists. Shuman was
the composer and Pomus was the

lyricist.

Some of their renowned songs

include "Little Sister," "Save the

Last Dance for Me," 'Teenager in

4»vc," **Can*t Oct Used to Losing

You." "Sweets for My Sweet" and
"Suspicion."

"It's a great loss," said Bob
Musel, senior adviser to BMI, an

American performers' association.

CONCERT
From page 3

dancers, pipes and drums provided

machine gun support in the move
from Iraq to Kuwait. The Col-

dstream Guards worked with the

British First Armoured Division

gathering and processing Iraqi

prisoners of war.

Both regiments represent Engl-

ish history. The Highlanders are

comprised of the two separate

groups founded in the 18th century

to combat the French. The Sea-

forth and Cameron Highlanders

were amalgamated into one as part

of mihtary cuts in 1%1.
The Coldstream Guards Regi-

ment, one of the oldest regiments

in the world, was formed in 1650

by one of Lord Protector Oliver

Cromwell's generals.

For more than 200 years, the

pipes and drums played an impor-

tant part in Scottish military life.

They compete annually in interna-

tional pipe-band competitions.

From staff reports.

FORUM
From page 1

rent locations on campus to help

expedite relief," said Roni Gordon,

campus emergency preparedness

planner.

The Graduate Students Associ-

ation Task Group would be part of

a campus-wide Disaster Prepared-

ness Planning Program designed to

manage volunteer resources.

The program is designed to

educate the campus community
about the do's and don't's of

disaster preparation and reaction.

"Students aren't being informed

about what kind of planning is

already in place," Lee said.

More than 800 volunteers are

trained in rescue techniques.

Should the task force be approved,

graduate government would man-

age these volunteers.

The
Center for American Politics and Public Policy

QUARTER IN

WASHINGTON PROGRAM

•LIVE, DO FIELD WORK. AND ATTEND CLASSES IN OUR
NATION'S CAPITAL \

•EARN ACADEMIC CREDIT
•DESIGN AND CONDUCT YOUR OWN RESEARCH
PROJECT
•PART-TIME FIELD PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

An exciting educational experience

APPUCATIQNS FOR SPRING QUARTER 1992 DUE NOVEMBER ath

For more Information contact the

CENTER FOR AMERICAN POLITICS AND PUBLIC POLICY
310 GSLIS Building

(a new tjuilding located behind tfw North Campus Food Commons and West of URL)

tel. 206-3109

Information also available at the EXPO Center,

A-213 Ackerman, 825-0831

Thinkiiiq About
IdwSdiool?

,
Free 34-page Law School
Application Guide. Call:

800-777-EXAM bmbfl

IFYOU
LOVE COFFEE...

Starbuck's Coffee in the Vons/Pavi lions store is seeking enthusiastic

individuals with the ability to greet the public to work part-time

hours in the afternoon and evening.

Interested candidates please contact Rachael between 8:00AM and

5:00PM at: Pavilions, 11750 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, or call

(213)473-6420. -.—

VMS
Companies, Inc.

Vons supports a drug-free workplace. Drug testing is part of our

pre-employment process and a successful test result is a condition of

employment.

EOEIAAIMIF

GuessWhd's ActingUp
In Class Again?

Beverly Robinson, Assoc. Professor of Theater,

World Arts, Culture and Folklore

At UCLA, you learn from the best.

You'll get used to it.

As a matter of fact, you 11 love it.

To see Beverly Robinson teach

American and African American

Theater History, Culture and Folk-

lore is like a trip to the theater itself.

"To me, teaching is an uncondi-

tional giving. I've learned from the

best, and now I give my best to what

I believe to be the best students in

the world," says Beverly, who^
dramatic teaching style keep§ tier

students captivated.

So captivated, in fact, that she

received the MBA Association's

Outstanding Communicator of the

Year Award. The African Student's

Appreciation of Continued Service

Award. And many others.

But this shouldn't surprise you.

Because for the last decade, UCLA
faculty members have consistently

earned the highest honors—
including a Nobel Prize, 300

Guggenheim fellowships, and

hundreds of other achievements.

And thanks to the award-

winning faculty, 18 academic "^

departments are ranked among the

nation's top 10.

Maybe that's why UCLA attracts

the best students from all over the

world. Indeed, you're among the

most ethnically and culturally diverse

student population in the nation,

with an average incoming freshman

GPAof3.75.

So, that's why we have the best

— because you're the best. And
that's why at UCLA, you're sure to

get the best educa-

tion. Even if your

professor acts

up in class a jif-i ftkm.m3
little.

UClAfcMimi

o
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MATH BOOK FAIR
20% OFF

a
o

.* A

ON MATH BOOKS IN STOCK FROM
PARTICIPATING PUBLISHERS INCLUDING:

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

5PRINGEILVERLAG * JOHN WILEY

HMMM
.-*

.r^ '

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4th

. THROUGH SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9th

ACKERMAN PATIO & INSIDE THE STUDENTS' STORE

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Technical Books/ B-Level Ackerman Union/ 206-4041/ M-Th 7:4S-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10 5; Sun 12-5

j^-

F %

I c/iwK ri'sxi'o

Immerse yourself in a week of community service,

learn about other people, address environmental

issues, and grovt^ as a person!

Alternative Spring Break exposes volunteers to the issues facing communities such as

Tijuana, Mexico; the Teesto Indian Reservation in Arizona; Skid Row in Los

Angeles; the City of Santa Monica, and the Santa Monica Mountains. Volunteers

are then encouraged to continue their service and education by linking them with

existing organizations that deal with issues similar to those covered in the break.

Interested students^ staffs and faculty please come to an information meeting*

Information Meetings

Tuesday, November 5th, 4:00 p.m*
Ackerman 2412

Wednesday, November 6th, 7:00 p.m.
Ackerman 3516

Wednesday, November 13th, 5:00 p.m.
Ackerman 3525

Thursday, November 14th, 4:00 p.m.
Ackerman 3517

i

Questions can be directed to the UCRC at 203 Men's Gym, 206-5523

Funded by the Community Services Program of the Program Activities Board

New proposal
to crack down
on ammo sales

By Valerie KuklenskI

United Press International

City Councilwoman Rita Wal-
ters, citing a flurry of shootings

that can be traced back to cheap
bullets, on Monday announced a

motion designed to regulate the

sale of ammunition and to launch a

city gun registration program.

Walters unveiled her motion,

expected to be put before the

Council later this week, in a news
conference outside the Southwest
Jewelry and Loan Company, a

pawn shop in her district that

peddled bullets for as little as 30
cents apiece.

Walters noted there have been
more than 1,000 drive-by shoot-

ings in Los Angeles this year,

killing or wounding 1,400 people
— a 23 percent increase in

incidents and a 19 percent increase

in the number of victims.

"The illegal sale ai^ purchase of
handguns, shotguns and other

sophisticated weapons is beyond
the control of local, state and
federal police agencies," she said.

'The catalyst is the ammunition.

It is the unregulated distribution of

ammunition that has made it

unsafe for children to play in their

yards and where decent people can
no longer sit on their porches in the

evenings.**

Walters* motion, to be seconded
by Councilman Mark Ridley-Tho-
mas, calls for a response from the

City Attomey*s Office and the

Police Commission within 30 days
on terms of what could later

become an ordinance.

Under Walters* motion, the city

would:

— ban the sale of individual

bullets.

— create a city agency for the

registration of guns.
— require the gun owner to

show the gun registration when
purchasing ammunition and
require that ammunition sold

match the caliber of the weapon.

— issue permits to businesses
for the sale of ammunition.

— institute fines and penalties

for those who violate the law.

— encourage businesses to

reconsider selling ammunition.

THER
From page 1

technologist Charles Yoou.
Because these computers arc

heavy, the burglar probably
needed assistance to carry them
out, he said.

From the lab, the thief could
have taken the freight elevator to

the parking lot and easily escaped,

said Kenneth Washington, super-

intendent of environmental ser-

vices. "They knew what they were
doing.**

There was no sign of forced

entry, according to the police

report. But the detectives handling

the investigation could not be
reached for comment.

This theft is not the medical
plaza's first. Just a few months
ago, two fax machines and a

typewriter were stolen from the

loading dock, said a medical plaza

employee who wished to remain
anonymous.

**I wish I'd known there were
other burglaries in the medical
plaza,** said Ezell, who became
aware of several other thefts after

the computers were stolen.

If she had known of the other

burglaries, Ezell said she would
have made sure the computers
were bolted to anchor pads.
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REAGAN
Froln page 1

the last aggressor out of liberated

Kuwait.*'

The historic gathering in Simi
Valley served as a reminder how
the five presidents' respective

paths to the White House
repeatedly crossed, dating back to

the early 1950s when a young
Texas oilman named George Her-

bert Walker Bush campaigned for

Richard Milhouse Nixon, then

Dwight Eisenhower*s vice pres-

idential running mate.

"At one time or another, I*ve run

against most of these gentlemen,

and they*ve run against me. Yet
here we are . . . united as Ameri-
cans,** said Reagan.

In seeking to unseat Carter, the

only Democrat to serve as presi-

dent in the past two decades,

Reagan exploited bad economic
times by asking Americans: "Are
you better off today than you were
four years ago?*'

With today *s recession refusing

to fade. Bush, who was Reagan *s

vice president, is beginning to hear

those same words as he positions

himself to run for a second term.

The presidents, in their respec-

tive remarks, focused on the

positive. No one even uttered the

word "Watergate.**

Nixon drew applause and
laughter in offering a brief run-

down of his political career, which
he said helped launch Reagaa-^

*Over the past 45 years ... I

have been elected to the House . . .

to the Senate ... as vice president

... as president,** he said. "I never

made it for governor. But by losing

in 1962 (in Califomia*s guberna-

torial race) I made it possible for

Reagan to be elected in 1966, the

start of his meteoric rise.**

The crowd roared. Reagan
smiled broadly.

Carter drew the biggest laughs

when he quipped, "You (Republi-

can presidents) all have an advan-

tage over me. You have met a

Democratic president. Tve never

had that honor yet ... I ho[)e to

have that privilege in the future.**

The crowd howled, and so did

Nixon, Ford, Bush and Reagan.

On a serious note. Carter made a

pitch for the nation moving to

solve such needs as health care,

education and housing.

Ford reminisced.

"As a young congressman I well

remember listening in rapt atten-

tion as General Douglas MacAr-
thur addressed his farewell address

to Congress. He may have been
right about old soldiers, but you
can be sure that old presidents

never just fade away.'*

A survey released Monday by
the Los Angeles Times indicated

that Carter has become the most
popular living former president

When respondents were asked

who they would most like to spend

time with. 35 percent chose Carter,

22 percent Reagan, 20 percent

Nixon and 10 percent Ford.

Set amid quintessential South-

em California landscape of sage-

brush- covered mountains — with

a view of the Pacific Ocean on
smog-free days — the library

holds nearly 50 million White

House papers and personal papers

donated by Reagan and his wife,

Nancy. An accompanying
museum will chronicle both their

Uves.

Vbkjmeer

^Anwrkxv) H«art Assockitton

We Will Beat Any Price and Quality!

Student Special

Offer Good At All Times!

.<i Large Pizza

I «^V>^ With 2 toppings

+ 2 Free Soft Drinks

ONLY $7.99 plus tax!

Deal Of The Week!

BARBECUE
CHICKEN
SPECIAL-

ONLY $9.99 plus tax
exp.11/12/91

We Accept MasterCard and Visa

208-4348
10925 Weybum Ave. Westwood
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THE UCLA COMPUTER TRADE-UP PROGRAM, NOVEMBER 1991

Novenioer. 1991

lUrn Your
Old Computer
Equipment
into a NEW
Apple Macintosh
If your computer equipment has been gathering dust—^trade it in! Get a credit you

can use to buy Apple Macintosh equipment from the ASUCU\ Computer Store.

• Trade old Macs, old DOS equipment, even old

keyboards and Imagewriters

• Act Now! This opportunity is available only

during November

• You MUST sign up November 5.6 or 7 at
/!^w2o of'^^^

Apple Trade-Up Tables in front of the

Ackerman Union Students' Store and the

North Campus Student Center.

• Detailed information available at Apple

Trade-Up tables

SAMPLE
3BAOE.I

cintosh Plus D^

^intosh SE
HD20

[Mac

^Mac

fQHD]
iOloshii

$75

$300

$625

';;^cx HD40 12^200

$1,400

University departments only— call 213-338-5780

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Store/ B-Level Ackerman Unlon/825-6952/ M-TIi 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5

s
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Viewpoint
Viewpoint

Admissions sliouid lie

judged by merit alone
By Madonna Fernandez

I applied this summer to medical

schools and took the fall MCAT.
For those of you who know the

system, I applied to 23 AMCAS
schools and 10 non-AMCAS
schools, which cost me a pretty

penny to say the least. I got many
secondaries, filled them out, paid

their additional fees etc., but I

wasnU expecting to hear from

anyone until after I took the

MCAT.
In late August, however, I

received my rejection from a

prestigious AMCAS school which

will remain nameless. I will simply

call it Anonymous Medical Uni-

versity (AMU). Their letter said

ihai they had projected excellent

MCAT scores for me but still

didn't think 1 could compete for

jidmission to their program.—t was irritated and felt that f had

been treated unfairly, but at the

same lime I realized that rejection

was something I was going to have

10 get used to in the coming
months..

About a week later I received a

second letter which was addressed

in handwriting, not type, and the

return address was a name I'd

never heard before. I opened the

envelope to see a photocopy of my
entire AMCAS application, my
letter of appeal to AMU and four

page letter from a min I will call

Joe. Joe had received all of this

information from a friend of his on

ilie board of admissions at AMU.
Joe had gone through my per-

sonal statement and made changes

Terrifying

Editor:

I was absolutely shocked and

dismayed by the one-sided

letter of Willie Munoz in Oct.

30's Viewpoint section ("Slop

crying"). How such an attitude

can exist terrifies me.

What is the difference

between a police force and

criminals, except one is sanc-

tioned by the government, if

such abuse occurs? It is not

necessary to see what occurred

before the videotaping of Rod-
ney King. Seventeen officers

on one victim, who had been

shot with a stun gun, is clearly

a crime.

A civilian review board is

obviously necessary to attempt

to Slop these atrocities, and the

racial bigolry that provokes

them. Munoz should read the

comments made by the officers

if he still wishes to defend

ihem.

In case everyone has forgot-

len, on the side of all police

cars is written "to protect and

serve." The public unfortunate-

which were untrue about my life,

but did make the statement stron-

ger. The bulk of his letter, howev-

er, was trying to convince me to

reapply to AMU as a Lalina. I

should interject here that I left the

optional self-description section

blank on all my applications.

Anyway, Joe is Latino and said

that he had a hard time deciding

whether or not to use that advan-

tage to get into undergraduate

school. He didn*L He didn't want

people 10 think that his ethnicity

was the only reason he got in.

However, when applying to law

school he opted to apply as a

Latino and he's glad he did. His

friend on the AMU board obvi-

ously thought that if I had applied

as a Lalina it would have made a

significant difference or he

wouldn't have gone "under the

Uible," sent Joe my application and

encouraged him to have flfW reapp-

ly as a minority.

In my return letter to Joe, J

thanked him for taking the

immense risk to his future law

career that he did just to try to help

a fellow diver (we are both retired

divers). But I felt obligated to write

him back, not only to thank him for

his interest, but also to tell him that

I'm not a fellow Latino. Fernandez

is Spanish. European. Caucasian.

I left the self-description blank

because 1 felt that my "lack of

ethnicity" could only hurt me.

CX)n't get me wrong. I'm very

proud of my Spanish (and Italian,

German, and Irish) ancestry, but I

fail to see how it has any rel^yance

to my abiUty to become a physi-

SCUM-SUCKING
MOTHEROFA
BLOATEi^Pie.

HELLOyoU

SUME-PRINKIN6I
TICK ONA
CMAEIS REAR.

5(5;^' :c:
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cian. AMU directly told me that I

couldn't cut it at their university on

the basis of my application alone

(no MCAT) and they indirectly

told me (through Joe) that if my
genetics were slightly different but

my application was exactly the

same, I would have somehow
suddenly been qualified.

Then, on top of it all, I received a

leuer from UCLA's School of

Nursing, to which I have never

written, applied or even spoken

which read, "Because certain

ethnic minorities are seriously

under represented in all health

careers, they are particularly

encouraged to enter the health field

. . . blah blah blah ... do come in

and see us." Signed: Recruitment

Office.

I'm getting recruited by UCLA
Nursirjg School because I have a

possibly Mexican surname? It

certainly isn't because I've let

•UCLA think I'm a minority. I've

done my best to correct their

misconceptions. People just look

at my last name and assume —
people like Joe and the admissions

board at AMU.

I have no problem with Affir-

mative Action. The main purpose

for it, however, should be to give

people opportunities which they

have been denied for reasons

beyond their control. Kids that had

to work their way through high

school should be allowed lower

GPAs to be considered for admis-

sion to undergraduate school.

These people are considered a

financial minority.

Granted, the majority of people

who are considered a financial

minority are also ethnic minorities,

but these two factors do not

necessitate each other. Simply
being a minority should not con-

stitute special consideration.

Letters

ly needs to be protected from

the LAPD. Personally, I would

rather call a civilian review

board than lo risk an encounter

with some members of the

LAPD if I am ever in need of

protection.

Edie Tyler
Senior
English

Bad press
Editor:

I was reading The Bruin and

I was amused by the article by

Josh Romonek about the man
who reported his car stereo

stolen, but he had stolen the

car in the first plac« ("Man
reports stereo stolen, goes

direcUy to jail," Oct. 29).

I was amused until I reach-

ed the point in the article

where Romonek found it

necessary to mention the com-
pletely irrelevant fact that the

man had just come from the

gay rights demonstration at

UCLA. What does that fact

have to do with his arrest for

grand theft? Nothing.

Don't you think there are

enough negative gay ste-

reotyp)es out there? Why add

to them?

Elizabeth Mack
Senior
English

Rationalizing
Editor:

It is disheartening to read

another UCLA top administra-

tor's rationalizations for reno-

vations to the campus, in this

case Murphy Hall (October

22), in light of staff layoffs,

no pay increases, higher tuition

fees, less classes, less resources

for library holdings, ad infini-

tum. Vice Chancellor Solo-
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Tm not a minority and it

outrages me that people who think

I am are catering to me like I

cannot seek out my own opportun-

ities. I would imagine that minori-

ties are treated in such a

condescending manner more dUisxa

than I, but I wouldn't know. Tm
simply relating my frustrations

with the system. People like Joe

think I cannot gain admission to a

medical school unless I "come out

of the closet" about my ethnicity. I

do have an ethnicity. Tm not

Latina. I*m not an African Ameri-
can (or "Woman of Color" —
whichever is PC lo date). But that

doesn't make me transparent.

I just want to be judged on my
merits and my merits alone. I want
people to consider what I do and

how I do it, and my name should

have no bearing on that.

Fernandez is a senior majoring in

kinesiology.

mon's comments that "The
purpose of the project was to

enhance the facilities to recruit

and entice faculty and students

to UCLA" and. "people will

want to donate more money to

UCLA because it looks more
prestigious" are frightening

rhetoric.

If would be nice to hear that

UCLA is trying to entice

faculty and students with the

quality of education it pro-

vides, not the type of tile

being installed in Murphy Hall.

Frankly, I would be a bit

concerned about faculty and
students who are coming to

UCLA for the type of tile in

Murphy Hall.

It may be that the $400,000
spent on this tile was ear-

marked for this purpose. If so,

I feel that the administration

should let us know so that

wrong conclusions are not

drawn; however, it seems
ludicrous during this difficult

financial time that funds are

not being more wisely allo-

cated.

Kim L. Rodgers
Administrative assistant
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Is $ §Titical correctness dead or merely changing?

My
name is Pei-Chi

Chang (tremble,

tremble) and I am a

recovering "PC-aholic."

The politically con*ect move-
ment has failed. Much in the

way of the pet rock and "save

the ^.whales" campaign, the

mov^ent had a fashionable

period, but is now on the

irreversibly decline. Now pohti-

cally correct people are the

jokes of not only the conser-

vatives, buMJiejnainstream as

well.

Before I digress further, I

should give you a brief history

of the PC movement. (See, my
column does have educational

value.)

Political correctness does not

actually have a spearheaded

movement, per se. Somewhere
some individual decided that

the civil rights movements of

the under represented segments
of society had banded together

and were currently attempting

to bring down all the great

achievements of Western
Civilization as we know it.

S(he) decided that there was a

trend on campuses all across

the United States toward prog-

ressive movements. From that

moment, the bastard child of

"Tiberalism was bom. I call it
"5"

bastard child because there was
not a single parent, but an

amalgamation of them (and I

wanted to be able to swear in

column, and to get away with

il).

There was not unified com-
mittee, no "National Politically

Correct Advocates Association*'

Out On Campus

to spearhead the movement,
just a vagabond group of
marginalized peoples fighting

for their rights. Unfortunately,

the same could not be said of
their enemies. The National

Association of Scholars is an
organization created to preserve

the status qut^ of the universi-

ties and see to it that no
changes were made in the

curriculum to insure that no
changes were made in the

glassies."

—The PC theory is not with-

out its problems. I think that

PC had its problems in the

very beginning, in the very

word choice used to describe

the term. "Politically Correct"

makes it seem that there is

only one way that a situation

could be viewed. In the same
way that general society

believes those marginalized

individuals* views to be incor-

rect, now there was only one
way that the situation could be

viewed, and all perspectives of

the current society (i.e. Eur-

ocentric views) were now
politically incorrect. This

insulted all others who were
not included in the perspective.

This was what I consider to

be the fatal fiaw in the

politically correct movement It

is not surprising that the

American CivilLiberties Uniofi^

is trying to tear down the

fighting words policy on all

UC campuses (mcluding

UCLA) on the basis that it is

unconstitutional under the First

Amendment.
The j^ood news is that it is

doubtful that the politically

correct movement has suffered

its final death. The primary

reason that it will not die is

that PC is very much a

movement that is still meta-

morphasizing, much in the

same manner that disco died

and continues to be reborn in

various forms. (I hate to tell

you, but the current house,

hip-hop and industrial boom
has its infancy in ABBA.)

I propose to relabel the

politically correct movement as

the "politically respectful** (PR)
movement The basic emphasis
of the PR movement is that

people need to learn to live

with each other and to respect

the differences inherent in the

society that we live in.

A perfect example would be
my friend Richard. I call him

Rick because he prefers that

name. I would not call him
Ricky or Dick (see, 1 got to

swear again). In the same
manner, I would refer to my
Latino friends as Latino, Chi-

cano as Chicano, and Hispanic

as Hispanic. It just seems to

be common decency not to

insult them and address the

Latinos as Hispanics, just ^

because it is the "acceptable**

government label. Nothing in

life is black and white and
people should be allowed to —
define themselves as such, and
no one should be able to place

labels on other people. (Bear

with me, my preaching is

almost at an end.)

If the perspective is

approached in this manner, it

puts things into a whole new
light. Studies in multicultural-

ism are not intended to chal-

lenge or silence traditional

studies. All the PR movement
will want lo accomplish is to

make sure that other alternative

perspectives are presented

alongside the ones we have

been taught since childhood.

After all. what are people
afraid of, that students be
made awaie of the discrepan-

cies within society? This would
come in very handy, for il

would teach people who may
have come from a very shel-

tered background to look at the

world from a different per-

spective. After all, how many
classes challenge your view of

society instead of asking you
to regurgitate facts and fill in

scantrons?

The second r^son that the

new PR movement will not

fail is that the professors in

charge of the academic system

(most of whom are wfetc) fail

to realize that the student

population is growing more
and more diverse. These stu-

dents will not settle for a

history that only promotes Eur-

ocentric views. The future stu-

dents of UCLA will demand
that their studies are inclusive

xif under represented societies.

~ This is why the MeCHA
feels so strongly about having

a Chicano studies department
to call their own. The admini-

strators probably did not think

that the students were going to

continue the protest for two
years. They are fighting so that

generations to come to UCLA
will be able to learn about a

people whose stories deserve to

be told alongside the ones of

Christopher Columbus.
This is why the PC move-

ment will not die. It is

because it is time for the

people who have been margi-

nalized to reclaim their rightful

place in the mainstream of

society and for a curriculum to

be inclusive of all aspects of

American society. (OK, so I

lied about not preaching.) After

all, if both President Bush and
UC President Gardner have
spoken so strongly against it,

there must be something posi-

tive that could be learned from
this movement.

Chang is a senior majoring in

psychology and sociology.

AreWeOn
The Right

Road?
We're theASUdA Boaid ofDirectors,
and it's our job to set policy for all ofASUCLA's services and enterprises—like the

Students' Store and Food Service. Our decisions set the direction for ASUCI-A, proclaim

our organizational values, and shape our business practices.

We believe it's possible to be both businesslike and socially responsible. And so, over the

years, we've adopted several major policies—policies that, we hope, reflect the social

concerns of the campus community. Because these policies affect everyone on campus, we

make it a point to remind everyone of their existence, and to invite public comment.

Privacy
In the course of our business, we collect some personally identifiable information about our

customers. Lately, there's been a disturbing trend towards selling this kind of information.

For instance, your supermarket may scan your "discount" card, record your purchases, and

report them to manufacturers. We believe this kind of activity is an abuse of your privacy,

unless you knowingly consent to it. When we collect information about you, we tell you

why, and we don't sell it or use it for other purposes. Last May we went on record with a

written Privacy policy.

Sale and Use ofTobacco Products

In January 1990 the Board voted to stop selling cigarettes and other tobacco products in

the Students' Store, and to make all ASUCLA's indoor facilities smoke-free. It's a decision

If

that cost us money—but we think it was worth it to take a strong stand against the deadly

habit of smoking.

Ediical and Social Responsibility

In 1985, the Board introduced the Ethical and Social Responsibility Policy as a way to

invite the campus community to help us examine our business ties. Under this policy we

have commended a Chicago bank for its innovative loan program and protested General

Electric's lack of concern for the environment.

And-Apaitheid Banking
In 1981, the Board voted to take its money out of banks with ties to South Africa, in

protest of that country's dehumanizing apartheid policy. ASUCLA uses only "dean"

banks—in doing our banking, and in offering automatic teller machines for campus use.

If you have comments about these Board policies, please write or call the office of the

ASUCLA Executive Director, Kerckhoff 332, Campus Mail Code 164006. 825-80n. We
appreciate your input.

ASUCLA Boaid ofDifectors
Kerckhoff 332 • Campus Mail Code 164006 • 825-801
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Aden Young and Sangrine Holt star in ^'Black Robe.'

mediocre film

Excellent potential

mined by weak lead
« •..

By Greg Srisavasdi

Throw in "Dances With Wolves," add a dash of

good supporting actors, place the film in Canada,

lake out Kevin Costner and put a stiff lead actor in his

place. The dish that*s served is "Black Robe," an.

infuriatingly mediocre film that had excellent

potential.

The film centers on the adventures of Father

Laforgue (Lothaire Bluteau), a terse but well-inten-

tioned missionary out to save the souls of the Huron

Indians. Aiding him in a 1500-mile journey to his

mission outpost are the Algonquin Indian tribe, who
initially become suspicious of Laforgue 's true

intentions. They nickname him "Blackrobe" for the

vestments he must wear as a missionary. A better-

suited name for him would have been "Stoneface,"

since Laforgue fails to crack a smile in the entire film.

As the story enfolds, Laforgue struggles with his

own spiritual identity, yearning for truth in God while

being tempted by the flesh. Laforgue is a man
alienated by his environment, eventually envying the

love shared by a French translator named Daniel

(Aden Young) and the Algonquin chiefs daughter,

Annuka (Sandrine Holt). Eventually, through the

help of the Algonquin chiefs family, Laforgue

survives the harsh wilderness, allowing him to see the

Indians as more than mere "savages." The film

highlights L^forgue's difficulty in reconciling the

religious beliefs of the Indians, making him confused

about who really is granted salvation in this world.

Bluteau *s performance as Laforgue stands as the

weakest element in the film. His portrayal of the

missionary man is confused and plodding. Laforgue

is supposed to be reserved, yet Bluteau ("Jesus of

Montreal") gives no real reason for us to sympathize

with the character. His acting holds no conviction

whatsoever, making Laforgue's emotional transfor-

mation at the film*s end seem contrived and

uneventful.

What works in the film is the confident acting of

Young, Holt and August Schellenberg (playing the

Algonquin chief, Chomina). As the passionate

translator Daniel, Young*s vibrant and magnetic

charisma successfully plays off of Laforgue. Playing

the chiefs daughter Annuka, Holt adds depth to the

sparse lines that "Black Robe" gives her. Her

captivating beauty and striking sensuality enliven the

film, stealing almost every scene that she is involved

"with.

Director Bruce Beresford ("Driving Miss Daisy,

"Tender Mercies") does capture the beauty of the

rivers and mountains of Quebec, providing the

viewers with an ample amount of visually stirring

sequences. The most powerful scenes come from the

abduction of Laforgue and Chomina 's family by the

Iroquois, in which Beresford compellingly conveys

the unyielding pain of the family members as they are

tortured.

"Black Robe" has its share of poignant moments

and awe-inspiring shots of nature that help eradicate

some of the film's main flaws, but Bluteau 's inability

to arouse interest in Laforgue destroys the movie's

chances of becoming a true success. "Black Robe"

would have been stronger with a more suitable lead

actor, someone who could have turned this story into

a more enriching cinematic experience. **'/2

FILM: "Black Robe." Screenplay by Brian Moore Based on

the novel by Brian Moore. Directed by Bruce Beresford

Produced by Robert Lantos. Stephane Reichel. and Sue
Miliken. A Samuel Goldwyn Company release with Lothaire

Bluteau. Aden Young. Sandrine Holt, and August Schellen-

berg. (Rated R: nudity, sensuality, and violence; 101

minutes) Now playing at Century Plaza Cineplex Odeon

Daily Bruin
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Clockwise, starting at left: Roach (Sean

Whalen) Is the person under the stairs

trying to escape. Woman (Wendy
Robie) threatens to kill Alice (AJ. Lan-

ger) for being disobedient. Everett

McGill stars as Man, the person who
owns the house with "The People

Under the Stairs.**

'Stairs' is a screamer
By Greg Srisavasdi

Dressed in spike leather, a mad-

man chases a young boy, waiting to

cut the him into little pieces.

Repeatedly saying "bum in hell,** the

madman hunts for the boy and any

victim he can save for the next meal.

*The People Under the Stairs,**

directed by horror bound Wcs Cra-

ven C*A Nightmare on Elm Street**),

is a film that threateningly tickles

your funny bone. It*s basically a

*Twin Peaks**-ish type of thriller

whose off-beat humor and engaging

lead characters elevate this film from

the average anal-retentive slasher

flicks out today.

The movie focuses on a twisted

couple (Everett McGill, Wendy
Robie) who hide deep secrets in their

dilapidated and demented home.

Their house is repltle with strange

people behind the walls whose

agonizing voices are heard through-

out the movie. How they got behind

the walls (and locked up in the

basement) is a mystery that is

resolved by the movie*s end, so

divulging any more information

would spoil much of the movie's

suspense.

Enter Brandon Adams as a young

boy named Fool who, with the help

of two criminals, decide to rob the

home, which is supposed to house a

room filled with gold coins (oohh,

aahh). But Adams is really a good

little kid who must make some fast

money to help his sick mother get the

right medical attention she deserves.

It's a rather predictable method in

justifying Adams' reasons for steal-

ing.

Unfortunately, the two robbers are

gruesomely killed in their attempts to

See 'PEOPLE,' page 20

'Funny Ladies': Female cartoonists featured in alumna's documentary

By Danya Joseph
Daily Bruin Staff

We all read them. We all have our

favorites. But few of us notice that

most comic strips are written by men.

For UCLA alumna and feminist

Pamela Briggs, comic strips are more

than just the funny pages in the arts

section of the local newspaper.

Briggs honors the achievements of

women cartoonists in her film "Funny

Ladies," which will be shown as part

of a presentation by Briggs at noon

today in Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

*This film is a good way to deal

with issues. It's my contribution to

recognize women in all fields. Not

just cartoonists, but writers and

scientists," Briggs said.

She notes that the lauer categories

also include women who have been

there all along but haven't gained

recognition for their work, which she

says affects people of color as well.

"Funny Ladies," which is narrated

by Jean Stapleton, offers a historical

look at women cartoonists, specifi-

cally focusing on four.

Dale Messick, whose strip "Brenda

Starr" ran from 1940 to 1983. is a

pioneering woman cartoonist. Brenda

Starr was very popular, and ran in

hundreds of newspapers all over the

world.*?

As the film shows, Messick

changed her name from DeJ^ to the

more gender-neuU'al Dale in order to

gain more acceptance for her car-

toons. "Even today, people are sur-

prised that *Brenda Starr' was written

by a woman." said Briggs.

Cathy Guisewite's "Cathy," about

a single career women, is one of the

most widely-read cartoons in Ameri-

ca, and the most mainstream of the

cartoonist Briggs higli(lights.

"Sylvia." created and syndicated

by Nicole Hollander, is a strip about a

flamboyantly dressed woman in her

fifties which deals with social and

political issues on a regular basis, said

Briggs.

Lynda Barry's "Ernie Pook's Com-

eek," said Briggs, probably marks the

future of cartoons, with its integration

of art and literature.

"Funny Ladies** took three years to

make. Briggs came up with the idea in

1986 after reading a 1983 article

about "Cathy." She approached

Guisewite, who agreed to participate

in the film in 1988. From there, the

film went into pre-production.

"Before I read the article, I never

really thought about women cartoon-

ists. Even today. it*s still very hard to

get women*s stories told," said

Briggs.

One of the main reasons the

cartoonists agreed to do the film, said

Briggs. was that they really wanted to

meet each other. "Caruionists' work

is isolated," she explained.

After three years of production on

the film, Briggs and ih^ cartoonists

have gotten to know each other really

well. "I felt a resi)Onsibility to

accurately portray them,'* Briggs said.

"1 was striving to do ^ film where

the audience felt as if i^was walking

into the homes or siadios of the

cartoonists. I wanted tlleir concerns

and feelings to come aciioss intimate-

ly." ] .

None of the cart(x)>isis had an

agenda for doing the film and were

happy with the results^ "It's not a

See COMK S, page 21 Dale Matsick is featured In "Funny Ladies: A Portrait of Women Cartoonists."
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11523 S.M Btvd Ub In 9w UhiMrsa

4775581 5:80-7:30-9:45

Sal 8 Sun MaHnal 12:30-2:45

MUSIC HALL (M Back

9036 Wl»hira 500-7:46-1000

274-6868 Sat 8 Sun malnaa 1:00^.15

RNE ARTS
8556 WItlwa
662-1330

EjBoaura
5:00-7!30-9:45

Sal 8 Sun 12:30-2:46

Santa Monica

1332 2nd St

394-9741

Eurofia Europa
5:00^7:30-9:45

Sal t Sun 2:30

MOMCA
1332 2nd St.

394-9741

Eamg
4:46-7:15-9:45

Sal 8 Sun Malnao 2:15

MOMCA
1332 2nd S(

3944741

Hofaapiayar
5:00-700-900

Sat 8 Sun malnaa 1:00 3.00

MONICA
1332 M SL
394-9741

J^ian Today Faattvil

Gal Iwaka lor tdwduta

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA CradH card purchaoas by phona

WMsh. ai Wattwood 757-4GEN

47S0711

70fflffl THX 6 Trad( SHrao Bily Battgala (R)

12:15-2:46-5:06-7:30-10:15

Fri 8 Sat lata show 12:30am

Ddby Starao Curty Sua (PQ)
12:00-2:30-5:00-7:40-10:15

Ddby Slarao Daoa)vad (PQ13I)

Today ody 12:30-2:55

Beveriy Hills

Bawarly Connaclon Cradit Card

La Gianaaa at Bavorly Blvd Puchasas t>y

Fraa 2 1^ hour vaMatad parking Phone: Gail

669-5911 (213)757-4G£N

Slirao Paradiaa (PG13)

12:15-2:46-5:10-7:40-10:05

Stereo Other Paopla's Monay (R)

12:20-2;45-5:20- 7:45-1 0:10

THX Ddby Stereo ZBTH Stoat (R)

12:00-230-5:00 725-9:50

Fri 8 Sat Late Show 12:05 am

THX Ddby Stereo

1:00-3:15-5:30-750-10:00

THX Ddby Stereo

THX Ddby Stereo

Tha Hdtar King (R)

1:40-4:36-7:25-10:15

Other Paopla'a Monay (R)

1:30-4.O0-62S-&46

Fri 8 Sat lala show 11:15

AMC
EATRES

Century City
Canlury Qty 14

10250 Santa Monica »vd
Cankjrv OHy Shafting Center

Fraa PaiWng:

4 Hotfs Ree Vaidalon
WHh PuchaM d Thaa^e Tickats

(213) 553-8800

Yaar of Iha Gun (R)

1:30-5:00-7:35-10:20

(R)

2:00-5:30-755-10:25

Otiar Paopla'a Mortay (R)

2:15-5:20-820-10:30

29TH Slraai (R)

2:30-5:40-8:15-10:40

King (R)

1:30-4:35-7:30-10:35

2ITH SMat (R)

145-5:06-735- 10: 15

Tha Bulchara Witt (PG13)
1:30-4:20-7:30-10:06

Man in tw Moon (PQ13)

1:354:35-7:40-10:00

HomicMa (R)

156-5:45-8.05-10:25

Tha Bulchar'a Wilt (PG13)
1:50-5:15-750-10:30

Iran Mila (R)

2:30^:36-8:10-10:40

in fh» Moon (PQ13)

1:55-5:30-8.05-10:35

Littio Man Tata (R)

1:40-5:10-750-10:25

HtaMantfar 2 (R)

2:00%:10>755-H>:10

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.

NUART 4TH Inl'l Animation Celabration

11272 Santa Monica Bl. Call ^ealre or

478^79 Festival Hdine hx nto

Fasival HoMna: (310) 445-2375

WESTSIOE PAVIUON
QOLOWYN
475-0202 12:40-2:56-5:10-7:25-9:40

QOLOWYN
475^02

aiv o(H«Da
1125-2:004.»-7:15-M0

QOLOWYN
475^)202

My Owm Prlvala Idaho

1:00-2:15-5:30-7:45-10:00

QOLOWYN
475^02

My Own Private Maho
12:15-2:30-4:45-700-7:45-9:15

Fri 8 Sat 11:20
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Monrissey

and panic in

tlie seats of

Uie Pavilion

By Chip Phillips

"Personally, I'm an incurably

peaceable character. But where

does it get you? Nowhere, You

have to be violent."

Morrissey — March, 1985

Friday night's performance(?)

by Morrissey at Pauley Pavilion

was a scene straight out of the

Twilight Zone's lost episodes.

- V For one split second I thought I

saw Bob Barker— you know, the

guy on "The Price is Right" who
amazes us with his putting pro-

wess, hair-helmet and concern for

the world's pet population— up on

stage, beckoning a crowd of

pompadoured, creeper-footed,

flower-wielding, Wilde-reciting,

angst-ridden adolescents to "Come
on down!*'

Suddenly, I awoke amidst a sea

of sweaty bodies with one particu-

larly knobby elbow chiseling a

cleft in my chin. In between the

blows I registered an image of

complete and utter revolution as=r the beloved yet misunderstood

Morrissey agonized over the

unnecessary destruction caused by

his overzealous disciples.

The short forty-minute show

was every UCLA bureaucrat's

nightmare — a stereotypical reac-

tion to the overly-seductive perfor-

mer's complete call for liberty. It

will probably push democracy

(and future concerts) on this

campus even further into the

depths of the collegiate "Dark

Ages" (a.k.a. the backfiles of

Boingo lives up to deadly

Halloween expectations

John Chung/Daily Bruin

Morrissey concert promoters assemble on stage in an effort to

disperse the crowd.

Murphy Hall, if I may be so bold).

As bodies overheated and the

oxygen content of my one-by-

one-foot flesh hovel slowly dissi-

pated, I couldn't help but hum to

myself the chorus to "Bigmouth

Strikes Again" ("and now I know
how Joan of Arc felt . . .") as a

surrealistic vision of T. Alva

Edison danced before my subcon-

scious mind, saying, "Genius is

one percent inspiration and 99

percent perspiration."

Since I was covered by a high

percentage of personal and public

perspiration, I thought I'd try to

exercise my genius by feverishly

scribbling the following across the

back of my ticket stub:

Panic in the seats at Pauley I

Panic in the aisles ofthe Pavilion I

I wonder to myself/Will bands ever

play here again? /Vn the big blackX

stage that Moz sang upon I I

wonder to myself I You might greet

these words with tears I But Honey
Pies, I can't deny your fears I

Concerts are done I Moz II be the

only one I But there's panic on the

streets ofWestwood I Santa Barba-

ra, Irvine, Riverside 1 1 wonder to

myself I You were the cause I And
just to touch or hug Le Moz I

Because the music that he con-

stantly plays I It has too much
power over your life I Learn a little

self-control I Because music will

no longer be played I On that big

black stage at Pauley I On the

grounds you daily walk 'round I

ITS YOUR OWN FAULT, IT'S

YOUR OWN FAULT, IT'S YOUR
OWN FAULT ...»

CONCERT: Morrissey at UCLA's Pau-

ley Pavilion. Friday, Nov. 1.

By Kelly O'Donnell

Daily Bruin Staff

"Now it's time to think about

. . . death"
That's probably ,not something

one wants to hear late on a

blustery, dark Halloween night

miles from civilization — sur-

rounded by giant dancing skele-

tons, no less.

But for Oingo Boingo, their

Irvine Meadows Halloween con-

cert is an annual holiday celebra-

tion— one that definitely suits the

Orange County-based band's eer-

ie, surreal character.

Crowds of scarily, scantily and

screwily-clad fans descended upon
the amphitheatre last Thursday

night for a taste of the dark side of

the soul as seen through the eyes of

rocker/composer Danny Elfman

and his band.

And despite Elfman 's cold, sore

throat and extremely annoying

scarf (worn to please his mother),

the band delivered a solid and
lengthy performance. For three

full hours (and two encores), they

bombarded the crowd with songs

as familiar as (but infinitely more
enjoyable than) recurring night-

mares.

The evening's repertoire

included earlier works such as

"Wild Sex in the Working Qass"
and "Nasty Habits," but a large

part of the show was selections

from their 1990 LP "Dark at the

End of the Tunnel," the best of

which were "Skin," "Lx)ng Break-

down" and "Out of Control."

The atmosphere was intensely

(surprise, surprise) dark and spir-

itual as well as wildly entertaining,

and somewhat lighter numbers

such as "Stay" and "Dead Man's
Party" kept the tempo up and the

audience alive. Elfman is an

excellent performer, and knows
how to get in touch with the

audience — it's clear the band

U^uly enjoys their annual Hallo-

ween gig.

It was certainly a refreshing

change to hear live brass and sax at

a rock concert— real instruments

have fire and intensity that

sampled sounds can only attempt

to capture. The eloquent tenor

solos blended well with Elfman's

strong, throaty voice, which in

itself is a remarkable instrument.

Two giant skeletons with glar-

ing red eyes danced along to the

music as surreal black-and-white

movie clips flashed across a large

projection screen above the stage.

Throughout the evening, the

cameras stayed mostly in Elfman 's

face, relaying his every smirk to

fans from the front row to the lawn.

Elfman looked absolutely rav-

ishing in a raven-black sweatshirt

and heart-stoppingly tight black

pants. His gleaming hair glistened

softly as the . . . (Oh, sorry, that

was my Sting review.)

Strangely enough, such an

entertaining band strikes a discor-

dant note in some people. All that

talk about death seems to have

disturbed a bunch of religious

fundamentalists, some of which:

stood at the entrance to the

amphitheatre waving signs that

advised the concertgoers to forgo

Boingo's dark music or risk eternal

damnation.

Hell, I'd rather bum with

Boingo for eternity as long as their

performance was as good as this

one. ***

CONCERT: Oingo Boingo at the Irvine

Meadows Ampnitheatre. Thursday.
Oct. 31.

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
The Undergraduate Students Association is now recruiting

students for open appointments. All applications are available in

the Office ofthe Undergraduate President 304 Kerckhoff

Ifyou are interested in any one or more of the remaining appointments please complete an appoint-

ment application and submit it to the Office of the Undergraduate President as soon as possible.

For any'iiuestions please speak with Danette Martin. Phil Parmor, or Sam Kaufman. Note that

appointed positions will be filled as .soon as a qualified applicant isfound.

Apply Today
Thank youfor your interest in becoming involved with the Undergraduate Students Association and the Office of the President.

m

Undergraduate Students Association Appointments To Kxternal Bodies Undergraduate Students Association Internal Appointments

ASUCLA Student Store/Services Committee o mu.i cunrnuy work for ih.i asuoa ci.v,s.ai,) Elections Board Chair

Campus Traffic Safety Commission (1) Elections Board Vice Chairs (3) and Staff (9)

Chancellor's Advisory Committee on Disabilities (2) Judicial Board (2)

Chancellor's Advisory Committee on the Gay and Lesbian Community at UCLA (3) Freshmen Cabinet ( 1 3)

Chancellor's Advisory Committee on Religion, Ethics and Values ( 1

)

Chancellor's Committee on Insmictional Improvement Programs (I

)

Chancellor's Council on Diversity ( 1 alt.)

Housing Appeals Board (1 - must not currenUy reside in the Dorms)

John Wooden Center Board of Governors (1 alt.)

Chancellor's Committee on Religion, Ethics and Values (1)

Service Award Committee/ Speakers' Committee (5)

Student Affairs Information and Research Office (1)

Student Conduct Committee ( 1 alt.)

Student Fee Advisory Committee (1)

Student Letters & Science Commencement Advisory Committee (3)

Student Parking Review Board (1 alt.)

Student Skills Advisory Committee (2)

Substance Abuse Advisory Committee (1)

Undergraduate Admissions Committee (2)

Financial Aid Policy Task Force (2 - note you must currently receive financial aid)

Presidents' Medal of Honor Selection Committee (7-musi be a graduating Senior)

USAC President's Community Service Fund (2)

Insuring Tomorrow Network (10)

USAC President's Community Service Funding Board (2)

Please feel free to contact the Undergraduate Student

Association Office of the President from llani-4pin for

additional information. Pick up your application and

return it as soon as possible to 304 Kerckhoff.

TJmifcyou

USS\C (Prtsident "DarutU Martin

Paid for by Your Student Govefnment-USAC
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Directors' Guild focuses on students, liosts forum
By Aaron Dobbs
Daily Bruin Staff

In an attempt to educate future

film and television directors about

their roles in the entertainment

industry, the Directors Guild of

America is holding its Hrst Student

Open House on Wednesday at 7:30

p.m.

Organized by the Special Pro-

jects/Academic Outreach Sub-

committee the two-hour event will

be comprised of short speeches

and focus groups led by prominent

directors in the industry.

According to DGA Special

Projects Officer Selise Eiseman,

the DGA "had wanted to hold an

open house for awhile because

most students probably don't

knoNv what the DGA is and what its

function is in the industry."

Eiseman also stressed that there

is more work for directors than in

films and television, such as

commercials and music videos,

and that hopefully Wednesday's

event will open some eyes.

Among the speakers who will be

present are Arthur Hitler, president

of the DGA and director of films

such as "Married to It" and "See

No Evil, Hear No Evil;" Glen

Gumpel, Executive Director of the

DGA; Robert Wise, Chairman of

the Special Projects Committee

and director of "West Side Story"

and "The Sound of Music;" Tho-

mas Carter, director of the pilots

for numerous television series

including "Miami Vice;" and

Michael Wimmer, an agent from

Creative Artists Agency.

The keynote speaker for the

evening is Martha Coolidge whose
past films have included "Real

Genius" and "Valley Girl" as well

as the current release, "Rambling

Rose,' starring Laura Dem and

Robert Duval.

Also speaking will be Rupert

Wainwright, a UCLA graduate.

Wainwright has become a success-

ful director of commercials and

has directed videos for musical

artists such as MC Hammer. His

most recent television project was
"Dillinger," starring Mark Har-

mon and Sherilyn Fenn.

Wednesday's program, which

begins at 7:30 p.m., will be divided

into three periods. Each of the

speakers will give short five-

minute speeches on various topics

about the DGA and the directing

profession until 8 p.m., when
students will break off into small

groups headed by DGA direcfors

and focus on television, feature

films, commercials and reality-

based television.

Eiseman said the heads of the

DGA hope this evening will help

create a better understanding of the

guild's purposes and show the

guild's determination in helping

would-be directors.

EVENT: Director's Guild of America
Student Open House. Wednesday,
from 7:30 to 9^30 p.m. at the Directors

Guild of America building (7920 Sunset
Btvd) RSVPs are requested at (213)
289-2050.

DIRECTOR
VON GRUNEBAUM CENTER FOR NEAR~ EASTERNSTUDIES"

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA.

LOS ANGELES (UCLA)

The University of California at Los Angeles is seekina a new
Director of its Center for Near Eastern StudNes. Qualified

applicants should possess: (1) a stronq scholarly research and
puolication record with an empnasis in Near Eastern Studies; (2)

demonstrated concern for the development of interdisciplinary

research and teaching; (3) the ability to administer budgetary,

personnel, and related processes; and (4) the ability to obtain and
manage external support for the Center. Administrative
experience is desirable. Above all, we are looking for a dynamk;
individual to provide intellectual and programmatic leadership for

the Center for Near Eastern Studies. The new Director must
currently be a tenured member of the faculty at UCLA. The
positk>n is available July 1 , 1 992.

The Gustave E. von Grunebaum Center for Near Eastern Studies

was established as an Organized Research Unit in 1957 to

stimulate, coordinate, and integrate instruction, training and
research in the languages and those humanities and social

sciences essential to an understanding of the Near Eastern
region.

Please direct all inquiries, nominations and applications by
November 15. 1991. to the Center of Near Eastern Studies

Search Committee, c/o Ms. Nancy Duggan. Office of the

Chancellor, 140501. UCLA is an Affirmative Action/Equal

Opportunity Emptoyer.

THIRD ANNUAL THANKSGIVING
CANNED FOOD DRIVE

$50.00 DISCOUNT
Bring In Three Cans Of Food

For The Homeless . .

.

*
l>onate THRKK cans of food by November 27, 1991,

and place a $100 deposit on the course of your
choice with the Stanley II. Kaplan Kducational

Center Ltd. of Southern California, and we will take

$50.00 off the current tuition. The balance of your
tuition is due before the first day of class or in 90

days whichever conies first.

TXu Jutotmt it not watidwitk any o^*r discount m offer mad* iy Jlon/fy 9C Kfptan 'EJbtcatianal

CttUtrLid^'Ikis£tctmniit9aBdon^onadtiaimrolImtHU.

L'SAT GMAT MCAT GRE
DAT NMB NCLEX

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST for more details!

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.

ttifi

Discover the convenience of Westwood Village's 24-hour
express store! Open 24 hours and stocked with all the

essentials (and the goodies) you or your party might neecfe

Convenient parking, too! So, if it's 3 PM. or 3 A.M., conne fn

to the Village's fast and friendly market, and find whatever
you need—whenever you need it.

d^Viliage
xpressmart

" Always Open at the corner of Gayley & Le Conte

FOODSTORE
10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (213) 209-9111

Open 24 hours • 7 days a week • CONVENIENT FREE PARKING

SAN FRANCISCO
NEW YORK

WASHINGTON D.C.
SACRAMENTO

u

ox.--^:...-.... ..:. ^,.-....>.^>.,.>..^^-.^-^^---^^-
^ |i^y,.i

- ^..^^^^^.^^^^..^.,.^.^^ .. ^^

In 25 years we've placed over 4,000 interns in ttie areas of Media, Business,

Government, Public Relations, and mucti more.

INFORMATION MEETINGS
in the EXPO Center, Ackerman A-213, 825-0831

Tuesdays at 4 pm • Wednesdays at 12 Noon • Thursdays at 3 pm

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 15, 1991
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Braces Give You Something To Smile About

BACK TO SCHOOL SMILES
Now is the best time to start a program of

orthodontic treatment. A one-time back

to school sp>eciaJ would let you p>ay

a low monthly payment plan to

achieve the smile that youVe
always dreamed of having.

• Mupku- OrilKuiiMitic

I iv.itiMcnt as l.»»\\ .iH

piT iimmli

• Upon Approved Credit

Dr. Nader Dayani
Speciallies in Orthodontics*

for Adults & Children

11645 Wilsliire Bhrd.

Suite 802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 826-7494

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lavvyer

Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

CAHPUS

EVENTS The^Womeri's Resource Center and
UCLA Campus Events present*^*
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Narrated by Jean Stapleton

- \

Today

!

November 5th
12:00 noon
Second Floor Lounge, Ackerman
Featuring four of America's most popularwomen cartoonists: Cathy Guisewitei

creator of "Cathy", Nicole Hollander, creator of "Sylvia", Lynda Barry,

creator of "Ernie Pook's Commeek", and Dale Messick, creator of

"Brenda Starr".

The film includes candid shots of the artists at work along with

some very insightful and humorous personal interviews.

Paid for by USAC

Box office
United Press International

Weekend gross, total gross,

weeks in release:

1. "The People Under the

Stairs/* $5.5 million, one week.

2. "Curly Sue," $5.3 million.

$11.2 million, two weeks.

3. "Highlander 2: The Quicken-

ing," $4.7 million, one week.

4. "BiUy Bathgate." $4.1 mU-
hon, one week.

5. "House Party 2." $3.66

million, $1 1.9 million, two weeks.

6. "LitUc Man Tate." ^$3.55

million. $10.2 million, four weeks.

7. "Other People's Money."

$3.1 million. $15 million, three

weeks.

8. "Frankie and Johnny." $2
million. $15.8 million, four weeks.

9. **the Fisher King." $1.8

million. $33.5 million, seven

weeks.

10. "The Butcher's Wife," $1.6

million, $4.7 milUon, two weeks.

PEOPLE'
From page 16

find the coins, leaving Fool all

alone in the home. The house,

however, is booby-trapped all

over, filled with **people under the

stairs," electric door knobs, a

ferocious (yet in a weird way,

loveable) dog. and two viiMently::

vicious parents. Helping Fool from
becoming another body bag is the

couple's daughter, Alice (A.J.

Langer). Alice has never gone
outside her own home, remaining a

captive of her parents sadistic

schemes. Fool and Alice, along

with one of the people under the

stairs, combine forces to try to

escape this terrordome in order to

return to the real world.

As the crazed couple that lusts

for blood and punishment, McGill

(as Man) and Robie (as Woman)
giv« strong, offbeat performances

that display the film's unique (and

perverted) vision. They play their

roles with glorified gusto, adding

humor to their blood infested hunts

for Alice and Fool. Both seem to

work well together (they played

Nadine and Ed Hurley on *Twin
Peaks") in dementedly disgusting

roles. These characters must be

one of the more deliciously wicked

sets of parents in recent film.

As Fool. Adams pulls off his

role effectively, adding much
charm and spontaneity to his

character. Unlike many horror

movies. Adams brings a character

that is intelligent and engaging. As
Alice. Langer also adds to the

film's strengths by showing the

deprivation her character has

experienced under her parents'

hands.

Director Wes Craven could

have made this film gory and one
dimensional and still made money.
Craven, however, decided to

remain humorously horrifying,

similar to the unique combination

found in his "A Nightmare On Elm
Street" It's refreshing to know
that films of this genre don't have

to take themselves seriously. *The
People Under The Stairs" is one

such film, helping the picture rise

above most of the horror movies

out today.

So in the season of tricks and
treats, *The People Under The
Stairs" is a definite treat not to be

missed. ***

FILM: The People Under The Stairs-

Written and directed by Wes Craven
Produced by Marianne Maddalena and
Stuart M Besser. A Universal Pictures

release with Brandon Adams, Everett
McGill, Wendy Robie and A.J. Langer.
(Rated R: language and violence; 102
minutes).

! '?.

No brook's too
broad for Garth
United Press International

The lop 10 albums, based on
Billboard's survey of retail sales:

1. Ropin' The Wind — Garth
Brooks

2. Use Your Illusion II— Guns
N' Roses

3. Diamonds & Pearls —
Prince. New Power Generation

4. Metallica — Metallica

5. Use Your Illusion I — Guns
N' Roses

6. Decade of Decadence —
Motley Crue

7. Emotions — Mariah Carey
8. Apocalypse 91 ... The

Enemy Strikes Black — Public

Enemy
9. Time, Love and Tenderness
— Michael Bolton

10. No Fences— Garth Brooks

The top 6 pop singles:

1. "Qeam" — Prince. New
Power Generation

2. "Romantic" — Karyn While
3. "Can't Stop This Thing We

Started" — Bryan Adams
4. "Real Real Real" — Jesus

Jones

5. "When a Man Loves a

Woman" — Michael Bolton

6. "O.P.P." — Naughty By
Nature

COMICS
From page 16

message film." she said.

The general public has also

reacted very positively to "Funny
Ladies." The film has played

mainly in film festivals and art

museums, including a recent

engagement at the Houston
Museum of Fine arts, where the

film toured as part of a Smithso-

nian Institute series on cartoons.

Briggs and the film have also won
numerous awards.

Cartoons in general have a

universal significance, said

Briggs, noting that even interna-

tional viewers, who arc not aware
of the culture of the cartoons, are

able to appreciate their humor. Yet
Briggs feels that many people take

them for granted.

Cartoons are important in

expressing society's concerns,

said Briggs, and for this reason, it

is necessary to also get women's
views. "Comic strips show what
people's problems are. There's a

huge, broad range of people who
read the funnies." she said.

She hopes that specific courses

might be able to use videos of

"Funny Ladies" for educational

purposes. *The film is relevant for

film, sociology or communications

classes — many different areas."

she said.

After Briggs contacted UCLA's
Women's Resource Center to see

if they could use her film, the

center's programmers thought that

it was a film that would be good for

the whole campus to see.

Briggs. who graduated from

UCLA in 1980 with a degree in

communications and a Master's

Degree in film in 1985. is excited

that her film is now coming to

UCLA. She fmds it inspiring to

have the film shown in an environ-

ment where students can question

her about it.

"It's totally fun. I remember as

an undergrad. going to hear speak-

ers and seeing fihns at Ackerman
. . . (Seeing my own film here) is a

nice feeling, like going home," she

said.

EVENT: "Funny Ladies." Produced,

directed and edited by Pamela Brigas.

Co-produced by William McDonald.
Film will be saeened today at noon at

Ackerman Grand Ballroom and will be
followed by a question and answer
session. Sponsored by Campus
Events.
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This week featuring the

UCLA C©R«EDY CLU

"In-House Talent": with
fresh, original material!

TONIGHT, Tues. Nov. 5,

8 p.m. at the Cooperage

CHECK IT OUT!
Paid for by USAC-your student government

UCLA Undergraduate Business Society

Considering a career involving

International Strategy Consulting?

Mergers & Acquisitions?

Emerging Growth Companies?

Then Consider

The L/E/K Partnership
1 1 1 1 1m 1 1 WTTTTTTfTTTTWTTTTtWFWTTTTTri I I 1

1
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LosAngeles»Boston»London»Sydney*Munich»Paris*Coperihagen»Oslo*Stockholm»Helsinki

E/K Partnership, a leading international corporate j^i^ltegy consulting

firm, invites the class of 1992 to learn abi)ut the Associate position.

\'.i I' \

'-

"^A

g excepti<)ii|inni0rs 1^

A. W A.

ioo of Summer Associate.

)

.^."..%%"ir.-^^%%"--.v -------^^ ^t»w»vMww» wm»mMm^M 1

All interested parties are invited to attend our presentation, followed by

refreshments and .an opportunity to meet representatives of the partnership

Wednesday, November 6, 1991

The Hacienda Room
UCLA Faculty Center

Cover letter, r6sum6, and transcripts must be submitted by November 18, 1991

Send them to

Carolyn Wilson '

Recruiting Coordinator

The IVE/K Partnership

c/oUBS
3371 AGSM

Lx)s Angeles, CA 90024

(213)206-3038

UBS is sponsored by AGSM
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AfS INTERCUUUML
PBOGII4MS
USA

InviUi ^TS ruumus cmdfritJtds of^S
to a nctptum on QJfiursday

9{pvtmBcr 14th, 1991

€:30p.iiL8:30 p.m.

Titase call OAichelU or Lanifor info.

1800722 0080 or 1-818- 792- 7007

Comt rtUvt your !AJS CKperitnct and

find out kotu you can St involved in

I

promoting ufoHdpeace tftrougk

cultural understanding.

SAVE $$$ ON TICKETS
AIRLINES. SPORTS. MUSIC. SHOWS. WE

LIST LAST MINUTE CANCELS,
SURPLUS AND PROMOTIONS FOR SALE

CHEAP. ALSO. WH€N YOU AftE STUCK WfTH
TICKETS UNEXPECTEDLY

CALL US.

213-4 TICKET

Good Deals

jJgBP
Bibles - Books

Giffs.

M-Th 10 am - 9:30 prrv

Fr-Sat 10 am - 11 pm; Sun 2-6 pm
10884 Weybum Ave. LA 90024

206-5432

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruir^

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

LOSE 10-29 POUNDS IN 30 DAYS. We'll pay

you lo lose weight. Safe, effective.

(213)281-8808.

Miscellaneous

Alcoholics Anonymous

Meetings

Mon. 6tK\jm\or\, Thor. Bookctudy, Fri. St«p

Study. AU 3625 12:15-1:15. Fri. 1230O-1 «)
TuM. Dibcustion. Wbd. Diacustion NPI

C8538 12:1 5-1 «)
For alcoholics or ir>dfvidualB who

have drinkir>g pfobl>m>

ASTROLOGICAL REPORTS, 25-30 pages

each, custom computer ger>erated, from $12.

Call for catalog. 1-800-352-4327

Keyboardist/Vocalist seeks band. Rhodes

piarH>, B-3, synlh, baritone; influences; Floyd,

Doors, Santana, Phlsh, Dead, Tull, blues, jazz;

theory background. Call (213)202-7126.

SIGMA Fl

Personal 10

"A" LEAGUE FOOTBALL
- (3-0)

UNDEFEATED!!!
(SmDW) ILIU€1K UN TMIS

IPILAirOIFIFSm

Your Little Sisters

FUIIBACK

RUBEN PRECIADO

377 YARDS

RUSHING

i

i

f

t

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^V

PIANO RENTALS
Special Roles to UCLA Students

Hollywood Piano Renfol Co.

462-a3M 463-6569
^^'-^^'^^^^"-^g^'-^^^^^^^

KA0

as oat/ fMLni^ffff^

~
ATA

^

^congratulates hro^u
"5^ ADAM ROSS %

1991 Homecoming Court
and

BLUE RANGSUEBSIN
IFC Public Relations Choir

Question:

What do Chi 'O's,

Sushi, Pikes and

Cowboys all have

in common?

PUT YOURSELF
AHEAD OF THE RACE!

ADVERTISE
in the Daily Bruin

Classifieds

1

GLORY DAYS
INTERESTED?

»

First Staff Meeting

Tuesday 7:30 at Pi Phi

t5X
ujoBo I! op s^i
'a)|{j noX )|UDL|j^

j9Ui|4 4Ddj6 Y
:jaMsuv

Friends

ADVERTISING IN THE

DAILY BRUIN

CLASSIFIEDS...

IS AS SIMPLE AS
BLACK & WHITE

CLASS DISPLAY

206-3060

CLASS LINE

825-2221

Research Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-11

YEARS needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 ar>d a free develop-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 YEARS needed for UCLA
research project. Receive $20 ar>d a free

developmental evaluation. 825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 «nd have a scientific learning experience.

825-0392.

Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 PersofKil 10 Personal 10

Nov. 5

THE DOMINATION BEGINS AGAIN
5:30 BBQ w/ ZX Band RUNKLE

9:00 Festivities continue with Reggae Stars

COMMON SENSE

ID REQUIRED INVITE ONLY
Researcti Subjects 12 Healtti Services 22 Health Services 22 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

Earn $300 or Mora
Study of drug effects needs

heolihy males ages 21 -40.

If you use drugs(cocaine,

etc.) Call to see if you

qualify

390-8483
Ask for Theresa

ASTHMA RESEARCH. If you would like to

participate in FDA approved research studies

with new asthma medications, call

(21 3)31 2-5050 exl. 302. You will be compen-

sated for your tinf>e. Allergy Research Founda-

tion. 11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 601, West

Los Angeles, 90025.

SEXUALLY ACTIVE ADULTS OVER 21

NEEDED FOR 20-MINUTE INTERVIEWS
WITH MEDICAL STUDENTS. PARTICIPANTS
WILL RECEIVE $7.50. PARKING WILL BE

REIMBURSED AS NEEDED. INTERVIEWS
WILL BE HELD MONDAY AND TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 11, 12,& 19, 1991 AT2:15PA1.
& 3:15 PM. CALL RITA AT 213/825-2571.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer

wAinea Pedis needed for new research study

Under dermatoligists supervision. Volunteers

will be paid for info. (21 3)828-8887.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED to participate in a

facial aging study. Ages 35-f, men and women.
Volunteers will be paid. Under demnotologisl

supervision. For information, call 828-8887.

21

ACNE
A NASTY FOUR
T.TCTTER WORD
If you had started on

Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago

you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on

how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our

Skin Care Information

Line,

800-435-3533

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acne, scars arxi sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation. Call Beverly Hills

Laser Doctor's Croup. (213)786-0636.

PSYCHOTHERAPY/ SUPPORT GROUP for

women dealing with childhood sexual abuse.

Openings now- Westwood. Lorraine Rose,

PhD (213)824-9942; Meg Sheehan, Ph.D
(213)737-3554.

Opportunities 26

ENTREPRENEURS! Do you have a business

idea? Do you r^ed $$$f We can help.

Unlimited Funds. (818)702-9703.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT. Internship inter-

views now taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing a team of employees,

customers, and suppliers. Majority of hiring

will be completed by November. Average

gross profit $11,287. Call Triple A Student

Painters, for information now
1 (800)426^44

THROWING UP
GEHING YOU DOWN?
EalngdlMrdinMtmyw4yip«iil^ ODfraMautwty.

Dr.Maffc UmM, Clliicai PiydMlogitf
(Mi»andprM«ip»k4

213-655-6730

Help Wanted 30

Salons

Get Your Life Together

By learning to combine meditation

& psycholog): you can stop the

confusion and pain and enhance

your life.

Dr. Uwis (213)454-5551

ITALIAN LIPSTICKS $5. capture the youthful

spirit, beauty, and "pizzazz" of Italy with our

new, sparkling lipsticks. Call 433-8393.

MODELS WANTED for free professional hair-

cuts in Beverly Hills. Call Terl (21 3)936-3408,

leave n>essage.

Healtti Services 22

LOSE UP TO 30 pounds in 30 days for lets than

$40. Doctor recommended. 285-8347.

SOCIAL PHOBIA GROUP. For people exper-

ierKing extrenr>e self corvciousness and shy-

ness, fear of public speaking and public

fascilities. Contact Paul Bohn, M.D. or Steve

Keys, M.D. at (213)825-0263.

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY GROUPS
Dynamic, caring, professionally led ongoing

groups. Explore family problems, relationship

patterns, work and career corKems, esteem

issues, addiction and recovery. Improve com-
munication skills and self confiderHX. Mon-

day, Tuesday & Thursday evening groups

available. Lisa Frankel MFCC (213)398-9385

• 1 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Your fraternity, sorority, or other campus
group can earn between $500-1000 in less

than 7 days. You pay absolutely rxMhing.

Call: 1-800-735-2077. Ext.3.

$6.63Air. Walk on campus. Schedule around
your classes. Opportunity for advancement.

Apply at the Sproul Cafe. 350 De Neve Dr.

(213)825-2074.

ADMINISTRATIVE INTERN SOUGHT to assist

in International Fine Art Expositions Admini-

strative Department. Responsibilities irxrlude

heavy phones, word processing, filing, and
general office assistance. CarKJidate must be
proficient in at least or>e foreign language,

able to work under pressure, arxi computer
literate. (213)820-0498; fax:(213)820-5426.

Attention! George Hicks.

AD SALES, COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER.
FLEXIBLE HOURS. LEADS PROVIDED. EX-

PERIENCE PREFERRED. SENSE OF HUMOR
IMPORTANT. 319-1680.

ADVERTISING SALES REPS for UCLA Gradu-

ate Business School Newspaper. High com-
mission. Work own hours; door-door, tele-

phone. (213)825 6488.

ATHLETIC GOGETTERS*'**—
needed for PT and FT work with America's 7th

most profitable company. (213)653-1689.

•CASTING EXTRAS* for motion pictures and
commercials. $40-$300/day. Call now
(213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, arxi television.

Eam up to $200 per day! No experierKe

needed Call today (818)563-2021.

COMPANKDNS - Need 2 cheerful, energetic,

physically fit people. Work w/ Rehab Team to

provide in-honrx: care for elderly clients. Light

house keeping, cooking. Must have car &
reference. FullA'art Time. 8hr/12hr. shifts.

Call Mr.H.(31 0)572-7000.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER/CONSULTANT
NEEDED to assist in developing a r>ew software

program. For nxxe information please contact

Andrew Kim at (310)558-8434.

COUNTERPERSON. Full tin>e and part time

available. Energetic, happy. Call Lana at

(21 3)826-JAVA.

DATA ENTRY POSITION available for art

gallery. Part-Tin>e for one week. Contact Ian.

820-3578.

SALESPERSON FOR DESIGNER GOWNS &
DRESSES WLA. P/T-FA. Fashion experience

preferred. Excellent advancement possibiities.

(213)474-7808.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE
PROCXJCTS AT HOME. CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-467-5566 EXT. 8737.

GENERAL OFFKIE. Detail oriented, self-starter

for small office. Light accurate typing, good
phorw manner, IBM computer knowldege.

M-W:10-5; F:9-3. Wilshire Blvd.
(213)658-7733.

HOST/HOSTESS/WAITSTAFF POSITIONS
AVAILABLE. Days & evening^. Flexible hours.

Outgoing personality & highly motivated.

Good pay. Day shifts available. More info;

473-8533.

IMPROV. WANTED IMMEDIATELY: PT tele-

marketing. Afternoon hours. Call Ken
(213)651-2583.

INVESTMENT BROKER'S ASSISTANT needed
4-8 daily. Sharp, professional, attractive and
well-spoken. $8-»A>r. Jim 991-0801.

•••••••••••••••jUST DO IT***************

Enthusiastic sportsminded team-players
needed for 22rxi fastest growing company in

An^rica. (213)399-5994.

LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR: Minimum 3yrs law

office experierx:e in plaintiff personal injury.

Knowledge of WordPerfect. Contact Sid Dia-

mond, (213)475-0481.

MALE MODELS under 28, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. Quick cash!!

(213)664-2999.

MALE MODELS NEEDED. Young, Handson>e,

Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great

Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon
& evening

hours available.

Sharpen your
qommunication skills &

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

LAW FIRM
nee(js motivated person to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w GPA, available times

foe interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

PERSON Fi<IDAY, PT/flexible hours between

9:00am and 64X)pm. Busy Executive in BrerH-

wdbd r>eeds er>ergetic self-starter for light

secretarial arxi personal errands. Own car

helpful, not required. $6.50A^r. Call Jeff

826-4935.
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For your fraternity, sorority, team or

other campus organization.

Absolutely no investment required!

CALL 1-800-950-8472. ext. 50

FINANTTAT. CONSUTTANTS

An exceptional opportunity

i^ available for motivated

individuals to learn foreign

currency trading.

Unlimited income potentiaL

CALL STU or NOAM
1-800-922-8322

N vip to S'aO pot 'lof.^-
^ BVHFLPINGOTHFRS

T^ONATf BlOOb PI ATflFTS SAFELV

C- A-'..

CiH'iCC' !>.'* "S •.rrO>iC!*^0..! LA
DCiCt 1 ''ui'" yo..' iJ.t'J c pr-iiion

FUN ENVIRONMENT
UNIQUE POSITION

Telephone Sales Representative

Invite singles to tour the 'Super Centre', the

largest brarKh of the nation's biggest and

test singles organization. 1 5 year old

company with over 40 locations

nation-^widc. Plush Westwood location.

Unique position and fun environrricnt. Sales

experience helpful. Must be bright,

er^ergetic, and articulate.

f<y Salafy, Incentives, Bonuses

^if P.T. Hours 4-9p,m.

¥& Please call Mr.Bruin

(213)477-5566

8 people needed na'w
Kavm up toii/hr.

Housecleanem

CaU (tl3)45S-1817

GENERAL OFFICE
We ore looking for on energetic and

positive person v^o likes to talk on ttie

phono (Itils Is not telemarketing).

Casual, friendly, lively environment. Ligtit

Typing. Full time. Great pkioe to work.

Call Mekxjy at 453-1817.

PERSON FRIDAY Medical office 4hrs/day,

Sdays/wk. $Whr. 100 Medical Plaza Suite

#100. (213)624-1000

PERSON NEEDED TO DELIVER food for WLA
restaurant. Must have own car/insurance. Flex.

hours. (213)276-6644.

PLANT PERSON. PA needed to mainlainence

indoor and patio plants. Experience helpful.

Must have car. Call Brandy 669-0700.

PT FLOWER SHOP SALES. Artistic with good

communication skills. Please call 273-4S47.

P/T LITERATURE RESEARCH & LECTURE
NOTE TAKING with MD in nrwlecular genetics

private research. Senior/grad in related area

preferred. Flexible hours. Nurit
(213)306-0055.

PT Medical Distributor. Phone, word process-

ing, invoicing, mid-day /hours flexible) experi-

ence helpful (not essential) (213)936-5696.

PT SPANISH TEACHER needed for 6 months

by private school in Sania Monica. Please call

Bemadette 629-7391 ext. 234

REAL ESTATE Appraisal Processor Typing

SOwpm minimum. Flexible hours and days.

S7.50^hr. Contact Shelley (213)396-2991.

SECRETARY, bookkeeping experience, light

typing, answering phones, $10^r. 3-months,

Nov-]an. Call (310) 273-9708

SELL UNIQUE YARD TOOLS PART TIME

Guaranteed minimum salaries. $50G/mo.

Phone (209)636-5455.

SM PICTURE FRAMER needs part-tinr>e

designer/sales. Sales or art background
helpful.Saturday a must. (213)626-6666

BASKETBALL COACH NEEDED for private

school in S.M. middle school girls & boys

teams. Practices 3x/wk. Season begins Nov.16

Please call Steve Gold (213)626-4120.

TELEMARKETERS familiar with engineering

and programming terminology. Various tervi-

tories. Call Norma at DELTA PERSONNEL
(616)972-9675.

TELEPHONE MARKETING RESEARCH ASSIS

TANT for merrwry training school. $7/hr.

15-20hrv\vk Theresa (213) 445-0630.

TWO POSITIONS: Both require wordprocess-

ing and good typing skills. One requires

Spanish bilingual. Flexible hours, Wilshire &
Westwood law office. Sid Diamond,
475-0461

.

US MAIL lOBS $11.77 to S14.90/$9.95 fee

Now Hiring Your Area. No Experience Neces-

sary. 1-900-660-4454 ext. 0214.

WANTED FOR DERMATOLOGY OFFICE:

Back office experienced, medical assistant for

nurse practitioner. Must be energetic and

vivacious. Beverly Hills. 274-2307.

WELL-QUALIFIED rT>edlcal student wanted to

do nr>edical-legal research on question of

whether an 6-year-old child's cardiac arrest

was caused by exsanguination or respiratory

arrest. Please ser>d resume and cover letter to

Barrett K. Green, 4201 Via Marisol, #1 37, LA,

CA 90042.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for

creatively-talented writers. Paperback novels,

non-fiction books, screenplays. 962-1557

Vernon.

DUE TO MURPHY'S LAW WRITER WHO IS

BLIND still needs an assistant for the academic

year. (213)396-5062.

MODELS: For 1992-93 swimsuit calendars &
posters, European magazine work. Call

(213)732-5744 for appointment.

OFFICE ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT-
Enlerlainment/ CPA Business Management
firm. Must know 1 0-key, Lotus 1 ,2,3 and Word
Perfect. Hours: 1-6 daily. (213)278-2303.

OUTSIDE SALES. Fast growing marketing firm

representing Firestone looking for outgoing

energetic people for day, evening, and

weekend hours. Make $1 5-$3CA>r, we guaran-

tee SaA»r. Unlimited growth potential. Soft,

easy, casual sale. Call 1 -800-323-7559 or call

Eddie at (213)476-0491.

Job Opportunities 32

ATTORIMEY NEFDED to take over a ma^rjci_

litigation in LA. Superior Cour
(213)674-2569.

DATA ENTRYATLERICAL, M-F, 9-6, long term,

good computer skills, 60-wpm-f required.

$9-1Q/hr. (213)453-6422. ^
FULL TIME SECRETARIAL/EXECUTIVE ASSIS-

TANT. 6:30-5. $7A>r to start. Strong organiza-

tional skills. Typing and computer. (213)

360-91 1 1

.

^__
LIFESTYLE - FREE TIME & DEBT FREE. We are

seeking 3 individuals with sales, management
or teaching experience. Income potential is

unlimited. (213)939-1594.

MARKETING ASSOCIATE FT/PT (20hrs/wk,

day tia>e). Marketing investment management
services to Forturw 500 firms. Challenging

environment. Phone skills in brokerage or

finance preferred. Westwood. $9/hr.

(213)206-1310.

Jnternstiips 34

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM producer seeks

student interns to learn script development

activities in office. No pay, but good opportun-

ity to learn. (310)576-6309, (310)394-7263.

Child Core Wanted 35

BABYSITTING: Need reliable person to pick

up my child, take to my horr>e & babysit from 5

P.M. on (approx. 12-15 hrs/S daysAveck.

(213)203-3771.

PARENT HELPER. M-F aflernoons^yenings

13-16 hr^week for 5-year old boy. Fix meal,

clean-up kitchen. $6/hr. Car required. (213)

476-2289.

WLA. BABYSITTER NEEDED. Experience with

young children. Must have own transportation.

Afternoons, eves, weekends, flexible.

(213)559-2955.

Apartments for Rent 49

1BED APARTMENT 1/2 block from beach in

Venice. Lower level of EHjplex. Available

Dec.lst. %700/mo. (213)392-6297.

1 -BEDROOM. $575/month, first nwnth 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms

(213)639-7227.

1 Bedroom w/ sitting & living room, hardwood
floor, fire place, balcony, very large. Stove &
free water. Corner of Ophir & Glenrock. Price

negotiable. (213)206-6647. (714)494-4646.

1-MILE TO UCLA, Brentwood adjacent, $550
Bachelor, $735 1-bed, pool, r>ear bus stop.

1235 Federal. (213)477-7237.

3340 OVERLAND. 1 bedroom $550 unfurn-

ished, $625 furnished. Passing bus to UCLA
(213)637-7755. 4-7pm only.

ADJ. HANCOCK PARK. 1 hth) free with lease

Bachelor, newly decorated. $475/mo. Sec-

urity, laundry. (618)591-7223.

APT FREE RENT must move after 6 rrxKiths

without relocation fees. Pay $300 expenses per

month Direct bus to UCLA. UCLA 471-2703
Frank.

Bachelor in WLA. Mini kitcher>ette. Japar>ese •

style bathroom. Carport near Blue Bus.

$50(VrT>onth. Security deposit, 1st month.

Move-in Nov 6 (213)479-7541. Mrs Sato.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $975/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PKIO BUS WOOSTEk ST. (21 3)

639-6294.
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BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $685-765.

1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX.V. BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (21 3)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $795-675/MO.
2-BEDROOM HARDWOOD FLOORS,
FRONT VIEW 1/2 BLOCK TO PKZO BUS
(213) 639-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT 2+1 lower, stove,

refrigerator, hardwood floors and carpet

S1250/mo. (213)451-4771

BRENTWOOD, $640, 2BED/1BTH, 11651

GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

BUNDY between Olympic arxi Santa Monica.
S685/mo. Spacious 1 bedroom. Excellent

management. (213)620-7049.

CULVER CITY, 2,3-bedroonr>s. Parking, laun-

dry, large kitchen. Walk school, shops, bus.

Great locatiop. (213)837-1906 for

appointments.

FACULTY AND STAFF: One and two bed-

rooms available in the faculty apts on Levering.

Call 206-1947 (6am-5pm).

FREE NOVEMBER RENT. 2-bedroom/2-bath,

fireplace, balcony, skylights, great for room-

mate. $995-$1,120. Near all. (213)636-4072,

anytime.

LARGE 2BED/1BATH, Hardwood floor, dis-

hwasher, walk to UCLA & Westwood, parking.

$1,00Q/nf>o. 476-6090.

MARINA DEL REY TOWNHOUSE, $1295,
2-bed/1 V» -bath, stove, refrigerator, dis-

hwasher, patio, parking. Pet okay.
(213)621-4667.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few

mnes & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building. 3746 Inglew-

ood blvd . just north of venice blvd. (213)

396-8579.

MAR VISTA. UNFL»RNISHED BACHELOR.
AppliarKes. Utilities irKluded. Residential

neighborhood. $500/mo. (310)206-6765,

Leave message 4-9pm.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom $475,

furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, and
carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood. 3256
Ovcrland.(21 3)637-3013.

PALMS. 2-bed/2-balh, $645 & $675. Under-

ground parking, fireplace, ^C, alarm, pets

okay. (714)969-8977, & (213)559-6065.

PALMS, $590, newer single/ Upper, full bath/

kitchen, A/C, dishwasher. Balcony, cable,

fireplace. (213)397-0405.

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)626-0740.

PALMS. $650. 2-bed/rA -bath townhouse.

Parking, private palio, prime location, quiet

neighborhood, new carpet. (213)394-6969.

PALMS $850/mo Ibed, den, upper. Aircondi-

tioning, garage parking, built ins, Uff place,

security system. (213)937-0569.

PALMS AREA 1 -BED/1 BATH LOWER. Stove,

refrigerator, parking for 1 car. $60(VnfK>.

(213)451-4771

PALMS. Sharp 1 -bedroom, vertical blirxls,

carpet, stove, kitchen, laurxiry, large and

bright, greatlocation 1 -block from Motor and

National. 2-parking spaces. 3351 Vinton. No
pets. (310)576-5540. Open.

PALMS SPECIAL. No security deposit with

approved credit. $525 for single, $650 & up for

1 -bedroom. Pool, sauna, exercise room.

(213)636-3600.

Palms. 1 bedroom. $695. Stove & Refrig.

(213)837-7513.

SHERMAN OAKS, newer 2-J-2, $750 and up.

gated, central air, dishwasher, garage. 13406
Moorpark. (618)222-6296.

VAN NUYS: LARGE 1 -bed & den. Dishwasher,

stove, fireplace, 1chil<V1pet ok, or good for

roommates. (818)997-6766.

VENICE. ARTIST'S STUDIO. 1 300 sq. ft. High

ceilings. Natural light. Security parking.

396-3668.

WALK TO UCLA, single, 1 -bedroom, 2-bed-

room, fireplace, A/C, full kitchen, balcony,

p>ool, Jacuzzi, rec. room, laundr^yoom, gated

garage, gas -t- water paid. From $325/prsn.

Roommates avai'able. 515 Kelton.

(213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD. X-large 1-bed. $850/mo. Walk
to UCLA and Village. Hardwood floors.

109717* Roebling Ave. (213)208-4253,

(213)624-2595.

AMAZING 2BED/2BATH 'WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, enclosed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-

portation & UCLA. (213)475-6717.

WESTWOOD, WALK TO UCLA. Singles &
1 -bedrooms, $590 and up. (213)208-4934

WESTWOOD $1 1 50- $1 550. Terrific, large 2

& 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom, built-ins,

refrigerator, dishwasher, ^C,garden- balcony,

microwave. 1711 Malcolm, Vs /4-mile cam-

pus. (213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD, $695, furnished single Walk to

school. 667-669 levering Ave.
(21 3)208-321 5

$695 1 bedroom Walk to school 729 Gayley.

(213)206-6796.

WESTWOOD. Large 2-bed/ 2-bath, furnished/

unfurnished Pool/ Jacuzzi, long/ short-term,

$1400 (213)470-1513.

WESTWOOD $1025-1 250/MO,
2 BDRM,/2-BATH STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING (213)639-6294.

WESTWOOD. X-LARGE 1-BED. Furnished/

Unfurnished. Parking. Available now. Near

UCLA. $750 up. 11069 Slrathmore

(213)454-6211.
I

- . - -

WLA 1-t-l LOWER, stove, refrigerator, parking

for 1 car. 3 miles to UCLA. $650/mo.

(213)451-4771

FREE RENT WLA National/Venice, 15 min.

from Lia.A.2-bedyi -bath. ^Secured, A/C, dis-

hwasher, view. $750. Day (818)281-8938,

Eves (213)204-0543.

WIA. tSSO REMODELED SINGLE & ONE
BEDROOM. New carpet, gated entry, ap-

piiances, parking. 1530 Granville. 453-4009.

WLA AREA. $565/mo. Attractive furnished

single. Ideal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4632.

WESTWOOD DELUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH. 5

MIN. WALK TO LXZLA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C,

WATER PAID, PARKING. AVAILABLE TO-

DAY. $750- $600 THE BEST DEAL IN WEST-

WOOD1 (213)208-8661

WLA/PALMS $65(ymo. 2bed / Ibath. Refrig.,

vertical blinds, patio. (213)471-0663.

WLA, WILSHIRE BLVD, 2+2. Ptio, new carpel

+ fridge. 2 parking spaces, $935.
(616)795-6124.

Furnished
\joft

Apartment
In Westwood
Across PYoin

Campus

ACROSS FROM
CAMPUS

1 month

free rent

•pool

•spa

•sauna

•gym
•gated parking

Spacious

Jr/1 Bdrms avail!

from $725

Call 208-3818

535 Gayley

/

SUMI

565 Gayley

824-0836

Ask about our special

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
1BDRM

Starting at $600
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

L

Get out of the
Dormsl

We Will help Pay
the cancellation

feesi

Huge Luxury 1 ftf 2
bedrooms,

central air, extra large

closets, fireplace, wet bar,

refrigerator, controlled

entry and parking

Low move in/Low
rental rates

Across From Campus
433 Kelton Avenue
(213)208-8685

NORTHRIDQE $275 up. 600 Unit
•tud«nt housino facility. Shared or
privata. Pool, Jacuzzi, racroation

room. 1/2 hour driva to UCLA.
Fraa Broohura. Northridga

Campus RaaManca, 0500 Zaizah,
Northrldgo. CA 01325

(eta)aee-i7i7

^»^^"R^ww^^^Nl^^p^ww^^^^i^^WH

10980WELLWORTH
10983 WELLWORTH

M

t*********[l I Mill III

*1 Month Free Rent

(Ask for Details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Central Heating/

Air -Conditioning

•Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,

Refrigerator. Disposal

•Fireplaces
V

(213)473-6205

nU" E REN 1

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD,

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703
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Beautiful One Bedroom
Apartments
Now Available

$800 Per Month with Security Deposit

Fully Furnished
All Utilities Paid, including A^C
Available to persons 21 and up

This apartment is nestled in the beautiful Santa Monica
Mountains only fifteen minutes away from the UCLAcampus

For more Information call the University of Judaism
Housing Office at 213-47B-9777, 879-4114 ext. 259.

•AFF0RDABLE*
•3528-3532 Sawtdle*

In Mar Vista near National

2bdrm Ibath

apartments. Uppers &
lowers. Balconies. Stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator.

Spacious with grey

carpet. White Blinds.

$775/month $500 deposit

OPEN DAILY OR
CALL:

Orrsigfit, 397-5029

Rental Office. 823-4383
ilP

Why Pay More?
1 & 2 Bedrooms
$575—$800

Newly Remodeled
Must see to

appreciate.

657-8756

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotel •Westwood Village

Cable TV«Microwave •Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk«w/KITCH $295/wk

1 -bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD
Sir-A.l Lb ()\\L .s '.V^'^ i-:L^i{Mb

POOl JA(.ii/V: ^ Mt ft A'-b
WALK !N Cl^ '^^r : KJ L L

KlTCHET^ L!'.>H V.'AoHER
REC R<:'(..'r.' ^ '...- lABuE
VIDEO (lAf.lEs . AUNDRY
FAClLiTv l^A^. .s VjA'lR PAID
F R (") r.1 •

"'

.

'" P R s n
ROOMMATES A wa;i A PLt.

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

PRO! rssiOWl 1 V MWAGFI) HY MOSS ^t CO.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Engaged
6 Nuisance
10 UK resort

14 Fragrance
15 Mountain:

pref.

16 Topmost: ^
pref.

17 Assessor
18 Next to Ont.

19 Shortly

20 Jewels
22 Interpret

24 — Carlo
MenottI

26 Softens
27 Emphasized
31 First —
32 Bell sound
33 Respiratory

ailment
35 Gamble
38 Floating

device
39 Descends
40 Fly high

41 Farm animal
42 Orchard
43 Vowed
44 — bag

DOWN

45 Weaken
47 Moslem

greetings

51 Sensible

52 Across
country

54 Chair
material

58 Garment
59 Weed
61 Headdress
62 Mona —
63 Asian land:

var.

64 Bar legally

65 Eves home
66 Whale
67 Artie and

George
Bernard

1 Instrument
2 Dies —
3 List

4 Arising

unexpectedly
5 Lover's word
6 Smalt dog
7 — the Red
8 Cuban title

9 Auto bodies
10 Thrashed
1

1

Embryo oak
12 Fish

13 Sharpens
21 Roosted
23 Blunder
25 Death: pref.

27 Realty unit

28 Long nail

29 Lunch spot
30 Chauffeured
34 Unbolts
35 Foolish one
36 Title

37 2x4 source
39 Striking

40 Somewhat
sugary

42 Of earth

43 Upper houses

44 Cloth design
46 Distant

47 Column part

48 Steer clear

of

49 Rent
50 — drum
53 Mild oath

55 Bye-bye
56 In a line

57 Dozes
60 Stretch out

WFSTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. Uli lilies included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (21 3) 824-01 81

.

Beverly Hills Bachelors

Special Student Discount

Tkim Bavfhf Mllto t. Mofltz

• Furnished bachelors with color

TV, microwave, arui refrigerator

• ^l^xkcxit faclity

• Jacuzzi

• 10 minites from campus by bus
,

stop at top of street

Cafl 278-21M for NrfonMUon
120 S. Reeves between Beverly &

Cannon, close to Wilshire

FEMALE, private room in huge apartment,

Melrose/ Fairfax. Security, parking. Great

neighborhood. $450/mo. Kirslen,
(213)651.3572.

FEMALE to share w/ 3 senior girls huge

2-bedroom. 'A block from campus.
$383.75/mo. 208-5481 or
208-7409

WESTWOOD. $395/MO. Female. Share

room. Available 12/15. (213)824-0476.

Westwood Village: Own roonVbath, large

2bed/2bath apartment. Fireplace, private pa-

tio, cat. $575/mo (213)206-3335.

WLA. Large private room. Excellent area, bus

connections. Vt -mile to UCLA. $400.
(213)553-5752.

,

WLA, Large, clean private room in 3-bed

apartment, with 2 grad. Parking, 2 mili^ to

UCI^ $433/mo. JanrM5S 479-4302.

r. 1 . 1 . 1
'^^ i! i ;i! »J

^
!i !i!5
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Roommates "^sr

Apts. Unfumistied 51

1+ DChVl-V. BATH. Bright, spacious, airy.

Prime location. Easy access to shops-UCLA.

Security bidg. $95(Vmo. (310)207-6430.

2-BD/2-BA + LOFT. North of Santa Monica

Blvd. High ceilings. $1675/mo.
(213)284-9044.

PALMS 1-bed. $615. Stove, frig. 3652 Key-

stone Ave. (805)254-2403.

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2- Bedroom, conve-

nient location. From $725. Available now.

Eves (213)275-1427, (213)254-1565.

PALMS $725. Modern 1 -bedroom. Security

building, stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, A/C,

Hreplace. (213)837-0761.

PRIME WLA bright 2-bed/2-balh, near UCLA,
VA, buslines. Stove, refrigerator, carpet,

drapes. $900. (213) 476-7116

SINGLE, 1-2 BEDROOM, $680-1050. Sec-

urity, refrigerator, Jacuzzi, sundeck, ocean

view. (213)826-5528.

VERY NICE 2bdr/lVi bath. Security, carpels,

drapes, frig. Pool, patio, parking^no pets.

$950. 1500 Purdue Ave. (213)477-5256,

(213)931-1160.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $700, 1 -bedroom

$1 100 , 2-bedroorrVl-bath. Parking included.

1-1/2 blocks to campus. 10990 Strathmore

(213)395-2903.

WLA, CLOSE TO UCLA, $70Q/mo., 1-bed/

1 -bath built-ins, pool, garden like.nice tenants.

(213)477-9955.

WLA. Extra-large 2-bedroonrVl -bath, 2-miles,

#1 bus, many closets, laundry, parking, refrig,

stove. $865/mo. (213) 325-5304

WLA, LUXURY PENTHOUSE. New building,

2-bed/ 2-bath. Security, high ceilings, fire-

place, wet bar, refrigerator, microwave, dis-

hwasher, w/d in unit. Jacuzzi, 2-car parking.

No pets. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279,

(213)931-1160.

WLA. One-bedroom, $875/mo. Secjrity

building, parking, new carpet. Walk lo UCLA.
1450 Midvale. (213)391-2874.

Apartments to Share 52

BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD APT. Room to

shasre very large. Security, pool, laundry,

$365. Must see. 820-0187.

BRENTWOOD 2-BED/2-BATH APARTMENT
TO SHARE. Fireplace, dishwasher, laundry,

swimming pool + parking. $515/mo, male or

female. (213)476 1563.

COOL WEST HOLLYWOOD APT. 2-story,

own room, hardwood floors. Must be non-

smoker. Available Dec. 1. (213)939-5154

CUTE HOUSE. WESTCHESTER. Need female

to share 2-bed/l-bath. Washer/Dryer. Storage.

Large closets. $450. Julie (213)338-1432.

PARK LA BREA 2-bedrooaV 2-bath apt. Non-

smoker. Quiet atmosphere. Furnished/

unfurnished. Long/short term. $50C/mo. in-

dudes utilities. (213)935-5288.

ROOM TO SHARE. BRENTWOOD large

2-bed, security, pool, sauna, gym. Female.

$200. (213)471-4570, leave message.

SHARE tidy 2 •2 apartnr>ent in N.Hollywood

w/recent grad & nice dog. $325 VA -utilities.

Security building w/parking. (816)985-1223.

WEST HOLLYWOOD — Clean 2^2 apt.

available 12/1. $425 includes utilities. Park-

ing. Prefer responsible individual.

(213)846-8237.

CXD YOU WANT TO LIVE in the dorms?

Spraoul Hall- male, double. The only space

available. Bob (21 3)794-5328.

FEMALE LOOKING for roommate to share

well-fumished 1 -bed apt. Close to UCLA. Price

negotiable. Avail, mid. Dec. 624-9676.

LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE easy to get

along with, willing to pay $40(Vmo. Day-

phone 588-8919, evening phone Larry

977-2121 ext.2079. ^

PROFESSIONAL FEMALE, 35-50. Large, sunny

2-bcd/2-bath. Santa Monica, North of Wil-

shire. $500, first and last. Non-smoker.

(213)453-1074.

FEMALE WANTED to take loft in great apart-

ment. 15 minutes from UCLA. $325/mo.

(213)556-4625. Call Romena.

ROOMMATE WANTED, FEMALE. Huge room
wA}alcony -»- fireplace. $4S0/mo, util. -f cable

included. Call Ginger 636-9691, evenings.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: Furnished

2Bed/2Bath Security Apartnr>ent. 679 Gayley &
Landfair #205 across street from UCLA.
$330.00 Of $3S^5 00 (213)206-0212

CLOSE TO UCLA: ROOMMATE NEEDED,
FOR 2bd/2t>th on Kelton. Own room or share

$700-$35(ymo. security. (213)824-3353.

SANTA MONKIA. Near beach. Newer 3-bed/

2-bath apt. Laundry. $475/mo.
(213)314-7700.

WALK TO UCLA-HUGE 2BE(D/2'/i BATH.
Seeking 2-nonsnx>king females to share w/
2-females. $395/pefs^nrx>. (213)961-6695.

'Til June.

WESTWOOD. Male roommate needed to

share a spacious single. Fully Furnished.

Security garage. On Gayley Ave. $35Q/mo.

(213)824-2659.

Room for Rent

ACROSS FROM LJCLA. Bright, private furn-

ished room and batlVentranee. Parking. Non-

smoker. $475/mo. 470-6401 . Available after

Thanksgiving.

BRENTWOOD, SPACOUS room, home, near

IXILA-Sunset. Private entrance. End pool

garden. Ideal study environment. Heavenly

parking, share bath, 3-way microwave
$475.00. (213)476-1786.

CHA8AD HOUSE AT UCLA OFFERS HOUS-
ING IN A JEWISH ENVIRONMENT WITH
KOSHER MEALS, PARKING, LAUNDRY AND
REC FACILITIES. ACROSS FROM UCLA, 741

GAYLEY AVE. ONLY $35Q/MO. MENDY
(213)206-7511.

CULVER CITY, 3-Bedroom honr>e, private

room with use of full house arxi yards.

Security, maid, fireplace. Non-smoker.
$85(ynrH).(21 3)396-5435.

ENCINO Large private room wA>ath. Pool, spa,

parking. $400 plus electricity. (616)764-531 5.

Great WLA location w/ private bath. Looking

for clean, quiet student. $45(VnfX> please call

Bianca A Richard Ohiy. (310)559-5170.

ROOM IN NICE WEST-LA HOME. Kitchen,

laundry, facilities, utilities covered. On UCLA
bus route. $600 (213)450-6719.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World

charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $200/wk.

and up. Sonr>e with kitchens. (213)206-2241.

W.HOLLYWOOD FOOTHILLS, furnished

corner room, use of patio, separate enterance,

limited kitchen privileges, direct bus to UCLA,
car recommended. $340/mo.
(21 3)626-1 921,days. (213)657-0394, eve. &
wknds.

Sublet 55

WESTWOOD, 2BED/2BTH. Available
Dec.l-Jur>cl 5. Furnished, security, pool.

$1,100/mo. (213)659-6005.

House for Rent 56

BEVERLYWOOD, $1645/MO. Charming, enr>-

maculate, 2-bedroom, den, 1 'A -baths, dining,

appliances, garage, large yard, gardener

(213)559-2601.

RANCHO PARK area 3-bed/1-bath house,

stove, dishwasher, W/D, garage, fireplace.

$170(ynx). (213)451-4771.

House to Stiare 57

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, large
3-bedroonV2-bath house. Share with otye rx>n-

smoking fenrulc profetsional. $S5G^nx>. (21 3)

937-9246.

SHERMAN OAKS, nev Mulholland, 6 miles to

LICLA, 3becU2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $567,890 Dave (618)763-6675.

House Exctiange 59

Guesthouse - charming, private in exchange

for 1 5/hrs babysittin^per week for bright 8yr.

old girl with physical handicap
(213)933-1406.

Housing Needed 60

fXXTORAL STUDENT/ MOM and 6-yr-old

daughter seek charming 2-bedroom near

UCLA under $750. (213)372-3550.

Room/Bddrd for Help 62

LOVELY HOME 10 MIN. BUS FROM UCLA:
Pacific Palisades. Private room & bath for child

care. PMs, weekends. (213)417-4791.

PRIVATE SECURE furnished quaters in ex-

change for house-cleaning, errands, walking

dogs, etc. (213) 654-1033.

PT HOUSEHELP NEEDED. Errands, small

repairs, housework, live>in position. Driver's

licerTse + references required. Offer in ex-

change: furnished room with separate garden

entrance and full-sized bathroom, kitchenette,

use of pool, telephones, etc., in Beverly Hills

home. Call mornings early or leave message

(213)273-2434.

SMALL FAMILY looking for nanny. 20hr/wk in

exchange for room & board. Near UCLA
(21 3)474-6991

.

Condos for Sale 67

LOVELY HIGHRISE CONDO 1 BED/1 BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa,

security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)624-0453.

PENTHOUSE 1 -BEDROOM/1 BATH, 1 -block

from UCLA, village view, doorman building

with pool. $269,000. Call %xo\ier

(213)824-0453.

Condos for R 69

1 BED/1 BATH CONDO FOR LEASE. 1/2 block

from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa, security.

$1,000/mo Call broker. (213)624-0453

Guest House for Rent 70

GUESTHOUSE: WEST HOLLYWOOD. View,

fireplace, quiet, secure. Month-to-month.
$1,00(ymo includes utilities. (213)654-1033.

SANTA MONICA. Best area. On private estate.

Internationals welcome. Large garden. Laun-

dry, utilities included. $590 for 1, $640 for 2.

PHONE: 393-5006.

^ Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pir>es. Close to everything - fully

equipped • reasonable rates. (616)765-1026.

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MOUNTAIN RE-

TREAT. FIREPLACES. HOT TUB. FULLY
EQUIPPED. SLEEPS 5+. (213)391-6608
EVENINGS.

Misc. Sport Activities 76

SKYDIVE TODAY! Tandem or static line with

Skydiving Adventures, Inc. Student discounts.

For further info, and free brochure
1-800-526-9662.

Loans 93

CASH GRANTS FOR SCHOOL, BUSINESS,

OTHER. Never pay back. SASE: Grant, P.O.

BOX 46254, Los Angeles, Ca., 90046.

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)265-8666. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S rryjving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, arxi reli-

able. lerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVKZE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHOWDLOCIST 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(2 13)559- 1690.

Services Offered 96

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPINOEDITING GRA-
DUATE SCHOOL APPLKIATION ESSAYS,

OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes

sional help from nationally-known author/

consultant. (213)826-4445.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)671-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATKDNS; RESUMES:
(213)473-4193.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE A SPORTSCAS-
TOR? Geoff Witcher Sportscastor Workshop
For information call (616)352-7152.
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VOLLEYBALL
From page 32

**We need to come up

and be aggressive

against a good

opponent like USC and

show that we have

gotten better. Our goal

during this two-week

period has been to

make improvement."
'"—^ Andy Banachowski

UCLA Volleyball Coach

that had only been met once earlier

this year.

*The wins did help us in that it

was the first time that we met

passing goals and we also had a

much better distribution with the

middle blockers with Julie Brem-

ner." Banachowski said.

Bremner had a good weekend

with 87 set assists, 23 digs, and

seven kills, and is now the starter

for the squad.

"I didn't feel that the team was

progressing as we should with

Gratteau setting," Banachowski

said. "It's now Julie's turn to have

a go at it, and to give her more time

in practice so that she can get more
^secure with the position. =

"She tried too hard in the

beginning against Arizona State,

but she then got a lot better and

more relaxed."

UCLA will also be looking for

their three middle blockers to be

tough at the net against the

Trojans.

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTE^4DED. DAILY ^ ^
(CL£AftCOLO«> $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES <«mo tmpiy) $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.

ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED $139 PR

BaJMhnLombl

In the two games this weekend,

Banachowski rotated Marissa

Hatchett, Lisa Hudak, and Irene

Renteria, with each player starting

two games.

"Each played for two games in

Arizona, but Tm not prepared to

say what we are going to do next,"

Banachowski said. *The coaching

staff hasn't had time to sit down
and evaluate it yet. All of the

middle blockers played real well

this weekend."

Two sources of continual sta-

bility for the Bruins are AU-
American outside hitters Natalie

Williams and Elaine Youngs.

Williams had 10 kills, hit .421, and

had six digs iigsinsl Arizona.

Youngs had nine kills and six

digs versus Arizona, and is now
second on the team in kills (317)

and leads the team in digs with

256.

The other starter is outside hitler

Annett Buckner, who had eight

kills, 6 digs, and hit .316 against

the Wildcats.

Services Offered 96 Typing

RESEARCH, WRmNG, editing

All Levels-AN Subjeds

Foreign Students Wetoome

Fast. Professional-Quaity Guaranteed

Call Research 213^77-8226
^ M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/Dissertations

Proposals and IJookii.

Foreign students welcome.

PAPE3tS NOT FOR SALE

Sharon Bear, PhJ)
(213)47(^6662

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-

nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/

Composition, Finarnre, Foreign languages.

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)748-741 2.

CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, MATH tutor. 4xper-

ienced chemistry TA. MS from UCLA. Patient

it understanding. Greg (213)626-7626

COMPUTER SCIENCE TUTOR. Experienced,

professional. Master's degree in C.S., will

help improve your grade. Guaranteed.

(213)477-8234.

ENGLISH LESSONS. Experienced UC Berkeley

ESL instructor. Grammar, TOEFL preparation,

composition, accent correction. Call

(213)829-7784, leave message.

ESL/COMPOSITION/EDITING Duke gradu-

ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)285-4616.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs Call Christian (213)478-5822.

PATIENT TUTOR MATH (ARITHMETIC THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS.

WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF-

RELIANCE. FOR FREE INFO CALL JIM.

(213)747-5118.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. RUSHES. GUARAN-
TEED. 1 MILE FROM LKILA 21 3-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, trarwcrlption. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (213)827-5090.

A+! FAST, PROFESSKDNAL wor<^pfOcessing/

editing, computer training, resumes,
transcription Fax. THE WORD PLACE
(213)882-8008, (818)994-1094.

ARCHETYPE. Fast tum around, computer,

laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (213)788-9885.

DOLLAR-APAGE TYPING! That's right- as

low as that! Outstanding quality, latest word-

processing equipment. Call anytime.
(213)842-6363.

Modern Secreterial and Graphic services: IBM
& MAC. Discount to students. Pick up/

delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(213)446-6899.

PRECISION TYPING $2.50/Double Space

Page Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-

Delivery Available (2130664-3981

PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICE. Theses

term papers. Employment service. Delta Per-

son.->el Services, Simi Valley. (805)526-5210.

PROFESSIONAL WORDPROCESSING in my
hon>c. High qLality. Accurate. Weekends and

evenings ok! Good rates Dee (21 3)396-1 21 7

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING by the

Way company. Word Perfect 5.1 , Compeletive

rates. Call (213) 474-9646.

SAME DAY SERVICE-Specializing in short

papers; pick-up, delivery; competitive prices,

fast i, accurate, 7am-npm (213)273-5536.

TYPIST. Term papers, screenplays, etc. $1.00

per page. Call (213)559-7907.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resurr>e$. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2688.

WORDPROCESSING^DESK TOP PUBLISH-
ING, papers, resumes, transcriptions, ABA
format. Westwood. (213)473-5755

A BRILLIANT IDEA!! Wordprocessing/
proofreading. LOW RATES. Screenplays, pap-

ers, resumes, theses. 24-HOURS. Student dis-

count. (213)207-6496.

Typing 100
Music Lessons 102

A-l BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8

A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESESAAPES
EDITING. WLA. (213)557-0556.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (irxrluding disserta-

tions,mailings,resumes). Editing/graphics

available. Laser printer. Near campus.

9am-9pm Ani (213)312-3332

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

SING! Vocal Technique - Carol Tingle; As-

socTNate Lam, 25 yrs. experierxre. All levels/

styles, in SM. (213)828-3100.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

^:

Advertise
in the
DAILY
BRUIN

825-2161

100 Resumes

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets

results. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional

service. (213)450-0133

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experienced Career Counselor. Also

college admission essays. Lee (213)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

1-BED/1-BATH. Large furnished aparlnr^ent for

rent, Paris, France. Available Dec. 1.

$400/mo., utilities included. (616)338-1500.

HAWAII, MEXICO, BAHAMAS, ORLANDO.
$99 ROUND TRIP. Advance resentation, open

dates, some restrictions. Call (618) 883-7100.

TAKE YOUR BREAK IN GREAT BRITAIN!

Exchange vacations arranged between stu-

dents in England and America. Discount air

fare available. Conlaa STUDENT ABROAD,
LTD., P.O. Box 944 Orangevale, CA 95662.

Tel: (600)428-8538 Fax: (916)635-1165

Travel Tickets 106

LA TO PHOENIX ROUND TRIP. Nov. 15-1 7.

$55.00. Female only. 206-4761.

Autos for Sale

1986 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE - 3-door hatch-

back 69K/mi, 4-speed, am/fm cassette, great

condition, $2450/obo. Evenings
(213)768-9432.

'84 Alfa Boloci Convertible classic mint AC,

alarm blauphnkt, new pirelli tires official car of

Southern California $6.8K/obo David
(213)937-8441.

[

'88 ToyoU Corolla $5900 4-door, automatic,

air, stereo, new tires. Call Sundee
(21 3)393- 2299(work), (21 3)206-591 9(home)

BUKX PARK AVENUE '89. White, 78 hundred

miles onlyl Impeccable. Great price. Lucy

(616)769-9615.

Chevrolet Corsica '89 17K/mls. Like new
Sspeed manual A(K, FM cassette, power win-

dow and more LT Cedan V6 $6,500

(213)477-4339.

FIAT '79 CONVERTIBLE. (Spider 2000). New
rebuilt engine, excellent body. Brand new top.

$3000. (213)224-0399.

HONDA ACCORD LX, '85. 4-door, automa-

tic, tinted windows, moonroof, one owner,

good condition., $4,300. (618)764-6663.

HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK 1987. A/C,

PS, AKVFM cassette, tinted windows, Miche-

linc tires, one owner. $6200. (213)836-5695

HONDA ACCORD '69 LXI. 2-door, green,

automatic, exceptionally clean. Fully loaded

Must see. $13,000. (818)907-3388.

Aa^huLna
Ah ADVEMTURE IM

IMDIAM DlhlMG

Wedt LA. i Authentic Tandoorl and Curry Blshu

Chkhui • Fidh • Shrimp • Lamb •Exotic Brradd
axtSS.'OMoeoX'XiciCixciLî^^^^^^^^^^^^^^y^^^^

*«*«I*M*«*M

int { it I I /mnpp i

All You Can tat Luncfi Buffet only $5.95

Cnampaqne Oundaij Brunch (12-3) only $9.95

Full Bar•Food to Go •Catering•Delivery

FREE GARAGE PARKING Aftor 6pm Lunch: MF 1 1 :30-2:30

Lunch/Dinner Valet Parking Available Dinner: Daily 5:30-1 0:00

1 1645 Wllshire Blvd. 2nd Floor (1 block east of Barrlngton) 207-5522

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain &: Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESllVOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

—DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213) 478-6869
(818)988-0110

104 Autos for Sole 109 Bargain Box 125

MAZDA 626 LX'85, S-spced, fully loaded,

gray/gray, whitc^pin-ttriped, excellent condi-

tion. $5,100. John (213)301-2523.

NISSAN 200SX, hatch-back, '87, white,

5-speed, A/C, pull-out cassette, very clean,

S640(yobo. (213)578-1206.

PONTIAC FIERO, '84. 37k miles. Sunroof,

C.C., leather upholslry, classic. $2600. Must

sell. (213)559-1892.

SAAB TURBO 1984 Bik, 47k miles, sunroof.

Loaded. 1 owner. $6500. (213)396-3688

SCIROCCO '84, Silver, custom speakers, new
lircs, low mileage. $3,500 obo. Milch-Day

(213)479-6010. Evening (818)502-0730.

TOYOTA COROLLA '84. One owner, excel-

lent condition, 1 10 miles, stereo, A/C. $2900.

Dr. TanscI 788-8468.

VOLKSWACON JETTA, 1 988. Flawless condi-

tion. 16,000 miles. One owner. Incredible

deal. $6,200. A/C, new radio. Leave message,

(213)659-1131.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

'87 YAMAHA RIVA 1 25, excellent condition.

$1,000 obo. Stuart 206-7554.

1
4' FRIG, DRESSER, bookcases, lamps, sofa,

desk, dining table. ONLY $300 FOR ALL! Dr.

Tansel 788^8468.

MATTRESS SET, $150. Futon, $100. Ency-

clopedia 1991, cost $1600, sacrifice, $300.

Items neser used. (213)393-2338.

Furniture for Sale 126

DEAL! Futon couchA)ed & coffee table. 6mo.

old $200/Kit 575-3199.

FOR SALE, one futon, $125 and one mini

fridge, $100. Call Rosalie 208-0789.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone

orders accepted (310)372-2337

SEVERAL N.Y. DESIGNER BUNK BEDS.

$1 75ea/obo. 470-5863, Contact Carol.

WOODFRAME SOFA WITH GREY TWEED
CUSHIONS. Great condition. $50. 825-2861

.

Pets 130

109 Scooters for Sale 115

1 987 BLACKYAMAHA 1 25Z. Excellent condi-

tion. 3000 miles. Graduated, must sell. Caro-

lyn (213)224-1301 or (714)982-1096.

1987 ELITE 80, white. Runs great, good
condition. Only $650. Paul 206-5990

1989 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER, great condi-

tion, $65(Vobo, helmet/lock/cover included.

(213)824-1963.

1989 HONDA ELITE 80. Great condition.

$l,OOQ/obo. Call Alan, day: 315-6422; night:

398-7358.

BRAND NEW ELITE 80, white, 4-year war-

ranty, parking permit, 400 miles, $1 70(Vobo.

lohn 208-4438.

ELITE (XLUXE 1 50 1 988. Blue w/ basket. Mint

condition w/ only 100 miles. CALL
(818)548-1098.

HONDA Aero 50, '86, new battery, tires,

tune-up. Good condition. $475.
(310)478-3694.

HONDA ELITE 150, 1991. Only 900 miles.

Runs perfect. $1,75(yobo. Call Jeff 208-291 3.

HONDA ELITE 150, red, mint condition, 250
miles. Call (818)792-4024.

PERSIAN KITTENS. CFA 8-wks. Unusual col-

ors. Blue male, brown female. $250 obo. (818)

249-6300.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

SKIS— K2 1 95 KVC's. Never been used, selling

for $250. Please call Gerald 208-5529.

SURFBOARD for sale: Surf Tech, 6'2'', fiberg-

lass, 3-fin, with leash. $100. Donny 206-0833.

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

APPLE IMAGE WRITER
824-9884 TIM.

II. $225.00 OBO.

HONDA ELITE 80 1986. Great condition.

Recent tune-up. Low miles $fl50/obo. Call

Kristen (714)893-5753.

SCOOTER EXCELLENT CONDITION. Three

thousand miles. $700 (213)479-4420.

COMPUTER FOR SALE Tandy 1000 with

printer, monitor, Dos and Word Perfect; Table,

books etc.- $850 or best offer. Call 557-0660.

IBM 386-25MHZ TOP QUALITY COMPATI-
BLE. Drives: 1.241 .44 TEAC floppys. 85 MB
MAXTOR IDE H-drive at 1 7MS 2MB RAM,
101 Keyboard, 14" VGA color monitor w/16

bit VGA card w/256k RAM AT/IO 2s,2p,1g.

Loaded w/$oftware. Brand new in box.^w/

warranty. $1,670. (213)208-0081

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 286, 1MB, 5.25-FD,

3.5''FD 40HD, KEYBOARD, MONITOR, NEW
W/ WARRANTY. $620. (213)644 261 2.

MACINTOSH SE SUPER DRIVE: Over $500 in

programs: WP, DTP, graphics, games, custom-

izers. Excellent condition. Must sell.

$95(yobo Kirk 794-3499.

* • * 4 I . >

Lenihan
named to

honor list
By Andre Keil

Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA water polo player Bill

Lenihan has recently been selected

as one of UCLA*s nominees for

the prestigious Rhodes scholar-

ship.

Campus officials notified Leni-

han he was nominated and will be

backed by the university as the

national selection process con-

,tinues.

Lenihan *s Rhodes application

will now be reviewed by Califor-

nia state officials, who will select

only two applicants from a large

pool of students out of California's

universities.

"Being backed by UCLA will be

important when going up against

schools like Stanford and Berke-

ley," Lenihan said. "One person on
the committee (for UCLA*s nomi-
nees) felt I was a true athlete, and

that helped in her decision-making

process,** Lenihan said.

The Rhodes scholarship is given

to outstanding scholars who, in

addition to getting good grades,

have participated in extracurricu-

lar activities including community
services, a variety of internships,

or athletics.

Lenihan is a senior majoring in

economics with a business empha-
sis. He has a 3.93 grade point

average in his major, and a 3.5

overall GPA.
"It was just a great honor to be

selected by UCLA. This is a very

exciting time for me,** Lenihan

said. "When people find out they

think it*s kind of funny. Nobody
can picture me as a scholar. I can*t

even picture myself as a scholar,**

Lenihan said. *Tm serious about

(the scholarship) but it*s just hard

to believe.

SOCCER
From page 31

FuUerton broke through in the

71st minute. McDonnell broke

through the UCLA defense on the

right side and fed midfielder John

Gerardo in the penalty ho\. Gerar-

do sent the ball past diving

goalkeeper Brad Friedel to cut the

lead to 3-L
"I think we played down to their

level in the second half,** Schmid
said. "At halftime it was 3-0 and it

seemed as if it were over almost

too early.**

The goal seemed to wake up the

Titan crowd and Fullerton

threatened the Bruins with two

more scoring opportunities. But

UCLA slammed the door on any

potential Titan comeback with two

goals.

In the 79th minute, defenseman

Mike Lapper took a fi'ee ball in the

right side of the penalty box and

found only the goalie Fisher

blocking his way. The senior co-

captain calmly took aim and fired

the ball past Fisher*s left side for

his third goal of the season.

The final goal was put home by

midfielder/forward Zak Ibsen who
scored his second goal in as many

games. In the 87th minute Moore
and fellow midfielder Eric Chai-

songkram used a two-touch pass-

ing combination to free Moore on

the right side.

Moore found Ibsen alone near

the left post and sent a cross to that

side. Ibsen ea^ly headed the pass

in to put the final nail in the

Fullerton coffin.

"Fullerton played more poorly

than I thought they would,** lanni

said in summarizing the afternoon.
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Severly Hills Acne^kin Care Clinic

Acne-A Treatable

H Acne^kin Care did

vwonden to my face. I neyvt

ifaoi^fht I would have

hoJlhy akin a^am, but (he

weekly ireatmenia really

helped me out My akin ia

dear, leaa oily, and feela

greatl What would Pve

done without iti I learned

of B.H Acne-Skin Care from

a friend at church. She told

me how it hdped her akin

ID be ao healthy arvl

reoommertded me to

remove my acne at B.H.

Acne-Skin Care. ^^
Jean Kim (Senior at Cerritoa Hi«h School) OFBN TUE8-8AT

ACIIE-A TREATABLE = CLEAN SKDI

(213)289-9733

The new bitf word in skin care
•Deep pore cleaning
•No lanolin mineral oil, artificial

color or fragrance

DRAMAnC RE8l}LT8 III 2 MOlfTHS GUARANTEED
998 8. Robertson Bird. *204

(Oljmplc ft Robertson)

Ba«ara 9dn« to B.H. AoM^kki Oaia I

WM tMlnf a tfamuWogiat «lM>
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yp—*»9 Onoalalwtarfaoingto
B.H. Aon^BMn Cara. pwipbbagn to
noMoa my ikk\ ctaaring tpwMn a
mont). l««nrtnM4totoMwiy
madleakan wMdt inatiaa HM dlziy
an« an. Aai»«Mi Car*^M aw
9ood aaaftiMnl to aitock avary
pknpto. «Me*i inaur«4 ttay wouW 90
a««y. SonmrHiyaMniaNWMt)
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tfarauialogM. I NgMy raoamaand
hartar«nyonaoW>any«ypao«acna
protiiaiii.
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Ansa's long distance savings plan can take you to this location.

ft

ft ^^s&^^^ AT&T has always helped college students call the places they want to call. In &ct, one

of our savings plans, the SelectSaver^ Plan, lets you direct-dial the one out-of-state area code you call most

often. For just 11.90 a month, and 12 cents a minute, evenings, nights and weekends. 20 cents a minute,

weekdays? D And now AT&T can take you to another place you've always wanted to go. Just enter the

AT&T "It Can Happen to Me" Sweepstakes. You could win a trip for you and a guest to any U.S. and any

European rock concert. All you have to do is fill out the coupon below. D So let us help you choose the savings

plan that's right for you. And then try your luck at our Sweepstakes. Both will be music to your ears.

lb sign up for an AT&T savings plan, cail 1 800 654-0471, Ext. 7457. To enter tiie

AT&T "It Can Happen to Me" Sweepstalces, fiii out the coupon below.

'irtdudes conlirwntai U.S.. Alaska. Hawaii. Puerto Rico and the US Virgm islands. Savings based on calls over 56 miles Actual savings potential

depends on subscriber calling patterns Processing fee of S2 00 applies. Day rstss apply ffom 8 am to 5 pm
©1991 AT&T

AT&T

OFnCIAL RULES-NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
1 1> araar, handprint your rMnw. maOntt. phon* numbar and dp ood* on an oMIcM •ntry lonn or t plain pwc* at pap«r

Omotal anky tomw cw ba kiund m ttw Odobar Stat ISSI laaua of nomng S»vm, ttw OolotMr tSlh. 1W1 itaua of

Ci^trnmnnm* MtaltfK >w Nowambar ISSI laaua o( US magaHna. Iha Naw«mbar/t)aoambar I9S1 laaua cHU Tht NmUontl

Oniiipa Mtmmmtw and Iha Fat laaua o> Olraclory ot C1m»m . >toM may artar a» oUan a« you «l>^a^. bul aach aniry mtM ba

maNad aapaiMy la /aiT TT CAN HAPPEN TO ME" SWSPS1AKE8. PO a<M 487a Qrand Carttal SWiorx. Naw >ibrk. NY
10IS& Al ai*laa muai ba laoalvad by Daoambar 3Qi tWl
t.

«,ieea>fMiSlaliiiii<ia.l—..— ipSapaiiea— ifwImM— w<»
Ma«pMalMa.ff arane MF(m A 4-tfav/S-i

Ml aialar aMK Npai •!• iMMt MOMMRseBlteMa, iMtal

' Enter the AT&T "It Can Happen lb Me** Sweepstalbes. '

I

To enter, complete this form and mail to:^

,

AT&T "It Can Happen To Me" Sweepstakes,

I Box 2501. Cedar Grove, New Jersey 07009 2501

TJX'ZtnTrt,^ I Name (Please PrinOA-ilillHl \

aiiliaiwsaH1lawl»—<»—iMf——liajBraWi^lIrl
I

College

Address

Year in school

I

City

Phone i )
T Slate Zip

I opan to >aalda«a of aw US. IS yaart of aga or otdar, Moapi amptoyaM and thaw lam«aa ol ATCT, ita

•ubaKHarta*. adoarttamg agaodaa. MEOtAAMERiCA. MC and tttalr program tuppHara. TNa oflar la «oW
mbawoarprohibHad. and auhtaa to aitadaral.aiaia and local taiw.
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iU>Xaa«MiS—^eiaiH 0imi11 allia.lHw tW>.IIYiei«»>y<

Current Long Distance Company AT&T_ MCI_ SPRINT_ OTHER_
Current Calling Card Company AT&T_ MCI_ SPRINT_ OTHER_
D On Campus Student D Off Campus Student {-ns?)
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I
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I

J
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ATTENTION
HISPANICS

Fellowships in Health Services Management

at the

University of Southern California

* Study in Los Angeles or Sacramento *

Hispanic college graduates may'receive full tuition V^llowships

plus generous living stipends to attain USC's acclaimed Master

of Health Administration (MHA) degree.

This program is designed to prepare men and women to manage

hospitals and health programs - a field that offers excellent

employment prospects and leadership opportunities.

1992 graduates are urged to apply now!

For more information and an application contact:

Carol Rush

use School of Public

Administration

University Park, M( -0041

Los Angeles, CA 900890041

(213) 740-6842

Kathleen Donneson

use, Sacramento Center

1201 J Street

Sacramento, CA 95814-2919

(916)442-6911

Billiard Club
Restaurant & Bar

TONIGHT!
STARVING STUDENT

NIGHT!
$1.99

o
Cheeseburger, Fries & Soft Drink

or

Pasta Salad, Garlic Bread & Soft Drink

990 Draft Beer & Soft Drinks

Daily Happy Hour
4 - 7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet
Drink Specials

11835 Wilshire Blvd.

Just West of Barrington
477-7550

MINIMUM AGE 21

CHARLES COOLEY/Daily Bruh

Kevin Smith (No. 23), normally a "fullback, started at tailback for UCLA against Washington State on

Saturday. Smith carried 15 times for 56 yards.

FOOTBALL
From page 32

stop them in the fourth quarter

also. That was our goal for today.**

— The defensd has improved not

only from last year, but since the

early stages of this year as well.

"We*ve matured a lot,** Darby
said. "We*ve made a lot of

mistakes and learned from them, if

we hadn't made those mistakes we
could be unbeaten right now.**

But the Bruins are 6-2 and have

won four games in a row, and the

defense is reveling in its newfound
role of Scrooge.

The Bruins* tailback situation

was as muddled as ever on
Monday. After a rash of injuries

that kept both Kevin Williams and
Shawn Wills out against Arizona

State two weeks ago and kept

Wills and Ricky Davis out of

action versus WSU, the Bruins

were forced to start a fullback in

the tailback slot for the second

straight week.

"Everybody on the squad wants

to be a tailback except Kaleaph

Carter — and Tm sure he* 11 be

next,** Donahue said with a laugh.

Maury Toy got the nod against

the Sun Devils and Kevin Smith

started at tailback against WSU.
In each case, a banged-up

tailback was able to come in and

play well, but the situation has

been a bit chaotic.

First-string tailback Shawn
Wills has missed the last two

games, though Donahue said he

would have played in second-half

passing situations against WSU
had not the Bruins had such a big

lead.

Kevin Williams missed the

ASU game with a sprained right

ankle, and Ricky Davis missed the

WSU game with a pulled hamstr-

ing.

All this after first-string full-

back Smith missed three games at

the beginning of the season.

And to further complicate mat-

ters, fullback Kaleaph Carter, the

only running back to be healthy

throughout the season, bruised his

knee versus WSU.

Though it is still to early to make
definite assessments as to the

tailbacks* respective statuses for

the Stanford game, Donahue said

Monday that he would be "disap-

pointed** if Wills wasn*t able to

play against Stanford. He added

that Davis would also likely be

able to play, and that Williams

seemed to come off theWSU game
okay.

Free safety Othello Henderson,

who suffered a pulled hamstring

against Cal, returned to ^ction

against WSU Saturday — for one

play, on which he was instructed

not even to run, according to

Donahue.

The reason?

Travis Collier was sick on the

sidelines, Michael Williams was
injured and George Paton pulled

his hamstring, all at roughly the

same time.

So Henderson was forced into

the game until they could get one
of them out there, luckily only one
play later.

E>onahue said that Henderson
has a chance to play against

Stanford and should definitely be
ready for the Oregon game.

Hockey falls to ice Devils
By Heather Duffy

The UCLA men*s ice hockey

team took it on the chin last week

as it dropped three consecutive

games on the road, losing Wednes-

day to CalTech, 5-2, and both

Friday and Saturday to Arizona

State, 10-2 and 8-1.

While UCLA Team President

Kurt Zimmermann could explain

Friday's and SaUirday*s losses by

the toughness of the Arizona Stale

hockey program, he said he didn't

know what happened at CalTech.

"In other games we passed well

or played with spirit, but in this

game (CalTech) we did neither.

We took them very lightly, and we
just didn*t come there to play. We
thought we could walk in there,

have a light skate and call it a day,"

said Zimmermann.
The Bruins walked into Pasade-

na and were promptly greeted by

two first period CalTech goals,

which they matched in the second

period with two goals of their own
by Scott Davis and Mike Devine.

The tie was broken in the third

period by CalTech' s three unan-

swered goals to win, 5-2. Devine

suffered a broken hand in the

game, and will be missing an

undetermined number of games.

Having little time to recover

after Wednesday's loss, UCLA
packed for Phoenix, preparing for

one of its toughest opponents of the

season, the Arizona State "Ice

Devils.** who have a highly deve-

loped hockey program. With only

nine players and one goaliender

able to make the journey to

Arizona, the Bruins were a little

understaffed to play Arizona

State* s 20-minute periods rather

than their usual 15-minute periods.

"If we*d had a full team, we
would have stayed with them,'*

Zimmermann said.

Despite their efforts Friday, the

Bruins could not stay with the Ice

Devils, as they scored three goals

in each of the first two periods and

four in the final period. UCLA's
only goals came courtesy of Brian

O'Neil in the second period and

Zimmermann in the third period,

bringing the final score to 10-2.

UCLA came back for another

three periods Saturday and was left

with the short end of another

lopsided score as Arizona State

gave a lesson in scoring. The Ice

Devils owned the first period with

5 goals, but were later slowed by

the Bruin defense and held to only

one goal in the second period and 2

goals in the third. UCLA's one

goal of the game was shot in by
Duffy Cutler in the second period.

Zimmermann said the Bruins

played much better as a team

Saturday than the night before.

"We didn*t play well in the first

period, but after that we played a

lot better. We played tighter

defense." Zimmermann said.

*They are a very fast team, and it is

good to skate with a team like

that,** he added.

The Bruins are now 3-3 for the

season and are hoping to reclaim

the ice at home when they meet

use Wednesday in Culver City.

UCLA will be skating without the

injured Devine and Scott EUner,

whose suspension following the

Cal game on Oct. 18 has been

extended for two more games after

the league's review of his penalty

in that game. Zimmermann said

that he hopes the team is not

slowed by injuries.

"use is the team to beat this

year. They haven't lost a game yet.

It should be a really good game on

Wednesday,** predicted Zimmer-

mann.

The Bruins and the Trojans will

face off at 9:30 pm Wednesday in

Culver City .

LAURA LEE SWAN

UCLA'S Jamie Marion finished third In the 400 individual medley, with a time of 5:15.61.

Swimmers hang with U.S. team
By Scott Bloom
Daily Bruin Staff

—With dne^onlheP^- 10 rice

and another on the 1992 Olympic
trials, the UCLA women's swim-
ming team took on the U.S.

National Team in a nonscored dual

meet Saturday.

The Bruins, 1-0 after defeating

UC Santa Barbara Oct. 25, didn*t

expect to dominate the meet After

all, the U.S. National Team fea-

tures some of the top non-collegi-

ate swimmers in the United States.

But UCLA head coach Cyndi
Gallagher expected the Bruins to

swim fast, and they delivered.

"We swam great,** Gallagher

said. "It was a real learning

experience. There arc some people

who did a really good job, and

some people who need to make
some changes.**

While the U.S. team controlled

much of the meet, UCLA managed
to win some races and challenge

the National team in others.

^—The U.S. National team open^
up the meet with three straight

victories, in the 400 medley relay,

the 800 freestyle and the 200
freestyle.

UCLA put their first win on the

board in the 100 backstroke, with

Pac-10 champion backstroker

Kristy Heydanek finishing at

1:05.63.

Junior Christy Richardson fol-

lowed Heydanek*s victory with a

win in the 100 breaststroke, in

1:14.53. Becky Bruch touched the

wall just after Richardson, for a

1:15.02. second-place finish.

"(Richardson) had a good race.**

Gallagher said. "It*s good to see

her swim fast**

The U.S. Team controlled the 50
freestyle and the 2(X) individual

medley, but UCLA bounced back

in the 1(X) freestyle. Jeanne Gib-

bons and Megan Oesting finished

second and third behind Leigh Ann
Fetter of the National Team;

In the 400 freestyle. UCLA
again took the top spot, as Norberg

continued to impress with a time of

4:27.31. Senior Kristin Stoudt

followed Norberg *s victory with a

win of her own in the 100 butterfly,

finishing in 1:03.60.

While the U.S. National Team
won the next two events, the 400
individual medley and the 400
freestyle relay. UCLA*s "A** relay

team of Stoudt, Oesting. Norberg

and Gibbons kept it close. The
National Team finished first at

3:5^.12, but the Bruins were right

behind them at 3:56.67.

UCLA will begin its Pac-10

conference season Nov. 15. when
they travel to Arizona to face

Arizona and Arizona State.

Women's soccer raises its

level of play during victories
By D.J. Harmeling

The UCLA women's soccer

team, after winning two more
games over the weekend, has

levelled off to play consistently

good soccer.

The team, which faced early

season difficulties, has now won
six out of its last seven, all shutout

victories.

According to junior fullback

Christy Tully, the team on the field

in recent weeks hardly resembles

the team that showed up for early

season matches.

"We*re playing a completely

different game of soccer now,**

Tully said.

The Bruins (9-3-1) easily beat

UC Riverside Sunday and Cal

State Northridge Saturday. The

victories have the team looking

ahead not only to the league

tournament to be held Nov. 16-17.

but also to the national tourney to

be held the following weekend.

The Bruins, who took some time

to adjust to first-year coach Mark

Clay's system and methods, have

come out of an early season funk to

handily beat a mediocre set of

competition. The club*s confi-

dence has soared with recent

victories, and the team has been

working hard in recent weeks not

only to prepare for weekly con-

tests, but also for the upcoming

tournaments.

A key theme on the field for

Sunday's 6-0 victory over UC
Riverside was not victory, but

good soccer, said junior goalkeep-

er Amy Palmer.

"We were saying on the field.

*Use this as practice (for the

upcoming tournaments).*** Palmer

said.

The team stuck to recent form

Sunday in that the scoring was
balanced and keepers Palmer and

Tiziana Sorge each passed une-

ventful halves in the net. And. once

again, the defensive corps for the

Bruins put nearly as many points

on the board a^ the Bruin forwards.

Leading the way Sunday was
center forward Sonja Munevar
with two goals, with forwards Nay
Carini and Jodi Linker tallying one

goal apiece. Tully. a fullback, and

Lisa Tom. the team*s speedy

sweeper, added goals from the

defensive end.

Saturday*s home game against

Cal State Northridge was another

shutout, this by a 4-0 margin.

Palmer and Sorge again combined

for a Bruin squad that is gaining

confidence by the week.

Tully believes that at the begin-

ning of the current streak, every-

thing came together at once for the

team.

"Suddenly it clicked. It just

started to work,** Tully said of

Clay*s methods. "We understood

what he was trying to implement**

Still, the team realizes it must

continue to improve if it has any

hopes of making an impact in

Texas, the sight of this year*s

national tournament

"We have to play to this level for

the national tournament,** Palmer

said.

Cal Poly San Luis Obispo,

which defeated UCLA 2-0 earlier

this season, has ah-eady clinched

the regular season conference title.

They will automatically be going

to the national tournament,
regardless of their performance in

the conference tournament.

The conference will be sending

one additional representative to the

national tourney, most likely

UCLA or Loyola Marymount,
teams which played to a tie earUer

this season. UCLA will play at

Loyola Marymount Saturday, in a

10 a.m. contest The game is a

makeup from an earlier postpone-

ment

Copeland's Sports
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Men's golf to host Palm Springs tournament
By Terry White
Daily Bruin Staff

After a three-week respite, the

UCLA men's golf team will roll

back into action today in the Bruin

Desert Classic in Palm Springs,

Calif.

In the fall half of their season,

the Bniins have played well given

the inexperience of the squad.

The team, which is composed
mainly of freshmen and sopho-

mores, has shown signs of bril-

liance after a difficult start. In its

first three outings, the team has

moved into the No. 25 spot in the

national rankings.
,

In the last couple of tourna-

ments, UCLA has had most of its

problems in the second round pf

tournaments, and those rough

rounds have held the Bruins back

from fulfilling their potential and
finishing as high as they could

have.

"For some reason we have been

having trouble in the second

round," said UCLA head coach

Dave Atchison. "That's been our

nemesis."

A tough second round especial-

ly hurt the Bruins in the Taylor

Made Red River Classic in Dallas

three weeks ago. In the Red River

Classic the Bruins shot a dismal

299 to slip out of contention for the

lop spots.

*" On the other hand. UCLA has

put together very solid rounds in

the early season. After the dismal

second round in the last tourna-

ment in Dallas, the Bruins came
back the next day and fired their

best round of the day.

"We've been having good
rounds," said Atchison. "But we
just haven't had three straight good
rounds."

This week, UCLA will bring

several of the toughest teams in the

country to the Desert Dunes Golf

Course in Palm Springs for the

ihree-day event.

Ninth-ranked Brigham Young
University, No. 11 New Mexico
and No. 14 Fresno State, along

with eight other collegiate teams,

will square off with the host Bruins

under the desert sun.

The 12-team field will face a

6876-yard course with a par of 72
at the Pioneer Electronics/Bruin

Desert Classic, teeing off each

morning at 7:30 a.m.

Sales
Accessories

SCOOTER TECH
HONDA & YAMAHA REPAIR SPECIALIST

Service
Parts

CC- CC
» llirte & Service

im:i^^^S^iM&SM

50 CC
Tune & Service

$39.95 p^^*p«^

2.75x10 Tire
IXibe Installed

4ik<r^Q Qc fits moBt 50cc

K^,^>S

"W^^^^^^^^W ^t

1 We Come To You

«

;flats repaired!
1^1 a a<% »^!*»:»!*^ s<^

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY OR DROP OFF AT WESTWOOD LOCATION
(WITHIN 3 MILES OF CAMPUS) •-^^. . . ^..^<^
^ FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS

Free Damage Estimates-Insurance Coverage Accepted
We Also Repair All Makes & Models of Motorcycles

Westwood Hours W. Los Angeles

10971 Weytxjm Monday - Friday 10422 Santa Monica Blvd.

3l Factory) 9-6 (less than 2 miles from Campus)

10% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

(next to Falafel Factory)

(213) 824-2040 (213)470-4745

1 0% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

HAIR SALON
62 YEARS IN WESTWOOD VILLACE

SPECIALTIES FOR MEN & WOMEN STARTING AT $10.00

WE'RE THE BEST
1061 £AYLEY AVENUE CALL FOR AN APPT.
WESTWOOD.VIILACE 208-6559
NEXT TO BREADSTICKS 8am TO LATE NICHTS

Lawyers are all

glamour, politics

and money,

V Now meet some
real lawyers!

SAA is a student group sponsored by the UCLA Alumni Association.

Additionalfundingfor the Career Network is provided by the UCLA Foundation

"to help you get the mostfrom your UCLA experience.

AT UCLA, YOU LEARN WITH THE BEST

V
UCLAhmvii
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s • H > ff knocks off

Cal State Fkillerton
By Zachary Aron
Dally Bruin Staff

How well is IhQ UCLA soccer

team playing?

Take, for example, Sun(lay*s

game against Cal-State Fullerton.

The No. 13 Bruins walked into

Eddie West Field, promptly
slapped the Titans around to the

sound of a 5-1 rout and then

claimed that they did not play as

well as they should have.

"I think it is a good sign that we
can play a sub-par game and still

bury a good team," UCLA head

coach Sigi Schmid said.

Sub-par?

The Bruins had a 2-0 lead before

the 2,113 pro-Titan fans even

settled into their seats. By half-

time, the margin was 3-0.

And this was against a team that

had been on a modest win streak

and was geared up to play UCLA.
But, still, the Bruins were not

satisfied.

"I thought there was no doubt
we were the better team," defense-

man Tayt lanni said. "But we made
a lot of careless errors and did not

play the type of game that we
could."

However, UCLA will have to

take the victory, their seventh in a

row. The Bruins have two home
games left in the regular season,

against Cal-State Dominguez Hills

and San Jose State.

UCLA put the game out of reach

in the first 11 minutes. Mounting
early offensive pressiire, the

Bruins poured in two goals and

would have had a third had

forward Tim Gallegos converted

on a penalty kick.

"We dominated in the first 15

minutes," GaUegos said. "We
came out strong and it looked like

they were intimidated."

In the sixth minute, midfielder

Joe-Max Moore added to his

impressive goal collection by
scoring on a penalty kick. The
sophomore notched his team-
leading 14th goal by beating goalie

Bryan Fisher with a shot to the

right comer.

It only took five minutes after

that for striker Cobi Jones and

midfielder Ty Miller to combine to

produce the game's second goal.

Miller took a pass on the right side

and then spotted Jones free on the

near post.

One crossing pass later, Jones

knocked the ball into the left

comer of the net for his 5di goal

and 25th point of the season.

*The ball got played wide to

Ty," Jones said. "I came into the

near post area and I had an open

net"

The Titans appeared to seule

down for the remainder of the first

half, until the 39th minute when
UCLA struck again. Tim Gallegos

tallied his eighth goal of the season

on a header from six feet out.

Midfielder Paul Ratcliffc set up
Gallegos when he sent a free kick

over to the left side of the goalie's

area.

"I was lined up at the top of the

goalie's box and Ratcliffe swung it

over so I could have an easy

header," Gallegos said.

Fullerton came out for the

Water doIo knocks

Sigl Schmid

"I thought there was no

doubt we were the

better team . . . but we

made a lot of careless

errors and did not play

the type of game that

we could."

Tayt lanni

Defenseman

second half with a different

strategy and began to threaten the

Bruins' lead.

The Titans moved defensemen

Paul McDonnell and Ricky Rodlf-

guez up to add extra offensive

pressure. In doing so, the Bniins

were forced to move one of their

forwards into the defensive zone.

"I think it started to get frustrat-

ing for us," Jones said. "They
moved their sweeper up and we
didn't handle it too well."

See SOCCER, page 27

off Long Beach St.
By Andre Keil

Dally Bruin Staff
*

Players were cheerful and

UCLA head water polo coach

Guy Baker was happy. He was
tired from his three-game series

this weekend, but happy.

"I'm a little burned out, but

I'm very pleased with how the

team did this weekend," Baker

said.

While sudden-death over-

time was necessary, the UCLA
water polo team proved to

Baker that it is back to its

winning ways, and back on

track to gain a solid seed at the

NCAA Final Eight

On a pass from teammate

Oliver Will, UCLA two-meter

man Chris Kellerman made a

quick shot in sudden-death

overtime to beat fifth-ranked

Cal Slate Long Beach, 8-7.

"Chris (Kellerman's) win-

ning shot went perfectly cross-

cage. He just hit a sweet high-

comer," Baker said.

The win against Long Beach
successfully wrapped up a

crucial three-game weekend,
putting the Bruins back into

contention for the NCAA tour-

_ney at the end of November.
~~TJCLA (16-6, 2-0 in the Pac-

10) went 3-0 this weekend.

defeating UC San Diego Fri-

day, UC Irvine Saturday, and

Long Beach Sunday.

'This will definitely put us in

the tournament," Baker said.

Baker's good mood and

optimism drastically differed

from his mood last week, when
his team went 2-2 at the 45ler

Invitational tournament, losing

to Stanford and blowing a five-

goal lead to use.

Before his players plunged

into the pool for their workout.

Baker spoke of the team coming
together, and of new players

participating in the offense.

Notably, two sophomores

have done exceptionally well

for the Bruins. Two-meter man
Kellerman not only scored the

game-winner against the 49ers,

he also scored two back-to-

back goals during key moments
late in the fourth quarter against

UC Irvine.

Marc Heenan has also been

contributing to UCLA's
offense. Against UCSD, the

sophomore scored three goals,

and had several key assists.

"Heenan and Kellerman
have been doing a great job for

us. We got great production__

from those guys this weekend,*^

Baker said.
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Defense shines
against Cougars
By Kennedy Cosgrove
Daily Bruin Staff

~~In the course of a year, the

UC^A defense has gone from

generous to miserly.

A year ago, UCLA*s philan-

thropic defense freely gave away
points and yards to opponents to

the tune of 30.2 points and 366

yards per game. The Bruins fin-

ished with a record of 5-6.

This year's grinch-like defense

has been a key— perhaps the key
— in UCLA's turnaround. They
have grudgingly allowed only 16.5

points per game, and are surren-

dering only 102 yards rushing per

game, down from 197 per contest

last year.

Nowhere was their turnaround

more evident than in their perfor-

mance on Saturday in the 44-3

victory over Washington Stale.

"We wanted a shutout," Bruin

-safety Matt Darby said. "With any

other kicker, I think we would have

had a shutout"

Darby was speaking of

Washington State's All-American

kicker Jason Hanson, who ruined

the row of gctose eggs with a 51-

yard field goal in the third quarter.

WSU had been averaging over

28 points and 400 yards per game.

They gained only 221 total yards

on Saturday.

UCLA head coach Terry

Donahue called the effort a

"defensive gem."

UCLA held highly-touted Cou-
gar quarterback Drew Bledsoe in

check, and sacked him an aston-

ishing nine times. Darby and safety

Marvin Goodwin each intercepted

a Bledsoe pass.

*The UCLA defense was real

tough today," Bledsoe said. "They

got good pressure on us and

covered us in the secondary real

well. We didn't establish our

running game at all."

Bledsoe called the Bruin

defense the best that he has faced

this season.

Darby said the Bruins bhtzed

and used combination coverages

on WSU's primary receiver, forc-

ing Bledsoe to look for his alter-

nate receivers and not giving him

enough time to do so.

What the Bruins seemed most

proud about, though, was their

fourth quarter effort

Matt Darby had an interception and a sack for UCLA against Washington State.

CHARLES COOLEY/Oaily Bruin

A week ago they led Arizona

State 21-3 in the fourth quarter but

appeared listless in the final

quarter and surrendered two touch-

downs. UCLA barely held on to

win. 21-16.

And in UCLA's loss against

Cal, the Bruins allowed 13 points

in the fourth quarter in a 27-24

loss.

"I think we played for four

quarters tonight, which was one

thing we talked about all week,"

defensive coordinator Bob Field

said. "A week ago we played for

three quarters."

Cornerback Dion Lambert
agreed.

*That was the word that was

floating around, that the team was

feeling too confident in the fourth_

quarter," Lambert said after Satur-

day's game. "We wanted to go out

there and prove to everyone that

we could play for four quarters and

See FOOTBALL, page 28

Battle of i»A. approaciies

JOHN CHUNG^aily Bruin

Elaine Youngs had nine kills and six digs against Arizona Sunday.

By Greg Jones
Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA women's volleyball

team may have a long road back to

the top of the volleyball world, but

they did take one crucial step

forward last weekend by defeating

both Arizona State and Arizona.

Step two starts tonight, but will

probably be much steeper.

The No. 5 Bruins (18-4, 10-1 in

the Pac-10) will take on No. 12

Southern Cahfomia this evening in

the hostile environment of the

Lyon Center on the USC campus.

"We need to come up and be

aggressive against a good oppo-

nent like USC and show that we
have gotten better," UCLA head

coach Andy Banachowski said.

"Our goal during this two week
period has been to make improve-

ment."

A true test to measure this

improvement will come tonight

against the Trojans. USC (17-3. 9-

2), currently third in the confer-

ence, has played strongly since the

Bruins ended their 11 game win

streak in Pauley Pavihon last

month.

"We got better against Arizona -

but how solid we are on that higher

level - we will find out tonight,"

Banachowski said.

One reason for the optimism has

been the improvement of the

passing game. Against the Arizona

schools last weekend, UCLA was
able to achieve team passing goals

See VOLLEYBALL, page 26

O'Bannon to have
more knee suigery
By Scott Bloom
Daily Bruin Staff

First he wasnX then he was.

Now, finally, he won't.

So goes the continuing saga

of UCLA basketball player Ed
O'Bannon and his left knee.

After injuring his left knee

last year, the 6-foot-8-inch

redshirt freshman forward

found out Monday that he will

undergo surgery again on the

same knee because of continual

swelling.

O'Bannon. a prized recruit

from Artesia High, entered

UCLA in 1990 after backing

away from a verbal commit-

ment to UNLV after that school

was placed on probation by the

NCAA. He was expected to

provide a dynamic spark to a

team that many expected to

reach the Final Four.

But on Oct 9. 1990. O'Ban-

non slipped on a wet spot on the

court while playing pickup

basketball. After X-rays and

tests, surgeon Michael Shapiro

performed reconstructive

surgery on O'Bannon 's left

knee. O'Bannon spent the sea-

son in street clcihes on the

bench.

Instead of reaching the Final

Four, the Bruins were elimi-

nated in the first round by Penn

State.

After almost a year of intense

rehabilitation. O'Bannon's
knee was thought to be at full

strength as basketball practice

resumed for this season. Con-

tingent on O'Bannon's healthy

return, several basketball publi-

cations picked the Bruins as a

top- 10 preseason team, and

Basketball Weekly picked

UCLA as its preseason No. 1.

Just before the team began

practicing for the 1991-92

season, however, doctors

noticed swelling in the knee.

O'Bannon was given anti-

inflammatory medication to see

if the swelling would go down
without surgery. O'Bannon
himself indicated in interviews

that "the knee feels fine."

But it wasn't to be. Monday.

O'Bannon's doctors announced

he would undergo anhoscopic

surgery today. UCLA team

physician Gerald Finerman will

perform the surgery, with

Shapiro in attendance.

More details were not avail-

able by press time.

Hoops ready to roll

The UCLA men's basketball team will

participate in the annual intra-squad game on

Thursday at Pauley Pavilion. Tipoff is set for

7:30 p*m.

Football time change
The start of the UCLA football game against

Stanford this Saturday has been moved from

12:30 to 3:30 p.m. The game will be televised

live on Prime Ticket

triumphs

The UCLA men's soccer team had no

problems beating Cal State FuUerton on Sunday.

The win was the seventh straight for Sigi

Schmid's squad.

See page 31

80th Year, No. 30
Circulation: 22,000

Birth control
Information
Now you can learn every-

thing you have always wanted
to know about birth control but
were afraid to ask.

UCLA's own information
hotline invites callers to
anonymously ask questions
about contraception by calling

206-3819 from 6 to 8 p.m.
tonight

The hotline, which is avail-

able one night a week, is

operated by campus peer health

counselors.

Inside

Women in a land

of occupation
A recent screening of a

documentary by a UCLA gra-
duate student examines the
plight of Palestinian women in

Israeli-occupied territories.

See page 6

Viewpoint

You do what
I say, boy!

Assistant Viewpoint editor
Dan Saffer questions the kind
of "brotherhood" required to

handcuff pledges and force
them to drink.

See page 1

7

Arts & Entertainment

V

Sharon
Stone

Sharon Stone talks about her

Ufe.

See page 18

Sports

O'Bannon
has suigery
UCLA forward Ed O'Ban-

non underwent arthriscopic

surgery on Tuesday and will

miss the next six weeks.

See page 36
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•- I ncert
went well
Riot may affect

future concerts
By IViarlna Dundjerski
Dally Bruin Staff

Etespite about 50 minor injuries,

an estimated $15,000 in damages
and criticism regarding safety and
scheduling, university officials say
that Friday night's Morrissey
concert— scheduled on the same
night of UCLA's Homecoming—
went off without a hitch.

"We've received positive feed-
back all the way down the line—
because we were able to coordi-
nate two major events on the same
day, above and beyond the call of
duty." said Stefan Tatar, manager
of Campus Activity Service Orga-
nization who also heads event
security and crowd control.

The concert — during which

b^

A Los Angeles City Rre Department official treats a victim of the
concert Friday night in Pauley Pavilion. ;

SUNNY SUNG/Daily Bruin

riot at English singer IMorrlsey's

worshipped English rock singer

Stephen Patrick Morrissey preach-
ed his angst-filled songs to 12,000
fans — got out of hand when the

singer invited them to dance
freely.

More than 2,000 concertgoers
rushed the stage to be closer to

their idol, injuring dozens of
people caught in the stampede and
forcing the show to end after 40

minutes.

The concert was almost fmished
and completely under control until

Morrissey incited the riot, Tatar

^^^
*The security was way beyond

being prepared, but they were put
in a rush situation," he said. "You
can't stop a wave, it goes around
you, over you and through you.
When thousands rush at once —

who want to worship their idol —
there's not much you can do to stop
it."

But many say more research and
preparation should have been doneF
to prevent the melee.

"Riotwise, this show was a
fiasco," said Dev Wali, cultural

affairs commissioner for under-

See CONCERT, page t5
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Task force criticizes

profs' researcii focus

J
SUNNY SUNQ/Oaily Bruin

Dr. Larry Sorbin of the California Cryobank analyzes a
sperm sample.

Give it a shot
Sperm donors find the job

to be a win-win situation
By Chris Wolowlec

Tom had only been in Los
Angeles for two weeks when a
woman made an offer he
couldn't refuse. She asked him
to father her children — in

exchange for money.
An actor and musician, Tom

was modeling for a hair salon
when the woman approached
him and asked for his telephone
number. That evening she
called him and explained that
she wanted his sperm donation
so she could have children
without the complications of
sex or marriage.

"She said she heard a bell go
off when she saw me," he said.

He agreed to do it.

That was six years ago. Tom— whose name, as well as the
other sperm donors* names in

this story, has been changed —
has been donating sperm ever
since.

The woman gave birth to two
children, and Tom later became
a donor at the Westwood branch
of the California CryoBank— a
Westwood Village sperm bank,
which is one of the largest in the
state.

The encounter introduced
Tom to the altruistic as well as
financial benefits of donating
sperm. By helping single
women and couples with fertil-

ity problems, he could earn

See SPERM, page 13

By Marina Dundjerski
Daily Bruin Staff

A University of California
faculty task force issued a scathing
study criticizing professors for

overemphasizing research and
neglecting teaching.

The report, issued this week,
stated that the university system
ignores students* needs and funds
loo much useless research.

Recently, there has been much
debate in American academia over
the issue of **publish or perish,** a
notion that professors must pro-

duce high-profile research or face
the risk of being overlooked for

promotion.

This study follows a similar call

made last year by Stanford Univer-
sity President Donald Kennedy to

end favoritism of research over
teaching.

Last year, Stanford officials

instituted pay bonuses and other
incentive programs to encourage
good teaching.

Experts predict that any changes
within the UC will be imitated by
other national universities because
of the UC's respected position in

higher education.

UCLA is the sixth-largest reci-

pient for federal research funds. It

receives more than $200 million

annually.

The Pister report — named for

the task force *s chairman Karl
Pister, the interim chancellor at

UC Santa Barbara — calls for
increased emphasis on teaching
and public service. It also offers

recommendations for modifying
the method of faculty advance-
ment

See RESEARCH, page 14

Tent »". I nstruction
to liegin for Powell
By Brigltte Brady
Daily Bruin Staff

By month's end, workers will

lay the foundation for the multico-
lored tents that will temporarily
house the undergraduate library

while the Powell building under-
goes earthquake renovations.

UCLA recently found a con-
u-acior to set up the tensile project— a large fiberglass and vinyl
structure surrounded by three
smaller ones — for $2.6 million.

The tents, which will display
pale yellow, beige and white
stripes, will be kxrated in the
grassy quad between the Men*s
Gym and the Dance building.

The renovation of Powell
Library, which ranked as the least

safe campus building in a 1987
campus survey, will begin after the

tent construction is finished in five

months.

The tensile is not what most
people would think of when they

envision a tent because it will have
air conditioning, electricity and an
elevator, said Fred Behfarian,

president of ABCO Construction

Corporation, whose bid for the

project was $300,000 less than the

next lowest bidder.

"We consider that a sort of^
present ip UCLA because we have
enjoyed working with them
before," he said. "UCLA has given
so much to us, and this is our
chance to give something back to

See POWELL, page 14
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Undergraduate Business Society
L/E/K Partnership Presentation

Hacienda Room- UCLA Faculty Center

Thursday, November 7, 1991

4:00 PM
HiUel

"The Palestinians and the P.L.O. from the Gulf War to

the peace conference"

Bunche 9383

^i.«i^i(^^^^^^^^
Sunday, November 17, 1991

1 :00 PM

%
African Educadon Network
2nd Annual Outreach & Recruitment Day
James West Alumni Center

General

USAC
Applications now available for the Jim Auerbach
Memorial Internship Program at the Internal Vice

President's office 312D Kerckhoff Hall Due Nov. 15

Honors Program
Honor Collegium enrollment forms available in Honors

(a-311 Murphy). Forms due November 8 at 4:00 PM

^

USAC
Open appointment applications for the Undergraduate

Students Association now available.

See ad for details

Fkred MacMurray dies

of pneumonia at 83
United Press International

SANTA MONICA — Fred
MacMurray, who starred in such

film classics as "Double Indemni-

ty** and *The Apartment*' before

achieving TV popularity as the

patriarch on "My Three Sons,**

died Tuesday of pneumonia. He
was 83.

His longtime publicist, Warren
Cowan, said MacMurray died

about 11:30 a.m. at St John* s

Hospital, where he had been
hospitalized for cancer.

His wife, June Haver, also an

actress, and daughter, Kate, were
at his bedside when he died.

The tall, straight-faced Mac-
Murray starred in more than 50
motion pictures in a career that

began with a top role on Broadway
in the musical "Roberta** and
endured through television *s "My
Three Sons" series, which ran a

dozen years.

MacMurray became one of the

world's wealthiest actors by com-
bining good-guy roles on the

screen with shrewd investments

off-camera.

A one-lime musician, MacMur-
ray specialized in light comedies,

occasional tear-jerkers and a few

heavy roles, most noteworthy of

which were "Double Indemnity"

with Barbara Stanwyck and *The

Apartment.**

But his versatility also allowed

him to play farce in Disney films

such as *The Absent-minded Pro-

fessor.*'„

MacMurray was survived by his

second wife, former film star June
Haver, whom he married in 1954.

They adopted twin daughters in

1956. His first wife, former actress

and fashion model Lillian Lamont,
died in 1953 after a marriage of 17

years.

The mauer-of-fact actor had a

simple explanation for his dead-

pan expression and double take

that became trademarks. "I got thai

way from playing the sax,** he said.

"I had to keep my mouth shut to

blow."

Corrections
An article in the Nov. 4 issue, "Bruins revel at Homecoming,"

incorrectly described the float that won for best use of theme and the

Grand Marshall's Trophy. The winning float, created by Kappa
Delta and Alpha Sigma Phi, depicted a Bruin squashing Cougars
with a giant sledgehammer. The sweepstakes award, given to Sigma
Phi Epsilon and Kappa Kappa Gamma, is awarded for overall

performance in Homecoming activities.

A photo appearing in the Oct 24 issue incorrectly identified a

UCLA student Pictured is Joseph Matamian, a sophomore biology

major.

The Bruin regrets the errors.
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Undeiigraci government seelcs
student ieaders for committees
By Robin Dong

Students will have no say on
issues ranging from registration

fee increases to campus safety

unless 20 undergraduate positions

on university committees are filled

soon, student leaders warned.

**It*s important that students

interested with student quality of
life become involved,** said

E)anette Martin, undergraduate
president **3tudent inclusion is in

jeopardy and I don't know if

students understand."

Undergraduate government is

actively seeking students to

appoint to these committees
through advertising and on-spot

recruitment so that decisions will

not be made without student input
For example, without student

representation in the Undergradu-

ate Enrollment Committee, the

number of incoming students

could be reduced by 1,000 l)ecause

of limited funding in the Universi-

ty of California, Martin said.

In the 70s, students fought for

their right to participate in campus
governance which had been
restricted to faculty and admi-

nistration, Martin said.

It was not until the state legisla-

ture ordered the University of

CaUfomia to include students in

the university decision-making
process or face funding cuts that

students had input, she added.

'HThe administration wants stu-

dent input," said Sherrick Mur-
doff, undergraduate internal vice-

president "They are asking for our

support, and we*re not supplying

it"

As UCLA has grown, so have
the number of its committees.

However, the number of students

interested in applying for the

positions changes each year.

"Looking back in the recent

past I can*t remember us going
this far into the year and having so
many positions unfilled," said Lyle
Timmerman, the administrative

representative to undergraduate
government
To get students involved, under-

graduate government is debating
the development of a reward
system. One idea is to include

student involvement in campus
activities on transcripts.

"Students need to feel like they
are getting something out of the

process," Martin said.

"It's important that

students interested with

student quality of life

become involved.

Student inclusion is in

jeopardy and I don't

know if students

understand."

Danette Martin
Undergraduate President

The average student represen-

tative may spend between four to

12 hours each month preparing and
attending individual committee
-meetings. The Student Advisory
Committee appoinunent is the

only paid position offered.

Undergraduate government is

advertising the available positions

Computer system helps students get jobs
By Christine Strobei

Fighting an economic recession

is not always an easy task, but a

computerized job-networking
system available through the

UCLA Alumni Association is

geared toward helping alumni get

jobs in today's tough market
UCLA has joined into the

partnership of the national Univer-

sity ProNet Corporation, a com-
pany that collects career
information from college gradu-

ates. ProNet then gives that infor-

mation to corporations so they can

identify applicants with the qual-

ifications they are looking for.

Resumes can be flagged to

indicate to corporations that the

individual is actively searching for

a position. Furthermore, the com-
puterized resumes remain on file

forever and can be updated as

necessary.

"(This system) allows UCLA

and other participating universities

10 respond to an important alumni
need— career networking — that

literally lasts a lifetime," said John
Kobara, executive director of the

Alumni Association in a state-

ment
UCLA joined the ProNet system

in 1989.

ProNet was originally deve-
loped by the Stanford University
Alumni Association in 1987 after

it conducted several studies to

dctcmiine the needs of Stanford

students, said Mark Jordan, presi-

dent of ProNet
Its research showed that what

students wanted— in terms of job
placement — was a career deve-
lopment organization.

Participation in ProNet costs

$25. However, for $50, ProNet
also includes job bulletin mailings
that inform applicants about cor-

porations interviewing for high-

level jobs.

Private job-placement compa-
nies in Los Angeles, like Search

West and Search Associates, do
not charge for circulating resumes.

Instead, they charge the employers
for costs when they hire applic-

ants.

**The (ProNet) service is much
less expensive for companies than

executive search firms and much
more targeted than recruitment

advertising," Jordan said in a

statement

However, UCLA's Placement
and Career Planning Center offers

campus interviews free of charge

to enrolled students, said Amy
Yamashita, coordinator of the

UCLA campus interview program.
And the center also arranges

interviews between interested

employers and students looking

for jobs.

But ProNet is more effective

than campus placement centers in

career placement Jordan said.

"ProNet serves a completely diffe-

rent function from university

placement centers. We*rc in con-

tact with a different array of

corporations."

This system helps applicants

look for jobs based on what needs

fit their profile, he added, noting

how many university career place-

ment centers are more geared
toward getting students their first

job out of school.

Other universities that currently

belong to the system are UC
Berkeley, Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, University of
Michigan and Carnegie-Melon
University.

About 15,000 people from the

six participating universities use

the system, Jordan said.

Almost 200 companies belong
to the national system.

in student publications and Martin

is personally recruiting students in

Ackerman Student Union to

ensure that the positions are filled

soon.

Applications are available in the

undergraduate president's office

located in 305 Kerckhoff.

Student
idiled in

accident
By Josh Romoneic
Daily Bruin Staff

A graduate student from Ger-'

many was killed Friday morning
on his way to UCLA when he lost

control of his motorcycle on
Sunset Boulevard.

Martin Foerster, 26, was not
wearing a helmet and was probab-
ly speeding to UCLA when
backed-up traffic forced him to hit

the brakes and swerve into east-

bound lanes, police said.

Foerster skidded into oncoming
traffic and helplessly tried to

regain control of his Honda 750.
He was thrown to the pavement
while his cycle collided with an
oncoming car, police said.

He was boated for massive head
and body trauma in the emergency
room at the UCLA Medical Cen-
ter, where he was pronounced dead
within the hour.

If he'd been wearing his

helmet he probably would have
lived," said LAPD Officer Gary
Sidell, one of the officers at the

scene. Chances for survival in a
motorcycle accident are letter for

those who wear helmets, Sidell

said.

But his friends could remember

"If he'd been wearing

his helmet, he probably

would have lived."

Officer Gary Sidell

Los Angeles Police Department

only one instance when Foerster

had worn a helmet.

**He was adamant about not

wearing a helmet" said one of

Foersier's friends, Sandra Beers, a
UCLA senior. But he took his

riding very seriously, she added.

"He made extra money buying and
selling motorcycles. He loved

motorcycles."

Foerster, who had been riding

for 10 years, restored antique

motorcycles in his spare time, said

Arlene Webber, an employee at

the UCLA Department of Compu-
ter Science where Foerster was
working on his m.aster's thesis.

Foerster was done with his

graduate research and was ready to

begin writmg when he was killed.

Beers said. "He was extremely

bright very talented. He was very

page 14
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Gorbachev suggests
chemical weapon halt

MOSCOW — The Soviet Union
proposed to the United States Tuesday
that both countries get rid of their

chemical weapons.
Soviet President Gorbachev made the

suggestion to U.S. Deputy Secretary of
Defense Donald Atwood and U.S.
Ambassador Robert Strauss.

Also present at the Kremlin meeting
were Soviet Foreign Minister Boris
Pankin and Soviet Scientific and Indust-

rial President Arkady Volsky, who later

disclosed Gorbachev's offer to journal-

ists.

Gorbachev suggested eliminating all

chemical weapons and desu-oying exist-

ing stockpiles, Volsky said, noting the

United Slates could get rid of its chemical
weapons in 10 years, but that it would lake

the Soviets longer.

The U.S. Embassy in Moscow said ii

had no other details about the proposal.

Storm rakes southern

Philippine province
MANILA, Philippines — Former first

lady Imelda Marcos canceled a planned
u-ip to her hometown Wednesday after

storm-triggered floods and landslides

swept through her southern home provin-

_pe, killing at least 154 people.

Tropical Storm Thelma weakened into

a low pressure area by midday Wednes-
day and moved toward the Cuyo Islands.

270 miles south of Manila.

Thelma slammed into Leyte province

with strong winds and heavy rain late

Tuesday, officials said, causing two major
rivers to flood their banks.

The raging water uprooted houses,

swept away bridges and spawned land-

slides in the area about 280 miles

southeast of the capital.

Panama police kill

ofMuty U.S. soldier

PANAMA CITY, Panama— Panama-
nian police Tuesday shot and killed a U.S.
soldier riding with three other servicemen
after their car, which was going the wrong
way down a one-way street^ did not stop

for police, officials said.

The soldier died early Tuesday at the

Gorgas U.S. military hospital in Panama
City, said Maj. Lucios de Angelo, U.S.

Army spokesman. The identity of the

soldier, who died almost immediately
after being shot, was not released by the

U.S. Army pending notification of next of
kin.

De Angelo said the soldier was a

passenger in a rental car with three other

off-duty U.S. Army soldiers going the

wrong way down a one-way street in

Panama City early Tuesday when Pana-
manian police attempted to stop them.

Jack in the Box makes
a ran for tiie bonier
SAN DIEGO — Jack in the Box

Restaurants operted the fust American
hamburger-style fast-food restaurant in

Tijuana on Tuesday, joining several fast-

food chains looking south of the border
for new business.

The new Jack in the Box, located just a
few miles firom the California-Mexico
border, is located in the heart of the tourist

district on Avenida Revducion in

town Tijuana and features its own state-

of-the-art $15,000 water purification

system.

*The water system was essential to
being sure we could attract tourists and
kx:al people." said spokeswoman Jan
McLane Rieger.

Carrs Jr., McDonalds and Pepsico*s
Kentucky Fried Chicken have opened
outlets in Mexico, but the Jack in the Box
is the first in Tijuana, a popular destina-
tion for tourists.

Nation

'Pee-wee' will plead
no contest to charge
SARASOTA, Fla. — Paul I^ubens.

the actor who plays Pee-wee Herman, will

plead no contest to a misdemeanor charge
of indecent exposure, pay a $50 fine and
perform community service, his lawyer
said Tuesday.

Reubens, who was accused of mastur-
bating in an X-rated theater, will enter the

plea during a hearing Thursday before
Circuit Judge Judy Goldman, said
Richard Gerstein. a Miami lawyer repre-

senting the actor.

"The agreement is that he will pay a

$50 fine, he will perform some communi-
ty service and, upon the completion of the

community service, the record in this case
will be sealed," said Gerstein. who
declined to specify how many community
service hours Reubens will have to

perform under the proposed plea agree-
ment.

Prosecutors have said Reubens would
receive from 50 hours to 100 hours of
community service.

Rustlers steal prized

emus from pasture
PASADENA, Texas — Police Tues-

day sought clues about the bird rustlers

who cut through a fence and stole 28
ized emus during the weekend.
Linda Oravelding of Deer Park said her

birds are worth about $230,000, and she
said whoever took them knew what they

were doing.

A pair of bolt cutters used to get

through the fence were left behind, police

said.

The exotic flightless birds were kept in

open-air stock pens at a pasture. They
were taken sometime between 4:30 p.m.

Friday and 6 a.m. Saturday, Gravelding
said.

State

Woman kills daughter,

self— both run over
GARDEN GROVE r- A woman

despondent because of family problems
shot her handicapped four-year-old
daughter and then herself before the two
were run over by a car on a freeway,
police said Tuesday.

The murder-suicide occurred about
11:48 p.m. Monday on the westbound
Garden Grove Freeway, near Springdale
Street. Officer Jeff Allen said.-

Allen said it had not been determined if

the mother and daughter died of gunshot
wounds, or from being struck by the car.

The car did not stop, perhaps because the
driver was unaware of whom he had
struck. Allen said.

A gun was found at the scene, and the
woman's car was parked by the side of the
freeway.

Almanac

On this date:

In 1854, band leader and composer
John Philip Sousa was bom.

In 1860. Abraham Lincoln was elected
16th president of the United States.

In 1861, James Naismith. the inventor
of the game of basketball, was bom.

In 1917, the Bolshevik revolution
began in Russia.

In 1952. the United States exptodcdlte
world's first hydrogen bomb at Eniwetok
Atoll in the South Pacific.

In 1968, Richard Nixon was elected
37th president of the United States,
defeating Democrat Hubert Humphrey.

Thought for the day:

John Philip Sousa said, "Jazz will

endure as long as people hear it through
their feet instead of their brains."

From United Press International

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
The Undergraduate Students Association is now recruiting

studentsfor open appointments. All applications are available in

the Office ofthe Undergraduate President 304 Kerckhoff
Ifyou are interested in any one or more of the remaining appointments please complete an appoint-

ment application and submit it to the Office of the Undergraduate President as soon as possible.

For any questions please speak with Danette Martin. Phil Parmar, or Sam Kaufman. Note that

appointed positions will be filled as soon as a qualified applicant isfound.

Apply Today
Thank youfor your interest in becoming involved with the Undergraduate Students Association and the Office of the President.

9

Undergraduate Students Association Appointments To External Bodies Undergraduate Students Association Internal Appointments
ASUCLA Student Store/Services Committee d mustcunrnuyworkfonhi. asi;ci.a.jiv»i«i) Elections Board Chair

Campus Traffic Safety Commission ( 1

)

Elections Board Vice Chairs (3) and Staff (9)

Chancellor's Advisory Committee on Disabilities (2) Judicial Board (2)

Chancellor's Advisory Committee on the Gay and Lesbian Community ai UCLA (3) Freshmen Cabinet (13)

Chancellor's Advisory Committee on Religion, Ethics and Values (1)

Chancellor's Committee on Instructional Improvement Programs (1

)

Chancellor's Council on Diversity ( 1 alt.)

Housing Appeals Board (1 - must not currently reside in the Dorms)

John Wooden Center Board of Governors (1 alt.)

Chancellor's Committee on Religion, Ethics and Values ( 1

)

Service Award Committee/ Speakers' Committee (5)

Student Affairs Information and Research Office ( 1

)

Student Conduct Committee ( 1 alt.)

Student Fee Advisory Committee (1)

Student Letters & Science Commencement Advisory Committee (3)

Student Parking Review Board (1 alt.)

Student Skills Advisory Committee (2)

Substance Abuse Advisory Committee (1)

Undergraduate Admissions Committee (2)

Financial Aid Policy Task Force (2 - note you must currently receive financial aid)

Presidents' Medal of Honor Selection Committee (7-musi be a graduating Senior)

USAC President's Community Service Fund (2)

Insuring Tomorrow Network (10)

USAC President's Community Service Funding Board (2)

Please feel free to contact the Undergraduate Student

Association Office of the President from llani-4pm for

additional information. Pick up your application and

return it as soon as possible to 304 Kerckhoff.

T^hankjyou

USJiC ^PTtsident CDanetu CM^anin

Paid for by Your Student Govemment-USAC
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Student film captures Palestinian agony
By Sally Kim

Aiesha was seven-months pre-
gnant when Israeli soldiers
arrested her, threw her on her
stomach and later tortured her
during childbirth, she said in a
documentary by a UCLA graduate
student.

Her personal account and those
of other oppressed Palestinian

women were captured in a feminist

documentary that was shown on
campus Monday night.

Graduate student Christine
Ahmed and Sharon Wallace went
to the IsraeH-occupied West Bank
and Gaza Strip in April to shoot
footage of the area after the
Persian Gulf War.

Everyday in the occupied terri-

tories, Israeli soldiers destroy

homes, beat and arrest Palesti-

nians, Ahmed said, adding that

24-hour curfews, identification

check points and land confisca-

tions also occur.

As the worid continues to focus

on Israeli and Arab discussions

about Palestinian autonomy, an
audience of 60 watched the daily

lives of these people on the screen.

A young man said he was spray

painting political graffiti when the

Israeli authorities shot him in the

leg. "I was not stealing, I was not

doing anything illegal," he said,

lifting his half-amputated leg up to_

camera. "A leg is not important

... I was struggling for my

country's freedom.**

Many Palestinian women spoke

painfully about their husbands and

sons who have been jailed without

u-ials and convictions — perhaps

because they were fighting for that

freedom. Aiesha*s husband is

currently serving a 440-year sen-

tence.

Other women were crying
* what kind of democracy is this?'*

as they stepped on piles of broken

concrete. These stone ruins once

housed 21 people, they said.

However, despite these hard-

ships, the women still show incre-

dible strength, Ahmed said.

"It's important for the people to

understand there *s a real ste-

reotype about women wearing
veils, being very passive," she

said. *These women arc so strong

. . . They still have faith that there

will be change in the world."

This look at the plight of

Palestinian women is vital to the

women's social movement, said

Sondra Hale, a UCLA women's
studies lecturer.

The film is "a great contribution

to a very small, limited library (on

Palestinian women)."

But a director of the Anti-Defa-

mation League called a UCLA
vice chancellor before the screen-

ing Monday, questioning if the

film addressed all of the Palesti-

nian plight.

*The film is certainly appropri-

ate. This is one view and of course,
there are other perspectives as

well," said Marjorie Green, who
has not seen the film. "But it is a

time when the Israelis and Palesti-

nians are pursuing peace— would
this serve, on a local level, to put
one side against the other?"

The league's comments are
unjustified. Ahmed said. "It seems
to me that they can see it first and
then we can talk about the prob-
lems of it."

Ahmed said she used her camera
to show the women's hope. "We
are not ashamed to live in these

tents." cried the women, recalling

the destruction of theii homes.
"We will not leave here, even if

they destroy everything over our-
heads . . . God will save us from
those who oppress us."

Dubrovnik mayor invites Prince Charies to besieged city
By Peter S. Green
United Press International

DUBROVNIK, Yugoslavia —
The mayor of the besieged Croa-

tian port of Dubrovnik has asked
Britain's Prince Charles to visit the

historic city to help prevent its

destruction by attacking Yugoslav
federal army troops.

In a letter faxed to Charles,

Prince of Wales and heir to the

British throne. Mayor Pero Pol-

janic said his city would "very
much appreciate if you would help
us preserve this city which is a part

of the European and world cultural

heritage."

Advancing Yugoslav army
troops have shelled, burned and

looted Dubrovnik suburbs, and are

tightening their noose around the

well-preserved walled city, which
is recognized by the United
Nations as one of the world's most
valuable architectural monuments.

Several shells from Yugoslav
federal artillery fell in the old city

during a bombardment two weeks
ago, causing minimal damage but

raising fears that another shell will

start a fire that could devastate the

city.

A 1667 earthquake set off a fire

that burned much of the city to the

ground, and took seven days to

extinguish.

"If a shell explodes inside one of

the old buildings, it could start a

fire, and the whole city could go
up," said Fabijan Zaja, a historian

of the old city.

Prince Charles recently spoke
out against the destruction of
Dubrovnik's Old City. He is well
known as an advocate of preserv-
ing the world's great architecture

and has been criticized in Britain

for his outspoken views.

In Concert

Eliane Elias Trio
One of Brazil's greatest jazz pianists

\

"...one of the most gifted and
fastest rising stars on the

current scene!"

- Leonard Feather, LA Times

"...one of the hottest keyboard
players anywhere today!"

- Chicago Weekend

"She plays so beautifully that it

brought me to tears."

- Herbie Hancock

"...one of the most talked-

about new jazz talents of the

past ten years." ____
' Jazziz Magazine

"...she belongs among the best

women jazz pianists and
composers."
- Jazz Forum
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BiUiard Club
Restaurant & Bar

i

Tonight!
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TODAY. NOV. 6 at 8 pm
SCHOENBERG HALL, UCLA

Tickets: $15; 9 (students with ID)

Night!
$3 Yards

of Budweiser

$2 Half-Yards

of Budweiser

$lJello Shots
\^

- \

V-

_ "C

I-f

ARTS

For Tickets/Information

CALL (213) 825-9261

Daily Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet
Drink Specials

1 1 835 Wllshire Blvd.
Just West of Barrington

477-7550
MINIMUM AGE 21

Career ODPoilmiities
. .JB. ML

Cordially invitesyvu to an

Information Session

on

Thursday, November 7, 1991 at 6 p.m.

Marquis Room
Westwood Marquis Hotel J^

Representatives will attendfrom the:

Corporate Finance Analyst Program
International Corporate Finance Analyst Program
Public Finance Analyst Program

Reception tofollow.

\

MtrfiULfnph
A tradition of trust.
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Judge denies motion seeking acquittal for Keating
If convicted, S&L figure could face 10 years

By Valerie Kuklenski

United Press International

A judge denied a defense

motion Tuesday seeking acquittal

for former Lincoln Savings and
Loan head Charles H. Keating Jr.,

saying there is sufficient evidence

to link Keating to the alleged

fraudulent sale of junk bonds.

Superior Court Judge Lance Ilo

also granted a ixosecution motion,

dismissing two of the 20 remaining

counts against Keating because

two of the mainly elderly bondhol-

ders were physically unable to

testify.

Defense attorney Stephen Neal

will begin his case when the jury

returns Thursday.

Keating, 67, is charged in the

amended 18-counl indictment with

securities fraud and other crimes

stemming from the sale through

Lincoln Savings of junk bonds

issued by its parent company.^
American Continental Corp. of

Phoenix, Ariz.

If convicted of at least six of the

charges, Keating would face a

maximum term of 10 years in

prison.

In asking Ito to acquit his client,

Neal pointed to the testimony of

former Lincoln executives Robin
Symes and Ray Fidel, who pleaded

guilty and agreed to testify against

Keating in exchange for reduced

sentences,
j

Neal said as accomplices in the

case, Symes' and Fidel's testi-

mony must be corroborated by

other evidence, a legal require-

ment he maintained prosecutors

failed to meet.
— Neal said without consideration

of the accomplices* testimony, the

prosecution case alleges that the

bond sellers may have sold bonds

by means of misrepresentations or

omissions and that Keating may
have had access to information that

bond sellers were not given.

"It is not enough under the law,"

he said. "There has to be a tie

between Mr. Keating and the

alleged misrepresentation.

"You have claims that bond
purchasers were not given infor-

mation that Mr. Keating knew and

you have nothing to bridge that

gap,'* Neal said.

Neal also contended that prose-

cutors failed to prove Keating had

any direct knowledge of or

involvement in the preparation of

the bond sales pitches or the

prospectus — the document out-

lining the bonds that was given to

each buyer.

*There is ample evidence out-

side the accomplices* testimony

. . . that serves to link Mr. Keating

with the crimes," Deputy District

Attorney William Hodgman
countered.

'The testimony of the bond

buyers along with the testimony of

the regulators is sufficient to hold

this defendant on these charges,"

Hodgman said.

*To suggest that this defendant

did not know . . . given his control

over Lincoln and ACC ... is

certainly a matter to be put before

the jury," the prosecutor said.

In ruling against the defense

motion, Ito said prosecutors only

need show a limited amount of

corroborating evidence to back up
the testimony of Fidel and Symes.

"Given the motive and the

condition of the business, I think

there is sufficient evidence to link

Mr. Keating to these charges," Ito

said.

Keating is the former owner of

Irvine-based Lincoln Savings.

Experts estimate the bailout of the

failed thrift will cost taxpayers

$2.6 billion, making it the most
expensive savings and loan bailout

on record.
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FAST, FREE DELIVERY'

207-5900
CSk \ I \100% Real Mozzarella

& Fresh Ingredients

11628 Santa Monica #10
(1 Bik Est of Banington)

S

Discover what
Daily Bruin Advertising

can do for you!

Call 825-2161.
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®$15s

DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
> UCLA & AU. STUDENT DISCOUNT
• TRAFFIC SCHCXM. 7 DAYS A>X^EK
AIR CONDITIONED ^^

1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 824-399 1m
Westwood Village, above the Wherehousc W

Invites

AFRICAN
EDUCATION
NETWORK

The Association ofGraducUe Students ofAfrican
Descent in the UCLA. Graduate School ofEducation

spective applicants
to the 2nd Annual Outreach
~ ^ and Recruitment Day
Guest speaker: Dr. John Ogbu

(Professor of Anthropology, UC Berkeley)

Topic: Graduate Admission and Retention;

Minority Retention Project at UC Berkeley
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Date:

Location:

Time:
RSVP:

Noverober 17» 1991

James West Alumni Center

1 :00 - 4:00

By November 1 1 . 1991 (213) 935-5377
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Sponsored by: African Education Network, GSE, GSA & CPC
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nutrition rules would unify
By Charles J. Abbott

United Press International

WASHINGTON— The "tower

of Babel" of competing food labels

would speak in a more unified

voice under nutrition labeling rules

drafted by the government but

consumer groups fretted Tuesday

about the fme print.

"Overall, theyWe come a long

way ... It remains to be seen if

consumers are risk-free when they

walk into the marketplace,

whether they are going to be

confused or not,*' said Jodie Silver-

man of Public Voice for Food and

Health Policy.

Officials from the Health and

Human Services Department,

which oversees most foods, and

the Agriculture Department,
which is in charge of meat and

meat products, were scheduled to

unveil Wednesday a massive set of

rules for food labels. They would
prompt the most significant

change in labels in two decades.

Under them, nutritional infor-

mation would be required on labels

of most processed foods, stated in

consistent serving sizes and easily

understood measurements. The
labels would hst items such as fat,

cholesterol, sugar and fiber con-

tent.

Health officials have agreed fat

should be limited to 30 percent or

less of a j)erson's diet, that people

should get more fiber and use

sugar and salt in moderation.

Regulators also would define

terms such as "light," "low" or

"lean" and rules would be set on
making health claims about the

^nefits of ingredients.

The rules, which probably"

would not take final effect for

another year, are a result of a

labeling law enacted last year to

curb what Healtlf Secretary Louis

Sullivan once called a "tower of

Babel." The law did not cover

meats but the Agriculture Depart-

ment planned to write rules that

would be "in harmony" with the

Food and E>rug Administration's

rules on processed foods.

Although labels would be

required on processed meats, they

would be optional on raw fruits,

vegetables, seafood and single-

ingredient packages of raw meat

and poultry.

"Once they are given the facts,

rather than the hype . . . people

will in fact pick healthier foods,"

said Bruce Silverglade of the

Center for Science in the Public

Interest, which pressed for years

for labeUng reform.

The Center, like Public Voice,

was pleased with the direction the

government was heading but also

had qualms about how the rules

would be spelled out. Public

labels
Voice, for instance, would prefer

"light" to mean that no more than

30 percent of the calories in an

item come from fat while others

say the term should mean a product

contains less fat than usual.

"We fear that (the Agriculture

Department) is going to establish

(small) serving sizes for meat and

poultry so that the fat and choles-

terol content will appear on the

label to be smaller than they really

are." Silverglade said.

However, the Grocery Manu-
facturers of America said its

review of the proposals found

several items, including serving

sizes and limits on health claims,

that "need major revision."
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TheEmtingNewMacs—
atLow Educational Prices!
Apple Macintosh computers never stop getting better. New models were introduced

October 21—stop by the ASUCLA Computer Store and try them out! You'll find the

Classic II, the PowerBook 100, and the Quadra 700 on display, ready for a test run.

And yes, they're available at low educational prices—but only if you're a UCLA
student, ficulty, or staff. (Powerbook 140 and 170 are on order.)

Mac Classic 11

The beefy big brother of the popular Classic. Same compact size, but twice as fast

because it has a powerful 608030 processor. And it's still surprisingly affordable. Low

price includes the keyboard. In stock now!

2 Mb RAM, 40 Mb hard disk, SupcrDrivc List $1899, our price $1449

4 Mb RAM, 80 Mb hard disk, SupcrDrivc List $2399, our price $1849

Madntosh PofwerBook
These notebook computers are smaller and lighter than many of your textbooks

—

perfect to take to class or the library. Three models: the 100, 140 and 170. Some

100s are now in stock, and of course there's one on display. Come try the new

ergonomic version of a trackball that you can control without lifting your fingers

from the keyboard! (Note the change in eligibility: now one laptop AND one

desktop Mac may be purchased every other year.),

PowerBook 100

Weighs only 5.1 pounds, 68HC000 processor running at 16 MHz. 9-inch backlit

Supcrtwist LCD screen. External SupcrDrivc optional.

2 Mb RAM, 20 Mb hard disk, no floppy drive List $2299, our price $1749

2 Mb RAM, 20 Mb hard disk. ext. SupcrDrivc List $2499, our price $1899

PowerBook 140
Still a light 6.8 pounds, this model has a built-in floppy drive and a 68030 processor

running at 16 MHz. 10-inch backlit Supcrtwist LCD screen. Internal SupcrDrivc

standard. Other configurations available, see price list.

2 Mb RAM, 40 Mb hard disk, SupcrDrivc List $3199, our price $2449

PowerBook 170
The most powerful notebook has a 68030 processor running at 25 MHz and a math

coprocessor. Internal fax/data modem included. 10-inch backlit active-matrix LCD
screen for superior legibility. Internal SupcrDrivc. Weight 6.8 {X)unds.

4 Mb RAM, 40 Mb hard disk, SupcrDrivc ...^.77.. List $4599. our price $3499

Macintosh Quadra
Sec why its nickname i$ "the tower"—new shape, new power from the 68040

processor, ^ter graphics architecture, and enhanced NuBus and SCSI sub-systems.

Up to twice as fast as the Macintosh Ilfx. Built-in video support for all Apple

monitors. Keyboard and monitor not included. _

Quadra700
Two Nu-Bus-90 expansion slots. 512K Video RAM, expandable for more colors.

Other configurations available, see price list.

4 Mb RAM. SupcrDrivc List $5699, our price $3999

Quadra900
Five Nu-Bus-90 expansion slots. 1 Mb Video RAM. expandable for more colors.

Room for 3 half-height hard disks. Other configurations available, sec price list.

4 Mb RAM. SupcrDrivc List $7199, our price $5049

i^
Itostrlctioiit: Available to full-time UCLA Students. Faculty, Staff and Departnients only. Purchase must t)e for the personal academic, educational, or research use

of the eligible person Students must show a current Reg Card and Photo ID; Faculty and Staff must show a payroll number and photo ID Purchases are limited to

one laptop model and one desktop nrxxJel every other year Other restrictions may apply Piyiat Prices shown are ASUCLA Cash Price and require payment by

currency, cashiers check, University Credit Union Withdrawal Check. AppleCredit or personal check (up to $300) payable to ASUCLA. Money orders are NOT accepted.

frIoM nbltct to diaiiit wKiiMt Mtlct. All nitt flml.

•ill

ASUCLA STUDENTS'^~TTORr"
Computer Store/ B-Level Ackerman Union/ 825-6952/ M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5
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Disney submits plans for Buriianic expansion
United Press International

BURBANK — Walt Disney

Co. submitted plans Tuesday to the

city of Buitank for a $600 million

expansion of its studio during the

next two decades that could double

the space it now occupies.

'*Ovcr the past several years,

weWe dramatically expanded our

motion picture and television

production activities and grown

substantially in many of our other

lines of business,** said Alan

Epstein, vice president of Disney

D>evelopment Co.

"During that time, wc*ve out-

grown our current facilities,** Eps-

tein said. "As a result, we are in

severe need of new production,

technical and office space.**

Disney, which is headquartered

in Burbank along with Warner

Brothers studio, has become a

major player in motion pictures

since 1984, when it produced two

movies.

Since then, it increased its

production significantly and
released a number of hits, includ-

ing "Who Framed Roger Rabbit,**

"Pretty Woman,** "Ruthless Peo-

ple,** *Three Men and a Baby*' and

"Down and Out in Beverly Hills.**

It produced 17 movies last year.

Disney said that it currently

operates five sound stages, while

its competitors have 20 or more.

The additions Disney is propos-

Simply the
best preparation
money can buy.

Tlie Princeton Review
(213) 474^909

^ UCIA PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS

HELP YOURSELF RECOVER FROM A MINOR
COLD OR FLU BY VISITING THE PHC:

FREE l-PRE!

ALSO AVAIIABLE:

• CONTRACEPTIVES
• FITNESS CUNIC APPaNTMENTS
• FREE COMPUTERIZED NUTRITION ASSESSMENTS
• BLOOD PRESSURE SCREENING
• ONE-ON-ONE COUNSEUNG
• INFO ON OUR MANY OTHER FREE SERVICES

CALL OR VISIT US TODAY!
M-F 9-5 401 Kerckhoff 825-8462

JUST FOR THE HEALTH OF IT!

Sponsored b/

ing could include as many as six

new sound stages, an employee

center, a production building, a

creative arts center and three office

buildings that could add nearly 2

million square feet of space to its

operations.

Disney said the expansion plan

is in "strict compliance" with the

city of Burbank's specific plan,

adopted last January. It said the

taller buildings will be located

farthest away from single family

homes with a "heavily land-

scaped** buffer on the studio's

border.

Epstein said Disney hopes to

build the sound stages and produc-

tion facilities first and said the

approval process will probably

take nine to 12 months.

The studio was opened by the

late Walt Disney in 1941. It

currently occupies about 1.2 mil-

lion square feet of space.
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THIRD ANNUAL THANKSGIVING

CANNED FOOD DRIVE

$50.00 DISCOUNT
Bring In Three Cans Of Food

For The Homeless . .

.

Donate THREE cans of food by November 27, 1991,

and place a $100 deposit on the course of your

choice with the Stanley H. Kaplan Educational

Center Ltd. of Southern California, and we will take

$50.00 off the current tuition. The balance of your

tuition is due before the first day of class or in 90

days whichever comes first.
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LSAT GMAT MCAT GRE

DAT NMB NCLEX

^ STANIJ:V H. KAPLAN
:; Educational (enter Ltd.

AIDS researchers unable to duplicate results
By Lawrence Altman
New York Times

The scientists who came up with

one of the most shocking scientific

fmdings about AIDS — one that

set off alarms concerning the

safety of the blood supply and
about the state of mind of people at

risk— now cannot reproduce their

own results. But they still have not

said clearly that their finding was
incorrect.

The disturbing episode concerns

the so-called window of infection,

the time the AIDS virus first enters

the body and the time antibodies to

the virus Hrst become detectable in

the bloodstream.

Enormous concern was raised in

June 1989 when researchers at the

University of California at Los
Angeles reported that the window
of 'undetectable infection had
lasted up to three years in gay men
engaging in high-risk behavior.

The 13 authors, who included

colleagues from Northwestern
University in Chicago and the

Cetus Corix)ration in Emeryville,

Calif., said the window might in

fact be indefinite.

Suddenly, thousands of people

who had tested as AIDS-free had

to consider that they might be

infected.

Although Federal and other

leading experts could not repro-

duce the UCLA findings and came

to ignore them, the wide publicity

given the initial findings left a

cloud of fear that has never wholly

been dispelled.

Now, nearly two and one-half

years later, two authors of the

original report. Dr. David T.

Imagawa and Dr. Roger Detels,

have published a letter in the Oct
24 issue of The New England

Journal of Medicine making clear

that they, too, have never been able

to reproduce their results. Yet they

do not retract their original claim.

Even this confusing letter would

not have appeared without con-

stant pressure behind the scenes

from officials of the National

Institutes of Health who paid for

the original research and who were

determined to try to straighten the

record.

Only after a careful reading is it

clear that the authors were unable

to reproduce their own results.
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Prep
LSAT
GRE
GMAT

The fastest ^roiriu^ course at ICI.A

Call todayand we'll tutoryou beforeourcourse beginsand
help you with the application process at no extra charge.
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Bikini Wax $8
Eyelash Tint $10

Lip/Chin, Eyebrows Wax.. .$5

Underarms $8

Half Legs $10

Arms $12

1007 BROXTON AVE Upper Legs & Bikini $15
WESTWOODVILLAGE

p^i, Legs & Bikini $20

Discover Kinko's.
You get more than
great copies.
If you're looking for one convenient place to serve

your business copy and communication needs,

discover Kinko's. You'll find everything

you need to keep you looking

great, including:

/ Quality black & white copies

/ Full Canon color copies

/ Blueprint Size Copies

^ Free pick up and delivery

y Binding and finishing

^ In-store computer rental

/ Desktop publishing

/ Open 7 Days
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25 Free Copies
Come Into the Kinko's listed and receive 25 free copies

with this coupon. Single-sided 81/2 x 1 1" black and

white copies on 20 lb. white bond. Must be auto-fed.

One coupon per customer. Not valid with any other offer.

Ckxxi through October 31. 1991
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Open 24 Hours

475-0759
1520WestwoodBl.
Wcstwood

kinko^
the cx)py center 1
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Shabbat at Rabbi Chaim's

**The Chutzpah of Chutzpah

Reservations a must.

Cost $6.00

Call 20S-3O8I
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How would you like to gain valuable experience

working as an intern in a key administrative office

on campus 10-15 hours per week, and receive

$100 per month?

Well, then apply for the

8PWMM T, mmmmt mmmffnimmrmmmm

Jim Auerbach
Memorial Internship

INTERNSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING OFFICES:

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION •INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS & SCHOLARS • DEAN OF
STUDENTS

EXPO CENTER • COMMUNICATION RESOURCES • CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE
COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE • AND MORE...

PICK UP YOUR APPLICATION NOW
INTERNAL VICE PRESIDENT'S OFFICE - 31 2D KERCKHOFF HALL

APPLICATIONS DUE NOVEMBER 15

KIM HENNINGSEN, INTERNSHIP DIRECTOR
PAID FOR BY USAC YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT

W"
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DENTISTRY

ON CAMPUS

UCLA School of Dentistry

6 Check-ups

o Fillings

o Crowns

o Cleaning

o Cosmetic Dentistry

o Root Canals

o Dentures

o Extractions

o Bridges

o Implants

(213) 206-3904

Treatment options include care provided by

Dental Students or by Graduate Dentists
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We're lookingfor peoplewho
k at this glass and say:

^'There's gotta be other
glasses of water."

We need people capable of going

beyond half full of half empty

thinking. People who see subtleties.

Who are quite frankly bored t)y easy

answers and off-the-shelf solutions.

People who are constantly

ctullenging their own thinking and

are thirsty for new ideas and

knowledge.

You'll have a degree from a top

school. Getting a job won' t really be

an issue. The questKX) is: wtWch job?

Which irxJustry?

You don't want to get locked

mto one area ar>d then discover

three to five years from now that you

don't Uke rt. By then you've invested

too much.

e l»0O Andm«n ConMMf^. AAA Ca. SC

Andersen Consulting offers you

the chance to work on a vanety

of projects—with clients in a wide

range of industries.

We are the leader in helping

organizations apply information

technok>gy to their business advan-

tage. Every hour of every t)usir)ess

dayi we implement a solution to help

or>e of our more than 5.000 clients

worldwide.

What makes that possible is the

quality of our people. And the quality

of our training. We're known for both.

Because business and tech-

notogy are ever-changing, we see

training as a continuing process.

And our $123-million Center for

Professional Education in St. Charles,

Illinois, IS just or>e measure of our

commitnr>ent. We tram you for a

career—TWi just a job.

Are you the kirvl of person we're

talking atXHJt? The kind of person

with an unquenchat)*e desire for

challenge and professional growth?

If so. come talk to us. And

find out nrxxe about a career with

Andersen Consulting.

Andersen
Consulting

ARTHUR ANtXRSEN h CO, S.C

Wli#r9 WWgo n oiii h#r9 •

Come join Andersen Consulting at a "Pizza Night," sponsored by ASME and SWE,
TONIGHT, at 6:00 p.m.. in Boelter Hall.

On-campus interviews will be held Thursday. November 21. for graduating seniors.

Please contact the Placement and Career Planning Center for scheduling information.

Gates confirmed for

CIA director's
By Steve Gerstel

United Press International

WASHINGTON — Robert

Gates, the 25-year veteran of the

U.S. intelligence service, was
confirmed Tuesday to lead the CIA
as it faces major new challenges in

a rapidly (?lianging world, '

Gates was confirmed by the

Senate despite suspicions he

knows more about the Iran-Contra

scandal than he acknowledges and

that he slanted intelligence esti-

mates to fit anti-Soviet policies of

President Reagan and former CIA
Director William Casey.

Gates was confirmed 64-3 1 with

the only opposition coming from

Democrats. He succeeds William

Webster.

Opposition to Gates as CIA
director, which threatened to

defeat him when he was nominated

by President Bush six months ago,

dissipated despite concerns among
Democrats that he is "the wrong

man at the wrong time."

Many Democrats who voted for

Gates said it was a "close call" and

apparently supported the nominee

with uneasy misgivings.

Sen. Sam Nunn. D-Ga., asked

why he was voting for Gates

despite his concerns, said, "1 don*t

find anything to really disqualify

him."

For Senate Democratic leader

George Mitchell, however, there

was no question that Gates should

be denied the CIA directorship.

Mitchell said. "In my view, too

many unlnswered questions

remain about this nominee's credi-

bility and his judgment."

But Senate Republican leader

Robert Dole said, "He is the right

nominee^ for the right job, at the

right time. The president wants,

. the intelligence community needs,

and the nation deserves to have this

nominee confirmed, now and

overwhelmingly."

Gates, 48, has served Bush as

deputy White House national

security adviser, and in the early

1980s was plucked from the ranks

as the "chosen one" by Casey to

become deputy director of the

agency.

Gates will be one of the few

professionals to head the CIA and

the first to come from the intelli-

gence estimate section — rather

then operations section — of the

agency.

During the debate, senators

made it clear that Gates would

head a smaller, restructured CIA
with a shift in mission. Until now.

almost half of the CIA*s resources

have been aimed at the Soviet

Union, a policy set down by

Reagan. Casey and Gates.

The root of the opposition is

Gates's claim that he learned very

late in the process that the CIA was
part of the Iran-Contra operation,

although his boss. Casey, and

several subordinates knew about

it.

Another charge against Gates

was that he tailored intelligence to

fit the anti-Soviet views of Reagan

and Casey after they came to office

in 1981.

Even some of his strongest

supporters, such as Sen. David

Boren. D-Okla., the chairman of

the Senate Intelligence Commit-

tee, found fault with Gates's

strange role in Iran-Contra.

Boren said although the record

showed "no smoking' gun." he

wished Gates "had had more of a

whistle-blower mentality." He
insisted that Gates "has learned the

lessons of Iran-Contra."

Sen. Paul Simon. D-Ill.,

announcing his opposition, said, "I

would vote for him for almost any

other position."

But he said that three positions

— director of the CIA. director of

the FBI and the director of national

drug policy— "must have the full

confidence of this body and the

American public. In each of these

positions, the potential for abuse is

great"

Board of Supervisors hear
• II union »- I

United Press International

The county Board of Supervi-

sors met in private Tuesday with

county labor negotiators to hear

details of the proposed union

contract for 41.000 county
employees.

The executive session was tak-

ing place on the day that could

have brought county operations to

a near standstill with a general

strike by tens of thousands of

employees under the direction of

Service Employees International

Union Local 660.

The general strike, in which

county employees planned to

overrun the supervisors' meeting,

was averted Monday night when
union officials called a halt to the

plan, saying headway had been

made in talks.

James Ellman, one of the coun-

ty's chief negotiators, said

although none of the union's 21

contracts is considered settled,

significant progress was made
Monday in the area of fringe

benefits.

"What we're going to share with

the board is the union's last

position that they indicated would
result if^ a settlement," Ellman

said. He decHned to discuss details

of the union proposal but described

it as "a cafeteria plan with

enhanced contributions over the

term of the agreement.

"It gives (employees) the ability

to pick and choose certain fringe

benefits," including their choice

from a range of health care plans,

Ellman said.

Ellman said another key issue in

the talks, proposed parking fees for

county employees, "is not going to

be a problem between the jMirties."

County and union negotiators

have been Working to hammer out

contracts for 21 bargaining units,

including nurses who work at six

county-run hospitals and more
than 40 clinics.

The nurses, who walked off the

job last week, threatened to repeat

their strike Monday night in

defiance of a court order because

of what appeared to be an impasse

in talks.

However. Gilbert Cedillo. the

union's general manager,
announced an hour before the

planned walkout that significant

progress had been made, and he

encouraged nurses to report to

work as scheduled for the 11 p.m.

shift

Ellman remained optimistic

Tuesday while awaiting a response

from the Board of Supervisors.

"I see a real opportunity to get

an agreement." he said. "We're

very close. Both sides have a desire

to reach an agreement."

IllHaitian

protest economic emiiaigo
By Roosevelt Jean-Francois

United Press International

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti —
Backers of the military coup that

ousted Haiti's democratically

elected president called Tuesday

for a demonstration Wednesday
against an increased international

economic blockade.

"We have to tell the internation-

al community that this country is

too poor to face an economic

embargo." said a statement by

groups that support the Sept 30

coup that exiled President Jean-

Bertrand Aristide, the country's

fu-st democratically elected presi-

dent since 1949.

The Organization of American

Stales began an economic boycott

soon after Aristide' s overthrow.

Venezuela and Mexico. Haiti's

main oil suppliers, cut off oil

shipments, and die United States

and France cut off all aid.

SPERM
From page 1

more than $100 a week— enough

to provide a sizable supplement to

his regular income.

"I'm the longest one there," he

said. "I've been there about six

years."

Like Tom. many students

statewide — including some at

UCLA — use the money earned

from sperm donations both as

supplementary and primary
income. Of the 300 CryoBank
donors in the state. 95 percent are

students.

CryoBank' s three branches

statewide are located near UCLA.
UC Berkeley and Stanford.

Eligible donors must have com-
pleted two years of college, range

m age from 19 to 35. reach a

minimum height of 5 '9" and come
from a family history free of

medical problems.

When John, a UCLA junior

Spanish major, saw a Daily Bruin

advertisement one year ago he

thought it would be a great way to

earn some extra money. Now he

lakes home more than $400 per

month — tax free. The state and

federal governments cannot tax

income received from donating

body parts or fluids such as blood

and sperm, he said.

Although John said he would
prefer an alternative means of tax-

free income, he was proud to help

single women and couples create

families.

"We're basically there to fulfiU

this higher purpose." John said

"We're the farmers who sow a lot

of seeds."

Because walking into an office

building, getting a cup and spend-

ing an average of 20 minutes

donating sperm may be uncom-

fortable for some. CryoBank
works to make its donors feel

comfortable.

"We want to make things easier

for them — well, not easier, but

more comfortable," said Elizabeth

Kim. donor manager for the

Westwood CryoBank.
The bank serves food and

refreshments to their donors.

Upon first entering CryoBank,

Jack, a UCLA graduate student

was apprehensive.

"When I ftfst went in I was
really scared that you'd have to go
in this really scuzzy back room,"

he said.

But what he found were six

sterile rooms, each with a shelf

holding various adult magazines.

Donors also have viewing access

to posters and videotapes in other

rooms.

"It's probably the most perfect

and intimate assembly line you'll

be in." John said. *There are six

cubicles, and sometimes you have

to wait in line."

Sometimes donors have diffi-

culties, however, dealing with an

intimate situation in an impersonal

environment. Such is the case for

Joe. a UCLA graduate student who
has been donating for two years.

"It is a litUe cold, both physical-

ly and mentally, because the air

conditioner tends to be a little

high." he said. "I've complained

about it once."

CryoBank is putting out a

suggestion tx)x so their donors can

comfortably express their feelings.

"It shouldn't have to be some-

thing difficult." Kim said.

Students who meet donor
requirements are paid by the vial

and have to donate between one

and three times a week. The more a

donor suppUes. the more money he

is paid. Each donation is worth

$35.

"We do require volume." Kim
said. "It rarely happens that a

donor comes up empty."

Donors are not allowed to give

sperm more than three times each

week because of a 48-hour absten-

tion requirement prior to each

donation.

This requirement forces donors

with sexual companions to limit

either the amount of times they

donate or the number of times they

engage in sexual activity with their

companions.

*There is an abstention require-

ment and being married has

prevented me from going." said

32-year-old Jack.

But for many donors, giving

sperm does not present any marital

or relationship problems.

"She has communicated to me
that she doesn't mind it at all." Jack

said of his wife.

Although donors say they give

primarily for the money, they also

donate to help some females and

couples with fertility and concep-

tion difficulties.

"Some of the donors donate out

of sympathy for a couple who
cannot have children the normal

way," said Maryilyn Raye. a

genetic counselor at CryoBank.

"But they're also in it for the

money."
And in turn, patients are grateful

to the donors for providing what

they need to have a family, she

said.

All over the world, patients can

either order their samples from

CryoBank to be sent to their

doctors, or doctors can order the

samples themselves for the

patients.

"Anywhere Federal Express

goes, we can send a sample," Raye
said.

When donors leave the program,

they sometimes are curious as to

whether their samples have been

successfully inseminated.

*They are notified that there are

pregnancies or live births." Raye

said. "However, they don't get to

know how many or who the

recipients are."

After the donors are finished

donating, their samples are pack-

aged and preserved at 70 degrees

below zero in liquid nitrogen. The
bank then tests the samples to

ensure each one "lives up" to the

high standards recommended by

the American Association of

Tissue Banks and the American

Fertility Association.

"We don't pay them just

because they tried hard," Kim said.
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EYEGLASSESI
Get the look

you want

quickly and

courteously

from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Milage
|

208-3011
Siric^ 1971 UCLA Alum.

r=iy5=i:5=«»9KS88888»5S8888!?88^

Kcsl;iiir;int

10759 PICO BLVD* LOS ANGELES

across frcm me V/esfside Pavillion

(213)475-6158

More Selections Then Ever Before*
IRt't VAl

Stir Fry Chinese Chtcken $4.75
Jj^

Fettucine w/Chlcken
garlic creme sauce 35.25

Sun 6am-3pm

Linguine Checka $4.50
Fresh Fish of Day $5.95
Fettucine Carbonara $5.25

M-Sat 6am-9pm
i5gg8ge8g8«J»«R5?888»5jB5?5=?^^
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olL-LiJ:

EX-STRESS YOURSELF!

Stress Management Skills for Women

Are you feeling overwhelmed by your courseload?

Too much to do in too little time?

Learn to "ex-stress" yourself by developing

ways to effectively manage your time

and assess your resources.

Today! Wednesday November 6th
12-1:00pm 2 Dodd Hall

Facilitated by Lisa Frankel, M.Ed., MFCC,
Main Street Counseling Associates

Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center

The WomcfVs Resource Center is a service of

tfie division ot Student Development and Health.

\

FREEnCKETSTO
BRUIN roOTBALL

Win a pair of tickets to Bmin football. Its easy Simply

use the Great Western Bank ATM at North Campus.

Winners will be picked each month from the ATM
transaction numbers. Your number will be on your

receipt, so save it! You may use any ATM cand with a

CIRRUS* orSTARSYSTEM*symbol There are noATM
charges when you use a GreatWestern Bank ATM card

at ourATMs To get your card, open a checking account

with us GreatWestern Bank.Well ahvays be mere. [SZi«

GREATWESTERN BANK
A Federal Savings Bank and a Grtai Western Financial Company

Check this box on November 13 for

winnmg transaction number.

OJIcT apphn only \o v«hd transactions See sweepsukes rules posted ai ATM

m^i^f
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Shaker's
Invites you to try our

_Now you can enjoy two great specialties
together at one low price!

Medium pizza w/ one topping, five pieces of
chicken and mojo potatoes

Only $10.95
Large pizza w/ two toppings

only $8.99
1114 Gayley Westwood

Fax 208-7470 Hours Sun-Thurs 1 1-lam. Frl & Sat. 1 l-2am
'^^^^^^ ''

824-4111
Free & Fast Delivery
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RESEARCH
From page 1

"This is not something that

happened overnight," said UC
Spokesman Rick Malaspina, refer-

ring to the year-long study. "It was
responding to the greater concern

of looking at the university and the

academic role, the faculty role.*'

The task force's recommenda-
tions will most likely come under

close scrutiny as they challenge the

nationally accepted practice of

rewarding research efforts.

The report was mailed earlier

this week to the more than 1 1,000

UC tenured faculty members at the

nine campuses. The report asked

for their comments and recom-

mendations.

Each campus will individually

look at the recommendations and

come up with its own suggestions,

but no timeline has been set for the

final decision, Malaspina said.

UC President David Gardner

will ultimately have to approve

any changes that may need to be

made, he said.

Members of the 13-person

faculty task force included top

UCLA officials Richard Sisson,

senior vice chancellor for

academic affairs and Law School

Dean Susan Westerberg Prager.
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POWELL
From page 1

UCLA."
The 15-year-old construction

company has completed six pro-

jects at UCLA, including the

renovation of Pauley Pavilion in

1982 and refurbishment of the

Jules Stein Eye Institute, said

Behfarian, who graduated from

UCLA in 1965.

But this time, Behfarian's com-
pany is on a tighter schedule. *The
time element a very critical here.

We will do everything in our

power to get this five-month

project complete."

If the tent is not up in five

months, Powell Library's renova-

tions may be delayed even further.

Built in 1927, the library was
originally scheduled to undergo

renovation during winter break but

was postponed until April.

"Depending on the rain, wc will

move the books during spring

break or else, more realistically—
next summer," said Sarah Jensen,

senior architect for UCLA's
Design and Construction.

The tent's construction and the

move should result in little noise

and physical disruption, Behfarian

said. "We're looking at very

conventional construction in this

area ... It will not look Uke
construction, per sc.'

»

FOERSTER
From page 3

outgoing, very happy. How fast

life can be taken away."

Webber described Foerster as "a

young man who was very excited

about doing his work."

"He could have done anything

with his life," said Blackbird

Willow, a friend of Foerster' s who
fondly remembered their motorcy-

cle trips to Ml Wilson.

The whole computer science

department was very affected by
Foerster's death. Beers said.

And although a private memor-
ial service was held in Boelter Hall

on Tuesday afternoon, Foerster's

remains are being shipped home to

Germany for burial. A video tape

of the memorial will be sent to his

parents.

Foerster. who donated his

organs to the UCLA Medical

Center, was killed exactly two
months before California's man-
datory helmet law goes into effect

CONCERT
From page 1

graduate government "It seemed
as if the event staff just sat there

and watched it all happen."

Pauley Pavilion may not have

been the best place for the concert,

he said. "Anyone who knows
Morrissey knows what his con-

certs are like. They should have

been more prepared."

Wali added that loose chairs —
that were later thrown up on stage

— were not a wise idea.

But a tremendous amount of

planning and precautionary mea-
sures were taken to assure the

highest security, Tatar said.

Traffic was rerouted off of

Westwood Boulevard onto Sunset

Boulevard and Montana Avenue,

he said, and KROQFM radio aired

the announcement before the con-

cert.

Also, Tatar checked Morris-

sey's past concert record. "We
talked to the man who did security

for Morrissey ''s performance at the

Forum about eight months ago and

he told us what to expect—^ people

going on the stage to give him

flowers and stuff."

But the shock came when
Morrissey said, "You don't have to

stay in you seats," thus inviting his

fans to the stage, Tatar said.

'There's a difference between a

few people coming up on stage and
someone yelling fire," he said.

"And you can't stop people going

^over the seats and jumping from
the balconies."

UCLA hired a professional

security staff on the recommenda-

tion of UCLA police chief John

Barber. There was a total staff of

about 200 people to maintain

order, Tatar said.

However, about 60' were stu-

dents who were "hired" for the day
to 1^ people to their seats.

Nfimy of these students said they

were caught off guard and felt lost

among the rush of people. *The
first thing I did was get out of the

way— wc just really didn't know
what to do, we weren't prepared,"

said an usher who added that even
the professional security staff

seemed unprepared.

Undergraduate student govern-

ment criticized the scheduling of

both Homecoming and the concert

on the same day.

"With large events of this

magnitude, it would be important

not to have a conflict of events for

practical reasons and the safety of

the students and the campus," said

Danette Martin, undergraduate
president

"Clearly there needs to be better

communication between those

planning future events and a better

knowledge of performers," she

said.

But there was no way of making
the events separate, and the two
coexisted peacefully, said CASO
manager Foumier.
The riot may affect future

concert events on campus, Four-

nier predicted.

"Maybe there will be concerts of

a different more mature notion,

such as Neil Diamond or Barry

Manilow, people who are more
mature with a more mature audi-

ence."

The last time UCLA hosted a

rock concert was in 1981 when the

Pretenders played in Pauley Pavi-

lion.

Morrissey also performed Mon-
day at the Santa Monica Civic

Auditorium where fans once again

rushed the stage, injuring about 25

people. However, this time Mor-
rissey did not ask the audience to

leave their seats.

And although the UCLA con-

cert ended abruptly, refunds will

not be given, according to Morris-

sey and his promoter for the

concert.
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UCtA EXPO Center
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NTERNSHTPfi
in 25 years we've placed over 4,000 interns In the areas of

Media, Business, Government, Public Relations, and more.

INFORMATION MEETINGS
in the EXPO Center, Ackerman A-213, 825-0831

TUESDAYS at 4 pm
WEDNESDAYS at 12 Noon
THURSDAYS at 3 pm

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 15. 1991

THE UCLA COMPUTER TRADE-UP PROGRAM, NOVEMBER 1991

umg 1 an

lUrn Your
Old Computer
Equipment
into a NEW
Apple Macintosh
If your computer equipment has been gathering dust—trade it in! Get a credit you

can use to buy Apple Macintosh equipment from the ASUCLA Computer Store.

• Trade old Macs, old DOS equipment, even old

keyboards and Imagewriters

• Act Now! This opportunity is available only

during November

• You MUST sign up November 5,6 or 7 at

Apple Trade-Up Tables in front of the

Ackerman Union Students' Store and the

North Campus Student Center.

• Detailed information available at Apple

Trade-Up tables

* University departments only— call 21 3-338-5780

AS UCLiT-STU DENTS' STORE
Computer Store/ B-Lovti Ackerman Union/825-6952/ M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5
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Viewpoint
Letters

Chicana/o studies

Editor:

As a Chicana graduate stu-

dent in anthropology, I strongly

disagree with the argument put

forth by some members of the

UCLA community who suggest

that Chicana and Chicano stu-

dies will ghettoize our students

and faculty and that it belongs

in the domain of traditional

departments.

I believe that Chicana and

Chicano studies require a

department in order to fully

appreciate the vibrant discipline

that it is. The foundation and

breadth of Chicana and Chica-

no studies cannot be accommo-
dated by "traditional"

disciplines. In a Chicana and

Chicano studies department,

professors, graduate and under-

graduate students could turn

their collective energies to the

continuing growth of diverse

Chicana and Chicano schools

of thought that have always

existed within and outside of

racademic definitions.

aren't as eager to "protect and
serve*' the people.

Munoz insists that we'll

depend on the police the next

time we need help, but I

question that as well. People

who lived in the same complex
as mass-murderer Jeff Dahmer,
complained of sawing and
screaming at all hours of the

night. They also reported a

stench that resembled decaying

flesh. Even so, no police

assistance was ever offered.

Assuming that Munoz is a

minority (Hispanic), would he

be able to tolerate a biased

criminal accusation? How
would he react if officers

frisked him for loitering, when
in fact, they suspected him of

gang-banging? Munoz may
question the arrest, while the

officers may see it as a sign

of retaliation. Who then, will

protect him from the presumed
protectors?

Carol Kwan
Freshman

Undeclared

I came to UCLA to work
with other Chicana/o and Lati-

na/o faculty and students. Yet

because of Chicana and Chica-

no Studies' interdepartmental

status, I cannot pursue my
research and my graduate

career in the way I see best.

UCLA needs a Chicana and

Chicano studies department not

only for undergraduates, but

for graduate students as well. I

stand proudly among undergra-

duate and graduate students,

staff, faculty and community
members who work toward the

creation of a Chicana and

Chicano studies department

Monica Russel y Rodriguez
Graduate student

Anthropology

Wake up
Editor:

I found Willie Munoz's let-

ter (Daily Bruin, "Stop Cry-

ing," Oct. 30) sickening. How
can anyone in this day and

age support police brutality? It

takes us back to the civil

rights movement, when African

Americans suffered the conse-

quences of nonviolent demon-
stration.

It's absurd to look at the

Rodney King case as just any

other criminal case. King was

obviously a victim of racial

prejudice. The video tape did

not consist of events that led

up to the arrest, but that alone

does not justify a grim 12-on-

one beating.

Undoubtedly, there are plenty

of officers who are committed

to upholding the law and

promoting common welfare.

Unfortunately, there arc other

members of the LAPD who

Punishment
Editor:

I would like to comment on
Blake Wu's editorial concern-

ing the death penalty (Daily

Bruin, *The death penalty is

not the answer to the nation's

ills," Oct 28). I'm not sure

where I can start

I want to question your fact

concerning the costs **to termi-

nate someone." How in the

hell would it cost $4 million?!

Tie a guy down in a bathtub,

plug in a hair dryer, turn it

on, and throw it in. (fifteen

bucks! No seriously, I don't

want to offend my sensitive

classmates. I'm not sure where

you got your info, but I

remember hearing that it cost

$100,000 to terminate someone.

Your fact concerning keeping

them in prison is pretty close

10 what I heard.

I would also like to address

your question: "Doesn't justice

lie in punishment?" Hell, yeah!

I'm sure that it feels very

vindicating for a family mem-
ber to know that the scum
who killed their loved one has

assumed room temperature.

Another fact mentioned in

your article is "that blacks are

four to 11 times more likely

than whites to receive the

discrimination? Isn't it possible

that they commit four to 11

times iQOre murders?

Maybe your dueling counter-

part point^ out these points,

but I didn't read it

Clint Stalker
Freshman

Political science

Editor's note: Maybe you should-

ve.
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Viewpoint

Gun control legislation hurts

citizens more than criminals
By Darren Houghton

It is past midnight and

youire studying for a midterm

when the power goes out. You
curse the power company when
you look out the window and

notice everyone else still has

TX)wer.

Suddenly you hear the sound
of glass breaking in the living

room. You know it can't be

any of your roommates because

they're gone for the weekend
and you're all alone. You
quickly turn the flimsy lock on

the bedroom door.

There arc voices coming
from the other room, and then

the sound of footsteps coming
down the hallway toward your

bedroom. You fumble in the

dark for the phone to call the

police, but there's no dial tone.

The intruders have already

taken the extension off the

hook. There is no time to

escape through the window —
someone is trying to force

open the bedroom door.

There is a crash against the

door and the sickening sound
of wood splintering. In a stale

of panic you look around for

something, anything, to use as

a weapon, but you know witli

painful certainty that you are

utterly helpless.

We can only ask ourselves:

What would this person have

given for a loaded shotgun and
the skill to use it? Everyone
wants to defend themselves and
their family against criminal

aggression, and a gun is the

single most effective way of

doing so.

On average, over 2,700

Americans each day use a

handgun, or a rifle, or a

shotgun to resist a criminal

attack. While the advocates of

gun control talk of it being

more dangerous to use a gun

in self-defense. Dr. Gary
Kleck, a criminologist at Flori-

da Stale University in Gaines-

ville, has found in fact, one is

nearly twice as likely to be

harmed when failing to resist a

criminal as when resisting.

Gun control advocates and

the press have painted gun

owners as either rednecks or

gang members. There are over

100,000,000 firearms in private

hands in this country, yet only

a tiny fraction of 1 percent are

ever used in crime.

There are numerous anti-gun

legislative initiatives emerging

across the country. On the

surface, it does not seem
"^

unreasonable to have a seven-

day cooling off period before a

person can take delivery of a

^ndgun (Brady Bill, HR-7).

Yet most criminals (over 90
percent) do not buy firearms

through gun dealers, but get

them illegally, steal them, etc.

Of the 10 percent who might

buy firearms through a store,

most are first-time criminals.

The Brady Bill and other anti-

gun legislation is actually

directed against honest, law-

abiding citizens who want or

need a firearm. As the Nation-

al Rifle Association, which has

2.5 million members has said:

'The bill is a flawed attempt

to control crime by regulating

the behavior of law-abiding

members of the community."
Waiting periods in states like

California, Maryland, Virginia,

etc. have not lowered crime (it

is still skyrocketing), just as

rigid gun control in New York
and Washington D.C. have not

lowered murder by firearms. In

California, the "waiting period"

in recent years has been raised

from two to five to 15 days

and in that same time frame,

the state's homicide rate rose

126 percent — more than

double the national increase.

The Brady Bill is a founda-

tion upon which additional gun
control laws can be built. Pete

Shields, Chairman Emeritus of

Handgun Control, Inc., told

New Yorker magazine (July

27, 1976) that his ultimate

goal is "to ban the private _
possession of handguns. But tcr

achieve this goal, we're going

to have to take it one step at

a time . . . The first step is to

slow down the increasing num-
ber of handguns being sold in

this country." (The Brady Bill

would accomplish this because

police departments at present

routinely deny handguns to

law-abiding citizens under their

state background checks.)

Shields went on to say that

*the final goal is to make the

possession of all handguns and
all handgun ammunition —
except for the military, police-

men, licensed security guards,

sporting clubs and gun collec-

tors — totally illegal."

The trend in gun control

legislation is accelerating dra-

matically. If this momentum is

not blocked, very soon the

American public will be dis-

armed, and criminals will no
longer fear encountering an
armed victim. I urge everyone
to write or call immediately

your local, state and national

representative and demand that

they vote no on all of the

upcoming gun control initia-

tives or face your wrath in the

coming election.

Houghton is a UCLA alumnus.
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Humiliation and abuse In tlw name ofbrotherth
'¥

Hi 9

uck you. you worm!
What did you say,

boy? How dare you
talk back to me! Be glad I

don*t bash your fucking head

in!"

No. this wasn't army boot

camp. This was fraternity haz-

ing, courtesy of my neighbors.

I watched in horror as they

dragged a group of about six

freshmen pledges into their

apartment — handcuffed, of

course — and proceeded to

pour straight vodka down their

throats. And it wasn't like the

pledges were enjoying it; they-

'd been hauled into the apart-

ment kicking and screaming,

fighting tooth and nail not to

be subjected to such a degrad-

ing experience, all in the name
of "brotherhood."

I should tell you before you

Stan thinking that this is yet

another Daily Bruin Greek-

bashing column that I have

nothing against the Greek sys-

tem as a whole. It has its

problems and advantages much
like any other group of people.

Most of my friends are in the

Greek system, my girlfriend is

in a sorority and I've often

entertained the notion of rush-

ing a house myself.

But, admittedly, I've often

Jhought of rushing at a few

"lK)uses with a loaded machine""

gun when I see them partici-

pating in blatantly outdated and

cruel practices, of which haz-

ing is one.

Hazing, as I understand it, is

a practice that started decades

ago when the Greek system

Photo Not Available

was started in order to make
the new members of a house,

the pledges, really be commit-

ted to joining a house. Various

pranks were devised to this

end: some painful (spanking),

some obscure (swallowing

goldfish), some disgusting

(making pledges eat their own
excrement) and all degrading

and abusive.

The surprising thing is that

this practice continues to go on

despite the many injuries,

arrests and even deaths that

have occurred from hazing. Is

joining any social group worth

possible injuries or death? Are

the connections you get that

good? Are the parties? I really

doubt it.

Most of the fraternity men I

know defend the hazing sys-

tem. "It builds brotherhood,"

I'm told. "It really brings the

pledge class together. Makes
them rely on each other." But

(Ho^ it rpally?, Doesn!t U just

continue a chain a violence

that goes back to the first

pledge class, with each succes-

sive class vowing to do to

those who follow what was
done to them? And doesn't the

deflection of questions about

hazing behind a shield of

brotherhood sound awfully like

an abused wife sticking up for

her husband?

I'm told that those who
were abused the most during

their pledge quarter — usually

the short, scrawny men — turn

around and become the worst

at abusing pledges. They
become, in fraternity terminolo-

gy, the "hellmasters."

Such a delightful tradition,

isn't it?

To their credit, some frater-

nities have banished hazing and
anything resembling it is

immediately stopped. Several

houses, such as ATO, have

done this even when they

haven't felt pressure from their

national fraternity and are

sometimes ostracized from their

other chapters because of it;

the ATO house in Berkeley

wouldn't let the UCLA ATOs
stay at their house two years

ago for this very reason.

In payment for their hospi-

tality, the UCLA ATOs emp-
tied their bago's bathroom

receptacle onto the Berkeley

chapter's front lawn.

If the fraternities are truly

interested in brotherhood, and I

believe they are, it simply

makes sense to stop this inhu-

man practice. There are more
constructive ways to bring your

pledge class together. Have
them do charity work. Or have

them participate in IM sports

together. Or even clean and
fumigate their fraternity houses

(God knows, they need it).

But, for God's sake, hand-

cuffing scared freshmen and
pouring vodka down their

Throats serves only one purpose

as far as I can see and that's

to get revenge on those that

hazed you in the past Freud

would call it "displacement."

And while it's human to

displace feelings, it becomes
inhuman when it is taken to

the extremes of physical, men-

tal and emotional abuse. And
that's what hazing boils down
to.

Hazing ultimately serves no

one — not the house, not the

pledge class and certainly not

the individual members. By
alienating and abusmg the

pledge class, the house merely

sets in motion a cycle of

abuse that leads members, after

it's over, to claim that it's

"needed."

Sure, and I need another

hole in my head.

Saffer, the assistant Viewpoint

editor, is a senior majoring in

theater and dramatic literature.

AreWeOn
The Right

Road?
We're the ASUCLA Board ofDirectors,
and it's our job to set policy for all of ASUCLA's services and enterprises—like the

Students' Store and Food Service. Our decisions set the direction for ASUCLA, proclaim

our organizational values, and shape our business practices.

We believe it's possible to be both businesslike and socially responsible. And so, over the

years, we've adopted several major policies—policies that, we hope, reflect the social

concerns of the campus community. Because these policies affect everyone on campus, we

make it a point to remind everyone of their existence, and to invite public comment.

Privacy
In the course of our business, we collect some personally identifiable information about our

customers. Lately, there's been a disturbing trend towards selling this kind of information.

For instance, your supermarket may scan your "discount" card, record your purchases, and

report them to manufacturers. We believe this kind of activity is an abuse of your privacy,

unless you knowingly consent to it. When we collect information about you, we tell you

why, and we don't sell it or use it for other purposes. Last May we went on record with a

written Privacy policy.

Sale and Use ofTobacco Products

n January 1990 the Board voted to stop selling cigarettes and other tobacco products m

he Students' Store, and to make all ASUCLA's indoor facilities smoke-free. It's a decision
the

that cost us money—but we think it was worth it to take a strong stand against the deadly

habit of smoking.

Ethical and Social Responsibility

In, 1985, the Board introduced the Ethical and Social Responsibility Policy as a way to

invite the campus community to help us examine our business tics. Under this policy we

have commended a Chicago bank for its innovative loan program and protested General

Elcctric's lack of concern for the environment.

Anti-Apartheid Banking
In 1981, the Board voted to take its money out of banks with ties to South Africa, in

protest of that countty's dehumanizing apartheid policy. ASUCLA uses only "clean"

banks—in doing our banking, and in offering automatic teller machines for campus use.

If you have comments about these Board policies, please write or call the office of the

ASUCLA Executive Director, Kerckhoff 332, Campus Mail Code 164006, 825-801 1. We
appreciate your input.

ASUCLA Boaid ofDirectors
Kerckhoff 332 • Campus Mail Code 164006 • 825-801
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Seriously Stone;
Actress Sharon Stone makes

break from Barbie doll image
By Michael Mordler

Sharon Stone is a woman on the move.
She just flew home from New York two
days ago, has to jet to Paris next week and
today is at the St. James Club eating

breakfast and discussing her career. It*s all

a day*s work in the life of a movie actress.

The difference is that this one is on the

verge of movie stardom.

Though known mostly for her role as

Arnold Schwarzenegger's wife in *Total

Recall/' Stone first graced the screen as

the blond goddess Woody Allen goes ga-

ga over in his 1980 film. "Stardust

Memories." She spent the interim decade

typecast in roles best described as giant

Barbie dolls.

Her recent performance as a smart and
sexy photojoumaUst in John Franken-

heimer's "Year of the Gun" will distance

her farther from this stereotype, but it's the

actress' starring role opposite Michael

Douglas in the controversial nwvie "Basic

Instinct" that should catapult her to full-

time leading lady status. It's scheduled to

be released next month.

Movie stars don't grow on trees in

Pennsylvania, where Stone was bom and
raised. There wasn't even a movie theater

in the town where she grew up. Although

she wanted to be an actress from an early

age, she figured it was out of the question

— Hollywood was a universe away.

But after college, Stone decided to give

it a shot anyway. She moved to New York.

"I was there about 52 seconds when I

realized that 1 had no life's experience

whatsoever. What was I going to act?

Unless it was some girl on a farm I was
going to be in trouble," says Stone.

So she signed with the Eileen Ford
modeling agency and moved to Europe. It

was an avenue to gain the life experience

she would later call on as an actress.

She moved back to New York a few
years later. One day she stood in line to be
an extra in a Woody Allen movie. She
ended up with quite a bit more. Stone

recalls, "I was reading a book in this high

school cafeteria filled with 200 other

extras. Woody came over and sat down to

talk to me about my book for awhile, and
then he left Then the assistant director

came by and asked if 1 wanted a part in the

movie. I said, *Sure, when do I start?'"

Stone's big break made her transition to

Los Angeles a lot easier. "It certainly

helped me once I moved here. When a

director of that magnitude says that a

(particular) girl has something special,

then everybody else agrees. And they all

want to meet you. Whereas I don't think I

would have had the kind of opportunities I

had if CSlardust Memories") had not

happened," says Stone.

But it would be a long time before Stone

got the opportunity to work again with

accomplished directors. She began play-

ing minor roles in forgetful films. And
while her presence on-screen was strong,

her resume revealed a string of stereotypi-

cal characters.

"Part of the reason I was stereotyped

was because I didn't have the capacity to

do the parts that were beyond that

stereotype. It's taken me a long time to

really learn what I do.

"When I first started acting, I think I had

a real kind of natural intrinsic understand-

ing of what I was doing. It was all very

organic. Then I got all these great reviews,

and I got very intimidated because I didn't

intellectually have any comprehension of

what I had done."

Stone began to study acting with a

teacher. She was able to grow as an actress

See STONE, page 21

Sharon Stone, who stars in "Year of

the Gun" with Andrew McCarthy, is try-

ing to distance herself from the Barbie

doll image.

McCarthy seeks
different rotes
By Michael Mordler

TT

Perhaps Andrew McCarthy would have been
better off 40 years ago. Back then, stars under

long-term contracts to a studio were the rule in

Hollywood, and moguls who knew something
about pictures would help steer an actor's

career in the right direction.

McCarthy has the face of a movie star, but

hasn't yet shown the talent of one. He's

clean-cut, with blue eyes and a smile that

made him stand out in his film debut 10 years

ago in Xlass." But since then he's repeatedly

played the same character.

"Yeah, I was doing the same thing over for

a while. Hollywood likes to pigeonhole you,"

says McCarthy.
During the '80s, McCarthy starred in one

innocuous teen comedy after another "SL
Elmo's Fire," "Pretty in Pink," "Mannequin"
and "Weekend at Bemie's." Although he says

he prefers more serious films, he professes to

enjoy making these youth-oriented movies.

"I like doing very silly, stupid comedies.

Hopefully they make people laugh. They're fun.

i don't see anything wrong with that," says the-

actor.

McCarthy admits his acting suffers in these

pictures, which often are directed by inexper-

ienced firet-timers. "I can be very facile and
just kind of skim along. I'll fool people

sometimes. I get a little lazy, and it shows,"

says McCarthy as he leans back on the sofa.

McCarthy will soon be too old to star in

such throwaway roles. He's reaching the age
when handsome young actors must prove

themselves as leading men. And judging by his

upcoming films, the actor seems to realize it's

time for a change.

In the new drama "Year of the Gun," which
opened last Friday, he plays an American
expatriate writer living in Rome. Its director,

the much-respected John Frankenheimer, was
won over by the actor's dedication. Franken-

heimer commented last week that "(McCarthy)
came in wanting to do everything that was
necessary to get (the film) done right He
rehearsed very diligently. 1 was impressed."

The actor also stars in two new pictures by
acclaimed French filmmaker Claude Chabrol,

"Doctor M" and Xlichy Days." The latter, in

an unusual bit of casting, has McCarthy
portraying the writer Henry Miller. Unfortu-

nately, neither film can be released in this

country until legal hassles about the American
distribution rights are settled.

But at least McCarthy is finally working
with directors who will challenge his abilities.

When he talks about working with Chabrol, it

sounds as if he experienced something new as

an actor. "It's almost like music on the set

(Chabrol) creates an atmosphere where you can

be uttcriy free," says McCarthy.

McCarthy isn't sure why he's suddenly being

approached by talented directors; in a sense,

he's as surprised as everyone else. He says, "I

got a call out of the blue. 1 thought it was a

joke. I'd just been doing these nice little

movies and then Chabrol calls."

McCarthy's time to flourish is now, but if

the actor fails he might fall into the oblivion

of former teen stars. Whether he has the talent

to pull through remains to be seen.

His choice of future roles will affect the

outcome. And McCarthy has recently completed

shooting on another youth-oriented romantic

comedy, "Only You." He remarks, "I know
people who plot out their career, but I'm not

very good at making plans."

He adds, "It's always hard to say no (to a

film offer) because you think they'll never call

again." According to McCarthy, however, he

has overcome this fear.

To be fair, the actor has made a couple

films that were supposed to tackle serious

issues. "Less Than Zero" was
one of them. McCarthy now says of the

picture, "It was unfortunate. It started out with

See McCarthy, page 24
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Chain of abuse:
"Lullabies" lacks inspiration to show the links

By Danya Joseph
Daily Bruin Staff

A mother stands accused of
murdering her infant daughter.
The maliciousness of the killing is

only the beginning of the tale of
horrid abuse chronicled in "Lulla-
bies."

Yet even the sordid gniesome-
ness of these deeds cannot over-
come the mediocrity of the sets,

-acting and script, which prevent

"Lullabies" from being a compell-
ing play to watch.

Morton Reed, who wrote and
directed "Lullabies," makes a
point of showing how the denial of
abuse, both by its victims and by
society at large, perpetuates it from
one generation to the next. This is

an important and courageous
observation on Reed's part, but his

apparent drive to bring this theme
across overshadows the humanity
of his characters.

"Lullabies" has problems at

every turn. No aspect of the play
draws the audience into the story.

The plot includes the basic cast
of characters. Marjory (Lisa Erick-
son), the mother, is the confused
and abused victim/perpetrator of
the crime. Did she really kill her
baby or is she covering up what
happened because she cannot face
the truth? Harry Doyle (Mitch
Stein), Marjory's concerned
lawyer, wants to find out the facts

so that he can help his client.

Dr. Murphy (Patricia Estrin) is

the initially detached court-
appointed psychologist whose

Thursday
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thni

Sunday
Nov. 10th.

'MasterCard

V/S4

desire to help Marjory grows as
she learns more and more about

' Marjory's situation.

Chris (Scott UUey) is Marjory's
cruel, abusive ex-husband. And
Polly (Deborah Gorman) is her

nine-year-old daughter, whose
seeming serenity and acceptance
of her abusive environment is

disturbingly eerie.

Even with a solid base of
characters, "Lullabies" doesn't
work because of the passive nature
of Reed's direction and script.

The first act of the play focuses

solely on Doyle's investigation

into the crime. However, he finds

out very little, as Marjory refuses

to answer almost all his questions,

and the information she does
volunteer is contradicted by her

ex-husband.

Even more frustrating for the

audience is that when Doyle does
find out information, he does so
offstage, so that he comes back and
tells us what he has found — we
are deprived of actually seeing him
learn anything new.
The second act belongs to Dr.

Murphy. She manages to draw
confessions from the different

characters so that she, and the

audience as well, can piece
together the awful truth.

Unfortunately, none of the
action takes place in the present In

fact, except for one flashback
scene, there is no action at all that

takes place in front of us; we just

get the revelations of the charac-
ters regarding past events.

This plot structure takes all the
power out of the play. A series of
summations may work for news-
paper articles, but the toctic

doesn't woik for live stage pre-

sentations.

Diana Weihs' sets are also a
mess. Litde care went into their

connection to the play. Even
minimalist sets can add to the tone
of a play, but these sets— a couple
of tables, some chairs and a bed, all

representing different locations—
are used solely for practical pur-
poses and don't act to enhance the
play's mood.
An impressive backdrop of blue

sky caps the stage, but as none of
the scenes take place outdoors, the
sky background is confusing,
further distancing the audience
from the action of the play.

One nice touch to the set is the
use of a hanging barred window.
Lawrence Oberman's lighting cre-

ates some interesting effects with
the shadows of the bars.

But these shadows fall against
the sky (something that would be
physically impossible is real life),

adding another reason why a plain

background would have been more
appropriate.

The acting in "Lullabies" is, for

die most part, amateurish. Only
Estrin as Dr. Murphy is engaging
to watch. Most of the other
characters, while adequate, are not
particularly inspiring.

Reed's theme, that abuse
spreads because society is too
shocked to admit that it happens, is

a very important one. Reed

Blow-Out

THEJHOE

Lisa EncKson, left, and Deborah Anne Gorman are featured in the
cast of ^'Lutlaht^Mi V*̂

deserves credit for expk)ring an
issue that, as his play points out. is

often taboo. Unfortunately, "Lul-

labies" is not the play to pull it off.

• '/a

STAGE: 'Lullabies." Written and
directed by Morton Reed. Produced by

Karen Mayfieid, Andy Griggs and Ivan
Spegai. Executive produced by Mitch
Stein for the Burtiage Theater, with
Stein. Lisa Erickson. Patricia Estrin,
Detx>rah Gorman and Scott Utlev.
PerformarKes run until December 8,
Thursdays throuah Saturdays at 8 p.m.
and Sundays at 7 p.m. TIX: $16 or $12
(students and seniors with ID). For
more info: (310) 478-0897.

^

Olympic

PiW

Buy One Pair Get

The Second Pair

Of Equal or

Lesser Value

Free!!
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Dance

College dance company
falls flat In performance
By Devi Bricker

The quality of Cal State Fuller-

ton's pre-professional dance com-
pany does not support its

impressive resum6. Although its

Dance Repertory Theatre includes

faculty, alumni, and its best stu-

dents, and has performed at>road

extensively, its annual at-home
concert last weekend, though an

anniversary celebration for them,

was no party for me.
CSUF advertiseS^ a diverse

dance department, with a program
that includes classical ballet, mod-
em, jazz, tap and dance for musical

theater. The concert's material

reflected this variety, with three

modem and two ballet pieces. But

the 10-year-old department's
diversity scatters, rather than

strengthens its dancers; they dance
with no focus, unable to adapt to

each style.

In the modem pieces, torsos

remained rigid, carried over from
ballet class. In the ballet shown,
most of the dancers are grounded
and heavy; although the springless

floor magnified landings, weight

was not lifted off the legs, so that

Fokine's **Les Sylphides" became
difficult to enjoy because of the

lack of fluidity and rocky en poinie

^^echnique. The exception in this

piece was Robin Finch, whose
fluid arms and directed perfor-

mance style provided a moment of

relief.

Performance quality was lack-

ing in most dances. The dancers

have no sense of musicality, and

even audibly cued each other.

Their faces never changed
expression; although their energe-

tic determination was admirable,

their frozen smiles, unconnected to

their movements, were uncon-

vincing and annoying.

Murray Louis would have been

insulted had he seen this version of

his famous "Bach Suite." The
veteran of modem dance has an

entire movement philosophy that

is the crux of this kinetically rich

and complex dance. The perfor-

mance reflected no understanding

of these principles, and was there-

fore flat and superficial. The
costumes, representative of the

costuming throughout most of the

concert, were drab and showed no
sense of color-coordination.

"Suite Chinois," choreographed

by faculty member Robin Johnson,

reflected an unintended disrespect

for Chinese culture. Johnson fails

in his attempt to portray different

lifestyles of Chinese society from

field workers to emperor. Instead,

he trivializes it, revealing an

immature understanding of his

subject. He uses authentic Chinese

music, costume, props and situa-

tions, but with his own movement.
The movement vocabulary,

though interesting in itself, was
inappropriate in the formal envi-

ronment; if his aim was to capture

an essence of Chinese life, he

should have abstracted the sur-

rounding elements. Remaining in

the literal destroyed any effective-

ness the dance could have had.

"Human Constmct" served as

the only illumination in this con-

cert. Choreographed by two
UCLA alumni, the piece was
kinetically and visually enthrall-

ing. Using the ideas of mirror

images and physical contact to

illustrate a believable relationship

of sharing and communication, the

shapes and movement phrases Ann
Keeling and Janet Walker achieve

are captivating. Not only is the

stmcture tight, the execution of the

dance by Carrie Foster-Woodson
and James Roy indicated extensive

rehearsal; Keeling and Walker

must have worked closely with the

duo to achieve such clarity and

completion.

Dance Repertory Theatre
explains its accomplishments and

talent well on paper, now it needs

to clarify itself to itself. The
dancers reveal determination and

show technical potential, and the

choreography is generally excep-

tional. However, at 10 years old,

this college company is still an

adolescent *4

DANCE: Dance Repertory Theatre,

CaJtfomia State University. Fullerton,

CSUF Litlte Theatre. Thursday. Oct. 31

.

Nov. 1-3.

STONE

2249 Scpulvedo Blvd (between Pico & Olympic) 478-2728

From page 18

by learning the craft of her

profession, then challenging her-

self to play characters that required

being more than strong-willed and

beautiful.

After starring last year in *Toial

Recall" for acclaimed director

Paul Verhoeven, Stone became
determined to show Hollywood

what she could do. All she needed

was a vehicle to get its attention, so

she decided to pose for **Playboy."

**It was very calculated because

I knew that as an actor I had grown
and changed so much. But I had

become this B-movie queen. I

needed to get their attention again

so that I could show something

elie. (Doing 'Playboy') helped. I

mean, it definitely wasn't my
favorite thing I ever did, but it did

the trick."

Stone's ability to handle nudity

as pan of the job came gradually.

The actress can vividly recall how
she felt the first time nudity was

required for a part, in "Irreconcil-

able Differences."

"I remember that I started to

take off my top when I heard this

sound, *do-doom, do-doom, do-

doom,' and I couldn't figure out

what this noise was. Then I

realized it was my heart throbbing

because I was so panic-stricken.

"Now I recognize that it's a

scene like any other scene in a

movie. And that if I am really into

my character and worried about

the intention of my character at

that time, I'm infinitely less

nervous about being nude.

"What does happen, though, is

that I'll fmd myself standing,

having a conversation stark naked.

And then suddenly I'm just morti-

fied because I've become so

involved in what I'm doing that

I've forgotten that I'm nude. It's a

weird dynamic because I feel like I

should be inhibited or shy, and
then once I get past (being inhi-

bited) I feel kind of stupid that I'm

not. It's really strange. It's socio-

logical bullshit"

Stone will once again have to

take her clothes off in "Basic

Instinct," which is also directed by

Verhoeven. She plays a bisexual

character who may or may not be a

sociopathic killer. She's excited

about the film and was thrilled to

have the opporumity to work again

with Verhoeven. Stone explains,

"I've been used to having people

worry more about how my hair

looks than what I can do as an

actor. And to have someone really

See STONE, page 24
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Guameii quartet

Mozart, Debussy proud
By Marjory Weese

There are some things that have

achieved world recognition for

their high quality performance —
Swiss watches, German cars —
and the Guameri String Quartet,

who appeared for an evening of

ghttery elegance at the Ambassa-
dor Auditorium in Pasadena last

Saturday night.

The concert opened with

Mozart's "Dissonant Quartet No.

19 C Major." This quartet is an old

friend to most music lovers and the

members of Guameri made the

reunion a very satisfying and
memorable one.

Behind first vioHnist Arnold

Steinhardt, the opening Adagio

bled with a sweet slow^ melody
wavering on sharply dissonant

pitches. His piercingly clear tone

drew the hsteners in and soothed

the spirit. The contrasting Allegro

section bounced alive with heavy

spiccatos from David Soyer's

cello. The theme was so alive and

joyful that it inspired a lot of toe

tapping in the audience.

The members of Guameri have

mastered their bowing technique

to such perfection that every note

and every musical gesture was
presented in its most refined form.

Steinhardt* s dreamy sweet sound

became even more evident in the

second movement as he relaxed

back in his chair and let his bow
glide lightly over the string to

produce a purely angeUc sound.

The music seemed to be so much a

part of him that he probably could

play it just as well without the

score.

Violinist John Dalley*s playing

took front stage for the second

work, Beethoven's "Trio in D
Major Op. 9. No. 2." Dalley's style

was much more attentive as he sat

on the edge of his chair, playing

exactly and enthusiastically. The

second movement, with its slow

romantic melody accompanied by

a soft pizzicato and rolling arpeg-

gios, was the most memorable.

Venerable violist Michael Tree,

with his goalee, appeared very neat

and polite in his playing. Like

Dalley, he sat attentively on the

edge of his chair, playing with

incredible ease and making the

most of his chance to romanticize

the main theme when it came his

way. —
..

In contrast, Soyer's technique

was much more intense. He's one

of those wonderful cellists who
hugs his instrument like a large

bear. He leaned his arms and upper

body over the instrument and bore

down on the strings with incredible

force and control, lightly punc-

tuating each phrase with a bob of

his head.

This kind of intensity was
carried by the quartet into the last

work, Debussy's "Quartet in G
Minor Op. 10," the most modem
piece on the program.

After hearing the Mozart and

Beethoven quartets, it was easy to

appreciate its impressionistic

qualities. The stylistic differences

in composition became noticeable.

Incomplete melodies fading one

into another rocked the first move-'

ment
In a sense, the second move-

ment, with its pizzicato melody

and scurrying sixteenth note fig-

ures, served as the antithesis to the

second movement of the Beeth-

oven piece. Steinhardt voraciously

plucked the melody out so that its

eerie nature stood in sharp contrast

to the other players. ****

CLASSICAL MUSIC: The Guameri
String Quartet at the Ambassador
Auditorium. Saturday. Nov. 2.
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The Long Beach Opera performs Mozart's ''Lucio Siila.'*

Mozart opera resunected

n

By Shalmaii Pal

Daily Bruin Staff

After its premiere in 1772,

Mozart's "Lucio Silla** was per-

formed 17 times before falling into

operatic obscurity.

In "The Mozart Handbook,

"Silla" gamers exactly one para-

graph: "The failure of *Lucio Silla'

was due to several causes. It had a

poor libretto; its impressionable

composer had been out of touch

with Italy for nearly two years; and
he had passed the age at which
everything he did was certain to

provoke the astonishment of his

audience."

219 years later, despite such

harsh historical assessment. The
Long Beach Opera has resurrected

the story of a Roman dictator's

victory over pride.

Written by Mozart at the age of

16 in the opera seria style, "Lucio

Silla" is revamped both textually

— the libretto having been trans-

lated into English by "New York-

er" opera critic Andrew Porter—
and visually with updated cos-

tumes and sets.

With probably less financial

resources than other local compa-

nies. The Long Beach Opera,

along with first time director

Rallo, conjures up a universal

atmosphere that transcends the

minimal space.

Act I opens with a sparse, but

effective, black backdrop with an

eerily illuminated tree suspended

above two doors. Into this scene

walks the exiled Cecilio (Lynnen

Yakes), waiting for the Roman

See OPERA* page 23

1

OPERA
From page 22

senator Cinna (Anne Marie Ketch-
urn). Ousted by the tyrant Silla

(William Livingston), Cecilio
retums to free his wife Giunia
(C^armen Pelton) from the dicta-

tor's clutches. Silla's sister Cclia

(Lydia Mila) helps her brother win
Giunia while trying to seducing
Cinna herself.

While Silla is decked out in a

Dynasty-perfect tuxedo, costume
designer Leslie Brown seems to-

have taken a clue from the defunct

Manchester baggy scene for

Cecilio and Cinna 's silk panta-

loons. —- , ,

Director Roy Rallo's innovative

staging is the highlight of the

production, with a graveyard scene

that includes a moving aria sung by
the chorus. Only on two occasions

does the creative staging become
confounding, with Giunia trotting

back and forth on the stage and the

chorus running a marathon in

place.

The progressive design con-

tinues into Act II as bright yellow

chairs, concealed under green

taips, represent a field of flowers

during Celia's joyous aria. Giunia

later drapes a cloth over her as a

death shroud. An emotionally

charged duet between Cinna and
Giunia is heightened by precise

choreography— the couple almost

seem to be dancing.

As the only male portraying a

male, tenor William Livingston's

interpretation of Silla is restrained,

but interesting. He comes across as

a James Bond-type villain who

With probably less

financial resources than

Other local companies,

the Long Beach Opera,

along with first time

director Rallo, conjures

up a universal

atmosphere that

transcends the minimal

space.

appieciates the dignified side of

violence.

The strongest performance
comes from soprano Carmen Pel-

ton who infuses Guinia with a

passion not usually attributed to

damsels in distress. Lynnen Yakes
as Cecilio gives the better of the

two "pants roles" (a male lead

meant to be portrayed by a

woman). Her rich mezzo soprano

voice contrasts so well with Pel-

ton's, the fact that he is actually a

she can easily be forgotten.

Except for a stray hom, con-

ductor Patrick Summers leads The
Los Angeles Baroque Orchestra

through the three-and-a-half hour

work with skill and enthusiasm.

Unfortunately, Act ni tends to

slide into tedium while strenuously

building to a climax. At one point,

when Guinia states that she will

hasten to her husband's side, there

is the faint wish that she would just

get on with it

But, seen as the excess of a 16-

yea^'-old genius, this production

gives "Lucio Silla" an opportunity

to prove its worth in the opera

world. ***

OPERA: The Long Beach Opera
presents "Ludo Silla " Toniaht and
Saturday, Nov. 9 at 6 p.m. The Long
Beach convention and Entertainment
Center in the Center Theater (300 E
Ocean Blvd.) Tix: $22-55. Half-price

discount for students with I.D. Available
at the Long Beach Opera box office. For
info call (213) 596-5556.
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The largest sperm bank in the United
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goal of the California Cryobanit

is to provide high quality sperm tor

artificial insemination. Requirements

include good health between the

ages of 1 9 to 34 and a

9 to 12 month commitment.

Gall for more Information: 824-9941

COMPLETE iiiiiii^iliiiili (all costs paid)

A^D YOU EARN UP TO $105/WEEK IF QUALIFIED.
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IF YOU
LOVE COFFEE...

Starbuck's Coffee in the Vons/Pavilions store is seeking enthusiastic

individuals with the ability to greet the public to work part-time

hours in the afternoon and evening.

Interested candidates please contact Rachael l)etween 8:0QAM and

S:OOPM at: Pavilions, 11750 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, or call

(213) 473-6420.
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Companies^ Inc.

Vons supports a drug-free workplace. Drug testing is part of our

pre-employment process and a successful test result is a condition of

employment. EOEIAAIMIF
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^'ng downhill?

Our account executives wiU help your

business get back on its feet again.

Tlie Daily Bruin will get your business

noticed.

Call 825-2161 today.

He LearnedRo^TheBest Teachers.
UsedOurCareerResources.
NowIfsHi^Ho,Hi-Ho,

AndOffToWorkHe Goes.
Donald De

^ Senior VP. Production,

At UCLA, you're among the best

To Donald De Line, going to

UCLA was an E-Ticket to success.

As an undergrad, Donald wanted

to learn more about the entertain-

ment industry.

So he took advantage of enter-

tainment-related internship programs

through our Placement and Career

Planning Center, and the Motion

Line ^80

Touchstone Pictures

Picture/Television Department.

And right after graduation, he

found his first industry job through

the Placement and Career Planning

Center.

Donald, now 32 and the Senior

V.P of Production for Touchstone

Pictures, says, "The work experience

I got through my internships was

instrumental to my entry into the

entertainment field."

His success story is just one of

thousands our alumni have to tell.

UCLA career resources can help

you achieve your own success story.

The Career Network program gives

you the opportunity to make contacts

with alumni like Donald and get a

closer look into the industries of over

1,200 professional alumni. And the

Placement and Career Planning

Center offers internships and work-

shops in virtually every aspect of

career development.

To find out more about your ca-

reer possibilities, call

825-UCLA. Because

we want you to

live happily ever

after, too.
UCLAkmni

Eliane Elias

to perform
toniglitaA

By Nick Roberts
Dally Bruin Staff

Coming off of the release of her

fifth and latest album, **A Long
Story/* pianist Eliane Elias will be

performing a set of her original

material tonight at UCLA's
Schoenberg Hall.

The concert will begin at 8 p.m.

Tickets can still be purchased at

theUCLA Central Ticket Office or

by charging by phone.

The Brazilian-bom musician,

vocaUst, composer and arranger

has lived in New York for the past

several years with husband and
fellow jazz musician Randy
Brecker. Elias has been praised by
fans and critics for her ability to

blend traditional jazz styles with

the South American rhythms and
ballads of her native Brazil.

MUSIC: Eliane Elias Performing
tonight at Schoenberg Hall. Show
begins at 8 p.m. Tix: $15. $9 for

students with ID. Available at CIO.

STONE
From page 21^

o c

push me to be the best that I can be

is exciting.**

It appears Stone is finally

getting the opportunity to work
with respected directors on a

regular basis.

Even Woody Allen seems to be

interested in using her again. Stone

met with the reclusive director a

couple weeks ago, and he prom-

ised to use her in one of his

upcoming films.

When John Frankenheimer was
casting "Year of the Gun,** the fu*st

person he called was Stone. He
apparenUy knew what the rest of

the fibn industry is beginning to

find out — Sharon Stone is an
actress on the rise.

McCarthy
From page 19

the best of intentions, but the

studio would keep imposing
rewrites that watered down the

movie. About 40 percent of

the movie is reshoots. It was
just one big compromise.**

McCarthy also enjoys the

challenges of performing on
stage, but says, "Once people

start knowing you in movies

they stop asking you to do
plays. And agents don't go
after plays because there's no
money in it for them. And so

all the plays I get are because
I know the playwright or

director. And when they ask, I

do it.**

If McCarthy had Uved 40
years ago, it*s interesting to

wonder what directors he*d

have worked with. Perhaps

Alfred Hitchcock. He could

have starred in one of the

director* s voyeuristic suspense

thrillers, a la Jimmy Stewart.

Both actors are most effective

when playing innocent and
naive simpletons.

Or maybe he would have
gotten a crack at one of Cary
Grant's zany characters in the

screwball comedies of director

Howard Hawks. Although
McCarthy hasn*t given any
indication he could handle the

snappy dialogue and quick

banter of these pictures, he

hasn't really tried . . . And
that's the problem.
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Get Your Portrait

Taken Now for the
Bruin Life Yearbook

On Sale - For a
Limited Time Only

• The UCLA Medallion

Watch from Bulova-a

14k gold-plated dial

featuring a rich three-

dimensional rendering

of the UCLA seal.

iU£

ASUCIA Cani|>as Photo Studio
Official Pkot0graphetm Pwr Brain Ufk VemHtook

KcrddMir Hafi ISe ^t^ aM4HS3

INFORMAL RUSH* DINNER
WED. NOV. 6, 6PM

645 LANDFAIR
Come by lor B-H-(^) iincl incft llu' l)i()tlH'is!

Inlo^ Steve 8J4- 5') 59 ^
<i "dry'

Dcvyl 824-2754 <-'^<i'i'
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Alcoholics Anonymous

Meetings
Mon. diacuMion. Thur. Bookstudy, Fri. Stap
Study. AU 3625 12:15-1:15. Fri. 12«>-1:00

TuM. Di&ouMion, Wbd. OitcuMion NPI
C8538 12:15-1:00

For alooholics or irtdividuaii who
hav drinkiftg pfob>»m>

PRCK:H0ICE republicans: If you are inter-

ested in helping pro-choice Republican carxJi-

dates arxi in changing the party platform, vife

are meeting today in the Treehouse Dining

Room at 7pm. For more information call

(818)709-5766.

Concert fickets
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'VWcxnU, you so ir^ucK for all your

ka^d woi^U duKiK\g [\on\e,com\y\g

week. \^ou guys we»*e ary\a2.\y\g Ciy\ci

we app**eciafe if so irxuckl
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PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates lo UCLA Students I

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

462-2329 463-6569
*^^^^^^**^^^^^^^*^^^^^

SAVE $$$ ON TICKETS
AIRLINES. SPORTS. MUSIC. SHOWS. WE

LIST LAST MINUTE CANCELS.
SURPLUS AND PROMOTIONS FOR SALE

CHEAP ALSO. WHEN YOU ARE STUCK WITH
TICKETS UNEXPECTEDLY

CALLUS.
213-4 TICKET

Good Deals

ffljB^
Bibles - Books

Gifts.

^4-Th 10 cm - 9:30 prrv

Ff-Sat 10 am - 11 pm; Sun 2-6 pm
10684 Weytxim Ave. LA 90024

206^32

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

Miscellaneous

AFS INTERCULTUML
PBOQIMMS
US4

Invites ^!fS rttumus andfriends of^7S
to a rectpti^m on ^Thursday

0{ptftm6«T 14tk, 1991

6:30p.nLS:30 p.m

TUase caU^KGcfutU or iMiifor info.

I'SOO-rnOOSO or lS18-7927007

Come rt'Gv€your^!FS experience and

findout fum/you can Be inwCvtdin

promoting tuorCdpeace tfuougk

cultural understanSng.

ASTRCXOCICAL REPORTS, 25-30 pages

each, custom computer generated, from $12.

Call for catalog. 1-800-352-4327.

Keyboardist/Vocalist seeks band. Rhodes

piarx), B-3, synth, baritone; influences; Floyd,

Doors, Santana, Phish, Dead, Tull, blues, jazz;

theory background. Call (213)202-7126.

MyDearT.T.D:

Happy 20th Birthday, my little baby.

Remember, Peter V^u Tuyen
Always and Forever Your Big Baby

PKS

•••••••••• "V*^*'^*^

Personol 10

iATQ
* THANKS

LORI:

Happy Birthday!

Teri Karin Missy

Jo Trish

'.^^•^

FOR THE
AMAZING

RAID!

*

AEO J
••••••••••

nKA-
The dinner
was great!

You guys are
a^vesome!

^ AXQ
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Research Subjects 12

ASTHMA RESEARCH, if you ¥Vouid like to

participate in FDA approved research studies

with new asthma medications, call

(21 3)31 2-5050 ext. 302. You will be comperv
sated for your iime. Allergy Research Fourvia-

tion. 11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 601, West
Los Angeles, 90025.

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-11

YEARS needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 arxi a free dievelop-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 YEARS needed for UCLA
research project. Receive $20 and a free

dcvelopn^cr^al evaluation. 825^392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning experierKe.

825-0392

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer

w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.

Urxier dermatoligists supervision. Volunteers

will be paid for info. (213)828-8887.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED to participate in a
facial aging study. Ages 35+, men and worr>en.

Volunteers will be paid. Urxier denT>otologist

supervision. For infofmation, call 828-8887.

Eorn $300 or Moro
Study of drug effects needs

healthy males ages 21-40.

If you use drugs(cocaine,

etc.) Call to see if you

qualify

390-8483
Ask for Theresa

Salons 21

ITALIAN LIPSTICKS $5. capture the youthful

spirit, beauty, and "pizzazz' of italy v^th our
new, sparkling lipsticks. Call 433-8393.

MODELS WANTED for free professional hair-

cuts in Beverly Hills. Call Teri (21 3)936-3408,

leave message.

Health Services 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pairv

less facial skin rejuvenation and renrwval of
acne, scars and sunipoto. Low Cost. Free

consultation. Call Beverly Hills

Laser Doctor^s Croup. (213)78^-0636.

LOSE UP TO 30 pounds in 30 days (or lea* than

$40. Doctor recommended. 265^8347. .

I I / • ( i
j
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Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and

65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.

Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

1
|i^WW« piffmi**m"niP!«mM<imMi«iMi
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PANIC ATTACKS?
SMOTHERING SENSATION?

CHEST PAINS?
DO YOU EXPERIENCE SHORT EPISODES OF

SMOTHERING SENSATIONS, DIZZINESS, CHEST
PAIN, NERVOUSNESS OR FEEL FEARFUL? YOU

MAY QUALIFY FOR A MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDY
ON PANIC DISORDER. QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS

MAY EARN UP TO $770.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951

CALIFORNIA CLINICAL TRIALS MEDICAL CROUP

Health Services 22 Opportunities 26

ACNE
A NASTY FOTJR
LETTER WORD
If you had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago
you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call o\ir

Skin Care Information

Line,

800-435-3533

SUMMER MANAGEMENT. Intemshtp inter-

views now taking place. Cain valuable

experience managing a team of employees,

customers, and suppliers. Majority of hiring

will be completed by November. Average

gross profit $11,287. Call Triple A Student

Painters, for information now
U(800)426-f>441

Help Wanted 30

OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS
Are you a compulsive overeater,

bulimic, anorexic? There's help

and it's free. Overeaters

Anonymous meetings every

Thursday at noon at Neuro
Psychiatric Institute Building,

Room C8544.
All welcome.

THROWING UP
GEHING YOU DOWN?
EatngdtaordirtaftniyortyqMcMty OMralMautwhy

Or.Mart BtmiM, Clinical Psydiologitf
(Miv ant gra(9 appk.)

213-655-6730

PSYCHOTHERAPY/ SUPPORT CROUP for

women dealing with childhood sexual abuse.

Openings now- Westwood. Lorraine Rose,

Ph.D (213)824-9942; Meg Sheehan, PhD
(213)737-3554.

SOCIAL PHOBIA CROUP For people exper-

ierKing extreme self corwciousneM and shy-

ness, fear of public speakir^ and public

fatcilities. Contact Paul Bohn, M.O. or Steve

Keys, M.D. at (213)825-0263.

WOMEN'S SUPPORT/THERAPY CROUPS.
Dynamic, caring, professionally led ongoing

groups. Explore family problems, reialiomhip

patterns, work and career concerns, esteem

isMies, addiction and recovery. Improve com-
munication skills and self confidence. Mon-
day, Tuesday & Thursday evening groups

available. Lisa Frankel MFCC (213)396-9305.

S6.63^r. Walk on campus. Schedule around
your classes. Opportunity for advancemerH.
Apply at the Sproul Cafe. 350 De Neve Dr.

(213)825-2074.

•$8/HR. PT DRIVEJ^HANDY-PERSON.
aOSE TO UCLA. FLEXIBLE HOURS. MUST
HAVE CAR. (310)476-1510.

ADMINISTRATIVE INTiRN SOUGHT to assist

in International fine Art Expositions Admini-
strative Department. Responsibilities include

heavy phones, word processing filing, and
general office assistarKc. CarvJidate must be
proficient in at least one foreign language,

able to work urxier pressure, and computer
literate. (213)820-0498; fax (2 13)820-5426.

Attention: George Hicks.

LAW FIRM
needs motivated person to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume
w GPA. available times

fbc interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

AD SALES, COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER.
FLEXIBLE HOURS. LEADS PROVIDED. EX-

PERIENCE PREFERRED SENSE OF HUMOR
IMPORTANT. 319-1680.

ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME Easy

work! Top payl Guaranteed. 1-800-226-3601

ext. 4150, open 7 days.

ATHLETIC COCETTERS'*
needed for PT and FT work with America's 7lh

most profitable company. (213)653-1689.

Opportunities 26

ENTREPRENEURS! Do you have a business

idea? Do you need $$$f We can help.

Unlimited Funds. (818)702-9703.

PIZZA HUT
IS NOW HIRING

DRIVERS!
MAKE UP TO $7 TO $9 PER HOUR
AS A PIZZA HUT DEUVERY DRIVER

• FLEXIBLE HOURS
^ •TIPS
•medical INSURANCE AVAILABLE
• PAID VACATIONS FOR FULL TIME

• DISCOUNTED MEALS
• FLEXIBLE WORK SCHEDULE
• LONGEVITY INCENTIVES

Apply at: 1 1 33 Westwood Blvd.

E.O.E.

FINANCIAL CQNSm.TANTS
V

An exceptional opportunity

is available for motivated

individuals to learn foreign

currency trading.

Unlimited income potential

CALL STU or NOAM
1-800-922-8322

8 people needed no^^
Earn up to 9tfhr.

Houseoleaners

CaU (ai3)46S-1817

BILINGUAL (Spanish) TEACHER ASSISTANT.
5 days, 8:30—1 1 :30am, approximately
$10/hr. Pacific Palisades school.
(310)454-3700, Mrs. Yates.

BUSY DOCTOR'S OFFICE NEEDS FULL TIME
RECEPTIONIST. Experience a plus.
(213)273-4454. Contact Ziba.

•CASTING EXTRAS' for rrnition pictures and
commercials. $40-$300/day. Call now
(213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature rilms> commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day I No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

COMPANIONS - Need 2 cheerful, energetic,

physically fit people. Work w/ Rehab Team to

provide in-hoime care for elderly clients. Light

house keeping, cooking. Must have car &
reference. Full/Part Tinr>e. 8hryi2hr. shifts.

Call Mr.H.(3 10)572-7000.

COMPUTER PROCltAMMBWClDNSULTANT
NEEDED to assist in developthg a new software
program. For more information please contact

Andrew Kim at (310)558-8434.

DATA ENTRY POSITION available for art

gallery. Part-Time for one week. Contact Ian.

820-3578.

The Best Campus Jod

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon
& evening

hours available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

WANTED: TOP-NOTCH RESEARCHER/WRITER

To conduct research and answer questions

sent to nationally syndicated business

column. Must have great phone manner and

strong writing skills. Hours and salary

flexible. Independent study credit available.

Parking paid. Immediate need. Call

Eileen (310)858-51 75, 4-6p.m.

SECRETARY
The J. Paul Getty Trust seeks cheerful secretary for Building

=^rogram. Looking for motivated, team player with good
communication skills. Interest in architecture a plus. Word
processing 60wpm. Salary in low $20s, excellent benefits

package. Send resume to:

Human Resources

The J. Paul Getty Trust

1 875 Century Park East, Suite 2300
Los Angeles, CA 90067

No telephone calls or drop-in irKjuiries.

MODELS: For 1992-93 swimsuil calendars &
posters, European magazine work. Call

(213)732-5744 for appoinlrT>ent.

SALESPERSON FOR DESIGNER GOWNS &
DRESSES. WLA. P/T-FA- Fashion experience

preferred. Excellent advancenient possibiitlte.

(213)474-7808.

DOMESTIC PART-TIME 4—7pm, 4 or 5 days/

week. Simple cooking, sorT>e experier>ce

necessary, light housekeeping, no cleaning.

Must have own transportation. Location near

Mulholland and Sepulveda Blvd. Call

(310)472-0212.

FT POSITION AVAILABLE to bright, hard-

working individual in busir>ess office. Ac-
counting experience helpful. (21.3)273-4454.

IMPROV. WANTED IMMEDIATELY: PT tele-

marketing. Afternoon hours. Call Ken
(213)651-2583.

INVESTMENT BROKER'S ASSISTANT needed
4-8 daily. Sharp, professional, attractive and
well-spoken. %&+Air. jim 991-0601.

••••
••••••JUST DO |j*«»****»*»»»*»»

Enthusiastic sportsminded team-players
r>eeded for 22nd fastest growing company in

America. (213)399-5994.

LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR: Minimum 3yr$ law
office experience in plaintiff personal injury.

Knowledge of WordPerfect. Contact Sid Oia
mond, (213)475-0461.

MALE MODELS under 26, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. Quick cashi!
(213)664-2999.

MALE MODELS NEEDED. Young, Handsome,
Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great

Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.
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FUN ENVIRONMENT
UNIQUE POSITION

Telephone Sales Representative

Invite sir^let to tour the "Super Centre', the

laqseft branch of the nation's biggest arxl

best singles organization. 1 5 year old

company with over 40 locations

nation-wide. Plush Westwood location.

Unique position and fun environment. Sales

experience helffful. Must be bright,

energetic, arwl articulate.

^i^ Salary, Incentives, Bonuses

^it P.T. Hours 4-9p.m.

^f& Please call Mr.Bruin

(213)477-5566

REAL ESTATE Appraisal Processor. Typing

SOwpm minimum. Flexible hours and days.

$7.5(Vhr. Contact Shelley (213)396-2991.

RESEARCH ASST. Upper division undergrad or

master's student in social or health sciences to

abstract medical records and manage data for

project examining underuse of cardiac proce-

dures among the poor in LA County. 1 2-20

hrs/wk, $1013^r. Marianne 206-8523.

SECRETARY, bookkeeping experience, light

typing, answering phones, SlC^r. 3-monlhs,

Nov-Jan. Call (310) 273-9708.

SELL UNIQUE YARD TOOLS PART-TIME.
Guaranteed minimum salaries. $50G/mo.
Phone (209)638-5455.

SM PICTLJRE FRAMER needs part-time

designer/sales. Sales or art background
helpful.Saturday a must. (213)828-6866

BASKETBALL COACH NEEDED for private

school in SM. middle school girls & boys
teams. Practices 3x/wk. Season begins Nov.18
Please call Steve Cold (213)828-4120.

TELEMARKETERS familiar with engineering

ind programming terminology. Various terri-

tories. Call Norma at DELTA PERSONNEL
(618)972-9675.

TELEPHONE MARKETING RESEARCH ASSIS-

TANT for memory training school. $7/hr.

15-20Hr^M<. Theresa (213) 445-0830.

TWO POSITK)NS: Both require wordprocess-

ing and good typing skills. One requires

Spanish bilingual. Flexible hours, Wilshire &
Westwood law office. Sid Diamond,
475-0461

.

US MAIL JOBS $11.77 to $14.9(V$9.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-

sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

PART-TIME RESEARCH. Interesting book pro-

ject. Totally flexible hours. Experience desir-

able. Not nescessary. Roy Kammerman
(213)852-6986.

PERSON FRIDAY. Medical ofHce 4hrVday,

SdaysMc. $€^r. 100 Medical Plaza Suite

•100. (213)624-1000

PERSON NEEDED TO DELIVER food for WLA
restaurant. Must have 0¥vn car/insurance. Flex.

hours. (213)276-6644.

PROJECT COORDINATOR. Grad student or

professional in health field to coordinate

human subjects protection activities for project

examining urxieruse of cardiac procedures

among the poor in LA CourUy. Superb organi-

zational skills, experience w/DBASE or PARA-
DOX a must. 20 hrs/wk, $1 3-1 5A^r. Marianne

206-8523.

PT FLOWER SHOP SALES. Artistic with good
communication skills. Please call 273-4547.

P/T LITERATURE RESEARCH & LECTURE
NOTE TAKING with MD in molecular genetics

private research. Senior/grad in related area

preferred. Flexible hours. Nurit
(213)306-0055.

PT SPANISH TEACHER needed for 6 nrH>nths

by private school in Santa Monica. Please call

Bemadette 829-7391 ext. 234.

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT COMPANY is

looking for a foreclosure tracking
assistant for P/T job. Hours flexible.

$5A^r. For more info, contact Anl<1e or

Jeff (213)642-7740.

OFFICE ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT-
Entertainment/ CPA Business Management
firm. Must know 1 0-key, Lotus 1 ,2,3 and Word
Perfect. Hours: 1-6 daily. (213)276-2303.

OUTSIDE SALES. Fast growing marketing firm

representing Firestone looking for outgoing

energetic people for day, evening, and
weekerxJ hours. Make $1 5-$30^r, we guaran-

tee $8^r. Unlimited growth poterUial. Soft,

easy, casual sale. Call 1 -600-323-7559 or call

Eddie at (213)4764)491.

WELL-QUALIFIED medical student wanted to

do medical-legal research on question of

whether an 6-year-old child's cardiac arrest

was caused by exsanguination or respiratory

arrest. Please %end resume and cover letter to

Barrett K. Green, 4201 Via Marisol, #1 37, LA,

CA 90042.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for

creatively-talented writers. Paperback novels,

non-fiction t>ooks, screenplays. 962-1557

Venion.

DUE TO MURPHY'S LAW WRITER WHO IS

BLIND still needs an assistant for the academic

yey. (213I396-S062.

Job Oppoftunitles 32

DATA ENTRYA:LERK:aL, M-F, 9-6, long term,

§ood conr>puitr skills, 60-wpm-f required.

$9-1(yhr (213)453-6422.

FULL TIME SECKtTARIALyEXECUTIVE ASSIS-

TANT. 6:30-5. $7Av to start. Strang organiza-

tional sklMt. Typing and oofviputer. (213)

360 91 1 1

LW ESrVLE - FREE TIME & DEBT FREE. We are

seekkif J ^iMNt^duats with sale>, mmyH^
or ttaohltvi tatprrietKM. Incotoc potentjil 4»

MT^ita^ (ii^5*3S^1594.

MARKETING ASSOCIATE FT/PT (20hrs/Wk,

daytime). Marketing investment management
services to Fortur>e 5(X) firms. Challenging

environment. Phor>e skills in brokerage or

finance preferred. Westwood. $9/hr.

(213)206-1310

Internships 34

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM producer seeks

student interns to learn script developnf>ent

activities in office. No pay, but good opportun-

itylolearr^310)57^3Q9M310)39^26^

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTING: Need reliable person to pick

up my child, take to my home it babysit from 5

P.M. on (approx. 12-15 hrs/5 daysAveek.

(213)203-3771.

CHILD CARE WANTED. My Culver City

residence, weekdays, variable hours. Call

(310)559-5305.

MOTHER'S HELPER. 2 kids, 6 & 4. Flexible

hours. References ar>d early childhood experi-

ence a plus. Joan 477-2930. ^^^
PARENT HELPER. M-F afternoons/evenings.

13-18 hrs/week for 5-year old boy. Fix meal,

clean-up kitchen. $6yhr. Car required. (213)

476-2289. ^__
WLA. BABYSITTER NEEDED. ExperierKe with

young children. Must have own transportation.

Afternoons, eves, weekends, flexible.

(213)559-2955.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 BED APARTMENT 1/2 block from beach in

Venice. Lower level of Duplex. Available

Dec.lst. %700/mo. (213)392-6297.

1 -BEDROOM. $575/monlh, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only

ten minutes to campus. 3545 jasmine Palms

(213)639-7227.

1-MILE TO UCLA, Brentwood adjacent, $550
Bachelor, $735 1-bed, pool, near bus stop.

1235 Federal. (213)477-7237.

1 OR 2 BED/2 BATH, $775 to $96S;/rno.

Brentwood adjacent. Emmaculate.
OtshwasHer, reirlgefatof, rangeA>v«n,

carpet/drapes. (310)622-0650.

3340 OVERLAND. 1 bedroom $550 unfunv

ished, $625 furnished. Passing bus to UCLA
(213)837-7755. 4.7pm only.

ADJ. HANCOCK PARK. 1 mo free with lease.

Badielor, newly decorated. %475fyno. Sec-

urity, laundry. (616)591-7223.

NORTHRlUE i275 up. 500 lUt
•tudMit housing tacNity. Shmrmd or
private. Pool, )acuzzl, rocrootion
room. 1/2 hour drivo to UCLA.
Froo Brochuro. Nonhrldo«

Campus Rssldsnco. 9500 Zslzsh,
Northrldgo. CA 91325

(818)886-1717

Why Pay More?
1 & 2 Bedrooms
$575_$800

Newly Remodeled
Must see to

appreciate.

657-8756

HRST MONTH RENT FREE

MOVE-IN ONLY
$995

Lg. Modern 2bd 2bath Gated
entry & parking-2 spaces ea
Microwave, cable, storage,

small pets OK.

Walk to Campus/Village

512 VETERAN AVE 208-2655

New Tenants Only w/Lease OAC

Special Student
Discounts!

From $725*

**Minutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios. Is and 28

•Pool, Spa. Fitness Center. Saur\a

•Tennis Courts & Baskettiall Courts

•Contfolled Access Gaits

Ckkuwl

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

M«Ms Opw Oatty 9-6 No Psifi

On Selected Units

An « A B Managed Prope^ f MO

Soar to new heights

ADVERTISE with the Daily

Bruin CLASSIFIEDS!!

Class Line 825-2221

Class Display 206-3060

Wednesday, Nov. 6, 1991

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Grasp
5 Fruit

10 Mark's love
14 Stench
15 Priest of old

16 Female deer
17 Pierce
18 Variation

20 Cut
22 Salamander
23 — Park. CO
24 Fall guy
26 Manx —
27 Night spot
30 Individuals

34 Alarm clock,

perhaps
35 Forbids
36 Chart
37 Food scraps
38 Entree item
40 Partly: pref.

41 Polo Grounds
great

42 High-protein
food

43 NHL player

45 Developing
47 Press —
48 Lunched,

perhaps
49 En —
50 Inventory
53 Type of

monkey
54 Bean or

Welles
58 Place of

worship
61 Soothe
62 Building sign

63 Escort
64 Ceremony
65 Abysses
66 Yonder
67 Ice vehicle

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

H 1 R E D

1

P E S T

1

B A T H
A R O M A o R E O A C R O
R A T E R M 1 N N S O O N
P E A R L S 1

N
C O N S T R U E

Q 1 A R E L E N T 8
A C C E N T E D| A 1 DI^B
C L A N G C R O U£ B E T
R A F T D R O P s S A R

E lG R O V E S W R E
T E Ae N F E E B L E

S A L A A M s S A N E jjl^^l
O V E R L A N D 1 R A T T A N
C A T

1

T A R E

1
T 1 A R A

L 1 S A 1 R A K E S T O P
E D E N C E T E S H A W S

DOWN
1 Road hazards
2 Public hero
3 Wading bird

4 Intrude

5 Append
6 Member of

the clergy

7 Bloated
8 Hoist

9 Netherlands
town

10 Furniture
items

11 Fluff

12 Noun ending
13 Sonr>e poetry
19 Brings up
21 Lortg-eared

animal
25 Of earth

26 Middles: Brit.

27 Sing

28 Blood vessel

29 Cigarette
ends

30 Dads
31 Greek letter

32 Titles

33 Church part

35 Nocturnal
animal

39 Grain
40 Scornful ones
42 Rhythm
44 Plus

46 Insert marks
47 Complainer
49 Papier —
50 "Watch your
— !••

51 A vehk^le

52 Final bio

53 Waistband
55 Windmill part

56 German river

57 Deftoiency

59 Ding-a-Ung
60 Before

no

m

w
85

11 W W

wr
m^tm.

qfour
<Birth(%

Nov. 6, 1M1

Ttiere ts a po86lt>inty yoa mtght do
something in the year ahead more sig-

nificant than anything you've done pre-

viously. Both chance and friends will be
among the key elements.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) You could
be quite lucky today — if you operate
along progressive lines and deal with in-

tangibles. But if you get bogged down
with the traditional, the opposite might
be true. Scorpio, treat yourself to a
birthday gift. Send for Scorpio's Astro-

Graph predictions for the year ahead by
mailing $1.25 plus a long, self-ad-

dressed, stamped envelope to Astro^
Graph, c/o this newspaper, P.O. Box
91428, Cleveland, OH 44101-3428. Be
sure to state your zodiac sign.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Doc. 21) Your
financial prospects look good today,

especially if you're promoting or selling

something that is both unusual and
expensive.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jsn. 19) Helpful

contacts can t>e established in this cy-

cle through club or professional affili-

ations. Try to spend more time in both
of these areas.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 2(>-F«b. 19) Chal-
lenges that associates feel are too in-

timidating aren't likely to scare you off

today. You're in tune with your inner self

and you, better than anyone else, know
what you can do.

PISCES (Fsb. 20-Msrch 20) You're
very good at conceptualizing today, and
you shouldn't treat your inspirations in-

differently. What you conceive can be
accomplished.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) If you have
to make a critical char^ge today, don't
t>e wishy-washy, timidly using half mea-
sures. For t>est results, make a total

alteration.

TAURUS (AprM 20-M«y 20) Where mu-
tual interests are concerned, don't play

down Of ignore your mate's suggestions
today. Your partner might be able to

spot certain nuances you'll overlook or

don't understand.
GEMINI (May t1-Jim« 20) You could be
rather lucky at this time in openir>g up
an averuie for additional earnings. It's

similar to something that has t>een gen-
erating income for a friend.

CANCER (Juna 21-Jyly 22) If you have
met someone recently whom you'd like

to know k>ettaf , don't t>o bashful about
opening up lines of communication.
This individual has baan wailing for you
to make yotir move.
LEO (July 23>Ayg. 22) The timing is

right to push for a ck)ae in a matter that

you feel can anhance your prestige and
security Stop dragging your feet.

VIRGO (Aug. 23~Sept 22) This is a
rather unusuai day wH^ri you could
leAm the most from w^'fou teach. If

you have bor)dtru01#e InifeKmation to

pass onto others,' f^otuJn the tjme to talk

about it

LIBRA (Stof.)BwOct. t3) Son^times.
the well-inlfbif^ tips |^v«n to us by rel-

atives arerififripiiai ^mm. Howovar. if

Aunt MiniK (j| l|ad«| Ooe tetts you
iiililliillllliiiifciiflllllll JlsK^ner

«f>m9iJu, * ^^t'**"

f*^

'* •»*
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments tor Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. Unfurnistied 51

Beautiful One Bedroom
Apartments
Now Available

$800 Per Month with Security Deposit

Fully Furnistied
All Utilities Paid, including A/C
Available to persons 21 and up

This apartment is nestled in the beautiful Santa Monica
Mountains only fifteen minutes away from the UCLAcampus

WWWI

For more Infomnatlon call the University of Judaism
Housing Office at 213-476-9777, 879-4114 ext. 259.

I

10980 WELLWORTH
10983 WELLWORTH

i^***><*i*^****4^»^>^^Ai*

*1 Month Free Rent

(Ask for Details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Central Heating/

Air -Conditioning

•Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

I.

•AFFORDABLE*
•3528-3532 Sawtelle*

In Mar Vista near National

2bdrm Ibath

apartments. Uppers &
lowers. Balconies. Stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator.

Spacious with grey

carpet. White Blinds.

$775/month $500 deposit

OPEN DAILY OR
CALL:

— On sight, 397-5029

Rental Office. 823-4383

Weekly Rentals
Guest IHotel'Westwood Viliage

Cable TV«Microwave« Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk»w/KITCH $295/wk
1 -bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range.

Refrigerator, Disposal

•Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

L

BUNDY between Olympic and Sanla Monica.
$685/mo. Spacious 1 bedroom. Excellent

management. (213)820-7049.

FACULTY AND STAFF; One and two bed-
rooms available in the faculty apis on Levering.

Call 206-1947 (6am-5pm).

FREE NOVEMBER RENT. 2-bedroom/2-balh,
fireplace, balcony, skylights, great for room-
mate. $995-51,120 Near all. (213)836-4072,
anytime.

LARGE 2BED/1BATH, Hardwood floor, dis

Jiwashcr, walk lo LICLA& Wpstwood, parking.

$1,000/rTK>. 476-8090.

PALMS SPECIAL. No security deposit with
approved credit. $525 for single, $650 & up for

1 -bedroom. Pool, sauna, exercise room.
(213)836-3800.

Palms. 1 bedroom. $695. Stove & Refrig.

(213)837-7513.

SHERMAN OAKS, newer 2-^2, $750 and up.
gated, central air, dishwasher, garage. 1 3406
Moorpark. (818)222-8298.

VAN NUYS: LARGE 1 -bed & den. Dishwasher,
stove, fireplace, Ichild/lpet ok, or good for

roommates. (818)997-6766.

Bachelor in WLA. Mini kitchenette. Japanese -

style bathroom. Carport near Blue Bus.

$50Q/month. Security deposit, 1$t rrwnth.

Move-in Nov 8. (213)479-7541. Mrs. Sato

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $775-875/MO.
2-BEOROOM HARDWOOD FLOORS,
FRONT VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PKIO BUS.
(213) 839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT 2-I-1 lower, stove,

refrigerator, hardwood floors and carpet
$125(ynrK>. (213)451-4771

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $975/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PKIO BUS. WOOSTER ST. (21 3)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $675-765.
1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX.V, BLOCK TO PKIO BUS. (21 3)

839-6294.

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
1BDRM

Starting at $600
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

MARINA DEL REY TOWNHOUSE, $1295,
2-bed/rA -bath, stove, refrigerator, dis-

hwasher, patio, parking. Pet okay.
(213)821-4887.

BRENTWOOD. One bedroom, den , luxury

building. $950. High ceiling, carpet, drapery,

electric healing. 826-3934.

Get out of the
Dormsl

We Will help Pay
the cancellation

feesi

Huge Luxury 1 dc 2
bedrooms.

central air, extra large
closets, fireplace, wet bar.

refrigerator, controlled
entry and parking

Low move in/Low
rental rates

Across From Campus
433 Kelton Avenue
(213)208-8685

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool &' patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . )ust north of Venice
Blvd. (213)398-8579.

MAR VISTA. UNFURNISHED BACHELOR.
Appliances. Utilities included. Residential

neighborhood. $500/mo. (310)206-8785,
Leave rnessage 4-9pm.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfield

Ave, WLA. $1 250 up. Security parking, Steve,

(213)839-1026.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,
furnished bachelor. New paint, blirxis, and
carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood. 3258
Overland.<21 3)837-301 3.

PALMS, $995/nx). beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-

furnished largie unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Anloine
(213)^28-0740.

PALMS AREA 1 -BED/1 -BATH LOWER. Stove,

refrigerator, parking for 1 car. $60G/mo.
(213)451-4771

PALMS. Sharp 1 -bedroom, vertical blinds,

carpet, stove, kitchen, laundry, largf and
bright, greatlocation 1 -block from Motor and
National. 2-parking spaces. 3351 Vinton. No
pets (310)576-5540. Open.

WNK:E. ARTtST'S STUDIO, fSOOsq. ft. HtgfT
ceilings. Natural light. Security parking.

396-3688.

WALK TO UCLA, single, 1 -bedroom, 2-bcd-
room, fireplace, A/C, full kitchen, balcony,
pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room, laundry room, gated
garage, gas + water paid. From $325/prsn.

Roommates available. 515 Kelton.
(213)208-1976.

WESTCHESTER, $1085/mo., new luxury
2bec^2balh, fireplace, laundry, private garage,

dishwasher, intercom. (310)546-3187,
(310)215-9310.

WESTWOOD. X-large 1-bed. $85(Vmo. Walk
to UCLA and Village. Hardwood floors.

10971 'A Roebling Ave. (213)208-4253,
(213)824-2595.

WESTWOOD, $695, furnished single. Walk to

school. 667-669 Levering Ave.
(21 3)208-321 5.
$895 1 bedroom. Walk to school. 729 Cayley.
(213)208-8798.

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWO
NGLES ONE .'s TWO BDRMS
ATED GARAC-iE BALCONY

POOL JACUZZI FIREPLACE
WALK IN CL(.;SFTs FlJLL
KITCHEN DISH WAbHER
REC ROOM Pu'jL table
VIDEO GAMES LAUNDRY
'^AGILITY GAS i. VMfER PAID
'ROM ^ 1 2 S P R S N
ROOMMATES AVAILABLE

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

i^zEzsiss:

FREE RFJ\T

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCR^' IBLE
2 BED/ 2 BAIH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD,

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

I'KOI I SSION \I lY M \\.V(.l I) 15V MO.VS & t,().

ACROSS FROM
CAMPUS

1 month
free rent

•pool

•spa ^

•sauna

•gym
•gated parking

Spacious

Jr/1 Bdrms avail!

from $725

Call 208-3818

535 Gaylev

Furnished

Apartinciit

III Westwood
Across From

Ciimpiis

SlMt

565 Gayley

8240836

\sk about our special

WESTWOOD. $995-1 1 95/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD. Large 2-bed/ 2-balh, furnished/

unfurnished. Pool/ Jacuzzi, long/ short-term,

$1400. (213)470-1513.

AMAZING 2BED/2BATH "WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing roorr^, enclosed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-

portation & UCLA. (213)475-6717.

^yVESTWOOD. X-LARCE 1-BED. Furnished/

Unfurnished. Parking. Available now. Near
UCLA. $750 up. 11089 Strathmore
(213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD. $1 1 50- $1 550. Terrific, large 2

& 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom, buill-ins,

refrigerator, dishwasher, A/C,garden- balcony,

microwave. 1711 Malcolm, *A /4-mile cam-
pus. (213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD, WALK TO UCLA. Singles &
1-bedrooms, $590 and up. (213)208-4934.

WLA 1+1 LOWER, stove, refrigerator, parking
for 1 car. 3 miles to UCLA. $65(yrT>c.

(213)451-4771

FREE RENT WLA National/Venice, 1 5 min.
from UCLA. 2-bed yi -bath. Secured, A/C, dis-

hwasher, view. $750. Day (818)281-8938,
Eves (213)204-0543.

WLA. 2BR/1BA. Patio , refrigerator, stove,

carpet, drapes, laundry. 2 miles from UCLA.
$82rVmo. (213)470-2122.

WLA. $550 REMODELED SINGLE & ONE
BEDROOM. New carpet, gated entry, ap-

pliances, parking. 1530 Granville. 453-4009.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single. Ideal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

WESTWOOD DELUXE 1 -BED/I BATH. 5
MIN. WALK TO LKILA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C,
WATER PAID, PARKING. AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $75O-$800 THE BEST DEAL IN WEST-
WOOD! (213)208-8881

WLA/PALMS $85(Vmo. 2bed/ Ibath. Refrig.,

vertical blinds, patio. (213)471-0883.

WLA, WILSHIRE BLVD, 2+2. Ptio, new carpet

+ fridge. 2 parking spaces, $935.
(818)795-6124.

Apartments Furnlstied 50

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/rTH). Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

gi

Beverly Hills Bachelors

Special Student Discount

Tll# Blffftv Hitto t. Morte
• Furnished bachelon with color

TV, microwive, and icfngeimlor
• IBbckout raclit]r

•Jacuzzi
• 10 minutes from campus bjr biv

,

stop at top of street

Cal 27M1M for InfonMNoii
120 S. Reeves between Beverly &

Canrwn, ckwe to Wilshire

a
Apts. Unfurnistied 51

1+ DEN/1 -V. BATH. Bright, spacious, airy.

Prime location. Easy access to shops UCLA.
Security bidg. $95(ymo. (310)207-6430.

BEVERLY HILLS. 1 -BED/1 -BATH. Parking in

the back. Laundry. Second floor. Available
how. $695. 652-0314.

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2- Bedroom, conve-
nient location. From $725. Available now.
Eves (213)275-1427, (213)254-1565.

PALMS $725. Modern 1 -bedroom Security

building, stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, A/C,
Hreplace. (213)637-0761.

PRIME WLA bright 2.b«i/2.bath, near UCLA,
VA, buslines. Stove, refrigerator, carpet,

drapes. $900. (213) 476-7116

SINGLE, 1-2 BEDROOM, $680-1050. Sec-

I

urily, refrigerator, Jacuzzi, suodeck, ocean

I

view. (213)626-5526.

VERY NICE 2bdr/l'A bath. Security, carpels,
' drapes, frig. Pool, patio, parking,no pets.

^ $950. 1500 Purdue Ave. (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

^yVESTWOOD VILLAGE, $700, 1 -bedroom.
$1 100 , 2-bedroonVl -bath. Parking included.

1-1/2 blocks lo campus. 10990 Strathmore.

(213)395-2903.

WLA, CLOSE TO LXILA, $70(Vmo., 1-bed^
1 -bath built-ins, pool, garden like.nice tenants.

(213)477-9955.

WLA. Extra-large 2-bedroorT>/l -bath, 2-miles,

#1 bus, many closets, laundry, parking, refrig,

stove. $865/mo. (2U) 325-5304.

WLA, LUXURY PENTHOUSE. New building,

2-bed/ 2-bath. Security, high ceilings, fire-

place, wet bar, refrigerator, microwave, dis-

hwasher, w/d In unrt. )acuzzir2-car parking!
No pets. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279,
(213)931-1160.

WLA. One-bedroom, $875/mo. Security
building, parking, new carpet. Walk to UCLA.
1450 Midvale. (213)391-2874.

Apartments to Share 52

ROOM AVAILABLE IN 2-BED/l-BATH NEAR
WESTSIDE PAVILION. Non-smoker preferred.

$335-t-1/2 utilities. Frank 475-0312, message.

BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD APT. Room to

shasre very large. Security, pool, laundry,

$365. Must see. 8204)187.

BRENTWOOD, 2 BLOCKS OFF WILSHIRE.
2-BEDROOM/1 -BATH, PARKING, LAUN-
DRY. $450/MO. -»- V, UTILITIES. NON-
SMOKER PREFERRED 820-5583.

BRENTWOOD 2-BED/2-BATH APARTMENT
TO SHARE. Fireplace, dishwasher, laundry,

swimming pool parking. $515/mo, male or

female. (213)476-1563.

COOL WEST HOLLYWOOD APT. 2-story,

own room, hardwood floors. Must be non-
imokw. Available Dec 1. (213)939-5154

CULVER CITY. 2-BED/l-BATH. Furnished,

parking, washer/dryer, nice neighborhood.
$400/mo ^ 'A utilities. (213)292-9792.

CUTE HOUSE. WESTCHESTER. Need female
lo share 2-bed/1 -bath. Washer/Dryer. Storage.

Large closets. $450. Julie (213)338-1432.

FEMALE, private room in huge apartment,
Melrose/ Fairfax. Security, parking. Great
neighborhood. $450/mo. Kirslen,
(213)651-3572.

FEMALE lo share w/ 3 senior girls huge
2-bedroom. V» block from campus.
$383.75/mo. 208-5481 or
208-7409.

MARINA DEL REY adjacent. 2-bed/2-bath.

$415/mo. -f deposit. Available Dec.1. Non-
smoker, no pels. (310)821-9681.

OWN ROOM/BATH. Large 2 bed/2 bath
deluxe apt. Male, non-snwker parking, pool

,

spa. Half mile from UCLA. Four blocks from
Village. Must see. $700/mo. 479-4301.

PARK LA BREA 2-bedroom/ 2-balh apt. Non-
smoker. Quiet atmosphere. Furnished/
unfurnished. Long/short term. $50(Vmo. in-

cludes utilities. (213)935-5288.

ROOM TO SHARE. BRENTWOOD large

2-bed, security, pool, sauna, gym. Female.

$200. (213)471-4570, leave message.

WEST HOLLYWOOD — Clean 2+2 apt

available 12/1. $425 includes utilities. Park-

ing. Prefer responsible individual
(213)848-8237.

WESTWOOD. $395/MO. Female. Share
room. Available 12/15. (213)624-0476.

Westwood Vlllage: Own roorM>ath, largp

2bed/2bath apartment. Fireplace, private pa-
tio, cat. $575/mo (213)208-3335.

WLA, Large, clean private room In 3-bed
apartment, with 2 grad. Parking, 2 miles to

LCLA, $433/mo. Jarrws 479-4302.

WLA. Large private room. Excellent area, bus
connections. *A .mile to UCLA. $400.
(213)553-5752.

Roommates 53

BEAUTIFUL LARGE APT. 2 biks from all

transportation. Female share room - bath.

$365 IrK. utilities.

DO YOU WANT TO LIVE In the dorrm?
Spraoul Hall- male, double. The only space
available. Bob (21 3)794-5328.

FEMALE LOOKING for roommate to ihar«
well-furnished 1 -bed apt. Close lo UCLA. Price
r>egotiable. Avail, mid. Dec. 824-9676.

LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE easy to get
along with, willing to pay $40(ymo. Day-
phone 566-6919, evening phone Larry
977-2121 ext.2079.

PALMS. FEMAI.E, NON-SMOKER, QUIET
PROFESSIONAL lo share 2-bed/l-% -bath
lownhouse. Near freeway, shops, grocery. 10
minutes from UCLA. $500/mo.
(310)287-1845, eve.

PROFESSKDNAL FEMALE. 35-50. Large, sunny
2-bed/2-bath. Santa Monica, North of Wtl-
shire. $500, first and last. Non-smoker.
(213)453-1074.

SHARE LARGE IBDRM APT. with one
roommate. Get large living-room.

3-miles to campus.Available 12/4.

(213)559-6253.

WESTWOOD. Male roommate needed to
share a spacious single. Fully Furnished.

Security garage. On Gayley Ave. $35(Vmo.
(213)624-2659.

Daily Bruin Classified

Room for Rent

ACROSS FROM UCLA. Bright, private furn-

ished room and batfVenlrance. Parking. Non-
smoker. $47Vmo. 4704)401 . Available after

Thanksgiving.

BRENTWOOD, SPACIOUS room, home, near

UCLA-Sunset. Private entrance. End pool

garden. Ideal study erwironment. Heavenly
parking, share bath, 3-way microwave
$475.00. (213)476-1766.

CHABAD HOUSE AT IXTLA OFFERS HOUS-
ING IN A JEWISH ENVIRONMENT WITH
KOSHER MEALS, PARKING, LAUNDRY AND
REC FACILITIES. ACROSS FROM UCLA, 741
GAYLEY AVE. ONLY $350/MO. MENDY

; (213)208-7511.

CULVER CITY, 3-Bedroom honr>e, private

room with use of full house arid yards.

Security, maid, fireplace. Non-smoker.
$85(Vmo.(21 3)396-5435.

_ENCINO Large private room w^>ath. Poof, spa,

parking. $400 plus electricity. (61 8)784-531 5.

Great WLA location w/ private bath. Looking
for clean, quiet student. $45(Vmo please call

Bianca A Richard Ohiy. (310)559-5170.

PACIFIC PALISADES. Room in 3-bed. House
share 1% bath. Quiet responsible person,

non-smoker. $465 plus utilities.

(213)688-6130 or (213)454-4372.

ROOM IN NK:E WEST-LA HOME. Kitchen,

laundry, facilities, utilities covered. On UCLA
bus route. $600 (213)450-8719.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $20Q/wk.
and up. Some with kitchens. (213)206-2241.

W.HOLLYWOOD FOOTHILLS, furnished
corner room, use of patio, separate enlerance,

limited kitchen privileges, direct bus to UCLA,
car recommended. $340/mo.
(2 13)828- 1921,days. (213)657-0394, eve. &
wknds.

Subiet 55

$35(yMO. SHARE 2-BED/2-BATH APT. with
business Ph.D. student, 12/13/91 to 3/92.

Underground parking. (213)559-6151.

House for Rent 56

BEVERLYWOOD, $1645/MO. Charming, em-
maculate, 2-bedroom, den, I'A -baths, dining,

appliances, garage, large yard, gardener
(213)559-2601.

RANCHO PARK area 3-bed/1-bath house,

stove, dishwasher, W/D, garage, fireplace.

$170(ynr». (213)451-4771.

IHouse to Share 57

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, large
3-bedroorT\/2-balh house. Share with one non-

smoking female professional. $55G^th>. (21 3)

937-9246.

House for Sale 58

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

LICLA, 3bed/2balh, dining, den, pool, great

view. $567,690 Dave (616)783-6675.

House Exctiange 59

Guesthouse - charming, private in exchange
for 1 S^rs babysitting/per week for bright 6yr.

old girl with physical handicap
(213)933-1406.

Housing Needed 60

GERMAN FEMALE looking to share house
close to UCLA. Want own private room and
bath. (818)346-4119.

Room/Board for Help 62

NEEDED: FEMALE FOR LIGHT HOUSEKEEP-
ING in large home. Call Lilian (21 3)820-51 51

.

PRIVATE SECURE furnished quaters in ex-

change for house-cleaning, errands, walking

dogs, etc. (213) 654-1033.

PT HOUSEHELP NEEDED. Errands, small

repairs, housework, live-in position. Driver's

license ¥ references required. Offer in ex-

change: furnished room with separate garden
entrarK* and full-sized bathroom, kitchenette,

use of pool, lelephor>es, etc., in Beverly Hills

home. Call mornings early or leave message
(213)273-2434.

SMALL FAMILY looking for nanny. 20hr/wk in

exchange for room & board. Near UCLA
(213)474-6991.

Condos for Sale 67

LOVELY HIGHRISE CONfX) 1 BED/1 BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa,

security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)624-0453.

PENTHOUSE 1 -BEDROOM/1 BATH, 1 -block

from UCLA, village view, doorman building

with pool. $269,000. Call Broker
(213)624-0453.

Condos for Rent 69

1 BEO/l BATH CONDO FOR LEASE. 1/2 block

from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa, security.

$l,00CyrTK). Call broker. (213)624-0453

SKI BIG BEAR AFTER FINALS. Lakeside, La£o-

nita Lodge, 1 -bedroom (sleeps fouf), full

kitchen, t.v., and resort facilities. Available

Dec. 15-19, $12(yday or 5 nights for $500
Kyle (616) 799-4740.

WESTWOOD CONDO. Hilgard and LeConte,

2-be(V2-baths. Washer/dryer, 2 security park-

ing spaces, full kitchen, $1300.
(816)266-0034.

54 Guest House for Rent 70 Tutoring Offered

SANTA MONICA. Best area. On private estate.

Internationals welcome. Large garden. Laun-

dry, utilities included. $590 for 1, $640 for 2.

PHONE: 393-5006.

Vacation Rentots 71

BEAUTIFU^PACIOUs'YOSEMn?HoI^
surrounded by pines. Close lo everything • fully

equipped - reasonable rates. (816)765-1028.

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MOUNTAIN RE-

TREAT. FIREPLACES. HOT TUB. FULLY
EQUIPPED. SLEEPS 5+. (213)391-6808
EVENINGS.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY! Tandem or static line with

Skydiving Adventures, Inc. Student discounts.

For further info, and free brochure
1-600-526-9662.

Ctilld Care 90

PREOGRESSIVE PLAYHOUSE. WLA Daycare
Hon>e. Children ages 1-4. Experiernied pre-

school teacher, stale license. Large yard. Lots

of activities. Call Slefanie 473-2771.

Insurance 91

fl HATE AUTO INSURANCE
We all do tj>tl.i,i!u .".'^vii.ii'co is

:equreu 1).' u;v.' So fof .;

mFFIOWFRQUOIEcil!
213)8b2-71/b (818)34?-1h10

RrST PRICf iN«iAr,rrvjnY

Loans 93

CASH GRANTS FOR SCHOOL, BUSINESS,
OTHER. Never pay back. SASE: Grant, P.O.

BOX 46254, Los Angeles, Ca., 90046.

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(213)265-8668. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierKed, and reli-

able. ferry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE STORAGE, lop loca-

lion, 350 sq.ft., $350. (213)475-7533.

PersoTKil Service §5

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Projeft,

Dissertation, Thesis, or Analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING^DITING GRA-
DUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION ESSAYS,
OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes-

sional help from nationally-known author/

consultant. (213)826-4445.

LEARN TO FLY. GOOD, PERSONAL, flight

instruction in Sanla Monica. Low cost. Call

Roy (213)839-7959.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(213)473-4193.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE A SPORTSCAS-
TOR? Geoff Witcher Sportscastor Workshop.
For information call (616)352-7152.

WRITING. EDITING. RESEARCH
PhD GIVES EXPERT HELP. ALL

SUBJECTS. DA»^/EVES. REASOfMABLE
RATES. NEAR UCLA OVERNIGHT

SERVICE AVAILABLE.

(213)476-0114

Speedy Ce.
Call (213)463-1257

Editing Reports $5.00 per page
6546 Holiywood Blvd. Rm. 209

Los Angeles, Ca. 90028
Mon - Fri 10:00^.00 Sat 1 1 .tX>-4.t)0

Vis^MC Amencan Express

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing

All Levels-All Subfeds

Foreign Students Weloome

Fast, Professional-QiiaJity Guaranteed

CaU Research 213-477-8226

M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/Disacrtntlons

Proposals and Tk>oks.

Foreign .studcnla welcome.
PAPEB NOT FOR SALK

Sharon Bear, Ph.D

(213)470^62

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-

nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Composition, Finance, Foreign languages.

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Sen^ice. (21 3)748-741 2.

COMPUTER SCIENCE TUTOR. Experienced,

prcifcssional. Master's degree in C.S., will

help improve your grade. Guaranteed.
(213)477-6234.

ENGLISH TUTOR: Reading, writing, vocabul-
ary, grammar, ESL credentials teacher
(310)454-8461.

ESL/COMPOSITION/EDITING. Duke gradu-
ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)265-4616.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian (213)478-5822.

PATIENT TUTOR MATH (ARITHMETIC THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS.
WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF-
REJ^IANCE. FOR FREE INFO CALL JIM.

(213)747-5118.

Typing 100

A-l BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -6* P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERSAHESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (213)557-0556.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (including disserta-

tions,mailings,resumes). Editin^graphics
available. Laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Ani (213)312-3332

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. RUSHES. GUARAN
TEED. 1 MILE FROM LXTLA 213-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resunr>es, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check Student discount. (213)827-5090.

A+! FAST, PROfESSKDNAL word processing/

editing, computer training, resumes,
transcription. Fax. THE WORD PLACE
(213)662-6006, (818)994-1094.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,
laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (213)788-9885.

DOLLAR-A-PAGE TYPING! That's right- as

low as that! Outstanding quality, latest word-
processing equipment. Call anytime.
(310)642-6363.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rales. Kalhryn-

(213)939-4303.

LA/NY ROUNDTRIP. $198. Departs 11/7,

returns 11/10. (213)451-4420.

Modern Secreterial and Graphic services: IBM
& MAC. Discount lo students. Pick up/
delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(213)446-6699.

PRECISION TYPING $2.50/Double Space
Page Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-
Delivery Available (2130664-3961

PROFESSKDNAL WORDPROCESSING in my
home. High quality. Accurate. Weekends and
evenings ok! Good rates. Dee (21 3)398-1 21 7.

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING by the

Way company. Word Perfect 5.1 , Competetive
rates. Call (213) 474-9648.

PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICE. Theses-

term papers. Employment service. Delta Per-

sonnel Services, Simi Valley. (805)526-5210.

SAME DAY SERVICE-Specializing in short

papers; pick-up, delivery; competitive prices,

fast A accurate, 7am-llpm (213)273-5536.

TYPIST. Tenn papers, screenplays, etc. SI 00
per page. Call (213)559-7907.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2666.

A BRILLIANT IDEAI! Wordprocessing/
proofreading. LOW RATES. Screenplays, pap-
ers, re$ufT>e$, theses. 24.HOURS. Student dis-

count. (213)207-6496.

WORDPROCESSINCVDESK TOP PUBLISH-
ING, papers, resumes, transcriptior^s, ABA
format. Westvwod. (213)473-5755

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gels

results. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional

service. (213)450-0133

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experier>ced Career Counselor. Also
college admission essays. Lee (213)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

Ret results. Open 7 days. (213)267-2765.

Travel 106

1 -BED/1 -BATH. Large furnished apartment for

rent, Paris, France. Available Dec. 1.

S40Q/mo., utilities included. (616)336-1500.

HAWAII. MEXKTO, BAHAMAS, ORLANDO.
$99 ROUND TRIP. Advance reservation, open

dates, some restrklions. Call (618) 863-7100.

Wednesday, November 6, 1 991 29

98 Travel

TAKE YOUR BREAK IN GREAT BRITAIN!
Exchange vacatior^s arranged between stu-

dents in England ar>d America. Discount air

fare available. Contact STUDENT ABROAD,
LTD., P.O. Box 944 Orangevale, CA 95662.
Tel: (600)426-6536 Fax: (916)635-1165

London

Paris $«W*
Rio Dc Janeiro $##»•

NcwYorli $««•
Boston $15«*

San Francisco $ S9*
'Fares arc each way from Los Angeles based on a
roundthp purchase. Aestnctxxvappty. Faressut^ect
to ctiange \Mthout notice and taxes rxit ir<1udcd.

Opca Saturdaft lOan • Ipai

Goundilkaiid
1093 Braxton Ave #920
Los Anselcs, 090054

213-208-3551

TICKETS
^ San Francisco. $58.00

^ Las Vegas $58.00

+ Phoenix $58.00

f Denver $298.00

> Chicago $324.00

^ New York $428.00

Travel Service
A-L^vel Ackerman

>JSn7-7-:i^ M-F 8:30-6, Sal 12-4
/ISUCM/* Call UCLA-FLY

Travel Tickets 106

LA TO NY/ NEWARK, l-way, Nov.16, $150,
825-1894 days, (818)360^5883, evenings/
weekervls.

LA TO PHOENIX ROUND TRIP. Nov. 15-1 7.

$5500. Female only. 208-4761.

Autos for Sale 109

1985 BLAZER 6-CYLINDER. 4-wheel drive,

Tahoe, loaded, A/C, New brakei^ires/fuel-

water pomp. $5,60(Vobo. (818)342-5576 or

(213)825-8315.

1986 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE - 3-door hatch-

back 69K/mi, 4-speed, an^fm cassette, great

condition, $2450/obo. Evenings
(213)788-9432.

'84 Alfa Spider Convertible classic mint AC,
alarm blauphnkt, new pirefti tires official car of

Southern California $6.8K/obo David
(213)937-8441.

'88 Toyota Corolla $5900 4-door, automatie,
air, stereo, new tires. Call Sundee
(213)393-2299(wofk), (21 3)208-591 9(home).

BUCK PARK AVENLIE '89. White, 78 hundred
miles only! Impeccable. Great price. Lucy
(818)769-9815.

Chevrolet Corsica '89 17K/mls. Like new
Sspeed manual /VC, FM cassette, power wirv
dow and more LT Cedan V6 $6,500
(213)477-4339.

FIAT '79 CONVERTIBLE. (Spider 2000). New
rebuilt engine, excellent body. Brand new top.

$3000. (213)224-0399.

HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK 1987. A/C,
PS, AM^M cassette, tinted windows, Miche-
line tires, one owner. $6200. (21 3)838-5895.

HONDA ACCORD '89 LXL 2-doof, green,

automatic, exceptionally clean. Fully loaded.

Must see. $13,000. (818)907-3388.

MAZDA 626 LX'85, Sspeed, fully loaded,
gray/gray, white/pin-striped, excellent condi-
tion. $5,100. lohn (213)301-2523.

NISSAN 200SX, hatch-back, '87, white,
5-specd, SK, pull-out cassette, very clean,

$640Cyobo. (213)578^1206.

SAAB TURBO 1984 Bik, 47k mites, sunroof.

Loaded. 1 owner. $6500. (213)396-3688

105 Autos for Sale 109

SCIROCCO '84, Silver, custom speakers, new
tires, low mileage. $3,500 obo. Mitch-Day
(213)479-6010. Evening (818)502-0730.

TOYOTA COROLLA '84. One owner, excel-

lent coTMiition, 1 10 miles, stereo, A/C. $2900.
Dr. Tansel 788-8468.

VOLKSWACON JETT\ 1 988. Flawless condi-

tion. 16,000 miles. One owner. IrKredible

deal. $6,200. A/C, new radio. Leave message,

(213)659-1131.

VW-BUG 70', runs great. Must sell because
leaving town. $1,300. Call Veronika (213)

285-0470.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

'87 YAMAHA RIVA 1 25, excellent condition.

$1,000 obo. Stuart 208-7554.

Scooters for Sale 115

1 987 BLACK YAMAHA 1 25Z. Excellent condi-

tion. 3000 miles. Graduated, must sell. Caro-

lyn (213)224-1301 or (714)982-1096.

>987 ELITE 80, white. Runs great, good
condition. Only $650. Paul 208-5990

1989 HONDA ELITE 80. Great condition.

$l,00(yobo. Call Alan, day: 315-8422; night:

398-7358.

1989 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER, great condi-

tion, $650/obo, helmet/lock/cover ir>cluded.

(213)824-1963.

'87 CH80 HONDA ELITE. Good condition,

blue, must sell immediately. $600. Sarah/

Elizabeth. 820-1067.

BRAND NEW ELITE 80, white, 4-year war-

ranty, parking permit, 400 miles, $17(Xl/obo.

John 208-4438.

ELITE DELUXE 1 50 1 988. Blue w/ basket. Mint

condition w/ only 100 miles. CALL
(818)548-1098.

HONDA Aero 50, '86, new battery, tires,

tune-up. Good condition. $475.
(310)478-3694.

HONDA ELfTE ISO, 1991. OnJy 900 mtfwT
Runs perfect. $1,75(yobo. Call Jeff 208-2913.

HONDA ELITE 1 50, red, mint condition, 250
miles. Call (818)792-4024.

HONDA ELITE 150 DLX 1988. Blue. Great

cor>dition and low mileage. $1 lOG/obo. Mo-
nica 824-3534.

SCOOTER EXCELLENT CONDITION. Three

thousand miles. $700 (213)479-4420.

Bargain Box 125

14" FRIG, DRESSER, bookcases, lamps, sofa,

desk, dining table. ONLY $3Q0 FOR ALL! Dr.

Tansel 788-8468.

MATTRESS SET, $150. Futon, $^00. Ency-

clopedia 1991, cost $1600, sacrifice, $300.
Items never used. (213)393-2338.

Furniture for Sale 126

2 BEDS & couch. Call Tara (818)881-7679.

DEAL! Futon coucM>ed & coffee table. 6mo.
old. $200/sct 575-3199.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

SEVERAL NY. DESIGNER BUNK BEDS.
$1 75ea/obo. 470-5863, Contact Carol.

WOODFRAME SOFA WITH GREY TWEED
CUSHK3NS. Great condition. $50. 825-2861

.

Pets 130

PERSIAN KITTENS. CFA 8-wks. Unusual col-

ors. Blue male. Brown female. $25(Vobo.
(818)249-6300.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

SKIS— K2 1 95 KVCs. Never been used, selling

for $250. Please call Gerald 208-5529.

SURFBOARD for sale: Surf Tech, 6'2-, fiberg-

lass, 3-fin, wrth leash. $100. Donny 206-0833.

Typewriter/Computer 134

COMPUTER FOR SALE Tandy 1000-with
printer, nr>onitor, Dos and Word Perfect; Table,

books etc.- $850 or best offer. Call 557-0680.

FOR SALE: Magnavox Computer. VGA nrwni-

tor, prir^er, modem, 3-disk drive. $700. Call

(213)463-7833.

IBM 386-25MHZ TOP QUALITY COMPATI-
BLE. Oives: 1 .2 & 1 .44 7EAC floppys. 85 MB
MAXTOR IDE H-drive at 1 7MS. 2MB RAM,
101 Keyboard, 14' VGA color monitor vi)/16

bit VGA card w/256k RAM AT/KD 2s,2p,lg.

Loaded w^ftwarc. Brand new in box W
warranty. $1,670. (213)208-0081.

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 286, 1MB, 5.25''FD,

3.5TD 40HD, KEYBOARD, MONITOR, NEW
W/ WARRANTY. $620. (213)644-2612.

IBM COMPATIBLE 286. 1 Meg/RAM. 30
Megabyte hard-drive. 3Vi + 5% floppys. HP
Inkjet printer. $170(yobo. Ask for Elyta
(818)788-7400. ^___
IBM COMPATIBLE AT280-12. 1MB, 5.25''FO,

3.5'TD, 40HD. Monitor, keyboard, mouie;
software, documentation, warranty. $1,100.
(213)558-4882.

MACINTOSH SE SUPER DRIVE: Over $500 in

progranrv,: WP, DTP, graphics, games, custom-
izers. Excellent condition. Must sell.

$95(yobo Kirk 794-3499.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN tSMI We s«ll

discount and teach you to assen^ble it yc urselfl

PC SUPPORT GROUP, (818)994-1188
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INTERNATIONAL

HOUSE »''»NCAKES.

RESTAURANT

20%
OPBK DAILT Saoi-lOpi*

Breakfast Served

AUDayll

STODEKHF
Diseoonr
Dalty After 4pin

(OffAll Menu Items

with lX:iA Student ID)

Ju9t 2 V»tnitc9fram eatnpMMst!

L
478-4017 2912 Scpulveda Blvd. (north of National)

*each discount offer not valid with other promotions*

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries
m

WESIWOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAUU
7r609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213) 478-6869
(818)988-0110

ll\l

ADVERTISE! 825-2161

Considering a career involving

International Strategy Consulting?

Mergers & Acquisitions?

Emerging Growth Companies?

Then Consider

The L/R/K Partncrshi
Ix>sAngeles»Boston»Ix)ndon«Sy(lney»Miinich*Paris»Copcnhagcn»Oslo»Stockholm»Hclsinki

BV.•rf•-'.-.*-.--^.V-.^•*rf•..^•y'.%-.^•*-.-^*-,^-.-.-.•.•,^.•.-^.-.•>--..-. -.-^.^'^.'.^ ,-,-.--'--y-.-^^. -.-.-.-(.".*-.'.-.%\^*-*.^-^ .•^'.'.^.'.•.'^.•/•^.•.'^^^.•.•.•...•^.•.^^.t-^r^^.-,-,','^^.'.-.'^.'j-.-.'^.-.-^.-.-.-^.-.-^.-.-.'.-^.-.-.-.-.-.-^.-j-.--:d'.-.'^.-.-

lie l/E/K Partnership, a leading International corporate strategy consulting

firm, invites the class of 1992 to learn about the Associate position.

king k:M:i^^k}m^$imon lujr |iie p<iim|%of i>u0ir

^z^/^'/>3sageesii

All interested parties are invited to attend our presentation, followed by

refreshments and an opportunity to meet representatives of the partnership

Wednesday, November 6, 1991

The Hacienda Room
UCLA Faculty Center

7:00 pm

Cover letter, r6sum6, and transcripts must be submitted by November 18, 1991

BOWLS
From page 32

as the conference champion would
continue to receive an automatic

berth in the Rose Bowl.
Even without the Pac-10

champion, Big Eight Commission-
er Carl James said the addition of
that conference to the aUiance

would be beneficial.

"It definitely strengthens the

concept," said James, who will

chair the meeting of commission-
ers in Dallas. "In any year you
would be able to add somebody
like Washington, UCLA, USC.
Arizona, Arizona State — teams
that have a tradition of being in

bowl games.**
'~~

Under its current structure, the

highest-ranked team from among
the ACC and Big East champions
and Notre Dame would play for the

national title in the bdwl hosting

the highest-ranked automatic
qualifier.

The Big Eight champion would
continue to play in the Orange
Bowl, the SEC titleist in the Sugar
Bowl and the SWC winner in the

Cotton Bowl. If the two highest-

ranked teams in the alliance come
from the ACC-Big East- Notre

Dame trio, they would play for the

tide in the Fiesta Bowl.
After the national title scenario

is set, the other three bowls would
select from the remaining quali-

fiers plus two at-large teams drawn
from the pool of runners-up.

But once the at-large berths am=
filled, it still would leave four

teams without an invitation. It is

those selection procedures that the

six commissioners wiU try to

formalize.

*The question is just how it is all

going to work and where all those

teams will go," Hansen said. *The
second team is committed to be in

that pool and has to have some-
place to go. The alliance berths

probably will not be filled until

after the season is over. You've got
to have backups.**

James said the conferences will

explore bringing at least two more
bowls into the system to take the

remaining runners-up. Mentioned
as leading candidates have been
the Hall of Fame, Hancock and
Blockbuster bowls.

The Big Ten, which passed on
the bowl alliance by signing

agreements to send its No. 2 team
to the Citrus Bowl and No. 3 team
to the Holiday Bowl, still may find

itself involved if the Citrus Bowl
joins the consortium.

"In the case of the Citrus, they

have commiued one-half of their

bowl to the Big Ten,*' James said.

"If the Citrus is in, we may need as

many as four bowls. Then there

will be a question about what
happens to third-place teams. If the

Citrus is not involved, we could go
out and find two bowls that would
take a combination of all four

teams.**

Once in place, any agreement
would have to go back to the

school presidents and chancellors

of each conference for approval.

Regardless of what happens
with the runners-up. the original

alliance involving conference
champions will be unaffected.

"It's important, but it's not

going to affect (the main) alliance

in any way." Orange Bowl Presi-

dent Harper Davidson said. "It will

just be an addendum to it"

James Mid he hoped any igree-

ment could be woried out by the

end of January's NCAA Conven-
tion.

**Thcrc are a kH of things

happening, so geUing all the

i»eople together is a proMcm,**
James said. "Basketball season is

starting and there will be (Christ-

mas) toymaments going on. We've
got bowl games, then we'vc got the

NCAA meeliiks.
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mourning for the victims.

*The university has set up a lot

of counseling services on campus
for the faculty and students," Fry
said. "The kids can't go to class

without discussing the murdered
professors and vice president.

They also realize their girlfriend or

sister could just as well been one of
them.

"It's kind of good that they had
football to turn their thoughts to.

It's difficult to lose somebody
from the university family."

The Hawkeyes were able to take

a little happiness back to campus
»^with a 16-^ vietoiy.

*That was one of the most
satisfying victories of my career,"

Fry said. "We always have had
problems with Ohio State, but it

also had another dimension
because of the heavy hearts our
players had. The victory was
something all the people here on
campus can cherish."

McMINNVILLE,.Ore.*— Lin-

field College hasn't had a losing

season since the Eisenhower
Administration, and this year is no
different

The Wildcats clinched their

36th consecutive winning season
Saturday with a 40-0 victory over
Western Oregon Stale, as Kunle
Thomas kicked a school-record

four field goals.—The victory raised Linfield's

record to 5-2 with two games to

play. Central Iowa is next among
streaks of current winning seasons

with 30, followed by Nebraska at

29.

Linficld Coach Ad Rut^chman's
24-year record at Linfield is 180-

47-3. He has never coached 2t

losing team and is second in the

nation among all active college

football coaches in consecutive
winning seasons.

Linfield's string of winning
seasons started in 1956 under
Rutschman's coach at the school,

Paul Durham. They have been
Linfield's only head coaches dur-

ing the 36-year streak.

TALLAHASSEE, Fla.— Don't
count Florida State Coach Bobby
Bowden among those supporting a

move away from American Indian

symbols as team nicknames.

"I just wish people would get off

that kick," Bowden said. "I think

that's people trying to get their

name in the paper. It's gouen to

where we can't do anything any-

more."

Florida State, with the nickname
Seminoles, has been mentioned as

a target

"We're proud of the Seminoles
down here in Florida, proud of

what they stood for," Bowden said.

"And anything our university can

do to put them in the limelight, I'm
for it"

In fact university officials con-

sulted with tribal authorities when
creating Chief Osceola, their mas-

cot

"I hope our nation don't let a

handful of people get upset

because you*re trying to enjoy life

and do some good things," Bow-
den said. "I'm short and fat and I

don't mind people joking about
that"
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Pao-10 plans to
study runneKip
alliance ontions
By Jeff Shain
United Press International

With the Pacific- 10 Conference
now in the fold, the foundation

appears set for a new bowl alliance

in college football — league

ninners-up.

Last weck^s approvaTbyT^-TO^
athletic directors to look into

adding the league's No. 2 rep-

resentative to a pool for at-large

berths in the bowl consortium

"(Adding the Pac40
mnner-up to the bowl

alliance) definitely

strengthens the

tx)ncept. in any year

brings the number of conferences

exploring the possibility of a

runner-up alliance to six.

Pac-10 Commissioner Tom
Hansen, along with the commis-
sioners of the Atlantic Coast, Big
East, Big Eight, Southwest and
Southeastern conferences will

meet Nov. 19-20 in Dallas to lay

the groundwork for the runner-up

pool.

The other five conferences
already commit their champions to

the alliance, designed to create a

better chance of settling the nation-

al championship in the Orange,

Cotton, Sugar or Fiesta bowls.—
**While the Pac-10 has not becrf

a participant in the alliance to date,

many of its representatives have
advised the conference of its

progress toward agreement on how
it would function," Hansen said.

"We believe the foundation which
has been estabhshed is sound, and
pocedures, particularly for plac-

ing teams which are committed to

you would be able to

add somebody like

Washington, UCLA,
USG, Arizona, Arizona

State— teams that

have a tradition of

being in bowl games."

Carl James
Big Eight Commissioner

the alliance but not selected for its

four bowls, can be developed
which also will be beneficial to

college football."

Pac-10 athletic directors met
last Thursday in Los Angeles with

"members of the alliance and came^
away impressed.

"The athletic directors were
favorably disposed to our partici-

pation if things can be worked
out," Hansen said.

Any participation by the Pac-10
would include only its runner-up.

See BOWLS, page 30

Tie is perpiexing to
Colorado, Nebraska
By United Press International

BOULDER, Colo. — After 60
minutes of football in zero-degree

temperatures and 12 years without
a tie, those associated with Nebras-
ka were unsure just how to react to

Saturday night*s 19-19 tie against

Colorado.

"On the flight back home, it

seemed like the reaction was
mixed among the players,"
Nebraska Coach Tom Osborne
said. "Some were really dovm and
others were upbeat. It seems like

nobody knows how to react to a tie.

We haven't had one at Nebraska in

12 years, so not even the coaches
knew how to react"

Colorado's Greg Thomas
blocked a 41 -yard field goal
attempt by Nebraska's Byron
Bennett on the final play to

preserve the deadlock. The game
was surprisingly well played on
both sides,' as neither team turned

the ball over despite the cold
weather.

"Both teams played extremely
hard, very focused," Colorado
Coach Bill McCartney said. "It's

kind of exu-aordinary that nobody
turned the ball over, as hard as

people were hitting each other. We
felt good about blocking the last

field goal because it came down to

one play."

The intensity of the game may
have best illustrated how the

Colorado-Nebraska rivalry has
heightened in recent years. It was
nine years ago that McCartney,
looking for a rival, polled the

campus to see who it should be.

"If they had said Iowa State, it

would have been Iowa State,"

McCartney said. "But when I got

here in '82, the people talked most
about Nebraska and how they

came in here and filled up our
stadium for us."

A rivalry was bom, though it

look the Buffaloes four years to

make it worthwhile.

The Comhuskers ran their win-
ning streak over Colorado to 18

games before the Buffaloes won
20-10 in 1986. That year, Colorado
went to the Bluebonnet Bowl and
the program since has won two Big
Eight titles.

IOWA CITY, Iowa — The
logos will go back on the Iowa
helmets this week as the football

team and the rest of the campus try

to pick up the pieces following last

week's shooting spree that killed

six people.

The Hawkeyes left the logos off

last week against Ohio State,

playing with solid black helmets in

a show of mourning for those

killed when a distraught student

opened fu-e on campus.
"Everyone here in the commun-

ity would like to return to normal
as soon as possible," Iowa Coach
Hayden Fry said. "We will replace

the logos on the headgears this

weekend.

"(The shootings) just bring

everything into the proper per-

spective about hfe. We ought to

thank the good Lord each day for

just being here."

The football team akeady was in

Columbus, Ohio, for the game
when the murders took place, so

many are just beginning to feel the

effect it had on the campus.

Classes were cancelled Monday in

See NOTES, page 31
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Pepperdine rains on rugby's parade with win
By Heather Duffy

The UCLA m^n's rugby team is

taking a roller coaster ride through
their pre-season schedule, as the

last two weeks have been marked
by a 15-6 loss to Pepperdine Oct.

26, and an impressive unscored
scrimmage with the Los Angeles
Rugby Club Nov. 2.

After spending a wet day at

Pepperdine, UCLA's Darren
Maloney expressed disappoint-

ment at the game's outcome and
blamed the constant rain for

adding to the Bruins' problems.

"It was pretty slippery out there.

Our backs had trouble holding the

ball," Maloney said.

'They used a lot of kicking in

their offense, which put us conti-

nually on defense. I was very

disappointed in the way we played.

They seemed to pursue the ball

better and they seemed to want it

more," he said.

The Bruins chalked up the

Pepperdine game as a learning

experience and came home to host

the L.A. Rugby Club last Saturday.

The scrimmage lasted for six 20-

minute periods, during which
UCLA managed to stay very close

in goals to its opponent. No official

score was recorded for the match.

"Our play improved dramati-

cally from the Pepperdine game,"
UCLA's Greg Brett said. 'The
L.A. Rugby Club is one of the top

100 teams in the country, and we
really came together as a team to

play them. Everyone was into the

game," he said. Brett listed several

improvements of the Bruins' game
that translated into a more effec-

tive offense.

"Our ball-handling was excel-

lent and our rucking improved
dramatically." Brett said.

Maintaining their intensity will

be important for the Bruins in the

comiiTg weeks, as they finish the

last four games on the pre-season

schedule and head toward the

regular season. Brett said the team
will be working to improve fiuiess

and the players' general know-
ledge of the game.
Maloney said he expects the

Bruins to be ready for the season
with the preparation and experi-

ence the pre-season games pro-

vide.

*This week was a springboard
for the season," Maloney said.
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Pac-10 Briefs

Perez earns Pao-10 weekly honors
By Mark Brubaker

Cal's Russell White, Stanford's

Coy Gibbs, and UCLA*s Louis

,Perez were named as the National

Car Rental players of the week for

November 2,

White rolled for 229 yards

rushing against USC in the Golden
Bears* 52-30 romp, breaking for-

mer Bruin Gaston Green's record

for most yards rushing against the

Trojans.

Freshman linebacker Coy Gibbs
.was the defensive playet^ the

UCLA SportK Info

Louis Perez

week, tallying 11 tackles against

Oregon, with four of those tackles

for a loss.

And finally, Perez was named
special teams player of the week
after kicking three field goals

against Washington State, includ-

ing two career-high kicks of 44
yards, outshining Cougar kicker

Jason Hanson, who missed a 69-

yarder that would have set an
NCAA record.

Washington owns the longest

current win streak among Pac-10
teams with 10 straight Stanford

and UCLA are the next best with

only four in a row, but one of those

streaks wiirencnthis^ Weekend
when the two teams meet.

\^0\N L.O\N RATES
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L.A.'s revolutionary MCAT prep course!

More than 1 30 hours of intensive review.

Run by outstanding full-time teachers who really care.

Over 1 ,400 pages of new format review materials,

questions and tests.

A writing curriculum with 14 MCAT style essays

(7 critiqued and graded).

Four structured classes per week over twelve weeks.

Immediate feedback. No more than 30 students/class.

Convenient Westwood classrooms, right next to UCLA.
^Um, m^^ I lOam-Midnite
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• EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS

^ OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. MYLES ZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.
'
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"
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" DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D.P.C.

0930 WEYBURN/WESTWOOD VILLAGE
r 208-1384

PRICE PER LENSE EXAM FOLLOW UP CARE ADDITIONAL
PAY ONLY FOR MATERIALS 8. SERVICE NEEDED

Washington has the best defense
in the nation, allowing only 223
yards of offense per game. The
Huskies' anchor on the defensive
line is 6'4'\ 280-pound Steve
Emtman who was just named as

one of four finalists for the

Lombardi Award, which goes to

the top lineman in the country. The
winner will be announced Dec. 5
by the Houston Rotary Club.

What home field advantage?
In the Pac-10 this year, home

teams have won 12 games while

Jhe^ visitors have laken 13. If you^

In addition to being the coach at

No. 2 Washington, Don James can
claim connections with No. 1

Florida State and No. 3 Miami.
James was a quarterback at

Miami in the 1950s, an assistant

coach at Florida State in the 1960s
and head coach at Washington in

the 1970s and 80s.

include non-conference games the

conference is 18-18 on the road

and 24-20 on home turf.

Stop smoking.

Your heart, lun^s and

friends will thank you.

DIRECTOR
VON GRUNEBAUM CENTER FOR NEAR

EASTERN STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,

LOS ANGELES (UCLA)
The University of California at Los Angeles Is seeking a new
Director of its Center for Near Eastern Studies. Qualified
applicants should possess: (1) a strong scholarly research and
publication record with an emphasis in Near Eastern Studies; (2)
demonstrated concern for the development of interdisciplinary
research and teaching; (3) the ability to administer budgetary,
personnel, and related processes; and (4) the ability to obtain and
manage external support for the Center. Administrative
experience is desirable. Above all. we are looking for a dynamic
Individual to provide intellectual and programmatic leadership for
the Center for Near Eastern Studies. The new Director must
currently be a tenured member of the faculty at UCLA. The
position is available July 1 , 1 992.

The Gustave E. von Grunebaum Center for Near Eastem Studios
was established as an Organized Research Unit In 1957 to
stimulate, coordinate, and integrate instruction, training and
research in the languages and those humanities and social
sciences essential to an understanding of the Near Eastern
region.

Please direct all inquiries, nominations and applications by
November 15. 1991. to the Center of Near Eastern Studies
Search Committee, c/o Ms. Nancy Duggan. Office of the
Chancellor. 140501. UCLA is an Affirmath^e Action/Equal
Opportunity Employer.

LOWEST
AUTO

INSURANCE
RATE

•LIABILITY

•COMPREHENSIVE & COLLISION
•SR-22 FILING
•MANY TICKETS/ACCIDENTS
•EXPENSIVE CARS
•LOWEST RATE FOR ANY DRIVER
•SINCERE SERVICE
•HOME APPOINTMENT O.K.

WE ALSO HANDLE HEALTH AND
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE FOR BUILDINGS,

BUSINESS, AND AUTOS.

CALL: (213) 477-8455

MERVATINSURANCE
11540 SANTA MONICA BLVD

(AT COLBY ABOVE SECURITY PACIFIC BANK)
WEST LA.
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Tennis to n season at Rolex tournament
By D.J. Harmeling

This weekend's Rolex Regional

Championships will provide the

UCLA men*s tennis team with the

opportunity to evaluate some of
the squad's less-established play-

ers.

The toumamenu held at UC
Irvine and running today through

Sunday, will mark the debut of two
new players for the Bruins. Both
will be participating in today's

qualifying matches, with UCLA*s
Other four representatives begin-

ning play in the main draw
Thursday.
- Darren Pleasant and Karl Paz-

demik will be playing their first

n^atches on the UCLA varsity in

Irvine. Pleasant is a junior transfer

from UC Riverside, while Pazder-

nik is a sophomore who played on
the junior varsity last year.

Leading the way Thursday for

the Bruins will be Fritz Bissell, the

tournament's No. 3-seed and the

19th-ranked player in the nation.

The Bruins, ranked first in the

Volvo Tennis/Collegiate Rank-
ings, also have the No. 8-seed in

senior captain Billy Barber.

Bissell and Barber will also

combine to form the third-seeded

doubles team.

Rounding out the competitors

UCLA is sending to Irvine are

juniors Jason Sher and Matt
Quinlan. The two will also be

playing doubles togcthci?

The Bruins will not be sending

either Bill Behrens or Mark
Knowles to Irvine, both of whom
are taking the quarter off to play on
the professional circuit. Both are

expected back for the winter

quarter. UCLA head coach Glenn

Bassett said.

Also out for the Bruins is David
Nainkin, who had surgery last

week to repair an injured wrisL

Both Nainkin and Knowles played

number one singles for the Bruins

last year.

"Most of our guys are not here

yet," Bassett said. "(This tourna-

ment) gives guys a chance to prove

themselves."

The single eUmination tourna-

ment will feature players from
most Southland universities,

including second-ranked USC and

seventh-ranked Pepperdine.

UC Santa Barbara has the top

twO'Seeds in singles, David DecrcT
and Laszio Markov its. Decret is

ranked 15th nationally, while

Markovits has reached the semifi-

nals of the West Coast Champion-
ships and the second round of the

Volvo All-American tournament.

The tournament also boasts the

nation's 14th and 15th ranked

doubles teams, in the form of

Pepperdine' s Cary Lothringer and
An Nathan (seeded No. 1) and
use's Andras Lanyi and David
Ekerot (seeded second).

Qualifying rounds will be play-

ed today beginning at 9:00 a.m.

The main draw starts at 8:15 a.m.

Thursday. Action continues Friday

morning at 9:00, with the singles

semifinals at 11:30 a.m. Saturday

and the final at 10:00 a.m. Sunday.

The doubles semifinals are at

=H:30 a.m. Sunday, the final

following at 1*00 p.m.

Daily Bruin file photo

Fritz Bissell, along with several of his UCLA teammates, will be competing in the Rolex Invitational

tennis tournament in Irvine this weekend.

HONORS COLLEGIUM - WINTER QUARTER 1992

HONORS COLLEGIUM (HC) ENROLLMENTS ARE HELD THROUGH A RANDOM "LOTTERY" SYSTEM. ENROLLMENT FORMS ARE
AVAILABLE FOR PICK-UP IN HONORS (A-31 1 MURPHY HALL) NOW. THE FORM ALLOWS YOU TO LIST YOUR 1ST CHOICE AND
AS MANY WAITLIST CHOICES AS YOU WISH. YOU MAY SUBMIT THE FORM TO THE HONORS OFFICE ANYTIME UP TO FRI.,

NOVEMBER 8TH AT 4:00 P.M. RESULTS SHOULD BE AVAILABLE BY FRI., NOVEMBER 15TH AT NOON. NOTE: HONORS
COLLEGIUM CLASSES WILL NOT APPEAR ON YOUR fNTHAL STUDY LIST. IN ORDER TO GUARANTEE YOUR ENROLLMENT,
YOU MUST BE IN ATTENDANCE ON THE FIRST DAY OF CLASS, SINCE PERMISSION-TO-ENROLL (PTE) SLIPS WILL GENERALLY
BE DISTRIBUTED BY THE PROFESSOR DURING THE FIRST LECTURE PERIOD. THIS PROCEDURE IS, HOWEVER, AT THE
PROFESSOR'S DISCRETION. (REMEMBER: PTE'S MUST BE PROCESSED BY THE REGISTRAR BY THE END OF THE SECOND
WEEK OF CLASSES). IF YOU CANNOT ATTEND THE FIRST LECTURE, YOU SHOULD CONTACT THE PROFESSOR PRIOR TO
THAT DATE. COURSE DATES AND TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

WINTER 1992 COLLEGIUM SCHEDULE

HC2: Comparative Genocide

l^ovannisian, Richard

Lecture: Tu/Th 11-12:15 p.m.

Disc 1A: F 10:00 a.m.

Disc 1B: F 11:00 a.m.

HC10: Chemical Ecology and Plant

Chapman, David

Lecture: M/W 1-2:30 p.m.

Disc 1A: F 10:00 a.m.

Disc 1B: F 10:00 a.m.

Disc 10: F 11:00 a.m.

Disc ID: F 11:00 a.m.

HC 12: Degenerate Art and Literature: Nazi

CuKural Politics and the Purge of

Modernist Art and Literature. 1 933-1 945

Bahr, Ehrhard

Seminar W 3^:00 p.m.

HC 13: Biography and Culture

Rabow, Jerome ^

Seminar Tu/Th 2-4:00 p.m.

HC 24: Muallm Women In the Egyptian Novel

Marsot. Afaf

Seminar W 1-4:00 p.m.

HC 34: Film and Society: The Hollywood Myth

of Ancient Rome
Gufval, l^obert

-Lecture: M/W 2-3:30 p.m.

Tu 6-9:00 p.m.

HC 36: Ethnicity and Social Claaa in America

Mason, William

Lecture: M/W 10-12:00 noon

Disc 1A: Tu 10:00 a.m.

Disc IB: Th 10:00 a.m.

HC 37: Popular Culture: The Japanese Case
Silverberg, Miriam

Seminar Tu 2-5:00 p.m.

HC 47: Brains: Structure, Function, and

Evolution

Goldberg, Louis

Lecture: M/W 11-1:00 p.m.

HC 59: Literature and CuHure of the American

South (6 units)

Wilson, G. Jennifer '

Lecture: Tu/Th 9-1

1

:00 a.m.

Disc 1A: Th 3-5:00 p.m.

HC61

Lecture:

Disc 1A:

Disc IB:

Sem 1A:

Sem IB:

HC62:

Lecture:

Disc 1A:

Disc IB:

HC66:

Lecture:

DiscIA:

Disc IB:

Social Theory In tlie 20th Century

(6 units)

Szelenyi, Ivan

Tu/Th 12:30-1:45 p.m.

Tu 11:00 a.m.

Th 11:00 a.m.

F 10-12:00 noon

Creese, Richard

F 1-3:00 p.m.

Creese, Richard

Community and Self-lntereat In the

History of American Culture (6 units)

Bloch, Ruth

Tu/Th 11-12:30 p.m.

Th 1 :00 p.m.

Th 2:00 p.m.

History of Social Thought

Prager, Jeffrey

Th 1-4:00 p.m.

M 12:00 noon

M 1:00 p.m.

f
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Suigeiy I I >wns O'Bannon,
prognosis still uncertain
By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA redshilt freshman for-

ward Ed 0*Bannon underwent
arthroscopic surgery on his left

knee Tuesday afternoon, which is

expected to curtail his basketball

activity for at least six weeks.
The surgery, which was per-

formed at the UCLA Outpatient

Surgical Center by UCLA team
physician Gerald Finerman, lasted

two hours.

"We performed a partial
arthroscopic synevectomy, which
entails removing a portion of the

synovial tissue, which lines the

inside of the knee joint," Finerman
said. "We removed the tissue

because it was inflammed and was
causing the fluid lo develop in the

joint, the result being the swelling
of the knee.

"By removing the tissue, which
-grows back in a less active stale, it

is anticipated that we will control

his swelUng," Finerman said.

According to Finerman, O'Ban-
non's progress will be continually

evaluated and that if the synevec-
tomy controls the swelling,
0*3annon could return to some
basketball activity in about six

weeks.

However, Finerman was satis-

"Our first concern is for

^d's complete recovery"

and whenever he is

ready, he will be an

intergral part of our

unlikely, as he will need time to get

back in basketball shape before
actually playing in a game.

))

team.

Jim Harrick
UCLA Basketball Coach

fied with the condition of O'Ban-
non*s knee.

"I was pleased that the joint

surfaces looked quite good and

that the graft reconstruction was
intact," Finerman said.

With 0*Bannon apparently

being sidelined for a minimum of

six weeks, he will miss at least the

first four games of the UCLA
basketball season.

The Bruins open their season

against Indiana in the Tipoff

Classic on Nov. 15. 0*Bannon will

certainly miss the Indiana game, as

well as games against Long Beach
State, Pepperdine and San Diego
State.

0*Bannon could possibly return

against Loyola Marymount on

Dec. 20, but that scenario is

UCLA opens their Pac-10 sche-

dule on the road against Arizona
Slate on Jan. 9, followed by a

showdown against powerhouse
Arizona two days later.

O'Bannon originally injured his

knee last Oct. 9, when he landed on
a wet spot on the floor after making
a slam dunk in a pickup basketball

game at the Wooden Center.

Finerman cleared 0*Bannon to

practice with UCLA in a limited,

non-contact role several weeks
ago. 0*Bannon even won the slam
dunk competition at UCLA Fan
Appreciation Day on Oct. 27.

However, the swelling in

0*Bannon*s knee failed to go
down, prompting Finerman to

perform the arthroscopic surgery.

UCLA head coach Jim Harrick

-was optimistic about 0*Bannon*s
future.

*The rehabilitation process has

been a long, hard struggle for Ed
and his family,** Harrick said.

"Hopefully, this procedure will

help bring that lo an end. Our Hrst

concern is for Ed*s complete

recovery and whenever he is

ready, he will be an integral part of

our team.-

THEO NICHOLAS/0««y Bruin

Forward Ed O'Bannon underwent further surgery on his left knee
Tuesday and Is expected to miss at least six weeks of practice
and gannes.

Volleyball gets huge win in sweep of USC

SUNNY SUNG/DaHy Bruin

Irene Renteria served seven consecutive points for UCLA in the
third game of the Bruins' win over USC In three straight games
Tuesday night. Renteria also had four blocks and eight digs.

By Greg Jones
Dally Bruin Staff

In one of its most important

matches to date, the UCLA
women's volleyball team showed
heart right when it was needed.

In two of the three games
played, the No. 5 Bruins (19-4,

11-1) made impressive comebacks
and swept No. 12 USC, 16-14, 16-

14, 1 5-7, at the Lyon Center on the

campus of USC on Tuesday night

In the Hrst and second games,
USC (17-4. 9-3) had match points,

but was unable to convert them
against a stubborn UCLA team.

**I think that for us, it*s good that

we came back like that, because
this season we haven't been strong

when we were down." Bruin
outside hitter Elaine Youngs said.

UCLA was led by Youngs, with

15 kills and 11 digs. Natalie

Williams, with 24 kills and six

blocks, and Marissa Hatchett, with

12 kills, 13 digs and six blocks.

But more importantly, the entire

team was pleased with the come-
backs in the first two games.

"I think the comebacks were the

key to the match tonight, in that we
were able to come back,** UCLA
head coach Andy Banachowski
said.

In the nrst game. USC had a 14-

10 lead and two match points, but
wasn't able to convert due to a

block by Youngs and Hatchett and
then a kill by Williams. Mean-
while, the Bruins gradually crept

back into the match on USC errors

and a block by Hatchett and
Williams. ^

After Hatchett put down a kill to

give UCLA a sideout at 14-14, the

Bruins never looked back. A
Trojan error gave UCLA a 15-14

lead, and when Williams delivered

a big kill the Bruinsiiad completed
an impressive comeback.

UCLA didn*t have as much of a
deficit to make up in the second
game, but the Bruins were still able

iGj rally to win the game.

After trailing 6-2, USC tied the

game at 7-7. then pulled ahead,
14-13. However, UCLA staved off

game point No. 1 when Williams
drove home a spike after Hatchett

saved a Youngs spike that had
been blocked.

Then a Trojan spike went long

and Youngs and Lisa Hudak
blocked a USC attack to give the

Bruins a 15-14 lead. After four

match points, UCLA finally won
the game when USC was penalized

for a net violation.

Unlike the first two games, the

Bruins had no problems in the third

game.

"We were fired up and we knew
that we could play better, so the

coaches said to come out and work
them in the third game and show
them who*s boss,*' Youngs said.

In game three UCLA took a

quick lead and ran away with the

match. Middle blocker Irene

Renteria served seven straight

points, and with the help of some
intimidating Williams kills the

Bruins went ahead, 10-2.

UCLA put the match away with

some good net play from Renteria

and Laurie Jones, winning the

game. 15-7.

This match was important
because it showed that UCLA has

the heart and motivation to fight

back in a hostile environment.

**We are at a point right now
when we need to be winning the

close ones and it's good to come
back because we haven't done
that,** said setter JuUe Bremner,
who had 57 set assists and 12 digs.

"In the first game (a Trojan
victory) really would have opened
it up for USC. and gotten their

crowd into it a lot more. The real

key of the match was staving off all

those points in the first (game).**

Banachowski said.

Pac-10 Total Offense Leaders
PLAYER PLAYS YARDS YARDS PER GAME
1. Tommy Maddox, UCLA 270 1885 235.6

2.0rtwBlad$0d»WSU 335 1883 ^ 235.4

3. Mike Pawlawski. CAL 262 1852 231.5

4. Billy Joe Hobart WASHINGTON 237 1750 218.8

5. ReQQie Perry. USC 287 1436 179.5

Botto
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O' the Page

Pac-li^ Total Offense Leaders
PLAYER PLAYS YARDS YARDS PER GAME
6. Russel White, CAL 186 956 119.5

7. Steve Stenstrom. STANFORD 1 37 952 119.0

8. George. Malauulu. ARIZONA 1 51 709 118.2

>, Jason Palumbis, STANFORD 1 54 779 111.3

10. Kevin Williams, UCLA 106 711 101.6

Novembers. 1991

Design: Ray Yoshimoto & Sulynn Chee

Photo: Terry O'Donnell & Norm Schindler
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IVl3roi Grass it's just not flm and games anymore
By Stacy Frand
and Reshma Shamasunder

For 50 years, thousands of
people each year have visited

UCLA's Mardi Gras to test their

mettle on the rides, skills on the

midway and their stomachs in the

eateries.

But since 1987 a different sort of

"s^tsiloniarncbmc to UCLA^s
annual carnival. Instead of coming
10 help the campus charity, these

people only provoke violence
during their visits.

The festival, which is a major
fundraiser for UCLA*s charity

UniCamp, mirrors the problems of
an urban society, which has in

recent years been plagued by
gangs, shooting and riots.

Mardi Gras organizers, UCLA
administrators and police have
been working together to try to

curb the violence next year —
without hurting profits.

So far, several plans have been
proposed, including:

Closing the carnival early to

prevent the rowdy, late-night

crowd from even entering the

carnival.

Increasing the police-to
crowd ratio so that the presence of
security is more noticeable.

Combining the two plans.

*it*s no one's fault but the gang
members," said Los Angeles
police Detective Bernard Rogers.
"But if there are anticipated prob-

lems, Mardi Gras needs to decide

whether the benefits outweigh the

liabilities.

"Maybe they should make it a

daytime event."

University administrators are

now considering closing the event

by 9 p.m. each night, but Mardi

Gras organizers say that would
hurt the profits of the event

"Financially it would affect

Mardi Gras tremendously," said

former Mardi Gras director Chris

Bess. In 1988, the year after a

shooting incident, the festival

closed at 9 p.m. and lost $13,500,
he said.

The other plan is to increase the

police-lo-visitor ratio inside the

carnival.

'The people who cause prob-
lems on the field came to be seen.**

said Alan Cueba, assistant UCLA
police chief. 'They just stand

around and cause a traffic jam."
Los Angeles and UCLA pohce

say they have been working

See MARDI, page 9

UCLA RESIDENCE TELEPHONE SERVICES IS YOUR CAMPUS CONNEQION...

UCLA Telecommunications

Residence Telephone Services

is the official telephone
company for all on-campus
residences. We provide all

services including hook-up,

changes in service, and
service assistance.

As your campus connection,

we understand your special

phone needs and we're

ready to meet them with

state-of-the-art technology.

Dial and smile with our improved
service at competitive rates:

• unrestricted dialing

• reduced long distance rates

• enhanced feature options

• 5-digit dialing to all other
on-campus telephones

• individual billing for all of your
billable long distance calls

• convenient campus location

Don't put your telephone needs on hold!
Get the connection. ..with

UCLA Residence Telephone Services.

Residence Telephone Services • CSB 1, 2nd Floor •206-5000

Daily Bruin fie pholb

Some of the tales about UCLA's tunnel systenn turn out to be

true.

Campus myths still

have strong presem:e
By Charles Carter

Although UCLA is an infant

compared to most American uni-

versities of equal prestige, the

Westwood campus is far from
devoid of the mystical air that

lingers over the grounds of most
institutions of higher learning.

Myths about UCLA are both

numerous and widespread. They
range from embellishments about

campus architecture to tales of

historical university figures* from

the light and humorous to the dark

and frightening.

Bruin legends are v^ell-known

because freshmen who participate

in the orientation program are

exposed to them on their first

guided tour of campus. Less
popular stories also have evolved

and been passed on in subsectioi]^

of the campus community.

*There are more myths about

this campus than there are squirrels

on it,*' senior Andrew Babb said.

"I've been here for four years, and

1 just heard a new one a few weeks
ago."

UCLA's most popular myth
centers around one of its most

recognizable landmarks, the Janss

Steps. Construction tycoons Har-

old and Edward Janss constantly

fought over whether to equip the

campus with an amphitheater, said

orientation counselor Joanie Kes-

serling. Edward supported the

idea, but Harold wanted to stick to

the original plan and build steps.

Harold and his pragmatism won
out in the end.

Edward, driven by his disap-

pointment, stipulated in his will

that he wanted to be buried under

the sixth step. Brother Harold

honored and buried Edward under

the steps when he died a few years

later.

Bruins beware: Any and all who
set fool on the sixth step become

destined to stay at the university

jpnger than four years. The five-

year plan has become a way of Ufe

here at UCLA. Indeed, the sixth-

year senior is no longer an endan-

gered species in this urban jungle.

The Janss myth is not responsi-

ble for the lengthened stays of

today's Bruins, according to

assistant university archivist Den-
nis Betterlich. Reality has it that

Edward is not anywhere under the

steps. Instead, he rests in a much
more appropriate location for

prominent, deceased Southlanders

— Glendale's Forest Lawn Nfortu-

ary.

Kinsey Hall, one of the school's

original four buildings, is also in

the mythical spotlight Orientation

counselor Kesserling tells the tale

of how the Banos pedestrian

bridge, which links Kinsey to its

youthful neighbor to the south,

Knudsen Hall, came into exis-

tence.

It seems that in the 1960s, before

handicapped access was a consid-

erations, the physics department

nearly lost a prominent professor.

Kinsey did not have an elevator at

the time and a wheelchair-bound

instructor could not get tot he

bathroom easily. He was quite

frusu^ted and spoke of taking

early retirement University offi-

cials scraped together funding to

construct a bridge to Knudsen
which had conveniently located

restrooms. The bridge became
known as the Banos Bridge, after

the Spanish word for "bathnx)m."

Of course, Betterlich in the

archives has a different version of

the story. The plans to construct a

bridge involved eliminating one

faculty office, that of a Professor

Banos. The gentleman was kind

enough to sacrifice his office

space. The university rewarded

him for his generosity as well as

his contributions to the scientific

community by naming the bridge

after him.

The Banos anecdote illustrates

why the campus myths perpetuate.

Most of the stories are elaborate

and usually are related to factual

people and occurrences. Some
people spend an entire career at

UCLA without realizing the fic-

tional elements of some stories.

See MYTHS, page 6

Ifyou or someone you know

has been raped . .

.

Rape can be terrifying and traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncommon to feel

fearful, confused, guilty, ashamed, or isolated. You don't have to deal with these

feelings alone. >

"

We're here to help, — -=^—

—

^

Reach out for help and information by contacting the UCLA Rape Services Con-

sultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss options and alternatives, help identify and

assist you in contacting the most appropriate support services, and answer any

questions that may arise.

Tor more information, call the Women's Resource

Center at 206-8240 or drop by Room 2, Dodd Hall,

and askfor an RSC.

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division of Student Development and Health.

<McC0io6cC
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Homecoming Week
Career Network
Beat $C Week

Bruin Survivai Kits

Famiiy Weekend
Dinners for 12 Strangers

Senior Class Cabinet
Spring Sing

8 Great Programs
1 Student Organization

JoinSAA!

Call 206-0524

or stop by our office

James West Alumni Center

The mission of the UCLA Student Alumni Association

is to provide a link between students and alumni,

enhance pride in UCLA and strengthen campus traditions.

SAA is a student group sponsored by

UCUkmni
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UCLA's well-traveled

Clad only yi plaid ^amas, men and women

path Bruin Walk to

wherever they need

to go. Over the years,

it has served as

stomping grounds for

protests, rallies and all

things students consider

routine. Nowadays, the

regular scenery includes

free live band acts,

club signups, vendors

hawking their wares and

even condom giveaways.

A major facelift on parts

of the path is scheduled

to wrap up this academic

year. But Bruin Walk
remains a measure of

how the campus keeps

in step with the cultural,

the political and the

just plain weird.

By David Shop

dance around the flames in a grand circle. Here, the

silhouetted figures have no concern for anthropol-

ogy, physiology or economics. A more primal

^celebration is at hand.

To the outsider, it looks like a strange ritual—
a mixture of playful bacchanalia and earnest wor-

ship. But to students who havejoined hands around

the massive bonHre, this dance plays out their

heartfelt love of alma mater. They will sing for

hours to the night sky, hoping or praying that the

next sunrise will promise a football victory.

It is Homecoming, 1927.

Once a year during the fall, the homecoming

pajamerino and bonfu^ raUy would reunite stu-

dents and alumni. The University of California's

Southern Campus, now UCLA, had always h^ld

yearly alumni gatherings, but because there were

so few alumni during the early years, they were

little more. By 1927 students became involved and

=^omccoming rapidly became a campus-wide cel-

ebration.

The tradition of a yearly gathering continues

today on a much broader scale. True, the campus

has grown to sprawling size,andUCLA hasn't seen

a pajamerino since the 1930*s, but students and

alumni still gather to reunite with old friends and to

celebrate Saturday's certain victory.

Whether it is the beat of African drums played to

evening passers-by or a person forcing Communist

literature into the hands of hiuried students. Bruin

Walk and Westwood Plaza have become known
for its diverse cultural and political atmosphere.

In 1984 the Los Angeles Olympic Committee

donated money to redevelop Bruin Walk, which at

the time was only apaved sidewalk and had none of

its steps, tables or handicapped access. The new
Westwood Plaza, the areabetweenAckermanUnion

and the Wooden Center, would be the new site of

the homecoming bonfire. Increasingly, BruinWalk
and Westwood Plaza became the center of life on

campus.

New students walk past Westwood Plaza up

Bruin Walk with raised eyebrows. Piers Lingle, an

undeclared freshman, wondered in what other spot

on campus someone would be able to watch a man
preach that alcohol is a sin; see the Bruin Demo-
crats and Bruin Republicans side-by-side on Bruin

Walk; and hear Dread Zeppelin chant its reggae

version of Led Zeppelin's "Over the Hills and Far

Away."

The singing banjo player is a regular on Bruin

Walk, as is the aged man who hands out the New
Federalist Newsletter, a local publication of the

New Federalists, a political organization. So is the

shaved-head youth who pleads for a dollar dona-

tion to buy his poetry newsletter.

Even veteran students confess they still discover

new acts while walking on Bruin Walk. **Just

yesterday I saw some guy playing the harmonica

with his nose," said Dennis Kurimai, a senior

international economics major.

Beyond observing the weird or unusual, students

stand to benefit from activities on Bruin Walk or in

Westwood Plaza. Upcoming local bands use

Westwood Plaza to promote themselves, so they

are often willing to play for only a token fee. said

Deanna Musial of the Center for Student Program-

ming.

"Because our policy is to allow amplified sound

only between 11:50 a.m. and 1 p.m., bands may
play during the lunch hour only," Musial said, but

noted that bands prefer toplay to the noon audience

anyway.

In the past, sounds of the Soup Dragons,

Ladysmith Black Mamazoo and Mary's Danish

have rocked the plaza. Although any registered

student organization may in-

vite bands to play on campus,

most concerts are sponsored by

the Cultural Affairs Commis-
sion or Campus Events Com-
mission.

"For our Noon Concert series

we try to get asmany ofthe best

bands as possible," said Dev
Wali,commissionerofCultural

Affairs. "This year we will

spend over $ 1 5,000 on the pro-

gram. Since most bands cost us

around $500, we should have at

least 30 great bands this year."

TheCampus EventsCommis-
sion sponsors larger bands that

usually play toAckemianUnion

audiences. In the past the com-

mission has brought Jesus

Jones, Fishboneand Charlatans

UK to campus. To cover the

highercostofmorewell-known

bands, the commission some-

times sells tickets to students

for up to $ 12. However, it oc-

casionally pays bands toplay in

Westwood Plaza, said Basil

GriUo of the Campus Events

Commission.

"Like Cultural Affairs, we
typically pay around $500 for a band. That's pretty

cheap for a band like the Soup E>ragons," said

Kathy Ho, also from the commission.

Besides the musical acts in the plaza, the area is^

also the site of activity fairs. During the year the

Community Service Commission and Commuter
Services, among other organizations, set up dis-

plays of services or programs. The fairs promote

campus activities and opportunities Jor student

involvement in UCLA and the community.

On Wednesday, October 16, students sit at tables

on Bruin Walk advertising and recruiting for their

organizations. Pointing to staff handing out free

"mocktails" as part of Alcohol Awareness Week,

Student Welfare Commissioner Vicky Luce ex-

plains that giveaways arc the best way to attract

attention.

"You give something away for free and all of the

sudden people say *Wow, what is this all about?*
**

"
See BRUIN WALK, page 7

Clockwise, frofn^p left: Mark Free of

Berkeley entertains passers-by on Bruin

Walk; students protest the military draft

in July 1980; "Captain Condom/*
othenvise known as Cain Davis of the

Adolescent AIDS Alliance, passes out

prophylactics as part of last year's AIDS

Awareness Month; Community Service

Officer John Trulio registers a student's

bicycle; and students take a time out to

petition state Senator Alan Cranston on

air pollution issues.

Daily Bruin file photos
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WOMEN'S

RESOURCE

CENTER

Referrals

Workshops and
Support Groups

Library

Rape Prevention
and Education

Services

Comfortable
Lounge

2 Dodd Hall
825-3945

We are always looking for

Project Assistants
. and

Interns
for upcoming events.

Events to prepare for in November:

Health Awareness Week

Great American Smokeout

World AIDS Day

Crisis Prevention Week

November 18-22

November 21

November 25

November 25-27

If you are interested in these or any other of

our 10 projects, please stop by Kerckhoff 404A,

or call 825-7586.

Student

Welfare

Commission

Peace, Love,

andSWCl

Piid f«ri« USAC

Topless bar is back
RAPID CITY. Mich. (UPI) —

The Crossroads Bar is back, but

it*s getting mixed reviews in the

community.

Fire destroyed the original cin-

der block structure featuring top-

less dancing Nov. 29, 1990, but

Tuesday a new frontier-style

wood-fhune saloon opened on the

old site just in time for the deer

hunting season.

Co-owner Patricia Holstine said

she*s looking for the best deer

season in the six years the bar has

offered topless dancers. Last year.

she said, the bar often was
crowded with 150 to 200 custom-

ers.

The Rev. Kirk Coffia, pastor of

Martyrs Memorial Baptist Church
in Rapid City, is decidedly not

among those cheering the re-

opening of the Crossroads. He and
his parishioners waged a letter-

writing campaign condemning the

tar, and on the day of the fire lasr

year Coffia said his congregation's

prayers had been answered.

Tuesday he condemned the

newly opened bar as **a stench on
the community.**

MYTHS
From page 3

Alumnus J. Scott Cignako was
shocked when he learned that the

power of two in Einstein's relativ-

ity equation on a Knudsen Hall

mosaic actually was made of tile

and not pointed as an afterthought,

as legend states.

The story goes like this: Work-
ers meticulously pieced together

the tiles of an elaborate mosaic
depicting various scientific miles-

tones and personalities. Only after

the job was completed did a

foreman notice that his crew had
omitted the vital "squared" com-
ponent of Einstein's theory.

Legend has it that the crew, unable
to reassemble the mosaic, instead

painted the numeral "two" above
the rest of the equation.

When a visitor told the mosaic
story, Ciganko realized for the first

time that it was a tall tale, he said.

*That orientation story bugged
my so much, I even checked that

thing out with binoculars one day.

The number is not in the same style

as the letters, and it's all scrunched
up," he said. "I honestly thought

the story was true, I guess that's

why a myth like that developed."

Campus mythology is not exclu-

sive to students. Almost everyone
at UCLA experiences Bruin
legends one way or another during

their time a the university. One
facet of the campus that few
students — and staff members for

that matter — ever get to experi-

ence is the clandestine, subterra-

nean world of UCLA's utility

tunnels.

The tunnels were originally

constructed as a underground
passageway for steam pipes which
provided heat to many campus
buildings. As the university grew,
so did the tunnel system.

The system starts at the south-

campus steam plan and spreads the

length and width of the campus,
hitting nearly every building.

Today, in addition to the original

steam pipes, the tunnels house
lines for water, electricity and
telecommunications, according to

Jack Powazek, UCLA facilities

director.

Powazek, who has worked for

the university for 17 years, would
not comment on any specific

tunnel-related myths for rear of

increasing interest in the tunnels.

A mystique does surround the

tunnels and attracts some students

to enter them illegally, Powazek
said. He attributed the curiosity to

the novelty that the tunnels pro-

vide.

Evening

Escort Service
cso
825-1 493

Baha^i Club
Wednesday 4:30 - 5:30 pm

Kerckhoff 400

Informal discussion meeting on
topics such as:

Vision of Race Unity

Equality of Men and Women
Common Foundafions of

all Religions

Harmony of Science and Religion

For more information call

(213)8294278

^
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From page 4

she says.

Because so many people use
Bruin Walk each day, campus
groups use it to advertise their

activities, "Bruin Walk is the best
place to get the word out about the

Student Welfare Commission
because there are so many people
passing by," Luce says. "But the

hardest thing is getting people to

stop and look."

Across the walk. Community
Service Officers offer free bicycle

registration. "By registering your
bicycle, you make it much easier

for police officers to recover your
stolen bike," CSO Steve Lurie
says. He notes students have little

chance of recovering a stolen bike
that has not previously been
registered with the police depart-
ment

**It is easy for a person to walk
into the police station and claim
that a particular bike a theirs," he
says. If the bicycle does not have
registration sticker on it, police
officers will probably take that

person's word and give up the

bike, he adds.

At another table, the Peer Health
Counselors hand out condoms on
Bruin Walk to attract student
:^tlcntion to their table, where
pamphlets highlight their student
services. "We've found that stu-

dents do have a genuine interest in

what we offer, but it sometimes
takes a little effort to get them to

pay attention," says counselor
David Ulick.

George 2^ver hands out free

movie passes on Bruin Walk.
Zaver is an employee of the

National Research Corporation.

He stops students to give out
passes to see screenings of movies
soon scheduled to hit the theaters.

Anyone not involved in the

entertainment industry is wel-
come, "if they're nice to me," he
says.

Zaver says his company will not
allow people involved in the

entertainment industry to attend,

as studios fear that unsolicited

news leaks about an unrelease film

are harmful. He adds that his

company records student reactions

to the films, and the final versions

of movies are sometimes altered

because of audience opinion.

Not everyone who uses the

tables on Bruin Walk gives out free

condoms or mock alcoholic bever-

ages. Student groups hold bake
sales and others sell tie dyes,

jewelry or other handmade goods.

While it is completely legal to

hold sales on Bruin Walk, students

must fill out a form and bring

sample products to the Center for

Student Programming.

"Everything sold must be hand
made," Musial said. "But before

students can sell anything on Bruin
Walk, they have to check with us."

In addition to these "Bruin Flea

Markets." as they are popularly

called, the Center for Student
Programming must authorize most
other student activities. Located on
the first floor of Kerckhoff Hall,

the office coordinates all student-

organized programs to make sure

that every group has an equal

opportunity to use campus resour-

ces.

Meyerhoff Park, site of a free

speech podium, is also managed by
the office for use by all students.

Tb use the podium students must
fill out t one-page form.

^Sinoe it's the only amplified

6ee speech areaon campus, we try

to accomnKxlate iiKlividuals' right

to speak," Musial said.

XI
illel is the center ofJewish life on campus
facilitating programs of every sort. Be sure

to check us out at 900 Hilgard, 208-3081.
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6:30 folld\ ! > iuirfer and a stimulating

program.

earning opporfmiities abound. Talmud
every Monday at noon. Discussion

Wednesday at 1:00 and Thursday at 2:00.

TUTORIALS
College Math/Sciences

Tutorials

W00kly MOWUgroup tutKHlals for:

Bio. 5.9; Chem. 11 A-B. 132A. 153A;

Math3A-C.E.31A-B.32A;

Physics 6A-B, 8A

Sign-up In p^rwon, wmks 1-3,

12i)0^:30,

Turing Ctr„Oykmr§, lobby IvL^

College Tutorials

Composition
and ESL Labs

Individual assistance wHh
writing and ESL

339 Kinsoy Hall. 206-1491.

M-F. 8:30-5

Appointments reoommended.

First come, first served.

Residence Halls Drop-In

Tutoring

Math/Science«: M-Th, 2-4; 7-9 p.m.

Writing Assistance: M-Th. 7-9 p.m.

Tutoring Center, Dykstra Han, lobby M.
I Subject schedule posted in Lab.

We're free and friendly

A Service of l^onors and Undergraduate Programs

^^AKES ALL^¥PES
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DONATE AT THE

UCLABLOOD DONOR
CENTER

UCLA Students receive an ASUCLA meal ticket for free

breakfast, lunch or dinner.*

UCLA/ASUCLA employees receive our gift of 4 hours leave with pay.

(Gift applies to most students, career, casual and per diem employees.)

CALL 825-0850 for appointments
Students may receive meal ticket or leave with pay, NOT BOTH. Sorry.

^
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STUDENT PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES

SPS offers students a safe place to learn to deal with the tasks

encountered at this time of psychological, social, and intellectual

growth and change. No problem is too small or too serious to talk

over with a member of our staff. In addition to individual

appointments, each quarter we offer a variety of groups. Any
registered UCLA student can use our services free of charge . SPS
offices are in two locations: Mid-Campus, 4223 Math Sciences,
825-0768 or 825-4207; Soutfi Campus, A3-062 Center for

the Health Sciences, 825-7985. Appointments may be made
by calling or visiting either office. We are open Monday
through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

The

ricaafolitics and Public PoKcy^

QUARTER IN

WASHINGTON PROGRAM
•LIVE, DO FIELD WORK, AND ATTEND CLASSES IN OUR NATION'S CAPITAL
•EARN ACADEMIC CREDIT
•DESIGN AND CONDUCT YOUR OWN RESEARCH PROJECT
•PART-TIME JOB PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

An exciting educational experience
The UCLA Center for American Politics and Public Policy (CAPPP) is now selecting undergraduates to participate in its Quarter in

Washington D.C. Program. CAPPP sends approximately 25 students to Washington each Fall and Spring Quarter. The program offers an
opportunity to combine course work with field research and work experience in areas directly related to the policy-making process of the
federal government. Drop by our office for nwre information about the program.

APPLICATIONS FOR SPRING 1992 DUE NOVEMBER 8th

For more Information contact the
CENTER FOR AMERICAN POLITICS AND PUBUC POLICY

310 GSLIS Building
(a new building located behind the North Campus Food Commons and West of URL)

tei. 206-3109
Information also available at the EXPO Center, A-213 Ackerman, 825-0831
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MELNITZ MOVIES
I
Monday

^ O Blacklisted:

G(tUlen Eurniifis

I Can Gel ll For You

Wholesale
g.Q^p^

Tuesday
I
Wednesday

A. r\ 8:00pm

Sneak Preview:

The People Under

the Stairs

J
2 7:30pm

Sneak Preview:

Life is Sweet

Douhlf bills play in

order printrd.

Ten minute

intermission between

films, except where

noted

Special Screening:

Queen of

Diamonds

and About Women

8:00pm

Sneak Preview:

Antonia anil Jane

Thursday I Friday

20'"

UupS^"M''liir/ii '

Memoriam:

Brad Davis

Midnight Express

Ouerelle
8:00pm

•.'(

I 5 5:00pm

Him 101:

Peeping Tom

» /
'^^'

^) 9 5:(M)pm

Him 101:

The Parent Trap

Buy your
own NYC
street sigh
NEW YORK (UPI) — Want a

New York City street sign with
your name^ it?

The city's sign shop will make
personalized sti:eet signs of reg-

ulation size and color for a cost,

with the only message restriction

being 18 characters and good taste,

officials announced Wednesday.
The green signs with white

lettering, with or without the

Statue of Liberty logo, will sell

from $25 to $33, depending on
size, said Commisioner Lucius
Riccio of the city Department of
Transportation.

**The money generated by the

sales will cover labor and mater-

ials, and any additional revenue
will be applied lo offset over city

operational expenses,** Riccio
said.

**One side effect of the new
program will hopefully be the

elimination of the theft of street

name signs, especially on the most
popular streets, such as 42nd Street

and Wall Street,** he said.

MARDI
From page 2

together to curb the recent wave of
violence, but Bess disagrees: *The
harsh reality is that LAPD and
UCPD do not work together.**

Mardi Gras* problems began in

1987 when a gang member fired

shots inside the carnival on
UCLA*s IM field Ust year, 500
people went on a rampage through
Westwood shortly after the festival

shut down, causing thousands of
dollars of damage to local busines-
ses.

The recent outbreaks of vio-

lence have also scared organizers
of UniCamp, which receives the
profits from the carnival.

"UniCamp is about serving
children. There will be a reduction
of programming if Mardi Gras
funding is less or not availabk^. It's

very unfortunate to see this having
to come about because of the
actions of a few people,** said

UniCamp director Tony Walker.
Mardi Gras contributes more

than 30 percent of the camp's
operating expenses, while the
other 70 percent is raised through
additional fund drives, the Los
Angeles Times camp fund and
government funds.

Money for the charity has
always been the main reason for

Mardi Gras* existence. In 1941.
some 400 people spent an evening
dancing in the Women's Gym to

raise money for the University
Religious Conference-run charity.

That was the first year of Mardi
Gras.

In 1948, the dance event moved
to the area between the Men*s and
Women's gyms. It also changed
from a dance to an all-day affair

with boxing matches, movies and a
few games and rides.

Throughout the 1950s and
1960s, Mardi Gras continued to

expand. It became a two-day
event, and it offered bands, come-
dians, games and new rides.

In 1976. Mardi Gras was
expanded to three days, and it

became a highlight event on
campus.

With its growth, Mardi Gras has
lost its family image. "Mardi Gras
is about riots, fun and alcohol,**

said Mel Lee. a UCLA freshman.

w
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80th Year, No. 31

arculatlon: 22,000

Blown to spe^
in Moore 100

U.S. Presidential candidate
Jerry Brown will be visiting

JJCLA today.
"

Brown, a former governor of
California who is seeking the

Democratic Party nomination,
will be speaking in Moore 100
from 3:30 to 4:45 p.m.

Brown will be speaking in

political science Professor Ste-
ven Speigers Introduction to

International Relations class.

The meeting is open to the

general public although seating

capacity is limited.

Inside

Reduce, reuse
and recycle
UCLA produces enough

trash each month to almost
completely fill Bunche Hall.

And both the university and the

student association have recy-
cling programs to reduce cam-
pus waste.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Odd letter

of the week
A student gives his views on

the emerging trend of musical
correctness.

See page 20

Arts & Entertainment

NEA rebel plays

the Wadsworth
Performance artist Karen

Finley brings her controversial

show and opinions to the
Wadsworth. Can an audit be far

behind?

See page 22

Sports

MacLean takes
on Murray
Don MacLean and Tracy

Murray will be wearing diffe-

rent uniforms tonight during the

annual UCLA intra-squad

scrimmage at Pauley Pavilion.

See page 44

University of California, Los Angeles

Thursday
Noveml)er 7, 1991

Gimme a light Study to
evaluate
nursing
Focus to be on

Mundo Rodriguez changes a light bulb between Moore Hall and the Math Sciences building on
Monday afternoon.

patient care
By Lorl Quinton
Daily Bruin Staff

Because nurses play an impor-
tant role in decreasing the emo-
tional and physical hardships
terminally ill patients face, a new
UCLA study will evaluate current

approaches to patient care for

those with fatal illnesses.

With a statewide grant, nursing

Professor Linda Sama will exa-
mine whether current nursing
procedures are effective in helping

patients deal with emotional and
physical distress by monitoring
patients and the quahty of their

care.

"Many health care profession"
als, especially nurses, feel very
frustrated when they see someone
suffering from a fatal disease,** she
said. "Many would like to know
how to best understand suffering

and how to intervene to help.**

Sama is the first nurse-research-

er to win the New Investigator

Award, which is given to junior
faculty members in the beginning
stages of research careers. She will

receive about $220,000 during a

three-year period.

The award — presented by the

University of California Tobac-
co-Related Disease Research
Program — is funded by Califor-

nia Proposition 99, a tobacco tax

increase approved in 1988.

In the beginning of the study,

patients will fill out a more
comprehensive questionnaire than
those currently used.. It will ask
about their experiences with medi-
cal u-eatment and with the disease,

she said.

"We*ll see whether closer
assessment (of a patient's indivi-

dual needs) will allow us to

recognize when a patient is having

See STUDY, page 13

Rally protests fees for

undocumented students
By Josh Romonek
Daily Bruin Staff '

More than 80 students gathered
in Meyerhoff Park Wednesday to

demand that UCLA provide funds
for undocumented students who
must now pay expensive out-of-

state fees.

The rally was sparked by the

recent court-ordered reversal of a

University of California policy
which allowed undocumented stu-

dents without U.S. papers to pay
the same fees as legal California

residents.

Undocumented students now
have to pay as much as $10,500 a

year for the same education that a
legal California resident can get

for about $2,300.

But because undocumented stu-

dents and their famihes provide
labor for and pay taxes to the state

of California, they should be

entided to an affordable public
university education, said Evelyn
Cortez, a former undocumented
student who gained legal residency
through a short-lived amnesty
program.

*This university was built for

students,** said fourth-year eco-
nomics student Gabriel la Flores.

"Make (administrators) work for

us. Bug the living hell out of them.

Get involved.**

UCLA Chancellor Charles
Young should dip into the funds
used at his discretion to help the

university's undocumented stu-

dents, urged members of the Latin

American Students Association

who circulated petitions during the

rally.

And other speakers criticized

Chancellor Young for not living up
to his "commitment lo diversity.**

But the university has yet to iron

out a policy. *Thc administration is

SUNNY SUNG^OaJty Bruin ^
The Latin American Student Association gathers in Meyerhoff
Park Wednesday to protest the recent court decision stating that
undocunnented students must pay out-of-state fees.

working on a long-term strategy to

deal with undocumented stu-

dents,** Associate Vice Chancellor
Raymond Paredes told the Bruin in

a phone interview after the rally.

Because only one of the seven or

eight new students who have been

identified as undocumented asked
for financial assistance. UCLA
officials do not consider it a
pressing problem, he said.

The students at the rally also

See RALLY, page 11
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HiUel

"Ethics and Values with Rabbi Chaim"
Ackerman 3517

:()() PM

Undergraduate Business Society
L/E/K Partnership Presentation

Hacienda Room- UCLA Faculty Center

Thursday, November 7, 1991

4:00 P\\

Hillel

"The Palestinians and the P.L.O. from the Gulf War to
the peace conference"

Bunche 9383

Sunday, November 17, 1991

1:00 PM

African Education Network
2nd Annual Outreach & Recruitment Day
James West Alumni Center

General

USAC
Applications now available for the Jim Auerbach
Memorial Internship Program at the Internal Vice
President's office 312D Kerckhoff Hall Due Nov. 15

Honors Program
Honor Collegium enrollment forms available in Honors
(a-311 Murphy). Forms due November 8 at 4:00 PM

USAC
Open appointment applications for the Undergraduate
Students Association now available.

See ad for details
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U.S. protests shooting of
soldier by Panama -^'

By Joachim Bamrud
United Press International

PANAMA CITY. Panama —
The U.S. Ambassador to Panama
Wednesday protested the killing of
an off-duty U.S. soldier by a

Panamanian policeman in an inci-

dent that has renewed criticism of
the U.S.-trained police force.

Ambassador Deane Hinton said

he called Panamanian Deputy
Foreign Minister Jose Raul Mulino
after the killing Tuesday "and
prblesied . . . against the excessive"

use of force.*'

Jo an earlier meeting with
Hinton on Wednesday.. Panama-
nian President Guillermo Endara
expressed his grief over the death,

Hinton said.

The 19-year-old soldier was
shot to death when a pohceman
opened fire on a car full of off-duty
soldiers who were going the wrong
way down a one-way street after

allegedly failing to stop for police.

A U.S. military spokesman
declined to identify the soldier

Tuesday pending identification of
next of kin and was not available

for comment Wednesday.
Panamanian Special Prosecutor

Carlos Herrera Moran said Wed-
nesday that he planned to issue an
immediate arrest order against

police Cpl. Juan Arauz, 44, who
fired the fatal shot against a car
carrying the soldier.

Arauz told investigators that he
shouted for the car to stop as it

drove with its headlights off the

wrong way down a one-way street

in the capital early Tuesday.
The car then made a U-tum, but

did not stop and Aruaz then fired a
warning shot into the air followed

by four shots into the car, of which
one fatally wounded the soldier,

Herrera Moran said.

An official close to the investi-

gation said it appeared Aruaz
mistook the four soldiers, who are

all black, for Panamanian crimi-

nals because they were driving in

an area heavily populated by
"maleantes,** a Spanish tenm used
for dark-skinned Panamanian
criminals.

\

Herrera Moran said authorities

were still trying to find witnesses

lo the incident and that it was not

clear whether Arauz had ever fired

a warning shot with his M-16 rifle.

The shooting of the soldier has

led to renewed criticism against

Panama's new 10,000-man police

force, which has previously been
criticized for being corrupt and
inefficient against the rising crime
wave despite extensive U.S. train-

ing and aid.

The shooting violated Panama-
nian police regulations, which
specifically prohibit the use of
armed force in situations where
unarmed people could get hurt,

Herrera Moran said.

Panama's 10,000-man police
force was created after a Decem-
ber 1989 U.S. invasion that ousted
strongman General Manuel Norie-
ga. The new police body was
intended to replace the 16,000-

'

man defense force created by
Noriega, who is on drug traffick-

ing and money laundering charges
in Miami.

But most of Noriega's former
soldiers were admitted into the

new pohce force, including Arauz,
who had been a soldier for 19 years
before the invasion, Herrera
Moran said.
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Students recniitecl to fight future funding cuts
By Chris Wolowlec

UCLA undergraduate and gra-

duate student governments are

asking students with financial

hardships to help them lobby

against further state funding cuts to

the university.

As part of a student campaign
against future fee increases, they

want students to share their. per-

sonal stories with stale legislators

about how this year's 40 percent

registration fee increase has
affected them and the quality of

their education.

Uampus leaders will be handing

out questionnaires to students

along Bruin Walk for the next few
weeks. The results will be pre-

sented Nov. 21 to legislators at a

campus forum.

"We're trying to communicate
to the legislature through these

stories that the University of

California cannot maintain
academic status without funding
from the slate/* said Neera Tan-
den, undergraduate external vice-

president.

In July, the California legisla-

ture slashed about $310 million

from the UC budget as part of

widespread measures to reduce the

state's $14.3 billion revenue short-

fall.
^

The reg fee increase generated

$95 million while campus cut-

backs in academics and instruc-

tional facilities helped overcome
the deficit. An employee salary

Treeze was also implemented.
Student leaders are particularly

interested in speaking with those

students who were cut from finan-

cial aid or were unable to get

classes because campus depart-

ments made academic and instruc-

tional cutbacks.

They want students to substanti-

ate their argument that additional

fee increases and cutbacks will

have a negative impact on the

quality and affordability of a UC
education.

In response to last year's short-

fall. Gov. Pete Wilson and the state

legislature approved a $6 billion

revenue increase to carry Califor-

nia's budget for the next five years.

State leaders predicted this

increase would end the need for

any future UC reg fee increases or

cutbacks.

However, the state's revenue
increase will not even^arry Cali^
fomia for one year, UC President

David Gardner said.

Because the state has no legal

obligation to fund education prog-

rams other than primary and
secondary schools, this could
translate into disaster for UC
students.

"We're trying to communicate

to legislators the effects of last

year's increase so they don't do the

same thing this year," Tanden said.

Student leaders are encouraging

students to register their com-
plaints directly with Gov. Pete
Wilson before he submits the

1992-93 budget to the legislature

in mid-January.

The ongoing student campaign
against higher reg fees will culmi-

nate in February at a Sacramento
lobby summit where various stu-

dent governments will ask state

officials for education funding.

"We want to encourage Goy^
Wilson to make his initial plan as

favorable as possible for the

University of California before it

goes to legislation," said Michael
Lichter, graduate external vice-

president

Students with hardship stories

will be able to personally present

their stories in a Nov. 21 meeting

Student leaders are

particularly interested

in speaking with those

Students who were cut

from financial aid or

were unable to get

classes because campus

departments made

academic and

instnictional cutbactsT

in the second floor lounge of
Ackerman Union from noon to 2
p.m. Assemblyman Tom Hayden,
D-Santa Monica, who sits on the

state's Higher Education commit-
tee, announced he will attend.

Jim Cragg stands near the Salween River which runs between Thailand and Burma.

Summer of living dangerously
Student faces

war, malaria in

Bunna jungles

By Sally Kim

Armed with a few immuniza-
tion shots and a fake press pass,

UCLA junior Jim Cragg traveled

to the borders of war-torn Burma
last summer to satisfy his cur-

iosity.

"I thought the jungle would be
the most adventurous and
romantic," the political science
student said, "You hear a lot

about the jungle and its myste-
ries."

But what Cragg encountered
in the small Southeast Asian
country was much more than
romance. During his two-month
Slay, he talked to student revolu-
tionaries about Enghsh litera-

ture, caught a strain of malaria
and bunked with a lawyer who
was rewriting the Burmese con-
stitution.

Cragg wanted to observe
firsthand the Burmese revolu-
tion that he had read about in the

newspapers. So he bought a fake

press pass from a Bangkok street

vendor and traveled to Mae Sot,

a remote Thailand town on the

border of Burma — now called

\

Wonnen like these two Burmese college students often partici-

pate In combat. These women also served as medical person-
nel.

r

Photos courtesy of Jim Cragg

Discussion section:
*

Undergraduate student government

and 19 student advocacy groups

meet to promote communication

By Robin Dong

Members of undergraduate stu-

dent government and the 19

student advocacy groups will all sit

down together tonight to talk, so
they can better understand each
other.

**The purpose of the meeting is

to clear up lines of communication
between the groups themselves

and the groups and undergraduate

student government," said Elaine

Chu, communications director for

the internal vice president

*This will provide a direct link

for government to the groups to get

input and feedback and groups will

be able to bring issues directly to

government"
All members are invited to

discuss their expectations for the

future biweekly forums and their

responsibilities to each other.

Although past attempts to bring

these groups together have failed.

this time will be successful

^because the main emphasis will be:

to get people to talk, instead of
focusing on the issue of sponsor-

ship, said Internal Vice President

Sherrick Murdoff. 'This forum
will bring the groups together on
even ground," he said.

According to the undergraduate
government constitution, spon-
sored groups are eligible for a full

range of resources, including

office space, a mailbox and funds

for programming.

But the groups have never
settled on a definition for sponsor-

ship, said Lyle Timmerman, admi-
nistrative representative to

undergraduate government.

"It is critical that government
more clearly define their relation-

ship with the groups they sponsor,"

he said. *Th:s should keep them
busy for the better part of the

See FORUM, page 13

Campus recyciers see
proglfess in proglrams

See BURMA, page 12

By Birgit Rasmussen
Daily Bruin Staff

Imagine Bunche Hall filled up
with trash to the eighth floor. That
is how much garbage the UCLA
campus produces every month.

Fortunately for Bunche resi-

dents and the rest of the campus,
UCLA's trash is hauled away
daily. And fortunately for Califor-

nia landfills, a substantial amount
of it is recycled through campus
programs.

Both the university and the

student association have recycling

programs, but each have different

philosophies about whether they

should incorporate the community.
While university facilities just

remove the trash by quietly hand-
ing it over to recyciers, the student

association tries to educate the

campus about the need to recycle

by involving it in sorting proce-

dures.

Sorting includes separating alu-

minum cans and newspaper from
regular trash bins.

"Our goal is to change the

attitudes of people going through

UCLA," said Alan Rosenbaum,
recycling coordinator for the Asso-
ciated Students of UCLA. "We put

a lot of effort into the public
education campaign, and it has
paid off."

So far, the student association

has saved 5,947 trees by its

newspaper recycling efforts, he
said. One u^ce produces about 17

tons of paper, according to paper
industry officials.

Because paper products are so
easy to recycle, they also make up
the majority of UCLA facilities'

recycling bulk.

Recycling education should be
an integral part of successful

recycling programs, said Lisa
McManigal, director of the UCLA
Environmental Coalition. And the

university should follow the lead
of the student association.

By involving people in recy-

cling efforts, the student associa-

tion makes people think about how
they deal with trash, and that is

necessary to make a long term
difference, McManigal said.

The university facilities prog-

ram has tried not to disturb people
about their garbage, but it may
have been too silent, said Jack
Powazek, director of operations

for UCLA Facilities Management

See RECYCUNQ, page 14
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Briefs
World

Maxwell's son says
Mirror will not be sold

LONDON — Ian Maxwell, son of
newspaper tycoon Robert Maxwell, said

Wednesday that Mirror Group Newspap-
ers would not be sold or taken over in the
wake of his father*s deatl>, and pledged to

maintain his suppoit for Britain's opposi-
tion Labor Party.

"We are not going to be taken over or
sold off," Maxwell said in a statement
shortly after being formally appointed
j:hairmanAnd publisher of thejiewspaper
group a day after his father's death in the
Canary Islands.

"We are a highly profitable company
with an outstanding editorial and manage-
ment team, a strong asset base and
publishing some of the most popular
newspapers in Britain," he said in his first

statement since his father's death.

Nation

Officers investigate

death of student
GAINESVILLE, Fla. — Detectives

were investigating Wednesday the alco-

hol poisoning death of a university student
who consumed more than 20 shots of
liquor during an hour-long drinking
session at a bar with friends.

Larry Kenneth Wooten, 21, a Univer-
sity of Florida junior, died early Tuesday
of acute ethanol intoxication, said Lt.

Spencer Mann, a spokesman for the

hua County Sheriffs Office^

Burma says Nobel
winner in good liealtli

UNITED NATIONS — The Burmese
U.N. ambassador Wednesday reassured

Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar

that Nobel Peace prize laureate Aung San
Suu Kyi is in good health and free to leave

the country if she decides to go into exile,

a U.N. spokesman said.

Francois Giuliani said the U.N. leader

.palled in Ambassador Kyaw Min to

convey his concern over the continued
house arrest of Suu Kyi and asked for her
freedom and for her family lo visit her on
humanitarian grounds.

"The ambassador stated that Mrs. Suu
Kyi is in good health and free to leave the

country if she decides to go into exile,"

Giuliani said.

Wooten, of Orange Park, Fla., had been
drinking at a bar called the Mill with
roommates and friends during the evening
before his death, police said.

Woman holds teacher

hostage for six hours
TEMPLE, Texas—A six-hour hostage

drama on the Temple Junior College
campus ended peacefully Wednesday
night when a gun-wielding woman
surrendered to police.

The woman, identified as Anita Hicks,

26, of Temple, held instructor Bobbie
Marshall at gunpoint in the school's

Instructional Services Center. The inci-

dent began shortly after 1 p.m., police

said.

When police received word of the
hostage taking, they ordmd die building
evacuated and the area sealed.

Hicks used a .32-caliber semi-automa-
tic pistol to keep Marshall contained and
police tactical squads at bay, police said.

During the standoff. Hicks* family was
brought to the scene, as was Marshall's

husband. No one was injured.

state

LA. council apj^ves
police settlement

In yet another repercussion of the

Rodney King beating, the City Council
agreed Wednesday to pay out a record

$5.5 million to a former Coliseum worker
who was left paralyzed by an off-duty

police officer.

The settlement, believed to be the

largest in city history, was one of 11

settlement agreements unanimously
approved by the council involving cases

of alleged police misconducL The other

cases totalled $2.5 million in settlements.

The council's actions came one day
after it acknowledged the discrimination

complaints of Hispanic, black and Asian
police officers by agreeing to actively

increase the number of minority officers

in all ranks of the Los Angeles Police

DepartmenL

Negligence suit opens

against iVIcDonald's

BAKERSFIELD — Attorneys for a

family suing McE>onald's Corp. for

injuries their daughter suffered at a

restaurant playground said Wednesday
that the chain has been negligent in its

oversight of its 3.000 playgrounds.

The allegations were part of opening
statements made in Kern County Superior

Court in Bakersfield in a lawsuit filed by
the family of Marlene Escalera over

injuries she suffered in 1988 as a 6-year-

old at a McDonald *s playground in

Delano, Calif.

McDonald*s and playground equip-

ment manufacturer JBI Inc. of Long
Beach have denied responsibility and
defended their safety records.

Council panel moves
ahead with VDT law
A City Council panel moved forward

Wednesday on a controversial proposal
that would requite businesses to provide
safe and healthy workplaces for employ-
ees who use video display terminals.

The council's Human Resources and
Labor Relations Committee asked the

City Attorney's Office to devise a
working draft of the proposed legislation

to be submitted to local business groups
and employee unions for review and
comment.

InJhcineantime, conunitlee Chairmao.
Joy Picus asked for a task force to be
formed to review the economic, legal and
social impacts of the proposed measure,
which was introduced by Councilman
Zev Yaroslavsky and based on a similar
law already in effect in San Francisco.

Almanac

On this date:

In 1805. the Lewis and Clark Expedi-
tion arrived at the Pacific Ocean.

In 1867, Marie Curie, discoverer of
radium, was bom.

In 1913, French novelist Albert Camus
was bom.

In 1914. the Bolsheviks overthrew the
Russian government in St Petersburg.

Because it look place under the old czarist

calendar, it is known as the October
Revolution.

In 1916. Republican Jeannette Rankin
of Montana became the first woman
elected to the U.S. House of Representa-
tives.

In 1989, Democrat David Dinkins was
elected as the first black mayor of New
York City.

From United Press International

All Road Trips to Stanford
Kick Off Here!

Don't forget to stock ttie 'Bago wittittie essentials:
lyeer, hot dogs, buns, chips, dips,sodas, etc.

Grand Opening
Special
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24 pk. SUITCASE

+ CRV + tax
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rocery Contest Rules:
Iveaway

Place Breadstiks grocery receipt (w/ name & phone#) in entry jar
Non-purchase entries also in jar

Winners each week receive amount of drawn receipt in cash
Winners recieve DOUBLE when the receipt is over $25.00
Non-purchase entries win average of cash receipt winners

Copies*
No minimum, no limit.
*8 1/2" X 1 1" single sided. 20# bond,

auto feed originals

DESIGN COPY PRINT

In The Village!

FREE PARKING!
in rear

Open til 11pm
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Undergraduate Information Session
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Morgan Center, Press Room
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officials meet to avoid future confusion
By Chris Wolowiec

To avoid future confusion of
upcoming maintenance proce-

dures, campus facilities officials

will meet with Bunche Hall build-

ing coordinators within the next
two weeks.

The meetings were prompted by
a planned power outage last

weekend which left many students

without computer access after the

three building coordinators failed

to notify Bunche occupants.

*The meeting will make sure
everyone knows what floors they

should notify and who gets noti-

ment Jack Powazek.
Bunche Hall has had a history of

problems with an organized notifi-

cation process

•

Several years ago a bomb threat

in Bunche left building coordina-

tors uncertain as to who should
initiate evacuation procedures.

Sandi Turner, one of the build-

ing coordinators then, decided to

evacuate.

Told that the bomb would go off

in less than an hour, Sandi Turner,

one of the building coordinators at

the time was forced to make the

decision on whether to evacuate

the building.

T)Ti each floor,*" said Director
—

^"**KlmmcdiatEly wenr into ih&
of Operations Facilities Manage- building and I notified people on

other floors and we went door to

door to notify people for evacua-
tion," she said.

For a building like Bunche,

however there are still organiza-

tional problems with notifying

occupants of non-emergency
maintenance measures.

In a typical building on campus
there is only one department and
one building coordinator who
notifies their whole department.

In Bunche Hall, however there

are multiple departments including

political science, economics, his-

tory, Slavic languages, geography

and the International Studies and
Office of Programs. But there ^rc
only three building cooidinatoi

and so the notification procedure is

more complicated.
Typically when facilities offi-

cials notify a building of a planned

power outage, it contacts the
building coordinators to let them
know the general date of the

scheduled power outage, before
telephoning them about the spe-

cific date for the outage, and
finally following the phone notifi-

cation up with written notification

about a week in advance.

For this past weekend *s power
outage this initial discussion came
two weeks prior to the outage
scheduled for sometime during the

Tfrsl^ weekend of November.
Nobody in the building was noti-

fied at this point.

Facilities administrators later

notified the building coordinators

that the outage would begin at 6
p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 2 and end
at 5:30 a.m. Monday, November
fourth.

Upon notification, the building

coordinators, located in the his-

tory, political science, and eco-

nomics departments notified their

respective departments.

But there arc 11 floors in

Bunche and more than 400 inhabit-

ants, many of whom were notified

on Friday by electronic mail sent

out by Barry Gerber. director of
social sciences computing facili-

ties.
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Defense wants jury dismissed in Kennedy trial

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
$MEN& WOMEN

Bikini Wax^^ Lip Wax
^^^f Eyebrow'^^^ Full Leg &

Bikini Wax

HILITE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

Sculpture Nails

CELLOPHANE &
CUT S 25

$20

^
1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468

above Mario's Restaurant
, ^ . ^ ^ ,^ ~^ww

hip. )2/7/9\
*^^^9l%^^^^^^m^^^^^^^mm^^^^0^^^^^m*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••«••

Did you know that... 1 in 3 women over age 14 in Los Angeles will be the target of an
attempted or completed rape?

Responding to dangerous situations with physical self-defense, assertive communication,
or other techniques can increase your safety.

Empowerment
Through Awareness

an educational uiorkshop for studentSp staff, and faculty

TODAY
12:00 - 1:00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall 206-8240

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.
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WEST PALM BEACH, Ha. —
The defense in the William Ken-
nedy Smith rape case Wednesday
asked the judge to dismiss ail

potential jurors because one of

them was contacted by a national

television show and offered a gift

in exchange for an interview.

Palm Beach County Circuit

Judge Mary Lupo said she would
hold an emergency hearing at 9
a.m. Thursday to consider the

motion by attorney Roy Black.

Lupo said she would summon
attorneys from the media to

respond to the allegations.

Potential juror Florence Orbach,

78, surprised the court Tuesday
with her frank and earthy
responses during questioning by
attorneys.

Orbach called Lupo Tuesday
night and said she had been
contacted by a representative of
the syndicated show, "Hard
Copy," and offered an unspecified

gift in exchange for an interview.

Lupo played a tape of the

telephone conversation in court

Wednesday and on it Orbach loW
thejudge she obeyed her orders not

to talk to the news media and hung
up on the "Hard Copy" represen-

tative. ^—
During the lengthy telephone

conversation with Lupo, Orbach

said, "My phone hasn't stopped

ringing from last night on. This

morning I was awakened at six.

Even Toronto called me."

Orbach said she did not know
that her appearance was being

videotaped and made available to

news agencies.

"I did not see any television

(camera) in the back of that room.
It was dark," she said.

Tuesday, Orbach 's responses to

questions about the Kennedy fam-
ily and the case included "Who
cares who diddled who?" and *The
worst thing Tve heard about the

iCcnncdys ^ that they're vcry^

smart but when they get homy
their penis takes over and their

brains close."

Black said Wednesday the con-

tact between Orbach and the media
polluted the entire jury pool.

"I would ask the court at this

time, based on my client's Sixth

Amendment right to a fair trial, his

14th Amendment right to due
process and his rights under the

FHorida Constitution to a fair trial

and due process of law to sU'ike all

the jurors — to strike both panels

of last week and this week —
because they have been polluted

by various outside parties."

Black also said he will renew his

—motion to~cxcludc cameras from

the jury selection process, which
Lupo denied earlier. Lupo said she

would consider that Tuesday as

well.

Smith, nephew of Sen. Edward
Kennedy, D-Mass., has pleaded

innocent to a felony sexual battery

charge, Florida's equivalent of
rape, and to a misdemeanor battery

charge.

A 30-year-old Jupiter, Fla.,

woman has accused him of raping

her March 30 on the grounds of the

Kennedy estate in Palm Beach.

Earlier Wednesday, Lupo
released a deposition given to

attorneys by a friend of the alleged-
victim containing an account of
activities the night of March 30.

SAN FRANCISCO
NEW YORK

WASHINGTON DC.
SACRAMENTO

BUFHILO STYLE CHICKEN WIIIG8
1 ctozen $4.22 25... $7.95
50 $15.49 100 $28.63

Sauces: Mild. Hot, 'Suicide'. Barbeque. Hot Bart>eque

ALSO TRY OUR:
• Hamburger • Chicken Sarnlwich • Potato Skins • Mozzari

Sticks • Breaded Mushrooms and Zuchini • Steak Fries
• Chicken Salad • Potato Salad • Cole Slaw

UTTLE RED SAMPLER • BIG RED SAMPLER
Ml Voo Caa Eit - $7*95*

Each SAT. - SUN. fAsk for detallsJ

r.v.v. •

1 1Q23 ScintA IVIonioa JBlvd.
-..•.•,-.•.-.•>.•.•:

in 25 years woVe placed over 4,000 Interns In the areee of

Media, Business, Governnnent, Pubiic Relations, and more.

INFORMATION MEETINGS
In th. EXPO Center, Ackerman A-21 3, 825-0831

TUESDAYS at 4 pm
WEDNESDAYS at 1 2 Noon
THURSDAYS at 3 pm

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 15. 1991

WHEN YOU LOOK GOOD
YOU FEEL GOOD

Think...

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD

208-2424 10922 KInroM Westwood Village

And when you feci good you look good.

That is our belief It's why we employ stylists

iQQ instead of haircutters. And

why chose who go to Super-

cuts end up feeling just a little better about

themselves. No appointments necessary.

Men, women, children welcome.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(6«MMn Santa Monica & WiMtira BUi)

470^1558
M-F 8-9

HAIR BY
SdtS'7 Sun 10-5

SUPBHOUJS
®

Here'sYour Chance

lb Educate

Your Skin...

Tuition

is Free.

Here's your chance to educate your skin—without laying out

a penny. Just bring a copy of this ad to the Clinique counter...

have a fast, free skin analysis on the famous Clinique Computer...

and a 3-step, 3-product starter set is yours as long as supplies last.

BULLDEK'5
WE RE A PART OF YOUR LIFE

Available at Westwood.
Allergy lasted

100% Fragrance Free
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County I

By Valerie KuklenskI
United Press International

Negotiators trying to put
together a labor contract for

41,000 county workers returned to

the bargaining table Wednesday
amid union accusations that the

county was reneging on its benefits

offer.

The mood at the South Los
Angeles office of Service Employ-
ees International Union Local 660

Daily Baiin News

talks resume amid accusations
was far less receptive at the

opening of Wednesday's talks than

at the close of the last meeting two
nights before.

On Monday, the two sides

declared they were near settlement

on the benefits terms, including

health care programs that the union

said were key to the resolution of

contracts for 21 county bargaining

units.

Optimism that an agreement

was at hand compelled Local 660

General Manager Gilbert Cedillo

to call off a planned general strike

by county employees and to call a

halt to the "rolling thunder"

strategy of one-day strikes by
county nurses and other bargaining

units.

But Steve Weingarten, a

spokesman for the union, said

Wednesday that Local 660 leaders

were ai^igry over the apparent

rejection Tuesday by the Board of

Supervisors of some or all of the

terms reached Monday night

He said county negotiators

arrived at union offices about 10

a.m. Wednesday to present the

county's amended proposal, but

meetings were put off because

union officials wanted lo make
sure the county representatives had

the authorization to finalize con-

tracts.

'They came back with very

sheepish looks on their faces,"

>
Weingarten said of the county

panel. "We told them, *Hcrc. why
don't you sit in this room for a few
hours and we'll go find someone
we can negotiate with, because

you guys obviously don't have the

authorityT**

Weingarten said he hoped that

by Wednesday afternoon "we
should be face-to-face with some-

body who should be authorized to

strike a deal."

finally,
Mexican e e •

comes to the
westside.

Are you ready for a brand new culinary experience?
Then come join us at El Port6n Grill and enjoy authentic
Mexican cuisine in a warm, contemporary-environment
And because we're owned by Mexico's most successful

restaurateurs, you know you'll get the best Mexico
has to offer at i/ery reasonable prices.

GRILL
.i.i.j . i»if

.

•»

Lunch Dinner
validated parking

1360 Westwood Boulevard
Los Angeles a blocks south of Wllshire)

475-1113

CRESCENT JEWELERS
Westwood's oldest and most respected THf/T^T? M a^«-« a
jeweler, is proud to honor ^ vJi?ib.^AtWCtCS

of the Month
w U'M Wa for your frnvorite nude Mnd fenude atbletee

each month. The Athletea receiving the moat
votee will be honored by Creeoent Jewelers—-^ At A UCLA mthletio event,

WIM a SEIKO U.S. OLYMPIC TEAM
COLLECTION watch. Emoh month m

random drawing will be held from the
ballots received. The selected winner
will receive a Seiko U.S.01ympic Team
Collection watch and four tickets to an

upcoming UCLA athletic event

THE FUTURE OF TIME
36 use 380

My selections for the November Crescent Jewelers UCLA Athletes of the Month are:

(Male athlete). .and (Female athlete)

To be counted, and entered in the drawing, your ballot must be recef\/ed by Dec. 2, 1991.

Bring in or mail your entry to: Please enter my name in your drawing.

10SS w*srwood blvd.
wvsrwood villog*
los ongvltfs 90024

tleiuel

Name.

Address

'

^'(%, inc.

1946

(910)206-3131

Phone (Day). (Eve).

^f»mmn^skxi)e^ky^/BmbQrAi1l0tMoflh0Moni1¥MKbepnMentodal1h0
UCLA- BASKETBALL DOUBLEhEADER on Deoember 7, 1991.

fkteHT

Will aAN VICENTE 6I.V1X, BKENrVgOOD, CA 90049 • 820-1516

THIRDANNUAL THANKSGIVING

CANNED FOOD DRIVE

$50.00 DISCOUNT
Bring In Three Cans Of Food

For The Homeless . .

.

Donate THREE cans of food by November 27, 1991,

and place a $100 deposit on the course of your
choice with the Stanley H. Kaplan Educational

Center Ltd. of Southern California, and we will take

$50.00 off the current tuition. The balance of your

tuition is due before the first day of class or in 90

days whichever comes first.

ikcmni tf vaBdaifm mitidauuLmts.

LSAT GMAT MCAT GRE

DAT NMB NCLEX

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST for more details!

g STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.
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United Press International

WILMINGTON. Del. — Air-

craft wreckage recovered from a

remote uninhabited Pacific island

may solve the mystery of the July

1937 disappearance of Amelia
Earhart, an international group
said Wednesday.

'There is sufficient material in

hand so that a conclusive identifi-

cation of the specific aircraft type

should be possible/* said Richard

aircraft wreckage may be Eailiart's
)ie, executive director of $500,000, month-long expedition no aircraft was visible,** Gillespie secona^exoeditionGillespie, executive director of

The International Group for His-

toric Aircraft Recovery.

Gillespie would not say how
much aircraft wreckage was found

last month and would not describe

the type of wreckage recovered.

But he said it was definitely

aircraft wreckage from the sea

surrounding Nikumaroro, an atoll

within the Republic of Kiribati,

2,000 miles from Hawaii.

TIGHAR sponsored the

$500,000, month-long expedition

to the island.

The Wilmington group said its

earlier evidence showed that Ear-

hart and her navigator, Fred
Noonan, landed at Nikumaroro,
then known as Gardner Island. The
airplane had run low on fuel.

"From there, the crew broadcast

widely heard radio distress calls

for three days. Yet when Navy
search planes flew over the atoll

one week after the disappearance,

no aircraft was visibly.** Gillespie

said. ^
The pair was never seen again.

But an 1989 expedition to the

island and a search of its tropical

vegetation also failed to reveal the

plane.

Gillespie said evidence pointed

to a landing on the reef-flat, a level

expense of coral that surrounds the

island. Reasoning that tidal forces

may have later washed the airplane

seaward, TIGHAR undertook a

secona^expedi tion

.

The search did not find an intact

aircraft on the ocean floor. But
Gillespie said the pieces of wreck-

age were enough to determine

whether they were from a Lock-
heed "Electra," the type of plane

flown by Earhart.

He said Earhart's aircraft was
the only plane of its type unac-

counted for within 2,000 miles of
the island.

COMPUTER S
One Year Parts and labor Warranty

100% IBM Compatible

286/386/486 Complete SuperVGA Systems
286-12 Mhz (40MB MD, Complete Mono System) $540

286-16 Mhz (40MB HD ^ 19ms. SVGA) $810

386SX-16 Mhz (52MB HD ft/Mm, SVGA) « 4040

386SX-20 Mhz (52MB HD \n^17ms. SVGA) $1000

386-25 Mhz (85MB HD W15ms. SVGA) $1170

386-33 Mhz i^SAK Cache (85MB HD w/15ms, SVGA) $1300

486-33 Mhz v^64K Cache (120MB HD w/15ms. SVGA) $1840

486-33 Mhz W256K Cache (120MB HD w^15ms. SVGA)....$1940

Each SVGA Syslam Indudet
1MB RAM
1 2 MB or 1 44MB Floppy DriM

14- Hyundai SVGA Monitor 28(^

TndMt SVGA Card «^1MB-2S6

2FD/2HD IDE Compolar

AT liO (PS/imC) ft 101 K«ybotnf

Upgrades:

1.2MB or 1.44MB FO >dd S55

40MB HD to S2MB HD.......Add $40

S2MB HD to 86MB HD Add S80

ISMBHD1O130MBHO M4%m

AUTOFAIR
\tABg P R SAt^ 6Y oWWEM
GET YOUR e£Sr PRICE

BUY OR SELL YOUR CAR AT AUTOFAIR:

Bring ad to James Cho
for a free mouse with any

system purchase

BEST QUALITY
BEST SERVICE
LOWEST PRICES

Deal Direct

No Commissions or Salespeople

No Advertising Costs

No Disturbing Phone Calls

Great Location

SPEQIAL OPENING OFFERS*
|rtE(5.JB»«qak6W $25.00

\\y..-.\..-.<,y.-.-.-.-.:<>.-.-.-^:*^^^

401 S. Vermont Ave. Suites 5&6
Los Angeles. CA 90020 (213)384-6601

THE TOTAUy TOIAL

YOU AND MATRIX

YOUR STYLE

YOUR POISE

YOUR APPEARANCE

Matrix. It's hair care for the

total you in our professional

salon and for at-honr.e styling.

After a consultation, our

stylists will create a hair cut

that suits you and your life-

style. Then our experts will

design a totally personal

hair care system with Matrix

shampoos, conditioners, and

styling aids to keep you look-

ing your best between visits.

yfllatrbc
HAM AND 8KM CARE

A FREE $5.00 LOTTERY TICKET TO
THE FIRST 20 SEtXERS TO REGISTlil^

2222 SAWTELLE BLVD
CNR OLYMPIC
WEST LA

(213) 575-0090 SAT & SUN
* LIMITED TIME ONLY O am - 5 pm

ttNot Just A Cut...But A Great Haircut

HAIRCUT REQUESTS OR APPTS ARE $14

o. ...r^*wo A^.r^ LOOK FOR WEEKLY DISCOUNTS
SUNDAYS AND
MONDAYS ONLY

Princeton

FULL SERVICE SALON

954 & 956 GAYLEY
WESTWOOD
RIGHT NEXT TO SIZZLER

(213) 824-0710
(213) 824-7697

the first and last

words in LSAT,
GMAT, and GRE
preparation.

Review^
(213) 474-0909

WB^
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Ihinkiiiq AbouT
Law School?

Free 34-page Law School
Application Guide. Call:

DO-777-aMi Ibenbn

V 15 IE'OirH IE<CUE
r*^ "The Best Collection.„Lowest Prices!"

I t^f^*^* $1-39 RENTALS TUES & THURS
I ^vi^^V ^*** Parking in All Locations

I
• FIRST ^ <$V> ^un-Tiiurs 10-10 Fri-Sat 10-12

I RENTAL ^^y>^*^
I FREE! ^r^y*^ RRVFRIVHII.T/S iirr«P

W. HOLLYWOOD
8800 Sunscl Blvd.

657-8800

I*

I

FREE!
2 FOR X
RENTALS
MON & WED! <5*

"sIoTb'-L'J;!'^ westwood village
* ^858-7600 1035 Gayley Ave.

I
(with ftudoolMafl/raculty ID ft thi• coupon)^ fi^i.QQ^')

LONDON
CLEANERS
Westwood*s Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

1 his coupon is Good good for

$4 Off €i Miniinuiii

$12 Dry Cleaning Order

VVitli liu«nii:s;j Drrti

COMPACT Billboard
DISC-COUNT -

Top 50

per most
discs

1000's Of Used CD's

$1 OFF
per Ode

ANY USED CO

SALES ITEMS EXaUDGO

i$1 OFF
I

per tille

I
ANY USED CO*

j
SALES ITEMS EXaUOED

|

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-10PM PARK IN REAR

475-4122
10741 W. PICO BLVD.

WLA (ACROSS FHOM WESTSIOE PAVILON)

•IVORY COAST CHICKEN STICKS
OK

•CmCKEN SANDWICH

$3.99 + tax
ALL THE TIME,

ANYTIME
NOW DELIVERING
6pm-MIDNIGHT

MIKE, ROB, & DAMON THANKYOU
10923 WEYBURNAVE. • 208-1969

I
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House votes down administration's

controversial abortion 'gag rule'
By Robert Shepard
United Press International

WASHINGTON— The House voted Wednesday
to overturn the administration's controversial "gag
rule" policy that bars federally financed family
planning clinics from providing abortion informa-
tion.

The vote followed an effort by President Bush to

undermine opposition to the policy and strengthen his

hand in an expected veto fight

The House move came on a 272-156 vote lo

approve the appropriation bill for the Department of
Health and Human Services, including a provision
ordering the department not to enforce the anti-abor-

tion rule. The vote fell short of the two-thirds margin
needed to overturn a veto if Bush rejects the bill.

The compromise $204 bilUon bill was sent to the
Senate, where quick approval also was expected.
The regulations prohibit federally financed family

planning clinics from providing any information to
their clients about abortion.

The Supreme Court upheld the regulations in a
May 23 decision that spurred a vigorous lobbying
effort by pro-abortion groups to have Congress enact
a law overturning the policy.

They argued that the policy interferes with the

doctor-patient relationship, violates free speech
guarantees and endangers poor women's health by
denying them information on all available medical
options.

Supporters of the policy charged that many family
planning clinics routinely recommend abortion for
the women who come to them. The original purpose
of the clinics is to provide preventive family planning
services, and abortion is not consistent with that

purpose, they said,.

Faced with growing opposition to the policy, even
among Republicans, the president sought to allay
fears about the effect of the regulations.

In a Tuesday memo to HHS Secretary Louis

Sullivan, Bush directed Sullivan to "ensure that the

confidentiality of the doctor-patient relationship will

be preserved and that the operation of Title 10 family

planning program is compatible with free speech and
the highest standards of medical care.**

The memo was circulated to members of

Congress, but critics said it did solve the problem.
Rep. John Porter, R-Ill., said the memo was

**pretcnding to change** the gag rule, but "does
nothing. It is rather a last-minute attempt lo confrise

the issue ... He attempts to tell how obviously
opposite language should be interpreted.**

The HHS rule "prevents clinics from telling a
pregnant woman coming to them for help, who has
cancer or diabetes, that her pregnancy might kill her.

Yes, even in that extreme case the clinic under the

gag nile could not tell the woman about the right to

have an abortion that would save her hfe,** Porter

said.

Rep. Olympia Snowe, R-Maine, said the regula-

tions "shamelessly condemned poor women to

inferior and inadequate care ... To have the

government dictating the medical advice they can
receive is discriminatory, insulting' and harmful to

women in this country.**

But Rep. Christopher Smith, R-N.J., a leader of the

anti-abortion forces in the House, said Bush*s memo
"shattered the myth that the doctor-patient relation-

ship is violated** by the regulations.

Smith said a clinic doctor would be required to

refer a pregnant woman with health problems to a
specialist "even if such a referral ultimately results in

the loss of the baby*s life.**

"It is the receptionist, it is the nur^e, it is the

counselor, who are untrained volunteers steering

young, pregnant, frightened women to abortioor
clinics run by Planned Parenthood that we don*t
want.** said Rep. Henry Hyde, R-IU. He charged that

opponents of the HHS rules want to turn family
planning clinics "into a way station for abortion.**

Vietnamese officiais say no Americans
are lieing lieid against will in country
By Eliot Brenner
United Press International

WASHINGTON — A senior U.S. POW-MIA
hunter said Wednesday that Vietnamese officials

insist no Americans are being held in the country
against their will and that none voluntarily remained
behind.

Testifying to a special Senate committee examin-
ing issues surrounding the 2,273 unresolved cases of
Americans missing since the Viemam War ended 19
years ago, Gamett Bell said their insistence has
become a point of pride with the Vietnamese
government

Bell, who runs the U.S. office in Hanoi working to
resolve POW-MIA cases, said the Vietnamese, in

response to more recent inquiries, tell him there are
"certainly no Americans remaining ... in any
capacity.**

Bell and two other senior investigators— William
Gadoury Jr. who works in Laos, and Army Col. John
Cole, who is chief of the Defense Intelligence

Agency POW-MIA team in Cambodia— described
efforts to recover remains from crash sites and lo
interview those who claim to have heard of surviving
Americans.

Bell said thai of the 109 still open reports of live

sightings of Americans, about half "allegedly pertain
to a person who is hving openly and freely.**

But, he said, Hanoi is very insistent that it holds no
American against his will and none live in the
country involuntarily.

He also testified that American officials are
pressing Vietnam for quicker reaction to requests lo
visit areas in the country.

He praised their cooperation to dale but added, "It

is readily apparent to me, my fellow investigators,

and our intelligence analysts, that the Vietnamese
can do more. I quite often remind my Vietnamese
counterparts that they can quicken this process by full

cooperation and disclosure.**

Although Bell, in response to a question, said there

had been a cover-up of POW issues over the years.

But in response to follow-up questions said, "I don*t
think there's been a cover-up, but I think it*s possible
information was not acted upon immediately after

U.S. prisoners were relumed by Hanoi.**

Ann Mills Griffiths, executive director of the

National League of FamiUes of American Prisoners

and Missing in Southeast Asia, testified that in eariier

years families of those who were missing "wimessed
official lies and deceit** but they are now encouraged
at the new look at the issue.

Air Force Capt. Robert Apodaca. whose father was
lost in 1%7 when his F-4C was hit by antiaircraft fire,

praised the government effort to resolve his father's

case.

But Patricia Ann 0*Grady, whose father also was
lost in Viemam. protested that efforts to normalize
relations with Vietnam would push aside efforts to
pressure Viemam for cooperation. She was also
critical of U.S. efforts to resolve her father's case.

"Still the charade continues,** she said in prepared
testimony. "Fingerprints and dental records disap-

pear, journalists are attacked, legitimate pictures are

discredited. Still you work feverishly to normalize
relations so that AT&T can conduct business. Let the

epitaph of our POWs read: Betrayed for thirty pieces
of silver.**

Sunealist, Dada art donated to Art Institute
United Press International

CHICAGO — The donation of 27 paintings,

drawings, collages and sculptures Wednesday moved
the Art Institute of Chicago's Surrealist collections

into the ranks of the top three in the nation, officials

said.

The works include Max Ernst's *The Garden
Airplane Trap," 1935, Francis Picabia's "Woman
with Matchsticks," 1924, described as an "icon of
early surrealism,** and Rene Magritte*s colorful and
unforgettable *The Banquet, 1958.**

Marshall Field, president of the Board of Trustees,
said the donations by Trustee Lindy Bergman bring

to 1 18 the number of woiks given over the years by

her and her laic husband. Edwin, from their

internationally recognized collection, best known for
its comprehensive works by Joseph Cornell.
The SurreaUsl and Dada works donated Wednes-

day were valued in the milhons, said Art Institute

spokeswoman Eileen Harakal.

*They*rc certainly over eight figures. You*re into

the multimillions,** she said. "We now have one of the
top three Surrealist collections in the country** behind
the Menil collection in Houston and the Museum of
Modem Art in New York, she said.

Surrealist art, a phenomenon of the early and mid-
20th Century, deals with works depicting the

unconscious mind as manifested through dreams.
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Sufireme Court hears argument
over public ghaduation prayer
By Greg Henderson
United Press International

WASHINGTON — The administration asked the

Supreme Court Wednesday to allow prayer at public

school graduations and to establish a new mle that

would dramatically increase the permissible role of
religion in government actions.

But during hour-long oral arguments, a number of
justices, even some who have advocated changes to

the 20-year-old method of church-state analysis,

appeared unwilling fo go as far as the govemment
wants.—The case, ^m which^a^ ruling-is-expected by^

summer, revolves around whether nonsectarian

prayers at public school graduations in Rhode Island

— and by inference, nationwide— are illegal, as two
lower courts have held.

But the court also is considering whether the

three-part 1971 "Lemon test*' for deciding if an
action violates the First Amendment's establishment

clause should be modified, or, as the govemment
wants, changed altogether.

In Lemon, the court said a policy is unconstitution-

al unless it has a secular legislative purpose, does not

"advance" nor "inhibit" religion, and does not foster

an "excessive govemment entanglement with relig-

ion."

The govemment wants Lemon replaced with a

standard that absent official "coercion" there is no
violation of the Constitution's requirement of
separation of church and state.

Justice Sandra Day O'Connor asked whether.

under the coercion test, a state legislature could adopt
a resolution naming a particular religion the official

:«tate religion, like saying "the bolo tie is the state

tie?"

Charles Cooper, a lawyer for the Providence, R.I.,

school system, said that would be allowable "if it is

purely noncoercive."

Solicitor General Kenneth Starr told the justices

"history and tradition" allows a larger religious role

in American hfe than has been permitted in recent

decades by the high court, and called the invocation

in question "a far cry from practices that the founding

fathers" meant lo prohibit

The establishment clause, the first 10 words of the

First Amendment, holds that "Congress shall make
no law respecting an establishment of reUgion." Next
month marks the 200th anniversary of its ratification.

Sandra B landing, a lawyer for the Providence
family thai challenged the graduation prayer, said

even under a coercion test, graduation prayer should
be outlawed. But allowing such a test to replace

Lemon would logically mean a relum to prayer in the

classrooms themselves, she said.

O'Connor said she, too, believes the coercion test

would allow school prayer. But both the Justice

Department and Cooper said that would not be a

result because a classroom atmosphere is inherently

coercive.

There is a "powerful, subtle, indirect coercive
pressure" in classroom prayer, said Starr. "A
commencement exercise ... is much more in the
nature of a celebration."

Cooper said the type of nondenominational
graduation prayers now given at many public schools
nationwide are not coercive in part because students
are not required lo participate.

The short prayer outlawed in Providence was
deemed a constitutional violation because it included
the word "God."

Justice Anthony Kennedy, who has advocated a
coercion standard, said it is "very difficult to accept
the proposition that it is not a. substantial imposition
on a young graduate" lo have him choose between
hearing the prayer or possibly being an outcast
He said if the whole class is asked to rise for a pr^-

er, then one option would be to remain seat^:
*They could choose lo stand," said Starr, so as not

to draw attention to themselves.

"And cross their fingers?*' asked Kennedy.
"You may have to be present to hear things," said

Starr, "but that does not violate freedom of
conscience."

Cooper noted that each session of the Supreme
Court begins with a statement that includes "God
save the United Stales and this honorable court."

Under the rationale of the lower courts here, the

graduation prayer "pales as a constitutional threat

when compared with the opening of this court," he
said.

But Blanding said courtroom prayer differs

because it is not in public school and, through long
standing tradition, has "become a role kind of thing."

"You don't think invocations at graduation are a

role kind of thing?" asked Justice Antonin Scalia.

"I do not believe that prayer at graduations are by
any means rote," said Blanding.

Justice David Souter asked Cooper whether a
sectarian prayer could be coercion in such an
instance, as long as no one was forced to listen.

Cooper said sectarian prayer would not **pcr se" be
coercive.

Justice John Paul Stevens then asked if an
audience ever could be coerced if they are not forced
to listen.

Scalia, who said the nation "overwhelmingly
believes in God," said ihe Lemon test could be
abandoned without going as far as a strict coercion
analysis.

"Why not non-coercion and non-sectarian?" as the

policy, Scalia asked. He later asked whether a
standard that would require either a finding of
coercion or that a school was involved in "instruc-

tion" to prohibit prayer is "a difference that makes
some sense?"

Souter said there are "two traditions** in prayer
cases that must be looked at— one involving public

occasions such as presidential inaugurations, and the

second for schools.

UGHT PEELS
SKIN REJUVENATION
• Sun Damaged Skin • Large Pores

• Wrinkles • Aging sidn

FACE • NECK • HANDS • CHEST
CaU ELENA • 208-7806 • 100 UCLA Medical Plaza
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Joseph Mode, senior, and Richard Morales, freshman, hold up a sign In protest of the recent court
decision to make undocumented students pay out-of-state fees.

RALLY
From page 1

attacked the director of the

Academic Advancement Program
for his lack of commitment to the

students.

But Adolfo Bermeo, who did

not know about the rally until after

it ended, called the accusations

"irresponsible demagoguery."
"1 support every effort to work

with undocumented students," said

Bcrmeo, who added that he has

been trying to solve the problems

that the change of policy has

created.

The new policy is the result of a

lawsuit brought agafinst the univer-

sity by former UCLA employee
David Bradford. Although the

state supreme court refused to hear

the UC's final appeal, the Mexican
American Legal Defense and
Education Fund plans to continue

to challenge the decision.

While the California Commun-
ity College system has accepted

the decision and will implement
the new policy in February, the

California State University system
will wait for a Dec. 5 hearing to

determine its policy.

Students enrolled at UCLA
before Fall 1991 wiU still be
considered California residents by
the university and allowed to pay
in-state fees.

STAMFORD L S A T
G R E
G M A T

The f€istesl growing course at UCLA

Call todayand we'll tutoryou before ourcourse begins and
helpyou with the application process at no extra charge.

Smallci- class sizes and mr)!v individual attention than
any other course Call STAMFORD PREP:

J I J • 6 5 J • 9 S O O S I S • " O 6 • I O O

Body Glove is currently

looking for PT/FT campus
reps to promote its new,

Natural protection

from the sun, salt,

wind and chlorine

environmentally safe Body
Protection System,

A great opportunity to raise

funds for your
• self

• organization

• fraternity/sorority

The Body Glove Pro Kit, a canvas travel bag

filled with products from the Body Glove

Professional Sports Formula Body Protectant

System which includes: Sunblocks, Lip Balm,

After-Sport Lotion, Shampoo and Conditioner.

For more information call: Heidi Heller

Promenity, Inc. 213-392-9135

See our ad in the Help Wanted section

<,<^tMe ^
WEDNESD^y.NOVdh TUESDAY, NOV. 12h

Fbx Television's Hottest New Comedy Show!

SEE AMERICA'S BEST COMEDIANS LIVE!

tapes at the famous

1735 NORTH VINE
THE PALACE HAS A FULL SERVICE BAR AND DELICIOUS FOOD!

CALLTODAY FOR TICKETS AND
INFORMATION!
(213)856-1816

"•MUST BE AT LEAST 1 8 YEARS OLD TO ATTEND***
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WESTVVOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
J^ Health-Net*PCS•Medi-Cal* Blue Cross

Paid Prescription Drugs
Monday-Friday 9am-6:30pm Saturday 9:30am- 1:30pm

1090 Westwood Boulevard 208-3701 —-^-

How would you like to gain valuable experience

working as an intern in a key administrative office

on campus 1 0-1 5 hours per week, and receive

$100 per month?

Well, then apply for the

iiti|i i iig>
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INTERNSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING OFFICES:
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION •INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS & SCHOLARS • DEAN OF

STUDENTS
EXPO CENTER • COMMUNICATION RESOURCES • CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE • AND MORE...

PICK UP YOUR APPLICATION NOW
INTERNAL VICE PRESIDENT'S OFFICE - 31 2D KERCKHOFF HALL

APPLICATIONS DUE NOVEMBER 1

5

KIM HENNINGSEN, INTERNSHIP DIRECTOR
PAID FOR BY USAC YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT

•MICROIOsOWLHDGH, INC.

rOUR BESTCHOICE!

call;

286 16MHz I

(213)575-4028

*1MBRAM
•1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Drivcf

•140MB IDE Haid Drive

•IDE FD/HD Controller

•Mini Tower Case

•200WPS
•2S/P/G
•SVGA Card W/512k
•SVGA Monitor 1024x768
•101 Keyboard

$925

386SX 20MHz
•1MB RAM
•1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Drives

•40MB IDE Hard Drive

•IDE FD/HD ControUer

•Mini Tower Case

•200WPS
•2S/P/G
•SVGA Card W/512K
•SVGA Monitor 1024x768

486 33MHz 256K
•4MB RAM
•1.2 & 1.44 Fbppy Drive

•140MB ESDI HD 14.7m»
•ESDI ControUer w/32k Cache
•Full Size Tower Case

•250W PS
•2S/P/G
•Super VGA Card W/IMB
•Super VGA Monitor 1024X768
•101 Keyboard

$2245

386 25MHz
•1MB RAM
•1.2 8cl.44 Floppy Drive

•85 MB IDE Hard Drive

•IDE FD/HD ControUer

•Mini Tower Gate

•200WPS
•Super VGA Card W/512K
•SVGA Monitor 1024x768
•101 Keyboard

$1195

$1095

11737 W. PICO BLVD.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064

TEL: (213)575-4028
FAX: (213)575-3831

NOVELL AlTHORIZHl) DHALLK

9 ONE YEAR PARTS 8c LABOR WARRANIY

386 33MHz 64K
•4MB RAM
•1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Drives

•120MB IDE Hard Drive

•IDE FD/HD ControUer

•Medium Tower Case

•200WPS
•2S/P/G
•Super VGA Card W/lMB
•SVGA Monitor 1024x768
•101 Keyboaid

$1545
Price 8c Specifications Subject to Change Without Notice

Initiative to repeal
beach access fees
By Ted Appel
Lkiited Press International

SACRAMENTO— Beach lov-

ers announced an initiative Wed-
nesday that would repeal all

entrance and parking fees at state

beaches, and limit fees at inland

parks.

The initiative, which supporters

hope to place on the November
1992 ballot, is designed to prevent
the state from using parks and
beaches as a revenue source for

government services.

on Friday. Supporters will need to

collect signatures from nearly

385,000 registered voters to qual-

ify it for the ballot after it is cleared

by slate elections officials.

Currently, the state charges
access fees at 45 of the 104 state

parks along the California coast-

line, although many of the parks
provide free public access at

certain locations, the Department
of Parks and Recreation said. Day
use fees range from $2 to $6.

On Nov. 15. the state will

It would replace lost fee revenue
by raising the cost of personalized
license plates from $35 to $40. The
cost of renewing the environmen-
tal license plates would rise from
$20 to $30.

*This initiative draws a hne in

the sand. It says: No more — the

public will not put up with the state

charging money for a walk on the

beach or a swim in the ocean,**

Mendocino County Supervisor
Norman de Vail said.

A copy of the initiative was sent

to the attorney general for review

impose access fees at five more
parks along the coast, department
analyst Carl Drake said.

State park users have been hit

with an 80 percent fee increase in

recent years as the government's
financial problems have worsened.
The Legislature and governor have
slashed the budget for the Depart-
ment of Parks and Recreation and
directed it to replace the money by
raising fees to increase revenue
from $37 million in the 1989-90
fiscal year to $68 miUion in the

current fiscal year, Drake said.

BURMA
From page 3

Myanmar by the government
**I went up there not knowing if I

would see anything at all,** he said.

"But I wanted to do some jungle
trekking anyway."

Posing as a "freelance journal-

ist,** Cragg said he received a

warm welcome from Burmese
student revolutionaries who desp-
erately wanted news of their

struggle against the totalitarian

government to reach America.
But this ideology often posed a

conflict for Cragg.

"I had to lie to these people
when they'd ask me, *Will the

Americans send us help? What
does the American public think of
our struggle?*** he said. "I couldn*t

say, *Well ft^nkly, 95 percent of
the people I know don*t know
where Burma is, and those who do
definitely don*t know you are up
here in the hills fighting for your
hves.***

These college students are hop-
ing to estabhsh a democracy by
fighting against the Burmese mili-

tary government, which came to

power in a 1960s coup. Their once
p)eaceful protests turned into a war
after the government violated
human rights at a nationwide rally

in 1988, Cragg said.

"The government came out,

fired and murdered over 1,000
people,** he said, adding that he
was able to see a videotape of the
protest filmed from the American
embassy. "It shows the crowds
walking up and the soldiers mow-
ing them down, machine guns
firing, killing the wounded, firing

just continuously into the masses.**

But the revolutionaries, who
now find refuge in the mountain-
ous borders of Burma, keep on
fighting. Their inspiration is Aung
San Sun Kyi, a key opposition
leader who recently won the Nobel
Peace Prize.

Most of them, like the 41 -year-

old lawyer with whom Cragg
stayed, have not seen their families
and homes for more than three

years.

"He*s left his law practice, his

wife and five children . . . One
child was bom two weeks before
he had to leave.** Cragg said. "He*s
totally devoted to the cause . . .

He's looking at the American
Constitution and the Magna Carta

Iand he's writing away.**

Even though the revolutionaries

lived and breathed for democracy.
Cragg said he was surprised the

conversations went beyond their

political dreams.

The revolutionaries are no diffe-

rent from the students here at

UCLA, Cragg said. 'They're not

military people, they don*t know
how to fight. What they know
about fighting they learned from
John Wayne movies.**

At their training camp, the

students had a generator, a televi-

sion and a VCR. Cragg said. *They
watched "Platoon** and "Causali-

ties of War" . . . This is where they

are getting their military training

— from Hollywood.-
But these revolutionaries have a

long road ahead of them before
winning the rights and freedom
they deserve, he said.

•The government can take any-
one away for anything they want,"
Cragg said. "They stack the people
into cells where there is standing

room only. Many people die of
suffocation. The soldiers keep
them awake for a week, beating
them to get information.**

And food shortages, inadequate
medical care, lack of transporta-

tion and bouts with malaria make
the struggle even more difficult

*The deprivation that these
people go through . . . having
everything taken away from them,
walking around in jungles infested
with cobras, scorpions, malaria is

awful.** said Cragg, who fell victim
to a fatal but non-recurring strain

of malaria. "If you get bitten by a
snake, you*re dead. If you get shot,

you die.**

Although the United States has
imposed economic sanctions
against the Burmese government,
it has refrained from applying
more political pressure in order to

keep good relations with China—
Burma*s sole political ally and
supplier of arms, Cragg said.

And that pressure is what may
help the revolutionaries achieve
their goal.

'These rebels idolize Ameri-
cans. America and American prin-

ciples.** Cragg said. "These people
know George Washington better

than their own lineage . . . and yet
we ignore them. We don*t know
who they are. We don*t even care.**
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South AfHca accepts
irid to 1992 Olympics
United Press International ,

JOHANNESBURG. South
Afirica — South Africa will com-
pete in the 1992 Barcelona
Olympics, sports officials
announced Wednesday, its first

participation in the Games since it

was expelled in 1960 because of its

race-based apartheid policies.

International sports bodies have
excluded South Africa from parti-

cipation in competitions for

decades because of those policies^

which in recent months have been
eased.

The abolition of most apartheid

statutes during the past 18 months,
and the full racial integration of a

number of sports in the country,

notably cricket, led to an invitation

to compete in Barcelona.

The International Olympic
Commiuee (lOQ invited South
Africa to the Games in Spain at a

full committee meeting in Lausan-
ne. Switzerland July 9, despite the

fact that full integration of South
Afirica*s many and various athle-

tics bodies has not yet been
achieved.

One group in particular, the

South African Council on Sport
(SACOS) remains opposed to the

country participating in interna-

tional events while South Africa

still has a constitution which
denies blacks the vote.

Sam Ramsamy, chairman of the

National Olympic Committee of

South Africa (NOCSA) told a

news conference his organization

had decided to accept the Interna-

tional Olympic Committee*s invi-

tation to attend. ^

"We of course have to respond,**
an emotional Ramsamy said,

holding up the framed invitation.

"I am happy to say the executive
committee ofNOCSA has decided
unanimously to respond positive-
ly"

'This is the first time we can say
that South Africa is taking part in

the Olympic Games.** he said.

"South Africa has never taken part

in the Olympic Games before,

although a section of South Africa
has.

"Arid we are very pleased that

for the very first time we can get a

South African team, representing

South Africa, which will have the

support of all of South Africa in

Barcelona.*' Ramsamy said.

"We must wholeheartedly thank

the president of the ANC. Nelson
Mandela, because it was he who
gave us unconditional support,"

Ramsamy said.

FORUM
From page 3

year.*'

Members of students groups
agree they need sit down to discuss

sponsorship and other issues.

"As a sponsor, student govern-
ment is supposed to promote and
protect the welfare of the students

they represent and not all of the

offices are doing this,** said Kathy
Guyton, head coordinator of the

African Student Union.

Perhaps the reason undergradu-

ate government and student group

members are not listening to each

other is that they are too wrapped
up in their own agendas, said Ash
Motamedi, programming chair for

the Iranian Student Group. "The
forum should be a place where
student reps come up with a

common goal for UCLA — to

bring all the students together.**

Lotsa Pasta
40 Different Sauces,

Come Vegetarians,

ComeAW by p. Pey and D. Gcrber

Los Angeles is undoubtedly one of the

world's best cities when it comes to vegetarian

restaurants. But where do you go if you're a

vegetarian and you want to dine out with

friends who don't want "health food'* We've

found a perfect answer in Bistro of Santa

Monica, located on Santa Monica Boulevard

between Cloverfield and 23rd.

Bistro of Santa Monica offers a number of

delightful vegetarian choices for us, and has -

consistently brought raves from everyone we've

taken there - whether their tastes were

sophisticated or simple.

The restaurant's nicely varied menu includes

both Italian food and American specialties.

There are 15 styles of pasta (including two
whole wheat varieties), with a selection of 40

different sauces. 25 of these sauces are

vegetarian, and for the strict vegan, 13 of these

sauces have no dairy.

It's worth noting that Bistro of Santa

Monica uses no salt, preservatives, or sugar

whatsoever - but you'll never miss them.

The fogd is always delightful, starting with a

beaiKtiful, ffesh salad bar - complete with

fresh fruit, three vegetarian soups, and
several very tasty salad dressings made fresh

daily.

Our non-vegetarian friends have given

high praise to all of the various dishes

they've sampled, from meats to fish. They've

also enjoyed the ample wine list as well as

the sinful dessert tray. Without exception,

everyone we've taken there irK:luding out-of-

town guests has expressed a desire to go
back.

Maitre d'/Owner Michael Rogers has-

created an atmosphere that's always warm,
relaxed, and comfortable. Add to this prices

that are quite reasonable, and it's easy to see

why Bistro of Santa Monica has become one
of our very favorite restaurants.

M Bistro ofSanta Monica, Classic Northern
Italian Cuisine, 2301 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa
Monica. Lunch 11 a.m.-3 p.m. Mon.-Fri., Dinner
5p.m.-lOp.m. Tues.-Sun. Valet Parking, all major
credit cards, (213)453-5442.

(paid advertisement)

"This Study will give us

a overall picture of

what it's like living

with lung cancer. That

way we may be able to

anticipate any problems

they may have."

Unda Sarna
UCLA Professor

STUDY
From page 1

problems and intervene to

decrease personal emotional dis-

tress,** she said.

In her research, Sama will focus

on the effectiveness of nursing

procedures specifically for lung
cancer patients. They often come
in for treatment and go home
afterwards, said Sama, who has

previously worked with lung
cancer patients.

The study will give medical

professionals a more comprehen-
sive view of the lung cancer

exjierience. These patients are not

usually permanently hospitalized

and can continue to work as well as

carry on normal lives even when
the disease is in advanced stages,

she said.

"This study will give us an
overall picture of what it*s like

living with lung cancer. That way
we may be able to anticipate any
problems they may have,** she
said.

Nurses can be helpful in

addressing patient concerns about
problems with breathing and
weight loss, Sama said. But lung
cancer patients, who are usually

past smokers, have a difficult time
dealing with their emotions.

"Most of my lung cancer
patients have a long history of
smoking. This is a point where
they urge their spouses, friends,

and family members to stop

smoking. This is a difficult time for

them.'*

£iitiiMtjlnii:j^ill6i2L.''jisi ;i£j>i!: i," )^&i

Campus views
lliil ^gg

;

WORLD
FAMOUS DANCE PARTY
I

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 8
DOORS OPEN AT 10:30PM
ADMISSION PRICE IS $10106.7 F

PARTY ALL NIGHT LONG WITH KROQ'S BEST

TAMMI HEIDI & DOUG THE SLUG
AS THEY BROADCAST LIVE, 1 1 :00PM TO 2:00AM

DANCING UNTIL 4:00 AM
FREE ADMISSION. WITH DINNER IN THE PALACE CAFE
BETWEEN 8 PM AND 11 PM.RESERVATIONS REQUIRED
THE PALACE IS AN ADULT ONLY CLUB, 18 AND OVER WITH VALID ID

TICKErSAVAILABLLAI 1 HL FMl ACE BOX OFFICE (213)467-4571 • 462-6031

FOR INFORMAIION CALL (213)462-3000, 1735 N VINE. HOLLYWOOD. CA 90028

i he Creators of

"JUMBO'S PLAYHOUSE-
Bring You Th« Club You'll Live For

AT THE

PALACE
FOR YOUR BODY TECHNO
FOR YOUR MIND; HIP HOP
FOR YOUR SOUL 70 S

ADRENALIN BY

RICHARD "HUMPTY' VISSION

OF POWER 106

TONY LARGO
OF MARS FM

THf. PAi.ACfc '3 AN AL^ i ' 0\i r Ci . B

IBANDCvtRlf ACCOMPANitD Ai'M A .M >fcAflOLD

VALID I D Rt QUiRt D 0RtS3 CODt f NKORCEO

1735 N VINE HOLIYWOOD CALIFORNIA

SATURDAYS. DOORS 9PM
$5 00 BEFORE 10PM

$2.00 BEER & DRINKS ALL NIGHT
DANCING TO THE AFTERHOURS
FREE ADMISSION WITH DINNER

IN THE PALACE CAFE
BETWEEN 8PM AND 10PM
RESERVATIONS REQUIRED

"
't 'S a; '«--l p.v. act bo\ office

CAlI ^^'3i 4b.' 45^' OR ..M3, -Jer 6031

! 'NFORVATION call ;:i3l 462 3000

JUMBO b mOTliNE ;:i3) 960 5121

'''**» ^-^rA
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Attention Minority Students
who are interested in

ENVIRONIVIENTAL CAREERS
THE THIRD ANNUAL MINORITY ENVIRONMENTAL CAREER CONFERENCE

THE MINORITY ENVIRONMENTAL SUMMER ASSOCIATE iMESA) PROGRAM

The Center for Environmental Interns Program (CEIP) is looking

for GRADUATE STUDENTS and UNDERGRADUATES who have the

potential to join the workforce of the environmental field. If you are of a

rarial minority, have an interest in the environmental field, have a strong

academic record, are active in extracurricular activities, and have a science

background, we encourage you to apply.

You may be eligible for (1) an all-expenses-paid trip to CEIFs
Third Annual MincHity Environmental Career Conference which %vill be
held March 21 -24, 1992 in Atlanta, Georgia; and/or (2) a paid summer
internship position in the environmental field through The Minority Envi-

ronmental Summer Associate (MESA) Program.

If you are interested in applying to this great program, you will

need to (1) attend one of the Information Meetings at the EXPO Center; (2)

complete an application iorm along with a written essay on your careergoals,

your resume, and a listing of your college course w<M-k; and (3) return your

application materials to the EXPO Center by no later than Monday, Novem-
ber 18, 1991.

- INFORMATION MEETINGS
at the UCLA EXPO Center, A-213 Ackerman

Thurs, Nov 7, 5-6 pm • Tues, Nov 12, 12-1 pm • Thurs, Nov 14, 12-1 pm

For further Information, contact the EXPO Center at 825-0831.

X.

PARnaPATING VEI » I s

Gamma Productions—MubiUngual Scholar

DeSal)e—Word Processing for OS/2

WordPerfect

Cord Systems-CorelDRAW

Micrografx—Designer

Autodesk—Animator

Aldus—Pogemaker

Adoix^-41M

Ashton-late—dBase IV

Travefaig Software—Lopfink

Prodqy Services

Rokmd—Sound Board

AOX—386/486 Busmasler Cards

CORE International—Hard Drives

im

@: verb\rech\ 1: to sl3:Btcll0Ut» toudbi^ attempt to

to touch. 2: to coimmuucata with or liisclose to.

Ifymif^rctsent a:dt out €ai»p2a organization

youB^edtO Publicize M order to

Reach oihm: departments and members.
To maximize effiden^ vs, cost Utilize

Daily Bruin Advertising.

For more information, please contact the "Internal"

Department at 825-2161 #3^fip by112 Kerckhoff Hall.

WORKSTATIONS'
DAY 1991

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 7

10AM-3PM
GRAND BALLROOM
ACKERMAN UNION

fcoturing:

• IBM Personal System/?

• IBM RISC Systeiii/6000

• IBM Muhmedn SohiHons

• NewIBM Loseqirinters

• DOS, OSA AIX and Microsoh WMows
• Other Hanlware and Software vendors

LOTS Of oemonsiiuiionsy inotniunon ona

yveawaysl

O^SPONSORED BY MKROSOFT AND THE ASUCU COMPUIER STORE

ASUCLA STUDENTS' S T R P™
Cofflputer Stort/ B-Laval Ackerman Uflion/>2S-M52/ M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-8; Sat 10-5; San 12-fi

Stornhhit honie
town visited by
imeida Marcos
United Press International

MANILA, Ptiilippines — For-

mer first lady Iinelda Marcos flew

Ttiursday to her home town in

stomn-devastated Lcytc province,

wlieie at least 2,300 people were
killed in flash floods and land-

slides triggered by tropical stonn

Thelma.

A spoiceswoman said the widow
of former dictator Ferdinand Mar-
cos boarded a private jet Thursday
morning to "find out what is_

hai^ning** in the area 350 miles

southeast of Manila.

The Leyte Provincial Disaster

Coordinating Center reported at

least 2,337 people had been killed

Tuesday when storm-triggered

flash floods sent a wall of water

and mud through Ormoc city near

the provincial capital of Tacloban.
The spokeswoman said she did

not know if Marcos would offer

financial assistance to relief efforts

in the area. She had planned to

travel to the province Wednesday
but postponed the visit when
reports of the devastation began
reaching the capital.

She returned Monday from
nearly six years in exile and faces

charges that she helped loot her

country's treasury of some $5
billion during her husband's 20-

year rule.
—

—

'•—

^

RECYCUNG
From page 3

Still, the program produces a

large mass of recycled trash by
carting off almost 700 tons

monthly. This figure does not

include the UCLA Medical Cen-
ter, which only recycles small

amounts of cardboard paper waste.

Although the university prog-

ram has only been in place for two
years, it has diverted about 60
percent of its garbage, which used
to go into landfills.

In comparison, the student asso-

ciation recycles little more than 20
percent of its garbage. That is

because so much of its garbage

comes from food facilities. Pro-

ducts like paper plates cannot be

recycled once they have been

soiled by food.

The association produces a

monthly total of seven tons of

recyclable trash.

To encourage even greater

recycling awareness, association

eateries may soon switch to a

different type of plastic product

which can be recycled at a nearby

plant

But both the university facilities

and association programs recycle

other products as well. For exam-
ple, aluminum is actually cheaper

to recycle than to mine afiresh, and
selling it helps the student associa-

tion recover some of the cost of
their $129,000 recycling program.

Although recycling can be
expensive, the university facilities

program has not experienced a

dramatic increase in the cost of

trash disposal because it has been

offset by not having to pay landfill

dump fees, Powazek said.

Despite differences between the

two programs, university officials

and student leaders both express

satisfaction with their recycling

progress so far, and they share

plans to expand efforts in the

future.

The Environmental Coalition

will meet with university officials

next week to address the need for

greater community awareness
about recycling.

%*
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LA. gtrads

to receive
'warranty'

on diploma
United Press International

In 1994, graduates of Los
Angeles public high schools wiU
become the first in the nation to

graduate with a ''diploma warran-

ty" assuring future bosses they

have adequate job skills. Superin-

tendent Bill Anton said Wednes-
day.

Anton, head of the Los Angeles
Unified School District, said the

warranty promises not only abili-

ties in the basics such as reading,

writing and arithmetic, but also

organization, decision-making and
the use of computers.

Anton said if future graduates of
Los Angeles* 52 high schools fall

short of expectations, the school

district will retrain graduates
through its adult education prog-

ram at no cost to the former
students or the employers.

Anton said the diploma warran-

ty program is one of five sweeping
goals the district has outlined to

make education more effective.

"Because we are 100 percent

committed to making Los Angeles
graduates educated, skilled and
productive members of the work-
force, we will guarantee that our
graduates have the skills to enter

the workforce prepared,*' Anton
said in a luncheon address to local

business and government leaders.

'*Now we are realistic eTK)ugh to

know that not every graduate will

be sufficiently proficient in every

kind of skill,** he said

"But with the diploma warranty,

we will tell businesses that if they

are not satisfied with the skills and
talents of our graduates, we will

re-enroll them and give them the

training they need.**

The basic requirements assured

under the warranty follow an
outhne identified in a report issued

by the U.S. I>epartment of Labor
Secretary's Commission on
Achieving Necessary Skills, or

SCANS.
The SCANS report, issued in

June, identified eight skills areas in

which new high school graduates

should be proficient by the time

they enter the job market:
— Use of resources, including

allocation of time, money and
staff;

— Interpersonal skills, includ-

ing serving customers, negotiating

and teaching co-workers;

— Use of information, includ-

ing compiling, organizing and
evaluating data and using compu-
ters;

— Use, design and improve-

ment of organizational and tech-

nological systems;

— Use of technology, including

troubleshooting and finding the

right tool for the task;

— Basic reading, writing and
math skills as well as speaking and
listening;

— Ability to think creatively,

solve problems and reason;

— Personal qualities, including

self-management and responsibil-

ity.

Anton praised the SCANS
report, saying it "hit it right on the

mark.**

The superintendent said plans

for implementation of the diploma

warranty program have just begun.

He offered no estimates on the

cost to boost the current curricu-

lum or to retrain graduates in night

classes, but he expressed hope that

the business community would

contribute money to the already

financially strapped district

RiKENTIRE Goodrich firc^ronc micmflim

WHERE THE FUTURE IS HERE TODA Y WITH PRICES OF YESTERDA Y

NOW! THE ALL NEW HI-TECH
COMPUTER DESIGN MCEN TIRE

IS HEREATAPOLLO TIRE!

10% DISCOUNT
TO UCLA STUDENTS

* FACULTY

RIKEN, THE #1 QUALITY TIRE IN AMERICA THAT WILL OUT-PERFORM MICHELIN, GOODYEAR,
PIRELLIORDUNLOPWITHUPT050%SAVINGS.SATISFACTIONGUARANTEED!NOAPPOINTMENTNEEDED.

Riken Technology is a unique achievement in computer design that combines both the highest per-

1

formance characteristics and the longest wearing rubber compound in the Industry. |

^STEEL BELTED^
RADIALS

PI55/80R13
P165/80R13
PI75/80RI3
PI85/80RI3
PI85/75R14
P195/75RI4

$30.95
32.95
35.95
35.95
34.95
35.95
36.95
38.95
40.95
42.95
43.95 i

P205/75RI4
P205/75RI5
P215/75R15
P225/75R15

k P235/75R15

RADIALS FOR
IMPORTS

40,000 Mile Warranty
IRR/gPll t22.9S
165/SR13 24.95

175/SR14 28.95

165/SR15 28.95

175/70SR13 32.95

185/70SR13 34.95

185/70SR14 35.95

195/70SR14 38.95

205/70SR14 42.95

MICHELIN XH
PI75/80R13 $60.95

PI85/80RI3 62.95

PI85/75RI4 68.95

PI95/75RI4 71.95

P205/75RI4 76.95

P2I5/75R14 81.95

P205/75RI5 77.95

P2I5/75R15 81.95

P225/75RI5 82.95

^235/7!>RI5 86.95,

HI P«irfdrmancc
St*«l Radial for Imports
P195/50VRI5 S 78.95
P205/50VRI5 100.95
P225/50VRI5 152.95
P195/50VR16 129.95
P205/55\/R16 N.. 167.95
P225/50VRI6 170.95
P245/50VR16 183.95
P255/50VR16 188.95
P205/55ZRI6 174.95
P225/50ZRJ6 179.95
F255/50ZRI6 198.95^

(22221
Steel RsOM for Domestic Csn

\

1 60,000 MILES WARRANTY |

PI55/80R13 .... $46.95
PI65/80R14
PI75/80RI3

50.95
52.95

P185/80RI3 53.95
P185/75RI4 .. 56.95
PI95/75R14 58.95
P205/75RI4
P205/75R15

61.95
65.95

P2I5/75R15. 67.95
P225/75RI5 71.95

L P235/75RI5 74.95 AV ^ '"'-^

STEEL RADIAL FOR
TRUCKS & VANS

225/70RI5 $ 98.95
255/70R15 111.95
LT2I5/85R16 110.95
LT225/85R16 1 16.95
LT235/85RI6 121.95

LT245/85R16 130.95
30/9 50RI5 121.95
3I/10.50RI5 122.95
31/11 50R 1

5

129.95
875/RI6.5 112.95
950/R16.5 124.95

RKBITRE
The # 1 Quality Tire Is here .

.
andj

will save you 50% less than

Michelin, Goodyear & PIrellill

^ififSA'

M^ber

Steel Radial For Imports
S Domestic Cars

60.000 MILES \X/ARRANTY

155SRI2 $39.95
155SR13 .....^'. 40.95
165SR13 41.95
175SR14 50.95
I85SR14 53.95
I65SRI5 50.95
PI75/70HR13 ...52.95
PI85/70HR13 55.95
P195/70HRI3 58.95
P175/70HRI4 58.95
P195/70HRI4 58.95
P195/70HR14. 61.95
P205/70HRJ4 66.95
PI95/65HRI4 88.95
PI85/65HRI5 91.95
P195/65HRI5 93.95
P205/65HR1 5 104.95
P215/65HR15 104.95

<r^lNJ?fc^lr1:fc
Stepi Radial Fcx Imports & Domestic Cars

60,000 MILES WARRANTY

THE "SPECIAL EDITION TIRE'

Tire built yvith the CnHforniji driver in mind

185/60HR13
205/60HR13
185/60HR14
195/60HR14
205/60HRI4
2J5/60HRI4
225/60HR14
235/60HRI4
245/60HR14
195/60HR15
205/60HR15
2I5/60HR15
225/60HR15
235/60HR15
245/60HRI5
255/60HRI5
225/60VRI6.

64.95
71.95
66.95
68.95
75.95
77.95
79.95
82.95
86.95
77.95
79.9n
81.95
83.95
87.95
90.95
12.95
32.95

klmbmr^ '^ a Mlchelin Tire Corp. Subsidiary 60,000 Mile Umited Wan^anty
Irur to tri^if HiynrM MiodHfd Krtbn hjn J^vPtoprd the DeM waiu* tot yom C.»<i(ofrn.« Onving coodiiion with qujlit*^ far ftietHmq in sM tategofie^ KJrtJer » 4 D team

hai produced THE tut ihM w« dfkvrf m eun\ ol 6O000 imn a» Irue comfon and perfoffnjncr undrr tr>e most d^marxJing road tondit.om A»»OLIO IIW CO »

K L E BE R WiU driivrf yoo th* 0*it doHar vatue per milf

IS5/SRI2 $3«.»5
1S5/SR13 39.95
I6S/SRI3 40.95
I8S/SRI4 53.95
I65/SRI5 4«.95
I75/70RI3 46.95
I85/70RI 3 49.95
I85/70RI4 ....- S2.95
I95/70RI4 55.95
205/70Rt4 61.95

PI75/80RI3
PI8S/80RI

3

PI85/7SRI4
PI85/70RI4
PI95/75RI4
P205/75RIS
P2I5/75RIS
P225/75R15
P235/7SR15

$47.95
S0.95
54.95
60.95
54.95
63.95
66.95
66.95
69.95

I95/65TRI5
185/60HRI3
205/60HRI3
I85/60HRI4
I95/60HRI4
205/60HRI4
195/60HRI5
20S/60HRIS
I9S/S0VRIS
205/SOVR)5

J82.95
67.95
79.95
77.95
85.95
91.95
92.95
99.95
103.95
109.95

MICHELIN MXV T QOOD^EAR EAGLES GATORBACK
STEEL RAOrALS

I95/60HRI4

205/70HRI4

205/60HRI5

205/65HRI5

S90.9S

92.95

104.95

123.9S

P215/60VR15
P225/60VRI5
P205/50VRI5
P205/55VR16
P225/50VRI6

S141.95

1S1.9S

171.95

176.9S

181.95

P245/50VRU
P255/50VRI6
P275 40ZR17
3I/I05RI5
2.^S/85RI6

197.95

201.95

301.95

111.95

141.95

mT^rra
205/70VRI5 $146.95

215/70VRI5 161 95
205/55VR16.... 194.95

225/50VR16.... 207.95
I85/60HR14 82.95
195/60HRI4.... 89.95

V I95/60HRI5.... 91.95 y

TRUCK & RV
750-16 S60.95
800-16.5... 66.95
875-16.5 67.95
950-16.5 74.95
12-16,5 94.95
31X1050-15 77.95
32X11 50-15 80.95
33X12 50-15 88.95/

TRUCK & RV
RADIALS

FRONT BRAKES 4 WHEEL BRAKES fMONROE?

2;x8 50RI4
30x<?50RI5
3lxI050Rl5
32x11 50RI5
33xl2 50R15 5

23S/85RI6
950RI6 5

76.95
78 95
86 95
9795
104.95
87 95
104 95

ll

»49«»* MOST
CABS

• Repiatf Pads
• Rrpia<f Offasp Sfah

I*

Repack Whrri Branoqs
• Sfmi MptaHn Padi f »tra

Good W/Cojpoo Only

I
fhftj 1 1/30/^1

|«9995* 'T.

I • Rfpiacr Pads Shoes

IpJa<e Grease Seals

Wh-ei Beafirxjs •

IEmefgenty Brakes • S«

MetaNK Pads Extra
_ Good vl//Coupor> Only

J Thru I \nnt^\

MacPHfRSON GAS
STRUTS CARTRIDGES

»109»s* 'T^
IMSTAILATIONINCIUOCO '

• ItfETlME WAIWANTY I

\ FRONT END ALIGNED I

I

Good W /C tx>pon f>rHv Trwi,

We offer full service tune-ups.

transmissions and air conditioning.

We service BMW. Jaguar and
Mercedes Ourpnces

are lower than dealerships.

33x12 50RI6 5 126

NO SURPRISES! free estimates because additional parts, servjce and labor di^ often needed at substantial extra cost

JOIN THE PERFORMANCE GENERATION THAT

BEATS THE COMPETITION IN PRICE, SERVICE & SELECTION

WEST LOS ANGELES
1756 Sepulveda Blvd.

('/2 Block South of Santa Monica Blvd.)

(213) 478-1412

SANTA MONICA BLVO

'O'
'

«• P

OJ

En Todas Las T\enda% Se Habia Espanol OPEN 6 DAYS 8 to 6
DAVE OILER GARY YAMAMOTO

Srrvice Manager Siore Manaqtt

mmm lito
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That means Jack has to

do everything his way!

^TlttTnate^w^lndJacr^^avIn
ittle problem getting customers

. | jack got Jacked

cuz he didn't
What's up Jack?

I* i

• ^

!••••

MADE WITH
NEW YORK TAP WATER
THIN & THICK CRUSTS

YOU DONTHAVE
TO BE A NEW YORKER

TO LOVE ^''

tax include

LARGE
TWO TOPPING PIZZA

LAMONICAS

V

Olf^f good only with this coupon, one coupon per paxa.

Limit 3 pizzas per address. Exprras 11/14/S1, Prices subject to change.

*Not valid on Sicilians

.

LOWEST PRICES IN

WESTWOOD

208-8671
1066 GAYLEY AVE

IJUG, L '/ 7 //# /( Me^ff
Prep Course TM

LA's revolutionary MCAT preparation program!

More than 1 30 hours of intensive review.

Taught by outstanding, full-time teachers who care.

Over 1 ,400 pages of new-format review materials, questions and tests.

A writing workshop with 14 MCAT style essays (7 critiqued and graded).

Four structured classes per week over a twelve' week period.

Convenient classrooms two blocks from the UCLA campus.

cMif^peniea/uuncj. i^ a p^jcwen pAocj/iant umlcU oniCfincUed In ^cut jbieao- and UaA- e^XAKUided

to- jn4une cutdJl(^ An<jele4^. Ou^ claA4e^ oAe a co4iiJuncd^^

0^^ me 6/:ience^. 0i4A UiAiAuctMA^ one e^cyfienii m tkeiA^ j^ieldA a4ixl idiiii^ Uiei/i In-ciaM' Itou/ii

ia c^iude 6iudenii uiAouak caHi€Aeke4i4iae neiUe4a a^iJ, te^i pA<ictice in a lait-naced, moU-

mztincj, oimo^^pJteAe.

MHere are some quotes from our Summer classM

"Hyperleaming has energetic, sharp instructors who know their material thoroughly and are

always willing to help you. It is essential for keeping you on track for studying for the MCAT."

"Hyperleaming really helped me pace myself for the two months prior to the MCAT. I didn't Waste any
time and the review material gave me a great step by step approach to studying for the MCAT monster."

"The instructors are brilUant and they have spent many hours finding the necessary

material for us to master the MCAT. I give this course two thumbs up."

Tou guys helped me out a great deal and I thank you for the guidance, instruction, motivation, and
excellent instructors. The instructors are what makes Hyperleaming well worth it!"

"I loved the program. It was very personal and I studied my ass off while making new friends.**

Sessions are filling quickly! Call us for additional

details or to request an information packet.

(Classes start Jan. 4th)

lOam-Midnite

(800) 843-4973

Noriega letter

introduced as
trial evidence
By Jane Sutton
United Press International

MIANQ — A letter to Manuel
Noriega firom an imprisoned mari-

juana kingpin pledges secrecy

about the deposed dictator's

involvement in dnig money laun-

dering and seems to clear him in a

cocaine laboratory protection

scheme.

The 1984 letter, written by drug
trafficker Steven Kalish from the^

Beaumont County Jail in Texas,

was introduced as evidence Wed-
nesday in Noriega's trial on 10
counts of cocaine racketeering and
importing and distributing the

drug.

"I want you to know I have in no
way compromised you, Panama or

any of my other friends in Pana-

ma," Kalish wrote.

Kalish testified earlier Noriega
allowed him to launder drug
profits and plan marijuana ship-

ments in Panama in the early 1980s
while Kalish was a fugitive from
U.S. drug trafficking charges.

He said he personally paid
Noriega hundreds of thousands of
dollars for the privilege.

Kalish said he wrote the 16-page

letter to assure the general he was
not cooperating with United States^

authorities. At the time Kalish

hoped to be freed from jail soon
and wanted to retain Noriega's

good will so he could resume
operations in Panama.

In two days of testimony, Kalish

implicated Noriega in a marijuana

smuggling conspiracy outlined in a

1988 Tampa indictment Although
Noriega is not on trial on those

charges, U.S. District Judge Wil-
liam Hoeveler allowed the testi-

mony as proof of Noriega's state of
mind and criminal intent.

The letter's importance in the

u-ial is uncertain because Kalish

admitted on the witness stand that

"not everything in this letter is

accurate."

The letter discussed Kalish 's

efforts to mediate a dispute
between the Panamanian military

and the Medcllin cocaine cartel

over the 1984 seizure of a cartel

drug lab in Panama.
Medellin drug lord Jorge Ochoa

claimed to have paid a Noriega
assistant. Col. Julian Melo, $5
million to protect the lab with the

understanding that the money
would be passed on to Noriega.

Kalish said in the letter he

persuaded the cartel Melo had kept

the money and that Noriega had
never been involved in the lab deal.

"I had convinced them that Col.

Melo was acting alone," Kalish

wrote.

He also thanked Noriega for

freeing a cartel liaison who was
jailed in Panama after Ochoa sent

him to discuss the lab mixup with
Kalish.

"Your decision literally saved
my life. I have no doubts as to what
Jorge Ochoa would have done," he
wrote.

Kalish also wrote in the letter it

was Melo and two business associ-

ates — Ricardo Tribaldos and
Gabriel Mendez — who invited
the Colombian drug family to do
business in Panama in 1983.

"These men approached the

family with a plan to transform

Panama into a major manufactur-
ing and distribution center for

narcotics, specifically cocaine,**

Kalish wrote.

Kalish said in the aftermath of
the lab dispute the cartel agreed to

stop shipping drugs through Pana-
ma and to use the Central Ameri-
can nation only as a money
laundering center.

^
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Author says
Hoover knew
about JFK plot

By Frederick M. WInship
United Press International

A new book by a Texas attor-

ney-historian charges that late FBI
Director J. Edgar Hoover was
guilty of treason by failing to

divulge advance knowledge of a
Mafia conspiracy to assassinate

President John F. Kennedy. He
instead worked to make sure that

the plan would be successful.

— "Act of Treason" by Mark North
of Austin, Texas, (Carroll & Graf,

$26.95), scheduled for publication

Nov. 14. is the result of five years

of research and based on
documentation from many sour-

ces, including the 1979 report of
the House Select Committee on
Assassinations.

This report implied that Ken-
nedy was most likely killed by the

Carlos Marcello Mafia organiza-

tion in New Orleans, an allegation

attacked by the Justice Department
and the FBI.

North concentrates on proving
that Marcello was out to get

Kennedy because he was the only
Mafia leader the president had
personally humiliated by attempt-

ing to deport him as an undesir-

able.

Marcello also was a confidant

and business associate of Jimmy
Hoffa, the corrupt Teamsters
union leader who had Attorney

General Robert F. Kennedy as his

implacable foe.

North writes that Marcello
decided to put out a contract on the

president by September 1962,

hoping that his assassination

would precipitate the removal of

the attorney general.

Marcello confided his plans to

Hoffa and Santos Traficante of the

Miami, Fla. Mafia, who in turn told

a close friend, wealthy Cuban exile

Jose Aleman. Traficante had
helped Aleman obtain a loan from
the Teamsters with Hoffa 's

approval and did not know that the

Cuban was an FBI informant
Aleman reported the plot to the

FBI chief in Miami, Wesley G.
Grapp, who sent the information to

Hoover and his FBI associate

director Clyde Tolson. North
claims Tolson helped Hoover
analyze the probable success of the

plan and was as guilty of treason as

his boss.

"Despite specific statutory

requirement, and his duty as an
American citizen. Hoover did not

inform his superiors within the

Justice Department, or warn the

Secret Service," North wrote.

"He withheld the data in part

because he felt Kennedy was an

indecisive, immoral liberal, who,
if left in place, would destroy the

nation.

"But most important, he did this

because JP^ had made it known
that he intended, by the end of his

first term in office, to retire the

director (Hoover) and replace him
with a man of his own, more liberal

political philosophy."

North said Hoover's decision to

let e^vents take their course was
enforced by his possession of

sufficiently damning FBI infor-

mation connecting Vice Presdient

Lyndon Johnson to the Billy Sol

Estes fertilizer swindle and the

Senate aide Bobby Baker-Mafia
scandal.

In withholding this information

about Johnson from the Justice

Department, Hoover "hopelessly

compromised" the vice president,

who gave Hoover a retirement

waiver shortly after he succeeded

Kennedy as president. North
wrote.

•60URMET SALADS

•HEARTY t HEALTHV SANPWICHES
•DELICIOUS PASTRIES

•OLD FASHIONED MUFFINS

•PARISIAN CROISSANTS

•STEAMINC CAPPUCCINOS t
•ESPRESSOS

HEAVENLY FOOD KflTH EARTHY PRICES

Come and enjoy the relaxed atmosphere of

this unique European-style coffee house.

E|l in - Takeout - Caterinj

uci4

NiiU Flu

KUNC FU CAFE

1943 W/tifwd tid

Swffc

$««fi NmIm IIwI

i
Niii«iH An

0p«ii7:30im - MUnisM

1943

VESTVOOD

BOQIEVARI

213-44M6S2

IHI SLI'MAKDK IJ)UCAII()\AI C I \ II R

El Santo Oficio" (The Holy Office)

Directed In /Xrluro Kip^lcin

A powerful film about the secret Jewish community in 16th

Century Mexico and the life of Luis de Carvajal (el Mozb)
who was apprehended and executed by the inquisition for

secretly practicing Judaism.

The entire Los Angeles community is welcome.
DATE: Saturday evening, November 9,1991

PLACE: Ackerman Union at UCLA
308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, California—TIME: 7:30 pm ^—^^ ——

—

COST: $18.00

Movie Followed By Kosher Gourmet I>essert Reception

Meet new people * Win a Unique Piece of Sephardic Art

Space Limited

SPONSORED BY:
ThoSophiJidic EdikMtion CVntor in jcTiisik'fn

Sephardic Tt'niplc TitiMOth \<\\\vA

.,uhal |v)soph C()n^lv^atiuM
Sephardic Both Shalom

BiiriMu i)f li'uish Fducation (U( Greater I »•» Ani;t»le'*

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CALL: (213)653-7365

lA/ie^re kM)kingfor peoplewho
aft this glass and say:

'There^s gotta be other
glasses of water."

We need people capable of going

beyond half- full or half-empty
tNnklng. People who see subtleties.

Wtx) are quite frankly bored by easy

answers and off-the-shelf solutions.

People who are constantly

challenging their own thinking and
are thirsty for new ideas arxl

knowledge.

Vbu'll have a degree from a top

school Getting a job won't really be
an issue. The question is: whk:h job?

Whrch industry?

Vbu don't want to get locked

into one area and then discover

three to five years from now that you

don't like it. By then you've invested

too much.

• WM AnMrMnConMW« AA « Ca. SC

Andersen Consulting offers you

the chance to work on a variety

of projects—with clients in a wide

range of industnes.

We are the leader in helping

organizations apply iftformation

technology to their business advan-

tage. Every hour of every business

day we implement a solution to help

one of our more than 5i000 clients

workjwida

What nnakes that possible is the

quality of our people. And the quality

of our training. We're known for both.

Because business arxl tech-

nok)gy are ever-char>ging. we see

training as a continuing process.

And our $l23-million Center for

Professional Education in St. Charles,

Illinois, is just orie measure of our

commitment. We tram you for a

career—not just a job.

Are you the kind of person we're

talking about? The kind of person

with an unquenchat)le desire for

challenge and professional growth?

If so, come talk to us. And
firxj out more about a career with

Andersen Consulting.

Andersen
Consulting

ARTHUR ANDERSEN 4 CO, S.C.

Wherewe s^ofrom heriC

Come join Andersen Consulting and UBS at "Corporate Sponsor Night,"

TONIGHT, from 7-9:00 p.m.. in Noth Campus, Room 32.

On-campus interviews will be held Thursday. November 21. for graduating seniors.

Please contact the Placement and career Planning Center for scheduling information.

"UBS ! apanBared by AOSKT
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Student Whopper Special

Whopper, Medium Fries, &
Medium Ehink

No Coupon
Necossary 208-6781

'°;°tr»-*

I^O^^c,-^^ ,^^^ .1

v$v^

\>>'

^<s.i^'

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•LcAver Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESTOOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213)478-6869
(818)988-0110

-'V^M^MVW^^^*.

STORE

EXPERIENCE THE
FANTASY OF FUTONS
Fealvnng: INDECO Fulons^ Frames, and Fabrics

In-house factory custom designs.

FunctiomJ: For frugal budgets

Fun: Attractive, relaxed, professional, and totally

cool sales stoff guaranteed to give you a great dedl
|

Fantastic: Highest quality merchandise in town!

ig over

Levi's 501's, 505*i
}[

fport Coats

$2 1 .99 i,:n.r|pi|)vercoats

2 Pairs $40.00 1] Ipecial $20.00

If \^imiaJ15Q>00•;-x>»M*»;,

2349 Westwood Blvd. 1^^ Angeles, CA 90064
'

'-7413
-'''''"

Free scarf or bow/tie with $30 piochase

i

'^^

WE'L HELP MAKE YOUR

FUTON FANIASIES A
REALITY!!!

FUTON
FACTORY

-
i A.

!iH;U
STARTAT

$99
pOTBCXALOltGEn)

INDECO

FUTON
9035 VmIm lovkwd

(1/2 block mtf of loborffsoo)

(213) t3l-f2*1
Crodiit Cords Accoftod

>< /

^a^ft/i^it&i S^Ue
nmmmmmimmm

Com i

CP286-12MHZ (40MB Hard Drive) 14" Mono $550

CP386SX-16MHZ (40MB Hard Drive) $950

CP386DX-25MHZ (BOMB Hard Drive) $1180

CP386-33MHZ W/64K Cache (80MB Hard Drive) $1320

CP486-25MHZ (120MB Hard Drive) $1850

CP486-33MHZ W/256K Cache (120MB Hard Drive) $1 960

FREE MOUSE
witli porclMise of system

All Systems Include:

• 1MB RAM Memory

• 5.25" or 3.5" Floppy Drive

• HYUNDA1 1
4- Super VGA (.28) Color Monitor

• Super VGA(1024768) W/1MB-2S6 Colors

• Super Mouse II

•ATI/0 Card (2 Serial. 1 Pvallel & 1 Game)

•2FD?HD IDE Controller

• 100% IBM Compatible Systems

• One Vbar Parts and Labor Warranty

BEST SUPPORT, BEST SERVICE, LOWEST PRICE
Please CaU SCOTT for best deal at

^asSSSSSSSSSBSSS^SSSSBSSBSUBSXBSSBSSBSISBSSBKBBOKIIfSBSBSSi

omputer
3850WiishircBlvA#104

LosAjngele8.CA<)0010

(213) 480-6777

Yeltsin issues

decree to ban
Communist
Party activity

Jeff Berliner

United Press International

MOSCOW — Russian Presi-

dent Boris Yeltsin has issued a
decree banning the Communist
Party, nationalizing its property,

and condemning its activities.

Whether Yeltsin's decree
achieved anything moie than air

earlier decree by Soviet President

Mikhail Gorbachev's was unclear,

but Yeltsin's action— coming on
the eve of the canceled 1917
revolution anniversary holiday —
packed a symbolic punch.

Decree No. 169, issued on the

eve of the canceled Communist
revolution celebrations normally
held throughout the Soviet Union
every Nov. 7, ordered all party

activities to cease and all party

structures dissolved.

'*It has become evident that as

long as the CPSU (Communist
Party Soviet Union) structures

exist, there can be no guarantee

against one more putsch or a
coup,** said Yeltsin in his decree,

distributed by the Russian Infor-

mation Agency.

Yeltsin said the role of the-

Communist Party in staging the

short-lived August takeover of the

Soviet government was sufficient

reason to order the party dis-

banded.

Yeltsin stood up to the hard-line

Communist Party leaders who
wrested control of the central

government, and the Russian
president rallied support for the

young democracy against the

attempted coup d'etat, which fell

apart after three days.

Soviet President Gorbachev,
who was held at his vacation home
against his will during the

attempted takeover, emerged from
captivity to learn the role that his

powerful ruling party played in the

aborted takeover.

Shortly after regaining his free-

dom and the presidency, Gorba-
chev banished the party.

Yeltsin called the Communist
Party, its leadership and its

attempted coup "anti-people,

anti-constitutional" and an
encroachment on rights and free-

doms.

The decree ordered the Soviet

and Russian Communist Parties to

cease all activities in the Russian
republic, and he declared that all

party property "should be made the

property of the state," echoing
Gorbachev's earlier order.

The Russian president ordered

local government officials

throughout Russia to implement
the decree.

However, Yeltsin carefully

cautioned against outlawing party

membership, saying it would be
wrong "to blacken millions of

ordinary party members who have
nothing to do with violence and
arbitrariness staged on behalf of

them" by the coup leaders.

Coup leaders are in jail awaiting

trial. Several top officials impli-

cated in the August events com-
mitted suicide.

Legal probes also were under

way into Communist Party finan-

cial dealings.

And calling off the official

government anniversary celebra-

tion of the 1917 revolution shows
just how discredited the Com-
munist Party has become, banished

or not. though grass-roots political

groups planned to stage local

rallies.
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Judge rejects

to• • •

acquit Keating

By Valerie KuklenskI
United Press International

A judge denied a defense
motion Tuesday seeking acquittal

for former Lincoln Savings and
Loan head Charles H. Keating Jr.,

saying there is sufficient evidence

to link Keating to the alleged

fraudulent sale of junk bonds.

Superior Court Judge Lance Ito

also granted a prosecution motion.

"dismissing two ofthe 20 remaining

counts against Keating because
two of the mainly elderly bondhol-
ders were physically unable to

testify.

I>efense attorney Stephen Neal
will begin his case when the jury

returns Thursday.

Keating, 67, is charged in the

amended 18-count indictment with

securities fraud and other crimes
stemming from the sale through
Lincoln Savings of junk bonds
issued by its parent company,
American Continental Corp. of
Phoenix, Ariz.

In asking Ito to acquit his client,

Neal pointed to the testimony of
former Lincoln executives Robin
Symes and Ray Fidel, who pleaded

guilty and agreed to testify against

Keating in exchange for reduced

Sentences.
~~

Neal said that as accomplices in

the case, Symes* and Fidel's

testimony must be corroborated by
other evidence, a legal require-

ment he maintained prosecutors

failed to meet.

Neal said without consideration

of the accomplices' testimony, the

prosecution case alleges that the

bond sellers may have sold bonds
by means of misrepresentations or

omissions and that Keating may
have had access to information

which bond sellers were not given.

"It is not enough under the law,"

he said. *There has to be a tie

between Mr. Keating and the

alleged misrepresentation.

"You have claims that bond
purchasers were not given infor-

mation that Mr. Keating knew and

you have nothing to bridge that

gap," Neal said.

Neal also contended that prose-

cutors failed to prove Keating had
any direct knowledge of or

involvement in the preparation of

the bond sales pitches or the

prospectus — the document out-

lining the bonds that was given to

each buyer.

'There is ample evidence out-

side the accomplices' testimony

. . . that serves to link Mr. Keating

with the crimes," Deputy District

Attorney William Hodgman
countered.

*The testimony ot the bond
buyers along with the testimony of

the regulators is sufficient to hold

this defendant on these charges,"

Hodgman said.

*To suggest that this defendant

did not know . . . given his control

over Lincoln and ACC ... is

certainly a matter to be put before

the jury," the prosecutor said.

In ruling against the defense

motion, Ito said prosecutors only

need to show a limited amount of

conotxxating evidence to back up
the testimony of Fidel and Symes.

"Given the motive and the

condition of the business, I think

there is sufficient evidence to link

Mr, Keating to these charges," Ito

said.

Keating *s trial, which began

Aug. 6, will be followed by the

trial of former ACC President Judy

Wischer of Paradise Valley, Ariz.,

the fourth executive named in the

indictment.
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Located in Malibu
101 Freeway exit at Kanan. Go
south. Go six miles (you will go
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TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

CHICKEN SPECIAL
• Chicken After 3:00pm to close

• Egg -Roll

• Gyoza
• Fried Rice

• Green Salad w/ 1 free drink ^'*^ *^°"P°"

YOU DON'T HAVE TO CHECK THE
NEW ROLLABOARD SUITCASE

NEW ROUABOARD TR/»mJ>RO 747

SPECIAL PRICE

Cushionad

Rahndabw
HonoM

$3.70
PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

1121 Glendon Avenue (213)
Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

tf-fc

Mogozina
Pockal

Bal Baoring Wheals—

SKoft Podtel (or

Passas, Schadules,

Kays

E^^xmding Raar Rcxrkal

Holds Larg« Manual or

Hol/Glovas, ak.

Wi pilot-designed an<i approved for corry-on aboard most aidines. With its

built-in wheels and retroctable handle, you can roll it through the airport,

aboard the plane and down the aisle. Ample capacity with 5 extra pockets.

Durable black nylon. Size: 22^x1 4'x7'.

WESTWOOD LUGGAGE
940 Westwood Blvd. • 208-7900

(Next to Olive Garden Restaurant)
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TAT^ThQ
«"*«^ Billiards

IN
OLD TOWN PASADENA

Open Daily Nooii-2 a.m.
(818) 568-1606

Full Bar

r Full Size Thbks

Piaa, Fasta, Salads andmonu

"^ Offthe 134 East/36 W. Colorado Bird.

ShafeeyV
Invites you to try our

ooo

Now you can enjoy two great specialties
together at one low price!

Medium pizza w/ one topping, five pieces of
chicken and mojo potatoes

Only$10.95
Large pizza w/ two toppings

Only $8.99
1114 Gaylcy Westwood

Fto 208-7470 Hours Sun-Tliurs 1 Mam. FYl & Sat 1 l-2am

824-4111
Free & Fast Delivery\^ ^ ^ ki^
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Viewpoint

Letters

Cringiiig

Editor:

Hats orr lo Adam Ross ror

being the first openly gay

member of the UCLA Home-
coming Couit. I also give the

Student Alumni Association

and its selection process praise

for seeing that Ross* contribu-

tions to the university are

worthwhile and very important

to the community as a whole.

Being a past Homecoming
King, Homecoming 1988, and

now ''coming out** as a gay

UCLA alumnus and staff mem-

ber, I think that naming an

openly gay student to the

Homecoming Court and rallies

such as those held here at

iJCLA on National Coming —
Out Day help promote a beaer

understanding and acceptance

of individuals.

Unfortunately, these events

don*t always change the think-

ing of ignorant and inconsid-

erate people. Saturday at the

UCLA football game I was
angered and saddened to hear

rude and insensitive comments
made from members of Sigma
Nu fraternity. When Ross was

introduced as part of the half-

time ceremonies, more than

one of the members of the

fraternity, identifiable by their

Dad*s Day T-shirts, made dero-

gatory comments such as "He's
a faggot.**

My intentions are not to

generalize this ludicrous beha-

vior to all members of a

certain group, but it is inci-

dents like these that make me
cringe when I hear how much
more accepting and educated

the UCLA Greek system is

supposed** to be.
t(

Milce Casillas

Staff

Odd letter of the mreek
New movement
Editor:

The problem of **political

correctness** on college cam-
puses has received nationwide

press attention. Unfortunately, a

similarly grave and rampant
problem — that of "musical

correctness** — has been

ignored.

On the surface, the "musical

correctness** or **MC** move-
ment masks itself as an argu-

ment against repetition and in

favor of novelty, in its attacks

against "classic rock stations

that are obsessed with 1970s

Bob Seger*' and the like. On
another level, though, MC

adherents are pushing an agen;

da that supports only modem
college alternative and dance

music.

The MC movement formally

rests on three principles that

are threadbare at best, outright

lies at worst!

1. "Modem college alterna-

tive and dance music is the

bests from of music.** This of

course is a judgment call or

personal preference.

2. "Since it is the best form,

there is no use in even being
familiar with other forms of

music, let alone in devotion

gan entire radio station to

these forms.** True, "classic

rock** is not ever>one*s bag,

but MC adherents refuse to

SINFEST
®

<« TV JOURNALISM"*

-NOW THIS ON THE FKO-

PER PRONUNCIATION OF
"HARASSMEMT;' HERE!S

PEWEY V^ONNA DOOPIS
WITH A HISTORICAL
AC09UNT PEWEYf'

O UP
wcm

/(ICHA»i4B0

acknowledge the simple right

of classic rock stations to

exist.

3. "Music should be judged
solely on its message, liking a
song because of its melody,
harmony or lyrics and espe-
cially because of memories
associated with the song is

unaccepuble.** MC adherents
would ignore the timeless mes-
sages put forth in singable

songs.

MC must not be allowed to

expand. Without a clear appre-

ciation of all music, we are

nowhere.

Hop Wechsler
Freshman

Philosophy

AN Assourrin', scrtop

TATSUYA iSHIDA
THANK YOU, PICK THE
VvORD "HARASS" WAS
C^NEP in 176? AFTER
A LONPOtvfEK BY THC

NAME Ot SlK JOHM &|5H(9P
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Commentary

With weeks like tiiis,

wiio needs enemies?
At exactly 12:15 p.m.

today, IjviU officially

declare the end of a

crappy week.

Granted, this is a totally

arbitrary line to draw and
believe me, there's no guaran-

teeing that the week to follow

won't be every bit as lousy as

the one past, but I think it's

something I need to do. And I

think I need to do it right

here, on the pages of my
friend. The Bruin.

Now you must know, the

past week hasn't been that

bad. I say this because nothing

I've done during the last seven

days has caused me irreparable

physical harm, for which I'm
thankful. It's just that, when
the griping is good, you must
grab it while it lasts.

It all began last Thursday
when, as a member of the

Homecoming Court, I was
paraded before hundreds to let

them know I was ignominious-

ly crushed in my bid for king.

This is clearly not something
to gripe about on its own — I

sure don't know what the king

is supposed to do — but the

true tragedy lies in the ^'rest of

the story."

First and foremost, imagine

the shame I felt to discover

that gamblers' money, not

unlike that which blackened the

1919 World Series, could cast

a pall over an event so

formerly pure as Homecoming.
Say it ain't so.

And secondly, UCLA missed
a great opportunity to witness

the Orst-ever staged assassina-

tion of a Homecoming King,

something I'd mulled over with

a few friends.

Enough of that; it's not

worth it. Cut to later that

night, when I went as part of
a group to an old-age home to

dance with some of the ladies

there at their Halloween party.

My hopes for an emotional lift

from doing a nice thing turned

into further dismay as, one by
one, the ladies refused my
requests for a dance.

Even the sixth lady I asked,

the one who finally said yes

(and whose face was not

visible due to her costume —
she dressed as Eteath), could

not lessen the rejection I felL

Choosing not to cut my
losses that night, I did the

only thing I saw as appropri-

ate: I went out and had a

shitty weekend. And I did a

damn good job of iL

And here's the knockout
punch. You figure Monday
morning might be the right

time to start fresh, right?

Reasonable. That's what I

thought when on that brilliant

morning I headed toward cam-
pus. That thought came crash-

ing down when, suddenly, I

Ben
Wexler
was issued a jaywalking ticket,

my first citation for anything

ever, for crossing the street

while the Don't Walk sign . . .

was flashings-

Flashing! Flashing! The
damn thing wasn't even solid,

much less the traffic light even

close to yellow. I received a

ticket, because this particular

cop missed "Married . . . With
Children" the night before and
was pissed about it.

Where I'm from, the only

way you'll get a jaywalking

ticket is if you get hit — and
the traffic will go for you. I

can't tell you how many times

I've crossed LaSalle Street in

downtown Chicago at noon,

nowhere near a crosswalk,

losing part of my shirt to the

fender of a taxi, and literally

making eye contact with a cop.

But no. This is L.A. And the

little red hand was flashing.

The fact that 15 minutes

later I burned my hand by
spilling the hot tea I was
going to drink for my sore

throat didn't really faze me.
Because all I knew, less than

,

an hour after waking, was no
matter what would happen that

day it would still be lousy.

So that's why I'm taking

this opportunity to intnxluce a
new feature in the Viewpoint
section. It's called "What's
Your Beef," reminiscent of a

Letterman gimmick of years

ago, not unlike the old Friday

Night Fights, but unique

nonetheless.

All we ask is that you, the

reader, send us your beef. Let
us know what really gets your
goat as it happens. Because
there's just too damn much to

complain about, keep your beef

short — this may be easier for

some than others — just a

couple sentences. We'll run

beefs, say, every Friday. If it

flies, it flies; if not . . . what
else is new?
Only in The Bruin, because

you demanded it!

Wexler, the Viewpoint editor, is

a senior majoring in communi-
cations studies.

Daily Bruin
112 kerckhoff Hall
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Los Angeles, CA 90024
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In Northern Ireland, the real stoiy isU • • I Ished
By Dominique MacCurtIn

Anyone concerned with the

tragic 70-year legacy of British

partition and 800-year occupa-
tion of Ireland must be
offended with UCLA*s Pauley

Pavilion program this last Sun-
day, Nov. 4, 1991. UCLA
presented the Coldstream

Guards and Queen's Own
Highlander regiments of the

British Army.
First, it should be made

clear ihat these regiments^)

regularly rotating units in the

British army and not merely a

troupe depicting their music
and marches. The actions of

the British Army in Ireland

have been the subject of

numerous investigations since

they were sent in to crush the

Irish civil rights movement in

1969.

On Jan. 31, 1972, a para-

troop regiment slaughtered 14

innocent Irish civilians (most
shot in the back) in Derry,

Northern Ireland. The Eterry

Coroner called the killings

**sheer unadulterated murder.**

Not one of these members of

the regiment was ever charged

and the British thought so
highly of their bloody perfor-

mance that the Queen awarded
the paratroop Commander, Ll.

Colonel Derek Wilford, an
Order of the British Empire
(OBE).
A most recent inquiry into

the actions of the British Army
resulted in the quickly buried

Kilbrandin Report It called for

the disbanding of the entire

Ulster Defense Regiment
(UDR) of the BriUsh Army.
British historian Peter Ellis

summarized the performance of

the Army in Ireland when he
noted "... the English Army
in Northern. Ireland has a

record of dishonor unmatched
by any security forces in

Europe."

In the past two years, two
British soldiers were absolved

from killing two unarmed Irish

youths — Thomas Reilly and_
Aidan McAnespie.

Second, in 1985, the Inter-

national Lawyers Inquiry docu-
mented in its book, "Shoot to

Kill," the cases of 147 civi-

lians shot dead in disputed

circumstances by members of
various regiments of the British

Army. The list of infamy

includes 14 boys and girls

under 16 years old — the

youngest was 10-year-old Ste-

phen Geddis — as well as 10
women and two Catholic

priests. Twenty years later,

only one British soldier has

ever served time in prison for

this carnage.

The fact is that there are no
reserve, ornamental, or inactive

units of the British Army.
These regiments that were pet=_

have done to Irish men,
women and children — taken

their last breath!

When not actually pulling

the trigger in such killings, the

British Army is often linked

by its action or inaction to its

LoyaUst allies, who more
recently assassinated John
Devine, a Belfast businessman.

Time and space do not

permit the accounting here of

the numerous beatings and
murders commiued by the

British Army daily in the

forming on Sunday at Pauley

consist of fighting men, many
of whom have seen substantial

tours in the North of Ireland.

These **performers" have been

described in their promotional

material as "breathtaking" and
indeed that's exactly what they

carefully crafted Irish Catholic

ghettos of Northern Ireland.

In 1988, Nobel Peace Prize

honoree Amnesty International

issued a report. Northern Ire-

land: Killings By Security For-

ces, exposing the official, legal

violence of the British Army
and the United Kingdom's
response: To do as it damn
pleases when deaUng with

"their Irish subjects."

It is this track record in

Ireland and the public reaction

to the Amnesty and Interna-

tional Lawyers Inquiry Reports

that prompts the Queen's Brit-

ish government to promote
these musical tours of the

Army's regiments. The British

government pays for the tours;

you select some worthy charity

to benefit and the British

government gets some desp-

erately needed favorable publ-

icity.

Thus the British govemment
uses its blood money to bribe

its way to the public stages of

America as entertainers! How

insulting! In Ireland, you'll see

these same men, not in gaily

colored kilts and musical

instruments, they wear combat
gear and carry SLR rifles.

They entertain Irish people by
gunpoint intimidation and kill-

ings with plastic bullets.

The British nation has the

gall to parade its Army around
America with regiments that

are steeped in the blood of

innocent Irish men, women and
children. We Irish Americans
are not opposed to the people

of England or Scotland, or

their culture. We are opposed
to these regiments and all

regiments of the British Army
that have acted to oppress

people of many lands in the

name of the British Empire.

The British govemment
makes sure you'll never hear

or read of this bloody story

through extreme media censor-

ship. Come on people, we
should long be familiar with

this type of colonial British

arrogance! Therefore, on behalf

of those who have been
silenced, on behalf of the

victimized, and on behalf of
those marked for violence and
destruction we must stand up
to cancel these events.

If not this generation, then

perhaps the next will find

jtrength and courage to neves
again permit the British Army
to obscure with music and
marching its record of shame,
murder and marauding in Ire-

land!

MacCurtin is a senior majoring

in anthropology and African

studies.

Letter

Sterecytyping?

Editor:

This letter is in response to

an ad in the Daily Bruin (Nov.

5) by the ASUCLA Students'

Store. The advertisement is for

a "Math Book Fair" with a

headline reading "20% off."

Also in the ad is an older,

scholarly-looking man with a

long, curly beard.

When I first looked, I

thought it was an ad for the

Jewish Students' Union because
of the way the man in the ad

looked. He is what the ste-

reotypical, elderly Jewish man
is supposed to look like.

It was very upsetting to see

a part of the university

(ASUCLA) be so irresponsible

as to associate Jewish people
with being the type to frequent

-a "Math Book Fair" for "20%—
off." What kind of statement
does it make when the univer-

sity we attend tolerates ste-

reotyping and prejudice?

Steve Backer
Junior

Mechanical engineering

PARI HAIR SALON
Halrsfyling by a

VIdal Sosson Academy Graduate

Perm Special $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15

Fantastic Higlnliglit $30

Hair Coloring $15

Manicure & Pedicure $15

Full Legs Waxing $20

479-9326
473-0066

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bl.

UCLA SCOOTER
HEADQUARTERS

^McGhUji^ IRISH PUB^

HUGE Selection ^
of PUB GRUB •f

fo^
^ ^\^ Including: 1^

cqO^ Indian Cuisine, British Specialties. ^
Pizza & Anr^erican Favorites

7

SCOOTER SALE
1

EASY PARKING i

-^4>

Come ride ivith Its.

OVER 100 SCOOTERS IN STOCK

DAILY BEER SPECIALS ^
j^ ENTERTAINMENT • iso imported & i^jEi

^^ SurvThurs (excluding Moo) DomestIC BeerS ^y_
_^_ 8pm to midnight • 16 Draught Mli
pM 5 Dart Boards and Gameroom '

^ Sports channel on T.V. all open hours MHi£ 2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA (213) 828-9839 ^
^T* 7 Days a Week llain-2am ^f*

4

FREE Lunch or Dinner Entree

when you purchase a Lunch or Dinner Entree

(equal or lesser value) expirMii/u/9i

2615 WILSniRE BLVD., SANTA NQNICA
(213) 828-9839
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I

Down Financing (O.A.C.)

Lay-A-Way Plan

Low Monthly Payments

1st Time Buyer Program

Trades Welcome

• UCLA Discounts on Accessories

• FREE Lock with Purchase of any

Bike or Scooter

• FREE Local Pickup or Delivery

for Service or Sales

SALES •SERVICE PARTS •ACCESSORIES

1804 Lincoln Blvd Santa Monica

Open 6 Days

Mon-Fri 9-7 Sat 9-5

(310)450^4643
See our ad In the UCLA DIRECTORY

checks Welcome
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Saturday morning's

cartoon wasteland
'Yabba-dabba-doo"— Fred Flintstone

The other day I was flipping

through my TV Guide,

previewing what fascinat-

ing television would be coming up
that week. When I got to the back

of the magazine — and yes, it

really is a full-fledged magazine
— I saw the ^Television Cross-

word Puzzle."

It was not the puzzle that got my
attention, though, but the clue to

1 -across: **-— Kong Phooey*'

Anybody — and I mean any-

body — who had a fun childhood

should be able to solve this clue.

Hong Kong Phooey. Remember
him?

"Hong Kong Phooey" was my
favorite cartoon when 1 was
growing up. So, after seeing this

clue and thinking back to the good
ole' days, I decided it was about

time to partake in my once a year

foray into the world of Saturday

morning television. There's only

one thing to say about the state of

Saturday mornings— They suck!!!

Tm serious. Saturday morning

cartoons have become a disgrace.

They're not fun and they're not

funny. They're just stupid and arc

simply another example of the

television networks trying to make
a lot of money and create as much
commercialism on TV as possible.

You may think nothing has

changed in the world of cartoon-

mania, but let me take you on a trip

down memory lane.

"When you were little, what
were your favorite programs on
Saturday mornings?" This was the

question just about everyone in the

Bruin office was subjected to

recently. I got a wide variety of

answers, but there were three

shows that stood out — "Super-

friends," "Scooby-Doo" (in the

pre-Scrappy days) and "Bugs
Bunny and friends."

Some people remembered other

great shows such as *The Laff-A-

Lympics." "Yogi Bear," many
variations of *Thc Flintslones,"

"Captain Caveman," "Jabberjaw."

"Space Ghost," *The Blue Falcon

and Dyno-Mut," "Mighty-Man
and Yuk— The UgUest Dog in the

World" and the list goes on. And,

almost no one could forget

"Schoolhouse Rock" and classic

songs like "I'm Just a Bill."

Back then, Saturdays were fun. I

always woke up early to watch all

of these programs and I always

looked forward to the start of a new
season. I remember when cartoons

like "Fonzie and Friends" —
where the entire "Happy Days"
gang travelled in a time machine
— were the worst shows on

Saturdays. But looking at what the

programming has become, "Fon-

zie" is Emmy material.

What's on now? Well, how
about "Wish Kid — Starring

Macauley Culkin." That's the title.

"Starring Macauley Culkin" is part

of the title. I don't want to dwell on
this, but come on! And it's a stupid

show too. It's about a kid who can

punch his fist into his magical

baseball mitt and get anything he

wishes for.

There's also "Hammerman" —
which must come from the same

Out of Focus

Aaron
Dobbs
people who produced last year's

flop "New Kids on the Block" —
where Stanley Burrell, a.k.a. the

rapper Hammer, is just an average

guy in "Oakiown" who can save"

the day by becoming Hammerman,
a rapping superhero.

And we can't leave out "Pro-

Stars"— a cartoon starring Wayne
Gretzky, Michael Jordan and Bo
Jackson (but none of their voices)

as the Pro-Stars — a super group

who helps children in distress. Of
course, there are really bad gim-

micks like Jordan having jets in his

shoes so he can fly, and Jackson

saying "Bo knows . .
." every 30

seconds.

The biggest trend right now,
though, seems to be taking the

great old characters and making
them kids. Last year we had both

"Muppet Babies" and **The Flints-

lone Kids" and this year we're

treated to "Yo Yogi" and "Tom
and Jerry Kids"

The Hrst of these has totally

destroyed all my happy memories
of Yogi. They've taken the great-

est picnic basket thief of all time

and made him a teenage detective

at "Yellowstone Malir With him,

of course, is Boo Boo who has

become a pre-pubescent skate-

board expert and a teenage Huck-
leberry Hound. Ranger Smith is

now Security Chief Smith, and
Daddy Doggy, with that "favorite

son of mine" Auggie Doggy, is the

businessman owner of the mall.

It's all very sad, and very dumb.
*Tom and Jerry Kids" is much

worse, though, because there is no
creativity involved here whatsoev-

er. The producers have simply

taken the same old type of stories

and drawn younger Tom and
Jerrys.

Where did the networks go
wrong? I'd say the beginning of

the downfall was with those little,

annoying blue creatures — the

Smurfs. Who's ever heard of a

society with one woman? And the

decline continued when video

games turned into cartoons. Any-
one remember "Pac-Man,"
"Donkey Kong" and "Dragon
Slayer"?

The only reason the Smurfs
survived so long is because they

made cute stuffed dolls. Commer-
ciahsm took over Saturday morn-
ing television. The Cabbage Patch

Kids even had their own cartoon.

Saturday mornings aren't fun

anymore; and if Fred were still

around, he would no longer be

exclaiming "Yabba-dabba-doo.'
»»

Stage

Fanfare for Finley
Controversial

*.JK

artist to make
L.A. premiere
By Hope Urban

"Even after we're treated like shit, abused with

love, jerked off after, then we can still dress for
dinner, we can still make ourselves look beautiful,

we can still be like a Christmas tree—and I believe

a lot of the reason why women, with beauty, and
vanity, and lovely decorative objects in their home,
are really compensatingfor the way they're treated

like shit."

The voice is Karen Finley's. It is a voice that

speaks for the disenchanted and disenfranchised

among us — the "black sheep" of society. It is the

voice ofwomen, ofgays and lesbians, ofanimals, of

the homeless, of people with AIDS, of pissed-off

heterosexuals— and there are those in government,

in religious positions of power, who would silence

this lone woman's voice. The UCLA community
will get a chance to hear her voice this weekend at

Wadsworth Theater, and make up their own minds.

She considers the invitation to perform at the

Wadsworth a great honor— and it is an estimable

achievement, considering that other venues that

have showcased Finley have been audited by the

government (The Kitchen in New York, Sushi

Performance Gallery in San Diego). In 1989, Finley

premiered this work, "We Keep Our Victims

Ready," in San Diego, and all hell broke loose. She
joined the ranks of the Serranos, the Mapplethor-

pes, the Hughes, the Millers and the Flecks — all

artists whose work was considered too controver-

sial, too "obscene," to be funded by the National

Endowment for the Arts.

Never mind that they were good (all of them had
been chosen by an extensive peer review process)
— these people were talking about their bodies,

their sexuality, their dissatisfaction with organized

religion and the government, 'fer Chrissakes! In a

move more in tuna to 1950s McCarthyism than

1990s pluralism, and spearheaded by Jesse Helms,
these artists found their art-making grants yanked
from under them — and what's worse, a new
chilling language began making its way into the

grant process. Phrases like **patently offensive." A
ban on depiction of "sexual or excretory subjects."

"Obscene."

Yet, one may argue that things have gotten better

since. Yes, that scary Helms-()enned language is

gone, swept away in the so-called "com for pom"
rider attached to a grain subsidies bill. The "loyalty

oaths" were declared unconstitutional, and well,

sure, Finley and fellow performer Holly Hughes
actually did receive NEA grant monies just this

January, but don't be fooled. In an era when David
Duke could become governor of Louisiana, where
Anita Hill could be raped on the witness stand, and
illegal abortion is just around the comer, things are

not that simple.

As Hughes said about her new grant in The
Nation: "This might get tossed my way, but I think

other artists whose identities are controversial —
their race, their gender, their sexual orientation —
are just going to be weeded out by the new intemal

changes in the NEA," — in other words, there

won't be an opportunity for NEA chairman John

Frohnmayer to make such a public political mess of

it next time.

And that is why Finley, Hughes, and Los Angeles
performance homeboys Tim Miller and John Fleck

(tagged the "NEA Four" — how romantic!) have

filed a lawsuit in a Los Angeles federal court,

claiming that their original grant denials were based

solely on political standards.

So just what is so upsetting about this perfor-

mance that Helms and Sununu got their panties into

such an uproar? Yes, during the course of this

performance, Finley does smear her bare-breasted

Performance artist Karen Finley wm ujjpear at the Wadsworth Theater this weekend.

body with chocolate (to symboUze feces), red

candies, alfalfa sprouts and finally, tinsel — but

these actions are symbolic: the chocolate, of shit, of

eating disorders, of Tawana Brawley; the candies,

of fake, abusive love; the sprouts of sperm; and the

tinsel, a symbol of the godawful attempts women
make to pretend this shit isn't really happening to

them.

And finally, it is precisely this lack of under-

standing of such a basic idea: symbolism^ a word we
all are familiar with from fireshman English classes,

which leads to such gross misunderstandings.

Finley also speaks of friends she has lost to AIDS, a

great-aunt who died from an illegal abortion, the

everyday victimization of women from such overt

causes as rape and battering, to the sneaky,

insidious victimization through the predominant

legal, religious, political and social structures. Just

which would you call obscene?

Though the piece is two years old (this, however,

is the Los Angeles premiere), it is still highly

topical; Finley thinks it is depressing how many
ideas expressed in this woiic have come into

fruition, what with the utter disbelief accorded

Anita Hill, and the almost certain overturn of Roe
vs. Wade in the coming months.

She talks about the Kennedys: *'Even with our
liberal heroes, if they're a man, they're still a sexist

ipig, meaning we look at the Kennedys, whether it's

John Kennedy, and they . . . have basically have
abandoned or killed indirectly, symbolically, their

mistresses . . . Marilyn Monroe or Mary Jo
Kopcchnc.- And to think Teddy could question
Anita Hill with a straight face.

Bom in Chicago and now based in New York,
Finley is a multidisciplinary artist skilled in

painting, installation work, writing, sculpture and
music. She has made numerous recordings,
including the solo album, *The Truth is Hard to

Swallow," and a single with Sinead O'Connor
called, "Jump in the River" (look for her new dance
record, "Pussy Posse"). Her book "Shock Treat-
ment" was published by City Lights last year.

Cunently, she is doing a poster project where she
proclaims famous women from history (such as
Eve, Cleopatra and the Virgin Mary) to be pix)-

See nNLEY, page 29

Sellars speaks
on artist's role
By Joanne J. Choi
Dally Bruin Staff

His^ hands are deceiving. Although^ they seem
small and childlike, their strength and hardiness befit

those ofa construction worker. With his hands slicing

the air, Peter Sellars always seems to be in the midst

of conducting a Mozart or Wagner opera.

Take a step back and notice the self-cut and free-

spirited hairstyle that defies characterization. Crew-
cut short at times, Peter Sellars' hair is sporadically

dotted by four-inch spikes that reaffirm his individu-

ality.

But most startling are his eyes. Piercing in their

clarity and focus, they seem the epicenter in the midst

of energy and individuality that is Peter Sellars.

"1 am an artist," he states with Stephen E>aedalus

conviction. With international credentials from Paris

to New York, his resum6 affurns his legendary

energy and zeal for art

Sellars embraced the art world at a young age.

From his childhood puppet company to his more
recent direction of the Los Angeles Festival, Sellars

has always been an expressionist "Art is to touch the

core of creativity . . . It's a part of our being," he
notes. -^^

-

He defines the present condition of art and
humanity as "where everything has to be inter-

changeable and stamp out the individuality in

people."

As the artist, Sellars feels driven to "recover what
we have lost and allowing people to feel comfortable

with something personal."

The freedom of expression and modem relevance

are paramount for Sellars. Even his most traditional

projects, like Mozart's "Don Giovanni" are marked
with individuality and poignancy. In his production,

Sellars moved the opera from its original 17th-cen-

tury Spain to 20th-century Harlem.

Sellars believes that the modernization of classical

works like "Don Giovanni" is a necessary artistic

function. "It was me trying to learn the craft by
tackling the greatest pieces in the history of the art

form. It is trying to understand them on our terms as

well as on their terms and what might their terms be
for us and how far could we go."

The appreciation of the present based at the

foundation of the past lies at the foundation for the

Los Angeles Festival, a cultural celebration, as well

as his theater history classes at UCLA.
*That's why 1 love teaching at UCLA. I can look

back and love to read eighteenth-century works and
,

deal with it here and now."
In addition to the myriad of projects like his book

deal, Sellars' greatest project is ongoing.

"I don't have any older pieces planned. It is more
urgent now to get a new generation of classics

created. What's on the agenda now is to create a

series of work that responds to our specific period of

time because there are certain things that are

happening that have never happened before.

*There are more great musicians and composers
than ever alive than in any period of history in the

world. They should be creating their great classics

right now. As a director, I bring different people who
are working isolated to come together in a larger

more artistic way."
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Hie Wendys make more

Daily Bruin A & E

Music

than just g<III 1

1

By Rob WInfleld

Daily Bruin Staff

Almost every aspect of the

Scottish foursome the Wendys
seems to relate to "Gobbledy-

gook/* the title and fitting expla-

nation of the content of their

whimsical debut album for Fac-

lory/EastWest Records America.

It seems that much of the four-

year history and methodology
^behind Ihe^dinburgh-baised band
— formed of vocalist Jonathan

Renton, brother and bassist Arthur,

guitarist Ian White and drummer
Johnny MacArthur — comes
across in a similar fashion to the

hodge-podge collection of scat-

tered musical elements the LP
contains.

Beginning as a band that,

according to the vocaUst, "never

took anything seriously,** and
basically found its inspiration in

the likes of the sullen drone of Joy

Division and the sparseness of

early Happy Mondays, the Wen-
dys since then have evolved on a

crash course with chance.

For instance, take their first live

performance. "We were forced

into playing live,** says Jonathan,

"because one of our pals decided to

throw a party in his flat and needed

a band to play. We*d never

performed to an audience before.

And until then, never thought

anything of it**

Or take their signing to Factory,

which led to an American deal

with EastWesL "We sent in a

couple of demo tapes and basically

never heard anything back from

them,*' he explains. *Then Phil

Saxe (a Factory A&R man) called

us one day, saying he loved what

we did. Apparently, he was dig-

ging through a box of tapes that

Factory was going to throw out
And somehow, he stumbled across

ours months after we sent it in."

Curiously, once the Wendys
encountered the backing from a

significantly-sized record com-
TKiny, thcy^chosc to keep intact the

chance elements that played in

their past evolution by writing it

into their music.

So, as the frontman describes,

when itcame time to going into the

studio, such situations as recording

a song that hadn*t even had the

lyrics written to it were quite

common. The lyrics would be

composed while something such

as a drum track was being laid

down or mastered. The hit U.K.

single "Pulling My Fingers Off* is

one particular product of this

process.

"We just can*t intentionally go
out and say, *We*ll do this thing,***

Renton explains. "We usually start

out with a jam. Then Arthur brings

in a bass line and Ian brings in a

riff. And we decide what the

song's going to be just like that.*'-

"As for the lyrics,** he adds, "I

just write the Hrst thing that comes
into my head. And then the

meaning comes out of it after-

wards. I mean, I never try and write

a song about something. Because

quite often, I just enjoy listening to

music without any lyrics. And

The Wendys are, from left, Ian White, Johnny MacArthur, Jonathan Renton and Arthur Renton.

some of it, I must admit, is rubbish.

But that's what you've got to do.

You've got to please yourself. And
if other people like it, that*s fair

enough. And if they don't, the

same."

Whatever the case may be, the

Wendys* random approach to

being in a band and making music

nevertheless attracted the attention

of veteran producer Ian Broudie,

the man responsible for the sound

behind the Lightning Seeds, Echo
and the Bunnymen, Northside and
a number of other European acts

that have carved significant notch-

es in modem music.

thing any of us really liked by him
was what he did with Echo and the

Bunnymen, because that had those

rough qualities you get from a live

performance. And the thing is, he's

produced so many other bands

beyond that So working with him
was kind of a chance type of thing.

And fortunately, it worked."

However, he does admit that the

level of intensity on "Gobbledy-

gook" turned out a little flatter than

the band , would have liked, in

comparison to their live perfor-

mance, which the four members
consider their primary strength.

And unfortunately, due to

'It*s funny,** says Renton^—mimeious delays in the album*s

"because none of us really thought

about the production of the mater-

ial. We were more concerned with

just playing the songs live, and
getting that spontaneous sound you

get from doing so."

"And with Ian (Broudie)," the

frontman continues, "the only

release date and a cancelled tour

billing with Simple Minds this

year, the Wendys haven *t been

able to demonstrate this latter

characteristic.

Nevertheless, Renton expects to

be in the States performing with

the band next year, around Febru-

ary, when the quartet should have

the bulk of material on their next

album written — signifying that

their songwriting approach is

beginning to assume some form of

direction.

"Yeah," he responds. "With the

newer material we*re working on,

it does seem like we*re getting a

little more focused in how we do

things. But we still write songs the

exact same way— just kind ofjam

them out and come up with

melodies."

"If anything," he adds, "I think it

has more to do with us having a

better feeling about writing songs

right now. Because we have an

album behind us. Plus, we know
our way around the studio a bit

more. Anyway, if we tried to write

a specific type of song, I don't

think anything would ever come of

it. So why bother trying to change

what works?"

"Don't Get Weird On Me,

Babe."

In conjunction with the release

of Lloyd Cole's new album,

Capitol Records is having an

essay contest of epic proportions:

LLOYD COLE
Don't Get Weird On Me, Babe

T«l YourSMv* BuHwty
Stw't A QM And I'm A Man

*150 words or less on the weirdest, strangest, most unusual or

pleasantly bizarre date you have ever had. Please include name,

school, phone #, address, etc. Must be postmarked by 1 1/20/91.

'A winner from each campus will receive $50 for a not- so-

-weird date and Cole's catalog on CD.
-• .^

'•'One national grand prize winner, which could be YOU, will receive

$200, 3 day-2 night hotel accomodations for two, tickets to the

Lloyd Cole show nearest to you and Cole's catalog on CD. And
please remember that while Lloyd Cole is your friend - he won't pick

up your laundry while you're away.

Available at:

RECORDS & TAPES

Send entries to:

Cema Distribution

Attn: College Marketing

21700 Oxnard St. Ste. 700

Woodland Hills, CA 91367

BUY ONE

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

SHOW UCLA ID AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANTTOOTLONG

^UBUinV!
COUPON VALID ONLY

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
Corner of Sawtelle & Santa Monica

1 Block West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE. SUPERS EXTRA.

EXPIRES 11/U/91

T̂he Buropean experience.

1080 Gayley Ave. Westwood (213)208-5611

CLOG MASTER
324 N. La Ciene^a Blvd.
Los Angeles. CA 90048

'

IJust North of the Beverly Center
(213) 657-8083
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MtAs^^Me^

tWaik«dwWi«2So«ilMt
>te of ttii Piid
30 p.m., M«Mtt HiiMr •Students

$3, General $6«208*r^

tgroup c^fmo^mm iiimnfM on an island

ring a quanMil^ 1«fE One mmtm-

prenrurturety iNifMtNMrtmai mmmmcxmtl^m
a mas8 muidmirlriManilla0iM.

rmlnalora

inGb#iQiapa»alooha^
Raiiia*JWHk^ the daily op-

prasiicNnofiM^aian.

All layinipQaiiiiii

9 a.m. - d p.ivi., UCLA Humanitiea

ConfeiMoe Olr, 314 Royoa Haii -Free-

t2S*9Mi.
Ivi €ttn|iM0Qii illii liw aM^^ In BtMB's

afVt'flliiii^lllp^ IMT,

:^;^ii::^^^ii^:k^s^^sM'K-'j^r'',-- 't

S^'^h^^^/, Nt'^cn^cx 10

of ordinary people making that interesting^^

andrneaningfui'-diveCiorUlchBai Leigi^

lutiJ^, KcA/CfyJift\ 72

•FILM*
Daya of Waltlffig

Speaking Througli Walla
Primary Cokira

8 pm, Melnitz Theater -Free* 206-

FILM
The evea documentary films deal with

siiasof«Mr,iaQa, andhuman dignity. Days

at UMlkig reoounis tfie oidaai'of Esteii<

'
'

•., : .pi '^-ir^r
be ImpdiwiiadlaHieUlS%4ipaneee intam-

meat camps. The aODOunt deals with het

music*
Way Out (M*yj«^
9 p.m., KetoMiifCodae Houee -Free*

825-6564

, Kc\on4cx 9

•ART.

Sounds of the Eaith

8 - 5 p.nfi., Kerckhoff Gallery •Free*

Paintings of the Amazonion Rain Forest by
the Peruvian School of Painters.

Sigma Gamma Row Founder's Day
8 - 5 p.m., Kerckhoff Gallery -Free*

This exhibition is dedicated to commemo-
rating Sigma Gamma's founding.

The Grufwvakf Center for The

mim
TheAiiger
The CanlartNiry Tatoa
7:30 p.m., Mekiiti Theater •Students

$3, General $6* 206*FILM
A montageof political events from the 1940*8

to the early 1 960*s,TheAnjl^rhighNghtssuch
events as the Soviet invasion ofHungary . and
the horrors of nudear explosk>n.

Tv^ina

Terminator 2
7/9:1 5 p.m.,Ackerman GrandBaHroom
•$1.50* 825-1070

•MUSIC*
Juke Jointa and Jubilee
8 p.m., The Wadaworth Theater

•Students $9, General $18, 23* 825-

9261

A music and danoa spedaoular, Juka Jaiwls
an&^

rich triMlitifin of Aftloili jiiirtian liiias. dos

S/CtwuU^, Ni>\C^c\ ^

xjom
2p.gi,, lliMMlBi T!iaaier •Students $3.

QefienilS^j^iMM
ConiiidlanMI Assci^^ comio masterpioce,

son Mtio era constiilkNl tiy a left wing talking

CTQw wno laoouras ina paiaoie or DTOiners

CecNo and Nkialki, proeelytfaEers of birds in

oldsndays. Beooming increasingly tired of the

tM's preaching they dsdde to eat it. Love
Msetfnge isadocumentary inquiring in tohow
Italians respond to cjuestions of sexuality.

DoAa Barbara

camps, as weA as the racism and poverty]

that followed aflsrwaid.

•SPECIAL EVENT*

7:30 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Students

$3, General $5* 206-FILM.

•PERFORMANCE ART^
Kmm\ nmey ki nife Kiep Our
VIctkna Ready'*

8 p.m., The Wadsworth Theater •Stu-

dents $9, General $15, 18 • 825-9261

See S^dbMAcyb AU«N.6»1 for more information.

^'if-

n

$3,

Thai

lessons of

gambler!

Ms

."«

l-im^
'

'Si-iA

SuNHoCuNough
nOQin Momague
8 p.m., The Cooperage •Free* 825-

6564
Enjoy an evening of comedy with UCLA
alumni, Sun MoCuNough (Evening at the

Improv) arid RobkiMentague (featured in <

Talking Dirty Aflsr Dark).

VlcM^iAAi^, NcA/Cffxlt^ 1Z

•FILM*
Lucky Star

8 p.m., Melnitz Theater •$50, benefits

film preeervatk>n at UCLA* 206-FtLM
Produced in the last year of silent film.

IjJCkyStarproves to beadassic. The story I
is about the k>ve t)etween a crippled war
veteran (Cliarlea Farrsll) and a young tamn

girt (Oanal Qaynor).

•MUSIC-
Banda to be announced
8 p.m.. The Cooperage -Free* 825
1957

In an effort to keep this calander as

comprehensive as possible, SCA
(Student Committee for the Arts)

needs your help. If you have an art

related event that you'd like to see
listed in U/Lt^ Art <^ mU? please

contact Denise at 206-8974. Dead-
lines are Wednesdays, one week
prior to the event.

for

•PERFORMANCE ART^
Karen Finley In 'We Keep our
VicttmaRaat^
8 p.m.. The Wad^Aforth Theater

•Students $9, General $15, 18* 825-

9261
A controversial performance artists, Karen
Finley will present *^e Keep Our Vk^tims

Ready^ a solo piece written, performed and
directed by Finley. Finley uses this medium in

order to expose and expk>rs societal abuse

^an^iiiaiililill'vi^^ 'iri'lUviedGan the-

ater arid cuiluie. 1^1 iniss her only two

shows: Sal. and Sun. ^klvember 8 & 9.

rlo^pxd^, No\/crhlc\ 77

Get the best seatsi

ShQwdotes

Graphic Arts: 35 Years of Acquiai-

tions"

The Wight Art Gallery -Free^ For

Gallery information call 825-9345

A/^m/ iA^4ii ^tcufJUr 7
In Battle's Light: Prints of Japan's
Early Modern Wars
Wight Art Gallery •Free^ 825-9345
Features prints of the Sino-Japanese

and the Russo-Japanese wars.

"Powell/Towell: Plana for a Seismic
Renovation and a Temporary
Tenalle, Tent Library"

Powell Library, Rotunda and East Rotunda
•Free* 825-4134

Blueprints of the plans for seismic renova-

tion.

Mevllle Exhibition

URL Library -Free* 825-4879

Depictions of Mevile's, Mobey Dick.

ART LECTURE: November 12

5:30 p.m., The Wight Art Gallery

•Free* 825-9345
In conjunction with The GrunwaM Center
for the Graphic Arts: 35 Vears...," special

guest Lae Hendrix of the J. Paul Getty

Museum's Department of Drawings will

discuss Nothem European Renaissance and
Baroque art.

Symposium: Novemt>er 9
9 a.m. - 3 p.m., UCLA Humanities

Conference Ctr, 314 Royce Hall

•Free^ 825-9345
(see Uit.^*^ hUmtU*^ 1 for more info.)

For Bruin stuaei '

la\L

0^-23

LMiia
7:30 p.m., Melnitz Theater ^Free

passes required from CTO 825-2345

Director Mkshaal Leigh creates this sentmntai

film wHh tts satirical punch about ordinary,

conternporary Sdiish life. "/rama/ncor7)m/nisd|

ec 6

SCA tickets ore on a limited availability. Got thorn while supplies lost! Take advantage

naxtcQimm^^^
"What's /• - v •_'_ foatufed every Thursday, Is compiled by the UCLA Student ComrDlttee for tt>e Arts as part

im)r#>ntomwiiot»<bout»<>»t¥«al«pkAtip aSCAbrDch^

of the Arts and Entertainment section of tf>e Daily Bruin.

HaH B
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IJCIjI COIMKK SIM'CIAL
KDiiica M^n) re-

Dial l>ricc....Sn"'9.l)0
includes:

12 copies per minute, sheet by-pass, feduce,

enlarge & zoom, auto exposure, initial supplies,

delivefv. insuUation. training & 4-month warranty

lor iio i)l>lij;alioii inli)rinalii>ii. pkasc call

IMA«li IV SYSTKMS

BIG TOMY'S
- 2:30 am SunhTtUiift

6:30 am - 3:30 am FrI A Sat
BREAKFAST SERVED 6:30 am - 7:00 pm

ChlU Cheese Burger + Fries

+ Med. Soft Drink for $^,19
Breakfiast Special

2 Eggs -»- Homemade Hashbrowns
+ Toast & jelly for ^\ ^^

(213) 824-7966

936 Broxton Ave
In Westwood

Chinese Chicken Salad
(*oil free dressing)

Fresh Chicken Breast

Sandwich

$3.99

$2.99

"See the difFefence

quality and timely

service can make
from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village|

208-3011

I

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

UCLA student writes

and directs own play

J TANNINO
Sessions For $25

•CD Sound Systems •lO Wolff Beds

•Air Conditioning •Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCLA! Call 824-2TAN

M-F: 7am-10pm
Sat: 8am-8pm Sun: 9anrv7pm

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & Undtxook)

'coupon w^9* 1 1/14/91

(1st time customers only/1 per customer/must present coupon)

you want

quickly and

courteously

from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village

208-3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

^$$$$$$$$$$$$sss$s$$$$s$s$$$^

I TRAVELING ABROAD? H

eoMimKSiOH ntsE vmn mis ad!\

France (franc) -.1862

British (pound) -1.826

Italian (lire) - .000846

(all currencies available)

• Foreign Currencies,

• Foreign & Domestic

ik^ ^^
Associated Foreign Exchange, Inc.

Japanese (yen) -.008

Canadian (dollar)-.928

Australian (dollar)-.81

6

(rates as of 11/5/91)

Payments & Drafts

Travelers Checlcs

433N. Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills, CA

1-800-346-AFEX
Mailing Services Available

i^$$$$$$$S $ $ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ A

COMQMSES
Look and see

your best with

same day

service from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Villi^e

208-3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

FACfMPiASr/C
i\

Ibefore 1 I FREE COSMETIC CONSULTATION
LASER SURGERY
COMPUTER IMAGING

[afteh !

STEVEN BURRES M.D.
, DIPLOMATE O^THE AMERICAN BOARD OF
loTOLARYNGOLOQV/FELLOW. AMERICAN ACADEMY

OF FACIAL PLASTIC SURGERY
CUMICAL FACULTY - UCLA

Surgery of the

• NOSE & SINUS • LIPOSUCTION

• FACELIFT / EYELID- FOREHEAD
. COLLAGEN / • LIP ENHANCEMEN^

CHEMICAL PEELS • ALSO EAR. NOSE &

• CHIN / CHEEK THROAT
IMPLANTS

WESTWOOD
MANHATTAN t

BELt-FLOWER

100 UCLA MED. PLAZA 522

^\JH 509 N. SEPULVEDA
10230E ARTESIABL 307

213^08-7806

By Danya Joseph
Daily Bruin Staff

While most UCLA students

concentrate on classes, UCLA
senior Peter Conti spends his time

writing and directing professional

productions.

With his thick black hair tied

back in a ponytail, Conti sits at the

Treehouse talking freely about his

play, "House Arrest,** which he

wrote and is currently directing.

The plot centers on an entertain-

ment lawyer who goes stir-crazy

when he is sentenced to house

arrest for embezzling from his

clients.

Conti, 27, moved to Los
Angeles four years ago to advance

his acting career with a part in the

film "Barfly," but unfortunately

his "part ended up getting cut

really badly."

Directing and writing are recent

developments in Conti*s life. He
pursued acting for several years on

both coasts before deciding it

wasn't for him. *The last straw

was when I was fired from *Jungle

Fever.* That was the last *never

again,*" he said.

The New York native got the

idea for "House Arrest" firom an

article in the New York Times
about a man under house arrest

who went crazy and killed a pizza

deliverer.

Conti never researched that

particular case, but thought the

situation was bizarre enough lo

write abouL "I was taking a play-

writing seminar here and I just

developed the idea,** he says of the

play's origins.

According to Conti, many peo-

ple were instrumental in assisting

him with the play*s developmenL
Actor Joe Pesci, a family friend,

pitched ideas and offered sugges-

tions for the play. Pesci ended up
becoming the play*s producer.

The second major influence for

Conti came from his friends. Six

actors who fit the descriptions of

the roles he had envisioned

embarked on a series of improvi-

sations that helped Conti smooth

out the dialogue. "I paid special

attention to the women *s roles

because I felt that that's always

been my weakness in writing

prose," the English major explains.

Of the six actors, only three

were available to actually perform

in the play. Conti held auditions for

the other roles, hoping people

would take his announcement
seriously. To his amazement,
1,200 hopefuls showed up. "I

wondered about the caliber actor I

was getting, but you can't believe

the response, the amount of (past)

credits they have. I was over-

whelmed," he remembers.

*The people we got are just

greaL"

Rehearsals lasted five weeks, a

period that Conti says is relatively

lengthy for many American pro-

ductions. During that time, the

play has been coming together

very smoothly.

Yet Pesci put a monkey's

wrench into the overly enthusiastic

pace of the production when he

"I know it's taboo to

direct your own script,

but I wanted to use the

people that I wanted to

use, and if I wasn't

directing, 1 couldn't

have done that."

Peter Conti
UCLA Student

1,.

came to see one of the rehearsals.

He met with Conti the next day,

giving him 10 pages of notes to

help improve the play, most of

which Conti followed.

"It's just amazing, someone

(like Joe) with so much more

experience, how fast their eye is to

pick up the littlest things tliat are

wrong. I can't tell you how
amazing (Joe) was — intimidat-

ing, but helpful.**

Conti hadn*t planned to direct

the play, but couldn*t find the right

person for the job. "I know it*s

taboo to direct your own script, but

1 wanted to use the people that I

wanted to use and if I wasn*t

directing, I couldn*t have done

that."

To help alleviate the problem

that many writer/directors face of

receiving only one view (theirs) of

the production, Conti had his

friends sit in on rehearsals and

offer him advice.

In addition to the influence of

Conti*s friends, his family,

including three younger bfx>thers.

has also been supportive, but at

more of a distance. "My mom's a

teacher, so she can*t take time off

to come from New York to see the

play. My brother will probably

come down from Berkeley lo sec

it."

One thing that concerns Conti is

getting people to go to the theater,

an event that he says is an

afterthought to nrK)vies here in Los

Angeles. "I put in a couple of

See COMTI, page 29

Profile

VICKI RAPAPORT/OaNy Bruin

David Neuman, a UCLA alumnus and producer of "Drexers
Class," gives advice on breaking Into entertainnnent.

UCLA alumnus gives
secret to his success
By Joanne J. Choi
Daily Bruin Staff

He's exactly where most college

graduates want to be. Executive

producer of Fox*s "Drcxel Class"

and Bruin class of 1983. David
Neuman is a profile of the UCLA
-successful alumnL

He approached UCLA, like his

career, with a simpleminded
devotion. "The only place I applied

was UCLA." he states.

While at UCLA, he led the Ufe

of successful student and UCLA
citizen. When he graduated from
the Communication Studies prog-

ram, he had a list of impressive

credentials including Campus
Events Commissioner, homecom-
ing king and summa cum laude

honors.

Aside from the classroom
experience, Neuman admits that

UCLA proved to be a valuable

opportunity for his later accom-
plishments. After graduation, Neu-
man distinguished himself in

Washington, D.C. by becoming
the youngest White House Fellow.

Neuman*s breakthrough came
in a meeting with then NBC
President Brandon Tartikoff. "I

was writing and calling everyone.

One ofmy contacts knew someone
in New York who forwarded my
resum6 to Brandon Tartikoff."

Tartikoff subsequentially offered

him a position as an associate in

comedy developmenL Eventually,

Neuman rose to vice president of

comedy development at NBC.
While Neuman ascribes the

phenomenal rise in his career to

forces of luck and timing, he

admits that hard work and intern-

ships had a lot to do with it.

He found that while most of his

internships involved "menial
tasks" like making copies, "they

were important for understanding

how the business works."

He points to his internship at

KNBC's "Sunday Show." a

weekly information and entertain-

ment talk show. At KNBC, he

learned the importance of office

decorum and employee inpuL "In

return for the services of xeroxing

and answering phones, you learn

how to meet people, how to get

socialized and about the climate of

industry." Eventually, Neuman
gained production experience

while producing segments of the

show.

He suggests that those interested

in the entertainment industry get

"the kind of internship that involve

creative facilities" like script

analysis and development at a

production company or studio. But

although these opportunities exist

everywhere, "there are very few

interns that are shrewd or aggres-

sive enough to look for them." he

says.

Neuman admits that most
internships are **pencil-pushing."

because an intern "can't add value

anywhere else*' but in typically

unglamorous aspects of day-to-

day office operation.

"What you want from an intern-

ship is to be able to see things

going on.** he says. While sitting in

on a development meeting or

hstening in on a phone call are

internship perks, Neuman believes

that students often have a mis-

understanding of what an intern-

ship is.

'The biggest mistake that most
students make is to think that they

are going to be allowed to perform

services as executives while they

have no services they can provide.

They have no value they can add

more than (secretarial services)."

he states.

He also cites that interns often

underestimate the privileges of

being able to sit in on a develop-

ment meeting or listening in on a

phone call. *They think they will

get those opportunities from the

very beginning without earning

them. The law of karma says that

for those who contribute enorm-

ously it will get back to you."

An internship is a good chance

to show reliability and creativity,

he says. While an intern at KNBC
"Sunday Show." Neuman wowed
his higher-ups by organizing a

chaotic filing system.

*The result was that the execu-

tive producer of the show for years

knew me as that intern that cleaned

up and organized those files. Every

time someone would call for

reference as when I was inter-

viewing with NBC. they would

say, *You want to hire David

Neuman? He*s fantastic!* But my
only concern was something that

was a menial task that had no

glamour to it whatsoever. But

because I was industrious and

conscientious enough, they never

forgot it and were eager to help me
along with my career."

He points out that such oppor-

tunities are plentiful. "Most interns

are concerned with getting what

they want and getting out. Ulti-

mately what they get out of it is

very little which is not surprising,"

he says.

And lastly, he reminds interns to

remember that success in enter-

tainment industry is a matter of

hard work, perseverance and

talent. "It*s a business which boils

down to concrete results. If you

don't show the results, you are

savagely left behind."

The Dally Bruin is the primary source of

entertainnnent information for 82% of Its readers.

Advertise. 825-2161

UCLA REPORT CARD 1

Selection A 1

o
Service A 1

o

Location A 1

Price A 1

This year make the
Grade with MILLER

MILLER INFINITI.N^Nuys

MILLER MITSUBISHI, v^Nuys

818-782-1000

818-780-7799

MILLER NISSAN, wnNuys

MILLER TOYOTA, CulverCity

818-787-8400

213-559-3777

**TAKE $100 OFFANY CAR, with valid UCLA Student ID presented on date of
purchase'

.t»*

PACT FREE DEUVERY^

-5900
Real Mozzareila

Fresh Ingredients

11628 Santa Monica #10
Bile Est of Banington)

Sunday- Thursday
11-12am

Friday-Saturday

11-2am

'ii cheese

Bad Tasting x2=
A Waste ofMoney

We serve and deliver Pizza, Salads, & Italian Entrees at sensible prices,

using only the BEST INGREDIENTS!

Santa Monica
2222 Wilshire Blvd
(213) 829-7829

PullBar
Happy Hour

Monday Night Football

Westwood
1776 Westwood Btvd-

(213) 470-2499

Endno
17644 Ventura Blvd.

(818) 986-0772

10% OFF 8oz. SHAMPOO OF YOUR CHOICE
w/any Purchase

SPECIAL EFFECTS
Discount Beauty Supply & Full Service Salon

•Redken "Aveda 'Nexus •Sebastian
• Paul Mitchell •Sorbie

Name Brand
Perfume • Cosmetics • Skin Care & many more at discount

^
!
MANICURE

$5.00
Reg $10

coupon .

K
I

I

I

I

$5.00 OFF
Any

Haircut
coupon

1146 Westwood Blvd. 208-1380 or 208-2589
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'Honest food at honest prices
99

SPECIAL SLICED SIRLOIN STEAK
Baked potato. Vegetables, Soup or Salad &
Garlic Cheese Toast

$Q959
EARLY BIRD DINNER 4:306:30 P.M.

SEAFOOD • STEAKS • BAR-iM)-RIBS • PRIME RIB
LUNCH • DINNER • COCKTAILS • BANQUETROOM

maaJmCan
\^ ^ J 477-1 426

41326 W. PICO BL. WEST i.OS ANGELES

THE WESTWOOD SIZZLER
$4.99 BRUIN DEAL

[:n|i ^\ \i Mii^ liuK\ i i| ^1 11 imp I i \, i. Iik k^ n * m 1\ i lU SirL >in "^K.ik plu> 1\ -i

l\K\ i
'!' \ (. L'' il'K^ tiivl I C ii\\ n Piniu i

'^. il.iJ. Or ^ 1 1* n 's^
> nil IK w 1 >ut!v i *.

wlik h iiK likL'^ I Mir All ^t Mii in-l:,ii I I* >i Appvii al M ikv \^mii v \\ n ^ui

\^^v II , I L >i r 1^1 I, 1 V li. Ti '^mJ i. ^* >iii\ I i\^I I I Mill inj "^
il ivi pMi.M I ^ II

Offer Valid

Open to Close
I'rici'H oiil>jt.vt lo ihiinui' uilhoiil notjii-.

i>tti-r \'uliJ Mtth vtuipon tir I (. 1 A l!>

Sizzler
BUFFET COURT & GRILL i

Offer Valid Onlv At;

922 Gaylcy Ave.

Westu'ood ViJIaj^e

\ • ntk, m^\ o 9 t e •

(213) 852-1282

Full line of
286, 386 and 486
sjrstems available

Also Available with
Our Systems:
- Printers
- Modems
- Tape Back Ups
- Memory Upgrades
- High Capacity Drives

386-25mhz
C Tnj« 3e^> MOT CJr^ SX II )

14* Annular* 64(M80 Standard V6A Color MonMor

I6M NH)M VGA Gfophlct Cord

42 Msgobytv (HM> SpeMD 32K Cache DE Hcvd DWc C»Ve ^^
1 Megabyte (Hgh Speed 80ns) Syttem Mernory

CO* \Malt Slate)

CtMilce of 5 26* 1.2 MB Of 3 6* 1 44 MB Floppy Dilwe

HHlM MtcR>M>ft Compotble Serial Moum w/ SoTtwoie

MuN^ I/O Cord IrKAide*

2 Serloi. 1 Parolel. \ Game Port

SeN-fiechorokHJ Battery Bock-Up

101 Key AT Er^horvced Keyt>oard

Lood»d wth Software ^^ - ^^ .

Two ¥ea« VKbmrty (I year p5n 2 yeoB WW) COIliplete SyS^eHl

DIAMONDS FOR LESS!
14 KT. Gold

Diamond Tennis
Bracelet

50 STONES!
Retail Value: $1 600^

UCLA Special W/
Student ID

$550

THIS WEEKS
BRUIN

SPECIALS!

PRICE-LESS INC.

(213)933-2879

1/4 KT Diamond
Promise Ring

Retail Value: $600.

UCLA Special W/
Student ID

$299

Film

'Quick' death:
^Highlander T is really, really bad

By Jason S. Stewart
Daily Bruin Staff

"The Quickening** (as in

"Highlander 2**) must refer to the

strategy used by the people who
made this utterly unworthy sequel.

Frankly, if this movie took more
than a day to develop, Td have to

wonder why.

"Highlander 2** is a textbook

example of everything not to do in

^^ood scquch it tricria repeat

every element the producers

thought worked about the Orst one,

but fails miserably. Meanwhile, it

needlessly attempts to over-

explain the ambiguities of its

predecessor, all the while contra-

dicting the original facts and
creating a one^mensional back-

drop that is less exciting or

believable than what was left to the

imagination in the first film.

As if this defacing of the Hrst

movie was not enough, "Highlan-

der 2" spent twice as much money
on the sequel only to fill it with

tired action scenes and settings that

could easily have been picked out

of a trashcan on the cutting room
floor of "Batman" or "Blade
Runner."

A sampling of the plot will

illustrate my point. It is now 2024,

and Connor MacLeod (Christo-

pher Lambert) is now an aging,

mortal man of 75. The Earth seems

to be dying too, and we soon
discover it is because of a vast

solar shield that blocks direct

sunlight and traps in heat, creating

an always dark, ever humid atmo-

sphere. The shield was created by
MacLeod 26 years ago to replace

the ozone layer, which had been

completely wiped out 1 suppose

his great gift of knowledge at the

end of the first film explains his

ability to create the shield, but

there is no explanation of why he,

with his infmite wisdom, did not

foresee the logical result of it

Enter Louise Marcus (Virginia

Madsen), an environmental "ter-

rorist," who, after faihng to blow
up the shield, shows up Oess than

an hour later) at the bar MacLeod
just happens to be at She informs

him the ozone layer has repaired

itself and tries to convince him to

help her. For some inexplicable

reason, MacLeod has no influence

in The Shield Company (a private

corporation that seems U) be ruling

the world with its monopoly) and
has no desire to help anyway.
Then we suddenly discover why

the Highlander was once immor-
tal. It seems he, Ramirez (Sean

Connery), and all the other

immortals were once part of a

rebellion movement on a planet in

another galaxy. When captured

5(X) years ago, they were banished

to Earth, where they would be

immortal, except by decapitation,

until only one remained. (There is

no mention, of course, of the fact

that Ramirez had lived on Earth for

several thousand years, not just a

few hundred.)

But then his old enemy from his

home planet, General Katana
(Michael Ironside), whimsically

decides to send a couple of his

henchmen to kill him. When
MacLeod kills them, he is again

young and immortal, forcing the

General to go to Earth to take care

of him personally. Apparently the

General had enough power to

know MacLeod was the only one
left, that he is now mortal, and to

send people to Earth instanta-

neously, but not enough to figure

out MacLeod was about to die

anyway.

Oh, and Connery inexplk:ably

agreed to come back for the sequel,

so it turns out all MacLeod ever

had to do was yell for him and he
would return from the grave.

That the story is weak (which is

a nice word for it) is bad enough,

but it is complemented by a

complete lack of character deve-

lopment, very httle acting and
generally boring action. The abso-

lute^ only excuse for character

development, in fact, is that after

^he Highlander has been made
immortal again, at least he seems
remotely interested in doing
something to stop the destruction

of th&shield he created (though he

seems more involved in seducing

Marcus).

The only notable acting comes
not from Lambert, Madsen or

Connery, but Ironside. His play-

fully evil General is nothing new
(which is typical of the entire

script), but at least he manages to

bring charisma and memorable
delivery to his mediocre lines.

Lambert and Madsen, on the

other hand, should be
embarrassed. Lambert is out-

staged by just about everyone in

the cast and must have been pretty

desperate to take on the role again.

Madsen *s involvement, however,

is more perplexing. There is

absolutely nothing redeeming
about her role. In theory it is

another in the recent trend of

tough-women parts, but in practice

it is mostly making goo-goo eyes at

Lambert and stupidly reacting to

everything.

As the film progressed, it

quickly became apparent that the

only thing the producers really

cared about, though, was the

action. But they seemed to make
the mistaken assumption that the

price tag and elaborateness of the

scenes (how much gets destroyed)

is the only thing that matters. Even
if that were true, it would be stupid

to compete against a "Terminator

T with less than half the budget

But *T2** worked not just because

of the cost of the effects, but

because they were carefully

thought out I literally saw and

heard yawns and sighs during

"Highlander 2"*s climactic
moments.

Besides taking responsibility for

all this mess, the director deserves

an Oscar for most careless atten-

tion to detail of the year. Perhaps

the best example occurred when
Lambert drives to the desert to

save a friend in a maximum
security prison, then gets in a fight

with the General on the roof of the

prison and ends up looking over a

crowded city street

On the positive side, some of the

visual images in the film were
interesting and impressive. But

these could have been compiled

into a 30-second trailer.

"Highlander 2** is perhaps the

longest 90 minutes Tve spent in an

action fihn since "Superman IV.** 1

used to wonder why the film,

which was released in Europe

almost a year ago, was taking so

long to arrive here. Now I know.

Fans of the first "Highlander**

would do themselves a favor if

they skipped the sequel and forgot

it ever existed. M

FILM: "Highlander 2: The QutcKening."
Screenplay by Peter Beilwood. Bated
on a story by Brian Clenient and
William Panzer Directed by Russell

Mulcahy. Produced by Peter S. Davis
and William Panzer. A Interstar release
with Christopher Lamt>ert, Virainla

Madsen, Michael Ironside and Sean
Connery. (Rated R: language and
violence; 90 minutes) Now playing

cttywide.
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HNLEY
From page 22

choice. She plans to poster the

nation with these humorous,
empowering images of women
taking over male-dominated lead-

ership roles.

Her visual art has been shown in

galleries from New York to Lon-
don, and Finley*s [Hiblic sculpture

of her poem *The Black Sheep**

stands at the comer of Houston and
First Avenue in New York.

Finley also admires Rachel
Rosenthal and David Wojnaro-
wicz for their injection of politics

and emotion into their works. A
-fiercely moralistic iconoclast.

Finley aligns herself with the

original performance movement,
which eschews the idea of art as a

commodity to be bought and sold.

What is odious, what is obscene

to her, was the 1980s art world,

with its insanely spiraling invest-

ment prices that came crashing

down in the *90s. She found the

galleries, the art, and the artists,

concerned only with their personal

fortunes and whose collections

they were in, repugnant Needless

to say, she did not take part in

post-modem work that lacked

political ideology, and was pri-

marily concerned with clever

posturing.

For Karen Finley, her body is

her art, and her performance a

ritual. She likens herself to a

difiedium at a seance, with spirits

speaking through her. It is not

t^sed in acting, or comedy, which

she points to as a problem in much
of what is called performance art

nowadays. Let*s not prove her

wrong.

STAGE: "We Keep Our Victims
Ready". Written and performed by
Karen Finley. At the Wadsworth Thea-
ter. Saturday arnj Sunday, Nov. 9 and
10 at 8 p.m. By the artists request,

admission is restricted to patrons age
13 and above. Tickets are ^18. $15 and
$9 to students with valid I.D. For more
information or to charge by phone, call

(310) 825-9261.

CONTI
From page 26

student matinees, which are $7,

and the response wasn't that great
which surprised me because movie
are $7*' and people wait in line to

see movies — even bad ones, he
said.

Conti attributes this minimal
general interest in theater to the

lack of media and government
attention. He feels that Los
Angeles, through its lack of city

funding, and the press, through its

lack of theater coverage, are partly

responsible for the medium's
languishing.

After he has finished his work
with "House Arrest,** Conti plans

to dedicate his time to putting

together a movie about the hfe of

Antonin Artaud, who developed
the Theater of Cruelty concept in

the 1920s- 1940s in France.
Although Artaud*s philosophy

was a dismal failure at the time,

many of his theories hold impor-

tance in some theater circles today,

Conti said.

But no matter what else he does,

(I!onti intends to continue with his

studies— planning to earn a Ph.D.

in English. "It gets the brain

working. Tve seen people who sit

around, saying that they*re exper-

iencing hfe, but Fve found that

that*s just an excuse to do
nothing.**

STAGE: "House Arrest' Written siid

directed by Peter Conti Produced by
Joe Pesci and Albert Turchetti III, with

Robert Vento, Judson Allen, Christa

Miller, Pat Asanll. George Russo and
Perry Reeves. Playing at the Gardner
Stage. 1501 Gardner St.. Hollywood
Runs Fridays at 8 p.m. and Saturdays
and Sundays at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. urvlil

Dec. 8. For info. caN (213) 285-3179.

ir@MQ^ff3ira 5 FREE I

Jazz, Blues, Funk & Such Series

'^StJOv

Presents

Nov. 7* (Thirs)m p.on. AT KEn

jfJt/j(ifk/rui

KHO¥¥ ©OFF HQU
Paid tor by USAC-your student government

=BE THE FIRST TO WITNESS—
ARNOLD'S SPLIT PERSONALITY!

The Decimator

and the...

Do-Gooder!

SCHWARZENEGeER DEVITQ

i
^VANS TONIGHT, 'AGB* $1.50

T2 at 7:00pm. TWINS at 9:30 pm

FRIDAT, NOVEBIBBR 8 'AGB* $1.50
TWINS at 7:00pm. T2 at 9:15pm

V

.1

'

PAID FOR BY USAC

MAOIC MOUNTAIN DAYS I

UCLA STUDENTS ONLY $12.28
UNTIL DBG. 1 - TICKETS AT CTO

vftage photo
the gap »-.-«•».•.

X

M
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UNIVER SITY OF

SAVE $$$ ON TICKETS
AIRLINES. SPORTS. MUSIC. SHOWS. WE

LIST LAST MINUTE CANCELS.
SURPLUS AND PROMOTIONS FOR SALE

CHEAP. ALSa WHEN YOU ARE STUCK WITH
TICKETS UNEXPECTEDLY

CALL US.

213-4 TICKET

COLLEGEOFLAW
MID-YEAR ADMISSION -APPLY NOW

*^*****^^^^^*^*^^^T

Good Deals

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates k> UCIA Students

Hollywood Piono Rental Co.

M2-23!19 463-«S69

(

lh4SURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your busir^ess. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

American Heart
Association

Accredited-Small Classes

Next Semester Begins

[January 13, 1992

Flexible Programming

Accredited by the California

Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Western Association of

Schools and Col

Two Convenient Locations

Encino Campus
5445 Balboa Boulevaid

CaU:(8 18)981-4529

La Verne Camptis

1950 Third Street

Call:ai4)596-1848

You don't need dental insurance to have a pretty smile

UBlv
Bibles - Books

GMs.

M-Th 10 am - 9:X prrv

Fr-Sot 10 cm - 11 pm; Sun 2-6 pm
10684 Weytxim Ave. LA 90024

20B-6432

SMILE SPECIAL
FAMILV DENTISTRY (213^475-5598

24 hour emergency service

Complete Dental Exam. Chieck Up. & Cleaning

V.I.P.

(reg. $180)

new p^iOTts with this coupon ody
ws iMo loootTNnodiii paliwlB

with dMiM ooMraoM
after «cpirM 12-31-01

(Up to 4 x-rays

incJOded)
SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.

*open evenings & Saturdays*
Free parking in rear

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to indivkJuals

and families with no

dental insurance.

"Our Patients are Special'

Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

lUyt^WntwUCaiJdpP
n yiVW firvflll Wt^fWIf

rui MAS IT NAPfEM

Alcohdlca Anonymous

Meayngs
Mon. diMUMion, Thur. Booksludy. Fri. Slip

study. AU 3625 12:15-1:15. Fri. 12300-1 A)
TuM. OiMUMion. >Mmi. OiMUMion NPI

C86ae 12:1 5-1 3CX)

For aiooholo* or individuab who

Campus Services 2 Campus Services

MARIA PEREZ
&

CYNTHIA
MUNOZ
HAPPY

BIRTHDAY!
LOVEYA,

TRANG & ADRIANA

: Psyche Up
' for Senior

:
sisterhood

: this Friday
Be at AE«» by 7:30

\
\ (bring singles)

Congrats!

Kevin Dickey #32
on your first

Bruin TD
We are so proud

of you!
V T, M, K, & S

Get Your Portrait

Taken Now for the
Bruin Life Yearbook

On Sale - For a
Limited Time Only

The UCLA Medallion

Watch from Bulova-a

14k gold-plated dial

featuring a rich three-

dimensional rendering

of the UCLA seal.

ASUCLA Caapu*
OMiiu/ Pltoiafrnphefm Fot' Bruin tjff

K<rrkka«H»ll IM(2I4

SAE

IN
JUNG

Party

Starts

9:00pm

UCLA I.D.

REQUIRED

INVITE ONLY

PLEDGE
ACTIVE
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Miscellaneous

ASTROLOGICAL REPORTS, 25-30 pages
each, custom computer ger>erated, from $12.
Call for catalog. l-aOO-352-4327.

KeyboardistA^ocaltst seeks band. Rhodes
piarH), B-3, synlh, baritone; influences; Floyd,

Doors, SanUna, Phish, Dead, Tull, blues, jazz;

theory background. Call (213)202-7126.

Personal 10

^BonguUuiaiicmA on

^o9iA enjfOfetKMU

Tiffany Rider

and

Jeff Sipe (EN Purdue)

Congratulations

on your Romantic

Pinning
^ your Sisters

~

\
at Chi Omega
* - . ••# •

'mimm^.

Homecoming
was great!

Thanks for everything!

ii^m^m^i

Congratidations

fenny Sbelton

(r0B)

and Tbm Baker
(TKE)

on your beautiful

pinning

Love from your
r0B sisters

Research Subjects 12

ASTHMA RESEARCH. If you would like to

participate in FDA approved research studies

with new asthma medications, call

(21 3)31 2-5050 ext. 302. You will be compen-
sated for your time. Allergy Research Founda-
tion. 11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 601, West
Los Angeles, 90025.

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-11

YEARS needed for IXTLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-

mental evaluation. 82S-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 YEARS needed for UCLA
research project. Receive $20 arxi a free

developrrMwUl evaluation. 825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 ar>d have a scientific learning experience.

825-0392.

SEXUALLY ACTIVE ADULTS OVER 21

NEEDED FOR 20-MINUTE INTERVIEWS
WITH MEDICAL STUDENTS. PARTICIPANTS
WILL RECEIVE $7.50. PARKING WILL BE

REIMBURSED AS NEEDED. INTERVIEWS
WILL BE HELD MONDAY AND TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 11, 12,4 19,1991 AT2:15PA1.
A 3:15 P.M. CALL RITA AT 213/1825-2571.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED to participate in a

facial aging study. Ages 35->-, men and women.
Volunteers will be paid. Under dermotologist

supen/ision. For information, call 828-8887.

Wonted 15

DRUMMER WANTED for developing band.

Call Dae or |oe at (310)575-4247.

9 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

Take A Ride On A Screaming Star

In A Deaf Universe *
But Is the Audience Actually Listening:

Find an Astrological Partner —^

Invite Only
Q's about Universa Dimensions

Forecast begins at 9:30 jason 208 1 694

\

"The Fall

AAn
"Hatfields"

ID Required

Thursday Nov. 7th

9:00 PM
Ammo provi(Jed

Invite Only

(I.IHIJBI.IHKIBI (l.iai.iBI.IBt.lBI (I.IBI.IBI.IHI. (I.IBI.IBI (HI <) (! (HI IB) () (! IHI () (HI IBI ()

CONGRAXULATIONS

On your INCREDIBLE job as EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR OF HOMECOMING - 1991

Your KA Sisters are so proud of you!

(I
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Typing 100 Travel 105 Autos

Modem Secrelerial and Graphic services: IBM
& MAC. Discount to students. Pick up/

delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(213)446-6899.

PRECISION TYPING $2.S(VDduble Space

Page Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-

Defivcfy Available (2130664-3981

PROFESSIONAL WORDPROCESSING In my
home. High quality. Accurate. Weekends and

evenings ok! Good rates. Dee (21 3)398-1 21 7.

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING by the

Way contpany. Word Perfect 5.1 , Competetive

rates. Call (213) 474-9648.

PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICE. Theses-

term papers. Employment service. Delta Per-

sonnel Services, Simi Valley. (805)526-5210.

SAME DAY SERVICE-Specializing in short

papers; pick-up, delivery; competitive prices,

fast & accurate, 7am-11pm (213)273-5536.

-WOROPROCESSthiG specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888

1 -BED/1 -BATH. Large furnished apartment for

rent, Paris, France. Ayailable Dec. 1

.

>40(yifTW., utilities included. (816)338-1500.

HAWAII, MEXICO, BAHAMAS, ORLANDO.
$99 ROUND TRIP. Advance reservation, open

dates, some restrictions. Call (616) 863 7100.

TAKE YOUR BREAK IN GREAT BRITAIN!

Exchange vacations arranged between stu-

dents in England and America. Discount air

fare available. Contact STUDENT ABROAD,
LTD., P.O. Box 944 Orangevale, CA 95662.

Tel: (800)426-8536 Fax: (916)635-1165

STA TRAVEL
W c \ c nccn lIuTc.

WORDPROCESSINCVDESK TOP PUBLISH
ING, papers, resun^es, transcriptions, ABA
format. Westwood. (21 3)473-5»S5-

A BRILLIANT IDEA!! Wordprocessing/
proofreading. LOW RATES. Screenplays, pap-

ers, resumes, theses. 24-HOURS. Student dis-

count. (213)207-6496.

WRITER'S BLOpC? WRITING APPREHEN-
SKDN? Professional writing counselor with

Harvard doctorate will work privately with you

on dissertatior^, theses, term papers, or prepar-

ing for comps. Result-orientated. Your rDcdical

insurance may apply. Call Productive Prose

(213) 316-5126.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA MICHAEL BONDON
i211)277-701 2

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gels

results. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional

service. (213)450-0133

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experienced Career Counselor. Also

college admission essays. Lee (213)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)267-2785.

NEW YORK from 255

BOSTON

LONDON

FRANKFURT

LIMA

COSTA RK^A

ATHENS

TOKYO

AUCKLAND

SYDNEY

255

255

315

/

190

370

399

540

590

303

303

470

520

769

299

740

523

895

989

* Restrictions can apply
* Eurail / A.Y.H. Passes / Intl. cards
* Advice from the experts

310-824-1574
914 WESTWOOD BLVD.
LOS ANGELES
CA 90024

120 OFFICES
WORLDWIDE STA TRAVEL

Travel 105

LOWEST RT AIR FARES
FROM lAXAMMRKM SHORT MTCE

•NEWORLBMBSTTS ^LAaGOMIMM
•«E«m£im -MMS^NAifin
HttW VORK/ROntOA SM •HONC KONG $06
^ORIMtaU) •MEN0eAMEB/RI0$749
HyMMUSTK 4MfTlAfiCMI8UNCI0NI749

•TOKYO SMS
CfnCK OOMEBTIOMTL FMESMIML CALL FOR 1 WAY

BARNEY'S TRAVEL
V (213)382-9161

Travel Tickets 106

London
LA TO NY/ NEWARK, 1-way, Noifclb, $150,

825-1894 days, (818)360-5883, evenings/

weekends.

LA TO PHOENIX ROUND TRIP. Nov. 15-1 7.

$55.00. Female only. 208-4761.

Autos for Sale 109

Paris $999*

Rio Dc Janeiro $449*

NcwYorit $15«*

Boston $15«*

San Francisco $99*
•Hra arc cKh vwoy fnom Los Angeles based on a

rotfidtrippurchnc Restnctionsappiy. Faicssjbicct

to change vMthout noUcc and tscs not mdudcd.

1

CoundlTkaud
1093 BroMton Ave #920
Los An9clcs,CA 90094

213-208-3551

1985 BLAZER. SOTLINDER. 4-wheel drive,

Tahoe, loaded, A/C, New brake^ire^uel-

water pump. $5,60(Vobo. (818)342-5576 or

(213)825-8315.

1986 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE - 3-door hatch-

back 69K/nni, 4-speed, anVfm cassette, great

condition, $2450/obo. Evenings
(213)788-9432

'71VW SQUARE BACK. All original. Good
Shape. Needs a little work. $1,400. Leave

Message 654-5611.

'84 Alfa Spider Corwertible classic mint AC,
alarm blauphnkl, new pirelli tires official car of

Southern California $6.8K/obo David
(213)937-8441.

BUICK PARK AVfNUE '89. White, 78 hundred

miles only* Impeccable. Great price. Lucy

(818)769-9815.

Travel 105

I

I

Powder

\}
m^ Perfect!

IIII^^^JJf -Ski Lake Tahoe!

—3 Nights $171.00

• Ski Utah at Thanksgiving!

—3 Nights* $285.00

• Ski Colorado Winter Break!

—5 Nights* $375.00

Travel Service, A-Level Ackcmian Union

>1SUCL4^ M-F 8:30-6. Sat 12-4 Call UCLA-FLY

^Transportation

Included

Chevrolet Corsica '89 17K/mli. Like new
Sspced manual AK, FM cassette, power win-

dow and more LT Cedan V6 $6,500
(213)477-4339.

CONVERTIBLE VW-RABBIT '83. White, new
top, new tires, low mileage, great car!

$5200A)bo. (213) 207-0109.

FIAT '79 CONVERTIBLE. (Spider 2000). New
rebuilt engine, excellent body. Brarxi new top.

$3000. (213)224-0399.

FOR SALE. f^RFECT COLLEGE CAR '87

Honda. Only 30,000 miles. $550(yobo. Leave

message. (213)374-9876.

HONDA ACCORD '89 LXI. 2-door. green,

automatic, exceptionally clean. Fully loaded.

Must see. $13,000. (818)907-3388.

lETTA GL, '87, 4-door, 5-speed, AC, sunroof,

alarm, sterecV cassette pullout, tinted glass.

$6900. (818)980-8879.

NISSAN 200SX^ hatch-back. '87. white,

5-speed, A/C, pull-out cassette, very clean,

$6400/obo. (213)578-1206.

PORSCHE 944, '85, $8000, automatic, alarm,

power sun-roof, low miles. PlatinunVblack.

Larry (213)476-1281. ,

SAAB TURBO 1984 BIk, 47k miles, sunroof.

Loaded. 1 owner. $6500. (213)396-3688

SCIROCCO '84, Silver, custom speakers, new
tires, low mileage. $3,500 obo. Mitch-Day

(213)479-6010. Evening (818)502-0730.

TOYOTA COROLLA '84. One owner, excel-

lent condition, 1 10 miles, stereo, A/C. $2900.

Dr. Tanael 788-8468.

VW-BUG 70', runs great. Must sell because

leaving town. $1,300. Call Veronika (213)

285-0470.

Scooters for Sole 115

1987 BLACK YAMAHA 1 25Z. Excellent condi-

tion. 3000 miles. Graduated, must sell. Caro-

lyn (213)224-1301 or (714)982-1096.

1987 ELITE 80, white. Runs great, good
condition. Only $650. Paul 206-5990

1989 HONDA ELITE 80. Great condition.

$1,00(Vobo. Call AUn, day: 315-8422; night

398-7358.

1989 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER, great condi-

tion, $65(Vobo, helmet/lock/cover included.

(213)824-1963.

'87 CH80 HONDA ELITE. Good condition,

blue, must sell immediately. $600. SaraFV

Elizabeth. 820-1067.

'87 YAMAHA RIVA 1 25, excellent condition.

$1,000 obo. Stuart 206-7554.

BRAND NEW ELITE 80, while, 4-year war-

ranty, parking permit, 400 miles, $1 70O/obo.

lohn 208-4438.

HONDA ELITE 150 DLX 1987. Blue. Great

condition and low mileage. $1100/obo. Mo-
nica 824-3534.

HONDA ELITE 50, 1969. Excellent condition.

With lock. $S50/obo. Must sell.

(213)470-9757,

HONDA ELITE 150, 1991. Only 900 miles.

Runs perfect. $1,75(yobo. Call )eff 208-2913.

SCOOTER EXCELLENT CONDITION. Three

thousand miles. $700 (213)479-4420.

Bargain Box 125

14- FRIG, DRESSER, bookcases, lamps, sofa,

desk, dining table. ONLY $300 FOR ALL! Dr.

Tansel 788-8468.

Furniture for Sale 126

2 BEDS & couch. Call Tara (818)881-7679.

DEAL! Futon coucM>ed & coffee table, bmo.
old. $200/set 575-3199.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phor>e

orders accepted (310)372-2337

POOL TABLE- Great condition, 3-piece slate,

all accessories, $^00. Larry (213)476-1281.

SEVERAL N.Y. DESIGNER BUNK BEDS.
$1 75€a/obo 470-5863, Contact Carol.

SLEEI^R SOFA with matching loveseat, grey

coffee table with matching erid-table -* lamp,

$600. Larry (213)476-1281.

WOODFRAME SOFA WITH GREY TWEED
CUSHKDNS. Great condition. $50. 825-2861

.

Pets 130

PERSIAN KITTENS. CFA 8-wks. Unusual col-

ors. Blue male, brown female. $250 obo. (818)

249^300.

PERSIAN KITTENS. CFA 8-wks. Unusual col

ors. Blue male. Brown female. $25(Vobo.

(818)249-6300.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

HARMAN KARDON RECIEVER, $400 CD
Player, $350. Both never used, in boxes, top

quality. (310)471-1266.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132
^^iaMBia^HBHBIHBM
SURFBOARD for sale: Surf Tech, 6'2", fiberg-

lass, 3-fin, with leash. $100. Donny 206-0833

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

COMPUTER FOR SALE Tandy 1000 with

printer, monitor, Dos and Word Perfect; Table,

books etc.- $850 or best offer Call 557-0680

FOR SALE: Magnayox Computer. VGA n>oni-

' tor, printer, modem, 3-disk drive. $700. Call

i

(213)463-7833.

109 Typewriter/Computer 134 Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM COMPATIBLE 286 1 Mea/RAM. 30
Megabyte hard-drive. 3Vi - 5% floppys. HP
ink-jet printer. $170(Vobo. Ask for Elysa

(818)786-7400.

IBM COMPATIBLE AT260-1 2. 1MB, 5.25-FD,
3.5"FD, 40HD. Monitor, keyboard, nrwuse,
software, documentation, warranty. $1,100.
(213)556-4662.

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 286, 1MB, 5.25''FD,

3.5''FD 40HD, KEYBOARD, MONITOR, NEW
W/ WARRANTY. $620. (213)644-2612.

MACINTOSH SE SUPER DRIVE: Over $500 in

progranrts: WP, DTP, graphics, games, custom-
izers. Excellent condition. Must sell.

$95(yobo Kirk 794-3499.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount arvi teach you to assemble it yourselfl

PC SUPPORT GROUP, (616)994-1188. .

IBM 386-25\tHZ TOP QUALITY COMPATI-
BLE. Drives: 1 .2 A 1 .44 TEAC floppys. 85 MB
MAXTOR IDE H-drive at 1 7MS. 2MB RAM,
101 Keyboard, 14" VGA color monitor w/16
bit VGA card w/256k RAM AT/IO 2s,2p,1g.

Loaded wAoftware. Brand new in box w/
warranty. $1,670. (213)208-0081.
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NO OTHER UNIVERSITY DELIVERS HIGHER FIDELITY.

We're Making a
Differencer-

—

American Heart
Association

Thursday, Nov. 7, 1991

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Opposing
5 Attire

9 Employees
14 Forsaken
15 Seaweed

produc>$»^
16 "The yd

Musketeers"
17 Kind of bio

18 —Strauss
19 Way
20 Actress

Vera

—

22 Asked
24 Vendor
26 Doctor's aide
27 Eulogize
29 Jr. officer

30 Achieved
33 Hindrances
37 Cause of

distress

38 Classic works
39 Container
40 Cheese source
41 Inclination

42 Equines of

old
44 Shirt shape
45 Slangy term

of address
46 Overstuff
47 Church groups
49 Dishonor
53 Replica
57 Matriarchs
58 Foolish one
59 Having a

stench
61 Gun inventor
62 Liable

63 Nobody
64 German river

65 More logical

66 Skiers'

delight

67 Precious

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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A
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S
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I
No

A
R
T
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E
S
M
A
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R
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1
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E X 1 T

1
U S H E R R 1 T E
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.

DOWN
1 Aromatic wood
2 Duke or earl

3 Warble
4 Mind
5 Liq. meas.
6 Ripener
7 Bird

8 Fireplace
fuel

9 Underline
10 The ones

there

11 In :

routinized

12 Celebration
13 Nurture
21 Comes close

to

23 Coffee
containers

25 Robot play

28 Illustrations

30 Platform
31 About
32 Tunisian

offk;ial8

33 Liability

34 Weapon
35 Rake part

36 And not

37 Audacious
40 — on:

idolized

42 Actuality

43 Possessed
45 Nastier

47 UK weight
unit

48 Wise one
50 Soap

substitute

51 — toast

52 Chemical
compound

53 Mischief-

makers
54 Unit of

poetic meter
55 Press
56 El — : warm

Pacific

current

60 Moisture

14

17

W
24

8 5"

W
W

10 11 12 13
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'
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KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA + SIG EP
1991 Homecoming Sweepstakes

Winner!

Once Again, We Knocked everyone

else out of the running!

Thanks Sig Ep, You guys are great!

^ Kappa

The Panhellenic Council

would like to congratulate

for achieving the highestGPA on the

row for the 1990-91 school year

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

And, congratulations to all the sororities for

maintaining an excellent GPA throughout

1990-91 (consistently above the ALL.

Women's average GPA)!

Paid for by USAC

«««%««%«»««»««««« %%%%«««x%>>>«>>%>»«v««>%«>>»>«%««i [ ttl ttiiITlttTWTttta

ri^
KKT OK^

Hatlields v. McCoys
The Feud Continues

!<qDpo5beciZXat9:00

h/ileOnl/BYOl21

AAn
Straa-n-wnrrrrrTTWirrrvrj-rTy-rTTrrrrrTy-rrrri^^

Homecoming 1991 Champions!
The Brothers of ZOE would like to

thank the outstanding effort of the

ladies of KKF. Thanks for a

memorable week-

One that will last all year. Q

Sisters of the Month
for October

JoAnne Solovy

Megan Hey
Jerda Sibbet

Kirsten Barrows

Krista Edmisten

Laurie Rashidi

AXQ. Loves You!!

a
WAYTO GO KAPPADETA PLEDGE QASS OfflCERS 1991:

Salons 21

President

Vice-President

Secretary

Treasurer

Activities

Chaplain

Intramural

Parliamentarian

Philanthropy

Public Realtions

Allison May
Dalia Chatterjee

Susan Drake

Stephanie Hirata

Maureen McDonald

Jeanny Pai

Megan Bourgeois

Michelle Johns

Lisa Richards

Amy Komatsuzaki

Heather McCollum

Lisa Bermudez

Anne Ketchersid

Gina Giambra

Nicole Pessis

Scholarship

Social

Song Leader

Favors

Gracious Living

Jr* Panhellenic

Bulletin Board

Sisterhood

Laurel Lewis

Wendy Holt

Rebecca Oliver

Karen Kim
Mellisa DeLaCruz

Belinda Najera

Heather Gold

Suzanne Mattis

Julie Engelman

Michelle Giambra

Kim Manibusan

Michelle Garcia

Charmaine Evans

Jennifer Shin

EUROPEAN FACIALS, $25. EtpeciaJly for

cleaning blackheads and blemishes. Call for

appointment. Century City. (213)785-0205.

ITALIAN LIPSTICKS $5. capture the youthful

spirit, beauty, and 'pizzazz' of italy with our
new, sparkling lipsticks. Call 433-8393.

MODELS WANTED for free professional hair-

cuts in Beverly Hills. Call Teri (213)936-3408,
leave message.

Health Services 22

NON-SURGICAL LAS€R THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation arwl removal of
acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation. Call Beverly Hills

Laser Doctor^s Croup. (21 3)786-0636.

LOSE UP TO 30 pounds in 30 days for less than
>40. Doctor recommended. 285-8347.

PSYCHOTHERAPY/ SUPPORT GROUP for

women dealing with childhood sexual abuse.

Openings now- Westwood. Lorrairw Rose,
Ph.D (213)824-9942; Meg Sheehan, Ph.D
(213)737^3554.

SOCIAL PHOBIA GROUP. For people exper-
ieiKing extreme self corvciousness and shy-

ness, fear of public speaking and public
fascilKies. CorHact Paul Bohn, M.O. or Steve
Keys, M.D. at (213)825-0263.

Bulimic?
Do you fed out or coniral witti fbod or

cmoctoru? Counseling can
ndp otd pmerrts
ctf 824-1171

JMnne Xbung Pttd

Uocfwd ftyohokiQtt
FMIIVIS
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Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
--

It

•Hepatitis

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed^for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn

00/wk or more.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

PANIC ATTACKS?
SMOTHERING SENSATION?

CHEST PAINS?
DO YOU EXPERIENCE SHORT EPISODES OF

1= SMOTHERING SENSATIONS, DIZZINESS, CHEST
PAIN, NERVOUSNESS OR FEEL FEARFUL? YOU

MAY QUALIFY FOR A MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDY
ON PANIC DISORDER. QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS

MAY EARN UP TO $770.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951

CALIFORNIA CLINICAL TRIALS MEDICAL GROUP

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and

,

65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1

month and in relatively good health are needed.

Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may

be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

Health Services 22 Help Wanted 30

SUPPORT CROUPS FOR SINCa.E ADULTS

now forming. Monday evening* in Westwood.

Will be dealing with issues of trust, communi-

cation, stress management & relationships. Led

by Dr. Kim Sandcfur & Mark De Fusco.

(310)824-5058, (310)473-3819.

DOrjAlf" Bl C'OD fM /

OTHfrr

>:.» ri.v

CONIACISHlRLfSS^INC.
RapiaoMTwm Contact Lwis Servic*

As Low as $16 each!
For Ordtrs or a Frw Calalog Cil

1-800-755-LENS
IMM

A <

i V,;i- Nuys B va S^c"".*^ OflHs -^

Opportunities 26

ENTREPRENEURS! Do you have a business

idea? Do you need $$$f We can help.

Unlimited Funds. (818)702-9703.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT Internship inter-

views now taking place. Gain valuable

experierx:e managing a team of employees,

customers, arxi suppliers. Majority of hiring

will be completed by November. Average

gross profit $11,287. Call Triple A Student

Painters, for information now
1 -(800)426-6441.

VISION MODEL &
TALINT MANAGEMENT
Models & Actors needGd. No

exp>erience necessary. Modeling.

Commercials. Rims & Music Videos,

College Students Welcome
Call today for an appointment
wltti top Industry Consultants.

(213)247-6001

Beverly Hllb 90210

Help Wanted 30

$6.63/hr. Walk on campus. Schedule around

your classes. Opportunity for advancemenl.

Apply at the Sproul Cafe. 350 De Neve Dr.

(213)025-2074.

•$8/HR. PT DRIVER/HANDY PERSON.
aOSE TO UCLA. FLEXIBLE HOURS MUST
HAVE CAR. (310)476-1510.

ADMINISTRATIVE INTERN SOUGHT to assist

in international Fine Art Expositions Admini-

strative Department. Responsibilities include

heavy phones, word processing, filing, and

general office assistance. Car>didate must be

proficient in at least or>e foreign language,

able to work urvier pressure, and computer

literate. (213)820-0498; fax:(213)820-5426.

Attention: George Hicta.

PIZZA HUT
IS NOW HIRING

DRIVERS!
MAKE UP TO $7 TO $9 PER HOUR
AS A PIZZA HUT DEUVERY DRIVER

• FLEXIBLE HOURS
• TIPS

• medical insurance AVAILABLE
• PAID VACATIONS FOR FULL TIME

• DISCOUNTED MEALS
• FLEXIBLE WORK SCHEDULE
•tONGEVITY INCENTIVES

Apply at: 1

1

33 Westwood Blvd.

E.O.E.

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon
& evening

hours available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

IFYOU
LOVE COFFEE...

Starbuck*s Coffee in the Vons/Pavilions store is seeking enthusiastic

individuals with the ability to greet the public to work part-time

hours in the afternoon and evening.

Interested candidates please contact Rachael between 8:0QAM and

5:00PM at: Pavilions, 11750 Wiishire Blvd., Los Angeles, or call

(213) 473-6420.

nke

VONS
Companies, Inc.

Peace Corps
Recruttment Office

Assistant

3 positions open ( two must qualify for

work/study)

AaiitvitnMM to hdp raauitmtnt stjff wth
oofTputcr taput, appfidtfon DTOctMlngMnaM
maBngs, and general offlca duties. Qualflcidons:

student In good Mandbig; Macintosh Meralee

cxcelent communication and bftcrpersonl sMls.

Good opporutunlty to improve international

awareness. Schedule flcdUe. but must be able to

work 20 hcurv'week between ft30 am and S
pm.. Mondaylrlday. Cal 310/575-7444 for

more info and appkattoa

^

Vons supports a drug-free workplace. Drug testing is part of our

pre-employment process and a successful test result is a condition of

employment. EOEIAA/M/F

SECRETARY
The J. Paul Getty Trust seeks cheerful secretary for Building

Program. Looking for motivated, team player with good

communication skills. Interest in architecture a plus. Word
processing 60wpm. Salary in low $20s, excellent benefits

package. Send resume to:

Human Resources

The J. Paul Getty Trust

1875 Century Park East, Suite 2300

Los Angeles, CA 90067

No telephone calls or drop-in irx^uiries.

AD SALES, COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER.
FLEXIBLE HOURS. LEADS PROVIDED. EX-

PERIENCE PREFERRED. SENSE OF HUMOR
IMPORTANT. 319-1660.

ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME Easy

work! Top pay! Guaranteed. 1 -600-226-3601

ext. '41S0, open 7 days.

ATHLETIC GOCETTERS
needed for PT and FT work with America's 7th

most profitable company. (213)653-1669.

BILINGUAL (Spanish) TEACHER ASSISTANT.

5 days, 8:30—11:30am, approximately

$10/hr. Pacific Palisades school.
(310)454-3700, Mrs. Yates.

BUSY DOCTOR'S OFFICE NEEDS FULL TIME
RECEPTIONIST. Experience a plus.

(213)273-4454. Contact Ziba.

•CASTING EXTRAS* for motion pictures and

commercials. $40-$300/day. Call now
(213)962-0377. ____^
CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience

needed. Call today (816)563-2021.

COMPANIONS - Need 2 cheerful, energetic,

physically fit people. Work w/ Rehab Team to

provide in-home care for elderly clients. Light

house keeping cooking. Must have car &
reference. FullA'art Tinr>e. 8hryi2hr. shifts.

Call Mr.H.(310)572-7000.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER/CONSULTANT
NEEDED to assist in developing a new software

program. For more information please contact

Andrew Kim at (310)558^8434.

DATA ENTRY POSITION available for art

gallery. Part-Time for one week. Contact Ian.

820-3578

DELIVERY PERSON. 3hrs/day. Will hire

immediately. Call for more details.

(213)679-6600 ext.706, Richard or Rick.

[X)MESTIC PART-TIME 4—7pm, 4 or 5 days/

week. Simple cooking, some experience

necessary, light housekeeping, no cleaning.

Must have own transportation. Location near

Mulholland and Sepulveda Blvd. Call

(310)472-0212.

FT POSITION AVAILABLE to bright, hard-

working individual in business office. Ac-

counting experience helpful. (213)273-4454.

LAW FIRM
nee(ds motivatetJ person to

(jo challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please sen(j resume

w GPA. available times

foe interviews an(j other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

IMPROV. WANTED IMMEDIATELY: PT tele-

marketing. Afternoon hours. Call Ken
(213)651-2563.

INVESTMENT BROKER'S ASSISTANT needed

4-8 daily. Sharp, professional, attractive and

well-spoken. S8Whr. Jim 991-0601.

•••••••••••••••JUST DO IT***************

Enthusiastic sportsminded team-players

needed for Ilnd fastest growing company in

America. (213)399-5994.

LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR: Minimum 3yrs law

office experier>ce in plaintiff personal injury.

Knowledge of WordPerfect. Contact Sid Dia-

mond, (21 3)475-0461

.

MAILING SERVICE needs workers $400-500

weekly. Work at home. Mail selfstamp addreic

envelope to MAILING SERVICE, PO. BOX
37028, LA, CA, 90037 for info.

MALE MODELS under 26, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. Quick cashit

(213)664-2999.

MALE MODELS NEEDED. Young, Handsome,
Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great

Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4566.

MODELS: For 1992-93 swimsuit calendars &
posters, European magazine work. Call

(213)732-5744 for appointment.

8 people needed nomr
Bora uptofiB^hr.

Housecleaners

Can (11S)469-1817

MODELS

Call (818)508-8680

yTNANniAT.rONSULTAWrS

An exceptional opportunity

is available for motivated

individuals to learn foreign

currency trading.

Unlimited income potentiaL

CALL STU or NOAM
1-800-922-8322

OFFICE ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT-
Entertainment/ CPA Business Management

firm. Must know 1 0-key, Lotus 1 ,2,3 arid Word
Perfect. Hours: 1-6 daily. (213)276-2303.

OUTSIDE SALES. Fast growing marketing firm

representing Firestone looking for outgoing

energetic people for day, evening, ami

weekend hours. Make $1 5-$3QAv, we guaran-

tee $M>r. Unlimited growth potential. Soft,

easy, casual sale. Call 1 -600-323-7559 or call

Eddie at (21 3)47»0491

.

PART-TIME RESEARCH. Interesting book pro-

ject. Totally flexible hours. Experience desir-

able, Not nescessary. Roy Kammerman
(213)852-6988.

PERSON FRIDAY. Medical office 4hrVday,

SdaysAvk. )6/hr. 100 Medical Plaza Suite

#100. (213)824-1000
,

PERSON NEEDED TO DELIVER food for WLA
restaurant. Must have own car/insurarxx. Flex.

hours. (213)276-6644.

PROJECT COORDINATOR Crad student or

professional in health field to coordinate

human subjects protection activities for project

examining ur>deruse of cardiac procedures

among the poor in LA County. Superb organi-

zational skills, experience w/DBASE or PARA-

DOX a must. 20 hr^Mt, $1 3-1 SAv. Marianne

206-8523. ^__
PT 20hrVwk. Computer literate, bookkeeping,

marketing ability for start-up business.

(310)312-9900

PT FLOWER SHOP SALES. Artistic with good

communication skills. Please call 273-4547.

PA LITERATURE RESEARCH & LECTURE
NOTE TAKING withMD in molecular genetics

private research. Senior/grad in related area

preferred. Flexible hours. Nurit
(213)306-0055.

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT COMPANY is

looking for a foreclosure tracking

assistant for P/T job. Hours flexible.

SSA^r. For nfwre info, contact Anne or

leff (213)642-7740.

RESEARCH ASST. Upper division undergrad or

master's student in social or health sciences to

abstract medical records and manage data for

project examining ur>deruse of cardiac proce-

dures among the poor in LA County. 12-20

hrsAvk, $10-1 3/hr. Marianne 206-6523.

SECRETARY, bookkeeping experie*>ce, light

typing, answering phones, $10^r. 3-montns,

Nov-)an. Call (310) 273-9706

Help Wanted

SELL UNIQUE YARD TOOLS PART-TIME.

Guaranteed minimum salaries. $50(Vmo.
Phone (209)636-5455

SM PICTURE FRAMER needs part-time

designer/sales. Sales or art background
helpful.Saturday a must. (213)826-6666

BASKETBALL COACH NEEDED for private

school in S.M. middle school girls & boys

teams. Practices 3x/wk. Season begins Nov. 18

Please call Steve Gold (213)826-4120.

STUDENT For general office work, light accu-

rate typing, running errarxls, xeroxing, good
phone manner. Flexible hours (15-20 hr^wk)

$5.69/hr. Please contact Janice (310)

825-6615.

TELEMARKETERS familiar with engineering

and programming termirK>logy. Various terri-

tories. Call Norma at DELTA PERSONNEL
(616)972-9675.

TWO POSITK3NS: Both require wordprocess-

Jn^^nd good typing skills. One requires

Spanish bilingual. Flexible hours, Wiishire &
Westwood law office. Sid Diamond,
475-0481

.

US MAIL JOBS $11.77 to $14.9Q^$9.95 fee.

Now Hirir^ Your Area. No Experience Neces-

sary. 1-900-660-4454 ext. 0214.

WELL-QUALIFIED medical student wanted to

do nr>edical-legal research on question of

whether an 8-year-oid child's cardiac arrest

was caused by exsanguination or respiratory

arrest. Please send resume and cover letter to

Barrett K. Green, 4201 Via Marisol, #1 37, LA,

CA 90042.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for

creatively-talerHed writers. Paperback novels,

non-fiction books, screenplays. 962-1557

VerrH>n.

DUE TO MURPHY'S LAW WRITER WHO IS

BLIND still needs an assistant for the academic

yearj213)39^06^^^^^^^^^^

Job Opportunities 32

40 INTERESTING, INDEPENDENT, WAYS to

make P/T income (FA potential). $7 brings

explanatory booklet. Money back guaranteed.

.5. Mllo 3461 SL Susan PL, LA, 90066.

DATA ENTRY/CLERKIAL, M-F, 9-6, long term,

good compiiter skills, 60-wpm-»- required.

$9-1 (Vhr. (213)453-6422.

FULL TIME SECRETARIAL/EXECUTIVE ASSIS-

TANT. 6:30-5. $7^r to start. Strong organiza-

tional skills. Typing aryi computer. (213)

380-91 1 1

.

MIDNIGHT SUN! ALASKA SUMMER EM-
PLOYMENT. Hiring now. Eam to $60C/wk. R/T

airfare, roomAmard provided. Full info $5,

Pacific ventures. Box 1418, Aptos, Ca.

95001-1416.

Jobs Wanted 33

RESPONSIBLE, PROFESSKDNAL WOMAN
seeks housesitting job - long term - 841-7399,

dial your number after beep.

Intemstilps 34

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM producer seeks

student intems to learn script development

activities in office. No pay, but good opportun-

ity to learn. (310)576-6309, (310)394-7263.

INTERNS NEEDED by start-up independent

alternative record label for pronxMion work,

part-tinrw, Tuesday and Thursday nrnxnings.

Please conUct Inxrid (213)202-7432.

LEARN

ENTERTAINMENT MUSIC

PUBLIC RELATIONS

Intern at major PR. firm

in Hollywood. Great

Opportunity to learn and

; gain firstliand experience

I Call Audry
(213)659-6400
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Ctilld Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTINC: Need reliable person to pick

up my child, take to my home & babysit from 5

P.M. on (approx. 12-15 hrs/5 days/week.

(213)203-3771.

CHILD CARE WANTED. My Culver City

residefKe, vweekdays, variable hours. Call

(310)559-5305.

Beautiful One Bedroom
Apartments
Now Available

$800 Per Month with Security Deposit

Fully Furnished
All Utilities Paid, including A/C

^Available to persons 21 and up

This apartment is nestled in the beautiful Santa Monica
Mountains only fifteen minutes away from the UCLAcampus

For more Infomriatlon call the University of Judaism
Housing Office at 213-476-9777, 879-4114 ext. 259.

FREE RFJN

T

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PR(>I'i:SSI()\ALLY M/V\A(;i:i) BY MOSS & CX).

10980 WELLWORTH
10983 WELLWORTH

*1 Month Free Rent

(Ask for Details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Central Heating/

Air -Conditioning

•Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,

Refrigerator. Disposal

•Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

\

LOOKING FOR COLLEGE STUDENT for long

term commilment for nrwlher-helper job.

lO-lShrs/wk. $9/hr. (213) 391-1722.

MOTHER'S HELPER. 2 kids, 6 & 4. Flexible

hours. References and wriy childhood experi-

ence i plus, loan 477-2930.

PARENT helper must drive, pick up school,

help with dinner and clean-up. 5 days Aft/Eve.

$6/hr. (310) 410-9536.

WLA. BABYSITTER NEEDED. Experience with

young children. Must have own transportation.

Afternoons, eves, weekends, flexible.

(21 3)559-2955.

Apartments fof Rent 49

1BED APARTMENT 1/2 block from beach In

Venice. Lower level of Duplex. Available

Declsl. %700/mo. (213)392-8297.

•AFFORDABLE*
•3528-3532 Sawtellc*

In Mar Visia near National

2bdnn Ibath

apartments. Uppers &
lowers. Balconies. Stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator.

Spacious with grey

carpet. White Blinds.

$775/month $500 deposit

OPEN DAILY OR
CALL:

On sight, 397-5029

Rental Office. 823-4383

ACROSS FROM
CAMPUS

1 month

free rent

•pool

•spa

•sauna

•gym

•gated parking

Spacious

Jr/1 Bdrms avail!

from $725

Call 208-3818

L
535 Gayley

1 -BEDROOM. $57Vmonth, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only

ten minute» to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms

(213)639-7227.

1-MILE TO UCLA, Brentwood adjacent, $550

Bachelor, $735 1-bed, pool, near bus stop.

1235 Federal. (213)477-7237.

1 OR 2 BED/2 BATH, $775 to $985/mo.

Brentwood adjacent. Emmaculate.
Dishwasher, refrigerator, range/oven,

carpet/drapes. (310)822-0650.

3340 OVERLAND. 1 bedroom $550 unfurn-

ished, $625 furnished. Pasting bus to UCLA
(213)637-7755. 4.7pm only.

Furnished

I.oft

Apartinent

111 Westwood
Across From
Campus

^Mi
565 (iayley

824-0836

Ask ahoul our special

Get out of the
Dormsl

We Will help Pay
the cancellation

feesi

Huge Luxury 1 fir 2
bedrooms,

central air, extra large
closets, fireplace, wet bar,

refrigerator, controlled
entry and parking

Low move in/Low
rental rates

Across From Campus
433 Kelton Avenue
(213)208-8685

Special Student
Discounts!

From $725*

**Minutes from UCLA**
•Furnished and unfurnished

studios. Is and 28

•Pool, Spa, Fitness Center. Sauna

•Tennis Courts & Basketball Courts

•Controlled Access Gates

^^ ' II1M^-oanmans

3636 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)398-2794

Models Open Daily 9-6. No Pets.

'On Sateded Units ===
An R & B Managed Property FHO

Westwood Village
ll)(l/ Ihlh. 2b(l/2blli

1 inoiilh Irrr iviil

Short term available

Kiioriiions iipis \v/

S(.'i)ar.iic I)K. l);il(()nii's.

II'. hiiiil m>.
(i.iicfl parkiiiu. pool

()M 1 1a\ iriiii; Axciiiif

(2Ki)l>().s ;i()I7

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
1BDRM

Starting at $600
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

ADJ. HANCCXTK PARK. 1 mo free with lease.

Bachelor, newly decorated. M^S/nrK). Sec-

urlty, laundry. (816)591-7223.

Bachelor in WLA. Mini kitchenette. Japj

style bathroom. Carport near Blue Bus.

$50(Vmonth. Security deposit, 1st nx>nth.

Move-in Nov 8. (213)479-7541. Mrs. Sato.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $775-875/MO.
2-BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS,
FRONT VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PKX) BUS.
(213) 839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $675-765.

1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX.% BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. (21 3)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $975/MO.
3BDRM/2BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST. (21 3)

839-6294.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
SINGLE, $725; HUGE 2BED/2BATH, $1 275;

COMPLETELY REMODELED, BEAUTIFUL
LUXURY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROUED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND GATED PARK-
INC. 1 1 61 1 CHENAULT ST. (21 3)471 -1 340.

BRENTWOOD. One bedroom, den , luxury

building. $950. High ceiling, carpet, drapery,

electric heating. 826-3934.

BUNDY between Olympic and S»Ha Monica.

$685/nrK>. Spacious 1 bedroom. Excellent

management. (213)620-7049.

CULVER CITY', $630, 2-bed-»-1Vt -balh,c*pet,

drapes, quiet neighborhood and building.

(310)626-6907.

FACULTY AND STAFF: One m\d two bed-

'roon^ available in the facuKy apt^ on Levering.

Call 206-1947 (6am-Spn>).

FREE NOVEMBER RENT. 2-bedroorrV2-bath,

fireplace, balcony, skylights, great for room-

mate. $995-$1,120. Near all. (213)036-4072,

anytime.

RRST MONTH RENT FREE

MOVE-IN ONLY
$995

Lg. Modern 2txi 2t>ath Gated
entry & parklng-2 spaces ea.

Microwave, cable, storage,

small pets OK.

Wak to Campus/Village

512 VETERAN AVE 208-2655

New Tenants Only w/Lease OAC

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD

r.A ! t

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

Why Pay More?
1 & 2 Bedrooms
$575—$800

Newly Remodeled
Must see to

appreciate.

657-8756

/

k&ftWMME TRiir$275 up. 600
•tud«nt housing tecWty. Qhrnrnd or
private. Pool, |ocuzzl, fctiiolion
room. 1/2 hour drivo to UCLA.
Froo Broohuro. Norlhrldoo -;

Campus nssldsncs, 0800 Zotah,
Northrido«. CA 01326

tote>ee6-i7i7
^P"*?"

Weekly Rentals
Guest )-lotei •Westwood Village

Cable TV«Microwave« Refrigerator

$199-$235/wlcw/KITCH $295/wk
1 -bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

HOLLYWOOD HILLS, studio, 1 or 2-bcd-

rooms, newer, pool, gym, views. 1 -bedroom
special, only $777. Call Eric (213)851 -g620.

LARGE 2BED/1BATH, Hardwood Hoor, dis-

hwasher, walk to LXTLA & Westwood, parking.

Sl.OOtVbx). 476-fl090.

MARINA DEL REY TOWNHOUSE. $1295.

2-bed/1 'A -bath, stove, refrigerator, dis-

hwasher, patio, parking. Pet okay.
(213)821-4687.

1
MAR VISTA. UNFURNISHED BACHELOR.

I
Appliarx:es. Utilities included. Residential

neighborhood. SSOQ/mo. (310)206-8785,

Leave message 4-9pm.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM S600. Travel a few

miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . |usl north of Venice

Blvd. (213)398-8579.

MAR VISTA. 1-BED: $685 2-BED: $775.

Newly painted, laundry. 454-0605.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfield

Ave, WLA. $1 250 up. Security parking, Steve,

(213)839-1026.

PALMS $650 Superduper 1 bedroom. $475,

furnished bachelor. New paint, blinds, and

carpet. Ceiling fan. Minutes to Century City

and Westwood. 3258
Overiand.(21 3)837-301 3.

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-

furnished large unit« by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)826-0740.

PALMS. Sharp 1 -bedroom, vertical blinds,

carpet, stove, kitchen, laundry, large and
bright, great location 1 -block from Motor and
National. 2-parking spaces. 3351 Vinton. No
pets. (310)576-5540. Open.

^

PALMS SPECIAL. No security deposit with

approved credit. $525 for single, $650 & up for

1 -bedroom. Pool, sauna, exercise room.
(213)836-3600.

SANTA MONICA. 3-BECV2-BATH. Hardwood
fkxKs, large yard, 2-car garage. On Prirx:eton,

r>orth of Arizona. Rent control. $1,7S(VrTK).

375-0934.

STUDENT APT BRIGHT, CHEERY, FURN-
ISHED, BUILT-INS, PRIVATE, SUNDECK/
PATIO, SECURITY, PARKING, 4-MILES FROM
CAMPUS. $650/MO. CALL DAYS:
310-63»O521.

VAN NL/YS: LARGE 1 -bed & den. Dishwasher,

stove, fireplace, 1chil<Vlpet ok, or good for

roor-imates. (818)997-6766.

VENICE, $595, 1 -bedroom, new paint, r>ew

liry>leum, nice carpet, stove, refrigerator,

parking. Near beach. (213)463-1475.
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VENICE. ARTIST'S STUDIO 1 300 sq. ft High

ceilings. Natural light. Security parking.

396-3688.

WALK TO UCLA, single, 1 -bedroom, 2-bed-

room, fireplace, ^C, full kitchen, balcony,

pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room, lauryJry room, gated

garage, gas -f water paid. From %325/pnn.

Roommates available. 515 Kelton.

(213)208-1976.

WESTCHESTER, $1085/mo.. new luxury

2be(V2bath, fireplace, laurxlry, private parage,

dishwasher, intercom. (310)546-3187,
(310)215-9310.

WESTWOOD. X-large 1-bed. S850/mo Walk

to UCLA and Village. Hardwood floors.

10971 'A Roebling Ave (213)208-4253,

(213)824-2595.

WESTWOOD. X-LARGE 1-BED. Furnished/

Unfurnished. Parking. Available now. Near

JJCLA. $75 tip. 11089 Strathmore
I2I 3)454-821 1

.

WESTWOOD, WALK TO UCLA. Singles &
1 -bedrooms, $590 and up. (213)208-4934.

WESTWOOD ADJ., sunny, modern 2-bed/

2-bath. New kitchen, extra-large closets, ^C,
patio, 5-min. UCLA, quiet building. $1150.

(213)474-8608.

WESTWOOD. Large 2-bed/ 2-bath, furnished/

unfurnished. Pool/ Jacuzzi, long/ short-term,

$1400. (213)470-1513.

WESTVyOOD, $695, furnished single. Walk to

school. 667-669 Levering Ave.
(21 3)208-321 5.
$895 1 bedroom. Walk to school. 729 Cayley.

(213)206-8798.

AMAZING 2BED/2BATH "WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, enclosed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliances. Near eating places, Irans-

portation & UCLA. (213)475-6717.

WESTWOOD. $995-1 1 95/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD. $1 1 50- $1 550. Terrific, large 2

& 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom, built-ins,
""
fe fftgeratof, dishwasher, ^C,gafdeo- batcorty,

microwave. 1711 Malcolm, % /4-mile cam-

Eii
s. (213)273-1212.

WLA. 2 BR/1 BA. Patio , refrigerator, stove,

carpet, drapes, laurxiry. 2 miles from UCLA.
$82Q/mo. (213)470-2122

WLA. $550 REMODELED SINGLE & ONE
BEDROOM. >lew carpet, gated entry, ap-

pliar>ces, parking. 1530 Granville. 453-4009.

WLA AREA. $585/nM). Attractive furnished

single, kieal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

WLA CHOICES Studio, 1 or 2-bedrooms,

Southwest style, rooftop pool, spa, views.

Studio special, only $687, Cheviot Hills.

(213)280-0692.

WESTWOOD DELUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH. 5

MIN. WALK TO UCLA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C,

WATER PAID, PARKING. AVAILABLE TO-

DAY. $750-$800 THE BEST DEAL IN WEST-

WOOD! (213)208-8881

WLA/PALMS $850/rTH) 2bed / Ibath. Refrig.,

vertical blinds, patio. (213)471-0883.

WLA, WILSHIRE BLVD, 2-f2. Plio, new carpel

4 fridge. 2 parking spaces, $935.

(81 8)795-61 24.

Apartments Fumistied 50

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

Beverly Hills Bachelors

Special Student Discount

Tbt Itriffaf-

• himiihed bachdora with color

TV, mkxowBVc, and refrigerttor

• IKxkout fadkf
•Jacuzzi
• 10 mkuies from campus by bus

,

Slop at lop of street

CaM ttW^im fm taffonwiHoB

120 S. Reeves between Beverly &
Cannon, do&e to Wilshire

Apts. Unfurnistied 51

U DEhVl-Yi BATH. Bright, spacious, airy.

Prinf>e location. Easy access to shops-UCLA.

Security bidg. $95(ymo. (310)207-6430.

BEVERLY HILLS. 1 -BED/1 -BATH. Parking in

the back. Laurxiry. Secorni floor. Available

fw^. $695. 652-0314

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2- Bedroom, conve

nient location. From $725. Available now
Eves (213)275-1427, (213)254-1565.

PALMS $725. Modern 1 -bedroom. Security

building, stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, A/C,

fireplace. (213)837-0761.

SINGLE, 1-2 BEDROOM, $680-1050 Sec

urity, refrigerator, Jacuzzi, sundeck, rx:ean

view. (213)826-5528.

VERY NICE 2bdr/1V>bath Security, carpets,

drapes, frig. Pool, patio, parking,rH> pets.

$950. 1500 Purdue Ave. (213)477-5256,

(213)931-1160.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $700, 1 -bedroom

$1100 , 2-bedroorTV1-bath. Parking included.

1-1/2 blocks to campus. 10990 Strathmore.

(21 3)395-2903.

WLA, CLOSE TO UCLA, $700/nx) , 1-bed/

1 -bath built-ins, pool, garden like .nice tenants.

(213)477-9955.

WLA, LUXURY PENTHOUSE New building,

2-bed/ 2-bith. Security, high ceilings, fire-

place, \MBt bar, refrigerator, microwave, dis-

hwasher, w/d in unit. Jacuzzi, 2-car parking.

No pets. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279,

(213)931-1160.

WLA. One-bedroom, $875/mo. Security

building, parking, new carpet. Walk to UCLA.
1450 Midvale. (213)391-2874.

Apartments to Share 52

10-MINUTES FROM CAMPUS. Own room in

2-be(Vl -bath. $42S/mo. Female non-smoker.

Parking. )oni (213)556-2446.

ROOM AVAILABLE IN 2-BED/1-BATH NEAR
WESTSIDE PAVILION. Non-snwker preferred.

$335-»-1/2 utilities. Frank 475-0312, message.

5-MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS! FEMALE
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 1 BED-
ROOM BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED APART-
MENT. $422/MO., AVAILABLE 12/1.

(213)208-7820.

BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD APT Room to

shasre very large. Security, pool, laundry,

$365. Must see. 820-0187.

BRENTWOOD, 2 BLOCKS OFF WILSHIRE
2-BEDROOM/1-BATH, PARKING, LAUN-
DRY. $45CVMO. + 'A UTILITIES. NON
SMOKER PREFERRED 820-5583.

COOL WEST HOLLYWOOD APT. 2-story,

own room, hardwood floors. Must be rwn-

smoker. Available Dec. 1. (213)939-5154.

CULVER CITY. 2-BED/1-BATH. Furnished,

parking, washer/dryer, nice neighborhood.

$40(ymo -f 'A utilities. (213)292-9792.

CUTE HOUSE. WESTCHESTER. Need female

to share 2-bed/1-bath. Washer/Dryer. Storage.

Large closets. $450. Julie (213)338-1432.

FEMALE, private room in huge apartment,

Melrose/ Fairfax. Security, parking. Great

neighborhood. $450/mo. Kirsten,
(213)651-3572.

FEMALE to share w/ 3 senior girls huge

2-bedroom. 'A block from campus.
$383. 75/ mo. 208-5481 or
208-740»^

OWN ROOM/BATH. Large 2 bed/2 bath

deluxe apt. Male, rx>n-smoker parking, pool
,

spa. Half mile from UCLA. Four blocks from

Village. Must see. $60G/nrx>. 479-4301.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share beautiful,

spacious, furnished 2-bedroonVA bath.

$625Av including utilities. (213) 208-4626.

ROOM TO SHARE. BRENTWOOD large

2-bed, security, pool, sauna, gym. Female.

$200. (213)471-4570, leave message.

SEPARATE 1 -bed/1 -bath. $50Q/mo. Sec.

buiMing/prkr>g. Pool, Jacuzzi ¥ tennis court.

5-mi. to Westwood, Century City/S.M.

397-1719.

WEST HOUYWOOD — Clean 2+2 apt.

available 12/1. $425 includes utilities. Park-

ing. Prefer responsible individual.
(21 3)848-8237. •

WESTWOOD. $395/MO. Female. Share

room. Available 12/15. (213)824-0476.

WLA, Large, dean private room in 3-bed
apartment, with 2 grad. Parking, 2 miles to

UCLA, $433/mo. James 479-4302.

Roommates 53

BEAUTIFUL LARGE APT. 2 biks from all

transportation. Female share room -t- bath.

$365 irx:. utilities.

DO YOU WANT TO LIVE in the dorms?

Spraoul Hall- male, double. The only space

available. Bob (213)794-5328.

FEMALE LOOKING for roommate to share

w«il-fumished 1 bed apt. Close to LXILA. Price

negotiable. Avail, mid. Dec. 824-9676.

LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE easy to get

along with, willing to pay $40Q^mo. Day-

phone 588-8919, evening phone Larry

977-2121 ext.2079.

PALMS. FEMALE, NON-SMOKER, QUIET
PROFESSIONAL to share 2-bed/1 -'A -bath

lownhouse. Near freeway, shops, grocery. 1

minutes from UCLA. $500/mo.
(310)287-1845, eve.

PROFESSKDNAL FEMALE, 35-50. Largp, sunny

2-bed/2-bath. Santa Monica, North of Wil-

shire. $500, first ar>d last. Non-smoker.

(213)453-1074.

SHARE LARGE 1-BDRM APT. with one
roommate. Get large living-room.
Available 12/4. 3-miles to campus.
(213)559-6253.

WALK TO UCLA - Seeking 2-females to share

hug0 2-be(V2-bath w/2 others. Norwnx>kers.

$395/ea/mo. (213)961-6695.

WESTWOOD. Male roonwnate needed to

share a spacious single. Fully Furnished.

Security garage. On Cayley Ave. $35(Vmo.
(213)824-2859.

WESTWOOD-ROOMMATE(S) 2bed/1bath.
Bright, hardwood floors, parking. $325/mo.
Tva or Errol (^10)208-6494.

Room for Rent 54

51 Room for Rent

CHABAD HOUSE AT UCLA OFFERS HOUS-
ING IN A JEWISH ENVIRONMENT WITH
KOSHER MEALS, PARKING, LAUNDRY AND
REC FACILITIES. ACROSS FROM UCLA, 741

GAYLEY AVE. ONLY $350/MO MENDY
(213)206-7511.

CULVER CITY, 3-Bedroom home, private

room with use of full house and yards.

Security, maid, fireplace. Non-smoker.
$85(ymo.(21 3)398-5435.

Great WLA location w/ private bath. Looking
for clean, quiet student. $45(Vmo please call

Bianca & Richard Ohiy. (310)559-5170.

PACIFK: PALISADES. Room in 3-bed. House
share IV* bath. Quiet respor^sible person,

non-smoker. $465 plus utilities.

(213)688-6130 or (213)454-4372.

ROOM IN NICE WEST-LA HOME. Kitchen,

laundry, facilities, utilities covered. On UCLA-
bus route. $600 (213)450-8719.

WALK UCLA. Private entrance, furnished,

kitchen privileges, ample parking. $435/mo
including utilities. Female. (213)474-8188.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charm! Cable TV, fully furnished. $200/wk.
and up. SoTTHi with kitchens. (213)208-2241.

W.HOLLYWOOD FOOTHILLS, furnished

corr^er room, use of patio, separate enterance,

limited kitchen privileges, direct bus to UCLA,
car recommended. $340/mo.
(2 13)828-1921,days. (213)657-0394, eve. &
wknds.

Sublet 55

$35Q/MO. SHARE 2-BED/2-BATH APT. with

business Ph.D. student, 12/13/91 to 3/92.

Underground parking. (213)559-6151.

House for Rent 56

MARINA DEL REY adjacent. 2-bed/2-balh.

$415/mo. -f deposit. Available Dec.1. Non-

smoker, no pets. (310)821-9681.

3BEDROOM HOUSE, 2Baths, Washer &
Dryer. SMinutes to UCLA, $1 500.00 West L.A.

Bundy Area. (310)453-4898.

JEVERLYWOOD, $1645/MO. ChamDing, em-

-macutate, 2-bedroom, den, 1 Vi -baths, tltntng,

appliances, garage, large yard, garder^er

(213)559-2601.

House to Stiare 57

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, large

3-bedroorr>/2-bath house. Share with one non-

snrwking female professional. $55QAtk>. (21 3)

937-9248.

House for Sale 58

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulhollaod, 6 miles to

UCLA, 3be<V2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $567,890 Dave (818)783-6875.

Housing Needed 60

GERMAN FEMALE looking to share house

close to LXILA. Want own private room and

bath. (818)346-4119.

Real Estate 61

WLA, office or rental space. Busy Motor Ave.

165-195 sq.ft, $292. 750 sq.ft,

$1152/neROtiablc. (213)280-0692.

Room/Board for Help 62

NEEDED: FEMALE FOR LIGHT HOUSEKEEP-
ING in large home. Call Lilian (21 3)820-51 51

.

PT HOUSEHaP NEEDED. En^ands, small

repairs, housev^rk, live-in position. Driver's

license -f references required. Offer in ex-

change: furnished room with separate garden

entrance »nd full-sized bathroom, kitchenette,

use of pool, telephor>es, etc., in Beverly Hills

home. Call mornings early or leave message

(213)273-2434.

SMALL FAMILY looking for nanny. 20hr/wk in

exchange for room & board. Near UCLA
(213)474-8991.

Condos for Sale 67

LOVELY HIGHRISE CONDO 1 BED/1 BATH.
1/2 block from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa,

security. $225,000. Call broker.
(213)824-0453.

PENTHOUSE 1 -BEDROOM/I BATH, 1 -block

from UCLA, village view, doorman building

with pool. $289,000. Call Broker
(213)824-0453.

Condos for Stiare 68

WESTWOOD 1300 MIDVALE. Share bed-

room in huge condo $350.00rrx} • 350 sec-

urity. All ammenities, security building, park-

ing, etc. Female, non-smoking. Leticia

479-0884.

Condos for Rent 69

ACROSS FROM UCLA Bright, private furn-

ished room and bat^Ventrarwx. Parking. Non-
smdker. $47S/mo. 470-8401 . Available after

Thanksgiving. ^^

1 BED/1 BATH CONDO FOR LEASE. 1/2 block

from UCLA. Doorman, pool, spa, security.

$1,00(ymo. Call broker. (213)824-0453

ONE—BEDROOM West Hollywood Condo
for rent. Most utilities included, amenities.

$875/nx). Call 559-6248.

SKI BIG BEAR AFTER FINALS. Lakeside, Lago-

nita Lodgie, 1 -bedroom (sleeps four), full

kitchen, t.v., arni resort facilities. Available

Dec. 15-19, $12(Vday or 5 nights for $500
Kyle (818) 799-4740.

WESTWOOD CONDO Hilgard and LeConte,

2-bed/2-baths. Washer/dryer, 2 security park-

ing spaces, full kitchen, $1300.
(IBI 8)286-0034.

54 Guest House for Rent 70 Services Offered 96

CULVER CITY, $565, charming single. Carpet,

stove, refrigerator, blinds, parking. Off

Culver Blvd. (213)463-1475.

SANTA MONICA. Best area. On private estate.

Internationals welcome. Large garden. Laun-

dry, utilities included. $590 for 1 , $640 for 2.

PHONE: 393-5006.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything - fully

equipped - reasonable rates. (818)785-1028.

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MOUNTAIN RE-

TREAT. FIREPLACES. HOT TUB. FULLY
EQUIPPED. SLEEPS 5+. (213)391-6808
EVENINGS.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY! Tandem or static line with

Skydiving Adventures, inc. Student discounts.

For further info, and free brochure
.1-800-526-9682.

Child Care

PREOGRESSIVE PLAYHOUSE. WLA Daycare

Home. Children ages 1-4. Experienced pre-

school teacher, state license. Large yard. Lots

of activities. Call Stefanie 473-2771

.

Insurance 91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE

WW !0'.''f'^f;'JO!l ;jll

RISI PRICL luSAGfrj!

Loans. 93

CASH GRANTS FOR SCHOOL, BUSINESS,

OTHER. Never pay back. SASE: Grant, P.O.

BOX 46254, Los Angeles, Ca., 90046.

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S movir^ arxJ delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierx:ed, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVKIE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE STORAGE, top loca-

tion. 350 sq.ft., $350. (213)475-7533.

m

PersorKil Service 95

RESEARCH METHOCXDLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPINQEDITING GRA-
DUATE SCHOOL APPLICATKDN ESSAYS,

OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes-

sional help from nationally-known author/

consultant. (213)826-4445.

LEARN TO FLY. GOOD, PERSONAL, flight

instruction in Santa Monica. Low cost. Call

Roy (213)839-7959.

PROFESSKDNAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-

graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ^SS\SJ YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATKDNS; RESUMES:

(213)473-4193.

DOCUMENT PREPARATION
& Preimum Quality Seivicea ©

Text A Oraphict

Contact (213) 29S-5309
'^^

ai3)2S7-119«

—•— RpMonibki Rates »»»»»

Video Editing

BEAR
All subfecta. llicaea/Diaacrtatiana

FYopoaala and Books.

Foref^ atudcnta welcome.

PAPOB NOT R>1 SALE
Sharoa Bear, PhJ)
(213>47M6<2

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing

AN Level»-An Subjects

Foreign Students Wekx>me
Fast, ProfeMional-Quaity Guaranteed

Call Research 213-477-6226

M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

^^mTING. EDITING. RESEARCH.
PhD GIVES EXPERT HELP. ALL

SUBJECTS. DAYS/EVES. REASONABLE
RATES. NEAR UCLA OVERNIGHT

SERVICE AVAILABLE.

(213)476-0114

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING. BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-

nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Composition, Finance, Foreign languages.

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)748-741 2.

COMPUTER SCIENCE TUTOR. Experienced,

professional, Master's degree in C.S., will

help improve your grade. Guaranteed.
(213)477-8234.

ENGLISH TUTOR: Reading, writing, vocabul-

ary, grammar, ESL credentials teacher.

(310)454-8461.

ESUCOMPOSITION/EDITING. Duke gradu-

ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)285-4616.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian (213)478-5822.

MATH. TA tutors lower division thru graduate.

ALL probterm soh^ed, guaranteed results.

SlCVhr. Toni (213)474-6073.

PATIENT TUTOR MATH (ARITHMETIC THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,

READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS.

WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF-

RELIANCE. FOR FREE INFO CALL )IM.

(213)747-5118.

Tutoring Needed 99

JAPANESE COMPANY needs tutor for english/

math/Japanese ail over LA county area.

(818)891-7935.

Typing 100

A-l AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING for Valley Students. 20 years

exp., laser, spellcheck. (818)752-1980 7 days,

8anv10pm. Rushes okay.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATKDNS/PAPERSATHESES/TAPES

.

EDITING. WLA. (213)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFEDI Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (irxrluding disserta-

tions,mailings,resumes). Editing/graphics

available. Laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Ani (213)312-3332

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPaL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. RUSHES. GUARAN
TEED. 1 MILE FROM LXJ.A 21 3-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resunrws, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spdl

check. Student discount. (213)827-5090.

A^l FAST, PROFESSKDNAL word processing/

editing, computer training, resumes,
transcription. Fax. THE WORD PLACE
(213)882-8008, (818)994-1094.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, conr>puter,

laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (213)788-9885.

(XXLAR-A-PAGE TYPING! That's right- as

low as that! Outstarxiing quality, latest word-

processing equipment. Call anytime.
(310)842-6363.

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING. Reasonable rates.

841-7599-dial your number after the beep.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-

(213)939-4303.

69 Video Editing 89

EDITING AND POST PRODUCTION
Editing 3/4"

On/On Line A/B Roll

Time Code Editing

Special Effects

• Commercials

• Promotional tapes

• Advance Equipment

• UCLA Discounts

Tel (310)475-5517

M.P.TV. & VIDEO MEDIA PRODUCTION

1 434 Westwood Blvd. #6 Los Angeles, CA 90024
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RAKE IN THE
PROFITS...

Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

KA AL0
If

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

if

*

TC/e 44Avf\4vvKC ^Cif\A^^/lxatiCi^

HOMECOMING WAS AMAZING!
1ST PLACE BANNER

1ST PLACE PHQTQ HUNT

ADVERTISE IN

THE DAILY
BRUIN

etASSIFIEDS
825-2221

Grand Marshairs award for *
BEST FLOAT J

J Joe Valentine Roat award for

J BEST USE OF THEME

J Thanks to everyone from both our houses who did such a great job, especially: J^
J Clark Huang Chris Lane Jennifer Weiler J
J Derek Leek Emily Grogan Sean Donohugh J
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

ZBT

Present

Their 63rd Annual

VALENTINE'S
DAY PARTY

(Ttiafs Right)

Tired of all those Arbor Day Parltes?

Come and Get Shot By CUPID
invite Only 9:30 at Theta XI

HOMECOMING

Lakers couldn't do it,

Niners couldn't do it,

Pistons couldn't do it,

but ZOE DID!
Thank you to the diligence of Steve Backer.

We couldn't have done it without you.

You are an O^ through and through.

KA*KA»KA»KA^KA*KA»KA*KA*KA

AEO's
Bring ail "D'' guys

you know to our

Delicious Desserts
6:15 Thursday 632 Hilgard

Health Services 22

Holidaj Blves? Sapport groap
focusing on wayt to oq;>e with your

feelings during the holiday season.

Fee. Center for lBtcrp«rMNial

Developaient, Endno. (SlSyM^^lM

THAMKS TO
^ Lmilij Gpoqan & Jenniicp Wcilcp ^

< for 40UP Amozinq JOB on HOMECOMIMG 1991 ^
^ ana

Leslie Manuel & llicolc Pessis

on me Pnolo liunl!

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

r We couldn t have done if without ijou!

^ , Youp sisters

KA^KAVKA*KA*KA^KA»KA«^KA< KA

Individuals With Dandruff
A new dermatologist supervised study

on dandruff stiampoos need volunteers.

Volunteers Will Be Paid

Must be 18 years of age or older

Call Anna at the Skin

Research Foundation
for further information

(213)828-8887

UNWANTED HAIR

PERMANENTUrREMOVED

ELECTROLYSIS STUDIO
•FREE CONSULTATION
•DISPOSABLE NEEDLES
•Lie & BOARD CERTIFIED

208-8193
1949 7i WESTWOOD BLVD

ELECTROLYSIS
Maria Mintz

Registered Electrologist

202 1/2 South Beverly Drive

Beverly Hills. CA 9021

2

Phone # 274-4399

We are physician referred with 15

years experienpe

20% Student & Faculty Discount

with ad

J:
.."V

.h
X
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GIANT SUBAAARINE SANDWICHES

Sepi's Goes Nuts! i -

loss the Shells of FREE PEANUTS

on the Floor and Wash it Down with

HAPPY HOUR PfTCHERS $2.25 (4-8 pm)

;$ 1 .00 OFF any«0nf» w/ ad
10961^UConto

FIRST
SZECHVAN

^
fii WOK

Healthy New York And Los Angeles Style Cuisine

uggn

Come to Sepi's and watch us

CRUSH THE CARDINALS
on our Big Screen TV!

!

GO BRUINS!

3 Lindbrook

Wilshire cp

M- Fine Dining

M^ Pleasant Atmosphere

^ R^sonMe Prices

10855 LmdiyrooU. Ave»iue Wesfwood Village

20Q-77Q5 °'' 20&-77&6

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY
VKBS. 10% OFF

PorWon of fried I'ice or cKow For UCIjA «tud«J^f«

meinvHK^KepurcKaseoftwo _ wJ«^ vali4 11^

H
»nain disk«

«Kp 1£/31/91

^iniinMm ordej^ SiO.OC

«KP 1«/31/91 P

SONY • NAKAMICHI • AIWA

GRAND OPENING!
Pasadena Store Now Open!

*kes Oood ITmr Krdn«d«y

PFFOROABLE
PORTRBLES

; TMOMtCft 1 CiO

Si SONY
PORTABLE DISC PLAYER

Rechargeable Banery.

Headphones Included

row(MM Panasonic

$117
PORTABLE DISC PUYER
4X Oversampiing. Digital

Filter. Battenes/AC SLNP-IA

JfraeC
AIWI/FM Stereo, 5 Disc CD Changer, Dual Ukkn
Cassette, Dolby 8. 5 Band EQ. LCD Tuner, —
12 Presets, Turntable, RenfK)te|||^^^|^K
UTMHCOS

SHORTWAVE RECEIVER

9 Bands. Pocket Size

iCF-swa

$497|
Wmmmilf B

$77
Panasonic
AM/FM Stereo. Dual Auto Reverse

Cassette W/CD Player. Eq , Remote
RX-OTUI

Portable AM/FM Stereo Cassette Recorder with

CD Player. AC/Battery CH>-M

MICROCASSETTE RECORDER
One Touch, 2 Speeds, Built-in Mic

RN1t2

UIQLKIIMn
AM/FM Stereo Cassette

Belt Clip

tMM-fltlS

uiPLKmpn
AM/FM Stereo Cassette. 14

Presets Digital Tuner.

Clock Timer

PHONEMATE
ANSWERING MACHINE
Beeperless Remote

HAND HELD CELLULAR PHONE
30# Scrolling Memory. Batteries

ft Charger nm

$347

$37

CORDt^SS PHONE
lOMamohes. 7Day
RechargaiMt BMwry

2 Chwmfls, Re-Diai.

1000 RVQI

I A'
lELLlLAR

STEREO SPEAKER SYSTEM
For Discnun & Walkman

Carry On Bag Available

$10.
Pairs Onlv

STARTING NOUEMBER 7tii

& EVERY FRIDAY

DANCE CONTEST

WITH CASH PRIZES AND

NOCOUER

PLUS. SUPER DRINK SPECIALS.

DANCE CONTEST FINALS

DECEMBER 19tl)

$300 FIRST PRIZE!

RFFORDflBLE PORTOBLES |g

WUODLAND MILLS

SHERMAN OAKS
LA WESTWC'.D
TORRANCE
COSTA npt^.A

4 S ROSEMEAO A COLORADO
6439 CANOQA AVENUE & VICTORY

14512 VENTURA BLVD A VAN NUYS
1110 QAYLEY AVE (N OF WILSHIRE)

18234 HAWTHORNE BLVD & 182ND

1835 NEWPORT BLVD & HARBOR

(818) 366-0001

(818) 715-7101

(818) 784-1191

(213)206-6996

(213) 370-7877

(714)660-1100

Open 7 Days Mon-Fri 10-8 Sat 10-6

Sovlliini Csllfoniii's Liffist PortiMi

Sunday 12-6

S6ltdkNi

!WWWWifWww*i>i!iw¥nrwwfWFfw»T!TW

SATELLITE SPORTING EVENTS

DANCING EUERY NIGHT

WEEKEND BRUNCH 10-2

LUNCH • DINNER
DINE ON OUR LARGE HEATED

OUTDOOR PATIO

Lunch Daib 1 1 :30-5 Marina Del Rev
Dinner 5-10 Sunday-Thursday

] 3535 Mindanao
5-1 1 Friday k Saturday ^2 1 3J 574-3934

SOCCER
From page 44

Santa Clara and are in line for at

least one, if not two, home games
in the playoffs.

Monday morning, the official

playoff brackets will be
announced. Schmid believes that

at least five teams from the Far

West will be selected with Santa

Clara as the top seed.

"Right now, I see at least five

teams from the west making the

tournament,** Schmid said. "Prob-

ably, we will be the second team in

that region.*'

That placing would help UCLA
enormously especially since No. 5

trSF and No. 16 Fresno State will

be in the Far West The Bruins lost

to both of those teams on the road

earlier this year.

Those facts alone should be

enough motivation for UCLA this

weekend, although the Bruins

should not need that much help.

Both Dominguez Hills and San

Jose State are struggling, and stand

little chance of threatening a

UCLA squad that has outscored its

opponents 24-2.

The Dominguez Hills Toros

have forged a less-than-frighten-

ing 8-9-1 record against such

Division II foes as Cal State

Bakersfield and Cal Poly Pomona,

leaving open the question of why
the game is being played.

But, Toros head coach Marine

Cano was once a Bruin assistant

under Schmid and is called by the-

UCLA skipper as a "life-long

friend.**

Further, Dominguez Hills

boasts forward Gerardo Yepez,

who Schmid termed as "a legiti-

mate player at any level.**

Yepez. whose brother. Arturo,

played for the Bruins last year

before transferring, has scored an

eye-catching 14 goals and 33

points on the season. The junior

has compiled the third-highest

single-season point total in Toro

history.

Mike Hall and Masahiro Fujiki

have also been solid for Doming-

uez Hills. Hall has tallied four

goals and 13 points, while Fujiki

has chipped in four goals and II

points.

In goal, sophomore Erick Mis-

eroy has been solid yet unspecta-

cular, with a 1.77 goals-against

average and three shutouts.

San Jose State will also arrive in

Westwood with an unimpressive

5-12-1 record (Wednesday night* s

game against Santa Clara not

included). The Spartans have fared

poorly against tough competition,

falling to Fresno State by a

combined score of 9-0. Further.

San Diego State, who lost to

UCLA 4-1. beat San Jose Sute 3-

I.

S6ott Wiebe has notched four

goals and one assist for the

Spartans, while Matthew Ball and

Tom Bedinotti have each added

three goals and seven points.

"San Jose State has been our old

rivals.** Schmid said. *They have a

team with a lot of freshman and

sophomores and they will probab-

ly be up for this ganrie. It will be a

good barometer for them.**

The Bruins have two players

who have crept into the national

rankings. Midfielder Joe-Max
Moore, is tied for 18th in scoring

with 14 goals and 32 points. Goalie

Brad Friedel is 4th in the nation in

goaltending with a 0.61 goals

against average. In addition, the

sophomore has nine shutouts.

"I think we are playing our best

soccer.** Schmid said. "We arc

playing at a level good enough to

win a national title.**

SONY • • PANASONIC • COOEA PHONE •
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Scott SiMilding

UNE
From page 42

allowed 16 in six games, an
"average of 2.67:

*The line takes pride in its pass

protection. The players like (quar-

terbacks) Tommy Maddox, Jimmy
Bonds and Wayne Cook, and they

take pride in keeping pressure off

them,** Kezirian said.

On the line, everyone*s a year

better. In 1990, starting tackles

Craig Novitsky and Vaughn Park-

er were green first-year players,

learning the complex Smith sys-

tem. Only Wilder and Spalding

were upperclassmen last year.

*This line has been together for

two years now, and every starter

from last year returns,** Spalding

said.

"In the first half of 1990, we
were getting acclimated to the

game speed, and we started to

develop in the last half of the year,

"even a little bit in the first part of

this year.**

Another indication of improve-

ment on the line is the number of

"Bruin Blocks** notched each

game. Assistant coach Mike Scar-

pace charts the number of times a

UCLA lineman achieves a "total

block.**

"It*s clean, (the offensive line-

man) puts the defensive lineman

on his back and ends up on top.

They*re total blocks.** Kezirian

said. "We have a few more this

year. We lost Lance Zeno, our
number one Bruin Blocker, but the

kids have picked up the slack.**

The days of the huge, immobile
and all-mass offensive lineman are

over at UCLA and most major
collegiate and professional prog-

rams. Today, with pulling and
trapping, teams need their linemen
to have intelligence and good
lateral speed aside from strength.

The average weight of the Bruin
line is just over 270 pounds.

"Some people prefer three or

four lineman who weigh 3(X)-310

pounds, but I don*t believe that*s

the best way to execute our
offensive philosophy.** Kezirian

said. "We like kids who have
mobility and have speed and are

able to pull and pass protecL

"We*re in the middle of teams in

terms of size, but we*re usually

never undersized. Arizona St. was
a lot bigger, but we were able to

maintain our blocks.**

Also complementing the block-

ing duties of the offensive line are

the tight ends and fullbacks, which

Kezirian says has also improved in

the last month.

"Kaleaph Carter has been press-

ed into action and emerged,**

Kezirian said. "He*s our desig-

nated hitter, our fullback who will

lay it on the line. Kaleaph has

really relished his role as a

roughneck.**

Hard work is never out of

fashion, the saying on the line

goes, and Kezirian says his team is

guarded by its success, knowing
that the two losing seasons are still

behind them.

*The best thing about the line is

that it's a cohesive unit,** Kezirian

said. *They pull for one another

and want to be good a as a unit

They don*t care about individual

glory and want to pull their own
weight.**
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T Books Y Music
T Videos "^ Jewelry

By And About Women

1351 Westwood Blvd.. Los Angeles. CA 90024

(213) 477-7300 Open 7 days 10-8pm

Sterling Silver
t^ Ying Yangs ^

%

Your choice - crystal pendant set in starting silver swing cap only

$14.95. Friendship ring (specify ring size) only $8.95. YIng Yang

studs only S4.95. Save $$ order all Itirat Items and pay only

$25.95. Sendcheci(orM.O. plus$2.00P&Hto:

WAY OUT WEST
P.O. BOX 4135 Sunland. CA 91041

Visit our Venice Beach shop on Ocean Front WeJk
between Windward & 17th Ave. Open daily at noon.

We specialize in ear & rK>se piercing.

BRUIN <213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC (

SCHOOL '

FREK l'.\KKIN(; CI SHIOM-I) CILUKS

SAT, SUN, & EVENINGS
CLASSES

Paris

London
Rome

ALWAYS

DESIGN HAIR CUT
NO APPOINTMENTS *208-4447 'NO GIMMICKS

STYLISTS HAVE OVER 3 YEARS EXPERIENCE

HAIR COLOR $15 FOIL WEAVING COMPLETE $45

HIGHUTES $25 EYE LASH TINT $10

FRENCH PERM $15-25 COLOR CORRECTION $35

ZOTOS PERM $35-45 SHAMPOO SET $10

SUPER PERM $66 MANICURE $8

SPECIAL FREE- ri.iircut style W/$35 perm ($12 value free)

SPECIAL FREE- haircut mousse w/$45 perm ($17 value free)

••I Ul 1 f IMi MANICUmS I K '.
I IJI I I IMI HAII^^- 1 VI 1^^ I S WAN 111)

1078 GAYLEY 'WESTWOOD VILLAGE 'NEXT TO PENNY LANE

HAMAN

km
RhSlAl'RAM

Andy & Tony
invite you

to join them in

Light-Hearted

Roman Style Dining

(213) 474-0102

$PECIAL DINNERS MON. THRU THURS.

LUNCH • DINNER • COCKTAILS • FREE PARKING

10929 VV PICO BLVD., WEST LOS ANGELES
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THE ORIGINAL GOURMET
CINNAMON ROLL
Buy One Get One

Reg $1.45

Good Only At:

1001 CayleyAve.
westwood Village

(213) 208-4766

^^
Exp.

1 1/30/91

/A

T.J. Cinnamons
. B.ikt'ry^

V
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Braces Give You Something To Smile About

BACK TO SCHOOL SMILES
Now is the best time to start a program of

orthodontic treatment. A one-time back

to school sp>ecial would let you pay

a low monthly payment plan to

achieve the smile that you've

always dreamed of having.

* Upon Approved Credit

Dr. Nader Dayani
Specializes in Orthodontics

for Adults & Children

11645 Wilshire Blvd.

Suite 802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 826-7494

o3e
e^n&iein *6

firmmmfmmnmm

2 ALL BEEF HOT DOGS
- PLUS YOUR CHOICE OF MUSTARD,

ONIONS. CHIU. OR KRAUT

&
ALL YOU CAN DRINK

$2,99 + tax
- •
'"•'^

ALL THE TIME, ANYTIME

MIKE & ROB THANK YOU
935 Broxton Ave. 208-4992
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STA\M LEY'S

HA\K< FASHIOM
2918 Santa Monica Blvd. In Santa Monica

828-9835 Of 828-6986

The lipst spem link in the Untal

The goal of the California Cryobank

is to provide high quality sperm for

artificial insemination. RequirementiS

include good health between the

ages of 1 9 to 34 and a

9 to 12 month commitment.

Call for more information: 824-9941

COMPLETE MEDICAL SCREENING (ALL COSTS PAID)

AND YOU EARN UP TO $105/WEEK IF QUALIFIED.

Introductory Offer

"NEWLY REMODELED"
Brentwood Only

Large Cheese Pizza

& Two Salads

$•795

Dine in and delivery

500
Draft Beers & Sodas

Dine in only

Toppings available at regular

price.This ofifer is available at

Brentwood location only.Not valid

with any other coupon or discount.

Expires 1U15'91 '

V^ 478^1650
1 1819 WUthire Blvd.

(Wilshire and Granville)

BRENTWOOD
FREE UNDERGROUND PARKING

1 0% DISCOUNT ALL THE TIME WITH UCLA I.D.

ULTIMA BEAUTY CENTER
Discount Beauty Supply & Full Service Hair and Nail

Hair Products: 'AVEDA ^SEBASTIAN •PAUL MITCHELL

•REDKEN»JOICO •GOLDWELL • HC^US

Cosmetics: INDRA by AVEDA, TRUCCO by SEBASTIAN

Call for free consultation and makeover by AVEDA and

SEBASTIAN Cosmetologists

1 09 1 8 Kinross Ave. 208-3500

Every pair of eyes is unique, too.

Fingerprints arent tne only human mark of distinction Each pair of eyepnnts is also biologically different from

another As we continue to develop advanced rigid gas permeable contact lens materials, we never lose sight

of this fact.

FluoroPerm
The Performance Lens ^'^°<£2"rJSSf: $175.00Soft Lenses

— CONTACT OUR OFFICE TODAY TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT i

• Greater Initial and long term comfort ro determine which custom lens is best for you.

• Easy maintenance, longer lens life

• Optimum corneal health

• Dally or overnight wear

• Superior vision

• Corrects astigmatism

• Resists deposits

• Outperforms soft lenses

DK J.F. QUACKENBUSH, O.D.

10955 Weyburn Ave.

Corner of Weyburn & Broxton

' 2084748

Arizona quarterback George Malauulu leads the Wildcats against

Washington State on Saturday.

Wasiiington and
use to I I battle
By Mark Brubaker

With only three games left in the

season it*s about time for Pac-10

teams to answer some questions.

First, will Oregon State win a

game, just one, this year? Can
Arizona State stop its tailspin and

recover in time to go to a bowl?

Will use end up with a losing

record for only the second time in

the last 20 years? Does anyone

care about the Arizona-Washing-

ton State game?

Washington at USC

The Trojans (3-5) need to win

this game to avoid a losing season

for the first time since 1983, and

when you're in a position Uke that

the last team you want to come to

the Coliseum is Washington.

Since Miami was idle last week
and the Huskies (8-0) clobbered

ASU, Don James* crew moved up

to second in the national rankings,

and will try to deal the Trojans

their fourth consecutive loss.

There may be some dissension

in Troy as Coach Larry Smith,

fmsuated by his team's perfor-

mance, actually responded to Cal

running back Russell White's

criticisms of USC in an interview

with the Los Angeles Times.

Another strange move by USC
was the scrapping of freshman

quarterback Rob Johnson's red-

shirt year, inserting him into the

final moments of the Cal game last

week. They may be grooming him

to take over if Reggie Perry

continues to have troubles at the

position.

On the other side of the field

Washington has no problems or

doubts about the direction its team

is taking. Saturday's trip will most

likely be the first of two to the Los

Angeles area this season, the next

one coming around New Year's

for the Rose Bowl.

Oregon State at California

Don't look for the winless

Beavers to break out of their slump

this weekend in Berkeley. Cal is

rolling towards a New Year's Day
bowl of its own and OSU is simply

outmanned by the Bears.

A sign was spotted last week at a

Cincinnati Bengals game that may
be appropriate for Oregon State, it

read "Just do it . . . once.**

Cal is coming off a big 52-30

win over USC, the most points

ever scored against the Trojans,

while the Beavers with their new
option offense have not scored

more than 21 points in a game this

season.

The most surprising thing about

this series is that Cal hasn't beaten

OSU in its last five tries. Their last

victory over the Beavers came at

Memorial Stadium in 1983. It

seems unlikely that Oregon State

will get caught looking past Cal

because of its prior success.

Oregon at Arizona State

When the Sun Devils (4-4) upset

USC in Los Angeles early in the

season and almost pulled off a

victory over Nebraska it looked

like they could be a contender in

the Pac-10 this year. They even

broke into the Top-25 a couple of

times back in September and

October.

Since then Arizona State has

fallen apart, losing three straight in

recent weeks. ASU fans thought

that once quartciback Bret Powers

returned from his shoulder injury

that all would return to normal but

two of those losses have come with

Powers at the helm.

The Ducks (3-5) had Powers'

number in their matchup last year,

sacking him six times and picking

him off three times as well. But

Oregon would love to have some-

one like Powers calling plays for it

this year. The Ducks have been

decimated by injuries and are

down to their fourth string quarter-

back.

It is also evident that Oregon's

string of two straight bowl games
will end this season.

Arizona at Washington State

Both teams sport identical 3-5

overall records and 2-3 records in

the Pac-10. While Wazzu got

pasted by UCLA last weekend,

Arizona boosted its ego a Uttle

with a victory over Oregon State,

something it needed after being

crushed by No. 3 Miami two weeks

ago.

Arizona has won foiu* of the last

five and won last year's game in

Tucson in a high scoring affair.

It will take lots of offense again

to make anyone interested in this

battle for fifth place in the confer-

ence.
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Glyn Mllburn's Heisman trophy hopes have faded, but his Intensi-

ty is still strong.

Milbum ready for

Canlinal-Biiiint^
By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

In several pre-season college

football magazines, Stanford run-

ning l)ack Glyn Milbum had three

extra words added in front of his

name, "Heisman Trophy candi-

date."

However, the season had not yet

started for Milbum and the Cardi-

nal, and an early-season knee

injury effectively ended any Heis-

man hopes for the junior from Los
Angeles.

Yet despite the slow start by

Milbum, Stanford has opened the

season with a 5-3 record, including

a big win over No. 14 Colorado.

The Cardinal may even be in hne

for a bowl bid, especially if the

team defeats UCLA on Saturday.

"We are right on the verge of

something big," Milburn said.

"We can't be satisfied with where

we are now, we need to get better."

Although Milbum hasn't quite

lived up to his performance last

season, when he led the nation in

all-purpose yardage, he appears to

be breaking out of his early-season

slump.

In the last three weeks, Milbum
has accumulated 659 yards of total

offense, and for the season is

ranked 12th nationally in that

category.

'This whole year hasn't gone

the way I planned," Milbum said.

*The season hit a rough road early

on, and it may have been difficult

for me to focus earlier in the year

(because of the Heisman).

"As a team, we were lacking the

mental toughness to win the big

game earlier in the year. Now we
know that we can win and win

consistendy," Milbum said.

Prior to this season, consistency

had been Milbum 's strong point

As a senior at nearby Santa Monica
High School, Milbum rushed for

more than 2,7(X) yards and 39

touchdowns as a senior. He also

ran for more than 200 yards in 10

of 11 games.

Milbum accepted a scholarship

to Oklahoma, where he saw
limited action as a freshman.

However, Milbum didn't feel

comfortable at Oklahoma, so he

transferred to Stanford after his

freshman season.

"I learned a lot from the

Oklahoma experience." Milbum
said. "Oklahoma helped me a lot,

and it wasn't a bad place. I just felt

I would be better off at Stanford."

For Milbum, football is only one

aspect of his life, which is why he

enjoys Stanford so much.

"At Stanford it's not important

that you are the big man on
campus," Milbum said. "It seems

like everyone is famous or recog-

nized in their field. For me it's

football, but everybody has some-
thing here.

"Stanford was the right school

for me. The classes are excellent,

and I really found my niche here."

i^t Oklahoma, Milbum boasted

a 3.8 grade point average, and he is

also doing quite well at Stanford.

"It's challenging to try to

balance my time," Milbum said. "I

have to make sure that I've got free

time, as well as time for football

and academics, but I have always

had a dream to play professional

sports. I would love to play in the

NFL," Milbum said.

Long before he can begin

worrying about dodging NFL
defenses, Milbum must worry
about facing UCLA on Saturday.

"Growing up in Los Angeles,

you always know aboutUCLA and

USC, aSid I was recruited by them,

so (playing UCLA) is a little more
important than playing another

team," Milbum said. "UCLA has

unlimited talent, and I am looking

forward to a classic game."

If the Bruins aren't careful,

Milbum might duplicate his per-

formance against Cal in the final

game of last season. All he did was
rush for 1% yards and a touch-

down, catch nine passes for 66
yards and retum four kickoffs for

123 yards.

Combined with -6 yards in punt

retums, Milbum finished with a

Pac-10 record of 379 yards of total

offense in Stanford's 27-25 win

over the Golden Bears.

It's precisely that kind of talent

that has given Terry Donahue, as

well as the other Pac-10 football

coaches, nightmares about Glyn

Milbum.

^ DR. FRIEDMAN •

COSMETIC AND
[PREVENTATIVE DENTISTRY]

UCLA GRADUATE

TOOTH BONDING

Nitrous Oxide/Laughing

Gas
t Fix chipped, stained

or broken teeth

Credit Cards, Checks

and Insurance Forms

Welcome
» Within Walking distance

of UCLA
Estimates in writing

Dr. Larry Friedman, D.D.S

478-0363
1441 Westwood Blvd.

(Between Wilsiiire & Santa Monica)
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13 DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL W

i$i5
UCLA 4 ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT ^

• TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK %§jjf
AIR CONCXnONED ^^

1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 824-399 1 Rl
Westwood Village, above the Wherehousc %M0

FINALLY!
ARER TWO DECADES—CHART HOUSE-HOME OF
THE WORLD FAMOUS MUD RES AND MIND MELDS

HAS GIVEN IN...!

I
INTRODUCING — THURSDAY NIGHT DRINK SPECIALS:

SI.OO-DRARS
$3.00 - WELL DRINKS
$5.00 - MIND MELDS^

...ANDMON. -FRI. 2-6P.M.
STARVING STUDENTS SPECIAL:

BURGER, CHIPS AND BEER/SODA
$3.00

THE CHART HOUSE - 1097 CLENDON AVE. - 208-8034
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SOFT LENS
•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR LENS

SLEEP IN LENS
•SOFT MATE

EXTENDED V/EAJ? LENS

**

DISPOSABLE CONTACT
LENSES

INCLUDES EXAM FITTING &
FOLLOV/ UP » 3 MONTHS LENSES

• 10% EYEGLASS DISCOUNT FOR UCLA STUDENTS
• GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR on most cases)

• EYE EXAMINATIONS
• VISION INSURANCE PLANS

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. MYLESZAKHEIM. O.D.P.C.
'"^ "

'

'"
" DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D.P.C.

10930 WEYBURN/WESTWOOD VILLAGE
208- 1 384

PRICE PER LENSE EXAM FOLLOW UP CARE ADDITIONAL
PAY ONLY FOR MATERIALS & SERVICE NEEDED
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IN WESTVVOOD - OPLN 7 DAYS
Christme s

Bnng win

odlorpncM

EARLY AND EVENING APPTS.
Hours: 9AM-9PM
•FULL SET. $20
•Manicure

—

SS
• Pedicure...«..$10

VlM»MMtercMxi»Ain«tExp

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY .^^_„
(ciEAncoLO*^ 140 PR.

DISPOSABLES («im w^m- $79 SET

CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.

ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED ^ J139 PR

ml

478-7811
1361 Westwood Bl. Westwood

2 Blks. S. of Wilshire

Ml YOU CIW EH lUeDH

RUFFEISBHD
y 5PM-7PM WEEKDAYS 11

*«»*»'*,

CAFE S RUSSIAN BREWERY
HOLLYWOOD
1716 N. CAHUENGA
(213) 463-4060

DOWNTOWN
536 E. 8TH STREET

(213) 627-4060

'Mr.tm^if. li
iff./ •m. '^fA^^Vfi

SKY.
Thursday

|

* November 7

5pm- 10pm

$2 Drinks

$2 Beers

$ I Peppermint Patties

TEN MINUTES FROM CAMPUS!

2 BLOCKS E. OF BEVERLY CENTER

SKY GRILL
8338 W. 3rd St., Los Angeles

(213)653-9826

CHARLES COOLEY/Datty Bruin

Tackle Craig Novitsky sets a block In UCLA's 44-3 win over

Washington State on Saturday.

Line leads Bruin

surge to the t I •

By Jay Ross
Daily Bruin Staff

Kevin Williams is running a

little farther this year, and Shawn
Wills is popping through the

defenses more easily. Tommy
Maddox is finding more time to

throw the ball, and Sean
LaChapelle is catching a few more

passes.

The UCLA football team (6-2,

4-1) has surpassed last year's win

total, and an unheralded gang of

five is a major reason for this

turnaround from the dark years of

1989-90.

"In the trenches" it's called —
the brutal, no-name-known and-

no-holds-allowed domain of the

Bruin offensive line, and it's

causing UCLA's offense to click

just right at the right time.

Tommy Maddox is the Pac-lO's

most potent offensive threat, lead-

ing the conference in total yardage,

and the running game is ranked

third, up from seventh in 1990.

The backbone of the those

numt)crs arc players like center

Aron Gideon, guards Marc Wilder

and Scott Spalding and tackles

Vaughn Parker and Craig Novits-

ky.

"Obviously, you look at the

offensive line and see that it's

much improved," Maddox said.

"A lot of our success offensively

has to go to them. I have time to

throw, and the backs have holes to

run through. I think they're more
confident as a unit"

Success was hard in coming.

In UCLA's second game of this

reason — a 30-16 loss to Tennes-

see — quarterback Tommy Mad-
dox felt heat from the Volunteer

defense all game long and was

only able to manufacture one long,

sustained scoring drive.

Maddox, who was sacked four

limes on the day, threw for un-

Maddox-like 196 yards (with 74

coming on one touchdown strike to

Kevin Williams), and the Bruin

running backs could manage only

147 total yards.

Given, Tennessee is one of the

better teams in the countt-y, but the

UCLA coaches believed the line

was not fulfilling its potential.

Head coach Terry Donahue,

who started at UCLA as one of the

top offensive line coaches in the

country, issued a challenge to the

line. T7-

*Three or four games into the

season. Coach Donahue started

working with the line and coming

to our meetings," center Scott

Spalding said. "He conveyed that

he thought we could be a very good

offensivyttfic. We were underde-

veloped and had not come on as he

had expected.

*That*s a challenge in itself, that

the big man would concentrate on

jhe offensive specifically." _
Offensive line coach Ed Kezi-

rian, in his tenth year with UCLA,
agrees that Donahue's hands-^n

approach has helped the unit.

"He told us that we have to be

exact, not detail is too small to

overlook," Kezirian said. "(In

1990) we were not blocking with

our proper shoulder, finishing our

blocks correcUy or exaggerating

our feet in practice enough."

After studying the new system

of offensive coordinator Homer
Smith last year and gaining valu-

able playing experience, the line

slowly began to gel.

"In the second year of an offense

by Homer Smith, execution is

improved through repetition and it

starts to kick in," Kezirian said.

"You start hitting targets, taking

the right steps and exaggerating

blocks."

The first results began to trickle

out of the hne late last year.

In the Bruins' mammoth upset

of then-second-ranked Washing-

ton last season, tailback Brian

Brown burst through the left side

of the hne to run 88 yards for a

touchdown and put UCZLA ahead,

7-0.

A run such as that— the longest

against the Huskies in the 16 years

which Don James had coached

there— should not have happened

against a national tide contender

and the conference leader in total

defense.

"Wc ran a draw play, and

Washington ran a blitz," Kezarian

says. *There was a huge hole

because the (Husky) defender Died

to run around our blocker. The

offensive hne didn't miss the blitz.

We were in man-coverage, and our

man who was assigned to block

their man blocked him right"

One week after the loss to

Tennessee this season, the Bruins

surpassed 200 yards rushing

against San Diego St. and for the

next four weeks, UCLA had three

players turn in six 100-yard-plus

rushing days.

Since Tennessee. Maddox has

averaged 238 pass yards per game,

including a high of 303 against San

Diego
^
St

After surrendering 33 sacks in

1990, an average of 3.55 per game,

the UCLA offensive line has only

See LINE, page 39
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Athletes oftheWeek

Kevin Williams
See Kevin run.

See Kevin break around the left

side, juke a linebacker and leap

over the line for a touchdown.

UCLA coaches, players and
fans have never been happier.

Saying that tailback Kevin Wil-

liams' first two years in Westwood
were injury-plagued is an under-

statement

Williams battled various ankle

and back ailments before finally

showing the abiUty Which made
him the nation's number one
recruit from the prep class of 1988.

The redshirt junior from Spring,

Texas, raced for 112 yards and
scored three touchdowns— rushes

of three, one and four yards — to

contribute to UCLA's offensive

explosion of 598 yards and a

school-record 37 first downs
against Washington State.

Williams has grabbed the

primetime spotlight and loves it

Washington State was Wil-

Uams' fourth 100-yard rushing

game of the year, one in which his

ignored his sensitive ankle.

"My ankle just got l)etter as the

game went on," he said. "I had a

good game."

Get to know the Bruins' roaring

runner:

Favorite movies: "Dances With
Wolves" and "Robin Hood."
Favorite television show:
Xheers." "It's the funniest"

Favorite music: R&B.
Favorite hobbies: Basketball.

Major: History.

Jay Ross

j^
UCLASporto Inlormilion

Kevin Williams

Football Junior

Scored three touchdowns Saturday

against Washington State.

His 1 12 yards rushing against WSU was

a third consecutive 100-yard

perfornfiance.

Ranks second in the Pac-10 in rushing

with 101 .6 yards, and fifth in

all-purpose yards with 118.7 yards.

'

UCLA Sports

Natalie Williams

Volleyball junior

Had 24 kills and 6 blocks Thursday

night against USC.

Scored the winning point In game one

against USC, capping off a 6-point,

come-from-behind rally.

Leads the Pac-10 in kilis-per-game

average with 5.30.

Natalie Williams
Not that UCLA all-worid star

Natahe Williams needs another

honor to her resume that includes

one NCAA volleyball tide and a

Volleyball Monthly Player of the

Year Award, but she earns the title

as Athlete of the Week for

prompUy stuffing Southern Cali-

fornia in the face Tuesday night on
the Trojans' home turf.

With an outrageous 24 kills (to

lead the team) and six blocks, the

Taylorsvillclitah, product led the

Bruins to two comeback wins in

the first two games of the match.

Get to know UCLA's divine

dunker and super smasher.

Favorite movie: *Terminator 2."

"It's an action-packed movie that's

both funny and sad, and it has a

good social message about nuclear

war and how technology advances
and gets out of hand."

Favorite music: "I like 102.7, so I

like everything from Amy Grant
an* M.C. Hammer."
Favorite hobbies: "I like to read,

especially novels. I like to roller

blade at Venice Beach."
Favorite book: "I like Stephen
King or Dean Koontz — the scary

SUlff."

Favorite sports memory: "Win-
ning the nadonal championship in

volleyball last year or winning the

state championship in both volley-

ball and baskpthall
,

" —
Favorite heroes: Michael Jordan,

Cheryl Miller ("I was going to

USC at Uiat age"), Flo Hyman and
Karen Kemner (U.S. National
volleyball team.)

Jay Ross
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Intra^uad game marks
tipoff of hoops season
By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

With the playing status of

forward Ed 0*Bannon now resol-

ved, the UCLA basketball team
can finally focus their attention on
the upcoming season.

The Bruins will compete in their

annual intra-squad game tonight at

Pauley Pavilion at 7:30. Admis-
sion is free for all UCLA students.

With only a week to go before

the regular season opener against

Indiana, UCLA head coach Jim

Hairick has temporarily decided

on a rotation system for the Bruin

lineup.

"We will go with a seven-man

rotation for now,** Harrick said,

"Gerald Madkins, Darrick Martin,

Shon Tarver, Mitchell Butler, Don
MacLean, Tracy Murray and Rod-
ney Zimmerman make up the

rotation."
—

THEO NICHOLAS/DaNy Bruin

Mitchell Butler has impressed head coach Jim Harrick with his

consistency during practice.

Harrick added that when
O'Bannon is cleared to resume

playing basketball, he will be

added to the rotation.

Since practice began three

weeks ago, the Bruins have been

beset by injuries, which has slowed

the progress of the squad.

"I have been moderately pleased

Soccer
to face
San Jose
By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

Before the No. 1 2-ranked UCLA
soccer team embarks on its playoff

voyage, they will deal with two
sniall buoys first

Friday, the Bruins (15-3-0) lake

on Division-II Cal State Doming-
uez Hills in a night game at £1

Camino College. Sunday, San Jose

State comes into the North Soccer
Athletic Field in UCLA*s regular

season fmale.

Both games should merely be
tuneups for the defending national

champions, who are rolling along

with seven consecutive victories

and have been unbeaten in 45
straight home games.

"Our objective is to get a chance
to play people,** UCLA head coach
Sigi Schmid said. "We do not want
to fall into bad habits and not to

take injuries. We want to fmish all

of our scoring opportunities.**

Two victories would help the

Bruins playoff standing. The
Bruins are the second-ranked team
in the Far West region behind

See page 38

AUU»-ttY LEE

Zak Ibsen and the rest of the Bruins should be able to handle

San Jose State and C.S. Domlnguez Hills this weekend.

"We are a little older

and a little more

mature than last year."

Jim Harrick

Head Basketball Coach

(with the first three weeks of

practice).** Harrick said. *The play

of Mitchell Butler has been nune
consistent than anyone else.

UCLA returns all five starters

off of last year*s squad, which,

according to Harrick, is a big plus.

"We are a little older and a little

more mature than last year,**

Harrick said. "We have three

seniors this year for the first time.**

For the intra-squad scrimmage,

the Bruins have been split into two

squads.

The White team, which will be

coached by UCLA assistant coach-

es Tony Fuller and new volunteer

assistant Steve Lavin, consists of

Madkins, Martin, Murray, Zim-
merman, LMU transfer Richard

Petruska and walk-on Jonah
NauUs.

Bruin assistant coaches Brad
Holland and Mark Gottfried will

coach the Blue team, which will

consist of MacLean, Butler,

Tarver, true freshman Tyus Edney,

walk-on Steve Elkind, true fresh-

man Jiri Zidek and Mike Lanier.

"We will be looking for 40
minutes of conditioning,** Harrick.

said. "If someone was to stand outT
it certainly wouldn't hurt them.**

UCLA will face Trencin Cze-

choslovakia, a club team from
Czechoslovakia, Tuesday night at

Pauley Pavilion in an exhibition

match. The next day, the Bruins

will leave for Springfield, Mass. to

prepare for the Tipoff Classic

against Indiana on Nov. 15.

Men's swimmers
heading to Ttoy
By Heather Duffy

Before the UCLA men*s swim
team can start thinking about its

upcoming Pac-10 championships,

it has one final obstacle to confront

— crosstown rival USC.
The Bruins will be making the

journey down the Santa Monica
freeway to Trojan territory, in a

preview of some competitive races

that may surface again at the Pac-

10 meet in late November.

UCLA (1-0) met up v^dth some
tough competition Saturday when
it faced the U.S. National Team in

a non-scored meet The Bruins

opened the season with a victory

on the road against UC Santa

Barbara.

UCLA Head Coach Ron Balia-

lore said that although his team
usually doesn't meet USC until

later in the season, he feels that

they are ready.

*This is an early meet for us, but

I don't think that matters." Balla-

lore said. "It should be a close

meet, we hope. A very fast meet"
Speed will be a priority for the

Bruins in this meet because the

first five places in each race will be

scored, as opposed to the usual top

three. Ballatore explained how the

format makes every race a crucial

one.

*The relays will be very impor-

tant. Every race is important

because the fu^t five places are

scored. We can sweep any event
Anyone can help score some
points for the team," said Balla-

tore.

The events Ballatore said he will

be watching the 200 individual

medley, the 200 butterfly, and the

backstroke races closely for criti-

cal points.

He added that Michael Picotte in

the 200 freestyle, Andrea Cecchi
in the breaststroke events, and the

400 medley relay team of Byron
Davis, Chris Mann, Michael
Picotte, and Brian Kurza should aU
have very strong races against

USC.
Looking ahead, Ballatore pre-

dicted that the Trojans will be

UCLA's primary competition for

second place in the Pac-10 behind

power Stanford.

"We'll have a battle for second

place with USC, behind Stanford.

Cars good, too," said Ballatore.

"We should swim fast"

The Bruins will take on the

Trojans at 1 p.m. Friday at USC.
UCLA won't return home to the

confines of the Sunset Rec pool

until Jan. 3, when Michigan visits.

tix ready
Season tickets are available for the UCLA

basketball team's 1991-92jseason. Full-season

packages are available for $80, and can be

bought at the Central Ticket Office. Call 825-

210L

And the winner is . . .

Here they are, the Daily Bruin honors for this

week. A clue before you turn the page — they

have one thing in common.

See page 43

Red storm riiing

Stanford running back Olyn Milbum, a

product of Sania Monica High, has picked up the

pace after a slow start this season.

See page 41

80th Year, No. 32
arcuiation: 22,000

Hnal day to alter

glrading basis
Today is the final day for

undergraduates to change the

grading basis of their classes—
choosing between a letter grade
or pass/no pass.

Students must make the

change at 1 1 13 Murphy Hall. A
$3 petition fee is required.

Students taking fewer than

12 units must first get a counse-
lor's approval to change a class

grading basis.

Inside

The green-ink

defense system
A new self-defense product

designed by a former police

officer sprays green ink on
attackers.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Got something
to gripe alMut?
The Viewpoint section intro-

duces a new feature— "What's
your beef?*' — where students

are easily able to air their

pettiest or most profound
annoyances.

See page 9

Arts & Entertainment

'Noiseuse' is

art on art

Rivette's "La Belle Noi-

seuse*' is a beautifully com-
posed film about the creation of

art, but it's not for the easily

distracted.

See page 10

Sports
.
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Bound for

Stanford
Terry Donahue and his No.

22 UCLA football team are

heading up to Palo Alto to face

Stanford in a showdown game.

See page 20

University of California, Los Angeles

Friday

Novembers, 1991

Magic Jdinson tests HIV positive
Famous Lakers basketball star

announces sudden retirement

LAURA LEE SWAN
Magic Johnson announces his retirement on Thursday after test-
ing HIV positive. Seated to his left is Kareem Abdul-Jabbar.

By Scott Bloom
and Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

INGLEWOOD — Grown men
wepL
A somber crowd gathered at the

Great Western Forum on Thursday
afternoon to hear Los Angeles
Laker basketball star Magic John-
son announce his retirement from
professional basketball.

Johnson's • sudden departure
from the sport he helped revitalize

during the 1980s came because he
tested positive for the HIV virus,

which is known to lead to AIDS.
'*I plan on going on, living for a

long time . . . and going on with

my life," said the 31 -year-old.

Johnson, who did not disclose

how he contracted the virus, stayed

characteristically upbeat and vow-
ed to promote AIDS awareness,

especially among America's
youth.

"I want young people to realize

that you can practice safe sex,"

Johnson said. "I guess when you're

young you think nothing can
happen to you, but it can."

Attending the conference with

Johnson were his wife. Cookie,
Laker owner Jerry Buss, Laker
general manager Jerry West,

physician Michael Mellman and

former teammates Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar and Michael Coop-
er.

Several hundred members of the

local and national media, as well as

Johnson's friends and teammates,

assembled at a press conference in

the exclusive Forum Club, usually

a site for happier gatherings.

Those in attendance were visib-

ly shaken by Johnson's announce-

ment Buss broke down in tears

Related story. Page 3

shortly after Johnson left the

podium. The wives of several

Laker players wept, holding each
other for support.

'This is a low that the NBA will

never get over,''^ said Chick Heam,
a Laker announcer and club vice

president. "It's just gut-wrenching.
It tears your heart out"
Heam helped sign Earvin John-

son to the Lakers after the Michi-
gan State alumnus helped his team
win the 1979 NCAA champion-
ship. In his 12 seasons in the

league, the 6-foot-9-inch guard
played on five world champion-

See 'MAGIC/ page 2

Presidential iiopefiii visits UCIA
By Lori Quinton
Dally Bruin Staff

Animated and controversial

U.S. presidential candidate Jerry

Brown preached to and joked with

UCLA students Thursday after-

noon when he stood in for a

professor.

Brown, Democratic governor of
CaUfomia from 1975 to 1983,

spoke before a jam-packed politi-

cal science class.

More than 500 anxious students

poured into the lecture hall, forc-

ing people to sit on the floor, in

aisles and doorways.
Brown spoke at Professor Ste-

ven Spiegel's Introduction to

International Relations class. A
former student of Spiegel, who is

working on Brown's campaign,
arranged the visit.

Clad in a tailored black suit.

Brown discussed the failures of the

current political system, criticizing

both the Republican Party and
even his own parly. He said that

too much money is now spent in

the United States on building

military weapons rather than on
"brains."

"Star Wars is being researched

because we see the threat of

incoming missiles," he said.

"What we're not looking out for is

incoming ignorance."

He called on students to join his

political crusade to clean up
American politics and bring it back

to "the people."

A recent ABC News presiden-

tial poll showed Brown in the lead

for the Democratic Party nomina-
tion— about 10 points ahead of his

closest contender. Gov. Douglas

Wilder of Virginia.

*This (crusade) is the American
people taking back the country. It's

not me — Jerry Brown — being

elected as president. This insur-

gent movement is each of your

responsibilities as much as it is

mine."

When one student asked Brown
about his thoughts on education,

the already attentive audience

listened even more carefully.

"When I was governor (of

Cahfomia) I opposed every single

fee increase proposed," Brown
said.

At that point a thundering

applause arose from the students,

and a smile appeared on Brown's
face.

But Brown's talk also had its

light-hearted moments. Students

laughed and applauded as he
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STEVE MACAULEY/0«iy Bruin

Jerry Brown

related anecdotes about his gov-

ernment experiences and
answered their questions.

"You need to become part of

this insurgent movement," he

shouted. "Go to Iowa! Go to New
Hampshire! Maybe you can get

credit for it."

See BROWN, page 7

Earnings at ASUCLA
drop with recession
By BIrgit Ramussen
Daily Bruin Staff

Reflecting the nation's ailing

economy, earnings in UCLA's
suidents' stores on campus are

taking a nosedive.

The first quarter of the 1991-92
fiscal year left the Associated

Students' stores and services on
campus trailing more than $1

million dollars behind budget
That*s bad news for students

because all student activity and

programming on campus is funded

by the students' association. If the

association falls short of its budget,

students may feel the crunch as

well. ,

The Associated Students of
UCLA earns its money from the

stores, eateries and services on
campus. This summer, however,
the campus community did not

spend as much as the association

expected and officials blame the

national recession.

*The economy is in recession

and that affects students," said Tim
Bayley, director of student stores

and services.

Bayley said his department was
hit the hardest because it includes

luxury items such as clothing.

ASUCLA Income Falls Short

In almost all areas, ASUCLA's gross income for

summer months fell far below projected earnings.

See BUDGET, page 7

Division

Students' Store

Food Services

Services
(travel, graphic services)

Student Union
(bowling. AU ops)

Other
(concessions, licensing)

Income
(in thousarxjs of dollars)

Projected Actual

$S39

SOURCE: ASUCLA

KEVIN BALLUfF/Daly Bruin
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Center for International and Strategic Affairs

University of California, Los Angeles

CISA-IGCC International Security Seminar
THE SOVIET TRANSFORMATION TO
DEMOCRACYAND THE MARKET

ECONOMY
by

PROF. GRAHAM T. ALLISON
JFK School of Governinent, Harvard

Friday, Novcniber 8

3:00 to 5:00 4269 Bunche Hall

THE DATE LISTED IN UCLA TODAY IS INCORRECT.
THE CORRECT DATE IS NOVEMBER 8

The QSA-ICCC International Security Seminar Series is funded by a grant from the UC Iiwtitute on Global Conflict and Cooperation

Campus Events
Bulimia Banquet Concert

Westwood Plaza

TODAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1991

1 2 noon

3:00 J>M

Center for International and Strat^c Affairs

Speaker: Professor Graham T. Allison

4269 Bunche Hall

:0() PM
Campus Events

"Twins"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

9: 1 5 FM
Campus Events

"Terminator 2^*

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

GENERAL
USAC
Jim Auerbauch Memorial Internship Program
Applications are due November 15.

See ad for more information cM
*»»f

Campus Events

Magic Mountairi Days
UCLA student price - $12.25

Available at CTO until December 1

J\

'MAGIC
From page 1

ship teams and won three most-

valuable - player awards. The last

of those awards came in 1990.

Along with the Boston Celtics'

Larry Bird, Johnson helped invigo-

rate what had been a struggling

league when they entered the NBA
in 1979. Their rivalry and style of
play helped build the NBA into

one of the most successful profes-

sional sports leagues in the United
States.

Off the court, Johnson is a
tireless campaigner for various

charities. Known for his smile and
youthful energy, he became a role

model for fans throughout the

country. Johnson also succeeded in

business, and at Thursday's press

conference he maintained his

desire to one day own an NBA
franchise.

"Now my life will change, but

V\\ still be a part of the game," he
said. '^Basketball will still be a part

of my life. I just won't be a part of
the Lakers."

Team physician Mellman
wouldn't comment directly on
Johnson's prognosis, saying that

"some people take decades to get

ill . . . some people get ill right

away.^

A person can be infected with

the HIV virus and live for years

without developing AIDS.
Because of advances in the treat-

ment of opportunistic infections,

the life-expectancy of people who
are HIV-positive has increased

greatly.

Mellman said Johnson is cur-

rently in good health, and is not on
any medication. Johnson found out

about his condition Wednesday
after taking a blood test required

by a life insurance policy.

Word of Johnson's illness sur-

faced Thursday when the Asso-
ciated Press reported that Johnson
had tested HIV-positive and would
announce his retirement at an
afternoon press conference.

"It's another challenge, another

chapter in your life," Johnson said.

"Your back is against the wall, and
you come out swinging. That's

what I'm going to do."

Johnson has not played in any
games since leaving Paris in mid-
October after an exhibition series

against European teams. He
missed the Lakers' first three

regular-season games, complain-
ing of flu-like symptoms. Accord-
ing to Heam, Johnson hadn't

looked well.

"When I interviewed Magic last

week." Heam said, "he just didn't

look right When we left (training

camp in) Palm Springs, he was in

top shape, but he looked out of it."
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Correction
In the Nov. 6 issue of the Daily Bruin, *Xjive it a shot: Sperm donors
find thejob to be a win-win situation," a source incorrectly stated the

temperatures at which sperm samples are frozen. They are frozen at

195 degrees below zero in liquid nitrogen. The article also

incorrectly stated on what basis donors are paid. They are paid per
sample, but must fill at least one vial. Students who meet donor
requirements are paid per donation and are requested to donate three

times per week.

The Bruin regrets the errors.
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Westw< I : I : I I [ • nor drive to help leukemia patient
By Reglna Ravetti

When 23-year-old Jay Feinberg

graduated from college he was
ready to begin a new phase in his

Ufe as an employee at the Federal

Reserve Bank in New York City.

But his world came crashing

down around him when doctors

diagnosed him with Chronic Mye-
logenous Leukemia, a disease with

a 3- to 4-year survival rate after

diagnosis unless a bone marrow
transplant is acquired.

More than 1,500 people nation-

wide' have tested this year as bone
marrow transplants for Feinberg,

and this weekend members of the

UCLA Greek community will add
to that number at a donor drive in

Westwood.
The bone marrow donor drive

will be held Sunday. Nov. 10, from
12:30 to 5:30 p.m. and Monday,
Nov. 1 1, from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at

Sinai Temple, 11040 Wilshire

Blvd. at Beverly Glen in West-
wood Village. For more informa-

tion, call the Sinai Temple office at

(310) 474-1518.

Friends of Jay, a non-profit

organization established by the

Feinberg family, organized the

donor drive. Active fraternity

member Larry Post involved
UCLA through his own family.

friends, letters and articles.

About 60 members of Zeta Beta
Tau will be tested as well as

fraternity members from Sigma
Alpha Mu. Sororities Pi Beta Phi

and Alpha Sigma Phi have also

pledged their support.

"Everyone thought it was a great

cause, especially (because) 30 to

40 percent of the house is Jewish,"
said Matt Berg, president of Zeta
Beta Tau. Because Feinberg is

Jewish, it is preferable to test

people of Jewish descent for

donors.

Post said he is positive about the

feedback. "I like to see people
getting involved. In general, I hear

SUZANNE STATE S/Daily Bum
Ruben LIzardo, the only UCLA Chicano Studies counselor, holds a candle in front of the CSLN
MEChA banner during a vigil held In the Royce quad Wednesday night.

Chicanos claim chancellor's home,
clamor for department continues
By Letisia IVIarquez

Dally Bruin Staff

Representing 12 Southern

California colleges, more than

60 Chicano students held a

candleUght march and vigil at

UCLA to express solidarity for

the establishment of more col-

lege Chicano studies depart-

ments.

Members of UCLA's MEC-
hA, the campus ChicanoA-atino

student group, led the march that

began at Royce Hall and ended at

Chancellor Charles Young's Bel

Air residence, which they

claimed as their own.
The vigil marked a reunifica-

tion of Los Angeles Chicano
student groups— a camaraderie
that had grown stale over the past

five years.

The camaraderie came ahve
after the three-year struggle for a

UCLA Chicano studies depart-

ment prompted other Chicano
student groups to demand
departments on their own cam-
puses.

A coalition of more than 12

college campuses and several

high schools — from Garfield

High School to Cal Sute North-

ridge— have decided to support
each other's efforts through such
activities as the candlelight vigil.

"This is not just a UCLA issue

anymore," said UCLA MEChA
member Milo .\lvarez, adding
that all students who want to

establish Chicano studies
departments must first overcome
obstacles set forth by unsuppor-
tive administrators.

On the Royce Hall steps,

speakers stressed the important

contributions Mexicans and Chi-
canos have made to UCLA.

See VIGIL, page 6

about college students being
apathetic, but I would say that at

least they were receptive to listen-

ing."

For Feinberg and the 5,0(X) other

cases of the leukemia disease

diagnosed nationwide each year,

the outlook is grim, but there is

hope.

According to Nancy Baxter of
the National Cancer Institute,

without treatment, patients with

the disease have a 100 percent

fatality rale. But with a bone
marrow transplant, leukemia vic-

tims can be completely cured.

Bone marrow is a spongy tissue

in the large bones where blood

cells are made. With the disease,

the bone marrow creates leukemic

cells that must be destroyed,

removed and replaced. "The bone
marrow transplant rescues the

patient with healthy bone mar-

row," Baxter said.

After unsuccessfully testing

approximately 150 of his relatives,

Feinberg is appealing to the nation

for help.

"I want to believe that we can

find a match. It's so hard to think

what' 11 happen if we don't find a

match," said Steve Feinberg, Jay's

older brother.

See LEUKEMIA, page 6

Johnson reaction;
News of Magic's retirement

shocks, saddens AIDS class

By Jay Ross
Daily Bruin Staff

An eerie silence fell over the

5(X) students in Moore 1(X) on
Thursday following an afternoon

conference in which Los Angeles
Laker Magic Johnson announced
his retirement from professional

basketball after testing positive for

the AIDS virus.

Students reacted with amaze-
ment and disbelief when they

heard that the worldwide spokes-
man for basketball with a super
smile had contracted the HIV
virus, which leads to AIDS.
"We don't know about the stage

where (Magic Johnson) is, but he
will undoubtedly progress to

AIDS. And his life will be shor-

tened," said Roger Bohman, who
teaches Biology 40 — commonly
known at UCLA as the "AIDS
class."

'This is an event of monumental
importance — like (the AIDS-
related deaths oO Rock Hudson
and Ryan While. We will hear

more about HIV in the news in the

next three months because Magic
Johnson is Magic Johnson. It's

tragic, but it's true."

Bohman continued, warning
students of their own vulnerability,

and reminded them that Johnson is

not the first person to contract the

virus.

"I don't know about his life, but
he got it somehow. You should
know that you all are vulnerable

and should do all you can to

prevent this," Bohman said.

About 180,000 people have
been diagnosed in the United
States as having the HIV virus, and
60 percent of them are dead, he
said. "You can feel sorry for Magic
Johnson, but you should also feel

sorry for them."

Although Johnson was upbeat at

the press conference, students

were in a slate of shock.

"I think it's terrible. It's devas-

tating," said Susan Mescavage, a

senior political science major in

the class. "I saw him driving on
campus last summer, and he
smiled at me."

Other students reacted with the

same disbelief.

"I just never would have

See REACTION, page 6

Mace substitute stains

muggers 'swamp gifeen'

By Josh Romonek
Daily Bruin Staff

University police now offer an
alternative for protecting yourself
from criminals — just spray their

face green.

DYEWimess may replace mace
as a means of deterring attackers

because this "criminal identifier"

obscures their vision and stains

their face for at least a week,
allowing police to track down
those who have highly visible

"swamp green" skin.

And no amount of washing or
scrubbing will remove the non-
toxic indelible ink from the skin

before the seven days is up,

according to the makers of the

product, which was designed by a

former police officer after years of
research.

A canister of the formula, which
is guaranteed for two years but has

a shelf life of five, costs $39.95 and
can be sprayed from seven feet

away.

However, some UCLA students

are skeptical about the product's

effectiveness. "I don't see the

point," said junior Susan Perkins,

adding that a criminal deterrent

should do more than just "brand"
attackers.

UCLA freshman Elila Stone
agreed. "If you just spray dye in

someone's face, they will not

necessarily run away."
However, since mace can be

used against the victim, Stone said

she would rather carry the non-
toxic DYEWimess formula.

DYEWitness is more advanta-
geous to use than mace, which
requires a special license to buy,
does not affect certain people and
can be turned against the victim,

said UCLA Police Officer Helen
Citrano.

However, the new product is

only offered as an "alternative" to

other types of crime deterrents, she
said. "It's not a panacea."

This deterrent may be somewhat
useful in limited situations and
circumstances, said Sgt. Bob
Brounston of the Los Angeles
Police Department, who had heard
little about the product. "We're not
opposed to it"

On first impression, DYEWit-
ness is "not practical for the police,

but very practical for the pubhc,"
said John Smith, a Los Angeles
police officer.

The product is currently being
reviewed and tested by the tactics

and self-defense divisions of the

LAPD.
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Briefs

World

Gunfire erupts in

capital of Croatia
ZAGREB, Yugoslavia — GunbatUes

erupted in the Croatian capital Zagreb
Thursday night and Yugoslav warplanes

lit up the sky with flares in what a senior

official in the breakaway republic said

was a deliberate plan by Serb-led forces to

defy threats of European economic
sanctions.

The Yugoslav air force also bombed
the army bairacks town of Delnice and
ground troops backed by Serb guerrillas

engaged in house-to-house fighting in the

town of Borovo Naselje as they continued

to advance on the eastern Croatian town
of Vukovar.

In the besieged medieval city of
Dubrovnik, city fathers defied an ultima-

tum to surrender to federal troops.

Iraqis launch intense

attack against Kurds
DAMASCUS, Syria — Iraqi troops

backed by helicopter gunships. artillery

and tanks have attacked Kurdish areas in

northern Iraq in recent days, Kurdish
sources reported Thursday.
The sources said the helicopters struck

Kurdish rebel positions near Kirkuk, an
oil-producing city, and Sulimaniah, Iraq's

largest northern city, while tanks and
:^tillcry units shelled other Kurdish areasr:

The reports could not be verified by
Iraqi or independent sources.

The sources gave no further details on
the fighting, believed to be the most
intense since Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein's army crushed a Kurdish upris-

ing eight months ago after the Persian

Gulf War.

Nation

Decline of cigarette

smoldiig continues

ATLANTA— The percentage of adult

Americans who smoke cigarettes has

declined to 28.1 percent, a statistic that

means another 1.3 million people have

kicked the habit, the federal Centers for

Disease Control said Thursday.

The CDC skid 49 million adults and 2.3

million teenagers continue to smoke but

that 42 million who are alive now have

quit since the first surgeon general's

report in 1964 linked smoking with health

risks.

Gary A. Giovino, chief of the epide-

miology branch of the CDC's Office of

Smoking and Health, said the overall

prevalence of smoking among those over

18 declined from 28.8 percent in 1987 to

28.1 percent in 1988.

2^appa diaghiosecl

witli prostate cancer
NEW YORK — Frank Zappa, one of

rock 'n' roll's greatest showmen and
perhaps its best satirist, has prostate

cancer, his children confirmed Thursday,

hours before a tribute celebrating his

music was to begin without him.

"While journalists have diagnosed him
as having cancer, doctors have diagnosed

rprostate cancer," said Moon Unit and

Dweezil Zappa inside the Ritz on Man-
hattan's West Side, where rehearsals for

**Zappa's Universe: A Celebration" was
under way.

They said their 50-year-old father

wanted to fly to New York firom his home
in Los Angeles for Thursday night's

concert, but that he "wasn't up to it."

U.S. lialts warplane
sales in Middle East

WASHINGTON— The Pentagon said

Thursday no combat aircraft will be sold

to Saudi Arabia or other Middle East

countries for the next several months, in

part to remove any possible complication

to the peace talks under way.

Spokesman Pete William's comments
closed the door to any immediate fol-

low-through on Saudi Arabia's request to

purchase 72 of the F-15s built by
McDonnell Douglas Corp.

A company spokesman announced the

request earlier this week at an air show in

the United Arab Emirates, an unusual step

that caught the administration by surprise.

"More typically a country interested in an

arms purchase asks first for U.S. permis-

sion to make the purchase.

State

Ridiie says plagiarism

claims often surface

Pop star Lionel Richie testified Thurs-

day that he paid little heed to a songwri-

ter's claim that he plagiarized a tune

because "when you get a couple hit

records, people will come out and start

suing you."

Taking the stand to defend himself

against a copyright infringement lawsuit,

Richie also told a federal court jury that

two of his most popular compositions

were at times the subject of multiple,

simultaneous suits.

Songwriter Gene Thompson has

accused Richie of using a demo tape

containing a tune he wrote, called

"Somebody's Got to Love Her," as a l)asis

for the melodies of the hit songs, "Deep
River Woman" and "Stuck on You."

First electric car rolls

off production line

The first electric car designed for the

Southern California lifestyle made its

debut Thursday, and plans were
announced to put thousands of similar

vehicles on the freeways within two

years.

The silver-toned, two-door passenger

car, dubbed the LA301, was unveiled

outside the city's Department of Water

and Power, which has invested $7 million

in a unique public-private sector venture

to mass-produce 10,000 pollution-free

electrically powered cars by 1995.

I>esigned and manufactured by the

Swedish company CleanAir Inc., the

electric vehicle will be available for

commercial sale through at least two Los
Angeles-area dealers by 1993.

**Los Angeles is on its way to becoming
the first EV-friendly city in the United

States," said Councilman Marvin Braude,

who devised the plan to involve the city in

mass-producing the electric vehicle.

Almanac

On this date:

In 1656, British astronomer Edmond
Halley was bom.

In 1837, Mount Holyoke Seminary in

Massachusetts became the first American
college founded exclusively for women.

In 1864, as the Civil War raged,

Abraham Lincoln was elected lo his

second term as president

In 1889, Montana was admitted to the

Union as the 41st state.

In 1988, Vice President George Her-

bert Walker Bush was elected the 41st

president of the United States.

From United Press International

"9 PUT YOUR BEST FOOT FORWARD!

ADVERTISE IN THE DAILY BRUIN

How would you like to gain valuable experience

working as an intern in a key administrative office

on campus 1 0-1 5 hours per week, and receive

$100 per month?

Well, then apply for the

1 0955 Weyburn Ave,

Westwood Village

824-2655

festturmg \t^ m^ Yognjirt
MCHEHTPBO^TOOCRr

Hours: Sun-Thurs: llam-llpm Fri-Sat: 1 lam-lam

(toppings

not included)

(coupon expires 11/15/91)

IM^auS^ II9 Get 1 Free
Buy a small, medium, or large frozen

i..ii*.'c arr^nfc VOQUTt and recelve the second one free*

'all comS's <°' ^'"^l °' '««^^ ^«'"«) 'With Coupon

'couponsll 10955 Weyburn Ave. 824-2655

W^.

Jim Auerbach
Memorial Internship

Program
VVW^«VVVVSiVV^VW^VVVVV>nnfVWVVVVVVVVW«VVV%i\

INTERNSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING OFFICES:

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION -INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS & SCHOLARS • DEAN OF
STUDENTS

EXPO CENTER • COMMUNICATION RESOURCES • CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE
COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE • AND MORE...

PICK UP YOUR APPLICATION NOW
INTERNAL VICE PRESIDENT'S OFFICE - 31 2D KERCKHOFF HALL

APPLICATIONS DUE NOVEMBER 15

KIM HENNINGSEN, INTERNSHIP DIRECTOR
PAID FOR BY USAC YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT _

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESTWOOD HEALTH CARE
(7

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213) 478-6869
(818)988-0110
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REACTION
From page 3

guessed/* said Christian Hamilton,

a senior communication studies

major. "You never would have

thought he would be in a risk

group. He was clean-cut and cool.

Regardless of his life-style, he was
such a wholesome type."

Some students said they were

concerned that a media frenzy will

cause uninformed persons to jump
to incorrect conclusions about how
Johnson contracted the virus.

Common stereotypes incorrectly

label as AIDS a homosexual

disease.

"I think that it*s really sad. He
just got married, and I feel for his

wife and kid," said lona Deguz-

mart, a junior political science

major. "With all the publicity he-'s

going to get, people will automati-

cally assume that he sleeps

around."

There is a stigma attached to

AIDS that a lot of people who have

it are homosexuals and drug-users,

but that is not necessarily the case,

Hamilton said. "Johnson could

have gotten it from having sex one
time."

The only possible good to come
out of Johnson's illness is that his

words will be listened to closely

and by many, students said.

"It will increase awareness and
education — that's the biggest

thing," said Toby Blue, a junior

sociology major. *That*s the only

solution we have."

LEUKEMIA
From page 3

Since its inception tjiree months

ago. Friends of Jay has tested more
than 1,500 people and plans to test

1,000 more by the year's end.

At $75 per blood test, the

Feint)erg family must pay for all

the costs incurred. But through

letters, donations, sales pitches,

fliers and government grants, the

Feinbergs have raised approxi-

mately $100,000.

Primarily a family-run affair,

the Feinbergs arc encouraged by

the help they have received.

*There are so many people who
don't know you from Adam, yet

they don't want to do anything but

help you," said Steve, who spends

about 25 hours per week for his

brother's cause.

Although Feinberg has not yet

found a donor match, chances are

that his efforts may have matched a

fellow leukemia patient with a

donor.

"We'll never know if anyone's

been matched due to confidential-

ity. Yet since we started, every

week we turn up another match,"

Steve said.

*The thing we need to do now is

test as many people as we can," he
added.

Anyone between the ages of 18

and 55 in good health is encour-

aged to take the test.

VIGIL
From page 3

Some Mexican workers spent

their entire lives making the bricks

that gave rise to UCLA's gracious

buildings, said Juan Gomez-Qui-
nones, a UCLA Chicano studies

professor.

"But neither those workers or

their kids had the chance to be

here," he said. "We are the

continuation of the workers who
made these buildings possible."

After the speeches, students,

professors and community leaders

entered a Powell Library reading

room, holding MEChA banners

and waving Mexican and United

Farm Workers flags.

And students interrupted their

studies to watch them. "I was a

little annoyed because I have a

midterm tomorrow," said UCLA
senior Christine Fax, adding that

she supports the protest
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ONCE AQAIN
SHOWS OFF ITS

IMPECCABLE TASTE . .

.

IMIA

TODAY

HOON

MAGIC MOUNTAIN DAYS!

WESTWOOD PLAZA %

BE THERE

TICKETS AT CTO

UCLA STUDENTS GET IN FOR $12.25 UNTIL DEC 1ST!
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BROWN
From page 1

Professor Spiegel tried to buffer

the potentially partisan discussion

of Brown's campaign appearance
by having Brown answer questions
from both conservatives and liber-

al students in the audience.

The content of Brown's talk was
supposed to be confined to inter-

national relations, but instead, the

candidate tied the issue to his own
campaign, with Spiegel struggling

U) cue him back on course.

Still, many students did not

seem to mind Brown's presence.

"I'm a Republican and I think

it's great that Brown's here," said

senior Anthony Solis. **I think the

university is a great forum for all

candidates to express their views."

BUDGET
From page 1

travel and electronics.

The Computer Store fell

$900,000 short of its projected

summer income and the travel

center located in Ackerman Stu-

dent Union earned $350,000 less

than expected. In contrast, food

and textbook sales did not

decrease.

"As the economy goes, so goes

the ability to make the decision to

purchase something worth several

hundred dollars," Bayley said.

;A recent rush for student jobs

i^:i^:3^:3^:)tic:ii^:)^^i^:i^:)^:j^:i^^^:iiiic:>^:)^:3^^^

may be another indication that

students are short of cash.

"It is our sense that there are

more students looking for and
accepting jobs now than there were

last year," said Valerie McCor-
mick, director of human resources.

Even students who pass time

milling through the campus stores

may have no plans to spend any

money.

"I'm not buying anything, just

looking," said transfer student Lyn
Castro. "I'm sort of holding onto

my money."

However, penny-pinching may
actually backlash and hurt stu-

dents. If the association continues

to earn less than it had planned,

funding for student programs and

activities may decrease.

In addition, a set percentage of

the association's annual income
funds student media and govern-

ment as well as Ackerman movies

and noon concerts in Westwood
Plaza.

However, money for this year's

student programs has already been

appropriated and is not endan-

gered. But if the association's

income continues to fall short of

the budget, students next year may
feel the strain.

However, association officials

doubt the lagging sales will jack up

price increases in the students'

stores.

"I have no plans to recommend

to (the Board of Directors) any

price increases," said ASUCLA
Executive Director Jason Reed.

Although the current trends seems

to indicate that sales would con-

tinue to trail, a turn-around in the

general economy could boost the

association's sales performance,

he said.

Until this year's sales are calcu-

lated in June 1992. Reed declined

to make any future predictions. But

UCLA business forecasters are not

optimistic.

"It doesn't look like it's clearing

up at all," said Nelson Pedrozo, a

business forecaster from UCLA's
Anderson School of Management

"Our September report predicted a

recession recovery by mid- 1992,

but by now we think it will be even

later."

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY
(CLEARfCCLOW) $40 PR.

DISP06ABt£S (fmo 0upm- $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.

ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED $139 PR

BautchnLombl

NEED CASH?
WE BUY USED CD'S, LP'S

& CASSETTES
m^immmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

CONNECi
10970 W. PICO BLVD, W.LA.

(2 blocks west of Westside Pavilion)

•Park in Rear •Open 1 l-7pm
•Late Night Fri till 9pm

MOST NEW CD'S PRICED
FROM $7.99 TO $12.99

00 OFF
^K,. . m^mm V . ^ 1 •r-xc*". -^x*---^

PERwm ONAmvm> cd
seiling above $ 1 ,99

I
seriing above $ 1 .99

I WITH THISAD SAif SNDS l1/)6/91

Umzn PATHFINDER

WARREN MILLER'S

SANTA MONICA CIVIC*
November 15-16 - 8:00, November 17 - 7:30

Pasadena Civic Nov. 9-8:00

Redondo Beach High School Nov. 12 - 8:00

Long Beach Ten'ace Theatre* Nov. 14 - 7:30

Universal Amphitheatre* Nov. 19 - 8:00

IfUMHI^ % CHALI

PRIME f»U«M> ^XJKtm I MAV OOM^AMV / TO«Mnt
<213) 480-3232 • (714) 740-2000
(•OS) 5«»«700 • (€19) 27»-T1XS (91*5 KLOS)

CUSTOM
BUILT PIZZA.
& FREE AND FAST DELIVERY

Ifyou prefer ihin crust, you'll love Shakey's. Our dough

is made fresh daily and that's why our crispy crust

tastes so good. Then, of course, Shakey's

offers you any number of

delicious toppings, including

fresh green peppers, tomatoes^

mushrooms, and more,

to let you design your

own pizza.

Medium Pizza, five pieces of chicken
and mojo potatoes Only $ 1 0,95
Large Pizza witli two toppings

Only $8.99
Shakey's
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1114 Gayley
Fax: 208-7470
Sun-TTiurs 1 1-lam; Fri A Sat 1 l-2am

824-4.Ill Kesiaoranl

'Special Guest Appearance by Warren Miller
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All VOM CAN £AT SUSHI

LUAICH 12;00 - 4:30

DIAIAI^R 4:30 - 11:00
$15.95/P^'RSOA)/1 HR
(fn & sat 4:30 - 12:00)

2 ^ov' 1 SuK\+OK*y 3ee>* ever^y

J^onc^cxy ana TTuesday nigkt

^ovK C{>v\ e.cx\ wKciteve** you wo^vf ai^d as muck as

Yoi\ WQKvf ft*o»n ovK}^ or\Q\Y\o\ pnenu. We kave

C^\^o}^y\\c\ Roll/ Spicy Xui^a Roll/ Bi^occoli &
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Letters

Morrissey
Editor:

I have a few things to say

raboul the Nov. 1. 1991 Morris-

sey concert in Pauley Pavihon,

and The Bruin's portrayal of

it:

First of all, who or what
was so greedy that they

decided to put bleachers up,

serving as a link between the

permanent seating in Pauley

Pavilion and the floor? (I

wonder if they made enough
exu^a money to cover all the

lawsuits that are probably

pending as a result of this

disregard for safety.) My own
seat was in the first row of

the permanent seating, and I

was amazed at how the event

staff stationed only one guard

at each floor access point It

was ridiculous! Everyone just

ran right down the stairs to the

floor, simple as could be.

Pauley Pavilion could have

been such a great place for a

concert if anyone had bothered

10 give the matter some logi-

cal, common-scnsical thought.

There is such a natural dis-

tinction, in the form of a 10-

fooi drop-off, between the per-

manent seats and the floor,

that it is ludicrous to alter the

setup. Had there not been any
bleachers in place, sneaky con-

certgoer would have had to

risk sprained ankles in order to

jump down from the scats to

the floor. This is actually quite

an effective deterrent.

It wasn't Morrissey*s fault

that people were able to run

up to the stage — his duty

was to perform; the event staff

and planners are always the

ones responsible for keeping a

concert orderly.

Secondly, what riot? When
the lights went on, in the

middle of what I thought was
Morrissey 's seventh song, peo-

ple calmed down almost imme-
diately, and stayed that way.

We, meaning all of us at the

concert, sat there patiently,

waiting for the show to

resume. They told us it would
take 15 minutes; we sat there

for well over an hour, quietly

disappointed and sad. The peo-

ple up near the stage were
sitting peacefully on the floor;

those of us in the seats got so

bored that we started doing

"the wave." Riot? Give ifie a

break.

I hope this concert was not

the last (and only?) in Pauley

Pavilion. Perhaps the people

planning such shows in the

future should get a clue and
think ahead next time.

Ara Hale
Senior
History

Spirit

Editor:

I have never left a football

game more ^unbarrassed to be
a UCLA fan than I did

Saturday. It had nothing to do

with the play on the field, as

our 44-3 romp over Washing-
ton State has started to make
me forget the last two seasons.

Vm referring directly to the

fans, the student section in

particular.

My friends and I were

SINFEST
(S)

BLUNT BUT HOT Ft)»r4TU5SS"

repeatedly asked to sit down
so the people behind us could

see. Now, if this were a movie
theater or an opera I could

understand. But this is a foot-

ball game! I don*t come out to

the Rose Bowl to sit down. If

I wanted to sit, I would stay

at home and sit on my couch!

Other schools probably don't

view playing at the Rose Bowl
as much of a disadvantage,

because the most important

element of home-field advan-

tage is the crowd. At Texas
A&M, whenever the Aggies
lose a home game, the entire

student section remains after

the game and practices cheer-

ing. Responsibility for home
losses rests squarely on the

fans.

I'm not saying UCLA needs

to go to such drastic measures.

However, considerably more
enthusiasm would be tremend-

ously appreciated. Not only by
me, but by the players, coach-

es and other fans who also see

the need to create a home-field

advantage. It's about time

Bruin fans stop fitting the

mold of the stereotypical L.A.
fan.

Miciiael Iracondo
UCLA Class of '91
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AAP tutors will be
demoted unfairly
By Juan A. Herrero

. You've been working for the program for the past 13 years.

You have worked very hard. You've helped hundreds of students

improve their grades. Throughout these years, you've also helped

a good number of tutors under your supervision improve their

tutorial skills.' And you have done it so well and in such a pro-

fessional manner that you have earned for yourself their sincere

respect and admiration. And, boy, it shows in those evaluations

AAP student and tutors fill out at the end of every quarter! You
can't help feeling proud of what you've done . . .

One day, at the beginning of fall quarter, you receive a cold,

impersonal letter informing you that starting in January, you will

be demoted to part-time tutor. Your monthly paycheck will be
cut by more than 30 percent — that is, you will be earning

about $500 dollars less every month — and you will be replaced

by, and put under the authority of newly-hired, part-time,

inexperienced student supervisors. You feel unspeakably humil-

iated and angry.

Right, I know, it's not you. This is Martha Solomon's story

I'm telling you. She's one of the three Academic Advancement
Program tutorial supervisors to be demoted to part-time tutors in

January (Daily Bruin, Oct. 31). But you could be the main
character of a real-life story like hers at this university. You too

could be the victim of arbitrary lack of administrative scruple^-4t-

we don't stand up against this case of sheer injustice, if we
don't show that we are capable of solidarity.

Stella Menatos, a woman of imposing presence and energy,

has worked for AAP for the past 19 years. Stella is also in the

process of being demoted, but is not going to sit back and weep.
She's ready to fight tooth and nail for her means of living.

Rajab Shariff, who has worked 13 years for AAP, is the third

one to be demoted in January. Solomon, Menatos and Shariff

were promoted to full-time career supervisors on the recommen-
dation of the Committee on Undergraduate Preparatory and
Remedial Education (CUPRE), an interdepartmental commission
that harshly criticized corruption at AAP in its final report.

Adolfo Bermeo, director of AAP and responsible for this

decision now, contends that a 5 percent cut in AAP's budget and
his desire to open the way for more students to experiment with

leadership positions are the reasons that account for this

Draconian measure. Bermeo suggests that with the money that

will be saved through these unpopular demotions, 13 new tutors

will be hired.

If they arc to pay those 13 new tutors (that are not currently

needed anyway) with the money they would save, each of them
would be earning some $115 per month. By the current tutorial

hourly rates, this means each of those new tuton will be
working less than three hours a week — and that includes

preparation time and departmental meetings.

Furthermore, the three supervisors now in the process of being
demoted were earlier told by Bermeo that budget cuts would not
affect their positions, because certain administrative positions that

had been left vacant were not going to be filled. As a matter of
fact, they were formally promised in public that their positions

would not be affected.

Also, another rule is on its way to being implemented at

AAP: not hiring or rehiring tutors who graduated more than one
year ago. This amounts to eliminating the most experienced
tutors in the lab. The reason, again, is **to give more people the

chance of experiencing what being a tutor is like."

It takes a lot of effort, time, training and practical experience
to be a truly efficient tutor. Tne supervisors now being demoted
opposed this rule as nonsense and detrimental to AAP students.

A few days later, they were informed of their demotion. It

doesn't take much to see that, if they are demoted now, next
year they will fall under the category of non-rehirable tutors.

By turning AAP students into guinea pigs in this experimenta-
tion, and the program as such into a new version of the School
of Education (i.e., a place for training tutors and supervisors),

Bermeo is betraying AAP's stated goals.

AAP students and tutors have asked that the decision to

demote Solomon, Menatos and Shariff be revoked. A petition

signed by 214 students and tutors has already been given to

Dean Edward Alpers. Other people have sent personal letters.

Neither students nor tutors were asked for input, or even
informed, prior to the decision. All tutors in the three discipHnes
affected unanimously oppose the demotions and none will apply
for those positions. We love Martha. Stella and Rajab.

Herrero is a social sciences tutor at AAP.
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We need to make gun control a national priority

A three-year-old girl catch-

es a stray bullet in the

head during a drive-by

shooting and dies days later. A
9-year-old boy gets caught in

gang cross fire on his way
home from school and dies in

the street. Two guys get mad
at some girls who spumed
them, find shotguns and blow
them away. A man obsessed

with war goes to a playground

and kills Hve children with an

assault rifle.

We flip on the news or read

the paper and there it is:

another gun-related horror story

that sounds all too familiar, all

too common. We shake our

heads, mutter, 'That's awful"

and get on with our day.

It takes a massacre to grab

our attention these days and
even when a raging maniac
attacks a Texas cafeteria and

takes 23 lives with him, our

lawmakers hardly flinch. Only
a day after the recent blood-

bath in Killeen, the U.S.

House of Representatives once
again asserted its ambivalence

toward meaningful gun control

by defeating a bill that would
have hmited the number of

bullets in a handgun clip to

seven (George Hennard*s Clock
held 17) and prohibited the

rSale of certain types of mili

tary-style assault rifles.

We tend to tolerate death by-

gunfire more than any killer

disease; gunshot wounds are

the 11th leading cause of death

in this country, sixth among
people under 65, the leading

cause of death among urban

African-American males 25 and
under. Guns take more lives

every year than AIDS or

Notes from the Outside

Marcus
Hennessy
diabetes. In just two years

alone, 1984 and 1985, guns

killed more Americans (62,897)

than did the entire Vietnam
War. But these are just num-
bers, a litany of statistics that

don*t convey the tragedy, the

horror, the physical and emo-
tional trauma of gun victims

and their families.

The irony is, Americans love

their guns. More than 70
million of us own at least one

flrearm and that number is

climbing, especially among
women. A Gallup survey

shows that the number of ^=
women purchasing firearms

between 1983-86 increased 53

percer^t, while the number
contemplating buying a weapon
quadrupled to nearly 2 million.

The National Rifle Associa-

tion has asserted itself as the

gun owner's champion, and has

assumed a militant attitude

toward any efforts to control

or limit the availability of any

The Daily Bruin Viewpoint section is

pleased to announce the birth of the newest
member of the Viewpoint family: a feature

called ''What's your beeP''

This is a chance for you, the students,

faculty and staff of the UCLA community, to

write to us with a short sentence or two tell-

ing what exactly has gotten your goat during

the past week.

Unfairly gotten a parking ticket? Tell us

about it, A professor that just drives you up a

wall? Tell us about it. Vi really anal graduate

student snarl at you? Tell us about it. Your

editor in chief threaten to pull your section

from the newspaper? Tell us about it.

Whatever annoys, frustrates, angers or,

bluntly, pisses you off, we want to know about

it. And, people being people, we think

everyone else will, too.

The point of this being: Write us! Tell us

in a short paragraph — we know it will be

hard for some of you — what's on your mind.

Take 30 seconds and just jot it down. You'll

feel better afterward. Trust us.

Send your gripes to ''What's your beef?" in

care of the Viewpoint section. The Daily

Bruin, 112 Kerckhoff Hall, Los Angeles, CA.

90024. Or, if you're in the neighborhood,

drop your beefs at The Bruin's receptionist'

s

desk located in 112 Kerckhoff Hall, beneath

the coffeehouse.

But for now, sit back, relax and enjoy the

first installment of "What's your beeP"

type of firearm. NRA president

Joe Foss espouses the philoso-

phy that *'all guns are good
guns. There are no bad guns. I

say the whole nation shoi^ld be

an armed nation.** Yet even

NRA members recognize the

potential threat of firearms: 73
percent favor mandatory

registration of assault rifles

while 72 percent endorse hand-

gun registration.

The NRA*s staunchest mem-
bers claim that gun control

violates the spirit of the Bill

of Rights* Second Amendment,
"the right of the people to

keep and bear arms,** and that

besides, it simply won*t work.

They invoke the simplistic

argument that *'Guns don*t kill

people — people kill people,**

and that the solution to gun

violence is to keep flrearms

out of the hands of criminals.

Not that that would have kept

a gun out of Hennard*s hands
— he didn*t have a criminal

record.

The fact is, guns have
become an intrinsic part of the

American life-style, and will

continue to be for years to

come. Despite the valiant cru-

sading of Jim and Sarah

Brady, and organizations like

the Coalition to Stop Gun
Violence that want handguns

:tenncd completely, Amcricans=
will continue to buy and use

guns for hunting, for sport, for

collecting and to kill each

other. Because let*s face it —
a gun makes it easy to kill, if

not someone else, then your-

self. More than 18.000 people

took their own lives with guns

in 1986.

Following the Killeen massa-

cre, gun sales in nearby Hous-

ton skyrocketed. Citizens there

have adopted a frontier men-
tality toward gunslinging crimi-

nals, a kill or be killed

vigilantism that compelled one
bystander at a shopping mall

to shoot and kill a purse

snatcher and a Houston house-

wife to shoot a guy who was
stealing her kid*s bicycle from
their garage.

But keeping a gun at home
doesn't guarantee protection.

According to police estimates,

if the gun is ever used, it*s

six times as likely to be fired

at family or friends as at an
intruder.

The lack of effective gun
control legislation and the

growing public fear that law

enforcement just isn't doing the

job against gun-wielding crimi-

nals breeds an "us-against-

^cm" paranoia. We had thc^=
same attitude 150 years ago
when settlers and cowboys
relied on their guns for pro-

tection from hostile elements.

It's sad to think that our

society may actually be moving
backward, that just as in the

days of the Old West, we'll

have to strap on a "shoot'n

iron" just to go to the super-

market.

We need to make a choice,

and make it soon. Should we
attempt to put safety into our

own hands, packing lethal fire-

power like we pack a lunch,

or do we endorse representa-

tives who are willing to con-

front the entrenched gun lobby

and stem the flow of useless,

unnecessary weapons such as

military-style assault rifles that

are designed only to kill

humans en masse.

As the '92 elections

approach, make gun control a

criterion by which to judge the

candidates. It's not enough to

write letters to your congress-

men anymore. We need rep-

resentatives who recognize the

crisis we face, who have the

passion and commitment to

legislate meaningful gun control

laws and who understand that

if we can't stem the rampant :=

use of guns in this country,

everyone will need one.

Errata: In my column two

weeks ago I put Anita Hill at

Oklahoma State University.

She's actually on the faculty

of the University of Oklahoma
at Norman. Sorry, Professor.

Hennessy is a staff member at

Extension.

Feature

What 's your beef ?
The cream cheese packets that ASUCLA sell don't have enough cream cheese.

Brady Berg, senior, communication studies

/ hate the marblefloors in Murphy Hall because they raised our regfeesfor that. I look at thosefloors, and I

think, "Vm eating one less meal a week because of that!"

Rosa Li, senior, math/applied science

/ absolutely hate the media expression "Full-blown AIDS." It's a disgusting expression, and it makes me sick

every time they say it. And I also h/CUe the smell of Corn Nuts.

Charles Racey, senior, philosophy

/ suppose if I was ethnic I'd have nothing to say. I went to a Peer Health Counselor table, and there were

these bookmarks that read "Chinese-American and proud of it," and there was nothing that just said "Ameri-

can" without any hyphen.,
Kelly McLaughlin, junior, English

Unconsciousness—people sleepwalking through life, never taking a stand and relinquishing all theirpower

to a system of oppression and inequality. That makes me sick.

Yoiand Madison, junior, African languages

People not communicating, not talking to each other, not keeping each other abreast of what' s going on.

Malcom Harris, junior, sociology

Ifyou don' t eat a meal in the dorms, they give you a couponfor $1 .30. But ifyou want to have afriend eat with

you, it costs them four dollars. Why the price difference?

Jennifer Keen, freshman, undeclared

Graph paper and beakers. Period.

Anoushka Franke, senior, English

A.
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Arts Entertainment

Art imitates more than life

in new picture from Rivette
By IVIichael fVtordfer

There is something
indescribably romantic
about artists. At every
premiere or book signing

an element of glamour
fioats shamelessly
through the air. But what
people don't see, what
they don't want to know
about because it's not

easy or effortlessly fun, is

the creation of a work of

art.

Moviegoers who con-
i^fef themselves excep-
tions to this rule can prove
they're members of a rare

breed by catching French
director Jacques Rivette's

new film, "La Belle Noi-

seuse," during its current

two-week run at the Nuart

Theater.

"Noiseuse," which won
the* "Grand Prix de Can-
nes 1991," is a beautiful

picture; an art film about
the process of creating art.

Adapted from Balzac's

story, "The Unknown
Masterpiece," it tells the

tale of an inactive famous
painter (Michel Piccoli)

inspired to paint once

See BELLE, page 12

.1

Michel PIccoll is the artist Frenhofer
and Emmanuelle Beart Is the model Marianne

in Jacques Rivette's film, ''La Belle Noiseuse/*

'All I Want for Christmas' tender, yet flawed
TV

food

By Aaron Dobbs
Daily Bruin Staff

"All I Want for Christmas" is

much more sigmficant than its

heartwarming family Christmas
theme. It is the first picture to come
out of the Brandon Tartikoff

regime at Paramount Pictures and
it was completed — from start to

finish — in only four months.

One of the biggest questions in

Hollywood since- June ha» been
what effect television prodigy
Tartikoff would have on the
motion picture industry. He
wanted this picture made in four
months — the average length of
time it takes to complete a TV
movie — and that had people

worried.

"Christmas" is in many ways a

groundbreaking picture. Everyone

has been watching u> see if this

film would indicate whether Para-

mount would chum out made for

TV features or redefine the amount
of time and money needed to make
a good motion picture.

The final product turns out
somewhere between both expec-
tations, inspiring both applause
and disappointment.

Simply put, "Christmas" is a

tender, heartwarming film about
two children who want their

parents back together. In fact,

that's the only thing little Hallie

OTallon (Thora Birch) wants —
hence the title — and even to the

dismay of her brother Ethan (Ethan

Randall), it is the only thing she

asks from Santa.

On the one hand, considering

the amount of time taken to make
this film, director Robert Lieber-

man should be hailed as a magi-
cian. But then, he too comes from a

mostly television background and
is used to working ih a much more
constrained time period.

The production was unable to

film on location in New York
during the winter, compelling
production designer Herman Zim-
merman ("Star Trek V: The Final

Frontier") to recreate snowy Man-
hattan streets on the studio lot. For
the most part, he did a good job.

Surprisingly, the picture does
not present any of the typical gaps
in its storyline typical of many
films with too little development
time.

But the shortened production

time also created problems.

Although the story does flow

fairly well, it is obvious that with

more time the screenplay could
have been improved.

The main problem in the script

is the character development.

Although the picture is meant to

resemble a Chrisunas fairy tale,

Robert U»bwinii. the ever-busy

director who made "All I Want For

Christmas," says making a film on
a four-month schedule Is no big

deal. IntMTvlttWp prngm 13.

there is no excuse for the universal

one dimensional quality of the

characters.

The only character who doesn't

suffer from this illness is Ethan,

but that is because he ties the main
plot and the subplot together.

The subplot brings us to another
problem. It concerns a budding
relationship between Ethan and
Stephanie (Amy Oberer), the

daughter of Ethan's mother's best

friend. This small storyline —
while appearing to be the only
thing Ethan wants for Christmas— still seems a little out of place
and distracting from the main
story.

And then, this subplot has its

See 'CHRISTMAS/ page 12
A department store Santa (Leslie NIelson) receives a special request from Hallie 0' Fallon

(Thora Birch) In "All I Want for Christmas."

Department
hosts thesis

dance shows
By Laura Roman

Asian dance traditions, Picasso and the
desert are but a few of the elements that will

be brought to the stage this weekend as the
UCLA Dance I>epartment hosts its first two
thesis concerts of the year.

Tonight's concert — "Transmigration of
Soles" — features the works of graduate
students Erica Fujikawa, Lynn Linn and
XinYaun.

Fujikawa's first piece, "Dear Father,"
commemorates the sixth anniversary of her
father's death. Fujikawa , explains,
"Although my father was a junior high
school teacher, he seldom taught me school
subjects. Instead, he used to tell me stories

of his experiences during Worid War II and
of those in Siberia after the war, to which I

could not really relate to when he was still

alive."

"Dear Father" incorporates aspects of
jazz, ballet and modem dance. Drawing
inspiration from Martha Graham, Doug
Caldwell and Bella Lewitzky, Fujikawa
especially emphasizes the importance of
drama. 'The acting elements arc very
important to understanding the meaning of
the dance— especially facial expressions."
"Time No Longer," Fujikawa's second

piece, also commemorates her father, but in

a different manner. Inspired by her travels

through Europe following her father's

death, the dance describes the visual impact
Fujikawa felt from Picasso's artworks,
specifically "Guernica" and "Weeping
Woman."
The dance also expresses Fujikawa's

See DANCE, page 13

Independents

celebrated at
film festival
By Michael Mordler

This weekend the American Cine-
matheque will present "Cinema Alterna-
tive," the 1991 biennial exhibition of
independent film and video from New
York's Whimey Museum of American Art.

Screenings will be held at the Director's
Guild Theater in Hollywood.

It's a showcase for talented new film-

makers, although a few established avant-
garde directors will screen their work as
well. Programming is selected from the

large crop of non-mainstream films and
videos that were produced over the last two
years.

Most of the work defies cinematic
convention, allowing audiences an oppor-
tunity to glimpse the unorthodox techniques
currently being used in alternative cinema.
Moviegoers will be hard-pressed to see
these images anywhere else.

The screenings begin Friday evening,
with two separate programs scheduled. Up
to (iwc films are offered per program, with
total running times ranging between one and
two-and-a-half hours.

One of the films offered Friday evening is

Su Friedrich's 1990 award-winning film,

"Sink or Swim." It examines the role family
plays in our lives and the impact it has on
our childhood.

Los Angeles director Greg Araki's 1989
feature film "Tho^Long Weekend (O'Des-
pair)" will be screened at one of the

See 'CINEMA/ page 12

MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL
10025 Undbrodi
20M3e6

SMctfy BuiinaM (PQi3t
1:00-3:1 $-6:30-7:4^ 10.00

VIUAQE Rkochtt (A
948 Broxton M5-6«0-7:30-10«0
209^79 Starts 11/22: TTm Addmt Fanly

BRUM
948 Broxton

2084988

riMkiv Jolinny (fB

1:45-4^0-7:30-10:30

WE8TWOO0
1050 Gaytey

208-7664

Agirin

3:30^30-8.00

WESTWOOO
1060 Gaytoy

208-7664

HightaiKlw 2 (R)

1:00-300-5:15-7:30-9:45

WESTWOOO The Nopte Uhdw tm StaH (R)"^' '^
' 1:00-3:15-6:30-7:45-10:161060 Gaytoy

208-7664

WESTWOOO
1060 Gayley

2067664

TIN Butctor't Wtfi (PQ13)
1:46-4^0-7:15-1000

WESTWOOO
1060 Gaytoy

208-7664

Lo«« «td Murdw (R)

1:15-5:46-10:15

REQBIT
1045 BroKlon

208-3259

AN I Wwit for ChriatoMt (R)

12:46-300-5:15-7:30-9:45

PLAZA
1067 Qendor)
208-3097

OttMT Ptoptea Money (R)

2:30-600-7 30-1000

Santa Monica

1313 3rd Steet Pronwnaite 2:46-5:16-7 46-1000
396-1599

CRITERtON Al I W«)l For CtviaMtM (R)
1313 3fd Sftaet Promarude 3:00-5:30-8:00-1000
396-1599

CRITERION
1313 3rd St Promanada
396-1599

CRrrERKM
1313 3rd St Promanada
396 1599

Djrty Sua (PC)

THX Odby SR
2:20^:40-700-9:30

RMdUina Rom (R)

200-4:30-7:10-9:45

Arnphilhaaka Saabng

CRTTERKM
1313 3rd St Promanada
396-1599

CNy of How (R)

1:46-4:45-7:30-10:30

AmplMhaato Saaing

CRTTERKM
1313 3rd St Ptomanada

UHt Mn Tan (PG)
2:10-4:35-7:15-9:40

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Coronal
10889 Walwati
475-9441

Tba Rahar King (R)

Ddby Starao

12:50-3:50-700-10:05

UA CORONET
10889 WaKrarlh
475-9441

Sha (tared

THX Doft>y Storao SR Starao

12:15-2:30-4:46-7:15-9.45

UA CORONET
10889 Wahwxih
475-9441

UMa Man Tala
70mm digitai ilarao sound
12:20-2:40-5:00-7:30-10:00

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills

ROYAL T)M Saarch far Signa of InMlgant
11523 S.M. BM. Ukk^t» \Jnmt»
477-6581 5:00-7:30-9:45

Sal 8 Sun Mainaa 12:30-2:45

MUSIC HALL (M BMk
9036 Wiihira 5.00-7 46-10.00
274-6868 Sat 8 Sun mainaa 1:00-3:15

RNE ARTS
8666 Whlira
662-1330

5:00-7:30-9.46

Sal 8 Sun 12:30-2:45

Santa Monica
MOMCA
1332 2nd St
394-9741

EurofM Europa
5:00-7:30-9:45

Sat 8 Sun 2:30

1332 2nd St

394-9741

Ealing

4:46-7:15-9:45

Sat 8 Sun Miinaa 2:15

1332 2n6 SL
394-9741

At IM Ooaaroada
500-7.00-9:00

Sal 8 Sun 1:00-3:00

MONICA
1332 2nd St
394-9741

Indian Runnar
4:46-7:25-9:50

Sal 8 Sw 2O0

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
AVCO aNEMA CradR card purchaoa* by phona
WHah. at Wasttvood 757-4GEN
475^711

70mm THX 6 Track Slarao Bily BalMiali (R)

J2:16-2:46-5:06-7:30-10:15

Fri A Sat lata show 12:30am

Odby Slarao Curly Sua (PG)
12:00-2:30-5:00-7:40-10:15

Ddby Starao Daoaived (PG13)
12:30-256-5:06-7:30-10:00

Beveriy Hills

Bavarly Connecfon Cradit Card
La Cwnaoa at Bavarly BM Purohaaas by

Fraa 2 m hour validatad parking Phona: CaM
669-5911 (213)757-4G£N

Storao Paradiaa (PG13)
12:15-2:45-5:10-7:40-10:05

Slarao Olhar Paopla'a Monay (R)

12:20-2:45-5:20-746-10:10

THX Odby Starao

Fri 8 Sal

29TH SWei (R
12:00 2 30 5:00-72S-9:5<)

Lata Show 12:05 am

THX Ddby Slarao Shatlarwi (R)

1:00-3:15-5:30-7:50 10:00

THX Ddby Starao Tha Hiher King (R)

1:40-4;35- 7:25-10:15

THX Odby Slarao Olhar Paopla'a Monty (R)

1:30-4:00-625-8:45

Fn 8 Sal late show 11:15

THX Ddby Starao Aii I Want for Ctviatmaa (G)

12:30-2.45-5:00-7 15^30

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Caniury Qty 14

10250 Santa Monica BM.
Canljrv Cily Shoppng Canlar
Fraa Parlong:

4 Hours Fraa Valdalon
With Rvdiaaa d Thaa»a Ttcfcats

(213) 553-8800

Yaar of Iha Gun (R)

10:40-1:30-4:46-7:35-10:20

Homicida (R)

11:46-2:20-5:25-8 10-18J5

OtMr Pw)pla'a Monty (R)

11:30-2:15-5:20-8.00-10:30

29TH Slraal (R)

12:15-2:30-5:40-8:15-10:40

King(Rj
10:10-1:1(M:25-7:4O-10:46

29TH Siroat (R)

11:06-1:45-4 50-7:36-10:15

Tha Bulchar'a Wifa (PG13)
10:30-1:30-4:20-7:30-10:06

Man in Iha Moon (PQ13)
10:50-1:40-4:40-725-10:00

Homicida (R)

10:10-1:20^26-7:30-9:K

TIM Bulchar'a Wik (PG13)
11.00-1:55-5:00-750-10:45

AN I Wknt For Chriatmaa (G)

10:15-1220-2:30-450-7:10-9.30

Man in tM Moon (PQ13)
11:20-2:06-5:30-8.00-10:36

UMa Man Tala (R)

11:00-1:46-6:00-7:40-10:20

Hightandar 2 (R)

10:30-12:15-2:00-5:10-750-10:10

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.

NUART
1 1272 Santa jylontca Bl.

478-6379

La Balla Noiaauat

7:30

Sal 8 Sun 2:30

WE8TSI0E PAVIUON
QOLOWYN
475-0202

iindwali
12:40-2:56-6:10-7:26-9:40

QOLOWYN
475^)202

aar of Hopa
J5-7:11 25-2:00^J5-7:16-9-i0

QOLOWYN
475-0202

101

11:46-1:46-3:46

QOLOWYN My Own Priwala Idaho
475-0202 12:l5-2:30^46-5:M-7:00-7:46-9:15-10:00

J
s
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BELLE'
From page 10

again by the beauty of another

artist's girlfriend (Emmanuelle
Bean).

Piccoli plays the artist-hero,

Frenhofer, as a^white stallion gone
out to stud, an aesthete who has

lost the desire to create. Instead,

the recluse goes hunting and roams
his country estate drinking lemo-

nade. But the actor still imbues the

character with traces of past

weightiness, remnants of the artist

within. All one must do to discern

Frenhofer*s true vocation is to look

into his soulful eyes.

When his passion to paint is

rekindled, Piccoli easily slides the

character back into the role of

zealot artist Dressed daily in the

same blue denim shirt and gray

trousers, Frenhofer always seems
fresh and aUve, never stale. And as

he explores the terrain of his

canvas, an intoxicating buzz of

excitement and anticipation swirls

about the artist and his work-in-

progress.

Director Rivette allows the

audience to eavesdrop on Frenhof-

er's process of artistic creation. At
first, he sketches his model's face

and nude body. He must learn to

capture her inner spirit, her true

essence. Only then can truth be

^
revealed in his art So he positions

^ his model in unnatural poses to, as

he says, "break you into pieces

before building you back up."

Once he feels secure in capturing

her on canvas, he begins painting

over the masterpiece he abandoned
10 years ago, "La Belle Noiseuse."

The term "noiseuse" describes a

woman who drives men to distrac-

tion— hterally causing them pain.

Marianne, the young woman who
inspires Frenhofer to finish the

The term "noiseuse"

describes a woman who
drives men to

distraction— literally

causing them pain.

painting, is the perfect subject

because she is the very thing that it

aspires to be.

But at first Marianne doesn't

even want to pose for Frenhofer.

She's simply accompanying her

boyfriend, a young artist on the

verge of success, to meet the old

painter whom he admires. When
the boyfriend, Nicolas, suggests

she model for Frenhofer, she*s

indignant Emmanuelle Beart uses

her big blue eyes to convey the

feistiness and indifference of her

character.

She does what her boyfriend

asks, however, perhaps out of love,

or maybe just out of spite. Slowly

Marianne, who aspires to be a

writer, comes to reahze she is

taking part in something magical,

something more creative than

she's ever done. She's a collabor-

ator of sorts, pushing Frenhofer to

continue when he begins to doubt

himself. The audience comes to

understand the importance of

individuals^ around the artist who
push him— when ideas or answers

are nowhere to be found — to

greamess.

None of the supporting pcrfoT-

manccs arc bad, although Janci^

Birken, as the painter's wife,

seems a little too eager to please.

Her presence is sometimes over-

bearing and awkward, and it

doesn't always jibe with the

easygoing life-style of her charac-

ter. David Bursztein is believable

as Nicolas, the serious artist who

grows concerned when Marianne

starts to change because of her

experience with Frenhofer.

Jacques Rivette directs the film

with a smooth touch, eliciting

moments of humor out of other-

wise dramatic situations. And he

doesn't let the action become
pretentious, as many younger and

less experienced filmmakers
would have.

Rivette lingers on closeups of

Frenhofer' s hand drawing and

painting and it's interesting. It's

something that's seldom, if ever,

done effectively. Most directors,

fearful of boring the audience, cut

these scenes into short snippets

that don't allow the viewer enough

time to share in the artist's

struggle. In "La Belle Noiseuse,"

non-artists can relate without

having to pick up a brush.

The picture's length (four

hours) will surely deter many
filmgoers, but it shouldn't It's a

mature film that's neither esoteric

nor unfocused; it only seems a bit

long in the 20 minutes preceding

the intermission, which occurs

about 2'/i hours into the movie.

But Jacques Rivette has deliv-

ered a picture that deserves recog-

nition. It's a chance for

moviegoers to observe something

they probably haven't bared wit-

ness to before. Unfortunately, it's

not the type of movie that grabs the

attention of the American public. It

was created, like Frenhofer'

s

masterpiece, for the artist himself.

•••

FILM: "La Belle Noiseuse." Written by
Pascal Bonitzer, Christine Laurent and
Jacques Rivette. Based on a story by
Honors de Balzac. Directed by Jacques
Rivette. Produced by Pierre Grise. An
MK2 Producboris USA release with

Michel Piccoli and Emmanuelle Beart.

(Rated R: nudity and mature themes;
240 minutes) Opens today at the Nuart
Theater.

'CHRISTMAS'
From page 11

own subplot which isn't realized

until the end of the film.

Shooting a better script could

have been solved with more time,

but one thing the shortened pro-

duction doesn't affect at all is the

acting.

Harley Jane Kozak C*Neces5ary

Roughness," "Parenthood") and

Jamey Sheridan (TV's "Shannon's

Deal") are very effective as the

two children's separated parents.

But both are hurt a little, though, by
the lack of development.

Lauren Bacall and Kevin Nea-
lon ("Saturday Night Live") also

provide good performances in

supporting roles .

But the true stars of the movie
— and the actors who deserve the

most credit — are the two main
children.

Randall, who was last seen as

the bratty, obnoxious snob Doyle

in John Hughes' "Dutch," is great

as Ethan. By comparing his two
performances, it is easy to see he is

a child actor with the ability to play

diverse roles.

The exact same things can be

said for Birch, who recently

appeared in "Paradise" with Mela-

nie Griffith and Don Johnson. As
she did in that movie. Birch steals

every scene she's in, not simply

because she's cute, but also due to

her strong presence and charisma
— something very unusual for a

nine-year-old actress.

Although it may sound as if

aside from the acting there's a lot

wrong with "All I Want For

Christmas," the film still comes

across as a wonderful Christmas

tale. Watching this picture imme-

diately brings to mind such holiday

classics as "White Christmas,"

"It's a Wonderful Life" and, most

noticeably, "Miracle on 34th

Street" *••

FILM: -All I Want for Christmas."

Written by Thorn Eberhardt and Richard

Kramer. Directed by Robert Lleberman.

Produced i)y Marykay Powell A Para-

mount Pictures release with Harley

Jane Kozak, Jamey Sheridan, Ethan

Randall and Thora Birch. (Rated G:

General audiences: 110 minutes)

Opens today citywide.

'CINEMA'
From page 11

Saturday events. It explores a

group of young angst-ridden punks

who can't identify with the world

they live in. Walking the fringes of

L.A., they search for something

original.

Marlon Riggs' controversial

1989 video, *Tongues Untied,"

will be offered in another program

Saturday. It's a stylized, touching

interpretation of the ups and down
endured by a black gay man. The
award-winning work was telecast

on PBS this summer.

Acclaimed director Yvonne
Rainer's latest feature, "Pri-

vilege," will be screened Sunday

afternoon. It's a hilarious rebuttal

to the conservative role society has

placed on women. Rainer mixes

filmmaking styles to give the

picture a bizarre, unconventional

feel. ^^ ^_
Approximately 25 oOwr fllm^

and videos also will be offered this

weekend.

FILM: -Cinema Alternative", Nov. 8-10

at the Directors Guild Theater. Located

at 7920 Sunset Blvd in Hollywood. Tix:

$6/event, $3/Cinematheque member,
$20/weeKend pass. For info, call (213)
466-FILM.
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Director unfazed by tiglit schedule
By Aaron Dobbs
Dally Bruin Staff

Director Robert Lieberman and
actress Marilu Henner got married
in Italy in June of 1990. Since then,

the two have barely had an
opportunity to spend any time

together.

The reason is fairly straightfor-

ward — Lieberman is one of the

busiest men in the business. After

completing the rushed four-month

production schedule for the new
Paramount film "All I Want For
Christmas," Lieberman found
himself on his way to Detroit to

direct a series of commercials.

Feature films, commercials,
television and theater -^ Lieber-

man does it all. And because, he's

so experienced and constantly on
the run, making a film in under
four months didn't really faze him.

*There are many, many great

feature films that have been made
in less time," Lieberman says.

'**The Maltese Falcon,' for

instance, was shot in 20 or 30 days.

I don't think it was that miraculous
a thing."

The reason "Christmas" was
made on such a quick schedule is,

simple, he continues. "I wasn't
doing it quickly because (Para-

mount) said, *Hey, we want to

make a cheapo film.' I made it

quickly because we wanted to get

it into the theaters by Nov. 8."_

Lieberman was brought onto the"

picture by new Paramount chief

Brandon Tartikoff. The two had
briefly worked together when
Lieberman did a pilot for NBC a

few years ago called "Dream
StreeL" He says that Tartikoff

wanted him because "he needed
someone who could do the job
quickly, but yet knew how to bring

feature production value to the

film."

Lieberman says he feels people

are unnecessarily making a big

deal out of the four-month sche-

dule. "Compared to television

movies, this was a long schedule,"

he says. *The television movies
tiiat I've done are always made in

19 or 20 days. And television

movies are made for $2.5 million

and this movie was made for $13
million. And if you look at the vast

majority of independent films

done by Goldwyn or New Line,

they're done for $6 million or $7
million. The only thing really

different with this film is that it's

produced by a studio, and studios

have big overhead costs.

"I don't think the public will

recognize that the picture is any-
thing less than a lop^grade, full-

out, full-blown holiday feature."

One problem Lieberman did

face was shooting the winter
streets of New York City. Origi-

nally, the producers had planned to

film these outdoor scenes on
location in Manhattan this winter,

but after the film's release date

was bumped up a year, the set was
switched to a Los Angeles studio

lot in the middle of the summer.
Still, Lieberman made the best of
the situation.

"Knowing that 1 couldn't shoot

in New York, my approach was to

say, *Well, let's make this like a

storybook. It*s a family film, so

let's make the pictures bigger than

^fc — a httle magical.'"— Lieberman says the creative

team tried hard to make this a film

the entire family could see, and the

fact that it got a *G' rating indicates

they succeeded. After all, its

resemblance to films such as

"Miracle On 34th Street" is not

accidental.

"(*34th Street*) is one of my
favorite movies. One of my other

favorites is *It's a Wonderful Life.'

Another one I drew upon was
*White Christmas,' and also *Meet

Me In Si. Louis.' I mean, these

were all the old-fashioned kind of
holiday pictures. We tried to give it

a contemporary spin in terms of
dialogue, and the kids are hip with

the '90s, but other than that I

wanted it to have a wholesome fun

quality and just be really enter-

taining."

Another problem Lieberman
could have encountered was
related to the fact that his two main
characters were children, but he

saw it as a **positive experience."

"(Ethan Randall and Thora
Birch) were just a delight —
they're just dolls. It was one of the

best experiences of my life. They-
're both just the most wonderful

kids I've ever known, and I think

Thora and Ethan are two of the

most talented actors, regardless of
the fact that they're kids."

Xhristmas" isn't Lieberman 's

fu-st feature— he made "Table for

Five" in 1983. Since graduating

with a degree in theater from the

University of Buffalo in New
York, where he also grew up, he
has spent most of his career in

television and making commer-
cials. He was the creator and
executive producer for the James
Earl Jones series "Gabriel's Fire"

and the creator of its current

spinoff, "Pros and Cons." He also

has made "a few thousand" com-
mercials, including more than 400
for America's favorite restaurant

— McDonald's.

Lieberman is still as busy as

ever. Currently he's back shooting

commercials, planning his next

feature film. "Fire In the Sky" and
two television pilots and sometime
next yearJie will be returning to his

stage roqfs to direct a play, starring

his wife, in Chicago.

"Marilu and I got married on
June 27, 1990 and that was the last

time we had any time off together."

DANCE
From page 11

perceived differences between
American and Japanese cultures.

*The more I observe the differ-

ences of these two cultures, the

more I think of my father . . .

Time No Longer' is the integra-

tion of my father's words and my
impactive response to the visual

stimuli that I saw in Europe and
Australia."

Graduate student Lynn Linn,

who incorporates elements of
Asian culture in her piece, "Man-
del Brot," states, "I was searching

for something new — movements
not used before. It took me two
years to develop my new ideas, and
these movements originate in

China, drawing on the image of the

laughing Buddha."
Though Linn utilizes an 'Asian'

way of using the body — empha-
sizing the upper body, utilizing

hand gestures and facial express-

ions — "Mandel Brot" is "very

compUcated, incorporating Chin-

ese folk dance, jazz and ballet,

along with Spanish, Indonesian

and Mexican culture."

As a dance, the work's multi-

faceted elements reflect a scientif-

ic theory. "Mandel Brot was a

German physicist who developed

the chaos theory. When you look at

a picture, it appears to have a

definite shape, it looks organized.

But if you take tiny parts of it,

magnified, it looks quite different

— it lacks structure," she says.

XinYaun will also be presenting

a thesis, but was unavailable for

comment.
"Forsaking the Bakery," the

second thesis concert, features the

works of Ken James and Kiha Lee,

and will be performed Saturday

and Sunday. The title, conceived

by cartoonist George Herrimen but

coined by graduate student Ken
James, is about breaking tradition.

"His (Herriman's) father was a

baker, and expected him to go into

the business of baking. 'Forsaking

the Bakery' comes from the quote:

'Bread the world will forever cry

for, but art . . . still allays neither

thirst nor hunger,*" James says.

James' fu-st piece, "The Sands-

tone Moon," is based on desert

images. James explains, "L.A. is

too crowded — I run to the desert

to get away from people. The
Sandstone Moon' is based on
images I have, feelings I get from
the desert.**

Contributing to the multimedia

piece, which incorporates slides

and music, are the innovations of

Ron George and Susan Rawcliff,

who specialize in creating their

own instruments. "The Sandstone

Moon" will feature George *s

"Gong Tree*' and Rawcliff's pre-

Colombian flutes.

James stresses that the technical

inspiration behind his movements
vary, but have more of a basis in

modem dance. "I used to dance for

Kei Takei, and tend to lean toward
her stuff, but my dance is a mix
between a lot of influences that are

more modem than ethnic."

"Ignis Fatuus," James* second
piece, is a dream dance that

explores interpersonal relation-

ships. The name comes from the

Latin name for 'swamp mist,*

which James clarifies saying,

"There is a similar expression in

German, and the implications are

about misleading lights— they are

there, but they*re not tangible."

Essential to the choreography is

the music from •*Carmen.*'

'Torsaking the Bakery" also

illustrates the woik of graduate

student Kiha Lee, whose work,
"Shadows of Time," is inspired by
Korean women's history.

In three parts, "Shadows of
Time" explores the darker aspects

of the female psyche. In the first

part, "Secret Ceremony," a char-

acter, in the 'xesent, is thinking

alxMit the pas: 'Through remem-
bering, you relive what happened
... the 'Secret Ceremony' is your
mind in the act of remembering,"
Lee says.

"Hidden Scream," the second
section, is about society's repres-

sion of women. Lee divulges,

"Because you are a woman, you
can't do this, you can't do that . . .

in this dance I use a white,

transparent fabric that crosses the

stage diagonally. The fabric

represents society — you can see
through it, but it entangles the

dancers. The dancers arc con-
stantly attempting to break free

from the fabric's entanglement"

The last part, "Beyond the

Darkness," is also about a charac-
ter looking into the past. Through
the power of remembering —
through finding strength in what
remains behind — the character

breaks through the society-
imposed barriers.

Throughout "Shadows of
Time," Lee stresses mood versus

movement Though she has exten-

sive training in Korean dance and
classical ballet, Lee says: "Cho-
reography can only give you
movement but it can't give you the

mood. Your focus has to be inside

— you have to draw your emotions

from inside and bring them out"

DANCE: "Transmigration of Soles"
and "Forsaking the Bakery." UCLA
Dance Department. Friday, Nov. 6
through Sunday, Nov. 10 at 8 p.m.
Dance Building Room 208. $5.50
general public. i4 students.
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THUR., NOV. 14 AT 8 P.M., ROYCE HALt

The Society for Gyuto Sacred Arts

and UCLA Center for the Performing Arts

present

The Gyuto
Tantrtc Choir

Sacred Chanting of Tibet

Their combined voices resound as they sing of an

ecstatic spiritual state in which all sound is music!

Tickets: $22, 18, 15; 11*
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The shocking news of

Magic Johnson's

announcement brings

many heavy hearts but

most of all a reality that

HTV touches everyone.

We can only hope his

status and positive energies

can result in

heightened pubUc

awareness - the first step to

overcoming HTV.

lie Staffof the Daily Bndn
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Culture Clash

Melissa Etheridge

Peter Hirnf^lman
nn
ehual

In concert at the

WJItern Theatre
(Wilshire and Westeri

November

Rhino

e now
etmaster

'ords 1 720 Westwood Blvd.

the Wiltern Box Office

213/480-3232

or

_ El Rescote
213/387-4928

Get Your Portrait
Taken Now for the

Bruin Life Yearbook

On Sale - For a
Limited Time Only

• The UCLA Medallion

Watch from Bulova-a

14k gold-plated dial

featuring a rich three-

dimensional rendering

of the UCLA seal.

ASUCLA Canpo*
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CEUHUmiS A DECADE OF EL {SSCATE AND

THE CENIIiAL AMQiieANimSS MOVMNT

BAGOTRTP
TO STANFORD

Leaving Friday 3:00PM
11024 Strathmore Dr.

Alcoholics Anonymous

Meetings
lion, Thur. Bookstudy. Fri. StapMon.dii

Study. AU 3S25 12:15-1:15. Fri. 12:00-1]00

TuM. DiMUMion. Wbd. D»cus«ion NPI
08638 12:16-1 XX)

For alooholios or individuali who
haw dr<f<dr<g probtfTw

Concert Tickets 6 Good Deals

SAVE $$$ ON TICKETS
AIRLINES. SPORTS. MUStC. SHOWS. WE

LIST LAST MINUTE CANCELS.
SURPLUS AND PROMOTIONS FOR SALE

CHEAP. ALSO. WHEN YOU ARE STUCK WITH
TICKETS UNEXPECTEDLY

CALLUS.
213-4 TICKET

INSURANCE WARIf We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (816)992-6966.

ji iii iii iit ii iiiiiii i ii im ii i i i i i ii iiiiin ii iiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiimiinimmg

THANKS FOR AmW TIME
AT OUR EXCHAMGEI

Miscellaneous

Good Deals

ASTROLOGICAL REPORTS, 25-30 pages

each, custom computer ger>erated, from $1 2.

Call for catalog. 1 .800-352-4327.

HBO I
iiiiii i iiiiii i iiiiiiiiiii imi iiiiiiiiiiimii iiiim i iiii i iiiiiii i iitni^

Good Deals

LOSE 10-30 POUNDS IN 30 DAYS! Earn $

M^le you lose! Doctor recommended. Erik

310-281-8806.

:»^"K'« ^^^^^'^***^****'
Researcti Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12

MANO RENTALS
Special Rates to UCLA Students

Holiywood Piano Ranffol Co.

462-23M 463-6S69
.1111111^^<t^'

Personal 10

^ '^ ^ ^ ^ '^'^4

PSYCHOTHERAPY CROUP FORMING FOR
ADULT MALE SURVIVORS of childhood sex-

ual abuse Contact Susan Brace, PhD,
(213)206-0280, or Judith Rosenstock, PhD,
(213)857-0565.

ASTHMA RESEARCH. If you would like to

participate in FDA approved research studies

with new asthma medications, call

(21 3)31 2-5050 ext. 302. You will be compen-
sated for your tinr>e. Allergy Research Founda-
tion. 11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 601, West
Los Angeles, 90025.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning experier>ce.

825-0392.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED to participate in a

facial aging study. Ages 35-f, men and women.
Volunteers will be paid. Ur>der dermotologist

supervision. For information, call 828-8687.

Daily Bruin Classified
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EXCfXXEIVr
OPPORTUNITY

Earn SS— Part time

Great products! Great fun!

Students dream!
Need: Active, Motivated

individuals

Prefer: Bus., Ed., Engr*g
majors

CaUt (213)654-3016
(310)393-5024

COftO ^fltiiitt t&L

PaUicda O'AfalUsf.

and

KmiMH. Ki/UcU

04t ^044\ Cntf/cufmrnmHi

IFYOU
LOVE COFFEE...

Starbuck's Coffee in the Vons/Pavilions store is seeking enthusiastic

individuals with the ability to greet the public to work part-time

hours in the afternoon and evening.

Interested candidates please contact Rachael between 8:0QAM and

5:00PM at: Pavilions, 11750 Wilshire Blvd.» Los Angeles, or call

(213) 473-6420.

the

VONS
Companies^ Inc.

Vons supports a drug-free workplace. Drug testing is part of our

pre-employment process and a successful test result is a condition of

employment. EOEIAAIMIF

Researcti Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

Individuals With Dandruff
A new dermatologist supervised study
on dandruff shampoos need volunteers.

_yolunteers Will Be Paid
Must be 18 years of age or older

Call Anna at the Skin
Research Foundation

for further information

(213)828-8887

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-11

YEARS needed for LXTLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 YEARS needed for UCLA
research project. Receive $20 and a free

developnr^ental evaluation. 825-0392.

Help Wanted 30

$6.63^r. Walk on campus. Schedule around
your classes. Opportunity for advarnrement.

Apply at the Sproul Cafe. 350 De Neve Dr.

(213)825-2074.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS!
No investment required

Salens tools and training

provided free. Powerfully

proven, patented skin

product. Rendition

fragrances, just in time

for HOLIDAY SALES
For information

(310) 854-3848

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - FISHE-

RIES. Earn $5,00O+/mo. Free transportation!

Room & board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For

employment program call Student Employ-
ment Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext. 154.

Wanted 16

DRUMMER WANTED for developing band.
Call Dae or |oe at (310)575-4247.

WANTED: YOUNG BASSIST OR GUITARIST
to play bass in original rock band, ala Replace-

ments, R.EA1., Beatles. Must have back-up
vocals and good attitude. (818)562-671 8.

Healtti Services 22

ARE YOU A STUDENT OR STAFF WHO
SUFFERS FROM A MENTAL ILLNESS? Support
and social group. 207-1236.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acne, scars ar>d sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation. Call Beverly Hills

Laser Doctor's Group. (213)786-0636.

LOSE UP TO 30 pounds in 30 days for less than

$40. Doctor recommended. 285-8347.

SOCIAL PHOBIA GROUP. For people exper-

iencing extreme self consciousness and shy-

ness, fear of public speaking and public

fascilities. Contact Paul Bohn, M.D. or Steve

Keys, M.D. at (213)825-0263.

SUPPORT GROUPS FOR SINGLE ADULTS
now forming. Monday evenings in Westwood.
Will be dealing with issues of trust, communi-
cation, stress management & relationships. Led
by Dr. Kim Sandefur & Mark De Fusco.

(310)824-5056, (310)473-3819.

PIZZA HUT
IS NOW HIRING

DRIVERS!
MAKE UP TO $7 TO $9 PER HOUR
AS A PIZZA HUT DEUVERY DRIVER

• FLEXIBLE HOURS
^ •TIPS
• medical insurance available
• paid vacations for full time

• discounted meals
• flexible work SCHEDULE
• LONGEVITY INCENTIVES

Apply ah 1133 WeshA^ood Blvd.
E.O.E.

Opportunities 26

ENTREPRENEURS! Do you have a business

ideaf Do you need $$$f We can help.

Unlimited Funds. (818)702-9703.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT. Internship inter-

views rH)w taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing a team of employees,

customers, and suppliers. Majority of hiring

will be completed by November. Average

gross profit $11,287. Call Triple A Student

Painters, for information now
1 (800)426-6441

AD SALES, COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER.
FLEXIBLE HOURS. LEADS PROVIDED. EX-

PERIENCE PREFERRED. SENSE OF HUMOR
IMPORTANT. 319-1680.

LAW FIRM
needs motivated person to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w GPA, available times

foe interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

Help Wanted 30

ADMINISTRATIVE INTERN SOUGHT to assist

in International Fir>e Art Expositions Admini-

strative Department. Responsibilities include

heavy phones, word processing, Tiling, and

general office assistance. Candidate must be

proficient In at least orw foreign language,

able to work under pressure, and computer

literate. (213)820-0498; fax:(213)820-5426.

Attention: George Hicks.

VISION MODEL &
TALENT MANAGEfVIENr
Models & Actors needed. No

experience necessary. Modeling.

Commercials. Rims & Mtjsic Videos
College Students Welcome

Call today for an appointment
wtth top Industry Consultants.

(213)247^6001

Beverly Hills 90210

ATHLETIC GOGETTERS
needed for PT arxi FT work with America's 7th

most profitable company. (213)653-1689.

BILINGUAL (Spanish) TEACHER ASSISTANT.
5 days, 8:30— 11:30am, approximately
$10/hr. Pacific Palisades school.
(310)454-3700, Mrs. Yates.

BUSY DOCTOR'S OFFICE NEEDS FULL TIME
RECEPTIONIST. Experience a plus.

(213)273 4454. Contact Ziba.

•CASTING EXTRAS* for motion pictures and
commercials. $40-$300/day. Call now
(213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

COMPANIONS - Need 2 cheerful, energetic,

physically fit people. Work w/ Rehab Team to

provide in-home care for elderly clients. Light

house keeping, cooking. Must have car &
reference. Full/Part Time. 8hryi2hr. shifls.

Call Mr.H.(31 0)572-7000.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER/CONSULTANT
NEEDED to assist in developing a new software

program. For rrK>re information please contact

Andrew Kim at (310)558-8434.

Sll THE STARS, PARK
THIIRCARS

VeUet company seeking full/part

time attandants.
Thjxlbl* hoon 5v«f19 •ci.iincut
nipt *CI«anDIM^

PERSONNEL:(800)794-PARK
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DATA ENTRY POSITION available for art

gallery. Part-Time for one week. Contact Ian.

820-3578.

DELIVERY PERSON. 3hrs/day. Will hire

immediately. Call for more details
(213)879-6600 ext. 708, Richard or Rick.

(XDMESTIC PART-TIME 4—7pm, 4 or 5 days/
week. Simple cooking, some experierKe
necessary, light housekeeping, r>o cleaning.

Must have own transportation. Location near

Mulholland and Scpulveda Blvd. Call

(310)4720212.

ENERGETIC, enthusiastic person who likes

kids and drives. 2 boys, 3-7pm, flexible.

M-W-F, $8-^r. (018) 788-8027.

FAST EASY INCOME! EARN IOC'S weekly
stuffing envelopes. Send self- addressed
stamped envelope to: FAST INCOME, PO BOX
641517, Chicago, II., 60664-1517

FT POSITION AVAILABLE to bright, hard-

working individual in busir>ess office. Ac-
counting experience helpful. (213)273-4454.

IMPROV. WANTED IMMEDIATELY: PT tele-

marketing. Afternoon hours. Call Ken
(213)651-2583.

•••••)UST DO IT***************

Enthusiastic sportsminded team-players
needed for 22nd fastest growing company in

America. (213)399-5994.

LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR: Minimum 3yrs law
office experiernre in plaintiff personal injury.

Knowledge of WordPerfect. Contact Sid Dia-

mond, (213)475-0481.

MAILING SERVICE needs workers $400-500
weekly. Work at home. Mail selfstamp address

envelope to MAILING SERVKTE, PO. BOX
37028, LA, CA, 90037 for info.

MALE MODELS under 28, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. Quick cash!!
(213)664 2999

FINANCIAL CONSUTTANTS

An exceptional opportunity

is available for motivated

individuals to learn foreign

currency trading.

Unlimited income potentiaL

CALL STU or NOAM
1-800-922-8322

MALE MODELS NEEDED Young, Handsome,
Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great
Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MAR VISTA RECREATON CENTER seeks

enthusiastic, energetic people to staff winter

day camp $6.25^r, 30 hrsAvk. 1 0-4pm. Must
be available Dec.23-Feb. 1 3. Call
(310)398-5982.

MODELS: For 1992-93 swimsuit calendars &
posters, European magazine work. Call

(213)732-5744 for appointnr>ent.

NEEDED EXTRAS FOR FILM, T.V.SERIES- call

for appt. (M-F, 9-5). (213)467-5122.

OFFICE ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT-
Entertainment/ CPA Business Managenr>ent
K\xxr\. Must know 1 0-key, Lotus 1 ,2,3 and Word
Perfect. Hours: 1-6 daily. (213)278-2303.

OUTSIDE SALES. Fast growing marketing firm

representing Firestone looking for outgoing
energetic people for day, evening, and
weekend hours. Make $1 5-$3(Vhr, we guaran-
tee $e^r. Unlimited growth potential. Soft,

easy, casual sale. Call 1 bOO-323-7559 or call

Eddie at (213)478-0491

PART-TIME RESEARCH. Interesting book pro-

ject. Totally flexible hours. Experience desir

able. Not nescessary. Roy Kammerman
(213)852-6988.

30 Help Wanted 30

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon
& evenina

hours available.

Sharpen your
comnnunication skills &

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

PROJECT COORDINATOR. Grad student or

professional in health field to coordinate

human subjects protection activities for project

examining underuse of cardiac procedures
among the poor in LA County. Superb organi-

zational skills, experience w/DBASE or PARA-
DOX a must. 20 hrvWk, $13-15/hr. Marianne
206-8523.

PT 20hr^k. Computer literate, bookkeeping,
marketing ability for start-up business.

(310)312-9900

PT FLOWER SHOP SALES. Artistic with good
communication skills. Please call 273-4547.

P/r LITERATURE RESEARCH & LECTURE
NOTE TAKING withMD in nrwiecular genetics

private research. Senior/grad in related arei

preferred. Flexible hours. _Nurit
(213)306-0055.

^

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT COMPANY is

looking for a foreclosure tracking
assistant for P/T job. Hours flexible.

$5A^r. For more info, contact Anne ot

leff (213)642-7740.
,

RESEARCH ASST. Upper division undergrad or

mastei's student in soctat or health sciences to=^

abstract medical records and manage data for

project examining underuse of cardiac proce-

dures among the poor in LA County. 12-20
hrs/wk, $10-1 3^r. Marianne 206-8523.

SECRETARY, bookkeeping experience, light

typing, answering phones, $l(Vhr. 3-months,

Nov-Jan. Call (310) 273-9708.

BASKETBALL COACH NEEDED for private

school in S.M. middle school girls & boys
teams. Practices 3x/wk. Season begins Nov. 18
Please call Steve Gold (213)828-4120.

STUDENT For general office work, light accu-

rate typing, running errands, xeroxing, good
phor>e manner. Flexible hours (15-20 hrvWk)
$5.69/hr. Please contact Janice (310)
825-6615.

TELEMARKETERS familiar with engineering

and programming terminology. Various terfi-

lories. Call Norma at DELTA PERSONNEL
(818)972-9675.

TWO POSITIONS: Both require wordprocess-
ing arxl good typing skills. One requires

(Spanish bilingual. Flexible hours, Wilshire &
M/estwood law office. Sid Diamond,
475-0481.

US MAIL K)B5 $11.77 to $14.9{V$9 95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No ExperierK:e Neces-
sary. 1-900 680-4454 ext. 0214.

BV HE I PING OTHFR5 -555?
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SECRETARY
The j. Paul Getty Trust seeks cheerful secretary for Building

Program. Looking for motivated, team player with good
communication skills. Interest in architecture a plus. Word
processing 60wpm. Salary in low $20s, excellent benefits

package. Send resume to:

Human Resources

The J. Paul Getty Trust

1 875 Century Park East, Suite 2300
Los Angeles, CA 90067

No telephone calls or drop-in inquiries.

WANTED - ADULT CHILDREN of inter-

religious marriages to help graduate student w/
doctoral project. Participants willing to discuss

experiences growing up and possibly to appear
on video tape. If interested contact Steve at

(213)698-5629.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for

creatively-talented writers. Paperback novels,

non-fiction books, screenplays. 962-1557
VerrH)n.

Job Opportunities 32

8 people needed no^ir
Bars up to $8^.

HoiMeoleaners

CaU (11S)45S-1817

DATA ENTRY/CLERKjM., M-F, 9-6, long term,

good computer skills, 60-wpm-«- required.

$9-1(yhr. (213)453-6422.

ENTREPRENEURS! 1 1 Booming marketing firm

representing solid manufacturers looking for

outgoing er>ergetic people for the positions of

project manager to help w/ x-pantion national

& internationally. P/T or F/T 2,000 to 4,000
mo. Bonuses, rebates and commission. We'll

train!!! Bilinguals (Spanish) welcome.
(213)399-4804.

FULL TIME SECRETARIAL/EXECUTIVE ASSIS-

TANT. 8:30-5. $7Av to start. Strong organiza-

tional skills. Typing and computer. (213)
380-9111.
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Job Opportunities 32 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49
MIDNIGHT SUN! ALASKA SUMMER EM-
PLOYMENT. Hiring now. Earn to $60(Vwk. R/T
airfare, roonr>Ax>ard provided. Full info $5,
Pacific ventures, Box 1418, Aptos, Ca.
95001-1418.

Jobs Wanted 33

RESPONSIBLE, PROFESSIONAL WOMAN
seeks housesitting job - long term - 841-7599,
dial your number after beep.

SECRETARIAL: TEMPORARY PREFERRED
Good skills. Knowledge of campus forms.

Grants, manuscripts, correspondence, etc.

WordPerfect. Dependable.iper

Internstiips 34

INTERNS NEEDED by start-up independent
alternative record label for pronnotion work,
part-time, Tuesday arxi Thursday nuKnings.
Please contact Ingrid (213)202-7432.

Ctiiid Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTING: Need reliable person to pick

up my child, take to my home & babysit from 5

P.M. on (approx. 12-15 hrs/S dayv^veek
(213)203-3771.

CHILD CARE WANTED. My Culver City

residence, weekdays, variable hours. Call

(310)559-5305.

LOOKING FOR COLLEGE STUDENT for long
term commitment for mother-helper job.

10-15hrs/wk. $9^r. (213) 391-1722.

MOTHER'S HELPER. 2 kids. 6 & 4. Flexible

hours. References and early childhood experi-

ence a plus. Joan 477-2930.

PARENT helper must drive, pick up school,

help with dinner and clean-up. 5 days Aft^ve.

S6/hr. (310) 410-9536.

SATURDAY NIGHTS- Two great kids, 6 A 10.

15-minute walk from campus. Up to 5 hours
for $20. Arthur 476-8478.

SM home needs care for 2-year old.

Weekend^eeknights. Excellent ref. Wage
negotiable. Kenslea 451-9846.

WANTED: EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER T.TH,

r9-5 Must have car, references, start ir

ately, work week before Christmas. $6^hr. Call

(213)204-6102.

WLA. BABYSITTER NEEDED. Experience with

young children. Must have own transportation.

Afternoons, eves, weekends, flexible.

(213)559-2955

Apartments for Rent 49

1 BED APARTMENT 1/2 block from beach In

Venice. Lower level of Duplex. Available

Declst. $70(VnfH). (213)392-8297.

1 -BEDROOM. S550/month, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Paints

(213)839-7227.

1 OR 2 BED/2 BATH, $775 to $985/mo.
Brentwood adjacent. Emmaculate.
Dishwasher, refrigerator, range/oven,
carpet/drapes. (310)822-0850.

3340 OVERLAND. 1 bedroom $550 unfurn-

ished, $625 furnished. Passing bus to UCLA
(213)837-7755. 4-7pm only.

ADJ. HANCOCK PARK. 1 mo free with lease

Bachelor, newly decorated. $475/mo. Sec
urity, laundry. (818)591-7223.

•AFFORDABLE*
•3528-3532 Sawtelle*

In Mar Vista near National

2bdmi Ibath

apartments. Uppers &
lowers. Balconies. Stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator.

Spacious with grey

carpet. White Blinds.

$775/month $500 deposit

OPEN DAILY OR
CALL:

On sight, 397-5029

Rental Office. 823-4383

IT^EE REN r

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

IjyRN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD,

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PKOI ISSION AI lA MAN U,ID HV MOSS X ( ().

Walk to Campus/Village

Students Welcome

1+1 / 2 sinks

$800 w/lease
• refrigeratcr •dishwasher •

• controllod entry • A/C •

• elevator •

519Glenrock
(213)208-4835

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD
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ROOMMATt N AVAILAPIE

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

Bachelor in WLA. Mini kitchenette. Japanese -

style bathroom. Carport nev Blue Bus.

SSOO/month. Security deposit, 1st nwnth.
Move-in Nov 8. (213)479-7541. Mrs. Sato.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $675-765.
I, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH

STyLE4-PLEX.% BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (21 3)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $975/MO.
3-BORM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PKIO BUS. WOOSTER ST. (21 3)

839-6294

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $775-875/MO.
2-BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS,
FRONT VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
(213) 839-6294.

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
1 ffDRM

Starting at $600
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
SINGLE, $725; HUGE 2BED/2BATH, $1275;
COMPLETELY REMODELED, BEAUTIFUL
LUXURY BUILDING POOL, CONTROLLED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND GATED PARK-
ING. 11611 CHENAULT ST. (21 3)471-1 340.

BRENTWOOD. One bedroom, den , luxury

building. $950 High ceiling, carpet, drapery,

electric heating. 826-3934.

BRENTWOOD. $1,100. 2-LARGE BD/2-BA
Securily bidg. 2-parking. Refrigerator, washer/
dryer facilities. (213)394-7667 or

(213)472-9720.

BUNDY between Olympic and Santa Monica.
S685/mo. Spacious 1 bedroom. Excellent

management. (213)820-7049.

Weekly Rentals
Guest !-lotel«Westwood Village

Cable TV*Microwave •Refrigerator

$199-$235M«w/KITCH $295/wl<

1 -bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

Beautiful One Bedroom
Apartments
Now Available

$800 Per Month with Security Deposit

Fully Furnished
All Utilities Paid, including A/C
Available to persons 21 and up

Tills apartment is nestled In the beautiful Santa Monica
Mountains only fifteen minutes away from the UCLA campus

For more information call the University of Judaism
Housing Office at 213-476-9777, 879-4114 ext. 259.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few

miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood 81vd . |ust north of Venice

Blvd. (213)398-8579.

MAR VISTA. 1-BED: $685. 2-BED: $775.

Newly painted, laundry. 454-0805.

MAR VISTA. UNFURNISHED BACHELOR.
Appliances. Utilities included. Residential

neighborhood $500/mo. (310)206-8785,
Leave message 4-9pm.

PALMS. 2-bed/2-bath, $845 & $875. Under-
ground parking, fireplace, ^C, alarm, pets

okay. (714)969-8977, & (213)559-6085.

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antolne
(213)828-0740.

PALMS $85C/mo 1 bed, den, upper. Aircondl-

tioning, garage parking, built ins, fire place,

security system. (213)937-0589.

CULVER CITY, $830, 2-bed+1'/. -bath, carpet,

drapes, quiet neighborhood and building.

(310)826-6907.

FACULTY AND STAFF: One and two bed-

rooms available in the faculty apts on Levering.

Call 206-1947 (8am-5pm).

FREE NOVEMBER RENT. 2-bedroom/2-bath,

fireplace, balcony, skylights, great for room-
male. J995-$1,120. Near all. (213)836-4072,
anytime.

LARGE SINGLES & BACHELORS. Walking
distance from UCLA. All utilities irKluded.

From $55(ymo. Call Paul (310)824-9754.

MARINA DEL REY TOWNHOUSE, $1295,
2-bed/r/i -bath, stove, refrigerator, dis-

hwasher, patio, parking. Pet okay.
(213)821-4887.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfield

Ave, WLA. $1 250 up. Securily parking, Steve,

(213)839-1026.

^ftti^ftlUI hjt up. sob UJt
•tud«nt housing facility. Shared or
privato. Pool, |acuzzl, roerpatlon
room. 1/2 hour drivo to UCLA.
Froo Brochuro. Northridgo

Campus Raaidanco, 9600 Zaizah,
Northridoa, CA 91328
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Important hopes and expectations have
an excellent chance of being fulfilled in

the year ahead. However, this might
happen in ways that won't follow your
blueprint.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Disap-
pointment is likely today — if you ex-
pect mdre from an arrangement than
conditions warrant. View matters with a
critical eye; don't let your expectations
run rampant. Get a jump on life by un-
derstanding the influences governing
you in the year ahead. Send for Scor-
pio's Astro-Graph predictions today by
mailing $1.25 plus a long, self-ad-
dressed, stamped envelope to Astro-
Graph, c/o this newspaper. P.O. Box
91428, Cleveland. OH 44101-3428. Be
sure tc state your zodiac sign.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dac. 21) Your
personality, good Tooks and charm are
admirable assets, but they're not apt to
be enough to get you by today. You'll

have to work for what you want
CAPRICORN (Dae. 22-J8n. 19) There's
a very thin line between thinking posi-
tively and wishfully thinking. If you're
not careful, you might dwell in the latter

today.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fab. 19) Be careful
in your commercial involvements today;
you might be more impressed by the
sizzle than by the steak. Base your judg-
ments on realistic evaluations.
PISCES (Fab. 20-March 20) A well-in-

tentioned friend you may go to for ad-
vice today is likely to tell you what you'd
like to hear instead of rendering a frank
opinion.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) Be mindful
of sensible health habits today, be-
cause you might have to resist strong
temptations to overindulge in some
manner. Also, be disciplined where
work is concerned.
TAURUS (April 20-iMay 20) Taking the
word of someone you know only casual-
ly regarding a risky financial expendi-
ture could cost you today.
GEMINI (May 21-Juna 20) Your family
will expect you to honor any promises
you make today. If you inwardly feel you
can't comply, don't make commitments
in the first place.

CANCER (Juna 21-July 22) Strive to be
forthright in your conversations with
others today. If those you associate with
think you are exaggerating or fibbing,

your image will be impaired.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Owing to your in-

difference, there is a possibility today
that you won't make the most of your
opportunities, especially those that are
of a tangible or financial nature.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-8apt. 22) Important
endeavors must be guided by your own
hand today. If they're delegated to oth-
ers, the resuJts won't be what you ex-
pect or desire.

LIBRA (Sapt. 23-Oct. 23) Be coopera-
tive and reasonable in your relation-

ships with others today, but. If some-
thing is to be Sihared. don't leave it up to
someone else to determine the size of

your piece of the action.

FIRST MONTH RENT FREE

MOVE-IN ONLY
$995

Lg. Modern 2bd 2bath Gated
entry & parking-2 spaces ea.

Microwave, cable, storage,

small pets OK.

Walk to CampusA^llage

512 VETERAN AVE 208-2655

New Tenants Only w/Lease OAC
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Tree part

5 Under strain

9 Corn dishes
14 Out of line

15 Pisa's river

16 Cigar
17 Flower
18 Leisure

activity

20 Pleased look
21 Year. Sp.
22 Andes animals
23 Slackened
25 Plenty
27 Weight

allowance
29 Ostrich's kin

30 Divide

34 Mineral
spririg

36 Started
38 Shady spot in

garden
39 Type of joint

42 British

racing event
43 Hoarder
44 Letter

45 Turned right

46 Urge to

attack
47 Disney stars

49 Soo or
Welland —

51 Serious
54 Western city

58 Extra payment
60 Mythology
61 Essential

63 Byron poem
64 Smog

ingredient
65 Maintain
66 Angered
67 Hauls

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

A N T 1 G A R B

1

8 T A F F
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O B 1 T Lj E V 1 R U T E
E L L E N Pa E Q U E S T E D
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^^1 L A U D E N S D 1 D
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E P 1 C S P d T D A 1 R Y
B E N T If 1 R E H R S E 8
T E E M A C S A T E l^^l
^^1 S E C T S D E F A M E

1 M 1 T A T 1 o N D A M E 8
M R O N

1
O L 1 D

1
C L T

P R O N E N N E E L B E
S A N E R S N OW D E A R

68 Confined
69 Small

whirlpool

DOWN
1 Cargo vessel

2 Greek mall

3 Opposition
4 Sharper
5 O'Hara home
6 Combat place
7 Secretive
8 Hill

9 Wage table
10 Utah resort

11 Cripple
12 Asian boat
13 Some relatives

19 — Fitzgerald

24 Opening night

26 Water bodies
28 Golf area
30 In favor of

31 Honest and
open

32 Meander

33 Evergreen,
e.g.

34 Male animal
35 Be a model
37 Street urchin
38 Molding edge
40 Mars or

Neptune
41 Type of

muffin
46 A Roosevelt
48 Sheep dog
49 Goddess of

agriculture

50 Make animate
52 Was wrong
53 Prepared
54 Prehistoric

tomb
55 Rifle food
56 Notice
57 Small dog:

informal

59 Forward
62 Bath

accessory

20

23

27

39

121
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25

37

5 MO 111 112 113
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Why Pay More?
1 & 2 Bedrooms
$575—$800

Newly Remodeled
Must see to

appreciate.

657-8756

PALMS. Sharp 1 -bedroom, vertical blinds,

carpet, rtovc, kitchen, laundry, large and
bright, greatlocation 1 -block from Motor and
National. 2-parking spaces. 3351 Vinton. No
pets. (310)576-5540. Open.

PAU^S SPECIAL. No security deposit with
approved credit. $525 for single, $650 & up for

1 -bedroom. Pool, sauna, exercise room.
(21 3)836-3600.

SANTA MONICA. 3-BECV2-BATH. Hardwood
floors, largie yard, 2-car garage. On Princeton,

north of Arizona. Rent control. $1,75(Vmo.
375-0934.

Get out of the
Dormsl

We Will help Pay
the cancellation

feesi

Huge Luxury 1 Ac 2
bedrooms,

central air, extra large
closets, fireplace, wet bar,

=r refrigerator, controlled==
entry and parking

Low move in/Low
rental rates

Across From Campus
433 Kelton Avenue
(213)208-8685

STUDIO APT. BRIGHT, CHEERY, FURN-
ISHED, BUILT-INS, PRIVATE, SUNDECK/
PATIO, SECURITY, PARKING, 4-MILES FROM
CAMPUS. $650/MO. CALL DAYS:
310-638-0521.

VAN NUYS: LARGE 1 -bed & den. Dishwasher,
stove, fireplace, lchil(Vlpet ok, or good for

roommates. (818)997-6766.

VENICE, $595, 1 -bedroom, new paint, new
linoleum, nice carpet, stove, refrigerator,

parking. Near beach. (213)463-1475.

WALK TO UCLA, single, 1 -bedroom, 2-bed-

room, fireplace, AK, full kitchen, balcony,

pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room, laundry room, gated

garage, gas -- water paid. From $325^>rsn.

Roommates available. 515 Kelton.
(213)20ft-1976.

WESTCHESTER, $1085/mo., new luxury

2be<:V2bath, fireplace, laundry, private garage,

dishwasher, intercom. (310)546-3187,
(310)215-9310.

WESTWOOD. X-large 1-bed. $85C/mo. Walk
to UCLA and Village. Hardwood floors.

10971 'A Roebling Ave. (213)208-4253,
(213)824-2595.

WESTWOOD. $995-1 1 95/MO,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

AMAZING 2BED/2BATH •'WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, enclosed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-

portation & UCLA. (213)475-6717.

rf^^«<m«*ip*«**«**«««**««««**««««««««««

10980 WELLWORTH
10983 WELLWORTH

I

*1 Month Free Rent

(Ask for Details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Central Heating/

Air -Conditioning

'Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

'Balcony or Patio

'Dishwasher, Gas Range.

Refrigerator, Disposal

'Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

Furnished

l^)ft

Apartment
In Westwood
Across From
Campus

^Ml
565 (iayley

824-0836

\sk about our special.

WESTWOOD. Larce 2-bed/ 2-bath, furnished/

unfurnished. Pool/ Jacuzzi, long/ short-term,

$1400. (213)470-1513.

WESTWOOD. $1 1 50- $1 550. Terrific, large 2

& 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom, built-ins,

refrigerator, dishwasher, A/C,garden- balcony,
microwave. 1711 Malcolm, % /4-mile cam-
pus. (213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD AD)., sunny, modern 2-bed/
2-bath. New kitchen, extra-large closets, A/C,
patio, 5-min. UCLA, quiet building. $1150.
(213)474-8608.

_WESTWOOD. X-LARCE l-BED. Fufm«h«V
"Unfurnished. Parking. Available now. Near
UCLA. $750 up. 11089 S<rathmore
(213)454-8211.

WESTWOOD, WALK TO UCLA. Singles &
1 -bedrooms, $590 and up. (213)208-4934.

WLA. 2BR/1BA. Patio , refrigerator, stove,

carpet, drapes, laundry. 2 miles from UCLA.
$820/mo. (213)470-2122.

WLA. $550 REMODELED SINGLE & ONE
BEDROOM. New carpet, gated entry, ap-

pliances, parking. 1530 Granville. 453-4009.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single. kJeal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

WESTWOOD DELUXE 1-BEO/l-BATH. 5

MIN. WALK TO LXTLA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C,
WATER PAID, PARKING AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $750-$800 THE BEST DEAL IN WEST-
WOOD! (213)208-8881

WLA/PALMS $85(Vmo. 2bed/ Ibath. Refrig.,

vertical blinds, palio. (213)471-0683.

WLA, WILSHIRE BLVD, 2+2. Ptio, new carpet

+ fridge. 2 parking spaces, $935.
(818)795-6124.

WLA, CLOSE TO UCLA, $700/mo., 1-bed/

1 -bath built-ins, pool, garden like.nice tenants.

(213)477-9955.

WLA, LUXURY PENTHOUSE. New building,

2-bed/ 2-bath. Security, high ceijings, fire-

place, wet bar, refrigerator, microwave, dis-

hwasher, w/d in unit. Jacuzzi, 2-car parking.

No pets. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279,

(213)931-1160.

AportnDents to Share 52

10-MINUTES FROM CAMPUS. Own room in

2-bed/1-bath $425/mo. Female non-smoker.
Parking Joni (213)556-2446.

ROOM AVAILABLE IN 2-BED/l-BATH NEAR
WESTSIDE PAVILION. Non-smoker preferred.

$335-»-l/2 utilities. Frank 475-0312, message

5-MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS! FEMALE
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 1 -BED-
ROOM BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED APART-
MENT. $422/MO., AVAILABLE 12/1.
(213)206-7820.

BRENTWOOD, 2 BLOCKS OFF WILSHIRE.
2-BEDROOM/1-BATH, PARKING, LAUN-
DRY. $45(VMO. -»- V. UTILITIES. NON-
SMOKER PREFERRED. 820-5583.

COOL WEST HOLLYWOOD APT. 2-story,

own room, hardwood floors. Must be non-
smoker. Available Dec. 1. (213)939-5154.

CULVER CITY. 2-BE0/1-BATH. Furnished,

parking, washer/dryer, nice neighborhood.
$400/mo + Vi utilities. (213)292-9792.

CUTE HOUSE. WESTCHESTER. Need female
to share 2-bed/1-bath. Washer/Dryer. Storage.

Large closets. $450. Julie (213)338-1432

FEMALE, own roonVbath in spaciou^ WLA
apartment. Reliable non-smoker. $48Cl/mo.

(310) 312-6602.

FEMALE to share w/ 3 senior girls huge
2-bedroom. 'A block from campus.
$383.75/mo. 208-5481 or
208-7409

. ^
MALE ROOMMATE. 2-BED APT Santa Mo-
nica. View of Palisades Park and ocean. $450 -t-

'A utilities. Day: 825-7122, Eve: 394-^313.

MARINA Da REY adjacent. 2-bed/2-bath.

$415/mo. + deposiL Available Dec.1. Non-
smoker, no pets. (310)821-9681.

OWN ROOM/BATH. Largp 2 bed/2 bath
deluxe apt. Male, non-smolcer parking, pool

,

spa. Half mile from UCLA. Four blocks from
Village. Must see. $60C/nr>o. 479-4301

.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share beautiful,

spacious, furnished 2-bedroom/'A bath.

$625^r including utilities. (213) 208-4626.

ROOM TO SHARE. BRENTWOOD large

2-bed, security, pool, sauna, gym. Female.

$200. (213)471-4570, leave message.

SEPARATE 1 -bed/1 -bath. $500/mo. Sec.

buildin^prkng. Pool, Jacuzzi + tennis court.

5-mi. to Westwood, Century City/S.M.
397-1719.

WESTWOOD. $395/MO. Female. Share
room. Available 12/15. (213)824-0476.

Westwood Village: Own roon\1)ath, large

2bed/2bath apartment. Fireplace, private pa-

tio, cat. $575/mo (213)206-3335.

WLA, Large, clean private room in 3-bed
apartn^ent, with 2 grad. Padcing, 2 miles to

UCLA, $433/mo. Janr>es 479-4302.

Aportnnents Furnished 50 Roommates 53
WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,
$525/nrH). Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

WESTWOOD, $775, 1 -bedroom, large rooms,
parking. Near UCLA village. Available now.
11089 Strathrrxwe. (310) 454-8211.

Beverly Hills Bachelors

Special Stiicient Discount

• l^lmiahed bachdon with color

TV, nycrowive, and rrfri^ntor
• Woriuxit fadity

•Jacuzzi
• 10 minutes Crom campus by bua

,

«op at lop of street

Cai S7»aiM for hrfwiMlkM
120 S. Reeves between Beverty &

Cannon, ckMe to Wilshlre

ID

Apts. Unfurnished 51

U DEN/1 -'A BATH. Bright, spacious, airy.

Prime location. Easy access to shops-UCLA.
Security bIdg. $95(ymo. (310)207-6430.

$700 Palms modern 1 bedroom. Security

building. Stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, a/c,

fireplace. (310)836-5311, (310)837-0761.

BEVERLY HILLS. 1-BEO/l-BATH. Parking in

the back. Laundry. Second floor. Available

now. $695. 652-0314.

PALMS $725. Modern 1 -bedroom. Security

building, stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, A/C,

fireplace. (213)837-0761.

SINGLE, 1-2 BEDROOM, $680-1050. Sec-

urity, refrigerator, Jacuzzi, sundeck, ocean
view. (213)826-5528.

- - •

VERY NICE 2bdr/lVibath. Security, carpets,

drapes, frig. Pool, patio, parking,no pets.

$950. 1500 Purdue Ave. (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

WESTVy/OOD VILLAGE, $700, 1 -bedroom..

$1100 , 2-bedroonVl bath. Parking included.'!

1-1/2 blocks to campus. 10990 Strathmore.

(213)395 2903.

BEAUTIFUL LARGE APT. 2 biks from all

transportation. Female share room + bath.

$365 ifK. utilities.

DO YOU WANT TO LIVE in the dormsf
Spraoul Hall- male, double. The only space
availabie. Bob (213)794-5328.

FEMALE, 2-bed/ 2-bath, Westwood, beautiful

new Gayley apartments. Balcony, high ceil-

ings. $34(ymo. Jennifer (213)206-5138, after

6pm.

LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE easy to get

along with, willing to pay $40(Vmo. Day-
phone 588-8919, evening phone Larry
977-2121 ext.2079.

PALMS. FEMALE, NON-SMOKER, QUIET
PROFESSIONAL to share 2-bed/1-'A -bath

lownhouse. Near freeway, shops, grocery. 10

minutes from UCLA. $500/mo.
(310)287-1845, eve.

ROOMMATE WANTED - MAR VISTA.
5349/mo. Own room, freshly painted, hard-
wood floor, in honoe of woman w/1 year old
son, all amenities. (310)398-7457.

SHARE LARGE 1-BDRM APT. with one
roommate. Gel large living-room.
Available 12/4. 3-miles to campus.
(213)559-6253.

WALK TO UCLA - Seeking 2-females to share
huge 2-bed/2-bath w/2 others. Nonsmokers.
$395/ea/mo. (213)961-6695.

WESTWC)OD-RC)OMMATE(S) 2bed/lbath.
Bright, hardwood floors, parking. $325/mo.
Tara or Erol (310)208-6494.

WESTWOOD. Male roommate needed to

share a spacious single. Fully Furnished.

Security garage. On Gayley Ave. $35(Vmo.
(213)824-2859.

Great WLA location w/ private bath. Looking
for clean, quiet student. $450/mo please call

Bianca A Richard Ohiy. (310)559^5170.

HOUSING AVAILABLE IN CLEAN FRATER-
NITY HOUSE ALBERT 208-0964.

PACIFK: palisades. Room in 3-bed. House
share I'A bath. Quiet responsible person,

non-smoker. $465 plus utilities.
(213)688-6130 or (213)454-4372.

ROOM IN NK:E west-la home Kitchen,

laundry, facilities, utilities covered. On UCLA
bus route. $600 (213)450-8719.

WALK UCLA. Private entrance, furnished,

kitchen privileges, ample parking. $435/mo
including utilities. Female/Male.
(213)474-8188.

WESTWOOD. Central Village. Old World
charm! Cable TV, fplly furnished. $20Q/wk.
and up. Some with ttitchens. (213)206-2241.

WESTWOOD HOME. $475. Jan.l. UCLA.
Great parking, full privileges, furnished >
backyard Male preferred. (310)473-5769.

WHOLLYWOOD FOOTHILLS, furnished
corner room, use of patio, separate enterance,
limited kitchen privileges, direct bus to UCLA,
car recommended. $340/mo.
(21 3)828- 1921,days. (213)657-0394, eve. &
wknds.

Sublet 55

$350/MO. SHARE 2-BED/2-BATH APT. with
business Ph.D. student, 12/13/91 to 3/92.

Utiderground parking. (213)559-6151.

House for Rent 56

3BEDRC)OM HOUSE, 2Baths, W»her &
Dryer. SMinutes to UCLA, $1 500.00 West L.A.

Bundy Area. (310)453-4896.

N. mar VISTA, $1650, 3-b«V Ibath, 2-car

garage, security system, patio, quiet neighbor-
hood. 3501 Federal. (310)397-1039.

VENICE: unique one-bedroom cottage, wood
floor. Excellent condition and location. Gar-
age. $98S/mo. (213)459-3584 .

WLA, 3+2. CONVENIENT LOCATION.
$1,40Q^mo -f $2,100 security deposit. Faculty

preferred or reliable students. Call Carrie

478-0716.

House to Share 57

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, large
3-bedroonV2-bath house. Share with one non-
smoking female professional. $550/mo. (213)
937-9248.

House for Sale 58

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA, 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $567,890 Dave (818)783-6875.

Housing Needed 60

GERMAN FEMALE looking to share house
close lo UCLA. Want own private room and
bath. (818)346-4119.

Real Estate 61

WLA, office or rental space. Busy Motor Ave.
165-195 sq.ft, $292. 750 sq.ft,
$n52/negotiable. (213)280-0692.

Room/Board for Help 62

NEEDED: FEMALE FOR LIGHT HOUSEKEEP-
ING in large home. Call Lilian (21 3)820-51 51

.

SMALL FAMILY looking fo" nanny. 20hr/wk in

exchange for room & board. Near UCLA
(213)474-8991.

Room for Help 63

REDUCED RENT-exchange for minimal child-

care. Private room and bath. Other anr»enitie$.

Available now. (818) 789-8040.

Condos for Share 68

54 Vacation Rentals 71

WESTWOOD 1300 MIDVALE. Share bed-
room in huge condo $350.00mo - 350 sec-

urity. All ammenities, security building, park-
ing, etc. Female, non-smoking. Leticia

479-0884.

Condos for Rent 69

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
sun-ounded by pines. Close to everything - fully

equipped - reasonable rates. (818)785-1028.

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MOUNTAIN RE-
TREAT. FIREPLACES. HOT TUB. FULLY
EQUIPPED. SLEEPS 5+. (213)391-6806
EVENINGS.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY! Tandem or static line with
Skydiving Adventures, Inc. Student discourrts.

For further info, and free brochure
1-800-526-9682.

Child Care

ONE—BEDROOM West Hollywood Condo
for rent. Most utilities included, anr>enities.

$875/mo. Call 559-6248

SKI BIG BEAR AFTER FINALS. Lakeside, Lago-
nita Lodge, 1 -bedroom (sleeps four), full

kitchen, l.v., and resort facilities. Available
Dec. 15-19, $'l20/day or 5 nights for $500.
Kyle (818) 799-4740.

WESTWOOD CONDO. Hilgard and LeConte,
2-bed/2-baths. Washer/dryer^ 2 security park-
ing spaces, full kitchen, $1300.
(818)286-0034.

90

Room for Rent 54 Guest House for Rent 70

PREOCRESSIVE PLAYHOUSE. WLA Daycare
Home. Children ages 1-4. Experienced pre-

school teacher, state license. Larg^ yard. Lots

of activities. Call Stefanie 473-2771.

Insurance 91

CHABAD HOUSE AT UCLA OFFERS HOUS-
ING IN A JEWISH ENVIRONMENT WITH
KOSHER MEALS, PARKING, LAUNDRY AND
REC FACILITIES. ACROSS FROM UCL\ 741

GAYLEY AVE. ONLY $350/MO. MENDY
(213)208-7511.

CULVER CITY, 3-Bedroom home, private

room with use of full house and yards

Security, maid, fireplace. Non-smoker.
$85C^no.(2 1 3)398-5435.

1 -BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE w/ loft. Utilities

paid. Washer/ dryer included. Fenced yard.

Street parking. $950. (310)456-8328.

CULVER CITY, $565, charming single. Carpet,

stove, refrigerator, blinds, parking. Off
Culver Blvd. (213)463-1475.

SANTA MONK:a. Best area. On private estate.

Internationals welcome. Laroe garden. Laun-
dry, utilities Included. $590 for 1, $640 for 2.

PHONE: 393 5008.

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE

rRLFLOWfROUOU (jII

.^13iS5?-7175 (818.3J?-I5ia

BfST PRia IfJSAGrriCY -^

Loans 93

CASH GRANTS FOR SCHOOL, BUSINESS,
OTHER Never pay back. SASE: Grant, P.O.
BOX_46254, Los Angeles, Ca., 90046.

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, ind reli-

afafe. Jerry (2! 3)39! -5657. :=
TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE STORAGE, top loca-

tion, 350 sq.ft., $350. (213)475-7533.

Personal Sen^ice 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

A+ EDITING. Twenty years of professional

experience assures your success—ethically,

inexpensively. Free estimate. (310)474-2731.

FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY, PORTFOLIOS,
Portraits, arvi other creative shots at students
rates. Contact Bruce at (310)204-3243.

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING/EDITING GRA-
DUATE SCHOOL APPLKTATION ESSAYS,
OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes-

sional help from nationally-known author/
consultant. (213)826-4445.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Thc9cs/D1sacrtatlons

Proposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPESS NOT FOR SALE
Sharoa Beu-, PliJ)

(213H7a<662

RESEARCH, WRfTING, editing

M Levels-All Subjects

Foreign Students Weloome
Fast. Professional-Quafty Cauaranteed

C^ Research 213-477-8226

M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

INTERNATIONAL IMMIGRATION CENTER
LAW OFFKIES OF WILLIAM N ROBERSON.
•H-1 (Work Permit), "Visa Extension, 'Citizen-
ship, •Auto/ Motorcycle Accidents, 'Personal
Injury, "Divorce. Languages spoken, English,

Spanish, Chinese & Tagalog. CALL
(213)342-0111 (24 hour sen/ice).

LEARN TO FLY GOOD, PERSONAL, flight

instruction in Santa Monica. Low cost. Call
Roy (213)839-7959.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Urxler-
graduate. Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/
requirenr>ent. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(213)473-4193.

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-
nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Composition, Finance, Foreign languages.
Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
>yhe Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)748-741 2.

COMPUTER SCIENCE TUTOR. Experienced,
profwsional. Master's degree in C.S., will

help Improve your grade. Guaranteed.
(213)477-8234.

, ,

ENGLISH TUTOR: Reading, writing, vocabjl-
ary, grammar, ESL credentials teacher.
(310)4S4-8461.
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Dragon Express
Chinese Fast Food

Delivery
($8.00 Min.)

Limited Area

i^£WXn.f\ ¥3T A'¥'12' ^>i KC Includes fried rice or chow mein I
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Hours:

Monday-Sunday 11am-11pm
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a Coiibination Plate i

1147 Westwood Blvd.
(Across from McDonald's)

208-4928
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Exclusive Engagement Now Playing
*La.e:mmle:'s Musie Hall.
Beverly Hills • (3io) 274-6869

Daily - 5;30. ~7:A^. 10:00 Sat & Sun Matinees - 1:00, 3:15

PRESENTED IN QQ[

Tutoring Offered 98 Typing

ESiyCOMPOSITKDN/EDITINC Duke gradu
ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)265-4616.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian (213)478-5822.

MATH? EEYEUW! Tim, the "I Hale Math" tutor

can help you! Algebra through Calculus.

(310)578-7236.

PATIENT TUTOR MATH (ARITHMETIC THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS
WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF
RELIANCE. FOR FREE INFO CALL JIM
(213)747-5118.

Tutoring Needed 99

JAPANESE COMPANY needs tutor for english/

math/Japanese all over LA county area.

(818)891-7935.

MACINTOSH TUTOR NEEDED to connect
computer and teach wordprocessing Negoti-

able price. (31 0) 794- 593 1 ____

Typing 100

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING for Valley Students. 20 years

exp., laser, spellchcck. (818)752-1980 7 days,

8am- 10pm. Rushes okay.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESESAAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (213)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED? Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (ir^luding disserta-

tions,mailings,resumes). Editing/graphics

available. Laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Ani (213)312-3332

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. RUSHES. GUARAN-
TEED. 1 MILE FROM LXTLA 213-476 2629

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resunr>es, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (213)827-5090.

ARCHETYPE. Fast tum around, computer,
laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 6- 5pm. Call David (213)758-9885.

DOLLAR-A-PAGE TYPING! That's right- as

low as that! Outstanding quality, latest word-
processing equipment. Call anytime.
(310)842 6363.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-

(213)939-4303.

Modern Secreterial and Graphic services: IBM
& MAC. Discount to students. Pick up/
delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(213)446-8899.

PRECISKDN TYPING $2.50/Double Space
Page Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-
Delivery Available (2130864-3961

PROFESSIONAL WORDPROCESSING in my
home. High quality. Accurate. Weekends and
evenings ok! Good rates. Dee (21 3)398-1 21 7.

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING by the

Way company. Word Perfect S.HCompetetive
rates. Call (213) 474-9648.

PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICE. Theses-
term papers. Employment service. Delta Per-

sonr>cl Services, Simi Valley. (805)526-5210.

SAME DAY SERVKIE-Specializing in short

papers; pick-up, delivery; competitive prices,

fast & accurate, 7am-11pm (213)273-5536.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

WORDPROCESSINCVDESK TOP PUBLISH-
ING, papers, resumes, transcriptions, ABA
format. Westwood (213)473-5755

A BRILLIANT IDEA!! Wordprocessing/
proofreading. LOW RATES. Screenplays, pap-
ers, resumes, theses. 24-HOURS. Student dis-

count. (213)207-6496.

WRITER'S BLOCK? WRITING APPREHEN-
SION? Professional writing counselor with
Harvard doctorate will work privately with you
on disscrtatio«>s, theses, term papers, or prepar-

ing for comps. Result-orientated. Your medical
insurance may apply. Call Productive Prose

(213) 316-5128.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years leaching. All levels/ styles.

NY. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES The look that gels

results. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional

service (213)450-0133

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experienced Career Counselor. Also

college admission essays. Lee (213)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

gel results Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

HAWAII, MEXICO, BAHAMAS, ORLANCXD.
$99 ROUND TRIP Advance reservation, open
dates, $ome restrictions. Call (818) 883 7100

coma LENSES

Look and see

^ your best with

same day

service from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Milage]
208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and timely

service can make
from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village|

208-3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Tap in to the market.

The UCLA population

spends an average of

^8,578,680
per month on groceries.

Data: Market Opinion Research
June 1 989.

=Advertlse

=

In the

UCLA Daily Bruin.

825-2161

100 Travel 105 Autos for Sole

1 -BED/1 -BATH. Large furnished apartrnent for

rent, Paris, France. Available Dec. 1.

$400/mo.. utilities included. (818)338-1500.

Travel Tickets 106

AIRLINE TICKET ONE WAY, LAX to Newark,
United, up to one year. Call Nancy (213)
658-6547.

LA TO NY/ NEWARK, 1-way, Nov.! 6, $150,
825-1894 days, (818)360-5883, evenings/
^eeker>ds.

Autos for Sale 109

1985 BLAZER. 6^YLINDER. 4-wheel drive,

Tahoe, loaded, A/C, New brakesAires/fuel-

water pump. $5,60Q/obo. (818)342-5576 or

(213)625-8315.

1986 MITSUBISHI MIRAGE - 3-door hatch-

back 69K/mi, 4-speed, anVfm cassette, great

condition, $2450/obo. Evenings
(213)788-9432.

'71 VW SQUARE BACK. All original. Good
Shape. Needs a little work. $1,400. Leave
Message 654-5611.

'84 Alfa Spider Convertible classic mint AC,
alarm blauphnkt, new pirelli tires official car of

Southern California $6.8K/obo David
(213)937-8441.

BUICK PARK AVENUE '89. While, 78 hundred
miles only! Impeccable. Great price. Lucy
(818)769-9815.

CADILLAC, 1962, 4-door, classic, fins,

1 -owner, 85,OOOmiles. $1 50G/obo. From new.
White, black leather. (310)828-6402.

Chevrolet Corsica '89 17K/mls. Like new
Sspccd manual A/C, FM cassette, power win-
dow and more LT Cedan V6 $6,500
(213)477-4339.

CONVERTIBLE VW-RABBIT '83 White, new
lop, new tires, low mileage, great car!

S520(yobo (213) 207-0109.

FIAT '79 CONVERTIBLE. (Spider 2000). New
rebuilt engine, excellent body. Brand new top.

$3000. (213)224-0399.

rORD PROBE GL 1990, low miles, air condi-

tioning, AM-FM, sun-roof, 5-speed. $8795.
(310) 459-7015.

FOR SALE PERFECT COLLEGE CAR '87

Honda. Only 30,000 miles. $550(Vobo. Leave
message. (213)374-9876.

HONDA ACCORD '89 LXI. 2-door, green,

automatic, exceptionally clean. Fully loaded.

Must see. $13,000 (818)907-3388.

JEEP CJ7. 4-wheel drive. 83K miles, great

condition Must sell. $4,500/obo. Andy
(310)471-8321 or (310)596-2691.

JEHA GL, '87, 4-doof, 5-speed, AC, sunroof,

iltrm, stereo/ cassette pullout, tinted glass.

$6900. (818)980 8879.

NISSAN 200SX, hatch-back, '87, white,
5-specd, A/C, pull-out cassette, very clean,

S6400/obo. (213)578-1206.

PORSCHE 944, '85, $8000, automatic, alarm,

power sun-roof, low miles. PlatinunVblack.

Larry (213)476-1281. __^_
SCIROCCO '84, Silver, custom speakers, new
tires, low mileage. $3,500 obo. Mitch-Day
(213)479-6010. Evening (818)502-0730.

TOYOTA CELICA GT, '77, 3-door. 5-specd,

AM/FM cassette, good condition, $900.
(310)397-1039.

VW-BUG 70', runs great. Must sell because
leaving town. $1,300. Call Veronika (213)
285-0470

VW jETTA GL, '86. UCLA professor, 5-speed,
tan, 4-door, ^C, all power, excellent condi-

tion, 45k/mi. $4500. (213)463-3534.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

KAWASAKI, 1983, 440LTD. 9000 miles. New
rear lire. Runs excellent. $675/obo.
(310)828-6402.

Scooters for Sale 115

1 987 BLACK YAMAHA 1 25Z. Excellent condi-
tion. 3000 miles. Graduated, must sell. Caro-
lyn (213)224-1301 or (714)982-1096.

1987 ELITE 80. while. Runs great, good
condition. Only $650. Paul 208-5990

1987 HONDO AERO. $650. Great running
condition. Must sell! Call DJ 208-1423.

1989 HONDA ELITE 80 Great condition.

$1,000/obo. Call Alan, day: 315-8422; night:

398-7358.

'86 HONDA ELITE 1 50. $800/obo. Call Ken
824-2089

'87 CH80 HONDA ELITE. Good condition,

blue, must sell immediately. $600. Sarah/

Elizabeth. 820-1067.

'87 YAMAHA RIVA 1 25, excellent condition.

$1,000 obo. Stuart 206-7554.

HONDA ELITE 50, 1989. Excellent condition.

With lock. $550/obo. Must sell.

(213)470-9757,

HONDA ELITE 150, 1991. Only 900 mile*.

Runs perfect. $l,75(yobo. Call Jeff 208-2913.

HONDA ELITE 250 '87. Black, mint, 42 mi.,

cover, kryptonite lock. $2200/obo.
(818)997-4024, leave message.

HONDA ELITE 150 DLX 1987. Blue Great

condition and low mileage. $110(Vobo. Mo-
nica 824-3534.

SCOOTER EXCELLENT CONDITION. Three

thousand miles. $700 (213)479-4420.

Furniture for Sole 126

• •

From page 20

will be a real challenge for our
defensive football team."

Vardell has rushed for 14
touchdowns this year, and Mil-
bum, a preseason Heisman Trophy
candidate, is third in the confer-

ence in all-purpose running.

But as good as the Vardell and
Milbum tandem is, it has been the

emergence of sophomore quarter-

back Steve Stenstrom, who took
over for senior Jason Palumbis
after the Notre Dame game, that

has sparked the Stanford
resurgence. Stenstrom has won all

four of his starts.

Stenstrom, from El Toro High,
is ranked third in the conference in

passing efficiency. He has thrown
for nine touchdowns and only
three interceptions.

His favorite receiver has been
Chris Walsh, who is second in the

conference in receiving, with 50
catches for 731 yards and five

touchdowns.
The Bruins* defense has per-

formed very well this season, and
is second in the conference in

scoring defense, rushing defense
and passing efficiency defense.

They are led by strong safety

Matt Darby, who leads the team in

tackles (56), sacks (three), fumble
recoveries (three) and has two
interceptions.

The potent UCLA offense,
which is sixth in the country in

total offense, should be able to-
move the ball against a good
Stanford defense, according to

Donahue.
As of Thursday, all UCLA

running backs were reported as

healthy and able to play against

Stanford.

109 Furniture for Sale 126

ITALIAN CONTEMPORARY GLASSTOP 36"

round table with 4 chairs. Excellent condition,

$125. (310)836-9153.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, king^ $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

POOL TABLE- Great condition, 3-piece slate,

all accessories, $700. Larry (213)476-1281.

SEVERAL NY. DESIGNER BUNK BEDS.
$1 75ea/obo 470-5863, Contact Carol.

SLEEPER SOFA with matching loveseat, grey
coffee table with matching end-table + lamp,
$600. Larry (213)476-1281.

WOODFRAME SOFA WITH GREY TWEED
CUSHIONS. Great condition. $50. 825-2861

.

Garage Soles 127

WLA MOVING SALE. Everything must go.

8am.-3pm. Sal & Sun. Nov 9&10, 16&17.
2637 Midvalc. 1 block west of Westwood/
Brookhaven. (213) 474-9747.

Misc. For Sale 128

-LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN"
(stafO babseball jacket. One of a kind. Fits

medium frame- M/F. Highest offer.

(310)306-3694.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1

3

1

HARMAN KARDON RECIEVER, $400. CD
Player, $350. Both ney/er used, in boxes, lop
quality. (310)471-1266.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

SURFBOARD for sale: Surf Tech, 6'2', fiberg-

lass, 3-fin, with leash. $100. Donny 206-0833.

Typewriter/Computer 134

FOR SALE: Magnavox Computer. VGA moni-
tor, printer, modem, 3-disk drive. $700. Call

(213)463-7833.

2 BEDS & couch. Call Tara (818)881-7679.

IBM COMPATIBLE 286. 1 Meg/RAM. 30
Megabyte hard-drive. 3Vi + S'A floppys. HP
ink-jet printer. $1700/obo. Ask for Elysa

(818)788-7400.

IBM COMPATIBLE AT280 12. 1MB, 5.25-FD,
3.5''FD, 40HD. Monitor, keyboard, mouse,
software, documentation, warranty. $1,100.
(213)558-4882.

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 286, 1MB, 5.25^0,
3.5''FD 40HD, KEYBOARD, MONITOR, NEW
W/ WARRANTY. $620. (213)644-2612.

MACINTOSH SE SUPER DRIVE: Over $500 in

programs: WP, (3TP, graphics, games, custom-
izers. Excellent condition. Must sell.

$950/obo Kirk 794-3499.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount ar>d teach you to assemble it yourselfl

PC SUPPORT GROUP, (818)994-1186
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Hockey loses to rival Trojans
By Heather Duffy

The sign at Culver City Ice Rink
reads, "Skate At Your Own Risk,"

but somebody forgot to point it out
to the UCLA and USC ice hockey
teams Wednesday night.

In a rough game that dissolved
into violence before the end of the

third period, the Bruins made an
unsuccessful attempt to escape
their recent slump and lost, 6-2, to

the Trojans.

The game saw a premature end
as some USC players skated a little

too close to a hostile Bruin
cheering section, exchanging
insults and punches over the

protective glass barrier.

Tempers erupted oa the ice as

well, with brawling players litter-

ing the ice with sticks and helmets.

Referees and coaches agreed to

end the game with six minutes left

for safety's sake.

Bruin Chris Feinman said the

fight was neither the referees* nor

POLO
From page 20
of the Year Chris Humbert The
senior AU-American, who also

plays on the national team, leads

Cal with 53 goals.

Stanford is led by freshman
Wolf Wigo, who leads the Cardi-
nal with 39 goalSc

For UCLA, senior driver Oliver
Will leads the team in scoring with

50 goals. Gary O'Brien follows
with 33 goals in 15 games.
The Bruins, now ranked third

nationally, sneaked back in to the

position this week by defeating UC
San Diego, UC Irvine, and Long
Beach State last weekend.

I
50 <^ OFF!,j

I

I

I /Baskin(^RDbbios.
|

I
t^ ice Cream & ^^Xf^ff^mX i

|Cw^ yogurt or z^.
1^ ice-cream ^

J'
(offsrmptfM 11/15/91)

"

I not valid w\th any other discount |

[
We now deliver! !

.208-8048 Westwood Village'• mm MM MM MM MB MM Wtm iM 4AAAAAAAA AAAAAAAAAA

A CAT FOR
ALL SEASONS

Elegant Gifts For Cat Lovers

Ceramics, Textiles, Jewelry,

Crystal, Housewares, Books and

Paper Goods, Garden Accessories

and much, much more - all in the

image of a cat or with a cat on it

!

WESTSIDE PAVILION
Pico &. Overland, Suite 143

Center Court, Ground Floor

(213)441-4412

I

10%OFF
WITH THIS ADD. EXPIRES 1 l/lS/91
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the fans' fault.

"We were both itching to go at

it," Feinman said. "Whenever we
play, everyone's pretty cheap out

there. I got slashed on the arm,
(UCLA's ) Dave Lippmann got his

finger bitten. Something always
happens. And last night, with the

crowd and everything, it was
bound to happen.**

While UCLA and USC both

share Culver City as home ice, the

Trojan^ were the home team in

Wednesday's game. The capacity

crowd showed evidence that the

rivalry is alive and well, and
various insults echoed throughout
the rink and the encouragement
was shouted at early skirmishes

between the players.

Amidst small first period con-
frontations, the Bruins were the

first to light up the scoreboard with

a goal from Brian O'Neil, assisted

by Bob Jarvis. USC promptly
answered with two goals of its

own.

The Bruins tied the score at 2-2

with six minutes remaining in the

first period, off a shot by Dave
Sarraf, with.. Kurt Zimmcrmann
picking uplhe assist.

From that point on, USC ran off

with the puck, scoring once more
in the first period, twice in the

second period and once in the third

for a final score of 6-2.

As the Trojan players skated off

the ice to the running clock, they

were followed by a UCLA chorus

of caution shouting, "Foot-ball . . .

Football."

Zimmermann expressed disap-

pointment at the Bruins* perfor-

mance on the ice. "We played

pretty poorly. We've really been in

a slump. We weren*t working at

trying to pass it and play a good
skating game. Some individuals

are skating well, but we*re just not

playing as a team,** he said, adding
that USC played an impressive

game.

Zimmerman stars

in intrasquad game

Wins over Cal and Stanford
should insure UCLA of a top seed
in the NCAA Final Eight touma-
menL
*The key for us is to get a split

We* 11 be assured at least of a
:ihird-place seed at the tourna-

ment," said Baker.

Even though the Bruins beat

both the Golden Bears and the

Cardinal in the Los Angeles area

earlier this season, the wins were
close — one goal differences in

both cases.

But competition has been tight

for most teams in contention for

the NCAA tournament. The
Bruins have had eight games
decided by one-point margins.

"It's been something like 5-3 for

us in one-point games. It*s just one
of those types of years,'* Baker
said. =

While the Bears have probably
vowed never to be beat again by
anybody— let alone UCLA— the

Bruins have vowed not to lose a

single game in November.
"GJCLA head coach Guy) Bak-

er told us lets try to go 7-0 in

November," two-meter man Chris
Kellerman said.

By Kennedy Cosgrove
Dally Bruin Staff

Head coach Jim Harrick

summed up the UCLA basket-

ball intrasquad game, an
expectedly sloppy but surpris-

ingly hard-fought contest, by
saying "it was a good game to

get out of our systems."

That the Thursday night

game was won by the senior

guard-led Blue team, 81-73,

was incidental. Rather, the

contest was looked at as a

barometer of sorts for the

beginning of the 199 1 -92 hoops
season, which officially begins

next Friday when the Bruins

take on the Indiana Hoosiers in

the Tipoff Classic in Spring-

field, Mass.

The Blue team had both

senior guards, Darrick Martin
and Gerald Madkins, and Har-

rick said that was the difference

in the game. Martin had 18

points, while Madkins led all

players with nine assists.

Martin and the rest of the

team received a big scare in the

first two minutes of the game,
when his knee got pinned and
sharply twisted under Mitchell

Butler.

His running mate Madkins
looked skyward in disbelief at

the thought of a serious injury to

the team*s incumbent point

guard and mumbled, "Come on,

run it off.**

Martin did just that and
returned to the game a minute

later.

"It*s not that serious," Martin
said after the game. "It's a liftle

sore right ^w."
The Whi^ team was led by

senior forward Don MacLean's
quiet 21 points. MacLean shot
only 3-14 from the floor but was
15-16 from the foul line.

Harrick was most impressed
with the play of sophomore
center Rodney Zimmerman,
who had 12 points and nine
rebounds.

"I was probably most pleased
with Zimmerman, because he's

an unknown quality," Harrick

said. "He did a nice job. Td like

to see that from him every
night."

"I felt really confident out

there," he said. "But I still need
to get stronger. I can still feel

myself getting pushed around."

Harrick announced after the

game that Zimmerman, Mac-
Lean and junior forward Tracy
Murray would be the starting

front line for the Bruins against

Indiana. He was undecided on
who would be his starting

guards.

Zimmerman was told by
reporters after the game he had
^cn named a starter, and was"
asked how he felt about it.

"Honored," he said.
"Because they are giving me
the opportunity. I know Coach
Harrick wants some low-post

defense out there. I just want to

aggravate (Indiana forward/
center) Eric Anderson

»»

EYEGIASSESi
Get the look

you want
quickly and

courteously

from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

I

Westwood Village]

208-3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

LIMITED ENGAGEMENT MUST END NOV 17!

Tues. - Sat. 8; Mats. Sat. 2. Sun. 3

FAST FREE DELIVERY^

07-5900
100% Real Mozzarella

|[ Fresh Ingredients

11628 Santa Monica #10
1 Bik Est of Banington)

Sunday- Thursday
11-12am

Friday-Saturday

11-2am

I ow (nr cheese

.tvnilnlMe'iidon

«w
EILEEN ATKINS

as VIRGINIA WOOLF .n

A Room of
One's Own
CHARGE TIX: (310) 20*5454
or C : (213) 4803232

WESTWODl) PI AYHOUSE. 10886 LeCimte Av.

TAKE THE FIRST STEP
TOWARDS IMPROVING
YOUR BUSINESS

BY ADVERTISING IN UCLA's
Daily Bruin, you can reach

almost 50,000 peopl^dailyl

Take a step In the right direction
Advertise in the Daily Bruin

call (213) 825-2161
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It's an all-Califomia brawl for the bowls

, ,
VICKI RAPAPORT/DaiJy Bruin

Quarterback Jimmy Bonds prepares to throw the ball against Washington State last weekend. On
Saturday, UCLA plays at Stanford with bowl bids growing closer.

Bruins
travel
north
By Andre Keil

Daily Bruin Staff

A water polo team from
Berkeley has a little blemish
on their otherwise spotless

record. But that tiny blemish

stands out like Tommy Tro-

jan if he were to walk down
Bruin Walk.

The California water polo
team would have a perfect

22 games won — and none
lost — if it wasn't for a

fateful Saturday at the Rose
Bowl Aquatics Center when
UCLA upset the top-ranked

Golden Bears, 8-7.

Cal will do its best to

vindicate itself as the Bruins

visit the Bay Area to face

both the Bears and Stanford

in Pac-10 match-ups.
"If we're not ready for

them, they'll make sure to

beat us to the ground,"
UCLA head coach Guy
Baker said. "It wouldn't
even be close."

The Golden Bears are led

by last year's NCAA Player

See POLO, page 19

Volleyball gearing
upfor Washington
By Greg Jones
Daily Bruin Staff

With steady improvement as a

primary goal, the UCLA women's
volleyball team will continue its

quest towards the top of the Pac- 1

when they host No. 19 Washington

State tonight and Washington on

Saturday evening at the John
Wooden Center.

The fifth-ranked Bruins (19-4,

11-1) played well in defeating

Southern California on Tuesday
night but look to move their play

up another notch this weekend.

"I'd like to see us play as we did

in the last game against USC (15-7

victory)," UCLA head coach Andy
Banachowski said.

Banachowski is referring to the

third game against the Trojans,

where UCLA quickly jumped out

to a 10-2 lead and cruised to a 1 5-7

win to take the match.

In that game, the Bruins seem-
ingly scored points at will, and
dominated the game somewhat
like the UCLA squads of old.

The 1991 Bruins hope to reach

that point of dominance in the near

future, but any comparisons to last

year's national title team are

somewhat premature.

"I've gotten caught up in com-
paring last year's team with this

year's learn and it's not really fair

•t)ecause every yea^ is different,"

Banachowski said. "I think that

this year's group can accomplish

what last year's team did but they

are their own team." Banachowski
said.

In order to get back up to the top

of the polls, the Bruins are cur-

rently using a seven-person rota-

tion that has performed well in the

past three matches.

This rotation includes Natalie

Williams, Elaine Youngs and
Annett Buckner as the three

outside hitters, Marissa Hatchett,

Lisa Hudak and Irene Renteria

rotating in the two middle blocker

spots, and Julie Bremner as the

setter.

The Bruins may have to play

hard tonight, as the No. 19 Cougars

are a tough team with a 21-8, 8-5

record.

Washington State has won five

of its last seven matches, and has

proven to be a strong team behind

the play of Carrie Gilley (.354

hitting percentage), Keri Kille-

brew (.337 hitting percentage, 2.5

1

digs per game), and Carrie Cou-
tuirier (.342 hitting percentage,

1.20 blocks per game).

However, Washington (13-11,

4-9) has not fared as well, and is

currently eighth in the conference.

UCLA win would help

major bowl likelihood
By Kennedy Cosgrove
Daily Bruin Staff

Bowl bids, conference stand-,

ings, and identical four-game
winning streaks will be on the line

this Saturday as the red-hot UCLA
football team travels to Palo Alto,

Calif., to take on the equally

streaking Stanford Cardinal.

The game will begin at 3:30 pm
and will be televised on Prime
Network.

UCLA (6-2, 4-1 Pac-10) is

ranked No. 22 in the nation and has

won its last four games, three in

blowouts. The Bruins have out-

scored those four opponents 163-

40.

Stanford (5-3. 3-2) has made a

complete U-turn after starting the

season 0-2. The Cardinal have won
their last four games and five of

their last six, with the only loss

coming to Notre Dame. Included

in the string have been victories

over Southern California and
Colorado.

The game is crucial for both

teams, with bowl hopes riding on
the outcome.

"It's a very, very big football

game for both teams," UCLA head

coach J'erry Donahue said. "We
have got to handle the pressure pf

that. We have got more at stake

than Stanford does." *

The Bruins, almost assured of

some bowl bid, need to keep
winning if they want to play in a

major New Year's Day bowl. A
win over Stanford would put them
at 7-2, with two games left against

teams with losing records, Oregon
and USC. They would be in an

excellent position to finish 9-2 and
play on New Year's Day.

Donahue said that the key to

Saturday's game will be how the

Bruins' defense performs against

the Cardinal offense.

The Cardinal offense is spear-

headed by its excellent backfieldL

of fullback Tommy Vardell and'

halfback Glyn Milbum.
'Their offense is very explo-

sive," Donahue said. "We can't let

Vardell and Milbum and all those

guys control the ball against us.

They are capable of doing that It

See FOOTBALL, page 18

SUNNY SUNG/Daily Bruin

Elaine Youngs and the Bruins will go head-to-head with Washing-
ton and Washington State this weekend.

Bruins vs. Bruins

The UCLA men's basketball team played the

UCLA men's basketball team, and guess who
won?

See page 19

Brawl on tiie ice

The UCLA men's hockey team got in a few
licks with the USC Trojans, but came up on the

'

short end of the stick.

See page 19

Magic Joiinson

* Coverage of Magic Johnson's retirement and
acknowledgment that he has tested positive for

the HIV virus is featured on the cover of today's

Bruin.

See page 1

^
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80th Year, No. 33
Circulation: 22,000

Vohiirteer for

Meals on Wheels
Volunteers are needed for a

local organization which deliv-

ers meals to people who are

homebound.
The meals are provided for

the ill, eklerly and other home-
bound people who request
them.

The Santa Monica/Malibu
Meals on Wheels programs
needs people to give their time
weekly, monthly or as substi-

tutes when necessary on week-
days from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

For more information, call

the organization at (310) 394-

7558.

Inside

Harassment
policy review
=r A new giadttftte government
task force will investigate the

university's policy on sexual
harassment.

See page 6

Viewpoint

Is Bush's fbreigki

policy a success
Our dueling columnists go at

it again — this time with a

fierce debate over President

Bush's foreign policy.

See page 14

Arts & Entertainment

Once again upon
a 'Ludcy Star'

Lost for almost 60 years, the

silent movie 'Lucky Star* is

revived at Melnitz this week.

See page 16

Sports

Cardinal sins
The UCLA football team

made a series of costly errors

that led to a loss at Stanford.

Quarterback Tommy Maddox
was knocked out with a concus-

sion.

See page 32

Univefslty of California, Los Angeles
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Traffic barriers in

Westw< III lifted
By Chris Wolowlec

Westwood Village was noti-

ceably livelier this weekend as

police ended their five-year prac-

tice of blocking off streets in the

area with their nighttime traffic

barricades.

For the first time since 1986, the

barricades were lifted and the

village was more filled with
people.

Although the barricades were
originally put in place to stop street

violence and cruising, local mer-
chants asked for their removal
because the barricades seemed to

be driving customers away, said

City Councilman Ze^ Yaroslavs-
ky, whose district includes the

village.

The barricades were set up

every Fri^y and Saturday night
from 9 p.m. until 2 a.m. to keep
cars from entering several streets

in the heart of the village. But
limited restrictions will still

remain in effect

"I think it is much better because
the people can come inside now,"
said Jose Veaz, manager of Mar-
io's Italian Restaurant on the

comer of Weybum and Broxton
Avenues. "I hope it will be good
for business."

Another merchant agreed that

the removal of barricades could
provide a big boost

"If you see traffic, it makes
everything more alive," said Avi
Ida, a shift manager at Falafel King
restaurant on Weybum Avenue.
"Weekends used to be much busier

before the blwkades. When the

"When the summer
months roll around,

we'll have an idea

(about the effectiveness

of eliminating the

barricades)."

Zev Yaroslavsky
City Councilman

blockades went up, everyone
would go to (Santa Monica's)
Third Street Promenade or Cen-
tury City."

In 1986, the merchants asked for

barricades to halt the deteriorating

atmosphere of the village. City
officials responded and they

blocked several heavily-trafficked

intersections.

*The barricades have definitely

had an impact on street crime and
cruising," said Capt. Michael
Bagdonas of the Los Angeles

Police Department "Before, there

were a lot of fights, robberies,

heckling, and standstill traffic.

There's been a significant drop in

the amount of street crime in

Westwood."
Once erected, the barricades

eliminated U'affic noise, which
created a more favorable ambience
in Westwood, Yaroslavsky said.

"On the first night the barricades

went up, it was shocking that you

See WESTWOOD, page 10

Une live crew Departments react:
Initiative would take Math A,
English A courses off campus

BUHT Hi

A worker stands on top of an unfinished portion of Sunset
Village on Fhday.

By Robin Dong

An initiative to transfer teaching

responsibilities for remedial
courses from UCLA to community
colleges or extension programs has
university faculty members ques-
tioning the effects it would have on
the quality and costs of campus
education.

Proposed by University of Cali-

fornia President David Gardner,
the initiative would affect a total of
13 remedial sections of courses at

UCLA— seven EngUsh A and sbc

Math A sections — should the

respective departments adopt it.

These courses, defined by the

faculty senate as remedial, receive

no degree credit so the university,

in turn, gains no state funding to

support them.

By shifting the courses to

community college instructors,

Gardner hopes to save the UC $5
million which would then go
toward financial aid.

Gardner suggested the courses
either be taught by community
college instructors or by UCLA
Extension, which would cost stu-

UCLA monitors traffic to control H •

dents an additional fee.

But after researching the costs,

Carol Harizog, vice provost of the

College Letters & Science, con-
cluded that UCLA would not save

a substantial amount of money by
implementing the initiative. In

fact, she said one option could cost

more.

The projected cost to teach

English A as an extension program
is $57,120, whereas to teach it on
campus would cost about $1,000
less.

*The motive was originally a

good one, but now I don't think it

would serve that purpose," said

Michael North, acting director of
writing programs.

*Talking to people in the system
and other writing programs,
nothing positive has been said

about this initiative," North said.

North insists the quality of
education would decrease if the

courses were taught by community
college professors.

"It's hard for us to believe that a

community college instructor

See INITIATIVE, page 11

gestion
By Brigitte Brady
Daily Bruin Staff

People driving, riding a scooter
or even walking to campus last

month may have noticed the metal
boxes connected to black rubber
hoses that stretched across all the

UCLA entrances.

The apparatus were a part of a
week-long survey the university

conducted for a second year to

determine whether it is complying
with a traffic cap set by the City of
Los Angeles.

And although UCLA officials

are optimistic about traffic pat-

terns, Westwood residents are still

wearied by the number of cars
traveling through the village.

Because UCLA is the single

largest generator of traffic in West
Los Angeles, university officials

agreed to set a limit on the amount

of cars that travel in and out of
campus — a number that, if

exceeded, would mean all campus
expansion would come to a halt.

Under an agreement struck last

fall between Chancellor Charles
Young and L.A. City Councilman
Zev Yaroslavsky, UCLA must
lake an annual survey of the cars,

motorcycles, scooters and other
motor vehicles that pass through
campus.

The traffic cap was a landmark
agreement, according to Yaro-
slavsky because it marks the first

time a state-owned institution has
allowed the city to monitor it.

But despite this agreement,
some community members are still

not satisfied.

"Residents are very angry and
upset because of all the cul-

See TRAFFIC, page 12

UCLA Traffic Patterns

The City of Los Angeles, in an effort to control congestion in Westwood,
has placed a cap on the average number of cars that enter UCLA daily.

The number is measured when vehicles drive over cables laid across
campus entrances. Below are the average number of entrances and exits

vehicles make and the number of trips UCLA cannot exceed.

Average daily "trips"

UCLA cannot exceed.
139.500

Average daily "trips"

made in 1989.
126,500

Average dally "trips"

made in 1990.
124.000

SOURCE: UCLA Business and Transportation Services

KEVIN BALLUFF/Daily Bruin
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Graduate Art Lecture Scries

Roma Pondick

Wight Gallery, Dixon Ait Center

8:00 I'M

Cultural Af£airs

Comedy at the Coop
The Cooperage

Wednesday, November 13, 1991

1:00 PM

Center for Afro-American Studies

Op>en House

Haines Hall

'm^
Friday, November 15, 1991

9:00 V\\

Cultural Af£sdrs and Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority

Intellect Jazz Band
Kerckhoff Coffee House

Monday, November IS, 1991

12 NOON

Cultural Affairs

Noon Concert Series: Dread Zepp)elin

Westwood Plaza

GENERAL
Cultural Affairs

Applkrations for UCLA UNDERGROUND Concert Series

Drop off demo up)es at Kerckhoff Room 306

Center for Performing Arts

Hydrogen Jukebox

November 22,23 at 8pm Royce Hall

UCLA Musk: Department
Comic Chamber Opera: Dobstanovitz & Dobstanovitz

See ad for more information

Placement and Career Planning Center

"Life Science in the Year 2000"

Engineering and Science Career Sp>eaker5

Fewer Califomians
think their state iiest
United Press International

NEW YORK — Only half of

Califomians believe their stale is

one of the best places to live, down
from 78 percent six years ago.

according to a survey to be

published Monday.
The poll done for Time maga-

zine also shows 66 percent of

Califomians believe there has been

too much population growth in

their communities. The siu^ey is

part of a special issue, "California:

The Endangered Dream."

In an interview for the issue.

Gov. Pete Wilson said he favors

limiting benefits to newcomers to

cut down on the number of people

who move to the Golden State.

"When I make this comment,
people immediately will say,

'You're anti-poor people.* Til be

accused of racism," the Republi-

can govemor said. "The fact of the

matter is, Califomians are having

to pay a disproportionate share of

the national burden for supporting

the poor."»

Wilson in the interview notes

that courts have forbidden states

from esiabiishing waiting periods

for new residents to receive public

assistance.

"1 happen to think those cases

are wrong," Wilson said. "It seems

to me that at the very least there

should be a period in which new
residents do not receive the bene-

fits that the state provides. People

have talked about a three-year

waiting period. Otherwise, you

have^a situation in which you are

risking the health of your econom-
ic base."

The survey of Califomians

found only 51 percent consider

their state one of the best places to

live, down from 78 percent in

1985.

The survey also found Califor-

nians perceive themselves as more

trendy (73 percent), health-con-

scious (66 percent) and money-
oriented (62 percent) than people

who live in other states.

Those polled did not believe,

however, that they are more old-

fashioned (3 percent). God-fearing

(9 percent) or family oriented (11

percent) than other Americans.

The poll of 1,012 Califomians

was taken for Time by the Field

Institute. It also revealed that 70
percent of Califomians own a

telephone answering machine, 34

percent have an exercise machine

and 30 percent have earthquake

insurance.

But contrary to popular ste-

reotypes, only 19 percent of

Califomians said they own a

surfboard, only 18 percent have a

hot tub or spa and 9 percent drive a

convertible. However, 66 percent

of Califomia men say they hardly

ever wear a tie.

Noting the problems Califomia

faces, Wilson told the magazine,

'This is a rich state by any number
of indexes. But as with a rich

country, there are practical limits

to what you can do. There are also

political limits to what people are

willing 10 assume in the way of

burdens."
The first-term govemor also

said it*s time for the federal

govemment to change guidelines

states must follow to provide

minimum levels of assistance to

the poor.
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• II bill H • Id alter financial aid system
By Robyn Schaef^ir

Students concerned about the

inefficient process of applying for

and receiving federal financial aid

are urged to sign caimpus petitions

that will be sent to U.S. legislators.

The UCLA National Lobby
office will be on Bruin Walk this

week encouraging students to sign

petitions supporting a draft of a

federal bill ttiat could significantly

change the student financial aid

system.

"If students atUCLA would like

to see changes in financial aid, we
urge them to let their representa-

tives know how important the bill

is,** said Sean Cartwright, a UCLA
lobby office representative.

The .draft focuses on making

Lobby representatives urge

students to sign petition
changes in the federally funded

Pell Grant— which is intended for

lower-middle and middle-income

students. Un|ike loans, a grant

does not have to be paid back.

This bill would convert the Pell

Grant from a grant into an entitle-

ment, which would mean that

students would then need to satisfy

a federal income requirement.

Furthermore, entitlements are

guaranteed to all qualified stu-

dents.

While Pell Grants are supposed

to be available for all eligible

students, they can only be awarded

based on the availability of limited

funds.

"If funds run out, students will

not get the grant,** said Mary
Sandy, a policy analyst for the

Califomia Post Secondary Educa-

tion Committee.

The current act authorizes a

maximum grant award of $3,100

per year, yet Congress has only

funded it at $2,400. This means
that students could be required to

borrow money to pay their

registration fees.

*This forces students into jobs

they do not want just to make the

most money in order to pay student

loans,'* said Karla Zombro, presi-

dent of UCLA's national lobby

office.

If Pell Grants were made into

entitlements and the maximum
award was given, the loan burden

would decrease because students

would rely less on loans, she said.

Currently, several legislators

are trying to incorp)orate this draft

into the Higher Education Act— a

federal law which establishes

funding for many university prog-

rams. The act must be renewed

every five years, and it expires

next year.

Under the act, a big chunk of the

federal dollars goes to student

financial assistance. About $1.6

billion in federal money is

received by Califomia students in

the form of grants and guaranteed

student loans.

Sen. Paul Simon, D-Illinois,

proposed that the Pell Grant be

made into an entitlement, which

would require Congress to appro-

priate enough money for all stu-

dents who qualify. Simon also

suggested the individual grant

level be increased.

Rep. William Ford, D-Michi-

gan, chairman of the House Sub-

committee on Postsecondary
Education, has also proposed that

the Pell Grant be increased.

But President George Bush
disagrees. While he has proposed

increasing the size of each grant,

he maintains that the money

See GRANT BILL, page 13

Foram unites campus
student-interest gloui
By Re^na Ravetti

Representatives of UCLA*s 19

student advocacy groups met with

undergraduate govemment mem-
bers to improve communication

and discuss campus issues at a

forum Thursday afternoon.

The fomm, which is tentatively

scheduled to meet four times a

quarter, drew positive reactions

from both sides. =
"I think it went really well,*' said

Intemal Vice President Sherrick

Murdoff, adding that the groups

have similar goals of devising a

good forum.

**I think it's a good step,

bringing student groups together

on campus, because in the past,

that hasn't always been the case,**

said Paul Tsutagawa, a member of

the Asian Pacific Coalition.

Members of the student groups

discussed their expectations, con-

cerns and grievances, and the

forum helped break down barriers

of communication — the main

• v:

goal of the forum.

Highest on the list of student

group grievances was the under-

graduate govemment members*
failure to adequately represent

UCLA students.

"I don't feel a lot of student

groups feel that they represent

student interests," Tsutagawa said.

'They haven't really gone to the

separate communities and asked

^hat their stance is on a particular

policy or campus issue."

Other student leaders agreed

undergraduate govemment is not

involved with current issues faced

by the various community groups.

"Basically, I haven't seen

(undergraduate government)
doing anything about the fee hikes,

African studies or MEChA,** said

Kathy Guyton, head coordinator of

African Student Union. "I would

like to see more African classes on

the general education list**

Student group members said

they have the potential to better

Student group representatives met Thursday night for the Student

budgets and Interaction.

represent students because they

possess a more direct link to

student govemment.

*The entire point of student

govemment is the representation

of students," Tsutagawa said.

"Any forum that facilitates student

representation is good."

The forum was created after

undergraduate govemment dissol-

Interest Forum to discuss their

ved the position of the second vice

president, which previously spx)n-

sored all the groups and renamed it

intemal vice president, Murdoff

said.

PLO is losing power, lecturer says
Arafat's efforts to retain

power have backfired

By Josh Romonek
Daily Bruin Staff

Discredited by its alliance with Iraqi leader

Saddam Hussein and excluded from the recent

peace talks in Madrid, the Palestine Liberation

Organization is losing power to Palestinian

leaders of the Israeli-occupied West Bank and

Gaza Strip, a local expert said.

Organization leader Yasser Arafat grew tired of

Palestinian moderates favoring a settlement with

Israel and decided to support Hussein*s invasion

of Kuwait and his attacks on Israel, said UCLA
alumnus Joshua Teitelbaum Thursday.

Teitelbaum spoke in a UCLA lecture about the

recent history of the organization and the intifada,

or Palestinian uprising, which began in 1987.

"Arafat played survival politics." Teitelbaum

said. But Arafat's efforts to retain power

backfu-ed. and as a result, the organization has lost

even more influence in the West Bank and Gaza,

he added.

The organization — which claims responsibil-

ity as the sole representative of the Palestinian

people — lost credibility when Palestinians took

the initiative to fight for themselves, said the

research fellow at Israel's Tel Aviv University.

*There were many reasons behind intifada, but

it was not the organization prodding,** Teitelbaum

said, adding that the uprising was a spontaneous

event over which the organization had no conu-ol.

But although the organization lost some of its

credibility, "there was a lot of grudging admira-

tion of the intifada from the organization,'* he said.

And despite his loss of power, "Arafat remains

a symbol of Palestinian nationahsm," Teitelbaum

said.

i: I I [i wins tnp
UCLA's blood donor center seeks

to increase its summer supply

Joshua Toitolbaum, a UCLA alumnus, spoke

about the recent actions and history of the

Palestinians and the PLO at a lecture Thurs-

day.

In fact, most would agree that the organization

— although officially excluded from the confer-

ence — was very much a presence in Madrid, he

said.

But according to the Palestinian delegates,

more faxes were sent to the organization than

received from the organization, Teitelbaum said,

adding that it was another indication that policy is

no longer being dictated by Arafat. *

Also, the sole legitimate representative of the

See PLO, page 13

By Lenore Jimenez

Three months after Charlene

Stein donated blood to the UCLA
Blood Donor Center, she received

an urgent phone call.

The former UCLA student

feared the worst, but the caller only

wanted to offer her two free

round-trip plane tickets to New
York.

And Stein breathed a sigh of

relief upon discovering she had

won the grand prize in the center's

summer blood donor promotion.

"It came as a very big surprise,"

she said. "For them to track me
down, I thought it was serious

when all that was written on the

message was *urgent* — I always

think of the worst.*'

Stein said she did not anticipate

receiving the free trip because she

gives blood as a form of commun-
ity service rather than to win

prizes. "I'm a good sport about

giving blood, even though 1 am
scared of needles." she said.

But the "Win the Big Apple"

contest was an effort to entice

people who are not regular donors

to donate blood during the summer
when usual donors go on vacation,

resulting in a 20-percent decrease

in the blood supply.

The potential for a blood shor-

tage became more apparent this

year because of recent campus-

wide staff retirements and layoffs

— all of which further shrink an

already limited donor base.

"Only about five percent of the

people who can give blood are

donors," said David Glassey, man-
agement services officer for the

center. "If we could increase this

just five percent, there wouldn't be

a potential for blood shortages."

More than 2,300 people gave

blood from May to September,

with each donation entering them

in the prize drawings.

Thomas Cook Travel, UCLA's
exclusive travel agency, provided

the New York tickets. And El

Polio Loco provided free meals

and the second prize of two tickets

to San Francisco, which were won
by UCLA student Brian Watson.

But even those who were not

grand prize winners l)enefited

from donating blood.

Donors who are UCLA or

student association employees
receive a gift of four hours leave

with pay, and students receive a

free meal ticket redeemable at all

campus food facilities.

Blood center officials encour-

age everyone to donate blood,

sU^essing that donors cannot con-

tract AIDS or any other disease

from giving blood — a common
fear among many people.

Potential donors must weigh at

least 100 pounds, be free of

See DONORS, page 10
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World

Baker meets Japan's

new administration

TOKYO — Secretary of Stale James
Baker arrived Sunday to explore a global

partnership with Japan's new administra-

tion, which is still ruffled by the decision

of President Bush to postpone his Asian

trip.

Maintaining that "a harmonious and

productive U.S.-Japan relationship" is

essential to the prosperity and security of

the region, Baker was scheduled to meet

with Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa
Monday and become the first high-rank-

ing American official to visit since

Miyazawa was elected last week.

Baker will leave Tokyo Tuesday for

Seoul to attend the Asia-Pacific Econom-
ic Conference, where ministers will

discuss new applications for membership
in the 15-nation trade forum.

Robert Maxwell laid

to rest in Jerusalem
JERUSALEM — British press baron

Robert Maxwell, eulogized as a "man of

courage, vision and daring enterprise,"

was laid to rest Sunday on the Mount of

Olives, leaving behind questions about his

mysterious death and the future of his

publishing empire.

_ Before the burial, hundreds of people

Tiled past Maxwell's body, which,
^

according to Jewish law, was shrouded

and covered with a tallit, the traditional

prayer shawl.

The funeral look place at Jerusalem's

Binyanei Ha'umah convention center, the

Hall of the Nation, and mourners included

Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir, President

Chaim Herzog, Soviet activist Naian

Sharansky, much of the Israel government

and editors of his newspapers.

Nation

Briefs
Increase in medical

Ford unveils program

to help fire victims

DEARBORN, Mich. — Ford Motor
Co. announced Sunday it will offer

special vehicle discounts and financing

arrangements to victims of the recent fires

in the Oakland and Berkeley. The
company also will make contributions to

agencies assisting the victims.

"Ford and our dealers want to offer

some form of assistance to those people

seriously affected by this terrible

tragedy," said Robert L. Rewey, vice

president of Ford North American Sales

Operations.

Man shoots neighbors

for playing loud music
GLENDALE, Ariz. — A 93-year-old

man was arrested Sunday for shooting

two neighbors, one fatally, because they

were playing music too loud, authorities

said.

Police arriving at a trailer park found a

39-year-old woman dead from a gunshot

wound to the chest, said Mitch Kelsey, a

police spokesman. The woman's com-
panion, a 49-year-old man, was critically

wounded nearby.

Investigators said the woman had been

playing loud miisic and apparently

ifcfused a request from her neighbor to

turn it down.

"When this wasn't accomplished, the

suspect called her over to the fence

separating their property and shot her in

the chest," Kelsey said.

When the woman's companion
emerged from their apartment, he also

was shot, police said. He was hospitalized

in critical condition at St. Joseph's

Hospital.

school applications

WASHINGTON — The number of

students applying to medical school

jumped 14 percent in 1991, the largest

increase in 18 years, the Association of

American Medical Colleges reported

Sunday.

The medical school class entering this

year, 16,205 students, was the largest

since 1985.

The group said 33,301 applicants were

in this year's pool, up from 29,243 in

1990. Women, Asians and other minority

applicants account for much of the

increase.

A total of 5,487 Asian-Pacific islanders

applied to medical schools in 1991, a 26

percent increase over last year. Minority

applicants increased by 14 percent, to

,3,605.

'Most Wanted' nabs
fugitive already in jail

ATLANTA — The television show
"America's Most Wanted" nabbed

another fugitive when inmates at the

Fulton County jail saw the picture of one

of their own flash across the TV screen,

officials said Sunday.

Jessie Lee Baker, 27, was watching the

show Friday night with fellow inmates

when the popular Fox Network program

did a segment on him.

:^Hcy, that's you!'* one inmate said as

the program portrayed Baker as a steely-

eyed hitchhiker who preyed on lonely

women in Florida and Texas.

Baker retreated to his cell, but his

fellow inmates informed jail officials,

said Ll Maudell Phillips, assistant watch

commander at the facility.

He surrendered a short time later and

admitted it was his face on the TV,
Phillips said.

state

Pentagon reimburses

toxic waste cleanup
The Department of Defense is quietly

reimbursing big contractors millions of

dollars for environmental cleanup costs, it

was reported Sunday.

The Pentagon in recent years has paid

or agreed to pay cleanup costs that the

firms could not recover from their

insurance carriers, the Los Angeles Times

reported.

The practice has caught regulatory

officials by surprise. Several Environ-

mental Protection Agency and Justice

Department officials responsible for

ordering such firms to clean up toxic

pollution told the Times they knew
nothing about the reimbursements.

The policy could make the government

a key underwriter of the multibillion-dol-

lar effort to restore 1,228 Superfund sites

because most big military contractors are

liable for cleanups at multiple sites.

Almanac

On this date:

In 1821, Russian author Fyodor Dos-

toevsky was bom.
In 1885, Gen. George Patton was bom.
In 1889. Washington was admitted to

the Union as the 42nd state.

In 1918. World War I ended with the

^gning of the Armistice.

In 1922, novelist Kurt Vonnegut was

bom.
In 1982. the space shuttle Columbia

began the fu-st commercial space mission.

Thought for the day:

Gen. George Patton said. "Fear is

courage holding on a minute longer."

From United Press International
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Morgan Stanley Japan Ltd.
will be visiting UCLA on Monday,

November 11

for an Information Session to be held in the

Marquessa Room - Westwood Marquis at 7:00 PM.
Ail are welcome.

Please attend to leam more about opportunities in our Tokyo office.

MORGAN STANLEY
Morgan Stanley Is An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Grad students ove harassment task force
By Gwen Goldbloom

Graduate government voted

unanimously to establish a task

group that would review existing

university policy on sexual harass-

ment
Although the UCLA admi-

nistration has recently created a

task force of its own, the Graduate

Students Association is concerned

that the campus community is

neither aware of the administra-

tion's efforts nor been asked, as a

whole, to be involved in discussing

problems with existing policies.

The UCLA Sexual Harassment

Task Force, which was created at

the beginning of fall quarter, is

presently considering options to

involve the student population in

evaluating the university's policies

instituted a year ago.

"We want to listen to students,"

said Deb Raupp, staff develop-

ment coordinator in Student

Affairs and a member of the

UCLA Task Force.

"We already have four students

on the task force and we're

considering either doing a paper

survey or focus groups,*' she

added. Overall, there are 12 mem-
bers that represent UCLA students

and faculty and staff members, two

of whom arc male.

The GSA task group intends to

focus on the issue of sexual

harassment from a graduate stu-

dent perspective that will compli-

ment the conclusions reached by

the administration's task force.

"I want to emphasize that the

GSA task group is not an effort to

go around the current campus task

force," Lee said.

The GSA usk group was
created to directly help the existing

task force evaluate the usefulness

of the current policy and seek

better procedures, Lee added.

The current UCLA sexual har-

assment policy states that sexual

harassment complaints are

directed to different departments

depending on the complainant's

employment or student status at

the time of the alleged incident.

As a result, different people are

in charge of handling the com-

plaints for students, staff members,

employees and faculty.

One of the graduate task group's

goals is to propose more consistent

policies and procedures that will

address sexual harassment for

graduate students as well as the

campus community.

"The current policy doesn't

really address the special problem

of sexual harassment between a

graduate student and the faculty

advisor," said Karol Dean, a

graduate student in psychology

and member of the UCLA task

force.

The graduate task group plans to

research policies and procedures

used by other universities and

corporations as models to better

handle sexual harassment com-
plaints at UCLA. It will then report

back to both its main legislative

body, the Forum, and the UCLA
task force with its recommenda-
tions.

Graduate government's addi-

tional efforts to investigate and

evaluate the effectiveness of the

current policies is an advantage,

Raupp said.

"My gut response is that the

more investigation the better." he

said. "I welcome it if it's done in a

cooperative way."
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HowAmerican Exprcss
helps you cover more territory

For less money
Become a Student Cardmember todayand
;et 3 roundtrips on Continental Airiines,

For only $129 or $189 each.

Only the American Express* Card offers an exciting travel program

exclusively for students- including three roundtrip certificates on
Continental Airlines. And much, much more.

Just look at the map and pick the place youd like to visit. If

it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate

to fly for only $129* roundtrip. Or you can cross the

Mississippi for $189 roundtrip

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime—

because there are no blackout dates. But you must

make your reservations within 14 days of the day you

leave. And the maximum stay is 7 days/6 nights and must include

a Saturday night.

By becoming a Student Cardmember, you'll also enjoy other

benefits from the American Express* Student Privileges" Program.

Such as up to 30 minutes** of MCI long-distance calling every month
for an entire year—absolutely free. And that's just one example of

how the Card can help you save.

For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all these savings. And
it's easy to apply Just call us (have your bank address and account

number on nand). What's more, with our special student offer, it's

easier to get the Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new terri-

tory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

* Minneapolis, S( Paul. S( Louis and Nrw Orleans arr considerrd ciiirs easi of ihr Mississippi Rivrr

** A credK of up to f370 for rails will appear on each billing siatenoeni for 12 months after enroll

inent 13'^ is equal to the charges for a domestic 30 minute night/weekend MCI CardCompati
Miiiy call and appropriate surcharges You must enroll for this service by December 31. 1991

Ma CALL 1-800-942-AMEX

.

Ifyou re already a^Cardmember, there's no need to call Information about your certificates will be arriving soon

TRAVa
RBATED
SERVICES

AnAMiancanEi
Continental

Assistant Marketing Managers and Assistant Product Managers

Full-time andSummer Positions

See what's on our menu.
You've worked hard for your degree.

Now it's time you made the most of it. We're serving

up worlds of opportunity for Assistant Marketing Man-

agers and Assistant Product Managers who know how to

make our software irresistible.

As an Assistant Marketing Manager for the seminar

group, you will be responsible for successfully conducting

seminars for small and medium businesses.

During the seminars you will present products, dis-

cuss case studies and conduct interactive question and

answer sessions. Your input into the structure and content

of the seminars is given on a regular basis.

There are frequent points of contact and collabora-

tion with other groups at Microsoft. You will also be

responsible for incremental projects that are chosen rela-

tive to your area of interest.

As an Assistant Product Manager, you'll assist in the

development and implementation of marketing plans and

programs for a Microsoft product. You'll communicate

strategic ideas to product marketing, channel marketing,

corporate communications, and the sales force.

You'll pursue strategic alliances with OEMs
(original equipment manufacturers) and ISVs (inde-

pendent software vendors), and assist with new

product introductions, demonstrations, seminars,

and educational programs.

We'll place all our resources at your disposal, and

they are legion. Add to that our full commitment to your

independence, our hands-off management style, and

unlimited access to all the marketing tools youMl need.

You have the perfect recipe for success.

If you hunger for industry recognition and are pur-

suing a Bachelor's degree, we want to talk with you at our

On-campus Interviews. We'll satisfy your appetite.

We are an equal opportunity employer and are

working toward a more culturally diverse workforce.

Mcfosoft

On-campus Interviews

Friday, January 31, 1992

Assistant Marketing Managers and

Assistant Product Managers, Full-time and Summer Positions

See your Career Center for more details.

Comptete terms and cooditioos of this travel ofer will arrive with your certificates Continental Airlines alone is responsible for fulfillment of this ofer Ameii^ Express assumes no liability for Continental Airlines' performance C 1991 American Express Travel Related Services Company Inc

->^
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Northrklge may limit 1992 fali enroliment
United Press International

California State University,

Norlhridge officials are consider-

ing limiting enrollment in the fall

of 1992 for the first time, admini-

strators said.

Lorraine Newlon, admissions

and records director, said system

regulations require the campus to

accept all eligible students who
apply during the month of Novem-

ber. but applications after that are

in question.

"We do know that we will have

the budget to admit some number

of new students, but we don't

know what that number will be at

this time," she told the Los

Angeles Daily News in Sunday's

editions. "If people linger too long,

we can't guarantee they will be

admitted."

Several other campuses in the

20-school system are considering

enroKcnent caps. Norlhridge and

some other campuses aheady have

limited spring enrollment due to

budget programs, said Max Bena-

videz, system spokesman.

"We haven't done that with the

fall yet, but we're looking at it

every day with more and more

consideration," he said.

The university system's $L6
billion 1991-92 budget is about

$60 million less than it was last

year and about $400 million less

than university officials requested.

The cuts translated into a 9.8

percent 1991-92 budget loss for

Northridge, where officials

reduced the number of fall semes-

ter classes offered by about 6

percent.

The CSU board of trustees last

month approved a $1.7 billion

budget for the 1992-93 school year

— $100 million more than it

received this year. Benavidez said

it will be up to Gov. Pete Wilson

and the Legislature to determine if

the system gets the money.
"We're only asking for enough

to stay afloat," Benavidez said. "I

think there's a lot of confusion out

in the community and we just want

to let them know we are not closed.

We are accepting applications for

next year."

Melnitz Movies
presents a sneakpreview

Life is Sweet
directed by Mike Leigh

Monday, November 11, TiJOp.m. Melnitz Tlieater FREE

•Passes required

•Passes are free to UCLA students and can be obtained at CFO (Near James E. West

Center) at 9:00 a.m. and at 10:30 a.m. at the Melnitz Box Office the day of the

screening. A limited number of tickets will be distributed at the Melnitz Box Office

one hour before the showtime. For more information, call 825-2345.

This program is sponsored by the Graduate Students Association,

in cooperation with UCLA Film and Television Archive

and the Department ofFilm and TV.

tkt&HT

11777 aAN VICENTE 8lAm, eHENTWDOD, CA 90049 • 820-1516

Naked Emperor Productions presents

I •

II*

BSTANOVrrZ &r

BSTANOVITZ
NOV. 15-17 8:00 PM

Jan Popper Theater, Schoenberg Hall

Free Admission

A New Comic Chamber Opera in English by

KENT CARLSON
starring: Jon Augustine, Robin Bartunek, Brian

Leerhuber, Laura Dallavo and Dean Elzinga

For more information, call 808-6608

IS NOW A BROADWAY PRODUCTION.

Our new producer just finished Andrew Uoyld

Weber's production in London and also produced

Siegfried and Ro/s show in Las Vegas. If you are at

least &0'* and a professionally trained dancer, singer

or have drop dead good looks , we want you to

— audition for our

EUROPEAN BROADWAif CALIBER SHOW.
Call GIO) 396-4045 between 10am-6prn,

Monday thru Friday to set up an interview.

Please bring or send photo, resume, audio

and/or videotapes, and self addressed—self

stamped envelope for return of tapqs, to

2115 Pico Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90405

Eton't miss this great opportunity

to trayel and work with

one of the hottest producers.

RP
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Mitterrand considers siiortening presidential term
By John Phillips

United Press Internatfonat

PARIS — President Francois

Mitterrand said Sunday he was

ready to consider constitutional

reform to reduce the length of the

presidential term of office, and

indicated he might step down

before his term expires in 1995.

"It happens to me also to find

that 14 years is too long," Mitter-

rand, 74. told La Cinq television.

The Socialist leader was elected to

a second seven-year term in 1988.

But he has come under increasing

fire from opposition politicians

recently who charge he is losing

his grip as he ages.

*The length of the mandate

could be modified," Mitterrand

said. However he noted that such

reform would not oblige him

necessarily to end his term early,

because his election in May 1988

was for seven years. "Legally, that

CATCH SOME
FAST ACTION...

ADVERTISE
in the BRUIN

825-2161

.\^'

rV^

^ ^o<^<^^

^^vH^tuCeft SaC^'
ComptP

CP286-12MHZ (40MB Hard Drive) 14" Mono $550

CP386SX-16MHZ (40MB Hard Drive) $950

CP386DX-25MHZ (BOMB Hard Drive) $1180

CP386-33MHZ W/64K Cache (80MB Hard Drive) $1320

CP486-25MHZ (120MB Hard Drive) $1850

CP486-33MHZ Wy256K Cache (120MB Hard Drive) $1960

fril f^ystems Include:

• 1 Me RAM Memory

•525" or 3.5* Floppy Drive

. HYUNDA1 14" Super VGA (.28) Color Monitor

• Super VGA(1024768) W/1MB-256 Colors

• Super Mouse II

. AT I/O C»d (2 Serial. 1 Parallel & 1 Game)

•2FD/2HD IDE Controller

• 100% IBM Compatible Systems

One Vbar P»ts and Labor WarrantyFREE MOUSE

I
with purchose of system

BEST SUPPORT, BEST SERVICE/LOWEST PRICE

Please Call SCOTT for best deal at

3850WibhircHlvd#l04

Los Angeles, CA^KKjlO

480'-6777

i

WILSHIRE

does not affect me," he said.

He said he would consider

whether to step down early if such

a reform was passed. "Politically

and morally, I am the sole judge of

what should be done,** he said.

Speaking from his office at the

Elysee Palace. Mitterrand said he

would organize a referendum in

1992 on certain institutional mod-

ifications while other changes

would be submitted to parliamen-

tary vote.

The reforms he envisaged con-

cerned the executive, legislative

and judiciary, he said, including a

widening of parliamentary pow-

ers. "I would like to see the

Parliament dispose of a greater

initiative," he added.

However he said he was "rather

unfavorable toward a presidential

regime of the American type. Tliat

does not conform to our tradi-

tions."

Mitterrand pledged he "will

correct the institutions before the

end" of his term.

The only hint of who Mitterrand

considered his likely successor as

Socialist candidate in early pres-

idential elections was a reference

to one-time rival Michel Rocard,

who stood down as prime minister

in May at Mitterrand's request to

allow the appointment of the

president's protegee, Edith Cres-

son.

Get Your Portrait

Taken Now for the

Bruin Life Yearbook

On Sale - For a
Limited Time Only

The UCLA Medallion

Watch from Bulova=a

14k gold-plated dial

featuring a rich three-

dimensional rendering

of the UCLA seal.

— ^""iii'iii'iliaotiiifi

LA Campus Photo StudiP
Official Photttgraphers For Bruin We Yearbook

Kerekhoff Hall 150 (213) :;»6«433
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DENTISTRY 3

D

ON CAMPUS

UCLA School of Dentistry

Check-ups Cleaning Extractions

Fillings Cosmetic Dentistry Bridges

Crowns Root Canals

Dentures

, Implants

(213) 206-3904

Treatment options include care provided by

Dental Students or by Graduate Dentists

D
D
D
D
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could hear the birds chirping in the

trees."

However, the subsequent

decline in local business prompted

merchants to call for the barri-

cades' removal. After more than

six months of requests, city offi-

cials and the police department

agreed to lift traffic-flow restric-

tions.

But the decision to discontinue

the weekend blockades was not a

result of pressure from the mer-

chants, Yaroslavsky noted.

Because Westwood is now more

"stable." he said officials agreed to

take the barricades down.

The barricades were probably a

minor factor contributing to thc^

village's economic problems, Yar-

oslavsky added, that business has

slowed because of increased com-

petition from large shopping mark-

ets and America's economic

recession. He also noted that the

barricades were only kept up 10

hours in a whole week.

The decision to lift the traffic

ban is a pilot program that will last

until January, Bagdonas said. "At

the first part of next year we'll

reevaluate the program to see if it

is doing what it is intended to do."

But this period is not the real test

of the program, Yaroslavsky said.

"One week or the winter months

won't tell us anything," he said.

"When the summer months roll

around, we'll have an idea."

During the summer, the warmer

weather attracts larger crowds.

I

I
Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. 11/21/91

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 CUT fif BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS
WESTWOOD

WilQhirP Wp^t Plaza ^^T' ^"^^ ^^^ SWDEtfT ID,
Wlisnirc }N^i. Ti<xixx ^^ EMPLOYEE ID. WTTtl COUPOn
1234 Westwood Blvd. f.™^A.,^ur^-r«c.i.-y

475-3264 cImi jum &7cMitiM •

C A T .17. FREE! IMPORTED DECORATOR}r^^^ PILLOWS WITHANYPURCHASE
You Get Botn qf futonsand frame.

Pieces $so value.

TWIN

QUEEN

BRAND-NEW
NAME BRAND

TWIN 2 pc. $45
FULL 2pc. $55

QUEEN 2pc. $75
KING :

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
ON ANY IDENTICAL MERCHANDISE

BUNK OR TWIN BEDS
OX-BOW DESIGN

FUTON
^^

e q^^^
FRONI:

^45^65
TWIN QUEEN

$55^85
FULL KING

5 PIECE BEDROOM SET

YOU GETMmkt Oicner.
2
'STifhtMandft. Miirer& Headboard.

Available in lifhi oak or country beech

$199NOW ONLY

iL':;:^:?^Vai^rr.!i"JMiiM&

THE ACAPULCO
Larga
aatacUon of

coloraand
aolMoak
framaaln

FUTON & FRAME

THE DELPHI
PLATFORM BED

Solid
hardwood
availabia in

black lacquar
or natural
finiah

6032 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
(1 Block East of Fairfax, Opposite May Co.)

VfSA
(213) 939-1244 • 939-3335

OPEN 7 DAYSt Mon-Fri 10 a.in. - 7 p.m., Sat/Sun 10 a.in. - 5 p.m.

Westwood traffic will not

become completely unrestricted

on Friday and Saturday nights.

One remaining barricade will be

positioned at Weybum and Brox-

torf Avenues, running diagonally

from Mario's Italian Restaurant to

the Bruin Mann theater. And a

series of "no left" and *'no right"

turn signs will still be in the

village.

The barricade and turn restric-

tions will remain in place to

eliminate cruising through the

village.

II

From page 3

hepatitis and not participate

in behavior that may lead to

contraction of the AIDS
virus.

Stein, who donates blood

regularly, says even one pint

of blood can make a differ-

ence in a patient's life.

"Somebody somewhere
might really need it."

STAMFORD

Prep
L S A T
G R E
G M A T

TbefaslesigroiViNfi cf^ursc at UCLA

Call todayand we'll tutoryoubeforeourcourse begins and

help you with the application process at no extra charge.

SiiKilliT class sizes and more iii(li\ idual atU'nlion than

anvothti couisc Call STAMFORD PHKF:

J 1 J • 6 5 .7' • 'J S O O S / <V • ^ O (} • I O O O

i.A. 's onl^
Monday Night Football

New York style

anew yoi1< bar

Monday Night FootbaU
Complimentary
Hot Dog Buffet

$1.75 1 6 oz. Miller Drafts

Beer ft Burger Special
1/3 lb. Cheese Burger,

French Fries

& Draft Miller Lite

or Genuine
only $4.75
( 4 pm. to closing)

S5S#5SSft:;%?SffR

ALL SPORTS -

ALL THE T1MEI
Take a front

row seat to all

L.A. games;
plus

top-notch out
of town

coverage!
Catch Alll

College & Pro
Sports Action

Here!
Special Sports

Buffets for

Selected
Games

%MIMWWWWWMWMMMMWMM«AMMMIMMMMMWMM

BOTTOMS UP
It couM only happen in Apple's!

Satellite Coverage of
NFL, NBA, NHL,
College Football

& Basketball

Upcoming
Tyson vs. Holyfleld

Nov8, IWl
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would do as well as our lecturers,"

he said.

English A is designed to meet

part of the Subject A writing

requirement which students must

fulfill in order to graduate. The

writing program specifically

designed a smooth uansition for

students from English A to English

2 and then English 3.

"We've put a lot of work into

these courses and assigned our best

lecturers," North said. "There

would be disjunction and the

students would be poorly served

by the initiative."

The students served by the

remedial courses are mostly stu-

dents from underrepresented

ethnic groups and students who
study English as a second lan-

guage, Hartzog said.

Of the students enrolled in

English A last year. 36 percent

were Asian, 27 percent were

African-American and 16 percent

were Chicano. Last year 52 stu-

dents, a majority of whom were

African-American and Chicano,

took Math A.

"Students in English A are at

risk so there is no need to burden

them further financially," North

said.

'On the other hand, Hartzog said

the math department is more

receptive of the initiative than the

writing program. The math depart-

ment feels that it is possible a

stable program could be set up

with an experienced community

college inductor leaching the

course regularly, she added.

However, the loss of resources

is the math department's main

concern, said one professor.

"If Math A was taught by

community college teachers, the

math department is worried about

the loss of teaching assistant

resources," said Philip Curtis,

professor of mathematics. 'The

teaching assistant resources are

inadequate to deal with undergra-

duate courses as it is."

Because graduate teaching

assistants currently teach Math A

courses, the math department fears

these graduates may leave UCLA
if they no longer have the chance to

subsidize their studies by teaching

these courses.

Also, costs would be doubled in

order to pay for graduate leaching

assistants as well as the communi-

ty college professors who may
leach Math A, Hartzog said.

The concerns for the initiative

will be addressed to UCLA
Chancellor Charles Young, who
will then represent the views of the

campus to Gardner by September.

s>^
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''Apartheid Has Not Ended**
Episcopal Priest Michael Lapsley, anti-apartheid activist and

member of the African National Conm-ess of South Africa, was maimed

by a parcel bomb in April 1990. With two hooks as hands and only

one eye, he speaks on behalf of apartheid's continuing victims.

12 Noon -LECTURE
1:15 - DISCUSSION
2:15 - VIDEO
9383 Bunche Hall

4:00 pm - RECEPTION
Upper Lounge
St. Alban's Church
Hilgard & Westholme

EVERYONE WELCOME!
If any questions, contact-

Sponsors:

African Studies Center - ShcQah Ekonfc 825-6552
Concerned Faculty - Don Kalish, 825-1476

University Religious Conference - Giles Asbuiy, 208-6516

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
MEN & WOMEN

OPEN / DAYS & EVENINGS

BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

Bikini Wax $8
Up Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $20
SculDture Nails

HILITE&
CUT & CONDITIONER

CELLOPHANE &
CUT S 25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant Exp. 12/11/91

Braces Give You Something To Smile About

BACK TO SCHOOL SMILES
Now is the best time to start a program of

orthodontic treatment A one-time back

to school sp>eciai would let you pay

a low monthly payment plan to

achieve the smile that you've

always dreamed of having.

( oiiipli'tc Orthodontic

1 riMtiiu-iii .IN I o>\ .IS

pir month

• Upon Approved Credit

Dr. Nader Dayani
Specializes ia Orthodontics

for Adults & Children

11645 Wilshire Bhrd.

Suite 802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 826-7494

FITTING
CONTACT
LENSES IS NOT
CHILD'S PLAY
Why do st)nK' di'>« (umtcr^ :u t

like it is.'

They sell contact ieiiscs ns if rhov

were nil everyJny comimHlity.

When !eiis sales depend upon

volume nlone, how muc h rime

tnn he devoted to the individunl

patient.' How much proper fit-

tinpenn there he?

You know. So ^\k> we.

DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS

SPECIAL $175.00
includes exam, lens, care kit &. follow up care

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES $225.00

ALL STUDENT &. EMPLOYEE VISION CARE PLANS ACCEPTED

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH, O.D.
10955 Weyburn Ave. • Corner of Weyburn &. Broxton * 208-4748

onoMinBTs

FLAX
ART & DRAFTING SUPPLIES

3001 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica, CA. 90403 (213) 828-3000

•20% Discount off everyday prices.

"Asl< for iti"

•Discount on Custom and Ready

Made Picture Framing.

•10852 Undbrook Drive

Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213)272-5351 (213)208-3529

1 1/2 Block east of Westwood Blvd.

1 Block north of Wilshire Blvd.

PARK In back FREEI (or fust WALK)

SPEED DEMON 386
• 33 MHz • 64K CACHE
• 1.2. 1.4 FLOPPY • 40 MEG H.D.

• 1 MEG RAM • VGA MONITOR
AND CARD • MID SIZE TOWER

• INCLUDES SOFTWARE & MOUSE

286AT-TURBO-12M
' S12K RAM UP-ORAOCS
T0 4MEQ

• 1.2DniVC
• 101 ENH KEYBO
• CLOCK/CAl£N0eR
• H»-nE8 TTLiiowrron
•a/P GAME PORTS $100

286 AT-TURBO DELUXE
INCLUDES SOFTWARE, MOUSE AND
SURGE PROTECTORl

$
COMPLETE

> 40 MEO HO • VOA« CARDS
>12MCQHz>1.2 0RIVE
• 1 MEO RAM UPGRADES TO
4 MEO '101 KEYBO

• CLOCK/CAUENOCfl
•a^OAMEPORTt

799

GREAT
FOR

STARTERS
XT

SYSTEM
• MOK'Ht-RESrrL
MONTTOR

•KEYBOARD
COMPLETE SYSTEM
WHILE-TMEY-IAST ^
WITH 20 MEO KD 9
UP-OAAOE 0M.VM10

MANUFACTURERS
\SE OUT!

* * Discounted Computer Service Available* *

In Westchester: 8801 S.Sepulveda Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90045 (213)641-7995

FOBTRON DISCOUNT
10840 W. OLYMPIC BLVD
WEST LOS ANGELES
AT WESTWOOD BLVD

FOBTRON DISCOUNT
2102 ARTESIABLVD
TORRANCE. CORNER
AT VAN NESS AVE

COMPUTERS
.21J) 474-5823
uyM 474-6542

COMPUTERS
(;in, 769-5677
<2i3) 769-5678

i^tm^mmmatf
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through traffic from the overdeve-

lopment of Westwood and Century

City," said Susan Meals, a spokes-

woman for the Holmby/Westwood
Property Owners Association.

But this year, UCLA officials

say they are sure the university has

stayed within the "trip cap," which

limits the number of trips through

campus to 139,500.

**I am absolutely certain we have

not exceeded the cap," said Mark

Stocki. director of UCLA's Busi-

ness and Transportation Services.

If UCLA does exceed the trip

cap, it will have to cease all

construction on campus that is not

absolutely necessary.

UCLA Watch, a coalition of

nine Westwood community
groups' that monitors UCLA*s
growth, wants the campus to create

a ramp off the 1-405 freeway to

directly connect commuters to

campus.

And other community groups

are proposing speed bumps in

residential areas of Westwood and

Holmby Hills because commuters

are not respecting speed limits and

stop signs.

"Traffic is clogging the main

arteries through the area and

commuters are finding new routes

through the residential areas,"

Meals said. "It's not like we want

to barricade Our streets. We want

to be a part of the community. But

we are thinking of closing all

streets that exit into Hilgard."

UCLA should put a cap on the

traffic coming into the area

7B-

.A'S Center for Afro-American
Cordially Invites You TojVttend

Our Annual
^

Featuring the release of a new publication

Whispers
FROM THE
CARRIBEAN

& THE OPENING OF OUR LIBRARY IN ITS NEW
HOME IN 44 HAINES

NOVEMBER 13, 1991
4-6:00 PM

THE CENTER FOR AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES
HAINES HALL

A SPECIAL PROGRAM FEATURING THE AUTHOR
WILL BEGIN AT 4:30

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL'213-825-7403

'"""—r—-"'

Attention Minority Students
who are interested in

ENVIRONIVIENTAL CAREERS
The Center for Environmental Interns Program (CEIP) is looking for GRADUATE STUDENTS and

UNDERGRADUATES who have the potential to join the workforce of the environmenUl field. Ifyou are of a racial

minority, have an interest in the environmental field, have a strong academic record, are active in extracurricular

activities, and have a science background, we encourage you to apply. Majors that we typically recruit from include

the following: Engineering, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Zoology, Geology, Geography, Political Science, Forestry,

Architecture, EnvironmenUl Design, Ecology, Microbiology, Natural Resources Management, Botony, Oceanogra-

phy, Mathematics, Pre-Med, Law, Environmental Studies, and Public Administration. (These criteria are NOT
inclusive; A desire to work in this field is the most imponint.)

i^yiWVA',6%'.v^.- '.v»'-".--v>-^vy>vv>-«'

THE THIRD ANNUAL MINORITY ENVIRONMENTAL CAREER CONFERENCE
WWCWWtfWW'WOCWWCO ec OO OiBBBWHWWBO

THE MINORITY ENVIRONMENTAL SUMMER ASSOCIATE (MESA) PROGRAM
,.w^^.^^...^^^i.i..j-ij.t

UCLA will nominate six applicants to be included in a pool of 700 potential interns. From this pool 150

students will be selected to attend CEIPs Third Annual Minority Environmental Career Conference which will be

held March 21 -24, 1992 in Atlanta, Georgia. If you are one of these 1 50 students, you will be awarded an all-expenses-

paid trip to the Conference. Whether or not you are selected to attend the Conference, if you are one of the six

nomineees from UCLA you will be eligible to participate in The Minority EnvironmenUl Summer Associates

(MESA) PROGRAM. Participants in this Program will receive a paid summer internship position in the

environmenUl field. This past summer 40 students were placed in these positions. For the summer of 1992

approximately 60 students will be placed.

If you are interested in applying to this great program, you will need to (1) attend one of the Information

Meetings at the EXPO Center; (2) complete an application form along with a wriHen essay on your career goals,

your resume, and a listing of your college course work; and (3) return your application materials to the EXPO Center

by no later than Monday, November 18, 1991.

INFORMATION MEETINGS
at the UCLA EXPO Center, A-213 Ackerman

Tuesday, Nov 12, 12-1 pm and Thursday, Nov 14, 12-1 pm

For further Information, contact the EXPO Center at 825-0831.

because it is the most influential

entity in the village, said Council-

man Yaroslavsky, whose district

includes Westwood. "UCLA has

more impact on anything around

than any single private property in

this area."

He said plans for futurexxpan-

sion of UCLA would add four

million square feet to the universi-

ty — an area equal to half of

Century City — and would
increase traffic to about 145,000

trips to and from campus.

But the traffic agreement

ensures that UCLA will live up to

its commitment to the community.

UCLA is developing projects to

reduce traffic, such as housing for

graduate students in southwest

campus and a strengthened ride-

sharing program to get people out

of the habit of solo driving, Stocki

said.

"We are the most impacted and

the biggest employer in West Los

Angeles," Stocki said. "But we arc

also the leader in Southern Califor-

nia in addressing traffic prob-

lems."

COMPUTER SALE
One Year Parts and Labor WanBnly

100% IBM Compatible

FREE
lOUSI

286/386/486 Qnmplete SuperVGA Systems

286-12 Mhz (40MB HD, Complele MflDfl System) $540

286-16 Mhz (40MB HD w/ 19ms. SVGA) $810

386SX-16 Mhz (52MB HD w/17ms. SVGA) $940

386SX-20 Mhz (52MB HD W17ms. SVGA) $1000

386-25 Mhz (86MB HD w^15ms. SVGA) $1170

386-33 Mhz ^UY. Cache (85MB HD w/15ms. SVGA) $1300

486-33 Mhz W/64K Cache (120MB HD w/15ms. SVGA) $1840

486-33 Mhz w^6K Cache (120MB HD w/15ms. SVGA)....$1940

Each SVGA System Indudes

1MB RAM

12 MB Of 1.44MB Floppy Drive

14' Hyundai SVGA Monilor .28dp

Trident SVGA Card MflMB-ese

2fD/2HDID€Cortfolef

AT I/O (2S/1P/1G) & 101 Keytward

Upgradtt:

1MB RAM. -Add $45

1.2M6 or 1.44MB FD AM $55

40MB HD to S2MB HD Add $40

52MBHO to 85MB Ha AddS80

BSM8 HD to 120MB HD Add $80

Bring ad to James Cho
fcr a free mouse with any

system purchase

BEST QUALITY
BEST SERVICE
LOWEST PRICES
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401 S. Vermont Ave. Suites 5&6

Los Angeles, CA 90020
(213)384-6601

DIFFERENT

'-Tmissf

' Gix'at training,

j»reat money, j»reat tViencIs,

I'm ^<>inj» to be here for

a loii^ time.
(

Ken Kawasbiri

BA, History

UCIA 1989
Asst. Branch Manager, Hollywood

Twelve months after saying "yes" to Enterprise's Manage-
ment Training Program, Ken knew he had mode the right

choice. Pay raises and two promotions proved his hard work

and ability to leam were being recognized and rewarded.

The great friends he hod made at work were just a bonus.

Today, Ken's success story coukJ be yours. Especially if

you're a well-rounded, entrepreneurial college graduate with

the vision to join one of America's fastest growing and larg-

est privately held companies for the k>ng ain.

Sales Management Trainees

$23,000
To share in our success throughout the Southbnd, you'll

need:

* A BS/BA degree
*
Strong conrununication skills, enthusiasm and drive

*
Retail/sales experience a plus

You'll leam all aspects of running a business inckxJing sales,

marketing, personnel management and more— while enjoy-

ing full pay and benefits! Interested? Please call Jill at (21 3)

390-5595. An equal opportunity employer.
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GRANT BILL
From page 3

stiould only bt made available to

families with annual incomes less

than $10,000. The current family

income requirement is $35,000 per

year.

This would eliminate 600,000

students whose families have

lower-middle and middle-incom-

es.

The Republican Party opposes

the bill l)ecause it would cost

between $9 billion and $11 billion

to convert the Pell Grant from a

grant to an entitlement, Zombro
said.

Yet the Pell Grant is very

important for students, Zombro
said. **It would make education

more accessible, serve the needs of

the middle-income students and

restore the original intent of ttie

program."

Another area of concern to

UCLA*s lobby office is the simpli-

fication of the application process

for financial aid. Now, the process

is too complicated and is a barrier

to many students, Zombro said.

'*It is hard enough for students to

cope with a new university without

having to go through the burden of

the financial aid process."

The United States Student Asso-

ciation — a national group which

lobbies on behalf of student inter-

ests — recommends that the

financial aid process be simplified

so a student can use one standard

form to receive both state and

federal aid.

The definition of an "indepen-

dent student" should also be

revised to make it easier for

students to shed their "parental

dependent" status and more
quickly reap the l)enefils of finan-

cial aid. "The definition should be

changed to make it simpler for a

student to declare themselves

independent," Zombro said.

The recommendations put into

the draft bill of the Higher Educa-

tion Act are awaiting reauthoriza-

tion in Congress. The bill is

expected to go to the Senate floor

this week.

PLO
From page 3

Palestinian people will eventually

be those who live in the West Bank

and Gaza — not those "flying

around in jets based in Tunis," he

said.

As for a settlement between

Israel and its Arab neighbors,

Teitelbaum said he did not expect

the creation of an independent

Palestinian nation within the next

50 years.

Instead, Israel will agree to a

demilitarized Palestinian territory

with strong links to Jordan and no

control over its foreign affairs for

an indefinite amount of time, he

said.

But a solution to the Arab-

Israeli conflict will have to address

the Palestinians' demands for

self-determination and an indepen-

dent Palestinian state, said Sulei-

man Rabadi, a Near Eastern

studies graduate student, who did

not attend the lecture.

And although an interim period

of demilitarization and dependen-

cy is likely, Rabadi said the

process of granting a Palestinian

statehood would be much faster.

"Nobody is talking about 50 years.

The lecturer is dreaming. Who's

going to wait 50 years?"

(pari beauty salon)
Remove your unwanted hair

with 1007o Natural Wax
Full legs waxing and bikini $20
Upper legs wax and bikini $15
Bikini waxing $ 8
Half legs wax $10
Underarm $ 8
Arm $12
Lip wax or chin, or eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash tint $10
European Fackils $25

1435 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325
Open Sundays

BUY ONE

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

SHOW UCLA ID AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

^UBlUflV?
T1278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.

Corner of Sawtelle & Santa Monrca

1 Block West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE. SUPERS EXTRA.

EXPIRES 11/18/91 *--

LIFE SCIENCE
IN THE YEAR 2000

It's less than a decade away!

What's predicted in the life

sciences for 2000 and the next

century? How will these

changes affect your personal

and professional life? What
new career opportunities will

open up to life science majors?

THE TOTAUy TOTAL

YOU AND MATRIX
'

YOURSTYlf
YOUR POISE

YOUR APPEARANCE

Matrix. It's hair care for the

total you in our professional

salon and for at-honr.e styling.

After a consultation, our

stylists will create a hair cut

that suits you and your life-

style. Then our experts will

design a totally personal

hair care system with Matrix

shampoos, conditioners, and

styling aids to keep you look-

ing your best between visits.

fnatrix:
HAIR AND SKM CM^E

ftNot Just A Cut...But A Great Haircut

HAIRCUT REQUESTS OR APPTS ARE $14n^lnW \J
^^^ WEEKLY DISCOUNTS

SUNDAYS AND
MONDAYS ONLY

954 & 956 GAYLEY
WESTWOOD
RIGHT NEXT TO SiZZLER

(213)824-0710
(213)824-7697

NOVEMBER 13TH
3:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M,

NPI AUDITORIUM
ROOM C8-183
720 WESTWOOD PLAZA

Come hear what successful

professionals In fast-advancing

career fields predict for the

future in medicine and non-

traditional life science

professions.

BIOTECHNOLOGY &
GENETIC ENGINEERING
Mark Brand

Amgen Corporation

SPACE MEDICINE/
SPACE SCIENCE
NASA/JPL Representative

INFECTIOUS DISEASE &
IMMUNOLOGY
Victoria E. Millet, M.D.
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PIACEMEWT i CAttEB
^lAWmWC CEWTiH
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Viewpoiiit
Dueling Columnists

fairy

foreign poli

Richard
Lester

George Bush remains a

popular President

because of his sup-

posed foreign policy "success/'

His foreign policy "achieve-

ments," however, are more

illusion and luck than skill.

The world has seen dramatic

change since the 1988 election.

Chinese students began the

movement to sweep away
Communism, only to be brut-

ally crushed at Tiennamen

Square. After this event a

reverse "domino effect"

occurred in Eastern Europe, in

which one communist country

turned toward democracy and

the rest "fell in line" soon

afterward. While America's

arch enemy was falling, a new
threat arose in the Middle East

— Saddam Hussein.

During 1989. a large group

of pro-democracy students tried

to bring about radical change

in China. The Communist
regime brought in the military

to brutally crush the move-

ment Bush, a former ambassa-

dor to China, reacted in a very

unorthodox way. Instead of

economic and diplomatic sanc-

tions, he sought to continue

relations as if nothing had

happened. Bush was afraid to

impose sanctions because he

was afraid to alienate the

Chinese government, which

should have been an objective.

Bush's reactions were mor-

ally and politically reprehensi-

ble. "Turning the other cheek"

to oppression is no way to

further American ideals because

it sends the wrong message to

other democratic movements

worldwide. Maintaining eco-

nomic ties may be in our

short-term economic interest

but by condoning the govern-

ment's actions, America has

alienated the future leaders of

China.

Shortly after the events of

Tiennamen Square, "a new
world order" was bom as

Communism fell in Eastern

Europe. Did Bush's policies in

any way encourage or promote

these events or was he just

lucky?

Now that Communism has

fallen, who can help revitalize

these nations? The military

spending (along with the S&L
crisis) of the 1980s has left

our country so indebted that

we can no longer afford to aid

these new "democracies." After

World War II, the American-

financed Marshall Plan led to

the rebuilding of the decimated

nations of Western Europe and

Japan. Stable pro-democracy

nations were the result The

Eastern European countries of

today are in economic ruin,

and we can not afford to help

nor have we coordinated any

international aid efforts. With a

lack of economic support to

these new nations, the radical

changes of the past two years

--may not be permanent!

/

\.

Where has George Busli

been during all this? Vacation-

ing in Kennebunkport! No
proactive coordinated Ameri-

can/western policy has been

pursued. No long-term strategic

plan has been articulated or

pursued. Bush has taken no

leadership role amongst the

world powers to try to aid the

desperate Eastern Europeans.

He has taken credit for the

emergence of "a new world

order" that he has had nothing

to do with.

Well, maybe Bush has suc-

ceeded in the Middle East.

Let's not jump to any hasty

conclusions. The Gulf War was

a success diplomatically (form-

ing the allied coalition was a

major achievement) and mili-

tarily (all that money bought

weapons that woric). But the

war is still not over! Saddam
Hussein is still around and

causing trouble.

No additional stability exists

in the region. Hussein is

retooling his army and will

live to fight another day. The

war achieved its staled objec-

tives — liberating Kuwait —
but the "peace" has yet to

materialize.

A peace conference was held

as a result of American efforts

in the Middle Bast This his-

toric event was symbolically

wonderful, but concrete results

may never be realized. The
conference was the result of

the efforts of Secretary of

Slate Baker, not Bush. The
President is purposefully keep-

ing a low profile, trying to

insulate himself from the possi-

bility of failure. He will take

credit for peace if it miracul-

ously occurs, but wants to be

able to push the blame down-
ward if it fails. The Gulf War
showed Bush's "strength" but

he still is a "wimp" at heart.

^
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Lester is a first year MBA
student.
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Busli's foreign policy

is indeed successful
American foreign policy

during the Reagan and

Bush Administrations

has brought freedom and liber-

ty to comers of the world

where such ideas had been

stifled for much of written

history. My colleague on the

left alleges that George Bush

has failed in his foreign policy

pursuits, but he is wrong.

The people of Eastern Eur-

ope have escaped the chains of

oppressive communism and are

beginning to experience the

freedom of democracy. Ameri-

can foreign policy clearly had

a direct effect on the fall of

the Beriin Wall as well as the

entire Iron Curtain.

Detractors would suggest that

because the United States can

I
ill afford to launch a massive

economic aid package to East-

=HBm Europe, American forcigtt==

policy has failed. However,

these same nations are current-

ly seeing an increase in fore-

ign capital from around the

world. To suggest America

must be the sole economic

savior is not only incorrect but

also arrogant.

In fact, it has been the

organizational power, not the

economic power of Bush's

Administration which has

brought the world closer to the

domination of peace over war.

Operation Desert Storm is

the optimum example of

Bush's organizational abilities.

The level of support received

by the United States in the

liberation of Kuwait is unpre-

cedented in the modem era.

The number of coalition part-

ners in Desert Storm was the

largest in history, and it can

only be attributed to American

foreign policy.

Is it an American foreign

policy failure that Saddam
Hussein is still in power? Not

in the slightest. The United

States was not authorized to

make the Kuwaiti liberation a

personal vendetta against a

single power. Rather, the slated

objective and conclusion was

the liberation of Kuwait with

the full cooperation of the

United Nations. America's

restraint and commitment to

staying within its legal bounds

under a UN resolution should

and is being applauded by the

world community.

Operation Desert Storm was

definitely a foreign policy suc-

cess. It resulted in the libera-

tion of Kuwait. It destroyed

the Iraqi military machine. It

proved the United Stales could

successfully coordinate the

global community into cohesive

action. And it has resulted in

the historic Madrid Peace Con-

ference where Arabs and Jews

held cordial dialogue for the

Christopher
Wysocki
first time since Israel's creation

in 1948,

But what does American

foreign policy mean? It seems

that my colleague feels that

the United States should utilize

its superpower status to domi-

nate the internal actions of

sovereign states. Further, it

sounds that he is implying that

America's ability and willing-

ness to fully fund the states of

Eastern Europe is essential in

carrying out successful foreign

policy in the region.

If that is indeed what my
colleague is suggesting, I

would call thai a very danger-

ous attitude in the contempor-

ary international arena. With

the end of the Cold War,

nations which have historically

used the conflict between the

Soviet Union and the United

Stales as a source of revenue

are finding themselves in a

precarious economic condition.

Now that the United States

is the only military superpow-

er, it must not be assumed that

it will be willing or obligated

to financially support the rest

of the worid. Current American

foreign policy, accordingly, is

directed towards steering the

world towards cooperation in

funding democracy rather than

the old confrontation in fund-

ing hostilities.

Cooperation is exactly what

the worid has seen under the

Bush Administration, and it is

a direct result of the foreign

policy of the President To see

this cooperation, one needs

only to look at the recent

reports suggesting that the

United States may receive

$8(X) million more than the

cost of Operatfon Desert Storm

from coalition members.

As a diplomat and as a

president. Bush deserves if not

the Nobel Prize, at least the

title of "peace broker" and

"executive coordinator for

world affairs."

Wysocki is a senior majoring

in political science.
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Letters

Rape statistics

Editor:

Eric Canale took the time

and effort to research facts on

rape (Daily Bruin, "Inflation of

rape statistics hinder frank dis-

cussion," Oct 31) which in

itself is commendable, however

his argument is sadly naive.

His reaction can only be clas-

sified as (excuse the ste-

reotype) male.

In only 18 years of life. I

have witnessed four of my
close friends and a family

member suffer through the

aftermath of date rape. My
cousin was raped twice (by

two different acquaintances)

and I myself was the victim of

an assault that very well could

have been rape had I not

escaped the situation. I grew

up in an upper middle class

area and went to a private

high school, so even my view

on the matter is ignorant.

In light of Canale*s facts —
that only 6.5 percent of all

women will be raped — it

seems as if I must be very

unlucky. He portrays rape as

some sort of freak accident,

like the odds of being raped

are the same as being run

down by a mail truck.

He is sorely mistaken. Rape

is a reality. It happens all the

time, and it won't stop hap- ^=

pening until we admit the

gravity of this problem.

According to a Rape Educa-

tion Handbook prepared by the

Women's Resource Center on

campus, it is not true that only

half of all rapes are reported.

The fact of the matter is that

only 10 percent — one out of

10 — rapes are ever reported

by the victims.

It is also true that college

females, ages 17-24, are at the

highest risk. Because of these

facts, to dismiss rape so casu-

ally or to claim that rape

statistics are "inflated" makes

us as guilty as the assailants.

No woman is going to

"inflate" the statistics on

something that scares them to

death.

Canale* s effort to educate

himself on rape was admirable

— more men should be so

responsible — but his research

should not have stopped at

reading bare facts and numbers

from a Ubrary book.

Jill Anderson
Freshman

Political Science

Helmets
Editor:

On Nov. 1, 1991. exacUy

two months prior to the man-

datory helmet law going into

effect, my neighbor and class-

mate at UCLA, Martin Foer-

sier, died in a motorcycle

accident driving on Sunset

Boulevard on his way to

school. UCLA medical school's

rcoroner stated that if he ha(

been wearing a hehnet, he

would have incurred a minor

injury to the back of his head.

Obviously, if the helmet law

had been implemented earlier,

perhaps when it was voted in

last summer, then Martin

SINFEST
•
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would still be alive.

Martin, a foreign student

working on his master's in

computer science, with a very

bright future, should have vol-

untarily worn a helmet. It was

just two days before his death

when our landlord urged him

to wear a helmet, or said that

he would die. His response

was that he takes his driving

very seriously.

I agree helmet laws will

especially help those who are

reluctant to wear a helmet

unless forced to by law. The

majority of accidents occur

between the ages of 15 and

24. which is also an age in

which many young people feel

invincible.

Another important aspect of

the necessity to wear a helmefc

is the selfless act it demons-

trates to one's loved ones and

friends — not to mention the

potential innocent party

involved in an accident.

This is why I strongly dis-

agree with opponents of the

mandatory helmet law based on

an individual's right to choose,

because it also involves other

people's lives, such as the

owner of the pickup truck

which Martin hit, who will

always feel guilt, even though

it was not his fault. I strongly

urge students who ride a

moped or motorcycle, to begin

wearing a helmet before the

law takes effect.

Sandra Beers
Senior

Sociology

Save a life

Editor:

:Shohreh B.. a 29-year-old

mother of two, ages seven and

one. has been diagnosed with

advanced breast cancer with

bone marrow involvement The

specialized staff at UCLA
Medical Center have been suc-

cessful in improving her con-

dition since she was first seen

six months ago.

She responded to chemother-

apy treatment and at this time

is a good candidate for a bone

marrow transplant UCLA
Medical Center is one of the

three hospitals equipped with

the special transplant procedure.

The approximate cost of this

procedure is $300,000.

We arc desperately seeking

contributions to raise money
for this young mother. The
current treatment might only

give her one year to live, but

the bone marrow transplant

could save her life.

We thank you in advance.

Please mail your contribu-

tions to:

P.O. Box 571384
Tarzana, CA 91357

Hilda Sliarisi-nia

Pathology Staff

UCLA Health Sciences

SAK's TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I HAPPY PLATE

I
•Chicken
•Beef Stick

I
•Fried Rice
•Green Salad

Alter 3:00 pm to close
|

I

I
$3.40

with couDon

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

1121 Glendon Avonue (213)
;
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QlJJ Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

THE WESTWOOD SIZZLER

$4.99 BRUIN DEAL
F:iiH>\ vpur choice of Shrimp Frv, C!hickv.ii or IVtitc Sirloin Su.ik plu> Pot Jloc,

Rk\ o! \VL:tjbL> An<\ .1 C lavn Pinner S.il.id. C^r choosy oiii iww Biittct C ^)Uir

whkh iiKhklouur AII'You'C:.in'I:.it I lot Appetizer, M.ikc vour Own SunvLic

1 V^^cit, Hot r.i.st.i, iVli, To.si.kl.i, Soup, ItoIi 1 run >inJ S.il.kl Rir.

LUNCH & QINNER A. ,E SAME PRICE

Offer Valid

Open to Close
Prico Mibji'i-t i»> ihii»u^" ^ithcHit notico.

OiXvr valid wirh loiipon or I't'LA Il>

Sizzler
BUFFET COURT & GRILL

Offer Valid Only At:

922 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Village

BRUIN SPECIALS

SOFT LENS
•SOFT MATE B

DAILY WEAR LENS

SLEEP IN LENS
•SOFT MATE

EXTENDED V;EAR LENS

**

DISPOSABLE CONTACT
LENSES

INCLUDES EXAM FITTING &
FOUOW UP * 3 MONtHS LENSES

• 107o EYEGLASS DISCOUNT FOR UCLA STUDENTS
• GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR on most cases)

. EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. MYLESZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.
'''•'«"' "^ " DR. PATRICK DOYLE. O.D.P.C.

10930 WEYBURN/WESTWOOD VILLAGE
208-1384

•PRICE PERLENSE EXAMFOLLOW-UP CARE ADDITIONAL

PAY ONLY FOR MATERIALS & SERVICE NEEDED
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Stage
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new play 'Sacraments'
By Danya Joseph
Daily Bruin Staff

"The Seven Sacramenis" —
Colin Quinn's one-man show at

the Tamirind Theater — meshes
crude humor with more sensitive

portrayals to tell about a young
man growing up in Brooklyn.

The 50-minute show, written

and performed by the former co-

host of MTV*s "Remote Control/'

reveals life in Brooklyn mostly

through the eyes of JT— a smart-

mouthed young man. Through
Quinn's JT, we learn about the

other people who hold importance

in his life. In addition to JT, Quinn
portrays Jimmy, JT's neighbor and

cousin and JT*s mother. The result

is a mixed performance.

"Sacraments" begins with the

Catholic ritual of Confession.

Then a priest comes out and
explains how life among JT's

Irish-Catholic community centers

around the Seven Sacraments —
the seven steps a good Catholic

must take to in order to get close to

God.
In between the priest's descrip-

tions of the rites, we learn that JT
has Just broken up with his

girlfriend, that his father is in a

coma after many years of sub-

stance abuse and that JT and his

friends — Bobby and "Fats" —
spend their time shooting up and

getting drunk.

Unfortunately, much of Quinn's

humor— especially in the first few
scenes — revolves around wise

cracks about overweight people,

child abuse, death and sex. Not
only will some people (including

me) find these remarks offensive,

but, more importantly, they are not

particularly witty or clever.

Quinn's characters also exclaim

"fuck" every second word
throughout much of the play.

Quinn, who is quite a talented

comedian, could have come up

with some more creative ways of

having his characters express

themselves.

Luckily, toward the end of the

show, Quinn steers away from the

cracks and focuses more on JT and
his friends' and family's vulnera-

bilities. When JT realizes his

obnoxious remarks have hurt his

friends' feelings, we see him
express some of his own concerns

and emotions. This is where Quinn
is most successful in winning the

audience's sympathy and compas-
sion.

It is in these scenes that the

audience is able to appreciate that

JT's crass sense of humor is a form
of protection from the threatening

forces around him, especially his

relationship with his now dying

father.

Quinn develops a sensitivity

about JT that makes him likeable.

Unfortunately^ this does not occuc.

until late in the play.

Director Ben Stiller does a nice

job in centering the action of the

skits in different areas of the stage,

giving the performance the varia-

tion and depth that a one-person

show needs in order to engage the

audience.

The scenes with the priest

provide effective transitions

between scenes and are well

written and well timed.

The music and lighting also

enhance Quinn's solid perfor-

mance.

*The Seven Sacraments" starts

by relying on cheap shots but

manages to redeem itself, with a

sensitive and warm ending.

Unfortunately, the improvement

comes 100 late to save the show.

• •'A

STAGE: The Seven Sacraments."
Written t>y Colin Quinn and Lou Dimag-
gio. Directed by Ben Stillef A or^e-man
show with Colin Quinn at the Tamirind
Theater, 5919 Franklin Ave. (3 bkocks
east of Gower ). Playino this week only:

tonight, Tuesday and Wednesday at 9
p.m. For more info, call (213) 466- 1 767.

Books

Tomorrow comes for

Scarlett after 50 years

By Joanne J. Choi
Daily Bruin Staff

Fiddle dee dee . . .

She said there would always be

a tomorrow. Scarlet 0*Hara
Hampton Kennedy Butler is hack.

This time she*s politically correct

and maybe even grown up a little.

In Alexandra Ripley's "Scarlett:

The Sequel to Margaret Nfitchell's

Gone with the Wind," the defini-

tive Southern belle has come into

her own.
The book picks up wheiJ'Mar-

garet Mitchell left off more than

half a century ago.. With the words
'This will be over soon, and then I

can go home to Tara/* the sequel

opens at Melanie's funeral as

Scarlett reaffirms her love for the

red earth of Tara.

Scorned and a social pariah in

Atlanta even with the Yankee
Carpetbaggers, Scarlett flees to

Charleston in hopes that her

indomitable charm and feminine

wiles will recapture Rhett Butler.

With 0*Hara buUheadedness and

tenacity, Scarlett perseveres

through a rigorous initiation into

Charleston society. More impor-

tantly, Scarlett meets Rhett*s

legendary mother and attempts to

be a "true southern lady." The
second leg of this saga follows

Scarlett getting back to her roots in

Ireland.

Author Ripley has recast many
of the surviving titans of the

original novel such as the wickedly

handsome and endearing Rhett

Butler along with the "long-suf-

fering Mr. Wilkes." Ripley shows
the reader she's done her home-
work when exe/cising her South-

ern savvy in capturing the

ambiance of Reconstructionist

See SCARLETT, page 19

Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell star as a disabled veteran returning home and the wonnan he tries to win over in Frank Borzage's "Lucky Star."

Rim is Archive's ''ioicicy Star"
By Greg Srisavasdl

Considered lost for almost 60
years, the silent movie **Lucky

Star^ has fmally found its place

in theaters. Presented by the

UCLA Film and Television Arc-

hive and a group of motion

picture industry professionals,

the movie will be screened Nov.

13 and 14 at Melnitz Theater.

"Lucky Star** was discovered

by a Dutch film archive and

eventually restored to its original

fonn in 1990. The film made its

premiere at a European silent

film festival in Pordenone, Italy

and later received good notices at

the film festivals at Rotterdam

and Telluride.

Two people impressed by
"Lucky Star** were writer Kevin

Jarre ("Glory*0 and Universal

Pictures Senior Vice President Jim

Jacks. Both approached the UCLA
Archive with the idea of screening

the film to a Los Angeles-based

audience and using the funds to

further the growth of film preser-

vation at UCLA.
"It is unprecedented that a

group of film professionals,

inspired by a beautiful restora-

tion, would initiate a project such

as this in support of preservation.

I hope their example can become

a model for raising the funds the

archive so desperately needs to

save the films in oiu* vaults,** said

UCLA archive director Robert

Rosen.

The film, which is set in 1919,

tells the story of a disabled war
veteran who comes back to win
the heart of the woman he loves.

The woman, however, struggles

with her love for him and
attempts to reconcile the physical

problems that he has undergone.

Though its romanticized ideal-

ism may be outdated, Jarre

believes "Lucky Star** will appe-

al to many people.

In explaining his desire to

bring "Lucky Star** to audiences,

Jarre claims that the film will

touch the audience*s heart with

its sentimental and dramatic

story line.

"This movie is full of senti-

ment, yet crosses the line of what

could be considered sappy and

moves into greatness. It touches

your soul,** Jarre said.

Complementing the film will

be an original music score by

British multi-instrumentalist

Adrian Johnston that will be

played at both screenings.

Johnston has provided the music,

for over 50 films, performing at

film festivals in Italy, Sweden,

the Netherlands and the United

States.

Los Angeles Film Critic Sheila

Benson wrote that Johnston *s

score "was sly, patriotic, stark,

romantic and triumphant by

turns.*'

The first of these screenings

(Nov. 13) will be a benefit that

will help support UCLA's
involvement in film preservation.

"Lucky Star" was directed by

Frank Borzage, who has eight

other films preserved by the

UCLA Archive, including "His-

tory is Made at Night** (1937),

"Moonrise** (1948) and "Humor-
esque** (1920). Upon seeing

"Lucky Star,** Jacks also express-

ed his admiration for the movie.

*The film is amazingly touch-

ing and Adrian Johnston's musi-

cal score and accompaniment is

incredible. If only we could

recapture the innocence of this

film, we would surely be making

extraordinary films,** Jacks said.

FILM: 'Lucky Star." Directed by
Frank Borzage. Starring Janet Gay-
rxjr and Charles Farrelt Tix: $50 for

Nov. 13 benefit screening. $8 ($5 for

students) on Nov. 14 availat>le one
hour before sfK>wtime. Screening at

UCLA's Melnitz Theater at 8 p.m.

Parking is $5 at bt 3. Presented bv tfie

UCLA Rim and Television Archive.

For more Info, call (213) 206-8013.

ThfGG Dl 'Adrift* floats through familiar dimensions of nature

Evan MacKenzle plays "Physical", one ui uie three dimensions of

nature presented in "Adrift."

By Rachel Bartz

Remember die familiar book
themes of junior high — man
against nature and man against

himself? Well, take them off the

shelf, dust them offand enjoy them
again as the themes of '*Adrift'*

The first play to come out of IJill

& Brand productions, "Adrift" is a

drama about the salt of human
suiiggle based on the real-Hfe

experience of Steven Callahan,

who survived 76 days alone at sea

in a small rubber life raft During
this arduous experience Callahan

found that survival brought out

three parts of his nature — the

rational, emotional and physical,

A screenplay by Judy Montague
transforms these parts of Calla-

han's nature into characters of the

play. The adventure unfolds with
I^loh Fairchild playing "Ration-
al," Scott Brandon as "Emotion"
and Evan MacKenzie as "Physi-
cal."

The three actors have developed
a working chemistry and play off
each other's personalities with a

theatrical magic. As Rational
• •"Tily coaches Physical to spear

shimmering dorado to ward off

.starvation. Emotion admires the

f>cauty of the fish and calls to them
as if they were pets.

They each confront survival in

their own way. Rational strictly

lays out the dried strips of fish for

long days ahead, as Emotion looks

hungrily into the audience and

pleads for butter cookies that melt

in the mouth.

The portrayals of man's soul

thus trichotomized are convincing

and surprising. They remind us of

our own internal conflicting voices

— you know, the one that tells us

to start working early on a three-

to-five page essay, and the one that

convinces us to watch TV instead

so that we end up doing the blessed

thing the night before.

"Adrift" is a very physical play.

The actors bound across the

minimalist, multi-tiered set with

quick energy and leaping voices.

The psychological struggle of

survival on the indifferent sea

carries through to the audience.

The music score and sound effects,

composed by David Hillenbrand,

capture the feeling of the vast

ocean and enhance the actors'

drama. It all adds up to an action-

adventure play with a message.

"Adrift" is loaded with memor-
able quotes and insights into life.

Alone on the empty desert of the

sea, with the rest of society's

See ADRIFT, page 19
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MANN
THEATRES

Westwood
NATIONAL
10025 Undbrook
2064366

Sticty BuiintM (PQIS
1:00-3:1S-6:30-7:«-10:(M

VILUQE
d48 BfOKtan

206^78
2:15-6«0-7:30-10:oJ

Stvti 11/22: Jht Miami Fanly

BRUM
948 Braxton

2064986

FfSflkto 6 JOMNW (IB

1.45430-7:30-10:30

WESTWOOO
1060 Gaytoy

206-7664

hmin (m
3^-6:00

WESTWOOO
1060 Gaytay

206-7664

Highlands 2 (R)

1:00-300-5:15-7:30-9:45

WESTWOOO
1050 Gaytoy

206-7664

Undar ttm SMra (R
5:30-7:46-10:151:00-3:15-6:3O-7:'

WESTWOOO
106O Gaytoy

209-7664

Tht Buldwr's WH» (PQIS
1:46-430-7:15-10:00

WESTWOOD
1060 Gaylay

206-7664

Levt and Hurdv (fO

1:15-5:45-10:15

REGENT
1045 BroKlon

206-3259

AM I want for CIvialmaa M
12:45-300-5:15-7:30-9:45

PUZA
1067 Glandon

206-3097

Ottwr Paopla'a Monty (R)

2:30-600-7:30-1000

Santa Monica
CRTTERION
1313 3rd S>aa( Promanade
396-1599

HoRMdda (

2:46-6:15-7:4&-10:<

CRTTERKM At I WmI For Chrialinaa (R)

1313 3rd Slaai Promanada 3:00-530-6:00-1000

395-1599

CRTTERION
1313 3rd St Promanada
3961599

Curty Sua (PC)

THX Odby SR
220-4:40-7:00-930

CRITERION
1313 3rd SI Promanada
396-1599

RaiRbiirKi Roaa (R)

200-4:30-7:10-9 45

AmfMhaak* Saaing

CRITERKM
1313 3rd St Promanada
395-1590

aty o( Hopa (R)

1:464:45-7:30-10 30

AmpMhaaaa Saaling

CRTTERKM
1313 3rd St Promanada

una Man Tata (PQ)

2:104:36-7:15-9:40

UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRES

Westwood
UA Caronat
10869 Walwart)

47S-Bai

Iha FialMi King (R)

Odby 9irao
12:S0-3:S0-7OO-t0:06

•UA CORONET
10888 Walwof8i

475-9441

THX DttM SiMao SR Slwao
12:15-2304:46-7:16-9:45

UA CORONET
1088
475^441

LMa !!
TQimi dWM alwae aound
12-20-2:40-6:00-7:30-1000

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beveriy Hills

ROYAL Tha 8Hrcb for

11523 &M. BM.
477-6581

^8 Sun

In tta Un^rarta

5:00-7:30-0:45

12:30-2:46

MUSK HALL
9036 Wtehira

274-68ee

500-7:46-1000

Sal 8 Sun malnaa 100-3:15

RNE ARTS
8666 WIsNra
6621330

Eipoaura
5O0-7!304:46

Sal 8 Sun 12:30-2:45

Santa Monica
MOMCA
1332 2nd SL
394-0741

Euro|» Eiaopa
5:00-7:30-9:45

Sal 8 Sun 230

MOMCA
1332 2nrf SL
394-9741

GaHng
4:45-7:15-9:45

Sal 4 Sun Malnaa 2:15

MOMCA
1332 2nd SL
394-9741

MOMCA
1332 2nd SL
394-9741

At 8m Croaarot

500-700-9:00

Sal 8 Sun 100-3:00

4:46-7:26-0:50

Sal 8 Sun 2:00

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA OadH card puchaoas by phona

WMch. at Wa«t<*ood 7574GEN
4760711

70mm THX 6 Track SImw) Bily Battgala (R)

12:15-2:46-5:06-7:30-10:15

Fri 8 Sat lata show 12:30am

Ootby Starao Curly Sua (PQ)
12:00-230-500-7:40-10:15

Dolby Slarao (PG13)

12:30-255-5:06-7:30-10:00

Beverly Hills

Btm&f Connacion Cradit Card

La Gianaga at Bavarly Blvd. Purchatas by

Raa 2 1^ twur vaMatad partung Ptwna: CaM

669-5911 (213)757-4GEN

Sitrao Paradlaa (PG13)

12:15-2:45-5:10-7:40-10:06

Slwao Olhar Paopla's Monay (R)

12:2O-2:45-5:2O-7:45-10:10

THX Ddby Slarao »TH S»aat (Rj

12:00-2:30-5:00-725-9:50

Fri 8 Sat Lata Show 12:05 am

THX Odby Slarao ShatMrad (R)

1:00-3:15-5:30-7:50-10:00

THX Odby Slarao

THX Odby Starao

Tha Ftahar King (R)

1:404:35-7:25-10:15

Olhar Paopla'a Money (R)

1:304 00-625-8:45

J[|Li OM »a«» show H:15

THX Ddby Starao All I Want for Ctwiatmaa (Q)
12:30-2:45-5:00-7:15-9:30

AMC
THEATRES

Century City
Canfeay Qty 14

10250 Santa Monica 9m.
Canljry City Shopping Cantor

Fraa Partung:

4 Hours Fraa Vaidafon
With PuchaM d Thaafra Tidiate

(213) 553-8900

Yaw o( Vm Gun (R)

1:30-5:00-7:35-10:00

HoMicida (R)

2:10-2:20-5 45-805-10:36

Otiar Paofita'a Monay (R)

2:15-5:20-800-10:30

28TN Siaat (R)

2:30-5:40-8:15-10:40

Nng (Fn

200-6:10^15

aTH Siraal (R)

1:36-1:464:50-735-10:15

llw luteiNr'a WHa (PQ13I
1:304:20-7:30-10:06

Mn in Mm Maon (Pai»
1:30-1:404:40-725-10:00

(R)

1:306:00-730-10.00

Tha Sulchar'a WIM (PG1»
1 566:00-8.O0-10:K

Al I Wtait For Chriaiaaa (Q)
2:30450-7:10-9:30

in tw Moon (PQiai

2:066:30400-10:36

UWa Man TaM (R)

1:466:00-7:40-10:20

HioMandar 2 (R)

2:006:10-750-10:10

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.

NUART
11272 Sanii Monica BL

47S4379

La BaOa Noiaauaa

7:30

Sal 8 Sun ^^0

WeSTSiOE PAV1U0N
QOLOWYN
4760202

MktdwnSi
12:40-2566:10-7:26-ft40

QOLOWYN
47V0202

air of Hopa
1126-200436-7:15^^50

QOLOWYN
4760202

101 DMaialona
1146-1:46-3:46

QOLOWYN
4760202

ik Own PrtvaM Idaho

12:15-2304:466:»-7:00-7;4S 9.15^10:00
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Film

Except for laughs, 'Strictly Business' Is for the birds
Dancing, music and pretty faces do not save

a forgettable storyline which goes nowhere
By Greg Srisavasdi

There are movies that touch

your soul and there are movies
with important things to say. Then
there are the movies I get to

review, which for some reason

never win any Academy Awards
(gee, I wonder why?).

"Strictly Business** is just that

type of movie, filled with jokes but

lacking in overall substance. Its

story line is predictable and under-

developed, never truly drawing on
the comedic potential of actor

Tommy Davidson ("In Living

Color**).

The film focuses on the lives of

young black executive Waymon
Tinsdale m (Joseph C. Phillips)

and mailroom clerk Bobby John-

son (Tommy Davidson). Both
work in the same company, but it is

Tinsdale who has the promising

future and the Ivy League image.

Bobby believes he can make it

in the business world, but doesn't

realize that being hip-hop won't
get him to the lop. What Bobby
needs are connections to get him
out of the mailroom and into the

office.

=WhiIe power-lunching ai aF

restaurant, Tinsdale meets a gor-

geous girl (Halle Berry), who
leaves him drooling and dumb-
founded. Surprisingly, Bobby
knows the girl's name (Natalie)

and where she works, leaving

Tinsdale to ask for Bobby's help.

Bobby agrees to have Tinsdale

meet with Natalie only if Tinsdale

grants Bobby a shot into the

company's executive training

program. Predictably, Tinsdale

eventually meets Natalie and Tom-
my gets his chance at a promotion.

As Tinsdale, Phillips does a fine

acting job as he tries to impress

Natalie by becoming "less white"

and "more black." It's truly funny
when he awkwardly says, "What's
goin on, Homedudes!" to Natalie

and her friends, acting stupidly to

win a woman's attention. Phillips

While "Strictly

Business" does contain

a healthy amount of

tiumor, it still could

have been a better

developed film. Amidst

all the dancing, music

and pretty faces in this

movie lies a forgettable

story line which goes

nowherez:

is likeable enough for one to truly

care about his character, which is

one of the strongest elements of the

movie.

Ironically, Davidson is the one
who gives an awkward perfor-

mance as Bobby, truly overacting

in his first feature film. Instead of

giving Bobby a fully developed

personality, he caricatures Bobby
as a stereotypical homeboy from
the streets.

What Davidson could have done
was add more conviction and
charm to Bobby, two traits which
could have raised this film from
mediocrity. Although Davidson
does have genuinely funny Unes in

this movie, he gives no real reason

why he was the right person for

this role.

As the exquisitely enticing

Natalie, Berry delivers a pretty

face and a overall generic perfor-

mance. Her few lines in the movie
are stunted and unconvincing,

leaving one to wonder why she

wasn't given more material to

work with. There is no real

chemistry with her and Philipps,

(probably because they have few
scenes together) which weighs the

movie down. For Berry to become
an effective actress, she needs to

be more than just a Barbie doll.

Unfortunately, in "Strictly Busi-

ness** a pretty face is all Berry is

able to work with.

Stealing the movie is Anne
Marie Johnson ("In The Heal of
The Night") as Tinsdale's girl-

friend, Diedre. She plays the cold

and calculating character to the

hilt, grabbing most of the best lines

in the movie. It's a shame she

wasn't given more scenes, since

she has the most hilarious part in

the picture.
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SCARUEn
From page 16

South and intermittently dropping

the names of some of Scarlett's

distant relatives.

While the integrity of many of

the original characters remains

intact, Ripley has provided some

surprises for the reader expecting a

blissful reconciliation between

Scarlett and Rhett. Keeping the

reader in suspense, the sequel is

kindler and gentler to the reader

with about 8(X) pages to Milcheirs

l(X)0- pages-plus tome.

Ripley has also managed to

sidestep the stickiness of writing

for a twentieth century politically

correct audience about a pre-

politically correct time. The differ-

ence is apparent in the style

between Ripley and Mitchell when
handling the major deathbed

scenes.

"GWTW" enthusiasts know that

the sequel was a result of more

than half a century clamoring for a

"they lived happily ever after"

ending which Margaret Mitchell

refused to give.

BOOK: 'Scarlett: The Sequel to Mar-

garet Mitchell's Gone with the Wind," by

Alexandra Ripley. Published by Warner
Books. 823 Pages. Available at book-

stores $24.99

ADRIR
From page 17

orappings stripped away, Callahan

searches fpr the core of his

humanity.

Now that his friends, family,

places and possessions — his

"something elses" — are gone, he

must redefine his person. Looking

for the center of existence, he finds

the center within himself. He
finally accepts a simple truth of

nature, and concedes, "1 am here

now. That is all.

•••
r»

STAGE: "Adrift." Written by Judy
Montague, based on the novel by

Steven Callahan. Directed by Ted
Tobin Produced by Scott and David

Hillenbrand. Starririg Kik>h Fairchiki.

Scott Brandon and Evan MacKenzie.
' Performances; Nov. 13-16. 8:00 p.m.;

Nov. 17, 7:00 p.m. Matinee perfor-

mances: Nov. 13, 16. 2:00 p.m. at the

Gene Dynarski Theater. Tix: $18.50.

For more info call (213) 466-1767
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Joseph C. Phillips and Halle Berry portray lovers in the romantic
comedy 'Strictly Business"
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While "Strictly Business" does
contain a healthy amount of
humor, it still could have been a

better developed film. Amidst all

the dancing, music and pretty faces

in this movie lies a forgettable

story line which goes nowhere. If

you are in the mood for some
laughs and an unmemorable movie
experience, this picture^s just

right. If not, "Strictly Business" is

strictly for the birds. **

FILM: '^tnctly Business." Written by

Pam Gibson and Nelson George.

Directed by Kevin Hooks. Produced by

Andre Harrell and Pam Gibson In

association with Island World. A Warner

Bros, release with Tommy Davidson,

Joseph C. Phillips, Anne Marie John-

son, David Marshall Grant and Halle

Berry. (Rated PG-13: lar>guage. sexual

situations; 83 minutes) Opens citywkje

Friday.
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LOCAL UCLA BANDS:
APPLY NOW FOR UPCOMING

UCLA UNDERGROUND
CONCERT SERIES

SPONSORED BY CULTURAL AFFAIRS
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The Graduate Art Lecture Series Presents

Tuesday, November 1 2th

5:30 pm, New Location-The Wight Gallery,

Dixon Art Center

Rona Pondick
New York Sculptor will present

a slide lecture on her work

DROP OFF DEMO TAPES AT

CULTURAL AFFAIRS OFFICE

IN KERCKHOFF ROOM 306

INFORMATION: 825-6564
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WHEN YOU LOOK GOOD
YOU FEEL GOOD

Rona Pondick; Little Bathers (detail. 1 990-91

)

Funded by the Canfipus Programs Committee of the Program Activities Board

And when you feci good you look good.

That is our belief. It's why we employ stylists

.r\r\ instead of haircutters. And

$9 why those who go to Super-

cuts end up feeling just a little better about

themselves. No appointments necessar\-.

Men, women, children welcome.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(BatMMn Santa Monica & WiUiira Blvd.)

470-1558
M-F 8-9

HAIR BY

Tuesday COMEDYAT TNE COOP
Nov. 12

"511/1 McCullough

UCLA Alum

Evening at the Improv
MTV 1/2 Comedy Hour

Robin Montague
Comic Strip Live

Feature Film:

TalkingDirpAner^Darkl

Thursday

Nov. 14

Sat 8-7 Sun 10-5

SUPBOOJIS
®

The Jazz, Blues, Funk and Such
Series
PRESENTS

//v
Funky Jazz Band!

SPONSOREDBY
Sigma Gamma Rho

Sorority
Brought to you by the UCLA Cultural Affairs Commission PiMhr by USAC-yoarsiudgm government
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^4r, U
CENTER FOR THE MCi./\ PERFORMING ARTS

THUR., NOV. 14 AT 8 P.M., ROYCE HALL

The Society for Gyuto Sacred Arts

and UCLA Center for the Performing Arts

present

The Gyuto
Tantric Choir

Sacred Chanting of Tibet

Their combined voices resound as they sing of an

ecstatic spiiitual state in which all sound is music!

Tickets: $22, 18, 15; 11*

L<

./>

*|J
M

ann

alien GINSBERG
philip GLASS

Jerome SIRLIN

CARLSON (\ }

AN«w

THeotrkd Mosterpiece

in its West Coast Premiere!

<;YLT() MONKS: FntdtmCkmmtifnmauRoafoftktfMi

The monling -m >—>.

Available ai ff!nnWM9.1.1.1Jlllllli'.l **• \^\m\u\\!m^m\^

BYPHONE ^lu"b^v)"y^bl .----.-is:
'StudwUsmtiluu iKniiQ Ruyiaiti)0«tinitlO'siud(nntMnia>s(b<T«tMi«iii I Piovon ami iimt md ptct si*|tcl 10 cMingt

Jnr—•—~r

TRIUMPHANT!

...among the composer's

mostefworks.'- NmWvx

A itinMIIQ, (MMH|MQ

moving work!'

PER FORM I NQ

ARTS

^yjO '

Fridqy & Saturday, November 22-23 at 8 pm

ALL

(*is) m» M il (ri4i \

(•Ml M»«7W l«1*) >T»T»S

For Ticketv/lnfornMition

CAU (310) 82S-9261 Tickets: $30, 25, 20; 1 1 (dudwt^ with ID)

^Si^)!LSi!i Sipnry>pefl,wOtfwdiK«w itw WoNiwil bidewmt for the Am

f^^

Coming to Westwood Plaza

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18

at noon
Yet another presentation by the Cultural Affairs Noon Concerts

Paid tor by USAC-your student government

y

Appreciation

MacMurray

played more

than dad on

'My 3 Sons'
By Aaron Dobbs
Daily Bruin Staff

The television show "My Three

Sons** went through many incar-

nations and cast changes, but there

was always one constant, Fred

MacMurray, who died this past

week at the age of 83.

Although he will always be

remembered for liis role as Ste-

phen Douglas, MacMurray
deserves recognition for much
more. His l)est role may have been

in the classic Billy Wilder mys
tery/thriller "Double Indemnity

where he played completely
against the nice-guy type we all

recognize from "My Three Sons.**

MacMurray led a long and

varied career which most people

might not remember without a

little help. How about *The Shag-

gy Dog** and "The Absent Minded
Professor?** These were two of the

greatest films to come out during

the great days of G-rated, non-ani-

^nated Disney movies*

»»

But MacMurray wasn't limited

to Disney movies. In addition to

"Double Indemnity** he also

appeared in *The Apartment** and

"The Caine Mutiny.*'

Still, no one can deny that

MacMurray will always be
rememl)ered for "My Three Sons**

— one of the longest-running

television comedies ever.

"My Three Sons** was a unique

show for its time. Most half-hour

comedies would deal with the

perfect nuclear family, but "My
Three Sons*' was alx)ut a widower,

his three boys and his father-in-law

(later, uncle-in-law).

The show was one joi the

greatest of all the classic sitcoms.

It became so popular that even

after it was canceled the first time,

it was brought t)ack some ten years

later. But it wasn't the show*s

writing which held it together— it

was MacMurray.

His ability to be totally straight-

faced in the most awkward situa-

tions made MacMurray one of the

consummate television comedy
actors. Some of ttie most memor-
able and funniest scenes from the

show are also some of the simplest

For instance, MacMurray trying

to shave while Mike, Robby, Chip

and their dog Tramp run around

the bathroom constantly getting in

his way but never bothering him is

a variation of a common scene

from the show. And MacMurray
always appeared standing head

and shoulders above all of them,

resembling the eye of the storm—
a calm in the middle of a sea of

chaos.

"My Three Sons** was one of the

many classic television shows

broadcast by the Nickelodeon

cable network during its "Nick-

at-Nile** overnight programming.

It's ironic to note that about a

week ago, Nickelodeon decided to

stop showing "My Three Sons**

and held a six-hour marathon of

episodes from ine series to say

goodbye to it Thinking back on

watching a number of those epi-

sodes, it*s almost as if television

audiences were allowed one last

opportunity to see MacMurray at

work.

Thanks for the laughter. Dad—
and everything else too.
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BE A PART OT THE NEW

HOLLYWOOD
Two Veteran film makers wUl show you IN PLAIN EASYTOPOLLOW STEPS,

how to REALLY get into the FILM BUSINESS.

AT LAST
"A Practical Guide To Entering
tt)e Motion Picture Industry

"

Irll UNIVERSITY OF

Founded
1891

COLLEGE OFlAW
MID-YEAR ADMISSION -APPLY NOW

Where to go, who to see, what jobs are available and HOW TO GET THEM.
|No relatives needed, the New Hollywood is accessible. This HOW-TO-
!UIDE is a FIRST and our years of experience as Producers, Directors,

[iters, and Production Executives gives you clear; concise directions on
|HOW TO FIND THAT JOB.

Send $14.95 check or money order to HAMILTON PRESS
OncL tax & shipping) 8860 Corbin Aveiuie

SUITE 305
Pleaat AUow four to six weelcs for deUvcry Northridge, CA 9 1324

I

Accredited-Small Classes

Next Semester Begins

\

January 13J992
Flexible Programming

Accredited by the California

Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Western Association of

Schools and Colleses.

Two Convenient Locations

EnciiK) Campus

5445 Balboa Boulevard

Call:(818)98M529

La Verne Campus

1950 Third Street

CaU:(7 14)596- 1848

ASTHMA RESEARCH. If you would like to

participate in FDA approved research studies

wJth new asthma med«cat?on», call

(21 3)31 2-5050 ext. 302. You will be compen-
sated for your time. Allergy Research Fouryia-

lion. 11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 601, West

Los Angeles, 90025.

BEDWETTING (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-11

YEARS receded for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 arxi a free develop-

mental evaluatior^. 825-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 YEARS needed for UCLA
research project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation. 825-0392.

Sports Ticlcets 5 Miscellaneous

2 TIP-OFF TICKETS. UCLA vs. I.U. Friday

Nov. 15, Springfield Mass. Prime seats

together. S50/p*\r. (21 3)545-5065.

ASTROLOGICAL REPORTS, 25-30 pages
each, custom computer generated, from $12.
Call for cataloj?. 1-800-352-4327.

r a a a a

Concert Tickets 6 Researcti Subjects 12

Earn $250 or More
Research Institute needs

individuals with

diagnosed allergies to

measure effects on

Psychomotor skills.

Must have had a

positive skin test.

Ask for Susan 390-8483

SAVE $$$ ON TICKETS
AIRLINES. SPORTS, MUSIC. SHOWS. WE

LIST LAST MINUTE CANCELS.

SURPLUS AND PROMOTIONS FOR SALE

CHEAP ALSO. WHEN YOU ARE STUCK WITH
TICKETS UNE)(PECTEDLy

CALLUS.
213-4 TICKET

Good Deals

For a free brochure, moil a long self-oddr. stamped env. lo CFS.

Depf BR, 146 E. Duarte. Suite 237, Arcodio, CA 91006. CAU.

RECORDED HOTUNE ANYTIME 310-281-3197.

Where did you see our od?

JBfifi^

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or'

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

LOSE 10-30 POUNDS IN 30 o/^S! Earn $

while you lose! Doctor recommended. Erik

310-281-8806.

xzsco^Bi^cscssssxm:

Alcohollct Anonymous

Meetings
Mon. diaouMion. Thur. Bookaludy. Fri. Stap

Study. AU 3625 12:15-1:15. Fri. 1200-10)

Tuea. Di&cuuKMi. Wad. Di8cua«k>n NPI

08538 12:15-10)

For aksohoNoa or individualB who
have drinkirHi problami

leal ftie Boy

X)INUS
Every Monday 6-7pm
UiVolle Courtroom

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rolss to UCLA Students

Hollywood Piano Renfol Co.

462-23M 463-6S69
•'^'^^^^'^'^^'^•^'^ '^-^ '^ -^ '^ '« <%.^ •^^'^^

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and

65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1

month and in relatively good health are needed.

Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

M
SS=*:

Good Deals 7 Good Deals

You don't need dental insurance to have a pretty smile

< »!••»--
Bibles - Books

Gifts.

M-Th 10 am - 9:30 pm;
Ff-Sat 10 am - 11 pm; Sun 2-^ pm

10664 Weybum Ave. LA 90024
206^5432

SMILE SPECIAL
FAMILV DENTISTRY fZ 1 3)475-5598
^ 24 hour emergency service

Complete Dental Exam, Ctieck Up. & Cleaning

V.LP.

(reg. $180)

m patiartt with ths coupon only

I alto accommodMa patients

(Up to 4 x-rays

inclLided)
newj
we alto accomnvxktt patients

with dental covtnaet~
offer axpiraa 12-31-01

SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.
1620 Westwood Blvd.

*open evenings & Saturdays*
Free parking in rear

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to individuals

and families witti no

dental insurance.

'Vur Patients are SpecifU'
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It's Coming ^ /S>,

Chi Omega's Philanthropy
TUg-o-War

to benefit Children's Free Care Clinic

All UCLA Cannpus Groups and Fraternities

Welcome to Participate

UCLA Fnjllins together for a great cause
For info, please call Suzy 208-261 1 or Mandie 208-5002

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

rChlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to$100/wkormore.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

rKAPPA T7

Cheefsto "
wsAWiiWAVA:^:;::;

•y-Vt-vwc-:-:

j^^MM^y

^ Cfum

dicdxt. JLani,

oniaa M)nt.6,

-Jv[axiann£, ^JnakzLj

RC^i thanks lag Sis' immm
revelation night!

PC *90, your little sis* love

W^imsommmme)^. and

yall

PANIC ATTACKS?
SMOTHERING SENSATION?

CHEST PAINS?
DO YOU EXPERIENCE SHORT EPISODES OF

SMOTHERING SENSATIONS, DIZZINESS, CHEST

PAIN, NERVOUSNESS OR FEEL FEARFUL? YOUV.
MAY QUALIFY FOR A MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDY
ON PANIC DISORDER. QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS

MAY EARN UP TO $770.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951

CALIFORNIA CLINICAL TRIALS MEDICAL GROUP

Personal

CONGRM T.IJm^ T I ON

s

]Q NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS

^^ needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning experience.

825-0392.

SEXUALLY ACTIVE ADULTS OVER 21 FQR
20-MINUTE INTERVIEWS WITH MEDICAL
STUDENTS. PARTICIPANTS RECEIVE $7.50.

PARKING REIMBURSED. INTERVIEWING
MONDAY 4 TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18,19

AT 2:15 & 3:15 P.M. CALL RITA
31(V825-2571.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer

w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.

Under dermatologists supervision. Volunteers

will be paid for info. (213)828-8887.

n/^i) i K
k'

Wanted 15

DRUMMER WANTED for developing band.

Call Dae or loe at (310)575-4247.

Salons 21

Hfc>!m,;ie^ff:iP!m:i-"n g Queen
'J-': '^;f "/'^-''K'^

4».
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"LOVE YOU

FREE INTRODUCTORY OFFER. Cut & style In

exclusive Beverly Hills Salon. Call for

appointment. Gratuity appreciated.

(818)841-7909^

Health Services 22

ARE YOU A STUDENT OR STAFF WHO
SUFFERS FROM A MENTAL ILLNESS? Support

and social group. 207-1236. .

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation. Call Beverly Hills

Laser Doctor's Group. (213)786-0636.

AT ^ OIM HEDCaSI I

ACNE
A NASTY FOUR
TF/TTERWORD

LONELINESS • DEPRESSION • SUICIDE • RAPE • EATING DISORDERS • SCHOOL STRESS • RELATIONSHIPS

CALL 825-HELP • UCLA PEER HELPLINE
HOURS • MONDAY-FRIDAY 5PM-MIDNICHT • SATURDAY-SUNDAY 8PM-MIDNICHT

If you had started on

Clear Care Acne

treatment 30 days ago

you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on

how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our

Skin Care Information

Line,

800-435-3533
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Healtti Services

LOSE UP TO 30 pounds in 30 days for Icsc than

$40. Doctor recommended. 285-6347.

PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE THERAPIST and
body worker. Full body or areas of stress.

Xavier (213)918-9922/ (213)698-7424.

SUPPORT CROUPS FOR SINGLE ADULTS
rK>w forming. Monday evenings in Westwood.
Will be dealing with issues of trust, communi-
cation, stress management & relationships. Led

by Dr. Kim Sandefur & Mark De Fusco.

(310)824-5058, (310)473-3819.

UNWANTED HAIR.

PERMANENTLYREMOVED

y r>
x,c

ELECTROLYSIS STUDIO
•FREE CONSULTATION
•DISPOSABLE NEEDLES
•Lie h. BOARD CERTIFIED

208-8193
1949 7iWESTWOOD BLVD

ELBCTROLYSIS
Maria Mintz

Registered Electrologist

202 1/2 South Beverly Drive

Beverly Hills, CA 9021

2

Phone # 274-4399

We are physician referred with 15

years experience

20% Student & Faculty Discount

with ad

CONIACTSFORLESS^INC.
Raplaoement Contact Lans Service

As Low as $16 each!
For Ontori or a Free Catalog CaH

1-800-755-LENS
Must hav« contact tons prescription

Holiday Blues? Support group

focusing on ways to cope with your

feelings during the hoUday season.

Fee. Center for Interpersonal

Development, Encino. (818)986-6100

Opportunities 26

RAISE BIG MONEY FOR YOUR ORCANIZA
TION LARGE OR SMALL. CALL RICHARD
969-4826. NO MONEY REQUIRED.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT. Internship inter-

views now taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing a learn of employees,
customers, arxi suppliers. Majority of hiring

will be completed by November. Average
gross profit $11,287. Call Triple A Student

Painters, for information now
1 -(600)426-6441.

Help Wanted 30

• 1 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Your fraternity, sorority, or other campus
oroup can earn between SiOO-1000 in lest

than 7 days. You pay absolutely nothing.

Call: 1-eOO-73S-2077. Ext.3.

$6.63Air. Walk on campus. Schedule around

your classes. Opportunity for advancenf>ent.

Apply at the Sproul Cafe. 350 De Neve Dr.

(213)825-2074.

AD SALES, COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER.
FLEXIBLE HOURS. LEADS PROVIDED. EX-

PERIENCE PREFERRED. SENSE OF HUMOR
IMPORTANT. 319-1680.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - FISHE-

RIES. Earn $5,0004/mo. Free transportation!

Room & board! Over 8,000 opening. No
eaqierience necessary. Male or Female. For

employment program call Student Employ-

ment Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext.154.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN FINANCIAL FU-

TURES TRADING INDUSTRY? PT, flexible

hours, $7.50Air. Require experience in run-

ning computer programs. Contact
(310)282-7101.

••••••••ATHLETIC GOGETTERS
needed for PT ar>d FT work with America's 7th

most profitable company. (213)653-1689.

BILINGUAL (Spanish) TEACHER ASSISTANT.

5 days, 8:30— 1 1 :30am, approximately

$10/hr. Pacific Palisades school.

(310)454-3700, Mrs. Yates.

BOOKKEEPER W/STRONG ACCOUNTING
AND COMPUTER BACKGROUND. Lotus

1,2,3 and Peachtree preferred. OutstarnJing

opportunity to acquire practical experierx:e in

financial management. Excellent grades re-

quired. $9-1 l^r, based on experience.

2a25hn/wk Lashon or Arlene, 207-9337.

BUSY DOCTOR'S OFFICE NEEDS FULL TIME

RECEPTIONIST. Experience a plus.

(213)273-4454. Contact Ziba.

22 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

PIZZA HUT
IS NOW HIRING

DRIVERS!
MAKE UP TO $7 TO $9 PER HOUR
AS A PIZZA HUT DEUVERY DRIVER

• FLEXIBLE HOURS
• TIPS

* MEDICAL INSURANCE AVAILABLE
• PAID VACATIONS FOR FULL TIME

• DISCOUNTED MEALS
• FLEXIBLE Vy/ORK SCHEDULE
• LONGEVITY INCENTIVES

Apply at: 1 1 33 Weshvood Blvd.

E.O.E.
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VISION MODEL &
TALENT MANAGEMENT
Models & Actors needed. No

experience necessary. Modeling.
Commercials. Films & Music Videos

College Students Welcome
Call today for an appointment
wttti top Industry Cortsultants.

(213)247-6001

Beverly Hills 90210

SECRETARY
The J. Paul Getty Trust seeks cheerful secretary for Building

Program. Looking for motivated, team player with good
communication skills. Interest In architecture a plus. Word
processing 60wpm. Salary in low $20s, excellent benefits

package. Send resume to:

Human Resources

The J. Paul Getty Trust

1875 Century Park East, Suite 2300
Los Angeles, CA 90067

No telephone calls or drop-in irx^uiries.

FINANCIAL CONSIITTANTS

An exceptional opportunity

is available for motivated
individuals to learn foreign

currency trading.

Unlimited income potentiaL

CALL STU or NOAM
1-800-922-8322

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon
& evenina

hours available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

8 people needed no'wr
Ban upteii/hr.

Housecleaners
PmI »*

•lf«, INbm, Stndnta. etc

CaO (IISHSS-ISIT

SEE THE STARS, PARK
THEIR CARS

Vaiet oompany seeking full/part

time attendants.

TIexJble hours 'Over 19 *aoan cut
Tip* •OeanDMV
PERSONNEL:(800)794-PARK

•CASTING EXTRAS* for motion pictures and

commercials. $40-$300/day. Call now
(213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature Tilrfis, commercials, and television.

Eam up to $200 per day! No experience

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

COMPANIONS - Need 2 cheerful, energetic,

physically fit people. WorkW Rehab Team to

provide in-home care for elderly clients. Light

house keeping cooking. Must have car &
reference. Full/Part Tinr>e. 8hr/12hr. shifts.

Call Mr.H.(31 0)572-7000.

COMPUTiR PROGRAMMER/CONSULTANT
NEEDED to assist in developing a new software

program. For more information please contact

Andrew Kim at (310)556-8434.

DELIVERY PERSON. 3hrs/day. Will hire

immediately. Call for more details.

(213)879-6600 ext.706. Richard or Rick.

DOMESTIC PART-TIME 4—7pm, 4 or 5 days/

week. Simple cooking, some experience

necessary, light housekeeping, no cleaning.

Must have own transportation. Location near

Mulholland and Sepulveda Blvd. Call

(310)472-0212.

EARN TOP DOLLARS AT HOME. Telephone

soliciting $5.0(Vlead and $500 on completion

of sale. (212)933-1900.

ENERGETIC, enthusiastic person who likes

kids and drives. 2 boys, 3-7pm, flexible.

M-W-F, $8-/hr (818) 788-8027.

FAST EASY INCOME! EARN IOC'S weekly

stuffing envelopes. Send self- addressed

stamped envelope to: FAST INCOME, PO BOX
641517, Chicago, II., 60664-1517.

FT POSITION AVAILABLE to bright, hard-

working individual in business office. Ac-

counting experience helpful. (213)273-4454.

IMPROV. WANTED IMMEDIATELY: PT tele-

marketing. Afternoon hours. Call Ken
(213)651-2583.

•••••••••••••••ujjj PQ !•!*••••••••••••••

Enthusiastic sportsminded team-players

needed for 22nd fastest growing company in

America. (213)399-5994.

LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR: Minimum 3yrs law

office experiernre in plaintiff personal injury.

Knowledgie of WordPerfect. Contact Sid Dia-

mond, (213)475-0481.

MAILING SERVKZE needs workers $400-500

weekly. Work at home. Mail selfstamp address

envelope to MAILING SERVKIE, PO. BOX
37028, LA, CA, 90037 for info.

MALE MODELS under 28, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. Quick cash!!

(213)664-2999.

MALE MODELS NEEDED. Young, Handsonr>€,

Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great

Pay. Call Derik (j13)465-4586.

MAR VISTA RECREATION CENTER seeks

enthusiastic, er>ergetic people to staff winter

day camp. $6.25A^r, 30 hrs/wk. 1 0-4pm. Must

be available Dec.23-Feb.1 3. Call

(310)396-5982.

MODELS: For 1992-93 swimsuit calendars &
posters, European magazine work. Call

(213)732-5744 for appointment.

NEEDED! 1 FT or PT person to work for

attorneys doing correspor>derH:e and legal

documents. We will train, but experience

helpful. Wages ¥ schedule flexible. We also

have an opening for file clerk. (21 3)380-9284,

leave message.

NEEDED EXTRAS FOR FILM, TV. SERIES- call

for appt. (M-F, 9-5). (213)467-5122.

PART-TIME OFFICE ASSISTANT. Telephone

answering and some word processing.

(618)986-3725.

PART-TIME RESEARCH. Interesting book pro-

ject. Totally flexible hours. Experience desir-

able. Not nescessary. Roy Kammerman
(213)852-6988.

PROJECT COORDINATOR. Grad student or

professional in health Held to coordinate

human subjects protection activities for project

examining underuse of cardiac procedures

among the poor in LA County. Superb organi-

zational skills, experience w/DBASE or PARA-
DOX a must. 20 hrs^vk, $1 3-1 5^r. Marianne

206-8523.

PROJECT MANAGER wanted for 2-year trial

examining the effectiver>ess of geriatric assess-

ment in recently hospitalized elderly patients.

Collect data from patients, maintain communi-
cation with physicians, organize files, work
with investigators; word processing skills

needed. 35-40 hfsA(Vk. Dr. Siu 825-3647.

PT 20hrj^wk. Computer literate, bookkeeping,

marketing ability for start-up business.

(310)312-9900

PT FLOWER SHOP SALES. Artistic with good
communication skills. Please call 273-4547.

P/T LITERATURE RESEARCH & LECTURE
NOTE TAKING withMD in molecular genetics

private research. Senior/grad in related area

preferred. Flexible hours. Nurit
(213)306-0055.

PT SALES-Must be very organized Rodeo Drive

Private Postal Center. Reliable, vocal, well

groomed, & very efficient. (310)281-7176.

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT COMPANY is

looking for a foreclosure tracking
assistant for P/T job. Hours flexible.

$5A>r. For more info, contact Anne or

leff (213)642-7740.

RESEARCH ASST. Upper division undergrad or

master's student in social or health sciences to

abstract medical records and manage data for

project examining urnieruse of cardiac proce-

dures among the poor in LA County. 12-20

hnAvk. $10-1 3/hr. Marianne 206-8523.

LAW FIRM
needs motivate(j person to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w GPA, available times

foe interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

MOMflCgj;;- v.-y^ff9?Xfi,
.".•.•^A%A.V**.*.yAIWVL'

.

SECRETARY, bookkeeping experience, light

typing, answering phones, SltVhr. 3-months,

Nov-lan Call (310) 273-9708.

BASKETBALL COACH NEEDED for private

school in S.M. middle school girls & boys

teams. Practices 3x/wk. Season begins Nov. 18

Please call Steve Gold (213)828-4120.

STUDENT For general office work, light accu-

rate typing, running errands, xeroxing, good
phone manner. Flexible hours (1 5-20 hr^wk)

$S.69/hr. Please contact Janice (310)

825-6615.

TELEMARKETERS familiar with engineering

and programming terminology. Various terri-

tories. Call Norma at DELTA PERSONNEL
(818)972-9675

TWO POSITKDNS: Both require wordprocess-

mg and good typing skills. One requires

Spanish bilingual. Flexible hours, Wilshire &
Westwood law office. Sid Diamond,
475-0481.

US MAIL lOBS $11.77 to $14.9(y$9.95 fee

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-

sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

WANTED - ADULT CHILDREN of inter-

religious marriages to help graduate student w/
doctoral project. Participants willing todiscuss

experiences growing up and possibly to appear

on video tape. If interested contact Steve at

(213)698-5629.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-

talented writers. Papert>ack novels, norvfiction

books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vemon.

PAID INTERNSHIPS
(Positions Limited)

Applications/Interviews

behig taken NOW for the

best summer business

intemship & training you

can findl EARN
$6-$1 2,000+ while

managing your branch

of University Painting

Professionals during

summer 1992. Call

1-800-KALL-UPP today

30 Help Wanted 30

For your fraternity, sorority, team or

other campus organization.

Absolutely no investment required!

CALL 1-800-950-8472. oxt 50

ATHLETIC TYPES
Tired of building someone
elses company? Aggressive,

competitve individuals needed
to help run new company.

Positive attitude and neat

appearance a must.

(818)789-1 128 (818)3600760

Peace Corps
Recruitment Office

Assistant

3 posltk>ns open ( two must qualify for
work/study)

Asistant ncecM to help reouitnwni staff wth
oorrputer input. apptkifOan prooesskig. man
malings, and general office duties. Qualfictfons:
student in good standtr>g: Macintosh bterate;

cxcclent ootnmunication and intcrpersonl siids.

Good opporutunity to improve international

aMrarcncss. Schedule fIcxMc, but must be able to

work 20 hoursAvwk between 8:30 mmiS
pm.. Monday-Friday. Cal 310/575-7444 for

more irtfo and appficatioa

BE YOUR OWN BOSS!
No investment required

Sales tools and training

provided free. Powerful!,

proven, patented skin

product. Rendition

fragrances, just in time
for HOLIDAY SALES
For information

(310) 854-3848

MODELS
..'.iiitecl I).' Pi(ttessiOiuil Plioto()»jpliv -:

Studio fof iip-( oiuiDo pljofi; jssinnmetTts^

Pro <i rj(M)-Pr() lX\\o h'liKile

Call (818)508-8680

KARI MICHAELSEN
"Katie" from the NBC series

*GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Bruin)

seeking: S-10 health conscicxis

individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or fulKime.

(818)789-1 128 or (818)360-0760

Job Opportunities 32

DATA ENTRY/aERICAL, M-F, 9-6. long term,

good computer skills, 60-«vpm-f required.

$9-1(yhr. (213)453-6422.

ENTREPRENEURS!!! Booming marketing firm

representing solid manufacturers looking for

outgoing erwrgetic people for the positions of

project manager to help w/ x-par^tion natiorul

& internationally. P/T or F/T 2,000 to 4,000
mo. Bonuses, rebates ar>d commission. We'll

train!!! Bilinguals (Spanish) welcome.
(21 3)399-4804.

FULL TIME SECRETARIAL/EXECUTIVE ASSIS-

TANT. 8:30-5. $7Mr to start. Strong organixa-

tional skills. Typing and computer. (213)

380-91 1 1

MIDNIGHT SUN! ALASKA SUMMER EM-
PLOYMENT. Hiring now. Eam to $60(Vm^. R/T
airfare, roomAward provided. Full info $5,

Pacific ventures. Box 1418, Aptos, Ca.
95001-1418.

Jobs Wanted 33

SECRETARY/WORDPROCESSOR MATURE.
INTELLIGENT. GOOD BACKGROUND IN

W.P7IBM PC. COMPUTER TYPING 6S-f.

WILLING TO LEARN DATABASE AND &
SPREADSHEETS. FLEXIBLE HOURS MINI-
MAL DIRECTION. ORGAZATKDNAL AND
TIME MANAGEMENT SKILLS. WORK INDE-
PENDENTLY. FULL/PART TIME J.T.

473-5443.

SECRETARIAL: TEMPORARY PREFERRED.
Good skills. Krwwiedge of campus forms.

Grants, manuscripts, corrttsporvJence, elc.

WordPerfect. Dependable.

l^
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Internships

GET YOUR FOOT IN THE DOOR! Film
production co. seeks bright, motivated interns.

School credit, some pay. )ackie 820-6733.

INTERNS NEEDED by start-up independent
alternative record label for pronfH)tion wortc,
part-time, Tuesday and Thursday mornings.
Please contact Ingrid (213)202-7432.

LEARN

ENTERTAINMENT MUSIC

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Intern at major PR. firm

in Hollywood. Great

Opportunity to learn and
gain firsthand experience

Call Audry
(213)659-6400

_34 Apoftments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

WANTED: EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER. T,TH.
9-5. Must have car, references, start immedi-
ately, work week before Christmas $6^r. Call
(213)204-6102.

WLA. BABYSITTER NEEDED. Experierx:e with
young children. Must have own transportation.

Afternoons, eves, weekends, flexible
(213)559-2955.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $55(Vmonth, first rrxmth 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

1 OR 2 BED/2 BATH, $775 to $985At>o.
Brentwood adjacent. Emmaculate.
Dishwasher, refrigerator, range/oven,
carpet/drapes. (310)622-0650.

3340 OVERLAND. 1 bedroom $550 unfurn-
ished, $625 fumished. Passing bus to UCLA
(213)637-7755. 4- 7pm only.

ADJ. HANCOCK PARK. 1 mo free with lease.

Bachelor, newly decorated. $475/0X1. Sec-

urity, laundry. (618)591-7223.

Bachelor in WLA. Mini kitchenette. Japanese -

style bathroom. Carport near Blue Bus.
$50Q/month. Security deposit, 1st month.
Move-in Nov 6. (213)479-7541. Mrs. Sato.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $675-765.
1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE4-PIEX 7, BLOCK TO PKTO BUS. (21 3)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $775-675/MO.
2-BEDROOM HARDWOOD FLOORS,
FRONT VIEW 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
(213) 639-6294

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $975/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING 1/2
BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST. (21 3)

839-6294.

Furnished

Loft

Apartment
In Westwood
Across From
Campus

^Ml
565 Gayley

824-0836

Ask about our special.

I RFE RENl

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

Child Core Wanted 35

BABYSITTING: Need reliable person to pick
up my child, take to my home & babysit from 5
P.M. on (approx. 12-15 hrs/5 days/week
(213)203-3771.

CHILD CARE WANTED. My Culver City
residence, weekdays, variable hours. Call
(310)559-5305.

LOOKING FOR COLLEGE STUDENT for long
term commitment for rrwther-helper job.

10-15hrsAvk. $9/hr. (213) 391-1722.

MOTHER'S HELPER. 2 kids, 6 & 4. Flexible
hours. References and early childhood experi-
ence a plus. )oan 477-2930.

PARENT helper must drive, pick up school,
help with dinr>er and clean-up. 5 days Aft/Eve
$6/hr. (310) 410-9536.

SM home needs care for 2-year old.
=VA^e«<<«'His^^eekm^. Excdieiat rcf. Ws
negotiable. Kenslea 451-9846.

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735
870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PKon ssi<)\An V vi ana(;i:i) hv moss x ( o.

Beautiful One Bedroom
Apartments
Now Available

$800 Per Month with Security Deposit

Fully Furnished
All Utilities Paid, including A/C
Available to persons 21 and up

This apartment is nestled in the beautiful Santa Monica
Mountains only fitteen minutes away from the UCLA campus

For more information call the University of Judaism
Housing Office at 213-476-9777, 879-4114 ext. 259.

NOr^THRIDQE $276 up. 500 Unit
"

studMit housing taclNty. Stiarvd or
private. Pool. )acuzzi, roor»ollon
room. 1/2 hour drtvo to UCLA.
Froo Broohuro. Norlhrldo*

Campus RMldoneo, 9500 Zolzah,
Northridgo, CA 01325

(at8)8a0-1717

SANTA MONICA, $1150. 2-bcd/l -bklh.
fenced front yard. 5-minule$ UCLa!
(310)396^300

SANTA MONICA. 3-BED/2-BATH. Hardwood
floors, large yard, 2-car garage. On Princeton,
north of Arizona. Rent control. %},750/mo.
375-0934.

BRENTWOOD. $1,100. 2-LARGE BD/2 BA.
Security bidg. 2-parking. Refrigerator, washer/
dryer facilities. (213)394-7667 or
(213)472-9720.

BRENTWOOD. One bedroom, den , luxury
building. $950. High ceiling, carpet, drapery,
electric heating. 826-3934.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
SINGLE, $725; HUGE 2BED/2BATH, $1275^
COMPLETELY REMODELED, BEAUTIFUL
LUXURY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROLLED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND GATED PARK-
ING 11611 CHENAULT ST. (213)471-1340.

BUNDY between Olympic and Santa Monica.
$685/n>o. Spacious 1 bedroom Excellent
management (213)620-7049.

CULVER CITY, $830, 2-bcd+1 V, -bath, carpet,
drapes, quiet neighborhood and building
(310)826-6907.

FACULTY AND STAFF: One and two bed-
rooms available in the faculty apts on Levering.
Call 206-1947 (8am-5pm).

FREE NOVEMBER RENT 2-bedroom/2-bath,
fireplace, balcony, skylights, great for room-
male $995-$1,120 Near all (213)836-4072,
anytime.

HOLLYWOOD HILLS, studio, 1 or 2-bed-
rooms, newer, pool, gym, views. 1 -bedroom
special, only $777. Call Eric (213)851-8620.

LARGE SINGLES & BACHELORS. Walking
distance from UCLA. All (jtilities included.
From $550/mo. Call Paul (310)824-9754.

MARINA DEL REY TOWNHOUSE, $1295,
2-bcd/r/i -bath, stove, refrigerator, dis-

hwasher, patio, parking. Pet okay.
(213)8^1-4887

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach Quiet building.
3748 Inglcwood Blvd just north of Venice
Blvd. (213)398-8579

MAR VISTA 1-BED: $685. 2-BED. $775.
Newly painted, laundry. 454-0605.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canficid
Ave, WLA. $1 250 up Security parking, Steve,

(21 3)839- 1026.

PALMS 2 -bed/2 bath, $845 & $875. Under-
ground parking, fireplace, A/C, alarm, "pets

okay (714)969-8977, & (213)559-6085.

PALMS, $995/mo beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-
furnished large unit, by Bcverlywood. Good
Tcf. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS $85(ymo 1 bed, den, upper. Aircondi-
tioning, garage parking, built ins, fire place,
security system. (213)937-0589.

PALMS. Sharp 1 -bedroom, vertical blinds,

carpet, stove, kitchen, laundry, large and
bright, grcatlocation 1 -block from Motor and
National. 2-parking spaces. 3351 Vinton. No
pets. (310)576^5540 Open.

PALMS SPECIAL No security deposit with
approved credit. $525 for single, $650 & up for
1 -bedroom. Pool, sauna, exercise room.
(213)836-3800.

SPACIOUS AND BRIGHT 2-BED + DEN. 5
ni>ln from UCLA. $950/mo. Call Miniu
(310)477-3036.

STUDENT APT. BRIGHT, CHEERY, FURN-
ISHED, BUILT-INS, PRIVATE, SUNDECK/
PATIO, SECURITY, PARKING, 4.MILES FROM
CAMPUS. $650/MO. CALL DAYS
310-838-0521.

VAN NLJYS: LARGE 1 -bed & den. Dishwasher,
stove, fireplace, 1 child/1 pet ok, or good for

roommates. (818)997-6766.

VENICE, $595, 1 -bedroom, new paint, new
linoleum, nice carpet, stove, refrigerator,

parking. Near beach. (213)463-1475.

WALK TO UCLA, single, 1 -bedroom, 2-bed-
room, fireplace, A^, full kitchen, balcony,
pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room, laundry room, gated
g^age, gas -f water paid. From $325/pfsn.
Roommates available. 515 Kellon
(213)208-1976

WESTCHESTER, $1085/mo., new luxury
2bed/2bath, fireplace, laurKJry, private garage,
dishwasher, intercom. (310)546-3187
(310)215-9310.

AMAZING 2BED/2BATH "WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, enclosed patio. Brand new carpet,
shutters, appliances. Near eating places, Irans-

portation A UCLA. (213)475-6717.

WESTWOOD. Large 2-bed/ 2-bath, furnished/

.

unfurnished. Pool/ Jacuzzi, long/ short-term
$1400. (213)470-1513.

WESTWOOD ADJ., sunny, modern 2-bed/
2-bath. New kitchen, extra- large closets, AK,
patio, 5-min. UCLA, quiet building. $1150
(213)474-8608.

WESTWOOD $995-1 195/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM NEW TILE 1 1/2 MILE TO C/WPUS
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD $1 1 50- $1 550. Terrific, large 2
$1 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom, built- ins,

refrigerator, dishwasher, A/C,garden- balcony^
microwave. 1711 Malcolm, V. /4-mile cam-
pus (213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD, WALK TO UCLA. Singles &
1 -bedrooms, $59Q and up. (213)208-4934.

WLA-1 BED/1 BATH. Private patio, built-ins

$650. 1412 Brockton Ave. (818)368-6732.

Veteran

Single

and
IffDRM

Starting
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

WESTWOOD PLAZA
APARTMENTS

Directly across from
mid'campus UCLA

Furnished & Unfurnished

Bachelors from $550

Singles from $600 to $750

1 Bdnns from $700 to $900

2 Bdrms/2 Bth from$1200

Variable Length Leases

501-505 Gayley Ave.
(213)208-8505

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD
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515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

DIAMOND HEAD APTS
Westwood

Slngle-

Fumlshed/Unfumlshed
from $750
2beclroom-

Fumlshed/Unfumlshed
from $1200
An Amenities

660 Veteran
208-2251

Get out of the
Dormsl

We Will help Pay
the cancellation

feesi

Huge Luxury 1 flf 2
bedrooms,

central air, extra large
closets, fireplace, wet bar,

refrigerator, controlled
entry and parking*

Low move in/Low
rental rates

Across From Campus
433 Kelton Avenue
(213)208-8685

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotel •Westwood Village

Cable TV«Microwave •Refrigerator

$199-$235/wlcw/KITCH $295/wk
1 -bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

Apartments for Rent 49

10980 WelLWOR
10983 WELLWORTtI
*•'

'
I II

I

*1 Month Free Rent
(Ask for Details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Central Heating/

Air -Conditioning

'Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

'Balcony or Patio

'Dishwasher, Gas Range,

Refrigerator, Disposal

Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

FIRST MONTH RENT FREE
MOVE-IN ONLY

$995
Lg. Modern 2bd 2bath Gated
entry & parklng-2 spaces ea
Microwave, cable, storage.

ill pots OK.

Walk to Campus/VJIIage

512 VETERAN AVE 208-2655

New Tenants Only w/Lease OAC

Walk to Campus/Village

Students Welcome

1+1 / 2 sinks

$800 w/lease
• refrigerator -dishwasher •

• controlled entry • A/C •

• elevator •

519GlenrQck
(213)208-4835

•AFFORDABLE*
•3528-3532 Sawtelle*

In Mar Vista near National

2bdrm Ibath

apartments. Uppers &
lowers. Balconies. Stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator.

Spacious with grey

carpet. White Blinds.

$775/month $500 deposit

OPEN DAILY OR
CALL:

On sight, 397-5029

Rental Office. 823-4383

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central olr & central

heat, v\/et bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,
saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 cor parking In

secure garage, will ollovy/

4 students per
apartment.

From $1250 -$1350
2 weeks free with lepse

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

WLA 2BR/1BA. Patio , refrigerator, stove,
carpet, drapes, laundry. 2 miles from UCLa'
S82(ymo. (213)470-2122.

WLA AR€A. $585/mo. Attractive fumished
single. Ideal for students to share. Close to
UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave (213)477 4832.

WLA CHOICES. Studio, 1 or 2-bcdrooms,
Southwest style, rooftop pool, spa, views!
Studio special, only $687, Cheviot Hills.

(213)280-0692.

WESTWOOD DELUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH 5
MIN. WALK TO UCLA. FULL KITCHFN, AK
WATER PAID, PARKING. AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $75a$800 THE BEST DEAL IN WEST-
WOODI (213)206-8881

WL A/PALMS $85(ymo. 2bed/ Ibath. Refrig.,

vertical blinds, patio. (21 3)471 -0883.

WLA/PALMS. LOVELY 2-bed/1-bath lower.
New decor, light oak floors, enclosed garage.
10832Charnock Rd. $800. (213)839-0753 or
(213)454-6223.

WLA. Very nice 3 unit triplex 1 bed/1 bath; 1

car garage. 2276V. Carmclina Ave. $650/mo.
(213)458-8859
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments to Share 52 House to Stiare

Why Pay More?
1 & 2 Bedrooms
$575—$800

Newly Remodeled
Must see to

appreciate.

657-8756

Apartments Furnistied 50

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

WESTWOOD, $775, 1 -bedroom, large rooms,

parking. Near UCLA village. Available now.
11089 Strathmore. (310) 454-8211.

Apts. Unfurnlstied ^
1+ DEN/1 -'A BATH. Bright, spacious, airy.

Prinze location. Easy access to shops-UCLA.
Security bIdg. $95(Vrno. (310)207-6430.

$700 Palms nrxxiem 1 bedroom. Security

building. Stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, a/c,

fireplace. (310)836-5311, (310)837-0761.

BEVERLY HILLS. 1 -BED/1 -BATH. Parking in

the back. Laundry. Second floor. Available

now. $695. 652-0314.

PALMS $725. Modem 1 -bedroom. Security

building, stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, A^,
• fireplace. (213)837-0761.

SINGLE, 1-2 BEDROOM, $680-1050. Sec-

urity, refrigerator, Jacuzzi, sundeck, ocean
view. (213)826-5S2e.

VERY NICE 2bdr/l*A bath. Security, carpets,

drapes, frig. Pool, patio, parking,no pets.

$950. 1500 Purdue Ave. (213)477-5256,

(213)931-1160.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $700, 1 -bedroom.

$1100 , 2-bedroonVl -bath. Parking included.

1-1/2 blocks to campus. 10990 Strathnrjore.

(213)395-2903.

WESTWOOD, $750, extra large 1 -bedroom,

parking. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator.

Available now. 1109 Strathmore. (310)

454-821 1

.

WLA, CLOSE TO UCLA, $700/mo., 1-bed/

1 -bath built-ins, pool, garden like.nice tenants.

(213)477-9955.

WLA, LUXURY PENTHOUSE. New building,

2-be<V 2-bath. Security, high ceilings, fire-

place, wet bar, refrigerator, microwave, dis-

hwasher, w/d in unit. Jacuzzi, 2-car parking.

No pets. 1815 Purdue Ave. (213)479-5279,

(213)931-1160.

Apartments to Stiare 52

lO-MINUTES FROM CAMPUS. Own room in

2-becUl -bath. $42S/mo. Female non-smoker.

Parking. Joni (213)556-2446.

ROOM AVAILABLE IN 2-BEO/l-BATH NEAR
WESTSIDE PAVILK)N. Non-snwker preferred.

$335-»-1/2 utilities. Frank 475-0312, message.

5-MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS! FEMALE
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 1-BEa
ROOM BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED APART-

• MENT. $422/MO., AVAILABLE 12/1.

(213)208-7820.

BEAUTIFUL Apt. large room and bath Walk to

UCLA. Perfect for serious student or profes-

slonal. Non-smoker. $650.(213)470-9872.

BRENTWOOD, 2 BLOCKS OFF WILSHIRE
2.BEDRC)OM/l-BATH, PARKING, LAUN-
DRY. $450^0. ^ 'A UTILITIES NON-
SMOKER PREFERRED. 820-5583.

COOL WEST HOLLYWOOD APT. 2-$tory,

own room, hardwood floors. Must be non-

smoker. Available Dec. 1. (213)939-5154.

CULVER CITY. 2-BED/l-BATH. Fumished,

parking, washer/dryer, nice neighborhood.

$40Q/mo »- 'A utilities. (213)292-9792.

CUTE HOUSE. WESTCHESTER Need female

to share 2-be<Vl-bath. Washer/Dryer. Storage.

Large closets. $450. Mic (213)338-1432.

FEMALE, own roorr^ath In spacious WLA
apartment. Reliable non-snrK>ker. $480/mo.

(310) 312-6602.

FEMALE to share w/ 3 senior girls huge

2-bedroom. 'A block from campus.
$383.75/mo. 208-5481 or
208-7409.

MALE ROOMMATE. 2-BED APT. Santa Mo-
nica. View of Palisades Park and ocean. $450 -f

'A utilities. Day: 825-7122, Eve: 394-4313.

MARINA DEL REY adjacent. 2-bed/2-bath
$415/mo. + deposit. Available Dec.1. Non-
smoker, no pets. (310)821-9681.

NEW DECORATED except vacant Jk)edroorm^
Secured 'parking 2-bed/1balh, female, non-
smoker wanted. $AOO/mo. Utilities included.
(310)399-1810.

OWN BEDROOM, share bath, near Barrington
8t Wilshire. Available now. Non-smoker.
$400/mo. (213)473-1905.

OWN ROOM/BATH. Large 2 bed/2 bath

deluxe apt. Male, non-smoker parking, pool
,

spa. Half mile from UCLA. Four blocks from
Village. Must see. $60(Vmo. 479-4301.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share beautiful,

spacious, furnished 2-bedroonrVA bath.

$625/hr including utilities. (213) 208-4626.

ROOM TO SHARE. BRENTWOOD large

2-bed, security, pool, sauna, gym. Female.
$200. (213)471-4570, leave message.

SEPARATE 1-bed/l-bath. $500/mo. Sec.
building/prkng. Pool, Jacuzzi + tennis court.

5-ml. to Westwood, Century City/S.M.
397-1719.

WESTWOOD. $395/MO. Female. Share
room. Available 12/15. (213)824-0476.

Westwood Village: Own room/bath, large

2bed/2bath apartment. Fireplace, private pa-

tio, cat. $575/mo (213)206-3335.

WILSHIRE BLVD, S750/MO. View, balcony,
gym, parking, security bIdg, own bath.
288-1633.

WLA, Large, clean private room in 3-bed
apartment, with 2 grad. Parking, 2 miles to

UCLA, $433/mo. James 479-4302.

Roommates 53

BEAUTIFUL LARGE APT. 2 biks from all

transportation. Female share room -»- bath.

$365 inc. utilities.

FEMALE, 2-becV 2-balh, Westwood, beautiful

new Gayley apartments. Balcony, high ceil-

ings. $34(ymo. Jennifer (213)208-5138, after

6pm.

=100KINC FOR A ROOMA4ATE easy to gat

along with, willing to pay $40(Vmo. Day-
phone 588-8919, evening phone Larry
977-2121 ext.2079.

PALMS. FEMALE, NON-SMOKER, QUIET
PROFESSIONAL to share 2-bed/l-'A -bath

townhouse. Near freeway, shops, grocery. 10
minutes from UCLA. $500/mo.
(310)287-1845, eve.

ROOMMATE WANTED - MAR VISTA.
$349/rTX). Own room, freshly painted, hard-

wood floor, in home of woman w/1 ye»r old

sow, all amenities. (310)398-7457.

SHARE LARGE 1-BDRM APT. with one
roommate. Get large living-room.
Available 12/4. 3-miles to campus.
(213)559-6253.

WALK TO UCLA - Seeking 2-females to share

huge 2-be(V2-bath w/2 otf^ers. Nonsnr>okers.

$39S/eVmo. (213)961-6695.

Room for Rent 54

BEVERLY HILLS fumished room in large house
with grad studenu, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen

privileges, need car. $450, utilities included.

Leave rpessage, Abby (616)783-5151.

CHABAD HOUSE AT UCLA OFFERS HOUS-
ING IN A JEWISH ENVIRONMENT WITH
KOSHER MEALS, PARKING, LAUNDRY AND
REC FACILITIES. ACROSS FROM UCLA, 741

GAYLEY AVE. ONLY $350/MO. MENDY
(213)208-7511.

CULVER CITY, 3-Bedfoom home, private

room with use of full house ard yards.

Security, maid, fireplace. Non-smoker.
$85(Vimo.(21 3)396-5435.

HOUSING AVAILABLE IN CLEAN FRATER-
NITY HOUSE. ALBERT 206-0964.

PACIFIC PALISADES. Room in 3-bed. House
share TA bath. Quiet responsible person,

non-smoker. $465 plus utilities.
(213)666-6130 or (213)454-4372.

WALK UCLA. Private entrance, furnished,

kitchen privileges, ample parking. $435/mo
including utilities. Female/Male.
(213)474-8188.

WESTWOOD HOME. $475. Jan.l. UCLA.
Great parking, full privileges, fumished -f

backyard. Male preferred. (310)473-5769.

Sublet 55

$35Q/MO. SHARE 2-BED/2-BATH APT. with
business Ph.D. student, 12/13/91 to 3/92.
Underground parking. (213)559-6151.

House (or Rent 56

3BEDROOM HOUSE, 2Baths, Washer &
Dryer. SMinutes to UCLA, $1 500.00 West LA.
Bundy Area. (310)453-4696.

N. MAR VtSTA, $1650, 3-bed/ Ibath, 2-car

garage, security system, patio, quiet neighbor-

hood. 3501 Federal. (310)397-1039.

VENICE: unique one-bedroom cottage, wood
floor. Excellent corxiition and location. Gar-

age. $96S/mo. (213)459-3564.

WLA, 3-f2. CONVENIENT LOCATION.
$l,40GAno -f $2,100 security deposit. Faculty

preferred or reliable students. Call Carrie

476-0716.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, iarge
3-bedroonf>/2-bath house. Share with one non-
smoking female professional. $55(VrTX>. (21 3)

937-9248.

House for Sale

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

LXILA, 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $567,890 Dave (818)763-6875.

Housing Needed 60

GERMAN FEMALE looking to share house
close to UCLA. Want own private room and
bath. (818)346-4119.

Real Estate 61

WLA, office or rental space. Busy Motor Ave.

165-195 sq.ft, $292. 750 sq.ft,

$1152/negotiable. (213)280-0692.

ttti MAKE IT HAPfDi

<%:;:

Room/Board for Help 62

FAMILY IN BEVERLY HILLS desires PT evening
and weekend babysitting services in exchange
for room A board. Flexible. 273-5090.

NEEDED: FEMALE FOR LIGHT HOUSEKEEP-
INGinlarRehome. Call Lilian (21 3)820-51 51

.

Room for Help 63

REDUCED RENT-exchange for minimal child-

care. Private room and bath. Other anr>enities.

Available now. (818) 789-8040.

Condos for Share ^F
WESTWOOD 1300 MIDVALE. Share bed-
room in huge condo $350.00rTH> - 350 sec-

urity. All amnrtenilies, security building, park-

ing, etc. Female, non-smoking. Leticia

479-0884.

Condos for Rent 69

ONE—BEDROOM West Hollywood Condo
for rent. Most utilities included, amenities.

$875/nrH). Call 559-6248.

SKI BIG BEAR AFTER FINALS. Lakeside, Lago-

nila Lodge, 1 -bedroom (sleeps four), full

kitchen, t.v., and resort facilities. Available

Dec. 15-19, $12(Vday or 5 nights for $500.
Kyle (818) 799-4740.

WESTWOOD CONDO. Hilgard and LeConte,

2-bed/2-bath$. Washer/dryer, 2 security park-

ing spaces, full kitchen, $1300.
(818)286-0034.

Guest House for Rent 70

1 -BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE w/ loft. Utilities

paid. Washer/ dryer included. Fenced yard.

Street parking. $950. (310)456-8328.

CULVER CITY, $565, charming single. Carpet,

stove, refrigerator, blinds, parking. Off
Culver Blvd. (213)463-1475.

LARGE FURNISHED GUESTHOUSE In Be-

veriy Hills. $1,200, flexible. 273-5090.

SANTA MONKIA. Best area. On private estate.

Internationals welcome. Larse garden. Laun-

dry, utilities included. $590 tor 1, $640 for 2.

PHONE: 393-5006.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything- fully

equipped - reasonable rates. (616)785-1028.

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MOUNTAIN RE-
TREAT. FIREPLACES. HOT TUB. FULLY
EQUIPPED. SLEEPS 5+. (213)391-6606
EVENINGS.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY! Tandem or static line with
Skydiving Adventures, Inc. Student discounts.

For further info, and free brochure
1-600-526-9682.

Video Editing

57 Child Care 90 Services Offered 96

PREOGRESSIVE PLAYHOUSE. WLA Daycare

Home. Children ages 1-4. ExperierH:ed pre-

school teacher, state license. Large yard. Lots

of activities. Call Stefanie 473-277U

^ Insurance 91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE

\p\.\ loivrnouofrciii

i?!8b?-n/5 (318)31?-1510

BfSf PRICF IMSACFNC.

Loans 93

CASH GRANTS FOR SCHOOL. BUSINESS,
OTHER. Never pay back. SASE: Grant, P.O.

BOX 46254, Los Angeles, Ca., 90046.
fi££Ui£ifa

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving arxi delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. Jeny (213)391-5657.

TOMS MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE STORAGE, top loca-

tion, 350 sq.ft., $350. (213)475-7533.

Personal Service

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

BEARDS EDITING
All subjects. Thcscs/DissertattaDa

Proposals axxl Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPOB NOT FOB SALE
Sharoa Bear, PhJ)
(213H7M662

WRITING. EDmNG. RESEARCH.
PhO GIVES EXPERT HELP. Aa

SUBJECTS. DAYS/EVES. RE/VSONABLE

,

RATES. NEAR UCLA. OVERNIGHT
3^RVK:E AVAILABLE.

(213)476-0114

RESEARCH, WRITING, ediling

AILevete-AN Subjects

Foreign Students Welcome
Fast, Professionai-Quaity Guaranteed

C«i rkwath 213-477-8226

M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

DOCUMENT PREPARATION
Q Premium ^lality Services Q

Text A Grapbici

Cootect ai3) 29S-5309
"-*

ai3)2S7-l!98

RcMonaMe Rjlei»»»»»

A+ EDITING. Twenty years of professional

experience assures your success—ethically,
inexpensively. Free estimate. (310)474-2731.

FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY, PORTFOLIOS^
Portraits, and other creative shots at students

rates. Contact Bruce at (310)204-3243.

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING/EDITING GRA-
DUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION ESSAYS,
OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes-

sional help from nationally-kr>own author/

consultant. (213)826-4445.

INTERNATIONAL IMMIGRATION CENTER
LAW OFFICES OF WILLIAM N. ROBERSON.
•H-1 (Work PermlO. 'Visa Extension, 'Citizen-

ship, "Auto^ Motorcycle Accidents, 'Personal
Injury, "Divorce. Languages spoken, English,

Spanish, Chinese & Tagalog. CALL
(21 3)342-01 1 1 (24 hour senrice).

69 Video Editing 89

EDITING AND POST PRODUCTION
Editing 3/4"

On/On Line A/B Roll

Time Code Ediling

Special Effects

• Commercials

• Promotional tapes

• Advance Equipment

• UCLA Discounts

Tel (310)475-5517

M.P.TV. & VIDEO MEDIA PRODUCTION
1 434 Westwood Blvd. #6 Los Angeles. CA 90024

LEARN TO FLY. GOOD, PERSONAL, flight

instruction in Santa Monica. Low cost. Call

Roy (213)839-7959.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-

graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(213)473-4193.

Tutoring Offered 98

95

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-

nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/

Composition, Finar>ce, Foreign languages.

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (213)748-7412.

COMPUTER SCIENCE TUTOR. Experienced,

professional. Master's degree in C.S., will

help improve your grade. Guaranteed
(213)477-8234.

ENGLISH TUTOR: Reading, writing, vocabul-

ary, grammar, ESL credentials teacher.

(310)454^8461.

ESL/COMPOSITKDN/EDITING. Duke gradu-

ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)285-4616.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian (213)478-5822.

MATH? EEYEUW! Tim, the "I Hate Math" tutor

can help you! Algebra through Calculus.

(310)578-7236.

MATH. TA tutors lower division thru graduate.

ALL problenr>s solved, guaranteed results.

$10^r. Toni (213)474-6073.

PATIENT TUTOR MATH (ARITHMETIC THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS.
WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF-
RELIANCE. FOR FREE INFO CALL JIM.

(213)747-5118.

Tutoring Needed 99

MACINTOSH TUTOR NEEDED to connect
computer and teach wordprocessing. Negoti-

able price. (310)794-5931.

Typing 100

$1.75 PER PACE: Thesis, Papers, Resunr>es,

Trartscriptions, Manuscripts, Charts, and
Graphs. (310)306-2648.

Arl AARDVARK PROFESSKDNAL WORD
PROCESSING for Valley Students. 20 years

exp., laser, spelicheck. (818)752-1980 7 days.

Bam- 10pm. Rushes okay.

A-l BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
biSSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (213)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (irKluding discerta-

tions,maillngs,resumes). Editing/graphics
available. Laser printer. Near campus.
9anv9pm Ani (213)312-3332

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPaL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. RUSHES. GUARAN-
TEED. 1 MILE FROM UCLA 21 3-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resunr^es, theses,

scripts, trar«cription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (213)827-5090.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,
laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (213)788-9885.

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING. Reasonable rates.

841-7599-dial your number after the beep.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-
(213)939-4303.

IS TYPING your thing? ? NO ? I can help. Fast,

accurate, flexible rates. Carolyn
213/6713610.

Moderfi Secreterial and Graphic services: IBM
& MAC. Discount to students. Pick up/
delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(213)446-8899.

PRECISKJN TYPING $2.50/Double Space
Pa«e Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-
DeTivery Available (2130664-3981

PROFESSIONAL WORDPROCESSING in my
hofT>e. High quality. Accurate. Weekends and
evenings ok! Good rates. Dee (21 3)398-1 21 7.

PROFESSKDNAL WORD PROCESSING by the
Way company. Word Perfect 5.1 , Competetive
rates. Call (213) 474-9648.

PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICE. Theses-
term papers. Employment service. Delta Per-

sonnel Scn^ices, Simi Valley. (805)526-5210.

SAME DAY SERVICE-Specializing in short

papers; pick-up, delivery; competitive prices,

fast it accurate, 7anrvllpm (213)273-5536.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939. Hdly-
wood (213)466-2888.

WORDPROCESSING/DESK TOP PUBLISH-
ING, papers, raBunr>es, transcriptiorw, ABA
format. Westwood. (213)473-5755

WRITER'S BLOCK? WRITING APPREHEN-
SION? Professional writing cour^selor with
Harvard doctorate will work privately with you
on dissertations, theses, term papers, or prepv-
ingforcomps. Result-orientated. Your medical
imuranot may apply. Call Productive Prote
(213) 316-5128.
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Sales
Accessories

SCOOTER TECH
Service
Parts

I 80CC-250CC
I

i

' TVirte & Service

;

l$49«95 plutpartB 1

50cc
Tune & Service

1 We C^me to You

«

;flats repaired!

1-^ I'^fii^i^J^^L -»
*

HONDA & YAMAHA REPAIR SPECIALIST

;
. 2.75x10 Tire

I
I
TUbe Installed

;
$39.95 p"--™

; ; $39.95:r,n'^

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY OR DROP OFF AT WESTWOOD LOCATION
(WITHIN 3 MILES OF CAMPUS)

FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
Free Damage Estimates-Insurance Coverage Accepted

We Also Repair All Makes & Models of Motorcydes
Westwood Hours W. Los Angeles

1 097 1 Weybum Monday - Friday 1 0422 Santa Monica Blvd

.

(next to Falafel Factory) 9-6 (less than 2 miles from Campus)
(213)824-2040 (213)470-4745

1 0% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

1 0% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

Music Lessons

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

VOCE. 40 years teaching. All levels styles

N.Y. City Opera, musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets

results. Expert writing, editing. Computer

typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional

service. (213)450-0133

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experienced Career Counselor. Also

college aidmission essays. Lee (213)478-1090.

^WINNING RESUMES; 24h «ervH3e. Our clninb

get results Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

1 -BED/1 -BATH. Large furnished apartment for

rent, Paris, France. Available Dec. 1

.

$400/nrx>., utilities included. (818)338-1500

LOWEST R T AIR FARES
FMMUUMMMRHM SNORT KJTCI

«WaMM«tI7S •ClASeOHMMBtSM
4E«rTi£fi» •miwyFMtfin
4nvYom(fu»iiMS»t •hqm rong tass
4iomoASIM •MemuKtmo |749
HMMIA t7B6 •CMTTMeOMISUMCION f74»
•TOKYOtS«
OnCR OQMEBTKMNrL RMCtMML CMJ.RM 1 VMY

BARNEY'S TRAVEL
^., pMUfl7.01A1 V

Travel Tickets 106

AIRLINE TICKET ONE WAY, LAX to Ne%vark,

United, up to one year. Call Nvh^ (213)

658-6547.

LA TO NY/ NEWARK, 1-way, Nov.! 6, $150,
825-1094 days, (818)360-5883, evenings/

w^eeker>ds.

ROUND-TRIP ticket to Seattle. Leaves Wed
11/27, returns Sunday 12/1. $300/obo.
(818)344-2936.

Autos for Sale 109

1985 BLAZER 6-CYLINDER. 4.wheel drive,

Tahoe, loaded, A/C, New brake^ire^uel-
water pump. $5,60(Vobo. (818)342-5576 or

(213)825-8315.

'71VW SQUARE BACK. All original. Good
Shape. Needs a little work. $1,400. Leave
Message 654-5611.

AUDI FOX 1979. Sunroof, A^VFM, fuel injec-

tion, new parts. 82,000 miles. $1,150.
(21 3)95 7- 1268.

BUKIK PARK AVENUE '89. White, 78 hundred
miles only! Impeccable. Great price. Lucy
(818)769-9815.

CADILLAC, 1962, 4.door, classic, fins,

1 -owT>er, 85,000miles. $1 SOG/obo. From new.
White, black leather. (310)828-6402.

CHEVY Z24, '89, baded, SOkmiles. Must sell.

$7,00(yobo. )oe 209-1291

CONVERTIBLE VW-RABBIT '83. While, new
top, r>ew tires, low mileage, great cart

$520(yobo. (213) 207-0109.

FIAT '79 CONVERTIBLE. (Spider 2000). New
rebuilt engine, excellent body. Brand new top.

$3000. (213)2244)399.

FORD PROBE GL 1990, low miles, air condi
lioning, AM-FM, sun-roof, S-speed. $8795.
(310) 459-7015.

FOR SALE. PERFECT COLLEGE CAR '87

Honda. Only 30,000 miles. $550G/obo. Leave
message. (213)374-9876.

lEEP CJ7. 4-wheel drive. 83K miles, great

condition. Must sell. $4,S00/obo. Andy
(310)471-8321 or (310)596-2691.

JETTA GL, '87, 4-door, 5-speed, AC, sunroof,

alarm, stereo/ cassette pullout, tinted glass.

$6900. (818)980-8879.

PORSCHE 944, '85, $8000, automatic, alarm,

power sun-roof, low miles. PlattnurrVblack.

Larry (213)476-1281.
' — •

SCIROCCO '84, Silver, custom speakers, new
tires, low mileage. $3,500 obo. Mitch-Day
(213)4796010. Evening (818)502-0730.

102 Autos for Sole

TOYOTA CELICA GT, '77, 3-door. 5-speed,
AM/FM cassette, good condition, $900.
(310)397-1039.

TOYOTA SUPRA '89. Grey, automatic, sun-

roof, a/c, excellent condition. $13,000 Byron
(213)836-3692.

VW-BUG 70*, runs great. Must sell because
leaving town. $1,300. Call Veronika (213)

285-0470

VW JETTA GL, '86. LCLA professor, 5-speed,

tan, 4-door, AK., all power, excellent condi-

tion, 45k/mi. $4500. (213)463-3534.

Motorcycles for Sole 114

KAWASAKI, 1983, 440LTD. 9000 miles. New
rear lire. Runs excellent. $675/obo.
(31 0)828-64037- =^^

Scooters for Sale 115

1987 HON(X) AERO. $650 Great running
condition. Musi sell! Call D\ 208-1423.

1989 HONDA ELITE 80. Great condition

$1,00(yobo. Call Alan, day: 315-8422; night:

398-7358.

'86 HONDA ELITE 150. $800/obo. Call Ken
824-2089

'87 CH80 HONDA ELITE Good condition,

blue, must sell imnr>ediately. $600. Sarah/

Elizabeth. 820-1067.

'87 YAMAHA RIVA 125, excellent condition.

$1,000 obo. Sluart 208-7554.

HONDA ELITE 150 DLX 1987 Blue. Great

condition and low mileage. $1 100/obo. Mo-
nica 824-3534.

HONDA ELITE 50, 1989. Excellent condition.

With lock. $550/obo. Must ^11.
(213)470-9757,

HONDA ELITE 250 '87. Black, mint, 42 mi.,

cover, kryptonite lock. $2200/obo.
(818)997-4024, leave message.

Off-Campus Parking 120

ON-CAMPUS PARKING AVAILABLE. Great

location. Call leff (818)591 -782> '

Furniture for Sale 126

2 BEDS A couch. Call Tara (818)881-7679.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

POOL TABLE- Great condition, 3-piece slate,

all accessories, $700. Larry (213)476-1281.

SEVERAL NY. DESIGNER BUNK BEDS.
$175ea/obo. 470-5863, Contact Carol.

SLEEPER SOFA wilh matching loveseat, grey

coffee table with matching er>d-table •»- lamp,

$600. Larry (21 3)476- > 281

.

Misc. For Sale 128

-LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN"
(stafO babseball jacket. One of a kind. Fits

medium frame- M/F. Highest offer.

(310)306-3694.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

HARMAN KARDON RECIEVER, $400. CD
Player, $350. Both never used, in boxes, top

quality. (310)471-1266.

Sport Equip, for Sole 132

SURFBOARD for sale: Surf Tech, 6'2-, fiberg-

lass, 3-fin, with leash. $100. Donny 206-0833.

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

IBM SELECTRIC $45, Apple2C $275,
Xerox1020 Copier $350, MOTEBECANE
lOspeed $125, Yamaha synthesizer $90
(310)391-3554.

FOR SALE: Magnavox Computer. VGA moni-
tor, printer, modem, 3-disk drive $700 Call

(213)463-7833.

IBM COMPATIBLE AT280-12 1MB, 5 25''FD,

3.5''FD, 40HD. Monitor, keytward, mouse,
software, documentation, warranty. $1,100.
(213)558-4882.

MADDOX
From page 32

he is. he knows what the dale is—
his neurological exanrt is normal,"

Finerman said Saturday night.

"We don't have a terribly serious

injury, but there are precautions

we have to take."

The play occurred with just

under three minutes remaining in

the game. UCLA had the ball on
first down and ten at their own 32-

yard line.

Maddox dropped back to throw

and was the unwelcome recipient

of a hard hit by Stanford's Ron
George just as he threw the ball.

The pass was intercepted, but

that was incidental. Maddox stay-

ed down for a moment, slowly got

up and walked groggily to the

sidelines where he "faded in and

out," Bruin head coach Terry

Donahue said.

Maddox walked slowly to the

locker room after the game, sup-

ported by a UCLA U"ainer.

When Bruin comerback Carlton

Gray stepped out of the shower
after the game, he saw the prone

Maddox surrounded by doctors.

"It was frightening," said Gray,

who had hurt his leg and was on
crutches. "I mean, that puts my
(injured ankle) in perspective. I

just said a prayer for Tommy. I

hope he's okay."

Finerman said that there was a

possibility that Maddox could play

next week.

109 Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 286, 1MB, 5.25''FD,

3.5"FD40HD, KEYBOARD, MONITOR, NEW
W/ WARRANTY. $620. (213)644-2612.

IBM COMPATIBLE 286. 1 Mee/RAM. 30
Megabyte hard-drive. 3'A + 574 floppys. HP
ink-jet printer. $170C/obo. Ask for Elysa

(818)788-7400.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and leach you lo assemble it yourself!

PC SUPPORT GROUP, (818)994-1188.
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Nov. 11, 1991

Two dynamic new friends could t>e par-

tially responsible for your more active

social life in the year ahead. These
friends will really know their way
around.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Even
though you'll be involved with others to-

day, your way of doing things is likely to

t>e the most direct and effective. Exer-
cise your authority, t>ut do it graciously.

Major changes are ahead for Scorpio in

the coming year. Send for Scorpio's As-
tro-Graph predictions today. Mail $1.25
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Astro-Graph, c/o this

newspaper, P.O. Box 91428, Cleveland,

OH 44101-3428. Be sure to state your
zodiac sign.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Doc. 21) A po-
tentially profitable, secret objective

you've been nurturing should t>e pur-

sued in earnest today. Your probabili-

ties for making it happen look very

good.
CAPRICORN (Dm:. 22-J«n. 19) Asso-
ciates may wait around wishing for

things to happen today, but not you.
You'll be more interested in actively do-
ing what's necessary to make your
hopes become reality.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) Instead of

t>eing stymied by obstacles or chal-

lenges today, you're likely to find them a
source of stimulation. Overcoming diffi-

culties arouses your ingenuity.

PISCES (Fob. 2CMI«arch 20) It might
take a little convincing to get others to

go along with your ideas today, but this

shouldn't bother you. t>ecause when
you start selling, you're super.

ARIES (March 21-April 19) Strive to

work like hand and glove today with

your mate regarding a goal you have in

common. Desirable results are possible
— if you function as a team.
TAURUS (April 20-iyUiy 20) Put your
imagination to work today and you
should k>e able to find several new alter-

natives to a dilemma you thought had
only one solution. It's worth the effort.

GEMINI (May 21-Juna 20) You are likely

to be as ingenious as you are industri-

ous in disposing of difficult assignments
today. Your bright ideas can save you
steps.

rCANCER (Juna 21-July 22) This could
be a rather exciting day for you socially.

Be alert for unusual developments in-

volving new people. One is an individual

you've t>een eager to know.
LEO (July 23-Aiig. 22) Little tasks

you've left hanging from last week can
be cleaned up at this time — if you ap-
ply yourself. This will give you a chance
to begin new endeavors.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sapt. 22) Don't put

taking care of several situations that re-

quire your (personal touch off until to-

morrow. What is easy now could t>e-

come much difficult later.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) You could be
rather fortunate today in receiving im-

pulsive, generous gestures from others.

If someone offers you something, don't

be coy; t>e grateful and accept.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Whirl

5 De luxe

9 Deadly
14 "Yes ?"

15 Can. prov.

16 Iowa
community

17 Forward
18 Study
19 Drank:

archaic
20 A Peron
2

1

Sports dud
23 Compensations
25 A South

Afrk:an

26 Youngster
27 School dance
29 Farm animal
32 Fkmed out
35 Minor deity

36 Lacerated
37 Holiday song
38 Self-esteem
39 Miles away
40 Orchard unit

41 UK river

42 Weapon
43 Crude one
44 Martial —
45 Give a bad

review to

46 Connect
48 Church

offk:ial

52 Reflects on
56 And not

57 Opponent
58 Kin of shan't

59 Aimless
60 Peace goddess
61 Not often

62 Similar to

63 Pools

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

E T H A N

1
P L E A D

1
A R E

L 1 A N E H 1 N G E P 1 A
M A N N A O N T A R T A N S

D U R 1 N G |MMO R S E

F E L ri N E E D S i u T E S
A X E PHn D R O 1 D I^^^H
C u B A N S R E S P T

E L A S T 1 C R E M R S E

S T R A 1 N E D^H E X 1 T S
S C R A P Eisa S E T

D R A G I H E M A La M Y
E A S E L A N i T R A HI
M 1 S M A N A G E

1

R T A L

U S E

1
M D E L A S 1 D E

R E T P R E s S P E CE S

64 Knowing look

65 Female

DOWN
1 Solemn
2 Substantiate
3 Type of

relative

4 Indtoate

"yes"
5 Burlesque
6 Corn products
7 Principal

8 "Mary
little lamb

"

9 Figure out

10 Soap plant

11 Dwindles
12 Dill

13 Encuml)er
21 Egg on
22 Meat cut

24 Poplar
27 Couples
28 Uncivil

30 Spoken
31 Used to be
32 Inner: pref.

33 Cold wind
34 Dietary iron

source
35 Glass-making

material

36 Contaminate
38 Green spacef
42 Declaim
44 Sonf>e joints

45 Sulky or>e

47 Ridtoulous

48 — de Leon
49 Asian land

50 People
51 Lit>erates

52 Dapper
53 Take on
54 Gl truancy
55 — up on:

study hard
59 Feverish,

perhaps

1 2 3 4

1

5 6 7 ^

1

s i6 11 12 W
14 15 1«

if li 1&

M -"
23 — !r

P1"|^^H26 27 28 -" 31

53 54 mST

1
d«

3>

1
5« 5d

40 41 w
45 .^^ ~H45

4^ 4^ ^^«46 149 50 51

55 u 55 ^56
ti

1

5^

1

59

60 61
•

'^2

63 64 65

\
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Philip Hadfield

POLO
From page 30

lopsided, the Bruins did have a

chance to get l>ack into the game
early in the third quaiter, down
only by two goals, 6-4.

But after a strong defensive

effort on a C^l man-up advantage,

an unfortunate lob caught Hackea
off-guard. Instead of having a

chance to decrease the Bears* lead

to one, the Bruins were now
suddenly down by three goals.

After that, UCLA did not score

for the rest of the game, while Cal
added five more goals.

*They kicked our butt, that's all

there is to it.** Baker said. "Cal
simply outplayed us offensively

and defensively.**

Senior driver Oliver Will had
similar sentiments.

"It could have stayed close, but

after they scored two goals, it was
8-4 all of the sudden,** he said.

Against Cal, leading Bruin
scorers were Bill Lenihan, Marc
Heenan, Gary O'Brien and Chris

Kellerman — all with one goal

each. At Stanford, O'Brien topped

UCLA with three goals, while
Philip Hadfield scored twice. Will

and Kellerman notched one each.

After the Stanford loss, players

remained optimistic about their

chances for the NCAA tourney,

which starts in three weeks. The
Bruins only have two remaining

games, both against Southern
California.

"As long as we don't lose

against USC — which we haven*t

yet — we should be okay for the

tournament,** Hadfield said.

Baker, despite returning without

a win on the road, was upbeat as

well.

"We have to be positive,*' he
said. "Today (Stanford) won
because we missed some oppor-

tunities — that was the only

difference. In athletics, you can't

get too high or too low. We just

have to move on.**

Bruin Notes: The Sumford and UCLA
alumni met up before Saturday's Pac-lO
match. The Cardinal won that as well.

Coincidentally the score was also, 8-7, with

a last-minute goal. Alan Mushawar,
fonmer Olympian, score the game-wtnner
for Stanford. . . . Former UCLA water polo

coach Bob Horn was the honorary Bruin

alumni coach. **We have people here from
as far as Rorida and Hawaii. This has just

been a great thrill. It was a lot of fun to see

these people again," he said. Playing for the

Bmins were players as young as recently

graduated Stefan Pollman lo players from
UCLA's 1971 NCAA championship team,

including Dr. Jim Puffer, now an assisunt

athletic director at UCLA.

SUPPORT!

It WofKs VVonders.

%PAiTmncan H«art Association

1 NA.ILS
Qt Ultima

Rll

Monlcur*
ft P«dlcur9
Manicur«

We also dosUkSt fiberglass

Men-Sot 10-7

10918 Wrtfoss Ave.
Westv/ood

For appt. coN: (2 13) 206^1 5 or 20B-3500

f <r\ ! > ( I K < £ I it I IOi i<y I

BUFfALO STVufCHICKOI
1 dozen $4.22
50

Sauces:
$15.49

25... $7.95
100 $28.63

lild. Hot. 'Suicide'. Barbeque, Hot Bart^eque

ALSO TRY OUR:
Hamburger • Chicken Sandwich • Potato Skins • Mozzarella
Stk^ks • Breaded Mushrooms and Zuchini • Steak Fries

• Chk:ken Salad • Potato Salad • Cole Slaw

UTTLE RED SAMPLER • BIG RED SAMPLER
Ml VOQ Cat Eat - S7.95*

Each SAT. * SUN. (Ask for details)
iinn-sraiiMi^sm

l*P**n4Pi*PH**P)*a

1 1 Q23 S««ta IVIonica Blvd.

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESTWOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHALIU

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213)478-6869
(818) 988-0110

Grand Opening
Special

Copies*
No minimum, no limit.
•8 1/2" X 1 1" single sided. 20# bond,

auto feed originals

DESIGN COPY PRINT

alphayraphlGa*
Pilntihop* or Th. Futur.

IN THE VILLAGE

Westuooo b..d. ' To L C.L.A.

oiphagraphios

Gavlev Ave.

N

10910 LindbrookDrlv

7:00 - Midnight Men. - Sat. • 8:00

310-208-COPY(267l
Sun

MISS CALIFORNIA

BEACH 1 992

SEMI-FINALS*
Hosted by KROQ's "Jed the HshM

Thurs. Nov. 14th

Hermosa Beach

FINALS
Thurs. Dec. 12th

Melrose

Also Happening:
• Wet T-Shlrt Contest - cash prizes

• Free LA Weekly movie saeening passes
• Free KROQ and MARS ( 103.1 ) T-shirts, beach
towels, concert tickets, CD's

• Personals, the new CBS gameshow will be

Interviewing for contestants

FOR MORE INFO CALL SCOn : 318-3667

•OCK'N &USNI

Winner receives: ^^ -^^"^
* 1 year food stipend at all CalNbrnla Beach restaurants
- Major photo opportunities with leading modeling
agencies In L.A.

- A Trip..Jof two to Hawallll

* Judglr^ based on swimsult attire and knowledge of sushi

COME ON DOWN AND JOIN THE PARTYll!
LOS ANocLci .ODO MELRObc. Avt iAdOvc ; nu ciArji*; i j;o3d ui.;;j

NEWPORT BEACH 3355 VIA LiDO i'14)675 0575
MPRMD^A BEACH 934 HERMOSAAVE '?i^.374-;"'^«

j"i,ifHW^<(f^)<i|Pfm!r- 'TTrf™TiWl*n«^J^>WWWP?PI|Wpn'



j'r't; iyr'w„.

m^Si.'J^CitilUlJ-J'Ji.a^ -1^ ^_ ^li,^
r- I-

w-^B I'' wr^~' tUT-.riW^. '"

In-v*.<f-"\l''-i'
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TIRED OF TWEEZING,
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

HAVE IT REMOVED PERMANENTLY
BY ELECTROLYSIS

Complimentfiuy Consultation

ELECTROLYSIS BY LINDA
The Westwood Building

1081 Westwood Suite 224 475-4135

IN WESTWOOD - OPEN 7 DAYS

DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

i$15

UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT
TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A U^EK

- AIR CONDITIONED
1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 824-399 1 St
Westwood Village, above the Whcrehousc W

s®

*Bring llWs

ad lorpnceftCdristine s

9{aUs

EARLY AND EVENING APPTS,
Houis: 9AM-9PM
•FULL SET $20
• Manicure $5
• Pedicure $10
•Fill $13
Visa •Mastercard • Ainer Exp

478-7811
1361 Westwood Bl. Westwood

2 Blks. S. of Wilshine

m:\A COPIEK SPlsCLII
KDiiica 1 290 re

lolal Prke....$ll""9.0()
includes:

12 copies per minute, sheet by-pass, reduce,

enlai^e & zoom, auto exposure, initial supplies,

delivery, installation, training & 4-month wananty
(or iu> obligation iiilorniation, please call

IMA<illi: IV SYSTKMS

The largest sperm bank in the United

States is looking for donors.

The goal of the Caiifornia Cryobank

is to provide high quality sperm for

artificial insemination. Requirements

include good health between the

ages of 1 9 to 34 and a

9 to 1 2 month commitment.

Call for more information: 824-9941

COMPLETE MEDICAL SCREENING (ALL COSTS PAID)
AND YOU E/MW UP TO $105/VVEEK IF QUALIFIED

-CUSTOM
BUILT PIZZA.
& FREE AND FAST DELIVERY

If you prefer thin crust, you'll love Shakey's. Our dough
is made fresh daily and that's why our crispy crust

tastes so good. Then, of course, Shakey's

offers YOU anv number of

delicious toppings, including

fresh green peppers, tomatoes,

mushrooms, and more,

to let you design your
own pizza.

Medium Pizza, five pieces of chicken
and mojo potatoes Only $ 1 0.95
Large Pizza with two toppings

Only $8.99
Shakey's

PftlA

1114 Gayley
Fax: 208-7470
Sun-Thurs 1 1-lam; Rl ASat 1

1 -2am

i^ ^ A 824-4 111 KfSlaorani

"V II ID IE'OT ti lECUJE
|>^ "The Best Collection...Lowest Prices!"

I t^J>^ . $1J9 RENTALS TUES & THURS

I
• FIRST <$>>^ ,

I . fSSS

,

'^*^^ »f.^"i-LIS-if WESTWOOD VILLAGE
I RENTALS '^y^7\
MON&WEDI ^^ ^

((with Atudom/staff/raculty ID St this coupon)
Good chru n/10/91

W. HOLLYWOOD
8800 Sunset Blvd.

Free Parking in All LocaUons 6578800

Sun-Thurs 10-10 FrI-Sat 10-12

330 N. Bcvcriy Dr.

858-7600 1035 Gayley Ave.

824-9922

BRUIN <213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL '

FREE PARKING CI SIIIOXEl) CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENINGS
CLASSES

Dragon Express
Chinese Fast Food

Free
Delivery
($8.00 Min.)

Limited Area

CO PLATE $4.55
Includes fried rice or chow mein
plus any two a la carte itema.

• FREE
i £00 ROLL
I

P\mm4t S^w Ad Whttn Oni«hnf

with the purchase of i

a Combination Plate i

Hours:

Monday-Sunday llam-llpm
1147 Westwood Blvd.
(Across from McDonald's)

208-4928

Lose YourLimch
Or maybe breakfast and

dinner, too. Skip a meal

on the Thursday before

Thanksgiving, and join

millions of students

who, since 1973, have

been a part of the Fast

for a Worid Han/esi

campaign. Help some of

the poorest people in the

world feed themselves

for a lifetime. On your

campus, contact

Heather
Carter

575-4418

.Oxfam^^
Amenca f

Lo' /our lunch November 21

.

You'li '^e surprised how much you g^in.

Huskies
hold off

Trojans
By Mark Brubaker

If you ever watch that Pac-10
preview show on Channel 7, you
know that Don Heinrich does his

weekly picks on conference
games.

The only quirk is that Heinrich

doesnU pick against the spread, but

that would promote gambling —
or make it too difficult to hit 80
percent.

Well, Heinrich did it again this

week, winning four of five. He
only missed with UCLA-Stanford.
By the way, Heinrich picked
Washington State to beat UCLA
last week.

Washington at USC

The brilliant CoHseum grounds-

keepers didn't know how to spell

"USC", and they needed four

hours to fix the mistake C*UCS**)
which they painted in the endzone
on Friday.

But the way Saturday's game
went, they may as well have
painted UW in iL

Washington (9-0, 6-0) won, 14-

3, giving the Trojans (3-6, 2-4)^

their fourth Joss in a row, some-
thing that hasn't happened since

John McKay's ran the team in

1975. Give USC some credit

though, they kept it close, unlike

last year's 31-0 loss in Seattle.

Once again the Trojans played

over their heads. In games against

Penn State and Nou-e Dame, USC
held its own, and on Saturday kept

the Pac-lO's leading offense down
to two touchdowns. One was a 55-

yard run in the first quarter by
Washington's, Beno Bryant, a

graduate of Dprsey High School in

Los Angeles,-.

The other touchdown came on a
long drive, facilitated by a fake

punt that went for a first down in

Trojan territory.

The Huskies* defense, which
leads the conference in every

category, wouldn't let USC get

into the endzone. A JJ. Dudum
field goal was the only Trojan

score to drop U3 3-6 with only two
games to play, thus guaranteeing a

losing season for only the second

time since 1960.

California at Oregon State

The Bears (8-1, 5-1) figured to

roll over the winless Beavers (0-9,

0-6) but had an unexpectedly

tougher time. Cal won, 27-14. but

may have lost something more
important — tailback Russell

White.

During the first quarter Russell

White fumbled and bruised his

thigh on the play and didn't see the

field the rest of the day. There is no
word on the extent of the injury.

Oregon at Arizona State

The Sun Devils (5-4, 3-3). who
were 4-1 earlier this season and
then lost three straight games,

finally won their fourth against a

su-uggling Oregon (3-6, 1-5).

Arizona St. quarterback Bret
Powers has recovered from a

shoulder injury, tossing two touch-

downs to make the final score 24-

21.

Arizona at Washington State

Cougar quarterback Drew Bled-

soe recovered from his worst game
of the year last week and threw
three touchdown passes to lead

Washington St. (4-5, 3-3), 40-27,

over Arizona (3-6, 2-4).
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Thinking About
MBA or Grad School?
Free 40-page Graduate School

Application Guide. Call:

800-777-EXAM tmbn

H QQI

1^ •^•^•^•^•^•^•^•^•^•^p^O^

* Mcf^UtV^ IRISH PUB j*

MONDAY & TUESDAY*
ARE PASTA NIGHTS!! if

Jpf^^P^OfwO^O^PWOfO 0^^^#WOPOP^

All You Can Eat
(including garlic bread)

DAILY BEER SPECIALS
150 Imported &
Domestic Beers
16 Draught

ENTERTAINMENT
• SUN-THURS(EXCLUDiNG MON) 8PM TO MIDNIGHT
• 5 Dart Boards, and Ganieroom

SPORTS CHANNEL TV. ON ALL OPEN HOURS

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA
7 Days a week I1am-2am (213) 828-9839

Kevin Williams scored UCLA's only touchdown against Stanford
Saturday.

From page 32

high," Henderson said. The score

gave the Cardinal a 14-3 halftime

lead.

Then, after UCLA had closed

the gap to 14-10 in the third

quarter, Stanford flanker Jon Pinc-

kney somehow caught a long bomb
from quarterback Steve Stenstrom,

despite being blanketed by Bruin

comerback Carlton Gray.

He then kept his feet while

Henderson ran into Gray, knock-
ing his teammate and himself

down, while a jubilant Pinckney
strolled into the end zone to

complete the 66-yard touchdown.
It looked as bad as it felt,'

UCLA head coach Terry I>onahue
said of the play.

Pinckney made a similar play

over Gray in the fourth quarter,

this time good for 42 yards. The
catch set up Stanford's fmal field

goal.

Offensively, the Bruins were
repeatedly frustrated by dropped,

long passes.

Wide receiver Michael Moore
had three deep balls thrown to him.

Two glanced off his fingertips and
one he appeared to drop while

covered by two Stanford defen-

ders. Wide receiver Paul Richard-

son couldn't hold on to a long

bomb in the fourth quarter.

*The ball was maybe three or

four inches out of reach," Donahue
said to summarize the long plays.

"Or it was three or four inches

from' being caught. It was like that

all night."

Moore also had a Tommy
Maddox pass hit him in the

shoulder and bounce straight into

the air. Stanford intercepted it to

set up a field goal.

But it wasn't the suddenly
pawless Bruin hands of stone that

did them in — they were thor-

oughly outplayed by a Stanford

team that has now won five games
in a row.

"Stanford just totally dominated

the football game from start to

finish," Donahue said. "That has to

be the worst performance we've

had all season long."

And though Donahue has said

many times this season that UCLA
has no reason to take anyone
lightly after turning in consecutive

losing season, the Bruins did

exactly that on Saturday.

T think we've gotten a little too

cocky for ourselves," wide receiv-

er Sean LaChapelle said, "(saying)

*Yeah, we're playing a good
football team, but I don't think

they're better than us.*

*We were in a big game and we
didn't play like it," Donahue said.

'We didn't play up to the game."
But the Cardinal did.

Led by Pinckney 's five catches

for 159 yards and a score, and
fullback Tommy Vardell's 109

yards rushing and one touchdown,

Stanford improved its record to 6-

3, 4-2 in the Pac-10.

No one for UCLA had a very

good game, though running back

Shawn Wills gained 69 yards on 1

1

carries, and Kevin Williams
rushed for UCLA's only touch-

down on a nine-yard run.

Maddox had three passes inter-

cepted, and did not throw for a

touchdown. He finished with 21

completions in 38 attempts for 214

yards.

He also had two fumbles, the

second coming after UCLA had
moved to the Stanford 14-yard line

near the end of the third quarter.

He was not hit on the play, he

simply dropped the ball and
Stanford recovered.

He was hit on a play late in the

game and suffered a concussion

(see related story). The pass he

threw on the play was picked off

As badly as the Bruins played,

they insisted they can rebound

from this game.

"I hope we can bounce back and

respond," Gray said. "8-3 would

be a great season for UCLA,
considering the past two years.

Though he intercepted his

Steventh pass of the year, Gray gave

up two long plays to Pinckney and

then suffered an injured left leg in

the fourth quarter. He will be X-

rayed today.

A FORUM FOR

Tuesday
Nov. 12

Co-sponsored by tho
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12:00 - 2:00 p.m.
Room 350iB

Ackerman Union

FocUitalftd t>y Jeanne Stcnford) Pert Rodriguoz-Holgi^*
Nan S0nzolci ond Uz Gong-Guy from Student P$yctK>iogiccri Services.
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ARRESTED?
Judith Rochljn, Esq.

Criminal Lavs^er

Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY ^ ^
(CLEARCCLO*^ $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (Sim .wiy) $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.

ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED $139 PR

BautdtnLombi

Princeton

the first and last

words in LSAT,
GMAT, and GRE
preparation.

Review^
(213) 474-0909

We invite

all U.C.LA. Seniors

to get to know our people

and career opportunities.

INVESTMENT BANKING
RECEPTION

Tuesday, November 12, 1991
at 6:30 p.m.

Press Room
Morgan Center

Salomon Brothers
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Goalkeeper Dan Hackett had four steals and 15 saves In UCLA's

8-7 loss at Stanford.

Water polo falls

in two big games
By Andre Keli

Daily Bruin Staff

PALO ALTO — With intentions

of at least splitting two games in

the Bay Area, the UCLA water

polo team returned to Westwood
instead with two disappointing

losses against California and Stan-

ford.

Saturday's game against the

Cardinal had to be the toughest of

the pair of losses. The Bruins (16-

8, 2-2 Pac-10) exchanged goals

with Stanford (14-9, 3-2) until the

bitter end, but the Cardinal fmally

came out on top, 8-7.

*Tm very proud of these kids.

They played a great game," UCLA
head coach Guy Baker said. "We
missed some opportunities, and

(Stanford) look advantage of

them."

With the game tied, 2-2, in the

first quarter, at three in the second

quarter and at five in the third

quarter, it was evident that neither

team was willing to surrender an

inch to the other.

Numerous counterattacks and

thrilling defensive play on both

sides left the overflow crowd at

Stanford's Olympic-sized pool

without clue to who might come
out on top.

In the third quarter, it seemed as

if UCLA planned to make a run.

An outstanding Bruin defensive

effort on a six-on-four Stanford

man advantage to keep the Cardi-

nal scoreless.

With Bill Unihah ^nd Mike
Wilmink both ejected, UCLA was
forced to put two players inside the

goal, while goalie Dan Hackett

guarded the two Stanford players

in front of the goal. The Cardinal,

with a two-player advantage, fail-

ed to score, and after two success-

ful blocks. UCLA gained control

of the ball.

But the Cardinal did not lay idle.

After exchanging three goals in the

fourth quarter, Frank Schneider

put the ball past Hackea to put

Stanford up, 8-7.

The remaining 1:08 was not

sufficient for the Bruins to make
up the one-goal difference.

"We're obviously all very dis-

appointed. This was a hard game to

lose here," said Hackett, who had

four steals and 15 saves. "But I

think on any given day, any top

seven team — with the exception

of Cal probably— can knock each

other off."

On Friday. UCLA felt a diffe-

rent brand of pain in a 12-4 loss to

Cal. It was the type of hurt,

however, the Golden Bears wanted

to inflict on the Bruins, avenging

an 8-7 UCLA upset earlier this

season.

Although players excitedly pro-

claimed their vindication against

UCLA, Cal head coach Steve

Heuston downplayed any revenge

motives.

"We needed to play well," he

said. "We weren't so much geared

up to play UCLA for any kind of

revenge. They're a good team and

another team we have to play on
the route to the NCAAs."

Although the final score was

See POLO, page 27
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Despite
By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

After 72 minutes of play Friday,

the Cal State Dominguez Hills

Tores had engaged the UCLA
soccer team in a 1-1 tie, and
seemed more than capable of
pulling off the upset

Dominguez had come into the

game with a mediocre 8-9-1 record

against Division II opponents, and
were expected to roll over and die

for the playoff-bound Bruins.

Yet here the Toros were, only 18

minutes away from their biggest

upset ever and one of UCLA's
worst losses in recent memory.

But moments later, midfielder

Paul Ratcliffe put an end to any
Dominguez hopes with his second
goal of the game. Joe-Max Moore
added another score with a penalty

kick, and the Bruins were able to

escape El Camino College with a

3-1 victory.

While UCLA (16-3-0) was able

to capture its eighth straight

victory and extend its unbeaten

streak at home to 46 games, the

unexpectedly tough game was on
their minds afterward.

Bruin head coach Sigi Schmid
had nothing to say. Literally.

Schmid left the field several

minutes after the end of the game,
instead of remaining on the field as^ usually does.-

Ill r play, Bruins bull past the Toros

His players, though, stayed

around to verbally announce their

thoughts.

"We got our goal early and
thought it would be an easy ride for

the rest of the game," midfielder

Ty Miller said. "Sigi gave us some
choice words at halftime and told

us we needed to get more intensity.

Finally, it paid off."

Ratcliffe's first goal, in the

opening moments of the game,
gave the Bruins an early 1-0 lead.

In the seventh minute, Ratcliffe

moved into the left half of the

penalty box and headed in a cross

from striker Cobi Jones. Jones had
moved in down the right side and
broke free from his defender.

"It was a perfect cross," said

Ratcliffe, who got his second and
third goals of the season. "Cobi
just swung the ball out there and I

was just waiting there to head it

in.

For Jones, the assist was his 16th

of the season and his 26th point
The senior is second on theUCLA
single season assist list, and needs
only three to take over the lead.

However, the early goal seemed
to take the aggression out of the

Bruins. Playing much more casu-

ally and sloppier with the ball,

UCLA opened the door for Dom-
inguez. The Toros were more than

willing to waltz right in.

In the 29th minute, after win-

ning a battle for the ball at

midfield, striker Gerardo Yepez
swung a pass over to the left side.

Forward Masahiro Fujiki received

the ball outside the box and moved
to his left, getting behind the

defense.

In a blink of an eye, Fujiki took

aim and blew a shot past Bruin

goalie Brad Friedel into the right

comer of the net. To the surprise of

the UCLA players and fans, the

Toros had tied the game.
Their mission satisfied, Dom-

inguez spent the rest of the game
trying to preserve the deadlock.

Throughout the game, the Toros
packed most of their players into a

defensive shell around the penalty

TIZIANA SORC

Midfielders Cobi Jones and Sam George battle for possession of the ball. UCLA beat Cal State Dom-
inguez Hills on Friday, 3-1.

lx)x. This cut down many Bruin

scoring opportunities.

^^^^^^Domingucz was more than

willing to foul UCLA players who
were attempting to penetrate the

defense. The Toros dished out 18

fouls, compared to only six for the

Bruins.

"Anytime a team is outmatched
they pack in their defense." Miller

said. "They played very well

defensively."

Luckily for UCLA. Ratcliffe

was able to end the desperation. In

the 72nd minute, the midfielder

took a pass from Tim Gallegor
outside of the box on the left side.

Quickly, Ratcliffe fired a shot past

the left side of Dominguez goalie

Erick Miseroy from approximately

15 yards out into the net.

*Tim gave me a good ball,"

Ratcliffe said. "I moved into the

box and struck it hard and low."

The goal clearly lowered the

spirits of the Toros, who then

allowed UCLA to get the score that

jced the game.
— In the 77th minute, Jones beat

Dominguez defender Gino Cassa-

nova into the box and had a clear

shot at the goal. Cassanova had no
recourse but to foul Jones in the

box.

Moore look the resulting penal-

ty kk:k and fired a shot into the

upper right comer of the net The
midfielder connected on his 15th

goal and 34th point of the year.

Bruins Score
With supermarket prices and the Great Grocery Giveaway,

i. everyone wins at BreadstiitsI

»*.:

^,, W"^

Maria Kythreotou
UCLA

Interior Design Student

won $23.54

James Campbell
Computer Programmer

won $55.97

Allison Hudak
UCLA

Art History Student

won $17.05

These people entered and won our Great Grocery Giveaway. You could, tool Just write

your name and phone number on your breadstiks receipt, drop it in the jar, and you could

find yourself on this page, also! Remember, if you don't play, we can't play I

FREE PARKING!

in rear _^
Open til 11pm ^qS? Gayley Ave 209-1111

LECONTE UCLA
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WILSHIRE
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Stanford knocks down Bruins,

Cardinal

rolls to a

2740 win

I t IX

By Kennedy Cosgrove
Daily Bruin Staff

PALO ALTO— Though it was
a brisk, chilly evening, the UCLA
football team couldnH have caught

a cold Saturday night.

Dropped passes, tipped balls

and stolen catches haunted the

Bruins (6-3. 4-2 in the Pac-10) at

every turn as they fell to the

Stanford Cardinal, 27-10, before

55,178 fans at Stanford Stadium.

Two Stanford touchdov^^s were
typical of the game. In the second

quarter. Cardinal receiver Chris

Walsh caught a 22-yard touch-

down pass that was lipped up in th9=

air by UCLA safety Othello

Henderson.

'The ball was just a little too

See FOOTBALL, page 29

Hli&6^ (^A^EN/f)aily brum

Carlton Gray, shown here against Arizona State, had an interception against Stanford but later

injured his ankle.

By Kennedy Cosgrove
Daily Bruin Staff

PALO ALTO — UCLA quar-

terback Tommy Maddox didnH
leave Stanford Stadium Saturday

night dejectedly walking through

the cool November air to the team
bus.

He left in an ambulance, wear-
ing a neck collar and oxygen mask
and receiving an intravenous solu-

tion, after suffering a concussion

late in the fourth quarter of
UCLA*s 27-10 loss to Stanford.

Maddox "did not really lose

consciousness," according to team
doctor Gerald Finerman, but he

was groggy and felt sick to his

stomach on the sidelines.

Maddox, accompanied by
Finerman, was taken to a local

hospital for observation, before

being released with a clean bill of

health late Saturday night, accord-

ing to the Los Angeles Times. The
Times also said that Maddox was
released to his parents, and that

they planned to stay in the Bay=
Area for the night

"My feeling now is that since

he's been awake, he knows where

See MADDOX, page 26

Volleyball shifts into win
mode with two victories
By Greg Jones
Daily Bruin Staff

As part of a promotion, many
Girl Scouts were in the crowd at

the UCLA women's volleyball

match on Saturday evening, and

some even looked good on the

court during the traditional serving

contest.

In fact, they probably would
have given UCLA as much com-
petition as the two schools ir^tn

Washington did.

With ease, the Bruins (21-4,

13-1 in the Pac-10) triumphed over

Washington State 15-8, 15-5, 15-

11 on Friday night and then

struggled but still defeated
Washington 16-14, 15-7. 15-11 on
Saturday.

The Cougars came to town on
Friday as the No. 19 team in the

country, but left with their tails

between their legs after a Bruin

beating.

"I think that it was really good
for us because we didn't make as

many errors and we sided out

better, not letting them get so many
points as a team," UCLA outside

hitler Natalie Williams said.

Williams was very strong on
Friday with 17 kills, a .520 hitting

percentage and six digs.

"Natalie was awful hot tonight,

and it was hard not to go to her,"

UCLA head coach Andy Bana-

chowski said.

UCLA, who hit .302 on the

evening, outblocked WSU 14-3

and outdug the Cougars 42-30, was
never truly challenged during the

course of the match. •

In fact, a number of Washington

State passing and hitting errors

allowed the Bruins to have an easy

time.

"1 thought that we had gotten

them in U'ouble up there with some
good serving, and we did that again

tonight," Banachowski said.

Along with Cougar errors, the

Bruins appeared to be a lot more
comfortable on the coun as a team

that continually attacked, their

oppxjnents.
**! -Ihink that Andy is more

impressed with our play, we are

working better as a team. If we hit

the ball out, we're coming out and

getting serves the next time

around," Williams said.

UCLA jumped out to a 7-1 lead

in game one, and cruised behind

the hitting of Williams and Annett

Buckner (6 kills) to easily take the

game 15-8.

The second game was even

easier for UCLA, as the Bruins

took a 12-3 lead thanks to some
strong net play from middle

blocker Marissa Hatchett (5 kills)

and many glaring WSU errors, and

cruised to a 15-5 win.

Game three was even quicker,

and with the exception of a late

Cougar run, the Bruins were in

complete control behind Williams,

Elaine Youngs and Julie Bremner.

The next evening brought

UCLA fans another sweep, but not

a pretty one.

Although the Bruins were never

truly threatened in the match, they

did not play nearly as well on

Saturday against the struggling

Huskies (13-13, 4-11).

"I was disappointed — I told

them that we didn't come out well

and our goal was to come out and

play hard two nights in a row,"

Banachowski said.

UCLA only hit .177 for the

match, but was still able to get the

crucial points when they needed

them _:

Washington came out on fire in

game one, and took an 11-4 lead

because of Bniin errors and the

hitting of Dragana Djordjevic (16

kills).

Yet, when all seemed bad,

UCLA called a time out and crept

back into the game and only trailed

12-10 due to some sd"ong hitting

from Williams (eight kills in two
games) and Youngs (eight kills).

Still, the Huskies came Hring

back and took a 14-10 lead and had

three chances to put the game
away, but were thwarted because

of a service error and a net

violation.

UCLA came roaring back to lie

the game at 14- 14, and then won on

two Annett Buckner blocks (8

JOHN CHUNG/DaJly Bruin

Outside hitter Annett Buckner blocks the ball. UCLA notched con-

ference wins against Washington and Washington State over the

weekend.

kills, 6 blocks) that came after

some good serving by Williams.

Game two was much easier,

with the Bruins taking a 10-4 lead

behind the play of Irene Renteria

(7 kills, .545 hitting percentage).

and cruising to a 15-7 win.

The third game saw much of the

same, as UCLA rallied from an

early 3-2 deficit to take a 10-5 lead

which was never really threatened,

allowing for a 15-11 victory.

NCAA Football Scores

Florida State (1

)

South Carolina
iWashington (2)

use
Miami (2)

West Virginia

38
10

Michigan (4)

Northwestern
iPlirennessee (13)

3 Notre Dame (5)

27 Florida (6)

3 Georgia (23)

59
14
35

45
13

NCAA Football Scores
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California (7)

Oregon State
Alabama (8)

LSU
Penn State (9)

Maryland

27
14
20
17
47
7

«

Iowa (10)

Indiana (25)

Nebraska (11)

Colorado (14)

Oklahoma State

iij^jia

38
21

39
23
16
12
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Be a grand juror

The Los Angeles Superior

Court will be accepting appli-

cations until Dec. 6 to serve on

the L.A. County Grand Jury.

Twenty-three people will be

selected to serve a one-year

term. Applicants must be at

least 18 years old and a resident

of L.A. county for at least one

year.

Grand jurors are paid $25 per

day to analyze written reports

and data and write reports for

committees. Their term will

begin July 1, 1992 and end June

30, 1993. Jurors are required to

work four full days per week.

An orientation program will

be held in June 1992, and grand

jurors must be available during

July 1992. For more informa-

uon call (310) 974-5333.

Inside

Inadequate
child care?

According to a recent UCLA
report, California *s child care

services provide inadequate

care for more than two-thirds of

children between the age of

three to five.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Willie's back
and she's mad

Willie Muhoz returns with a

scathing attack on her— that's

right, she's not a man —
opponents, which include our

own cartoonist Tatsuya Ishida.

See page 12

Arts & Entertainment

UCLA's

Tonight the UCLA theater

department l)egins its presenta-

tion of fall one-acts, created,

,
performed and directed by a

talented group of students.

See page 14

Sports

Wills could
miss season
UCLA tailback Shawn Wills

will not play against Oregon,

and may miss the USC game

after straining ligaments in his

knee.

See page 28
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Four cadets participate in the ROTC flag-raising ceremony in honor of Veteran's Day in front

of Royce Quad on Monday morning.

UCLA'S fl^
of recognition

for veterans
at lialfmast?
By Sally Kim

As Monday's morning fog cleared, five

solemn ROTC cadets stepped in line, stiffly

came to attention and saluted the American
flag in Royce Quad.

While most schools and government
agencies took the day off, these cadets

observed Veteran's Day at UCLA by
raising the nation's flag and setting up an
information booth in the afternoon.

Although other students did not partici-

pate in the flag-raising, they said UCLA did

not do enough to celebrate the holiday,

especially since classes were in session.

"I don't think that it affects me personally

that other schools have the day off," said

UCLA freshman Ashley Rogers. "But I

think that if UCLA were to give more
recognition (to the holiday), it would have

an impact on the students here."

UCLA ofTicials* failure to commenwrate^
the contributions of America's war veterans

was disappointing in light of the recent

Persian Gulf War, said UCLA senior Brian

Kasobayashi.

"It's weird for me to think that there are

some veterans who are actually, at this

school," he said. "It's too bad that they

couldn't have the day off."

Others who felt the significance of the

day said they wished the university had
done more.

"I thought a little more about some of my
relatives who were in wars," said UCLA
sophomore Jay Dolinky. "But I think the

school should have at least made it more
known, like put up a sign or something."

But the Air Force ROTC cadets said their

flag-raising ceremony and booth w^e some
ways to express their reverence and regard

for all American veterans.

See VETERANS, page 7

Women seek at AIDS conference
By Lenore Jimenez

A letter from the American Red
Cross changed Anne Copeland's

life forever.

"I don't think I will ever forget

sitting in front of the post office

thinking *I am going to die,'" said

Copeland, who discovere4 she was
infected with the virus that causes

AIDS.
She and six other women shared

personal stories about their

upcoming battle with the deadly

disease at a conference entitled

"Women and HIV: Facing the

Epidemic" held at UCLA on
Saturday.

AtK)ut 500 people flocked to the

conference— which is the first of

its kind in Los Angeles — to hear

presentations on such topics as

AIDS prevention, medical issues

and social and political challenges

facing those infected' with the

virus.

Women represent the fastest

growing group of new HIV infec-

tions in the 1990s, according to

Jcanine Stiles, a director of the

UCLA Center for Clinical AIDS
Research and Education.

As of spring 1991, about ten

percent of the total number of

AIDS patients in the United States

are women, according to the

Center for Disease Control.

However, resources available

for women remain limited.

"When 1 went to support groups,

it was men and me," said Sharon

Lund, who was infected seven

years ago. "I want to bring out the

issues about womenT . . We can no

longer discriminate."

Statistics also show that women
are 15 to 20 times more likely to

contract the AIDS virus.

"When I found out, I didn't

know what it was. I cried," said

Latrice Goodlow, who became
HIV positive through sexual con-

tact with her ex-boyfriend. "I don't

hate him. It's not his fault."

Shocked by the news of Magic
Johnson's announcement that he is

infected with the virus that causes

AIDS, many speakers said they

support the basketball star.

"1 felt very supported by what he

did," said Yvonne, an HIV-posi-

tive speaker who did not want to

reveal her last name.

But Yvonne and other mothers

cannot retire from their careers

like Johnson did. "1 can't stop

being a mom," she said.

So, these women gathered at the

conference to discuss what they

can do about the growing problem

of AIDS, a fatal disease whose true

nature remains a mystery.

"We don't know a lot about

HIV," said speaker Mark Katz,

See CONFERENCE, page 11

Campus health services

swamped^ith AIDS calls

By Birgit Rasmussen
Daily Bruin Staff

Mirroring the national rush

of phone calls to health centers

inquiring about AIDS, student

health centers on campus have

received an influx of calls since

basketball star Magic Johnson

announced last week that he has

a virus which causes AIDS.
The Student Health Services'

information desk Friday
received eight times as many
calls per hour as usual. And
calls to the UCLA Family

Clinic, which performs HIV
testing, have doubled since

Thursday afternoon.

"Some people just have

questions, but the majority of

callers wanted an appointment

for testing," said Janet Roches-

ter, director of the clinic's HIV
testing project.

Just because someone tests

positive for HIV — the human
immunodeficiency virus —
does not necessarily mean that

the person has AIDS, said

Kevin Malotte, acting director

of health education at UCLA.
It does mean the person has

developed antibodies for AIDS,
carries the disease and will

eventually develop symptoms,

he added. People infected with

the AIDS virus can remain

symptom free for up to 10

years.

The. AIDS virus kills by

weakening the immune system.

In early stages, that means
simple complications like fever

and diarrhea may become let-

hal, Malotte explained. He
added that once AIDS has

become full-blown, patients

usually die from pneumonia or

a rare type of skin cancer.

Since Thursday, the clinic

has scheduled about 200
appointments, and staff mem-
bers have answered questions

as well.

Many of the callers who
reached tlie clinic were referred

by Student Health. The center's

See CALLS, page 11
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Department of Musicology & The Musicology Graduate

Student Association

Professor Robert Spencer

1344 Schoenberg Hall

8:00 FM

Cultural Affairs

Comedy at the Coop
UCLA AJum Suli McCullough & Robin Montague

Cooperage

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1991

5:30 PM

Filipinos for Community Health

General Meeting

Boelter 5280

:00 FM

Student Alunuii Association

Career Network:Careers in the Non-Profit Sector

James West Center

8:00 FM

Campus Events

Poi Dog Pondering and The Duck Hills

Cooperage

GENERAL
Placement and Career Planning Center

"Ufe Science in the year 2000"

Engineering and Science Career Speakers

See ad for more information

Parking Services

Fall Quarter student parking is still available

Call Parking Services at 825-9871

UCLA Chinese Graduate Student Associatio

Be a member of CGSA
See ad for more details ^

Elderly are sexually

active, study shows
By Charles S. Taylor

United Press International

ATLANTA — A specialist in

geriatric psychiatry says that con-

trary to popular l)elief most seniors

continue to be sexually active well

past the age of 60 and actually

enjoy sex more than when they

were younger.

'There is no earthly reason why
they should give up that aspect of

their lives/' said Dr. Richard Greer

of the University of Florida. *'I

would want them to seek medical

advice and treatment if there is any

problem they perceive.**

Greer offered his conclusions in

a presentation titled "Sex Over
Sixty** at the recent 38th annual

meeting of the Academy of Psy-

chosomatic Medicine, which stu-

dies physical disorders originating

or aggravated by the psychic or

emotional processes of the indivi-

dual.

He said interest in sex does not

decline after age 40 and that "even

at age 80 people are just as

interested in sex."

Greer said sexuality in people

over 60 years of age has been a

previously "eschewed subject**

and infrequently studied. The few
studies that have been made are

contradictory, he claims

"Earlier reports propose a

decline in sexual activity with

increasing age while more recent

studies indicate continued sexual

interest and activity.**

Greer's own recent study of the

subject involved 800 seniors over

60 in a Michigan community. He
found in the self-reported study

that almost two-thirds of married

couples were sexually active.

Statistics showed over 50 percent

of unmarried women anc 75

percent of unmarried men over 60
are sexually active.

Greer said the main point "is

that people over 60 continue to

have a strong interest in sexuality

and are finding much more happi-

ness in that area.**

Women, he said, are somewhat
persecuted "because it is still

unacceptable in our culture for a

single older women to go out and

find a partner.**

"It is not unusual for the elderly

unmarried man to be sexually

active. If a man is healthy at the

age of 70, the opportunities are

great for him to meet a partner.**

Greer, a recent visitor to the

Soviet Union, took a geriatric

sampling with the help of Soviet

doctors. He said preliminary find-

.

ings indicate that, as in America,

elderly Soviet men and women
maintain an active interest in sex.

"And, if anything, their cultural

mores are more rigid than in the

United States,** he said. 'They are

not as used to talking about such

issues.**

Greer said most of the original

studies of sexuality in America
have come out since 1940, among
them the Masters and Johnson and
Kinsey Report. The amount of
time studying the geriatric popula-

tion has been very small, he said.

"There*s really nothing there.**

It was believed, without any
scientific proof, that older people

gave up their interest in sex, Greer

said. *They don*t, it appears.** But
doctors put the elderly on "tons of

medications** that can affect sexual

performance.
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UCLA/UCLA rivalry eariy this fall
By Reglna RavettI

"Beat 'SC** week begins Mon-
day, but "Beat UCLA** week
seems to have started seven days

early.

About two weeks before the

Bruins play the cross-town rival

Trojans in the annual football

game, statements such as "TOC-
LA,** "use #1** and "Fight on
Trojans** were spray-painted on
some main campus buildings and

bathrooms — causing about
$1,000 in damage.
"The culprits are assumed to be

use Trojans because of the nature

of the graffiti and the red paint,

which is a USC school color.

Although UCLA students said

they were angered that university

property was defaced, they added
they do not condemn USC for the

acts of a few individuals.

"You can*t judge the whole

school,** said junior Jacqueline

Waggoner. "It*s the individuals

who did it who need to be

scolded.**

Two of UCLA*s original build-

ings, Royce Hall and Haines Hall,

and a men*s^-bathroom in Acker-

man Union were targeted by the

graffiti. Condoms were also hung
from a tree in the Franklin Murphy
Sculpture Garden.

Although unmarked from the

outside, a large Haines Hall lecture

room was hardest hit.

The room*s wood-paneled
walls, floor, projection window,
and chalkboard were all sprayed

with the red paint.

"I walked in and I couldn't

believe it,** said junior Sharon

Bossca, who takes a management
class in Haines 39. "I was just

shocked that they would come in

here and do so much damage.**

Bosse, who is a member of

Student Alumni Association's

"Beat *SC*' week, had already

learned the campus was hit with

graffiti. "It*s OK to have school

spirit, but it*s really rotten of them

to ruin classrooms.*'

The bottom floor of Haines Hall

also fell prey to the graffiti because

clocks, fire hoses and walls were

sprayed. And in Royce Hall, a

HERMAN

Derogatory graffiti from last weekend was found In Haines 39 by students Monday morning. Graffiti

was also found on the first floor of Royce Hall

.

corridor and a men*s bathroom on
the first floor were also sprayed.

Cleanup of the two buildings

began Monday, according to Jack

Powazek, director of facilities

management.

There is no sign of forced entry

SUNNY SUNG/Daily Bruin

MP tutor Elmer Ayuyao assists freshman Yen Iran in Campbell Hall Monday afternoon. AAP is

the Freshman Sumnner Program's parent organization.

UCLA's FIreshman Summer Program
receives mixed reviews from students
By Letisia Marquez
Dally Bruin Staff

Late-night study groups, per-

sonal tutoring and cultural

enlightenment are what most

freshmen of color remember

from UCLA*s 1991 Freshman

Summer Program, but others

look back with disappointment

at the administrative chaos that

plagued the program *s first few

days.

The six-week program,
organized by the Academic
Advancement Program, is

designed to give incoming stu-

dents of color and low-income

students a jump start on meeting

UCLA*s tough academic and

social demands.

And although the six-week

orientation eased most students*

academic and social transition

into college life, a financial aid

fiasco — which, among other

hassles, left them unsure of their

financial aid status and without

class schedules until 1 a.m. the

morning classes began — led to

student worries.

The program did not confirm

freshman Richard Morales'

attendance until the eve of the

first day of summer sessions.

"I had to leave that same night

for UCLA," Morales said. "It

would have been a better experi-

ence if I hadn't started off with

such a bad start."

But most students benefited

from the summer program, and

only about 25 percent of fresh-

men in the program were
affected by the administrative

mix-ups, said Adolfo Bermeo,

director of the Academic
Advancem^t Program.

Other leaders also said they

would take the logistical prob-

lems into account when they

begin organizing for next year.

"These problems are a chal-

lenge for me to make things

work better for next year," said

summer program coordinator

Laura Sencion-Mendoza. "It

saddens me to hear the negative

comments, but they do bring up
some valid points."

Peer counselors agreed the

summer program should be more
organized. "The administrative

and logistical problems wrecked
a lot of student's lives," said peer

counselor Mark Peay. "But for

the most part, students were able

to overcome them."

Although Morales said his

English and political science

classes left him with minimal

academic gains, he is glad he

made friends and leamed about

different cultures through the

program.

Other students echoed the

See SUMMER, page 9

by the culprits, who most likely

entered through an open door,

Powazek said.

"People can get into the build-

ings if there are special events and

if people open the door for them."

Before the football game in past

years, UCLA and USC students

have played innumerable pranks

on each other, including one time

when UCLA students flew in a

helicopter over the statue of USC
mascot Tommy Trojan and
dropped manure on him.

State child care services are

lacking, UCLA study reports

By Lori Quinton
Daily Bruin Staff

Many child care centers in

California are not providing

adequate care, according to a

stinging report co-authored by a

UCLA professor.

And because this state has

u^aditionally been a leader in child

care, this slide in the quality of the

care system is even more shocking,

said Carollee Howes of the Gradu-

ate School of Education in a report

released last week.

"Child care in California has

been a very strong and effective

program in the past We. spent

more money than any other state

on subsidizing child care," Howes
said. "We've been a leader in the

field but we've been losing our

place."

Recent research shows that

more than two-thirds of children

between the ages of 3 to 5 in thii

slate are receiving inadequate care

from their day-care centers, the

report stated.

California's economic crisis is a

principle cause of the inadequate

quality of child care, she said.

The state's Department of

Social Services— which routinely

See CHILD CARE, page 10

\

Ashley Yadldi, an assistant at UCLA's child care center, plays

with a young boy at the University Elementary School last week.
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Briefs

World

Nicaragua reports

first case of diolera

MANAGUA. Nicaragua — The first

case of cholera, the deadly vims that has

reached epidemic proportions in Latin

America, was reported in Nicaragua

Monday by Health Minister Ernesto

Salmeron.

Salmeron said a 7-week-old baby in a

slum neighborhood near the American

Embassy in Managua had tested positive

for the cholera virus.

*The first case of cholera has appeared.

This is the first Nicaraguan who has been

found to be infected with cholera,"

Salmeron told a news conference.

Nicaraguans have feared the arrival of

cholera for months, ever since the cholera

epidemic broke out in Peru in January.

Council casts Srd vote

for next U.N. leader

UNITED NATIONS — In the scarcti

for a new secretary-general, an Egyptian

led Africa's eight candidates and a

Dutchman led the West's three candidates

in a U.N. Security Council straw vote

Monday.
Former Egyptian Foreign Minister

Butros Ghah drew 11 votes and Dutch

Foreign Minister Hans Van den Broek

received five votes in the secret poll in the

Security CounciPs third attempt to nar-

row the field of 14 candidates to succeed

Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuel-

lar.

Monday's results were inconclusive

because it was not known whether any of

the Security Council's five permanent

members, which have veto power, voted

against any of the candidates.

The 15-member Security Council will

hold another straw vote Tuesday during

which colored ballots will be used to

distinguish the five permanent members
— the United States, the Soviet Union,

China. Britain and France.

Nation

AIDSifelated stocks

continue to sicyrocket

NEW YORK — Stock of several

AIDS-prevention issues rose Monday for

the second consecutive trading day since

basketball star Earvin "Magic" Johnson

disclosed he has the HIV virus that causes

AIDS.
Stock of Carter Wallace Inc., a leading

maker of condoms, gained $2,375 to

$1 10.375 a share on the New York Stock

Exchange following its $3.25 rise on

Friday.

Stocks also continued to gain on some
over-the-counter companies working on

genetically engineered drugs to battle

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome.

Stock of San Diego-based Immune
Response, which is working on an AIDS
vaccine, added $3.25 to close at $60.75. It

had gained $3.50 on Friday.

Most dangerous toys

annual list released

CRETE, 111. — Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles may be the craze but a suburban

Chicago optometrist says several of the

toys that bear their name may cause

serious eye injuries.

Dr. Phillip L. Kaufman Sunday
released his annual list of the most
dangerous toys. Topping the list are flying

rockets and airplanes, bows and arrows,

swords, guns that shoot plastic darts,

water and other objects and non-toxic

gels.

For the 14th straight year. Dr. Phillip L.

Kaufman, a suburban Chicago optomet-

rist, surveyed the new toys available for

the Christmas shopping season.

"Holiday shoppers must be aware of

toys that appear safe for other parts of the

body may pose eye hazards," Kaufman
said. "More than 25 toys on the store

shelves for this year's holiday season

could potentially damage a child's eye-

sight"

State

Wilson declares
wliitefly emergency
PALM DESERT— Gov. Pete Wilson

declared an emergency Monday in

Imperial and Riverside counties, where a

whitefly infestation has ruined $90
million worth of crops.

The Republican governor said crop

damage alone in the two counties could hit

$200 million by spring, and the infestation

threatens to move north into the San

Joaquin Valley.

Losses are mounting to growers,

packers and u-ucking and retail busines-

ses, many of which have no crop

insurance, and damage is expected to send

produce prices soaring next month, slate

officials said.

The voracious insect, which started

munching on cotton and alfalfa, is

attacking melons, lettuce, broccoli, cau-

liflower, squash, citrus, table grapes,

sugarbeets, tomatoes, carrots and cab-

bage.

American Indian will

be cogrand marshal

PASADENA — Colorado Rep. Ben
Nighthorse Campbell, the only American

Indian serving in Congress, was named
Monday to serve as co-grand marshal of

the I03rd Toumanricnt of Roses Parade in

an attempt to styffite protests over the

selection of a direct descendent of

Christopher Columbus.
Local American Indian activists and

others had protested the naming of

Cristobal Colon as the only grand

marshal, saying the selection of the

Spanish duke was an affront to Indians

whose tribes and culture were decimated

by the arrival of Columbus to North

America 500 years ago.

Campbell, a Democrat from Pueblo,

Colo., was not immediately available for

comment Monday.

Navy SEAL dies while

diving in La Jolla cove

LA JOLLA — Members of a Navy
SEAL team recovered Monday the body

of a comrade who died in a weekend
diving mishap.

The body of Chief Petty Officer David

Billings, 41, Chula Vista, was discovered

in 32 feet of water in La Jolla Cove at

11:45 a.m., a spokesman for the San

Diego County Medical Examiner*s office

said. The two civilian scuba divers who
found the body were exploring the kelp

beds of the popular diving spot about 400
yards offshore.

A group of SEAL divers who had been

helping lifeguards and the Coast Guard in

the search were called in to pull the body
from the cove.

An autopsy will be conducted Tuesday.

Billings failed to return home Saturday

after telling his wife he was going to La
Jolla Cove alone.

Almanac

On this date:

In 1815, women's suffrage activist

Elizabeth Cady Stanton was bom.
In 1892, the first professional football

game was played in Pittsburgh, between

the Allegheny Athletic Association and

the Pittsburgh Athletic Club.

In 1981, the shuttle Columbia became
the first spacecraft ever launched twice

from Earth. - —
In 1982. former KGB chief Yuri

Andropov succeeded the late Leonid

Brezhnev as general secretary of the

Soviet Communist Party.

In 1990, Akihiio was crowned the

125th emperor of Japan.

Thought for the day:

In a speech delivered in 1860, Elizabeth

Cady Stanton said, *The prejudice against

color, of which we hear so much, is no

stronger than that against sex/*

From United Press International

ATTENTION UNDERGRADS

to Foodbank

SAY "NO" TO HUNGER
Foodbank

feeds

over

250,000

needy

people

each

week.

Your $2

will get

$40

worth

offood

to the

hungry

of Los

Angeles.

Winter Quarter Undergraduate
Registration Fee Cards include an option

to donate $2 to the Los Angeles Regional

Foodbank. Your donation will help feed

250,000 needy people — and each $2

will get $40 worth of food to the mouths

of Los Angeles* hungry. Please say

"yes."

Los Angeles Regional Foodbank, a

Second Harvest Food Bank, distributes

nearly 20 million pounds of food each

year. It's a private, non-profit charitable

organization that obtains surplus food

and distributes It to the hungry through

600 agencies from soup kitchens to

senior centers.

The UCLA student tradition of supporting

community causes dates back to UCLA UniCamp
in the 1930's. Today, the Foodbank $2 positive

check-off is a simple way for you to make a

difference.

Say "YES" to Foodbank.

Los Angeles Regional Foodbank
1734 East 41st Street

Los Angeles, CA 90058

213/234-3030

A Second Harvest Foodbank
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Special Thanks to

USAC
your student government,

for their support.
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Westgate
Florists

MATADOR
LIQUORS
375-1331
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(^ Radisson Bel-Air

Summit Hotel

HSogen-Dani

THANK YOU
to everyone who
made Homecoming
1991 a success!
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Westwood Plaza Hotel*
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BULLDCK5

Banquet & Catering Specialists

1 109 Glendon Ave.

West Los Angeles. CA 90024
(213) 208-3884

WINNERS
GoMShMd/

Sw«9p«uk«t A^iifard

(best overall participation)

Sigma Phi Epsilon/

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Rose Bowl Bruins/

Grand Marshafs Award
(t)e8t overall in parade)

Alpha Sigma Phi/

Kappa Delta

Bruin Athlettc Oub/
Joe Valentine Award

(theme)
Alpha Sigma Phi/

Kappa Delta

Rally Committee Alumni/
Bear Neoeealtlee Award
(materials, craftsmansNp)

Dykstra HaN
Northern California Alumni/

Bruin Award (animation)

Theta Xi/Pi Beta Phi

Founders' Award (originality)

UCLA Dental Sc^kk))

Judaea* Special Award
(honorable mention)

Delta Tau Delta/

Kappa Alpha Theta
Cuboy Award

(best small float)

SproulHan
Homecoming Committee

Award (new entry)

UCLA Education Society

Marching Groups
1. Chinese Students Assn/

Assn of Chinese
American Students
2. Alumni Scholars

3. UCLA HorK>f Societies

Bruin Jeopardy
Sunset Village

Can Sculpture Contest
Pi Kappa Alpha/

Alpha Phi

T-ShIrt Contest
Sigma Phi Epsilon/

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Banner Contest
Alpha Sigma Phi/

Kappa Delta

Window Painting Contest
Theta Xi/Pt Beta Phi

Bruin Battles
Lambda Chi Alpha/

Delta Gamma
Bruin Photo Hunt
Alpha Sigma Phi/

Kappa Delta

HOMECOMING
COURT
Ashlie Beringer, queen
Deanna Cherry
Tracy Gibbs
DawnieNe Materre
tJOe nnOOO
JofKiy Perez, king

Adam Ross
Ben Wexler

HOMECOMING
EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE
Nadia Lazarovict

Executiye Director

TmaChao
Assistant Director

HkxAb Bollinger

Outreach
Caroline Chellamy
Judges A Dignitaries

Mary KuHenberg
Puoiic Relations

Krislen Lawrerice

Activities

Magnolia Samadani
Marketing
Lisette Valdes
Activities

Antoine Wilson
Parade

SAA BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
HirosNWaki
President

Tracey Miller

Administrative Affairs

Theresa Jones
External Affairs
Diena Chen
Internal Affairs

CarKioe Atherton

BeatU Week
Heather Boyle

Campus Activities

Wendy Law
Career Network
Nadia Lazarovk:i

Homecoming Week
Niki Manby
Spring Sing
Michael VanMeler
Senior Class Cabinet
Kimberly Wynn
Family Weekend
Jenny Yu
Dinners hr 12 Strangers

Kevin & Bean
Noushin Adhami

AmyAho
Staph Alber
Tina Albright

Adrina Allahcfidi

Armina Allahdadi
Stephanie Alver
Nora Asahara
Dave Ashman
BrendaBaca

Paris Bamajlan
Sarxiy Barba

Sandy Barbardo
Nasi Barcohana
Meianie Barrio

Stephanie Bennett
Lori Blanchard
Sharon Bosse
Julia Bradford

Matt Brian
Samantfia Brown

Robin Bums
Chariene Canauta

Joy Carpio
Mike Casillas
Rosa Castillo

FredCei
Blanca Cervantes

Mary Chellamy
Gigi Chellamy
Steaven Chen

Khin Chin
j€u:k Christenson

Cori Cline
Lisa Cole

Maria Darcangek)
Cameron
Darweesh

Don Dasson
Darell Dearmore

John Delloro
Deriree Desurra

Pinky DeVera
=Salena Dhiffon

Doug Downsworth
Lisa Dunkley

Niloo Eskandari
Stacia Eyeriy
Maria Fibres

LiH Fong
John Fomier

Shannon Foster
Christine Fox

Jennifer Fringer
Tom Fry

Cathy Fung
Darren Futa
Maria Garcia
Mami Gaylord
Tara Git)erson

Monica Gonzalez
Joanrui Griffin

JiUGrindey
Tracy Gromko

Sandra Gutierrez
Gdareh Halud
Helen Harok
Jennifer Hein

Dk^kHolm
Kara Hoque

Sophie Horiuchi
Vanessa Hsei

Jennifer Hulbert
Sara layaraman
Nadine iskander

Gail Jamentz
Brad Jarvinen

Saru Jayaraman
Enc Jones
Gk>ria Joo
Dan Jordon

Maggie Kademian
Terry Kaiura

Cynthia KanKteng
Jenny Kaplan

Libby Karlinger
Karen Karraa
Andrea Kauler
Sanam KhahiU
Hae Yung Kim

Julie Kim
Lerx>re Kimura

Debtxe Kinsman
Stefanie Klein
Pete Koebler

Dennis Koehne
Lome Kwan

Maria Laverdy
Mk^el Lawrence
Davki Lawrence

Katherine Lee
Mike Lee
Davkl Lee

Terence Lee
Josie Lee

Josephine Lee
Donn Lee

Amanda Leith
Alysea Leong
Michelle LeR
Julie Lipkin

Terry Liu

John Liu
Bemie Lopez
Steve Lozano
Debbie Mac
Elaine Mak
Doreen Manzetti
Danetle Martin
KaJuana Mathews
Kari Matsumoto
Brandon Mazz
Kristin McCarthy
Courtney Mclntyre
Mercedes McLane
Shannyn McSheffrey
Sharon Miller

Kathy Molini

Gonzak) Monje
Catherine Montford
Kirk Moody
Jen Morrissey
Izabella Mucniinski
Audra Munqy
Kim Nagami
Han Nguyen
Mehran Nowfar-Rad
Ralph Ochoa
MelindaOhta
Julie Osen
Jason Ong
Mart( Ortiz
Carol Park
Lisa Park
Mona Patel
Ann Pautler
Andrea Payne
Nancy Peckner
Devan Perez
Dariene Perez
Alisa Perren
Roya Perry
Larry Pierce
Peggy Pitre

RonPlank
Erin QuJnn
Zutma Quintanitta ^==
Brian Radlinski
Sor)ia Rahmati
Mk:hele Ramos
Deborah Raupp
Lester Reames
Kinkeud Roiling
Jennifer Reyes
Valerie Rk^kel
Mia Robinson
Janet Robinson
Lori Rogich
Marganta Romero
Elaine Romuakk)
Ruby Rowe
Bill Roy
Joseph Rudnick
WanikaRuffin
XochitiRuiz
Kerry SaikkoM
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study provides new insights into lirain functions
By Douglas A. Levy

United Press International

WASHINGTON — In a study

providing new insights into how
brain damage may affect memory
and other mental functions,

researchers have seen how diffe-

rent parts of the brain are utilized

for different kinds of thinking.

Contrary to expectations,

remembering a word based on its

visual appearance required the

brain's right side, not the left,

which is normally associated with

processing words, neuroscientist

Marcus Raichle said Monday.

In a study presented at the

Society for Neuroscience meeting

in New Orleans. Raichle of

Washington University in St.

Louis and colleagues reported

observations of blodfl flow in the

brains of 18 volunteers while

performing a variety of mental

tasks.

Brain activity follows a diffe-

rent pathway ahd involves diffe-

rent brain regions depending on

whether a person is saying a word

for the first time or whether it is

being repeated after learning, the

scientists said.

Scientists used a technique

called positron emission tomogra-

phy, or PET, to take pictures of

how blood now in the brain was

different depending on the kind of

task each of the subjects were
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asked to perform.

While scientists previously

observed that the hippocampus, a

smaH banana-shaped structure

deep inside the brain, is used

during initial learning and tempor-

ary storage of facts and events and

in long-term memory, the extent of

its involvement may not be as great

as previously believed.

Depending on the complexity of

a task, other brain regions were

involved, and in certain cases, the

hippocampus's involvement

appeared less significant, the study

said.

They saw the greatest blood

flow change when a subject was

u^ing to remember.

Which side of the brain is

activated appears to have some-

thing to do with whether a person

is trying to recognize the visual

form of a word or whether trying to

recognize it phonetically or

semantically, the scientists said.
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More Haitians take to i AdVCff^tteCPin <<lfeflpHBni
sea to flee iKHneland
United Press International

MIAMI — Haitians fled their

strife-torn homeland during the

weekend in a steady trickle out to

sea, where the Coast Guard picked

them up and housed them on three

cutters.

Ray Fauntroy of the Miami

chapter of the Southern Christian

Leadership Conference accused

the federal government of racism

for keeping the refugees in limbo

instead of transporting them to the

United States. Fauntroy said he

would start his own search and

rescue operation for the Haitians.

Three boatloads of Haitians

were picked up Sunday with a total

of 43 Haitians aboard. Coast

Guard Petty Officer Veronica

Cady reported Monday.

That brought the number of

refugees housed aboard the cutters

Steadfast, Dallas and Confidence

to 490.

Cady said the Dallas is a 370-

foot cutter and the other two are

210 feet, so there is additional

space for more Haitians.

*There is plenty of room. That's

not any problem at all,*' she said.

At 8:40 a.m. Sunday, a Coast

Guard Falcon jet spotted a sailing

vessel with 16 refugees aboard

=who were picked up by the Coast
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Guard cutter Confidence.

A Coast Guard Falcon jet

spotted a 20-foot sailboat with 23

llaiitians aboard in the Windward

Passage at 10:30 a.m. The Coast

Guard cutter Steadfast picked

them up.

Six hours later, seven more

Haitians in a 21 -foot sailboat were

spotted by another Falcon. The

cutter Dallas went to the area and

took them aboard.

The federal government is

reluctant to return the Haitians

because of fears they will be

persecuted or even killed in the

wake of the country's bloody coup

SepL 30. But officials also don't

want to encourage more Haitians

to flood the United States in a mass

exodus either.

Also, there are concerns the

return would result in a de facto

recognition of the new regime,

sopiething the United States has

not been willing to do on a formal

basis. The United States began a

uade embargo against Haiti last

Tuesday.

Faunuroy said Monday SCLC
has the use of an airplane and will

search for the refugees on its own.

He says if there is a friendly boat in

the area, the plane will notify it.

Otherwise it will notify the Coast

Guard.

He lashed out at the practice of

keeping the refugees on cutters

rather than bringing them to the

United States.

"It is racism as practiced by the

U.S. government and it is white

supremacy at its ugliest," Fauntroy

said. u

The first Haitians interdicted

after the democratic regime was

ousted were stopped Oct. 29. Of

the 19 aboard the sailing vessel^ 14

were reportedly declared as

potential candidates for political

asylum.

Although four two-person

teams of interviewers have been

talking to the refugees since eariy

last week, there has been no further

word on the number of asylum

candidates .

Those who are deemed to be

potential candidates for political

asylum as opposed to economic

refugees will continue to be given

the opportunity for a hearing in the

United States, Immigration and

Naturalization Service spokesman

Duke Austin said.

The question is what to do with

those who are not candidates.

There have been reports officials

are considering building a camp in

a third nation, such as the Domini-

can Republic.

Cheryl Little, lead attorney for

the Haitian Refugee Center, said

that would be unacceptable to

Haitian activists because the

Dominican Republic has not been

friendly to Haitian refugees in the

recent past

VETERANS
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"It's a day that the country likes

to remember individuals who have

given their lives for their countty

or who have given undo sacrifice,"

said Col. Gary Jorgenson. 'This is

a way that the military and a lot of

civilians in the community honor

people who have fallen for their

country."

Most of the day's remembrance

was focused on the prisoners of

war and those missing in action

from the Viemam War.

*The prisoners and the missing

soldiers are still sacrificing for the

cause of the United States," said

cadet Omar Namoos. *The flag-

raising is one of the many things

that we can do to commemorate

them, to at least give recognition to

the sacrifice they made so that we

can be free."

And the information booth on

Bruin Walk was a much-needed

vehicle to create awareness about

the prisoners of war and those

missing in action, said cadet

George Callow.

Displayed behind the booth wias

the symbolic black flag honoring

these soldiers, inscribed with the

words, "You are not forgotten."

More than 2,000 Americans are

missing in Southeast Asia today,

according to the National League

of Families of American Prisoners

and Missing in Southeast Asia.

•There's still a lot of personnel

overseas who are unaccounted

for,"- Callow said. "We'd like to

have the campus aware that we

have the information (about

them)."

Students visiting the booth had a

chance to sign a petition urging the

Vietnamese government to return

American prisoners.

"We are hoping through peace-

ful negotiations to make our peace

and get our people back, whether

it's their remains or whether it's

the prisoners themselves who are

still out there," said cadet Steve

Hoesepian.

But these efforts are not meant

to cause a political debate, he

added.

"We're hoping to make people

realize that it doesn't need to be a

political isjue, whether we were

right or wn)i^ (during the war),"

he said. "It's an issue of getting our

people back."

After signing the petition —
which is sponsored by the league

— UCLA senior David Pcu^unich

agreed that calling for prisoners'

return is an important part of

Veteran's Day.

"Since Viettiam is having eco-

nomic problems, I hope we don't

just pay ransom to get our soldiers

back," he said. "I hope we get them

back the way we should, because

the war is over."
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Bush campaigns in

Cuomo's New Yoifc
By Thomas Ferraro

United Press International

WASHINGTON — President

Bush takes his campaign for re-

election Tuesday to the home stale

of New York Gov. Mario Cuomo,
who looms as his potentially

toughest Democratic challenger to

winning a second term.

Although Cuomo has yet to say

whether he will run, he seems to be
leaning towards doing so and polls

show him heads and shoulders

above the announced Democratic
presidential candidates.

Bush, whose own polls have
slipped due in large part to the

nagging recession, was to address

a $2 million luncheon fund-raiser

at New York City's Hilton Hotel.

The president was expected to

make no mention of the governor
in his remarks and instead again

lambast the Democratic-con-
trolled Congress, White House
officials said.

At a pair of kickoff fund-raisers

Oct 31 and Nov. 1 in his adopted
home slate of Texas, Bush accused
Congress of blocking his domestic

agenda and of refusing to enact

what he termed his "economic-
growth*' package.

Bush has long called for a cut in

the capital gains tax rate, main-
taining it would spur creation of
jobs. Critics, however, charge it

would merely be a tax break for the

rich.

There seems to be growing
uncertainty within the Bush admi-
nistration over what to do to

remedy the economy. Thus far, the

president has resisted calls to press

for a tax cut for the middle class.

A Gallup Poll released OcL 27
found Bush with an approval
rating of 55 percent, down 11

percentage points from two weeks
earlier. The survey also found that

Americans, by a 2-to-l ratio, did

not like his handling of the

economy.

A more recent Gallup poll,

conducted Oct. 31 to Nov. 3, found
that Bush's approval rating had
moved up to 59 percent Numerous
surveys, though, show sinking

public confidence in the economy,
which has become the presidentjs

Achilles' heel.

In a series of recent interviews,

Cuomo has said that he believes he

would make a good president, that

he would make a decision soon on
whether to run and that he consid-

ers Bush highly vulnerable.

*The president will not be able

to deny the obvious evidence all

around us, and that is that this

economy is falling even deeper,"

Cuomo said. *'God helps those who
help themselves. Washington
doesn't help anybody."

The Oct 31-Nov. 3 Gallup

survey found Cuomo with an
approvar rating of 51 percent
which placed him 13 points ahead
of the top announced Democratic
candidate, former California Gov.
Jerry Brown.

Approval ratings for the other

Democratic candidates were: Sen.

Bob Kerrey, D-Neb., 32 percent;

Sen. Tom Harkin, D-Iowa, 30
percent; Virginia Gov. L. E>ouglas

Wilder, 29 percent; Arkansas Gov.
Bill Clinton, 25 percent and
former Massachusetts Sen. Paui=

Tsongas, 24 percent

Bush has yet to formally

announce his candidacy for re-

election, but last month formed a

campaign finance committee so

that he could begin raising money.
Last week, amid rising criticism

that he neglects domestic prob-

lems. Bush suddenly postponed a

10-day Asian trip and said he
would come up with a comprehen-
sive health care proposal before

election day.

While in New York, Bush was
also to meet with Jewish leaders

about the Middle East peace
conference, which may resume
later this month in Washington.

Worid Health Organization
praises Magic Johnson
United Press international

GENEVA— Through his state-

ment that he is infected with the

HIV virus which produces AIDS,
Earvin (Magic) Johnson has made
a major contribution to the World
Health Organization's fight
against the disease, the head of
WHO'S AIDS program said Mon-
day.

**The forthright revelation by
Magic Johnson that he is infected

with HIV drives home a basic truth

about the AIDS pandemic," Dr.

Michael Merson, head of the AIDS
program, told a news conference.

"What Magic is telling sexually

active people is that whatever
their sexual preference, they
simply cannot afford to consider
themselves invulnerable," Merson
said. "You may choose to take the

risk and have unprotected inter-

course with a casual partner, but it

may turn out to be a fatal error."

WHO is predicting that about 40
million people will have con-
tracted AIDS or the HIV virus by
the end of the current decade,
Merson said.

"What we are seeing now is just

the tip of the iceberg and that's

why it's important that someone as

prominent as Magic Johnson has
the courage to stand up and tell it

like it is," Merson said.

He spoke in support of a WHO
analysis, coincidentally released

here just four days after the U.S.

basketball star had admitted he
was HIV-infected, which said

three quarters of the 8 to 10 million

adults currently infected with HIV
have contracted it through heter-

osexual transmission.

Heterosexual intercourse has

become the dominant form of HIV
transmission in much of the deve-

loping world and is rising as a

cause of infection in industrialized

nations, including the U.S., the

WHO study said.

"Magic Johnson's announce-
ment and the responses to it show
that the courage and candor of

those who speak out about their

own HIV infections can inspire

countless people to take the *safer

sex' message to heart" Merson
said.

WHO'S endorsement of John-
son came after an earlier

announcement by the U.N. agency
that It was testing potential anti-

HIV vaccines in four developing

countries, all of which are serious-

ly affected by the AIDS/HIV
pandemic.

The four countries are Brazil,

Rwanda, Thailand and Uganda, all

of which will receive financial and
logistical support from WHO to

strengthen their research into the

pandemic.

WHO estimates that develop-

ment of an anti-HIV vaccine is at

least three to four years away.
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Magic's announcement awakens heterosexuals to AIDS
By Karyl Draper

Student Health Services

Magic Johnson's recent
announcement that he has the

AIDS virus has awakened, with

startling effect, a sleeping com-
munity.

AIDS services throughout the

nation felt the impact of peoples

reactions as phones rang and
individuals raced to testing cen-

ters. AIDS has hit the heterosexual

community.

The "second wave" of HIV, the

human immunodeficiency virus,

has surfaced, although it has been a

part of the heterosexual communi-
ty for a very long time.

In fact according to the World
Health Organization 75 percent of

all persons internationally infected

with HIV received the virus by
means of heterosexual transmis-

sion.

However, HIV and AIDS are

present in the gay community, the

African-American and Latino

communities and any other com-
munity where one might go look-

ing for this virus.

Women and children have lived
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jame sentiments. But unlike Mor-
ales, they said they felt the

academic atmosphere surrounding

the summer program helped them

adjust to this quarter's classes.

**i
*I would have been too over-

whelmed by campus life now if I

hadn't attended the program," said

Maria Isabel Ortiz.

Since most students had a

positive experience, they are

returning to use the tutorial and
counseling services, according to

Academic Advancement Program
leaders.

But students said they are more
watchful of the academic program
since the Freshman Summer Prog-

ram's administrative ordeals.

"I question the dependability of

AAP more now," said freshman

Carios Perez. "At the university

level, people should be competent

enough to do these menial things."

Other students said they hope

university officials will learn from

their mistakes and improve the

summer program for next year's

freshmen.

*«i
*With the (summer) program, I

felt comfortable — like I had a

place at school," said freshman

Thu Lam. "But I felt like AAP
should have put in more time and

energy into the structuring of the

program."

But those students who exper-

ienced problems during the sum-

mer program may still return to the

Academic Advancement Program

and talk with peer counselors who
understand their concerns.

"Peer counselors and tutors

make a tremendous impact in a

freshman's experience," said

counselor David Maldonado.
"Peers can relate to their experi-

ence."

Because the summer program

covered issues affecting people of

color, it made different student

organizations on campus accessi-

ble to them, freshmen said. And
this in turn helped them adjust to

UCLA's political and social envi-

ronments.

"I didn't learn about these things

in high school," said freshman

Robin Garay. "It was much better

than orientation because it really

put you in touch with your com-

munity."

HIV^s 'second wave^ has siH^aced

as public's concern intensifies
silendy with this disease since

1985 and if not for the services

offered to them through a well-

organized gay community, all

might have died alone. Many men
have died in fear and with shame
because of societal attitudes until

they mobilized for their own
empowerment

With no consideration for risk to

HIV exposure or to the possibility

of infection to partners, intraven-

ous drug users were denied needle

exchange programs.

America has AIDS. The com-
munity has AIDS and now people
must respond to it

The first step in understanding

AIDS and HIV is to educate

oneself. Information is readily

available through libraries, Stu-

dent Health Services and Student

Psychological Services, as well as

through numerous AIDS resource

service centers.

Remember, stay calm, HIV is a

difficult virus to get and is only

spread through contact with blood,

vaginal secretions or semen. Prim-

ary high risk behavior includes

both anal and vaginal intercourse

without a condom and the sharing

of needles. There is no documen-
tation of transmission through

casual contact

If people believe they are at risk

for HIV they should get tested.

Testing is accessible throughout

the city. In getting tested, people

should keep in mind how they

might deal with the possibility of
being HIV-infected.

Most people do not have the

support or financial resources like

someone of Magic's caliber. It is

important to have support services

in place. Find out what counseling

services are available and where. If

you have a friend or family

member with whom you can talk

openly, have them accompany you

to the clinic.

You are not alone, hundreds of
thousands of people are living with

HIV and support services are

available in each community.

Lastly, but perhaps most impor-

tantly, people must practice safer

sex. The gay population reduced

the rate of HIV infection by 29

percent from 1988 to 1989 by
instituting safer sex practices in

that community.

It is alarming during this same
period HIV increased by 18 per-

cent in women, resulting in more
than 10,000 reported cases of HIV
in United States women today.

People are sexually active and

as proven by history, abstinence

cannot be the answer for preven-

tion. All of us must learn the

techniques of practicing safer sex

which includes developing a

sU'ong knowledge base of what

safer sex is, how one communi-
cates with a partner and how to

negotiate the use of condoms.

It is important to note that high

risk sexual behavior is not limited

to penetration, thus there is a need
to redefine what sexuality is.

Initially, instituting safe sex tech-

niques can feel uncomfortable and
awkward but must be learned and
utilized.

These issues are frequently most
difficult for women, for young
men in the coming-out process and

anyone dealing with their first

sexual encounters. Again, find

professionals with whom to dis-

cuss this agenda, talk with friends

and counselors, but most impor-

tantly start talking to your partner.

It is vital that everyone recog-

nize we are living with a pandem-
ic, which bridges every gap and

does not discriminate in terms of

race, sex, class or sexual identity.

HIV is a very powerful virus but

AIDS discrimination is even stron-

ger. We all must fight AIDS and
we must do so with a united front

and with our most lethal weapons:

prevention, education and support.

Karyl Draper is a registered nurse

and has worked with the AIDS
community since 1985. She pre-

sently serves on the women's
advisory committee for SEARCH
Alliance and is a founder and
board member of Women At Risk.

She is also a social work intern at

Student Psychological Services

and is available for education

related to HIV and Safe Sex
Practices.
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IMDIAM DlhlMG

West ImA. i Authentic Tandoorl and Curry Dishes

Chicken • Fish • Shrimp • Lamb •Exotic Breads

;hair

All You Can Eat Lunch Buffet only $5.95
Champagne Sundai^ Bruncli (l2-3) onlij $9.95

Full Bar•Food to Go •Catering•Delivery

FREE GARAGE PARKING Aftw^ 6pm Lunch: M-F 11 :30-2:30

Lunch/Dinner Valet Parking Available Dinner: Dally 5:30-1 0.-OO

1 1645 Wilahire Blvd. 2nd Floor (1 bkx* ea« o( Barrington) 207-5522

NAILS
Full Set $20.00

$13.00

MANICURE with HAIRCUT

w/ad
Special Effects

11 44 Westwood Blvd . 208- 1 380

Share a personalized photo card with family and friends this holiday. Made
from any color negative, slide or print. (If print is sent, a copy negative charge
will be added.) Photo Cards returned glossy finish. .no matte finish available.

20 for n099
40 for ^2099

60 for ^3099

100 for ^7^
Orders recrived aftrr 12/13/91 no! xuaranterd for Chri.stmas deli«cr>

Si^nd a PboU) Card This 11oliday
PC*ISII

Photo Mug The ideal gift!

only am each

ste;

* _^.«.

Photo Puzzles

S799
HxlO / each llx 14 A. JL rarh

Ma4c from a color prim Prim
will not br rrlMrnrrf Paprr
intrri iiia> var> Phoio iniafir
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Photo Posters

I6«20 $999

20XJ0 MS"
24.56 »I9''«
Froai 5S<M« arfali^r

I naiounird Pncr «ill

«ar> if «li4r or prtal

{»p loHklOMxr)
i» Min>li«4 ( IbtiO) H 992/l99i
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Acrylic Plates

SQ99
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prrmanrmly »ralrd in a fine
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Mr a<^rylit. iaiafr arra .i-5/4''

diameter OitliwaaJMr aafe.

PCMIk

Photo

Calendars

\t\v(;ift^
Idea!

8x10 Wall

2-»l2''
3..I799
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PLmIvII '

Valu Pak"
Print

Package

-.$999
You get:

I-81IO

l-SxT%
8 Wallet Prints
Nadr iroai )o«r

r .i5«Ma color arjpNitr.

Lisl Vcar lo

Order!

GOW.

8x10 Framed
Magazine Covers

,$1195-.
* _ .>
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Gift Item Orders Received After 12/2/91 Not Guaranteed For Christmas Delivery

Students' Store
B-Level

Ackerman

Health
Sciences
Store

Campus Photo
Studio
Kerckhoff Hall

North
Campus
Shop

Lu Valle

Commons
Students Store

CHILD CARE
From page 3

visits day-care centers — attempts

10 ensure that centers provide
quality care by enforcing safety

and professional requirements for

state-licensed centers. But.
according to Howes, the budget
crisis has resulted in cuts in the

department's funding for day care

regulation.

The department has a very
reduced staff because of budget
cuts. Howes said. **It is now unable
to do the kinds and numbers of
visits they would like to do."

Child care is significant to the

development of children, she said.

When parents go off to work,
leaving helpless children at child

care centers, day-care officials

must assume complete responsi-

bility for the children's care.

Lately, there has been much
discussion in the state capital about
the easing of restrictions on day-
care licensing requirements, she
said.

Currently, there are two diffe-

rent levels of state requirements
available for licensing day cares—
one more stringent than the other.

Now, some government officials

have proposed to eliminate the
more stringent requirement —
which is used by state-subsidized

centers like UCLA — in favor of
the cheaper, lower-quality require-

ment, she said.

The decline in the quality of
child care has serious repercus-
sions for the safety and well-being
of the children in day care centers

around the state. Howes explained.

"You have to worry more about
the health and safety of younger
children. Infants and toddlers can't

walk on their own," she said.

"In case of a fire, you have to

keep in mind how many children a
teacher can carry to safety. Can
you imagine a teacher carrying
nine children away from the fire?"

Aside from the safety aspects of
child care, Howes also points out
the negative effects that the dechne
may have on the quality of
individual care.

One of the current requirements
under the more stringent law is a

student-to-teacher ratio ranging
from 3 to 1 to 8 to 1, depending on
the child's age. The elimination of
this requirement would increase

the number of students each
teacher could have, thus limiting

the ability of the teacher to provide
individual auention.

"When there are too many
children in a classroom, the adult
care-giver becomes hke a factory

worker, changing diapers, feeding
the children, putting them to bed."
Howes said. *There is too liale

time and energy left to provide for

anything beyond the immediate
physical needs of the children."

The need for emotional atten-

tion to the children also corres-

ponds with the need to have
satisfied, sane teachers.

"If you were closed up in a room
with three babies, how well could
you take care of them?" asked Gay
Macdonald. who is director of
UCLA's Child Care Services. "If

three are loo many, imagine nine."

Macdonald also pointed out that

the elimination of these more
stringent standards in licensing
day care centers would have
disastrous effects on the quality of
child care.

"Nobody is suggesting that we
stop regulating dog kennels or
animal regulation in general. But
they're suggesting we stop regu-
lating child care centers."

"Child care doesn't make
money but it makes people. If we
fail to make people out of little

children, it ends up costing us a lot

later," Macdonald said. "We pay
for the things we don't do well in

the beginning."
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CONFERENCE
From page 1

director of the HIV clinic at Kaiser
Permanente Hospital in West Los
Angeles.

What doctors do know is that

HIV enters specialized white
blood cells that help compose the

body's defense system.

HIV produces a copy of itself

there and then programs the cell to

reproduce the virus until eventual-
ly the cell "explodes" with baby
AIDS viruses, Katz said.

But despite the fact that this

virus may soon take over their

bodies. Saturday's speakers
retained their optimism.

"I hope to be here when they
find a cure." Goodlow said, adding
that she has twin boys who tested

negative for the virus.

And people can no longer ignore
the importance of dealing with the
deadly disease. "America has been
slapped in the face with AIDS."
Copeland said. "I hope the sting

lasts a long time;"

CALLS
From page 1

information desk reported an
increase in AIDS-related calls

from a normal of two calls per hour
to 17 per hour.

"Students expressed concern for

the HIV-virus," Malotte said.

"And they asked about transmis-

sion, how you might be exposed.
The virus is contracted primari-

ly through unprotected sexual
intercourse and sharing contami-
nated needles for intravenous drug
use. student health employees told

callers.

Employees also answered indi-

vidual worries and dispelled
myths. For example, one caller

was reassured that hugging did not
transmit the AIDS virus.

Students who wanted AIDS
testing were referred to the UCLA
family clinic, where testing is done
anonymously. A donation of $5 is

requested but not required.

People should be tested regu-
larly, because it may take up to six

months for antibodies to develop,

Malotte said.

The clinic's HIV-testing prog-

ram has been in place for four

years and since Magic Johnson's
announcement it has been busier

than ever. Normally, the clinic has

about one week's worth of
appointments scheduled at any
given time. Since Thursday, how-
ever, the clinic has filled its

appointment schedule through
mid-December.

'There's^ nothing like this to

make people realize that every-

body can be affected by the virus,"

Rochester said.

Officials from Student Psycho-
logical Services also is receiving

inquiries about the deadly disease.

"People we have been seeing

have been talking more about
(AIDS) and more people have
expressed interest in being tested."

said Hall Pruittc. UCLA psycholo-

gist

Student Peer Health counselors

on campus had not yet compiled
any statistics about call patterns

and had no definite information

about any increase in AIDS-
related calls.

It Works Wonders.

^American Heart Association

hcl\jviki)1calci:ntk
paktnkkship for cart
healthwise lectijrk

Sunday, November 17, 1991

"Prevention is the Heart of the Matter"

Presented by

Jan Tillisch, M.D.
Director, Cardiac Unit

Lecture from 3:00 to 4:00 p.m.

Free Cholesterol and Blood Pressure Screenings

2:00 to 3:00 p.m., 4:00 to 5:00 p.m.

UCLA Rolfe Hafl Auditorium

Complimentary parking available in Lot 5

Reservations required

For reservations or further information

CaU (310) 206-3207

CUSTOM
BUILT PIZZA.
& FREE AND FAST DELIVERY

If you prefer thin crust, you'll love Shakeys. Our dough
is made fresh daily and that's why our crispy crust

tastes so good. Then, of course, Shakey's

offers you any number of
delicious toppings, including

fresh green peppers, tomatoes,

mushrooms, and more,
to let you design your
own pizza.

Medium Pizza, five pieces of chicken
and mojo potatoes Only $ 1 0.95
Large Pizza with two toppings

Only $8.99
Shakey's

PfZZA

1114 Gayley
Fax: 208-7470
SurvThurs 1 l-lam; RI &Sat 1 l-2am
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WHEN:

WHERE:

WHAT:

^°^e on

Sunday, November 24 11:00 am-4:00 pm

Ackerman Union Loading Dock* (Drive or walk in

from the bus turnaround at Westwood Plaza).

Newspapers

Without string, wire, rubber bands or sacks, and

no glossy magazines, please.

Aluminum Cans

Without side seams (most soft drinks),but please,

no tin cans, glass or plastic bottles.

A S U C L A

For more information about the ASUCLA Recycling

Program call 206-7589.

Special Recycling Siteavailable foronedayonly.
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Vjewpoint
Viewpoint

students can get
lost in the maze of
paperwork at UCLA
By Samira Sadeghi

I walked out of my political science counselor's office
yesterday and started crying, crying out of the frustration I felt

at being unable to overcome the obstacles facing students as they
try to get a decent college education at UCLA. The bureaucracy,
the limited classes, the lack of counselors, the alienation one
feels as just one ant among 35,000 other ants.

The political science counselor had been just one of many
stops I made that day trying in vain to get some help in figur-
ing out how I can graduate at the end of the year. I was recen-
tly told that UCLA ranked number one in student dissatisfaction
in a poll by a major magazine. Now I understand why.
Those of you reading this articte who are poUtical science

majors will sympathize with how mind-boggling it is trying to
navigate the convoluted maze of political science requirements.
And believe me, reading the catalog does not help. You need
someone knowledgeable about that labyrinth of a major to
patiently sit down and explain it to you. But with only two
political science counselors for the entire undergraduate major,
even that may be asking too much.

1 suppose my case is more complicated than most in that 1

-studied abroad last year. But I have returned to find that there
are no records for my year abroad. None. It seems they are lost
somewhere in the black hole of UC bureaucracy. And now, not
a soul on campus is willing or able to advise me as to what
credit I have received, what classes I need to take to complete
the major, or whether or not I can even graduate in June
because without records on the computer, it's as if I simply
didn't go to school for a year. As far as they know. I just don't
exist.

Without records on the computer, it's as if I

simply didn't go to school for a year. As far as they

know, I just don't exist.

1 didn't write this to discourage anyone from going abroad. In
fact, I feel it was the only truly great experience that UCLA has
offered me in my entire college career. I wrote this to express
my frusu-ation at a system that has grown so large and unwieldy
that it actually places obstacles in the paths of those attempting
to enlighten themselves with a college education; students who
take classes that interest them rather than only those they ne^
to graduate or that don't clash; students who attempt to forge
new pathways for themselves by creating a different angle on an
existing field, such as a friend of mine who tried to double
major in Fine Arts and History but was turned down flat by
Murphy Hall; and yes, students who go abroad to experience
other cultures. These students are the ones that will encounter
resistance in every comer of UCLA's bureaucratic machine. And
all because they try to do it a little differently than the other
35,000.

Perhaps we should listen to Ezra Pound, who said of his

pursuit of education, "I fought every university regulation and
every professor who tried to make me learn anything except this,

or who bothered me with ^requirement for degrees.'" Granted the
system is overcrowded and bureaucratic, but if UCLA teaches us
anything it is perseverance in the face of adversity.

Sadeghi is a senior majoring in political science.

Guy walks into a bar...
The Dafly Bruin is looking for a few misdirected

people wiio have lost enough brain cells
at 1/K^j/to contnlbutB to our brand new humor
insert, As Yet Untitled. That's not the name. There

is no name. Yet. If you think yourself w^^ed enough to

join us, applications and information will be avail-

able at TIb Bruin office <^onJcuf, cJMo^. ;S. That is all.
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Gender bender
Editor:

I am writing in response to

Tatsuya Ishida*s so-called car-

toon. (Daily Bruin. "Sinfest,"

Nov. 5) First of all. if you
want to use my words, use
them verbatim, don't use them
and then add in fictitious

bullshit of your own! Second
of all. I am a woman, not a
man. Difficult as it may seem,
try and get your facts straight.

Third. I don*t appreciate being
depicted as a nazi with a
swastika on my shirt, just

because you and I don*t agree
on a subject

The title of your cartoon

was called "Willie and his

totally screwed up views.** Just

because our opinions are diffe-

rent, my views are "totally

screwed up**? That's strange. I

thought I was at UCLA. And
what about the end of the

cartoon? Tve never received a
ticket while driving my car in

California as long as Tve been
here. So where does that come
from? And as far as your little

comment on Rodney King "just

speeding," I didn*t know they
called in that many officers for

people who are "just speed-
ing.*' You obviously missed the

point of my article and you*ll

obviously have a lot to learn.

Willie MuAoz
Junior

Kinesiology

Editor's note
the error.

— The Bruin regrets

In the open
Editor:

Many thanks to Mike Casil-

las. 1988 Homecoming King,
for his praise of my presence
on the 1991 Homecoming
Court while being openly gay
(Daily Bruin, "Cringing.** Nov.
7).

1 must say, however, that

Mike and people like him are
the real heroes. He*s taken

courageous steps not only tow-
ard being open and honest
with himself, but toward being
open and honest with the

world.

The only reason I do what 1

do for the gay and non-gay
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Letters

communities is so people like

Mike can take advantage of
the trail Tve created.

As evidenced by the openly
homophobic people at the Rose
Bowl who made derogatory

comments when I was intro-

duced, there is a long way to

go before people can just be
accepted for who they are. But
at least my presence on the

court gave those few people an
opportunity to be openly homo-
phobic.

doesn't b witness have an
obligation to do something?
The fact that Saffer did

nothing is reprehensible and it

makes me wonder if the event
happened as he says, or at all.

I know that fraternities haze.

If I saw someone "rushing at

a few houses with a loaded
machine gun" I would, at least,

call 911. Maybe that's it —
maybe he couldn't remember
the number. Danny boy, it's

911. Wouldn't you call if yoii_

Adam Ross
Senior

Sociology

Hazing
Editor:

Dan Saffer' s commentary
decrying fraternity hazing

(Daily Bruin, "Humiliation and
abuse in the name of brother-

hood," Nov. 6) was incisive. I

wonder, however, if the inci-

dent he quoted "courtesy" of
his neighbors transpired, or if

it did occur, how much he has
embellished upon the truth.

As a freshman, I pledged a

house. I decided not to return

to that house mere days before

initiation. I know what a

fraternity is like on the inside,

from a pledge's perspective.

Saffer says that handcuffs

were used to subdue the

pledges. Handcuffs were expli-

citly forbidden by the IFC
president while I was a pledge.

Saffer writes that a brother

threatened to "bash" a pledge's
"fucking head in." During my
entire pledge quarter, and the

neophyte summer that followed,

no brother threatened to bash
in any pledge's head. There
were good-natured wrestling

matches: guy stuff. Threats of
outright assault seem a bit

outlandish. The abuse of alco-

hol ... well, it occurs.

I am not naive. I know that

brothers break IFC regulations.

But if Saffer's accusation is

^ entirely true, if he has not
made up any of it, then why
didn't he call the police?

Contributing to the delin-

quency of a minor is a misde-
meanor. Hazing, a felony.

Kidnapping, a felony. If they

were "kicking and screaming,

fighting tooth and nail," (by
the way Saffer, nice cliches)

All submlHed material muet bear the author's
name, addreea, telephone number, regiel ration
number or affiliation wHh UCLA. Namee will not
be withheld except in extreme cases. The Bruin
will publleh anonymous letters on a caae-by-
caae baals if the letter is deemed to be of a
sensitive nature, but the above information is

required for purposes of verification. If a letter
is printed anonymously, all biographical
Information wiH be kept confidential.

say those same guys dragging
a handcuffed girl into an
apartment "kicking and
screaming, fighting tooth and
nail." Would you do nothing,

except maybe write an article

about it, letting her be raped?

Andrew l-larding

Junior
Englisli

Piogkress?

Editor:

In response to Mike Casillas'

letter addressing anti-homosexu-
al remarks (Daily Bruin,

"Cringing." Nov. 7), it makes
me wonder why he wrote his

letter. It is obvious to me that

he does want to "generalize
this ludicrous behavior to all

members of a certain group."
Olherwi.se, he would not have
even bothered to write his

letter.

I have no doubt Casillas

believes greeks on a whole are
unchanging homophobic elitists.

There are plenty of Greeks
and non-Greeks who do not

approve of homosexuality and
make their opinions known.
Likewise, many gays are
offended by heterosexuality,

from which I have heard many
anti-heterosexual comments that

have made me "cringe."

There will always be those
that are insensitive and unwill-

ing to change. The fact that

these insulters are Greek is

totally irrelevant. Identify the

real problem and blame socie-

ty, not Greeks.

Please do not generalize.

Greeks are making progress.

You just put us back again.
Thanks, Mike.

Geoffrey Wolfe
Senior

Economics/business

When multlpte authors submit materiiri. some
nanws may be kept on file rather than published
with the material. The Bruin reserves the right to
adit submitted material and to deternr^ne its

placement In.the paper. All submissions beoonne
the properly of The Bruin. The Communications
Board has a rnedia grievance procedure for
resolving complaints against any of Its publications.
For a copy of the complete procedure, oonlaci t.ie

PiA)lications office at 112 Kerchhoff Hall.
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To PC or not to PC, that is the question . . .

W hat's in a name?
A rose by any
other name would

smell as sweet . .
." Ah, life

was so simple for Romeo. But
then again, he didn't have to

live with PC.

Yes. our friend Political Cor-
rectness, or "PC" for those

who are; PC. the only political

correct term that is shorter

than its former form . . . PC, a

new social device to instill

fear in rigid white oppressors

everywhere.

I know I'm mocking but I

think that's healthy because
most people lake PC terms too

seriously, or not at all. Case in

point: a male friend of mine
who insisted I should refuse to

let anyone call me a chairman
— that I should make it clear

that I am a chairperson. Case
in point: people who talk about
"Hispanics" and "Orientals,"

then wonder why no one wants
to hear their opinions on race

relations.

The "correct" naming of a

thing is only a part of PC, but

it is an imix)rtant part because
it signifies self empowerment
and the symbolic alteration of
systems of domination held in

place partly by the use of

language (can you tell I'm a

:soc major?)^

Susan
Rinderle

That is to say, by naming
themselves, groups forge their

own identities, which are not
defined in relation to, or by,

Europeans or whites. Blacks
are only black in comparison
to whites, and the color has

historical implications of evil

and dirtiness in English culture,

according to Winthrop Jordan.

Similarly, many Latinos and
Chicanos stress that they are

not "Hispanic," choosing
instead to emphasize their

non-European origins and
blood. African Americans find

a new sense of identity and
cultural pride in their African

roots.

Some groups try to correct

for European blunders. Native

Americans rightly assert that

they are not Indians and it

wasn't their fault that Colom-
bus didn't know where he was.
At the sfflfte lime Native^

Americans, Latinos and Chica-
nos have found solidarity

together because "America" is

really not another name for the

United Slates, but an entire

continent in which all three

groups have a common herit-

age.

On the other hand, some
minorities (oh, I meant "emer-
gent majorities") resent being

referred to with PC terms.

Madonna Fernandez, in her

November 5 letter to the

Viewpoint writes "I'm not a

. . . Latino . . I'm not a

minority." A friend of mine
insists that she's black; that the

people who do her hair are the

real African Americans who
were bom in Africa and dis-

like the fact that American
blacks, whose ancestors have
been in the Unites States

longer than many whites, try

to claim that they're African.

At this point, most of us

folks of the lightest shade of
brown are thoroughly confused.

What the hell! If you don't

want to homogenize your
blood, why use homogenizing
terms like Latino and African
American — why not be fully

PC and use Honduran Ameri-
can or Ethiopian American,
etc.? How come African

Americans call each other

"nigga?" What do we call

people without ticking someone
off? And I'm not white, I'm
pink — I'm not any Anglo
Saxon, and my ancestors

weren't from the Caucasus
Mountains; I'm a Scottish-Ger-

tnan-English-Dutch-Frcnch ^==
American, dammit!

Again, I appear to be bag-
ging, but these are legit con-
cerns of the increasing

bewildered young "European
American" generation. I've

noticed that a lot of us are

keeping our mouths shut lately

out of fear of ridicule. I don't

agree with those who feel that

PC violates the First Amend-
ment, but I do think that

extreme PC is making certain

topics very one-sided or even
taboo.

The wronged are not neces-
sarily right, and do not have a

monopolyron what is "correct,"

but they do deserve the respect

they demand. Stanley Fish,

chairman of the Duke English
department says, "When voices

that have been for a long time
silenced . . . finally get a

chance to speak, they some-
times speak in ways that go
against the end of the spectrum
that oppressed them." (Septem-
ber 1991 issue of U.)
The important key to PC

naming is that the issue is not

the name itself, but its use.

Anglos may not agree with the

technicalities of new terms, but
their use of them will commu-
nicate to people of color that

they recognize and respect the

identities that groups have
asserted for themselves. Even
if a particular person of color

prefers not to use such terms,

at least he or she sees that the

Anglo is interested, and trying.

Finally, we need to realize

that, for better or for worse,
our color gives special social

meaning to our words. African

Americans may call each other

"nigga" because their adoption
of a pejorative term has

minimized its power to hurt

them, but at the same time, we
Anglos must be perceptive

enough to see that if one of

us calls an African American a

"nigga," the word takes on a
different tone.

On the other side of the

issue, extreme PC only frag-

ments and alienates people. It

does nothing to educate, it

only cheaply wallows in peo-
ple's ignorance and rubs their

noses in their forefathers'

metaphorical excrement. I see
no purpose -in changing the

word "women" to "womyn" in

my essays, or in vehemently
protesting my being called a
"chairman." I do see a purpose
in using PC terms consistently,

along with a willingness to

explain their significance and
importance.

I also see a need for going
beyond mere terminology into

the lasting realm of concrete
change. PC is criticized for

glossing over real problems
with a new glossary. Some
"seem to assume that if only
they can find the right, that is,

the most optimistic, name for

what is going on, then they
will inevitably get the right,

that is, the most optimistic,

outcome." (David Rieff, Los
Angeles Times Magazine, Sept.

15, 1991.)

We need mutual respect. We
need to realize that, whatever
the prefix we choose, we're all

American {North American),
and that, like it or not, we
need to find some common
ground on which to improve
our nation.

Rinderle is a senior majoring

in sociology.
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Arts
Playwright tells It as it is
Therapeutic play

assures jailed youth

they're not alone

Stage

By Kristen Linden
Daily Bruin Staff

While many people sec theater as a form
of escapist entertainment, James While is

more interested in its therapeutic value.
This playwright/director spends his days

as a correctional officer working with
incarcerated youths. He wrote "Like It Is,"

which is being performed tonight in
Schoenberg Hall, four years ago in hopes of
showing his charges that they are not alone.

"'Like It Is* deals with skeletons in

people's closets. Often in making decisions
and choices in their lives, people frequently
forget how some of the traumatic experi-
ences in their past influence their decisions
and affect how they live,** explained White.

"In working in corrections for the last 13
years, 1 have found that all of the kids who
have committed some son of serious crime
have had at least one traumatic experience.

"In listening to their stories I decided I'd
wntc somcthirg that would get them lo

understand and realize that though they
experienced these things anc* ... feel alone,
they're not. Seeing this play people begin to
realize and, in some cases, remember some
of their past experiences that they've tried to
bury or forget And they come back up to be
dealt with."

Set in a co-ed institution, the play focuses
on the inmates playing cards and talking
about life experiences which contributed to
them committing their crimes.

"People like the play. Usually there are
five, maybe six, people who leave crying
before it*s over because it gels kind of
intense. I had to put a sermon in at the end
because some of the staff thought it ended
on a heavy note ... (In the sermon) the
minister tells people who have experienced
these kinds of things that though they might
feel down and all alone and Uke they are
nobody, they are somebody and must act
like somebody, stand tall, walk strong, tliat

type of stuff — you*re not alone.*'

The play began at only twenty minutes or
so in length but with input from his charges,
ranging in age from their late teens to eariy
20s, it soon grew to over two hours and had
10 be trimmed.

"Guys would come up and say, *'Why
don*t you write on this?* and girls would
say, 'Why don't you write on that?* There
are patterns. Certain people commit certain
crimes and if you look in their background
you see that they're victims of things that
follow along with what they did," explained

"Tike It Is* deals with

skeletons in people's closets.

Often in making decisions

and choices in their lives,

people frequently forget how
some of the traumatic

experieiKCS in their past:

influence their decisions and
affect how they live."

James White
Playwright

While.

While he created the play mainly for

therapeutic value. White also wanted to put
on performances. In the beginning, howev-
er, his stars kept getting paroled so he was
always working on trying to get it together.

Finally he opted for youths with longer
sentences to be in the cast
A community cast was also created to put

on various performances such as the Martin
Luther King Day celebration. The show
tonight will be a combination ofcommunity
cast members and the original cast.

White believes he has succeeded in his

goal. "It has caused a lot of kids to reopen
some old wounds and deal with their

liierapisis and psychiatrists about some
crucial things to help them in their
recovery."

Ultimately, however, the message is an
uplifting one for audience members and
inmates alike — we are somebody and we
aren't alone.

Got «me for a quickie?: Actors rehearse a or,e.act play to be performed tor,ight through Thursday as part of the theater cief>anrr^r.^^!n^T^rea.

One^act plays hit home

STAGE: "Uke It Is." Written and directed by
James White Performance tonight from 7:30 to
9:30 p.m. at the Jan Popper Theater in Schoen-
berg Hall. Admission is free. Sponsored by Sigma
Gamma Rho Sorority.

By Kristen Linden
Daily Brufn Staff

Tonight's one-act productions prove
that diverse theater fare can be found as
close as your own backyard.

Relationships highlight these student
projects, created as part of the UCLA
theater department's Advanced
Directing class, taught by professional
director Bill Reichblum.

Written by MFA playvmght Steven
DeKnight, *The Revenge of Lin Woo"
is a black comedy about a young man
who comes home to confront his father

about his possible adoption.

*The darkness of the piece intrigued

me." described director Dan Saffer.

*Thematically it's about cultural iden-

tity — who or what defines what you

Plays confront identity,

fidelity, love, intelligence
are. I felt it was very appropriate to
college-age students.**

*The Light Fantastic,** written by
Neal Racioppo and directed by Rob
Duval, follows a married woman who
falls in love with another man and must
choose between the two.

"It*s a very modem issue. It is aimed
at everyone because it happens often—
the choice between divorce or living
with guilt,** said Duval.

But he cautions the play is not a
downer. "Ii*s about love and its warmth

and strength. The light refers lo the
light you see when you fall in love.*'

Written by Matthew Sutherland,
"Game Time** concludes the bill with a
story about two super-intellectual men
who get together weekly to play mind
games. "Chess is so far below them that
they move up the stakes and put their
lives on the line,** detailed director Kris
Olson.

J

"As a director you want to be a
storyteller and I chose this play because
it had the best story. Other plays had

more symbols and metaphors, but I

wanted to hook into emotions, not the
intellect,*' the fifth-year theater major
said.

While Reichblum and other faculty
members are there to give advice, the
one-acts are entirely student-run pro-
ductions — from the acting and
directing through costume and set
design to lighting and sound.

"Reichblum lectures about famous
directors* approaches and makes sug-
gestions about our specific plays,**

described Duval. "He guides us on the
golden path," said Olson.
The professor's advice is particular-

ly valuable because of his cinematic
experience. "It*s great to work with

See ONE-ACTS, page 16

Clarke rethinks focus of house music for Erasure's new album 'Chorus'

Andy Bell, left, fend Vince Clarke of Erasure have taken a new direction in house
music for their ndw LP Xhorus."

By Rob Winfleld

Dally Bruin Staff

"Acid house music and all that,*' says Erasure*s Vince Clarke,
"(is) where technology-based music has gone today. And it*s

become a bit boring.*'

The evolution of synthesized melody — i.e. the use of
keyboards, sequencers, emulators, samplers, drum machines, etc.— has endured a consistent, if not increasing, level of criticism
throughout its many, many years of use and development.
Smce its inception in the late '60s, when German composer

Edgar Froese began the experimental outfit Tangerine Dream,
microchip music has undergone a seemingly endless amount of
transformation.

Spanning from psychedelia to pop to industrial to New Age to
dance and house, this computer-generated genre has carved a
sizeable niche in the mass community of songwriters and
performers.

Equally so, it has experienced its fair share of pros and cons,
ranging from its uniqueness and convenience to its lack of soul
and humanity.

Although he may not be one of the originators of the

technology scene, Clarke is certainly one of the notable pioneers
having helped create the first Depeche Mode album a decade ago!
Two years later, he collaborated with singer Alison Moyet in Yaz,
and then joined vocalist and lyricist Andy Bell in '85 to form Era-
sure, his current mainstay.

Six years later— with the release of "Chorus," Erasur e's fifth
LP for Wamer/Sire/Rcprise Records — Clarke, as primary
composer, is still Creating fresh and inviting material with his
many machines. Considering this, his opinion on the use of
technology should be taken for more than a grain of salt.

"With acid house, which is the current thing." says Clarke,
"these people who arc making it aren't writing songs anymore.
They only write tracks, (lance tracks. And they're using the same
samples and melody lines all the time— which is fine, I suppose."

"But," he adds, "it's not the type of music you Usten to— not
the type of music I listen lo— on headphones. And I think the big-
gest complaint is that this form of electronic music doesn't ha/e
any soul, any feeling. And it seems that what people have done is

just sampled quarters of house albums and made them into
records. They've pieced this material together and called them
songs. And I don't think that leaves much to the imagination."

Curiously, according to Clarke, this blatant technological basis
that's present in the current dance and house music is also a part of

the latest Erasure outing.

However, to compensate for the accused lack of humanity
involved in the music, the composer tells that to offset such
opinions, he has derived his samples of sounds from less obvious
sources, ones which haven't been used previously or are only
available through outdated technology. This way. the music can
assume a sense of originality and differentiation from the rest of
the massive flock.

*This album is really electronic," Clarke explains, "more
electronic than anytJiing we've ever done before. But I think
electronic music is very emotional. So what I've tried to do to
capture that emotion is use sounds that people aren't using at the
moment. And I think I've succeeded. Because most people I talk
to, who are in synthesized bands, don't know what the sources are
when I mention it to them. So that seems like a good sign."
Given this, it's not surprising to hear the songwriter admit that

he doesn't really listen to a great deal of the present technology-
based music. If he mentions anything at all, it will relate to the
KraftWcrk of ten years previous, when keyboards were given a
boost as being a primary instrumental tool, rather than just a
decorative ornament.

See ERASURE, page 18
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View the seedier side of Ljos Angeles
Director captures

reality of living

in two movies

By Greg Srisavasdl

A man stands looking out into

the sky and at the trees around him,

unaware of the stranger walking

beside him. Suddenly, the stranger

pulls out a knife and asks for the

man*s money. Having no money
whatsoever, the man is stabbed

repeatedly, falling into the water in

a pool of blood. Other than that,

it*s just another day in a Los

Angeles Park.

It*s quite disheartening that

most movies give a iDmaniicized

view of Los Angeles, ignoring the

seedier sides of the city. Writer/

director Bruce Schwartz accurate-

ly captures such a side in his two

poignant films, "In MacArthur

Park" (1977) and "Outside the

Lucky" (1990). Although con-

structed with a very small budget,

both pictures effectively bring out

the alienation and suffering inhe-

rent in a largely detached city.

"In MacArthur Park" tells uic

story of a young Mojave Indian

named Triam Lee (Adam Silver)

who ventures into L.A. to find a

:job to support his family (who live

in an Arizona reservation). Unable

to find work, Lee attempts to rob a

man at a nearby park. When the

man has no money in his wallet,

Lee kills him out of frustration.

What ensues is the emotional

deterioration of Lee as he fails to

rid him^lf of the guilt he feels

after the crime.'

No one seems to care about Lee

except his family. He is a man lost

in a society that is cruel and

unforgiving, crushing the dreams

of the dispossessed and the down-

trodden. Schwartz attempts to

show the factors that lead him to

kill an innocent man, leading the

viewer to feel more compassion

rather than hatred towards Lee.

Silver delivers a flawless per-

formance as the displaced and

depressed Navajo. Schwartz could

not have cast a better actor than

Silver to play the role. Silver's

lines come out so naturally that one

wonders if Silver is really acting at

all.

Schwartz has really come up

with a cinematic treasure, dealing

with unpleasant subjects (poverty,

Schwartz has really

come up with a

cinematic treasure,

dealing with unpleasant

subjects (poverty,

discrimination of
minorities) that most

films tend to avoid. By

filming the picture in

black and white,

Schwartz adds a

somber, realistic tone to

the film.

discrimination of minorities) that

most films tend to avoid. By
filming the picture in black and

white, Schwartz adds a somber,

realistic lone to the film, giving it

the right sense of atmosphere. The

movie's music, composed by

Rocky Davis, highly complements

the film, allowing the viewer to be

drawn into Lee's plight

Accompanying "In MacArthur

Park" is a twenty minute film,

"Outside The Lucky." The picture

chronicles the life of a homeless

veteran named C.P. (Max Trum-

power) who panhandles outside a

grocery store. His "business" is

threatened when a World Hunger

representative named Martin

(Richard Penn) starts soliciting

donations at the same store. At

first, Martin looks down upon

rrsTHE

END OFTHE

WORLD AS
WE KNOWn

Through research and devel-

opment of technology, South-

em California (Jas Company is
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CAUFORNIA
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Accounting

Engineering (Tech. & Sales)

Computer Science

COMPANY
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C.P.. even attempting to have C.P.

removed from the store. Eventual-

ly Martin grows to understands

C.P.*s problems and realizes what

it really means to help a fellow

human being.

While not as well developed as

"In MacArthur Park," "Outside

The Lucky" still brings home a

humanitarian message that makes

one seriously think about the

homeless. Trumpower plays CP.
convincingly, fully fleshing out his

character in a relatively short

period of time.

By showing aspects of society

many movies ignore, Schwartz

should rightfully be commended.
With such controversial subject

material, Schwartz could have

made his films preachy and overly

sentimental. Instead, he has made
two works that are definitely worth

seeing. His characters are at the

lower rung of class hierarchy,

struggling to survive until the next

day. Their realistic problems are a

part of life that more commercial

movies don't have the guts to

cover. Maybe these high-priced

mainstream directors should start

watching more of Schwartz's

movies. ***i4

RLM: In MacArthur Park." Written,

produced and directed by Bruce R.

Sdhwartz. Grant assistance from the

American Film Institute. Starring Adam
Silvef. James Espiooza. Marcy Eudal
and Anna Shorter. (Mature audiences;
sexual situations and violence; 76
minutes). "Outside The Lucky." Written

and directed by Bruce R. Schwartz.
Produced by Joe Davis. Starring Max
Trumpower and Richard Penn. (Suited

for all audiences) Running through the

Nov. 14 at the API USA Independent
Showcase at Laemmle's Grande
Theaters (located Downtown L.A.).

ONE-ACTS
From page 14
him because he is a professional

director and it*s almost like work-

ing on a professional level with a

mentor/* added Saffer.

In addition to the professor's

input, the student directors work

with the playwrights themselves.

Interestingly, however, not all

of the students in the class aspire to

become directors. "I took'^the class

to help my acting by seeing

everything from the odier side. It

has made me more confident as an

actor," Olson said. Similarly,

Saffer*s emphasis is in playwriting

but he believes that directing is

important to know. **It*s very

While faculty members

are there to give advice,

the one-acts are

entirely student-mn

productions— from the

acting and directing

through costume and

set design.

interesting and challenging.**

Three more one-acts will be

presented tenth week: "Cen-

tipedes*' directed by Emma Hax-

ton, "Killing Heart," directed by

Neal Racioppo and "Just Like

Life** directed by Scott BuUer.

STAGE: One Acts: The Revenge of

Lin Woo," "The Light Fantastic" and
"Game Time." Penormances tonight

through Thursday at 7:30 p.m. with a
Friday matiriee at 3:15 p.m. in Macgo-
wan Hall 1330. Tickets are free, but oe
sure to sl^n in half an hour before
showtinr)e in the Maogowan lobby.
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Rome

ALWAYS
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Stage

Onstage c
British actress

Eileen Atkins
stars in play by
Virgina Woolf
By Rachel Bartz

it

.

A Room of One*s Own" is a
play that has men squirming in

their seats and craving intermis-

sion to have a smoke. This one-
woman show starring veteran
British actress, Eileen Atkins, may
make men uncomfortable with its

feminist overtones, but it is a
discomfort which leads to aware-
ness. Now showing at the West-
wood Playhouse, **A Room of
One*s Own" is the latest in a long
line of stage performances by
Atkins.

At the tender age of 10 Eileen
Atkins gave her first stage perfor-

mance, as Amy in a grammar-
school production of "Little
Women." After the play. Atkins
ran to her teacher, beaming, "I like

doing that more than anything Tve
ever done!"

*t)h dear," the teacher frowned
to a bystander, "I hope that doesn't
mean she wants to be an actress."

Luckily, Atkins, now 57,
—ignored her teacher's comment-

she has gone on to be one of
Britain's most distinguished
actors, gracing both stage and
screen as well as writing and acting
for television.

Virginia Woolf's "A Room of
One's Own" is a dramatized
presentation of a set of lectures
Woolf gave to the female scholars
of Cambridge, circa 1928. In the
play Atkins brings Woolf alive,

and transforms the audience into

those historic students. Her per-
sonal anecdotes and advice to the

"young ladies" are filled with
humor and profound social mes-
sages.

Atkins was initially reluctant to

star in the one-person play, which
she describes as the "loneliest

thing in the world." While still

debating to do the play she agreed
to do a reading of it, described by
her husband as one of the "best
things he'd ever seen done"

—

quite a compliment considering
the breadth and quality of Atkins'
work.

While her performance has
merited great critical acclaim, she
still feels one-person shows are
"frightening" and vows she'll

"never do another."

"A Room of One's Own"
explores the sensitive issue of
power relationships between the

sexes. It is playfully dida(!lic, but
even so, men may feel defensive as
the '^patriarchal system" of our
society is the main subject of
discussion.

On the whole, Atkins says, most
men in the audience enjoy the

show and arc quite supportive.

Every once in a while, however,
she says she'll look out in the

audiences and see faces of real

anger on men — usually accom-
panied by very nervous-looking
women!
One time, Atkins remembers an

elderly, conservative-looking man
attended the play. Though he had
been sitting in the middle of the

theater, at intermission he moved
to the front row. His looks of
skepticism had turned to mirth by
the play's end. and at curtain-call

he was the first on his feet,

applauding. The man turned out to

be England's own Rex Harrison, at

81 years of age. Notorious for his

chauvinism, Harrison wrote Atk-
ins a letter stating how her perfor-

Eileen Atkins stars in ''A Room
of One's Own."

mance had "really made me think
how badly I've behaved toward
women."

Atkins treasures the letter to this

day -- and considers it one of her
greatest compliments.
"A Room of One's Own" asks

both sexes to take a look at their

prescribed roles in society and to
challenge those roles. Atkins
remembers challenging those
ideas even from her early child-

hood.

"I had a doll house but I never
opened the doors or windows," she
recalls. "I used to slide down the
roof on my bottom instead," she
laughs.

In addition, one of the play's
major themes is the idea of people
collectively contributing to art and
teaming. Here, Atkins quotes the
philosophy of Woolf — "As a
person you must do your best You
must use all your faculties to lay
down the future for people to iive

beuer hves."

Atkins' dream is an entertain-

ment industry where women have
the same opportunities enjoyed by
men. In particular, she would like

to see the industry accept more
elderly and middle-aged women
into leading roles.

"A Room of One's Own" points

out obstacles which women must
face in life by virtue of their gender
and socioeconomic status. One of
Atkins' greatest hurdles, she says,

was her childhood poverty. Com-
ing from a working-class back-
ground in England, she didn't have
access to a proper education. Her
ability and hard work brought her
scholarship money and the oppor-
tunity for advancement
What got her through those

rough years? Quoting Woolf
again, Atkins says, "Life is ardu-
ous and difficult, nearly impossi-
ble; the only thing that can get you
through is confidence — and
you'll need buckets-full!"

If people need buckets full of
confidence to get through this life,

then Atkins must have had barrels

full, for her list of accomplish-
ments is lengthy and illustrious.

She is the co-creator of the

successful English television dra-

ma, "Upstairs, Downstairs," which
brought her financial security and
the luxury to handpick her stage

appearances.

Atkins has appeared in numer-
ous Shakespearean productions
and worked with the likes of
Laurence Olivier and Alec Guin-
ness. Her New York debut in *The
Killing of Sister George" won her
the Evening Standard Award for

Best Actress in 1965. In 1988 she
received the Laurence Olivier

Society of West End Theatre
Award for best supporting actress

for her performances in "Cymbe-
line" and "Mountain Language" at

the National Theater.

Her performance of"A Room of
One's Own" at the New York
Lamb's Theater won her the Obie,
the New York Drarna Desk Award
and the New York Drama Critics

Circle Award. Additionally, she

See ATKINS, page 18
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ATKINS
From page 17

has recently begun writing for

television again, and her new
series, "The House of Elliot,*' is

due out later this year.

Some people may think of

acting as a "frivolous profession,"

Atkins muses, but it goes deeper

than that. Once Atkins was admit-

ted to a hospital with a serious

illness. Somehow her x-rays were

switched with another patient's

and the severity of her illness was
grossly overestimated. After being

released from testing, she went to

an afternoon theater matinee and

remembers, "I became absorbed

into the lives and problems of the

characters onstage and forgot my
problems. That is what acting done
well, done really well will do.

"My passion is to do it really

well and not only make people

forget things for a few hours, but to

reveal things, to be revelatory,"

Atkins says. It would seem she is

achieving her goal.

ERASURE
From page 14

Perhaps it's Clarke's isolation

from the genre that has allowed
him to craft five original and
widely laurelled albums of Erasure

material as well as an equally

impressive and memorable list of

credentials from his previous
-outings.

•Actually," interrupts Clarke, "I

tend to rip off people. If I hear

something in a club I like, an idea

or something, I'll rip it off. But I

don't really listen to a lot of music.

I mean, when we recorded *Wild!,*

I bought Frank Sinatra on vinyl."

Yet, in relation to the secret of

Erasure's success throughout the

years, Clarke really doesn't
believe such isolation has allowed
their music to evolve from album
to album. In fact, he doesn't

believe their material improves or

lessens in quality with each indivi-

dual work at all.

*To be honest," he says, "I don't

think Andy and I do a better album,
or one which is better than the

other. I mean there are songs on the

past albums that we look back
upon and think, 'Those are just

fillers. They're not lasting songs.'

But overall, upon reflection, we
find that each one has its own
individual charm."

Nevertheless, Clarke does state

that "Chorus" is the first Erasure

album to improve upon the actual

process of creating the material.

"I must admit," he says, "that

the songs were more thought out I

mean, before we made an album,

Andy and I never ever discussed

what we were going to do. But this

time, we really had a proper

discussion about what was wrong
with what we've done in the past"

Now, as Clarke and Bell prepare

to deal with a new wave of success,

as well as the accompanying
repercussions, both good and bad,

that is sure to occur with the

release of their "most electronic"

LP to date, the composer appears
to demonstrate an air of indiffer-

ence to anything that doesn't relate

to his direct satisfaction with the

music.

"I don't care really," he states.

"Along with the high album sales

and the sold-out shows, we'll

inevitably get synthesizer critic-

ism. And at this point, I'm just not

interested in it anymore. I mean, a

rock band like Van Halen doesn't

get criticized for playing guitars.

And people don't ask them, 'When
are you going to start playing

synthesizers?' So why do people

keep asking us if we'll ever go
back to playing 'real* instru-

ments?"

SiHBfiaHl''"''
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Hie Motion Picture Industry

SAVE $$$ ON TICKETS
AIRLINES. SPORTS. MUSIC. SHOWS. WE

LIST LAST MINUTE CANCELS,
SURPLUS AND PROMOTIONS FOR SALE

CHEAP. ALSO. WHEN YOU ARE STUCK WITH
TICKETS UNEXPECTEDLY

CALLUS.
21a^ TICKET

it

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or
don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,
sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin
Plan. (213)673-3303 or (818)992-6966.

LOSE 10-30 POUNDS IN 30 DAYS! Earn $
while you lose! Doctor recomrr>ended. Erik

310-281-8806.

BROIDNIE
JCE CREA

SOCIAL

u Researchi Subjects 12

jWherc to go, who to see, what iobs are avaUable and HOW TO GET THEM.
iNo relatives needed, the New Hollywood is accessible. This HOW-TO-
»UIDE is a FIRST and our years of experience as Producers, Directois,

iters, and Production Executives gives you cleai; concise directions on
JHOW TO FIND THAT JOB.

Send $14.95 check or money oider to HAMILTON PRESS
OncL ux & riupping) g860 Corbin Avenue

SLHTE 305
Pleaae Allow four to aix w-k. for delivery Northridge, CA 91324

ail a a a a

Alcoholics Anonymous

Msstings
Mon. diaouaakin, Thur. aookshidy. Fri. Stap
Study. AU 3825 12:15-1 :15, Fri. 12a>-1 100

Turn. Diaouaaion. WM. DiMu«tk>n NPI

08538 12:1 5- 1]00

For aknholba or ir>dividuati wito

hava drinkit>g problami

T^^^^^^*-*-^^*^'^^'^**^^***!

PIANO RENTALS
Special Roles lo UCLA Sludents

HoH/wood Piano Rental G>.

46J-13M 463-6S69

*

^^^^•^^^^^^^^^*.-^«

ASTHMA RESEARCH. If you would like to
participate in FDA approved research studies
with new asthma medications, call
(21 3)31 2-5050 ext. 302. You will be compen-
sated for your lime. Allergy Research Founda-
tion. 11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 601, West
Los Angeles, 9002^.

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-11
YEARS needed for IXTLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 YEARS needed for UCLA
research project. Receive $20 and a free

developnr>ental evaluation. 825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scienlific learning experience
825-0392.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer
w/rinea Pedis needed for new research study
Under dermatologists supen^ision. Volunteers
will be paid for info. (213)828-6867.

DELTA
DELTA
DELTA
DE
DE
DE
DEL^
DELT
DELTA
DELTA
DELTA
DELTA
DELTA
DELTA

delJ Tonight, Nov.l2
DELJ "^
DELl I
DEL,
delI 862 Hilgard Ave
DEL

YO
CAN
EAT!!!!

p.m.

PHILANTHROPY EVENT FOR WOMEN'S SCHOLARSHIPS

-TWJJIPIS'fl ?;Vi>19IH!Wrn«^'"U'"
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FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED

to participate in iiair regrowtii

study. Ages 1
9—49. Under

dermatologist supervision.

Volunteers w^ill be Paid.
For Info. Call 828-8887

INDIVIDUALS WITH DANDRUFF NEEDED

A new dermatologist supervised
study on dandruff Shampoos

needs volunteers. Volunteers will

be paid. Ages 1 8 and older. Call

Anna for more info. (2 1 3)828-8887.

Health Services 22 Help Wanted 30

l|i, 'iAi ^.» ri"f ^•f/'^r.t r\* f\* r>«'f\* r>«

ARE YOU A STUDENT OR STAFF WHO
SUFFERS FROM A MENTAL ILLNESS? Support

arxj social group. 207-1236.

'NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain,

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acr>e, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation. Call Beverly Hills

Laser Doctor's Croup (213)786-0636.

LOSE UP TO 30 pounds in 30 days for less than

-S40. Doctor recommended. 285-8347. ^

PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE THERAPIST and

body worker. Full body or areas of stress.

Xavicr (213)719-9212/ (213)698-7424.

SUPPORT GROUPS FOR SINGLE ADULTS
rK>w forming. Monday evenings in Westwood.
Will be dealing with issues of trust, communi-
cation, stress management & relationships. Led

by Dr. Kim Sandefur & Mark De Fusco.

(310)824-5058, (310)473-3819.

ASSISTANT FOR MARKETING RESEARCH
CO. Exposure to many irviustries. Interesting

work. Good communication skills. Will train.

PT or FT. WLA. 9 AJwl.-IO PM. Mis. Rost

'{^\6m:im:
•'• ''• "

ACNE
A NASTY FOUR
LETTER WORD
If you had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago

you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our

Skin Care Information

Line,

800-435-3533

Opportunities 26

ENTREPRENEURS! Do you have a business

idea? Do you need $$$? We can help.

U.i!;.Tiited Funds. (818)702-9703.

RAISE BIG MONEY FOR YOUR ORGANIZA-
TION LARGE OR SMALL. CALL RICHARD
969-4826. NO MONEY REQUIRED.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT. Internship inter-

views rK>w taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing a team of employees,

customers, and suppliers. Majority of hiring

will be completed by November. Average

gross profit S1 1,287. Call Triple A Student

Painters, for information now
1 (800)426-6441

Help Wanted 30

«1 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Your fraternity, sorority, or other campus
group can earn between $500-1000 in less

than 7 days. You pay absolutely nothing.

Call: 1-800-735-2077. Ext.3.

$6.63Av. Walk on campus. Schedule around
your classes. Opportunity for advarx:enrtent.

Apply at the Sprout Cafe. 350 De Neve Dr.

(213)825-2074.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - FISHE-

RIES. Earn $S,0004/mo. Free trarwportation!

Room & board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience r^ecessary. Male or Female. For

employment program call Student Empioy-
fT>ent Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext.154.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN FINANCIAL FU-
TURES TRADING INDUSTRY? PT, flexible

hours, $7.50AYr. Require experience in run-

ning computer programs. Contact
(310)282-7101.

COMPUTER/BOOKKEEPEK, P/T, $8/hr. WLA.
(213)476-1703.

• ATHLETIC GOGETTERS
needed for PT and FT work with America's 7th

most profitable company. (213)653-1689.

BEVERLY HILLS up-scale stationary shop will

hue a penon with some ctimputer graphic

skills to operate a caligraphy arKJ typesetting

computer. Help with unpacking and gift wrap-

ping. Part-time, flexible. $6.5QAH>ur, start.

Bill or )im (310)278-5620.

BILINGUAL (Spanish) TEACHER ASSISTANT.

5 days, 8:30— 11:30am, approximately

SlO/hr. Pacific Palisades school.
(310)454-3700, Mrs. Yates.

BOOKKEEPER W/STRONG ACCOUNTING
AND COMPUTER BACKGROUND. Lotus

1,2,3 and Peachlree preferred. Outstanding

opportunity to acquire practical experience in

financial managerr>ent. Excellent grades re-

quired. $9-11/hr, based on experience.

20-25hrs/wk. Lashon or Arlene, 207-9337.

BUSY [XXTOR'S OFFICE NEEDS FULL TIME
RECEPTIONIST. Experience a plus

(213)273-4454. Contact Ziba.

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will

work around classes. Sur>set Village Dining

Services. $6.63/hr. 206-7686. Contact Paul

Garcia or Walt Ar>derson. Also accepting

APP's for Winter Quarter.

•CASTING EXTRAS* for rrwlion pictures and
commercials. $40-$300/day. Call now
(213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience

needed Call today (818)563-2021.

DELIVERY PERSON. 3hrs/day. Will hire

immediately. Call for more details.

(213)879-6600 ext.708, Richard or Rick

DISABLED STUDENT NEEDS HELP in doing

lauruJry and cleaning apartment. Responsible

student sought. 3-4 hour^week. Flexible

hours, $6A^our. Leave message for Troy at

208-5040.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME. CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-467-5566 EXT. 8737.

ENERGETIC, enthusiastic person who likes

kids and drives. 2 boys, 3-7pm, flexible.

M-W-F, $8-^r (818) 788-8027.

FAST EASY INCOK^E! EARN 100*5 weekly
stuffing envelopes. Send self- addressed
stamped envelope to: FAST INCOME, PO BOX
641517, Chicago, II., 60664-1517.

FT POSITION AVAILABLE to bright, hard-

working individual in busir>ess office. Ac-

counting experience helpful. (213)273-4454.

HOLIDAY HELP: Retail sales & customer

service $10. 2 5/st art. Requirements: 1 8 -f years,

car, good interpersonal skills. Weeker>d and
evening hous available. (310)396-1478.

—"JUST DO IT*——
Enthusiastic sportsminded team-players
needed for 22nd fastest growing company in

America (213)399 5994.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS!
No investment required

Sales tools and training

provided free. Powerfully

proven, patented skin

product. Rendition

fragrances, just in time

for HOLIDAY SALES
For information

(310) 854-3848

PIZZA HUT
IS NOW HIRING

DRIVERS!
AAAKE UP TO $7 TO $9 PER HOUR
AS A PIZZA HUT DEUVERY DRIVER

• FLEXIBLE HOURS
^ •TIPS
* MEDICAL INSURANCE AVAILABLE
• PAID VACATIONS FOR FULL TIME

• DISCOUNTED MEALS
• FLEXIBLE WORK SCHEDULE
• LONGEVITY INCENTIVES

Apply at: 1 1 33 WestwcxxJ Blvd.

E.O.E. '

SECRETARY
The J. Paul Getty Trust seeks cheerful secretary for Building

Program. Looking for motivated, team player with good

communication skills. Interest in architecture a plus. Word
processing 60wpm. Salary in low $20s, excellent benefits

package. Send resume to:

Human Resources

The J. Paul Getty Trust

1875 Century Park East, Suite 2300

Los Angeles, CA 90067

No telephone calls or drop-in inquiries.

LAW FIRM "•

nee(js motivate(J person to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please' send resume

wGPA. available times

forjnterviewsand other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon
& eveninq

hours available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

MAILING SERVICE needs workers $400-500

weekly. Work at home. Mail sel (stamp address

envelope to MAILING SERVICE, PO. BOX
37028, LA, CA, 90037 for mfe- z:z:z

LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR: Minimum 3yrs law

office experience in plaintiff personal injury.

Knowledge of WordPerfect. Contact Sid Dia-

mond, (213)475-04«1.

MALE MODELS NEEDED. Young, Handsome,

Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great

Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MALE MODELS earn $1 SOA^r. or nxire. Boyish

ancVor athletic 18—24. Cleanshaven face/

little or no chest hair. Playgirl-style

magazines/nudity. Beginners welcome.
Internationallly known photographer. Brad

(213)392-4248.

MODELS: For 1 992-93 swimsuit calendars &
posters, European magazine work. Call

(213)732-5744 for appointment.

NEEDED! 1 FT or PT person to work for

attorneys doing corresporxience and legal

documents. We will train, but experience

helpful. Wages + schedule flexible. We also

have an opening for file clerk. (21 3)380-9284,

leave message.

MALE MODELS under 28, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. Quick cash!!
(213)664-2999.

MAR VISTA RECREATION CENTER Md»-
enthusiastic, energetic people to staff winter

day camp, $6.25^r, 30 hr^vk. 1 0-4pm. Must
be available Dec.23-Feb.1 3. Call
(310)398-5982.

NEEDED EXTRAS FOR FILM, T.V. SERIES- call

for appt. (M-F, 9-5). (213)467-5122.

PART-TIME RESEARCH. Interesting book pro-

ject. Totally flexible hours. Experience desir-

able. Not nescessary. Roy Kammerman
(213)852-6988.

HOW TO
ENRICH

YOUR EDUCATION
BY$1,100
A MONTH.

If you're a math, engineering or
physical sciences major, you could
be earning $1,100 a month during
your Junior and senior years.
This excellent opportunih^ is part

of the Navy Nuclear Propulsion
Officer Candidate Program. It's one
of the most prestigious ways of
entering the nuclear field. It's

rewarding, too. You get a $4,000
bonus upon entrance into the
program, and $2,000 more when
you complete your nuclear training.
You also receive a year of paid
graduate-level training that's the
most comprehensive in the world.
And you'll acquire expertise with
state-of-the-art nuclear reactor and
propulsion plant technology.

As a Navy officer, you'll lead the
adventure while gaining high-level
experience that wi]l help make you
a leader in one of the world's high-
tech industries.
In addition to the professional

advantages, nuclear-trained
officers get an unbeatable benefits
package, travel opportunities,
promotions and a solid salary.
Find out more about the Navy

Nuclear Propulsion Officer
Candidate Program, and make your
education start paying off today.
Call Navy Management Programs:

r

Lt. Bill Borders
1-800-252-0559

NAVY OFFICER''''''*"''*''*'''*'^Full Speed Ahead.
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PART-TIME, FEMALE, assist disabled female

^tufient 3 days per week. Approximately 2-2Vi

hours/day. Must be dependable, sensitive,

caring. Hours can be flexible. On sorority row.

Must be good with hair and make-up.
$10/hour. Call collect (619)759-1925 or

(213)208-3451.

PART-TIME OFFICE ASSISTANT. Telephone
answering and some word processing.
(818)986-3725.

PROJECT COORDINATOR. Grad student or

professional in health Held to coordinate

human subjects protection activities for project

examining underuse of cardiac procedures
among the poor in LA County. Superb organi-

zational skills, experience w/DBASE or PARA-
DOX a must. 20 hrsA(vk, $13-1 5/hr. Marianne
206-8523.

PROJECT MANAGER wanted for 2-year trial

examining the effectiveness of geriatric assess-

ment in recently hospitalized elderly patients.

Collect data from patients, maintain communi-
cation with physicians, organize files, work
with investigators; word processing skills

needed. 35-40 hrs/wk. Dr. Siu 825-3647.

PT 20hrsAvk. Computer literate, bookkeeping,
marketing ability for start-up business.

(310)312-9900

PT CASHIER. Light typing skills required. For

local SM retailer. Starting: $6A«r. Contact
Norm (310)829-7119.

PT SALES-Must be very organized Rodeo Drive

Private Postal Center. Reliable, vocal, well

groomed, A very efficient. (310)281-7176.

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT: SALES & MAN-
AGEMENT OF APARATMENT BUILDINGS.
MUST HAVE REAL ESTATE LICENSE, LOTUS
1-2-3, WORD PERFECT. BOOKEEPING AND
ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS A MUST! EXCEL-
LENT OPPORTUNITY! SMALL SALARY PLUS
COMMISSION. SCOTT (213)207-0778.

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT COMPANY is

looking for a foreclosure tracking
assistant for P/T job. Hburs flexible.

$5Air. For more info, contact Anne or

Jeff (213)642-7740.

RESEARCH ASST. Upper division undergrad or
'"^

master's student in social or health sciences to

abstract medical records and manage data for

project examining urxJeruse of cardiac proce-

dures among the poor in LA County. 1 2-20

hrs/wk, $10-1 3/hr. Marianne 206-8523.

8 people needed no^ir
Earn up to $Mir.

Housecleaners

Call (ai3H5S.1817
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SEE THE STARS, MUIK
THEIR CARS

VaAeii company seeking full/part

time attondants.

TlexIMe hours *Over 19 ^ciaan cut
Tlpi 'CI«anDMV ^•*' *"*

PERSONNEL:(800)794-PARK

SALESPERSON WANTED IN BREAD SHOP
Brentwood Monday, Saturday, or both. Refer-

ences. Please call (213)394-5666.

SECRETARY, bookkeeping experience, light

typing, answering phones, $1(Vhr. 3-nr»onths,

Nov-Jan. Call (310) 273-9708.

STUDENT For general office work, light accu-

rate typing, running errands, xeroxing, good
phone manner Flexible hours (15-20 hrVwk)
$5.69/hr. Please contact Janice (310)
825-6615.

TELEMARKETERS familiar with engineering

and programming terminology. Various terri-

tories. Call Norma at DELTA PERSONNEL
(818)972-9675.

TWO POSITIONS: Both require wordprocess-
ing and good typing skills. One requires

Spanish bilingual. Flexible hours, Wiishire &
Westwood law office. Sid Diamond,
475-0481

.

US MAIL JOBS $11.77 to $14.90/$9.95 fee

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-

sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

WANTED - ADULT CHILDREN of inter-

religious marriages to help graduate student w/
doctoral project. Participants willing to discuss

experiences growing up and possibly to appear

on vicieo tape. If interested contact Steve al

(213)698-5629

WE'RE LOOKING FOR A TOP FRATERNITY,
OR SORORITY STUDENT ORGANIZATION
that would like to make $500-1 500 for a one
week marketing project right on campus. Must
be organized and hard working. Call Kevin or

Rich at (800)592-2121.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-

talented writers. Paperback novels, non-fiction

books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

^ Job Opportunities 32 Apartments fof Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49
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COLLEGE LEVEL bio, chem, & Eng. instructors

(up to 45k/yr). MS min. Top recent grad, exper.

req. (FT & PT). (619)455-1000.

ENTREPRENEURS!!! Booming marketing firm

representing solid manufacturers looking for

outgoing energetic people for the positions of

project manager to help w/ x-pantion national

& internationally. P/T or FA 2,000 to 4,000
mo. Bonuses, rebates and commission. We'll

train!!! Bilinguals (Spanish) welcome.
(213)399-4804.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN- interview patients.

Strong writing/computer skills. Medical
and/or legal experierKe desirable. Bilingual

Spanish prefeired. Full training & benefits

Full-time in Burbank or Alhambra sites.

$13-16A>our. Send resume dealing with
above to: John Ewing, CBL Medical, 3600
Wiishire Blvd. Suite 1908, L.A.90010.

MIDNIGHT SUN! ALASKA SUMMER EM-
PLOYMENT. Hiring now. Earn to $600/wk. R/T
airfare, roomAx>ard provided. Full info $5,

Pacific ventures. Box 1418, Aptos, Ca.
95001-1418.

Jobs Wanted 33

SECRETARIAL: TEMPORARY PREFERRED
Good skills. Knowledge of campus forms.

Grants, manuscripts, correspondence, etc.

WordPerfect. Dependable. (213)472-3495.

SECRETARY/WORDPROCESSOR. MATURE
INTELLIGENT. GOOD BACKGROUND IN

W.PyiBM PC. COMPUTER TYPING 65-»-

WILLING TO LEARN DATABASE AND
SPREADSHEETS. FLEXIBLE HOURS. MINI
MAL DIRECTION. ORGANIZATIONAL AND
TIME MANAGEMENT SKILLS. WORK INDE-
PENDENTLY. FULL/PART TIME. J.T.

473-5443.

Intemstiips 34

GET YOUR FOOT IN THE DOOR! Film

production co. seeks bright, motivated interns.

School credit, some pay. Jackie 820-6733.

INTERNS NEEDED by start-up independent

alternative record label for promotion work,

part-time, Tuesday ar>d Thursday nrwrnings.

Please contact Ingrid (213)202-7432.

Ctilld Care Wanted~~15"

CHILD CARE WANTED. My Culver City
residence, %veekdays, variable hours. Call

(310)559-5305.

FACULTV MOM needs childcare/ mothers
helper, 15-20 hrs/per week. English, car,

references required. (213) 206-7528.

MOTHER'S HELPER. 2 kids, 6 & 4. Flexible

hour*. Referer^ces and early childhood experi-

ence a plus. Joan 477-2930.

PARENT helper must drive, pick up school,
help with dinner aixi clean-up. 5 days Aft^ve.
$6/hr. (310) 410-9536.

SM home needs care for 2-year old.

Weekendi/Weeknights. Excellent ref. Wage
negotiable. Kenslea 451-9846.

WANTED: EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER. T,TH,
9-5. Must have car, references, start imn>edi-
ately, work week before Christmas. SeAxr. Call

(213)204-6102.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $55(yrTX)nth, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

1 OR 2 BED/2 BATH, $775 to $98Vmo.
Brentwood adjacent. Emmaculate.
Dishwasher, refrigerator, range/oven.
carpet/drapes. (310)822-0650.

3340 OVERLAND. 1 bedroom $550 unfurn-
ished, $625 furnished. Passing bus to UCLA
(213)637-7755. 4-7pm only.

$475 BACHELOR APARTMENT, utilities and
parking included, full kitchen, 1 -block to

beach. 399-0540.

ADJ. HANCOCK PARK. 1 mo free with lease.

Bachelor, newly decorated. $47S/mo. Sec-
urity, laundry. (818)591-7223.

Bachelor in WLA. Mini kitchenette. Japanese -

style bathroom. Carport near Blue Bus.

$50Q/month. Security deposit, 1st nrxnith.

Move-in Nov 8. (213)479-7541. Mrs. Sato.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $675-765.
1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX. V. BLOCK TO PKZO BUS. (21 3)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $975/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST. (21 3)

839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. $775-875/MO.
2-BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS,
FRONT VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PKIO BUS.
(213) 839-6294.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
SINGLE, $725; HUGE 2BE(y2BATH, $1275;
COMPLETELY REMODELED, BEAUTIFUL
LUXURY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROLLED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND GATED PARK-
ING. 11611 CHENAULT ST. (21 3)471 -1 340.

BRENTWOOD. $1,100. 2-LARGE BD/2-BA.
Security bidg. 2-parking. Refrigerator, washer/
dryer facilities. (213)394-7667 or

(213)472-9720.

BRENTWOOD. One bedroom, den , luxury

building. $950. High ceiling, carpet, drapery,

electric heating. 826-3934.

BUNDY between Olympic and Santa Monica.
$685/mo. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Excellent

management. (213)820-7049.

CULVER CITY, $83a 2-bed+Vh -bath, carpet,

drapes, quiet neighborhood and building.

(310)826-6907.

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
1BDRM

Starting at $600
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

Get out of the
Dormsl

We Will help Pay
the cancellation

feesi

Huge Luxury 1 dc 2
bedrooms,

central air, extra l2urge

closets, fireplace, wet bar,

refrigerator, controlled
entry and parking

Low move in/Low
rental rates

Across From Campus
433 Kelton Avenue
(213)208-8685

WALK fO UCLA/ WSTWO
Sir,.,, [',

'<it:. Htr.
REC -

RO^ '/' ''

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

Furnished

U)ft

Apartineiit

In Westwood
Across From
Campus

^Ml
565 Gayley

824-0836

Ask about our spociiil

FACULTY AND STAFF. One and two bed-

rooms available in the faculty apts on Levering.

Call 206-1947 (8am-5pnr>).

FREE NOVEMBER RENT. 2-bedroofTV2-bath,

fireplace, balcony, skylights, great for room-
mate. $995-51,120. Near all. (213)836-4072,
anytime.

LARGE SINGLES & BACHELORS Walking
distance from UCLA. All utilities included.

From SSSO/mo. Call Paul (310)824-9754.

MARINA DEL REY TOWNHOUSE, $1295,
2-bed/rA -bath, stove, refrigerator, dis-

hwasher, patio, parking. Pet okay.
(213)821-4887.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (213)398-8579.

MAR VISTA. 1-BED: $685. 2-BED: $775.
Newly painted, laundry. 454-0805.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfield

Ave, WLA. $1250 up. Security parking, Steve,

(213)839-1026.

PALMS. 2-bed/2-balh, $845 & $875. Under-
ground parking, fireplace, A/C, alarm, pets

okay. (714)969-8977, & (213)559-6085.

PALMS. $450 furnished single. Private patio,

quiet neighborhood. 3733 Keystone.
(310)394-6969.

Beautiful One Bedroom
Apartments
Now Available"

$800 Per Month with Security Deposit

Fully Furnished
All Uiilities Paid, including A/C
Available to persons 21 and up

Thjs apartment Is nestled In the beautiful Santa Monica
Mountains only fifteen minutes away from the UCLA campus

For more information call the University of Judaism
Housing Office at 213-476-9777, 879-4114 ext. 259.

FREE RFJNT

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735
870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PROl i:SS!0\ALLY MANACii:!) BY MOSS cK CO,

•AFFORDABLE*
•3528-3532 Sawtelle*

In Mar Vista near National

2bdrm Ibath

apartments. Uppers &
lowers. Balconies. Stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator.

Spacious with grey

carpet. White Blinds.

$775/month $500 deposit

OPEN DAILY OR
CALL:

On sight, 397-5029

Rental Office. 823-4383

Why Pay More?
1 & 2 Bedrooms
$57S—$800

Newly Remodeled
Must see to

appreciate.

657-8756

Walk to CampusA/illage

Students Welconne

1+1 / 2 sinks

$800 w/lease
• refrigerator -dishwasher •

• controlled entry • A/C •

• elevator •

519Glenrock
(213)208-4835

FIRST MONTH RENT FREE

MOVE-IN ONLY
$995

Lg. McxJern 2bd 2bath Gated
entry & parking-2 spaces ea.

Microwave, cable, storage.

small pets OK.

Walk to Campus/Village

512 VETERAN AVE 208-2655

New Tenants Only w/Lease OAC

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotel •WestvMxxi Village

Cable TV*Microwave •Refrigerator

$199-$235/wicw/KrrCH $295/wk
1 -bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-
furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Sieve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS $85(ymo 1 bed, den. upper. Aircondi-
tioning, garage parkir^g, built ins, fire place,
security system. (213)937-0589.

PALMS cute cheerful 1- bedroom. Upper,
$625/mo, appliarKes, laurxiry and parking,

near shopping, and buses. Days (310)

206-1193, Eves (818) 981-2304.

PALMS SPECIAL. No security deposit with

approved credit. $525 for single, $650 & up for

1 -bedroom. Pool, sauna, exercise room.
(213)836-3800.

SANTA MONICA. 3-BCCV2-BATH. Hardwood
floon, large yard, 2-car garage. On Prirnieton,

north of Arizona. Rent control. $1,75(yrT>o.

375-0934.

SANTA MONICA, $1150. 2.bed/1-bath,

fenced front yard. 5-minutes UCLA.
(310)396-0300

SPACIOUS AND BRIGHT 2 BED -¥ DEN. 5

min from UCLA. $95Q/mo. Call Minju
(310)477-3036.

STUDENT APT. BRIGHT, CHEERY, FURN-
ISHED, BUILT-INS, PRIVATE, SUNDECK/
PATIO, SECURITV, PARKING, 4-MILES FROM
CAMPUS. $650/MO. CALL DAYS:
310-6384)521.

VENICE, $595, 1 -bedroom, new paint, new
linoleum, nice carpet, stove, refrigerator,

parking. Near beach. (213)463-1475.

WALK TO UCLA, single, 1 -bedroom, 2-bed-
room, fireplace. A/C, full kitchen, balcony,
pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room, laundry room, gated
garage, gas + water paid. From $325/prsn.
Roommates available. 515 Kelton.
(213)206-1976.

WESTCHESTER, $1085/mo., new luxury
2be(V2bath, fireplace, laundry, private garage,
dishwasher, intercom. (310)546-3187
(310)215-9310. '

WESTWOOD. Large 2-bed/ 2-balh, furnished/
unfurnished. Pool/ Jacuzzi, long/ short-term,

$1400. (213)470-1513.

AMAZING 2BED/2BATH •WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, enclosed patio. Brand new carpet,
shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-

portation A UCLA. (213)475-6717.

WESTWOOD $995-1 1 95/MO.,
2-BDRMy2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (213)839-6294.

WESTWOOD AD|., sunny, modern 2-bed/
2-bath. New kitclien, extra-large closets, A/C,
patio, 5-min. UQA, quiet building. $1150.
(213)474-6606. ^^^
WESTWOOD, WALK TO UCLA. Singles &
1-bedroonr«, $590 and up. (213)206-4934.
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apts. Unfurnished 51 Room for Rent

VAN NUYS: LARGE 1 -bed & den Dishwasher,
stove, fireplace, 1 child/1 pet ok, or good for

roommates. (818)997-6766.

WESTWOOD. $1 1 50- $1 550. Terrific, large 2

& 3-bedrooms. Separate dir^ingroom, built-ins,

refrigerator, dishwasher, A^.garden- balcony,

microwave. 1711 Malcolm, *4 /4-mile cam-
pus. (21 3)273-121 2.

WESTWOOD-FREE MONTH-1 -block to

UCLA, studio, l-bd/1-blh, 2-bd/l-bth.

Furnished/unfurnished. Clean, parking, laun-

dry, facilities, pool. $600 and up. 10941
Strathmore (213)208-7294. .

WLA-1 BED/1 BATH. Private patio, built-ins.

$650. 1412 Brockton Ave. (818)368-6732.

WLA. 2BR/1BA. Patio , refrigerator, stove,

carpet, drapes, laundry. 2 miles from UCLA.
$82(ynfH). (213)470-2122.

WLA AREA. $585/rT>o. Attractive furnished

single. Ideal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

WESTWOOD DELUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH. 5

MIN. WALK TO UCLA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C,

WATER PAID, PARKING. AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $750-$800 THE BEST DEAL IN WEST
WOOD! (213)208-8881

WLA/PALMS. LOVELY 2-bed/l-bath lower.

New decor, light oak floors, erKlosed garage.

10832 Charnock Rd. $800. (213)839 0753 or

(213)454-6223.

WLA Single Furnished: Fridge, new carpet,

curtains, security, 10-mins by bus $60(Vmo.
Present occupant will give free TV, cable

ready. (213)477-7239/ (213)479-2769.
evenings.

WLA. Very nice 3 unit triplex 1 bed/1 bath; 1

car garage. 2276V» Carmelina Ave. $65(ymo.

(213)458 8859

10980 WELLWORTH
10983 WELiWORtH

^1-Month Free Rent

(Ask for Details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Central Heating/

Air -Conditioning

•Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

•Balcony or Patio }

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,

Refrigerator, Disposal

•Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

NORTHRIDOE $276 up. 600 Unit
student housing tecillty. 8har«d or
privato. Pool, |acuzzi, roorootlon
room. 1/2 hour drivo to UCLA.
Froo-Brochuro. NorthrkSo*

Campus Hosldonos, 9800 Zolzsh,
Northridgo, CA 91326

ieie>8ae»i7i7

Apartments Furnished 50

Beverly Glen, 1 -bedroom, garage apartment

$500/mo. References required. (213)
474-1930.

WESTWOOD, $775, 1 -bedroom, large rooms,

parking. Near UCLA village. Available now.
11089 Strathmore. (310) 454-6211.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. LJtilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

m m
Beverly Hills Bachelors

Special Student Discount

Tholoirsrhf MiHsSLMorftel
• Purniahcd bachdon with color

TV, microwave, and refrigcfakx

• Wofkout faciitjr

•Jacuzzi
• 10 minuies from campus bjr bus ,

Sop at top of street

CiH 27S-21M tar lirforMalloN

120 S. ReevM between Beverly &
Cannon, ck>8e to Wilshire

B
Apts. Unfurnistied 51

U OEh^-% BATH. Bright, spacious, airy

Prlnr^e location. Easy access to shops-UCLA.

Security bidg. $90(ynrK). (310)207-6430.

$700 Palnrw fT>odern 1 bedroom. Security

building. Stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, a/c,

fireplace. (310)836-5311, (310)837-0761.

BEVERLY HIUS. IBED/l-BATH. Parking in

the back. Laundry. Second floor. Available

now $695. 652-0314.

PALMS $725. Modem 1 -bedroom. Security

building, stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, A/C,

fireplace (213)837-0761.

SINGLE, 1-2 BEDROOM, $680-1050 Sec-

urity, refrigerator, Jacuzzi, sundeck, ocean
view. (213)826-5528.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $700, 1 -bedroom.

$1 100 , 2-bedroonVl -bath. Parking included.

1-1/2 blocks to campus. 10990 Strathmore.

(213)395-2903.

WESTWOOD, $750, extra large 1 -bedroom,

parking. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrjgerator.

Available now. 1109 Strathmore. (310)

454-821 1

.

WLA, CLOSE TO UCLA, $700/mo., 1 -bed/

1 -bath built-ins, pool, garden like.nice tenants.

(213)477-9955.

Apartments to Share 52

10-MINUTES FROM CAMPUS. Own room in

2-bed/1 -bath. $425/mo. Female non-smoker.

Parking. Joni (213)556-2446.

5-MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS! FEMALE
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 1-BED
ROOM BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED APART-
MENT. $422/MO., AVAILABLE 12/1.

(213)208-7820.

BEAUTIFUL Apt. large room and bath. Walk to

UCLA. Perfect for serious student or profes-

sional. Non-smoker. $650. (213)470-9872.

BRENTWOOD, 2 BLOCKS OFF WILSHIRE
2-BEDRC)OM/l-BATH, PARKING, LAUN-
DRY. $450/MO. + 'A UTILITIES. NON-
SMOKER PREFERRED 820-5583

CULVER CITY. 2-BED/l-BATH. Furnished,

parking, washer/dryer, nice neighborhood.

$400/mo -^ V. utilities. (213)292-9792.

CUTE HOUSE. WESTCHESTER. Need female

to share 2-bed/l-bath. Washer/Dryer. Storage.

Large closets. $450. Julie (213)338-1432.

FEMALE, own room/bath in spacious WLA
apartment. Reliable rwn-smoker. $48(Vmo.
(310) 312-6602.

MALE ROOMMATE. 2-BED APT. Santa Mo-
nica. View of Palisades Park and ocean. $450 -t-

'A mllitlw. Day: 825- 71 22^ Eve: 394-4313,

MARINA DEL REY adjacent. 2-bed/2-balh

$415/mo. + deposit. Available Dec.l. Non-
smoker, no pets. (310)821-9681.

MEDICAL RESIDENT WITH ROOM AVAIL
ABLE. 2bed/2bath, pool, Jacuzzi, tennis

courts, close to campus. $450/mo.
(310)821-5340.

MUSIC TEACHER seeks fetnale non-smoker lo

share gorgeous B.H. penthouse. Security bIdg.

with pool. Convenient to everything. $525/mo
Call Ruth (213)271-1939.

NEW-DECORATED except vacant bedrooms.

Secured parking 2-bed/1bath, female, rH>n-

smoker wanted. $400/mo. Utilities included.

(310)399-1810.

OWN BEDROOM, share bath, near Barrington

& Wilshire. Availabje now. Non-smoker.
$400/mo. (213)473-1905.

OWN ROOM/BATH. Large 2 bed/2 bath

deluxe apt. Male, non-smoker parking, pool
,

spa. Half mile from LXTLA. Four blocks from

Village Must see. MJOQlrno. 479-4301

ROOMMATE WANTED to share beautiful,

spacious, furnished 2-bedroom/'/i bath.

$625/hr including utilities. (213) 206-4626.

SEPARATE 1 -bed/1 -bath. $500/mo. Sec.
building/prkng. Pool, Jacuzzi + tennis court.

5-mi. to Westwood, Century City/S.M.
397-1719.

Westwood Village: Own roorr^ath, large

2bed/2bath apartment. Fireplace, private pa-

tio, cat. $575/mo (213)208-3335.

WILSHIRE BLVD, $75(yMO. View, balcony,

gym, parking, security bIdg, own bath.

288-1633

Roommates 53

BEAUTIFUL LARGE APT. 2 biks from all

transportation. Female share room •»- bath.

$365 ifK. utilities.

FEMALE, 2-bed/ 2-bath, Westwood, beautiful

new Gayley apartments. Balcony, high ceil-

ings. $34(ynx>. Jennifer (213)206-5138, after

6pm.

LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE easy to get

along with, willing to pay $400/mo. Day-
phone 588-8919, evening phone Larry

977-2121 ext.2079.

PALMS. FEMALE, NON-SMOKER, QUIET
PROFESSIONAL to share 2-bed/1-Vi -bath

townhouse. Near freeway, shops, grocery. 10
minutes from UCLA. $500/mo.
(310)287-1845, eve.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2-bed apt. in

Beverly Hills. $425/mo. (213)657-5320.

ROOMMATE WANTED - MAR VISTA.
$349/mo. Own room, freshly painted, hard-

wood floor, in home of woman w/10 year old
son, all anr>enities. (31 0)398- 74#.

SHARE LARGE 1-BDRM APT. with one
roommate. Get large living-room.
Available 12/4. 3-miles to campus.
(213)559-6253.

WALK TO UCLA - Seeking 2-female5 to share

huge 2-bed/2-bath w/2 others. NonsnrM>kers.

$395/ea/fTH). (213)961-6695.

Room for Rent 54

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
with grad studenU, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen
privileges, need car. $450, utilities irKluded.
Leave n^essage, Abby (818)783-5151.

CHABAD HOUSE AT UCLA OFFERS HOUS-
ING IN A JEWISH ENVIRONMENT WITH
KOSHER MEALS, PARKING, LAUNDRY AND
REC FACILITIES. ACROSS FROM UCLA, 741
GAYLEY AVE. ONLY $350/MO. MENDY
(213)208-7511.

CULVER CITY, 3-Bedroom home, private

room with use of full house arid yards.

Security, maid, fireplace. Non-smoker.
$85Q/nrH).(21 3)396-5435.

HOUSING AVAILABLE IN CLEAN FRATER-
NITY HOUSE. ALBERT 208-0984.

PACIFIC PALISADES. Room in 3-bed. House
share I'A bath. Quiet respor^ible person,

non-smoker. $465 plus utilities.
(213)688 6130 or (213)454-4372.

SUNNY, PRIVATE ROOM/PATIO/BATH in

large S.M. condo. Female only. $425/mo
(includes utilities). (213)452-0704.

WALK UCLA. Private entrance, furnished,

kitchen privileges, ample parking. $435/mo
including utilities. Female/Male.
(213)474-8188.

WESTWOOD HOME. $475. Jan.1. UCLA.
Great parking, full privileges, furnished -^

backyard. Male preferred. (310)473-5769.

Sublet

$35(yMO. SHARE 2-BED/2-BATH APT. with
business Ph.D. student, 12/13/91 to 3/92.

Underground parking. (213)559-6151.

House for Rent 56

2-BED/l-BATH. WLA. Close to UCLA. New
carpets, new paint, pets okay. Near SA1. Blvd.

Available mid-December. Drive by 11428
Missouri. If interested, (213)477-7222.
$1,365/rTio.

3BEDROOM HOUSE, 2Baths, Washer &
Dryer. SMinutes to UCLA, $1 500.00 West L.A.

Bundy Area. (310)453-4698.

N. MAR VISTA, $1650, 3-bed/ 1-balh, 2-car

garage, security system, patio, quiet neighbor-

hood. 3501 Federal. (310)397-1039.

PACIftC PAUSAOES 2 + t bonus, wssh&t
dryer, refrigerator, replace, r^ar schools,

UCLA, buses. $1 700. 454-2776 or 459-31 54.

VENICE: unique one-bedroom cottage, wood
floor. Excellent condition and location. Gar-

age. $96S/rTH>. (213)459-3584.

WLA, 3+2. CONVENIENT LOCATION.
$1,40CVrT>o •»- $2,100 security deposit. Faculty

preferred or reliable students. Call Carrie

478-0716.

House to Share 57

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, large
3-bedroonV2-balh house. Share with one rton-

smoking female professional. SSSO/mo. (213)

937-9248.

Housing Needed 60

FURNISHED CONDO/APT/HOUSE for visit-

ing faculty couple starting sometime Jan 1 992
for 5-6 nf>onths. Santa monicaWLA area, call

(714) 626-5321.

GERMAN FEMALE looking to share house
close to UCLA. Want own private room and
bath. (818)346-4119.

NEED HOUSE FOR VISITING PROFESSOR.
January-June '92. Preferably furnished. Close
to UCLA. 3-4 bedrooms. Call Debra
(213)625-2506.

Room/Board for Help 62

FAMILY IN BEVERLY HILLS desires PI evening
and weekerxJ babysitting services in exchange
for room & board. Flexible. 273-5090.

NEEDED: FEMALE FOR LIGHT HOUSEKEEP-
INC in large honr>e. Call Lilian (21 3)620-51 51

.

Room for Help 63

REDUCED RENT-exchange for minimal child-

care. Private room and bath. OtJwr amenities.

Available now. (618) 769-8040.

Towntiouse for Rent 66

LUXURY TOWNHOUSE IN SHERMAN
OAKS. 3-bedrooms/ 3 bathrooms, central air,

fireplace. Must see. $1,350/mo.
(818)782-5763.

Condos for Sale 67

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. WALK TO
UCLA. STUDIO $95K. 1BR/1BA $150K. Call

Bob/Agent (213)470-1761.

Condos for Share 68

WESTWOOD 1300 MIDVALE. Share bed-

room in huge condo $350.00mo - 350 sec-

urity. All ammenities, security building, park-

ing, etc. Female, non-smoking. Leticia

479-0884.

Condos for Rent 69

ONE—BEDROOM West Hollywood Condo
for rent. Most utilities included, amenities.

$875/nrK). Call 559-6246.

SKI BIG BEAR AFTER FINALS. Lakeside, La£0-

nita Lodge, <1 -bedroom (sleeps four), Xll
kitchen, t.v., ar>d resort facilities. Available

Dec. 15-19, $12Q^day or 5 nights for $500.
Kyle (618) 799-4740.

WESTWOOD CONDO. Hilgard and LeConte,

2-bcd/2-baths. Washer/dryer, 2 security park-

ing spaces, full kitchen, $1300
(818)286-0034.

54 Guest House for Rent 70 Loans 93

'«*.

1 -BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE w/ loft Ui lilies

paid. Washer/ dryer included. Fenced yard.

Street parking. $950. (310)456-6326.

CULVER CITY, $565, charming single. Carpet,
stove, refrigerator, blinds, parking. Off
Culver Blvd. (213)463-1475.

LARGE FURNISHED GUESTHOUSE in Be-
verly Hills. $1,200, fiexible. 273-5090.

WLA AREA. $50Q/n>o, first + last. Uilities

paid. Call 559-6519, 7-9pm. No pets, one
person onl/ Available 12/22.

CASH GRANTS FOR SCHOOL, BUSINESS,

OTHER. Never pay back. SASE: Grant, P.O.

BOX 46254, Los Angeles, Ca., 90046.

Movers/Storage 94

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything - fully

equipped - reasonable rates. (818)785-1028.

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MOUNTAIN RE-
TREAT. FIREPLACES. HOT TUB. FULLY
EQUIPPED. SLEEPS 5+. (213)391-6608
EVENINGS.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY! Tandem or static line with
Skydiving Adventures, Inc. Student discounts
For further Info, and free brochure
1-800-526-9662.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. \erry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME^ CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE STORAGE, top loca-

tion, 350 sq.ft., $350. (213)475-7533.

UT'

Personal Service 95

55 Child Care 90

PREOGRESSIVE PLAYHOUSE. WLA Daycare
Home. Children ages 1-4. Experienced pre-

school teacher, state license. Large yard. Lots

of activities. Call Slefanic 473-2771.

Insurance 91

(\ HATE AUTO INSURANCE

FRET LOWfRCUOlf (.ill

13i85?-ri/5 .S18.31.'-1b10

'-STPRia- INSAGrNCY

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

A+ EDITING. Twenty years «f professional

experience assures your success—ethically,

inexpensively. Free estimate. (310)474-2731.

FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY, PORTFOLIOS,
Portraits, and other creative shots at students

rates. Contact Bruce at (310)204-3243.

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING/EDITING GRA-
DUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION ESSAYS,
OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes-

sional help from nationally-known author/

consultant. (21.3)626-4445.

>
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Perceive
6 Bottle size

10 Seasoning
14 Circus star

15 At any time
16 Evergreen,

perhaps
17 Ventilated

18 Sailboat

20 Domesticated
21 Prohibition

22 Representative
23 "The — Man"
25 Hates
27 the gas
30 Cleanest
31 Existed
32 Teeth
33 Cleaning tool

36 Space
37 Closes one

eye
38 Plummeted
39 Through
40 Milkshakes
41 Craze
42 Angry looks
44 Auto part

45 Held back
47 Liability

48 Poetry Muse
49 Capture
50 Old Greek

city

54 Chairman
57 Weld
58 Roman date
59 Function
60 Type of finch

61 Try out

62 College
student

63 Pinnacle

DOWN
1 "On your

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

s P 1 N P" S H F A T A L

O R N A L T A A M A N A
B L D R E A D T P E D
E V A |P R A T H L E T E

R E W A R D s^p B E R^H
^^1 B o Y PP R O££8 W
E B B E 2M F A U N

1
T R E

N E L

1
P R 1 D E A F A R

T R E E A 1 R E IR 1 F L E
A F A R T S P A N l^^ll 1 N kIHp N T 1 F F

T H 1 N K S A B u T| N R
R 1 V A LrW O N T

1
1 D L E

1 R E N E N C E L 1 K E
M E R E S L E E R L A S S

way!"
2 An essayist

3 Average
4 Flower
5 Abolish

6 Nut
7 Russian czar

8 Hockey goal

9 —la-la

10 Phases
11 Property

seizure

12 Inclined

13 Temporary
shelters

19 Captain's
aides

21 Receptacle
24 Trough
25 Dips (food)

26 Physics units

27 Punish
28 Weary
29 Florida area
30 Garment

32 Put away
alphabetically

34 Assortment
35 Scheme
37 Merchandise
38 Nail or pin

40 City VIP
41 Playing

marble
43 Newest
44 Projecting

pin

45 Resign
46 Wear away
47 Was brave
49 Tr«« part

51 Fountain
coins

52 Inflammation:

suff.

53 Exported
55 Circle

56 Also
57 UCLA's

"foe"
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anked men's tennis ns new season
By D.J. Harmeling

The UCLA men's tennis team
travelled to the Rolex-ITCA Reg-
ional Tennis Championships in

Irvine over the weekend looking to

gain valuable experience in its first

match of the season.

The Bruins, ranked preseason

number one in the Volvo Tennis/

Collegiate Rankings, posted fair

results that reflected the absence of
three of the program's top players.

UCLA was led in singles by
third-seeded Fritz Bissell, who
advanced to the quarterfinals

before being upset by unseeded
Cary Lothringer of Pepperdine.

Loihringer defeated Bissell 6-3,

6-2.

Lothringer, usually stronger in

doubles than singles, eventually

advanced to the finals before
losing to lop-seeded David Decret
of UC Santa Barbara by a score of
6-4, 7-5.

Bissell and Billy Barber, the

third-seeded doubles team,
advanced to the semifinals in

doubles competition before being
ousted by USC's David Ekerot and
Andras Lanyi 6-4, 6-4. Ekerot and
Lanyi, seeded second, then pro-

ceeded to upset the top-ranked

team of Pepperdine 's Lothringer
and An Nathan in the finals 6-4,

7-6 a-5).
Despite not having any out-

Services Offered 96 Typing

INTERNATIONAL IMMIGRATION CENTER
LAW OFFICES OF WILLIAM N. ROBERSON.
•H-1 (Work PermiO, 'Visa Extension, •Citizen-

ship, •Auto/ Motorcycle Accidents, •Personal

Injury, •Divorce. Languages spoken, English,

Spanish, Chinese & Tagalog. CALL
(213)342-0111 (24 hour service).

NEED HELP EDITING, WRITING PAPERS?
Research papers, proposals, studies. No papers
for sale. (818)905-8483.

LEARN TO FLY. GOOD, PERSONAL, night

instruction in Santa Monica. Low cost. Call

Roy (213)839-7959

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing

AH Levels-All Subjects

Foreign Students Wekxxne
Fast, Professional-Quality Guaranteed

Call Research 213-477-8226

M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Theses/Disscrtatioiis

Proposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPESS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, PhJ>
(213>47a<662

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (21 3)871 -1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(213)473-4193.

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-
nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Compotition, Finance, Foreign languages,

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)748-741 2.

COMPUTER SCIENCE TUTOR. Experienced,
professional. Master's degree in C.S , will

help improve your grade. Guaranteed.
(213)477-8234.

ENGLISH TUTOR: Reading, writing, vocabul-
ary, grammar, ESL credentials teacher.

(310)454-8461.

ESL/COMPOSITION/EDITING. Duke gradu-
ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)285-4616.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian (213)478-5822.

MATH? EEYEUW! Tim, the "I Hate Math" tutor

can help you! Algebra through Calculus.

(310)578-7236.

PATIENT TUTOR MATH (ARITHMETIC THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS
WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF-
RELIANCE. FOR FREE INFO CALL jIM.

(213)747-5118.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. RUSHES. GUARAN-
TEED. 1 MILE FROM UCLA 213-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. P^)ers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (213)827-5090.

A-^! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/

editing, computer training, resumes,
transcription. Fax. THE WORD PLACE
(213)882-8008, (818)994-1094.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,
laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (213)788-9885.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-
(213)939-4303.

IS TYPING your thing? ? NO ? 1 can help, fast,

accurate, flexible rates. Carolyn
213/671-3610.

Modern Secreterial and Graphic services: IBM
& MAC. Discount to students. Pick up/
delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(213)446-8899.

PRECISION TYPING $2.50/Double Space
Pa^ Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-
Delivcry Available (2130864-3981

PROFESSIONAL WORDPROCESSING in my
home. High quality. Accurate. Weekervis and
evenings okl Good rates. Dee (21 3)398-1 21 7.

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING by the

Way company. Word Perfect 5.1, Compeletive
rates. Call (213) 474-9648.

PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICE. Theses-

term papers. Employment service. Delta Per-

sonnel Services, Simi Valley. (805)526-5210.

THE TYPING GUY! rll type anything. I'm

cheap and quick. Reports, scripts, letters,

whatever. (213)207-5192.

A BRILLIANT IDEA!! Wordprocessing/
proofreading. LOW RATES. Screenplays, pap-

ers, resumes, theses. 24-HOURS. Student dis-

count. (213)207-6496.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

WORDPROCESSINCyDESK TOP PUBLISH-
ING, papers, resumes, transcriptions, ABA
format. Westwood. (213)473-5755

WRITER'S BLOCK? WRITING APPREHEN-
SION? Professional writing counselor with

Harvard doctorate will work privately with you
on dissertations, theses, term papers, or prepar

ing for comps. Result-orientated. Your medical

insurance may apply. Call Productive Prose

(213) 316-5128.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

Tutoring Needed 99

MACINTOSH TUTOR NEEDED to connect
computer and teach wordprocessing. Negoti-

able price. (310)794-5931.

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that g^ts

results. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional

service. (213)450-0133

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experienced Career Counselor. Also

college admission essays. Lee (213)478-1090.

Typing 100

$1.75 PER PAGE: Thesis, Papers, Resumes,

Transcriptions, Manuscripts, Charts, and

Graphs. (310)306-2648.

A-l AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING for Valley Students. 20 years

exp., laser, spellcheck. (818)752-1980 7 days.

Bam-10pm. Rushes okay.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (213)557-0558.— *

—

ABSOLUTELY PROOFEDI Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (Ir^luding disserta-

tions, mailings,resumes). Editing/graphics

available. Laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Ani (213)312-3332

THE RESCIHE DOCTOR
• PROFESSIONAL a)fflDENriAL SERVICE

• LASER QUALnYRESUIiiS A BIOS

• WE CAN CREATE A CUSTOMTALORED

PACKAGE

• WE ALSO UPDATE EXISTING RESUfciS

FREE PICKUP 4 DELIVERY

213^824401
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standing performances, UCLA
head coach Glenn Bassett was

pleased with what the Bruins

accomplished over the weekend.

UCLA was competing in Irvine

without the services of Mark
Knowles or Bill Behrens. both of

whom are taking the fall quarter

off to play professionally.

When Knowles returns he will

probably take the number one

singles position in addition to

teaming with Bissell to form

UCLA's top doubles team, Bassett

said.

The Bruins were also without

David Nainkin, who had surgery

last week to repair an injured wrist

UCLA, minus three of its lop

players, was afforded the luxury of

using the Rolex Regionals to

evaluate talent and depth. Players

that will move down the ladder

once the others return were given

the opportunity to prove them-

selves in Irvine, Bassett said.

Among those who is trying to

work his way up is Karl Pazdemik,
who played on the junior varsity

team last year for UCLA. He made
it through Wednesday's three

qualifying rounds before being

defeated in the first round of the

main draw on Thursday. Arizona's
Rob Grant defeated Pazdemik 6-4,

6-1.

Another first round casualty for

the Bruins was Matt Quinlan, who

suffered a 6-1, 6-3 defeat at the

hands of Arizona's Ringo Navar-
rosa. Quinlan generally was slot-

led eighth or ninth for the Bruin

varsity in 1991, Bassett said.

Navarrosa, who plays number-

one singles for Arizona, was
defeated in the third round by

Bissell (7-6, 6-2), a feat singled out

by Bassett as one of the Bruins'

high points of the tournament.

A low point for the Bruins came
in Barber's second round singles

match, which he lost to UC
Irvine's Fred Bach 6-0, 6-1.

"Billy fell apart in his singles

match," Bassett said. "But he's

definitely come up a level in

practice."

100 Travel 105 Travel 105 Autos 109

I

I

Powder
Perfect!

• Ski Lake Tahoe!

—3 Nights $171.00

• Ski Utah at Thanksgiving!

—3 Nights* $285.00

=^kT Cok>rado Winter Break!

—5 Nights* $375.00

Travel Service, A-Level Ackcrman Union

>iSUCL4^ M-F 8:30-6, Sat 12-4 Call UCLA-FLY

VW-BUC 7V. runs great. Must sell because
leaving town. $1,300. Call Veronika (213)

285-0470.

VW JETTA CL, '86. UCLA professor, 5-speed,

tan, A-6oor, ^fC, all power, excellent cornil-

tion, 45k/mi. $4500. (213)463-3534.

Motorcycles for Sole 114

KAWASAKI, 1983, 440LTD. 9000 miles. New
rear tire. Runs excellent. $675/obo.
(310)828-6402.

Scooters for Sole 115

^TransporUititm:

Included

Travel Tickets 106

1987 HONDO AERO. $650. Great running
condilion. Musi setit Cail D> 206-1423

'86 HONDA ELITE 150. Runs perfectly!

$800/obo. Call Ken 824-2089.

'87 CH80 HONDA ELITE. Good condition,
blue, must sell immediately. $600. Sarah/
Elizabeth. 820-1067.

HONDA ELITE 250 '87. Black, mint, 42 ml.,

cover, kryptonitc lock. $2200/obo.
(818)997-4024, leave nr>essage.

HONDA ELITE 50, 1989. Excellent condition.
With lock. $550/obo. Must sell.
(213)470-9757,

TICKETS
^ Seattle $308.00

+ Dallas $248.00

^ St. Louis $298.00

^ New Orleans $338.00

+ Miami $357.00

f Washington D.C.

AIRLINE TKZKET ONE WAY, LAX to Newark,
United, up to one year. Call Nancy (213)

658-6547.

LA TO NY/ NEWARK, 1-way, Nov. 16, $150,
825-1894 days, (818)360-5883, evenings/
weckerxls.

LAX to Washington. Nov.13; 4 tickets avail-

able. Best offer. Call Kevin 8-5 daily. (213)
825-4789.

ROUND-TRIP ticket to Seattle. Leaves Wed.
11/27, returns Sunday 12/1. $30Q/obo.
(818)344-2936. _^
SW LAX to TAMPA departing Friday,
November 15 at 11:25am. Arrives 10pm!
$5(yobo. Call (310)390-8489/leave message

Autos for Sale 109

1985 BLAZER. 6-CYLINDER. 4-wheel drive,

Tahoe, loaded, A/C, New brake^ire^fuel-
water pump. $5,60G/obo. (818)342-5576 or

(213)825-8315.

HONDA ELITE 150 DLX 1987. Blue. Great
condition ar>d low mileage. $110(Vobo. Mo-
nica 824-3534.

Off-Cannpus Parking 120

ON-CAMPUS PARKING AVAILABLE. Great
location. Call Jeff (818)591-7827

Furniture for Sale. 126

2 BEDS & couch. Call Tara (818)881-7679.

Travel Service
A-Level Ackerman—-—-- , M F 8:30-6. Sal 12-4

>1SUCL4/ CallUCLAFLY

Florida

London
Paris

frinkfurt

Rio Dt Janeiro
*Fei« arc each way from txx Anseles bated on a

roundtrippurchaie. testnctiorv apply FarcsAJbicct

to change without mbcc and taxes not irKluded.

CoundTvaud
1093 Broftdon Ave #«0
LcsAn9eles,CA 90024

310-208-3551

'71VW SQUARE BACK. All original. Good
Shape. Needs a little work. $1,400. Leave
Message 654-5611.

AUDI FOX 1979. Sunroof, AAVFM, fuel injec-

tion, new parts. 82,000 n^iies. $1,150.
(213)957-1268.

AUDI 4000 '82. Cold, 5-spd. 100,000 miles.

Good condition. $1,000 (213)645-4430.

BMW '74 2002, new paint, rebuilt engine,

standard trans, new tires, sun-roof. $390(Vobo.
(805) 834-2969 (Bakersfield).

CADILLAC, 1962, 4-door, classic, fins,

1 -owner, 85,0OOmile$. $1 SOO/obo. From new.
White, black leather. (310)828-6402.

CHEVY Z24, '89, loaded, 30kmiles. Must sell.

S7,00(Vobo. )oe 20 1291.

CONVERTIBLE VW-RABBIT '83 White, new
top, new tires, low mileage, great car!

$520(yobo. (213) 207-0109.
^

FORD PROBE CL 1990. low miles, air condi-
tioning, AM-FM, sun-roof, 5-speed. $8795.
(310) 459-7015.

FOR SALE. PERFECT COLLEGE CAR '87

Honda. Only^,000 miles. $550(Vobo. Leave
message. (213)374-9876.

JEEP CJ7 4-wheel drive. 83K miles, great

condition. Must sell. $4,50Q/obo. Andy
(310)471-8321 or (310)596-2691.

JETTA GL, '87, 4-door, 5-speed, AC, sunroof,
alarm, stereo/ cassette pullout, tinted glass.

$6900. (818)980-8879.

PORSCHE 944, '85, $8000, automatic, alarm,

power sun-roof, low miles. PlalinumA)lack.
Lan-y (213)476-1281.

TOYOTA CELICA GT, •77. 3-door. S-sp«ed,
AM/FM cassette, good condition, $900.
(310)397-1039.

TOYOTA SUPRA '89. Grey, automatic, sun-
roof, Vc, excellent condition. $13,000 Byron
(213)8.36-3692.

FUTON FOR SALE. QUEEN SIZE, BLACK, W/
FRAME. $90. ALSO 5-DRAWER FILE CA-
BINET, $40. JAMES 935-3792.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

POOL TABLE- Great condition, 3-piece slate,

all accessories, $700. Larry (213)476-1281.

SLEEPER SOFA with matching loveseat, grey
coffee table with matching erid-table -^ lamp,
$600. Larry (213)476-1281.

TALL STURDY BOOKCASES AND A DESK.
OTHER STUFF. Negotiable prices. Alex
(213)474-8305.

Misc. For Sale 126

-LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN"
(stafO babseball jacket. One of a kind. Fits

medium frame- M/F. Highest offer.

(310)306-3694.

TV CABLE READY - $60, COFFEE PERCOLA-
TOR $60. AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL PRINT
SWEATSHIRTS $40. (21 3) 479-2769 evenings.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

HARMAN KARIX)N RECIEVER, $400. CD
Player, $350. Both never used, in boxes, top
quality. (310)471-1266.

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM SELECTRIC $45, Apple2C $275,
Xerox1020 Copier $350, MOTEBECANE
lOspeed $125, Yamaha synthesizer $90
(310)391-3554.

FOR SALE: Magnavox Computer. VGA moni-
tor, printer, modem, 3-disk drive. $700. Call

(213)463-7833.

IBM COMPATIBLE 286. 1 Meg/RAM. 30
Megabyte hard-drive. 3Vi + 5'/* floppys. HP
ink-jet printer. $170(yobo. Ask for Elysa

(818)788-7400.

IBM COMPATIBLE AT280-1 2. 1MB, 5.25-FD,
3.5''FD, 40HD. Monitor, keyboard, mouse,
software, documentation, warranty. $1,100.
(213)558-4882.

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 286, 1MB, 5.25''FD,

S.S-FD 40HO, KEYBOARD, MONITOR, NEW
W/ WARRANTY. $620. (213)644-2612.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and teach you to assemble it yourself!

PC SUPPORT GROUP, (818)994-1188.
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Copeland's Sports
i

NOV 1 4TH
1 DAM - 9PM^

CURRENT PRICES
*Mall Hours Will Vary

EVERYTHING
IN STOCK

EXCEPT GOLD MEDAL ITEMS=
2 ITEM AND QUANTITY PRICING NOT IN
EFFECT. 20% OFF CURRENT PRICES MAY

BE OFFERED IN FUTURE ADS.

JUST A FEW EXAMPLES
ATHLETIC SHOES

Spscial Group
Athletic Shoes 26.99
Special GroMp
Kid*s Basketball Shoes 26.99
SpM:i«l Group
Basketball Shoes 36.99
Special Group
Hiking Boots 36.99
All

GoH Shoes

21
21

20%
OFF CmmCNT PfUCCS

EXERCISE & ATHLETICS

Exercise Equipment. EXIIIA
OFF CiNWICMT PmCCS

Tennis Racquets.

Day Packs

GoH Equipment...

20%
mcMTPmcc]

20%
incirr FfiicEi

20%
OFF CURRCMT PfllCCS

20%

OFF cufmcirr frices

OFF CUmiCNT MMCCS

Baseball Gloves EXmil 20%
OFF CUflMEMT FmCCS

APPAREL & ACCESSORIES
cunncMT

Special Group
Adidas Nylon Jackets
Special Group
Nike Air Jordan Shorts csugM

Spacial Group
Fleece Shorts
Entir* Stock of

Ski Shells

Entir* StocHi off Man's A Woman's
Insulated Ski Parkas

Entira Stock off

Ski Accessories.

24.99 1 O
19.99 1 5

KIM 20%
OFF CUmiCMT FfMces

XTIUl20%
OFF CURRENT PRICCS

20%
OFF CURRCMT PRtCCS

\.A <A'^

EQUIPMENT
EXTRA

GOLD
MEDAL ITEMS
NOT INCLUDED

I_ OFF
CURRENT PRICES

QmiwIH I ii * steM llwHi< to stock on hand <U»«ftitod mttthmmMm iiwy k« »»tll«»i « uta ^ricM i«

ayeatoinf mI* «««w«» . WapyUr •rtyinal and curran< prica* ara aWai Inf pricaa anty and may or may na«
l«a«a raatrftod in salat 30H OacawM aipim al ctoaa el boainaaa MOVCMSEN 14tli.

COLO MfOAL SfRVICf (TIMt WHl NOT H OiSCOUNTEO OUMNC TMt tALE

Copeland's Sports
1 001 WESTWOOD BLVD

ifVEsniirooD

Daily Bruin Sports
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•IVOBY COAST CHICKEN STICKS
01

•CHICKEN SANDWICH

$3.99 + tax
ALL THE TIME,

ANYTIME
NOW DELIVERING
6pm-MIDNIGHT

^
IKE, ROB, & DAMON THANKYOU

10923 WEYBURNAVE. • 208-1969

ft

Billiard Club
Restaurant & Bar

/In,

f. '^

i

TONIGHT!
STARVING STUDENT m

NIGHT!
$1.99

o
Cheeseburger, Fries & Soft Drink

or

Pasta Salad, Garlic Bread & Soft Drink

990 Draft Beer & Soft Drinks
, J f/.^/|lMMffyyy.•.•^.•yyyy^.J.y.•...^.•.•.•.•..•.•..^.•.^.^ •.,,.,. -j. ...., . . .j ... ... . . ............. ..,,,,

«<>»«a>A/«o.w.y>A»i»yM>^'»»<vy>wy%a.WMi<MM«<^ .w^.-..^ .v^
i Ti ni rmn ooo

Daily Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet
Drink Specials

1 1 835 Wllshirc Blvd.
Just West of Barrlngton

477-7550
MINIMUM AGE 21

Friedelis

named to
award list
By Jay Ross
Daily Bruin Staff

In just his second year of
collegiate competition, UCLA
goalkeeper Brad Friedel has l)een

named a fmalist by the Missouri
Athletic Club for the Budweiser
Soccer Player of the Year Award.

"It*s really exciting to be nomi-
nated, but Td rather win the

national championship than win
the award,** said Friedel, a sopho-
more from Bay Village, Ohio. "I

don*t really pay any attention to

awards.**

Friedel has also been nominated
for the Herman Award— collegi-

ate soccer* s equivalent to foot-

balFs Heisman Trophy — along

with teammates Mike Lapper and
Joe-Max Moore.

Friedel succeeded longtime
Bruin standout Anton Nistl and
helped UCLA win its second
national title last season by allow-

ing 0.56 goals per game.

In the semifinal match against

North Carolina State, he blocked a

penalty kick which turned out to be
the margin of victory.

Following the season, he was
named to the Soccer America Aih-
Freshman team and won Freshman
of the Year honors.

Over the summer, Friedel parti-

cipated on the U.S. Olympic team,

which played in the World Univer-

sity Games and the Pan American
Games.

At the Pan Ams, Friedel pre-

served the United States* victory

over Mexico in the gold medal
match.

SOCCER
From page 28

Cobi Jones, Joe-Max Moore and
Zak Ibsen each took turns playing

•torture the Spartans** in the 8-0

rouL Each member of the trio

scored two goals. Ibsen added a

whopping four assists and Moore
had three as the Bruins made their

final attempt to impress the com-
mittee.

**I think we made a good
statement to the tournament com-
mittee,** Schmid said. **We showed
that we beat a team, 8-0, that only

lost to Santa Clara 3-1, four days
ago.**

By assisting Ibsen on the game's
last goal, Jones moved to within

one of Shoa Agonafer for the

UCLA single-season assist record.

Since playoff games count in

determining final statistics, the

senior striker is sure to make the

record his own.

ITS /
Nor/

WORTH.

WEIGHT.
^

Fnr better health and fitness, exercise.

American H«artAssociation

• •

From page 28

Cardinal. Couple that with four
turnovers and the inability to hit

the long pass and you have the

makings of a Stanford upset.

UCLA tried to get some offense

going with the deep pass, which
the Cardinal was allowing, almost
challenging them to throw, by
playing man-to-man coverage, but

could not connect, to Donahue's
dismay.

"When ihey have nine guys on
the line and sometimes 10 and dare

you to go deep you have to get
them out of that," he said. "You
have to make them behave,
because they were misbehaving.
When it came time for the show-
down we didn't do that."

Quarterback Tommy Maddox
concurred.

Maddox, whose rough day
ended with a concussion and an
overnight hospital stay, is feeling
better and should be ready to

practice in a day or two, but the
concussion was a scary moment

"I just remember trying to throw
the ball and going to the hospital

after that," he said. "Somebody
told me I was pretty upset and
wanted to go back into the game,
but they wouldn't let me.

"I'd call it a mild concussion.
They did the tests and X-rays and
they all turned out alright."

Tailback Shawn Wills however
is not alrighL Wills strained the :

medial-collateral ligament in his

knee and is definitely out for the

Oregon game. He may or may not
return for the final regular season
game against USC.
That means that Kevin Williams

could get his first start of the year

against the Ducks. But Williams,

the team's leading rusher, rein-

jured his ankle which has been

bothering him all season and may
not be able to go on Saturday.

Comerback Carlton Gray, who
grabt)ed his seventh interception of

the year against Stanford is first in

the Pac-10 in that category and
third nationally, but he too suffered

an injury. Gray sprained his ankle
in the game and will take a couple

of days off from practice, but

should be able to play against

Oregon.

UPI Top-25

The NCAA college

football top-25 as
determined by United
Press International.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5

Florida St. (10-0)

Washington (9-0)

Miami (8-0)

Michigan (8-1)

Florida (8-1)

6. California (8-1)

7. Alabama (8-1)

8. Iowa (8-1)

9. PennSt.(8-2)

10. Tennessee (6-2)

11. Notre Dame(8-2)

12. Nebraska (7-1-1)

13.TexasA&M(7-1)
14. Clemson (6-1-1)

15. Colorado (6-2-1)

16. East Carolina (8-1)

17. Syracuse (7-2)

18. Ohio St. (7-2)

19. Oklahoma (7-2)

20. Baylor (7-2)

21. Virginia (7-2-1)

22. North Carolina St. (7-2)

23. Stanford (6-3)

24. Brigham Young (7-3)

25. Illinois (6-3)

SOURCE: UPI
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I d«ared up the acne In

Juat 10 weeks with B.H.
Acne Skin Care. I dkln't
have any harmftil
chemlcakor
medlcatlona either
beoauae I had cleanlnfi
the natural ««v. I

reoonnnend B.H. Acne
Skin Care for anyone
who wants quality
reaulta done the right
way. From my
experience, vou will be
aabaflcd with the acne
treatznenL

rly Hills Acne-6kin Cans Clinic

Acne-A Treatable

B«*ar««dnf |»B.H. Cmm\

^^

wlw

The new bl^ word in •kin care
•Deep pore cleaning
•No lanolin mliieraToll, artificial

color or fragrance

ACRE-A TREATABLE s CLEAR 81011 « DRAMAnC RESULTS IN 2 MOinHS OUARAlfTEED

(2 13)289-0733 906 8. Robertson Blvd. •204
Dmiiei Lee (Cn».«oada High School) OPEN TUES-flAT (Olympic * Robertaoo)

•tongw tMn Ml oydbw aitf a tooW
okitiMnl TM» laMitf tarow • y«ar.

T)w rMUta www law ani «wy daw In

tfpmhnt. Owolatarndaoingla
B.H. ^tm Witi Can. paopb bvgwt to
no«o» my *ln ctawtnf up wMNn
mont) IdMnrtMcdtoMMan/
m«dlea«an whkfi mtttm mm day
and B H Acn*«dn C«r* ^w« m*
good irMftncnl to tmdk mtmy
pimpi*. «Meh iramd twy wouW 90
wajr. SonowmytMnisMudi
fltoarar 9\m wlwn Iwm wdng
4«rmalolo«M- I MgMy rMMwnwid
hw tar anjron* wMh any l|rp» of aeiw
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AESOP'S long distance savings plan can take you to this location.

11 I-SfeS^
\v ^eSSS?*'^

^^^^ ^^ always helped college students call the places they want to call. In to, one
5>>»M»»*>-

of our savings plans, the SelectSaver^ Plan, lets you direct-dial the one out-of-state area code you call most

often. For just |1.90 a month, and 12 cents a minute, evenings, nights and weekends. 20 cents a minute,

weekdaysf D And How AT&T can take you to another place you've always wanted to go. Just enter the

AT&T "It Can Happen to Me" Sweepstakes. You could win a trip for you and a guest to any US. and any

European rock concert. All you have to do is fill out the coupon below. D So let us help you choose the savings

plan that^ right for you. And then try your luck at our Sweepstakes. Both will be music to your ears.

lb sign up foran AT&T savings plan, caU 1 800 654-0471, Ext. 7457. Tb enter the
AT&T "It Can Happen to Me" Sweepstakes, fill out the coupon below.

•Indudw cortjnenlal U.S.. AlMka. Hawaii. Puerto Rico and the U S Virgin islands Savings based on calls over 56 miles Actual savings ootential
dependaonaubecflbefcaljngpallafns ProcessinQ tee of S2.00 applies Day rates apply from 8 am to 5 pm
©1991 AT&T

ATsJ

OFnaAL RULES-NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
1. 1> artor, handprM your nvrm. addrM*. ptwna numbar and zip coda on an oftlCMi aniry lorm or a plain ptaca o( papar
Official aniry torma can ba lound m tt«a Octobar 31aL 1M1 waua of AaHnp Sfona. tha Oclobar Ifth. 1M1 wmm of
6ntartalr»iMnf MtoaMy, iha Novamb«r 1981 latua of US maguin*. tha Novambar/Oacambar IWt laaua of U rh» Nahon^
Co«a0a A««Mpapar and itw Fall wtu* of Olrw;(Dry (y Cteaaa Vbu may aniar a* oftan a« you wwh. bul aac^ arilry rTH^
maaadaaparatafylftATIT IT CAN HAPPEN TO ME SWEEPSTAKES. PC Bob 487a Grand CamralSlabon Naw^brk NY
lOm All aittiaa mual ba raoa«wad by Oaoambar aa tMl
1. Wlwiaia ail >• aalaala* Iw a

1>i1Mtkv MiOa>iiiiiliB, liia.,aii iMtfapMMlaNi i

I awaapaaakaa. ft apMi* PMaai A 4*v/9-N%M M» tof

*aaa katal aooaMMNatfaMaMa, iMaal antf

./4-NisM li^ tar taw la aa* Ma eawaart af '
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' Enter the AT&T "It Can Happen lb Me** Sweepstakes.

I
To enter, complete this form and mail to:

,

AT&T "It Can Happen To Me" Sweepstakes,
I Box 2501, Cedar Grove, New Jersey 07009 -2501

I Name (Please Print)

College

Address

~i

Year in school

I

City

I Phone

i

State Zip

I opan to xaaidarta of ttw U S . 16 yaar« of aga or oidar. amapl impfoyaa and Ihatr iMMNaa of ATKT. itt

afMlMaa. ubatdtortaa. advamamg aganctaa, MEOlAAMEraCA. MC. am matr piaaram M^tpliara TMa oflar w vnd
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tmH^ft»a«0»W^«wKOaiMaal1alHa,Miw 1>t>.llYlO<o»>y^

—
I

I Current Long Distance Company AT&T_ MCI_ SPRINT_ OTHER_ |

I

Current Calling Card Company AT&T_ MCI _ SPRINT— OTHER— i

D On Campus Student D Off Campus Student (w) '

I All entriei must be ifc«vpdhyl2/30/W No purchase neces«wy\toidwhw prohibit |
YounMbelSyeinofageorokknoeMer.

I
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THIRDANNUAL THANKSGIVING

CANNED FOOD DRIVE^
$50.00 DISCOUNT
Bring In Three Cans Of Food

For The Homeless . . . 1̂^
Donate THREE cans of food by November 27, 1991,

and place a $100 deposit on the course of your
choice with the Stanley H. Kaplan Educational

Center Ltd. of Southern California, and we will take

$50.00 off the current tuition. The balance of your
tuition is due before the First day of class or in 90

days whichever comes first.

Tha£iammisna9i£dviikatiot(i€r£sawtiorogtrmadtiiiSumUu qfos

Sscamt is vddoniu on initialainments.

LSAT GMAT MCAT GRE

^ DAT NMB NCLEX

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST for more details!

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.

'laatii

LOWEST
AUTO

INSURANCE
RATE

' LUibkititii£ii^&.

•LIABILITY

•COMPREHENSIVE & COLLISION
•SR-22 FILING
•MANY TICKETS/ACCIDENTS
•EXPENSIVE CARS
•LOWEST RATE FOR ANY DRIVER
•SINCERE SERVICE
•HOME APPOINTMENT O.K.

WE ALSO HANDLE HEALTH AND
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE FOR BUILDINGS,

BUSINESS, AND AUTOS.

CALI: (213) 477-8455

MERVATINSURANCE
11540 SANTA MONICA BLVD

(AT COLBY ABOVE SECURITY PACIFIC BANK)
WEST L.A.
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Daily Bruin Sports

Magic goes out the way he
came to LA. as a winner

"I want to tell you that this

is the first day of the rest of
our lives. I say this to you
fans because we, the Lakers,

need your support now more
than ever before. I say this to

all of my teammates, because,

starting now, its winnin' time.

"And I'm saying it to

myself, because I have an
important battle to fight — and
in this battle you all are my
teammates."

Magic Johnson, in a message
delivered by James Worthy at

Sunday *s Laker game.

Words don*t quite

describe it. They may
come close, but you

had to be there to really

understand it. Still, the story

should be told.

The scene couldnH have
been more somber. Middle-
aged men and women wept
openly, uncontrollably and
without shame. They leaned on
each other for support and
tried to hold on. They didn't

want to be there.

None of us did.

Thursday afternoon, just a

few floors below some of his

greatest triumphs, one of the

last true gentlemen of sports

bowed out. But there was no
ceremony to honor him, no
retiring of his number, nothing

but sadness.

Magic Johnson, a player

whose presence and style of
play made the NBA what it is

today, went before the world
and told us he had tested

positive for the human immu-
nodeficiency virus, which is

known to cause AIDS. Johnson
announced he would retire

immediately.

In front of a media circus

of print, radio and television

journalists, Johnson stayed

upbeat, doing his best to smile
and remain optimistic. Devoid
of even the slightest trace of
self-pity, he vowed to fight on,

to make the best out of a
horribly wrong situation.

It was pure Magic.
On the podium, along with

his new wife Cookie, his

doctors and the Lakers' man-
agement, Magic Johnson
opened up the first page on
what will surely be the tough-

est chapter of his life.

He did it in his own,
inimitable style — with grace,

wit, charm and warmth.
But what Johnson did at that

news conference is what he
has always done — try to

keep the people happy. Make
them smile. Light up a room
with his presence. Use his

shoulders to lighten someone
else's burden.

Only the man they call

Magic can do that. Only he
could have kept his cool when
all around him were losing

theirs. Only a man like John-
son could bring millions to

their feet one day and to their

knees the next.

Only Magic could draw the

kind of zoo that took place at

the Forum Thursday. As loyal

fans waited outside, dazed
journalists and Laker players,

families and management stood
in shocked silence as Johnson
calmly told his story.

Johnson isn't the first man
or woman to test HIV-positive.

There have been many before

and unfortunately, many will

The Cheap Seats

follow. But when it's a man
who you've cheered for, who
adds something to the life of
everyone he touches, you take

a deep breath and you try to

get rid of that feeling you
have in the pit of your sto-

mach.

Everybody knows that feel-

ing. When something horrible

happens to someone you care

about, and there's nothing you
can do about it. You don't

have to know Johnson to feel

that way about him. I've never
met him, but I still shed a

tear.

To a lot of people who have
never met the man. Magic is a
hero. On and off the court he
was larger than life to a lot of
people. Shakespeare once wrote
that an unhappy nation is one
that needs heroes. I'd take a
stand against that when it

comes to Magic.
It isn't just on the court that

Johnson inspired. He has a

magnetic smile that makes you
like him instantly. He looks

like someone who could be a
friend, a good friend. Someone
you could count on.

That's why this is so hard.

Not just on the Lakers, or the

city of Los Angeles, but on
anyone who ever ran into

Johnson in one way or

another. He's just that way.
For all the times he's thrilled

you on the court, he does
something equally impressive
off the court.

And that's why all of this

isn't fair. Even if he wasn't

one of the greatest basketball

players ever, even if he was
just a guy named Earvin, this

wouldn't be fair.

And that's why people are

crying for Magic Johnson. Not
just because the game is losing

one of its greatest players and
sports is losing a legend, but

because it's losing Magic.

That's why the owner of the

Lakers, Dr. Jerry Buss, broke
down in tears in front of me.
That's why a warm autumn
afternoon in Inglewood sud-

denly turned bitter cold. And
that's why even the most
grizzled veteran journalists

looked like they had lost a

best friend. Because they really

had.

And that's why I hate sto-

ries like this. They cut loo

sharply to the bone. They
make you feel things you're

not supposed to feel when
you're covering a story. It's

uncomfortable and I hope it

goes away soon.

But it's real. And it was
there Thursday. That uncom-
fortable sadness.

_ Magic, however, seems to ^e_
-Tnaking the best of this. The^

—

same way he could turn a bad
pass into an impossible shot,

he's finding a way to turn all

of this into something positive.

He wants to promote AIDS
awareness, and I have a feel-

ing that people will finally

start to listen. There are a lot

of biases and unfounded pho-
bias about HIV and AIDS, but
when a 6-foot-9-inch athlete

who people think is invincible

goes down, people take notice.

If it can happen to them, it

can happen to you or me.

Magic Johnson's contraction

of the HIV virus proves for

one final time that this disease

moves with deadly silence and
indiscriminate skill. It reaches

into the most intimate moments
between people and takes

something from them that

doesn't come back. Magic
knows that now. Some of us

are still learning.

Good luck. Magic. They say
in the end, life is only a

game. If it is, you've already

won.

CHARLES COOLEY/Daiiy Bruin

Los Angeles Laker guard Earvin ''Magic'' Johnson — basketball
legend, smiling superstar and friend to millions — bowed out of
the NBA last week after contracting the human Immunodeficiency
virus.
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• HI-: rWomen's
Uanl^ Tiojans to
avenge earlier loss

ALEX DE ROBERTIS
UCLA's Greg Shaffer and the Bruin men's swimming team fell to USC, 165-76.

IVIen's swim manages one
win against Southern Cal
By Heather Duffy

The UCLA men's swim team
entered rough waters at USC
Friday and was promptly devoured
in a Trojan feeding frenzy, losing

165-76 in the dual meeL
It was a glimpse of the future for

the Bruins, as they got to study the

Trojan swimmers that will be
challenging them for Pac-10 hon-
ors at the conference champion-
ships in two weeks. Friday was the

80lh meeting between the two
schools, and USC looked domin-
ant throughout

The first race of the afternoon
was claimed by the Bruins' 400
medley team of Mark Thompson,
Andrea Cecchi. Dan Kutler and

Brian Kurza, in a NCAA qualify-

ing time of 3:20.18. But it was the

only race UCLA would win all

day.

While several Bruins provided
USC with close competition, such
as Byron Davis in the 50 freestyle,

Michael Picotte in the 100 and 200
freestyle, and Matjaz Kozelj in the

200 butterfly, the clock left the

Bruins in second place each time.

UCLA divers came up slightly

short as well, with Korl Borg
taking second in one-meter diving
with his score of 309.00 points, and
Marc Roggenkamp placing third

with 271.80 points. Borg was also

second in three-meter diving, with

305.18 points.

The Bruins were bridesmaids in

all but one event, but UCLA Head
Coach Ron Ballatore said that the
Pac-10 championships should be a
different story. His swimmers
have begun tapering, a process
which involves cutting back quan-
tity in j)ractice in hopes of achiev-
ing faster times in a big meet

"We always have a tough time
here (at USC)." explained Balla-

tore. *They were faster than us . . .

today. But it's not over lill it's

over. We can beat them at Pac-
lO's/* he said.

UCLA has two weeks to prepare
for the Pac-10 championships,
which will be held in Long Beach
at the Belmont Olympic PooUh
Nov. 24-26.

By D.J. Harmeling

The UCLA women *s soccer
team that defeated USC Friday on
the North Athletic Field was an
entirely different team than had
defeated the Trojans at USC in the

third game of the season.

While the players were virtually

the same for the Bruins, the results

were markedly different

In the first meeting, the Bruins
were listless, playing without
emotion en route to squeaking out
a 1-0 victory. This time, the Bruins
(10-3-1) came out with all guns
firing while en route to a 9-0
victory.

The Bruins first scored three

minutes into the game as Erika
Kim converted an opportunity
from the left wing. Within the next
three minutes UCLA rifled off
four more good shots, none of
them finding the back of the net It

was only a matter of time.

A great through ball by Jill

Ratner led to UCLA's second goal
at the 15-minute mark of the first

half. Sonja Munevar broke through
the Trojan defense, took one
dribble, and shot high left past the

helpless USC goalie.

By the end of the first half,

Munevar had tallied another goal
and Nay Carini had added two of
her own, giving UCLA an insur-

Onountable 5-0 halftime margin.

<The second half produced more
of the same for 4lfe Bniiiis,

Munevar notching two more goals

in the half, with four for the game.

UCLA wa^ originally scheduled

to have twc^'games over the

weekend, the second of which was
to be played against Loyola Mary-
mount.

UCLA and LMU are battling for

the second seed in the upcoming
league tournament, and the easiest

way to settle their virtual tie would
have been a head-to-head meeting.
UCLA had originally scheduled
this game, a makeup of an early

season LMU cancellation, for

Saturday.

LMU then claimed that they had
scheduled Cal State Northridge for

Saturday, but would be willing to

cancel a game with USC Sunday in

order that they could play UCLA.
Then, late Saturday night,

UCLA head coach Marc Clay was
informed that LMU was unable to

play Sunday, but would be willing

10 reschedule for Tuesday. Clay
decided to stop chasing LMU.

"It's a matter of principle right

now," Clay said, referring to the

fact that he believes UCLA will

defeat LMU regardless of which
team is awarded the second seed in

the league tournament
The tournament, which will be

held November 16-17 at UC
Riverside, will determine who will

accompany league champions Cal
Poly-San Luis Obispo to the

national tournament November
22-24 in Austin, Texas.
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YOU MiCHT LOSE YOUR HEAD KEYSTONE
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HAIR SALON
62 YEARS IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

SPECIALTIES FOR MEN 6. WOMEN STARTING AT $10.00

WE RE THE BEST
1061 iCAYLEY AVENUE CALL FOR AN APPT.
WESTWOOD.VILLACE 208-6559
NEXTTOBREADSTICKS 8am TO LATE NIGHTS

K*^^
(v<

K-nUiKS

Braces Give You Something To Smile About

BACK TO SCHOOL SMILES
Now is the best time to start a program of

orthodontic treatment. A one-time back

to school sp>ecial would let you pay

a low monthly payment plan to

achieve the smile that you've

always dieamed of having.

onipli'ti' <)rtlio(lt>ntk

i rc-.ununt .is I ou .is

pi'l* lUOIltil

• Upon Approved Credit

Dr. Nader Dayani
Specializes in Orthodontics

for Adults & Children

11645 Wilshire Bhrd.

Suite 802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 826-7494

REAT
ROCERY continues
IVEAWAY

HUNDREDS of BRUINS will WIN
THOUSANDS of $$$ in FREE GROCERIES!

Contest Rules:

- Place Breadstiks grocery receipt (w/ name & phone#) in entry iar
- Non-purchase entries also in jar
- Winners each week receive amount of drawn receipt in cash
- Winners redeve DOUBLE when the receipt is over $25.00
- Non-purchase entries win average of cash receipt winners

In The Village!

FREE PARKING!
behind store

Open til 11pm 1057 GayleyAve 209-1111

*Vr-
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Bowl picture comes into focus for Bruins
By Mark Brubaker
and Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

Oespite Saturday's loss to Stan-

ford, the UCLA footbaW team
appears headed for a b9Wl game
for the first time in three years.

Losing to the Cardinal effec-

tively eliminated the Bruins from a

New Year's Day bowl, but UCLA
still has several other bowls from
which to choose.

The first day that bowls may
officially extend invitations to

schools is this Sunday, and right

now the John Hancock Bowl in El

Paso, Texas, appears to be a likely

possibility for the Bruins.

*The Hancock Bowl has wanted
us since 1984," UCLA Athletic

Director Pete Dalis said at the

weekly football media luncheon
',> Monday 4^t6moon. "(The Han-

cock Bowl) told me after the

Stanford game that they still were
very interested in us."

Dalis also said that the Aloha
Bowl and the Independence Bowl
were still interested in UCLA.

However, the Hancock Bowl
has the largest payoff of any bowl
game the Brums could realistically

hope to make.

"We need to make a responsible

decision on the financial impact of

a bowl (that we choose)," Dalis

said.

Since bowl bids will be handed
out the day after UCLA plays

Oregon, the outcome of the

UCLA-USC game will most likely

have no effect on the Bruins* bowl
hopes.

*The use game is not a liability

for us. We are not a contingent type

of team," Dalis said, in reference to

schools that need to win their final

game in order to make a certain

bowl.

When it comes to assigning

blame after a loss, UCLA head

football coach Terry Donahue is

not one to single anyone out
"It was a total group effort, from

the head coach to the assistants to

the team," Donahue said about the

Bruins 27-10 loss to Stanford.

"I subscribe to the theory that

when you get whipped what you

need to do is buck up and shut up.

Rather than dissect the defeat TU
just say that we didn't do well. Part

of that is Stanford— they blocked

us, tackled us and blitzed us and we
couldn't do what wc wanted too."

Not much went right for the

Bruins, who had been on a four

game winning streak until Satur-

day's game at Palo Alto. The
running game, which had been a

very potent weapon in prior weeks,

managed only 95 yards against the

See FOOTBALL, page 25
CHAHLES COOLEY/Daily Bruin

Fullback Kaleaph Carter should get extra duty against Oregon due to Shawn Wills' injured knee.

Soccer notches top playoff
seed and home advantage
By Zachary Aron
Daily Bruin Staff

During the second half of the

season, UCLA head soccer coach
Sigi Schmid claimed his team
deserved better than its No. 12
Soccer America ranking.

Schmid insisted that when the

NCAA tournament pairings would
be drawn up, the selection com-
mittee should look at UCLA's
strength of schedule and large

margin of victory against its

opponents.

On Monday, Schmid's requests

were answered.

The selection committee
announced its tournament pair-

ings, and much to the pleasant

surprise of Schmid and his players,

the Bruins were rewarded with the

top seed in the Far West region.

UCLA (17-3-0) will now have a

first-round bye and — should it

keep winning — the home-field

NCAA Far West Regional Playoffs

By virtue of its number-one rank in the Far West Region, UCLA
receives a first'found bye. The winner of the region playoffs advances
to the NCAA Final Four, to be held Dec. 6 and 8 in Tampa, Fla.

.^^*AA**«i**«**« A**«iA*****AM*«i***^*^**

#7 Florida International

(17-2-3)

#1 UCLA (17-3-0)

Nov. 24

#6 Portland (12-6-0)

f^.

#4 San Francisco (17-3-0)
Dec. 1

#3 Fresno State (13-3-4)

#5 Stanford (12-3-5)
Nov. 24

#2 Santa Clara (16-1-1)

Far West
Champion

SOU«0EtNGAA
JENNFER F R INGE R/DaJiy Brum

advantage for th^ entire Far West
Region.

Because the Bruins have gone
unbeaten on their own turf over the

last four years, spanning 47 games,
UCLA stands a better chance of

making the soccer Final Four than

it would playing on the road.

"Playing at home makes a big

difference," Schmid said. "Other
teams in the region have not lost at

home this year, too. It will help us

to not have to travel to their place/*

Echoing Schmid's thoughts was
goalie Brad Friedel.

"Playing at home will help
extremely," he said. "Now, we will

have several thousand people
chec.ring us on, instead of having to

travel to Santa Clara and playing

before several thousand of their

fans."

To squeeze by the Broncos and
win the top spot, Schmid directed

the selection committee's eyes to

the Bruins strength of schedule,

performances against common
opponents, power rating and goal

differential.

In all of those categories, which
are used to determine playoff

seeding, UCLA ranked above Far

West teams Santa Clara, San
Francisco and Fresno State.

"If you go by the numbers.

"Playing at home will help extremely. Now, we
will have several thousand people cheering us on,

instead of having to travel to Santa Clara and

playing before 8,000 of their fans."

Brad Friedel

UCLA Goalkeeper

which is the way you are supposed
to look at them, we should be
ranked higher than (Santa Clara),"

Schmid said.

Home-field advantage and a No.
1 seed will not guarantee a place in

the Final Four. Traditionally, the

Far West— with arguments to be
made for the South — is the

toughest region in terms of
strength of competition, and this

year is no different

Not only is No. 2 Santa Clara

lurking in the woods, but so is No.
16 Fresno State and No. 5 San
Francisco. Both the Bulldogs and
the Dons defeated the Bruins

earlier this year. There is also

Portland, UCLA's probable sec-

ond round opponent and a team
that took the Bruins into overtime

before succumbing, 3-1.

"Portland can be a very danger-

ous team," Schmid said. "They are

a very uncomfortable team to play

against and they have a good
goalkeeper."

UCLA will also benefit from the

knowledge that they would face

either USF or Fresno State at the

earliest in the regional final. Both

teams will play each other in the

Hrst round, and the winner of that

match will then have to play at

Santa Clara.

Schmid and the Bruins are not
trying to contemplate future

matchups, though. The week will

be spent scouting and trying to get

the players well-rested.

"We are going to take a few days
off.- Schmid said. *This wiU give
us a chance to reestablish our
fitness. It also will give us time to

see our first opponent"
Friedel has no preference in

facing Portland or Florida Interna-

tional.

"I'll play either," the goaltender

said. "Either team is going to be a

battle. But I think that if we play

the way we are capable of playing,
then it will be hard to beat us."

The Bruins demonstrated just

how well that is Sunday against

San Jose State.

UCLA finished up the regular
season with a fun-for-the-whole-

family cannibalistic feasting of
San Jose State.

See SOCCER, page 24

Cheap Seats
Although he never saw the Magic Man play

from closer than the bleachers, sports editor and
columnist Scott Bloom was touched by the man
whose smile launched oneNCAA and five NBA
titles.

See page 26

Trivia Time
Name the three former UCLA quarterbacks

who started NFL games on Saturday. Two you
should get, one's a little tougher. Call (310)825-
9851 to win.

Czechoslovakia night

The UCLA basketball team, led by captain
Gerald Madkins, plays club team Trencin,

Czechoslovakia, tonight at 7:30 in Pauley
Pavilion.

80th Year, No. 35
arculation: 22,000

Deliver cans
to Domino's

With each pizza they order,

people can give canned foods to

the Los Angeles-area poor and
homeless.

Customers who order from
Domino's Pizza are encouraged
to donate canned food items
with each delivered pizza or
bring the items directly to any
Domino's location from now
until Nov. 19.

All donated food will go to

the Westside Food Bank, the

Sunshine Mission and Meet
Each Need with Dignity of
Pacoima.

The pizza delivery chain is

hoping to receive 15.000 cans.

Inside

Program taigets

state's illiterate

J^Liampus program spon
sored by the alumni association

helps people read and write.

See page 3

Viewpoint

It ain't over till

it's over, Mqgic
Viewpoint editor Ben Wex-

ter lakes a look at the battle that

lies ahead for a true hero.

See page 15

Arts & Entertainment

'Life is Sweet'
really isn't

Director Mike Leigh's latest

film is a dull slice of life that

dwells in the more mundane
elements of being a family.

See page 18

Sports

Hrst strike
UCLA's Cobi Jones has

added concentration to his

already formidable set of skills,

elevating his play to new
heights.

See page 36
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UC to tigMen H t^. I unting procedures
By Birgit Rasmussen
Daily Bruin Staff

The University of California has

billed thousands of dollars worth
of first class flights and posh
flower arrangements to the federal

government as part of research

grant requests, a recent internal

UC audit revealed.

To avoid congressional critic-

ism of the type which scandalized
Stanford University last year, UC
President David Gardner decided
to tighten UC procedures and
thereby reduce accounting errors.

UC officials called the billings

minor and denied any wrongdoing
on the part of the university. The
move to tighten accounting proce-

dures is an effort to better comply
with federal grant regulations.

Audit finds charges of flowers,

travel, food on research grants
Gardner said.

"Implementation of the new
procedures . . . will help to . . .

respond fully to both the letter ^tiA

the spirit of the new federal

regulations and to the issues

recently raised by Congress,"
Gardner said in a letter to UC
chancellors.

However, theUC system has not
billed the government excessively,

and does not expect the govern-
ment to act on the audit results,

said UC spokesperson Rick Malas-
pina.

Officials from the U.S. Depart-

ment of Health and Services,

which administer federal grants,

could not be reached for comment
before publication.

Last year an investigation of
Stanford University revealed that

taxpayers had been billed for

parties and payments for a yacht.

Prompted by recent congres-

sional concern with university

spending of federal research
grants, Gardner initiated the inter-

nal audit.

No extravagant expenses like

the ones revealed at Stanford were
discovered during the UC audit.

See AUDfT, page 12 David Gardner

Reading between the lines

A student walks between the columns of Young Hall.

Mit^MAtL LAfNyuairy oruin

UCLA to participate in Icidney study
By Lenore Jimenez

After a seemingly endless wait,

Milagro Rossell received a new
kidney this Halloween in a trans-

plant operation at the UCLA
Medical Center.

"rve been waiting for a kidney
for four years— it came unexpec-

tedly,** she said. 'That was my
trick-or-treat**

Rossell is one of 150,000 people
annually who suffer complete
kidney failure and one of 160 who
got a new kidney through UCLA
this year.

And although she is happy about
the successful transplant, there is a

chance her body will later reject

the new organ.

So, to help the 10,000 patients

who receive a new kidney each
year, the UCLA School of Medi-
cine will participate in a four-year

study to evaluate new immunosup-
pressive agents and how they can
prevent kidney transplant rejec-

tion.

Selected as one of eight centers

in the nation, UCLA will try to

isolate the immunosuppressive
drug that will most effectively

reduce side effects like high blood
pressure and facial puffiness,

improve kidney function and curb
organ rejection.

*This is the first time that such a
large-scale effort has been
mounted," said J. Thomas Rosent-
hal, director of the UCLA*s Kid-

ney Transplant Program and
Rosseirs physician. 'This organ-
ized approach will help us deter-

mine which agents provide
optimal graft longevity and lower
toxicity for the patient.**

These agents help patients keep
their new organs by lowering the

defenses of the immune system.

For patients like Rossell, the

study that begins in January 1992
could mean a life free from dialysis

machines — which perform the

kidney*s function by filtering the

"This is the first time

that such a large-scale

eftbrt has been

mounted."

J. Thomas Rosenthal
UCLA Kidney Program

blood — and hazardous donor
organ rejection.

But only weeks after her opera-

tion, Rossell said she is doing well

and feels the benefits of receiving a

transplant. "Pm eating the foods I

couldn*t because of dialysis. Tm

See STUDY, page 13

Union claims asiiestos removai liandled unsafely
By Brigltte Brady
Dally Bruin Staff

While workers are busy remov-
ing hazardous asbestos insulation

in the UCLA Medical Center,

some union members say the work
may be jeopardizing the health of
both workers and building users.

For the past week, members of
the Laborer* s Union of North
America have passed out flyers

outside the hospital which state

that the company UCLA hired to

remove the asbestos fails to ensure

public safety by not hiring union

workers who adhere to strict

standards.

Walking through the hospital,

union member Willie Robinson
said he noticed workers leaving the

contaminated site without chang-
ing their asbestos-ridden garb. So,

he filed a complaint against the

university with a safety organiza-

tion.

But UCLA officials deny the

company is breaching any safety

precautions, hinting the union
members do not have all the facts.

"All abatement work being
performed by Baker Pacific is

being done in a safe and profes-

sional manner,*' said Loren Witk-
in, UCLA*s asbestos project

manager. *The union carefully

developed this flyer implying that

only union members can perform

this work in a safe manner and
that's not true. The memo creates

innuendos that 1 think are reck-

less.**

The state safety agency —
California Occupational Safety
and Health Association — has

already put its seal of approval on
UCLA*s project, he said. *The
agency has inspected the project

and found no deficiencies.*'

UCLA used asbestos to insulate

pipes and as a fire retardant on
ceilings in campus buildings built

before 1978. when health officials

outlawed its use in all new con-

struction because it is known to

cause lung cancer and other respir-

atory ailments.

In 1985, the university launched

See ASBESTOS, page 13
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Plaociiicnt & Career Planning Center
"Life Science in the Year 2000"-
Engineering and Sdencc Career Speakers
NPI Auditorium. Room C8-183

PUipinos for Cocnmunity HcalA
General Meeting

Boelter Hall 5280

UCLA Investment Club
Speaker Panel on "Investment in the Soviet Union"

LATC aub House

Campus Events
Free concert-

Poi dog Pondering
Cooperage

International Students Assodatloa
Annual International Food & Crait Fair

\l^estwood Plaza

Ayn Rand Society

"The Virtue of Selfishness: Ayn Rand's Radical Code of Morality"

Franz Hall, Rm 1178

Campus Events

"Out for Justice"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Campus Events

"Double Impact"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1991

African Education Network
Second Annual Outreach Day with guest speaker Dr. John Ogbu
James West Alumni Center

GENERAL
TODAYUCLA Snow Ski Qub
Third and Final Meeting-Rolfe 1200

Nov. 18 - deadline for Aspen trip

See ad for more information ^
Cultural Affairs Commission
Applications for Short Fiction/Poetry Readings being taken

for next quarter

306 Kerckhoff Hall

UCLA School of Dentistry

Various dental services offered

See ad for detaib

Parking Services

Student Parking still available for Fall quarter

Call 825-9871

Student Committee for the Arts

£)epartmcnt of Music concerts this week
See ad for details

Environmental lawyers
say 'get the lead out'
United Press International

SACRAMENTO — How can
consumers tell if their plates are

coated with an invisible but highly

toxic layer of lead?

Absent a lab test or warning by
the manufacturer, consumers have
no way of knowing whether their

dishes and cups are glazed with

lead.

An industry coalition repre-

senting 10 well-known ceramic

tableware manufacturers says all

their products meet federal safety

standards. But a lawsuit filed

Tuesday by Attorney General Dan
Lungren and the Environmental
Defense Fund alleges that lead

levels in some of the products

exceed much stricter California

standards.

The risk of exposure to lead can
be reduced — or heightened —
depending on the way you use

tableware, EDF lawyer E)avid Roe
said.

Do not store food or beverages
in china pitchers, bowls or serving

dishes, unless you know the items

are lead-free. The longer food is in

contact with a lead-glazed china

surface, the more lead can seep
into the food.

Also, do not serve highly acidic

foods in questionable china, espe-
cially to children. Some food and
drinks — like orange juice and
coffee— arc acidic and will leach

lead out ofchina much faster than a

neutral drink, like water or milk.

Other acidic foods that should not
be served on lead-glazed table-

ware include applesauce and apple
juice, tomatoes, spaghetti sauce,

cola-type soft drinks, tea and salad

dressings with vinegar.

Avoid using questionable china

in an oven or microwave, because
heat can accelerate the lead-leach-

ing process. Microwaving cold

coffee in a questionable mug is a

particularly bad habit. Roe said.

Be wary of old china made 30 to

40 years ago before lead was
recognized as a hazard. Roe said.

Use caution with home-made or
hand-crafted china purchased in

the United States or abroad, unless

you can determine the maker used
a lead-free glaze or high-tempera-

ture commercial firing practices.

Highly-decorated, multi-col-

ored surfaces that touch the food or

drink should be avoided. Roe said.

Decorations should be underneath

the transparent glaze surface, not

above it

Immediately stop using china

with dusty, chalky grey residue on
the glaze after it has been washed,
he said. This indicates extreme
danger, but is quite rare.

Do-it-yourself testing kits for

tableware are available by mail at a

cost of $25 to $30. The kits will

detect high lead levels, about 10 to

15 times above the standards used
in California to determine whether

manufacturers must post lead

exposure warnings.

"It*s relatively easy to avoid this

problem if you are buying new^
china," Roe said. *The simplest

thing to do, of course, is to ask

before you buy.**

A law enacted last year requires

tableware sold in California to be
tested for lead exposure, but the

program has not yet been imple-
mented by the state Department of
Health Services.
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Czech students learn English
Americans teaching language to

European vouth in Droerain abroad

By Marina DuncUerski
Dally Bailn Staff

A U.S. ambassador's wife
once asked Czech students what
they wanted to leam most in their

schools now that their former
Communist regime had col-

lapsed. "English," they all

replied.

In an effort to bridge a lan-

guage gap between Eastern and
Western cultures, a former Cze-
choslovakian student is promot-
ing a program that sends
American students to teach

English in the Czech and Slovak
Federal Republic.

During her month-long visit to

the United States, Lisa Svejdova
has spoken at various universities

like UCLA about the program.

Overcoming the language bar-

rier is one of the ways to build ties

between the two countries, Sve-

jdova said.

**We will live in the world

many years — together — and
we have to find a way to do so

peacefully,*' she said. "I hope we
do it better than our parents did."

This language program deve-
loped out of the desire of Czech
students to leam English, she

said. The collapse of the Czech
Communist regime in 1989
opened doors that were once
closed.

Before the fall of Commun-
ism, Czech school officials

demanded that all students leam
Russian.

Almost a year later, the U.S.

ambassador's wife, Wendy
Luers, helped create the Masaryk
Fellowship Program, which
sends American students to teach

the Eastem European country for

intensive, four-week English lan-

guage courses.

The program has now been in

operation for more than two
years and about 1,100 American
students have participated in it

since its formation.

Students stay with families

and receive about $100 for the

month — the equivalent income
of what average Czech profes-

sors cams a month.
After .students and artists led

the relatively bloodless revolu-

tion ending 41 years of Com-
munist rule, a great love of
America emerged in Czechoslo-
vakia, Svejdova said.

And both sides can leam from
this exchange. "American stu-

dents can live our life for a while
and leam about our culture and
our language," she said. "It sets

up wonderful relations and
friendships as Americans stay in

students' homes and get a taste of
a Czechoslovakian lifestyle."

And last month, Czech Presi-

dent Vaclav Havel visited

UCLA, addressing the local

community in an effort to tighten

U.S. relations.

There is a great boom in

interest among the Czech and
Slovak people to leam English,

said Veronica Pesinova, who is

See PROGRAM, page 10
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Lisa Svejdova, a former Czechoslovakian student, Is speaking
to various universities around the United States to promote
the Masaryk Fellowship Program.

UCLA proglram aims at Califomia's illiterate "He values that Pm
Rjy Chriitina^StrobaL

Just a year after learning to read
and write. Ruby Peterson is work-
ing on eaming a high school-level

diploma.

Peterson was one of 4.5 million

adult Califomians who are func-

tionally illiterate and cannot
pursue their career goals.

Her new-found literacy was
helped along by a program started

by the UCLA Alumni Association

in 1989. ^Target Literacy" is part

of the Califomia State Library's

literacy campaign, which provides

reading-assistance volunteer
tutors at mofe than 80 public

libraries throughout the state.

**Over the past two years, the

program has met the goals that

were established from the begin-

ning," said Susan Lewis, coordi-

nator of the UCLA program.
These goals included educating

alumni about the problem of
illiteracy, recruiting alumni vol-

unteers and providing a model for

other universities to follow when
creating their own literacy prog-
rams, Lewis said. UCLA was the

first university in the country to

begin such a literacy program, she
said.

Other universities who have
followed UCLA's model are
Duke, Iowa, New Mexico State,

Notre I>ame, Rutgers and Witchita

State. Now, 10 other universities

are developing similar programs.
The problem of illiteracy in

America is enomious, according to

the U.S. Department of Labor.

About 20 percent of all adults are

functionally illiterate — meaning
that they cannot read or write

beyond a fourth-grade level.

This translates to a national

drain of $225 billion each year in

terms of lost productivity,
increased welfare payments, and
other costs related to increased

crime and poverty, the labor

department said.

The UCLA literacy program
recruits alumni through advertise-

ments and mailings and then refers

them to public libraries to be
trained and set up with a student
Maggie Mines — a 1979 gradu-

ate who was Ruby Peterson's tutor

— coordinates Alumni Associa-
tion volunteer activities.

Hines found out about the

program in an alumni brochure and
met Peterson last year.

Peterson decided she needed to

improve her reading so she
enrolled in her local library litera-

cy program.

"When I first began, it was a

little difficult, but as it went I

grew," she said. "I really prog-

ressed in that program."

Working at a binder-manufac-
turing company every night to

support her family, Peterson also

met every weekend for 15 months
until she became literate. Now, she

can read and write at an eighth-

grade level, and can pursue a

general education diploma. here ... I

**It's just really rewarding," said

another UCLA graduate who
works in the literacy program.

Michelle Hernandez, a 1982
graduate, is currently tutoring a
recovering drug addict in a reha-

bilitation center.

"He values that I'm there," she

said. "He's a hard worker and a

good person. I want to teach him to

leam, and that he can leam. It has

been hard. His learning was a little

slower than normal because of his

personal problems."

UCLA's literacy program,
which is funded by two grants

from General Telephone (GTE),
won a major award last year for its

work. The national Council of
Advancement and Support of
Education presented UCLA with

its Gold Award for creating one of
the best individual alumni prog-

rams.

Lewis added that the UCLA
Alumni Association wanted to get

want to

teach him to leam, and

that he can leam."

Michelle Hernandez
•Target: Uteracy' Tutor

involved in some kind of visible

community service and saw the

need in illiteracy.

**We're reaching a populace that

may not be willing to contact the

library, but as alumni they are a
natural volunteer base," she said.

Because of the size of the

illiteracy problem in Califomia,
the UCLA program has one parti-

cular challenge. Although 1,000
volunteers have joined the prog-
ram since its conception, only a
fraction of them are currendy
tutoring because of locational

problems. Geography has u^di-

See UTERACY, page 11

UCLA students gather
support for Syrian Jews
By Brigltte Brady
Dally Bruin Staff

As part of a continuing fight for

human rights, Jewish students set

up an information booth on Bruin
Walk on Tuesday to inform UCLA
community members about the

plight of Syrian Jews.

Volunteers from the Jewish
Student Union, Hillel and the

Israel Action Coalition distributed

fliers describing Jewish oppres-

sion in Syria and encouraged
students to sign petitions and write

letters to Congress.

*This is an effort to get the word
out to the community of the plight

ofJews in Syria," said Kari Bower,

a representative from Hillel. "Jews

are the silent majority— especial-

ly in Syria."

Syrian Jews undergo 24-hour

surveillance by the secret police

and must face an ever-present

threat of violence, according to the

materials distributed. Jews there

can neither run for political office

nor vote. Their intemational mail

is censored, and their telephone

conversations monitored.

Organizers of the booth said the

violation of Jewish rights is not

uncommon in Arab countries.

"We do a *Wall of Refuge'
every year for Jews who need
help," said Marina Fineman, a vice

president of the Jewish Student

Union. "Before, we were concen-
U-ating on helping Soviet Jews. We
need people here to be aware of the

situation (in Syria)."

The two tables were set up for

three hours on Bruin Walk. "Peo-

ple have been asking questions and

signing the petition," Bower said.

There are more than 4,500 Jews
in Syria who are not allowed to

emigrate, said UCLA student

Loolwa Khazzoom, executive
director of the Student Organiza-

tion of Jews from Arab Counuries.

Plans for the booth were created

before fall quarter, but the oppres-

sion of Syrian Jews has been an
issue for more than 100 years,

Khazzoom said.

"Arab Jews have been rendered
invisible throughout history," she
said. 'The situation has just been
ignored."

Mutant art

TIZIANA SORQE
A display of Teenage Mutant NInja Turtles and blown-up surgical gloves was spread throughout
the Franklin D. Murphy Sculpture Garden on Monday.
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Germany to recogkiize

Croatia and Slovenia
BONN. Germany — The German

government is preparing to recognize
Yugoslavia's secessionist republics of
Croatia and Slovenia in the near future,

possibly in early December, a government
source said Tuesday.
The official said the Bonn government

would discuss the move with the Slove-
nian and Croatian leaders Milan Kucan
and Franjo Tudjman in Bonn. The talks

were expected to take place next week,
but no fixed date has been set.

The source said the two leaders will be
told that Germany would only recognize
the republics if they undertook to consti-

tutionally guarantee minority and human
rights.

The official said recognition by early
December was a strong possibility.

Salvador rebels seek
immediate cease-fire

MEXICO CITY — Salvadoran rebels
Tuesday called on the government to
agree to an immediate cease-fire in

answer to threats by President Alfredo
Cristiani to pull out of peace talks if rebel
attacks continued.

"We propose to the government and the
army a pact for an immediate truce that

would mean the immediate suspension of
military confrontations and offensive
operations by both parties," said rebel
spokesman Roberto Canas at a news
conference in Mexico City.

Canas read the statement on behalf of
negotiators for the Farabundo Marti
National Liberation Front, or FMLN, at a

Mexico City hotel.

Nation

Mafioso to testify

against John Gotti

NEW YORK — John Gotti's Mafia
lieutenant has agreed to testify against the
'Teflon don" at his upcoming murder and
racketeering trial, law enforcement offi-

cials said Tuesday.

Salvatore Gravano, underboss to Gotti
in the Gambino crime family, has entered
the federal witness protection program,
they said.

The officials, who asked to remain
anonymous, characterized Gravano's
defection as a devastating blow to Gotti 's

hopes of winning the fourth federal case
against him in five years. Gravano, 46,
was Gotti 's co-defendant on charges
involving three murders.

"John Gotti is beside himself and in

deep trouble." said one high official.

Known as "Sammy the Bull" because
of his physique, Gravano reportedly was
secretly transferred to a safe location last

week from the federal Metropolitan
Correctional Center in Manhattan, where
he was held with Gotti without bail since
last December. He also fired his trial

allomey. Benjamin Brafman, last week.

Rapist awaiting trial

asks to be castrated
DALLAS — A twice-convicted rapist

awaiting trial on charges he raped two
girls only months after being released

^irom prisoa-4>as requested that he be
castrated.

Andrew Jackson. 52. now in the Dallas
County Jail, claimed he was innocent of
the charges but his request will help
persuade a skeptical jury.

"Jesus said, *If thy right eye offend

thee, pluck it out and cast it from thee.*"

Jackson told the Dallas Times Herald in a
jail interview published Tuesday. "It is a
lot to give up. It*s a certain kind of death
... but if it's a cure-all situation and your
freedom's involved, that's more impor-
tant than sex itself."

Jackson is not alone in his request to be
casu^ated. Since September, when two
Houston judges publicly endorsed castra-

tion as a punishment to deter violent

crime, a few Texas criminals have asked
for the procedure.

IMore women than
men at minimum wage
WASHINGTON — Nearly twice as

many women as men earn only the

minimum wage or less, a report by a
national commission for women reported
Tuesday.

But many women earn just slightly over
minimum wage and 40 percent of the

female work force earn less than $10,000
a year, the commission's study found.

A full 63 percent of all workers earning
minimum wage or less are women, the

report says.

Dr. Seuss' hometown
plans memorial statue

SPRINGFIELD. Mass. — Dr. Seuss.
whose rhyming tales of the Cat in the Hat.
the scroogey Grinch and dozens of other
zany characters have delighted millions of
children, will be memorialized in a statue
to be erected in his hometown.

statue win be erected at th6=

Quadrangle near the Springfield Library

& Museums, officials said.

**The imagination and creativity of
every American child has been touched
by the immense talent ofTheodor Geisel."
Mayor Mary Hurley said.
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Sheriffs Department
sued for shooting dog
A homeless man sued the Sheriffs

Department for $1 million Tuesday
alleging that deputies shot his dog without
provocation and then left the animal
bleeding in a comer for 40 minutes until it

died.

Robert Uderos. 37. claims that deputies
deprived him of his property— his three-

year-old mixed shepherd "Baby" —
without due process in the incident on the
afternoon of Nov. 25. 1990. in front of a
West Hollywood business.

His suit also charges that the deputies
engaged in assault and caused him
emotional distress.

The suit names the county, the Los
Angeles County Sheriffs Department,
Deputy Craig Flick, who allegedly fired

the fatal shots, and four other deputies
who arrived after the shooting.

Almanac

On this date:

In 1850, Scouish author Robert Louis
Stevenson was bom.

In 1927. the Holland Tunnel was
opened under the Hudson River, linking

New York City and New Jersey.

In 1982. the Vietnam War memorial
was dedicated in Washington. D.C.

In 1985. a volcano erupted in Colom-
bi4. tailing 25.000 people.

rhought for the day:

Robert Louis Stevenson wrote. *There
is no duty we so much underrate, as the
duty of being happy."

From United Press Internaiional
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Youths allegedly buigle university apartment
By Josh Romonek
Dally Bruin Staff

Three people were arrested over
the weekend on suspicion of
stealing a jewelry box, clothing

and a teddy bear ffom a university

apartment, UCLA police said.

The three were among 15 youths
who on Saturday allegedly unlaw-
fully entered one of the Park Vista

family housing units on Sawtelle
Boulevard, stole the items and left

the apartment visibly damaged.
David Singleton, 19, whose

mother is a UCLA graduate stu-

dent, is scheduled to be arraigned

on burglary charges today. The
two juvenile suspects were
released and the charges against

them dropped.

Bail for Singleton was original-

ly set at $10,000, but he was
released Tuesday to university

police without posting bond and
back at home by early afternoon.

None of the items taken from the

apartment were found in the

Singleton's home, said David's
mother, Helen Marie Rodriguez
Singleton, who declined to com-
ment further.

University detectives said they

are investigating the incident, but

refused to discuss |he case further.

Late Saturday evening, 14-

year-old Cindy Johns called police

to report that a 15-member group
had entered her apartment without

permission and stolen ^ items.

She identified one of iS^youths
as Singleton, whose mother lives

in the same Park Vista apartment

complex.

Johns and Singleton had been
friends, said her mother Cheryl
Johns, a UCLA graduate student.

But that friendship will not deter

her from prosecuting.

"We arc definitely pressing

charges," the elder Johns said.

"But I hope that some good will

come of it somehow."
Her actions are not fueled by

vengeance, she said, adding she

hopes the suspects will get the

support they need to change their

ways.

Since she and her family moved
into the Park Vista complex in

April, Johns has heard about other

crimes, which she said she did not

believe were necessarily commit-
ted by the same group of youths.

But she said she has gotten a lot

of help from housing officials.

*They have been very supportive."

Although the problem needs to

University detectives

said they are

investigating the

incident, but refused to

discuss the case further.

be addressed, gangs have not

posed a major threat to the family

housing residents, Johns said.

In fact, she was reluctant to call

the band of youths a gang at all. "If

this was a gang, it would be a

wanna-be gang."
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Free 40-page Graduate School
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CORINNE A. SEEDS UNIVERSITY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, UCLA

Applications for admission for the

1992-93 school year at the SEEDS UNIVERSITY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, the laboratory school
of the Graduate School of Education on the

UCLA campus, are now available. Please call

(310) 825-1801 for information.

MINGRnV AND LOW INCOME
APPLICATIONS ARE ENCQURAqEP

DEADLINE TO APPLY:
DECEMBER 27, 1991
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Jury finds Richie not guilty of stealing songs
By Alice Crane
United Press International

A federal court jury Tuesday
rejected a part-time songwriter's
claim that>)p star Lionel Richie
stole three hit tunes from him.
The verdict in the copyright

infringement suit came after about
two hours of deliberations on the

allegations by Gene Thompson
that parts of a song he wrote called,

"Somebody's Got to Love Her,"

were contained in two of Richie's
hits. "Stuck on You" and "Deep
River Woman."
The U.S. District Courtjury also

found no basis for Thompson's
claim that his tune called "You and
Me" was stolen by Richie for his

popular, "Sela."

Taking his stand in his own
behalf during the trial, Richie
denied that he had ever heard
Thompson's songs and said plag-

iarism suits often follow success in

the pop music world.

Richie said after the verdict that

he was glad the court proceedings,
which began Oct 22. were over.

"I don't really have anything to

say except that now I don't have to

get up at 6:30 in the morning (to get
to court)." Richie said.

Thompson tried to prove that

Richie lifted melodies from his

songs by listening to a demo tape
that Thompson's wife had given to

Richie's manager in 1980.

Get Your Portrait
Taken Now for the

Bruin Life Yearbooli

Don Y Miss the
Deadline!

On Sale - For a

The UCLA Medallion

Watch from Bulova-a

Time Only

14k gold-plated dial

featuring a rich three-

dimensional rendering

of the UCLA seal.

ASUCLA Campus Photo Studio
Otftcial Photographers For Bruin Life Yearbook

Kerrkhoif HaJI 150 (213) 20&«433

SKY.
Wednesday
November 13

5pm- 1 0pm

$2 Drinks

$2 Beers

$1 Kamikazes

TEN MINUTES FROM CAMPUS!
2 BLOCKS E. OF BEVERLY CENTER

SKY GRILL
8338 W. 3rd St., Los Angeles

(213)653-9826

Thompson, who also works at a

mainienance job for the Los
Angeles Unified School Dislricu

walked across the courtroom to

shake Richie*s hand but said he
was too upset to talk after the

verdict.

Terrence Steinhardt, Thomp-
son's attorney, said he had not yet
decided whether to appeal the
jury*s decision.

Thompson originally filed his

suit in 1985, charging that both

"Stuck on You" and Richie's more
popular "Hello" infringed the

copyright to his songs. He later

amended his suit to specify only

"Stuck on You."
His claims were first thrown out

by a federal judge after a review of
cassettes and lyric sheets to the

songs. But an appeals court dis-

agreed, forcing Richie to appeal to

the Supreme Court. The high court
ordered the case to trial in 1988.

Johnson offered position on AIDS commission

TO STUDENTS IN THE COLLEGE OF
LETTERS AND SCIENCE

Provost Raymond Orbach Is now in his tenth year of service as
Provost of the College of Letters and Science. As such he is eligible
for a standard review of his administration of the College. In keeping
with this routine practice, the Office of the Chanceltor has appointed a
review committee to assess the problems and opportunities that have
been addressed during the provost's tenure and to identify potential
problems and opportunities that might arise in the near future.

Review committees are always Interested in receiving student
comments. In keeping with the enormous size of the Letters and
Science student population, the review committee must rely primarily
upon this form of communication to solicit your assessments. We invite
you to submit your comments to:

Ravtow CommlttM
Chanoallor's Offica

3109 Murphy Hall

405 Hilgard Ava.
Loa Angalas, CA 90024-1407
Attantion: Connia Chittlcic

ysfe wouW weteome your responses by November 30, 1 991

.

All responses will be treated with University policy regarding
confktontiality.

Professor Elizabeth NeufeW, Chair
Department of Bk)k)gk:al Chemistfy

Professor Walter Allen '

Department of Sociology
Professor V. A. Kolve

Department of English
Professor Chand VIswanathan

School of Engineering & Applied Science
Professor Charles West

Department of Chemistry & Bkx;hemistry
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Unltad Presa international

NEW YORK— President Bush
hopes retired basketball star Ear-

vin "Magic** Johnson will accept
an appointment to the National
Commission on AIDS within the

next few days, White House press

secretary Marlin Fitzwater said

Tuesday.

*The president would like to

have Magic on the AIDS commis-
sion,** Fitzwater told reporters

aboard Air Force One en route to

New Yoik. *i think Magic is being
asked to do so many things by so
many people he just needs to son it

all out.**

Fitzwater descrit>ed Magic as a
role model who would be "an
excellent member** of the commis-
sion, adding that the former Los
Angeles Laker player "has a very
important message that would be
useful to this commission.**

That message, Fitzwater said.

"is that everyone in the population

is susceptible (to AIDS). It is a

matter of extreme importance that

the nation needs to be concerned
about.**

Johnson announced Thursday
that he was infected with the

human immunodeficiency virus,

which causes AIDS. He
announced his retirement from
basketball and immediately b)egan

a campaign to tell people about the

dangers of risky sex.

Johnson, 32, who was infected

from heterosexual activity, said he
planned to wage a widespread
campaign to warn people of the

importance of "safe sex** to reduce
the threat of AIDS.
The 15-member National Com-

mission on AIDS was created to

advise Congress and the White
House on the development of a

national policy to combat the

epidemic. It includes members
appointed by Congress and the

White House.

Thomas Brandt, spokesman for

the commission, said, "Magic
Johnson would delight us as a

member of the commission and
certainly would be valuable to our
efforts, but it is a White House
doLsion.**

JBhnson would fill the vacancy
on the commission left by the

HIV-causcd death in September of
panel Belinda Mason, the only
AIDS -afflicted member.
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•SR-22 FILING
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•SINCERE SERVICE
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Pilipinos for
Community
Healtli

GENERAL MEETING
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 13, 1991

5:30 PM
5280

*Find out about internships

and mentorships with

numerous community

Get involved in hypertension

screenings and other health

services within the Filipino
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*Info and support for

pre-health students!
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RTD driver pleads innocent to rape charges
United Press International

COMPTON — An RTD bus
driver pleaded innocent Tuesday
to rape and attempted rape charges

for the alleged sexual assault of
two women passengers who were
alone with him on the bus.

Darryl Darnell Brooks, 41, was
arraigned on one count of both

rape and attempted rape for the two
October incidents. His bail was set

Brooks is accused of raping a

17-year-old southeast Los Angeles
resident who was on her way to the

District Attorney's Office on an

unrelated matter on Oct. 18.

As she walked past the bus
parked at Normandie and Figueroa
streets, the driver offered her a

ride, even though the out-of-ser-

vice sign was posted on the bus.

Instead of taking her to the

District Attorney's Office, Brooks
allegedly parked the bus at an
isolated overpass near Imperial

Highway and Figueroa and raped
the girl, the prosecutor said.

The second incident occurred on
the morning of Oct. 29 when
Brooks allegedly attacked a 23-

year-old woman on her way to a

job interview in an area unfamiliar

to her.

The woman boarded the bus on
North Figueroa and gave the

location of her stop to the driver,

who told her he would let her know
when to get off.

"Finally, when they got to

Eagledale Avenue and Colorado
Boulevard in Eagle Rock, all the

passengers had gotten off the bus
and she realized something was
wrong," Kerker said.

Kerker said the driver told her
he kept her on the bus past her stop

"because he wanted the company."
Brooks parked the bus near a

deserted overpass and allegedly

was trying to rape her when
someone knocked on the bus door

and apparently averted the rape.

The victim stayed on the bus
while other passengers boarded it

and recorded the driver's identifi-

cation number and a description of
him.

Brooks, a 9-year employee of
the Southern California Rapi(J

Transit District, has been sus-

pended from his job.

Kerker said anyone who wishes
to report related incidents may
contact her at (213) 603-7554.
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UCLA School of Dentistry

o Check-ups
o Cleaning

o FiUings-

o Cosmetic Dentistry

o Implants
o Orthodanfins
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^^^Extractions

o Dentures

12 13) 206-3904

Treatment options include care provided by
Dental Students or by Graduate Students
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The Virtue of Selfishness
Ayn Rand's Radical Code of Morality

- by

Peter Schwartz
writer and lecturer on Ayn Rand's philosophy
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"MY FOUmiSHIP HAS
lURNED LEARMNG INTO

HANDS-ON EXPOniGE:
Karen ^omhot Manufacturing En^nea

Nonhrop Fellowship Recipient

Thursday, November 14 at 7 P.M.

Franz Hall, Room 1178

Sponsored by the campus Ayn Rand Society with

assistance from The Ayn Rand Institute and the

Southern California Objectivist Association

'Tm able to immediately relate what I'm learning to what I'm

working on at Northrop. In fact, the project I'm doing to complete my

degree is work-related."

We're always looking for graduates eager to apply their creative

minds to advanced technology in Engineering, Computer Science and

Manufacturing.

As a Fellowship recipient, you'll earn a salary, a wide range of

employee benefits and a generous yearly stipend. Our work/study

program covers boob, fees and tuition.

Northrop is a leader in developing a wide range of commercial

and defense aerospace and electronic products, stealth technology and

innovative manufacturing processes.

So look into Northrop's Graduate Fellowship program. Please

contact Northrop Corporation, Staffing & College Relations Fellowship

Program, 138/OC, Dept. CN1191, 1840 Century Park East, Los Angeles,

CA 90067. EOE M/F/H/V. U.S. Citizenship required.
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Johnson news
coverage may

wane

Three killed at Haitian demonstration
• I

By Jeff Hasen
United Press International

When the sobbing subsides, will

Magic Johnson become yester-M

day's news?
Johnson's startling disclosure

that he tested positive for the AIDS
virus touched hearts from Los
Angeles to New York to Barcelona

to Rome. But where does the story

go now? Will it soon be off the

screens and out of the newspapers?
Will the tabloids attack through the

seamy world of innuendo?
"It'll tail off when other events

begin pushing it off the evening
news/* said Ben Bagdikian, a

retired University of California

professor and longtime media
critic. *There is a climate on any
story where there are those who try

to suck the life out of it with

sensationalism. We're stuck with

that."

There surely will be the super-

market tabloid stories and '*Hard

Copy"-iype "exposes" that will cut

at Johnson's statement that he
obtained the dreaded virus through

heterosexual contact

But are the particulars anyone's
business, even those who routinely

pay large sums for back-alley

information?

If Magic wishes atan appropri-
•ti

ate time to discuss it in a general

way for the purpose of education

and to get it out to the people, that

will be his choice," said NBC
Sports studio host Bob Costas.

Bagdikian has somewhat sur-

prisingly found little fault with the

media since the announcement last

Thursday.

*The media coverage has been
spectacular, and it's been much
more widespread than the sports

pages," he said. "That's for two
reasons. Usually, when there's a

national epidemic the size of

AIDS, the country's leaders are

oulspoken, urging the public's

attention and care. But that's not

the case with AIDS for all kinds of

reasons. When any highly recog-

nizable person makes a similar

announcement, it's a breakth-

rough.

-There have been certain politi-

cians and others attributing AIDS
to people deserving what they get
But Johnson is such an admired
person, few believe that. The
iiiedia always likes the name, the

celebrity recognition in a dramatic

episode. The TV reports, the front

pages always go for the melodra-

matic."

Costas wonders whether the

media failed earlier when they

virtually ignored the sexual pat-

terns of many athletes.

"I don't think the media ever

should've reported particulars,

unless someone got arrested," he

said. "It isn't our job to be
policemen, but on the other hand, I

wonder whether we have done a

good enough job reporting the

obvious existence of the sexual

culture in a large part of the sports

world that might put people at risk

— do it in a journalistic way, not a

gossipy way.

'There's been a lot of stuff on
drugs and sports, but I tend to

believe we don't pursue the jour-

nalistic aspect as much as we
should."

*The coverage will still do the

public good in the fight against

AIDS," he said. *This will con-

tinue to be a very touching story of

a guy with great courage, hand-

some, highly skilled, greatly

admired, announcing the end of his

career and seeking to do good
before he dies."

By Roosevelt Jean-francols

United Press Interatlonal

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti —
Three people were shot to death

Tuesday as nightstick-wielding

soldiers firing machine guns and
tear gas broke up a demonstration

against the coup that ousted Haiti's

democratic government.

Meanwhile, police and soldiers

guarded several hundred suppor-

ters of the Sept. 30 military coup
demonstrating outside the building

where a 14-member mission from
the Organization of American
States tried to convince Haitian

officials to allow the return of

ousted President Jean-Bertrand

Aristide.

Three unidentified persons were
killed when about 30 heavily

armed soldiers broke up a pro-

Aristide demonstration called by
the National Federation of Haitian

Students at the science campus of

the University of Haiti.

The soldiers arrived in two
trucks while students and passers-

by who joined them chanted,

"Aristide or death. We don't want
the army."

The soldiers fired tear gas at the

meeting inside the science build-

ing and began arresting students

and beating them with nightsticks.

Several soldiers began fu-ing

their machine guns while arrests

were being made, and the bullet-

riddled bodies of three men could

be seen inside the building after

those arrested were taken away.
Bleeding students fled the

scene, and blood was splattered

inside the building.

At least 30 were arrested,

including several foreign journal-

ists and three Haitian reporters.

The foreign journalists were
released, but the Haitian reporters

were detained after they identified

themselves as reporters, and their

tape recorders were confiscated

and smashed, released journalists

said. Among the Haitian reporters

arrested was Jean-Robert Philippe,

correspondent for the Voice of
America Creole Broadcast Ser-

vice.

The Association of Haitian

Journalists, in a broadcast on
independent Radio Tropic, called

for the release of the journalists

and for an end to the repression of
the media.

Haitian journalists have been

intimidated and most of the inde-

pendent Haitian press is not cov-
ering the OAS delegation's visit

because they fear for their lives.

Radio Metropole said Tuesday
it would no longer broadcast news
about Haiti because of threats from
coup supporters.

The OAS delegation met Tues-
day with pro-coup political parties,

but representatives from Aristide 's

Lazalas Movement and other

parties opposed to the coup were
excluded. The delegation was also

expected to meet with representa-

tives of human rights groups later

Tuesday.

As of early Tuesday afternoon,

no public statement had been made
by the OAS delegation or by the

government about the meetings.

Late Monday the OAS mission

met with coup leader Gen. Raoul

Cedras and later with Aristide

Prime Minister Rene Preval, who
has been under the protection of

French Ambassador Jean-Raphael

Dufour.

Radio Tropic said Tuesday the

government had cut water, power
and telephone communications
with the French Embassy and the

ambassador's residence, where

Preval and several other Haitians

were under French protection.

The telephone rang and was not

answered at the ambassador's
residence, and only a busy signal

was heard after repealed calls to

the embassy.

Catholic Radio Soleil said Tues-

day a man was shot to death and
others arrested when police broke

up a pro-aristide demonstration

Monday at Gonaives, about 90
miles north of the capital.

Tuesday afternoon a mass for

the estimated 500 people killed

since the coup was celebrated at

The OAS mission arrived Sun-
day to a hostile reception from a

crowd of pro-coup demonstrators

at Port-au-Prince's international

airport A United Press Interna-

tional reporter later saw demon-
strators u-ucked in and handed $20
and bottles of rum to protest

against the OAS mission and an
OAS embargo imposed soon after

the military coup.

The cut-off of oil supplies by
OAS member countries Mexico
and Venezuela, Haiti's main sup-
pliers of law, has made gasoline

difficult to obtain and led to power
blackouts.

r

UCLA Investment Club

GUEST SPEAKER SERIES

Special World Event

"Investment

In the

Soviet Union
"

Speaker Panel
• Tim Bruinsma, President

California/USSR Trade Assodation

• Terry Jones, Senior Editor

Investor's Business Deilly

• Axei Leijonhufvud, Professor

UCLA Economics Department

Bring your questions !!

Wednesday
November 13th

6 pm
Sponsored by ttie

EXPO Center

Los Angeles
Tennis Center
Club House
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Sifiat Oimiaa Ma Sararify lea.

Ciltyral Afhiri

frtttat

TRUE COLORS
featuring Afro-Affleriean artists

Alfonzo Bounds, Avery Caidvfell,

Marianne Amiryani, and Paul Gladden

Nov. 11 thru Nov. 15
it
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M^rPeople Drop 3.5 ibsT

EveryDayWithout Even Tiyiiig.

Most people drop a lot ofweight during

the average day— a lot ofwaste weight.

*

\bur disposable cups, newspapers, food

wrapping, cans, plastic forks, botdes and

bags add up to 3.5 pounds per person,

everyday.

\bu can reduce those pounds. Please

use the convenientASUCLA Recycling

Program options throughout our

Student Union Facilities, and contact

us about how you can reduce-reuse-

recyde at home.

Use Our Recycling Bins:

• Newspaper

• White Paper

• Computer Paper

•Aluminum

«y Reuse— Widi Refillabie Mug?:

• Thermal Mugs Get a 20% discount on

dispensed beverages at most ASUCLA
Food Service locations

• Jimmy's & KcrckhofF Ceramic Mugs

•^ Help Complete die Circle:

• Separate reusable plasticwrare when you

finish eating at ASUCLA Food Service

• Don't use a bag ifyou don't need one

• Buy recycled - and recyclable - products

REDUCE

ASUCLA

RICTCIINO
P R O O R A M

REUSE

ASUCLA Recycling Program

199 KerckhoflFHall

206-7589

E>on'tHirow ItAU Aws^.

RECYCLE

Rapper files

$10 million

claim against

Oaldand I- 1 I

United Press International

OAKLAND — Rap singer 2

PAC filed a $10 million damage
claim Tuesday against two Oak-
land police officers, alleging he

was assaulted and falsely anested

Oct 17 while crossing a local

street

David Macon, an attorney rep-

resenting 2 PAC, said he fully

expected the city clerk to deny the

damage claim and would then file

a lawsuit in Alameda County
Superior Court
2 PAC, a meniiber of the rap

group Digital Underground, was
slopped for jaywalking in down-
town Oakland by two officers,

who asked to see his identification.

At that point, according to the

claim, the officers — Alexander
Boyovich and Kevin Rodgers —
began to hassle 2 PAC over his

name and eventually got him in a

choke hold.

"rm completely outraged," said

2 PAC at a news conference called

to announce the suit. **Just think

about it, you are stopped in the

streets, show your ID and then

sweated because of your name."
The rapper said the incident has

become tb^ focal point of his new
album.

*The enemy in the album is the

crooked police officer," he said.

"You can take it from there."

The Oakland police did not

return calls concerning the claim.

PROGRAM
From page 3

one of five Czech students at

UCLA.
However, Pesinova said she

remembers the obstacles she
encountered trying to satisfy her

desire to learn English.

"I used to go to the American
Embassy in Prague and watch
Peter Jennings on television —
trying to Icam the language,

because I didn't know a thing he
was saying," she said.

But Communist leaders made it

difficult— if not impossible— to

learn about things outside of the

country, she added.

For these reasons there is more
than an exchange of languages,

Svejdova said. *The whole idea

was to bring American students to

teach not only English, but
democracy and real freedom,
practical life and culture."

This would enlighten many of
her fellow citizens' views toward
America, Svejdova said.

*There is a funny knowledge
about America in
Czechoslovakia,** she said. "For
many years, they told us that it was
a racist country that hated black
people and was bad."

The program is a way of
bridging the gap between the two
countries, said Mia Valert, director

of UCLA's International Student
Center and president of the

Czechoslovak Institute of Los
Angeles.

"We arc trying to open doors,"
she said. "There is so little

information about Czechoslovakia
in the United States. (U.S..
ignorance about Czechoslovakia)
is deeper than the Grand Canyon."

For more information on the
exchange program, contact the

Czechoslovak Institute of Los
Angeles at 824-1806. Participants

should have some teaching
experience and be a native English
speaker.
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Protesters^ask

formore money
to fight AIDS

United Press International

NEW YORK — About 100
AIDS activists protested in Man-
hattan Tuesday to urge President

Bush to spend more money on
fighting the deadly disease.

The two-hour protest took place

across from the Waldorf Astoria in

Manhattan.

One protester, Shraga Lev, of
Manhattan, said he attended the

rally "to protest Bush's murderous
neglect of the AIDS crisis."

Among signs being carried was
one that read: "It takes more than

*Magic' to end the AIDS crisis."

Bush had announced, through

his press secretary, that he hoped
retired Los Angeles Lakers star

Earvin "Magic" Johnson would
accept an appointment to the

National Commission on AIDS
within the next few days.

Bush was in New York to boost

his ratings as he considers re-

election. He faces a new poll

showing he may have a tough time
winning a second term.

The protest organized by ACT-
UP, the AIDS Coaliuon to Unleash
Power, was peaceful, police said.

'It

LITERACY
From page 3

tionally been a problem, said one
state official.

*The aim of the program is to

reach the most in need and the least

served, which are English-speak-
ing, inner-city neighborhoods like

Watts," said Paul Kiley, a special-

ist in community organizations for

the California State Library.

"Commuters would be a good
target (for becoming tutors)," he
said. "There's a variety of ways to

contribute."

Still, between 12,000 and
15,000 people learn how to read

annually through the California

Literacy Campaign, Kiley said.

*There is a great need for tutors

in inner city areas and in Ventura
County," said UCLA's Lewis.
"But the majority of volunteers are

from the Westside" — an area

where the people are well-edu-

cated so illiteracy programs are

unneeded.

"We're trying to encourage
tutors to travel to areas where the

need is great"

Bo against die grain,

Cut down on sail

Adding salt to your food
could subtract years from
your life. Because in some
people salt contributes to

high blood pressure, a con-

dition that increases your
risk of heart disease.

Shaker's
Invites you to try our

Now you can enjoy two great specialties
together at one low price!

Medium pizza w/ one topping, five pieces of
chicken and mojo potatoes

Only$10.95
Large pizza w/ two toppings

Only $8.99
1114 Gayley Westwood

Fax 208-7470 Hours Sun-TTiurs 1 1-lam. Frl & Sat 1 l-2am

^ ^ J
824-4111

Free & Fast Deliverv

IICI^V MEDICAL CENTKK
PARTNERSHII* FOR CARK
HEALTHWISK IJXTl RE

Sunday, November 17, 1991

"Prevention is the Heart of the Matter^

Presented by

Jan Tillisch, M.D.
Director, Cardiac Unit

Lecture from 3:00 to 4:00 p.m.

Free Cholesterol and Blood Pressure Screenings

2:00 to 3:00 p.m., 4:00 to 5:00 p.m.

UCLA Rolfe Hall Auditorium

Complimentary parking available in Lot 5

Reservations required

For reservations or further information

Call (310) 206-3207

..•;'•#' •••

:blEBRATE Tff^

OLIDAY
BOOKFAIR

Nofvember 11-26

Ackerman Union

Second Floor Lounge
M-Th 9€ • Fri 9-5 • Sat 104:30 • Sur 124:30

<?/,
^ OF BOO^^

/

/

Thousands of

Bargain Gift Books
in all Categories

Literature • Classics* Reference

• Art and Hiotography

• Film • Cookbooks

• Culture& History

• Mythology • Children's

Books • Pkis Bargain

Cassettes and CDs ;^

New Tides Added Daily

V
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END OFTHE
WORLD AS

WE KNOW IT.

Through research and devel-

opment of technology. South-

em California Gas Company is

helping to change the world.

One of our goals is to provide

solutions to Society's most press-

ing concerns. Among them the

need for clean air, energy effi-

ciency, waste management and

alternative transportation fuels.

The quality ofour efforts will depend on the quality ofour employees.

It you want to pursue a career

with an industry' leader and work in

an exciting environment, sign up

with your Career Center to meet

with our representative who will be

holding on-campus interviews:

SOUTHERN
CAUFORNIA

Nov. 19

Accounting

Engineering (Tech. & Sales)

Computer Science

COMRANY

J| We are an equal opportunity employer.

EYEGLASSES!
Get the look

"^

you want
quickly and

courteously

from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village
I

208-3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

WiMA
Personal PB6to Greeting Cards

With Envelopes
Share a personalized photo card with family and friends this holiday. Made
from any color negative, slide or print. (If print is sent, a copy negative charge

will be added.) Photo Cards returned glossy finish...no matte finish available.

20 for $1099
40 for »20'^

60 for <3099

100 for H7'»

'Iff. ni-mi

Orders rrcrivMl after 1 2/1 5/91 not ){uarante«d (or ChriMjiias delivery.
nCai*

Scful a Photo ('arc! ibis Holiday'
pc*i«a

Photo Mug The ideal gift!

only M each

Photo Puzzles

$799
8x10 / rach

$1199
11x141.1. facli

Ma4r from a color prim Prim
will not br rriurnrd ftptr
inskcri ma> var> fho<o imaiir

arra 2" in Ai*mrttr. "'i^r^t^

NilOaad lUI-i arr umI*' (row SSmm.
diM 1 10 or I i6 color aqiaiitt' or nlMr.

If aiadr (roai a color priai. a rof>
arj^tr rfcarfr aill br aMrd

KMI^
je<3f n Mill MII4

Photo Posters

16x20 ^9^ea

20x50 *15^M.

199924x56 MV^ea
Froai S\mm mtfftnt
I aaiuoiilrd frirr •ill

var> if \lidr or prial

(ap lo NalO MM)
I* Mipflird. ( lb«20l P( 99i/l99i
[tOxSO) PC9»VI9»^ (2<»M»I rC9**/999

Acrylic Plates

$099
^each

Vowr original prim is rrlHrnrd
prr«anrnlly Maird in a fine

dMToraiivr plair madr of dura
Mr acrylic Imafr arra i-5/4"
diannrr. Dtithwaahrr aafr. .

fCMU

Photo
8x10 Wall

Calendars 2-M2^

^^-^-^r^"^

oaI>

Sobaiila 110. Mtntr
S\mm color aripUi»r or

oltdr and *r vill faraiikli

dM- NtIO color

rala^Hnarai aMMin aioi

a 12 aMtadi |pT> aMM vali

calradar (Not maiUMc
Iruta llOUidr*)

«»ffrr r\fkir% lliom

5x7 Desk
I.J399

2 »6''

3*9"
(jdradar toaiplcW ailk Sx'

color ralarfrairal. »mlcal
i>r kori/jOMial aad a 12 aMMlk
ralradar. fcalarmaKai aiadr

fro* no 126. diM or SSmm
color ari^itr or »lidr. If auM
(roai a prial. a cop) argalitr

duvfr aill br added

Porcelain
Photo

Ornament

Voar nrigiaal prial i* rrtarard

ptTauM«M>> aralcd la a porcrlaia

Cbriaiaiaa nraairat. Iway arra

I V." dianrfrr oa froai lack ha*

\orl itrrrtiaii. Odrr ripirrt 1/10/92

Photo
Watch

$099...

\ oar oriaiaal prial tralrd ia

a dlgMaTaralch wUk aialii

cotorrd ulrap. Srirci prial

Ml Unitr mill no4 iairrfrrr

• •III liaM^ klol frial aill aol

br rrlHmrd
liaa(r arra I

'/•'

.

Offrrrtplrr* I/KV92

HJbt¥bn

Valu Pak®
Print

Package

»,>999
You get:

1-8x10
2-5xr»

8 -Wallet Prints i

Nadr IroM )oar
kinitlr SSmm color argali«r

GOtf.\

8x10 Framed
Magazine Covers

>1195«k

onr Sprcl:

Ihr ro% rr of Lifr or Golf

"••>

Voar Mil 10 color rnlar)(niirnl io mmtit (run
a«> 1 10. 126. disc »t SSmm color arpMlvr.

fahryrwl rrtnnwrf dtoag wtdi a goldiunr

Mctil frwar wiifc aypraprilr cover mm. Just

iaarri pkoto iMo fraar.

I'.booar vrrikal pbolo aidi nioa|^
«parr lor mafpular co%rr aord*.

rCAK^I

Gift Item Orders Received After 12/2/91 Not Guaranteed For Christmas Delivery

Students' Store Health Campus Photo North Lu Valle

B-Level Sciences Studio Campus I Commons
Ackerman 1 Store ; Kerckhoff Hall Shop Students' Store

1
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son pleas for

$500 million
United Press International

TULSA, Olcla. — Richard
Roberts, son of evangeUst Oral

Roberts, made a new plea for

donations Tuesday to combat "a
Satanic conspiracy."

Roberts announced on his

nationwide evangelistic program,
"Richard Roberts Live," that the

ministry had sent more than 1

million letters asking prayer part-

ners for $500 or more each.

Roberts said the money was
needed to "fight a satanic conspira-

cy against the ministry and to save
Oral Roberts University.

"I am not ashamed to stand

t)eforc the partners and supporters
of our minisU7 and this university

and ask them for money to help us

educate our young people,"
Roberts said.

Roberts has virtually assumed
the role of spokesman for the

ministry founded by his father.

When reminded by a reporter

that $500 remitted by 1 million

contributors would total $500
million, Roberts said, "Yes, that

would be a lot ofmoney, and Td be
thrilled because that would be an
endowment for the entire univer-

sity."

AUDIT
From page 1

officials said. However, auditors

questioned the university's prac-

tice of billing the federal govern-

ment for items such as executive

ffavel expenses and dinners for

visiting scholars.

"Some expenses . . . while

allowable under then-prevailing

government regulations, are

nonetheless thought to l5e inappro-

priate," Gardner said.

Researchers in the UC system
received about $650 million worth
of grants from the federal govern-

ment during the 1991 fiscal year.

When researchers secure grants,

universities receive an additional

percentage of the grant to cover
indirect research costs such as

building maintenance.

Universities negotiate this per-

centage with the federal govern-
ment, and the number can vary

depending on the university. For
example, Stanford University
receives 72 percent in addition lo

its grants, while UCLA gets 49
percent.

The average reimbursement rate

to the UC is 46 percent. It is low in

part to allow for errors such as the

ones revealed by the internal UC
audit, Malaspina said.

The UC system would need to

find $4 million dollars worth of
errors before the reimbursement
rate would have to be changed,
Malaspina said. According to

auditors who found the mistake,

the errors are too low to warrant
further investigation, and specific

amounts were not determined, he
added.

Overall, the audit revealed that

UC accounting procedures are

effective, Gardner said in his

letter. However, changes which
will be implemented to further

ensure the university conforms to

federal standards, officials said.

For example, the UC will

exclude all non-payroll costs

incurred by the president's and the

nine chancellor's offices from
being counted as indirect research

costs, although federal guidelines

allow such practice.

Gardner will present the results

of the audit and the implemented
changes to the UC Regents at their

meeting Friday.
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STUDY
From page 1

feeling great. I feel like a different

person/'

For almost a decade, she really

was a different person. The 49-

year-old began experiencing kid-

ney trouble in 1982.

And ever since her kidney failed

four years ago, she has been

hooked up to a machine three limes

a week for dialysis. 'The only

thing I wanted was my health, but I

didn't have that"

Beside battling the disease,

Rossell also had to confront a

religious superstition — promi-

nent in Spanish-speaking cultures

— that frowns upon giving and
receiving organs.

'Their belief is that the whole

Ixxly— all parts— should go with

the soul when they die," said

Rossell, a Cuban-Italian mother of

three.

But she triumphed over the

superstition to undergo surgery.

"You don't have to be stuck on a

machine. If anybody has a chance

to become a candidate, they

should."

ASBESTOS
From page 1

a project to remove asbestos from
campus on a case-by-case basis.

About two-thirds of all UCLA
buildings may contain asbestos.

Asbestos removal is done
=betwccn 7 p.m. and 5 a.m. wheff=

most employees and visitors are

not occupying the buildings.

But union workers say the work
is being done during off hours so
that unions would not discover
UCLA has hired non-union work-
ers.

"My main complaint is that

they're union-busting and that

they're trying to do the work at

night thinking that no one is going
to catch them," said Robinson, a

field representative with Laborer's
Union Local 300, who filed the

complaint with the safety organi-

zation last month.
"By removing asbestos at night,

these workers can walk around

with asbestos-contaminated clo-

thing, spreading airborne fibers

that threaten the health of people

who use the building during the

day," he added.

But the workers go through

elaborate decontamination before

leaving work sites, so they pose
absolutely no danger to employees
during the day, Witkin said. "They
work in the adjacent spaces separ-

ating the workers from the rooms
where the asbestos abatement is

being performed."

And all abatement is carefully

supervised, he added. "The work is

being monitored by an indepen-

dent consulting firm hired by
UCLA that performs project air

monitoring and enforces the tech-

nical aspects developed for the

project."

A safety team analyzes building

material samples for their ast>estos

content and tests the air to see if

they fall under state and federal

safe exposure limits.

Asbestos is dangerous only

when it is airborne and inhaled, but

researchers are not sure exactly

how much asbestos poses a serious

threat.

Dykstra Hall, Rieber Hall and
the Center for Health Sciences are

currently undergoing asbestos

removal. The University Research

Library and Murphy Hall are

slated for abatement projects in

winter.

So far, asbestos removal has

gone on for the past six years

without a hitch, Witkin said. "We
haven't gotten any calls and to me
that indicates that our employees

understand that the university is

taking proper precautions."
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SOFT LENS
•SOFT MATE B

DAIIY WEAR LENS

SLEEP IN LENS
•SOFT MATE

EXTENDED WEAR LENS

A CAT FOR
ALL SEASONS

Elegant Gifts For Cat Lovers

Ceramics, Textiles, Jewelry,

Crystal, Housewares, Bix^ks and
Paper Goods, Garden Accessories

and much, much more - all in the

image of a cat or with a cat on it

!

WESTSIDE PAVILION
Pico & Overland, Suite 143

Center Court, Ground Floor

(213)441-4412

**

DISPOSABLE CONTACT
LENSES

--INCLUDES EXAM, FITTING &
FOUOW UP 3 MONTHS LENSES

10%OFF
WITH THIS ADD, EXPIRES 1 1/15/91

• 10% EYEGLASS DISCOUNT FOR UCLA STUDENTS
• GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR on most cases)

• EYE EXAMINATIONS
• VISION INSURANCE PLANS

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. MVLESZAKHEIM, O.D.P.C.

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D.P.C.

10930 WEYBURN/WESTWOOD VILLAGE
208-1384

mti^

•PRICE PER LENSE EXAM,FOLLOW-UP CARE ADDITIONAL
PAY ONLY FOR MATERIALS & SERVICE NEEDED
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WHAT:

Sunday, November 24 1 1 :00 am-4:00 pm

Ackerman Union Loading Docic'' (Drive or walk in

from the bus turnaround at Westwood Plaza).

Newspapers

Without string, wire, rubber bands or sacks, and

no glossy magazines, please.

Aluminum Cans

Without side seams (most soft drinks),but please,

no tin cans, glass or plastic bottles.

A S U C L A

For more information about the ASUCLA Recycling

Program call 206-7589.

*SpecialRecycling Siteavailable forone dayonly.

RECYCLING
P R O Q R A M

I Please Recycle this Newspaper
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Viewpoint
Counterpoint

Viewpoint

The line between
HIV infection and
AIDS is important
By Elizabeth Crabb Breen

i was very dmppointed, bul not surpruied, to lind yei anoUiei

glaring error in the Daily Bruin's coverage of a story on HIV
and AIDS. This time it was an article covering reactions to the

news regarding Magic Johnson's HIV status and retirement (Daily

Bruin, "Johnson reaction: News of Magic's retirement shocks,

saddens AIDS class,*' Nov. 8).

Jay Ross paraphrased a comment by Dr. Roger Bohman as

saying that "about 180,000 people have been diagnosed in the

United Stales as having the HIV vims, and 60 percent of them
are dead." 1 find it hard to believe that Dr. Bohman would have

made such a comment, which is inaccurate — I suspect that

Ross was not listening and imposed his own ignorance upon
what Dr. Bohman had really said.

It is estimated that at least one million people in the United

States are infected with HIV. "About 180,000 people" refers to

It is this kind of misinformation that leads people

to believe that they are not at risk for infection by

HIV.

the number of reported cases of AIDS, which is the final disease

slate in the continuum of HIV infection and is very different

from "having the HIV virus." It is this kind of misinformation

that leads people to believe that they are not at risk for infection

by HIV.

Current estimates are that one out of every 75 males, and one

out of every 700 females in the U.S. are infected with HIV —
that is a far cry from reporting 180,000 people in the country

having the virus.

I hope that you will make an effort to make yourselves more

knowledgeable about this very important topic, so that such

mistakes are caught before they make their way into print. Your
readership contains many people who are sexually active, and

therefore are at risk for HIV infection, and you have a

responsibility to them to provide accurate information. <^

Breen is a post-doctoral scholar in the Department of
Microbiology and Immunology at Health Sciences.

Touchmy monkey
If the above statement makes you feel warm

inside, if the concept calls to you, perhaps you should

seek help. If that hasn't worked, you might want to

contribute to the Daily Bniin's new humor insert,

coming soon to be inserted near you. Applications and

infomiation will be available beginning Monday at the

Bniin office. Until then, try not to hurt yourself.
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Rape statistics can often
be dangerously minimized
By Cheryl Arutt

I feel it is necessary to

respond to Eric Canale's mis-

guided and grossly inaccurate

counteqx)int (Bruin, Oct 31) in

which he alleges that **inflation

of rape statistics hinders frank

discussion** of the issue of

rape. Using "simple math." he
professes to disprove Angela

Beeley's assertion that "one in

four women can expect to be

raped in their Hfetime." (Bruin,

OcL 24)

First, let's look at his statis-

tical methods. He obtained a

1989 statistic from the FBI
Uniform Crimes Reports. This

particular statistic stated that

the FBI knew of 41.2 rapes ^

per 100,0(X) citizens in Califor-

nia. Canale divided the 41.2

rapes into the total number of

Utizens, muUiplied by an avar-

age female life span of 78.5

years, and multiplied that by a

hundred to yield the total

number of . . . what's this?

Women! Who have reported

being raped. How is it that he

began with citizens, ended up
with just women?

Presuming that with rare

exception, only women are

raped, and women make up
about half the population of

citizens, his 41.2 rapes should

have been divided into 50,(XX)

to exclude the male half of the

population, which would yield

a preliminary total of 6.5

percent instead gf 3.23 percent

per 100,000 people in Califor-

nia.

He then doubles his statistic

in an apparent concession to

the number of rapes that are

unreported — 50 percent by
the most conservative estimate.

Even by his methods, if he

had been more accurate, the

conservative total would be 13

percent of all women in Cali-

fornia arc raped. Thirteen out

of every hundred women, by

the most conservative estimate!

Even then, Canale*s method
does not take into account the

most underreported types of

rape — acquaintance or "date"

rape and spousal rape —
which do not end up on file

with the FBI, differences in

risk in a rural versus urban

environment, or that although

women are at risk throughout

their lives, the risk is highest

for young adults.

According to the Human
Relations Commission and the

Los Angeles Commission on
Assaults Against Women
(LACAAW), one out of every

three women in Los Angeles
County over the age of 14 will

be a victim of rape or

attempted rape in her lifetime

— that's more than 33 percent.

The FBI itself* as well as ___
many other researchers who
obtain their data through per-

sonal interviews rather than

police rcports, estimate that up
10 90 percent of rapes are

unreported, not 50 percent (The

FBI seems to be aware that

they are not obtaining most of

the data on spousal and
acquaintance, or "date** rape).

Why might a woman choose

not to report a rape? A victim

of rape is often stigmatized,

blamed or disbelieved. The
victim must relive the rape

experience again and again,

often having to repeat her

story to strangers. She has to

identify herself, which may
result in vicious media exploi-

tation (i.e. the Kennedy case)

and the rape will be a matter

of public record if she goes to

court. Police may re-victimize

the woman, the rapist may
have threatened her life if she

comes forward, there is a low

percentage of cases that even

get to court, and of the tiny

percentage diat do, the convic-

tion rate is low.

Given these reasons, it is no

wonder that many women
don't report. This does not

mean that rape itself is on the

decline, but that the environ-

ment is increasingly hostile to

these already traumatized

women.

Incidentally, much has been

said about women filing false

charges. Given what has just

been described, this is a very

difficult position to support.

Actual rates of false reports

for rape are about 2 percent of

all reported rapes — about the

same as false reports for all

other felonies (LACAAW,
1991).

I woiild like to ask Canale

how downplaying both the

statistics and the problem of

rape can possibly facilitate

_^*men and women coming
"Together to fight this crime?**

—

Even if your inaccurate statistic

was true (which it isn't), and
only 6.5 percent of women
were raped, would that amount
be negligible? How many rapes

are an "acceptable" number?
Ten of every hundred women?
Six? I must say I question

Canale's motives. He ignores

the prevalence of rape, encour-

ages disbelief of the victim,

perpetuates the myth that "once
respectable men" could not

possibly have raped, invalidates

women's very real fear of rape

and shows utter ignorance and

insensitivity for the victim's

situation by making her respon-

sible for stopping the crime.

Men are doing the raping. Men
are the only ones who can

really stop it When Angela
Beeley urged men to do
something, I'm sure she was
advocating becoming part of

the solution — not part of the

problem.

Arutt is a junior majoring in

women's studies.
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The bluest battles need the most help to fight
Assists.

When I was huddled

in the TV room at

North Campus last Thursday,

waiting with a huge crowd of

other students for the Magic
Johnson press conference to

begin, the video clip from
Magic's career that they played

was when he broke the all-

time record for assists. It's all

the more appropriate, I guess.

Because what Magic is so

good at goes so far beyond the

limits of the court

One of the flrst thoughts

that went through my mind
after hearing the news that

Magic was HIV positive and

was going to announce his

retirement, and after I fmally

realized that this was real and

not just a bad joke, was not
,

of everything that Magic John-

son has accomplished for him-

self. The thing that came to

mind in that first instant was
everything that Magic Johnson

has given to so very many.

I thought of my roommate
Mike, whose family's dog is

named Magic, and who has

half of our wall space papered

with Magic paraphernalia. I

thought of all the times that he

and other Laker fans have

looked up to the sky and

given thanks that Magic was
on their team. But beyond that,

I thought of the multitudes of

others, myself included, who
have quite simply been given

the gift of watching this tran-

scendent human being give

everything in his being to

achieve, to be the best.

This is why the only basket-

^^r ^P^'

I
Ben
Wexler
ball statistic Magic really

embodies as a player is so

appropriate: because it is also

the quality he embodies as a

person. Magic was a great

player because he was, and is,

a winner. On the court, his

greatness came from not limit-

ing his talent to himself. He
lifted everybody else on his

team.

Yet he did more. He lifted

everyone else in the arena, be

it the opposition, who could

only fear what he was capable

of doing to beat them, or the

fans. He lifted the entire

league by adding to his mes-
merizing talent something ^---
more. Magic Johnson, when he

stepped onto the court, was not

going U) be brought down.
My most vivid memory of

Magic's career is a pretty

personal one. In June I cov-

ered Game Four of the NBA
Finals between my hometown
Bulls and the Lakers for a

radio network. After I stood in

the Bulls' locker room, staring

in awe as Michael Jordan, my
hero, talked with reporters,

after being silently ecstatic

over the Bulls' virtual lock of

the championship with a win

that day, after all the principles

held their press conference, I

went to the Lakers' locker

room.

Magic was there, one of the

only Lakers left, with a group

of reporters around him. I

stuck my mike in his face, and

looked into his eyes. This guy

wanted to win so bad, and you

could see the question as to

whether this would be his last

chance, and you could see in

his face how disappointed it

made him to see it being taken

away from him.

And that smile never left his

face.

And I stood there, literally

hypnotized by this man, this

man who was barely even real

despite being in 3-D and a

foot away, and I should move
on . . .

I try to think of someone
who symbolizes what we all

want to be more than Magic
Johnson, and I'm hard pressed.

Magic Johnson is more than

just the American Dream,

whatever that is. He is not

only someone who couldn't be

denied on the court, he is

somebody that I, for one, can't

see being denied in life.

There was no question that

after retirement. Magic was

going to reach for the top in

whatever business endeavor he

chose. There was no question

that, if he wanted, he would
own a team, and that he

would eventually win a

championship as an owner.

Now, suddenly, he has

retired, and there is nothing

but questions.

The single certainty about

this entire ordeal is the effect

it will inevitably have on our

country's awareness of AIDS
and HIV. Like everything else

Magic has been involved with,

the effect on the public will

be a positive one. For most of

us, this is the first one of our

friends to be diagnosed as HIV
positive. For most of us, this

is the first person that we
know, the first time that we
will have to deal with the pain

of the disease, the first time

we will have to focus on who
our friend is and not what he

did to contract the virus, the

first time we will have to

overcome our urge to think of

the person's life as over.

If anything, 1 do hope that

people will realize that this is

a virus that doesn't have

"innocent" and "guilty" victims.

It only has victims. I hope that

this isn't another one of the

tragedies that with time, we
forget. Of course, when I think

of Magic Johnson, "forgettable"

doesn't come to mind. If

anything, I know I've seen a

legend play his game, and

that's one thing I'll never

forget.

I don't know about you, but

the man I watched at that

press conference wasn't a vic-

tim. He wasn't a man whose

life is over. I think that's the

nature of a consummate assist

man. Magic will never stop

dishing them out. "You live

your life for yourself and your

family," he said on TV last

week, "and now I'm just living

for a whole lot of other

people."

I saw that day in the locker

room that what Magic Johnson

is about is very real; it's just

also very rare. He's about

spreading whatever wealth,

whatever joy he can to every-

body around him. And none of

the assists he racked up on the

court were nearly as important

as the ones he is dishing out

now. They say he needs our

support to get through this, but

I disagree. I think we need

his.

We didn't need a tragedy to

happen to call Magic a hero.

And now, in the face of

tragedy, he shows us the kind

of a hero we never thought

we'd see, someone who will

do his best to fight a battle

for us all.

This HIV thing has scared

us all for some time. Hopeful-

ly the fear of the virus will

now once and for all be

removed from the fear for the

person. I can tell you right

now, though, that as scared as

I may be, it's nothing com-
pared to the fear of something

"

that could bring down Magic
Johnson. And for now, I'll still

refuse to believe that anything

can.

Wexler, the Viewpoint editor, is

a senior majoring in communi-
cation studies.
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Monisseyaholic
Editor:

I am writing this letter

because I am a recovering

Monisseyaholic. Unlike most
however, I began idolizing him
when he was still with The
Smiths (circa "The Queen Is

Dead'' album) when I was a

sophomore in high school.

While a great deal of the

Smiths* appeal for me lay in

the tremendous musicianship of

the band (particularly Johnny
Marr), I was drawn to Morris-

sey*s brooding lyrics above all

else. Like most high schoolers,

1 was plagued by feelings of

self-doubt, isolation, rejection.

alienation and other melodra-

matic bullshit.

By the time Morrissey went
solo (and recorded the subpar
"Viva Hate" album) I grew out
of this Robert Smithesque

phase and realized, hey, maybe
life isn't so bad after all. After

all, if everyday was happy,

rosy and predictable, then

Everyday Would Be Like Sun-
day, wouldn't it? My manic
depressive days over, I

returned to my love of the

60's and 70*s music and
became my old happy self

again.

You can imagine my interest

in the recent melee at Pauley

Pavilion last Friday. I was
especially intrigued by Morris-

Daily Bruin Viewpoint

Letters

sey*s open-ended, ambiguous
request for the audience not to

sit in their seats. Now. if we
were at a normal concert

attended by rational human
beings, wc would get up and

dance. But because Morrissey

is (to quote one rabid fan)

"Our Savior," we kiss his feet,

bow to him, hug him, tackle

him, cause a riot and do other

things normal people would not

consider doing for fear of

being put in a straitjacket So

much for the peace and love

the gloom and doom crowd
endorse.
A woman interviewed in

your article (Daily Bruin, "Riot
at Pauley concert," Nov. 4)
noted that the crowd would

have done anything Morrissey

said. Too true. If Morrissey

had come on like Jim Jones

and asked his fans to drink

from a vat of cyanide-laced

Kool-Aid, they probably would
have.

Don't these people get the

humor and irony in what
Morrissey says in his songs?
Do they really think he takes

this seriously? What happens
when Morrissey really comes
out of the closet and reveals

the wife, two kids and the

string of meat shops he owns
in Manchester?

I mean, really. A message to

all of you Morrissey idolizers

out there: To be able to

complain about life, you have

to have one first.

IMichael latum
Junior

English

Death row
Editor:

Vm writing from death row
with an open invitation to

sociology, psychology or law
students (or anyone so
inclined) to write to me.
Locked in a six-by-nine-foot

cell 24 hours a day, I need
some human contact.

Rot>en J. Long #494041
Florida State Prison

P.O. Box 747
Starke, FL 32091
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Sexism
Editor:

Sexism is alive on the

UCLA campus. Why are we
continuing to let sexism foster*

at UCLA, especially in our

songs and banners?

At the UCLA football game
on Saturday, Nov. 2, I was
very disturbed to see that one
of our spirit songs was entided

"Sons of Westwood." I imme-
diately thought, "What about

the daughters of Westwood?" I

perceived this not because I

am a feminist, but rather,

because I am a humanist that

is tired of seeing women left

out or insulted.

Another phrase in the sortg

continues that if "A man from

use . .
.*' Easily these lyrics

could be changed to "Someone
from use* to create a more
gender neutral song. I realize

that it is often said that the

meaning of the word "men*'

encompasses women and men,

but to many people it doesn't

Why is it that in our society

men are seen as the norm to

which women are compared
to? The word human means
men and women, while the

words "men** and "women" are

more defined words identifying

gender. The word "sons** can

in no way be considered to

mean daughters as well. "Oh
•^wrt" would like you to meet
my three sons . . . Michelle,

Jean and Jeff.** It doesn*t

work.

In another spirit song, our

"alma maler*' is continuously

referred to as a "she.**

Throughout history it has been

customary to refer to things or

objects as females. Ships, cars

and, at UCLA, our alma mater

are all regarded as females.

In the past ships were sailed

only by men and hence their

ship became "their women*' —
something they mastered and

had control over. Yet, why in

the 20lh century, whenever a

person is referred to, that

person is mentioned as a "man
from use** or a "son of

Westwood,'* while women are

still seen as objects or alma

maters?

A few weeks ago during

Homecoming, I was walking

down Bruin Walk admiring the

banners made by different

organizations when I noticed

that many of the banners were

also blatantly sexist. In almost

all of the banners the UCLA
Bruin males were seen as the

stronger and more able sex.

But what bothered me was
that when a female Bruin was
portrayed, she was draped in

bows and wore a full face of

makeup accompanied by a

slogan such as "We're going

to knock you out'* The male

Bruins in the same banner

have their eyes popping out

because of the lavish beauty of

the female Bruin.

Similarly, in other banners,

female Bruins are clothed in

long evening gowns, have a

sexy figure and are wearing

makeup. Here again, sexism.

All these types of banners do
is promote the myth that

women are only beautiful

objects whose purpose is to

please men.

Sexism is alive, and will

continue to live if esteemed

universities such as UCLA
encourage it.

Cherie Sogsti
Junior

Engiisii
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We (800-843-4973), the Dental Students (206-1718), Kaplan (4764021) and now Colunibia (800-300-7737) all have progranis for

this test. Before you plunkdown hundreds of dollars for a cx)urse, call and carefully check out what each has to offer. By faryour

best bet is to talk with foimer students! We had 1 12 in our last program, (four classes of 28) and are accepting 168 this January.

Since we usually wait list, please call soon. When investigating a program, we thinkyou should ask questions like the following:

What are the credentials of the instructors? How experienced are they?

Is teaching their subject their exclusive, full-time responsibility?

How large are the main instructional classes you will be attending?

How much real opportunity will you have to ask questions?

For the Sciences Subscores on this new passage-style MCAT, problem solving ability (primarily) and a broad conunand ofbasic

conceptual knowledge (secondarily) comprise almost the entirety of the skills you need to ace this test. The bestway to improve

problem solving intuition is by solving large numbers of tticm in a small-group format with extremely talented instructors.

There are plenty of excellent prep books soon to hit the market, from Flowers® 6th Ed., to Simon and Schuster's Suj^erCourse* as

well as over 15 new-fonnat practice tests of fair to excellent quality. With all these n^terials pubhcally available, why take a prep

course unless it offers superlative instruction in thinking skills administered in a small-group format?

How many passage-style questions are covered in class? How many do you get to take home?

How many in-class hours? How many testing hours? What is the quality of the review materials?

How many full-length MCATs are administered? How nuiny are analyzed in class?

For the Verbal Reasoning subscore, your ability to read for al>stract meaning and to follow a particular set of logical operations

with each question is now paramount. What is the least information required to convince yourself that an answer is correct? If

you answer a question incorrectly, exactly why is it incorrect? You can learn these skills working alone, but again the best and

fastest method involves interaction with a real expert in a small group over as many hours as you can manage. For the Writing

Sample subscore, professional help is even more critical. Who will give that advice, and over how many hours?

Will you be trained in Thesis-Antithesis-Svnthesis techniques? How noany passages will you read?

How many essays will you write? How many will be professionally critiqued and scored?

Do you yourself learn how to critique and score, as part of understanding the Holistic grading process?

If you are already verbally expressive, are you taught how to restrict yourself to the proscribed tasks?

Come meet our instructors on Frid*iy. VVe'll htive useful info on Medical Schools, the

April MCAT, and on the prepiirdtion process, however you decide to do it.

1 800 843-4973 -^' 'J!K» "'«?«» ' '" '
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SubuiMa film

'Life is Sweet'
Icinda stinlcs
By Michael Mordler
Daily Bruin Staff

Mike Leigh's new picture, "Life is Sweet," is a

dull slice of life that attempts to capture the

ordinary aspects of one rather unspectacular

family. But instead of illuminating the audience

with humor and pathos, he treats them to 90
minutes of well-intentioned boredom.

Leigh is one of those independent filmmakers

infatuated with the idea of capturing moments of

truth through semi-improvisation. But, at least in

this picture, he doesn*t have the talent to pull it off,

and his uncinematic style and lack of structure

sink the film.

The English director has none of the hipness of
Jarmusch, none of the intensity of Cassevettes. He
thinks he*s creating something funny and clever,

but what he's really doing is creating a cure for

insomnia.

The film could easily be shelved and forgotten,

if not for the fact that within this misfocused
^milieu is a potentially good nfK>vic. If only it were
centered on the struggles of youth rather than on
fortysomething angst, the picture could be saved.

Jane Horrocks portrays Nicola, a rebellious,

confused teenage girl, with an acute awareness of

the hypocrisy of pseudo-intelligent, know-it-all

youths. Young adults sometimes reveal their

insecurity through irritabihty and nervous energy,

and Horrocks is brilliant in adding physical

mannerisms and a whiny voice that convey the

character's internal chaos.

Nicola's twin sister, Natalie (Claire Skinner), is

more like their parents, played with matching
obnoxious laughs by Alison Steadman and Jim
BroadbenL These three musketeers are more
rational and evenhanded, taking life as it comes;
they're simple middle-class blokes.

It's when Leigh points his camera at them that

the picture gets stuck in neutral. Getting bogged
down in the unextraordinary lives of the older

generation, the picture struggles to overcome the

blandness that it takes as its subject. The parents,

named Wendy and Andy to symbolize their lack

of excitement, waddle through longish sequences
subconsciously trying to add adventure to their

lives.

Finally, near the end of the movie, two honest

and emotionally dramatic scenes confront the

anarchic inclinations of Nicola; one wishes the

director would remake "Life is Sweet" using these

Jane Horrocks
and David
Thewlis star In

"Life Is
Sweet,* left.

The comedy
was made by
IVIike Leigh,
below.

Leigh stands alone

See 'SWEET/ page 23

By Michael Mordler
Daily Bruin Staff

A vast number of British direc-

tors have migrated to Hollywood,
including Stephen Frears, Alan
Parker, Michael Apted ami the

brothers Tony and Ridley ScotL
But don't expect Mike Leigh to

join them.

The Englishman, who directed

the acclaimed 1988 picture "High
Hopes" and the just-released "Life

is Sweet," marches to the beat of a

different drummer.
His working methods are any-

thing but conventional. Rather
than starting with a script and
hiring the actors, Leigh prefers

finding his performers first He

proceeds to guide them through

three to four months of rehearsals,

out of which come the ideas on
which the picture is based.

In a recent interview at the

Chateau Marmont Hotel, Leigh

talked about his motivations as a

filmmaker.

*i don't start from the premise

of what book can we acquire. I

start from what's happening out in

the streets."

"(I look for) character actors

who can improvise, have a sense of

humor and also a social sense.

There are plenty of very good
actors around that don't give two
fucks about what's happening in

society. And obviously those sort

of actors are not entirely useful to

this kind of movie."

While many of his countrymen

got their start in the advertising

world, making commercials dur-

ing the 1970s, Leigh is proud of the

fact that, until 1991, he'd never

directed a commercial.

"I've come to it late in life, but I

haven't comefrom it And I regard

it merely as a way of scraping

together a few bub, as we say, a

dime, to put a few crusts on the

table. I have made some this year,

including for Kleenex.

"(But) the need to go to Holly-

wood has nothing to do with

advertising or theater. It has to do
with people's perceptions of them-

See LEIGH, page 24
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POCtiy \ Play showcases Byron and Shelley's ideas about love and liberty

Howard Brenton's ''Bloody Poetry" follows Byron and Shelley through a haunted
sunnmer in Switzerland.

By Shalmali Pal

Daily Bruin Staff

Before the likes of Clarence Thomas
and Ted Kennedy, it was up to poets such
as Byron and Shelley to provide society

with its daily dose of sex scandals,

libertine living and general debauchery.

Howard Brenton's "Bloody Poetry"

follows the 19th century "poeticals"

through a haunted summer in Switzer-

land, along with their mutual lover Claire

Claremont and Mary Goodwin Shelley.

The adventure eventually served as

inspiration for the latter's "Frankens-
tein."

Theatre 40's presentation of "Bloody
Poetry" remains true to the playwright's

original intention of praising Byron and
Shelley's radical ideas about love and
liberty, while exposing the sheer impos-
sibility of a Utopia such as theirs.

Against Nancy Dunn Eisenman's
stark set, and with Angela Balogh
Calin's elegant period costumes, director

Keith Fowler skillfully maneuvers the

six-member cast through Shelley's (J

Downing) first meeting with Byron
(Webster Williams), his tempestuous

family life with Godwin (Suzanne
Goddard), affair with Claremont
(Christina Carlisi) and death in a boating

accident.

The most impressive performance

comes from Webster Williams and his

hard-drinking Lord Byron — a man
whose humor is as potent as his bouts of

syphilis. Taking on a role that has been

mastered by some (Derek Jacobi in

"Mad, Bad and Dangerous to Know")
and woefully attempted by others

(INXS' Michael Hutchence in "Haunted
Summer"), Williams' Byron is simulta-

neously flippant and indignant about his

status as a social outcast

Matching Willams' Byron wit for wit

is Suzanne Goddard 's Mary Godwin
Shelley. The candor in Goddard's
performance not only emphasizes God-
win's incredible patience with her

wayward husband, but is sparked by an

intellect that makes her Shelley's equal.

As Godwin's half-sister, Christina

Cariisi infuses Claire with an unshakable

optimism— a willingness to conjure up
Byron's nonexistent love for her and
have utmost faith in their "ideal" slate.

As Shelley, J Downing's performance
is passionate, if slightly overwrought,
making it a little difficult to decipher the

history from the histrionics.

David Hunt Stafford and Alison Jane
Frazier give ample support in the roles of
Dr. Polidori, Byron's biographer, and
Harriet Shelley, the poet's abandoned
first wife. Stafford has Polidori appropri-

ately suffering under Byron's wrath —
and his own mediocrity — while
Frazier's Harriet is a ghost with a
vengeance.

With the current mania for the '60s,

"Bloody Poetry"'s message, that flower
power and free love may not be the

answer to society's ills, seems especially

Umcly. •••'/4

STAGE: -Bkx)dy Poetry " Written by Howard
Brenion. Directed by Keith Fowler. Playina
Thurs Sun. at Theatre 40 (241 Moreno Drive)

Tw: $17. $14. For info call (213) 828-7619

Rap gjtQup to bring

message to campus
By Tasnine Hunter

They call themselves **under-

ground," they call themselves
"hard-core." and they say their

music and message is specifically

for blacks.

They are The ChiUin Villain

Empire, also known as CVE, and
they can be seen performing today
at noon in Westwood Plaza.

CVE is an "underground hard-

core" rap group, according to JB,

one of the members of CVE. For
those who may not understand the

terminology, JB explained that

*underground" signifies music
which is "created for and by
reality," as opposed to mainstream
which is "created for and by
money." Hard-core, on the other

hand, is simply "music with a
rough edge to it."

Other members of CVE include

Big Kev. Boo, DJ Black, Filet of

Soul, Hefty, Lloyd B. The Riddler
and Tray Loc. Their responsibili-

ties range from lyricist to DJ to

photographer.

CVE formed about three or four

years ago and now have an album
out entitled, "Gotta Cumm Up,"
released by the group on their own
label, CoVErt Records. The group
produced and manufactured the

album themselves, and JB said that

creating their own record label

neatly fit the theme of the group.

According to JB, CVE wants
their music to reach the rap

audience as a whole, but its

message is specifically targeted

toward black people.

JB characterized the '90s as

"very pivotal times," seeming as

though "statistically everything is

on the downside for blacks."

Therefore, he and the band pro-

claim "Gotta Cumm Up" to blacks.

This theme is the driving force

behind everything CVE docs.

Predictably, it is also the name of
the title song of its album.
JB indicated that the group's

main influences are Parliament,

Last Poets, Double Trouble, PE
(Public Enemy) and all the rappers

who perform at the Good Life

Health Food Center. CVE admires
these artists because of their

"creativity (and) their breaking of
rules musically and lyrically," and
because they arc "true to the art

form."

The Chillin Villain Empire can
be caught performing every Thurs-

day night at the Good Life Health

Food Center, located on 29th and
Crenshaw, between 8 and 10:30

p.m. The Good Life is a place

where up-and-coming musical
artists are given a chance to

showcase their talents. However,
JB warned that the artists must be

good or else they will be "wel-

comed to an Apollo-like exit."

CVE's performance today is a

part of a week-long Founder's Day
celebration put on by Sigma
Gamma Rho Sorority. Other
groups students can expect to see

at the show are Poetic Justice and
Freestyle Fellowship.

MUSIC: The Chillin Villain Empire.
Today at noon in Westwood Plaza.

'House Arrest' fails

to be very arresting
By Danya Joseph
Daily Bruin Staff

For most of us, the bedroom is

our innermost sanctuary — the

womb where we can escape from
everyday problems. However, for

one white-collar criminal, the

wildest misadventures occur when
his room becomes his jail cell in

the play "House Arrest-

Employing a unique and comic
premise, "House Arrest" is enter-

taining yet plagued by a lagging

pace. However, plenty of effort is

apparent in the production of the

play, especially in the develop-

ment of the sets and in the

complications that arise within the

plot.

Yet "House Arrest" still needs

some polishing. Its biggest flaw is

low energy — it fails to build up
enough intensity to justify the

absurdity of the fmal climax. Also,

many of the scenes drag, marring

an otherwise interesting play.

The story provides an unusual

and funny look into the predica-

ment of a Beverly Hills entertain-

ment lawyer, Lee (Judson Allen),

who has been sentenced to house

arrest after embezzling from his

clients.

The invasion of a well-meaning

pizza delivery man, Dan (Pat

Asanti), and a psychotic burglar,

Angelo (George Russo), into Lee's

bedroom-tumed-prison cell trans-

port Lee into Yuppie Hell. Lee

further aggravates his plight when
he allows Angelo to get him a call

girl, Nikki (Perrcy Reeves), while

his wife Brooke (Christa Miller) is

out of town on a job-training

conference.

Writer and director Peter Conti

is successful in getting the audi-

ence to appreciate the absurdity of

Lee's situation. We squirm with

him as his situation gets more and
more out of control.

Yet Conti 's script needs to be

shortened and tightened; too many
scenes rely on dialogue and not

action to relay the antagonism that

occurs between Lee and the other

characters. Many of the scenes

involve only one or two people

onstage, further bringing down the

forcefulness of the plot

More specifically, some of the

gaps between lines are so unnatur-

ally long that the audience isn't

sure whether the actors are pausing

for effect or whether they simply

forgot their lines. In addition, the

story has a few holes where the

motivations of the characters are

unclear.

Marc Casino's intricate set,

which remains constant through

the play, engagingly provides

enough details to hold the audi-

ence's interest.

The acting in "House Arrest" is

solid and understated, creating a

realism about the ctaacten that

See 'ARREST/ page 23
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Rat race:
UCLA hosts Ratcat's fiist U.S. gig

Daily Bruin A & E

Music

By Rob Winfield

Dally Bruin Staff

Recently, Australia's current

No. 1 band Ratcal, which typically

plays to crowds numbering in the

6,000 range, performed to a mere
40 or so people in Ackerman
Grand Ballroom. And they didn't

seem to mind one bit

Formed of vocalist and guitarist

Simon Day, bassist Amr Zaid and

drummer Andrew Polin, Ratcat

isn*t allowing such contrasting

differences in audience size and

the obscurity of venue choices —
such as UCLA's least-appealing

auditorium for acoustics— to mar
their enjoyment of their iniroduc-

lory U.S. tour.

Rather, they're making the most

of a discouraging situation thai

they anticipated would occur in the

first place, and giving those few

attendees the same energetic and

good-humored show they would to

an Aussie crowd of considerably

greater number.

Thus, with this altitude in mind.

Day can get away with a statement

like, ''I didn't mind that. It was a

fun experience," and be complete-

ly sincere in his remarks.

And similarly, Polin can smile

and say, "I enjoyed that. It was a

good show," and convey an equal-

ly honest appraisal of the 45-

minutc performance.

Considering their current six-

u^ck EP *Tingles" went to No. 1

on the national singles chart after

lopping the alternative charts for

six months, and their major label

debut and third LP overall "Blind

Love" for rooArt/Mercury
Records (to be released in the U.S.

in February) did repeat business,

making them the first in their

country to do so with their first

major release, one could say that

Ratcat is coping rather well with

starting from scratch in the wake of

overwhelming success.

"But that's what we're here to

do," Zaid says. "We're here to

inU'Oduce ourselves to the U.S. and

build up an audience. So when
we're as big in the U.S. as we are in

Australia, all those 40 or sopeople

that came to sec us at UCLA will

r

Australian band Ratcat kicked off their U.S. tour In Ackernrlan Grand Ballroonn recently.

be able to say they saw us first."

Although Ratcat has been
together since 1985, having
released two previous albums — a

self-titled debut and the follow-up

'This Nightmare"— of fuzz-laden

guitar rock, they don't profess to

have taken their career seriously

until early last year, when the

aforementioned string of chart-

busting hits suddenly boosted them

to the forefront of the Aussie music

scene.

"It's funny," Day interrupts,

"because commercial radio
refused to play us at first They said

See RATCAT, page 23

W LO>AA RATES
NEAR AIRPORT 18 YEARS & OtDER

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS HONORED
AIRPORT & HOTEL PICKUP

AND RETURN
COMPACTS - MID SIZE - 7 4 15 PASSENGER VANS ?Xi??,I^^ ^J^^10% discount

RENTACAR

OPEN 7 DAYS 4505 W. CENTURY BLVD.
INGLEWOOD, CA 90304 673-4997

International Student Association

Thursday, November 14, 1991 Westwood Plaza From 10 a.m. to2 p.m.

Come and Taste What Life Has to Offer
BEINGFUNDEDBYGKADUAJESTUDENTSASSOOATION, COUNCILONPROGRAMMING,AND WAC, YOURSTUDENTGOVERNMENTBOD
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Film horses around with mind
By Ryan Eglash

**i
*Horsq)laycr** is an interesting

and sometimes amusing psycho-
logical thriller that provides a
realistic glimpse of the Los
Angeles art world and tantalizing

insight into the insane mind.
Unfortunately, the film floun-

ders on the director's lack of
control of his material.

The film tells the story of four

characters whose intertwining

'lives are cemented by manipula-
tion and fear. Bud Cowan (Brad
Dourif) is the horsepiayer. a

gambler who hangs out at the

racetrack by day and works at a

liquor store by night. When Matth-
ew (M.K. Harris) and Randi
(Sammi Davis) enter his life and
stowly entangle him in their web.
Bud quietly loses his mind. No one
knows when Bud will flip out
except George (Vic Tayback), the

fatherly immigrant boss.

The screenplay was written by
Kurt Voss, Larry Rattner and
David Birke. Voss is the only
known member of the group,
whose credits include the experi-

mental "Delusion" and "Border
Radio." both of which he also
directed.

Dourif. best known for his role

as the stuttering mental patient

Billy in "One Rew Over the

Cuckoo*s Nest," gives a fine

performance as an obsessed man
trapped by fear. His addiction to

gambling helps smother his mur-
derous ambitions.

The relatively unknown M.K.
Harris as the young artist is both
har^h and charismatic. His perso-

nification of a man pulled between
insanity and addiction brought him
a best actor award at the Taormina
Film Festival.

As for Sammi Davis* character.

TANNLNO
5 Sessions For $25*
•CD Sound Systems •lO Wblff Beds
•Air Conditioning •N^lidated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCLA! Call 824-2TAN

M-F: 7am-10pm
Sat: 8am-8pm Sun: 9am-7pm

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & Undt>rook)

•ccipon «f3irM 1 1/21/91

(Ist time cu«tomef» only/1 per customer/must preaent coupon)

IS NOW A BROADWAY PRODUCTION.
Our new producer just finished Andrew Uoyld

Weber's production in London and also produced

Siegfried and Ro/s show in Las Vegas. If you are at

least 6*0'* and a professionally trained dancer, singer

or have drop dead good looks , we want you to

audition for our

EUROPEAN BROADWA!f CALIBER SHOW.
Call GlO) 396-4045 between 10am-6pm,

Monday thru Friday to set up an interview.

Please bring or send photo, resume, audio

and/or videotapes, and self addressed—self

stamped envelope for return of tapes, to

2115 Pico Blvd, Santa Monica, CA 90405

Don't miss this great opportunity

to travel and work with
one ofthe hottest producers.

Randi, there is always an expecta-
tion of more emotion. However,
Davis' subtle savoir faire helps

make her character delicious and
vulnerable.

Although Tayback provides
comic relief as the sage-like but
antagonistic immigrant, he over-
plays the character beyond
believability.

The film creates a dramatic
tension that sometimes over-
whelms any other aspect of the

film. Kurt Voss* direction, howev-
er, is visually boring and the actors

at times seem to flounder because
of a lack of sufficient guidance.

FILM: "Horseplayer." Written by Kurt
Voss. Larry Rattner and David Birke.
Directed by Kurt Voss. Produced by
Larry Raffner, Robert M. Nau and Daryl
Jamison. A Greycat Films release with
Brad Dourif, Sammi Davis. M.K. Harris.
Max Perlich and Vic Tayback Now
playing at New Vista Theater.

Brad Dourif plays Bud Cowen, a gambler who slowly loses his

mind after his new neighbors Invite him to dinner, in Kurt Voss'
"Horseplayer."

Vl^ffihinglDn Red I)ericiousAonles-
Slil Fresh vvHh the MoniringDeuv!

Washington Red,

Sweet Yellow Com
New Zealand Kiwi
Fresh Squeezed
Orange Juice, 16

Grocery
breaastiks Ralphs

Motts Ch. Applesce 23oz 1 .39 1 .45
DelMonte Lite Frt Ctl. 1 6oz 99 1 .05
TreeToo Apple Juice 4doz 1 .89 1 .99
O.S. Crangrape 48oz 2.49 2.47
Qatoraae 32dz 1.19 1.19
V-8 Veg Cocktail 32oz 1 . 69 171
Peas. Spnngfield 1 6oz .65 65
DelMonte Catsuo sqz.28oz 1 69 1 .69
Kikkoman Soy Sauce 5oz .77 .79
Prego Spaghetti see 32oz 2.19 2. 1

9

Kraft Mayonnaise 1 6oz 1 .49 1 .55
Wesson Com oil 24oz 1 49 1 .57
BumbleBee tuna ch wt 6oz 1 29 1 .39
Hormei Chili came 1 5oz 1 .29 1 .35
CannoDeli Tom. soup 10oz 45 48
Rice-A-Roni herb 7.2oz 1.19 M.19
Kraft MacAChs spiral 5.5oz .75 75
Anthony ary spaghetti 32oz 1 .79

kellogg Pop Tarts 1 1 oz 1 59
SueSee Honey dvr.12oz 1 67
HersheyChoc. Syrup 16oz 1.19
Liptoq herb tea decal 48ct 2.99
Tasters Choioe frz cry 2oz 2.19

*§w ^ $ i,Jbs $.69
breadstilts Ralphs

3/$l
4/$l

$1.79 $1.99

Dairy
breadstiks Raiphs

1.65

2.29

Homogenized Milk 1 gai 2.43
Lowfatmiik. 1/2 gai 1.31

Nonfat milk. 1/2 gai 121
Eggs. AA. Ex Ig. 1 doz 1 .79

Marganne. Imperial 16 oz .97

Dell

Honey cured Ham 5.99
Buon Gusto Itai Salami 6.99
Foster Farms Chicken

Breast, no bone or skin 4.79
Best of Fryer, lbs 1.49
Split Breast, lbs 2.49

Frozen Foods

Stouffer Chili 8 oz 2.29
Stouffer Crmd Chicken 6oz 2.09
Tina's Frozen Bumtos 5 oz .38
Orida French Fries 2 lbs 2.09
Onda H Brown Potatoes 1 .79
Green Giant Niblets Com 1 .29
Minute Majd O.J. 12oz 1.79

6.69
7.19

4.99
1 69
2.59

In The Village!

FREE PARKING!
in rear

Open tH 11pm

breadstiks
Trash as the Morning Dew'

1057 GayleyAve 209-1111
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Stage

Marriage play shows that love i • 't diminish with age
By Hilda Katibah

Anyone who has ever thought
— even faintly— about marriage

and wondered what happens 38
years down the line, no longer

needs to leave it to the imagination

thanks to the Santa Monica Play-

house's production of **A Love
Affair."

Even those who have never

thought about marriage should see

this production because the play is

about forgiveness and under-

standing, men and women, life.

A word of caudon, though: **A

Love Affair" portrays one of those

happy, successful marriages that

are rare in today's divorce-laden

world, though at one point, as the

couple talks of having separate

bedrooms, reality sneaks in.

The play successfully deals with

many of the different aspects of

marriage — fmances, sex, chil-

dren, menopause, successes, fai-

lures. But it never gets too heavy

because it has so much of the

natural and honest humor found in

the real world.

The Santa Monica Playhouse's

production cleverly goes from

present to past and past to present

as the couple reminisces about the

shouting matches and the kissing

and making up that made their love

last for 38 years.

From the play's first lines, you

know that "A Love Affair" is one

of those rare plays that is wonder-

fully written, beautifully executed

and perfectly casted. And the

Santa Monica Playhouse is filled

with warmth and coziness and is

very much alive.

All five actors are very talented,

funny and natural. George Coe,
who plays the husband, delivers an

outstanding performance. What
makes his acting so impressive is

that it does not seem like a

performance; his portrayal is very

natural and at ease. Even though

his character is hard-headed and

stubborn, you can't help but love

him because he reminds you of

your father or your uncle or any

man who has been married for a

long time.

Chris DeCarlo's direction is

almost flawless. There is some
confusion, however, when the

younger version of the couple

comes into the present and speaks

with the older couple. This could

have been taken out of the play and
no meaning would have been lost

However, given that the rest of the

play is perfectly executed, this

point seems minute.

"A Love Affair" will make
many couples want to rush to the

altar because it makes marriage

seem like such a fun institution.

Maybe instead of going to a

marriage counselor, one ought to

see this play because it seems to be

an accurate portrayal of what it

takes to make a marriage work
through both the good and the bad

times. ***

STAGE: 'A Love Affair." Written by
Jerry Mayer. Directed by Chris DeCar-
lo. Produced by Emily Mayer. Santa
Monica Playhouse Starring; Georger
Coe. Alice Hirson, Susan Cash. Mark L
Taylor. Sandra Kerns and Barbara
Keegan. Performances: Thur., Fri. and
Sat. at 8 p.m.; Sun. at 7:30 p.m. Tix:

$20-$17.50 with special discounts for

students and teacners.
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Wednesday, November 13 ^^

h ^ UCLA University Symphony Sj^
J Alexander Treger, conductor & violin soloist •

Wednesday, November 13

UCLA University Symphony
Alexander Treger, conductor & violin soloist

Barber, Adagiofor Strings

Mozart, Violin Concerto No, 5
Dvorak, Symphony No. 8 in G Major

I

Friday, November 15

UCLA Jazz Ensembles I & 11

iiordon Henderson, conductor

/
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U
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Saturday, November 16

Mexican Chamber Music Series

Trio Mexico

8 p.m. • Schoenberg Hall

$5 general, $3 students & seniors

Information: (310)825-2953

Sunday, November 17

James Low Memorial Concert

8 p.m., Schoenberg Hall (free)

Information: (310)825-4761

P

1

J

525-4761 • m

The Latin American Student Association Presents

a Discussion with

Cuban Economist Carlos Tablada
on

Cubainthe1990's

Wednesday, November 13
Reception 6:00 pm Program7:00 pm

- Rolfe Hall 1200. UCLA
This event is endorsed by Bradford Bums. History Department; David Kunzle. Art

History Department; Center for Afro-American Studies; Center for Chicano Studies;

Center for Development Studies; Student Association of Latin Amencan Studies;

Committee for Health in S. Afnca; Youth for Philippine Action.
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coma LENSES

Look and see

your best with

same day

service from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village
j

208-3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.
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BRUIN *213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL
FREE PARKING CI SHIOXEI) CILVIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENINGS
CLASSES =

THIRD ANNUAL THANKSGIVING

CANNED FOOD DRIVE .J

$50.00 DISCOUNT
Bring In Three Cans Of Food

For The Homeless . .

.

Donate THREE cans of food by November 27, 1991,

and place a $100 deposit on the course of your

choice with the Stanley H. Kaplan Educational

Center Ltd. of Southern California, and we will take

$50.00 off the current tuition. The balance of your

tuition is due before the first day of class or in 90

days whichever comes first.

LSAT GMAT MCAT GRE

. DAT NMB NCLEX

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST for more details!

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.

gBiJiit r bi»a.t V:aitill..:
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Television

'Dream On' wakes up
ACE award nominations
By Valerie KuklenskI
United Press International

The HBO comedy series

"Dream On,*' which blends flash-

back footage from '50s television

classics into a contemporary story,

on Tuesday took the most nomina-
tions — 13 — for the cable

industry's 13th annual ACE
Awards.

Five of the "Dream On" nomi-
nations were for writing a comedy
series, a category that pits five of
the show's episodes and seven

writers against each other.

The HBO special "The Jose-
phine Baker Story" garnered 11

nominations, including best
actress for Lynn Whitfield and best

director for Brian Gibson, offering

the husband-and-wife team a

chance to repeat their earlier wins
at the Emmy Awards.
The anthology horror series

*Tales From the Crypt," another
HBO show, also received 11

nominations, including one for

best dramatic series, which it won
last year.

RATCAT
From page 20

our guitars were loo thrashy. But
once we started going up the

charts, they found they had to play

us. And now they claim to have
discovered us."

Nevertheless, despite whatever
ironies that do lurk within the

selling of the current EP and LP,

all three bandmates will agree that

their latest material is their most
pop-onented and accessible to

dale, comprised "more so of
subtlety, as opposed lo blatant

noise."

"But that's all right." Polin says.

— Rflrause although it might not

have the roughness of what we
were doing earlier, it's still enjoy-

able to play. And considering that

more people have bought this

record than any other one we've
done, it shows we must be doing

something right"

"For me." Day adds, "although

both are quite good, I like the EP
better. It's my favorite thing we've
released because it's a cross of

everything. It's representative of

what we've done both in the past

with the earlier albums and right

now with 'Blind Love.'"

Given this, Ralcat doesn't feel

too pessimistic towards making
their U.S. introduction just right,

knowing that the only material

they have available in the States

are the six tracks on "Tingles."

Their American debut carries

enough of a buzz to keep the most
avid lover of feedback happy,

while still managing to please

those prone to the pop side of life.

And that's not to mention that

the major alternative rock-oriented

commercial stations on the West
Coast — such as KROQ and
MARS FM in Los Angeles, 9IX in

San Diego and LIVE 105 in San
Francisco— have picked up on the

EP's kickoff track 'That Ain't

Bad" and placed it in heavy
rotation.

So all in all. it's fair lo say that

despite a less-than-impressive

turnout for their L.A. introduction

at AGB, Ralcat are headed in the

right direction.
—^

'The thing right now is just lo

get in front of people and play,"

Day says. "We just need lo get

people to the gigs lo show them

what we're about Because a lot of

people listen lo the radio. And
when they do, they might hear a

song of ours. But they may not hear

the name of the band. So it might

take someone a few months before

they put the two together and go,

'Oh, 'That Ain't Bad.' Ralcat did

that.'"

"But that's all right," Zaid
injects, "because although that

might be the case right now, when
we come back next year, if

everything goes right with this

promotional tour, people should

know who we are by then."

"At least," Polin adds, "we hope
that will happen. But if it doesn't,

we're willing lo work at it until it

does."

'ARREST'
From page 19

helps the audience relate to them.

But at the same time, the

acting's lack of energy saps the

power needed to propel the scenes.

The most laid-back of the actors is

Allen, whose Lee goes from being

slightly depressed at the beginning

10 extremely despondent by the

end^wilh only minimal difference

between the two gradients.

If Allen had been more vigor-

ously defiant at the beginning or

more agitated at the end, however,

his circumstances would have

been more compelling.

Asanii as the Pizza Man and

Russo as Angelo give the most,

animated of the performances, but

even they have too many somber
moments. Miller's Brooke and

Reeves* Nikki are the least plausi-

ble of the characters and their

performances are the most ambi-

valent.

On the whole, "House Arrest"

explores an out-of-lhe-ordinary

situation in a complex and amus-
ing manner, but this does not

compensate for the play's overaU

sluggishness— leaving it at best a

valiant attempt **"/2

STAGE: "House Arrest' Written and
Directed by Peter Conti. Produced by
Albert Turchetti, Joe Pesct and Waldo
Sanchez. With Robert Vento. Judson
Allen, Christa Miller, Past Asanti,

George Russo and Perrey Reeves
Playina at the Tamirlnd Theater until

Dec. 8. Runs Fridays at 8 p.m and
Saturdays and Sundays at 2 and 8 p.m.
For info, call (213) 285-3179.

'SWEET'
From page 18

scenes as his guidepost

Mike Leigh has attempted to

create a plotless, documentary-like

expose on the unevenifulness of

suburban life, but what he exposes

isn't very worthwhile. And it's

ironic that his picture is about

people who aren't going any-

where, because **Life is Sweet"

may very well have the same
destination. ^'/4

FILM: "Life is Sweet." Written and
Directed by Mike Leigh. Produced by
Simon Channino-Wllliams for Thin Man
Films. An October Films release with

Alison Steadntan and Jane Horrocks
(Rated R: language and nudity; 100
minutes) Opens today at the Samuel
GokJwyn Theater at Westside Pavillion.
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Princeton

Review
LSAT • GMAT • GRE
I he fastest {^rowinfi test-preparation prof^rams

in ihe ^^(ttiryf^^^^' none!

Could it be because of documented increases like these:

LSAT average increase: 14-h points

GMAT average increase: 110+ points

GRE average increase: 230+ points

Or program inclusions which our competitors don't have:

"^ At least four proctored tests, each with computer analysis

'•^ Two interactive classes per week, each with an instructor

"^ Maximum class sizes of twelve, each stratified to ability

"^ Academic review plus reyolutionary test-taking techniques

YouVe seen our ads, now come meet our instructors!

Since Hyp>erleaming is new to the L.A. area, weVe scheduled a day
where students can talk to our instructors and find out more about our

revolutionary approach to studying for the MCAT. At 50 class sessions

and 130 hours, we offer the most instructionally intensive commercial

prep course in the country for thenew formatMCAT.At the meeting, our
chenustry and physics instructors will discuss the format of their classes

and answer any questions you may have.

%- Come on down and meet our instructors.

•- We'll talk about our last summer class, our new Westwood
center, and our program for the April 4th, 1992 MCAT.

%- We'll hand out statistics on all 127 U.S. Medical schools.

%- We'll provide samples of our review materials and tests.

"When: Jriday, 9{gv. iSth, 1pm to 2pm.

Wftere: 9^ann 4'TU7CTheater,^estzuoo(£ VUCage

1050 QayUy, 1 Stocksoutft ofcampus.

^uncfues xinCCbe seruedL

\-!*-

'/ 7< f 7 /#/ liy

Classes start Jan. 4th

For more info call

(10 am to nudnight)

1-800-843-4973

Pfl»wr"«BT'v"*r'-'
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There is indeed a Top Rated Domestic Insofar right here in Wcstwood Village that has exceptionally

low rates for you even if you are under 25. If you have a good driving record and reasonable licensed

experience you will be pleasantly surprised at the savings. If you also have a B average, you will be

positively shocked.

You sec, we truly appreciate nerds (or those with nerdy tendencies). We applaud your commitment to do
well in school because this means that you will most likely do well in Ufe. Let us show you fust hand

that your pursuit of exceUence can bring immediate rewards. Call us for a quote today.

InsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd., #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024 208-3548

UCLA REPORT CARD

Selection A

o
Service A

Location A

Price A
o

4.0

This year make the
Grade with iVIILLER

MILLER INFINITI,v^nNuys 818-782-1000

MILLER MITSUBISHI, van Nuys 818-780-7799

MILLER NISSAN, van Nuys

MILLER TOYOTA, CulverCity

818-787-8400

213-559-3777

**TAKE $100 OFFANY CAR, with valid UCLA Student ID presented on date of
purchase'^

.**

Attention

Economics
students

Just in time lor final exanfit

Msential Economics study guides
ths

The Micro and Macro
Economics Study Posters

• all the traditional topics, models, terms,

graphs, and tricks of Introductory

Ecorxxnics captured on tmfo 3 foot by 2
foot posters
• on durable 70 lb. paper
• not 300 pages to review, not 200. just

the essential material. 6,500 words on
each poster
• up to date. 1991 data & current (1980s

& 1990s) issues

Micro and Macro sold separately; specify

micro or macro; 1 poster $4 plus $0.75
s&h; 2 posters $7 plus $1.50 sAh; (over

2 posters, $3 each plus $0.50 s&h each);

orders shipped 1st dass mail within 1

WOOK

Make payment to: Dr. Christopher

McHugh, Suite 109, 532 Adams St.

Milton, MA 02186 (check or mor>ey order

only: no GOD; do not send cash)

THTENTIUN
^r

/ X

sborytel lens

The UCLA Cultural Affairs Commission Is currently

accepting submissions for a short fictlon/poetry

reading to be held next quarter.

Please limit length of work to 5 min., and Include

your name and number on each piece.

Attn: Steve Lee
Cultural Affairs Commission

306 KERCKHOFFHALL

(213) 825-6564

Paid for by USAC - Your Student Government

LEIGH
From page 18

selves as filmmakers. Some people

see it as very natural. I donU."
Unsurprisingly, Mike Leigh's

career began on the stage. He was
an actor at the Royal Academy of

Dramatic Art and later a writer/

director for the Royal Shakespeare

Company.
He made his first feature film.

"Bleak Moments/' in 1971; it

received the Golden Hugo at the

Chicago Film Festival and the

Grand Prix at Locarno. But it

would be 17 years before Leigh
made another picture for the big

screen.

Leigh explains, "There was a

time when the British Film Indus-

try was alive and well and hiding

out in television."

Filmmakers had no choice. The
BBC, which financed almost all

British pictures, believed films

should be shot in 16mm and shown
on television before being distri-

buted to movie theaters. Leigh

says, "The great myth — and they

got it wrong— was that if the film

has a lot of exposure at the movies
then no one will watch it on
television. Of course, it turned out

that the opposite was true.*'

This was proven in 1982, when
Channel Four was formed. The
new station allowed the films it

backed to have their theatiical run

before being aired on television.
" And the BBC began to support^

films in a similar manner once they

realized that Channel Four's
methods were successful. As a

result, the so-called "New British

Cinema" was bom.
But it was still tremendously

hard to get mone^ for a movie.

Leigh says, "It's lough as old

boots. People either say, *Great,

here's the money,' or they say, *Go
to hell.' And it goes without saying

that 95 percent of the people say

•Go to hell.'

"(The) time to make a film is

defined by when you get the

money, basically. One is in a

continuous state of wanting to

make the next film."

Leigh acknowledges that his

peculiar way of working makes it

somewhat difficult to entice
investors. But he feels there is no
other way to capture the sort of
mood and emotion he wants to

evoke on screen.

*To me, making a film is in itself

an investigation. (Through impro-

visation), the (actors) live through
their (characters) entire lives up to

the point we reach in the film. Even
(going back to) when they were
babies. All of that takes place so
they can bring into existence that

accumulated world.

Leigh's wife, Alison Steadman,
who has a starring role in "Life is

Sweet," enjoys this theater-like

luxury of extended rehearsals. She
says, "working with Mike you feel

the rewards of the performance as

you're going along. Whereas,
normally in filming, you don't feel

fulfilled. You don't feel you're

having a creative experience. But
with Mike you do get a creative

buzz."

Leigh's sympathies clearly lie

with his actors; getting the best

performances out of them over-

rides everything else. He says,

"I've sat through more improvisa-

tions than anybody else who's ever

existed, including John Cassevetes
and Constantin Stanislavsky. I've

certainly sat through more boring

improvisations than anybody."
But Leigh obviously relishes his

filmmaking disposition. He says
with a smile, "I'm out there in the

cold and 1 rather prefer it, really.'

American Heart
Association^

'>
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BE A PART or THE NEW

HOLLYWOOl^

it

Two Veteran film makers will show you IN PLAIN EASYTOFOLLOW STEPS,
how to REALLY get into the FILM BUSINESS.

AT LAST
A Practical Guide To Entering
ttie Motion Picture Industry

"

IWhere to go, who to see, what jobs are available and HOW TO GET THEM.
INo relatives needed, the New Hollywood is accessible. This HOVV-TO-
JGUIDE is a FIRST and our years of experience as Producers, Directore,

I^A^ters, and Production Executives gives you clear, ccmdse directions on
|H0W TO FINDTHAT JOB.

Send $14.95 check or money order to HAMILTON PRESS
OncL tax & shipping) 33^ Corbin Avenue

SUITE 305
Pleoe Allow four to six week, for deUvery Northridge, CA 91 324

ATTENTION SENIORS
We need Sales Representatives

Sign up for on-campus interviews now for

—. Wednesday, November 20 ^

< y^i
Bitjies - Books

Gifls.

M-Th 10 am - 9:30 pm;
Fr-Sat 10 Cfn - 11 pm; Sun 2-6 pm

10684 Weybum Ave. LA 90024
20&^432

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (616)992-6966.

LOSE 10-30 POUNDS IN 30 DAYS! Earn $
while you lose! Doctor recommended. Erik

310-281 -6806.

Alcoholics Anonymous

Msetlngs
Mon. diacuseion, Thur. Bookstudy. Fri. Step

Study. AU 3625 12:15-1:15. Fri. 12300-1]00

Tuec. Disouaebn, Wed. DiMutekxi NPI
0863812:15-1:00

For aloohoNoe or ind^Uuelt w^
\\aM% drinking problems

Reseorch Subjects 12

m^^n.^.^.^.^.^.^.^.^.^.^.^.\^r^

MANO RENTALS
Special Rates to UCLA Students

\

Hollywood Piano Rental Co. \

461-2319 463-6569
— ^'«.-%.^'^^-^-^'^'%. '%^^ -« '^ '^ <« '^ •«. '«»^^«

Sports Tickets

2 TIP-OFF TICKETS. UaA vs. I.U. Friday

Nov. 15, Springfield Mass. Prime seats

together. $50/pair. (213)545-5065.

Concert Tickets

SAVE $$$ ON TICKETS
AIRLINES. SPORTS. MUSIC. SHOWS. WE

LIST LAST MINUTE CANCELS,
SURPLUS AND PROMOTIONS FOR SALE

CHEAP. ALSO. WHEN YOU ARE STUCK WITH
TICKHS UNEXPECTEDLY

CALLUS.
213-4 TICKET

ALLERGY/HAY FFVER RESEARCH WANTED.
Subjects age 1 2-59 interested in participating

in clinical drug trial using an approved
allergymedication vs. placebo in 2 week trial.You
will be compensated for your participation.

Call (310)312-5050 ext. 302.

ASTHMA RESEARCH. If you would like to

participate in FOA approved research studies

with new asthma medications, call

(21 3)31 2-5050 ext. 302. You will be compen-
sated for your time. Allergy Research Founda-
tion. 11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 601, West
Los Angeles, 90025.

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-11

YEARS needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.
-HM ! 11 I

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTK)NAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 YEARS needed for UCLA
research project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation. 825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 arxi have a scientific learning experierKe.

825-0392.

SEXUALLY ACTIVE ADULTS OVER 21 FOR
20-MINUTE INTERVIEWS WITH MEDICAL
STUDENTS PARTICIPANTS RECEIVE $7.50.

PARKING REIMBURSED. INTERVIEWING
MONDAY & TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18,19

AT 2:15 & 3:15 P.M. CALL RITA
310/825-2571.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer

w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.

Under dermatologists supervision. Volunteers

will be paid for info. (213)828-8887.

Astro Office Products Inc. is a rapidly growing sales subsidiary of CANON
U.S.A. Strong customer demand has created exciting career opportunities in

state-of-the-art electronic office equipment sales. We are looking for sales reps

for our Copier, Facsimile^^and Information Management product areas. Positions

are available in Los Angeles, Orange, San Bernardino, and Riverside counties.

Backed by CANON'S large company strengths, you'll be responsible for setting

strategies and pursuing direct sales opportunities. We offer an excellent training

program, salary plus commission, auto allowances, medical, dental, and life

insurance along with 40IK profit sharing plans, and a company gym.

If you are a graduating senior or have a Bachelor's degree, sales or related

experience, please sign up with us at the Career Center for on-campus
interviews, or send a resume to:

Employment and Staffing

Astro Office Products, Inc.

110 W. Walnut St, Gardena, CA 90248

Canon EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
M/PA^/H

Personal 10 Personal 1 Personal 10

The Thrill Of Victory.

The Agony Of Defeat

®s
Span The Globe Tonight For a

WIPE WORLD OF SPORTS EXCHANGE 0*JU,

'wmmmffsmmn-ii
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NOVEMBER IS FACULTY
APPRECIATION MONTH
The Panhellenic Council would like to

commend the following professors for

being recognized by the sororities of

UCLA as outstanding faculty members.

Professor Donald Chisholm
Professor John Horton
Dr. Robert F. Brown
Dr. Johannes Wilben
Professor Robert Aguirre
Professor Charles Batten
Professor Sandra Mano
Dr. Chip Anderson
Dr. James Massengale
Dr. Roger McGrath
Professor David Ravetch
Dr. Franklin Gilliam, Tn
Professor Sander Goldberg
Professor Jerome Rabow
Dr. Mark Franzen

Dr. Jack Hirshleifer

Dr. Paula Allen

Dr. Jeffrey Cole
Dr. Deborah Shuger
Dr. David Paige
Professor Jeff Smith
Dr. Robert Dalleck
Professor Bmce Schulman
Professor Carol Newlands
Professor Dennis Lynch
Professor Albert Hoxie
Professor Albert Huttef

Professor John Hall

Professor Geoffrey Cowan
Professor Peter Kollock

Thank you for your dedication to

education and your concern for

student learning

Paid for by USAC

Weather forecast

Wed-Thurs Morning: SNOW BLIZZARD
Thurs. Afternoon: SKI CONDITIONS OPTIMAL
Thurs. Night: PARTV ATTHE

DELT SKI LODGE
649 GAYLEY

featuring live music

STARK RAVIN* MAD

Research Subjects 12

Earn $250 or More
Research Institute needs

individuals with

diagnosed allergies to

measure effects on

Psychomotor skills.

Must have had a

positive skin test.

Ask for Susan 390-8483

Health Services 22

I

invite only

questions??

Vic DeSanti
824-4866

UCLA I.D. Required

Andy Lapin
208-2133

ARE YOU A STUDENT OR STAFF WH6
SUFFERS FROM A MENTAL ILLNESS? Support

ind social group. 207-1236.

Faidia
of Egypt

Remember me - Mom's last

Friday night. Dinner sometime without

bodyguard? Call me!

Cheech (21 3) 649-2700

Wanted 16

THROWING UP
GEHING YOU DOWN?

Or.Maife Untm, Cliiical PiyrinlnW

213-655-6730

DRUMMER WANTED for developing band
Call Dae or |oe at (310)575-4247.

SELL your wrecked, well-used or non-running

scooter. (310)478-3694, after 6pm.

Rides Wanted 14 Salons 21

RIDE WITH PICK-UP TRUCK TO SF for

Thanksgiving weekerKi to bring down couch.

Will pay nioney. (213)396-8062.

MODELS WANTED for iree professional hair-

cuts in Beverly Hills. Call Teri (213)936 3408,

leave message.

OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS
Are you a compulsive overeater,

bulimic, anorexic? There's help

and it's free. Overeaters

Anonymous meetings every

Thursday at noon at Neuro
Psychiatric Institute Building,

Room C8544.
All welcome.

10 Research Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

PANIC ATTACKS?
SMOTHERING SENSATION?

CHEST PAINS?
DO YOU EXPERIENCE SHORT EPISODES OF

SMOTHERING SENSATIONS, DIZZINESS, CHEST
PAIN, NERVOUSNESS OR FEEL FEARFUL? YOU

MAY QUALIFY FOR A MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDY
ON PANIC DISORDER. QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS

MAY EARN UP TO $770.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951

CALIFORNIA CLINICAL TRIALS MEDICAL CROUP

Health Services 22 Help Wanted 30

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acne, scars and surwpots. Low Cost. Free

consultation. Call Beverly Hills

Laser Doctor's Croup. (213)786-0636.

LOSE UP TO 30 pounds in 30 days for less than

S40. Doctor recomnr>ended. 285-634 7.

PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE THERAPIST and
body worker. Full body or areas of stress.

Xavier (213)719-9212/ (213)698-7424.

SUPPORT GROUPS FOR SINGLE ADULTS
r>ow formins. Morviay evenings in Westwood.
Will be dealing with issues of trust, communi-
cation, stress managerT>ent & relationships. Led
by Dr. Kim Sandefur & Mark De Fusco.

(310)824-5058, (310)473-3819.

Opportunities 26

ENTREPRENEURS! Do you have a business

idea? Do you need $$$? We can help.

Unlimited Funds. (818)702-9703.

RAISE BIG MONEY FOR YOUR ORGANIZA-
TION LARGE OR SMALL. CALL RICHARD
969-4826. NO MONEY REQUIRED.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT. Internship inter-

views rK>w taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing a team of employees,
customers, arxi suppliers. Majority of hiring

will be completed by November. Average
gross profit $11,287. Call Triple A Student

Painters, for information now
1 -(800)426^441.

$6.63Air. Walk on campus. Schedule around
your classes. Opportunity for advarxxment.
Apply at the Sproul Cafe. 350 De Neve Dr.

(213)825-2074.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - FISHE-

RIES. Earn $S,00O4/mo. Free transportation!

Room & board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience r>ecessary. Male or Female. For

employpDent program call Student Employ-
nr>ent Services at 1-206-545-4155 exl.154.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN FINANCIAL FU-
TURES TRADING INDUSTRY? PT, flexible

hours, $7.50Aw. Require experience in run-

ning computer programs. Contact
(310)282-7101.

ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME. Easy
work! Top pay! Guaranteed. 1 -800-226-3601

e(t. 4150, open 7 days.

ASSISTANT FOR MARKETING RESEARCH
CO. Exposure to many industries. Interesting

work. Good communication skills. Will train.

PT Of FT. WLA. 9 AA4.-10 FM. Mrs. Rost

(310)391-7232.

BEVERLY HILLS up-scale stationary shop will

hire a person with some computer graphic

skills to operate a caligraphy and typesetting

computer. Help with unpacking ar>d gift wrap-
ping. Part-time, flexible. $6.5G^>our, start.

Bill or |im (310)278-5620.

BOOKKEEPER / PART-TIME FOR REAL ES-

TATE / SECURITIES ATTORNEY. Century City,

5-1 5 hrs/wk. $9 ¥, CXDE. Must be Mac literate

(Excel, Quicken). Prefer experierxzed acctg

major/ long term commitment. Fax Resume to

(310)557-3607 and call 557-2315.

Oppcrtunities 26

GSPP
Shaping A New Generation of Business Leaders

"Ihada psychology degreefrom Odifomia State University, f^orthridge and had workedm mortgage
bonJcing. Tim program cominned my interests in psychology and husiruss in a very applied monnrr.

"

Steve Biackman facilitates organizational change, mergers and rtstrutturtng in his position

as an Organizational Consultant at Hughes Aircraft. His work as both a research assistant at

C^PP'LA's Organization Development Center and as a third year intern at a consultmg firm

honed his interviewing, surveying, data collection and analysis skills. He has written six

training manuals for the National Management AsstKiation on how to lead work groups and

manage change. ""'
v

The curriculum at CSPP-LA exposes Biackman to the latest developments in organizational

theory and practice, and this is crucial as he examines job security in his dissertation.

Biackman is a fourth year student in the Organizational PhD program at the California School

of Professional Psychology, Los Angeles, a program that develops professionals who are helping

organizations respond to complex problems in tixiay's changing world.

t

CSPP offem Phi) progranu in Organizational and Industrial Ptycholofcv and PiyD and PhD programji in Clinical

Pnycholofv at our rampuaei located in BerkeUv/Alaincda, Fmno, Lo« Angein, and San Dicfo. For morr information

and an application packet, call ui toillrce at HOO/4S7-i27} (Nai'l) or 800/4S7'S26l (CA). *

nonprofit orifanizaztKm

1
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Heip Wanted

LAW FIRM
needs motivated peison to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w GPA. available times

foe interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

BOOKKEEPER W/STRONC ACCOUNTING
AND COMPUTER BACKGROUND Lotus

1,2,3 and Peachtree preferred. Outstanding
opportunity to acquire practical experience in

financial managenient. Excellent grades re-

quired. $9-1lAtr, based on experience.

20-25hrs/wk. Lashon or Arlene, 207-9337.

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will

work around classes. Sur>se( Village Dining
Services. $6.63Air. 206-7686. Contact Paul

Garcia or Walt Ar>derson. Also accepting

APP's for Winter Quarter.

•CASTING EXTRAS' for nwtion pictures and

commercials. $40-$300/day. Call now
(213)962-0377.

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon

___^ & evening --
hours available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, comniercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience

needed. Call today (816)563-2021.

CHILD DEVaOPMENT SPECIALIST. 60 col-

lege creditj^A.A. degree n^inimum require-

ment. Nights, 5;30pm-8:30am. Children ages

04». (213)292-6654.

COMPUTER/BOOKKEEPER, P/F, $a/hr. WLA.
(213)476-1703.

DELIVERY PERSON. 3hrs/day. Will hire

immediately. Call for more details.

(213)679-6600 ext.708, Richard or Rick.

DISABLED STUDENT NEEDS HELP in doing

laundry and cleaning apartment. Responsible

student sought. 3-4 hour^week. Flexible

hours, $6^xxir. Leave nr>etsage for Troy at

206-5040.

ENERGETIC, enthusiastic person who likes

kids and drives. 2 boys, 3-7pm, flexible.

M-W-F, S8-/hr. (616) 788-8027.

FAST EASY INCOME! EARN 100*5 weekly

stuffing envelopes. Send self-addressed

stamped envelope to: FAST INCOME, PO BOX
641517, Chicago, II., 60664-1517.

GARRY'S & CO. Men's Clolhins Store needs

cashiers ar»d giflwrappers for holidays. FTA*T.

Contact Mr. English, 623-7955.

HOLIDAY HELP: Retail sales & customer
service $10.2SAtart. Requirentents: 18-fyears,

car, good interpersonal skills. Weekend and

evening hous available. (310)396-1476.

LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR: Minimum 3yr$ law

office experierKe in plaintiff personal injury.

Knowledge of WordPerfect. Contact Sid Dia-

mond, (213)475-0461.

MAILING SERVICE needs workers $400-500
weekly. Work at hon>e. Mail selfstamp address

envelope to MAILING SERVKZE, PO. BOX
37028, LA, CA, 90037 for info.

8 people needed nouv*
BarB upioi8^hr.

Housecleaners
•roll * Piuvtia^

CaU (118)453-1817

BE YOUR OWN BOSS!
No investment required

Sales tools and training

provldecl free. Powerfull,

proven, patented skin

product. Rendition^
fragrances, just in time

for HOLIDAY SALES
For information

(310) 854-3848

30 Help Wanted

um isoo^iiooo...$isoo

FOOLPROOF
T

I 1
T

For youf fraternity. sofOfity. team or

other campus organization

AbsoUiMy no Investment required!

CALL 1-800-950-8472, cxt 50

MALE MODELS NEEDED. Young, Handsome,
Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great
Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MALE MODELS earn $1 5Q/hr. or more. Boyish

and/or athletic 18—24. Cleanshaven face/

little or no chest hair. Playgirl-style

nnagazines/nudity. Beginners welcome.
Intemationallly krH>wn photographer. Brad

(213)392-4248.

MALE MODELS under 28, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. Quick cashi!
(213)664-2999.

MAR VISTA RECREATION CENTER seeks

enthusiastic, er>ergetic people to staff winter

day camp. $6.2S^r, 30 hnM. 1 0-4pm. Must
be available Dec.23-Feb.1 3. Call
(310)398-5982.

MODELS: For 1992-93 swimsuit calendars &
posters, European magazine work. Call

(213)732-5744 for appointment.

NEEDEDI 1 FT or PT person to work for

attorneys doing correspondence and legal

documents. We will train, but experience

helpful. Wages + schedule flexible. We also

have an opening for file clerk. (21 3)380-9264,
leave message.

NEEDED EXTRAS FOR FILM, TV SERIES- call

for appt. (M-F, 9-5). (213)467-5122.

PART-TIME OFFICE ASSISTANT. Telephone
answering and some word processirig.

(818)986-3725.

PART-TIME, FEMALE, assist disabled female

student 3 days per week. Appraxtmately 2-2'A

hours/day. Must be dependable, sensitive,

caring. Hours can be flexible. On sorority row.

Must be good with hair and make-up.
$10/hour. Call collect (619)759-1925 or

(213)206-3451.

PROJECT MANAGER wanted for 2 year trial

examining the effectiveness of geriatric assess-

ment in recently hospitalized elderly patients.

Collect data from patients, maintain communi-
cation with physicians, organize files, work
with investigators; word processing skills

needed. 35-40 hrs/wk. Dr. Siu 825-3647.

PT 20hrfi/wk. Computer literate, bookkeeping,

marketing ability for start-up business.

(310)312-9900

PT ADVERTISING salesin Westwood Area.

Choose your hours. Call Flyermasters.

453-7600.

PT CASHIER. Light typing skills required. For

local SM retailer. Starting: $6A<r. Contact

Norm (310)829-7119.

PT, GOOD HOURS, GOOD PAY. Pick up
children from school and drive to activities.

Must have car. Mike or Peggy, (31 0)478-81 52.

PT SALES-Must be very organized Rodeo Drive

Private Postal Center. Reliable, vocal, well

groonr>ed, A very efficient. (310)261-7176.

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT: SALES & MAN-
AGEMENT OF APARATMENT BUILDINGS.
MUST HAVE REAL ESTATE LICENSE, LOTUS
1-2-3, WORD PERFECT. BOOKEEPING AND
ORGANIZATKDNAL SKILLS A MUST! EXCEL-

LENT OPPORTUNITY! SMALL SALARY PLUS
COMMISSK)N. SCOTT (213)207-0778.

SALESPERSON WANTED IN BREAD SHOP.
Brentwood Monday, Saturday, or both. Refer-

ences. Please call (213)394-5666.

SECRETARY, bookkeeping experience, light

typing, answering phones, SIG^r. 3-nrH>nths,

Nov-Jan. Call (310) 273-9708.

SMALL WESTWOOD LAW FIRM needs PT
all-arourvi general office help. Call Joan

475-0611.

STUDENT For ger^eral office work, light accu-

rate typing, running errands, xeroxing, good

phone manner. Flexible hours (15-20 hrs/wk)

S5.69/hr. Please contact Janice (310)

625-6615.

TELEPHONE PERSON for pizza shop in WLA.
$5A^r. + commission, PT only. Must have great

phone personality and good typing skills. For

interview call (21 3)559-6241 )ody.

TWO POSITIONS: Both require wordprocess-

ing and good typing skills. One requires

Spanish bilingual. Flexible houri, Wilshire &
Westwood law office. Sid Diamond,
475-0461.

US MAIL JOBS $11.77 to $14.90/$9.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-

sary. 1900-680-4 454 ext 0214.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-

tal«r>ted writers. Paperback rtovels, non-fiction

books, screenplay*. 962-1557. Vernon.

30 Help Wanted 30 Jobs Wanted 33 Chid Care Wanted 35

WANTED - ADULT CHILDREN of inter-

religious marriages to help graduate student w/
doctoral project. Participants willing to discuss

experiences growing up and possibly to appear

on video tape. If interested contact Steve at

(213)696-5629.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR A TOP FRATERNITY,
OR SORORITY STUDENT ORGANIZATKDN
that would like to make $500-1 500 for a one
week marketing project right on campus. Must
be organized and hard working. Call Kevin or

Rich at (800)592-2121.

SECRETARY/WORDPROCESSOR MATURE
INTaLIGENT. GOOD BACKGROUND IN

W.P./IBM PC COMPUTER TYPING 65-f

WILLING TO LEARN DATABASE AND
SPREADSHEETS FLEXIBLE HOURS. MINI-

MAL DIRECTK)N. ORGANIZATIONAL AND
TIME MANAGEMENT SKILLS. WORK INDE-
PENDENTLY. FULL/PART TIME. J.T

473-5443.

Internships 34

Job Opportunities 32

COLLEGE LEVEL bio, chem, & Eng. instructors

(up to 45l^yr). MS min. Top recent grad, exper.

req. (FT & PT). (619)455-1000.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN-interview patients.

Strong writing/computer skills. Medical
and/or legal experience desirable. Bilingual

Spanish preferred. Full training & benefits.

Full-time in Burbank or Alhambra sites.

S13-16/hour. Send resume dealing with

above to: John Ewing, CBL Medical, 3600
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1908, L.A.90010.

MIDNIGHT SUN! ALASKA SUMMER EM-
PLOYMENT. Hiring now. Earn to $600/wk. R/T

airfare, roomA>oard provided. Full info $5,

Pacific ventures. Box 1418, Aptos, Ca.

95001-1416.

Jobs Wanted 33

SECRETARIAL: TEMPORARY PREFERRED.
Good skills. KrM}wledge of campus forms.

Grants, manuscripts, correspondence, etc.

WordPerfect. Dependable. (213)472-3495.

GET YOUR FOOT IN THE DOOR! Film

production co. seeks bright, motivated interns.

School credit, some pay. Jackie 820-6733.

INTERESTED IN INTERNATIONAL INTERN-
SHIPS? Learning a Language? Academic de-

grees (U.K. or Australia)? Learn about your

opportunities to STUDY OVERSEAS and how
L&L International can help you. Come to our

meeting: Thursday, November 14, 2-4PM,
Ackerman 2410.

INTERNS NEEDED by start-up independent

alternative record label for promotion work,

part-time, Tuesday and Thursday nwrnings.

Please contact Ingrid (213)202-7432.

Child Care Wanted 35

FACULTY MOM needs childcare/ mothers
helper, 15-20 hr^per week. English, car,

references required. (213) 206-7528.

PARENT helper must drive, pick up school,

help with dinr>er and clean-up. 5 days Aft/Eve.

$6/hr. (310) 410-9536.

SM home needs care for 2-year old.

Weekend^ceknights Excellent ref. Wa^
negotiable. Kenslea 451-9646.

TWO GREAT KIDS, 6 & 10, need regular

Saturday night babysitter, up to 5 hours for

$20. Walk UCLA. 476-8478.

WANTED: EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER. T,Th,

9-5. Must have car, refercrxres, start imnrnxii-

ately, work week before Christmas. $6^r. Call

(213)204-6102.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $550/month, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

3340 OVERLAND. 1 bedroom $550 unfurn-

ished, $625 furnished. Passing bus to UCLA
(213)837-7755. 4.7pm only.

$475 BACHELOR APARTMENT, utilities and
parking included, full kitchen, 1 -block to

beach. 399-0540.

ADJ. HANCOCK PARK. 1 mo free with lease.

Bachelor, newly decorated, %475/mo. Sec-

urity, laundry. (818)591-7223.

MARINA DEL REY TOWNHOUSE, $1295,
2-bed/r/i -bath, stove, refrigerator, dis-

hwasher, patio, parking. Pet okay.
(213)821-4867.

MAR VISTA. 1-BED: $685. 2-BED: $775.
Newly painted, laundry. 454-0805.

NEW 2 4 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfield

Ave, WLA. $1 250 up. Security parking, Steve,

(213)839-1026.

Wednesday, Nov. 13, 1991

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

^Virthday

ACROSS

1 God of war
5 He-man
10 Spdrk streams
14 Exchange

premium
15 Pale
16 Sullen look

17 Adapted for

grasping
19 Unadulterated
20 Bar
21 Type of

lettuce

22 German river

23 Legislative

group: Fr.

25 Scornful word
26 A mixer
30 Jazz piece
31 Inner bone

substance
34 Film critic

Judith —
36 — eclipse

38 Marsh eider
39 Band VIP
42 A dessert
43 More bashful
44 Ship area
45 Belongings
47 Make seams
49 Notable times
50 Sonrte

51 Goes up
53 Both: pref.

55 Quotation
56 Stage

speeches
61 Big Icnife

62 Ali Baba's
key

64 Of the sanne
* length

65 Actress —
Adoree

66 Journey
67 Minus

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

S E N S E

1

P 1 N T

1
S A L T

c L w N E V E R T R E E
A 1 R E D C A T AM A R A N
T A M E IB A N^H A G E N T

l^^l T H 1 m D E T E S T S
S T E P N P U R E S T 1^1
L 1 V E D F A N G S M O P
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68 Inr^er

69 Collections

DOWN
1 Touring aids

2 Asian carpet
3 Canadian

rebel Louis —
4 London area
5 Way of acting

6 Pack animal
7 Inhabitant of

Windy City

6 Spartan slave

9 Greenbacks
10 Emerge
11 Ottawa

footballer

12 Remedy
13 UK currency
18 Dawn deity

24 Hateful

25 Denudes
26 Breadth
27 Plant used

for perfumes
28 Casino

furniture

29 Hard wood
31 Wrong: pref.

32 barrel

33 Cautions
35 Irritable

37 Household
gods

40 Pronoun
41 Had a meal
46 Charged atom:
48 — out: avoid

responsibility

51 Mature
52 Compass pt.

53 Cain and —
54 Change abode
55 Use an awl
57 Ism followers

58 Challenge
59 Radiate
60 Type of

lizard

63 Teachers'
org.

14

17

20

15

121

42

45

24

136

43

55"

61

16

10

16

47

11 12 13

38

I
66

Nov. 13, 1M1

Ideas you get in the year ahead for ways
to make additional money should not
be treated lightly. They'll have potential,

but if they are not utilized, they'll count
for nothing.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Don't be
indifferent to the suggestions of others
in your commercial dealings today. By
the same token, do not discount your
own bright ideas, because they might
be superior. Scorpio, treat yourself to a
birthday gift. Send for Scorpio's Astro-
Graph predictions for the year ahead by
mailing $1.25 plus a long, self-ad-

dressed, stamped envelope to Astro-
Graph, c/o this newspaper, P.O. Box
91428. Cleveland. OH 44101-3428. Be
sure to state your zodiac sign.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Doc. 21) It's

t)est not to use an intermediary today to
pass on critical information to another.
If you have something important to say,
use direct lines of communication.
CAPRICORN (Doc. 22-Jan. 19) Fre-
quently, tips given to us by others on
ways to make or save money are unreli-

able. However, today you might receive
some inside information that's worthy
of further investigation.

AQUARIUS (Jon. 20-Fol>. 19) Your
words carry a lot of weight today with
those who both trust and respect you.
You're the or>e who can awaken the en-
thusiasm in a friend who's been down in

the dunrtps lately.

PISCES (Fob. 20-Morcli 20) An impor-
tant objective can be achieved today —
if you take things one step at a time. Be
sure you're on solid footing before mak-
ing each move.
ARIES (Morch 21-April If) You nrtight

have an opportunity today to teach a
friend how to do son>ethir>g that has
been successful for you. You're a good
instructor, and the knowledge you im-
part will prove most helpful.

TAURUS (April 20-Moy 20) To be suc-
cessful today, you don't have to be
bolder or stronger than your competi-
tors, just smarter. Let them use their

muscles; you use your mind.
GEMINI (Moy 21-Juno 20) Keep an
open n>ind today, because someone
you'll be involved with might have bet-
ter ideas than you do for advancing a
mutual interest.

CANCER (Juno 21-July 22) Be reason-
able about the size of returns you ex-
pect for your efforts today. What you do
will be acknowledged in small ways, not
necessarily on a grand scale.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) You'll be an as-
set at social gatherings today; you will

know how to put others at ease and get
them to talk about themselvoo. Your
tactics will make you popular, too.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sopt. 22) Thoughtful-
noes toward those you love will be
doeply appreciated today. It will be the
little things you do for them that show
you have their interests at heart.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-OcL 23) You could
have the proper skills today for working
on endeavors that require creativity and
imagination. Be sure to uso your
in some constructive manner.

t
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

Bachelor in WLA. Mini kitchenette. Japanese -

style bathroom. Carport near Blue Bus.

SSOtVmonth. Security deposit, 1st rTX)nth.

Move-in Nov 8. (213)479-7541. Mrs. Sato.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
SINGLE, $725; HUGE 2BED/2BATH, $1275;
COMPLETELY REMODELED, BEAUTIFUL
LUXURY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROLLED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND GATED PARK-
ING. 11611 CHENAULT ST. (21 3)471 -1 340.

DIAMOND HEAD APTS
Westwood

Single-

Fumished/Unfumished
from $750
2bedroom-

Fumlshed/Unfumished
from $1200

All Amenities

660 Veteran
208-2251

BRENTWOOD. $1,1 (X). 2-LARCE BD/2-BA.

Security bidg. 2-parking. Refrigerator, washer/
dryer facilities. (213)394-7667 or

(213)472-9720.

CULVER CITY. $830, 2-bed+TA -bath, carpet,

drapes, quiet r>eighborhood and building.

(310)626-6907.

FACULTY AND STAFF: One and two bed-

rooms available in the faculty apts on Levering.

Call 206-1947 (8am-5pm).

FREE NOVEMBER RENT. 2-bedroonV2-bath,

fireplace, balcony, skylights, great for room-

male. $995-$l,120. Near all. (213)836-4072,

anytinf>e.

INGLEWOOD DUPLEX. Very nice 1-bed. apt.

Yard w/ fruit trees, security doors and win-

dows, hardwood floor. $585. Call Jessica

(213)359-7021.

LARGE SINGLES & BACHELORS. Walking
-distance from UCLA. All utUUies included
7rom $55CyrTX). Call Paul (310)824-9754.

Furnished
Lx)ft

Apartment
In Westwood
Across From
Campus

2ttMl

565 Gayley

824-0836

Ask about our spec iai.

Weekly Rentals
C^est Hotel •Westwood Village

Cable TV«MiCTOwave« Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk«w/KITCH $295/wk
1-bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

WESTWOOD PLAZA
APARTMENTS

Directly across from
mid'campus UCLA

Furnished &c Unfurnished

Bachelors from $550

Singles from $600 to $750

1 Bdrms from $700 to $900

2 Bdrms/2 Bth from$1200

Variable Length Leases

501-505 Gayley Ave.
(213)208-8505

Get out of the
Dormsl

We Will help Pay
the cancellation

feesi

Huge Luxury 1 Ac 2
bedrooms,

central air, extra large
closets, fireplace, wet bar,

refrigerator, controlled
entry and parking

Low move in/Low
rental rates

Across From Campus
435 Kelton Avenue
(213)208-8685

1 REE REN I

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735
870 HILGARD 213-8:

PKOI ISSIONAI I V MANACII) HV MOSS cK CU

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few

miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 tr^glewood Blvd . Just north of Venice

Blvd. (213)398-8579.

PALMS 2-bed/2-bath, $825 & $855. Under-

ground parking, fireplace, ^C, alarm, pels

okay. (714)969-8977, & (213)559-6085.

PALMS, $995/mo. beautiful 3-bed/2-bath, un-

furnished large unit, by Beverlywood. Good
ref. Steve (213)839-1026, Antoine
(213)828-0740.

PALMS $85(Vmo 1 bed, den, upper. Aircoodi-

tioning, garage parking, built ins, fire place,

security system. (213)937-0589.

PALMS cute cheerful 1- bedroom. Upper,

$625/mo, appliarxies, laundry and parking,

near shopping, and buses. Days (310)

206-1193, Eves (818) 981-2304.

PALMS SPECIAL. No security deposit with

approved credit. $525 for single, $650 & up for

1 -bedroom. Pool, sauna, exercise room.

(213)836-3800.

PALMS. $450 furnished single. Private patio,

quiet neighborhood. 3 733 Keystone.

(310)394-6969.

SANTA MONICA. 3-BED/2-BATH. Hardwood
floors, large yard, 2-car garage. On Princeton,

north of Arizona. Rent control. $l,75(ymo.
375-0934.

SANTA MONICA, $1150. 2-bed/l -bath,

fenced front yard. 5-minutes UCLA.
(310)396-0300

SPACIOUS AND BRIGHT 2-BED -»-

min from UCLA. $950/mo. Call

(310)477-3036.

DEN. 5

Minju

10980 WELLWORTH
10983 WELLWORTH

I i*^rfAhfcM*^^^t^^Mi**^ - ' Vii

*1 Month Free Rent

(Ask for Details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Central Heating/

Air -Conditioning

•Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,

Refrigerator, Disposal

•Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

H&RTURIUE i27i up.^ IMt
•tud«nt housino facility. Stwyd or
privato. Pool, lacuzzl, rootiNHion
room. 1/2 hour drivo to UCLA.
Froo BroclMiro. Northrldo*

Campus RaaManco, 9600 Zolzah,
Northridgo. CA 91325

<at9)a8fr-1717

STUDENT APT. BRIGHT, CHEERY, FURN-
ISHED, BUILT-IN5, PRIVATE, SUNDECK/
PATIO, SECURITY, PARKING, 4-MILES FROM
CAMPUS. $65Q/MO. CALL DAYS:
310-836-0521.

VAN NUYS: LARGE 1 -bed & den. Dishwasher,

stove, fireplace, IchilcVlpet ok, or good for

roommates. (618)997-6766.

VENICE, $595, 1 -bedroom, new paint, new
linoleum, nice carpet, stove, refrigerator,

parking. Near beach. (213)463-1475.

WESTCHESTER, $1065/mo., new luxury

2be<V2bath, fireplace, laundry, private garage,

dishwasher, intercom. (310)546-3187,
(310)215-9310.

WESTWOOD. X-large 1-b?d. $79(ynf>o. Walk
to UCLA and Village. Hardwood floors.

1097TA Roebling Ave. (213)206-4253,

(213)824-2595.

WESTWOOD. $1 1 50- $1 550. Terrific, large 2

& 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom, bui It-ins,

refrigerator, dishwasher, ^C,garden- balcony,

microwave. 1711 Malcolm, % /4-mile cam-
pus. (213)273-1212.

Why Pay More?
1 & 2 Bedrooms
$575—$800

Newly Remodeled
Must see to

appreciate.= 657-8756" i

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD

GATL;: < .AHA ,» pa; - :; /

POOi jAi.i i.\-'; ^ .f^\:J'[ A. L-

Vv'ALK ,N :. . -.ri .
' ...^

KITCHEN Di^H iVA-y-iFR

REC R0^>\^ ^^.'' 'L T^b.^e

VIDE^; (vAr.lL:- . A^'.^'Rv
FACILITY r-,AS .-. vVA'lR t-A;D

FRO rj •>'.: '^ PR', '.J

ROOMr.'ATt:.w"VvAlLApLr:

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

WESTWOOD AD}., sunny^ modern 2-bed/

2-bath. ^4ew kitchen, extra-large closets, ^C,
patio, 5-min. UCLA, quiet building. $1050.

(213)474-8608.

AMAZING 2BED/2BATH 'WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, enclosed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-

poftation & UCLA. (213)475-6717.

WESTWOOD. Large 2-bed/ 2-bath, furnished/

unfumished. Pool/ Jacuzzi, long/ short-term,

$1400. (213)470-1513.

WESTWOOD -FREE MONTH -1 -block to

UCLA, studio, 1-bd/l-blh, 2-bd/l-bth.

Furnished/unfurnished. Clean, parking, laun-

dry, facilities, pool. $600 and up. 10941

Strathmore (213)208-7294.

WESTWOOD Luxury 2-bed/l -3/4bath.

$1 100. Appliances, gated entrance and park-

ing, 1 block from UCLA. 445 Landfair.

(213)824-1969.

WESTWOOD, WALK TO UCLA. Singles &
1 bedrooms, $590 and up. (213)208-4934.

Walk to CampusA^llage

Students Welcome

1+1 / 2 sinks

$800 w/lease
• refrigerator •dishwasher •

• controlled entry • A/C •

• elevator •

519Glenrock
(213)208-4835

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
IffDRM

Starting at $600
move-In allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

WLA- 1 BED/1 BATH. Private palio, built-ins.

$650. 1412 Brockton Ave. (818)368-6732.

WLA 2-BEDROOM, $900, 1 -bedroom.
$650-675. Santa Monica/ Barrington area.

Appliances, quiet, clean. Lease
(213)476-7116.

WLA AREA. $583/mo. Attractive fumi$h«d

single. Ideal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

WESTWOOD DELUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH. 5

MIN. WALK TO UCLA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C,

WATER PAID, PARKING. AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $750-$800 THE BEST DEAL IN WEST-
WOOD! (213)208-8881

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,

saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 car parking In

secure garage, will allow

4 students per

apartment.
From $1250 -$1360

2 weeks free with lease

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

WLA/PALMS. LOVELY 2-bed/l -bath lo¥ver.

New decor, light oak floors, enclosed garage.

10832 Charnock Rd. $800. (213)839-0753 or

(213)454-6223.

WLA/PALMS $835/mo. 2bed / 1 bath. Refrig.,

vertical blinds, patio. Security building.

(213)471-0883.

WLA Single Furnished: Fridge, new carpet,:

curtains, security, 10-mins by bus $60(Vmo.
Present occupant will give free TV, cable
ready. (213)477-7239/ (213)479-2769.
evenings. ^
WLA. Very nice 3 unit triplex 1 bed/1 bath; 1

car garage. 2276V> Carmelina Ave. $65(VnfX>.

(213)458-8859

Apartments Furnished 50

Beverly Glen, 1 -bedroom, garage apartment.

$500/mo. References required. (213)
474-1930.

WESTWOOD, $775, 1 -bedroom, large rooms,
parking. Near UCLA village. Available now.
11089 Strathmore. (310) 454-8211.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

B m
loverly Hills Bachelors

special Student Discount

Th# •ifrtv Mill« WL Merita

• l^lmlBhed bachdon with color

TV, mJcrowsve, and refirigeraior

• ^Kxkout tmdity
• Jacuzzi
• 10 mirutes from campus bf bus

,

«op at top of street

CtM IT^aiOg fm teffoffwMoii

120 S. Reeves between Beverty &
Cannon, dose to Wiishire

M
Apts. Unfurnished 51

U DEN/1-V» BATH. Bright, spacious, airy.

Prirr>e location. Easy access to shops-UCLA.
Security bIdg. $90Q/mo. (310)207-6430.

$700 Palms OHxlern 1 bedroom. Security

building. Stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, a/c,

fireplace. (310)836-5311, (310)837-0761.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $850-$895. 1-

bedroom, $750. Near Wilshire & UCLA. Lease

to 2. Single, $650. (213)826-8461

SINGLE, 1-2 BEDROOM, $680-1050. Sec-

urity, refrigerator, Jacuzzi, sundeck, ocean
view. (213)826-5528.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $700, 1 -bedroom.

$1 100 , 2-bedroorTVl-bath. Parking included.

1-1/2 blocks to campus. 10990 Strathmore.

(213)395 2903.

WESTWOOD, $750, extra large 1 -bedroom,

parking. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator.

Available now. 11093 Strathmore. (310)

454-8211.

WLA, CLOSE TO UCLA, $70Q/mo., 1-bed/

1 -bath built-ins, pool, garden like.nice tenants.

(213)477-9955.

Apartments to Stiare 52

lO-MINUTES FROM CAMPUS. Own room in

2-bed/l -bath. $425/mo. Female non-smoker.

Parking. Joni (213)556-2446.

5-MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS! FEMALE
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 1-BED
ROOM BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED APART-
MENT $422/MO, AVAILABLE 12/1

(213)208-7820.

BEAUTIFUL TO SHARE IN 2-BED/2-BATH
Garage, cable TV, Jacuzzi. 2-k^locks off Wil-

shire. $575. 1375 Midvale Ave. Apt. 106.

/

/
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Apartments to Shiare 52 Room for Rent

BEAUTIFUL Apt. large room and bath. Walk to

UCLA. Perfect for serious student or profes-

sional. Non-smoker. $650. (213)470-9872.

BRENTVSOOD to share 2bath/2bdrm with

professional & dog. $550/nfH}. Dec. or Jan.

(310)447-2235.

COOL WEST HOLLYWOOD APT. 2-story,

own room, hardwood floors. Must be non-

smoker. $460/mo. Available Dec. 1.

(213)939-5154.

CULVER CITY. 2-BED/l-BATH DUPLEX
Furnished, parking, washer/dryer, nice neigh-

borhood. $400/mo »- % utilities. Female pre

ferred. (213)292-9792.

CUTE HOUSE. WESTCHESTER. Need female

to share 2-bed/l -bath. Washer/Dryer. Storage.

Large closets. $450. Julie (213)338-1432.

FEMALE, own roon>A>ath in spacious WLA
apartment. Reliable non-smoker. $48(VnrH}.

(310) 312-6602.

MALE ROOMMATE. 2-BED APT. Santa Mo
nica. View of Palisades Park and ocean. $450 -f

% utilities. Day: 825-7122, Eve: 394-4313.

MEDICAL RESIDENT WITH ROOM AVAIL
ABLE. 2bed/2bath, pool, Jacuzzi, tennis

courts, close to campus. $450/mo.
(310)821-5340.

MUSIC TEACHER seeks female non-so^oker to

share gorgeous B.H. penthouse. Security bIdg.

with pool. Convenient to everything. $525/mo
Call Ruth (213)271-1939.

NEW-DECORATED except vacant bedroorm.
Secured parking 2-bed/l bath, female, non-

smoker wanted. $40(Vmo. Utilities included.

(310)399-1810.

[
OWN BEDROOM, share bath, near Ban'ington

f & Wilshire. Available rxjw. Non-smoker.
' $40(ymo. (213)473-1905.

PhD STUDENT WISHES SAME TO share

apartment. $45(ymo. Call Bev (310)820-5387.

PROFESSIONAL MALE wants to share 2-bed-

room in Mar Vista. $385/nrH). Move in now.
(310)391-7175.

RELIABLE FEMALE NON-SMOKER TO SHARE
SPACIOUS 1 -BED/1 -BATH. Security building,

parking, pool, sauna, rec room. Utilities.

=^ Amazlngty $20(Vmo. (818)781-4093, eves.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share beautiful,

spacious, furnished 2-bedroom/'/j bath

$625^r including utilities. (213) 208-4626

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Own room/bath,
large 2bed/2bath apartment. Fireplace, private

patio, cat. $575/mo (213)208-3335.

WILSHIRE BLVD, %750/hAO. View, balcony,
gym, parking, security bIdg, own bath.
288-1633.

WLA $325- TWNHSE, A/C, Sec. pkng, no
smoke. Near UCLA. Be Neat, Tidy. 575-1 186.

Roommates 53

FEMALE, 2-bed/ 2-bath, Westwood, beautiful

new Gayley apartments. Balcony, high ceil-

ings. S3A0/mo. Jennifer (213)206-5138, after

6pm.

FEMALE, rKxvsmoker to share 2bed/l ba. Furn-

ished Beverly Hills apartment, $484 -»

utilities.Shelly 275-0449.

FEMALE, SHARE EXECUTIVE SINGLE with two
girls. $283.33/mo + utilities. Ask for Rosalie or

Dulce, (310)208-0789.

LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE easy to get

along with, willing to pay $40G/mo. Day-
phone 588-8919, evening phone Larry
977-2121 ext.2079.

NEED 2 GIRLS TO SHARE large bedroom w/
own bath in 2-bd/2-bth. Close to campus, #1
bus to school and shopping. Available Dec/
Jan, $310 each. Kelly 478-4131

ROOMMATE WANTED - MAR VISTA.
%349/mo. Own room, freshly painted, hard-

wood floor, in honr>e of woman w/1 year old
son, all arr^enities. (310)398-7457.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2-bed apt. in

Beverly Hills. $425/mo. (213)657-5320.

WALK TO UCLA. Need clean, responsible

female to share room & bath in beautiful

Hilgard condo. $400/month.
Sue-310-824-9777.

WALK TO UCLA - Seeking 2-females to share

huge 2-bed/2-bath w/2 others. Nommoktin.
$39S/e«/hrK). (213)961-6695.

Room for Rent 54

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen
privileges, need car. $450, utilities included.
Leave message, Abby (818)783-5151.

BRENTWOOD AREA large private roorrVbath,

non-smoker, light duties, pets, utilities In-

cludcd. $395 -f deposit. (213)393-6171.

CHABAD HOUSE AT UCLA OFFERS HOUS-
ING IN A JEWISH ENVIRONMENT WITH
KOSHER MEALS, PARKING, LAUNDRY AND
REC FACILITIES. ACROSS FROM UCLA, 741
GAYLEY AVE. ONLY $350/MO. MENDY
(213)206-7511.

CULVER CITY, l-Bedioom home, private

room with use of full house arid yards.

Security, maid, fireplace. Non-smoker.
$85(yhw.(21 3)398-5435.

FURNISHED ROOM w/ pvt.-bath in large

Home. Kitchen priviledges, non-smoker. Close
to UCLA. $450. 475-5125.

HOUSING AVAILABLE IN aEAN FRATER-
NTIY HOUSE ALBERT 206-0964.

PACIFIC PALISADES. Room in 3-bed. Houm
•t^AfV TA bath. Quiet responsible person,

noA-imoker. $465 plus utilities
(2l3>«l6-6130 or (213)454-4372.

SUNNY, PRIVATE ROOM/PATIO/BATH in

large S.M. condo. Female only. $425/mo
(Includes utilities). (213)452-0704.

WALK UCLA. Private entrance, furnished,

kitchen privileges, ample parking. $435/mo
including utilities. Female/Male.
(213)474 8188

WESTWOOD HOME. $475. Jan.1. UCLA.
Great parking, full privileges, furnished -f

backyard Male preferred. (310)473-5769.

House for Rent 56

3BEDROOM HOUSE, 2Baths, Washer &
Dryer. SMinutes to UCLA, $1 500.00 West L.A.

Bundy Area. (310)453-4696.

N. MAR VISTA, $1650, 3-bed/ 1-bath, 2-car

garage, security system, patio, quiet r.eighbor-

hood. 3501 Federal. (310)397-1039.

PACIFIC PALISADES 2 + 1 + bonus, washer/
dryer, refrigerator, replace, near schools,

UCLA, buses. $1 700. 454-2776 or 459-3154.

VENICE: unique or>e-bedroom conagf, wood
floor. Excellent corxiition and locati^. Gar-
age. $965/mo. (213)459-3564.

WLA, 3+2. CONVENIENT LOCATION.
$),40O/mo + $2,100 security deposit. Faculty

prefenred or reliable students. Call Carrie

478-0716

House to Stiare 57

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, large
3-bedroorrV2-bath house. Share with of>e non-
smoking female professional. $55(Vmo. (213)
937-9246.

House for Saie

MAR VISTA. Westdale trousdale. Enlarged

3+2. Formal dining, family room, and office.

Convenient location. $485,000. 576-7929.

Housing Needed 60

FURNISHED CONDO/APT/HOUSE for visit-

ing faculty couple starting sonr>etinr>e Jan 1 992
for 5-6 morrths. Santa monicaAVLA area, call

(714) 626-5321.

NEED HOUSE FOR VISITING PROFESSOR.
January-June '92. Preferably furnished. Close
to UCLA. 3-4 bedrooms. Call Debra
(213)625-2506.

Reai Estate 61

OFFKIES NEAR BEACH FOR RENT. 800-4200
SQ. FT. 16-FT. CEILING. NATURAL LIGHT.
PARKING. 396-3688.

Room/Board for Help 62

FAMILY IN BEVERLY HILLS desires PT evening

and weekend babysitting services in exchange
for room & board. Flexible. 273-5090.

NICE HOLLYWOOD HILLS FAMILY needs PT
childcare, in exchange for private roomA>alh +
board. 650-3100

Room for Help 63

REDUCED RENT-exchange for minimal child-

care. Private room and balh. Other amenities.

Available now. (818) 789-8040.

Towntiouse for Rent 66

LUXURY TOWNHOUSE IN SHERMAN
OAKS. 3-bedrooms/ 3 bathrooms, central air,

fireplace. Must see. $1,350/mo.
(818)782-5763.

Condos for Saie 67

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. WALK TO
UCLA. STUDIO $95K. 1BR/1BA $150K. Call

Bob/Agent (213)470-1761.

Condos for Stiare 68

WESTWOOD 1300 MIDVALE. Share bed-

room in huge condo $350.00nH} - 350 sec-

urity. All ammenities, security building, park-

ing, etc. Female, non-smoking. Leticia

479-0884

Condos for Rent 69

2.BD/2-BA CONDO FOR RENT, 2 space

parking, furnished, 4 blocks west of Ohio &
Sepulveda, $1 100 per month (negotiable). Jay

452 5850.

FURNISHED 2+2, 3 mo. min. Charming
building. Pool etc. Walk to UCLA. Unfurn-

ished for longer term. $1500. 475-3435.

ONE—BEDROOM West Hollywood Condo
for rent. Most utilities included, amenities.

$675/mo. Call 559-6246. '

WESTWOOD CONDO. Hilgard and LeConte,

2-be<V2-baths. Washer/dryer, 2 security park-

ing spaces, full kitchen, $1300.
(616)266-0034.

Guest House for Rent 70

1 -BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE w/ loft. Uilities

paid. Washer/ dryer included. FerKed yard.

Street parking. $950. (310M50-6326.

CULVER CITY, $565, charming single. Carpet,

stove, refrigerator, bliruls, parking. Off

Culver Blvd. (213)463-1475.

LARGE FURNISHED GUCSTHOUSE m te-

verly Hills. $1,200, AexiMc. 273-5090.

WLA AREA SSOCVbvw, i^ + Ust IMUk^
peid. Call 559^51% /.Apm /4o pct^ one
person only. Available t^{2.

54 Vacation Rentals 71 Tutoring Offered

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything - fully

equipped - reasonable rates. (818)785-1028.

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MOUNTAIN RE-

TREAT. FIREPLACES HOT TUB. FULLY
EQUIPPED. SLEEPS 5+. (213)391-6808
EVENINGS.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY! Tandem or static line with

Skydiving Adventures, Inc. Student discounts.

For further info, and free brochure
1-800-526-9662.

Ctiiid Care 90

PREOGRESSIVE PLAYHOUSE. WLA Daycare

Home. Children ages 1-4. Experienced pre-

school teacher, state license. Large yard. Lots

of activities. Call Stefanie 473-2771.

Insurance 91

Loans 93

CASH GRANTS FOR SCHOOL, BUSINESS,
OTHER. Never pay back. SASE: Grant, P.O.
BOX 46254, Los Angeles, Ca., 90046.

^ Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(213)285-8668. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving ar>d delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierK:ed, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

A+ EDITING. Twenty years of professional

experience assures your success—ethically,

inexpensively. Free estimate. (310)474-2731

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Thcscs/Dlssertations

Proposals and Books.

Foreign students welcome.

PAPEXS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, PhJ)

(213>47a4t662

FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY, PORTFOLIOS,
Portraits, and other creative shots at students

rates. Contact Bruce at (310)204-3243.

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPINC^DITING GRA-
DUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION ESSAYS,

OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes-

sional help from nationally-known author/

consultant. (213)826-4445.

WRITING. EDITING. RESEARCH
PhD GIVES EXPERT HELP. ALL

SUBJECTS. DAYS/EVES. REASONABLE
RATES. NEAR UCLA OVERNIGHT

SERVICE AVAILABLE.

(213)476-0114

INTERNATIONAL IMMIGRATION CENTER
LAW OFFICES OF WILLIAM N. ROBERSON
•H-1 (Work Permit), "Visa Exter^sion, 'Citizen-

ship, 'Auto/ Motorcycle Accidents, 'Personal

Injury, 'Divorce. Languages spoken, English,

Spanish, Chinese & Tagalog. CALL
(213)342-0111 (24 hour sen^ice).

NEED HELP EDITING, WRITING PAPERS?
Research papers, proposals, studies. No papers
for sale. (818)905-8483.

RESEARCH. WRfTINQ, editing

AN Levels-All Subjects

Foreign Students Welcome
Fast, Professionai-Quaity Guaranteed

Call Research 21S477-8226

M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, DkKtorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR TOP SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS, MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(213)473-4193.

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BKXOGY, Chemistry, Eco-

n*mic». Engineering, ESL, English/
Composition, Finance, Foreign languages.

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Sdcnoe, SUtistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
1**e SUfierkx Tutori^ Service (21 5)748-741

2

COMPUTER SCIENCE TUTOR Experienced,

professional. Master's degree in C.S., will

help improve your grade. Guaranteed.

(213)477-8234.

ESL^OMPOSITION/EDITING. Duke gradu-

ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)285 4616.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian (213)478-5822.

MATH? EEYEUW! Tim, the "I Hate Math" tutor

can help you! Algebra through Calculus.

(310)578-7236.

PATIENT TUTOR MATH (ARITHMETIC THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,

READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS

WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF-

RELIANCE. FOR FREE INFO CALL JIM.

(213)747-5118.

Tutoring Needed 99

MACINTOSH TUTOR NEEDED to connect
computer and teach wordprocessing. Negoti-

able price. (310)794-5931.

NEED HELP on 386 clone for Windows, Word,
CD-ROM. S35/hr. Craig (310)829-1516.

PRIVATE TUTOR. Need beginning Spanish

tutor at home. $2Q/hr. (310)399-4826, Joey.

Typing 100

$1.75 PER PAGE: Thesis, Papers, Resumes,
Transcriptions, Manuscripts, Charts, and
Graphs. (310)306-2643.

A-l AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING for Valley Students. 20 years

exp., laser, spellcheck. (818)752-1980 7 days.

Bam- 10pm. Rushes okay.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERSAHESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (213)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (including disserta-

lions,mailings,resumes). Editing/graphics

available. Laser printer. Near campus.
9am.9pm Ani (213)312-3332

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. RUSHES. GUARAN-
TEED. 1 MILE FROM UCLA 213-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resunr>es, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (213)827-5090.

A-f! FAST, PROFESSKDNAL word processing/

editing, computer training, resumes,
transcription. Fax THE WORD PLACE
(213)882-8008, (818)994-1094,

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,
laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (213)788-9885.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-
(213)939-4303.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, term papers,

scripts, theses, papers. National/ Sepulveda
(213)397-9711.

IS TYPING your thing? ? NO ? I can help. Fast,

accurate, flexible rates. Carolyn
213/671-3610.

Modern Secrcterial and Graphic services: IBM
& MAC. Discount to students. Pick up/
delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(213)446-8899.

PRECISION TYPING $2.50/Double Space
Page Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-
Delivery Available (2130864-3981

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING by the

Way company. Word Perfect 5.1 , Competetive
rates. Call (213) 4 74-9648.

PROFESSKDNAL RESUME SERVICE. Theses-

term papers. Employment service. Delta Per-

sonnel Services, Simi Valley. (805)526-5210.

PROFESSKDNAL WORDPROCESSING in my
home. High quality. Accurate. Weekends arxi

evenings ok! Good rates. Dee (21 3i398-l 21 7.

THE TYPING GUY! ril type anything. I'm

cheap and quick. Reports, scripts, letters,

whatever. (213)207-5192.

A BRILLIANT IDEAM Wordprocessing/
proofreading. LOW RATES. Screenplays, pap^
ers, resumes, theses. 24-HOURS. Student dis-

count. (213)207-6496.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466.2888.

WOROPROCESSING^ESK TOP PUBLISH-
ING, papers, resumes, transcriptions, ABA
format. Westwood. (213)473-5755

WRITER'S BLOCK? WRITING APPREHEN-
SION? Professional writing cour>selor with
Harvard doctorate will work privately with you
on dissertations, theses, term papers, or prepar-

ing for comps. Result-orientated. Your rr^edical

insurance may apply. Call Productive Prose

(213) 316-5128.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

JKtm (213)471^-4154.

V0K:E. 40 ytars teaching. All lewl^ styles

NY. Ottr Oftm muakc^, lOf supper ckibs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL tOXOON
(213)277.7W>

^^ Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets

results. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional

service. (213)450-0133

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experienced Career Counselor. Also

collef^ admission essays. Lee (21 3)478-1090.

THE RESONE DOCTOR
• PW)FESSIONALCOffDENnALSB(VICE

•L\SERQUALnYRESUIi€S»BIOS

• WE CAN CREATE ACUSTOMTALORED

PACKAGE

• WE ALSO UPDATE EXISTING RESUfcffS

FREE PICKUP 4 DELIVKy

211882^1

24 HOUR TURNAROUND

(RUSHAYALABLE)

Travel 105

HAWAII, MEXK:0, BAHAMAS, ORLANDO.
$99 ROUND TRIP. Advance reservation, open
dates, some restrictions. Call (818) 883-7100.

Florida

SanPr^

London
Paris

FfMkfurt

Rio Dc Janeiro
*ft«cs arc cKh way fian Los Arstks based on a

roundtnp purchase. RestnctxxHapply . Fates subfect

to change v^thout notice and tata not irKtuded.

1

Coundlkaud
1093 Braxton Ave #920
Los An3eles,CA 90024

310-208-3551

SAVE 10%

To Anywhere

On USAir
^ Just book your USAir

airline tickets through

ASUCLA Travel Service

and save 10% on the fare!

^^->. Travel Service
r* ^\ A-Level Ackerman

ijjHT^ ^ M-F 8:30^, Sal 1 2-4ASUdAT Call UCLA-FLY

Travel Tickets 106

2OW TICKETS to NYC |FK from LAX on 1 1 /26.

Best offer. 451-2877.

AIRLINE TICKET ONE WAY, LAX to Newark,
United, up to one year. Call Nancy (213)

658-6547.

LAX-HONOLULU, roundtrip, Dec.1 7-27, re-

tum changeable, $35(yobo. Call 476-6377.

NEED ONE-WAY TKTKET from NYC to SFO or

LAX for Dec.28 or thereabouts. Please call jose

458-1152.

OW LAX TO TAMPA departing Nov. 15,

Friday, 1 1:25 AM. A^iv^ 10 PM. $5(]^)bo.

Call (310) 390-8489/leave

ROUND-TRIP ticket to Seattle. Leaves Wed.
11/27, returns Sunday 12/1. $30«^obo.
(616)344-2936.

OW LAX TO TAMPA departing Nov.15,
Friday, 1 1 :25am, arrives 1i|pm. STfViii. CaH
(310)390-6469/leave

rrrigwff-TO
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FREE DELIVERY^

5900
100% Real Mozzarella

k Fresh Ingredients

11628 Santa Monica #10
(1 Bik Est of Barrington)

Sunday- Thursday
11-12am

Friday-Saturday

11-2am

Low lal cb(>e!>e

ivnilnWc ii[ion

VISION CAREI
'^°'"p^9«3i

See the difference

quality and timely

service can make
from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood VUlagej
208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

(' *

LIFE SCIENCE
IN THE YEAR 2000

It's less than a decade away!

What's predicted in the life

sciences for 2000 and the next

century? How will these

changes affect your personal

and professional life? What
new career opportunities will

open up to life science majors?

NOVEMBER 13TH
3:00 P.M. . 5:00 P.M.
NPI AUDITORIUM
ROOMC8-183
720 WESTWOOD PLAZA

Come hear what successful

professionals in fast-advancing

career fields predict for the

future in medicine and non-

traditional life science

professions.

BIOTECHNOLOGY & •

GENETIC ENGINEERING
Mark Brand

Amgen Corporation

SPACE MEDICINE/
SPACE SCIENCE
NASA/JPL Representative

INFECTIOUS DISEASE &
IMMUNOLOGY
Victoria E. Millet, M.D.

PLACEMEIiTi CABEEK
PLAWNINC CEWTER

U •C*L«

A

Autos for Sale 109 Autos 109 Autos for Sale 109 Scooters for Sale

1983 NISSAN SENTRA, 2 doors, 90K/mile$, 5

speed, good condition, $2,000. Evenings

(213)475-6021.

'71VW SQUARE BACK. All original. Good
Shape. Needs a little work. $1,400. Leave

Message 654-5611.

'89 HYUNDAI EXCEL CL. Auto, A/C, fnVcass,

new brakes & tires, runs great. $3,300.

(818)769-9193.

AUDI FOX 1979. Sunroof, AKVFM, fuel injec-

tion, new parts. 82,000 miles. $1,150.

(213)957-1268.

CHEVY Z24, '89. loaded, 30kmiles. Must sel

$7,000/obo. )oe 209-1291.

AUDI 4000 '82. Cold, 5-spd. 100,000 miles

Good condition. $1,000 (213)645-4430

BMW '74 2002, new paint, rebuilt engine,

standard trans, new tires, sun-roof. $390(Vobo.
(805) 834-2969 (Bakersfield).

CADILLAC, 1962, 4-door, classic, (ins,

1 -owner, 85,OOOmiles. $1 50(Vobo. From nfew.

White, black leather. (310)828-6402.

CHEVETTE, '82, $950, 4-door, runs great, just

had tune-up. Call Jennifer (310)208-5138.

CHEVROLET SPRINT 1987. 49,000 miles.

Stick shift. Good condition. $2600/obo. Call

Daniela (714)586-5420.

CONVERTIBLE VW-RABBIT '83. White, new
top, new tires, low mileage, great/'car!

$5200/obo. (213) 207-0109. (

DATSUN 210 1977. Automatic, AM/FM ste-

reo, new front tires. Runs great. Only $670.
Call (213)385 5381.

FORD F»ROBE GL 1990, low miles, air condi-
tioning, AM-FM, sun-roof, 5-speed. $8795.
(310) 459-7015.

FOR SALE. PERFECT COLLEGE CAR '87

Honda. Only 30,000 miles. $5500/obo. Leave
message. (213)374-9876.

HONDA ACCORD EX Coupe, 1 990. Black w/
tan. All options & new condition. $13,900.
(310)447-1788.

jEEP CJ7. 4-wheel drive. 83K miles, great

condition. Must sell. $4,500/obo. Andy
(310)471-8321 or (310)596-2691.

lEftA GL, '87, 4-door, 5-specd, AC, sunroof,

alarm, stereo/ cassette pulloul, tinted glass.

$6900. (818)980-8679.

MAZDA RX7 '79. 5-speed. AC. Power brakes

Red with black interior. Custom wheels. Rear

window louverf. Pull-out stereo. Bra. Mainle-

nar>ce records. Irnmaculate. $285(Vobo. Leave
message, 394-0760.

PORSCHE 944, '85, $8000, automatic, alarm,

power sun-roof, low miles. PlatinumA>lack.

Lany (213)476-1281.

TOYOTA CELICA GT, '77, -^-xioor S-speed,

AM/FM cassette, good condition, $900.
(310)397-1039.

TOYOTA SUPRA '89. Grey, automatic, sun-

roof, 9lc, excellent condition. $13,000 Byron

(213)836-3692.

VW JETTA GL, '86. UCLA professor, 5 speed,

tan, 4-door, ^C, all power, excellent condi-

tion, 45k/mi. $4500. (213)463-3534.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

KAWASAKI, 1983, 440LTD. 9000 miles. New
rear tire. Runs excellent. $675/obo.
(310)828-6402.

HONDA AERO 50, new tires, battery, tune-up,

looks & runs great. $395. (310)478-3694, after

6pm.

HONDA ELITE 150, '86. Red, only 1.5k,

virtually brand new. New battery, helmet.

$1299/obo. 206 6703.

HONDA ELITE 50, 1989. Excellent condition.

With lock. $550/obo. Must sell.

(213)470-9757,

HONDA ELITE 250 '87. Black, mint, 42 mi.,

cover, kryptonite lock. $2200/obo.
(818)997-4024, leave message.

Furniture for Sate 126

Scooters for Sale 115

1987 HONDO AERO $650. Great runping
condition. Must sclll Call DJ 208-1423.

'86 HONDA ELITE 150 Runs perfectly!

$80(yobo. Call Ken 824-2069.

HONDA AERO 1987 200 miles Excellent

cor>dition. New tires, piug», battery. $90(Vobo.
Call Matt 794-3687.

FUTON FOR SALE. QUEEN SIZE, BLACK, W/
FRAME. $90. ALSO 5-DRAWER FILE CA-
BINET, $40. JAMES 935-3792.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$65, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

POOL TABLE- Great condition, 3-piece slate,

all accessories, $700. Larry (213)476-1261.

SLEEPER SOFA with matching loveseat, grey
coffee table with matching end-table -f lamp,

$600. Larry (213)476-1261.

TALL STURDY BOOKCASES AND A DESK.
OTHER STUFF. Negotiable prices. Alex
(213)474-8305.

BATTING

•*It*s hard to work your hardest

knowing you* re not going to

play. Most guys would pout,

but he doesnU do that."

When Gonzalez did start a
game last season, he defended
the Bniins against Loyola
Marymount in a 9-1 win. But
even then, the menace of bad
luck showed up.

Facing a one-on-one penalty

kick, Gonzalez was able to

block the shot — an accom-
plishment of only 10 percent

likelihood. But the ball

bounced back to the Lion
shooter, who scored on his

second chance, and Gonzalez
lost the shulouL
When Gonzalez was a senior

at Ontario (Calif.) Chaffey
High School, he had narrowed
his choice of schools to West-
mont and UCLA. Considering
himself one who thrives on
pressure, Gonzalez took the

riskier route of coming to

UCLA where playing time was
not guaranteed.

Does he think twice about

coming to Bruinland? Probably

not — at Westmoni, NCAA
titles are as rare as a clear

day in Los Angeles.
**1 regretted it at the begin-

ning, but I look back and the

team is great,** Gonzalez
explains. **In the last two
years, I have grown and feel

that I have a role to fulfill.

Last year, I thought about

transferring, but I decided to

stick it out rather than cry and
leave.

UCLA has been good to

Gonzalez, then, and he does

add to the team.

"(Nat) is one of the more,

boisterous players off the

bench, and he*s improved so

much in jumping, handling

crosses and defending one-on-

ones,** Schmid says. "Nat defi-

nitely has a chance to make it

in indoor soccer."

As for motivation through

four years of frustration, Gon-
zalez has the help of a whole
team of supporters.

"I owe a lot to my dad. He
drove me to every practice as

a kid and hasn*t missed a

game in four years even
though I don't play,*' Gonzalez
says. "Sometimes I think my
parents and other people take

me not starting harder than I

do."

"I'm also a Christian, and
that's the only thing that keeps

my going day-to-day. No one

can do it on their own, and
there have been plenty of

nights when I have asked

myself why I go on."

115 Misc. For Sale 128

•LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN"
(stafO babscball jacket. One of a kind. Fits

medium frame- M/F. Highest offer.

(310)306-3694.

TV CABLE READY $60, COFFEE PERCOLA-
TOR $60. AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL PRINT
SWEATSHIRTS $40. (21 3) 479-2769 evenings.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

HARMAN KARDON RECIEVER, $400. CD
Player, $350. Both never used, in boxes, top

quality. (310)471-1266.

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM SELECTRIC $45, Apple2C $275,
Xerox 1020 Copier $350, MOTEBECANE
lOspeed $125, Yamaha synthesizer $90
(310)391-3554.

->-

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 286, 1MB, 5.25''FD,

3.5''FD 40HD, KEYBOARD, MONITOfe, NEW
W/ WARRANTY. $620 (213)644-2612.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and teach you to assemble it yourself!

PC SUPPORT GROUP, (818)994-1188.
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Nat Gonzalez

BATTING
From page 34 .

**I saw Nat play in high

school and on a club team,

and I thought he had a good
work ethic." Schmid says.

"After Anton left, we planned
for Nat to lake over. But we
found Brad, which was not

ideal for Nat. It*s one of those

unfortunate things that hap-

pens."

That's tough company.
Gonzalez started three games

l.isf season, against walkovers

Cal State Dominguez Hills,

ithcm California College^:

and Loyola Marymount. He's
replaced Friedel in three games
this season and started one.

Gonzalez also received the

starting nod against the Soviet
Union, when UCLA faced the

Soviets last season in New
Mexico for the World Collegi-

ate Championships, a game
that he considers a highlight in

his career.

There was a good chance
that Gonzalez would get a lot

of minutes against Dominguez
Hills last Friday night, but bad
luck again reared its ugly face.

A couple of shots hit the posts

and prevented UCLA from
taking an early commanding
lead as Friedel mopped up.

Gonzalez again watched
from the bench.

But on a happier note,

Gonzalez was able to play in

his final regular season contest

as a Bniin, shutting out San
Jose State 8-0 on Sunday
afternoon.

*i came in as a freshman
and didn't expect a lot," Gon-
zalez remembers. "The first

year, I hoped to learn a lot by
practicing with the team. Junior

year, I thought I had a chance
to start. It's tough. I went
through so many cycles of
feeling sorry for myself and
getting out of ruts.

"I don't see my playing time
as a reflection of how I play,

but how Brad plays, and he's

a great goalkeeper."

As a second stringer, Gon-
zalez' role on the team is to

push Friedel into practicing

harder and playing better. For
UCLA to win back-to-back

national titles, everyone must
be at the top of their game,
especially with the playoffs

starting imminently.

"G^at) has not played much,
but he's out there every day
and works hard getting pelted

with shots," midfielder Joe-Max
Moore says. "He has a great

attitude, and despite not getting

playing time is willing to push
Brad."

"(Nat) helps me work hard.

It's not easy being a backup
for four years," Friedel says.

See BATTING, page 30

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESTOOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213) 478-6869
(818)988-0110

SACRAMENTO
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UCLA EXPO Center
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INTERNSHIP
in 25 years we've placed over 4,000 interns In the areas of
Media, Business, Government, Public Relations, and more.

INFORMATION MEETINGS
in the EXPO Center, Ackerman A-213, 825-0831

TUESDAYS at 4 pm
WEDNESDAYS at 1 2 Noon
THURSDAYS at 3 pm

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 15, 1991
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m m the United

is looking for donors.

The goal of the California Ciyobanlt

Is to provjde high quality sperm for

artificial insemination. Requirements

include good health between the

ages of 1 9 to 34 and a

9 to 12 month commitment.

for more information: 824-9941

COMPLETE MEDICAL SCflEENING (ALL COSTS PAID)
AND YOU EARN up TO $105/WEEK IF QUALIFIED.
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\<vcss
^ing downhii/?

Our account executives will help your
business get back on its feet again.

The Daily Bruin will get your business

noticed.

Call 825-2161 today.
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HJN! FUN! FUN! FUN! FUN!
FEEL GOOD! RUN! DANCE! SKIP! KISS!

EAT FRESH FRUIT! LOOK AT THE CLOUDS!
! CANDLELIGHT FOR NO REASON! COME SEE?

( %

JONES
From page 33

game at the beginning of the year, a

Jones cross from his left foot

helped lead to the game-winning
goal.

"No longer is Cobi Jones a one-

dimensional player. If he is forced

to go the left foot, he could still get

the shot off. He has improved in

that area immensely," Schmid
said.

With an increased ability to

handle and pass the ball, Jones has

been able to turn on his biggest

asset His speed.

"I guess I*ve usually been faster

than the people Tve played
against," Jones said. "It depends
on your attitude. If you think, Tm
going to bum this guy,' it works."

"Gobi's speed gives us that X-
factor up front," Schmid said. "He
has that ability to make something
out of nothing."

Jones has created a lot of penalty

shots for the Bruins. Defenders,

after being burned by Jones, have

often had no choice but to foul

Jones when he has been in the box.

In last Friday's game against

Cal-Stale Dominguez Hills, the

Bruins were leading 2-1, and had a

chance for the goal that would ice

the game. Jones sped past his

defender easily and moved into the

box, needing only the goalie to

beat.

Dominguez player Gino Gassa-

nova was forced to trip Jones from
behind to prevent the apparent

goal. However, a penalty kick was
the result, which Moore converted

easily.

While Schmid has seemed more
than elated in his senior's perfor-

mance, Jones has taken it in stride.

The striker believes in maintaining

an even keel and is the least vocal

of all the Bruin players.

"I really don't talk that much on
the field," Jones said. "I think

people should just have a good
time. It's too hard when you are

stressed out"
This philosophy stems from

Jones' past During his high school

career, the idea of playing college

soccer was more of an after-

thought

Jones plans changed when, on a

club team, he was spotted by Dave
Wynalda, father of World Gup
team member Eric Wynalda.
Schmid and assistant coach

Dean Wertzberger were notified of

Jones' play and offered him a

chance to walk-on to the team.

"I thought he had potential,"

Schmid said. "But you also have to

remember we only had eight

scholarships for the whole team
and Mike Lapper and Sam George
were coming in.

HOCKEY
From page 36
luation.

"We had opportunities

that we missed," Davis said. "At
the end there was a breakdown.
Our defenses broke down." Davis

missed few opportunities himself,

emerging from the game with two
goals and two assists.

After its tough loss, UGLA
returned Sunday with a mission.

The first two periods belonged

exclusively to UGLA, with Alan

Kapen, Brian O'Neil and Bob
Jarvis scoring for the Bruins, and

leaving nothing for Gal.

After an intermission during

which the ice was resurfaced,

UGLA experienced another third

period scare. Gal shot three conse-

cutive goals within the first three

minutes of the period, to tie at 3-3.

Bruins Ghris Feinman and O'Neil

managed to answer with two goals

of their own. After a last-minute

goal by Gal, the final score was 5-

4, Bruins.
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JONES
From page 36

team," UGLA head coach Sigi

Schmid said. "His performance

showed that he had found concent-

ration. He decided that he could

step up to the next level."

Jones also attributes his recent

success to the experience gained

over the past three seasons.

"Being here senior year, you
know when to act and when to

react," Jones said. "It is a thinking

game and you have to know all of

its intricacies. My experience
helps me that way."
The WesUake native has drawn

upon his wealth of experience
frequently this season. Schmid has

pointed to several adjustments that

Jones has made to increase the

quality of his play.

First and foremost, Jones has

asked for possession of the ball

more often. In his third season at

the midfield position, Jones was
often overshadowed by fellow

midfielders Ghris Henderson and
Joe-Max Moore.

"(Gobi) didn't demand the ball

enough," Schmid said. "Gobi got
forgotten in the shuffle. It was hard

because Ghris Henderson and
Joe-Max are such dominating
presences."

Being moved from midfielder to

striker, along with Henderson's
departure to the national team, also

helped expedite that problem.

"By moving him up to forward,

we make him the focal point of the

offense," Schmid said. "We make
sure that he sees the ball. Now, he
is no longer satisfied and he wants
the ball even more.

In fact, the first game after the

move. Jones exploded against
Saint Mary's for one goal and three

assists. Since then, he has been on
a roll that has carried him and the

UGLA offense to high productivi-

ty.

Jones has applied his newly
gained concentration to retaining

possession of the ball. Before,

there was a greater chance ofJones
being stripped of the ball when he
tried to make a run down the

sideline. Now, it is almost impossi-
ble to steal it from him.
"Very rarely do you see him

give the ball away," Schmid said.

"His freshman year there was a
50-50 chance that he would lose

the ball. Now. he doesn't even lose
it by giving a bad pass."

Jones has also improved by
using his left-foot more often.

Predominantly a right-footed play-
er, defenders used to take advan-
tage of Jones by forcing him to his

left side where he was less

effective.

But Jones has developed his

ability to use his left foot to create

opportunities. In the Hartford

See JONES, page 32
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The fastest grouiu^ course at UCLA

Prep
Call txxlayand we'll tutoryou beforeourcourse begins and
helpyou with the application process at no extra charge.

SnuilU'i' class sizes iukI mon- iiulividual iitlciitioii than
« anyolhcM course Call STAMFORD PREP:
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Billiard Club
Restaurant & Bar I

Tonight!

o

Night!
$3 Yards

of Budweiser

$2 Half-Yards

of Budweiser

$1 Jello Shots

:-X|

Daily Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet
Drink Specials

1 1835 Wllshlre Blvd.
Just West of Barrington

477-7550
MINIMUM AGE 21

Shabbat with alt the Ruach!
Pot luck - reservations a
must. ^^
Phone Tar^p 208-3081

'</

AGB!
THURSDAY NOV 14

Al 7:00 PM
AND 9:30 PM

UCLA Magic Mountain Days! Alright!
$12.25 tix at GTO. Nov. 11, 16, 17, 23, 24, 28
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The Great Natsky finishes career on playing Held

Batting Eighth If
anyone could be consid-

ered an authority on bad
luck, it would be UCLA

goalkeeper Nat Gonzalez.

Gonzalez, a senior, played
— or rather viewed from the

bench — his final regular

season games for the Bruins

this past weekend and is the

definition of being in the

wrong place at the wrong time.

Gonzalez has had the mis-

fortune of playing behind two
of possibly the best collegiate

goalies of the past several

years during his tenure at

UCLA. His playing time has

been limited — to say the

least — playing only 13 games

in four years.

Not that Gonzalez doesn't

have talent His coach Sigi

Schmid says that he is better

than 90 percent of the goalies

whom the Bruins face, and
he*s probably right

"(Nat) had the bad fortune

to play behind Anton Nistl,

who was the best goalkeeper

in the country and Brad
Friedel, who is on the Olympic
team," Schmid says. "He came
into a situation where he was
playing behind two of the top

five goalies in the country."

Gonzalez's statistics arc

splendid, too. In four years,

Gonzalez has only surrendered

two goals, and his career goal

against average stood at 0.45

entering this season.

Gonzalez is a Steve DeBerg
playing understudy to a Joe

Montana, John Elway and Vin-

ny Testaverde. DeBerg has the

talent, as shown by his success

as the Kansas City Chiefs
starting quarterback this year

and last, but Montana is a

Hall of Famer, Elway has

reached the Super Bowl thrice

and Testaverde, well, has the

potential to be great.

When he arrived on campus
in fall 1988, Gonzalez knew
that he would have to wait

behind Anton Nistl, the most

prolific goalie in Bruin history

who owns every goalkeeping

record.

Then in the fall 1990, fresh-

man Brad Friedel came on
campus and earned the starting

job after a dynamite pre-sea-

son.

Friedel tied Nistfs win-loss

record for a freshman, notched

10 shutouts and had a goal

against average of 0.56. And
this season, Friedel is a finalist

for the Herman Award and
Missouri Athletic Club Bud-
weiser College Player of the

Year Awards.

See BATTING, page 31

FREETICKETSTO
BRUIN roOTBALL

SOFT CONTACTS
PCTENOED. DALY ^^^^
(OEMICOUSI^ $40 PR
DISP08ABIE8 <•••. m,m^^..S79 SET
CHANGE BKfNH EYES. $156 PR.

ASTIGIMTBiyt EXTBOHX 9m PR

The
llail> ISriiiii

Back!

ADVERTISE
825-2161

gOlu

DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
" UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT
• TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
• AIR CONDITIONED

1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 824-399 1 ffi
Westwood Village, above the U^hcrehousc %U
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Win a pair of tickets to Bruin football. It's easy Simp^
use the Great Western Bank ATM at North Campus.
Winners will be picked each month from the ATM
transaction numbers. Your number will be on your
receipt, so save it! You may use anyATM card with a

CIRRUS* orSTARSYSTEM* symbol. Theie are noATM
charges when you use a GreatWestem BankATM card

at ourATMs. To get your card, open a checking account

with us. GreatWestem Bank.Well always be diere.

Judith Rochlin, Esq.
Criminal Lawyer

Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

GREATWESTERN BANK
A Federal Savings Bank and a Great Westem Financial Company.

November s winning number 9955.
Winner please call 208-0195 for tickets.

Dflcr applks i>nl> in valid transaciums Sec sweepstakes rules piisted ai ATM

/KttWate

^o^'^ * Now forming men's ^^Or^y^
^ • groups, women's groups, and o • ^

creative art therapy group.

LOW COST THERAPY BASED ON ABILITY TO PAY

(213)839-9340

13274 FIJI WAY, MARINA DEL REY

>'\.-

m/ Cultural iiihl Hi'iivaliinuil Ajfuiis UCLA Snow Ski Club
LAST DAY.^BaSIGN UP FOR

ber°^^ >
Trip includes:

-4-5 days skiing

$319! -hotel

-bus ride

Sign up npw at th^ 2ri^fl

the John Wo(55i©n^t:enter
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d and-Final Meeting
Powder WOi^l^odr Slide Show
Speaker on dfec^unted ski clothes

Ski cards for all members
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The Next Setter
Amy, of the Boyers, arrives at UCLA
By Greg Jones
Dally Bruin Staff

Participating in athletics could

be difficult if you have two older

sisters who play the same position

in the same sport

But for UCLA setter Amy
Boyer, the younger sister of former
UCLA legend Ann Boyer and
current Hawaii standout Cherie

Boyer, family comparisons
haven *t always been rough.

In fact, they have been a source

of pride.

"We are all real supportive of
one another," Boyer said. "(Com-
parisons) have always been there

— it comes with having sisters. I

think that you have to make your
own identity when you move into

that situation.'*

Indeed, Boyer comes from the

most celebrated setting family in

the history of women's volleyball.

Her sister Ann is considered to be
the best setter in the history of
UCLA women's volleyball, while

sibling Cherie is currently leading

fourth-ranked Hawaii towards the

top of the competitive Big West
conference.

After redshirting last year and
recently coming off a shoulder

^jury this season, Boyer has not
had the time to prove herself on the

court yet
But much is expected of her for

the future.

"She has gouen off to a slow
start, with her injuries and such.

But she has the capability to come
and be as good of a setter as Ann

was . . . and she does a real nice

job setting in game situations,"

UCLA head coach Andy Bana-
chowski said. "One of her real

su-engths right now is that she

shows a lot of potential."

This potential is something that

has been expected of Boyer, who
has been recognized as an excel-

lent setter since her days at Poway
High School in San Diego.

But even before she began at

Poway, Boyer had athletic aspira-

tions that were encouraged by her

family.

"We all started playing at the

same time. I started in the seventh

grade, Ann started in her sopho-

more year in high school on the JV
team, and Cherie was a freshman,"

Boyer said. "Because we were
taller and there weren't that many
tall girls around, we decided to go
into a sport and our parents were
real supportive."

So Boyer started to play volley-

ball and soon realized that she had
a future in the sport. After playing

both basketball and volleyball in

seventh and eighth grade, she

made the decision to solely con-

centrate on volleyball after joining

a club team.

And this decision soon paid

dividends, as Boyer found herself

the center of attention when
playing on the same team as

Cherie.

"Cherie and I played on the

same team, and we set a 6-2 (two

setters)," Boyer said. "It was fun
— it was really great. It was
always like the Boyer sisters

together."

During this time, Boyer fre-

quently came down to watch Ann
in the early stages of her epic

career at UCLA, and found that

she liked the environment of the

campus.

"I think that the rivalries against

use back then were great match-
es. Ann was a freshman, and she

once got to set because Michelle

Boyette had mono in a big match.

I'd also stay during the weekends
when I came up here," Boyer said.

Yet, despite the loyalty the

Boyer family had to UCLA,
Cherie chose to play elsewhere and
headed west to the islands.

"She wasn't really recruited that

heavily, and academically, she

wanted to be more relaxed, and she

really liked the weather in Hawaii,
and the coaches were great,"

Boyer said.

While Cherie starred at Hawaii,
Boyer continued her strong play at

Poway where she led her high

school team to the CIF title her last

two years and was named CIF San

\

Diego section MVP her senior

I

season and to the AU-CIF team
I three times.

Boyer was a right side hitter her

senior year because the team had a

surplus of setters. Still, she was
heavily recruited as a setter by
many major programs.

After taking recruiting trips to

Pepperdine, Pacific, BYU, and
Texas, Boyer finally decided to

follow Ann's steps and chose
UCLA.

"I knew some of the players

.> «

LEE SWAN

Amy Boyer comes from a family of volleyball players. Her sister

Ann played at UCLA, and another sister plays for Hawaii.

from the past, and when I came
here I was really comfortable, and
I kind of knew the area so it wasn't

that foreign to me," Boyer said.

Even though Boyer is now far

away from her two sisters, she still

keeps in touch with them fre-

quently.

"I haven't talked to Ann that

much because she has been
travelling but Cherie and 1 write

letters all the time and call each

other," Boyer said. "Everybody is

really close in my family and she is

always there for me."

This family bond is so strong

that Boyer found herself rooting

for her sister when UCLA and
Hawaii squared off earlier this

season in a grueling match that the

Wahines took in five games.

"I cheer for her when she plays

well. When any player plays well,

you kind of say *good play' or

whatever ... but I did it especially

more so because she is my sister,"

Boyer said.

AFRICAN
EDUCATION
NETWORK

The A88oci€Uion ofGraduate Students ofAfrican
Descent in the UCLA Gradiiate School ofEfiucation

INVITES PROSPECTIVE APPLICANTS
INTERESTED IN PURSUING GRADUATE

STUDIES IN EDUCATION TO THE
SECOND ANNUAL OUTREACH DAY

r/y

Guest speaker:

Topic:

Dr. John Ogbu
(Professor of Anthropology, UC Berkeley)

"Graduate Admission and Retention;

Minority Retention Project at UC Berkeley

I
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Date:

Location:

Time:

November 17, 1991

James West Alumni Center
1 :00 pm - 4:00 pm
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Czech it out
Martin iienclied
By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

When the UCLA basketball

team tcx)k the floor against Trencin

— Czechoslovakia Tuesday night

at Pauley Pavilion, something was
amiss.

Senior point guard Darrick

Martin was sitting on the bench,

while sophomore Shon Tarver

assumed Martin's starting role at

the point

While the Bruins had no prob-

lems defeating Trencin, 112-50, it

was Martin's apparent demotion

that drew the most attention.

"Shon Tarver will start on
Friday against Indiana," UCLA
head coach Jim Harrick said.

*Tarver is hard to keep out of the

lineup."

While that rationale may have

:5ccmcd clear to Harrick, Martin

was puzzled by his removal from

the starting lineup.

**I just don't understand it," said

Martin, who has started 87 conse-

cutive games for UCLA. "I

thought that I worked the hardest

during practice that I have ever

worked. I worked my butt off and
now 1 have to sit on the bench.

"I don't understand anything

right now, until I sit down and talk

with (Harrick). He only told me
(that I wouldn't start) two minutes

before the game started," Martin

said.

Senior captain Gerald Madkins,

who will start in the backcourt with

Tarver against Indiana, was also

surprised by Harrick's decision not

to start Martin.

"It's a coaching decision, and
we can't do anything about it,"

Madkins said. "We can't let it

affect us as players, but I wish

(Harrick) he would have just come
out and said it."

Tarver was pleased about his

opportunity to start against India-

na.

*This is the position that I want

to be in," Tarver said. "I'm really

excited."

Both Tarver and Martin played

well against Trencin, as did the

entire UCLA team. The game was
never in doubt, as the Bruins

scored the final 17 points of the

first half to take a 71-35 halftime

lead.

UCLA also held Trencin, which

is a club team, scoreless over the

last seven minutes of the game.

Tracy Murray was the high

scorer for UCLA with 22 points,

and Don MacLean added 20 points

for the Bruins, who made nearly 64

percent of their field goal attempts.

"We played okay," Harrick said.

"After the first five minutes we
relaxed and played well. We didn't

want to play anybody for very

long."

SUZANNE STATES/DaHy Bruin

UCLA forward Don MacLean had 15 first-half points en route to a
Bruin blowout.

Hockey
splits in

Norcal
By Heather Duffy

The UCLA men's ice

hockey team split two close

road games with Berkeley

and finally shook its five-

game slump this weekend,
losing Saturday, 6-5, but
returning to win Sunday, 5-

4.

Things seemed to going

well for the Bruins on
Saturday, as they ended the

first period with a 2-1 lead,

with goals from Scott £>avis

and Ron Baerwitz. Puring
the second period, UCLA
extended its lead to 5-2, with

two goals from Dave Lip-

pmann and another Davis

goal.

But the Bruins fell apart in

the third period, allowing

three straight Cal goals
before the buzzer, which left

UCLA in the cold, 6-5.

UCLA's Kurt Zimmermann
said the Bruins lost a little

intensity as the game prog-

ressed.

"We played a great first

period, an okay second per-

iod, and a horrible third,"

Zimmermann said. Davis
echoed his teammate's eva-

See HOCKEY, page 32

A 'new' Jones assists soccer's playoff nin
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CobI Jones Is one assist away from tymg UCLA's single season record In that category.

By Zachary Aron
Dally Bruin Staff

Striker Cobi Jones takes a pass

at midfield and, concentrating on
the situation, drives down the right

sideline. Intent on scoring, the

senior accelerates past his defen-

der toward the endline.

From there. Jones has clear

vision of the goalkeeper and the

net behind him. Keeping his eyes
open he spots a teammate who has

broken free on the left side of the

box.

Jones hooks a cross over to the

left. The ball moves over to the left

and the fellow Bruin player heads
the ball into the open alley of the

net.

A focused effort. A goal.

This year, a typical UCLA
score.

Last year, the goal would not

have been so typical. Or at least a

typical Cobi Jones score.

The difference? This season
marks a new Cobi Jones. While
there was nothing particularly

wrong with the old edition, the

1991 model is much improved.
How improved?
Consider his performances each

year. In 1988, Jones made the team

as a walk-on and chipped in a solid

four goals and 15 points.

Jones then increased his num-
bers substantially for the 1989
season. As a sophomore, Jones
added four more goals and also

chipped in seven assists for 23
points overall.

So approaching his junior sea-

son, big things were expected of
Jones. The result, though, was a

less-than-expected three goals, 1

1

point output. Not exactly eairth-

shattering.

This year, though, Jones has
exploded onto the college soccer
world and has made it his point to

terrorize every opposing defender
and goalie in sight. After the

regular season, Jones has compiled
an impressive seven goals and 31
point total.

But what makes his statistics so
impressive arc his assists. Jones
has dealt out 17 of them, and is

only two away from setting the

single-season record for that mark.
The cause of the improvement?

Cortcentration.

"I saw an improvement in Cobi
Jones this summer when he played
for the World University Games

See JONES, page 33

Recruiting season begins

Today ^ the first day that high school athletes

can sign a letter-of-intent with the college of

their choice. Sources indicate that Ike Nwank-
wo, a 6*11" center from Houston, Texas, is

considering signing with UCLA. Stay tuned.

Trivia birff

Cyrus Love was the very first UCLA trivia

guru to phone in and correctly tell us that UCLA
alumni Steve Bono, Troy Aikman and Jay

Schroeder all started at quarterback in the NFL.
Cyrus won a free copy of today^s Bruin and the

eternal respect of the Daily Bruin Staff.

The newest Boyer
UCLA reserve setter Amy Boyer is following

in the footsteps of her older sister Ann, who was
an All-American setter at UCLA from 1985-88.

See page 35
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Help out at
the museum

Volunteers are needed to

help out at the Armand Ham-
mer Museum of Art and Cultur-

al Center when it displays the

"Catherine the Great*' exhibit,

which opens Dec. 13.

Volunteers should be pre-

pared to give their time at least

once a week in various posi-

tions, including providing gen-

eral information, giving tours

and wrapping gifts.

In exchange, they can view
the exhibit for free and will

receive discounts at the
museum bookstore.

The exhibit — which is on
temporary loan from the Her-
mitage Museum of Sl Peters-

burg— consists of the treasures

of Empress Catherine, such as

paintings, sculptures, tape-

stries, jewels, miniatures of the

crown regalia and the corona-
tion carriage.

For more information, call

^310) 443-7036 or 443-7032.^

Inside

Fast break
To show how food is distri-

buted to people worldwide,
UCLA students are hosting a

banquet tonight in which some
people will receive a full meal
and others will eat sparingly.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Movement, or
just potheads?

Students write in with
slightly divergent opinions of
the Free Speech Movement,
and whether it deserves The
Bruin's attention.

See page 24

Arts & Entertainment

Thoughts on
expression

For the last 25 years, Lou
Reed has continued to voice
himself freely with his words
and his music.

See page 26

Sports

Do or die for

water polo
Two words — "Beat 'SC."

For Gary O'Brien and water

polo, an NCAA berth is at stake

in two final games against the

Trojans.

See page 52
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Will hard times
turn Westwi • • I

into ghost town?
By Gwen Goldbloom

Westwood Village is turning

into a ghost town.

In recent months, about 15

Westwood merchants have held

going-out-of-business sales before

vacating their stores. Blocks of
empty stores line Glendon and
Weybum Avenues and Westwood
Boulevard.

Village businesses, like many
nationwide, are feeling the effects

of a weakened economy. But
' Westwood *s high rent, violence

and city-imposed barricades have
contributed to the decline, sto-

reowners say.

'The economic problems in the

Village are a result of a mild

depression in this country," said

£uy Councilman Zev Yarosla^
ky. *T)on*t believe for one minute
that it*s just a recession."

From July to September 1991,

sales tax revenue in Los Angeles
was down $11.3 million, accord-

ing to a report presented to the city

council Budget and Finance Com-
mittee, one which Yaroslavsky
chairs.

Many Westwood merchants
blame Westwood*s high rent as a

factor contributing to the closure

of businesses.

•*This happened because of the

economy and our rent was really,

really high," said Tom Ledesma,
manager of Sweats & Surf, which
just closed Tuesday.

Unhke Santa Monica's rent

control, Westwood rental rates arc

infamously high. 'The rent here is

at least two to three times more
ihan an indoor mall somewhere
else," he said.

=^ Sloreowners find themselves in

a double bind — they cannot pay
iheir rent because fewer customers
frequent their stores.

Many stores like the one above have gone out of business in

Westwood.

Ledesma, who had worked at

Sweats & Surf for the past year,

noticed a significant decrease in

customers m the last six months. "I

guess people aren't out there

buying," he said.

The Village Sweats & Surf, one
of 47 other locations in California

and Arizona, was involved in lease

renewal negotiations with the

landlord until the day the West-
wood store closed.

"I'm really depressed, I just

found out today that we were
closing," Ledesma said, standing

in the middle of the already empty
store.

Sweats & Surf's neighbor, Fer-

rcchi, is presently renegotiating its

lease with the same landlord.

"It seems to us that we might not

be able to renew our lease,""said

Gicnn Labog, bookkeeper at F^=
rechi, which has three other loca-

See WESTWOOD, page 20

Hearing aid Child care in

iiigh demand
Grad students help

develop services

By Chris Wolowiec

RtCHARO KIM

An oversized Q-tIp was found humorously placed next to the cell sculptures outside
the Molecular Biology building on Wednesday afternoon. Many people think the
sculptures look like ear wax.

Graduate government is joining the ranks
ofcampus groups who will lend support to a
committee seeking to accommodate more
children in UCLA's Child Care Services.

David Lee, president of graduate govern-
ment, will work with the advisory board of
Child Care Services to counsel staff

members on management and develop-
ments in child care legislation at the stale

level.

UCLA child care serves more than 90
children overall with 78 children on campus
at the Bellagio Center and 15 at the Colina
Preschool located off-campus.

But there are not openings for child care
at UCLA, say some graduate students and
faculty members, whose children — along
with those of staff employees-— comprise
the number of youngsters at the centers.

Waiting lists for child care on campus
have grown twentyfold since 1971 because
of a nationwide increase in demand for child
care services run by quality, trained people.

'There needs to be an awareness on this

campus that there is a need for child care,"

Lee said.

Last year, the administration announced
its plans to increase the number of child care
openings on campus from 93 to 500 within a
five-year period. Since then, Child Care
Services has invited campus groups to help
with its expansion efforts.

"We're asking people to join our advisory
board so that child care can be offered for

more people including graduate students,"

said Gay MacDonald, director of UCLA
child care.

The advisory board has asked faculty

members and staff employees for input as
well.

To accommodate the high demand, the
advisory committee to Child Care Services
has proposed building expansion.

Proposals include construction of more
classrooms at existing sites, a new facility

See CHILD CARE, page 21
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Today, November 14

10:00 a
International Student Association
The Annual International I^ocd and Craft Fair

Westwood Plaza

12:00 noon
Wonien*s Resource Center
When No Is Not Enough Workshop
2 Dodd Hall

S:00 pin

Black/Latino Aids Project

Aids 101 Training: Become a certified AIDS educator

Math Science 6229

^:30 pill

UCLA Geography Club
General Meeting
Bunche Hall Palm Court Rm A-163

Graduate Art Lecture Series
Susan Silas-photographer and text artist

Wight Gallery, Dixon Art Center

:()() nni
UCLA Undergraduate Business Society
Deloitte & Touche
North Camp>'j£ Student Center, Rm 22
Cultural Affairs and Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority
Intellect Jazz Band
Kerckhoff Coffee House
Campus Events
"Out For Justice"

AGB

Campus Events
'Double Impact"
AGB

9:30 pin

Sunday, November 17
8:00 am

Cultural and Recreational Affairs

$K Touchdown Run

Monday, November 18

Student Talent Network
Auditions for Actors and Dancers
Macgowan 1350 -

4:00 j)in

November
8:00 pni

Student Talent Network
Auditions for Bands, Soloists, Comedians
"^"""^^

General
Bruin Life Yearbook
Submissk>n deadlines for 1991-92 yearbook is

Wednesday, November 27

Call 825-2640 for more information

UCLA Parking Serices

Fall Parking still available

Call 825-9871 for deUils

Women's Resource Center
UCLA Rape Servkres Consulunts
For more info, call 206-8240

FDA panel rejects Dow
data on implant safety
United Press International

GAITHERSBURa Md. — A
Food and Drug Administration

expert panel concluded Wednes-
day that the nation's leading maker
of breast implants has failed to

prove the safety of silicone devices

used by millions of women.
The finding, by a 9-1 vote, was

advisory and implant sales by Dow
Coming Wright can continue
unless the full agency bans the

sale. Several additional steps are

required before the agency reaches
the point of making a decision.

The advisory panel planned to

meet Thursday to decide whether
certain public health benefits

should allow the device to be sold

on a limited basis, such as to

women undergoing breast recon-

struction after cancer surgery.

The panel is also planning to act

on applications by three other

manufacturers, but is expected to

reach the same conclusion in all

the cases.

Dr. Robert LeVier, technical

director for Dow, maintained that

the company had proved during

the two days of hearings that its

products were safe.

"We believe the outcome of the

panel would have been materially

different if they had the opportun-
ity to review all of the diata-ag_
provided to the FDA," LeVier
said.

The General and Plastic Surgery
Devices panel opened three days
of hearings Tuesday concerning
the safety of the implants, which
are widely used in reconstructive

and cosmetic surgery.

Various implant manufacturers
submiued hundreds of studies to

prove that the implants, estimated

to be in about 2 million American
women, are safe.

After its vote, several panel
members said Dow Coming had
failed to provide women with a

reasonable assessment of the

long-term risks of the implants.

James Potchen of Michigan
Slate University in East Lansing,

Mich,, the only member to vote for

approval, said he was "appalled

the corporation doesn*i have more
information** on the safety of the

implants.

Dow makes two kinds of sili-

cone gel implants. The vote to

reject data for both types of
implants was 9-1.

The agency is to decide by Jan. 6
whether silicone gel-filled
implants are safe enough to remain
on the market. Manufacturers were
not required to prove their safety

and ' effectiveness.

The debate over the devices has
raged after reports of adverse side

effects in some women who had
the breast implants.

Risks associated with the
devices include hardening of the

tissue surrounding the implant,
rupturing of the implant and
interference with mammography
screening for breast cancer,
according to the FDA.

Questions have also been rais€d=

about the health effects of sihcone
leakage from an implant, including

the possibility of cancer and
autoimmune disorders.

About 150,000 women have
breast implants each year, with 80
percent of the surgeries for cosme-
tic breast augmenution. The
remainder arc for reconstruction

following breast cancer surgery.
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UCLA escapes water usage fine
Paperwork that proves campus
conserved was purposely held back

By Brigitte Brady
Dally Bruin Staff

Despite receiving top marks in

water conservation, UCLA
incurred more than $300,000
worth of penalties by deciding

against turning in routine paper-
work to the city water department.

However, the Los Angeles City
Council decided to give UCLA a
break and waive the fine.

The university— a state-owned
institution and one of the city's top
10 water consumers — did not
submit official certificates docu-
menting its water savings to the

Department of Water and Power
because it does not want the city to

control its affairs.

Since water rationing started in

April, the university has used

about 30 percent less water than its

target savings — double the

amount of water it is required to

save, said Allen Solomon, vice

chancellor of facilities manage-
ment **We*re still doing fabulous-
ly well."

UCLA, which uses more than
1.1 billion gallons of water a year,

has abided by a 1988 city ordi-

nance mandating the installation of
low-flow toilets and showers and
other water-saving devices.

And university officials stress

that failing to send in the paper-
work was not an accident but
primarily a matter of principle.

"It was neither a failure nor an
oversight," Solomon said. "UCLA
did everything possible to conform
with the regulation without allow-
ing the city to have jurisdiction

Hunger pangs:
^Banquet' to show discrepancy

in worldwide food distribution

By Leffiore Jimenez

While most people are prepar-
ing for the season of turkeys, feasts

and celebration, hunger still

remains a grim reality for most of
the worid population.

Tonight some UCLA students
are hosting a banquet to address
the problem of world hunger
during this time of giving thanks
by demonstrating how food is

distributed in the world.

"We do this during Thanksgiv-
ing because we start to have a good
feast ourselves,*' said Kevin Card,
one of the Hunger Banquet orga-
nizers. "It's a time when people
prepare big meals. They can look
back and see how lucky they are to

be eating while others are starving
in the world,"

The event will take place at the

University Catholic Center tonight
from 6 to 7:30 p.m. The center

requests a donation of $1 to $3 to

benefit Oxfam America, a non-
profit, international agency that

funds self-help development and
disaster relief projects in poor
countries.

At the banquet, only three

people out of those who arrive will

receive a well-balanced meal,
while the rest will have a much
simpler meal, simulating of how
food is proportioned around the

world. Afterward, participants will

talk about the experience.

"It's usually a powerful experi-

ence — to be one of the *haves'
than the *have-nots,' especially

when it's your friends who are

eating less than you are," said

Steve Wickson, campus minister

and member of the Catholic center.

**The goal is to get everyone to

realize how fortunate we are as

Americans — that two-thirds of
the world is starving."

See HUNGER, page 18

Feinstein campaigkiing
for conglressional seat
By Chris Chryttal

United Press International

SACRAMENTO — Dianne
Feinstein, campaigning in the city

where she had hoped to be gover-
nor, said Wednesday she is redi-

recting her message to the national

level in her bid to unseat Republi-
can Sen. John Seymour.

Feinstein said the nation needs a

domestic agenda that includes
affordable health care and hous-
ing, a conservation-minded energy
policy, and a federal law guaran-
teeing women the right to an
abortion.

"I want to join the team that is

trying to concentrate a new agenda
on the home front," Feinstein said

during a visit to the Sacramento
Food Bank that feeds 1 million

people a year, mostly hungry
families.

Feinstein, 58, the Democratic
former mayor of San Francisco
who lost last year's governor's

race to Republican Pete Wilson,
donned an orange food bank
uniform coverall and packed
groceries for distribution to draw
attention to the plight of the poor.

Resounding the current popular
Democratic theme, Feinstein
called for a domestic agenda.

"America, come home. It's time
to . . . clean our own house and
lake care of our own people and
put them back to work, see they're

housed again and move the eco-
nomy," Feinstein said.

She said the country is in a
"watershed time" of transition

from a defense to a peacetime
economy and could, if it chose,
shift $200 billion in NATO and
intelligence spending to housing
programs and other domestic
needs.

California would not be as

hard-hit by military base closures
with more adequate planning for

ways to use the facilities that could
help offset unemployment, Feins-
tein said.

More tax dollars could be well

spent on homeless programs "ifwe
do it right," by attacking the

problem, which is a dearth of
affordable housing, she said.

Asked whether she ever wakes
up in the morning and wishes she
were governor, Feinstein candidly

replied. "Yes, to be honest with
you."

She said she had worked hard

for the job, which she lost to

Wilson by 3 percentage points, and

See FEINSTEIN, page 19

over UCLA's building require-

ments."

A stale-owned institution, the

university falls under the jurisdic-

tion of California law, not city law— a point university officials said
is particularly important for uni-

versity autonomy.
But the officials did immediate-

ly inform the Department of Water
and Power, the mayor's office and
city council that they were going to

comply with the ordinance without
turning in the certificates.

'They sent us a letter telling us
the addresses of the buildings

where the devices were installed."

Deputy District Attorney Claudia
Culling said, adding that the

university sent the letter instead of
the proper certification.

And the city of Los Angeles
decided to accept this letter.

Culling said. 'The most important

See WATER, page 18

SUNNY SUNCyDaMy Bruin

UCLA complies with the Department of Water and Power's con-
servation program by posting a sign in a flower bed between Pow-
ell Library and Kinsey Hall which states watering practices.

Chiiiin' in the plaza

About 200 students llsteen

to the rap group Chlllin' Vil-

lain Empire In Westwood
Plaza on Wednesday after-

noon, above. A member of
the group talks to the audi-

ence, right.
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Fox TV will cany first

commercials^ • I II

NEW YORK — Fox Broadcasting
Company said Wednesday it will become
the first of the TV networks to accept
condom commercials — but only as a
disease-preventive measure.

Andi Sporkin, Fox's vice president for

public relations, said the network changed
its longstanding policy of refusing pro-
phylactic advertising and is negotiating

with condom manufacturers for commer-
cial spots, "if they have a message
exclusive tailored to the issue of disease
prevention."

No manufacturer is yet committed to

buying air time, she said.

New Jersey resfdents

fighting for 2a-ton can

CAMDEN, N J.— A group says it can
save a can— the 23-ton Campbell's Soup
can that once topped the original Camp-
bell's plant.

"Yes We Can Save the Can" has
launched a fund-raising drive to buy the

thrce-story-iall replica, which actually

was one of four water towers that topped
the plant. Three of the cans — or towers— were destroyed when the building was
blown up Nov. 3 and the surviving can
now sits atop a pile of rubble.

feme of the people who have rallied

around the can are former Campbell's
employees. Others are simply area resi-

dents who grew up with the plant and its

water towers as part of the landscape.

Ken Rogers, a General Electric aeros-

pace consultant who sparked the move-
ment, actually lives in Eatonville, Wash.

Briefs
Blacks found more
at risk for blindness
'BjlackS face a higher risk thaTi whites of

going blind from disorders including
glaucoma, but receive less potentially

sight-saving medical care, two studies

reported Wednesday.
Older blacks are four times more likely

than their white counterparts to suffer
from the mostcommon form of glaucoma,
but are not undergoing corrective surgery
at the same rate as whiles, said Dr.
Jonathan Javitt of Georgetown University
in Washington.

A random sample of claims for

federally funded Medicare filed between
1986 and 1988 found that while blacks are
at higher risk than whites for glaucoma—
and up to eight times more likely to go
blind from it— they undergo surgery at a
45 percent lower rate than whites, said

JavitL

Bryan Adams mad at
Duke's use of song

Songwriter Bryan Adams criticized

Wednesday the campaign to elect ex-Ku
Klux Klan leader David Duke governor of
Louisiana for using the hit song "(Every-
thing I Do) I Do It for You."

"Everything I am about and everything
I stand for is diametrically opposed to

David Duke,*' Adams said in a news
release by his label, A&M Records. *The
use of 'Everything 1 Do' in his campaign
is a complete and intentional corruption of
the message and intent of my song."

Adams said radio stations in Louisiana
should pull the song from their play hsts

until after Saturday, when voters choose
between Duke and former governor
Edwin Edwards.

state

(expected

bombing
Federal indictments are expected to be

announced Thursday against at least two
Libyans for the December 1988 bombing
of Pan Am Flight 103 over Scotland,
which killed 270 people, the Los Angeles
Times reported.

Acting Attorney General William Banr,
asked about the Justice Department's
investigation during his Senate confirma-
tion hearing Wednesday, assured Sen.
Charles Grassley, R-Iowa, that indict-

ments would be handed up soon stemming
from the terrorist attack that downed the
jet over Lockerbie, Scotland.

Brooke Shields starts

Tdys for Tots drive
Actress Brooke Shields kicked off the

44th annual Toys for Tots campaign
Wednesday, donating a Raggedy Ann doll
and giving early Christmas presents to
dozens of disabled or abused children.

The U.S. Marine Corps Reserve and
corporate sponsor MCI Telecommunica-
tions Corp. hope to collect a record 8
million toys during the holiday season for
distribution to needy and disabled chil-

dren throughout the country.

"What Toys for Tots stands for is

simply giving to those who are less

fortunate than ourselves," the 25-year-oId
actress and model said.

"It's a very simple thing we are asking
you to do," Shields said. "When you are
buying toys, pick up an extra one and find
out where the Marine Corps Reserve
chapter has a collection point and donate
an unwrapped new toy."

Clorox introduces
20% recyclable bottle

OAKLAND — Clorox Co. said Wed-
nesday it is introducing the first liquid

bleach bottle made with an inner core of
recycled plastic in seven markets repre-

senting 10 percent of the United States.

Clorox said the new gallon bottle,

which uses post-consumer resins from
milk jugs, has a 20 percent recycled
content and will divert the equivalent of 5
million used plastic bottles, or 800,000
pounds of plastic, from landfills annually.

Clorox said the bottle is molded as a
three-layer "sandwich, with virgin plastic

used in the inner and outer layers. The
middle layer is made of recycled mater-
ial."

Almanac

Did you know:
The highest normal winter temperature

in the United States occurs in Honolulu,
where residents of the capital of Hawaii
enjoy a reading of 72.8 degrees.

On this date:

In 1765, Robert Fulton, American
inventor of the steamboat, was bom.

In 1832, the first horse-drawn streetcar

made its appearance in New York- City.

In 1840, French Impressionist painter

Claude Monet was bom.
In 1940, German planes bombed

Coventry, England, destroying ofc
damaging 69,000 buildings.

In 1948, Prince Charles, heir to the

British throne, was bom.
In 1972, for the first time in its 76-year

history, the Dow Jones Industrial Stock
Average closed above 1,000.

Lung transplant for infant is first of its icind
United Press international

STANFORD — A 17-day-old
infant with underdeveloped lungs

has received a lung transplant at

Stanford Medical Center in what is

apparently the first successful

operation of its kind, hospital

officials announced Wednesday.
Dr. Vaughn Stames, who per-

formed the operation, said Jacque-
line Reed of San Jose was
breathing on her own and her

airways were heahng. Stames,
head of Stanford's heart and
heart-lung transplant program, did

the surgery Oct. 27.

Reed suffered from a diaphrag-

matic hernia, a breakdown in the

muscle and tissue separating the

chest and abdominal cavities,

when she was brought into the

hospital. The condition did not

allow her lungs to develop,
threatening her life.

"She had essentially no lung on
the right side and a very small one
on the left," Stames said.

In addition, the baby had pul-

monary hypertension, which
results in constricted blood vessels

and an inadequate supply of blood.

Dr. William Rhine immediately
put her on a lung-assisting device

called ECMO, for extra corporeal

membrane oxygenation.

The ECMO treatment eased the

pulmonary hypertension and while

the infant was still on the device, a

team of surgeons headed by Dr.

Stephen Shochat repaired the

hemia.

After she was taken off ECMO,
Jacqueline was put on a ventilator

that was keeping her alive. How-
ever, it was obvious she was not
improving, and when a lung from
an infant donor in Idaho became
available for transplant, Stames
performed the operation.

Still there were problems.
The lung was from a six-week

old infant and was too large for the

recipient, so Stames removed the

middle lobe and used only the

upper and lower lobes. Several

factors complicated the operation.

"Having Jacquelin has changed how I look at

things; it makes me reaUze how fragile life is ... I

wish Jacqueline could have an easier life ahead of

her. But she*s alive."

Chris Reed

he said, including the poor condi-
tion of the recipient's arteries.

The transplanted lung was
placed in the right side and the

small, inadequate left lung
remained in place.

Starnes said the operation
coupled with the complications

made the surgery the first of its

kind.

*The hope is the traasplant will

grow and so will the left lung,"

Rhine said. *Then even if she

eventually rejects the transplant, if

the left lung grows she'll be able to

survive."
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Cotton Club' witness anosted for 1984 murder
By Valerie Kuklenski
United Press International

The owner of a security firm
who testified against two former
bodyguards in the **Cotton Club"
murder case was arrested Wednes-
day and charged with the 1984
murder of a prostitute, authorities

said.

Arthur Michael Pascal, 54, was
charged with the shooting death of
June Mincher, a 245-pound pros-
titute who was gunned down May
3, 1984, on a Van Nuys sidewalk.
He was arrested by Los Angeles

police near his Van Nuys home
Wednesday morning, said Sandi
Gibbons, spokeswoman for the
District Attorney's Office.

Pascal was charged with one
count of murder and the special

circumstance allegations of lying
in wait and murder for financial

gain, allegations that could bring
the death penalty if he is convicted.

Pascal also was charged with
attempted murder for the wound-
ing of a friend who was with
Mincher when she was shot.

Pascal was being held without
bail and was scheduled to be
arraigned Thursday.

In 1989, Pascal testified against
two of his former employees —
Robert Ulmer I^we and William
Mentzer— during the preliminary
hearing before the so-called Cot-
ton Club murder trial. Lowe and
Mentzer also are charged with

killing Mincher.

The same prosecutors who
called him to testify for them in the

earlier murder trial — Deputy
District Attorneys Sally Lipscomb
and David Conn— are expected to

try Pascal for the Mincher killing.

Lowe, Mentzer, Alex Marti and
Karen De Layne Greenberger
were convicted in July of kidnap-
ping and murdering New York
Uieairical producer Roy Radin in

1983 in a dispute over the financ-
ing and anticipated profits from the

movie "The Couon Club."
All four are facing terms of life

in prison without the possibility of
parole at their sentencings over the

next five weeks.

Lowe and Mentzer, suspected in

the Mincher shooting since 1984,
were charged with her murder in

1989. Their trial, which was
delayed by the Radin case, is

expected to begin shortly.

Pascal's link to the Mincher
case apparently was through the

original suspect in the killing,

Gregory Alan Cavalli, a Beveriy
Hills man who hired Pascal's

security services.

Cavalli first met Mincher
through an advertisement she
placed in what prosecutors
described as a sexual tabloid.

The two carried on a relation-

ship by telephone for several

months before Cavalli insisted on
meeting Mincher. He ended the

relationship after he learned she

was at least 60 pounds heavier than
she appeared to be in the photo-
graph in her ad.

Angered by the rejection,
Mincher began to harass Cavalli
and his family with threatening
telephone calls.

Mincher was suspected of fire-

bombing Cavalli's car in late 1983
and setting fire to his father's

military surplus store in 1984.
The Cavalli family hired Pas-

cal's Studio City firm. A. Michael
Pascal and Associates, to protect

themselves from Mincher.

Prosecutors say even if Caval-
li's possible role in the killing is

made more clear with Pascal's
arrest, Cavalli cannot be tried

again on the same charges.
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Bradley defends overseas trips as 'essential'
By Annette Haddad
United Press International

Mayor Tom Bradley, preparing
to embark on a second overseas
trip in less than two months,
vigorously defended his travels

Wednesday as "essential" for
bringing new revenue to the city.

Bradley. 73. departs Friday for a
three-week trade and tourism
mission that will take him to Great
Britain. Israel and Egypt. It will be
his fourth foreign trip this year.

In late September. Bradley was
out of town for three-and-a-half

weeks while promoting the city in

Asia.

"Yes. I go on these trips when it

is vital," he said. "It's not a

sightseeing mission. I don't go for

my pleasure. 1 go because it is good
business to promote these indus-
tries."

Bradley's upcoming venture,
like previous trips, is a combined
mission financed by the city's

Department of Airports, the Con-
vention and Visitors Bureau and
the Harbor Department, three
independent city departments.

In a lengthy explanation during
a luncheon meeting with City Hall
reporters. Bradley described how
his foreign trips have led to boosts
in tourism and helped obtain
business contracts for the harbor
and airport

He also denied that his trips

were comparable to his predeces
-•^'•"••V^-.-.-^^J'J'j^-

THE

•*V^AA^^«M^^riW^-

.

'V^MWM^^ywv^

sor Sam Yorty. who Bradley
defeated in 1973 during a mayoral
campaign in which Bradley criti-

cized Yorty for frequently being
out of the city.

"I was not critical of Sam Yorty
for conducting city business on
these trips." he said. "These were
junkets. You can't even talk about
Sam Yorty 's travels and mine in

the same context. They are totally

different."

Bradley said he will not accom-
pany department officials unless
they can "demonstrate to me why
this trip is important for me to

make."

"Unless it is critical I will not
go." he said. "As to the importance
of my presence on these trips, I

Levies 501 's, SOS's

* 4-/ A-^ I «

STORE

SALE

:

over
99

Sport Coats

vercoats
n

have been able to use my influence

and my position to gain access to

the top levels of government,
whether it's the prime minister or
president. These departments
could not have gouen into the front

door were I not present."'

He described one luncheon
meeting with the president ofNYK
shipping hnes based in Japan that

resulted in a multimillion-dollar

contract for the harbor.

*They couldn't reach an agree-
ment and they were about to lose a

major contract," he said. "I had
lunch with the president of the

company. We resolved the differ-

ences . . . and signed an $80
million contract"

The airport helps infuse $29.3

billion in the local economy each

year, while one is every 32 jdbs are

directly or indirectly related to

business at the harbor, according to

statistics provided by Bradley's

office.

*The port of Los Angeles and
the airport are in very competitive

fields and if you don't go for the

business the business will go
someplace else because the other

people will be out there soliciting,"

he said.

"It's essential to do everything
in our power ... to constantly
search for new ways to bring in a
source of revenue to benefit the
economy of Los Angeles," Brad-
ley said.
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Dubrovnik prepares to surrender to federal army
By Peter S. Green
United Press International

DUBROVNIK. Yugoslavia —
Dubrovnik was quiet Wednesday
night, the city breathing easier for

the first time since a massive four-

day bombardment began Friday

night.

But the lull in fighting behed
what had now become apparent—
the medieval port city that had
become a symbol of the breakaway
Croatian republic's baule against

the Yugoslav federal army
appeared on the verge of defeat.

Yugoslav federal army forces

had secured all the high ground
around the city.

The Napleonic fort atop the

ridge was silent, secretly aban-
doned the previous evening by its

few remaining defenders.

For the four days of the bom-
bardment hundreds of rockets had
slammed into the fort, sometime?
as many as five or six in a single

minute, but failed to puncture its

5-foot-thick stone walls where up
to 90 Croat defenders crouched
and waited for the attack to finish.

Surprisingly throughout the lull

in fighting Wednesday the attack-

ing Yugoslav army appeared not to

have occupied the empty fort.

"Poor organization," said sol-

dier Antun K. bitterly as he looked
up, explaining the failure of Croa-
tian forces in defending the fort.

"We had all the weapons we

needed: four mortars, three kinds

of anti-tank weapons and two big

boxes of munitions. But we had no
spades,*' he said.

"Our leaders were too clever,

they thought we could defend
without digging in, they were total

amateurs," he said.

One of the fort*^ defenders said

they had had little water and no
food for the last two days and the

shelling of the fortress had not

stopped. "The feeling was
unspeakable," he said.

' He said no decision had been
made to abandon the fort — the

men had simply drifted away. *-

From the heights of Srdj, once
scaled by tourists in a cable car,

every part of the old city is in

perfect view. Now the army holds

all the heights.

If the federal army continues its

pattern of shelling residential

districts to force Dubrovnik's
50,000 residents into the old city

walls, where they are deprived of
food and water, they would have to

surrender within days.

Antun, who left Srdj the day
before it was abandoned, said he

thought Dubrovnik was now
doomed.

"I don't know what the town
will do but I will surrender," he

' The city has been under siege

with hardly any water and no
electricity for 60 days.

Fresh water ran Wednesday

from a few public taps and people

crowded around them to fill their

water jugs. Also fresh bread was
sold at bakeries and empty butch-

ers* shops opened for the first time

since Saturday.

The effect of Srdj's fall has been

intense. Soldiers in the hotel

Argentina — where the European
Community cease-fu^ monitors

have struck the blue and gold flag,

ready to leave on the ferryboat—
quickly changed from camouflage
gear into civilian clothes.

Another young militiaman, who
said, "Call me Mr. Shrapnel" when
asked his name, put a gun to his

temple and said, *They will kill us

all," when asked what would
happen if the city surrendered.
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Columbia oMains rights to 'October Surprise'
United Press international

Columbia Pictures and Peters

Entertainment Co. said Wednes-
day they iiave acquired the movie
rights to former national security

adviser Gary Sick*s book, "Octob-
er Surprise.**

"'October Surprise* seems des-
tined to be the 1990s equivalent of
'All the President's Men.*** said

Michael Nathanson, president of
worldwide production for Colum-

bia.

Terms of the acquisition were
not disclosed, but the price was
expected to be at least $1 million.

Producer Robert Halmi paid a
reported $9 million last week for

the rights to "Scarlett,'* the sequel
to "Gone With the Wind."

Sick, a former National Security

Council specialist who served
under Presidents Ford, Carter and
Reagan, alleges in the book that the

Reagan-Bush campaign made a

W
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secret deal with Iran in the final

weeks of the 1980 election cam-
paign to delay the release of U.S.

hostages in Teheran until after the

election.

The book, [Miblished this week
by Times Books, theorizes that the

Republican campaign, and parti-

cularly the late William Casey,
promised arms and improved
relations to Iranian representatives

in exchange for delaying the

release of the hostages.

Reagan, Bush and other Repu-
blicans have denied the allegations

by Sick, who first said last spring

that he believed the manipulation

of hostages could have occurred.

The companies said the acquisi-

tion is the first major buy for Peters

Entertainment, which will produce
the film. Principal photography is

expected to begin next year for

release in 1993.

Peters Entertainment was

formed earlier this year by Jon
Peters after he left the co-chair-

manship of Columbia Pictures

Entertainment, which has been
renamed Sony Pictures Entertain-

ment. Peters was co-producer
along with Peter Guber, now the

chief of Sony Pictures, of the 1989
smash "Batman.**

The full title of the book is

"October Surprise: America's
Hostages in Iran and the Election

of Ronald Reagan."
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MCAT
//Info Day at the Mann 4-Plex Theater^^

YouVe seen our ads, now come meet our instructors!

Since Hyperleaming is new to the L.A. area, weVe scheduled a day
where students can talk to our instructors and find out more about our
revolutionary approach to studying for the MCAT. At 50 class sessions
and 130 hoLirs, we offer the most instructionally intensive commercial
prep course in the country for thenew formatMCAT. At the meeting, our
chenustry and physics instructors will discuss the format of their classes
and answer any questions you may have.

1^ Come on down and meet our instructors.

We'll talk about our last summer class, our new Westwood
center, and our program for the April 4th, 1992 MCAT.

We'll hand out statistics on all 127 U.S. Medical schools.

We'll provide samples of our review materials and tests.
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Classes start Jan. 4th

For more info call

(10 am to midnight)

1-800-843-4973
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Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1442 Wesnvood Blvd. (between Wilshire (k Santa Monica)

TO STUDENTS IN THE COLLEGE OF
LETTERS AND SCIENCE

Provost Raymond Orbach is now in his tenth year of service as
Provost of the College of Letters and Science. As such he is eligible

for a standard review of his administration of the College. In keeping
with this routine practice, the Office of the Chancellor has appointed a
review committee to assess the problems and opportunities that have
been addressed during the provost's tenure and to identify potential

problems and opportunities that might arise in the near future.

Review committees are always interested in receiving student
comments. In keeping with the enormous size of the Letters and
Science student population, the review committee must rely primarily

upon this form of communication to solicit your assessments. We invite

you to submit your comments to:

Review Committee '

Chancellor's Office

3109 Murphy Hall

405 Hilgard Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1407
Attention: Connie Chlttick

We wouW wekx>me your responses by Novwnbar 30, 1991.
All responses will be tiBated with University policy regarding

confidentiality.

Professor Elizabeth NeufeW, Chair
Department of Biotogical Chemistry

Professor Walter Alien

Department of Sociology
Professor V. A. Kolve

Department of English

Professor Chand Viswanathan
School of Engineering & Applied Science

Professor Charles West
Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry
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Bush says 'hogwash' to criticism

as lie plants seeds for Asia trip
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By Ttiomas Ferraro

United Press International

KANSAS CITY. Mo. - Speaking to 18,000 farm
children from Middle America Wednesday, Presi-

dent Bush rejected as "hogwash*' criticism that he
devotes loo much time to foreign affairs. He vowed,
"I will continue to woric for peace** and an increased
U.S. role in world trade.

"I owe it to your generation and the next
generation,** Bush told the 64th annual convention of
the Future Farmers of America. The young crowd
roared approval.

Bush, the most traveled president in U.S. history,

having visited 32 nations in less than three years, has
been accused by congressional Democrats of
shortchanging domestic matters by spending loo
much time circling the globe.

Polls also indicate that the American public feels

that the president should spend more time at the

White House, concentrating on such problems as the
nagging recession.

Taking the offensive. Bush rattled off his foreign
achievements, such as liberating Kuwait, helping
bring reform to Eastern Europe and arranging a
landmark Middle East peace conference expected to
resume later this month in Washington. He also cited

his efforts to expand U.S. trade:

"When I fight for free trade in Latin America or
East Asia or Europe, some will carp and claim Tm
pursuing foreign instead of domestic policy,** the
president said.

"Well, to borrow a word you all understand, that*s

hogwash!" the president exclaimed, drawing more
applause from farm children.

"Let the isolationists turn their backs on the
historic opportunities before us,*' the president said..

"I won't change my ways."
He said, "I will never apologize for a single minute

I devote to promoting America*s interests abroad.*'

Bush offered the spirited defense of his travel

habits and interest in world affairs a day after

publicly vowing to soon reschedule a 10-day Asian
trip which he had indefinitely postponed last week.
The While House says Bush may depart by the end

of the year for the trade mission lo Korea, Japan and
Singapore as well as Australia.

Senate Democratic leader George Mitchell of
Maine said of Bush's off-and-on Asian trip: "It's

pathetic. It won*l fool the American people."
In remarks prepared for a fund-raiser in Sl Louis

for Sen. Christopher Bond, R-Mo., Bush again
defended his interest in foreign affairs and foreign
travel.

"Last week, I was in Rome and The Hague** for a
NATO summit and a meeting of the European
Community, the president said. "Why? To work for

peace at home and abroad, and to promote the cause

of free and fair trade.

"Progress demands. that we accept our role in the

world, and accept it eagerly, as a great people
should," he said.

In addressing the farim children in Kansas City's

packed Municipal Auditorium, Bush appealed to

Middle America lo help him obtain from the

Democratic-controlled Congress a capital gains tax

cut that he insisted would spur economic growth.

Bush, his own popularity being eroded by the

recession, insisted that a reduction in capital gains

taxes would be good for the entire country.

"It would boost investment andjobs in every sector

and in every industry in this nation," Bush said.

"I wish you would help me gel that message to

Congress," the president said. "I know you have the

clout"

The ailing economy has cast a shadow over Bush*s
campaign for a second term. He has repeatedly
insisted that the nation is climbing out of the

recession, but many economic indicators suggest
further trouble ahead.

Wednesday, the government reported that whole-
sale prices rose 0.7 percent in October, the biggest

increase in a year. The White House had no
immediate comment

In his speech to the future farmers. Bush also made
a pilch for his recently rejected legislation to reform
banking.

"We need to take the shackles off our banks and
flnancial service companies," he said. "I have sent
Congress a comprehensive banking reform package,
but again Congress isn*i getting the message. Would
you want to start out in business with outmoded
banking laws that won*t allow American firms lo
compete on equal terms with the Japanese and
luropeans?'

Bush has tried to obtain a capital gain tax cut since
taking office in January 1989. He has increased
efforts in recent weeks, following polls showing
mounting public displeasure with his handling of the
slumping economy.
The president has consistently blamed Democrats

in Congress for blocking his "economic-growth
initiatives," and Tuesday, while in New York, cited

the Senate Democratic leader by name.

The president noted that there were nearly enough
votes two years ago lo obtain passage of a capital

gains tax cut, but that Mitchell managed to block it

"Eight months later," Bush said, "our economy
slipped into a recession."

On Capitol Hill Wednesday, Mitchell, who argues

a capital gain tax cut would merely be a break for the

rich, shrugged off Bush*s attack.

"As the presidents poll numbers go down, the

administration gets more and more panicky,** he said.

"You can really call the White House panic city."

Attorney general nominee explains
Justice [department prolie problems
By Steven Heilbronner

United Press International

WASHINGTON — WilUam Barr, President

Bush*s nominee lo become attorney general,

acknowledged Wednesday that the Justice Depart-
ment investigation of BCCl was hampered by turf

battles, coordination problems and interagency

disputes.

In the second day of testimony at his confirmation
hearings before the Senate Judiciary Committee,
Barr said the department had not made proper
adjustments until last summer to manage the

complex inquiry of the Bank of Credit and
Commerce International.

In July, the criminal investigation into BCCI
expanded from two to five U.S. federal districts, as

U.S. attorneys general prepared lo bring indictments.

"It became evident with the new referrals that we
were going to have coordination problems,*' said

Barr, who told lawmakers that he did not become
involved in the investigation until Aug. 15, when it

became clear that Dick Thomburgh would resign his

post as attorney general.

Barr, who is expected to be easily confirmed by the

full Senate, disclosed to the panel that several

indictments of tax evasion may soon spring from a

Florida investigation.

The expected charges appear to be linked to

pending criminal indictments against five former
Florida banking officials and a single institution

Unked to BCCI.
In his second and final day of hearings, the 41-

year-old Barr appeared relaxed and confident as he

responded to questions on various issues.

Barr talked lough about convicted criminals,

agreeing with Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C, that

prisoners on death row should not be afforded
unlimited appeals.

He assured Sen. Charles Grassley, R-Iowa, that

indictments would be handed up before long.

Stemming from the terrorist attack on Pan Am flight

103. which was downed over Lockerbie, Scotland.

"We are making great progress and I think the

American people will ultimately be very proud of the

job,** he said.

And Barr gave junior Sen. Herbert Kohl, D-Wis.,

assurances that, if confirmed, his principal client

would be the law, not politics.

**The role of the auomey general is to adhere to the

allegiance of the law," he said in a comment that

seemed more appropriate for youngsters than
senators. Barr's three children, all under the age of
10, sal behind him, scribbling on their yellow legal

pads, as he made the comment

But the remarks about the BCCI investigation

drew the most attention.

Democrats have sought to portray Bush as soft on
white collar criminals who stole millions of dollars in
the savings and loan and BCCI scandals. They
routinely contend that the administration has moved
slowly to bring criminal prosecution.

But Barr said most of the action is overseas, where
BCCI has operated in 70 countries. He told a
sympathetic Sen. Alan Simpson, R-Wyo.: "The key
personnel and the key documents are overseas. The
vast amount of injury done was overseas."

District Attorney Reiner wants
tougher penalties for felons
By Valerie Kuklenskl
United Press International

District Attorney Ira Reiner announced a new
policy Wednesday directing prosecutors to seek
maximum sentences for violent criminals rather than
negotiating lighter penalties to ease court and jail

congestion.

Reiner said the mounting number of cases being
pushed through Los Angeles County courts and
concerns over jail and prison overcrowding have
prompted judges to settle for lighter sentences in plea
bargains in order to keep the court calendar moving.
As a result, he said, violent criminals are spending

less time in prison and reluming to the streets earlier,

only to repeal the offense.

•*Our policy will be to oppose, in any court, any
sentence less than the absolute maximum permitted
by law in any case that involves a violent felony,**

Reiner said in a meeting with court reporters.

"Where you are dealing with armed criminals and
violent criminals, the idea is not whether you can
avoid trying the case but how long you can keep them
in prison," he said.

Reiner said under the new policy, which takes
effect Monday, prosecutors will no longer be
permitted to take guilty pleas in most cases involving
a violent crime unless the maximum sentence is

accepted. Exceptions would include when a defen-
dant agrees to testify against an accomplice.

Reiner said he suspected defense attorneys "will
raise hell for three or four months** about the tough
new standard.

*Then they will settle into the reality of pleading
their clients guilty," he said

Reiner laid out the new policy in a four-page
ritatement distributed to deputy district attorneys
Wednesday.

He noled that the final say on sentencing remains
with judges, but his new policy includes a sentencing
log system that will track the maximum sentence
permitted as well as the sentence acUially given.
He denied the log, which will be a public record,

was intended as a political tool or a means of
intimidation.

"Il*s accountability. Therc*s a world of difference
between (accountability and intimidation)," Reiner
said.

He said he discussed the policy Tuesday with
Superior Court Presiding Judge Ricardo A. Torres
and Supervising Judge Gary Klausner and received a
vote of support from both.

However, defense attorney Leslie Abramson. past
president of California Attorneys for Criminal
Justice, denounced the policy as "ludricrous."
"He gives the impression in this (statement) that

judges have been plea bargaining when it's the
prosecutors who plea bargain.** Abramson said. *The
implication that some judges are selling out the
system is ludricrous.

"If he wants public accountability for plea
bargaining. he*s the biggest culprit," she added.

*This system cannot run that way nor does it have
to for justice to be served," Abramson said.

Reiner conceded that the all-or-nothing stance on
plea bargaining offers defendants "absolutely
nothing" to induce them to plead guilty and will most
likely mean more cases going to trial in the already
overwhelmed system.

He said continuation and expansion of the county *s

pilot night court program, which is slated lo end Dec.
1, would remedy the backlog of hearings and tt-ials.

Reiner has advocated the night court system,
which uses existing courtrooms on rotating shifts of
judges, attorneys and staff, as the most economical
way lo handle the mounting criminal caseload.

His chief opposition to the night court system,
ironically, has been Torres and other Superior Court
judges who Reiner says "don*i want to work
evenings."

Reiner appealed on Tuesday lo the Board of
Supervisors for their continued backing of the night

court program. The decision on whether it continues,

however, rests with the judges.

Bill Abramson said jails and prisons already are
j

overburdened without the addition of more defen-
dants jailed while awaiting or going through trials

and lengthier sentences for those convicted.

"What prisons arc we building for the people he

wants to put away for ever and ever?" she said.

Abramson also criticized the decision as "just a

cheap political campaign ploy" by Reiner, who is up
for re-election next year.

"He clearly doesn*t want to run on his record, so

he*s going to run on this — 'Maximum Ira,*" she

said.

Wildlife officials worry over black
bears Icilled in traffic accidents
United Press international

PANAMA CITY. Fla. — Nine black bears have
been killed or injured in Panhandle traffic accidents

in the past month, and wildlife officials warned
Wednesday the collisions could signal the demise of
the threatened population.

The most recent deaths occurred Tuesday night,

when two 200-pound male bears apparenUy were
struck and killed by the same vehicle about a mile
north of Lamoni in Jefferson County, said Stan
Kirkland. a spokesman for the Florida Game and
Freshwater Fish Commission.
Some 19 black bears have been struck by vehicles

on Florida roads since Oct 1. said John Wooding, a
state wildlife biologist in Gainesville. Nine accidents

occurred in the Ocala area, nine in the Panhandle and
one in St Johns County. During the same period last

year, a dozen bears died in Florida traffic accidents.

*That*s a large number of bears to be run over.

There's been a substantial increase every year,** said

Morgan Richardson, a stale wildlife biologist for

northwest Florida. *There are more people in Florida,

and that brings more cars in contact with the bears.**

Development and road construction is slicing

through natural bear habitats, making it more
difficult for the species lo survive, Richardson said.

Florida *s black bear population is estimated at

1.000 lo 1.500. The animals live mosUy in the state*s

forest areas, including the Ocala. Apalachicola and
Osceola national forests in north and central Florida

and Big Cypress National Preserve in Collier County,
said John Wooding, a wildlife biologist for the game
and fish office in Gainesville.

"Being run over on highways may spell the bears'

demise." said Richardson, who conducts necropsies

on the remains of the bears killed on the road. "It's

that serious a factor."

October through December is prime time for

accidental bear deaths because the big animals are

hunting for acorns, nuts and berries to fatten up for

the winter months, Richardson said. Although
Florida's black bears don't hibernate, they do slow

their pace considerably in the winter, he said.

"Also, this is the season when young male bears

disperse, with their moms sending them out on their

merry ways into the world," Richardson said. The
youngest bear killed in the past month was a 30-

pound male cub.

The accidents, which most often occur at night, are

difficult for motorists to avoid, officials said.

*The bears just don*i look when they cross the

"The bears . . . are dark creatures

and people don't seem them or their

eyes. Usually, the first time people

see them at night is upon impact."

Morgan Richardson
Wildlife Biologist

roads. They come out to the edge and seem oblivious

to cars," Richardson said. "They are dark creatures

and people don*i seem them or their eyes. Usually,
the first time people see them at night is upon
impact"

T\\e state Department of Transportation has posted
bear crossing signs on some highways. Wildlife

officials have asked the DOT to build underpasses
that would allow the bears to safely cross State Road
46 in Lake County, where l?ear accidents have
occurred. Wooding said.

The underpasses cost about $500,(XX) each to

build. Richardson said.

Since 1974. the black bear has been protected on
the stale list of threatened species in all areas except
Apalachicola National Forest and Baker and Colum-
bia counties. Wooding said. In those areas, hunting is

allowed during three separate seasons in November,
December and January.

Last year, 33 bears were killed in traffic accidents

and 36 were killed by hunters in the two areas where
they are considered game animals, Kirkland said.

The federal government is considering placing the

black bear on its list of threatened species. But
Wooding said development of the bear's habitat and
surrounding areas, rather than hunting, poses the

most danger to the animals.
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Suspect's glfandmother

dies after aigument
United Press International

INDIALANTIC. Ha. — The
grandmother of a suspect in the

1990 slayings of five Gainesville

students died Wednesday, appa-
rently of a heart attack she suffered

after an argument over a newspap-
er interview.

A family spokesman said Elna
Hlavaty. 80, of Indialantic died of
an apparent heart attack after an
argument with her daughter, Elna
Humphrey, about a conversation
Mrs, Hlavaty had with a reporter

from Florida Today newspaper in

Melbourne. The family had made a
pact not to talk to reporters until a
grand jury considering evidence in

the case made a decision.

The newspaper issued a one-
sentence statement about the mat-
ter. "Florida Today deeply regrets

the passing of Mrs. Hlavaty," said
managing editor Lori Demo.

Hlavaty was the grandmother of
Edward Humphrey, 20, who is a

suspect in the Gainesville slayings.

Humphrey has not been charged in

the case, which is being reviewed
by the grand jury.

Edward Humphrey was con-
victed a year ago of simple battery

on his grandmother and was
sentenced to 22 months in jail but

was released in September.

George Humphrey, 23, Orlan-

do, the brother of Edward Hum-
phrey, issued a statement saying

Edward is innocent and saying the

family has been devastated by the

grandmother's death.

'The world is destroying us. We
are good people. Why is this

happening?" the statement said.

"Grandmother is another victim of
these crimes."

The family's lawyer, EKxiald

Lykkebak, said the family was
very much saddened by the death.

"She was very important to the

grandchildren. They depended on
her love and guidance," Lykkebak
said *The grandmother did have a
great deal of anxiety about the

events surrounding Edward. She
had a long period of heart trouble.

This had been chronic.

*The reporter didn't cause her
death. She had been hospitalized

within the last month for this heart

problem. It's not a surprise that she
would die of a heart attack. It's still

always a shock and deeply trou-

bling, but it was a result of a long-

term illness."

"Obviously the stress surround-

ing the circumstances with Edward
hasn't helped her any."

Smith defense can't refer

United Press International

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. —
The judge in the William Kennedy
Smith rape trial ruled Wednesday
that Smith's attorneys cannot
introduce evidence about past drug
use by the alleged rape victim or by
a key state witness.

Palm Beach County Circuit
Judge Mary Lupo also said the
defense cannot introduce evidence
of what lawyers called a past act of
revenge by the alleged victim they
say is relevant to the case.

The rulings were in response to

three previous motions by the
state.

Lupo granted a state motion that

the defense be prevented from
introducing as evidence the fact

the alleged victim has admitted
using cocaine in the past.

Defense lawyers had argued
they should be allowed to intro-

duce evidence about prior drug use
since the prosecution had released
blood tests of the alleged victim
indicating she had not used
cocaine the night of the alleged
rape.

The judge also granted another
stale motion that the defense
cannot introduce as evidence the
fact the woman had admitted
breaking the antenna of a car in an
earlier incident

Defense attorneys had argued
the woman broke the antenna as an
act of revenge after an altercation.

The defense had indicated it

planned to contend Smith and the
woman argued the night of the
alleged rape and that she took a
vase from the Kennedy estate as an
act of revenge. Defense lawyers
had hoped to introduce the antenna
incident to show the woman had
acted in revenge before.

Lupo also ruled the defense
cannot introduce evidence about
one of the prosecution's key
witnesses that might associate him
with drug use.

The witness. Chuck Desiderio,
and his girlfriend, Anne Mercer,
say they picked up the alleged
victim at the Kennedy estate after
the incident. The defense had
hoped to discredit his testimony by

nor drug use
showing he had lied when he slated
under oath he had not been
associated with drug use.

Jury selection proceedings
returned to their regular routine,
the lOth day of jury selection,

Wednesday as the judge and
attorneys neared the end of their

task of assembling a pool of 40
potential jurors. The pool stood at

35 by the end of the day Wednes-
day.

The routine was interrupted
Tuesday by news that a video
cameraman had entered the Ken-
nedy estate in nearby Palm Beach
the night before. Palm Beach
police confirmed an investigation
was under way.
A jury of six and four alternates

will be chosen from the pool
during the final phase of jury
selection, currently scheduled to
begin Monday. The trial is sche-
duled to begin Dec. 2 and continue
for two to three weeks.
Much of the questioning Wed-

nesday morning was of a man who
said his opinion was that Smith
was guilty but that he could be
impartial if chosen as a juror.

Defense auomey Roy Black ques-
tioned him at length.

"Why shouldn't I be afraid of
you as a juror?" Black asked the
num.

"You should be. Because 1 said I

have an opinion," the man replied.

"And the opinion is contrary to the
position you're trying to defend."

Later Black asked the man
whether his opinions didn't raise

some question about his ability to

be fair.

"On the part of you looking at

me, 1 would definitely think that if

somebody has an opinion going in

that's contrary to mine, I would
have some doubt of their ability to
put it aside," he replied.

Smith, 31, the nephew of Sen.
Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., has
pleaded innocent to a felony
charge of sexual battery, Florida's

equivalent of rape, and to a
misdemeanor charge of battery. A
30-year-old Jupiter, Fla., woman
has accused him of raping her on
the grounds of the oceanside
Kennedy estate on March 30.

Former Goriiachev
aicie: Wish us luck
By David Enscoe
United Press International

PHILADELPHIA— In a scene
unthinkable just a few months ago,
a former communist spokesman
gave an economics lesson Wed-
nesday to a roomful of investment
bankers and other pillars of Ameri-
can capitalism.

Sergei Grigoriev, who until

recently served as deputy spokes-
man for Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev, was the featured
speaker at Provident National
Bank's Annual Investment Brief-

ing.

Grigoriev told his audience the

Soviet Union is suffering severe
growing pains after political and
economic reforms. But he express-
ed confidence that given time, the

Soviet Union will become a
vibrant democracy and thriving

capitalist nation just like the

United States.

*The reform is just beginning
and the economic situation is

deteriorating," Grigoriev said. "In
the last two weeks, inflation in the
Soviet Union was running at 20
percent and the gross national

product is expected to shrink by 15
percent by the end of the year."

Grigoriev said Gorbachev's
reform movement has caused^
unavoidable upheaval in a country
where democracy and capitalism

have never been experienced.
"President Gorbachev let the

genie out of the bottle and he lost

control of the genie," Grigoriev
said. "He did not put the genie back
into the bottle and the genie got
sttonger."

Grigoriev said that economic
ties between the Soviet Union and
its satellites were disrupted when
many of those regions went their

separate way. That has led to

shortages of food and odier pro-
ducts.

"There are warehouses in

Poland and Czechoslovakia that

still have piles of stuff waiting to

be delivered to the Soviet Union,"
he said.

What's more, the influx of
goods from the West has caused
many citizens to shun inferior

Soviet-made products.

"Nobody buys Soviet shoes,"
Grigoriev said.

He said August's failed coup
attempt, during which he was a
staunch supporter of Russian
President Boris Yeltsin, has fore-

ver changed the Soviet Union, a
fact that some in the West have
failed to fully appreciate.

"It's becoming very clear that

all the attempts to preserve the old
center are futile," Grigoriev said.

"We cannot alter the course of
history. But it's not yet completely
realized in the West that it's never
going to be the Soviet Union it was
before."

According to Grigoriev, the
West has been slow to embrace
Yeltsin's reform movement that

espouses a free market economy.
"Where is the applause?" he

said. "Where is the red carpet and
the brass bands?"

r=In the short run, Grigoriev
forsees continued hardships, some
of which will be caused by a 50
percent cut in the Soviet military-

inudstrial complex that is expected
to put 2 million people out of work.

He said that until the reforms are

fully accepted by the people, there

is a serious risk of another coup by
conservative facdons.

"It's very scary," he said. *The
people arrested after the coup are
only the tip of the iceberg. What
about the thousands of others?"

Administration acts to
speed drag approvals
By Douglas A. Levy
United Press International

WASHINGTON — By shifting

drug review studies to private

laboratories, relying on overseas
trials and approving certain drugs
before fiill research is complete,
the administration said Wednes-
day will nearly cut in half die time
it takes for some new drugs to

reach patients.

"Right now the average drug
development and review time is

nearly 10 years — too long," said
Vice President Dan Quayle.
"Under ihc&c refoims, it will take
54 years for drugs used to treat

life-threatening or incurable dis-

eases to reach patients, and seven
years for all odier drugs."
*These reforms will save indus-

tty millions of dollars. We want a
significant amount of these sav-
ings to be passed on to the

consumer through lower prices,"

Quayle said.

Quayle, who joined Health and
Human Services Secretary Louis
Sullivan and FDA Commissioner
David Kessler at a news confer-
ence, said the steps "will not
compromise safety in any way."
Under the new procedures,

experimental drugs can be eva-
luated by private contractors, such
as university pharmacology
departments and private laborato-

ries, under FDA supervision.

The agency also will accept data

from studies completed in other

countries with similar standards so
that animal and human studies

already conducted elsewhere will

not have to be repeated.

In addition, drugs for serious
and life-threatening diseases, such
as AIDS, cancer and cystic fibro-

sis, could be approved for patient

use as soon as they have been
proven safe and appear to be
effective, but before long-term
study of the drug's effectiveness is

complete, officials said.

*There will be no change in the
safety standards," said Kessler.

The long-term trials, which now
may be conducted after initial drug
approval, "have nothing to do with
safety," Kessler said.

*The post-thalidomide mission
of the (FDA) was to keep unsafe
drugs out of the marketplace. But
our goal also is to get safe and
effective drugs onto market,"
Kessler said.

Thalidomide is a sedative that

— after put into use in 46 countries

in the late 1950s — was linked to

severe birth defects in 1961.

Kessler said the outside con-
U'actors could help eliminate a

backlog of 65 new drug applica-

tions currently awaiting his agen-
cy's action,

The Pharmaceutical Manufac-
Uirers Association's Jeff Trewhitt
said the industry considered the

changes **very positive."

"All of these things we have
talked about in the past, and we see
woven into the recommendations
the prospect for a more coopera-
tive and collegial altitude in die

relationship between the industry

and the FDA, " Trewhitt said.
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ASmMTiaMt EXTBOEtL. J$m PR sDRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

• UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT
• TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
• AIR CONDITIONED

1 093 Broxton Ave. ff2 1 8 824-3991 iSI
Westwood Village, above the Whcfehouse 111

MICROKNOWLEDGE. L\C.

286 16MHz
*1MBRAM
•1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Drives
*140MB IDE Hani Drive

•IDE FD/HD ControUcr

•Mini Tower Case

•200WPS
•2S/P/G
*SVGACafdW/512k
•SVGA Monitor 1024x768
•101 Kcyt>oard

$9J25

TOUR BESTCHOICE!

call;
(213) 575-4028

386SX 20MHz
•1MB RAM
•1.2 & 1.44 Fbppy Drives

•40MB IDE Hard Drive

•IDE FD/HD ControUcr

•Mini Tower Case

•200WPS
•2S/P/G
*SVGACaftiW/512K
•SVGA Monitor 1024x768

486 33MHz 256K
•4MB RAM
•1.2 8c 1.44 Floppy Drive

•140MB ESDI HD 14.7m$
•ESDI ControUcr w/32k Cache
•Full Size Tower Case

•250W PS
•2S/P/G
Super VGA Card W/IMB
•Super VGA Monitor 1024X768
•101 Keyboard —

$2245

386 25MHz I

•1MB RAM
•1.2 8cl.44 Floppy Drive
•85 MB IDE Hard Drive

•IDE FD/HD ControUcr
•Mini Tower Case

•200WPS.
•Super VGA Cani W/512K
•SVGA Monitor 1024x768
•101 Keyboard

$1195
^

$1095

11737 W.PICO BLVD.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064

TEL; (213)575-4028
FAX: (213)575-3831

NOVELL Al'THORIZEO DEALHR

ONE YEAR PARTS & LABOR WARRANTIY

386 33MHz 64K
•4MB RAM
•1.2 8cl.44 Floppy Drives

•120MB IDE Hard Drive

•IDE FD/HD ControUcr

•Medium Tower Case

200WPS
2S/P/G
•Super VGA Card W/lMB
•SVGA Monitor 1024x768
•101 Keyboard

$1545
Price 8c Specifications Subject to Change Without Notice
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CONTACT LENSES
(IncKjdos)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care
• Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 hours a'day!

COMPUEYE CARE
e i^."":!3 1 9-9999

1531 Wlfc*ilre Blvd. Santo Monica
(oomer of 16th Sireet. next to Crown Books)
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Chilean police arrest

252 demonstrators
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United Press International

SANTIAGO, Chile — MUitary
police anested 252 people, some
armed with rocks, burning bottles

and acid bombs, demonstrating for

the release of political prisoners

jailed during the past military

regime, a Santiago official said

Wednesday.
Santiago regional governor Luis

Pareto told reporters that the

metropolitan government had not

yet determined the extent of
damage following protests Tues-
day involving an estimated 400
young people in downtown San-
tiago.

He said demonstrators late

Tuesday burned a passenger bus in

southern Santiago — slightly

injuring some of the occupants. He
said protesters were also suspected
of having placed three bombs
Tuesday night in poor sections of
western Santiago that caused
material damage but no injuries to

the headquarters of the conserva-
tive Democratic Independent
Union party, a city subway stop
and a street.

Pareto said officials were also

investigating which demonstrators
may have hurled plastic bags filled

with lit kerosene-soaked sawdust

at police, who broke up the protests

with water canons and tear gas.

The protests may have encour-

aged four political prisoners to call

off a 45-day hunger strike Wed-
nesday. The four, part of an
estimated 96 political prisoners,

had been striking to draw attention

to their predicament.

According to the justice mini-

stry, many of the inmates have
been jailed for as many as 1 1 years

and are still in the process of being
tried in military courts for alleged

crimes against the past military

government At least 65 prisoners

have never been sentenced.

President Patricio Aylwin
called the protests "irrational,"

while Interior Minister Enrique
Krauss said the incidents "were
reprehensible**, adding that the

state refused to be "pressured" to

release the political prisoners.

Left-wing legislators have
urged the president to pardon the

political prisoners against the

fierce opposition of conservative

law makers.

Aylwin has offered to send a bill

to Congress to speed the ongoing
legal cases of the prisoners and
move the trials from military to

civilian courts.

Cuba wtthdraws attempt
to deter U.S. embargo
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Rape can be terrifying and traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncommon to feel

fearful, confused, guilty, ashamed, or isolated. You don't have to deal with these
feelings alone.

We*re here to help.

Reach out for help and information by contacting the UCLA Rape Services

Consultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss options and alternatives, help identify

and assist you in contacting the most appropriate support services, and answer
any questions that may arise.
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For more informationy call the WomenVResmi^^
Center at206^240 or drop by Room 2,DoddHall,
and askfor an RSC.

United Press International

UNITED NATIONS— Fearing
an embarassing defeat, Cuba cut
short Wednesday the first U.N.
debate on the 30-year-old U.S.
economic embargo and withdrew a
resolution calling for an end to the
sanctions.

In an address to the General
Assembly, Cuban U.N. Ambassa-
dor Ricardo Alarcon charged that

the U.S. government had warned
countries that supporting the resol-

ution would "threaten your good
relations with the United States."

*The government of the United
States has launched a frantic and
inordinate campaign of intimida-
tion, threats and pressure,** Alar-
con said. "In these circumstances,
the assembly would find it very
difficult to cxcercise its responsi-
bilities.**

The resolution was expected to

be defeated if put to a vote by the

166-member General Assembly.
The resolution failed to gain

significant support even among
Latin American countries, includ-
ing those that have worked behind
the scenes to negotiate a normali-
zation of relations between
Washington and Havana.

Alarcon asked that the resolu-
tion be placed on the agenda for

next year*s session of the General
Assembly.

The draft resolution circulated

among U.N. members Wednesday
called for the immediate lifting of
the 30-year embargo, which is

"causing serious harm to the

Cuban people and infringing on
the sovereignty of that country.*'

Declaring that the embargo
violates international law and the

principles embodied in the U.N.
Charter, the resolution further

urged other countries to provide
assistance to Cuba to offset the

damage caused by the U.S. sanc-

tions.

Cuba proposed the resolution at

a time when its economy is reeling

fiiom thedrastic reduction in Soviet
aid and trade concessions.

The United States was not

scheduled to participate in the

General Assembly de()ate on the

embargo, which Washington
imposed in an unsuccessful
attempt to topple the government
of Fidel Castro.

President Bush and other senior

officials have argued recently that

the embargo is still needed to force

reform in Havana and to deprive
Castro of the hard currency he uses
to subvert governments in the

region.

Shootout between
rebels and police

The Womem's Resource CenUr is a service ofthe Division ofStudent Development and Health.

United Press International

LIMA, Peru — A shootout
between suspected Shining Path
rebels and police in the Amazon
jungle and other rebel attacks
killed 17 people in 24 hours,

including three police officers,

police said Wednesday.
A police statement said rebels

ambushed a police patrol at mid-
day Tuesday on the Tulumayo
bridge, part of a highway that

connects the city of Tingo Maria to

Aucayacu in the Peruvian Amazon
jungle, 200 miles northeast of
Lima.

The report said rebels hidden on
both sides of the highway hurled
explosives and fired machine guns
at a Special Operations police
vehicle, touching off a 30-minute
shootout that killed three police

agents and injured five others.

Police said 10 alleged rebels

died in the exchange, and said an
unspecified number of guerrilla

fighters were wounded.
The police said Shining Path

commandos also tortured and
killed an elderiy couple, Lucas
Castillo, 75, and Maria Dongo de
Castillo, 70. in the southern town
of Ancobamba.
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Church says Salvadoran
government hindering
massacre investig^ion
By Daniel Alder

United Press International

SAN SALVADOR — The
Catholic Church says its investi-

gation into the alleged massacre of
1,000 civilians 10 years ago by an
elite, U.S-trained battalion is being
hindered by the Salvadoran gov-
ernment

Church officials said a judge is

stymieing the investigation and
President Alfredo Cristiani has
failed to comply with a court order
requesting the names of the offic-

ers in charge of the cpunter-

insui^gency operation in which the

killings occurred.

"We are asking that this case be
investigated and that justice be
done,** said Rufina Amaya, a
survivor of the killings carried out

Dec. 11-13, 1981, near the village

of El Mozote, 72 miles northeast of
San Salvador in the northern
Morazan province.

Amaya was present this week
when church officials released an
81 -page report on the church's

preliminary investigation blaming
the massacre on members of the

U.S.-trained Atlacatl infantry bat-

talion.

The church report lists more
than 700 victims identified
through oral testimony of survi-

vors and claims that at least 1,000
civilians were murdered during a

three-day "scorched earth** opera-
tion now known as the Mozote
Massacre.

The army has always denied that

the massacre took place.

Spokesmen for the military and
the Supreme Court Tuesday said

they had no comment on the report

or the allegations.

Amaya told of how she man-
aged to crawl undetected into some
underbrush as soldiers systemati-

cally executed everyone in her

village, including her husband and
four children.

The report says that many young
women were raped before they

were killed.

Church officials said a judge
was blocking progress in the case

by refusing to accredit a team of
foreign forensic anthropologists to

carry out the needed mass exhu-
mation.

Tutela Legal director Maria
Julia Hernandez said she provided
the names of six Argentine and two

U.S. experts to Supreme Court
President Mauricio Gutierrez
Castro on July 9 during a meeting
in which Gutierrez recognized the

need for outside help.

The justice, however, has not

yet taken action on the request.

"Dr. Gutierrez Castro is very
well aware of the scientific needs
for carrying on with this investiga-

tion, but he has not done anything

about it,** Hernandez said.

The church report also says

Cristiani has failed to comply with

a court order filed four months ago
which asks the president, as com-
mander-in-chief, to provide the

names of officers who led the

operation in question.

Northern Morazan province,

where the massacre occurred, is an
important su-onghold for rebels of
the Farabundo Marti National
Liberation Front, or FMLN. Gov-
ernment counter-insurgency operr
ations in the early 1980s forced
most of the civilian population in

the area to flee to refugee camps in

neighboring Honduras, but many,
including Amaya, have returned to

El Salvador in recent years.

With the help of the church's
legal aid office, Tutela Legal,

Amaya and a handful of other
survivors filed criminal suits with

a local judge on Oct 26, 1991,

initiating the first official investi-

gation into the incident.

Auxiliary Bishop Gregorio
Rosa Chavez said a full investiga-

tion of the massacre is essential to

El Salvador's efforts to end the

12-year-old civil war that has
taken some 75,000 lives.

"We are uying to change the

culture of death for a culture of
life,** Rosa Chavez said.

He said the "time for forgive-

ness** will come but "it is necessary

that the offended people know who
to forgive.**

International observers say a
general amnesty may be included
in the political settlement to the

war now being negotiated by
representatives of the Salvadoran

government and the FMLN.
Church officials do not object to an
amnesty in the Mozote Massacre

|

and similar cases, but they say that

the full truth must first be known.
"If we Salvadorans cannot make

our justice system work, then we
will never be able to bring about
peace,** Rosa Chavez said.

Fish oil may reduce
risic of iieart disease
United Press International

Diets high in fish oil slow down
the binding of "bad** cholesterol to

cells, boosting the belief that fish

oil may reduce the risk of heart

disease, a report said Wednesday.
Wake Forest University

researchers studied 10 monkeys
fed a diet comparable to a typical

American diet. Half the group
were placed on diets containing

only saturated fat. The others were
fed a diet in which half the fat was
saturated and half was fish oil.

Blood analysis after several

months found LDL, the "bad**

cholesterol, was less effective in

binding to the LDL receptor in the

animals fed the fish oil than the

LDL in the monkeys given only

saturated fat, said Vijitha Linga,

one of the researchers.

The fish oil apparently changed
the chemical and physical proper-

ties of LDL in blood. However,

although it was less able to bind to

the receptors, the researchers had
not determined whether it con-

tinued to accumulate in arterial

walls, a key factor leading to a

su-oke or heart attack.

Cholesterol is a fatty substance

that accumulates inside blood
vessels, narrowing the passage-

ways and increasing the chances of

suffering a stroke or heart attack,

which is the leading cause of death

in the United Slates.

The National Cholesterol Edu-

cation Program, a cooperative

effort among various U.S. health

agencies, issued a set of guidelines

in 1988 aimed at cutting the

nation*s heart attack rate by
reducing blood cholesterol levels.

The guidelines say anyone
whose cholesterol is above 240
milligrams per deciliter of blood

should see a doctor about treat-

ment Levels between 200 and 239

are considered borderline.

Lotsa Pasta
40 Different Sauces,

Come Vegetarians,

ComeAW by p. Pey and D. Gerber

Los Angeles is undoubtedly one of the

world's best cities when it comes to

vegetarian restaurants. But where do you
go if you're a vegetarian and you want to

dine out with friends who don't want
"health food?" We've found a perfect

answer in Bistro of Santa Monica, located

on Santa Monica Boulevard between
Cloverfield and 23rd.

Bistro of Santa Monica offers a number
of delightful vegetarian choices for us, and
has consistently brought raves from

everyone we've taken there - whether their

tastes were sophisticated or simf51e.

The restaurant's nicely varied menu
includes both Italian food and American
specialties. There are 15 styles of pasta

(including two whole wheat varieties),

with a selection of 40 different sauces.

25 of these sauces are vegetarian, and for

the strict vegan, 13 of these sauces have no
dairy.

It's worth noting that Bistro of Santa

Monica uses no salt, preservatives, or

sugar whatsoever - but you'll never miss

them. The food is always delightful,

starting with a beautiful, fresh salad bar -

complete with fresh fhiit, three

vegetarian soups, and several very tasty

salad dressings made fresh daily.

Our non-vegetarian friends have given

high praise to all of the various dishes

they've sampled, from meats to fish.

They've also enjoyed the ample wine list

as well as the sinful dessert tray.

Without exception, everyone we've taken
there including out-of-town guests has

expressed a desire to go back.

Maitre d'/Owner Michael Rogers has
created an atmosphere that's always
warm, relaxed, and comfortable. Add to

this prices that are quite reasonable, and
it's easy to see why Bistro of Santa

Monica has become one of our very

favorite restaurants.

Bistro o/Sama MtnHca, Classic Northern
Italian Cuisine, 2301 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Santa Monica. Lunch 11 a.m. -3 p. m.
Mon.-Fri., Dinner 5p.m.-lOp.m. Tues.-Sun.
Valet Parking, all major credit cards,
(213)453-5442. (paid advertisement)
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Did you know that ... nothing a woman does obligates her to have sexual

contact against her will?

Everyone has the right to say no at any point and have their limits respected.

aiuamii.

When No Is Not Enough
Sexual Aggression and Dating Relationships

an educational workshop for students, staff, and faculty
-T^T—-—rrrTTTT^ I I IMIIIIIMil

WA'P
12m -im p.m. IDoddHall 206-8240

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.

Not all banks stride just to be bi^er. Fidelity Federal Bank strives to be better, by
continuing to make basic banking better and better.

./)e//evr c/i4^c/cin^ a<'COUfi/^. At Fidelity, we offer a wide range of checking
accounts. All the way from our free Star and Senior Checking, with no minimum
daily balance required, to the Ultimate Checking Package And with every Fidelity

Federal checking account, you get unlimited checkwriting with no per check charge.

-y)e//e^ ^^h /o c/loa^^r<xm . With our One Way CD'^ you can protect your
money no matter how low rates go. And if rates go up, you're always guaranteed
the better ratefor one more term. Fidelity Federal even offers an Open CD^, where
you can add or withdrawfunds whenei>eryou want without penalties.

O^M/^r fi^^ on /lonte e<jf4^4/y. At Fidelity Federal, it's nothing to take out
our home equity line of credit. Nothing in closing costs. Points. Or up-front fees
charged by Fidelity

^Qfe/Q^. C^yee ev€Kmu/i4'/ye^,
fie^ltvoou ^6ra/n<Ji

Lisbeth Feldberg, Branch Manager
1460 Westwood Blvd.

At most other banks, when you useyourATM card
at a bank other than theirs, you get charged a dollar Los Ang7lZ(^90024
or more. A/ Fidelity Federal, we don 't charge you* (310) 474-6084

^Je//erfor 5^^ u^ry^ . While some banks are 3ormt/afoo</^ra/trA
doing ei>erything possible to get bigger, it's good to Keith Meinen, Branch Manager

know one bank's been doing it betterfor 54 years. U028 San Vicente Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca 90049
(310)458-1708

/Munum CD daposto 100.000 SiM»«al pmNy tor aviy Mttxtninl Minnnum addibons and wtMran* 1100
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Calcium I Isesmay
help pregkiant women
United Press International

BOSTON — Women who take

daily doses of supplemental cal-

cium during pregnancy may
reduce their risk of developing the

potentially serious complication of
high blood pressure, Swiss
researchers said Wednesday.
A study found that among 593

women who took 2 grams of
calcium daily after the 20th week
of pregnancy. 9.8 percent deve-
loped high blood pressure disor-

ders, versus 14.8 percent of 601
women given a dummy drug, the

scientists reported in The New
England Journal of Medicine.
The mechanisms involved in the

lower incidence of high blood
pressure and related disorders in

the calcium group are not under-
stood, but may be due to the way
some pregnant women metabolize
calcium, said Dr. Jose Villar of the

World Health Organization in

Geneva and co-researchers.

Calcium supplements may help
lower the concentration of certain

substances in the blood that play a
role in constricting blood vessels

and boosting blood pressure, they
said.

Women with pregnancy-related
high blood pressure can develop a
toxic condition known as pree-

clampsia, which can cause kidney
damage and accumulation of fluid

in tissues.

Blood pressure-linked disorders

in the mother can also cause health

problems for her baby, including a
higher risk of low birth weight

Pregnancy-induced high blood
pressure occurs in an estimated 5
to 15 percent of all mothers-to-be
and is thought to pose a particular

risk for young women who are

pregnant for the first time.

In an editorial accompanying
the study. Dr. Thomas Ferris of the

University of Minnesota in Min-
neapolis said that, despite the

results of the Swiss research, more
needs to be known before doctors
routinely prescribe supplemental
calcium to pregnant women.

Although the galcium caused no
side effects in the women studied,

Ferris said calcium supplements
increase the amount of calcium
excreted in the urine and can affect

kidney function in some women.

He noted that several recently
published reports showed that

low-dose aspirin may help prevent
preeclampsia and that a multicent-
er study of aspirin use in pregnant
women will be released next year
by the National Institute of Health.

Until the results of that study
and those of a planned NIH
calcium trial are known, "the
routine use of low-dose aspirin or
calcium suf^cmeniation to pre=
vent preeclampsia would seem
premature," he said.

Lawmakers told to focus
on abuses of 900 numbers
United Press International

More protections are needed to

safeguard California consumers
from the growing numbers of
abusers of the 900-number phone
service, state lawmakers were told

Wednesday.
"It's estimated that abusive 900

phone numbers will be the top
telemarketing scam of the '90s,"

television consumer commentator
David Horowitz told the Assembly
consumer protection committee.

*Thc fear is that 900-number
technology will be used by scam-
siers to target senior citizens,

minority community residents, the

handicapped and people who are
mentally and emotionally unstable

to get them to dial these numbers."
Horowitz, of Los Angeles sta-

tion KNBC and president of the

Fight Back! Foundation, recom-
mended legislation requiring a
**preamble" advising 900-number
callers what they are getting,

*That 30- to 60-second pream-
ble should be there on all calls. The
problem is that these services crop
up so fast that it's difficult to keep
track of them."

Horowitz said California's
existing provision for the blocking
of 900 numbers by residential

consumers should be extended
nationwide, and that legitimate

information industry providers
should draft a self-governing code.

Otherwise, he said, legitimate

providers of information about
slocks, insurance, sports results,

comparative pricing and other
matters risk being overwhelmed
by "trash promotions" and
"scams."

Herschel Elkins of the state

Justice Department's consumer
law section said many abusers of
900-number services — a $900
million-a-year business — are
jrepresentcd by big New York City
law firms that "work to see how
close they can gel to avoid litiga-

tion while keq)ing as deceptive as

possible."

He said they typically promote
contests, sweepstakes, prize
offers, loans, investments, credit

cards, work-at-home schqiies and
job openings. The idea fSjuently
is lo use offers to get consumers to

call a 900 number without having
them notice the cost, he said.

"The fear is that 900^

number technology will

be used by scamsters to

target senior citizens,

minority community

residents, the

handicapped and

people who are

mentally and

emotionally unstable to

get them to dial these

numbers."

David Horowitz
Fight Back! Foundation

"It's the format that is the basic
problem," Elkins said. **They put it

all in there somewhere, but people
aren't going to read that small
print. They're going to read the
large print."

A common ploy, he said, is to
offer well-paying trainee jobs
through a 900 number that costs as
much as $3 per minute for several
minutes, and that results only in a
brochure on how to apply for a job.
Democratic Assemblywoman

Jackie Speier of south San Francis-
co, the committee chairwoman,
cited the cases of a consumer who
was handed a $14,000 phone bill

for someone else's calls, and of a
Los Angeles man recently arrested
for tapping into phone lines and
dialing his own 900-numbcr ser-

vice.

Cardiac arrest

liatients have
low chances
for survival
United Press International

BOSTON— People who suffer
cardiac arrest and cannot be
revived by the time they reach a
hospital so rarely survive that
continued emergency room efforts

lo resuscitate them are generally
not worthwhile, doctors said Wed-
nesday.

A 19-month study conducted at

Rhode Island Hospital in Provi-
dence found that among 185
people brought to the emergency
room with cardiac or respiratory
arrest, only 16 could be revived
and all died after an average
hospital stay of about 12 days, the

report said.

"With approximately 350,000
cardiac arrests in the United States
every year, at least two thirds of
which take place outside of the
hospital, there are undoubtedly
many patients similar to those we
suidied," said Dr. William Gray of
the hospital's cardiology division
and colleagues.

.
Considering the magnitude of

the problem and "the fact that our
data represent only one hospital's

_ experience, the implication is that
— there arc considerable nationwide

outlays for seemingly little bene-
fit," they reported in The New
England Journal of Medicine.

They said the cost of treating the

16 people who survived long
enough to be admitted to the

hospital came to $180,908. "Addi-
tional costs, conservatively esti-

mated at between $100,000 and
$150,000, were incurred for the

169 patients" who could not be
revived in the emergency room,
they added.

The suidy said only one of those
who were revived regained con-
sciousness before dying. The rest

suffered irreversible brain damage
resulting from lack of oxygenated
blood reaching the brain, it said.

For the average patient in the

study, 35 minutes elapsed from the

time of cardiac arrest lo the time
emergency room treatment began.

The researchers said the
patients' poor outcomes were not

suiprising, since previous sttidies

have found that "for an arrest to

last more than 12 to 15 minutes is

an independent predictor of
death."

Rather than spend "precious
institutional and economic resour-

ces" on futile resuscitation efforts,

the doctors said more emphasis
should be placed on treating

cardiac arrest patients before they
reach the hospital.

They recommended that steps

be taken to increase the number of
emergency medical units equipped

-ivith instruments to get the heart

beating again. In addition, they
said there should be "widespread
instruction for lay people in tech-

niques of cardiopulmonary resus-

citation."

In an editorial accompanying
the suidy. Dr. W. Douglas Weaver
of the University of Washington in

Seattle said research has shown
that up to one-third of those who
experience cardiac arrest can sur-

vive if they have access to rapid

care by trained and well-equipped

technicians.

Gray and his colleagues said a

survey of emergency medical
systems in major New England
cities found the success rate in

reviving people with cardiac arrest

outside of hospitals ranged from
12 percent to 20 percent.
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We Want Our Teeth Straight!

treatment as Low as

per month

Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children
* INVISIBLE * COSMETIC PORCELAIN *

TRADITIONAL * EUROPEAN REMOVABLE *

SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
• Experienced orthodontist

• Always the same doctor
• Low monthly payment plan
with no interest

Dr. N. Dayani
Orthodontist

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
(1 bik. east of Banington)

•AH dental insurance & union plans accepted
• Sat & evening appointments
• Credit terms available

• Member of Am. Assoc, of Orthodontists

CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

826-7494

November 23 8:30 a.m.

Sheraton Plaza La Reina
Hermosa/Laguna Room
6101 W. Century Blvd.
Los Angeles

8:30-noon: Destination MBA
12-4 p.m.: MBA Forums

All events are free to

DMBA participants.

At Destination MBA - for

Black and Hispanic college

students and graduates. Find
out what graduate business
schools offer you. Hear from
people who've been there.

Registration is at 8:30 a.m.
Free panel discussions:

9 to 10:30 a.m. :Grad school
reps on minority admissions
and financial aid; students on
full and part-time study.

10:30 to noon: Minority MBAs
on career opportunities.

Your future starts Saturday,

Novenfiber23at8:30a.m.
Get up for it.

DeKtinarion MBA is sp(>nsi>reJ by:

nSNNBA

For more information call 1-213-964-3053
For information about DMBA in other cities, call 1 «<¥)- 44H-((«07

THE UCLA SUMMER TRADE-UP PROGRAM, N

Umiteti Otter - Onl^ During November, 1991

Hum Your
Old Computer
Equipment
into NEW
Apple Macintosh
If your computer equipment has been gathering dust—trade it in! Get a
credit you can use to buy Apple Macintosh equipment from the

ASUCU\ Computer Store.

• Trade old Macs, old DOS equipment.

even old keyboards and
Imagewriters

• Act Now! This opportunity is

available only during November

Call 213-338-5780 or see ASU(
CompOter Store for information.

ASUCLA STUDEllTS' STO
flUBfrtBgkiMK.«ll< 7:46-7:30; Fri 7:««0e:SM im

"www^wwrr if.aiA"afcJii'ii'.;, 'J, <!:... liiniMlu'iiitjAia'l
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TUESDAY, NOV. 19th WEDNESDAY, DEC. 4th

Fox Television's Houesl New Comedy Show!

SEE AMERICA'S BEST COMEDIANS LIVE!

tapes at the famous

1735 NORTH VINE
THE PALACE HAS A FULL SERVICE BAR AND DELICIOUS FOOD!

CALLTODAY FOR TICKETS AND
INFORMATION!
(213)856-1816

"•MUST BE AT LEAST 1 8 YEARS OLD TO ATTEND*"

FIRST
"f^ SZECHVAN
ij fii) WOK
c-H 1AJese. KesTAURy^AJX

Healthy New York And Los Angeles Style Cuisine

^̂ Lindbrook

WJIshire o

^ Fine Dining

^ Pleasant Atmosphere

^ Reasonable Prices

10855 UndyKook Avc^i^e Westwood Vlllagi

208-7785 o'^ 208-7786

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY
V^orHon of fi-led ^ice or c(\ow
*nein v'5rt\ fKe pu»^ase of fwo

ID

»nciin diskes
•Kp ia/3i/9i

I

I

I

10% OFF
For lACLj\ sfudenfs

kAinimMm order 510.0(M
«Kp ia/3i/9i

HOW
DELIVERING TALENT TO INDUSTRY

UCLA Student Talent Network Is Looking For

Talent!!

Dancers, Singers, Actors, Bands,
Soloists and Stand-up Comedians

Show us what you've Got! !

!

Auditions
Monday-November 18, 1991 from 4-7 p.m. in Macgowan 1350

Actors and Dancers

T\iesday-November 19, 1991 at 8:00 p.m. in The Cooperage
Bands, Soloists, Comedians

For more information call Dawn at 842-9034

S T U D [ H T TALENT H E T W R K

I
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WATER
From page 3

issue was that the work had been
done."

The City Council waived the

penalties to avoid going to court

over the issue, according to Cull-

ing.

The compromise bodes well for

future relations between the city

and the university, so incidents

such this will come up less

frequently, Solomon said. "We*ve
established much more effective

relationships which allowed this

situation to get resolved in a way
that meets everybody*s interests.

»»

HUNGER
From page 1

The banquet will be in prepara-
tion for a fast that will take place

the following week.
"Fast for a Worldwide Harvest,"

will take place in Meyerhoff Park
at noon on Nov. 21. And last year's

Oxfam supporters Ruben Blades
and Lou Diamond Phillips will

speak at the hour-long rally on
world hunger.

Last year Danny Glover spoke
on campus. Current celebrity

endorsers include Whoopi Gold-
berg, Raul Julia and Edward James
Olmos.

The purpose of the fast is for
people to skip one or more meals
and donate the nrK)ney saved to
Oxfam. **You arc asked to give up

L

"(Thanksgiving)is a

time when people . . .

see how lucky they are

to be eating while

others are starving in

the world."

Kevin Gard
Hunger Banquet

what other people don*t have a
choice in giving up," said Heather
Carter, director of Oxfam at

UCLA.
Fasting for a meal or day

heightens awareness of the pain
and injustice of hunger, she said.

The experience is complemented
with information about the causes
of world hunger and the ways
Oxfam America fights it

Last year UCLA generated
$2,000 while colleges across the

country raised $600,000. "The
goal is to help people not to feel

overwhelmed — to help people
realize we can do something
concrete," Wickson said.

For those who wish lo contri-

bute to Oxfam, difring the week of
Nov. 18-22 the Bruin Belles will

have a table set up on Bruin Walk.

Dally Bruin News

Bush tries

to stop dip in

popularity
By Thomas Ferraro
United Press International

Although President Bush insists

he is not fretting over a drop in his
approval ratings, he is stepping up
attacks on the Democratic-con-
trolled Congress in an effort to halt
his downward slide.

Addressing a fund-raiser Wed-
nesday night for Sen. Kit Bond,
R-Mo., Bush blamed the "liberals

who run Congress" for short-cir-

cuiting his legislative initiatives

and for stalling economic growth.
"Their agenda is to block

America's agenda," Bush railed,

standing on stage at the Riverport
Amphitheater before a crowd of
several thousand. "So far, they've
succeeded. Worse, they've tried to
lay the blame at my door and
yours.

"Well, it's time to reject their

propaganda and their excuses, and
demand action."

The president, whose once
record-high approval rating has
been dragged down in recent
weeks, in large part by the reces-
sion, went on the offensive by
offering up a litany ofcongression-
al inaction.

"Domestic agenda?" said Bush,

_ accused by House and Senate
Democrats of offering no such
agenda. "Let's talk domestic agen-
da."

"On March 20, I submitted
banking reform legislation to Con-
gress. That was 238 days ago. No
bill.

**On March 11, I sent Congress
crime legislation. That was 247
days ago. No bill.

"On March 4, I sent energy
legislation. That was 254 days ago.
No bill.

"On Feb. 13, up went our
transportation legislation. That
was 273 days ago. You guessed it.

No bill.

"On May 22, 1 sent Congress the

National Education Strategy
legislation; 175 days later —
surprise, surprise — no bill.

"Liberals refused to even permit
a vole on our capital gains tax cut
lo propel the economy," Bush said.

Democrats charge that a capital

gains tax cut would merely be a tax

break for the rich, and maintain
that Bush has shown no leadership

in domestic matters.

FEINSTEIN
From page 3

would have done some things

differently if she had won, but
declined to elaborate.

In a glimpse of campaign
messages to come, Feinstein indi-

cated she would emphasize the
need for more women in the 100-

member Senate, which has only
two.

"If they (voters) do want another
woman in the virtually all-male
U.S. Senate, they have that
option," Feinstein said.

She also hinted she will attack

Seymour for changing his mind on
some potent issues, including the

right to abortion.

"I think people are disappointed

. in what has been happening in this

state," Feinstein said. "I think they
want somebody on issues who is

not flipping and flopping, doing
one thing one day and another,

another.
*•

As her campaign unfolds,
Feinstein said, she will focus on
her policy differences with Sey-
mour, who Wilson appointed this

year to complete his unexpired
Senate term.
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SAN FRANCISCO
NEW YORK

WASHINGTON D.C.
SACRAMENTO
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UCLA EXPO Center
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TERNS
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In 25 years we've placed over 4,000 Interns in the areas of
Media, Business, Government, Public Relations, and more.

INFORMATION MEETINGS
in the EXPO Center, Ackerman A-213, 825-0831

TUESDAYS at 4 pm
WEDNESDAYS at 12 Noon
THURSDAYS at 3 pm

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 15, 1991

i-^4^

CELEBRATE r^ ^

OLIDAY
BOOKFAIR

November 11-26

Ackerman Union
Second Floor Lounge

'. M-Th^ . Fri 9-5 • Sat 104:30 • Sun 12-4:30

Thousands of

bargain Gift Books
in aD Categories

Literature • Classics* Reference

• Art and Photography

• Film • Cookbooks

• Culture& History

' Mythology • Children's

Books • Plus Bargain

Cassettes and CDs

ides Added Daily

^

^-4
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ALPHA
LAMBDA
DELTA
SchoUsttc Honor Society

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
OFFERS 15 FELLOWSHIPS FO
GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONS^

STUDY DURING 1992-1993

^Amount: $3000 for eadi fellowship.

*EUgibiUty: Alpha Lambda Delta
member graduating with 3.5

cumulative G.P.A.

"^Deadline: Applications must be filled

out by the applicant and submitted to

the National Office by
December 31. 1991 .

Applications are available in the

Dean of Students' Office

1206 Murphy Hall

Get the look

you want
quickly and

courteously

from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood \lllage
208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

AMERICAN FLYERS
SANTA MONICA AIRPORT

'STUDENT INTRO FUGHT SPECIAL $99*
PRIVATE CERTmCATION DURING BREAK*

•UUNCH YOUR AVIATION CAREER*

800-233-0808
• • • OVER FIFTY YEARS AS THE NATION'S

PILOT TRAINING SPECIAUSTS • • •

AGB TONIGHT! 7:00 PM!

TONIGHT! 9:30 PM!

TAKEA BITE OUT OF

Both Films Tonight!
At Ackerman

UCl^ Magic Mountain Nite!

November 16, 17, 23, 24, 28, 29

;*«^<^^ ^ f^^e

Nazi hunter
meets soldier

who freed him
United Press international

Nazi hunter Simon Wiesenthal
had an unexpected reunion with a

former American soldier who
helped liberate him from a World
War n concentration camp.
"For probably 46 years, I

wanted to meet you and shake your
hand,** Frederick Stumpp of Col-
umbus told Wiesenthal Tuesday
night during a news conference at

Ohio Wesleyan University.

Stumpp, a retired postal worker,
said he was one of 23 soldiers who
freed Wiesenthal from the Mauth-
ausen concentration camp in Aus-
tria.

"You liberated me?** a surprised

Wiesenthal asked.

"It was risky,** Stumpp said.

"We took our lives in our own
hands.**

Stumpp said that when he first

saw the concentration camp oii

May 5, 1945, he thought he was
dreaming. He said he saw piles of
dead bodies, emaciated survivors

and people eating grass for food.

Wiesenthal said he had a vivid

memory of that day.

"I remember it like today,**

Wiesenthal said. "It was 10
o*clock in the morning. When I

was liberated, my weight was 90,

pounds. You can imagine how-
much life was in me.**

Wiesenthal, who lost 89 rela-

tives to the Nazis, said he is

thankful for Americans such as

Stumpp.

*They gave me a new life. I am a
friend forever,** he sai(L_^

Wiesenthal, who wafsu^ the

university as part of its national

colloquium on racism and Ameri-
can life, is credited with locating

some 1 , 100 Nazis, among them the

notorious Adolf Eichmann.
He said for him. World War II

will not end until all of the

Holocaust perpetrators are cap-
tured.

"I hope you will not see me as a
Jewish James Bond. I am a
survivor.

**

Wiesenthal received an honor-
ary doctorate from the university

before his speech.

• • I

From page 1

tions in Beveriy Hills, Santa
Monica and Melrose. "Sales have
been down 50 percent here and the

landlord is giving us a hard time.**

Ferrechi, a sportswear store, is

holding a closing-out sale in

preparation for the possiblility that

they might close in one month.

"We*re trying to get the landlord

to give us a break, but they are very
adamant about it,** Labog said.

But some merchants believe the

bad economy and high rent is only
part of the problem — the recent
rioting, the barricades and police

presence have also contributed to

the slowed business in Westwood.

*To quell the problems in the

Village is one thing, but to put up
barricades and inconvenience peo-
ple slows business,*' said Tom
Reese, manager of Silvano Shoes.
His store has been open for five

years and has not been plagued by
slow business.

The city put up street barricades

five years ago to control Village

crowding and violence.

Many merchants are optimistic

that the Village will recover, but it

will take both time and effort

"It will be an uphill battle (for

the Village) to regain its former
fame,** Reese said.

Prisons abuse
human rights,

gkfoupsays
United Press International

WASHINGTON — As states

go for more super maximum
security prisons, the number of
instances of human rights abuse
and violation of federal prison

standards are increasing, a human
rights advocacy group said Wed-
nesday.

Human Rights Watch, a group
that studies violations around the

world, also decried efforts by the

so-called "maxi-maxi** prisons to

keep the group from investigating

the prison facilities.

Guidelines for inmate treatment

set up by the U.S. Standard
Minimum Rules for the Treatment
of Prisoners are often ignored, the

group said, thereby leaving the

inmate at the whim of the prison

authorities.

"Inmates are essentially sen-

tenced twice: once by the court, to

a certain period of imprisonmenjt;

and the second time, by the prison

administration to confinement in

*maxi-maxis* under extremely
harsh conditions and without inde-

pendent supervision,*' the group
said in its report, "Prison Condi-
tions in the United States.**

After visiting more than 20
state, federal and local institutions

-m ihe United Stales and Puerto
Rico, Human Rights Watch listed

some of their findings:

— Inmates arc deprived of
clothing, bedding and personal

possessions at the Disciplinary

Segregation Unit of the Oregon
Stale Penitentiary and must get

them back through good behavior.
— Extended confinement in

windowless, badly ventilated cells

at the Florida Slate Prison at

Starke.

— Lack of educational prog-

rams which were eliminated by the

prison at Southport, N.Y.
— Use of handcuffs as a

disciplinary measure at the Bro-
ward institution for women

.

— General denial or reduction

below the federally recommended
one hour a day for outdoor activity.

With more than a million people

in prison, the group said outside

organizations should have better

access in checking on conditions at

the institutions.

CHILD CARE
From page 1

by the John E. Anderson Graduate
School of Management and a

future housing unit with a child

care unit on the southwest comer
of campus.

"In all of these possibilities,

there is a space problem, a problem
with developing the space, and a
problem with funding additional

child care staff,** MacDonald said.

The Child Care Services advis-

ory board has formed a committee
to increase communication with
the West Los Angeles community.
Its three subcommittees will

address fundraising, teacher train-

ing and legislation.

Controlling your blood pressure can
reduce your risk of heart di
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We Will Beat Any Price and Quality!

Student Special

Oflfer Good At All Times!

Large Pizza_
i ^V§^ With 2 toppii^s

I

+ 2 Free Soft Drinks

;
ONLY $7.99 plus tax!

We Accept MasterCard and Visa

BEAT *SC SPECIAL
2 MEDIUM
PIZZAS

With 1 FREE
Topping!

ONLY $10.50 plus tax

offer good at all times!

208-4348
10925 Weybum Ave. Westwood
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WeWanr^iie^You=
Reduce 3.5 lbsADay^

Most people drop a lot ofweight during

the average day— a lot ofwaste weight.

\bur disposable cups, newspapers, food

wrapping, cans, plastic forks, botdes and

bags add up to 3.5 pounds per person,

everyday.

\bu can reduce those pounds. Please

use the convenientASUCLA Recycling

Program options throughout oiu*

Student Union Facilities, and contaa

us about how you can reduce-reuse-

recyde at home.

Use Our Recycling Bins:

• Newspaper

• White Paper

• Computer Paper

• Aluminum

Reuse— With Refillable Mugs:

• Thermal Mugs Get a 20% discount on
dispensed beverages at most ASUCLA
Food Service locations

• Jimmy's & KerckhofF Ceramic Mugs

Help Complete the Circle:

• Separate reusable plasticware when you

finish eating at ASUCLA Food Service

• Don't use a bag ifyou don't need one

• Buy recycled - and recyclable - products

l||^:^F;™i»np;^||^
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REDUCE

ASUCLA

RIC YCLINO
PROGRAM

REUSE

ASUCLA Recycling Program

199 KetckhoflFHall

206-7589

Don't Throw It All Awxy.

RECVCLE
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Viewpoint
Viewpoint

HIV awareness is SINFEST
the first step our

(5)

i«

JUST 5AY NO. ..ORYCe >t

nation must take

IHfWlNEVITA«.t.FRAT-
ERNmES HAVE BECOME
SO UMRULT H40 MIMPLKS

' -mAT IT VWIVS SURE 10
. PRWV FIRE RU)M THEIR
STVJNCK OFfOU^UJS.Wt
FEMIMI5T5. HERE^ a
l^>0»< AT -THE DEBATES.

By Linda Luschei

Jay Ross' article (Daily Bruin, "Johnson reaction: News of
Magic's retirement shocks, saddens AIDS class." Nov. 8) reveals
just how far we have to go before the public really underetands
AIDS. As a woman living with HIV, I found Chris Hamilton's
quote an all loo famihar misconception: "He was clean-cut and
cool ... he was such a wholesome type." So he couldn't
possibly be infected with HIV?
Gay or straight, male or female, famous or anonymous, we are

all vulnerable. Your risk of contracting AIDS has little to do
with who you are or what you look like. Many of the numerous
HIV-positive people I have met (most of whom could be
described as "clean-cut" and "wholesome") were infected through
plain old heterosexual sex with people they considered "safe."
High-risk behavior does not have to mean IV drug use,
promiscuity, or homosexual activity. All that is required for
transmission of HIV is unprotected sex.

As for Magic Johnson, what matters now is that he is infected
and will require medical and psychological support to wage his
baule against the illness. Like all HIV-posiUve people, he
deserves our care and compassion.

r^^

FRAT MEM6ERS 61>«SSED
THE IMPORTANCE OF -mE

1
RI6HT TO HAVE ANP ENJOY
CONGREGATIONAL MALE
COMPANIONSHIP.

__^

tHAT/

FROCVjnycr OOP ISN'T PEBTECT

TATSUYA ISHIDA

fRAT FUNCTIONS TVTt
PEEMEO UNCOUTH.

PATBRAPJN& M/9 PB-

niiPA

REMAINEP NBITRAL.

MY f9Wr 70MY YBS CK f^
I JUST WOf(K HERE

jOARONCR

UCNfZ

iSRoSlMPSOF
IMR0S5IAE IM-
PHOPWETf'AFRAT
IS JUSTA snajER
fW SHAMELESS
CNAUVINIStSi

WOH/INl

PRO

THf AHUP^T FEMINIST PQ/ION
TO MY RIGHT CAN BLATHER
AU SHE WANTS. I'M HERE
TO TEU YOU THE TRUTH
FRATERNITIES ARE VIRTUOUS
CLUBS MARKED WITH tEM-
?G^NCE AND /NTEGKiTt AND
A fOWERFUL DRIVE TO.

.

SCtBN
WOMEN.

I

BE SILENT. EVIL
0NE!-AR3g^ER-
FUL DRIVE TO
MASTER THE AinS
AND SCIENCES
...LIKE THE
ANCIENT GREEKS

V

.YE5,ANPWEALL
KNOW HOW N0R/U,'
\vf IMPECCABLE
THE GREEKS WtRE
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1 am troubled by Roger Bohman's statement to his Biology 40

I have been infected for six years, and through

medical care and attention to my lifestyle, have

been healthy the whole time.

class, also quoted in Ross' article, that Johnson's condition "will
undoubtedly progress to AIDS." I have been infected for six
years, and through medical care and attention to my lifestyle,
have been healthy the whole time. The challenge for Magic and
the rest of us is to slay well until truly effective therapies
become available.

I appreciate Bohman's desire to impress upon his students the
gravity of this disease. But to state so bluntly that AIDS is a
death sentence will only prevent people from getting tested. (If
you're going to die anyway, why bother?) Testing matters
because that knowledge will help you add years to your life if

you are infected. And it will help you act responsibly toward
others.

Yes, you may be at risk. If you choose to be sexually active,
protect yourself and .your partner. If you have any doubts about
your status, you should probably be tested. But even if your test
comes back positive, you need to know that a healthy and
rewarding life is still possible for you. Just as it is for Magic
Johnson.

Odd letter of the week
This week's episode: Wayne's World

Luschei, co-founder of Women at Risk, works in the School of
Public Health.

^

Editor:

Woe, woe Wo-man: The
Flood is female stupidity

that's destroyed every living

thing.

The school year has

begun and the innocent will

be sacrificed again to the

queen of Heaven who
demands that all become
slaves to the Gods of Pur-

gatory, as Hell hath no fury

like a woman denied an
orgasm. Therefore, Wo-man
will remain the object of

our attention.

It matters not that they're

bom troublemakers, their

opinion shall be revered by
all manufacturers of consum-
er garbage designed to pre-

maturely fail, simply to be
thrown away along with

children. Men don't enter

into the picture except when

needed to save Satan.

Hence the Devil whom
Satan relics on for Her
great power over the mer-
chants of death: the thumb-
sucking politicians never
weaned from corruption.

What kind of corruption is

that? That's where the truth

is changed to a lie for the

sake of personal aggrandize-

menL

Do any bom-again, Jesus

impersonating Saviors of
established religions tell

women to shut up and get
rid of their pants? Not on a

bet, because they'd be
prompUy dismissed. But
that's the wisdom of the old

King James Bible, wisdom
unheard of in the latter

days.

Censor The End came, so
it's okay now to climb out

of the pit of Hell. You've
done your job magnificenUy,
now do Rev. 18:8.

Ref: Thou shalt have no
other gods before me.
(John-Wayne Johnson) The
woman shall not wear that

which pertaineth unto a

man, neither shall a man
put on a woman's garment:
for all that do so are

abomination unto the Lord
thy God.

Let your women keep
silence in the churches: for

it is not permitted unto

them to speak; but they are

commanded to be under
obedience, as also saith the

law.

Wayne Johnson
San Diego, Calipornia

Sodomized Tonight
And Jesus Came

Racial relations go far beyond meie 'liyphens
BySodyLay

Kelly McLaughlin in the feature
"What's your beef?" (Daily Bruin,
Nov. 8) expresses his annoyance and
ignorance concerning why people of
color tack their ethnicity onto "Ameri-
can" with a hyphen (e.g. Chinese-
American).

First of all, I would like to clarify
what it means to be "ethnic."

McLaughlin states: "I suppose if I was
ethnic I'd have nothing to say." His
use of "ethnic" as a euphemism for the
word "minority" in this context is

grossly misleading and inappropriate.

"Ethnic" refers to the culture, tradi-
tions, etc. that a person derives from
his/her heriiajje.

Being in and of the majority, he
obviously cannot comprehend what it

means to have your ethnicity — and,
consequenUy, some of your identity —
deluded, displaced or degraded by the
ethnic mainstream.

He grows" up seeing people of his
own ethnicity being portrayed as the
hero, Uie "good guy," while minorities
are often cast in stereotypical roles. He
doesn't experience how it feels to be
called derogatory names or to be
negatively stereotyped on Uie basis of
his ethnicity.

McLaughlin also makes the state-

ment: "there was nothing that just said

'American' without any hyphen," How
haj America treated non-European

Daily Bruin
112 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 825-9898

Edttoflal Board
m

ethnic groups with the hyphen? A few
decades ago, before Martin Luther
King's emergence, a segment of the

American population was denied access
10 certain facilities despite the fact that

they were "Americans." Many "Ameri-
cans" were placed into internment
camps during Worid War II solely

based on their ethnicity. In this

instance, America was at war with
both the Germans and Japanese, yet

only Japanese-Americans were round-

ed-up and caged.

In Uie fairly recent past, people of
non-European descent could not even
live in certain neighborhoods because
the European-Americans would not
tolerate their presence. I'm sure minor-

ities at that time would have preferred
being viewed as "'American' without
any hyphen" — as would some minor-
ities today. However, whether yOu use
a hyphen or not, people will still see
your ethnicity when they look at you
(and, unfortunately, sometimes the ste-

reotypes and prejudices that are asso-
ciated with it). Rather than shunning or
being ashamed of their ethnicity how-
ever, many Americans are now dis-

playing pride in the uniqueness of

being both "whatever their ethnicity is"

and also "-American."
I don't understand why anyone should
be perturbed by this.

Lay is a junior majoring in philosophy.
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A few partingshots before sayinggoodbye
I'll

admit it — I'm a litUe

immature. Like a scream-
ing younger sibling, I've

just got to get a few last

words in. And because this is

my last column of 1991, here
are a few random thoughts on
recent events:

News Item: Republican nomi
nee David Duke and Democrat
Edwin Edwards square off in

Louisiana in a heated race for
governor.

By Nov. 16, Louisiana's
nightnfiarish gubernatorial race
will have been settled in a
run-off election Uiat has
received national attention.

Duke, a former KKK Grand
Wizard and neo-Nazi, now
claims that he is no longer a
white supremacist, but that he
wants to ensure that white
people's rights will no longer
be trampled upon by affirma-
tive action and other minority
group incentive programs.
Edwards is no angel either,

having been voted out of the

governor's office previously,
following allegations of gam-
bling.

It is Duke, however, who
has received the greatest

amount of attention in this

race. He could be the first

openly racist governor of a

state since George Wallace of_
Alabama. He has been quoied~
as stating that the Nazi Holo-
caust was a fraud, that poor
people should have fewer chil-

dren than wealthy individuals,

and th^ blacks are "like chil-

dren . . . they're innocent and
they're cruel . . . (but) they've

\

^OHf

MasterCard

Brian
Smedley
got great natural rhythm."

Under pressure from the

media. Republicans around the

nation have denounced Duke's
candidacy. Even President Bush
has reluctanUy endorsed the

Democrat, expressing fear and
concern about Duke's prior

record of racial hatred.

I'm not surprised, however,
by Duke's ascension in Loui-
siana. In fact, I'm still won-
dering what all the hoopla is

about. Duke claims that he no
longer advocates racial haired

and segregation. Yet his cur-

rent political views amount to

^nothing more than veiled rac=.

Ism. In Louisiana, as in most
of the nation, this means that

African Americans are rele-

gated to poverty, political dis-

enfranchisement and second-
class citizenship.

Most Americans recognize

this. Yet increasingly, while

America is moving toward
agreement witii this philosophy.
So why are Americans, and
Republicans in particular, io
anxious to stifle Duke?
The fact is, David Duke

could have won the Republican
nomination for governor in 49
other states.

And I am not surprised by
Duke's success.

In fact, I'm almost glad that
his campaign has gained
national attention. David Duke
sheds light in the deepest,

darkest caverns of the right-

wing mind.

News Item: Crazed gunman
kills 23, wounds 25 others in
shooting spree in Killeen, Tex-
as.

And we still do not have
adequate gun control legisla-

tion. It's legal in most states

to buy the kind of semi-auto-
matic, rapid-firing handgun that
was used to brutally end of
the lives of 23 innocent people
nearly one month agcl in Kil-
leen. Like most Americans, I

suppose, I was not aware of
the widespread availability of
these killing machines. Even
California's "strict" semi-auto-
matic weapons law does not
ban the gun used in Killeen.

These can be purchased, legal-

l)(j at your local gun store .

This is not, however, an
endorsement for you to run out
and find such a gun. Others
have already done this adver-
tising. Fve been shocked and
surprised, however, to see
widespread support advocated
in local papers, even this one.

JlVmCIv

Blow-Out
2-— ^
tori
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THE SHOE

for your right to pump another
human being full of lead.

When will we learn the

sorry trutii about guns? Or are
we so steeped in frontier

mentality that we still believe

we must go out and hunt
down our dinner, or protect

ourselves and our property
from marauding "Injuns"?

The fact is, semi-automatic
weapons are not just for self-

defense. They are meant for

the rapid extermination of
humans. Their quick-loading,

rapid-fire capacity makes them
perfect for warfare. Bambi
doesn't stand a chance next to

these weapons. To paraphrase
one U.S. senator, go hunting
for venison with a semi-auto-
matic gun, and you go home
with hamburger meat.

News Item: Renovations are
nearly completed on the $3.6
million "South Gate" entrance
to UCLA.
And boy, does it look great.

Like the old S9uth entrance,

only with more grass that will

need to be watered, torn up
and resodded every six months.

Meanwhile, students are get-

ting less teaching for their 40
percent higher reg fees.

While I'm at it, how about
the shiny new floor in Murphy
Wall, the one you can see your
reflection in (for the vain) and
slip and break your neck on
(for the clumsy)?

I've heard the excuses stated

over and over again: the funds
for these renovation projects

were allocated well before Uie
current budget problems were

realized, that funds for facility

renovations and beautification

cannot be shifted over to

student aid, and that alumni
and other visitors to the uni-

versity will be more likely to

donate money to the university
if it "looks pretty."

Others have registered com-
plaints about tiie cost of these

projects more eloquentiy than
I've been able to. But because
I'm taking the liberty to com-
plain about random issues in

this last column of 1991, I just

wanted to throw my voice in

the debate. I've got just two
complaints. For one, recogniz-
ing UCLA's current budgetary
problems and reg fee hikes,

couldn't the administration have
come up with better excuses
for this narcissistic extrava-

gance? Couldn't tiiey have at

least softened the insult to

financially-strapped students by
delaying the start of renova-
tions until Uie sting of reg fee

increases had passed? The fact

that renovations made it harder
to get onto campus to pay the

great Murphy Hall money-eater
added insult to injury.

Secondly, let me just add
this passing shot* if alumni and
other donors base the size of
their contributions on the

physical beauty of a universi!y=
ralher than on the quality of
its teaching and research, then
the university is doomed. I

though they only did that kind
of thing at USC.

Smedley is a graduate student
in psychology.
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Do you know about the course Program in

Computing 1 -- a friendly, practical introduction to

computers, with a hands-on PC lab? Look at the job
listings in the Placement and Career Planning
Center. You will see that

• two thirds mention computer knowledge ("PC
experience a plus." "computer literate") or tasks
usually needing computers ("edit documents."
"operate lab equipment");

• only one third require no use of computers
("familiar with freeway system," "street smarts,"
"maintain kitchen area"), and for these jobs there
is the most competition.

Computing is also helpful for careers such as law
and medicine. You need an edg«, and we can help
you get it. We offer two sections of PIC 1 every
quarter. See the Schedule of Classes for details.

For more information, please call Joyce Roberts in

the Program in Computing, at (310) 206-1309.

PIC 1 is both conceptual and practical. H covers
hardware and software concepts, wirujows, word
processing, spreadsheets, databases, graphics, and
more. Our labs have newly updated, powerful PC's,
with the latest software.

Get an edge!
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You suck II

Letters

Get
Editor: Editor:

OK Ben, here it is. Last
week at the Hemp/Free Speech
rally, you challenged us to

send in any complaints we
have about your piss-poor pap-
er, and lack of news in

general, the Daily Bruin is so
well known for. If you were
trying to make the Bruin look
like a force that is more
involved in real life student
affairs, you nrnwl certainly have
failed. Like always!

When I skimmed through
this Monday's paper, I noticed
there wasn't even a word from
you guys concerning the Hemp
legalization rally that occurred
last Friday at noontime in

Meyerhoff Park, which is a
mere 10 feet from your
offices, but obviously not from
your typewriters. How as a
"journalist" can you, along
with the rest of The Bruin,
explain your lack of coverage?

Earlier last week, there was
a rally in the same place for

undocumented students protest-
ing out-of-state tuition. You
printed quite a lengthy article

about this, and at the end you
pointed out that the decision
affected only five or six stu-
dents, and only one asked for
financial aid. I am not lessen-
ing the importance of their

issue, but how can you justify
the coverage that you gave
them and not us?

Channel 9 news. Channel 13.
KFI news radio and High
Times obviously felt that our
rally was worth covering, but
somehow the Daily Bruin has
decided to make itself an
exception. You had a photogra-
pher at the rally taking pic-
lures, along with a reporter
taking down names and quotes,
so don't tell us that it was
some sort of accident why our
rally wasn't covered.

We arc in no way asking
you to print that you agree
with any of the issues we
discussed on Friday. We just
have a commitment to free

speech, and we would like to
be acknowledged as a part of
the community, because we
are. But no mention of us
appears with rare exception in

The Bruin. The reasons for
this arc what we want to

know. Arc you afraid to ack-
nowledge us because you feel

threatened by us? Arc you
catering to the university who
probably wouldn't appreciate
the opinions some of us may
express? Is someone censoring
you over whom you have no
power? If not any of these,

then why?
If you have a commitment

to journalism in general, we
hope you print this letter along
with some sort of explanation
for your lack of coverage.
Once again, we're not asking
you to love us. but only
acknowledge our activities,

which we feel the UCLA
student body should know
about, just as it should know
about any other acUvities that
occur on campus. I feel that
you guys owe us an apology!

Winston Segner
Senior
History

. Cheyenne Ehrllch
Fresiiman

Philosophy

Editor's note: Could you guys
remove those frilly notebook paper
edges next time you submit a
letter? Thanks

It's a shame that those to
whom I'm addressing will

probably not read this. But
then again, in this world,
hypocrisy runs rampant.
To frce-speechers and free-

listeners who hang out at

Meyerhoff Park every Friday,
the most ferocious boycotters
of the Daily Bruin, this one's
for you!

First of all, as a UCLA
student just like yourselves, I'd
like to take a moment and
defend this newspaper that you
vehemently condemn. Your
main complaint seems to lie in
the number of advertisements it

runs. I agree, it's often dis-
tracting. If the advertisements
bother you so, I advise you
ignore them. Not a difficult

concept to grasp, but impossi-
ble to practice, I'm certain.

Otherwise, you wouldn't have
any complaints.

Personally. I prefer that the
Daily Bruin is funded by the
merchants. Unlike the "Free
Speech Occasional" the Daily
Bruin has a fairly large circu-
lation that could not survive by
collecting petty cash from stu-
dents. And to lake money out
of student registt^tion fees
would be a sin. Need I say
that one of the functions of a -

student newspaper is to provide
experience to hopeful journal-
ists preparing for their future,

as I assume that (your future)
is why you'rAjjerc. Moreover,
the Daily Bruin Serves as a
suident forum. In it we can
voice our concerns, and our
concerns are addressed.

If you're griping about the
writers, however. I suggest
getting off your lawn and
doing something about it I'm
sure the Bruin would welcome
fresh talent and diverse opin-
ion. I recall at the "Hemp
Smoke-Out" Friday, the
Viev^point editor extended a
personal invitation to write in,

specifically to the "What's
Your Beef feature.

You may have considered
Friday's rally a success.
Crowds of people, abundant
marijuana for all. irrepressible
newsmen, not to mention the
absence of policemen (or in
my opinion, government mar-
tyrs). But before I congramlate
you, did you succeed in pro-
ving a point? You certainly
didn't take any steps toward
the legalization of marijuana
for which you apparently con-
gregated.

You'll never get anywhere
with those kind of attempts.
Having kooks such as the
Reverend Bud Green as one of
your advocates isn't going to
call support from those who
can change the laws. How
convincing do you think a
bank of drunks partying in the
streets would have been in the
days of prohibition? Do you
think any repuuble politician
would willingly associate him-
self with the dregs of society?

History proves that outlawing
something won't alleviate the
problem. Prohibition was repe-
aled, abortions were made legal
and marijuana itiay perhaps
follow this pattern. But not
until you can prove you are
responsible adults aware of the
dangers of excess. Because like
everything else, moderation is

key!

Sandy Lee
Sophomore

Biology

Letters

Tuttion

Editor:

I am in full sympathy with
the protest of undocumented
students against paying out-of-
state tuition fees to attend
UCLA. However, they don't
go nearly far enough.

Like undocumented students,
foreign students on F-1 (stu-

dent) visas are also required to
pay out-of-state Uiition fees for
the entire length of our stay at
UCLA. We likewise work, and
pay high taxes to the state of
California, as the undocu-
mented students do. It doesn't
seem quite fair that those who
have gone through the chan-
nels, and acquired a visa for
their stay in California, should
be penalized for it by paying
high tuition fees that undocu-
mented students wouldn't —
and until recently, didn't —
pay.

I agree completely that

undocumented students, as part
of the community of taxpayers
in California, should not have
to pay out-of-state tuition fees.

But extend this principle to its

logical conclusion: F-1 visa

students, taxpayers also, should
equally be exempt.

Laurel Bowman
Graduate student
'

Ctasstce"

Hegemony
Editor:

I was aghast at reading

Christopher Wysocki's
Viewpoint columns. "Bush's
foreign policy is indeed suc-

cessful" (Daily Bruin, Nov.
11). Such high praise for

George Bush's foreign policy
defies any logic and I can
only conclude that Wysocki
has, throughout his life,

remained isolated from all the

carnage and misery that U.S.
foreign policy has caused.

Indeed, to understand how
deplorable George Bush's fore-

ign policy is, one simply has
to talk to the thousands of
Central American refugees liv-

ing in Los Angeles, particularly

those from Guatemala and El
Salvador.

Whereas the Soviet Union
gave up its control of Eastern
European countries when it

realized that it could no longer
control the destinies of millions

of people clamoring for self-

determination. George Bush is

determined to maintain Central
American peoples under the

subjugation of CIA-supported
dicutorships. When people
attempt to free themselves
from U.S. domination, as the

Nicaraguans did under the San-
dinistas, people like George
Bush do everything in their

power to undermine them.
I suggest to Wysocki and

others who support his views
that they talk to Cend^l
American refugees living in

Los Angeles to find out how
U.S.-sponsored militarism has

destroyed their families and
removed them from their

homelands. Perhaps, then. Wys-
ocki and others will realize

that George Bush is just

another in a perpetual line of
U.S. presidents whose major
drive in their conduct pf fore-

ign policy is to rtiaintain U.S.

hegemony worldwide at any
cost.

Hugo Zunlga
Graduate student
Political science
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Arts Entertainment
The search for spirit,

or 'Free Bird' analyzed Making a fairy tale immortal
— "One likes lo beneVe~in the

freedom of music I But glittering

prizes and endless compromises I

Shatter the illusion of integrity."

— Rush, *The Spirit of Radio"

Scene: A funeral. As red-eyed
mourners file into the
church, an organ begins

playing a slow, melancholic
melody, accompanied by the som-
ber strum of an acoustic guitar.

After a few moments a deep,
resonating drumbeat joins in,

accentuating the dirge with a sense
of finality. Mortality. Ephemeral-

It*s too much emotion for the

music to remain shackled to the

bonds of human existence, and a
spirit bursts forth from the musical
pyre: a single slide guitar, free-

wheeling solo up into the sky,

carrying heavenward the departed
soul . ^

Songs of Experience |
'BcaUty^ rolcS

create history

Michael
Wolffe

That*s what I hear when I listen

to the opening notes of Lynyrd
Skynyrd's "Free Bird," Tm not
exaggerating when I say it's the
most beautiful beginning to any
song Tve ever heard. It*s more
than just one instrument after

another picking up a rhythm: It's a
half-minule of music that tran-

scends imagery. In its brief escape
I hear an eternal cycle of life, death
and rebirth.

But "Free Bird" is dying.

Whereas songs of yore like

"Free Bird,*' Eric Clapton's "Uy-
la" and the Eagles' "Hotel Califor-

nia" conveyed meaning in both
their lyrics and extended instru-

mental passages, today's music
has trouble conveying anything
more than general disgust with the

world. There's no beauty, no
eicmai truths waiting to be discov-
ered.

Sure, modem music can make
you dance, bang your head or buy a
certain brand of soft drink, but can
it make you think? Does it chal-

lenge your personal view of the
world? Does it become (as Jim
Morrison put it) your "special
friend," offering solace when you
feel alone in a crowd, convinced
that you're missing out on some-
thing fundamental in Ufe?

But what about this band or that

band? you ask. Aren't they doing
their own thing? Well yes, I think

some artists do still capture mus-
ic's exploratory and entrepreneur-
ial spirit. But even some of my
favorite contemporary bands just

don't seem as soul-searching as the

ones of yesteryear and yestcrde-

cade, even if their integrity is still

intact.

Yes, I believe today's artists still

have integrity. Maybe I'm naive,

but I like to think that nobody has
ever said, "Yeah, let's sell out and
make a million dollars." True
arf,isl5 in any genre don't create to

get rich; they do so because their

inner passions tell them lo.

Ideally, it is these true artists

who become successful and over
lime are inducted into the rock and
roll canon. The Doors were never
as popular in their heyday as they
arc today.

And yes, I'm sure that some-
where \jch\x¥\ that stupid grin of
his, even Vanilla Ice believes in

what he's doing.

But let's gel back to "Free

Bird":

"If I leave here tomorrow /

Would you still remember me / For
I must be traveling on now / 'Cause
there's too many places I've got to

see.-

From the mouths of babes. This
is what poetry should be: the most
amount of meaning in the least

amount of words. There's so much
said in this first stanza, so much
honesty, yet it seems so simplistic.

In its neat little package we get a
complete summary of human
relationships.

In a nutshell, he's leaving a
woman. We don't know who, and
it doesn't matter; she could be a
lifetime companion or a pickup
from the night before. And it's

nothing she's done wrong; he cares
for her because he wants her to

remember him. So why is he
leaving?

It's the spirit of the universe
calling to him. Anyone who has
looked into the future with uncer-
tainty— How will I make a living?

Will I fall in love? Is there an Oscar
out there for me?— can empathize
with this wanderiust in the blood.
To settle down now would be to

admit that there is nothing more of
interest in the world. He must
explore and learn and feel and
experience and suck out all the
marrow of life. He must be free as
a bird.

And that's just the first stanza.
The climactic solo that accounts

for almost half of the 9-minute
song's length breathes life into

these otherwise empty words. Like
I've said before, it's when music
and poetry unite that you get the
genuine rapture of inspiration.

In other words, the second half
of "Free Bird" enacts the first half.

The words describe a soul driven
to fly wild and free, unfettered by
the material world; the guitar solo
does just that. The notes soar faster

and faster, becoming a whiriwind
of energy and intensity. "Come
with me," the guitar is saying.
"Come live with me and be my
love. Let us leave the worid behind
and fly to the angels."

"Free Bird" could not have been
written to make money; it was bom
of high passion. Its primary con-
cern is not to delight the listener

(although it does that), but to

spread its message of hope and
renewal.

It is songs like "Free Bird" that

keep my hopes alive for the future

of rock and roll. And the freedom
of music.

By Joanne J. Choi
Daily Bruin Staff

It's a strange image. Mickey Mouse granting
dispensations of immortality. Goofy distilling the
fountain of youth. Donald Duck weaving the skeins
of life with Weird Sisters Minnie and Daisy.
Immortality given as a Jove-like Walt Disney
smiles benevolently from above.

But that's what happens to the actors supplying
the voices of the animated characters in Walt
Disney Pictures' new film "Beauty and the BeasL"
Immortality wasn't on their paychecks, but Paige
O'Hara, Robby Benson and Angela Lansbury
found it nevertheless.

As the voice of the film's heroine, the indepen-
dently-minded Belle, O'Hara realized early on that
the role would change her life forever. Like fellow
Broadway actress Jodi Benson, who was the voice
of Ariel in *l.ittle Mermaid," O'Hara realized that
the role would mean unprecedented fame and
recognition.

"When I heard about the part, I went after it

aggressively. I called my agent and said, *You have
to get me an audition.'"

Likewise, despite dozens of stage, film and
television roles, Robby Benson, who is the voice of
the enchanted prince within the Beast, also realized
how special the role was.

"I don't know any actor that wouldn't want the
job. The idea that I can be a part of this film is magi-
cal to me."
As first lady of stage and television, dame Angela

Lansbury also felt honored to be a part of "the
greatest love story ever told." As the competent and
comforting housekeeper and teapot, Mrs. Potts,

Lansbury saw the role as affirmation of her status as
the consummate actress.

"I'm not ready for life achievement awards.
There's a lot more to be done," she admiued.

Benson remembers praying as he wailed for the
final decision. "People were saying, 'Don't hold
your breath, Robby.' It was one of the few times I

ever did. Every day it was like, 'Please . .

.'"

His perseverance and five auditions paid off. As
the Beast who must fight against his violent nature
and discover the importance of love, Benson will
forever be associated with one of Disney's most
complicated and mature characters. "(Beast's) got
the soul. He's got the passion," Benson says.
The level of complexity involved with the Beast

in comparison to other Disney heroes reflects the
film's mature theme. Similarly, Benson notes that
the movie distinguishes itself because it not the

Disney's ''Beauty and the Beast" Is a version that differs slightly from the original fairy tale.

Disney desighs another faiiy ta

I

Reed

See VOICES, page 34

By Joanne J. Chd
Daily Bruin Staff

In the world of animation and fairy tales, the

Disney version means the definitive version.

Walt Disney plucked Snow While and the Seven
Dwarfs out of folklore and catapulted them onto the

silver screen, making Dopey. Doc and Sleepy
forever a part of Earth lore.

Fifty-four years and 30 animated features later,

Disney filmmakers are still creating a type of

modem mythology. The team behind Disney's
latest animated film, "Beauty and the Beast," led by
producer Don Hahn. continues lo affirm Walt's
creed of a high concept story brought to life by
animation.

Disney's talc of "Beauty and the Beast" departs
from the original tale of a beautiful girl who must
redeem an enchanted prince stuck in a beast. In the
updated version, written for the screen by Linda

See 'BEAST/ page 34

I I of the 'naked' woid

Lou Reed reads excerpts fronn his new book
tonight at Wadsworth Theatre.

By Chip Phillips

"/ was sleeping gently ruipping
when I heard the phone I Who is on
the other end talking I Am I even
home I Didyou see what she did to

him I Did you hear what they said I

Just a New York conversation
rattling in my head"

— Lou Reed, "N.Y. Telephone
Conversation" (1972)

There I shook, the picture of
vigilance, holding fast for my
phone to surrender the sopnd that

would not only relieve me of my
steadfast watch, but also connect
me with the plainspoken, metro-
politan maiter-of-facmess that is

Lou Reed.

Arguably the nfK)si influential

American artist of the past quarter

century, Reed will be reading

selections from his new book,

"Between Thought and Express-
ion: Selected Lyrics of Lou Reed"
tonight at UCLA's Wadsworih
Theater.

Released earlier this month on
Hyperion press, the volume is

chaptered and charted by lyrics,

reflecting three decades of Reed's
experiences in and out of New
York City. The author's personal

annotations expose not only the

thematic consistency of his work,
but offer a rare chance to probe the

mind of one of America's most
innovative social commentators.

Finally my phone relented, and
sure enough, not even 3000 miles
of phone line was able to disguise

Reed's distinct Big Apple brogue.
What resulted was a "N.Y. Tele-

phone Conversation," L.A. style.

"One of the reasons I wanted to

lake the reading to colleges," starts

Reed, calm and deliberate in voice

and presentation, "was because of
the support I've been getting from
college radio for my records.

Without college radio, 1 probably,

in the United Slates anyway,
wouldn't exist It seems lo be the

only outlet It's the only place you
stand a chance on being heard."

By hitting what Reed refers to as

the "major, major cities," New
York, Washington D.C., Chicago,
Los Angeles and San Francisco,

the veteran artist hopes that his

personal rendition of what he
terms as his "Great American
Novel" will prove lo be a fresh

route through which he can chan-
nel his message.

See REED, page 30

Ibsen's classic

still relevant for

audiences today
By Kristen Linden
Dally Bruin Staff

Ibsen's classic "Ghosts" needs no facelift.

Over 100 years old, the drama, which begins a run
at the Freud Playhouse tomorrow night, proves
timeless in its exploration of sexuality, women's
rights, incest, mercy killing, harassment, religion and
individual conscience.

**The play is extremely universal. It is talking about
issues that still affect our society— issues that appall
people today. Issues like syphilis. The response to
syphilis at the time parallels our response to AIDS.
There's this whole stigma that an AIDS patient faces
that a syphilis patient faced at that time . . . Issues
dealing with hypocrisy ... and beliefs and moral
systems." explained director Barbara Daoust, a
UCLA graduate student.

Set on a country estate in Norway in the late 1 800s,
the play follows fiftysomething Mrs. Alving as she
rebels against the society that forced her to place duly
before happiness and marry a man she didn't love.

The action explodes as Oswald, Mrs. Alving's son
and hope for the future, comes home only to fall in
love with his illegitimate half-sister.

In an attempt to cover up her deceased husband's
degenerate ways and preserve the family name, Mrs.
Alving prepares to dedicate an orphanage built in her
husband's honor, but complications arise as a greedy
construction worker sees this as his chance lo rise in

social status — and bums the building down.
Ultimately Mrs. Alving must confront herself, her

priest and society to succeed in her quest for growth
and enlightenment.

While this third-year graduate theater student
chose "Ghosts" for "the drama, the tragedy, the . . .

heightened realism (which gives it) a more dramatic
plane," she admits that presenting Ibsen is not
without its challenges.

"Ibsen was the first writer of modem dramatic
prose and there was this breakthrough going on at the
time

. . . It's the first time in drama that it's not about
kings and queens speaking to the common people.
It's common language that your supposedly average
person can understand.

"But at the same lime, it's extremely dense
dialogue. The thing that Ibsen is the master of is that

everything that's being talked about is not really

what's going on. It's all about subtext Unless you gel
the subtext you can miss a lot of what the story is

about."

To this end, however, Daoust has been working
with her undergraduate actors on communicating ancK
exploring the characters' motivations. "We'vfe
worked a lot on the needs of the characters, what do
they want . . . what's driving them ... At the same
lime (the actors) are working with all of the problems
the characters have . . . What we end up having as far

as some of the action goes is more about manipula-
tion, more about avoiding, or denying, or repelling
each other, or grabbing onto each other . . . those
heightened moments."

Ultimately, Daoust sees a similarity between this

drama and soap operas. "I don't want to reduce
"Ghosts" to that level ... but where I think it is

similar is th^t in a soap opera you have lo be
interested in the people and here the same thing is

true— you have lo be interested in who these people
are."

After directing and producing for her own theater

company in San Francisco for eight years, running
and louring with a traveling Shakespeare company
for three years and starting a Shakespeare company
in Sonoma County with her husband among other
accomplishments, Daoust desired a change.

"(I came lo UCLA) wanting more of a playground
because I was getting frustrated with my own
limitations. I really wanted to expand, to shake up
everything that I had been doing because I was
getting bored with myself."

By directing everything from last year*s "Lysi-
strata" lo Tennessee Williams and now Ibsen, it looks
like Barbara Daoust is gelling just what she desired.

STAGE: "Ghosts " Written by Henrik Ibsen Directed by
Barbara Daoust. Performances Fri. and Sat at 8 p.m.. Sun.
at 2 and 7:30 p.m. and Wed. through Sat at 8 p m At the

Freud Playhouse in Macgowan Hall. Tix: $10 general, $7 50
senbrs and $5 students For tickets, call (310) 825-9261.
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Film

improves 'Cape Fear'
By Aaron Dobbs
Daily Bruin Staff

, Il*s unusual for a remake to be
better than the original film —
something's almost always lost in

the transition. But in the case of
"Cape Fear," director Martin
Scorsese has not only surpassed
the terror of the 1962 "Cape Fear"
starring Robert Mitchum and Gre-
gory Peck, but he has also rede-
fined the psychological thriller in

the same way he redefined Mafia
drama with 1990*s "GoodFeUas."
He didn't do it alone, though.

Screenwriter Wesley Strick ("True
Believer," "Arachnaphobia")
updated the original story to make
it much more complex and rcfiec-

tive of the '90s.

Add to Scorsese's near-perfect
direction and Strick's intricate

stoijyline the compelling perfor-

mances of Nick Nolte, Jessica
Lange, Juliette Lewis and, most
notably, Robert De Niro, and what
we have is a motion picture
audiences should die for.

The basic story is simple and
almost identical to the original's.

Max Cady (De Niro) is released
from prison after serving a 14-year
sentence. All he has been able to
think of during his incarceration
has been revenge against the man
who helped put him there —
attorney Sam Bowden (Noltc).
- But, Cady doesn't want to kill

Sam — at least not at first. He
wants the "counselor" to experi-
ence the loss he felt during his 14
"missing" years. To do so, Cady
doesn't go after Sam; he terrorizes
his family — wife Leigh (Lange)
and 15-year-old daughter Dani

(Lewis).

What Strick did to the story,

though, makes Cady more calcu-
lating and makes the film much
morc thrilling.

First, Strick — with obvious
help from Scorsese — creates a
family more realistic for the '90s.

The original family (Peck played
Sam) was a tight, happy unit.

That's fine for 1962, but in 1991
the Bowdens are on the verge of
self-destruction. Sam tries hard to
stay faithful, Leigh is recovering
from heavy depression and near-
suicide, and Dani can't stand the

As in all of Scorsese^s

films, the camera work

is fast-paced,

bombarding the

audience with visual

punches.

fighting at home and has to attend
summer school for having a joint

in her locker.

Also in the original film, Sam
was simply a man who gave the

incriminating testimony that put
Cady away — but here, Strick

makes the connection between the

two men more immediate. Sam
was Cady's defense attorney and
he suppressed evidence that would
have gouen Cady off the hook.
One of the most important

differences between the two pic-

tures, though, is the basic essence
of character for each of these men.
The original movie depicts a basic

struggle of good versus evil, but

this film doesn't really depict a

pure "good." Cady's actions are

horrifying, but Sam is no longer

Father-knows-best, and at times
the audience feels empathy for

Cady.
Although the great writing

almost carries the film on its own,
"Cape Fear" wouldn't be nearly as

good with any other director. The
scenes may not take place in Little

Italy, but the picture is still pure

Scorsese^-

As in all his films, the camera
work— this time shot by two-time
Academy Award-winning cine-

matographer Freddie Francis
("Glory") — is very fast-paced,

thereby accelerating the action and
bombarding the audience with
visual punches. Scorsese's camera
almost never stops moving, and
when it does, the people in the

scene don't.

Scorsese also varies his shots
continuously. One moment the
audience sees a wide landscape
and the next we're quickly zoom-
ing in on Nolte's face as he intently

drives his family out of town.
With the help of editor Thelma

Schoonmaker ("Raging Bull."
"GoodFellas"), Scorsese never lets

the picture rest on one scene too
long either. In doing so, he creates
an urgency onscreen that makes
the aAidience feel uncomfortable
every step of the way. This
another Scorsese trademark.
The most noticeable change in

this picture from its predecessor is

the inje<:tion of religion into the
storyline — a major Scorsese
theme.

In many ways, Cady believes
that his actions will actually "save"

The remake of "Cape Fear" (s scarier and better than the original
version.

Sam. He likens Sam to the biblical

figure Job — Cady's resolve and
faith in God grew once everything
was taken away finom him, and he
wants Sam to experience the same
thing.

The religious aspects of the

picture are shown in many ways,
but none is more effective than the

tauoos that cover Cady's body.
The largest appears on Cady's
back — a huge crucifix with the

scales of justice hanging from the

crosspiece. "Truth" is on one side,

"justice" on the other and the

fonder outweighs the latter.

One aspect of the film that was
not really changed is Bernard
Herrmann's original score. The
music from the original "Cape
Fear" was fantastic and terrifying

on its own. But adapted, arranged

See TEAR/ page 33

Lost for nearly 60 years, Lucky Star was redis-
covered and recently shown in international film

festivals to great acclaim (see Thurs. Nov. uy

N^AfUfJU^

A silent film classic!

Lucky Star

w/ music by Adrian Johnston
8 p.m., Meinitz Theater -Students $5.
General $8* 206-FILM
Lost for over sixty years, Lucky Star was
recently rediscovered and masterly restored
by The Netherlands Film Museum In Am-
sterdam. The film has been a hit at several
international film festivals. Musical score is

provided by multi-instrumentalist Johnston.

Double Impact
Out for Justice

7/9:30 p.m., Ackerman Grand Ballroom

•$1.50«825rJ070

•MUSIC*

Hear the awe-inspiring sacred sounds that have
been part of the secret of Buddhist rites since the
1 5th century. One night only I See the Gyuto *
Tantrfc Choir, Nov. 14, 8 p.m. in Royce.

The Gyuto Tantric Choir
8 p.m.. Royce Hall •Students $1 1

.

General, $15, 18.22.
The GyutoTantricChdr is renowned for their

multiphonlc sacred chanting. The monk's
training includes chanting in which each per-
son sings a chord containing two or three
notes simultaneously.

intellect (funky jazz)

9 p.m.. Kerckhoff Coffee House •Free*
825-6564

•SPECIAL EVENT*
Lou Reed
8 p.m.. Wadsworth Theater •Studenf
tickets $12.50^ 825-9261
Lou Reed is a living rock legend whose three
decades of writing provocative, creative lyrics

has recently t)een compiled in a book entitled,

Between Thought and Expression: Selected
Lyrics of Lou Reed.

Daily Bruin A & E Thursday,

N^ti/H^nU^ IS

Pl»r Paolo PMollnl: Tho EyM of a PoM
The Arabian Nights
Notes for an African Orestela
7:30 p.m., Meinitz Theater -Students
$3, General $5- 206-FILM
The Arabian Nights is a powerful, if not con-
troversial interpretation of (male) sexuality.

Pasolini became enamored with Africa after
his travels there in the sixties. Notes for an
African Oresteia becomes his interpretation
of Afnca as the idea of purity.

Peeping Tom
5 p.m.. Meinitz Theater -Free* 206-
8170
For some critics, this film was Michael
Powell's most controversial film that

cost him his career. The film exposes
male voyeurism and brutal crime to a
heightened sense of perversion where
a man films the death of his female
victims.

•MUSIC*
Jazz Ensemble II

w/ Gordon Henderson, conductor
Noon, Schoenberg -Free*

•THEATER*
Ghosts
8 p.m.. Ralph Freud Playhouse -Stu-

dents $5. Faculty/staff $7.50. Gen. $10*
825-2953
Directed by Bart)ara Daoust, Ghosts opens the
1991-92 theater season. For a season bro-
chure contact the Theater Dept. 206-0426.

FIL

7:30 p.m.. Meinitz Theater -Students

$3. General $5- 206-FILM.
Romelia's Secret concerns a reunion of three
generations of women who come together to
compare and contrast life experiences. In a
quiet way, the filrri exposes the social changes
and cultural contrasts that have marked
Mexico's development. Mariana, Mariana is

a man's nostalgic look at youth and the dis-

covery of love.

•M U S I C^
Dread Zeppelin (rock)

Noon, Westwood Plaza -Free- 825-
6564

hi^i^^Uhll/l

Mexican FHm and tha Utaraiy TradMon

Solitary

Reed: Insurgent Mexico
7:30 p.m., Meinitz Theater -Students
$3, General $5^ 206-FILM.
As a result of this film's unrelenting depiction
of a prison in which student activists were
incarcerated after a 1968 uprising. Solitary
instigated a shut down of the prison by the
government. Reed: Insurgent Mexico is

based on American journalist John Reed's
experiences during the Mexican Revolution
as he road with General Tom^s Urbini's army
under the command of Pancho Villa.

Lou Reed, is for some, a lyricist, for others a poet
but to all, he's a living legend t Student tickets just

released. Don't miss thisi Nov. 14, 8 p.m.

"What's Art mis Week"

USIC*
Trio Mexico
Manuel Su^rez, violin

Ignacio Mariscal, cello

Jorge Su^rez, piano

Guest: UCLA's Paul Reale
8 p.m., Schoenberg •Students $3, Gen.
$5* 825-2953
The highly acclaimed trio musicians will per-
form worths by Mexican composers Daniel
Cat^n, Manuel Ponce, Luis Sandi, Armando
Lavalle. A composition by Reale will also be
featured.

•P I L. lyi*

Pl«r PmIo PmoNtW: Th* EyM of • Po«l

Medea
Oedipus Rex

p.m.,

einitz

Theater

•Students $3,

General $5*

206-FILM
oth these

Greek tragedy

plays, the story
of Euripedes and Oedipus are transformed by
the reinterpretation of postmodern director,

Pasolini.

Msxican Film and th» Utmmy TradWon

Romella'8 Secret
Mariana, Mariana

(con't n#xt cQlnmn)

Horror Rims by Val LMrlonll

The Body Snatcher
Bedlam
8 p.m., Meinitz Theater -Free* 206-
FILM
Based on an R.L. Stevenson's tale, The Body
Snatcher speaks of a time where digging up
corpses for medical research is profitable.

However a group of men decide it is even
more profitable to murder for their merchan-
dise.

In Bedlam, the tables are tumed for an in-

sanely cruel master warder who gets put on
trial by his patients because of his threats at
harming a woman who sought to improve the
conditions of the asylum.

»

Guess Who's Coming to Dinner?
Jungle Fever

7/9 p.m., Ackerman Grand Ballroom
•Students $1 .50* 825-1070

Jungle Fever
Guess Who's Coming to Dinner?
7/9 p.m., Ackerman Grand Ballroom
•Students $1.50- 825-1070

Midnight Express
Querelle

8 p.m., Meinitz Theater -Free* 825-
2345
Considered an overtly racist depiction of
Turt^ey, Midnight Express, is a sensational-
ized version of a mans imprisonment for drug
trafficking in a Turkish prison. Querelle is a
phantasmagoric film that mixes the operatic
with the pornographic.

•ART*

Sigma Gamma Row Commeration
8 - 5 p.m., Kerckhoff Gallery -Free-

Peter Hamilton
8 - 5 p.m.. Kerckhoff Gallery -Free-

Single artist show of his lithograph prints

"The Grunwald Center for The Graphic
Arts: 35 Years of Acquisitions"
The Wight Art Gallery -Free- For Gallery
tnfofmatton caH 825-9345
Trace the development of the Grunwakj Center's
collection that dates from the Renaissance to the
present.

In Battle's Light: Prints of Japan's
Early Modem Wars
Wight Art Gallery -Free* 825-9345

!

ART LECTURE: November 19
5:30 p.m.. The Wight Art Gallery -Free- 825-
9345
In conjunction with "In Battle's Light: Woodblock
Prints ofJapans EarlyModem l^a/s 'specialguest
UCLA History Prof. Fred Notehelfer will discuss
the influence of Burton Holmes photography on
the images of the Russo-Japanese War prints.

^xitimlHafitfm'% Night Shadows Tha 35 Ymn Acquiatbon.
•xMMion dosw Nov. 1 7 Slop by b«tof» if* loo...

N^A/UhJllA.

•SPECIAL ART EVENT*
DIAna's Hair Ego: AIDS Info Upfront
1 1 a.m. - 5 p.m., Wight Art Gallery.1 100
Dickson Art Ctr -Free- 825-9345
In commemoration of the Dec. 1 "World AIDS
Day" and "Day Without Art."-the international
day of education and awareness in response to
the AIDS crisis^-this special 20 minute video.
DIAna's Hair Ego: AIDS Info Upfront wiN be
repeatedly shown throughout the day. The
pfx)gram win be repeated on Sunday December
1. 1 - 5 p.m.

$8 SCA TICKETS students

M»d>a Pa»olinit v«r«on o( th«

Euiip«dM tr«o«dy

featured even^ Thur«lay, te compiled by me UCU^ SUjden. Committee f«meAm«parfo«meArt5ana tn.ena-nmenrsectloo^f^^^S
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From page 27

Based on the strength of the

"naked" word— that is, language
liberated from its musical compo-
nent. Reed feels that the lyrics he
has put to print in "Between
Thought and Expression" create a
more "direct" medium through
which to examine his work.
"From the very beginning of the

Velvet Underground," Reed
explains, "you must remember; that

I was a college graduate coming

out of a creative writing course. 1

had intended that the lyrics were to

be able to stand by themselves. Not
only work as lyrics within the

song, but they were to be able to

stand by themselves. The criteria

for the book was to pick lyrics that

were, in my mind, a hundred
percent successful."

The title of the book comes from
the Velvet Underground's "Some
Kinda Love"— more specifically,

from the line reading "between
thought and expression lies a

hfetime." Reed's new work is not
only a running commentary on our

times but a fresh perspective on a
lifetime of artistic expression.

Beginning with the early lyrical

experimentation of such works as

"The Gift" and "The Murder
Mystery," "Between Thought and
Expression" examines Reed's role

as a rock *n' roll innovator. Reed
put his original short stories to

"jams that we thought were really

great fun but we could never put
lyrics to," and employed stereo to

further the creative purpose.

"We put the short story on the

left, the music on the right," Reed
explains. "The idea was to have

one bunch of things going on
verbally on the left and some other
things going on, hopefully kind of
the opposite emotionally, on the
right. So if you put the stereo
bound to the left you could hear
one thing, if you put the stereo
bound to the right you could here
another and if you put it in the
middle you could here both of
them going on at once and lose
your mind to it."

"It's fun," Reed laughs, "parti-
cularly with headphones."

With the inclusion of lyrics from
the 1967 pop culture progenitor.

"The Velvet Underground and
Nico." through his collaboration
with John Cale on 1990's "Songs
for 'Drella," Reed's new book also
explores the personal — delving
deep within the psyche of one of
rock music's most prolific and
solitary artists.

"Songs for 'Drella," a tribute to

the Velvet Underground's first

producer, Andy Warhol, proved to

be a "whole lot" of coming to

terms with his past, says Reed, and
his choice to include five songs off
^'^"*^^^"~"^~'^^"^^^^"^—^—^—^^^^—^«.»

See REED, page 32

Naked Emperor Productions presents

lit BSTANOVITZ &
BSTANOVITZlit

NOV. 15-17 8:00 PM
Jan Popper Theater, Schoenberg Hall

Free Admission

A New Comic Chamber Opera in English by
KENT CARLSON

starring: Jon Augustine, Robin Bartunek, Brian
Leerhuber, Laura Dallavo and Dean Elzinga

For more information, call 208-6608

50% OFF WITH UCLA ID
offer expires 11/24/91

THE WORLD'S FAVORITE BED-TIME STORY IS FINALLY A
BED-TIME STORY..

m^^Mi
From the producer
of Flesh Gordon
BILLOSCOs... AN ADULT RATED MUSICAL COMDEV

STARRING PLAYBOYS COVER GIRL KRISTINE OE BELL
WrrH LARRY GELMAN-ALLAN NOVAK-TERI MALL
AND JASON WILLIAMS.STAR OF "FLESH GORDON-
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY JOSEPH BARDO

LYRICSAND MUSIC BY BUCKY SEARLES
ARRANGED AND CONDUCTED BY JACK STEARN & PETER MATZ

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER JASON WILLIAMS
PRODUCED BY WILLIAM OSCO DIRECTED BY BUD TOWNSEND

SHE'S BACK FROM THE 70'S
NOT THE ONE FROM ENGLISH LIT BUT THE ONE WITH SEXY WIT

MIDNIGHT SHOW SATURDAY NOVEMBER 16TH
ROYAL THEATER.11 523 SANTA MONICA BLVD.-WEST LOS ANGELES

WE BUY USED CD'S, LP'S

& CASSEHES

CONN
10970 W. PIGO BlVD, \A/.m.

(2 blocks west of Westside Pavilion)

•Park in Rear "Open 1 l-7pm
•Late Night Fri till 9pm

MCM NEW CD'S PRICED
FROMS^

PER TITLE ON ANY USED CD 'I

selling above $ 1 .99 "

I
WrTHTHiSAD SAISENDS n/23/91

THIRD ANNUAL THANKSGIVING

CANNED FOOD DRIVE

$50.00 DISCOUNT
Bring In Tiiree Cans Of Food

For The Homeless . . . 1̂^
Donate THREE cans of food by November 27, 1991,

and place a $100 deposit on the course of your
choice with the Stanley H. Kaplan Educational

Center Ltd. of Southern California, and we will take
$50.00 off the current tuition. The balance of your
tuition is due before the first day of class or in 90

days whichever comes first.

This isamm is not w^viA mj othtrdisam orojftrmtuk fnfSuaiaH Xpp^ UuaAondCmrLd., lbs
AtamlifwidadiimimtidtnwLtntt.

LSAT GMAT MCAT GRE
DAT NMB NCLEX

Call imKAP-TEST for more details!

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.

^
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Production of Fiy's 'Lady' rises above woric's flaws
By Shalmall Pal
Dally Bruin Staff

The premise for Chrislq)hcr
Fry's "The Lady Is Not for
Burning" sounds great — under-
mining the "superstition of believ-
ing in reality.** Unfortunately,
Fry's vehicle for doing so — a
15th-century witch hunt— isn't as
captivating as its intentions.

But, the Morgan-Wixson Thea-
ter's production of this obscure

playwright's only hit manages, for
the most part, to rise above the
work's shortcomings.

S61dier Thomas Mendip (Scou
Brick) enters the English town of
Cool Clary looking to be hanged.
Into this scenario comes Jennet
Jourdemayne (Victoria WaksX
accused of practicing witchcraft.

While Thomas wants desperately
to die. Jennet is just as eager to
live. Inevitably, they fall in love.

Destiny brings them both into

the bungled lives of the Mayor
(Jim Miller), his sister (Mary Ann
Link), her two moronic sons
Nicholas and Humphrey (Steve
Valentine and Kevin Cummings),
Humphrey's fiancde Alizon (Lau-
ra Diamond) and the Mayor's
clerk, Richard (John Austrian).

*The Lady''^s best asset is the

character of Thomas Mendip.
When Richard informs the soldier

he is mad to wish to be hanged, his

retort of "You make no allowance

for individuality" is just one of the
many one-liners he flings out at the

hypocrites who pass for humanity.
Scou Brick's performance is the

most engaging and much of the
play's humor comes from his

quick wit and speedy delivery of
such profound dictums as "I

breathe, I spit, I am."
Other standouts include Scott

Valentine's Nicholas — a man
who bears a striking resemblance
to Goofy, which makes him parti-

culariy endearing —- and John
Austrian as Richard, who provides
an anchor between Thomas' wit
and the town's lunacy.

Ironically, it is the women in

'The Lady" who are the least

engaging due, in part, to the play's
lack of substantial characteriza-
tion. Victoria Waks gives Jennet a
wry sense of humor but relies on a
shrill voice to stand for despera-

See 'LADY,' page 35

M
IS NOW A BROADWAY PRODUCTION.

Our new producer just finished Andrew Uoyld
Weber's production in London and also produced

Siegfried and Roy's show in Las Vegas. If you are at

least 6'0" and a professionally trained dancer, singer

or have drop dead good looks, we want you to

audition for our

EUROPEAN BROADWAi^ CAUBER SHOW.
Call GIO) 396-4045 between 10am-6pm,

Monday thru Friday to set up an inteiview.

Please bring or send photo, resume, audio

and/or videotapes, and self addressed—self

stamped envelope for return of tapes, to

2115 Pico Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90405

Don't miss this great opportunity
to travel and woiiL with

producers.

Discover the convenience of Westwood Village's 24-hour
express store! Open 24 hours and stocked with all the
essentials (and the goodies) you or your party might need
Convenient parking, too! So, if it's 3 PM. or 3 A.M., come \n

^to the Village's fast and friendly market and find whatever
you need—whenever you need it.

d*
Village
xpressmart

Always Open at the comer of Gayley & Le ConteFOODSTORE
1 0974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (213) 209-91 1

1

Open 24 hours « 7 days a week « CONVENIENT FREE PARKING

From The Acxzlaimed Director Of"GoodFelias''
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From page 30

this album indicates the intensity

of personal feeling his book emits.

**I think there is a universality lo

those feelings,** Reed stresses,

regarding the tribute lo Warhol.
"I'm not the only one who experi-

ences feelings like that. Tm sure

other people have gone through
some kind experience that is

analogous to this. In the end, all my
albums are about some kind of
universal emotion that everybody

else would hopefully be able to

relate to."

Also included within the pages
of "Between Thought and
Expression" are Reed*s personal
interviews with Czechoslovakian
President Vaclav Havel and
novelist Hubert Selby. The inter-

views reveal as much about Reed*s
passions and principles as those of
Havel and Selby, providing inter-

esting insight into the intensity and
power of the written word.

During Reed*s visit to Czecho-
slovakia in October 1990, Havel
presented him with a small book of

his lyrics hand-printed and trans-

lated into Czech. Havel, a pub-
lished playwright and poet
himself, told Reed that there were
only 200 copies of the book in

existence and that not long ago one
would have been arrested if they
were found to be in possession of
such literature. The idea that the

president of a newly emancipated
country would deem his lyrics

worthy of translation, meditation
and risk proved quite an over-
whelming experience for Reed.

"It*s a really incredible situa-

tion," Reed states, regarding the

Czechoslovakian political history

up to and including the *Velvet
Revolution.* *i mean you're talk-

ing about a country where teena-
gers weren't allowed to stand on
the bridge and play guitar. They
had very limited modes of
expression for their political feel-

ings. So anything that they could
lay their hands on that expressed
those desires, that kind of feeling,

that anti-authoritarian stance,
meant a whole lot to them. And
that's where some of my stuff

came in.

*Even though I was there, I still
*«i

have trouble believing it to this

day," he adds. "It was such a

magical, astonishing experience to

realize where those songs had
traveled to and what they had
helped accomplish. It's really

striking."

The consummate social com-
mentator. Reed was quick to point

out that the repressive nature of our
own government shares common
characteristics with the regime that

once quelled the creative spirit of
the Czech people. We must recog-

See REED, page 34
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CONCERT
SERIES

A\D F.XPRF.SSION

S 1: L B C T 1-: D LYRICS

LOU RSED
reads selected lyrics from

BETWEEN THOUGHT AND EXPRESSION

a night of poetry

.<<*^'*
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WADSWORTH THEATER - UCU CAMPUS
ki Coopcntion with Uk UCU CcnMr for the Patanmis Arts

TONIGHT!

NOVEMBER 14 • 8PM

^^«»«^.indudmg May Co^ Musk PhB and To*wloc«tk)ns. Abo the IKUCcn^ . .JJSa^j
To divgc bfj/ phone (S13) 480-3939 or (714) 740-8000. W^iKk

Tlie Graduate Art Lactura Sariaa Prasanta
Tlmrsday, Navambar 14th
g;aO PM, in tha Wight Gallary, Dixan Art Cantar

Phatagraphar and Taxt Artiat

Poat-morfm, 1990. chalk on state, btack A wMto photographs on aluminum, sissi and plats glass. 4«"x 112"

fcflta afflha

BIG TOMY'S
OPEN: 6:30 am - 2:30 am Sun-Thurs

G:30 wkvn - 3:30 am FrI & Sat
BREAKFAST SERVED 6:30 am - 7:00 pm

Chm Cheese Burger + Fries
+ Med. Soft Drink for ^:2 -i q
Break£ast Special

2 £g^ •»- Homemade Hashbrowns
+ Toast & Jelly for $1.99

t \

^^

Chinese Chicken Salad
(*oil free dressing

(213) 824-7966
936 Broxton Ave ^ , . ,

In wastwood ^andwtch
Fresh Chicken Breast

$3.99

$2.99

Sessions
•CD Sound Systems 'lO Wolff Beds
•Air Conditioning •Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCLA! Call 824-2TAN

M-F: 7am-10pm
Sat: 8am-8pm Sun: 9am-7pm

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & Undbrook)

*ccipon«f3irM 11/21/91

(1st time customers only/1 per customer/must present coupon)

CP286-12MHZ (40MB Hard Drive) 14" Mono $550

CP386SX-16MHZ (40MB Hard Drive) $950

CP386DX-25MHZ (80MB Hard Drive) $1180

CP386-33MHZ W/64K Cache (80MB Hard Drive) $1320

CP486-25MHZ (120MB Hard Drive) $1850

CP486-33MHZ W/256K Cache (120MB Hard Drive) .1$1960

' All Systems Indude:

•1MB RAM Memory

•525* or 3.5' Floppy Drive

• HYUNDA1 14" SuperVGA (.28) Color Moritor

• Super VGA(1024768) W/1MB-2S6 Cok)r8

• Super Mouse N

•AT I/O Card (2 Serial, 1 P^lel & 1 Game)

• 2FTV2HD IDE Controller

• 100% IBM Compatible Systems

• Orw Vbar Parts and Labor WarrantyFREE MOUSE
witii pwcbflse of system

BEST SUPPORT, BEST SERVICE. LOWEST PRICE
Please Call SCOTT for best deal at

er

'

om
3850Wtishlrc Blvd. #104
Los Angeles. CA<KK)10

(213) 480-6777

WILSHIRE
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Z
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FEAR'
From page 28

and conducted here by Elmer
Bernstein, the music loses none of
its power and actually becomes
even more haunting and forceful.

Lange and Lewis both benefit

from well-fleshed-out female
characters that the original film did
not have. Leigh gives a speech near

the end of the film about loss,

which completely describes her
character. Her performance in that

one scene alone is one of the best •

As for Lewis. Dani becomes a
much more central character to the

entire story. In fact, her voiceovers
begin and end the film. Consider-
ing the company she's keeping in

this film, Lewis certainly holds her
own.

Appearing in small cameos are

Peck and Mitchum. The casting of
these two is pure genius. Peck —
who played Sam in 1962— plays
the lawyer who defends Cady. And

Paris

London
Rome

ALWAYS

DESIGN HAIRCUT
NO APPOINTMENTS ^508 444 7 'NO GIMMICKS

STYLISIS HAVE OVER 3 YFARS FXPKRIFXCb
HAIR COLOR

HIGHLITES

FRENCH PERM
ZOTOS PERM
SUPER PERM

S15 FOIL WEAVING COMPLETE
$25 EYE LASH TINT

$15-25 COLOR CORRECTION
$35^5 SHAMPOO SET
$66 MANICURE

SPECIAL FREE- hiiircut style w, $35 perm ($12 v.ilue fr«"t')

SPECIAL FREE- hnircut mousse w $45 perm ($17 v;ilue fretr)

••I Ul I I IM( MANICUMIS I >. .'. I 1 J| 1 I IMf t lAll^-
I
V! is ( ^, IVAN , i i

.

1078 GAYLEY -WESTWOOD VILLAGE 'NEXT TO PENNY LANE

rl-X—I—I—I'^I—I^^I—I-"!-*!—I—T—1—I—I—T—I—T—T-T«

1 THE ORIGINAL GOURMET
" CINNAMON ROLL

I

Buy One Get One
h^

Reg $1.45

Good Only At:

1001 Gayley Ave.

westwood Village

(213) 208-4766

/^^
1 1/30/91

T.I.Cinnamons
^Bakery

F*I-I—I—1—1«»1—I—I—I—l^I'^I^T—l—T—T—T—I—I—I—I,̂

THE TOTALLY TOTAL

YOU AND MATRIX

YOUR STYLE

YOUR POISE

YOUR APPEARANCE

Matrix. It's hair care for the

total you in our professional

salon and for at-honr.e styling.

After a consultation, our

stylists will create a hair cut

that suits you and your life-

style. Then our experts will

design a totally personal

hair care system with Matrix

shampoos, conditioners, and
styling aids to keep you look-

ing your best between visits.

fliatrix
HAIR AND SKM CARE

'Not Just A Cut...But A Great Haircut'

Uy^lPQyy requests or appts are $14

SUNDAYS AND
LOOK FOR WEEKLY DISCOUNTS

MONDAYS ONLY

FULL SERVKJE SALON

954 A 956 GAYLEY
WESTWOOD
RK5HT NEXT TO SIZZLER

(213)824-0710
(213)824-7697

Mitchum, who was Cady, plays the

police lieutenant who tries lo help
Sam.

Still, all these great perfor-

mances arc eclipsed by De Niro*s— who, if there's any justice in the

world — very well could earn his

third Academy Award. De Niro
has proven time and again that he
is one of the world's best actors,

but unlike other greats, he is a total

chameleon able to immerse him-
self into the role of Max Cady,
mentally and physically.

De Niro*s Cady might remind
some of his Travis Bickle from

*Taxi Driver,** but he is even better

here. Cady isn't mentally ill; in

fact he has become, due to his

reading in prison, a better lawyer
than Sam. Every step of his

revenge is extremely calculated.

It's no wonder he and Scorsese
work together so often — they

bring out the best in each other.

"Cape Fear" is definitely the

movie to see this winter. Consid-
ering the people it comes from, it's

amazing this film ever got made.
But we should be thanking our
lucky stars it did because it's the

finest piece of filmmaking to come

out this year. It's pure entertain-

ment with a couple of messages
thrown in, and it'll scare your
socks off. ••••
RLM: "Cape Fear " Written by Wesley
Strick. tMsed on a screenplay by James
R. Webb and the novel "The Execution-
ers" by John D. MacDonald Directed by
Martin Scorsese. Produced by Bart>ara
De Fina for Amblin Entertainment in

association with Cappa Films and
TriBeCa productions A Universal Pic-
tures release with Robert De Niro. Nick
Nolte. Jessica Lange and Juliette
Lewis. (Rated R: language, violence,
sexual situations and mature themes;
130 minutes) Now playing at the GCC
Avco Cinema in Westwood Village
Opens Friday cttywide —^---

Investment Banking
Opportunities at

First Boston
First Boston, a global investment banking firm, headquartered in
New York, will be recruiting for its two year financial analyst
program. Pdsitions are available in the Investment Banking
Department. All Seniors are cordially invited to attend a
presentation.

Presentation:

Tuesday, November 19, 1991
The Wfestwood Marquis Hotel

6:30 p.m.

Interviewing schedule:

January 22, 1992

For further information and inquiries, please feel free to contaa:

Bradley R. Th^er
Investment Banking
333 S. Grand Avenue

Suite 2200
Los Angeles, CA 90071

Deadline for submission of resumes is January 10, 1992.

Jazz.. Eiiies, fumk &

Prcsewis...

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14 th

intellect
Enriching campus life through better programming...

Cultural Affairs Commission
WffO CjCS&ff

Co-sponsored by Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority,

7 PM KERCKHOFF COFFEE
HOUSE

/*g«rf for by USAC • Your friendly Student Government
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largestipom hank in the United

States is lookin^fedonors.

The goal of the California Cryobank
is to provide high quality sperm for

artificial insemination. Requirements

include good health between the

ages of 1 9 to 34 and a

9 to 12 month commitment.

Call for more informl^n: 824-9941

COMPLETE MEDICAL SCREENING {ALL COSTS PAID)
AND YOU EARN UP TO $105AVEEK IF QUALIFIED.

ss«

sterlim; silvfr

' rain Ball
'

lit clil««^llkt

3 sil^s:
(20iran£..$16

(24Kft9iiL$20

iWS^iy

WA
SUM

VMtonrVfftlccBclu
WiMlWMtl ft 17111 Av€. im Occm
Fnwt WUk*Opca frcry day at
Wc apcdallw ki or & aoae pterdng

This year make the
Grade with IMILLER

MILLER INFINITI, Van Nuys 818-782-1000

MILLER MITSUBISHI, van Nuys 818-780-7799

MILLER NISSAN, V^nNuys 818-787-e400

MILLER TOYOTA, CulverCity 213-550-3777

^*TAKE$100 OFFANY CAR, with valid UCLA Student ID presented on date of
purchase**

Oxygen Permeable
Contact Lenses

also Daily Wear Soft

Lenses $175.00

Best Are Getting
Even Better!

Call our office today
to schedule an
appointment.

DR. J.F.QUACKENBUSH, O.D.
10955 Weybum Ave.

Comer of Weybum & Broxton
208-4748

REED
From page 32

nize this fact and fight ii if we are

to keep the basic freedoms prom-
ised to us in our Constitution.

"Oh we certainly are having the

same things happening/* Reed
exclaims. "It's a very repressing

time right now. You should really

keep that in mind.

"If you ask the government for

money what else do you expect?"
he continues, quickly shifting the

topic to the fine arts. "It*s like

going to your father for something.
You know if you go to your father

and give him one of these ideas, of
course he*s not going give in to

you. There are some (works of art)

that I think are bullshit and I wish
they weren't using my money for

it. I suppose it evens out over the

end, but who's in charge of
deciding this shit? Who decides

what's worthy of getting a grant?

You should just recognize the

government as a very repressive

agency and it is a mistake to go to

them for things that might have
worth."

Distinct as it is captivating,

"Between Thought and Express-
ion" exemplifies the most intense

work in words from one of
America's most influential and
permanent artistic spirits. Don't
miss Lou Reed, one of rock *n*

roll's living legends.

SPEAKER: "Lou Reed: Selected Lyr-
ics From 'Between Thought and
Expression.*" Tonight at 8 p.m. at the
Wadsworth Theater. Tix: $20, $12.50
(students); available at CTO and Ticket-
master outlets. Sponsored by UCLA
Student Committee for the Arts. (Lou
Reed will be signing copies of his book
at Book Soup in Hollywood, today from
1-2 p.m.)

VOICES
From page 26

story of a "typical fairy tale

bimbo." Instead, its focus is on
Belle, a strong, individualistic

woman who lakes responsibility

for her actions.

In this respect, the movie may
even mark a watershed period for

female issues in animation, much
as "Thelma and Louise" did for

live-action films. Belle's determi-

nation and resolve to save her

father and rescue her love could
recreate a genre that typically

relies on fanciful maidens who
lack power to change their desti-

nies.

The complexity of character and

theme in "Beauty and the Beast" is

sure to create a new generation of
Disney fans with its modernized
set of fairy tale heroes and her-
oines. Witii die release of "Beauty
and Beast," Disney may bring
some much-needed magic back to
the silver screen.

RLM: "Beauty and the Beast." Written
by Linda Woolverton. Directed by Ki^
Wise and Gary Trousdale Produced ^
Don Hahn. Songs by Howard Ashman
and Alan Menken. Starring Paige
OHara. Robby Benson and Angela
Lansbury 83 Minutes. Rated G Opens
dtywide tomorrow and nationwide on
Nov. 22. A Walt Disney Picture Release
in association with Silver Screen Part-
ners IV.

'BEASr
From page 26

Woolverton, Belle is an indepen-
dent and strong-willed heroine
who chooses to take her father's

place as the Beast's prisoner.

"I tried to make the strongest

female character I could within the

confines of the story," says
Woolverton. "The story itself

created the perfect environment
for a strong female character. She
has an imagination, and she has the

greatest adventure of her life when
she drives it forward by sacrificing

her own life. I love to write that

sort of nobility in a woman
character."

The result is a heroine unlike
any other Disney endeavor.
Michael Cedeno, who animated
Belle and Ariel ("The Little

Mermaid") attempted to reinforce

Belle as a prototypical female
heroine.

*The first thing I had to ask
myself was. *What am I going to

have to do to make her different

from Ariel?'" says Cedeno. With
the inspiration of veteran stage
actress Paige O'Hara, Cedeno
succeeded in creating a Disney
heroine who, unlike the mermaid
Ariel, is mature and down to earth.

Like Cedeno, animator Andreas
Deja was excited by the film's

message of "Don't judge a book by
its cover." As the animator of
Gaston, the town Adonis and
bully, Deja drew on a wellspring of
inspiration. "You go to gyms in

Los Angeles, and they are filled

with these guys. It's very easy
research," he noted.

While typical Disney villains

might be considered ugly, reflect-

ing their evil natures, Deja was
struck by the paradox of a hand-
some villain with a heart of a beast
The early animation of Gaston

followed standard Disney format,
keeping him in character with "bad
guys drawn with crooked jaws and
evil eyes."

However, after Disney chair-

man Jeffrey Katzenberg saw the

early animation, Deja redirected
his efforts into bringing beauty and
evil together in Gaston.

"(Katzenberg) explained his

concept of the movie ... He
explained (that) the beast who is

really ugly should have a heart of
gold. You have this Gaston, who is

the reverse of the beast. He is the

handsome dude-type guy, but a
jerk and a son of a bitch at the same
time."

The superficiality of beauty
forms die core of the Beast's
character. Animator Glen Keane
worked to create a hero that the
audience could imagine Belle
falling in love with. Keane
researched the Beast by studying^
other beasts at the zoo because the
initial drawing "reminded me of an
alien. It just didn't ring true for the
planet Earth."

However. Keane, like Belle,
was won over by the passion and
sincerity of the3east. Keane grew
so attached to the Beast that when
the film called for his transforma-
tion into the prince, it proved
difficult for the animator, who had
to create a genuine character that
the audience would fall in love
with.

Producer Don Hahn explains
that tiiese types of questions arise
out of the sense of responsibility

behind Disney animation.

"It's really frightening. It's true
that somehow people judge (ani-

mated characters) by the Disney
version," Hahn admitted. "All you
can do is hope to create a story that

is engaging and involving and
hope to create characters that

people can relate to. The amalgam
of all those things together creates
our Disney version of whatever it

is. It's musical. It's got a moral.
You walk away from the theater
saying, 'I got it: don'tjudge a book
by its cover.'"

Video

New video helps

screenwriters
sell their woric

By Joanne J. Choi
Dally Brufn Staff

Is writer's block sunding
between you and that million-dol-
lar screenplay? Glenn Benest has
the answers to your problem.

In his recently released video,
"Writing and Selling Your First

Screenplay." Benest presents for
beginners ten years of teaching
experience about die business of
screenwriting.

With tales of million-dollar
screenplays fast becoming the
Hollywood version of the Ameri-
can Dreamj Benest recognizes that
screenwriting has become a
national passion.

His video is intended to teach
aspiring screenwriters who don't
have the time or money to attend
His popular classes at UCLA
Extension or the American Film
Institute. In the video. Benest
covers a variety of aspects of die
business, including what is a good
premise and what is a high concept
idea.

When it comes to characteriza-
tion, Benest says that screenwri-
ters need to "realize diat the plot is

just a device to get know die

^characters better." He advises
'screenwriters to write a full history

on the character as well as develop
a complete oudine of the screenp-
lay.

**It forces you to get to know the

character, how they dress and what
car they drive . . . That way you
can write die screenplay and let

your character grow," he says.

Benest has been credited as the

"dean of dialogue" by American
Film and has a Master of Fine Arts
in screenwriting from UCLA. "I

have a passion about what I do. I

really care about my students, and I

love teaching." he admits.

The most important lesson Ben-
est teaches his students is

"screenwriting is a career.
Screenwriters need to realize Uiat

like any odier career it takes years
to learn and grow in die field."

VIDEO: -Writing and Selling Your First
Screenplay." by Glenn Benest. $39.95.
For info call: 1 (800) 383 8811.

'LADY'

4k

From page 31

tion, confusion, love, happiness
and a myriad of odier emotions.
As the Mayor's sister, Mary

Ann Link's sole activity is to
flounce around in exasperation,
and Laura Diamond's Alizon is as
ornamental as a nun gets. But, she
docs deliver the understatement of
die century, proclaiming "Men are
strange."

Like the diversity in the perfor-
mances, "The Lady is Not for
Burning" offers a fast-paced,
amusing first act and a second act
weighed down by philosophy and
sentimentality (die funniest diing
in Act Two is die costumes). The
latter can be interpreted as the

indulgences ofa man who hoped to

reintroduce verse poetry to the

diealcr — and failed.

"Laughter is the greatest sign of
genius." says Thomas. At times,

*The Lady is Not for Burning"
does offer a glimpse of Fry's
genius, but not enough to sustain

interest. ••1/4

STAGE: "The Lady Is Not for Burning."
Written by Christopher Fry. Directed by
Carolee Shoemaker. Produced by Jen-
nifer Weinstein Morgan-Wixson Thea-
ter, 2627 Pico Blvd. Performances:
Fri.-Sat at 8 p.m.; Sun . Nov 17 at 2
p m. Tix: $10. $7 for students with ID.
Hor information call (213) 828-7519.

V,
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CATCH SOME
FAST ACTION..

ADVERTISE
in the BRUIN

825-2161

PARI HAIR SALON
Hoirstyiing by a

VIdal Sasson Academy Graduate

Perm Special $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15
Fantastic Highlight $30
Hair Coloring $15
Manicure & Pedicure $15
Full Legs Waxing $20

479-9325
473-0066

OPEN SUNDAY
1435 Westwood Bl.

...are here again at HEADUNES! Take advantage of our great deals while they last!

10922 Klnr0«s Av.

2:30 piN - 5t30 pmi

OMER < PRESS CLUe
WESTWOOO

20a4424

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

20% OFF
EVERYTHING!

(except breakfast and specials)

rA\ekl\N/ctvrdnasjacupcn€i0KS 1V2VW I natvaldw/c*wrcrfasAMme^4BS 11/21/91

BBQ
Bacon Bui]ger

(AU.YOudvNDRN()

CMtedCMcken
Breast Sandwich

(AILYOUCMIIMNO

$4.62

W—twood VllU^e

|2:30 pm - 5:30 pni|

! 20% OFF
; EVERYTHING!
- (except breakfast arxj specials)

^tSUSI
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DaMy. 15wordsorlw8 $5.05
Daily. Mich additional word $ .35

Weakly. 15 words or less $17.60

Weekly, each addttiixMl word $1.20
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Display ads local rate/ool. inch $10.70
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Campus Happenings
Campus Sendees
Campus Recruitment
Study Corner
Sports Tickets

CoTKert Tici^ets

Good Deals
Free

Miscellar>eous

Persorwil

Research Subjects
Rides Offered

Rides Wanted
Wanted
Lost & Four>d

1

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10

12
13

14

15

16

HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVICES
Sperm Dorx>rs 19

Pregr^ancy
Salons
Health Services

-2a
21

22

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Business Properties 25
Opportunities 26

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted 30
Temporary Agencies .3^
Job Opportunities *32
Jobs Wanted 33
Internships 34
CNId ca^e wanted 35

HOUSING
Apartments for Rent 49
Apartments Furnished 50

Apartments Unfurr>«shed 5

1

Apartments to Share 52
Roommates 53
Room for Rent 54
Sublet 55
House for Rent 56
House to Share 57
House for Sale 58
House Exchange 59
Housing Needed 60
Real Estate 61
Room & Board for Help 62
Room for Help 63
Housing Service 64
Townhouse for Sale 65
Townhouse for Help 66
Corxlos for Sale 67
Corxios for Share 68
Condos to Rent 69
Guesthouse for Rent 70

•4

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITES
Health Clubs 75
Dance / Physical Fitness
Sporting Events
Miscellaneous Activities

76
77
78

RENTALS
Sporting Equipment
Electronic Equipment
Furniture

85
86
87

Misc. Rentals 88

SERVICES
Video Editing eg
CNId Care 90
lnsurarK:e 9

1

Legal Advice 92
Loans 93
Movers / Storage 94

Personal Service 95
Services Offered 96
Shipping Agents 97
Tutoring Offered 98
Tutoring Needed 99
Typing 100
For Rent 101
Music Lessons 102
Graduate Exam Prep 103
Resumes 104

TRAVEL
>»449vel 105
Travel Tickets for Sale 106
Resorts / Hotels 107

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109
Auto Repair 1 10

Bicycles for Sale 113
Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

Scooters for Sale 1 15
Scooter / Cycle Repair 1 16

PARKING
Off Campus Parking 120

FOR SALE
Bargain Box 125
Furniture 126
Garage Sales 127
Miscellaneous 128
Musical Instruments 1 29
Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 1 31
Sports Equipment 132
OfficeEquipment 133
Typewriters / Computers 1 34

Campus Happenings
1 Campus Happenings I Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings

TEAM

^J!°*I^***?i?!!l*^°^™!^'^°*~'*°°^'**~^ Aa.1 coach P*nVwyk«rR-rfcftow:« 10 0: A.«. Co«*, Katf^y Ollv«. N«alie WIMama. Gene van Oo^veen. AiTV JO Sl^

HOME SCHEDULE
Mon., Nov. 18
Sun., Dec.i
Sat.. Dec.7

Wed.. Dec. 18
Sat.. Dec.28

Sun.. Dec.29

Australian All-Stars

Santa Clara*(2pm)

U.C. Santa Barbara (5: 1 5pm)
(Crescent Jewelers. ASUCLA Giveaway)
Ohio State

LA. Gear Catapult Challenge
UCLA vs. Virginia (3:30pm)
L.A. Gear Catapult Challenge
UCLA vs Northridge r4>nm^

Frt., Jan.io
Sun., Jan. 12

Frh. Jan.3i

Sun.. Feb.

2

Frl..Feb.i4

Sua. Feb. 16
Sat.. Feb.22
F^i.. Mar.

6

Sun.. Mar.

8

Sat.. Apr.4

Sun., Apr.5

Oregon*
Oregon St.*(2pm)

Washington
Washington St. (2pm)
Stanford(See*s Candies Valentine's Day Giveaway)
California(2pm)

USC(Holiday inn Giveaway)
Arizona*

Arizona St.*(2pm)

NCAA Final Four (L.A. Sports Arena)
NCAA Final Four (L.A. Sports Arena)

Wooden Center, other games in Pauly Pavilion Games at 7pm unless otherwise noted.
UCLA Students free with reg. card

HaJftlme shooting coritest prizes courtesy of L.A. Gear-Catapult. American Alrilnes. Burger King. Acapulco. ASUCLA. Sony Music. Gatorad<5. Holidaymn- Brcntwood/Bel Air. Penguin^ Rozen Yogurt. OUve Garden Italian Restaurant. Wtlly^ of Westwood. Kodak and PowerBar.
Call I -OOO^'IP-UCLA for sports infornnatlon and results.

.Mexican Destaurant A CantlnB

Alcoholics Anonymous

Meetings
Mon. diacuMion. Thur. Bookatudy. Fd. Stap
Study. AU 3625 12:15-1:15. Fri. ^2iXi-MXi
Tuaa. OiacuMion. Wsd. Oi^uaaion HP\

08538 12:15-1:00

For alcoholics or individuala ««bo

hawa drinking

Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

You don't need dental Insurancejo have a pretty smiis

1^^^^^^^^^^^^'^*'^^^^*\

nANO RENTALS
Special Rates Id UCLA Students

HoH/wood Piano Rental Co.

u 4M-23M 463-6SM
^IXSCBC

Bibles - Books
Gifts.

M-Th 10 am - 9:30 pm;
Fr-Sot 10 am - 11 pm. Sun 2-6 pm

10884 Weybum Ave. LA 90024
20a^432

SIVIILE SPECIAL
FAMILY DENTISTRV f2 1 3J475-5598

24 hour emergency service

Complete Dental Exam, Check Up. & Cleaning

V.I.R

{ng. $180)

new patients with tha coupon onty
we alto accommodrte patients

wUh dental coverages
offer feipires 12-31-01

(Up to 4 x-rays

included)
SID SOLEIMANIAN, D.D.S

1620 Westwood Blvd.
•open eveninas & Saturdays'

Free parkina in rear

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to indivkJuals

and families with no
dental insurance.

"Vur Patients are Special'
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BE A PART OT THE NEW

HOLLYWOOD
Two Veteran film makers will show you IN PLAIN EASYTOFOLLOW STEPS
how to REALLY get into the FILM BUSINESS.

AT LAST
A Practical Guide To Entering
ttie Motion Picture Industry

it

it

Where to go, who to see, what jobs are available and HOW TO GET THEM.
iNo relatives needed, the New Hollywood is accessible. This HOW-TX>
IGUIDEis a FIRST and our years of experience as Producers, Directore,
jWHtere, and Production Executives gives you clear, concise directions on|H0W TO FIND THAT JOB.

Send $14.95 check or money order to HAMILTON PRESS
OncL tax & shipping) gg^Q Corbin Avenue

AH .
SUITE 305Pl^ AUow four to six weeks for deUvery
Northridge, CA 91324

ATTENTION SENIORS
We need Sales Representatives

Sign up for on-campus interviews now for

Wednesday, November 20

Irll UNIVERSITY OF

Founded
1891

COLLEGE OFLAW
MID-YEAR ADMISSION - APPLY NOW

I

Accredited-Small Classes

Next Semester Begit

\JanuaryJ3J992

I

Flexible Programming

Accredited by the California

Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Western Association of

Schools and Colleftes.

Two Convenient Locations

Encino Campus
5445 Balboa Boulevard

CaU:(818)981-4529

La Verne Campus

1950 Third Street

Call:ai4)596-1848

Astro Office Products Inc. is a rapidly growing sales subsidiary of CANON
U.S.A. Strong customer demand has created exciting career opportunities in

state-of-the-art electronic office equipment sales. We are looking for sales reps
for our Copier, Facsimile, and Information Management product areas. Positions

are available in Los Angeles, Orange, San Bernardino, knd Riverside counties.

Backed by CANON'S large company strengths, you'll be responsible for setting

strategies and pursuing direct sales opportunities. We offer an excellent training

program, salary plus commission, auto allowances, medical, dental, and life

insurance along with 401K profit sharing plans, and a company gym.

If you are a graduating senior or have a Bachelor's degree, sales or related

experience, please sign up with us at the Career Center for on-campus
interviews, or send a resume to:

Employment and Staffing

Astro Office Products, Inc.

110 W, Walnut St., Gardena, CA 90248

^

Canon EQUAL OPPORTUNFTY EMPLOYER
M/P/V/H

Concert Tickets 6 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

SAVE $$$ ON TICKETS ^
AIRLINES. SPORTS. MUSIC. SHOWS WE

LIST LAST MINUTE CANCELS,
SURPLUS AND PROMOTIONS FOR SALE

CHEAP. ALSO. WHEN YOU ARE STUCK WITH
TICKETS UNEXPECTEDLY

CALLUS.

21^4 TICKET

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or
don't want your butinest. Tickets, accidents,
sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin
Plan. (213)873-3303 or (816)992-6966.

LOSE 10-30 POUNDS IN 30 DAYS! Earn $
while you lose! Doctor recomniended. Erik

310-281-8806.

HBO Actives:

We hope you were Surprised at Pi Phi Platoon!

Love Always.

The Pledses

THE RESCINE DOCTOR
• PR0FESS10ri\L a)NFIDENnAL SERVICE

•lJ\SERQUALnYRESUKB&BIOS

• WE CAN CREATEA CUSTOM TALORED

PACKAGE

• WEAlso UPDATE EXCTNG RESUMES

FREE PICKUP 4 DELIVERY

21^882^1

24 HOUR TURNAROUND

(RUSHAVALNBLE)

Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines & Pi Phi

r*
r ALPHA PHI

congratulates

TRACY GIBBS
on being a mennber

of the 1991

HOMECO^yNG
COURT

and we also

congratulate her on
THE BEST TO NEAR

n BORDEAGX AWARD

w>Br<DBr<i>Br«i>Br*Br«i>Br<&Br<i>Br<i)Br<i>Br<i>Br*Br<i>Br4>Br<i>Br<i>Br<DBra

AYA JULIANNE LAFIA SUSAN *B
r

B
r

B
r
4>

WE LOVE YOU!
YB SISTERS

B>Br^Br4>BroBr<i>Rr<i>Br<i>Brd>Rrd>prd>Rn

r

B
r

B
r

q>Br4>Br4>Br<i>Br<i>Rrd>Br<i>Br<i>R

LINNEA (FOB)
Your big sis loves you!

Get cxdtcd for rcvclarion!

*YBS

Dear roB
HAPPY 1 17TH BIRTHDAY!

Here's to the Tradition of Sisterhood.

Love in riKE

yi-^'-'—'--«—»—*—T-m

CONGRATULATIONS

Marci Kevane
(AAH)

<&»

Erik Arvesen

(es)

on your beautiful

pinning

, YourAATI
Sisters

I

I

i

i
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their little si

Won
frip through
isit:

"THE MI\D H.^TTER"
Wear your >i unusual hat

• <
'.^=-^^5^iSJflfe?^J?-'*=^-'-

J^OB INFO CAU.
Robert Harot^r

V.?;^..

•o. John Dowd
,-.'-'i.'<-"i;'

INVITE ONLY— HA i + ID REQUIRED

OUTSTANDING VALUE!
S200 Oft First month's rent

Low Move-in S
S77S Upper 2+2
New Decor with BHnds,
Ne\v Carpetin^i; and Vijiyl,

includes A/C, Dishwasher, Stove and Parkini;.

2477 Sawtelle Blvd.

^ (310)479-1581

PReSElNTS

• • • • • • • •

PoSt-MidtePw
Reign in Blood BaSh

Friday, November 15th, 9:30 pm

Invite Only 850 1*150

• • •

The Brothers of Beta Theta Pi...

Would like to congratulate

C.PL KENT BROWN
For Being Named U.S. Marine Corps

MARINE OF THE YEAR
We Are Proud To Have You Represent

Both Our Country and Beta

Champs!
\

Great Raid!

-Thanks! g
Ki

Desperately Seeking UCLA
Giri, we spoke mucn too
briefly at the Homecoming
Game... There is so much
more I want to know about
you - Meet me tonight at

the Charthouse

You know who I am.

a

^, "Ike $Ute^4> (^

GlrLT LOOGE OPENS /\T o^:50
UCLA I.D REQuiRfeD INVITE ONLY

ZAE,
Thanks for tJie

Happy Hour
/Nightcap at

Santo's.

We had a blast!

Ar
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W

BeTa & K^PpA
"Tell Em We're At The Library"

Invite Only. I.D. and I.Q. Required
Study Hours Start at 9:49

Transportation by Lundwall & Barry /.

For Info Call (2 1 3)CAL-Endr

"BECAUSE A MIND IS A TERRIBLE THING TO WASTE."

HEY MON!
Dee J.A. Brothas of T&u Kappa Epsilon

preseni

REGGAE RAGIN'

FIESTA

Sponsored by: i

Resraurant
^a'THt-nMt

Festivities begin at 9:OOp.m. Invite Only

ZAM
presents the

BEAT 'SC BASH
Oh yes, it's back

Friday - November 22, 199

1

INVITE ONLY - ID REQUIRED

AAn Fall Party

What's Up Doc?!
ADPi's invite their dates to

come play doctor!

Ambulances leave Gayley at

8:30 pm
Invite Only

Nicole Giguere (AAA)

To the most incredible

little sis. I love you.
^, YBS Julie

AXQ
Thanks for

an Incredible

RaidI

10

ALPHA PHI
FALL PARTY '

FROM HERE TO ETERNITY
Buses leave tonight at 8:30

@^ Studly Theta Xi^@
Pledge Class,

Thanx for the AWESOME
exchange last Thursday.
We are STILL recovering.

Love,
The Rockin Theta Pledges

AXfiAXiiAXiiAXiJAXQAXiJAXaAXiiAXOA

HeyAXQ! ^

Meet at the house at 5:30

tonight for a culinary tour

around the world!

AXnAXClAXnAXClAXnAXilAXilAXQAXQA

Get Your Portrait
Taken Now for the

Bruin Life Yearboolc

Don Y Miss the
Deadline!

On Sale - For a Limited Time Only

• The UCLA Medallion

Watch from Bulova-a

14k gold-plated dial

featuring a rich three-

dimensional rendering

of the UCL\ seal.

ASUCLA Campus Photo Studio
OiTMut PhotogtttpMtrt Pttt Bruit* Uf^ Yt^rhoak

K«rtkliM>irHiai 1S9 (213) M6^33

. -f
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Get psyched for the Oregon
game this Saturday

THETAS
Rooter Bus leaves at 1 0:30

Saturday, Nov. 16
DON'T MISS OUT ON THE FUN!

PARTY
at

AXA,
W Thanks for. a great exchange

last week. We'll party in

our PJ.'s with you anytime!

10 Research Subjects 12

.ULERCY/HAY FEVER RESEARCH WANTED.
Subjects ue 1 2-59 interested in participating

in clinical drug trial using an approved
altergymedication vs. placebo in 2 week trial.You
will be compensated for your participation.

Call (310)312-5050 ext. 302.

ARTIST'S DELIGHT. 9' ceiling, great lighting,

quiet, clean, utilities paid. Mid-Wilshire land-
mark. Spacious single $475. Penthouse with
hugedeck $1,100.(213)384-5330, 256-8945.

ASTHMA RESEARCH. If you would like to

participate in FDA approved research studies
with new asthma medications, call
(21 3)31 2-5050 ext. 302. You will be compen-
sated for your time. Allergy Research Founda-
tion. 11645 Wllshire Blvd., Suite 601, West
Los Angeles, 90025.

BEDWETTING (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-11
YEARS needed for IXTLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 YEARS needed for UCLA
research project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation. 825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learning experience.
825-0392.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer
w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.
Under dermatologists supervision. Volunteers
will_be^aid for info. (213)828-8887.

OKE
in appreciation of our little sisters

Fun Starts at 10:00 "^

Questions? Call Curt 208-9885
^^o

AEO
*7Aa»Ui tf94c{(^

IT WAS
FANTASTICI

fynceUoon A Time?.

Rides Wanted 14

Faidia
of Egypt

Itemember me - Mom's last

Friday night. Dinner sometime without

bodyguard? Call mel
Cheech (21 3) 649-2700

RIDE WITH PICK-UP TRUCK TO SF for

Thanksgiving weekend to bring down couch.
Will oav monev. (213)396-8082.

Wanted 15

SELL your wrecked, well-used or non-running
scooter. (310)478-3694, after 6pm.

MARK'S MARAUDERS- Watch out Riverside,
here come the Bruins! Mo, Palmer, Sonja,
Serge, Carini, Beadbo, Linker, L.T., Alicia,

.andthe rest of the pamnxbA wonrMn's soccer
team, are going to kick — ! Good luck. Go
Bruirvl

Salons 21

EUROPEAN FACIALS, $25. Especially for

cleaning blackheads and blemishes. Call for

appointment. Century City. (213)785-0205.

MODELS WANTED for free professional hair-

cuts in Beverly Hills. Call Teri (213)936-3408,
leave messaee.

Research Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12 Healtti Services 22

AAA

Buses
leave #
8:30

I I 1 1 I

p.

A

ley &
Strathraorel

i>eltas & their dates celebrate happily ever after

[

[

oaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
KAPPA DELTA u

OUR PLEDGES! Q

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDEI

to participate in hair regrowth
study. Ages 1 9—49. Under
dermatologist supervision.
Volunteers will be Paid.

For Info. Call 828-8887

ARE YOU A STUDENT OR STAFF WHO
SUFFERS FROM A MENTAL ILLNESS? Support
and social group. 207-1236.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-
less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
acne, scars and sunspols. Low CosL Free
consultation. Call Beverly Hills

Laser Doctor's Croup. (213)786-0636.

LOSE UP TO 30 pounds in 30 days for less than
$40. Doctor recommended. 285-8347.

PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE THERAPIST and
body worker. Full body or areas of stress.

^^vi?r UU)71?.9212/ (?11^qB-7424.

aaaanaaaaaaaaaaaD
Researcti Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12

f *^

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to$100/wkormore.

MD Labs
21 3-$1 8-8873 21 3-650-4880

PANIC ATTACKS?
SMOTHERING SENSATION?

CHEST PAINS?
DO YOU EXPERIENCE SHORT EPISODES OF

SMOTHERING SENSATIONS, DIZZINESS, CHEST
PAIN, NERVOUSNESS OR FEEL FEARFUL? YOU

MAY QUALIFY FOR A MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDY
ON PANIC DISORDER. QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS

MAY EARN UP TO $770.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951

CALIFORNIA CLINICAL TRIALS MEDICAL GROUP

ELECTROLYSIS
Maria Mintz

Registered Electrologist

202 1/2 South Beverly Drive

Beverly Hills. CA 9021

2

Phone # 274-4399

We are physician referred with 15

years experience

20% Student & Faculty Discount

with ad

UNWANTED HAIR

PERMANEOTLYREMOVED

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group,

ELECTROLYSIS STUDIO
•FREE CONSULTATION
•DISPOSABLE NEEDLES
•Lie & BOARD CERTIFIED

208-8193
1949 Vi WESTWOOD BLVD

Bulimic?
Do you fW out of controJ vwtth fbod or

emtxiorMl Gxjnsellng can
he<poW pattprni
call 824-1178

>anne >bung Phd
Ucenied Psychologist

PS4n915

THROWING UP
GEniNG YOU DOWN?

Dr.Marfc B«niUM, Clinical Ptyckologitf

213-655-6730

Opportunities 26

ENTREPRENEURS! Do you have a business
ideaf Do you need $$$? We can help.
Unlimited Funds. (818)702-9703.
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Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Internships 34

INDIVIDUALS WITH DANDRUFF NEEDED
A new dermatologist supervised
study on dandruff Shampoos

needs volunteers. Volunteers will

be paid. Ages 1 8 and older. Call

Anna for more info. (2 13)828-8887.

ATHLETIC TVPES
Tired of building someone'
elses company? Aggressive,

competltve individuals needed
to help ain new company.
Positive attitude and neat

appeararKe a must.
(818)789-1 128 (818)3600760

Opportunities 26 Help Wanted 30

RAISE BIG MONEY FOR YOUR ORGANIZA-
TION LARGE OR SMALL. CALL RICHARD
969-4826. NO MONEY REQUIRED.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT. Internship inter-

views now taking place. Cain valuable
experience n^anagine a team of employees,
customers, and suppliers. Majority of hiring
will be completed by November. Average
gross profit $11,287. Call Triple A Student
Painters, for information now
1 -(800)426-6441

Help Wanted 30

$6.63^r. Walk on campus. Schedule around
your classes. Opportunity for advancement.
Apply at the Sproul Cafe. 350 De Neve Dr.
(213)e25-2074.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - FISHE-
RIES. Earn $5,00OVmo. Free transportation!
Room & board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For
employment program call Student Employ-
ment Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext.l'54.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN FINANCIAL FU
TURES TRADING INDUSTRY? PT, flexible
hours, %7.SOftvr. Require experience in run-
ning computer programs. Contact
(310)282-7101.

ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME. Easy
work! Top pay! Guaranteed. 1-800-226-3601
ext. 4150, open 7 days.

ASSISTANT FOR MARKETING RESEARCH
CO. Exposure to many industries. Interesting

work. Good communication skills. Will train.

PT or FT. WLA. 9 A.M..10 P.M. Mrs. Rost
(310)391-7232.

8 people needed no^ir
Kan up to i8/hr.

Hoiisecleaners
•raU * PutrtiflM*

•rioibta Hmn*
•Lata oTWark*

Can (aiSHS3-1817

BEVERLY HILLS up-scale stationary shop will

hire a person with some computer graphic
skills to operate a caligraphy and typesetting
computer. Help with unpacking and gift wrap-
ping. Part-time, flexible. $6.5(Vhour, start.

Bill or Jim (310)278-5620.

BOOKKEEPER / PART-TIME FOR REAL ES-
TATE / SECURITIES ATTORNEY. Century City,

5-1 5 hrsAvk. $9 +, DOE. Must be Mac literate

(Excel, Quicken). Prefer experienced acctg
major/ long term commitment. Fax Resunr>e to

(310)557-3607 and call 557-2315.

BOOKKEEPER W/STRONG ACCOUNTING
AND COMPUTER BACKGROUND. Lotus

1,2,3 and Peachtree preferred. Outstanding
opportunity to acquire practical experience in

financial management. Excellent grades re-

quired. $9-11/hr, based on experience.
20-25hrsAvk. Lashon or Arlene, 207-9337.

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will
work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Services. $6.63/hr. 206-7686. Contact Paul
Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting
APP's for Winter Quarter.

LAW FIRM
needs motivated person to

cio challenging legal ancj

clerical tasks

Great Experience to fiel(j.

Please sen(j resume
w GPA. available times

for, interviews and other

pertiner>4 information lo:

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

•CASTING EXTRAS* for motion pictures and
commercials. $40-$300/day. Call now
(213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATRYI Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST. 60 col-
lege credits/A.A. degree minimum require-
ment. Nights, 5:30pm-8:30am. Children ages
0-8. (213)292-6654.

COMPUTER/BOOKKEEPER, P/T, $fl^r. WLA
(213)476-1703.

DISABLED STUDENT NEEDS HELP in doing
laundry arxi cleaning apartment. Responsible
student sought. 3-4 hour^^veek. Flexible
hours, $6Ax>ur. Leave message for Troy at

208-5040

ENERGETIC, enthusiastic person who likes

kids and drives. 2 boys, 3-7pm, flexible.

M-W-F, $8-^r. (818) 788-8027.

EXECUTIVE ASSIST. F/T Assistant to Real Estate
Agent in fast pace office. Need Organized,
hard/smart worker, with good writtenA'erbal
skiMs, compter AV.P. cxpcncncc. JlSOQrtmo.
plus bonuses plus medical. Tricia Dix
457-27^6.

FAST EASY INCOME! EARN 100*5 weekly
stuffing envelopes. Send self-addressed
stamped envelope lo: FAST INCOME, PO BOX
641517, Chicago, II., 60664-1517.

GARRY'S & CO. Men's Clothing Store needs
cashiers and giftwrappers for holidays. FT/PT.
Contact Mr. English, 823-7955.

CROWING CO. NOW HIRING FULL OR
PART TIME OUTSIDE SALES PEOPLE. GOOD
COMMISSION. CALL LA TINT CO
(310)657-0110.

POfJAlf HI At f 1

\-

RECEPTIONIST
We are looking for an energetic and

positive person who likes to talk on the

phone. Casual, lively environmenL Light

typing. Bill time. Hn: 7ani-4pm Mon-Pri
Great place to woik. Melody 453-1817

1 LlL^V\^%Jc Ai< t

I KARI MICHAELSEN
"KatJe" from the NBC series

^GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

woric part-time or full-time.

(8 1 8)789-11 28 or (8 1 8)3600760

1 o4 V.M N .y'j B VC1. S*^0'f\)" 0:iKs 1

MAKE MONEY NOW!
Dykstra Food Service has

Openings

Flexible Schedule,

On Campus Work
$6.63/Hr. - APPLY TODAY

Call 825-5476

1

(

1

1

The Best Campus Job

BE YOUR OWN BOSS!
No investment required

Sales tools and training

provided free. Powerfull,

proven, patented skin

product. Rendition

fragrances, just in time

for HOLIDAY SALES
For information

(310) 854-3848

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning.
afternoon
& evenina

hours available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

Office Assistants
ASUCLA Store Manager's Office

Now Hiring!

Highly motivated stucJents with

office/customer service experience wanted

for part-time work at the Store Manager's Office.

Apply now at: ASUCLA Personnel

Kerckhoff Hall 205, M-F 8:00-5:00

i

HOLIDAY HELP: Retail sales & customer
service $10.25/$tart. Requirements: 18-»-years,

car, good interpersonal skills. Weekend and
evening hous available. (310) I9f-1478.

IRISH AMERICAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posi-
tions available PTAT dayVevening>. Good pay
up to $3(Vtir. Call Moo—fri 1—6pm. Kathline/
Bill (213)458-4427.

MALE MODELS under 28, slim. For hot head.
torso, full physique. Quick cashi!
(213)664-2999.

MALE MODELS NEEDED. Young, +Hand»ome,
Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great
Pay. Call Dcrik (213)465-4586.

MALE MODELS earn $1 SQ/hr. or more. Boyish
and/or athletic 18—24. Cleanshaven face/

]

little or no chest hair. Playgirl-style

magazines/nudity. Beginners welcome.
i

Intemationallly known photographer. Brad
' (213)392-4248.

^

MAR VISTA RECREATION CENTER seeks
enthusiastic, energetic people to staff winter
day camp. $6.25^, 30 hrVw*. 1 CMpm. Must
be available Dec.23-Feb. 1 3. Call
(310)398-5982.

MODELS: For 1992-93 swimsuit calendars &
posters, European magazine work. Call
(213)732-5744 for appointment.

NEEDED! 1 FT or PT person to work for

attorneys doing correspondence and legal

documents. We will train, but experience
helpful. Wages -- schedule flexible. We also
have an opening for file clerk. (21 3)380-9284,
leave message.

NEEDED EXTRAS FOR FILM, TV. SERIES- call

for appt. (M-F, 9-5). (213)467-5122.

PART-TIME, FEMALE, assist disabled female
student 3 days per week. Approximately 2-2'A
hours/day. Must be dependable, sensitive,

caring. Hours can be flexible. On sorority row.
Must be good with hair and make-up.
SIOAtour. Call collect (619)759-1925 or
(213)208-3451.

PART-TIME OFFICE ASSISTANT Telephone
answering and some word processins.
(818)986-3725.

PROJECT MANAGER wanted for 2-ycar trial

examining the effectiveness of geriatric assess-
ment in recently hospitalized elderly patients.

Collect data from patients, maintain communi-
cation with physicians, organize files, vwork
with investigators; word processing skills

needed. 35-40 hrVwk. Dr. Siu 625-3647.

PT ADVERTISING salesin Westwood Area.
Choose your hours. Call FJyermasters.
453-7600.

PT BOOKKEPER, file clerk. Computer know-
ledge. Call (310)274-8505, between
8:30-6:30pm.

PT CASHIER. Light typing skills required. For
local SM retailer. Starling: $6^r Contact
Norm (310)829-7119.

PT FLYERING $6i/hr cash. Flexible hours. Call

Flyemnaster. 453-7600.

VISION MODEL A
TALENT MANAGEMENT

Models needed. No
Ej[g>erience Necessary

Modeling Commercials Sl Film
Call today for an appointment
with top Industry Consultants.

(tlS)t47-e001
BEVEBtY HUXS 90lt0

PT, GOOD HOURS, GOOD PAY. Pick up
children from school and drive to activities.

Must have car. Mike or Peggy, (31 0)478-81 52.

PT SALES-Must be very organized Rodeo Drive
Private Postal Center. Reliable, vocal, well
groomed, A very efficient. (310)281-7176.

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT: SALES & MAN-
AGEMENT OF APARATMENT BUILDINGS.
MUST HAVE REAL ESTATE LICENSE, LOTUS
1-2-3, WORD PERFECT BOOKEEPINC AND
ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS A MUST! EXCEL-
LENT OPPORTUNITY! SMALL SALARY PLUS
COMMISSION. SCOTT (213)207-0778.

RECEPTIONIST/ORDER DESK PERSON, FULL
TIME. Good verbal communication. Light
typing, filing, and answering phones.
(310)478-6051.

SALESPERSON WANTED IN BREAD SHOP.
Brentwood Monday, Saturday, or both. Refer-

ences. Please call (213)394-5666.

SECRETARY, bookkeeping experience, light

typing, answering phones, SKVhr. 3-months,
Nov-jan. Call (310) 273-9708.

SEEKING PT PERSON TO SERVICE OFFICE
PLANTS. Flexible hours. Need car. Call Jeff

(310)305-7030. '

SMALL WESTWOOD LAW FIRM needs PT
all-around general office help. Call Joan
475-0611

TELEMARKETER WANTED. For a large B.H.
investment form. Hourly pay plus bonus.
Michael Horancy, (213)205-4952.

TELEPHONE PERSON for pizza shopm WLA
SSAv. + commission, PT only. Must have great
phone personality and good typing skills. For
interview call (213)559-8241 jody.

TEMP HELP WANTED beginning (December
1 3, Westwood, flexible day time hours. Repair,
maintain cassette players. $9 per/hr. CALL
COLLECT (415) 898-1112 (INTERVIEWS
NOV 20).

US MAIL JOBS $11.77 to $14.9(y$9.95 fee

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-
sary. 1 -900-68a4454 ext. 0214.

WAIT PERSON NEEDED for a popular West-
side restaurant. Must have experience, inquire
in person between 3-5pm only. 12217 Wil-
shire Blvd. Los Angeles.

WANTED - ADULT CHILDREN of inter-

rdigious marriages to help graduate student w/
doctoral project. Participants willing to discuss
experierKes growing up and possibly to appear
on video tape. If inte.%sted contact Steve at

(213)698-5629.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-

lalented writers. Paperback novels, non-fiction

books^_screenplays. 962-1557. Vemon.

Job Opportunities 32

COLLEGE LEVEL bio, chem, & Eng. instructors

(up to 45k/yr). MS min. Top recent grad, exper.
req. (FT A PT). (619)455-1000.

FLYER HAND-OUT ON FRIDAY! EASY
SIS/HOUR! (213)826-4445.

MEDICAL HISTORlAN-interview patients.
Strong writing/computer skills. Medical
and/or legal experience desirable. Bilingual
Spanish preferred. Full training & benefits.

Full-time in Burbank or Alhambra sites.

$13-16^our. Send resume dealing with
above to: John Ewing, CBL Medical, 3600
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1908, L.A.9001 0.

Jobs Wanted 33

SECRETARIAL: TEMPORARY PREFERRED
Good skills. Knowledge of campus forms.
Grants, manuscripts, «:orrespor>dence, etc.

WordPerfect. Dependable. (213)472-3495.

secreTary/woroprocessor. mature
INTELLIGENT. GOOD BACKGROUND IN
WP./IBM PC. COMPUTER TYPING 65+
WILLING TO LEARN DATABASE AND
SPREADSHEETS. FLEXIBLE HOURS. MINI-
MAL DIRECTION. ORGANIZATIONAL AND
TIME MANAGEMENT SKILLS. WORK INDE
PENDENTLY. FULL/PART TIME. |.T
473-5443.

Internstiips 34

GET YOUR FOOT IN THE DCX)R! Film
production co. seeks bright, nxXivated interns.

School credit, some pay. Jackie 820-6733.

LEARN

ENTERTAINMENT MUSIC

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Intern at major PR. firm

in Hollywood. Great
Opporturiity to It-arfi afid

oairi ^rstnatij c^puricnce

Call Au(dry
(213)659-6400

INTERESTED IN UMTEKNATIONAL INTERN-
SHIPS? Learning a Language!* Academic de-

grees (U.K. or Australia)? Learn about your
opportunities lo STUDY OVERSEAS aivi how
L&L International can help you. Come to our
meeting: Thursday, November 14, 2-4PM,
Ackerman 2410.

INTERNS for feature film. Strong, willing to

wori< long hours. 11/14—12^1/Great resume
credit. Bob Peris (310)445-5580

Child Core Wanted 35

FACULTV MOM needs childcare/ mothers
helper, 15-20 hrs/per week. English, car,

references required. (213) 206-7528.

SM home needs care for 2-year old.

Weekends/wecknighls. Excellent ref. Wage
negotiable. Kenslea 451-9846.

WANTED: EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER. T,TH,
9-5. Must have car, references, start imnriedi-

ately, work week before Christmas. $6/hr. Call

(213)204-6102.

Apartments fof Rent 49
1 -BEDROOM. $55Q^TK>nth, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes So campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

3340 OVERLAND. 1 bedroom $550 unfurn-
ished, $625 furnished. Passing bus to UCLA
(213)837-7755. 4-7pm only.

$475 BACHELOR APARTMENT, utilities and
parking included, full kitchen, 1 -block to
beach. 399-0540.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
SINGLE, $725; HUGE 2BED/2BATH, $1275;
COMPLETELY REMODELED, BEAUTIFUL
LUXURY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROLLED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND GATED PAR^C-
INC. 11611 CHENAULT ST. (213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD. $1,100. 2-LARGE BD/2-BA.
Security bidg. 2-pafking. Refrigerator, washer/
dryer facilities. (213)394-7667 or
(213)472-9720.

CULVER CITY, $830, 2-bed>rA 4>ath, carpet^
drapes, quiet neighborhood and building.
(310)826-6907.

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
1 BDRM

Starting at $600
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

Get out of the
Dormsl

We Will help Pay
the cancellation

feesi
Huge Luxury 1 flf 2

bedrooms,
central air, extra large

closets, fireplace, wet bar,

refrigerator, controlled
entry and parking

Low move in/Loiff
rental rates

Across From Campus
433 Kelton Avemie
(213)208-8685

WW!WW»w

10980 WELLWORTH
10983 WELlWORI*

*1 Month Free Rent
(Ask for Details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Central Heating/

Air -Conditioning

•Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,

Refrigerator, Disposal

•Fireplaces

(213)479-62Q5
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1 RI'i: HI Nl

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

iMU)i i:ssi()\ALLY i>ilW<,i:i) in moss x ( o

Furnished

Apartment
In Westwood
Across From
Campus

SSMI

565 Gayley

824-0836
I-

Ask about our special

Why Pay More?
1 & 2 Bedrooms
$575—$800

Newly Remodeled
Must see to

appreciate.

657^756

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD
1 t.S Of ML .S TVVC) tiiiRf.'

l) GARA. ->F BA[r::";NY
-- JAL I )ZZ: F .RFPlACP

AlK IN CLi.:SET-, FUl
TO HEN DISH WASHER
-C ROOM PuiJL TABLE
DEO GAr.lES LAUNDRY

FACILITY GAS 6 WAFER PAID
1 O M ^ ^ 2 S P R s r:

''~^\.1MATES AVAILABLE

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

FACULTV AND STAFF: One and two bed-
rooms available in the faculty apts on Levering.
Call 206-1947 (8am-5pm).

HOLLYWOOD HILLS, studio, 1 or 2-bed
rooms, newer, pool, gym, views 1 -bedroom
special, only 5777. Call Eric (213)851-6620.

INGLEWOOD DUPLEX. Very nice 1 -bed. apt
Yard w/ fruit trees, security doors and win-
dows, hardwood floor. $585. Call Jessica

(213)559-7021.

LARGE SINGLES & BACHELORS. Walking
distance from UCLA. All utilities included.
From $55Q^rTK). Call Paul (310)824-9754.

MAR VISTA. 1-BED: $685. 2-BED: $775
Newly painted, laundry. 454-0605.

MAR VISTA, $575/mo, price negotiable.
1-bed/ 1-bath. Large patio. Refrigerator,

stove. Days, (213)788-0885, evenings,
(818)707-3802.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio are^.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd Just north of Venice
Blvd. (213)398-8579.

NEW 2 «r 3 BEDROOM APTS , 31 22 CanHeld
Ave, WLA. $1 250 up. Security parking, Steve,

(213)839-1026.

PALMS. 2-be<*/2-balh, $825 & $855 Under-
ground parking, fireplace, A/C, alarm, pets

okay. (714)969-6977, A (213)559-6085.

PALMS. $450 furnished single. Private patio,

quiet neighborhood 3733 Keystone.
(310)394-6969.

Walk to CampusA^llage

Students Welcome

1+1 / 2 sinks

$800 w/lease
• refrigeratcr •dishwasher •

• controllod entry • A/C •

*» elevator •

519Glenrock
(213)208-4835

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotel•Westwood Village

Cable TV«Microwave •Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk>w/KITCH $295/wk— 1-bdrm suites aval table

21 3/208-2241

NORTHRlbAE kirk up. 500 UJt
•tud«nt housing tecJNty. Shmrmd or
private. Pool, JacuzatI, roctooHon
room. 1/2 hour drivo to UCLA.
Froo Broohuro. Norlhridoo

Campus Rssldsnco, MOO Zolnh.
Northridgo. CA 91325

(at8>a80-1717

PALMS $850/mo 1 bed, den, upper. Aircondi-
tioning, garage parking, built ins, fire p<ace,
security system. (213)937-0589.

PALMS cute cheerful 1- bedroom. Upper,
$625/rTx>, appliarxies, laundry and parking,

near shopping, and buses. Days (310)
206-1193, Eves (818) 981-2304.

PALMS. Sharp single, $495; 1 -bedroom, $595.
Vertical blinds, carpet, stove, kitchen,
laundry, large and bright, great location
1 -block from Motor aryi National. 2-parking
spaces. 3351 Vinton. No pels. (310)576-5540.
(310)274-0633. Open.

PALMS SPECIAL. No security deposit with
approved acdit. $525 for single, $650 & up for

1 -bedroom. Pool, sauna, exercise room.
(213)836-3800.

PALMS. 1 bedroom. $695. Stove & Refrig.

(213)837-7513.

SANTA MONICA, $1150. 2-bed/1-bath,
fenced front yard. S-mlnutes UCLA.
(310)396 0300

SANTA MONICA. 3-BED/2-BATH. Hardwood
floors, large yard, 2-car garage. On Princeton,
north of Arizona. Rent control. $l,75(V'mo.
375 0934.

SPACIOUS AND BRIGHT 2 BED + DEN. 5
min from UCLA. $950/mo. Call Minju
(310)477-3036.

VAN NUYS: LARGE 1 -bed & den. Dishwasher,
slovc, fireplace, 1 child/1 pel ok, or good for

roommates. (818)997-6766.

WESTCHESTER, $1085/mo., new luxury
2bed/2bath, fireplace, laundry, private garage,
dishwasher, intercom. (310)546-3187
(310)215-9310.

WESTWOOD. X-large 1-bed. $79(ymo Walk
to UCLA and Village. Hardwood floors.

1097TA Roebling Ave (213)208-4253,
(213)824-2595.

WESTWOOD Luxury 2-bed/1-3/4bath.
$1 100. Appliances, gated entrance and pai<<-

ing, 1 block from UCLA. 445 Landfair.

(213)824-1969

WESTWOOD. Large 2-bed/ 2-bath, furnished/
unfurnished. Pool/ Jacuzzi, long/ short-term,

$1400. (213)470-1513.

WESTWOOD ADJ., sunny, modern 2-bed/
2-bath. New kitchen, extra- large closets, AK,
patio, 5-min. UCLA, quiet building. $1050.
(213)474-8608.

WESTWOOD, WALK TO UCLA. Singles &
1 -bedrooms, $590 and up. (213)208-4934.

WESTWOOD -FREE MONTH -1 -block to
UCLA, studio, 1-bd/1-bth, 2-bd/1-bth.
Furnished/unfurnished. Clean, parking, laun-
dry, facilities, pool. $600 and up 10941
Strathmore (213)208-7294.

WESTWOOD. $1 1 50- $1 550. Terrific, large 2
& 3-bcdrooms. Separate diningroom, built-ir>s,

refrigerator, dishwasher, A/C,garden- balcony'
microwave. 1711 Malcolm, V. /4-mile cam-
pus. (213)273-1212.

AMAZING 2BED/2BATH 'WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv

ing room, enclosed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-

portation A UCLA. (213)475-6717.

WLA-1 BED/1 BATH. Private patio, built-ins.

$650. 1412 Brockton Ave. (818)368-6732.

WLA 2BEDRW2BATH plus huge den and
patio. $1100. 1412 Brockton Ave.
(818)368-6732.

WLA 2-BEDRC)OM, $900, 1 -bedroom,
$650-675. Santa Monica/ Barrington area.

Appliances, quiet, clean. Lease
(213)476-7116.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single. Weal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

WLA CHOICES. Studio, 1 or 2-bedroorm,
Southwest style, rooftop pool, spa, views.
Studio special, only $687, Cheviot Hills.

(213)280-0692.

WESTVy«X)D DELUXE 1 -BED/1 -BATH. 5
MIN. WALK TO UCLA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C,
WATER PAID, PARKING. AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $750- $800 THE BEST DEAL IN WEST-
WOOD! (213)208-8881

WLA/PALMS. LOVELY 2-bed/l-bath lower.
New decor, light oak floors, enclosed garage.

10832 Charnock Rd. $800. (21 3)839-0753 or

(213)454-6223.

WLA/PALMS $835/mo. 2bed / 1 bath. Refrig.,

vertical blinds, patio. Security building.

(213)471-0883.
,^

WLA Single Furnished: Fridge, new carpet,

curtains, security, 10-mins by bus $60G/mo.
Present occupant will give free TV, cable
ready. (213)477-7239/ (213)479-2769.
evenings.

WLA. Very nice 3 unit triplex 1 bed/1 bath; 1

car garage. 2276'A Carmelina Ave. $65(yrYH).

(213)458-8859

Apartments Furnished 5

Beverly Glen, 1 -bedroom, garage apartment.
$500/mo. References required. (213)
474-1930.

FEMALE, own roorrVbath in spacious WLA
apartment. Reliable non-smoker. $48(Vmo.
(310) 312-6602.

MALE ROOMMATE 2-BED APT. Santa Mo^
nica. View of Palisades Park and ocean $450 +
% utilities. Day: 825-7122, Eve: 394-4313,
Betty.

MEDICAL RESIDENT WITH ROOM AVAIL-
ABLE. 2bed/2bath, pdbl, Jacuzzi, tennis

courts, close to campus. $450/mo.
(310)821-5340.

MUSIC TEACHER seeks female non-smoker to

J>hare gorgeous B.H. penthouse. Security bidg.

with pool. Convenient to everything. $52SAth)
Call Ruth (213)271-1939.

NEW-DECORATED except vacant bedrooms.
Secured parking 2-bed/1bath, female, non-
srTM>ker wanted. %A0O/mo. Utilities included.

(310)399-1810.

OWN BEDROOM, share bath, near Ban^inglon

& Wilshire. Available rx)w. Non-snfK>ker.

$40Q/mo. (213)473-1905.

PhD STUDENT WISHES SAME TO share

apartment. $450/mo. Call Bev (310)820-5387.

PROFESSIONAL MALE wants to share 2-bed-
room in Mar Vista. $38S/mo. Move in now.
(310)391-7175.

RELIABLE FEMALE NON-SMOKER TO SHARE
SPACIOUS 1 -BED/1 -BATH. Security building,

parking, pool, sauna, rec room. Utilities.

Amazingly $20(Vmo. (818)781-4093, eves.

ROOMATE WANTED. November rent free.

Looking for M or F to share 2-bedroom apt.

N-Orange Grove road near Fairfax and Mel-
rose. $475/rTK). Must see to appreciate. Gra-
ham, day (213) 653-0408 eves (213) 653
-7506.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Own room/bath,
large 2bed/2bath apartrT>ent. Fireplace, private

patio, cat. S575/mo (213)208-3335.

WILSHIRE BLVD, $75(yMO. View, balcony,
gym, parking, security bIdg, own bath.

288-1633.

WLA $325- TWNHSE, A/C, Sec. pkng, no
srT>oke. Near UCLA. Be Neat, Tidy. 575-1 186.

=RCOUC£D FROM $925 TO $800. t-

•shed, (for 2). Full kitchen & bath. 478
Landfair. (213)278-5677.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

WESTWOOD, $775, 1 -bedroom, large rooms,
parking.^=Near LXILA village. Available now.
11089 Strathmore. (310) 454-8211.

Roommates ^

o m
Beverly Hills Bachelors

Special Student Discount

Tht Itvifhr Hilii K Mffrtfa

• IHimkhed bachdon with color

TV, microwave, and refrigcfaior

• Wcxkout fadky
•Jacuzzi
• 10 mfaiues from campus by but

,

Mop at lop of street

Camymoo far IwffnfMiia
120 S. Reeves between Beverly &

Cannon, ctose to Wilshire

B
Apts. Unfurnistied

B
51

U DEN/1 -'A BATH. Bright, spacious, airy.

Prime location. Easy access to shops-UCLA.
Security bIdg $900^mo. (310)207-6430.

$700 Paints modern 1 bedroom. Security

building. Stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, a/c,

fireplace. (310)836-5311, (310)837-0761.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $850-$895. 1-

bedroom, $750. Near Wilshire & UCLA. Lease
to 2. Single, $650. (213)826-8461

SINGLE, 1-2 BEDROOM, $680-1050. Sec-

urity, refrigerator, Jacuzzi, sundeck, ocean
view. (213)826-5528.

ASAPf Female needed to join 3 girts in 2bd
Kelton apartment. Spacious, hardv^od floors,

free cable, only $362.50/mo.! Call Rachel
D10)e24.1714.

FEMALE, non-imoker to share 2bed/1 ba. Furn-

ished Beverly Hills apartment, $484 <»-

utilities.Shelly 275-0449.

FEMALE, SHARE EXECUTIVE SINGLE with two
girls. $283.33/mo -»- utilities. Ask for Rosalie or
Dulce, (310)208-0789.

LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE easy to get

along with, willing to pay SAOO/mo. Day-
phone 588-8919, evening phone Larry
9?7.2121 ext.2079.

NEED 2 GIRLS TO SHARE large bedroom w/
own bath in 2-bd/2-bth. Close to campus, #1
bus to school and shopping. Available Dec/
Jan, $310 each. Kelly 478-4131

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2-bed apt. in

Beverly Hills. $425/mo. (213)657-5320.

ROOMMATE WANTED - MAR VISTA
$349/nr>o. Own room, freshly painted, hard-

wood floor, in home of woman w/1 year old
son, all anr>enities. (310)398-7457.

SANTA MONICA. M/F. Non-smoker. Own
room wA>alcony, fireplace, washer/dryer,
$495->- utilites, (213)392-6944.

SHARE APARTMENT with 2 non-smoker,
quiet males. Walk campus. $292/n>o. Chris or

Phu, evenings (310)824-3922.
\

WALK TO LICLA. Need clean, responsible

female to share room & bath in beautiful

Hilgard condo. $400/month.
Sue-3 10-824-9777.

WALK UCLA/ largest 2bdm>/2bath. Female to

share beautiful condo with 3 others. $395/ea.
(213)961-6695.

WESTWOOD, $750, extra large 1 -bedroom,
parking. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator.

Available now. 11093 Strathmore. (310)
454-8211.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $700, 1 -bedroom
$1 100 , 2-bedroonVl-bath. Parking included.

1-1/2 blocks to campus. 10990 Strathmore.

(213)395-2903.

WLA, CLOSE TO UCLA, $700/mo., 1-bed/
1-bath built-irw, pool, garden like.nice tenants.

(213)477-9955.

Apartments to Stiare 52

BEAUTIFUL TO SHARE IN 2-BEiy2-BATH.
Garage, cable TV, Jacuzzi. 2-blocks off Wil-
shire. $575. 1375 Midvale Ave. Apt. 106.

BEAUTIFUL Apt. large room and bath. Walk to

UCLA. Perfect for serious student or profes-

sional. Non-smoker. $650. (213)470-9872 .

BRENTWOOD to share 2b^liv£2bdrm with
professional & dog. $55(ymo Dec. or Jan
(310)447-2235.

COOL WEST HOLLYWOOD APT 2-story,

own room, hardwood floors. Must be non-
smoker. $450/mo. Available Dec. 1

(213)939-5154.

CULVER CITY. 2-BED/1-BATH DUPLEX
Furnished, parking, washer/dryer, nice heigh-
borhood. $40CVmo -»- 'A utilities Female pre-

ferred. (213)292-9792.

CUTE HOUSE. WESTCHESTER. Need female
to share 2-bed/1-balh. Washer/Dryer. Storage
Large closets. $450. Julie (213)338-1432.

— Room for Rent 54

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
with grad studenU, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen
privileges, need car. $450, utilities Included.
Leave message, Abby (818)783-5151.

BRENTWOOD AREA large private room/bath,
non-snrH>ker, light duties, peU, utilities in-

cluded. $395 deposit. (213)393-6171.

CHABAD HOUSE AT UCLA OFFERS HOUS-
ING IN A JEWISH ENVIRONMENT WITH
KOSHER MEALS, PARKING, LAUNDRY AND
REC FACILITIES. ACROSS FROM UCLA 741
GAYLEY AVE. ONLY $350/MO. MENDY
(213)206-7511.

FURNISHED ROOM w/ pvt.-bath in large

Home. Kitchen priviledges, non-smoker. Close
to UaA. $450. 475-5125.

HOUSING AVAILABLE IN CLEAN FRATER-
NITY HOUSE. ALBERT 206-0984.

MASTER BEDROOM for rent. Security park-

ing, near campus transportation. $436.5(Vmo
-»- utilities. Available 12/1. (213)391-1541.
Leave message.

PACIFK: palisades. Room in 3-bed. House
share 1% bath. Quiet responsible person,

non-smoker. $465 plus utilities.
(213)666-6130 or (213)454-4372.

SUNNY, PRIVATE ROOM/PATKD/BATH in

large S.M. corxio. Female only. $425/mo
(includes utilities). (213)452-0704.

WESTWOOD HOME. $475 Jan.1 UCLA.
Great parking, full privileges, furnished -f

backyard. Male preferred. (310)473-5769.

N. MAR VISTA, $1650, 3-bwV 1-balh, 2-car

garaae, security system, patio, quiet neighbor-

hood. 3501 Federal. (310)397-1039.

PACIFK: PALISADES 2 + 1 -»- bonus, washer/
dryer, refrigerator, replace, near schools,

UCLA bii>« $1 700. 454-2776 or 459-31 54.

VENKZE: unique one-bedroom cottage, wood
floor. Excellent cor^ition and location. Gar-
age. $965Atk>. (213)459-3564.

WLA, 3+2. CONVENIENT LOCATION.
$l,40QAno + $2,100 security deposit. Faculty

preferred or reliable students. Call Carrie

478-0716.

House to Stiare 57

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, large
3-bedroonV2-bath house. Share with one non-
smoking female professional. SSStVaH). (21 3)

937-9246.

WLA, own roonV bath in 5-bed house. Share
w/ UCLA students. 2 roon^ bath available.

$500 & $425. (605)6400616.

House for Sale 58

CAPE COD STARTER, Mar Vista, charm ga-

lore. Formal diningroom, hardwood floors.

$279,900. Open Sunday 11/16, 1-4. Roberta
Trousdale (310) 306-0073.

MAR VISTA. Westdale trousdale. Enlarged
3-f2. Formal dining, family room, and office.

Convenient location. $465,000. 576-7929.

Housing Needed 60

FURNISHED C0NDC/APTA40USE for visit-

ing faculty couple starting sometime Jan 1992
for 5-6 months. Santa monica/WLA area, call

(714) 626-5321.

NEED HOUSE FOR VISITING PROFESSOR.
January-June '92. Preferably furnished. Close
to UCLA. 3-4 bedrooms. Call Debra
(213)625-2506.

Real Estate 61

OFFKTES NEAR BEACH FOR RENT. 600-4200
SQ. FT. 16-FT. aiLING. NATURAL LIGHT.
PARKING. 396-3666.

n yi0-w% iittrtftW h kvyiif
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Room/Board for Help 62

FAMILY IN BEVERLY HILLS desires PT evening
aryj weekend babysitting services in exchange
for room it board. Flexible. 273-5090.

NKZE HOLLYWOOD HILLS FAMILY needs PT
childcare, in exchange for private roorr^ath +
board. 650-3100

Room for Help 63

REDUaD RENT-exchange for minimal child-

care. Private room and bath. Other amenities.
Available now. (618) 789-8O40.

Towntiouse for Rent 66

LUXURY TOWNHOUSE IN SHERMAN
OAKS. 3-bedroom$/ 3 bathroonw, central air,

fireplace. Must see. $1,350/mo.
(816)7825763.

Condos for Sale 67

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIIX)R. WALK TO
IXTLA. STUDK) $95K. 1BR/1 BA $150K. Call
Bob//Vgent (213)470-1761.

Condos for Stiare 68

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED 2Bed/l l/2Bath
Condo. Own room. Extras - TV, VCR, Cable.
Clean, quiet. Walk to UCLA. $625/mo
(310)624-4098.

Condos for Rent 69

2-BD/2-BA CONDO FOR RENT, 2 space
parking, furnished, 4 blocks west of Ohio &
Scpulveda, $1 100 per nrtonth (negotiable). Jay
452-5850.

FURNISHED 2+2, 3 mo. min. Charming
building. Pool etc. Walk to UCLA. Unfurn-
ished for longer term. $1500. 475-3435.

ONE—BEDROOM West Hollywood Condo
for rent. Most utilities included, amenities.
$875/mo. Call 559-6248.

WESTWOOD CONDO. Hilgard and LeConte,
2-be<i/2-bath$. Washer/dryer, 2 security park-
ing spaces, full kitchen, $1300.
(818)286-0034.

Guest House for Rent 70

1 -BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE w/ loft. Uilities
paid. Washer/ dryer included. Fenced yard.
Street parking. $950. (310)450-6326.

LARGE FURNISHED GUESTHOUSE in Be-
verly Hills. $1,200, flexible. 273-5090.

WLA AREA. $500/mo, first + last. Utilities

paid. Call 559-6519, 7-9pm. No pets, one
person only. Available 12/22.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITF HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close toeverythJng fully

equipped - reasonable rates. (818)785-1028.

mmmmmmmmm

Daily Baiin aasslfied

Vacation Rentals 71 Tutoring Offered

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MOUNTAIN RE-
TREAT. FIREPLACES. HOT TUB. FULLY
EQUIPPED. SLEEPS 5+. (213)391-6608
EVENINGS.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY! Tandem or static line with
Skydiving Adventures, Inc. Student discounts.
For further Info, and free brochure
1-600-526-9662.

Ctiild Care 90

PREOGRESSIVE PLAYHOUSE. WLA Daycare
Honf>e. Children ages 1-4. Experienced pre-
school teacher, state license. Large yard. Lots
of activities. Call Slefanie 473-2771.

Insurance 91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-
nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Composition, Finance, Foreign languages,
Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTK>NS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)746-74 1 2.

COMPUTER SCIENCE TUTOR. Experienced,
professional. Master's degree in C.S., will
help Improve your grade. Guaranteed
(213)477-6234.

ESL/COMPOSITK3N/EDITING. Duke gradu-
ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)285-4616.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native
teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian (213)476-5622.

MATH? EEYEUW! Tim, the "I Hate Math" tutor
can help /ya»4 Algebra through Calculus.
(31 0)5 78->236.V

:
-i**——

MATH. TA tutors lower division thru graduate.
ALL problems solved, guaranteed results.

$1Q/hr. Toni (213)474-6073.

98 Typing

BLSi pnici irjSACirjc

PATIENT TUTOR MATH (ARITHMETIC THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS
WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF-
RELIANCE. FOR FREE INFO CALL JIM
(213)747-5118.

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short
notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(213)285-8688. LCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S nH>ving and delivery. The careful
movers. Free estimates, experienced, arvj reli-

able. Jen^y (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE DEPENDABLE
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS
(213)301-0137.

Tutoring Needed 99

ENGLISH TUTOR/ S.A.T PREP for 1 1 ih grader
At home. Call evenings 8-10 PM
(310)559-4237.

MACINTOSH TUTOR NEEDED to connect
computer and teach wordprocessing. Negoti-
able price. (310)794-5931.

NEED HELP on 386 clone for Windows, Word
CD-ROM. $35/hr. Craig (310)829-1516.

PRIVATE TUTOR. Need beginning Spanish
tuto*" at home. $2(yhr. (310)399-4826, Joey

Modem Secreterial and Graphic services: IBM
it MAC. Discount to students. Pick up/
delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(213)446-8699.

PRECISK>N TYPING $2.50/Double Space
Page Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-
Delivery Available (2130664-3961

PROFESSKDNAL WORD PROCESSING by the

Way company. Word Perfect 5.1, Competetive
rates. Call (213) 474-9646.

PROFESSK)NAL RESUME SERVICE. Theses
term papers. Employment service. Delta Per-

sonnel Services, Simi Valley. (805)526-5210.

PROFESSKDNAL WORDPROCESSING in my
home. High quality. Accurate. Weekef>ds and
evenings ok! Good rates. Dee (21 3)398-1 21 7.

THE TYPING GUY! I'll type anything. I'm
cheap and quick. Reports, scripts, letters,

whatever. (213)207-5192.

A BRILLIANT IDEA!! Wordprocessing/
proofreading. LOWRATLS. Screenplays, pap-
ers, resumes, theses. 24-HC)URS. Student dis-

count. (213)207-6496.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes. Santa Moryca (21 3)628-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2686.

WORDPROCESSINC/DESK TOP PUBLISH
ING, papers, resumes, transcriptions, ABA
format. Westwood. (213)473-5755

WRITER'S BLOCK? WRITING APPREHEN-
SION? Professional writing counselor with
Harvard doctorate will work privately with you
Of\ dissertations, theses, term papers, or prepar-
ing for comps. Result-orientated. Your medical
insurance may apply. Call Productive Prose
(213) 316-5128.

Music Lessons 102

Personal Service 95 Typing 100

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-
perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data
(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

A+ EDITING. Twenty years of professional

experience assures your success—ethically,

inexpensively. Free estimate. (310)474-2731

.

FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY, PORTFOLIOS,
Portraits, and other creative shots at students
rates. Contact Bruce at (310)204-3243.

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPINQ^DITING GRA-
DUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION ESSAYS,
OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes-

sional help from nationally-known author/
consultant. (213)826-4445.

INTERNATKDNAL IMMIGRATION CENTER
LAW OFFKTES OF WILLIAM N. ROBERSON.
•H-l (Work Permit), "Visa Extension, -Citizen-

ship, *AutQ/ Motorcycle Accidents, 'Personal
Injury, •Divorce. Languages spoken, English,

Spanish, Chinese & Tagalog. CALL
(213)342-0111 (24 hour service).

NEED HELP EDITING, WRITING PAPERS?
Research papers, proposals, studies. No papers
for sale. (618)905-8483.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)671-1333

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS^
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATK)NS; RESUMES:
(213)473-4193.

\

DOCUMENT PREPARATION
Q Premiufn Qulity Setvicet ©

Text 8l Graphics

Cootoct ai3) 29S-5309
*"^ •^

ai3)2S7-1198

$1.75 PER PAGE: Thesis, Papers, Resumes,
Transcriptions, Manuscripts, Charts, and
Graphs. (310)306-2646.

A.1 AAROVARK PROFESSIONAL WC«D
PROCESSING for Valley Students. 20 years
exp., laser, spellcheck. (618)752-1980 7 days,
8am- 10pm. Rushes okay.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (213)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocesslng-anything (including disserta-

tions,mailings,resumes). Editing/graphics
available. Laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Ani (213)312-3332

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. RUSHES. GUARAN-
TEED. 1 MILE FROM LXXA 213-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resunrws, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

r:hcck. Student discourH. (213)827-5090.

Af ! FAST, PRC)FESSK)NAL word processing/

editing, computer training, resumes,
transcription. Fax. THE WORD PLACE
(213)662-6006, (616)994-1094.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,
laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8- 5pm. Call David (213)786-9885.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. 'Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-

(213)939-4303.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, term papers,

scripts, theses, papers. National/ Sepulveda.
(213)397-9711.

IS tYPING your thing? ? NO ? I can help. Fast,

accurate, flexible rates. Carolyn
213/671-3610.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

VOKIE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes^ 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets

results. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional

service. (213)450-0133

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experierKed Career Counselor. /Viso

college admission essays. Lee (21 3)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

LOIVESTRT AIRFARES
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Florida

Services Offered
J

96

BEARDS EDITINC
All subfectfl. Hieaes/Dteacrtatlona

Pktqpooala and Books.

FoiTtgn stixlenta welcome.
PAPOtS NOT FOR SALE
ShATon Bear, PhJ)
(213>47a4>662

RESEARCH, WRfTING, ediling

AN Levels-All Stjbjects

Foreign Students Welcome
Fast, Professional-Qualty Guaranteed

CaH Reaearch 21^477-8226
M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

SanI
Londen
Paris

Frankfurt

Rio Dt Janeiro
*Feics Sfc each w«y from los Angeles txsed on a
foundtrip purchase. RestrictiorsappJy. Faresajb»ect
to change without notice and tatcs not induded.

Are you looking for a
^'professionally prepared paper"

or
''an editor" to write your paper for you?

DON'T KID YOURSELF
Plagiarism is taken seriously at UGLA. Most
students found guilty of plagiarism, even

"First-Timers" are

SUSPENDED OR DISMISSED.
You have choices:

talk with your instructor; use a College
Tutorial Center(339 Kinsey); Contact any of us in

the Dean of Students' Office (1206 Murphy Hall);

or you can still choose to cheat. But,

IT MAY BE THE LAST CHOICE YOU
MAKE AT UCLA

Coundi Ikaud
1093 Braxton Ave #920
Los An9clcs,CA 90024

310-208-3551

Travel Ticlcets 106

2OW TICKETS to NYC |FK from LAX on 1 1/26.
Best offer. 451-2877.

AIRLINE TICKET ONE WAY, LAX to Newark,
United, up to one year. Call Nancy (213)
65d-6547.

LAX-HONOLLH.U, roundtrip, Dec.17-27, r«-

tum changeable, S35(yobo. Call 476-8377.

NEED ONE WAY TKTKET from NYC to SFO or
LAX for Dec.28 or thereabouts. Please call Jose
458^1152.

OW LAX TO TAMPA departing Nov 15,
Friday, 1 1:25 A.M. Arrives 10 P.M. $5(Vobo.
Call (310) 390-8489/leave message.

ROUND-TRIP ticket to Seattle. Leaves Wed.
11/27, returns Sunday 12/1 $300/obo.
(818)344-2936.

OW LAX TO TAMPA departing Nov. 15,
Friday, 1 1 :2Sam, arrives 10pm. SSCVobo. Call

(310)39O-8489/leave message.

Thursday, November 1 4, 1991 43

100 Travel 105 Autos 109

HAWAII, MEXKIO, BAHAMAS, ORLANDO.
$99 ROUND TRIP. Advance resen^ation, open
dates, some rcstrigions Call (818) 883-7100

%Jk TRAVEL
Wcvc )ccn 1 1 ic re

.

OW fVT

NEW YORK from 255 303

BOSTON
m 255 303

LONDON
m 255 470

FRANKFURT

LIMA

COSTA RCA

ATHENS

TOKYO

AUCKLAND

SYDNEY

315 520

/ 760

190 299

370 740

399 523

540 895

590 969

* Restrictions can apply
* Eurail / A.YH. Passes / Intl. cards
* Advice from the experts

310-824-1574
914 WESTWOOD BLVD.
LOS ANGELES
CA 90024

iioomcEs
WORLDWIDE

TICKETS

I

I

^ San Francisco. $58.00

^ Las Vegas $58.00

^ Phoenix $58.00

»> Denver $298.00

^ Chicago $324.00

^ New York $428.00

Travel Service
A -Level Ackerman
M-F 8:30-6, Sal 12-4
Call UCLA-FLYASIJCIA^

Autos for Sale 109

1983 NISSAN SENTR\ 2 doors, 90K/miles, 5
speed, good condition, $2,000. Evenings
(213)475-6021.

'89 HYUNDAI EXCEL CL. Auto, A/C, fm/cass,
new brakes & tires, runs great. $3,300.
(818)769-9193.

AUDI FOX 1979. Sunroof, A^VFM, fuel injec-

tion, new parts. 82,000 miles. $1,150.
(213)957-1268.

AUDI 4000 '82. Cold, S-spd. 100,000 miles.
Good condition. $1,000 (213)645-4430.

BMW '74 2002, new paint, rebuilt engine,
standard trans, new tires, sun-roof. $390(Vobo
(805) 834-2969 (Bakersfield).

CADILLAC, 1962, 4-door, classic, fins,

1 -owner, 85,000miles. $1 50Q/obo. From new.
White, black leather. (310)628-6402.

CHEVROLET SPRINT 1987 49,000 miles
Stick shift. Good condition. S2800/obo. Call
Daniela (714)586-5420.

CHEAP! F.B.I. /U.S. SEIZED.
'89 Mercedes. ..$200, '86 VW...$50,
'87 Mercedes.. .$100,'65 Must^g- S50.
Choose from thousands starting $25 FREE 24
hour Recording Reveals details.
(801)379-2929, Copyrighti CAIUCKT

CHEVETTE, '82, $950, 4-door, runs great, just

had tune-up. Call Jennifer (310)208-5138.

CHEVY Z24, '89, loaded, 30kmiles. Must sell.

$7,000/obo. )oe 209-1291.

CONVERTIBLE VW-RABBIT '83. While, new
top, new tires, low mileage, great car!

$520(yobo. (213) 207-0109.

DATSUN 210 1977. Automatic, AM/FM ste^

reo, new front tires. Runs great. Only $670
Cad (213)385-5381.

FORD PROBE CL 1990, low miles, air condi-
tioning, AM-FM, sun-roof, 5-speed. $8795.
(310) 459-7015.

FOR SALE BY OWNER: HYUNDAI EXCEL
'88, BLUE, LIKE NEW. $3600/OBo'
(213)659-0761.

HONDA ACCORD EX Coupe, 1 990. Black w/
tan. All options & new corniition. $13,900.
(310)447-1788.

JEEP CJ7. 4-wheel drive. 83IC miles, great
condition. Must sell. $4,500/obo. Andy
(310)471-8321 or (310)596-2691.

MAZDA RX7 '79. 5-speed. AC. Pow«r brakes.
Red with black interior. Custom wheels. Rear
window louverf. Pull-out stereo. Bra. Mainte-
nance records. Immaculate. $2850/obo. Leave
message, 394-0760.

MITSUBISHI STARION TURBO '85 Great
Condition, Great Deal, Fully loaded. Moving
Must Sell. Leave message $3,550
(213)285-4610.

TOYOTA CELICA CT, '77, 3-door. 5-speed,
AM/FM cassette, good condition, $900.
(310)397-1039.

TOYOTA SUPRA '89. Grey, automatic, sun-
roof, a/c, excellent condition. $13,000 Byron
(213)836-3692.

VOLKSWAGON QUANTUM, 1983. Sunroof,
AM/FM cassette, 4-door, automatic. Lots of
extras. $3000. Original owner.
(310)377-7942.

VW jETTA GL, '86. UCLA professor, 5-$peed,
Ian, 4-door, A/C, all power, excellent condi-
tion, 45k/mi. $4500. (213)463-3534.

Bicycles for Sole 113

NISHIKI. Men's black 1 0-speed nrxxintaln bike
with kryptonite lock included. Good condi-
tion. $2O0/obo. (213)280-3186.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

KAWASAKI, 1983, 440LTD. 9000 miles. New
rear tire. Runs excellent. $675/obo.
(310)828-6402.

Scooters for Sale 115

1986 RED HONDA ELITE. Excellent condi-
tion, only 1,800 miles. $800 Firm. Evenings
call Jeff (310) 453-4771.

1987 HONDO AERO. $650. Great mnning
cofvJition. Must sell! Call DJ 208-1423.

'86 HONDA ELITE 150. Rum perfecHyF
$800/obo. Call Ken 824-2069.

HONDA '82 2-SPEED, auto, moped. Excellent

condition. $40(Vobo. Call (618)246-6998 or
(818)246-6998.

HONDA AERO 1987. 200 miles. Excellent
corxiition. New tires, plug>, battery. $90G/obo.
Call Matt 794-3687.

HONDA AERO 50, new lircs, battery, tune-up,
looks & runs great. $395. (310)478-3694, after

6pm.

HONDA ELITE 50, 1989. Excellent condition.
With lock. $550/obo Must sell
(213)470-9757,

HONDA ELITE 250 '87 Black, mint, 42 mi.,
cover, kryptonite lock. $2200/obo.
(818)997-4024, leave message.

HONDA ELITES. 80, 1 50, 250, mint condition.
Weal transportation. $900-$1 20CVobo. Call
471-5198.

HONDA ELITE 150, '86. Red, only 1.5k,
virtually brand new. New battery, helmet.
$1299/obo. 208-6703.

Furniture for Sale 126

DINING TABLE- Solid Oak, 45inch octagon &
Three chairs $150; 8foot white couch $50
(818)782-9543.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

TALL STURDY BOOKCASES AND A DESK.
OTHER STUFF. Negotiable prices. Alex
(213)474-8305.

Misc. For Sale 128

-iATE NIGHT VirtTH DAVID LETTERMAN"
(slafO babseball jacket. One of a kind. Fits

medium frame- M/F. Highest offer
(310)306-3694.

TV CABLE READY - $60, COFFEE PERCOLA-
TOR $60. AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL PRINT
SWEATSHIRTS $40. (21 3) 479-2769 evenings.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

1 70 SKIS with bag, bindings, poles, and size 7
women's boots. $400/ OBO. (213)280-3188.

SCHWINN 10 SPEED World Sport in good
condition. Only $75/obo. 680-1184.

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

IBM SELECTRIC $45, Apple2C $275,
Xerox1020 Copier $350, MOTEBECANE
lOspeed $125, Yamaha synthesizer $90
(310)391-3554.

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 286, 1MB, 5.25-FD
3.5-FD40HD, KEYBOARD, MONITOR, NEW
W/ WARRANTY. $620. (213)644-2612.

IBM P25 with VGA color monitor. NAford

processing BFST BUY $350/obo 680-1184.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and leach you to assemble it yourself!

PC SUPPORT GROUP, (818)994-1188.

lOOAY'SIHEDAY
top Smoking
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Big Bruin Bargain Coupon
Large 15-inch Pizza With One Topping

•Ree Pepsi* Six Pack. Fast, Free Delivery

Call 447-1000

11870 Santa Monica Blvd.

(3 Blocks East of Bundy)
Good R)r Cany-Out or Delivery

Not valid with any other discount.
PIZZA
PROBflSE'
YouMI V it!

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESTWOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Climes

DR.FREDKHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213) 478-6869
(818)988-0110

TT

BUY ONE

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

SHOW UCLA ID AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

^UBuunv*
COUPON VALID ONLY

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
Corner of Sawtelle & Santa Monica

1 Block West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE SUPERS EXTRA.

EXPIRES 11/21/91

Daily Bruin Sports
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UCLA MEDICAL CENTER
PARTNERSHIP FOR CARE
HEALTHVVISE LECTURE

Sunday, November 17, 1991

Prevention is the Heart of the Matter^

Presented by
Jan Tilliseh, M.D.

Director, Cardiac Unit

Lecture from 3:00 to 4:00 p.m.
Free Cholesterol and Blood Pressure Screenings

2:00 to 3:00 p.m., 4:00 to 5:00 p.m.

UCLA Rolfe Hall Auditorium

Complimentary paricing available in Lot 5

Reservations required

For reservations or further information

(^CaU (310) 206-3207

r^^ "The Best Collection„,Lowest Prices!"
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BUFMLO STVU CHICKCN WINGS
1 dozen $4.22 25... $7.95
50 $15.49 100 $28.63

Sauces: Mild. Hot. 'Suicide*. Barbeque. Hot Bart)eque

ALSO TRV OUR:
• Hamburger • Chicken Sandwk:h • Potato Skins • Mozzarella

Sticks • Breaded Mushrooms and Zuchini • Steak Fries
• Chk^ken Salad • Potato Salad • Cole Slaw

UTTLE RED SAMPLER • BIG RED SAMPLER
Ml Voo Cai Cat • ST.98*

Each SAT. - SUN. rAsk for detaiUJ
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1 10936 Lindbrook Ave
I Westwood Village

BAR & CHILL
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(21 3) 208-8727 I
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Runners
last call
By Zach Domlnitz

It's last call for the UCLA men's
cross-country team.

The Bruins will join 15-20
teams for the District Eight
Championships to determine what
teams will qualify for the NCAA
championships on SaL, Nov. 25th.

The meet should be UCLA's
toughest of the year.

"Our district is by far the
su^ongest in the country, with five

ranked teams." coach Bob Larsen
said in reference to the likes of
Arizona. Oregon, and Washing-
ion. "With Stanford and UCI close,

and only three teams qualifying,

ihat means that four top teams
won't go (to the NCAA's)."
The injuries to Larsen's squad

and the power in the West will

make it next to impossible for the
Bruins to improve on last year's
eighth place finish, but Larsen
knows that the team still needs
some lime to realize its potential.

"We hope to run strong and
competitive, but we don't expect to

qualify." Larsen said. "But in a few
years when the guys are healthy
and older we should qualify."

As has been the case all year, the

Bruin's lop man, sophomore Elia-

zar Herrera. is hurting.

"Herrera's shins got a little sore
/'after his last race, and he doesn't=
feci real good." Larsen explained.
"We only want to put him in there
if he has a good chance of running
well."

If Herrera isn't up to the task.

Karl Polivka will try to rise to the
top just like he did last year. *The
longer course (over six miles)
favors Karl because he is a true

distance runner, and last year he
was our lop runner at districts."

Larsen said.
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CORINNE A. SEEDS UNIVERSITY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, UCLA

Applications for admission for the
' ^

1992-93 school year at the SEEDS UNIVERSITY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, the laboratory school
of the Graduate School of Education on the

UCLA campus, are now available. Please call

(310) 825-1801 for information.

MINORITY AND LOW INCQMF
APPLICATIONS ARF ENCOURAGED.

DEADLINE TO APPLY:
DECEMBER 27, 1991

U
EJP

By Terry White
Daily Bruin Staff

At last week's Bruin Desert
Classic, the UCLA women's golf
team finished a solid fourth place
out of a tough 12-team field.

The Bruins shot a team total of
895 to finish behind San Jose State,

use and Arizona State.

Currently ranked No. 10 in the

nation, the Bruin golfers took
another step towards a second-
straight NCAA title. They came

j

through with another strong effort

against a field featuring eight of
the top 20 teams in the country.

Although only one golfer on the

Bruin team managed to shoot par

for any round in the tournament,

UCLA still finished in the top four.

The Bruins showed that consis-

tency pays off Senior Chirsty Erb
led the Bruins with solid scores of
74. 73. and 73 in the three rounds
of the tournament.

With a total of 220. Erb tied with

two other golfers for ninth-place in

the field overall.

Sophomore Patti Sinn came in

16lh with her solid effort of 77. 74
and 74 to finish at 225.

The only Bruin to shoot par in

ihe tournament, junior Elizabeih
Bowman fired a team low 72 in the
second round and finished 22nd
with a score of 227.

Junior Carrie Leary and fresh-

man Jenny Park finished 28th and
35th.

gtowsfbr
Johnson
United Press International

NORTH READING. Mass. ^
Magic Johnson, who retired from
basketball last week because he is

infected with the AIDS virus, will

be spotlighted in an AIDS aware-
ness campaign sponsored by an
athletic shoe manufacturer.

The public service campaign,
announced Wednesday by Con-
verse, is called "Magic's Athletes
Against AIDS" and will support
AIDS education and research.

Proceeds will go to the Magic
Johnson Foundation.

The retired Lbs Angeles Lakers
slar is in the process of establishing
the foundation, which will distri-

bute funds 10 a number of organi-

zations.

The New York Times reports

Johnson has formed an advisory
committee to help him decide how
lo conduct his various campaigns.
Among those involved are
Michael Ovitz. a top latent agent in

Hollywood, Capitol Records
President Joe Smith and NBA
Commissioner David Stem.

President Bush already has
asked Johnson to serve on the

_National Commission of AIDS. At
—a news conference in Washington
announcing the administration's

new expedited drug approval* pro-

ems. Vice President Dan Quayle
said. "Wouldn't it be wonderful to

have a cure for AIDS in the

marketplace before Magic John-
son gels AIDS."

Drugs for hfe-threatening dis-

eases could reach patients in less

than six years, more than fpur
years faster than under existing

rules, Quayle said.

On Tuesday, Michigan Gov.
John Engler asked the former
Michigan State slar to serve as an
AIDS spokesman for the Michigan
Dcpartinent of Public Health. He
said calls lo the slate's AIDS
hotline have tripled since John-
son's disclosure.

"We in Michigan are deeply
touched by your frank words and
are proud of your strength and
courage," Engler said in a tele-

gram. "All of Michigan stands

behind you in your fight for

health."

Those under contract with Con-
verse who have pledged to appear
in the company's venture include

Larry Johnson of the Charlotte

Hornets and two top college

basketball coaches — I>ean Smith
of North Carolina and Rick Pitino

of Kentucky.

Converse plans to begin airing

its spols before the end of the year

and will donate $100,000 to the

Magic Johnson Foundation. The
campaign will include TV and
radio spots, print advertising,

posters ^d a brochure.

"Although we are still in shock
from Magic's announcement last

week and his retirement from the

Lakers, we strongly believe in

supporting this great athlete in his

new endeavor." Converse Presi-

dent Gib Ford said.

Johnson is now vacationing in

Hawaii. Lon Rosen, his agent, said

Johnson is "looking forward lo

having his many friends in profes-

sional and collegiate athletics join

him in this program."

Johnson has been with Converse

since 1979 and his contract runs

through 1995. The company is the

largest U.S. manufacturer of ath-

letic shoes and is the official shoe

of the NBA and USA Basketball.

Ford said Johnson will continue

to appear in Converse advertising.
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•GOURMET SAUDS
•HEARTY t HEALTHY SANDWICHES
•PEUCIOUS PASTRIES

•OLD FASHIONED MUFMNS
•PARISIAN CROISSANTS

•STEAMINC CAPPUCCINOS A
•ESPRESSOS

HEAVENLY FOOD IVITH EARTHY PRICES

Come and enjoy the relaxed atmoiphere of

this unique European-style eoffee house.

Eat in - Take out - Catering
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MiiU Pill

KUNO FU CAFE
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Open 7:30 am - MidRi)bt
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213-44M6S2

SONY • SANr.F A'j . NAKAMICHI AIWA

FREE SONY
iWU<mm With $39 Piirehasd' Grand Opening Gift at AllL^^

' guantitici limited. Prices Gobd Thru Wednesday ISovcmbrr 20th.

IMA
AM/FM SHORTWAVE
10 Band World Band

Receiver

HM-M

Skortwavt

GRUNOIG
7 Bands, AM/FM,
Alarm, Time

Zone Indicator

AM/FM Stereo, 5 Disc CD Changer, Dual jgi fcriMb
Cassette, Dolby B, 5 Band EQ. LCD Tuner, ^ n

12 Presets, Turntable, Remote^^^^^JIX iCo i

LBT-0506C05
^^^^^
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$497

AM/FM Stereo. Dual Auto Reverse

Cassette W/CD Player, Equalizer,

B»-Amplified, Remote RX-orSM

$347
«Qm (T^;

Portable AM/FM Stereo Cassette Recorder with

CD Player, AC/Battery CFO-50

$136 ri

1

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH /D
POWERED STUDIO PARTNERS •
For Walkman,

Keyboard

BA PRS ONLY

U— twmUmhM

MITSUBISHI

ADiamondlel
CELLULAR PHONE
100 Alphanumeric 10 '»

3 Year Warranty

Pocket Size 99X
phonemate
ANSWERING MACHINE
Beepedess Remote
fSMO

SONY
uiflLKmpn
AM/FM Stereo Cassette,

Water Resistant,'^ 7\
Headphones / /aD^.
WIII-AF54 / (r-L^^Hi-l

t:ELLULAR
ENO USERS OMV

iNakamichi
Audiophile Clock Radio & Stereo

Companion (TM-2 Optional) TM-i

CORDLESS PHONE
10 Memories, 7 Day

Rechargeable Battery

SPPM

YowChokti

2 Channels, Re-Dia).

1000 Range

c88AIUI8UiyG
PORTABLE DISC PLAYER
Rechargeable

Car/Home Portable

affororble
PORTRBLES 11

ELECTRONICS TOGO

PASADENA
WOODLAND HILLS

SHERMAN OAKS
LA WESTWOOD
TORRANCE
COSTA MESA

4 3. ROSEMEAD A COLORADO (818) 356-0001
6439 CANOGA AVENUE & VICTORY (818) 715-7101
14512 VENTURA BLVD & VAN NUYS (818) 784-1191

1110 GAYLEY AVE. (N. OF WILSHIRE) (213) 208-6996
18234 HAWTHORNE BLVD & 182ND (213) 370-7877
1 835 NEWPORT BLVD A HARBOR (714) 650- 1 1 00

Ite^l-^

Pre* )WlKt> 4% CmA OncouM

Open 7 Days Mon-Fri 10-8 Sat 10-6 Sunday 12-6

Southern California's Largest Portable Electronics Selection

TAKFS
««*^ Billiards

IN
C>t.D TOWN PASADENA

Open Daily Noon-2 a.m.
(818) 568-1606

Q FatlBar

r F'uU Size IhUes

Piaa, Pn^ SaJadsandmore.

^ Offthe 134 East /36 W. Colorado Blvd.
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• SONY • • PANASONIC • CODE-A-PHONE •

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
WESTWOOD BLVD. at LINDBROOK

Don't Forget $1 Off Any Footlong

Sub With Your Atfiletic Ticket Stub

ORDER TODAY FOR
DAD'S DAY AND
use GAME
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I>ra£foii Express
Chinese Fast Food

Delivery
($8.00 Min.)

Limited Area

COIMSO PTJiTTC ^iA KR 'nc*"*>"fr««d rice or chow mainyyvriTXPV^ MTKM^M. IL ^^.QQ pig, «qy two • U carta it«m.

i EC^mt with the purchase of i

IL^^2'''l^t^SI^^ Hate i

^oam 1147 Wertwood Blvd.
Monday-Sunday llam-llpm (Across tnm McDonald's)

208-4928

L S A T
G R E
G M A T

The fastest grouiNg course at UCLA

Prep
Call todayand we'll tutoryou beforeourcourse beginsand
help you with the application process at no extra charge.

Smaller class sizes and more individual attention than
anvolher course Call STAMFORD PREP:

2 / J • 6 5 >* • 9 S O O S I S • " O 6 • / () O O

—LONDON—
CLEANERS
Westwood's Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

This coupon is Good good for

$4 Off a Minimum
$12 Drv Cleaning Order

\ .t V'.ihvl l\itl. OtI,. . ( MK'i

With Inrominq Orrtrr

Look and see

your best with

same day

service from

DR.V0GEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village
208-3011

Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Daily Bruin
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

DOWN
1. How to expose

yourself to 58,000

people daily

in the Daily Baiin

• Come by

112 KerckhoffHall

or call 825-2161

^r*

Great Care

ForAll Women

REE PREGNANCY TESTING
•Pregnancy Termination

General or Local Anesthesia

•Affordable Birth Control

ANN I

iCAL
CIATES
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SUNNY SUNCVOaJiy Bruin

Freshman Natalie Norberg will swim against Arizona and Arizona
State this weekend to open the conference season.

SWIMMING
From page 52

team, and what they can do," Hill

said. **We*rc belter time-wise than
this lime last year. Our goal is to

get in and make a great meet out of
it."

Hiirs strength will come from
his two top seniors, sprint frcestyl-

er Heidi Hendricks and butterfly

specialist Thercse Lundin. Junior
individual medley swimmer Betsy
Hughes will also assist the Sun
Dev ils. — =

also rely on breaststroker Kelli

King. King and Ahmann-Leighton
were teammates at the Pan-Pacific
games for the United Slates. But
Gallagher said the Bruins* vaunted
depth should carry them past
Arizona.

'They have more depih than
they used to." she said, "but we
have more. Our strength will come
from our depth.'

"I hope we*U be ready," HiU
said. "We're swimming a really

good team (in UCLA). We've
been training hard since Septem-
ber and I hope the competition will
bring us up.

"On paper. it*s probably the best
team UCLA's ever had."
Although the UCLA head coach

is taking Arizona State seriously.
Bruin head coach Cyndi Gallagher
said the No. 12 Sun Devils don't
match up with the Bruins as well as
Arizona.

"Arizona is ranked higher (than
ASU) — they're the beuer of the
two schools," Gallagher said.

*Their strengths are the same as
our strengths."

The Wildcats feature one of the
world's lop swimmers, record-
setting butterfly swimmer Chrissy
Ahmann-Leighton. Arizona will

UCLA's strength will also come
from some of the top sprinters in

the nation, including freshmen
Megan OesUng and Natalie Nor-
berg, senior Kris Stoudl and junior
Jeanne Gibbons.

Stoudl, along with sophomore
Sarah Suhadolnik, will challenge
Ahman-Leighton in the butterfly,

while sophomores Kristy Hey-
danek and Becky Shelton handle
backstroke duties.

Kim Martin and Jamie Marion
arc scheduled for the distance
races, while junior Christy
Richardson and sophomores
Becky Bruch and Eva Lupi are
Gallagher's top breaststrokers.

"I know we're ready for a

meet." Gallagher said. "You train

and train and train, and then you're
ready to go. We're ready to race

and have a good time."

POLO
From page 52

against the Trojans, having already
beat use decisively at the Bruin
Invitational, 12-9.

Never mind that the loss against
use marked a turnaround for
UCLA. The team hit a low, and
seniors vowed not to follow a
pattern of past years when
UCLA's winning ways of Septem-
ber and October dwindled in

November.
The team went on to win against

UC San Diego. UC Irvine, and Cal
State Long Beach the following
week, but lost to California and
Stanford the week after.

This game — and the one
following at USC— has a strictly

practical purpose. The Bruins must
win these games to get a seed at the

NCAA tournament and, in turn,

get a shot at winning the national
title which has eluded them for
twenty years.

The 16-8 Bruins (2-2 in the
Pac-10) will host USC (12-13. 0-4
in the Pac-10) Friday afternoon at

Sunset Rec Pool.

USC has lost its last three
games, but the teams the Trojans
played were all in the top five

nationally. No. 5 Stanford. No. 1

Cal, and No. 2 Pepperdine beat
USC decisively, 12-6, 10-5 and 9-

5 respectively.

But UCLA has suffered some

losses as well, bringing it into this

must-win situation. Cal gave
UCLA a 12-4, while Stanford
came away with an 8-7 win over
the Bruins.

USC has a well-rounded offense
with six players scoring over
twenty goals each so far this

season. Matt Tonkovich, with 33
goals and Danny Leyson with 27
goals lead the Trojans in scoring.

What once was a lopsided
scoring charge for UCLA has
turned into a well-balanced
offense as well. Senior driver

Oliver Will leads UCLA with 51
goals, while Gary O'Brien has 41
points.

Meanwhile olher players have
been contributing to the offense as

well. Led by Mike Wilmink who
has 29 goals, Chris Kellerman,

Philip Hadfield and Marc Heenan
all have scored into the twenties.

Defensively. Sean McClosky
has 118 saves for USC, while

UCLA's Dan HackeU has 197
saves on the season.

If these numbers mean anything
this late into the season, the Bruins

should be able to put USC away.
However, there are only five spots

for West Coast teams at the Final

Eight tourney.

USC would love to take
UCLA's spol away.

—I'orward Don McLeanscore^^^QF^tmraiifhst Trencin, Czecho-
slovakia In UCLA's victory.

BASKETBALL
From page 52

also spoke very highly of Nwank-
wo.

"He is a big strong post-up kid
who is raw. but oozes potential for
the future." Coleman said in

Recruiter's Notebook. "His future
is all ahead of him," he said.

Recruiting expert Bob Gibbons
ranked Nwankwo as the No. 16
high school prospect nationally,

while recruiting expert Dave Krid-
er selected Nwankwo as one of the

top 20 high school players in the
nation.

Nwankwo is looking forward to

becoming a Bruin.

••Right now UCLA basketball is

at its peak." Nwankwo said. "I am
excited aboutjoining the team. I hit

it off real well with Tracy Murray,
and I get along well with all of the
guys."

Bums, who was unavailable for

comment on Wednesday, orally

committed to UCLA several
weeks ago. Bums averaged 20
points per game as a junior last

year.

However, his high school coach
refused to let him participate in any
summer basketball camps, which
lowered his stock as a potential

recruit

Bums reportedly was also con-
sidering attending Pepperdine and
several other local schools.

Freshman forward Jiri Zidek
played only three minutes against

Trencin-Czechoslovakia Tuesday
night, as he suffered from heart

palpitations.

"Jorge won't play against India-

na on Friday night because of the

heart palpitations," Harrick said.

"Apparently he was tested in

Czechoslovakia, and they didn't

find anything wrong."
Harrick also said that when

Zidek was given an EKG exam
during the game Tuesday night, his

heart rate was extremely high.

Harrick was impressed with the

play of freshman point guard Tyus
Edney in the game against Tren-

cin.

Edney's debut," Harrick said. "I

really like Tyus a loL" Edney
finished with 13 points and seven
steals against Trencin.

After the game, Harrick was
asked if he planned to redshirt
Edney.

"1 don't think he will redshirt,"

Harrick said. "We just don't have
enough guys. There will be a lot of
games where Edney will (have a
chance to play)."

Rodney Zimmerman scored
eight points and blocked six shots
as the starting center against
Trencin, yet Harrick has not yet
decided if Zimmemian will start

against Indiana.

"Maybe (Mitchell) Butler will

start against Indiana, because that

creates better matchups for us.

Harrick said.

Since Indiana starts three
guards, if Zimmerman were to

start one of the UCLA forwards
would have to defense one of the

Hoosier guards. Butler would most
likely do a much better job of
defending a guard than any of the
Bruin forwards could do.

Four of UCLA's starters are set

for Friday's Tipoff Classic, as
Tracy Murray, Don MacLean,
Gerald Madkins and Shon Tarver
will all start against Indiana.

True freshman Jonah Naulls, the

son of former Bruin great Willie
Naulls, will redshirt this season,
according to Harrick. Harrick said

that it was Naulls' decision to

redshirt, and that he would honor
that decision.

"I was really pleased with

The playing status of redshirt

freshnt^an Ed O'Bannon is still up
in the air. In his media conference
on Monday Harrick said that

O'Bannon would be out for, "not
two weeks, but not six weeks."

Harrick indicated that he was
planning on O'Bannon retuming
in mid-December, and that he may
very well be able to play when
UCLA opens their Pac-10 season
against Arizona State on Jan. 9. '
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VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and timely

service can make
from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood \^l]ag<

208-3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.
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GATEWAY
H O T E I

SPECIAL UCLA RATE
$69.00 SINGLE/DOUBLE OCCUPANCY

• 123 Spacious Rooms & Suites

• Complimentary Parking
• Complimentary Van Service (Local)
• Same Day Laundry 6c Valet Service
• Car Rental On Property
• Restaurant, Exercise Room U Sun Deck

v

FOR RESERVATIONS:

(213)829-9100
1920 SANTA MONICA BLVD. SANTA MONICA. CA 90404
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Introductory Offer

"NEWLY REMODELED
Brentwood Only

Large Cheese Pizza

& Two Salads

$^795

Dine in and delivery

500
Draft Beers & Sodas

Dine in only

Toppings available at regular

pricc.This offer is available at

Brentwood location only.Not valid

with any other coupon or discount.

Expires UASm

Limited

delivery

area.ŵ.478-1650
1 1819 WUshire Blvd.

(Wilshire and Granville)

BRENTWOOD
FREE UNDERGROUND PARKING

finally, rent Mexican foo
comes to the Westside

i\m T^

GRILL

Free validated parking with Lunch or Dinner
1360 Westwood Boulevard (2 blocks south of wilshire)

h
h

NAHID
SPECIAL
1/2 PRICE

Haircut
Hi-Lite or

Weaving & Style

Perm
Straighterung

Tint & Style

By Appointment
477-2255

Antonio's Salon
1267 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
JUST ONE BLOCK
S. OF WILSHIRE
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WESTWOOD BI-RITE DRUGS
a^pt Health-Net•PCS•Medi-Cal • Blue Cross

Paid Prescription Drugs
Monday-Friday 9am-6:30pm Saturday 9:30am- 1 :30pm

1090 Westwood Boulevard 208-370

1

•-TV-

Simply the
best preparation
money can buy.

TIte Princeton Review
(213) 474-0909

'

AUTOFAIR
IGARS FOR SALE &Y OWNERI
GET YOUR BEST PRICE

BUY OR SELL YOUR CAR AT AUTOFAIR:

Deal Direct

No Commissions or SalespeopI

No Advertising Costs

No Disturbing Phone Calls

Great Location ,«

2222 SAWTELLE BLVD
CNR OLYMPIC
WEST LA

(21 3) 575-0090
* LIMITED TIME ONLY

SAT & SUN
8
30 1-30
am O pm

Books

Life and times at
Out of Contiol U.
By Terry White
Dally Bruin Staff

Several years ago, all hell broke
loose ih the Oklahoma University
football program.
A player was shot in the athletic

ctorm, a girl was allegedly raped by
two players, and to top it off, an
OU player was accused of traf-

ficking cocaine.

When things like this happen to

a football team, one man lakes all

the blame: the coach.

In his new novel "Bootlegger's
Boy,** Barry Switzer tells the
inside story of the exploits which
forced him to resign as head
football coach of Oklahoma Uni-
versity.

With the help of ghostwriter
Bud Shrake, Switzer does not hold
anything back in his twisting tale

of college football mayhem. He
starts from the lop, and shows
exactly why he has spent the last

year writing this book instead of
stalking the sidelines.

Switzer's journey to the pinna-
cle of college football began in his

childhood in Arkansas. Living in a
shotgun shack with no electricity

in rural Crossetl, Ark., Switzer
rose to stardom on his high school -

football team.

But Switzer had an unconven-
tional childhood by most stan-
dards. With a whiskey peddler for
a father, he found himself an
outcast in the community and none
of the local parents wanted their

daughters anywhere near the
"bootlegger's boy."

In his high school days, Switzer
found it a challenge just getting to

football practice with no bus or
parents available to drive him

home.

Despite this adversity, Switzer
went on to star for the University
of Arkansas as a linebacker.
Shortly after his graduation in

1959, he landed his first coaching
job, at his alma mater.

After describing his spartan
beginnings, Switzer gives a detail-

ed account of his entire coaching
career at Arkansas and, ultimately,

at Oklahoma.
In his tales, Switzer tells the

inside story on famous football

players such as Greg Pniitt, Joe
Washington, Brian Bosworth,
Billy Sims and Troy Aikman.

The book gives a vivid account
of the sometimes crazy world of
big-time collegiate athletics. Swit-
zer covers all the bases: the
recruiting wars, the drug tests, the
NCAA rules, the rivalries and the

unrelenting pressure to win at all

cost

In the final chapters, the former
Oklahoma coach gives the inside

story of the "nightmare" which led
to his downfall. He also tells of an
intricate plot by a disgruntled

sportswriter to frame one of his

players as a cocaine trafficker.

fven those who have nevcp=
heard of Barry Switzer should
enjoy reading his story. Although
all of the details of his entire

coaching career can grow tire-

some, the drama of the turmoil

surrounding his program has all

the makings of a good spy thriller.

Under a barrage of criticism by
the press, Switzer uses this novel to
show his side of the chaos at the
University of Oklahoma, and after
reading the book, one finds it very
hard not to like Barry Switzer.

Writer fiies suit

against Switzer
By Terry White
Dally Bruin Staff

Apparently not everyone
likes former Oklahoma football

coach Barry Switzer's new
autobiography, "Bootlegger's
Boy." Some people actually
hate it

In his book, Switzer does not
keep his opinion about anything
a secret He sounds off about
former Oklahoma players, co-
workers, and members of the
press.

One member of the press has
a big problem with his portrayal
in Switzer's book. He is so
angry that he has filed a lawsuit
against Switzer for libel.

Jack Taylor, now a reporter
with the Los Angeles Daily
News, did not like "Bootleg-
ger's Boy" one bit.

It all centers around one
chapter called 'The Setup" in

Switzer's book. In this chapter,

Switzer describes an incident in

which Taylor allegedly laid out
an elaborate scheme to frame
one of the Oklahoma players in

a cocaine trafficking ring in

1988.

According to the book, Tay-
lor had a lady named Janeoo
Dior lure the player into living

with her. Then, the lady's friend
asked the player to bring back a
package of cocaine back from
Miami after the 1988 Orange
Bowl.

When Dior's friend called
and asked him to bring the
cocaine home, the player imme-
diately hung up and did not
comply with the request. He
took the matter directly to
Switzer.

Switzer then investigated the

mysterious phone call and Dior,
who had left town before the
player returned to Oklahoma.
He found a phone bill with
several calls to Jack Taylor,
then a reporter with the Dallas
Times Herald.

That convinced him that

Taylor, a longtime critic of
Switzer and the Oklahoma
football program, had framed
the player for a major drug bust.

Of course, Taylor did not like

seeing the details of this story in

a national bestseller. It just does
not look good on a journalist's

track record.

He insists that Switzer has

fabricated the entire episode.

"It is preposterous and a lie,"

said Taylor in a slight drawl.

"It's absolutely ridiculous and
absurd."

With a lawsuit pending,
Taylor naturally did not want to

say too much about his position.

But even though he did not want
to comment about Barry Swit-
zer, he expressed his opinion of
the former coach very clearly

with the few words he uttered.
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scunty, iMit

try to stay upbeat

The Creators of

"JUMBO'S PLAYHOUSE-
Bring You The Club You'll Live For

By Zach Dominitz

Do you know, do you know, do
you know?
Can you name a single jai-alai

player? How about the Olympic
equestrian team? Who's your
favorite hammer thrower?

In Westwood, where the spot-
light shines on Tommy Maddox,
Natalie Williams and year after

year of national championships,
there still exists the nucleus of the
UCLA athletic worid which toils

in the shadows of obscurity.

And in these shadows run the
men of UCLA's cross-country
team.

Running. The first sport known
to humans, ever.

Running. The epitome of self-

determination. The ultimate in

them versus you.

Running. The ultimate chal-
lenge. From here to there, first

finisher wins. No tricky rules, no
substitutions, just flat out strength
and endurance.

But like anything else in life,

turning over new leaves and
exploring the unknown usually
reads to an interesting insight
The men's cross-country team is

no different, and here is a closer
look at a few of the more interest-

ing personalities on the squad:
Richard Erbes: Majoring in

mathematics of computation,
Erbes hopes someday to teach high
school math and perhaps coach
cross-country. A senior from
Glendale, cross-country isn't his
only cross.

"It's just a hobby, really, but I

like cross -stitching and needle-
point," Erbes said.

Knitting isn't usually associated
with young male athletes, but it all

started innocently a few years ago.
"My aunt did some and my mom

bought a kit because she wanted to

try it," he explained. "She never
finished it and I just picked it up."

That has not only led to his main
source of gifts for friends, but also
rugs that decorate his walls,

including a 3'/2-by-4-foot lion and
a likeness of Sam the Eagle, the

1984 Olympic mascot.
An athlete by foot, Erbes' spare

time is spent doing things with his

hands. Apart from knitting, he
enjoys taking things (like

appliances) apart and putting them
back together. His most notable

project is the engine he rebuilt on
his VW.
Sven Haug: A kinesiology

major who dabbles in the triathlon,

the team captain intends to run the

1500 meters for Germany in

1992's Olympic Games.
"I'm looking at three guys, two

who are ranked woridwide," Haug
said in summing up his chances of
the all-expense-paid trip to Barce-

lona. Haug has been injured all

year, however, and has yet to run

this year for the Bruins.

"I still have a good chance at the

trials," Haug explained, taking a

break from his medical school

applications. 'Three or four people

will go to the games, depending on

Germany's chances of winning a

medal in the event."

And, as might be expected from

a kinesiology major who wants to

specialize in sports medicine and

explore the surgical field, Haug
marvels at Carl Lewis and his

ability to "break all limitations of

the human body."

Brent Jones: Majoring in eco-

nomics, the junior from Brea

wants to be fast in more than one

Sven Haug
medium. In June of 1990, on his

20th birthday, Jones became the

proud owner of a private pilot's

license. "My dad flew and was
close to geuing his, and even
though he didn't, he got me
interested in it," Jones said.

Restricted to only flying "every
now and then" during the school
year, Jones hopes to one day be a
commercial pilot, like his dad's
cousin who flies for American
Airlines. "It lakes^SQ hours of
flying time to be a commercial
pilot, but only 40 to get a private

license," Jones explained. "1

already have 185."

Unlike most students, college is

simply his back-up. "I'll get my
degree in economics just to be sure
about things, but I really like the
views and the challenge of flying,"

Jones said.

Robert Mata, Jr.: A local boy
out of Los Angeles, the junior
history major has a deep concern
for children and has spent two
years working at UCLA's child
care service. The devotion came
from his own high school experi-

ence.

"Roosevelt didn't have the
resources that other schools had,"
Mata said. "We had too many
3tudents in each class and I had
three different coaches in the three

years that I ran. One was a
substitute teacher from some-
whe.'e else, one was a P.E. teacher,

and one was an academic counse-
lor who had never coached."

Mata would like to someday
return to an inner-city school,

perhaps Roosevelt, and teach
history and coach u-ack. "I want to

go back to the neighborhood and
give something back," he said.

Steve Niednagel: Majoring in

economics, the sophomore from
Laguna Niguel has a younger
brother who is his redshirt fresh-

man teammate. And it was with his

younger brother that he started one
of his most unique hobbies, cliff-

jumping.

"Me and my brother grew up
near the beach, and when the

waves weren't good, we'd just

climb up on the cliffs and just

jump," he explained. And not just

any old cliffs, either.

"Oh, they can be anywhere from
12 feet to 85 feet," Niednagel said.

"It's fun. Scary too, and coach
probably wouldn't like it, but, oh
well."

Not all of Niednagel's hobbies
are so adventurous, though, and
this culture-hound also collects, of
all things, menus. "I started about
five years ago. I've got them from
all over the U.S., Paris, Germany,
everywhere," he said. "If you're
eating good food, you got to get
something to remember it."
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finish for golf first iiaif of season
By Terry White
Dally Bruin Staff

After struggling in their last two
tournaments, the UCLA men*s
golf team will take a two-month
break before rolling back into

action next quarter.

The Bruins finished tenth out of
17 teams at the University of San
Francisco Invitational Monday
and Tuesday to close out the first

half of the year-long season. Last
week. UCLA hosted the Bruin
Desert Classic in Palm Springs,
where the UCLA golfers finished
ninth out of a twelve team field.

In both cases, the Bruins did not
perform close to their previous

level of play. In the USF Invita-

tional. UCLA scored a cumulative
920 on the par 71 course. At the

Desert Classic, the Bruins shot a
total of 912 over the three day
event

UCLA head coach Dave Atchi-
son did not like the outcome of the

last two Bruin efforts at all.

"Both tournaments went poor-
ly.** he said about the USF Invita-

tional and the Desert Classic.

In the USF Invitational at the

Olympic Club*s Lake Course in

San Francisco, sophomore
Michael Cress led all Bruins with a
three-day total of 228 to tie for

26th in the field.

Along with Cress, junior David

Solomon shot the low round on the

team with a three over par 74 in the

first round. But with an 84 in the

second round. Solomon fell back
to 65th in the overall final stand-

ings.

Sophomores Tom Nixon. Kevin
Clabom. and Brian Bock finished

40th. 50th, and 57th to round out

the Bruin effort in the USF
Invitational.

The Bruin golfers met a tough
challenge in the course layout at

the Olympic Club. The course
rates as one of the 10 best in the

country, and it required very

accurate drives off the tee to

achieve par.

"If there are any weaknesses in

your game, the course will expose
them.** said Atchison about the

Lake Course.

At the Bruin Desert Classic,

freshman Lance Graville led the

way with a total of 225. He started

out with a team low round of 70.

but then slipped to shoot 75 and80
to finish in a tie for 19lh place.

Solomon followed close behind

with a 226 for the tourney. Juniors

Ted Gleason. Patrick Brownfield,

and Jorgen Aker added scored of

231. 237. and 238 to the UCLA
effort on the Desert Dunes Golf
Course.

Although they had a rough time
in the last two events, the Bruins

learned what they will need to

work on individually in the

NCAA-mandated winter break.
~

"We need more accuracy off the

tee,** Atchison said. "We*re a long
hitting team, but it doesn*t matter
how long the ball goes when it goes
out of bounds or in the trees.**

Throughout the fall, the young
Bruin team had trouble putting

together a strong outing. In addi-

tion, Atchison sent a different five

man squad on the road to give
everyone on the team some action

at the college level.

"I knew we*d take some lumps,**

said Atchison. "But I did not

expect it to be so lumpy. Down the

road, it will make the team
su-onger.**

MATADOR
LIQUORS
375-1331

FROZEN DRINK
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Zak Ibsen
For several weeks, UCLA soc-

cer enthusiasts had been waiting
for midfielder/forward Zak Ibsen
to break out of his scoring slump.

After starting out on a roll, Ibsen
had gone scoreless for four conse-
cutive games.

But then, the sophomore tallied

single goals against San Diego
State and Cal State Fullerton.
And finally, "the big explo-

sion."

Sunday, against San Jose Slate,

Ibsen had a career day with two
goals and four assists. In fueling
the Bruins to an 8-0 rout of the
Spartans, Ibsen padded his statis-

tics to a season mark of 1 1 goals,

nine assists and 31 points.

His freshman year, Ibsen
notched 10 assists to place him
seventh on the single-season list.

Get to know the sophomore
scorer:

Nickname: "Ibby," short for
Ibsen.

Favorite Place to hang out:
"Santo*s West This is where the

whole team gets together after

games."

Favorite Movie: "*The Fisher
King.* Our whole apartment went
to see it and it made us think about
things that you wouldn't normally
think about"

Person You Most Admire:
"Jurgen Klinsmann, a soccer play-
er for Germany. He is dangerous in

ziftttrftapects of the word."

Dally Brujn Sports

Athletes Of the Week
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Zak Ibsen

Soccer Sophomore

Favorite Thing about UCLA:
*The people and the weather. The
people are very friendly, it is fun to

be here.**

Zachary Aron

Scored two goals and had four assists

in UCLA's 8-0 win over San Jose State.

Is tied for second on the team with 31

points.

Julie Bremner
Volleyball Sophomore

Participated in the 1991 U.S. Olympic

Festival.

Helped UCLA knock off UW and WSU
last weekend with ten kills, 125 assists.

32 digs and four aces.

Is ranked sixth in the conference in

assists average, with 11.24 assists per

game. ^__

Named Pac-10 Women's Volleyball

Player of the Week for the week of Nov
11. .

Julie Bremner
After earning Pac-10 Women's

Volleyball Player of the Week
honors for this week, Julie Brem-
ner more than deserves the Daily
Bruin honors.

Bremner, a sophomore setter

from Lisle, 111., led the Bruins to

wins over Washington State and
Washington. As UCLA*s starting

setter, she posted ten kills, 125
assists, 32 digs and four service

aces.

The Washington sweep
extended UCLA's winning streak
to three matches, after the Bruins
knocked offUSC Wednesday. The
Bruins are now 2M overall (13-1
in the Pac-10).

In her last five matches, Brem-
ner has hit .406, with 222 assists,

55 digs, ten blocks and five service
aces. She is also ranked sixth in the
Pac-10 in assists average, with 652
assists in 58 games, for an 11.24
per game average.

Here are some personal aspects
of the newest Bruin honoree:

Favorite musician: "Michael
W. Smith ... I really Hke all kinds
of music, though.**

Biggest influence in lire:"My
mom and dad.**

Favorite book:"The Prince of
Tides.**

Favorite moment at UCLA:
"Beating Nebraska to win the

Nebraska Tournament this year.**

=^ Future plans:"Medical schooL
I want to be a doctor."

Athlete You Most Admire:
"Liz Masakayan, a former UCLA
All-American and current coach."

Scott Bloom

UCLA
RECREATION

Intramural and Clubs

Sports Corner
INTRAMURAL SPORTS

Willy's of Westwood is proud to bring you another
exciting, yet resourceful Sports Corner. This week's issue
comes Just after many teams have advanced into the
second round of the playoffs. The next Sports Corner will

contain a wrap up of ail the winners in all Fail Quarter
Sports action. Also look for an upcoming announcement
of Winter Quarter Sports managers meetings. This will be
Invaluable Information you will want to know. Once again
Intramural sports such as basketball and soccer will be
Impacted.

VOLLEYBALL FOOTBALL

ANNOUNCEMENTS

There will be the 6K 'Touchdown Run" this Sunday. 11/17
at 8:00am on the IM Field. Course maps are available at
2131 John Wooden Center. A $5.00 entry fee per person
wlH be administered. T-shirts commemorating the race will

be given to the first 200 finishers. From an Insider to IM
Sports, all participants are almost Insured of receiving a
shirt. The new course was designed by the LA Marathon.

if you were looking forward to playing in the Turkey
Tournament and have not yet signed up, look forv«3rd no
more. You missed sign ups. yesterday. Your next chance
will be Winter Quarter.

Sign ups for the Sand Bowl Classic, a flag football

tournament in the sand to be held In Hermosa Beach are
being taken now. Deadline is tomorrow. 1 1/16. There Is a
$50 entrance fee per team, more Information and entry

forms con be found at 2131 John Wooden Center until

9;30pm tonight and until 4:30pm tomorrow. Late entries

may be token by Undo Essilnger. at (213)318-0280. This is

on event you will not wont to miss, come on Football on
the sand.

In men's 'A' action, oil teams advanced as expected
except #6 Sigma CN. which got the Snoss knocked out of
them. Number 1 1 Snoss now faces #3 Beta Theto F>l. The
results of that match were unavailable by press time.
Number 8 SIg Ep hod the toughest match getting Into the
quarter final round. The Pounding Rneapples gave them
a run. with the score going 11-9. 9-1 1 . 11-9 in favor of SIg
Ep. Its next opponent will be powerhouse Pike at 8:15
tonight In the John Wooden Center, all spectators should
bring proper ID for admission. At 7:30 tonight on the same
court. Theta XI ranked 7th and #2 Sgma Nu wlH squa© off.

Men's 'B' playoffs Is still in the early stages as 19 teams still

remain In contention.

Women's Volleyball is also too close to call. All top four
ranked "A' teams have a legitimate chance at the title.

Two quarterfinal matches were last night, with Delta
Gamma and The Good Girls going head to head tonight
at 6:45 In the John Wooden Center. Acebloc and
Eradicotors take the court immediately following at 7:30.

All of the women's "B' games for this week were played
Tuesday and Wednesday night, too late for press time.
Semis and finals for oil but men's 'B' playofti will be next

week. Men's 'B' ^^A\\ finish the week of Thanksgiving.

TEAM NAMES OF THE WEEK

SPORTS CLUBS

The Ice Hockey team will face DC Berkeley at 12:45 am
Saturday morning at the Culver. City ice rink. On
Wednesday. 1 1/20 the Bruin squad v>^ll play Pepperdine at

8:20pm at Conejo. With a rival match agolr^t U$c on

Thursday 11/21 at 10:00pm In the Forum. This will be a

rough match to set the tone for the football game to

follow on that Saturday. It Just happens to follow a LA Kings

hockey gome too.

All teams mentioned In this section will be placed In the
finals with only one or two teams from each sport being
selected as TEAM NAME OF THE QUARTER. Only those
finalists that are selected at the end of the quarter will be
av^rded T-«hlrts. Only the manager will be given a T-shirt.

Basketball -COED- Desperately Seeking Championship
Flog Football -Men's A- Wov^ in the Pav^

-Men's B- Deal With It

-Men's REC- Rams Suck
Thunder Turbo Chickens

Volleyball -Men's B- Aim to Malm
Radioactive Festering Emmlslons
RoncNeRleber

-Women's B- Sisters of the Flying Laplli Brothers

Imlloo Wild Wahines

The women's field saw record breaking scores last

week. Sigma Kappa made the challenge posting 35
points on the board agalr^st on unsuspecting Alpha
Chi Omega. Alpha Phi then met the challenge in the
next gome running all over the Kappa second squad.
53-0. Alpha Phi led by Anno Turilla. Heather Brown,
and quarterback Eleanore Chen were then only able
to muster 40 points against CN Omega while allowing
only 6 points. However. Sigma Kappa, scoring 35
points In the first half alone, came back and scored 22
rTHxe for a new intramural Sports record In Women's
football. 57-0. Sigma Kappa moved on to the
quarterfinals with their victory over Kappa's second
squad. If #3 Sigma Kappa beats li-Delt ond then
advances to the finals to meet #6 /^pho Phi. we could
be In for tt^ highest scoring match ever.
The men's field not as exciting but always there,

came up with another lost minute comeback. With
only two ploys left In the gome. Run By U watched as
they got run by. L.C. Carnales' quarterback Mike Vlllor

threw it up Hall Mary style for Javier Ducrereux who
then pitched it to George Cuddy who ran It In for the
score. L.C. Carnales converted on the point after to
win 20-14.

Apparently every Sunday the real Rams lose the
men's "REC" team Rams Suck marches on to a
victory. Its latest victim was HKSA as the final score was
26-0.

COUPON:
loui$iona Hot Link

Sandwich vw^ith Kone)
i\t:\^. order and ojl you

^r' arif>k (soft drink) $2.99

WILLY*S of WeSTWOOD
l(X:ated at

10923 WEYBURN
orrrf^ GOOD untii ymmx
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recruit commits to UCLA liaslcetbail
Local star also signs with

Bniins for upcoming year

SUNNY SUNGA)ail^fuin

Center Rodney Zimmerman had six blocks against Trencin-Czechoslovakia and may start against
Indiana on Friday.

By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

With three seniors graduating
from this year*s team, the UCLA
basketball team needed to sign a
good recruiting class for next year.

Bruin head coach Jim Harrick
look a big step in that direction.

Arguably the top player in Texas,
Ike Nwankwo, orally committed to

UCLA on Wednesday, the first

day of the national signing period.

UCLA has also received an oral

commitment from Marquis Bums,
a 6*3" shooting guard from Reseda
High School. Bums did not partici-

pate in any basketball camps
during the summer, so he was not
listed on any recruiting rankings.

Nwankwo, a 6' 10" center/for-

ward, is listed as one of the lop 20
recruits in the nation by several

puWicalions.

"I just thought that UCLA was
the best place for me," Nwankwo
said. "I liked the academics and the

campus, and I was really impress-
ed with Coach Harrick."

Nwankwo, whose parents are
Nigerian, has not yet signed his

official letter-of-intent to attend
UCLA, but said that he will do so
later this week. Until Nwankwo*s
signed letter-of-inient is received,

UCLA cannot comment on his

signing.

"His potential is unbelievable."

Cypress Creek High School head
coach Ray Murphree said of his

star player. "(Nwankwo) is an
outstanding athlete. He can run the

floor, is an excellent shooter from
15-18 feet, and is an intense

competitor," he said.

As a junior last year, Nwankwo
averaged 18.5 points and 12.5

rebounds per game, making 55
percent of his field goal attempts.

Nwankwo chose UCLA over
Stanford, Texas and Indiana,
among other schools.

"I felt really comfortable at

UCLA." Nwankwo said. "I liked

the academic support provided for

athletes at UCLA, and I like the

way Coach Harrick handles his big
men.**

Nwankwo plays center on his

high school team, but says that he
is capable of playing either center

or forward in college.

Neal Farmer, who covers high
school basketball for the Houston
Chronicle, was extremely impress-

ed with Nwankwo.
"(Nwankwo) is the best player

in the state." Famner said. "He runs
well and he blocks shots well."

Farmer also went on to compare
Nwankwo to a "little Hakeem
Olajuwon," referring to the super-

star center of the Houston Rockets.
Recruiting guru Van Coleman

See BASKETBALL, page 47

Bruins
to swim
in 'Zona
By Scott Bloom
Daily Bruin Staff

For the UCLA women's
swimming team, it's time to

get real.

The preseason is over, the

non-scored exhibition meets
have passed, and the walk-

over schools are gone. Only
the Pac-10 awaits.

The fourth-ranked Bruins

(1-0 overall) open the con-

ference season Friday at

Arizona, and continue Satur-

day at Arizona Stale. And
while UCLA swept both

schools in Westwood last

year. Arizona has toughened
up and ASU coach Tim Hill

predicted his team will be
stronger than last year.

*This weekend is a real

test for us, to see what kind

of people we have on our

See SWIMMING, page 46

use stands between polo and play<yffs

AUOREV LCE
Mike Wilmink prepares to pass the ball. UCLA must win Its next two games against USC to make
the NCAA playoffs.

By Andre Keil

Daily Bruin Staff

Forget about the rivalry.

E)on*t worry about pride.

Practicality is what counts now.
The UCLA water polo team

must win its final two regular
season games to be considered for

an NCAA berth at the Final Eight
tournament, held three weeks from
now.

The last two games the Bruins
are playing are both against
cross-town rival Southern Califor-
nia, a team ranked lower than
UCLA.

In the latest coaches* lop-20
national poll, the Bruins are ranked
fourth, while USC is ranked
seventh.

But forget about the traditional

rivalry between these two teams.
Disregard the embarrassing

upset USC scored over UCLA at

the 49er Invitational, when the
Trojans came back from a five-

goal deficit in the third quarter and
won the game on a last second
goal. 13-12.

Forget about how the Bruins felt

after they let that game slip away

See POLO, page 46

use tix still here
Tickets for the big one— USC vs. UCLA —

arc stiU available from the Central Ticket Office.

They cost $13.50 and can be purchased with a

student ID and a reg card. Grab *em while

they're hot Call 825-2101 for details.

Bruin Sports Extra
Look for the Daily Bruin Sports Supplement

to hit the stands on Friday for the Oregon game.
Featured are UCLA head coach Terry Donahue,
wide receiver Mike Nguyen and full Pac-10 and
NCAA coverage. It will rock the world.

Crosscountry featured
There's more to the cross-country team than

meets the eye. Open up today's Bruin and find

out what UCLA's runners like Sven Haug do
when they're not in their running shoes.

See page 49
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UC president to step down
Personal reasons cited

for October retirement
By Lori Quinton
Daily Bruin Staff

University of California Presi-

dent David Gardner announced
Thursday he will step down from
his post next October because of

continuing distress about the death

of his wife.

Gardner, who has been presi-

dent of the UC system since 1983.

made the surprising announcement
at a monthly meeting of the

university's governing board.

In an emotional speech. Gardner

said he was unable to continue in

his post as president without his

**partnership" with Elizabeth, his

wife of 32 years.

"As I said in the letter (of

resignation). Libby and I did this

job together," he said in a choked-

=»p voice. **U may have been
different if I had taken this job

when I was single or if she would
have had a separate career. But we
came into it married."

As president, Gardner heads one
of the world's largest and most

"(The budget battles)

did not even enter into

this decision. My
reasons are exclusively

personal."

David Gardner
UC President

prestigious research universities.

The UC has an annual budget of

more than $6 billion for its nine

campuses. It boasts of some
166,000 students and 92,000 staff

and faculty members, including 19

Nobel Prize winners.

Gardner will remain in his post

until October 1992 to allow the

governing board time to fmd a

replacement and to see the univer-

sity through its next budgetary

year— a year which many say will

bring added financial woes to both

the state and the university.

But Gardner, who began his

Text of David Gardner's resig-

nation letter. Pa^ 7

presidency during shaky financial

times, rejected claims that his

resignation was prompted by
budgetary problems.

"(The budget baules) did not

even enter into this decision," he

said. "My reasons are exclusively

personal. I've lived through budget
problems for years, this is nothing

new."

The reasons for Gardner's resig-

nation are probably^rsonal, said

Christopher Cabaldon of the stale

Committee on Higher Education.

"He's weathered some fairly

rough seas since he's been here.

And he's staying through one of

the roughest years by staying until

October," Cabaldon said.— Reaction to Gardner's
announcement stunned officials in

Berkeley and Sacramento.

"I know I speak for every single

board member in saying that we
are deeply disappointed by his

decision," said Meredith Khachi-

gian. chairwoman of the UC Board
of Regents.

"We understand how difficult

the last few months have been for

him. and we respect the intensely

personal reasons that led President

Gardner to his decision."

In Sacramento. Gov. Pete Wil-

son — who has clashed recently

with Gardner over state funding

for the UC — also expressed

disappointment about the resigna-

tion.

"Selfishly— as an alumnus, as a

regent, and as a governor. I hate to

see David leave," Wilson said in a

statement "He has been magnifi-

cent at the helm through very

heavy seas for the university. He
deserves and enjoys immense
respect and personal credibility."

And although Gardner said he

felt he has accomphshed much in

his tenure as president, there is

much left to do. Several challenges

remain, particularly the state's

inability to fund the university

See GARDNER, page 7

Career of UC President David Gardner

1958: Marries

Elizoboth Fuhriman

1969: Becomes Vice

Chancellor and Exec.

Vice Chancellor at UCSB

1985: Opposes UC

Divestment from

South Africa

1973: Named President

of University of Utah

Some criticize his leaving; others

praise the S-year UC president

SUZANNE STATESA^aily Bruin

David Gardner, shown t)ere In a recent Interview with the Dally Bruin, has announced he will retire

as president of the University of California in October 1992.

UCLA responds to resignation
one else, il*s likely they won't \yb~

as influential in Sacramento," said

Michael Lichlcr, graduate govern-

ment external vice president

A UCLA field representative

for the University of California

Students AsscKiation agreed.

"Who else can we get that is on a

first name basis with Gov. (Pete)

Wilson?** asked Alfonso Salazar.

Speculation about who will

replace Gardner has inevitably led

to the question of what the future

portends for the UC.

*The future will depend on who
they find to replace him,** said

English professor Charles BersL
**If replaced by someone less

strong, it will certainly affect the

university.**

Some students questioned the

liming of Gardner*s resignation

By Lenore Jimenez

UCLA officials expressed
regret and sympathy Thursday

upon hearing of University of

Cialifomia President David Gard-

ner*s resignation, but some stu-

dents questioned his decision to

leave during the university*s finan-

cial crisis.

The announcement that the

UC*s 15th president is leaving the

university because of the recent

death of his wife of 32 years stirred

reactions campus-wide.

"We understand and respect

this.** said UCLA Chancellor

Charles Ycxing. "He has been a

superb president and of great

service to the university. He is

leaving the university better than

he found it. We will miss him
badly.**

Young added, "What we must
do now is work hard to see to it that

the great gains made under his

presidency are not lost'*

When Gardner came on board as

UC President in August 1983,

despite the fact that state support

and morale were at an all-time low,

he persuaded then-Gov. George
Dcukmejian and the state Legisla-

ture to approve and increase the

UC*s operating budget
"He has a fair amount of

connections and understands the

political prcxess. If we get some- See REACTION, page 9
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1990: Regents OK

40% fee hike

1983: Becomes UC

1991: Announces

decision to step

down OS UC

President
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Gardner's career marked
by dramatic UC expansion
By BIrgIt Rasmussen
Daily Bruin Staff

Financial uncertainties characterized the

beginning and end of his presidency, but in

the intermittent years David Gardner has

lead the University of California through a

pericxl of dramatic expansion.

Gardner, who announced his resignation

Thursday morning, became UC president in

1983 when a decacle of student protests and

eroding state and public support had

weakened the university to the point where

lagging salaries drove away top faculty.

By convincing the state Legislature of the

university's importance. Gardner effected

an unprcx:edented 30 percent budget aug-

mentation for the fiscal year 19g4-85. Since

then, private and public funding of the

university has more than doubled.

During his tenure, Gardner has helped an

^cr-e\p^Q(UngJa*UiiiUiQn <|evq]op ^n.int^T:

national reputation for excellence in educa-

tion and world-class research.

Today, the UC awards one-tenth of all

doctorates earned in the United States and
receives one-tenth of all federal research

funding. Student enrollment has grown by
27,000 students and is expected to total

226,000 by the year 2005.

Actively involved in the establishment of

graduate schools and international centers

on campus, Gardner's international contacts

have attracted to UC campuses such

renowned scholars and statesmen as Ger-

man Chancellor Helmut Kohl and Czecho-
slovakian President Vaclav Havel.

However, Gardner has also been a figure

of controversy. He was widely criticized for

his outspoken opposition to the UC boycott

of South Africa in the 1985 and 1986.

More recently, Gardner has received flak

Se0 CARORf page 9
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50% OFF WITH UCLA ID
offer expires 1 1/24/91

THE WORLD'S FAVORITE BED-TIME STORY IS FINALLY A
BED-TIME STORY..

imi^k^mi
From the producer

of Flesh Gordon
BILL OSCO's...

AN ADULT RATED MUSICAL COMDEY

STARRING PLAYBOY'S COVER GIRL KRISTINE DE BELL
WrPH LARRY GELMAN-ALLAN NGVAK-TERI MALL
AND JASON WILLIAMS.STAR OF -FLESH GORDON-
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY JOSEPH BARDO

LYRICSAND MUSIC BY BUCKY SEARLES
ARRANGED AND CONDUCTED BY JACK STEARN & PETER MATZ

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER JASON WILLIAMS
PRODUCED BY WILLIAM OSCaDIRECTED BYBUD TOWNSEND

SHE'S BACK FROM THE 70'S
NOT THE ONE FROM ENGLISH LIT BUT THE ONE WITH SEXY WIT

MIDNIGHT SHOW SATURDAY NOVEMBER 16TH

4

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER l6, 1991

3:(H) P.M

m^

Asian Pacific Coalition

Orientation Barbeque

Sunset Recreation Center

-^ 1^^.^() v\\

Jewish Student Union
Dance Party - Big Fail Bash

Sunset Recreation Vista Room
$5.00 DonaUon ^

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18

12:00 NOON
Cultural Affairs

Dread Zepplin

Westwood Plaza

Free
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First close-up photo of
Gaspra asteroid released

Daily Bruin News Friday, November 1 5, 1991 3

By William Harwood
United Press International

The first close-up photo of an
asteroid was released Thursday, a

remarkably clear picture shot by
NASA's $1.4 billion Galileo Jupi-

ter probe showing a cratered,

wedge-shaped chunk of rock that

has been battered by repeated
catastrophic collisions.

The historic picture of an aster-

oid named Gaspra was taken Oct
29, some 34 minutes before Gali-
leo streaked within about 1,000
miles of the slowly rotating body.
The photo unveiled Thursday was
shot while Galileo was still 10,000
miles from the target.

The black-and-white picture

took some 20 hours to transmit to

Earth because of problems with
Galileo's main antenna. But
despite the glacial transmission
rate— 40 bits per second— of the

probe's secondary antenna, scien-

tists at the Jet Propulsion Laborat-
ory in Pasadena were elated.

*The picture we get of Gaspra is

one of something that has suffered
a lot during its history," said

Joseph Veverka, a member of the
Galileo imaging team. "We sus-
pect that this is the survivor of a
scries of catastrophic collisions in

the past."

The photo, one of a series that

ultimately will be combined to

produce a color image, showed an
irregular body shaped somewhat
like the island of Oahu, Hawaii.
Large craters were evident as well
as at least three facets where larger

chunks apparently broke away in

the past due to collisions.

**The overall shape that we see
does record catastrophic impacts

that broke up a parent body,"
Veverka said at a news conference.

**The most likely way of making
\hQst facets we see ... is to

consider a parent body that got hit

severely and pieces of it came off.

producing the present shapp of
Gaspra."

In all, Galileo's cameras
snapped some 150 pictures during
the Gaspra flyby.

But the rest of the photos, stored

on magnetic tape, will not be
transmitted to Earth until the

probe's main antenna can be
coaxed open — it currently is

jammed in a partially open posi-

tion — or until after Galileo

returns to the inner solar system
next year on its convoluted path to

distant Jupiter.

The first asteroid was discov-

ered in 1801 and astronomers still

do not completely understand their

origin and history. It once was
believed they might be the shat-

tered remnants of a destroyed

planet, but scientists now know not

nearly enough mass is present.

Instead, the rocky bodies orbit-

ing between Mars and Jupiter more
likely are survivors of the planet-

ary formation process, chunks of
rock and metal left over when the

sun, the planets and their many
moons coalesced from a huge
cloud of dust and debris some 4.5

billion years ago.

Because of uncertainty in Gas-
pra's position — the asteroid

measures 12.4 miles by 7.5 miles

by 6.8 miles — Galileo's cameras
were ordered to sweep a large area

of the sky, taking 150 photos that

will be combined into mosaics to

make sure of capturing useful

images of the slowly rotating body.
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Ratemity investig^ed for alleged sexist slogans
IFC looks into Theta Xi for

remarks on Winnebagos^ sides

By Regina Ravetti

The InterFratcmity Council is

investigating allegations that The-

ta Xi painted sexist slogans across

its Winnebagos in preparation for

the Nov. 9 roadtrip to the Stanford

vs. UCLA football game.
The fraternity may have vio-

lated policy refraining Greek
groups from displaying any deco-

ration, slogan or writing that is

obscene, derogatory and degrad-

ing to observers, said Chris Frish-

bum, judicial affairs officer.

The incident was brought to

council's attention by Together,

UCLA*s feminist magazine,
which denounced the messages as

sexist in its November editorial

titled, "Hey baby can*t you take a

joke?"

The messages included such
phrases as "Bearded clams,"
"Cheap chicks for sale" and "We
like fish tacos" painted on a few
Winnebagos as fraternity members
posed for pictures on the roofs.

"We acknowledge the old prob-

lem, and we'll be all over it and
make sure it never happens again if

the allegations are true," said

Robert Frackelton, InlerFratemity

Council president

But the fraternity has said it

recognizes its mistake and is

prepared to accept the blame,

according to Andre Machicao,

Theta Xi president.

*There were some slogans print-

ed that could easily have been
construed as offensive to many
people," he said.

Other fraternity members
agreed.

"It was a controversy even when
we started doing it We had guys

come down and try to get other

guys to erase the messages," said

Theta Xi member James Bancroft.

"We know we fucked up."

Although the fraternity said it

washed off the derogatory mes-
sages before departing on the

football road trip, Theta Xi plans lo

formally apologize to Together

and sponsor forums about
women's issues through thor

Women's Resource Center.

Together editors said they do
not hold the Greek system respon-

sible for promoting anti-feminism

behavior because sexism is a larger

social issue.

Still, Greeks are wary of being

associated with another controver-

•^ "Members of the Greek system

were calling in disappointed

because we had represented the

Greek system in a poor light,"

Machicao said.

Greek members are worried,

Frackelton added, "People are

shaking their heads, saying, *I

can't believe this is still happen-

ing.

Although Together was consid-

ering filing sexual harassment

charges against the fraternity, the

newsmagazine will wait for the

InlerFratemity Council to take

disciplinary action.

"Sexual harassment exists in

society, and if it's allowed to exist

here in major organizations, what
does that say about society as a

whole?" said Katrina Foley, co-

editor of Together. "This is why
Together exists."

See SLOGANS, page 6

Grace Yim, a Junior design major and member of the Korean Student Association, cooks beef
strips on a miniature barbecue in Westwood Plaza on Thursday as part of the Lunchtime Food
Fair.

T-*^

ANTOMO PUHIDO

Alleged sexist remarks painted on Theta Xi Winnebagos headed
to the Nov. 9 Stanford-UCLA game sparked an investigation by
the InterFratemity Council.

Back to the future:
Chicanas must unveil past to work=
toward future equality, speakers say

By Letisia Marquez
Daily Bruin Staff

Lx)ng overlooked by historical

records written by men, Chicanas

should unveil their past contribu-

tions and continue working for

equality, said speakers at a UCLA
forum Wednesday.
More than 20 men and women

listened to community members
emphasize Chicana contributions

to Mexican history and the Chica-

no movement of the late 1960s.

*The political activity of Chica-

nas has been historically margi-

nalized in the past," said Bonnie
Chavez, a UCLA graduate student

in urban planning.

Past indigenous American com-
munities were more equal than

today's capitalist society, she said,

adding that women fought— with

or without disguises — in many
battles and Mexican wars.

So, the women's unit of MEC-
hA, the ChicanoA-atino student

group, sponsors activities like the

forum to make these contributions

known and heighten awareness
about Chicana issues.

Many books about the Chicano
movement, written from a male
perspective, have long neglected

the role of women.
"Men were head of the organi-

zations, but certain books treat us

as if women didn't exist," said

Mary Pardo, a Cal State North-

ridge Chicano studies professor.

Women knocked on doors to

gamer community support and
participated in marches and pro-

tests, she said.

RecenUy at UCLA, MEChA
changed the name of Chicano
studies to Chicana/o studies in

order to recognize women's con-

tributions, a move the speakers

have praised.

But reaching out to the com-
munity should continue even after

graduating from the university.

Instead of earning a degree just

See CHICANA, page 6

Cuba reinvigorated by
revolution, speaker says
By Letisia IMarquez
Daily Bruin Staff

The Cuban Revolution of 1959
reinvigorated the country by
instilling spirituality and humanity
in its people and granting them
resources they never had before,

according to a Cuban economics
professor.

More than 150 UCLA com-
munity members listened intently

to Carlos Tablada's support for the

Cuban Revolution — one that

some scholars claim brought about
one of the most equal societies in

the world.

"It was inconceivable lo people
that a small island could make
revolutionary challenges," said

Tablada, whose speech in Spanish
was u-anslated by an English

interpreter.

But the Caribbean island had to

restructure its society in order to

break away from capitalist and
imperialist influences, like those

of the United Stales, Tablada said.

"Capitalism produces injustices

from minute to minute."

And so with communist and
marxist influences, Cuba's eco-

nomic and social revolution took

place and brought about pheno-

menal changes, Tablada said.

After the revolution, the govern-

ment made medical care accessi-

ble to all, redistributed land to the

people and nationalized foreign

ti-ade, he said.

And for the first time in many
years, black Cubans and poor
Cubans were able to visit beaches

previously open only to members
of the upper classes.

Cubans not only found freedom
within their borders but also

regained national sovereignty.

See CUBA, page 8
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Briefs
World

Soviet republics agree

to form new union
MOSCOW — Leaders of seven

republics agreed in principle Thursday to

a treaty forming a new, looser and smaller

"Union of Sovereign States" to replace

the old Union of Soviet Socialist Republ-
ics.

Officials announced the agreement on
the revised treaty at a State Council
meeting with Soviet President Mikhail

Gorbachev at the Novo Ogarevo guest
house outside Moscow.

Before it takes effect the draft treaty

must be debated and approved by the

parliaments of the republics, where it is

likely to face strong opposition, and still

may be revised at another meeting of the

State Council, Tass said.

Heads of state or government or their

representatives from Russia, Byelorussia,

Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Kirghizia, Tad-
jikistan and Turkmen ia attended .

New British troops
ordered into Belfast
BELFAST, Northern Ireland — Three

hundred extra British troops were ordered
into Belfast in a bid to stop a wave of
killings in the spiraling war between
Protestant and Catholic paramilitary

groups, the British army said.

The extra troops will be deployed in

both Protestant and Catholic districts in

-northern and western Belfaj^t, where five

men were shot dead and five other people
seriously wounded since Wednesday.

The latest victim was a Catholic shot

early Friday morning in Lurgan, 20 miles

west of Belfast, police said.

Nation

Gunman iciiis tiiree

inside post office

ROYAL OAK, Mich. — An enraged
ex-posial worker with a history of
vengeful threats against his bosses shot

and killed three officials with a sawed-off
carbine at a regional postal center

Thursday and wounded five before
shooting himself in the head.

The gunman, Thomas Mcllvaine, 31, of
Oak Park, a kick-boxer and former
Marine, was in critical condition late

Thursday. Oakland County Prosecutor

Richard Thompson said prosecution
"may be academic.*'

Fircd a year ago for swearing and
shoving, Mcllvaine had lost an arbitration

hearing just Wednesday.

Custody dispute flares

over generals' bones
PHILADELPHIA — The Civil War

ended more than a century ago, but

Pennsylvanians are now battling over
bones of its war heroes.

A Philadelphia cemetery is seeking

custody of the remains of six Civil War
generals buried in a trash-strewn, graf-

fiti-marred Mongtomery Cemetery near

Norristown for nearly a century.

A campaign has been launched to

transfer the generals* bones to what some
see as a more fitting resting place,

Philadelphia's Laurel Hill Cemetery.
But officials of the Historical Society

of Montgomery County, which owns the

plot where Hancock is buried, said

Thursday the bones aren't going any-
where if they can help it.

United States to open
consulate in Armenia
WASHINGTON — President Bush

met for 45 minutes Thursday with
Armenian President Levon Ter-Petrosian

and told him the United Slates would open
a consulate in Yerevan in 1992, a

spokesman disclosed.

At the same time, White House press

secretary Marlin Fitzwater indicated that

full diplomatic recognition of the breaka-
way Soviet republic is premature.

Nevertheless, Ter-Petrosian, making
the rounds of Washington, including

Capitol Hill, told reporters: "I'm fully

satisfied with this visit We've achieved
exactly what we came for."

The 46-year-old Armenian leader made
it clear, however, that he is seeking U.S.

reinstatement of the recognition of Arme-
nia, accorded in 1920 before the country

was absorbed by the Soviet Union. He
also is requesting a U.S. assistance

program for Armenia separate from the

central government in Moscow.

Save tiie sodceye!
SEATTLE — The government

extended federal protection Thursday to

the Snake River sockeye salmon, opening
up the possibility of protective measures
that could spark a water war between
users of the Northwest's major water-

ways.

The National Marine Fisheries Ser-

vice's decision to protect the neariy

extinct fish under the federal Endangered
Species Act was reminiscent of the

controversial decision to protect the

Northern spotted owl, although the

economic impact could be far more
reaching.

state

Black babies are more
likely to die in infancy

SACRAMENTO — Black babies in

California are nearly three times as likely

to die during infancy than whites and to be
bom with low birth weight, a state report

revealed Thursday.

The African-American Infant Health

Report said the infant mortality rate for

black babies in 1989 was 19.2 deaths per

1,000 live births, compared to 7.8 deaths

for non-Hispanic white babies.

The low birth weight among blacks was
13.7 percent, compared to 5.3 percent for

non-Hispanic whites.

"Preventable death or disability of a

child is not acceptable, and we must work
to see that every child in California has a

healthy start in life," state health Director

Dr. Molly Joel Coye said in releasing the

report.

Almanac

On this date:

In 1738. British astronomer Sir Wil-
liam Herschel, discoverer of the planet

Uranus, was bom.
In 1864, Union Gen. William Tecum-

seh Sherman began his Civil War march
from Atlanta to the ^ea.

In 1887, artist Georgia O'Keeffe was
bom.

In 1920. the first assembly of the

League of Nations was called to order in

Gen^. Switzerland.

In 1969. 250,000 people demonstrated
in Washington, D.C.. against the Vietnam
War.

From United Press International
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Riish to the El Tbrito Grill for

a Monday Night^Rx>tball Fiesta.

Watch your favorite teams on our wide

screenTV while tackling the great food dc

beer specials available during the game.
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Applications for admission for the

1992-93 school year at the SEEDS UNIVERSITY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, the laboratory school

of the Graduate School of Education on the

UCLA campus, are now available. Please call

(310) 825-1801 for information.

MINORITY AND LOW INCQMF
APPLICATIONS ARE ENCQUqAQEP,

DEADLINE TO APPLY:
DECEMBER 27 , 1991
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FOR BEST AVAILABLE
SEATS CALL TODAY!
DR. FRIEDMAN

COSMETIC AND
PREVENTATIVE DENTISTRY]

UCLA GRADUATE

> TOOTH BONDING
Nitrous Oxide/Laughing

Gas
Fix chipped, stained

or broken teeth

\ Credit Cards, Checks

and Insurance Forms

Welcome
> Within Walking distance

of UCLA
Estimates in writing

Dr. Larry Friedman. D.D.S.

478-0363
1441 Weitwood Blvd.

(Between Wilshire A Sanu Moniai)
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Erfan Ibrahim stands at the booth he constructed on Bruin walk. The display has been set up
to collect nrx)ney for food and nnedical supplies to be sent to the hungry and sick of Iraq.

Group stems post-Gulf War suffering
By Sally Kim

Twelve volunteers have set up
a donation box and TV set on
Bruin Walk every afternoon for

the past ten days — reminding
people that the suffering from
the Persian Gulf War is not yet

over.

By displaying statistics and
showing documentaries^ they

want UCLA students to know
about the hunger and sickness

plaguing the Iraqi people almost

a year after the war's official

end.

About 500 Iraqi children die

from diarrhea, malnutritiojr^and

other preventable diseas^^very
day, according to a Harvard
University medical team.

"There are still economic
sanctions going on,** said UCLA
graduate student Reza Nakokar.

*This is not a war against

Saddam Hussein . . . It's a war
against the Iraqi people. Why
should the people suffer?"

Founded by a former UCLA
physicist, the group Human
Assistance & Development
International has been collecting

funds to provide food and medi-
cine for the Iraqis.

So far the group has gathered

$600 from UCLA students and
donations from Muslim com-
munities around the nation, said

Erfan Ibrahim, who quit his job
at UCLA to found the organiza-

tion.

As taxpayers. United Stales

citizens should pressure the

government to stop using taxes

to maintain sanctions, he said.

"Our taxes pay the Pentagon
to keep their forces in the gulf,"

Ibrahim said. "Every U.S. citi-

zen, permanent resident or any-

one who is paying taxes is

subsidizing the government in

maintaining this seize around
Iraq, which is totally illegal from
all the international laws."

He will fly to Baghdad this

winter to deliver medicine and

will later send food by sea to the

Iraqis.

But monetary contributions

will not solve the problem in

Iraq, Ibrahim said. "We cannot

feed 18 million people. The
sanctions have to be lifted."

UCLA physicist leaves

post to help rebuild Iraq
By SaUy Kim

Erfan Ibrahim left his job as a

UCLA nuclear physicist six

months ago to help the Iraqi

people rebuild their lives.

The 27-year-old had tried to

find an alternate form of energy

to improve people's lives. But

because the U.S. government
gives Umited funds for fusion

research, Ibrahim saw his efforts

as almost futile.

So, instead of satisfying his

own ego through work in a

laboratory, he said he decided to

help others more directly.

"I wanted to create an organi-

zation that would have very httle

red tape and more action," said

Ibrahim, who joined UCLA's
nuclear engineering research

staff in 1988. "And my theme
has remained the same. I want to

help people."

Last May, he founded Human
Assistance & Development
International, which collects

funds to send food and supplies

to Iraqis suffering from the

aftermath of the Persian Gulf

War.

As a Pakistani who grew up in

Iraq, Ibrahim admits he has an

emotional tie to the Iraqi people.

And with the Iraqi fund, he said

he can work toward his lifelong

goal.

"Being a Muslim, our religion

teaches us that there is a creator

and there will be justice." he

said. "But we have to struggle to

bring that justice into the world,

so we cannot give up that

struggle."

Even if he does not see this

justice soon, Ibrahim said he

finds satisfaction in doing what
he feels is right.

"I have a good idea what the

reality is," Ibrahim said,

responding to those who think he

is loo idealistic. "But if I choose

to let that reality guide me, I will

not do anything."

A fellow volunteer said he

admired Ibrahim's contributions

to the Iraqi cause.

"I think he is a very dedicated

and intelligent person," said

UCLA freshman Faraaz Khan.

"He could be out there making a

living, earning money, but he's

trying to save people."

But Ibrahim, who now earns

his living teaching at National

University, says that he will

never become discouraged. "All

it takes is one person to tell me,

*It*s a good thing you're doing.

Keep it up.' I cannot convert

everybody's heart."

DMV targets misuse of handicapped piacards
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United Press International

SACRAMENTO — A statew-

ide search by the Department of

Motor Vehicles for illegally dis-

played handicapped placards in

four major cities Thursday netted

16 violators, including a top state

official.

Investigators questioned 154

jnolorists displaying the familiar

handicapped placards in Sac-

ramento, San Francisco, San
Diego and Los Angeles, and
confiscated those being used illeg-

ally.

The DMV said it is illegal to

display a handicapped placard

unless the person it was issued for

is being transported in the vehicle

and can show a DMV handicapped

identification card entitling them

to use it

Motorists could be fined up to

$500 for illegally displaying the

placard, or up to $1000 for using it

to avoid paying a parking meter, a

DMV spokesman said.

Among those cited was William

Mayer, director of the state

Department of Mental Health.

Mayer parked his car displaying a

handicapped placard at a meter

near his office shortly after 7 a.m.,

just when investigators were starl-

ing their sweep in Sacramento.

"He said it was a stupid mistake

and he'll take his licks," said

Lauren Wonder, a Department of

Menial Health spokeswoman.

She said Mayer's wife obtained

a temporary placard in September

after breaking a hip. Mayer said he

had stopped at his office to leave

some papers before driving her to a

hospital visit.

He was cited and could be fined

up to $500, but was not charged

with fraud because it was too early

in the morning for parking meter

fees.

The sweep produced three cita-

tions in Sacramento, ten in San

Francisco, one in San Diego and

two in the city of Los Angeles.

The DMV's enforcement cam-

paign against illegal use of disab-

led placards began in August,

when investigators questioned 504

drivers and cited 131.

In three cases the placards had

been stolen, but mostly they were
being used by relatives and friends

of handicapped people taking

advantage of convenient and free

parking spaces reserved for the

disabled.

Once placards are confiscated,

the disabled person must re-appljj,

showing proof of their disability

and a physician's letter, a DMV
spokesman said.

Advertise

It makes
cents.

Call 825-2161.
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Discover Kinko*s
for great copies
on yourterms.
The hardest part is over. After all the late

nights and long hours youVe finished

your term paper or thesis... and
now you could use a little

At Kinko's, we'll help you
present your work in the

best possible light with:

«/ a wide selection of

paper and bindings.

/ great copies.

y late-night hours
and quick service,

y affordable prices.
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99 <> Binding Offer
Choose from VeloBlnd* or spiral binding on documents
up to one inch In thickness with card stock cover for Just

99 c each. Offer good at listed locations only. Does not

Include copies. One coupon per customer. Not valid with

any other offer. Good through December 31, 1991.

Open 24 hours
475-0789
1520WestwoodBl.
Westwood

kinkoi
the copy center
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Duke discounts polls showing him trailing
United Press International

NEW ORLEANS — Ex-Klans-
man David Dulce discounted p)olls

showing him trailing Edwin
Edwards in their race for governor
Thursday as a civil rights leader

said the world waits for Louisiana

to "malce the right decision."

Dulce campaigned Thursday in

northern Louisiana, and Edwards
attended a rally in New Orleans
late in the day» where he told an
enthusiastic crowd of supporters

that Duke will never occupy the

governor's office.

*The pollsters are saying they

can't tell about Duke's strength

because he *flies below radar.' But
48 hours from now, he's going to

crash, and he'll never be governor
of Louisiana," Edwards told a

racially mixed audience of about
2,000 at New Orleans' Rivergatc

Auditorium.

Earlier Thursday, a group of
black leaders gathered in the tiny

Mount Moriah Baptist Church in

New Orleans for a united message
10 Louisiana voters.

"All people of good will stand

steadfastly opposing this manifes-
tation of hatred, ignorance and
intolerance," said the Rev. Simmie

L. Harvey, who marched with
Martin Luther King in the 1960s.

*The attack on Christian churches
with demagoguery has created a

deep crisis in our inierfaith com-
munity."

Standing with 20 black minis-

ters and civic leaders, the leader of
the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference slate chapter, never
mentioned Duke by name but

opened a book with a picture of
Duke in KKK dress from 1979.

"The world is praying for

Logisiana to make the righ^ deci-

sion," he said.

Earlier Thursday in a nationally

televised interview, Duke, a

maverick Republican, brushed off

polls showing him trailing

Edwards in the race and boasted he
is in a "good position" to win the

Saturday runoff election.

A poll released Wednesday by
the University of New Orleans
showed that Edwards was leading

the former Klansman in the race

although the pollster warned Duke
often does better than the raw
polling figures indicate.

During an interview on ABC's
Good Morning America, Duke
said the "same ix)llsier" underesti-

mated his vole in the past and he

pointed to another poll by Mason-
Dixon giving Edwards 49 per cent

and Duke 42 percent.

"I think I've always under-

polled, and I think we're in a good
position to win this race," he said

from a Lafayette, La., television

studio.

Asked about the so-called "hid-

den vole," people afraid to tell

pollsters they will vote for Duke,
he said there is a "silent majority"

of voters who are tired of welfare

programs and afraid of being
labeled.

"They are the quiet people who
work hard, pay taxes and obey the

law," he said. "They are really

tired of these liberal social welfare

programs. Some people are afraid

of being called a racist simply for

standing up for equal rights for

everybody."

Edwards, a fomier three-term

governor and Democrat who was
tried but acquitted on federal

corruption charges, opposes Duke,
a former Ku Klux Klan grand
wizard, in Saturday's closely

watched runoff election.

The UNO survey was taken

between Nov. 6 and Nov. 10 of701
registered voters, with a sampling
error of 3.6 percent, but sur\'ey

director Dr. Susan Howell warned
Duke has a history of surpassing
poll estimates in actual elections.

"It is now well known that

surveys underestimate the percent
of voters favoring David Duke,"
she said. "Some white voters think

that it is not respectable to support
Duke, or fear that they will be
labeled racist."

Asked which candidate they

would vote for, 52 percent said

Edwards, Duke 26 percent, and
undecided was 22 percent. In an
effort to get a more accurate

survey, however, more questions

were asked, she said.

A revision recategorized as
"Duke voters" white voters ^ho
characterized him as "inspiring" or
"really cares about people hke
you." Edwards showing then fell to

46 percent and Duke climbed to 40
percent. Undecided was 14 per-

cent.

In the primary, in which
Edwards and Duke outpolled
Republican Gov. Buddy Roemer,
Howell said, only 19.2 percent of
the voters surveyed said they

would vote for Duke but he
received 32 percent of the actual

vote.
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Saturday

3 pm - 10 pm
Sunset Recreatio^^^Tter

Come and get familiarized with APC and Asian Pacific Issues.

SOCIALIZE with new friends. Bar-B-Q dinner will be served

SO bring a buddy and an empty stomach, okay? And have FUN!

FUNDED BY ASUCLA BOARD OF DIRECTORS, PROGRAMMING FUND

From page 3

The controversy began when
Together editors Foley and Sheila

Moreland received a tip from ?>

man offended by the Winnebagos
messages. With a photographer
the editors arrived at the scene anc
proceeded to confront the frater-

nity about the messages.

Together editors said the frater-

nity members tried to defend their

actions.

"It seems as if these people were
literally programmed to repeat one
message to us. No matter what we
said, we could not get any other

"We acknowledge the

old problem, and we'll

be all over it and make
sure it never happens

again if the allegations

are true."

Robert Frackelton
InterFratemity Council President

responses,** said Moreland.
Together co-editor. *The theme of

their responses was *This is a

joke/ 'You're uptight,* *You don't

know what's going on."*

Machicao said the fraternity was
hasty in its actions.

"I think our initial reaction was
very poor. In retrospect, we real-

ized we were definitely in the

wrong, and we were responsible^

for our actions,** he said.

"A lot of our members didn't

understand how other people were
perceiving what was harmless at

the time,** Machicao added.

For this reason, the Together
editors said they would like to see

positive change within the frater-

nity system, rather than receive a

formal apology.

"We need to start implementing
mandatory classes in the fraternity

system. They should be a part of
the agenda and they should be
attended regularly,** Moreland
said.

Although there has been no
communication between the

fraternity and Together since the

encounter, Theta Xi plans to meet
with the newsmagazine.

Together editors anticipate
future discussion.

"We*d love to hear from them,"
Moreland said. "Let*s talk, Theta
Xi.**

CHICANA
From page 3

to get a job, students should seek
an education which will prepare
them to empower their communi-
ties, said Roberta Ponce, an East
Los Angeles activist

Although the eurocentric uni-

versity forces Chicanas to sub-

scribe to a European-American
way of life. Ponce encouraged
students to learn more about their

Chicano culture.

"I'm not saying European cul-

ture is all bad." she added. "But we
have so many things that promote
white culture already. Why sub-
scribe to those?"

Although many European-
American women choose work
over childrearing, Chicanas praise

mothers who stay home and care
for their children, Ponce said.

"Family is an important base in

our community." she added. "And
women are the ones who hold
family together and pass the

Chicano traditions — a sense of
respect, principle and dignity."

We're Making a Uitterence.

AfTHMtcan Heart "" '

Associationft

^yw-
• • » • »
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Text of David Gardner's letter of resignation
The following is University of
California President David Gard-
ner's letter of resignation to the

Board of Regents, dated Nov. 13.

This letter is one not easily

written, for it relies on mere words
to convey feelings that reach far

deeper than words can express,

and that arise from principles of
life that are more complex than I

am able adequately to share or
even fully to comprehend.
As you know. I have been

struggling since Libby's death of
last February to reconcile the

reality of her passing with my
ongoing life and work. Friends and
colleagues, both within the Uni-
versity of California community
and beyond, and of course mem-
bers of my own family, have been
constant in their support, encour-

agement and love as I have tried to

hold together what has been so
central a fact in Libby's adult life

and my own, that is, serving the

University of California for over
twenty years and the University of
Utah for ten.

We served together because we
chose to do so. It was a partnership

GARDNER
From page 1

with enough money to meet the

costs of basic education, he said.

"It will require from all of us

continued and vigorous effort to

sustain this institution and to

preserve it for succeeding genera-

"Selfishly— as an

alumnus, as a regent

and as a governor, I

hate to see David leave.

He has been

magnificent at the helm

through very heavy seas

for the university."

Pete Wilson
California Governor

tions,** Gardner said in his resig-

nation letter.

But he added that the university

can "count on my devoted and
unqualified effort during the final

year of my service as the president

and beyond, regardless of where I

may be, or what I may be doing."

By Slaying until October, Gard-
ner said he wants to accomplish

one final thing— the site selection

for the UC's tenth campus.
Although construction of the cam-
pus may not occur soon because of
budget shortfalls, Gardner said he

hoped to at least designate the site

before his departure.

The regents are in the final

stages of selecting the site and this

work- should continue, he said.

"We*ll then tell the state we have
the site, here's what it will cost to

build. Then the decision rests with

the state."

There's only one way
to come out aliead

of ttie pack.

that brought both of us immense
personal pleasure, challenge,
accomplishment and satisfaction,

enriched by a unique regard and
respect for what each contributed.

Death has now dissolved our
partnership, at least for this life,,

although according to our faith not

forever; and it has become clearer

with each passing month since

Libby's death that without her I

cannot remain as President of the

University of California. I intend,

therefore, to step down as Presi-

dent on October 1, 1992, a date

that, among other things, will

permit me to help with the 1992
legislative session and the forming
and enactment of the University's

1992-1993 operating and capital

budgets. It will also afford The
Regents ample time to seek for and
find my successor and will allow
that person to commence his or her

duties during the University's

125th anniversary year.

It should also be noted that by
next October, I will be in my 10th

year as President of the University

of California; only Presidents

Benjamin Ide Wheeler (1899-

1919) and Robert Gordon Sproul

Daily Bruin file photo

David Gardner

(1930-1958) served longer.

I have respected this institution

from my earliest memories as a

boy growing up in Berkeley, and
am proud to have earned two
graduate degrees from the Berke-
ley campus. Libby graduated from
UC San Francisco, and one of our

daughters from UC Davis; another

earned her master's degree at

UCLA; another studied at UCLA
and UC San Diego; our youngest
will complete her undergraduate

studies at UC Berkeley this fall

term; and a son-in-law is in

graduate school at UC San Diego.

But in this respect our family is

not unique. Indeed, I know of no
public university in the world that

has afforded its students, regard-

less of their race, gender, religion

or socio-economic circumstances,

as excellent an education for so

modest a cost while simultaneous-

ly attaining to levels of intellectual

accomplishment that are world-

renowned and internationally

respected.

The University of California is

our state's crowning jewel, the

principal point ofaccess for people

of talent and ambition, the quiet

force from which much of Cahfor-
nia's economic power and strength

derives, one of the world's great

intellectual treasure houses, the

repository of much of our cultural

heritage, a cauldron of discovery, a

marketplace of ideas — in short,

one of the greatest centers of

learning the world has ever known.

I remain profoundly apprecia-

tive of the honor I have had to

serve this University as its Presi-

dent and of the unstinting support

that you and other members of the

Board have accorded me these

many years, the help and encour-

agement that I have consistently

received from the University's

Chancellors, Vice Presidents, its

other dedicated officers and also

from the gifted and committee
members of the University's
faculties and staff.

Coming to know and work with

members of the University's

talented student body over the

years has also been a source of

great pleasure, as has been the

privilege of knowing and working
with the University's extended

family, alumni and friends

throughout the world.

It will require from all of us

continued and vigorous effort to

sustain this institution and to

preserve it for succeeding genera-

tions. You may count on my
devoted and unqualified effort

during my final year as President

and beyond, regardless of where I

may be or what I may be doing.

Respectfully yours,

David Pierpont Gardner

(ClI5^

Info Day at the

Mann 4-Plex"
Miniihic<i Proviihui

When: Today, Nov. 15th, l:00-2:00pm Where: 1050 Gayiey Ave (1 block from UCLA)

We (800-843-4973), the Dental Students (206-1718), Kaplan (476-4021) and nowColumbia (800-300-7737) all

have programs for this test. Beforeyouplunkdownhundreds of dollars for a course, call and carefully check

out what each has to offer. By far your best bet is to talk with former students! We had 112 in our last

program, (four classes of 28) and are accepting 168 this January. Sincewe usually wait list, please call sooner

rather than later. When investigating a program, we think you should ask questions like the following:

What are the credentials of the instructors? How experienced are they?

Is teaching their subject their exclusive, full-time responsibility?

How large are the main instructional classes you will be attending?

How much real opportunity will you have to ask questions?

For the Sciences Subscores on this new passage-style MCAT, problem solving ability (primarily) and a

broad command of basic conceptual knowledge (secondarily) comprise almost the entirety of the skills you

need to ace this test. The best way to improve problem solving intuition is by solving large numbers of

them in a small-group formatwith extremely talented instructors. There are plenty ofexcellentprepbooks

soon to hit the market, from Flowers®6th Ed., toSimon and Schuster's SuperCourse®, as well as over 15 new-

format practice tests of fair toexcellent quality. With all these materials publically available,why take a prep

course unless it offers superlative instruction in thinking skills administered in a small-group format?

How many passage-style questions are covered in class? How many do you get to take home?

How many in-class hoiurs? How many testing hours? What is the quality of the review materials?

How many full-length MCATs are administered? How many are analyzed in class?

For the Verbal Reasoning subscore, your ability to read for abstract meaning and to follow a particular set

of logical operations with each question is now paramount. What is the least information required to

convince yourself that an answer is correct? Ifyou answer a question incorrectly, exactlywhy is it incorrect?

You can learn these skills working alone, but again the best and fastest method involves interaction with

a real expert in a small group over as many hours as you can manage. For the Writing Sample subscore,

professional help is even more critical. Who will give that advice, and over how many hours?

Will you be trained in Thesis-Antithesis-Synthesis techniques? How many passages will you read?

How many essays will you write? How many will be professionally critiqued and scored?

Do you yourself learn how to critique and score, as part of understanding the Holistic grading process?

If you are already verbally expressive, are you tauj^ht how to restrict yourself to the proscribed tasks?

Come meet our instructors today. Well have useful info on Medical Schools, the April

MCAT, and on the preparation process, however you decide to do it.

( lOiini to niiJnii;hl)

1 800 843-4973
^U..
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U.S. Embassy employee killed

at home near Haitian capital
By Roosevelt Jean-Francois
United Press International

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti— A
U.S. Embassy employee was shot
to death Thursday in Haiti less than
a day after an Organization of
American States mission reached
an agreement that could lead to the

return of democracy.
U.S. Embassy employee Isaac

Remilienr^a^aitian, was shot to

death at about 3 a.m. by a group of
unidentified armed men who
entered his house in Carrefour,

about two miles from the capital,

independent Radio Tropic said.

"We were in the house and they

opened the front door and told us to

leave, then they shot Isaac," said

an unidentified woman inter-

viewed on Radio Tropic.
Shooting as intense as the first

nights of the Sept 30 coup that

ousted democratically elected
President Jean-Bertrand Aristidc

was heard throughout the city late

Wednesday and early Thursday.
Catholic Radio Soliel said

armed men also went to the house
of a guard at the Venezuelan

Embassy, but he was not at home.
Aristide is in exile in Venezuela,
which has cut oil supplies to Haiti
as part of a 29-nation OAS
economic embaigo imposed after
the coup.

The OAS delegation said in a
statement before leaving Haiti

Wednesday that it had reached an
agreement for talks between mem-
bers of the Haitian Parliament and
Aristide that could lead to his
return to power.

The agreement calls for negoti-
ations in another country, possibly
Colombia. Costa Rica or the
Vatican. A diplomat said the most
likely choice was Canegena, Col-
ombia, and that the meetings might
begin in 15 days.

The meetings are to choose a
new prime minister to replace
Jean- Jacques Honorat, imposed
by the military after the coup. The
new prime minister would then
smooth the way for Aristide 's

return, the OAS statement said.

The agreement came after

three-way negotiations among the

14-member OAS delegation,
members of Parliament and mem-

bers of Arislidc's cabinet, who
have been in hiding since the coup
and communicated through mes-
sages.

The OAS statement said Lt.

Gen. Raoul Cedras, one of the
coup leaders, had promised to

abide by the agreement.
Hard-line members of the mili-

tary have vowed not to allow
Aristide to return and demonstra-
tors, many paid by the govern-
ment, protested outside the
building where the OAS mission
met with members of Parliament.

Radio Tropic also said that

residents in the Tanyn Desert
about nine miles north of Port-au-
Prince reported finding a mass
grave of victims of shootings since
the coup. The radio said residents
discovered the burial site after

noticing a strong smell.

Radio Tropic also broadcast a

statement by the National Federa-
tion of Haitian Students saying 150
students were arrested at a pro-

Aristide demonstration Tuesday.
Three students were killed and
scores were beaten during the

arrests, the statement said.

Breast implant rating

delayed by FDA panel
By Douglas A. Levy
United Press International

GAITHERSBURG. Md. —
Silicone gel-filled breast implants
are not proven safe, but they
should not be banned, a Food and
Drug Administration advisory
panel decided Thursday. The vote
was unanimous.

"We feci these products do
represent a public health need. We
recommend they remain on the

market, but the period of review
should be extended in order to

collect the sorts of information the

panel felt was needed," said Dr.
Mary Connell, the panel's chair-

woman.
The needs of breast cancer

victims and other women seeking
implants outweighed any possible
risks of the devices, panel mem-
bers said. "It would be cruel to

deny women with breast cancer
access to these devices. " said one
panel member, Dr. Jules Harris, a
cancer expert at Rush-Presbyte-
rian-Saint Lukes Medical Center
in Chicago. "Marketing should
continue while manufacturers are
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required to submit more (safety)

data,** he said.

Earlier, the panel rejected seven
different applications for full

approval of the devices. Members
said the manufacturers failed to

establish long-term safety.

FDA Commissioner David
Kessler said he would take the

paners recommendations "under
advisement" *The FDA has made
no decisions (on implants) and has
until early January to do so,**

Kessler said.

Kessler said women who have
implants should not be overly
concerned about the panel's find-
ing that the devices have not been
proven safe.

**These devices are not risk-free,

and women should not be lulled

into thinking that, but there are
benefits too,** said Kessler.

Panel members said manufac-
turers failed to collect and present
convincing data about the silicone

gel-filled implants* safety.

The companies were asked to

submit such information after

concerns were raised about poten-
tial for ill effects.

CUBA
From page 3

**Until now, no one has given us an
order,** said Tablada, who received

a loud cheer from the audience.

The revolution also instilled a

spirituality in Cubans that replaced
the drive for economic gains, he
said. "More importance was
placed on human dignity, human
solidarity and working for the

community.**

Unlike Tablada who went to the

countryside to teach reading and
writing to peasants for a year,

many other upper and middle-class

Cubans fled to the United States.

"We were left with 600 doc-
tors,** Tablada said. "But now there

are 40,000 doctors.**

"More importance was

placed on human
dignity, human

solidarity and working

for the community."

Carlos Tablada
Cuban Economics Professor

Now Cuba has 25 medical
schools compared to having only
one medical school prior to 1959
revolution.

But in order to maintain this

quality of living. Cuba had to open
its doors to the tourism business in

the late 1980s.

"When we saw the economic,
political and social crisis of east-

em-block countries, which made
up about 85 percent of our trade,

we realized we were in trouble.*'

Tablada said.

After his speech. Tablada
answered a student's question
about his opinion on Cuba*s
tourism industry. **I myself am
discontent, but this is a necessary

evil we had to have.**

Although Cubans are barred
from entering certain restaurants

and clubs that run on the dollar

system, Tablada said he believed
the free health benefits and other
equalities outweigh these restric-

tions.
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REACTION
From page 1

because it comes after the UC*s
record-high 40 percent hike in

registration fees, early retirement

of many faculty members and cuts
in staff positions.

Gardner*s resignation is ill-

timed, said Neera Tanden, under-

graduate government external vice

president. "It*s not that he*s
resigning.** she said. "It seems like

he*s jumping ship.

"To quit at this time — the

future of the university is in

question and it seems like if he
resigns it*s no longer his responsi-
bility if the university sinks,** she
said.

But Trang Ho, a senior sociolo-

gy major, said she supported
Gardner's decision. **rm glad he is

resigning if he feels he cannot
perform his job,** she said. "I

respect his decision.**

And while Tanden was worried
about the university *s future,

another student said he looked

forward to changes now that

Gardner is leaving.

"I hope they get someone in

there who is responsive to the

changing needs of the University

of California, rather than someone
like Gardner who is responsive to

the trustees,** said Robert Lipton, a

graduate student in epidemiology.

At noon on Tuesday, graduate

and undergraduate governments
will hold an information session at

-Meyerhoff Park. "The idea is to

inform as many students and gain

as much student support as possi-

ble,** Tanden said.

With reports from Brigitte Brady
and Chris Wolowic.

CAREER
From page 1

for being one of the highest paid

administrators in the nation amidst
UC fee increases and salary

freezes.

Refuting criticism during a

recent interview with the Daily
Bruin, Gardner said his salary was
appropriate for the job as president

of all UC campuses and not the

motivation for his efforts.

Those efforts extend through 20
years of service in the UC system,

back to the time when Gardner
took his first degree here in 1959.

After earning his Bachelor of
Science from Brigham Young
University in 1955, Gardner came
to the Berkeley campus for his

master* s degree and stayed for his

doctorate.

In 1973, Gardner left a position

as vice chancellor of the Santa
Barbara campus to become presi-

dent of the University of Utah.

Gardner stayed in Utah until he
accepted the position as president

of the University of California, ten

years later.

When Gardner leaves the uni-

versity next year, he will have

served longer than any other

president since 1958.

Gardner characteri/xd his

tenure at the University of Califor-

nia as a partnership with his wife of

32 years, Elizabeth. It was his

wife*s death in February that led

Gardner to step down, he said in a

resignation letter.

Gardner has not announced any
future plans, and will continue his

work at the university until Octob-
er 1992.

. «

Edward VIII called Hitler a 'gieat man'
By Ned Kllkelly

United Press International

NEW YORK — Calling the

fuhrer a "great man,** the abdicated

king of England sought to enlist

President Roosevelt in a conspira-

cy to appease Adolf Hitler and end
World War II, according to a secret

50-year-old interview.

.„ _ln 1940, four years after giving

up the crown, the duke of Windsor
made the treasonous statements in

an interview on the Caribbean
island of Nassau with Fulton
Oursler, editor-in-chief of Liberty

magazine who had close ties to

Roosevelt

The interview, made public

Thursday in an article in the

December issue of American
Heritage magazine, was written by
Fulton Oursler Jr., who used his

father*s previously unpublished

notes.

Edward VIII became king of
England in 1936 but abdicated so
he could marry an American
divorcee, Wallis Warfield Simp-
son. In 1937, as duke of Windsor,
he visited Germany and met Hitler

and his lieutenants Joseph Goeb-
bels and Hermann Goering. He

died in 1972.

According to the notes, in 1940,

the duke described rumors that the

Italian defeat in Greece might lead

to a revolution in Germany as "too

much wishful thinking; that there

would be no revolution in Ger-
many and it would be a tragic thing

for the world if Hitler were
overthrown.*'

"Hitler, he said, was the right

and logical leader of the German
people ... He regarded Hitler as a
great man,** the senior Oursler

wrote.

The duke told Oursler the war
was "between two very stubborn
peoples,** and suggested that

Roosevelt soon would have to act

as a mediator between British

Prime Minister Winston Churchill

and Hitler, telling them that "you
two boys have fought long enough
and now you have to kiss and make
up.

The morning after the interview,

the duke*s aide-de-camp visited

Oursler to confirm that the jour-

nalist would use his access to

Roosevelt to enter into "a
Machiavellian conspiracy** and
deliver the duke*s request.

'Tell Mr. Roosevelt that if he

will make an offer of intervention

of peace, that before anyone in

England can oppose it, the duke of
Windsor will instantly issue a

statement supporting it and that

will start a revolution in England
and force peace,** the duke*s aide

told Oursler.

The aide also told Oursler that if

he published what the duke had
said, "the lid would be blown off
the British empire.**

WhcQ Oursler broached the

subject rwith Roosevelt, the presi-

dent seemed to akeady know of the
duke*S treasonous views, leading

the journalist to conclude that

British intelligence had clandes-
tinely been listening in on his

interview with the duke and passed
the information on to Roosevelt.

"Did the duke harbor hopes that

such a revolution would restore

him to the throne?** Oursler Sr.

wrote. "The question seem almost
irrelevant. By sending his plea to

the president, he had already

stepped beyond the bounds of

diplomacy and trespassed on trea-

son.**

Oursler*s notes on the interview
surfaced after his death in 1952,
but his son said he did not make

them public earlier because
"others convinced me that (my
father) would not have released the

memo while the duke and duchess

were still living.

"Now that both are dead, and 50
years have passed since the inter-

view, I believe the story should be

told,** he said.

He said his father published a

"bland** article based on the inter-

view at the time, but left out the

duke*s treasonous statements

because "he feared for his life.**

Oursler Jr. said his father*s

interview confirms persistent

rumors and speculation, most
based on second-hand sources, that

the duke sympathized with Ger-
many at the height of Worid War
II.

Churchill and Roosevelt also

had a stake in suppressing the

duke's sentiments, Oursler said,

considering the Nazi bombing of
London at the time.

"What more demoralizing thing

could have happened to England*'

than for the British people to learn

that the former king felt the

country was wrong to continue the

war against Germany, Oursler
said.
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Viewpoint
Viewpoint Feature

Government always rennets what 's your beef ?

our basic personal fre
By Ian Stewart Pacey

On Monday, Oct 28, 1991
the nefarious Wilson govern-
ment sacrificed the most basic

element of liberty and property,

further promoting the gover-
nor's personal quest to estab-

lish a tyrannical brand of state

socialism in California.

While you slept, the Califor-

nia state government quietly

abolished the individual right

to property. As stated in the

Bill of Rights of the Constitu-

tion of the United Slates

(Amendment V), "no person
shall ... be deprived of life,

liberty or property without due
process of law. Of course, to

Wilson and most other politi-

cians in general, America's
"great" social reformers will

not be hindered by something
as trifling as the Constitution

of the United States.

In this particular instahce^^

Lbs Angeles Times legal

affairs writer, Philip Hager:
*The appeals court also pointed
10 a 1979 ruling by the state

Supreme Court barring public

employers from bias against

homosexuals."

This case brings up two
basic questions which merit

further development. First, do
individuals possess the right to

use their own personal wealth
in any manner they see fit

(insofar as its use does not
include the initiation of force

upon any other person). Sec-
ond, do the laws applied to

that "public thing" called gov-
ernment also apply to sove-
reign individuals in an
allegedly free society.

One of the greatest com-
mentaries on the legitimate role

of law and government and the

origins of property rights was
produced in June, 1850. The
^real French economist and __.

^e attack on property rights statesman, Frederic Bastiat,

If an individual businessman takes the risk of

putting up the capital to start a business, shouldn't

he be able to control this same business as he sees

fit.

tion which regulates hiring

practices of the individual

employer is essentially despo-
tic. Regulations controlling hir-

ing practices embody a legal

tyranny of the majority over
the minority. If an individual

businessman takes the risk of
putting up the capital to start a
business, shouldn't he be able
to control this same business
as he sees fit It seems the

ability to discriminate is basic

to every successful organiza-

tion.

Discrimination, for all intents

and puiposes, is the pursuit of
excellence. In a free society,

people are allowed to make
discriminatory choices indepen-
dently, regardless of how "cor-

rect" they are. The
government, or any other group
for that matter, does not pos-
sess the "right" to tell people
what to do with their personal

property.

Football players,frat guys, bimbo sorority girls, homophobics,
Jesse Helms and other right-wing conservatives. I despise them
all!

Jean Lee, sophomore, art

/ hate thefact that I can't touch the inner walls ofthe stalls in the
Ackerman Union men's roomsforfear ofcontracting some disease
that I probably can't pronounce. What are those stains, and why
doesn't someone clean them?

Pat Merghan, sophomore, history

The new "Land of the Lost" totally sucks! (No sleestacks,
Chaka, Enoch, Marshall, Will or Holly!) What will ABC do next^
Revive "HM. Puff N' Stuff" without Jimmy, Freddy and
Witchiepoo?

Sachin Parekh, Junior, English

/ sneeze the loudest, raspiest, most mucous-flying sneezes in
lecture and no one has the heart to say. "Bless you." Yet when the
pretty lady two rows behind me puffs a high-frequency grunt which
sounds more like an unfulfilled hiccup, lecture halts and half the
classfloods her with Kleenex and antihistaminic blessings. Biased
class sneezes. I really hate 'em.

Don Qng, senior, psychology

exists in the form of a Court
ruling followed by its immedi-
ate implementation as pan of
the policy of the state govern-
ment Essentially, the case

involved the question of

whether private individuals or

businesses can ask potential

employees personal questions

pertaining to sexuality and/or

religion.

A more basic inquiry asks

whether employers can discri-

minate for any reason they

wish including gender, sexual

preference, color, religious

beliefs, etc. The appellate court

answered with a resounding no,

reaffirming the totalitarian Civil

Rights Act of 1964 as well as

resurrecting the already refused

legislation of Assembly Bill

101.

Furthermore, according to

wrote the i-aw in response to

the evils produced by the

revolution of 1848. In this

great refutation of socialism,

Bastiat writes: "It is easy to

understand why the law is

used to destroy in varying
degrees among the rest of the
people, their personal indepen-
dence by slavery, their liberty

by oppression, and their prop-
erty by plunder."

This citation cuts to the
heart of the question at hand.
Is private property truthfully

**private"? Apparently, accord-
ing to California's appellate
court "private" property exists
only in name and not in

substance. Target stores own-
er's crime consists of exercis-
ing the right of the employer
over his own property.

All federal or sute legisla-

However, the government
does control the coercive

mechanism to force guiltless

individuals to submit to its

wishes. This case is a perfect

example of the use of **politi-

cally correct" coercion against

the backward employer who
has taken all the risks involved
in capitalist society. Unfortu-
nately, like many others, the

benefit received from hours
and hours of hard work is

slavery. Yes, slavery!

In sum, the end result of
this whole charade of justice

was abolishment of the distinc-

tion between private and public

property. Much like fascist

Germany of the 1940s, all

property rights are now subject

to government approval. The
means of production, which
exist solely because of the

ideas of the individual capital-

ist, have been coopied by our
evil government Ultimately,

these actions will impoverish
society of its intellectual

wealth, which provides the

flesh on which these parasites

survive.

The incessant, incredibly annoying clicking offour-color pens.
As soon as the professor writes in a different color, the racket
starts. One pen is one thing, but dozens ofpeople timesfour colors
each drives me absolutely crazy!

Kristine Deano, Junior, psychobiology

ASUCLA should install ventilation fans in the bathrooms,
especially A-Level Ackerman Union, Treehouse and the second
floor of Kerckhoff. 'Nuff said.

Cynthia Ung, senior, geography/environmental studies
1

Viewpoint

UCLA needs to make
recycling a priority

Pacey is a senior majoring in

political science.
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By Sonal IM. ChokshI

As a new student here at UCLA, I sincerely thought that 1

was attendmg an extremely academic, progressive school.
Academically I have no complaints; what I am writing about is
my disappointment in the progressive programs liere on campus
specifically campus-wide recycling.

*

When I first arrived here, I thought the only recycling was
done on ASUCLA facilities. Then I found out that UCLA does
have a campus-wide recycling program, although I had to look
into this as there is no publicity for this program.
The UCLA recycling program is based on recyclable materials

bemg separated after the waste is collected. UCLA's massive
amounts of high-quality paper are contaminated by other waste
and consequenUy converted to low-quality paper products
Most students don't even know that UCLA has a campus-wide

recychng program. Recycling doesn't mean just having a pick-up
program; it also means buying recycled products and educaUng
people about the solid-waste issue. Educauon, I think, should be
a priority of the program, especially on a college campus.
By separating materials in advance, students are aware that

they are recycling, instead of just throwing their waste away
This can influence the habits of students for the future and
educate them through action.

Other schools in the UC system have excellent recycling
programs that combine source separation with educauon Let's
maintain our reputation as a lop school and work on improving
our program. ^
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Andyou thought TV was stupid before these guys ».

Hidi Ho! In a blatant

attempt to boost our

ratings share so that

we can gel out of this shi-y
Friday column spot, we*re try-

ing something new. Or. maybe
it*s not very new.

Like everyone else in Los
Angeles, we've decided we*re
too big for print media. In the

tradition of Geraldo, Phil,

Oprah, Sally Jesse and, more
importantly, Mark and Brian,

we've decided we need our
own TV show.

Believe us, we've got plenty

to talk about In fact, for your
reading pleasure and our self-

promotion, we've been asked
by our network sponsors to

give you a glimpse of how the

first week will look.

Exciting Guest Stars!

We've got a spectacular first

week lined up. On Monday,
Christopher Columbus will be
in the house. He'll be
responding to allegations that

he sexually harassed the Pinta,

the Ninia and the Santa Maria
in a Madrid nightclub the night

before he left for the new
world. Columbus will also be
sharing his recipes for home-
made raspberry cheesecake and
cajun shrimp.

Joining Mr. C will be Tito

Jackson. He'll be sharing his

Damon Dean
Dave Gatzke
new book with us. Entitled

"Living the Black Fantasy,"

Tito's new book chronicles the

Jackson family story from their

early days as a white family
in Topeka, Kansas to their

recent cornering of the cosme-
tic surgery market
On Tuesday, men who love

women who love co-dependent
prostitutes who registered

democrat but voted for Bush.
Our guests that day will

include Mike Tyson and
Chancellor Charies Estaban
Young.

Wednesday's show will

highlight the sudden and son>e-r

what unexpected rise to fame
of Maury Povitch, one of our
personal heroes. He'll be shar-

ing some clips from his

upcoming TV movie with Sally

Su-uthers and excerpts from his

recent appearance on the Bar-

bara Walters Special. Plus, get
the inside scoop on the new
Connie Chung Erotic Love
Potion, to be released in stores

sometime next wedc.
Thursday's lineup includes

an in-depth report on the state

of the MTV generation. Some
say that single word sentences,

fragments and MTV cliches

have damaged the conscious-

ness of the country for years
to come. Right Sure has.

Because I want my MTV.
Anybody heard the new Duran
Duran album? It's called Rio.

Also on Thursday. Parker
Lewis star Corin Nemec will

be with us. He'll be profiling

a new series on our show —
children with abnormal first

names and full names which
sound like diseases. Poor
Grandma, she died last week
of that vicious Corin Nemec's
disease.

Friday's special show will

include a look at all of Dan
Quayle's overdue books from
the Children's Library in

rWashington D.C. At the

side, that ought to take twenty
minutes, tops.

For the rest of the show,
we'll be discussing Hammer's
lost initials. Is he showing
blatant disregard for his musi-
cal roots? We'll be talking

with name change expert and
washed up performer John
Cougar Mellencamp. Plus, our
secret audience poll. Should
Hammer put the M.C. back in

his name? Don't miss it

Now, to flip for the bill on
this exciting new venture of
ours, we're going to need to

sell some advertising. Make
that a lot of advertising. Lucky
for us a great batch of adver-
tisers has already shown over-
whelming interest in our show.
Let's take a look at some.
Were you injured in an

accident? Do you want to be?
The Legal Shysters' Gold Dig-
ging Clinic can injure you for

up to 2.1 million dollars.

(Disclaimer: Dollar amount and
actual disability varies from
case to case. This is intended
as hype, and does not consti-

tute a guarantee.)

Previews for other network
daytime shows: This week on
"As Another World Turns,"

Sam kills Marsha and marries
Bill, who professes his secret

re for Staccy. who is in jail

serving time for Mark's murder
which she didn't commit Tank
appears with his shirt off,

Alice tells George that she
didn't have an abortion and
wasn't ever really pregnant, but
then gives birth five months
premature. Catch it on See
B.S. daytime.

CanU get auto insurance?

Creditors knocking at your
door? Want to be a bartender

or just look like one? Immig-
ration hassles? Talk to live

girls. Talk to live guys. Get
your astrological forecast. Call

1-900-GETALIFE.
Coming up on the news at

four. five, six and seven:

Magic Johnson.

We will be appearing on our
very own Head and Shoulders
commercial: "Damon, you
know that little itch could be
telling you something. Don't
worry, there's nothing shameful
about having dandruff. The
important first step is just

admitting it"

We're both very excited and
feel the show has great poten-
tial. When we become house-
hold names, you can all say.

"I knew them when . .
."

Dean is a senior majoring in

political science. Gatzke is a
senior majoring in history. —

Letters

Bias
Editor:

After reading Sally Kim's
article "Student film captures

Palestinian agony" (Daily

Bruin. Nov. 6), I wasn't sure

whether she or the creators of
the film were the reporters.

It's fine to quote from people
and to hear their side, but not

write an article that is solely

based on hearsay! This is one
personal account that may or

may not be true, and no one
would know.

One must ask Kim if these

facts had been substantiated by
other sources, regardless of
what one student or participant

within the film portrayed.

Where is the other side to this

story?

It seems that this particular

article is not impartial report-

ing, but is more of an opinion-
ated document of the film.

One didn't have to see it, but
just to read Kim's article in

The Bruin. While reading

about crying women whose
husbands are in jail, the reader

is left without any explana-
tions. Perhaps Kim should ask
those graduate students why
these events occurred, prior to

reaching her own uninformed
opinion; "Perhaps they were
fighting for that freedom."

This article suggests that

Israeli oppression is keeping
the Palestinian women from
obtaining equality. I see no
apparent connection between
Israel and any stagnation that

may be present within this

women's social movement
I have no problem with

freedom of expression, but it

should be kept within the

boundaries of the Viewpoint
section. The news section

should not be allowed to be

utilized by others as a vehicle

to publicize their own personal

convictions.

Stephanie Broad
Senior
History

Taiwan
Editor:

One of the missions of a

student newspaper should be to

inspire questions and debate
among the student population.

The Daily Bruin, at least in

one case, has fulfilled this

mission. Unfortunately, the

questions arose from a misre-

presentation in a recent Daily
Bruin article.

On Oct. 28, the paper quoted

sources stating that "the majority

of Taiwanese people want Taiwan
to be an independent nation"

(Daily Bruin, 'Taiwanese com-
munity protests government crack-

down"). Following this story I was
asked by fellow students to clarify

this issue.

I am from Taiwan. I would
like to shed some light on this

for these students and your
readers.

Recent polls conducted in

Taiwan indicate that at least

''^'^f^'^^i'^rari^s^/U^c^fOit.f^^t^^^^^^,^^^
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rested Also» honing your humor skills is encouraged;
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wedgie. Listen to some Burl Ives. Get crazy.
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half of Taiwan's residents pre-

fer to maintain the status quo,

that is, neither unification with

mainland China nor outright

immediate independence. For
example, one poll conducted
on September 6-8 shows 57.5

percent of Taiwanese would
like to maintain the present

situation. Only 4.3 percent

would like to negotiate with

the Chinese communists and
only 4.1 percent support Tai-

wanese Independence (TI) (Tai-

wanese Times, Oct 27;

Chinese Daily News, Oct 28).

Another Gallup poll taken in

Taiwan reveals that 57 percent

of those polled believe that the

Chinese Communists will use
TI advocacy as an excuse to

attack Taiwan by force (China
Times Express, Oct. 20).

The TI movement goes far

beyond demanding simple sove-

reignty and freedom from the

threat of Communist Chinese
military force; it seeks to

abolish the present Constitution

and change Taiwan's flag and
identity as the Republic of

China (ROC). It is this

demand for radical sweeping
change that the present govern-
ment opposes.

Tltt majority of Taiwanese
do not support immediate inde-

pendence. As the nation con-
tinues its progress toward a

state of multi-party democracy,
free market economy and a

pluralistic open society, 1 trust

the majority of Taiwanese peo-
ple to continue to support this

smoother transition.

I also trust the Daily Bruin
to report all sides of complex
foreign issues such as the

future of the homeland of
many UCLA students from
Taiwan.

Hua-Yuan Tseng
Visiting scholar

School of Social Welfare

Solidarity

Editor:

On behalf of the gay and
lesbian students, staff and
faculty at UCLA, we would
like to thank those students

and staff members who bravely
took a stand in support of us

at the meeting wiUi President

David Gardner and Chancellor
Charles Young Oct. 24 in

Ackerman Grand Ballroom.
When members of the

UCLA Lesbian and Gay
Faculty/Staff Network were
planning how we would
express our desire to President

Gardner and Chancellor Young
for a Lesbian/Gay Studies
program at UCLA and for UC

system-wide compliance with
its policy of nondiscrimination

on the basis of sexual orienta-

tion (particularly in the area of
equal access to insurance,

health and retirement benefits),

we decided to stand in support
when any of our members
posed a question to Gardner or
Young.

We also decided to pass out
fiiers asking that others attend-

ing the event support us by _

standing when our questioners
spoke.

How genuinely touched we
were when about 15 students

and staff members rose to join

the 15 or so Network members
who stood when Dan Calder,

professor of English and Asso-
ciate Dean of the School of

Theater, Film & Television,

addressed Gardner and Young.

We especially acknowledge
the strong show of support by
supporters of a Chicano/a Stu-

dies Department at UCLA.
Their solidarity with us was, to

say the least, heart warming.

Albert E. Aubin
Janet Ledder

Camille D. Loya
Patricia E. Fowlkes

Teresa Barnett
UCLA Lesbian and Gay

Faculty/Staff Network
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Arts Entertainment
Opera-tor:
Student composer brings

light production to campus
By Marjory Weese

Beginning tonight, light lyric

opera and laughter will fill

Schoenberg Hall as UCLA student

composer Kent Carlson presents

his tale of love and desire in the

advertising firm of "Dobstanoviiz
and Dobstanovitz."

Questions of true love, the

importance of success and the

integrity of competition are raised

in Carlson's piece through the

device of a complicated love

quadrangle.

Carlson says he used this intri-

guing plot to make his opera "user
friendly to the UCLA communi-
ty"

"I'm trying to knock out peo-

ple's reasons for not going to the

jopcra. It's free, it's in English, iL
"lasts only 45 minutes, it's oiT
campus, it's comedy and it's in an
intimate setting," he explains.

These factors, says Carlson,

along with the melodic and catchy

lyrical score, will allow listeners to

understand and recognize the plot

as much as they would a musical.

"Melody composition is one of
my primary goals in this," says

Carison. "I wrote melodies the

audience can take home with

them."

Carlson's compositional train-

ing at UCLA has been intense and
this education is reflected in the

eclectic nature of his opera. He
managed to incorporate Classical

period opera structure with the

feeling of early 20th century lyric

opera style. Carlson is drawn to

this melodic genre because he
prefers the lighter timber of voices

used for it. Carison himself hopes
10 become a professional lyric

tenor opera singer in Europe.

Star roles in the production will

be performed by UCLA lyric-

opera veterans Robin Bartunek
and Jon Augustine. Student con-
ductor Jonathan Stockhammer will

pull the one-act opera together

with all the professionalism he is

Tmtrying to knock out

people's reasons for not

going to the opera."

Kent Carlson
ih Student Composer

reputed for.

Carlson is an old pro at writing

elaborate melodic works, having

written and performed for his

church Christmas and Easter lyric

cantatas. He is currently working

on a tragic opera in two acts

entitled "The Birth of Venus."
This will again involve lyric voice,

but in a more dramatic form.

With "Dobstanoviu and Dob-
stanovitz," Carlson has created

opportunities for student musi-
cians to perform while exercising

his own talents.

"I want UCLA to see modem
opera as fun and lighthearted, and
that it can be a good experience."

MUSIC: "Dobstanovitz and Dobstano-
vitz." Composed by Kent Carlson.
Featuring Robin Bartunek and Jon
Augustine. Conducted by Jonathan
Stockhammer. Performances: Nov.
15-17 at 8:00 p.m. at the Jan Popper
Theatre (Schoenberg Hall) Admission
is tree.

Weekend offers array of
L.A. dance productions
By Devi Bricker

E>ance provides the L.A. com-
munity with contrasting styles this

weekend. At Highways, in Santa
Monica, an upcoming concert
erases the line between modem
dance and performance art, while
more traditional offerings can be
seen at the Los Angeles Modem
Dance and Ballet fall concert.

Choreographers Cazz Dean and
Kurt Fulton are native Southem
Califomians who moved to New
York in the '80s to explore their

dance education. While there, they

helped create "Watch Face," an
experimental dance collective.

This is their first concert since

they've been back. The perfor-

mance deals with subjects ranging
from contemporary gay male life

to current political issues.

"2,000 Questions," choreo-
graphed by Fulton, was created in

the tradition of "Watch Face."

Highways is a secluded, "artsy"

environment with an eclectic audi-
ence membership. Dress any way
you want. Tickets are $10.

Also taking place this weekend
is the fall season concert of Los
Angeles Modem Dance and Ballet

(LAMDB). The company caters to

a less exclusive audience, with
material that is generally appropri-

ate for children as well as adults.

Five choreographers, including

artistic director, Naomi Goldberg,
will show their work at the

Pointsettia Recreation Center on
Willoughby Avenue. Pieces range
in structure from solos to group
pieces, and in content from Greek
Mythology to a tribute to a father's

memory. The performance space
is a gymnasium, so dress casually.

Tickets arc $8 general admission,

$6 students and DRC members.
Children under 14 and seniors are

free.

Immortal musical

continues to

impress audience.

By Danya Joseph
Daily Bruin Staff

"And you'U all say, 'Oh well,

never was there ever a cat so
clever . .

.'"

"Cats" has bounded back to

Los Angeles in a spectacular

extravaganza that few musical

productions can equal.

The Andrew Lloyd Webber
show explodes on stage with such
precision and energy that the

Shubert Theater, where "Cats"
will be playing for the next two
weeks, seems almost small in

comparison.

_ Even for audiences who have
seen "Cats" before, this current

production will not fail to

impress, with its constant dancing
and acrobatics, special technical

effects and rousing score. All of
the original music and choreogra-
phy has been reproduced for the

touring show, and the scenes and
characters have evolved with
each production.

Based on T.S: EUot's "Old
Possum's Book of Practical Cats",

and his other works, "Cats" is

more an anthology of characters

than a full-fledged story. Webber,
with director Trevor Nunn, inte-

grated the poems together lo

introduce the world to Jellicle

c^.
Each year, the felines gather

for the Jellicle Ball, where one cat

will be chosen by their beloved
leader— Old Deuteronomy — to

come back and lead a new life. As
the cats begin to nominate the

Jellicles they think are worthy of
the honor, the audience gets to

meet the candidates and hear their

stories.

One of the most entertaining

aspects about "Cats" is that even
the members of the chorus deve-
lop distinct personalities and
idiosyncrasies, proving that being

covered with fur is not a liability.

These are cats who, in the words
of Gus the Theater Cat, "know
how to act with their backs and
their tails."

As with previous productions

of "Cats." the actors, especially in

chorus numbers, excel. The
dancing, vocals and characteriza-

tions are lopnoich all the way.
Individual performances in solo

or small group numbers also shine

Get back, honky 'Cats'

Andrew Lloyd Webber's
award-winning production
"Cats," the longest continu-
ously touring musical In his-

tory, bounds back to the
Schubert Theater for a limited

engagement, Nov. 12-24.

with talent and exuberance.

Webber's score contains few
subtleties, making it perfect for

the production's gala-like tone.

Gillian Lynn's exciting choreo-

graphy offers a mix of everything:

tap, ballet, jazz, modem, acroba-

tics, you name it — leaving the

audience members drained as if

the workout is theirs.

But those who have not seen

"Cats" before may find the

experience to be a mix of elation

and disappointment With all of

its magnificent sound and staging,

Webber's original production —
the basis for all future perfor-

mances of "Cats" — is not

without its problems.

Besides the lack of a usual

plot-type format— an aspect thai

many people find discouraging —

"Cats** is marred by a long and
relatively uneventful first act.

Fortunately, the second half is

much more lively, with varying
sets and props, colorful costumes
and impressive special effects.

The musical's visit to Los
Angeles is short, so people look-
ing for superior live entertain-

ment will have lo hurry to see it

while they can. However, this will

probably not be their last chance.

Xals." which is already the

longest-running touring musical
in history, the longest-running

musical still playing on Broad-
way and the longest-running

musical in London, may indeed
live forever. ****
STAGE: "Cats." Composed by
Andrew Uoyd Webber. Based on
poems by T.S. Eliot. Direction by

David Taylor. Choreograplhy was
reproduced by T. Michael Reed and
Richard Stafford. Company
orchestrations by Stanley Lebowsky.
Presented by Cameron Macintosh.
The Really Useful Company, Ltd. and
David Geffen and the Shubert Organi-
zation. Playing Nov 12-24. Runs
Tuesdays through Saturdays at 8 p.m.
and Sundays at 7:30 p.m.. with
Saturday and Sunday matinees at 2
p.m. Tix: $30-$50. Available at the box
office or call Telecharge at 1-800-
233-3123.

Straight from
By Michael Mordler
Dally Bruin Staff

It's rare when a small, laid-back town captures the

fascination of people around the country. But that's

exactly whafs happened to Athens, Georgia. Thanks
to the success of R.E.M. and the B-52s, Athens has
attained cult-status.

But Athens has a lot more going for itself than just

recognition as the hometown of a few famous bands.
It has a distinct flavor— a richness of spirit— that

always finds its way into the artists' work.
Aharon Fitzgerald, a young fdm curator from

Santa Barbara, fint sensed the aura of Athens in eariy

R.E.M. videos. She traveled there this summer to talk

with the local artists— many of whom work in more
than one artistic medium — and to gather a sampling
of films produced in the region.

When Fitzgerald left Athens, she had emerged
with a series of films that capture the essence of the

town. The work will be screened Nov. 15-16 and 22-

23 at EZTV in West Hollywood.

**Athens is a throwback to a piece of Americana
that operates on a much simpler level. It's about
home, really. And some of these films reveal that."

Fitzgerald says.

Among the featured artists are James Herbert, who
i

Stan Brakhage— an acknowledged master of avant-
garde cinema — calls, "one of the dozen greatest
living filmmakers." Herbert's new music video for

R.E.M.'s "Low" will be shown, as well as one of his

short films, "Piano." Herbert is also viewed as a
mentor to the other artists in town.

The work of seven of his students at the University
of Georgia will be part of the presentation. It says
something about the community that RJE.M. allowed
one of the students. Lance Bangs, to use their

unreleased song. "Summertime" from Gershwin's
musical "Porgy and Bess." in his film.

Also on the program are a series of public service

i

announcements from R.E.M. singer Michael Stipe's

production company. C-Hundred. Natalie Merchant
of the band 10.000 Maniacs and performance artist

Laurie Anderson are featured in some of these spots.

^There's so much going on in Athens." Fitzgerald

says, "and it's not just music. What filters back to Los
Angeles is R.E.M and the B-5Zs. But the (music) is

just a refiection of all the things that are going on
there."

FILM: "Athens. GA: Film, Video "Ql." Produced by Sharon
Fitzgerald Nov. 15 16 and 22-23 at EZTV (8547 Santa
Monica Blvd.). Admission is free. Screenings begin at 8 p.m
For more info call (213) 667-1532
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Dance

Graduate students' dances show variety of talent
By Laura Roman

Last weekend's Dance Thesis

concern, 'Trasmigration of Soles"

and "Forsaking the Bakery," dis-

played the sheer diversity and
innovation of graduate students

Erica Fujikawa, Xin-Yaun Zhong,
Lynn Lin. Kiha Lee and Ken
James.

Presenting the works "Dear
Father** and *Time No Longer,"

Erica Fujikawa brought elements

of her autobiography to the stage.

"Dear Father" was a tribute to the

memory of her father. Divided into

three sections, the dance com-
menced with *The beginning . . .

Baby's Dream."
Two dancers, clad in white,

were crouched in the fetal position

in the center of the stage. While
one beat the floor in a rhythmic

pounding that simulated a baby's

heartbeat, the other danced about

the stage, extending her arms
toward the sky. Prominently seen

in both the dancers' movements
was a "center" balance — a

technique where the movements
initiate from the center of the torso.

"Baby's Dream" progressed
into "Father and Myself." Donning
the role of a little girt, Fujiwaka's

costume of a white baby-doll dress

with an oversized bow in her hair

added to the illusion. The dance
=Jtsclf was a series of whimsical

steps and poignant facial express-

ions, representing the interplay of

a father and daughter.

The simplicity of a barren stage

aided Fujikawa's portrait of a

"simple childhood," as did her

skipping dance steps. At the finish

of "Father and Myself," Fujikawa

removed the bow from her hair and

gave it to her father (placing it on

the chair), symbolizing her prog-

ression toward adulthood.

As the lights dimmed and the

chair disappeared, "After That,"

the last section of the dance, was
Fujikawa's brief appearance in a

black cloak, commemorating her

father's death. All that remained

on the barren stage was the white

bow— which Fujikawa ran to and

clutched to her heart.

"Time No Longer," Fujikawa's

second work, represented the time

following her father's death.

In "Everywhere" (the first sec-

lion), dancers kicked and pulled

against an unseen force; fighting

with themselves but getting

"nowhere." The weeping music of

Mcssian's "Praise to the Eternity

of Jesus" lamented the loss of

death as well as the loss of identity.

In the dancers' frantic attempts

to go "everywhere," the dance

progressed into the final section,

"Nowhere to Go." Groping, pull-

ing movements conveyed feelings

of despair, and a violent pounding
on the floor conveyed the dancers'

frustration of having "nowhere to

go." Ultimately, the dancers col-

lapsed onto the stage in exhaustion

and defeat — minus one, who
remained in a swaying state of

motion — leaving the audience

with a final glimmer of hope.

Far from the melancholy por-

trayed in Fujikawa's work was
Xin-Yaun Zhong's powerful
"Red." Bathing the stage in a

blood-red hue from overhead
lights, "Red" reenacted China's

catch in the political and social

turmoil of the Cultural Revolution.

"Red" reflects China's reaction to

the Communist rule that resulted

from this turmoil.

In "The Calling of the Red Flag"

(the first section), a group of

dancers gyrated, kicked, plunged

and ran across the stage —

Bathing the stage in a

blood-red hue firom

overhead lights, "Red"

reenacted China's

catch in the political

and social turmoil of

the Cultural

Revolution.

conveying their rebellion against

the imposing Communist forces.

The Communist rule was repre-

sented by an ominous figure

positioned in the center of the

stage, costumed in a red mask,
carrying a red flag.

'The Calling of the Red Flag"

progressed into **Quest," the sec-

ond section. Linear movements,
held extensions and uplifted heads

conveyed- the dancers' persisting

feelings of hope in defeating the

oppressive government, but the

dreary soundtrack provided by
Annea Lockwood suggested the

opposite reality.

As the dancing and the music
(provided by David Van Tieghem)
died, the sole remaining noise was
the piercing sound of the red flag

ripping through the air— symbo-
lizing the people's ultimate defeat

The Daily Bruin is the primary source of
entertainment information for 82% of its readers.
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"Mandelbrot,** graduate student

Lynn Lin's work, was a portrait of
utter cieativity. Whimsy, which
underlies the entire piece, elicited

uplifted feelings and laughter

within the audience. Four dancers

clad in colorful unitards crept,

crawled and jumped across the

stage to the tune of rattles, drums
and industrial noise. Two of the

characters resembled hiccups

physicalized, while the another

appeared to be the wind. The
remaining dancer appeared to be a

monster who terrorized the others.

The dance was the sheerly amus-
ing interplay between these crea-

tures — whatever they were!

"Forsaking the Bakery,** the

second thesis concert, displayed

the works of graduate students

Kiha Lee and Ken James.

Like Zhong*s "Red,** Lee*s

work "Shadows of Time** explored

the effects of oppressive forces.

Though technically divided into

three sections, each section mean-
dered into the next, resulting in an

overall effective work. In "Secret

Ceremony** (the first section) a

dancer, positioned in the upper

comer of the stage, appeared to be
dreaming. The bulk of white fabric

clutched in her hands diagonally

extended across the stage as

"Secret Ceremony** progressed

into "Hidden Screams,** and it

canie to represent society as a

troup of dancers pulled on the

fabric, fighting against its con-

su^nts.

The melodious sound of flutes

and the quick pas de bourre*s

across the stage in "Beyond the

Darkness** (the final section) con-

veyed women *s victory against an

oppressive society, but "Shadows
of Time** ultimately concluded on
a note of despair as Lee desolately

looked into tfie audience while she

clutched the white fabric.

Ken Jame*s *The Sandstone
Moon** celebrated nature. With the

stage bathed in the iridescent glow
of overhead lights, representing

moonlight, two dancers centered

on the stage appeared to be
meditating, while a series of

dancers stalked around them.

Percussion sounds provided by
Ron George, along with the airy

sounds of Susan Rawcliffe*s pre-

Colombian flutes, intensified the

dancers* animalistic movements.
**The Sandstone Moon*' literally

represented Man*s retreat into the

world of nature while symbolically

it conveyed the innate animal
instincts we all possess.

"Ignis Fatuus,** James* second
work, was a hilarious mockery of
male/female relationships. A char-

acter, seated at a table in the front

of the stage, swigged on a bottle of
beer as he cried onion-inspired

tears. A duel enacted the music of
"Carmen** behind him.

As the music ended, the dancers

departed from the stage, leaving

the audience with the final image
of the "slob beer-drinking man,**

who remained on stage.

Each production creatively

ilhistratcd the students' talent and"
innovation — their emotionally

charged works fused excitement

and drama with the beauty of

movement ***

DANCE: "Transmigration of Soles"
and "Forsaking the Bakery." UCLA
Dance Dept. Master's Thesis Concerts.
Nov. 7-10, Room 208. Dance Building.
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Stage

BURT HERMAN
The UCLA theater department showcases budding directors'
work this afternoon with a presentation of one-act plays in Macgo-
wan Hall.

One^K^ts showcased
Highlight is student directing
By Kristen Unden
Daily BruIn Staff _

From identity crises to love

triangles to psychotic games, the

theater department's one-acts
offered this afternoon provide
something for everyone.

*The Revenge of Lin Woo."
written by Steven S. DeKnight,
lops the bill with a young man
fighting against becoming like his

father.

A woman forced to choose
between her husband and lover is

the focus of **The Light Fantastic"

by Neal Racioppo.

"Game Time" by Matthew
Sutherland concludes the night

with two grade-school buddies

getting together to tempt fate and
risk their lives in pursuit of the

ultimate competitive experience.

Created as part of Bill Reich-

blum's advanced directing class,

these one-acts showcase three

student directors' talents as well as

providing an opportunity for stu-

dents to get behind-the-scenes

acting and working experience.

With this focus in mind, it is not

surprising that the direction proves
the highlight of the evening.

Dan Saffer ("Lin Woo"), Rob
Duval ("The Light Fantastic") and
Kris Olson ("Game Time") aU
employ movement and lighting to

their fullest potential in order to

expand on the small stage area.

Saffer skillfully mixes intense

lighting with subdued to highlight

^^»c young man's confusion and
enlightenment

In Duval's production, seating

the woman on a bed against a red-

lit background while the two men
circle her — at times speaking in

unison, at times each arguing for

himself — reveals her torment.

Olson successfully uses the

repeated exchange of poisoned
glasses of champagne to heighten

the tension of the piece as well as

provide visual interest

While the acting was competent
in all of the plays, it proved
especially noteworthy in "Game
Time." Perhaps due in part to the

excellent, clever dialogue by
Sutherland, Jordan Leigh Gumer
and Tom Zaradich, who give just

the right amount of rivalry mixed
with underlying friendship to their

psychotic characters.

The unique costumes and detail-

ed set design, particularly in "Lin
Woo" and "Game Time," add
further dimension to the plays.

Ultimately, the one-acts provide

an interesting show as well as an
arena for aspiring theater students.

•••

STAGE: One-Acts: "The Revenge of
Lin Woo," "The Lipht Fantastic" and
"Game Time ' Matinee today at 3:15
p.m. in Macgowan Hall 1330. Tickets
are free, but be sure to sign in half an
hour before showtime in the Macgowan
lobby.

Rifkin film is 'a freak show'
By Vernon Scott
United Press International

HOLLYWOOD — Filmmaker
Adam Rifkin, 24, is challenging

David Lynch of "Eraserhead"

infamy and Wes Craven of "Night-

mare on Elm Street" for most
outrageous screen fare.

In his new picture *The Dark
Backward," the protagonist has a

third arm and hand growing from
the middle of his back.

"It's absolutely tasteless!" —
The New York Post.

"We have only begun to pay the

price for David Lynch*s immense
popularity." — The New York
Times.

"I personally have never
endured a more hellacious experi-

ence in a theater." — Los Angeles

Magazine.^ fable from hell
"

flaK^-j- ^ *******

magazine.

Such criticism would force

other filmmakers to run for cover.

Not young Rifkin. His cult pictures

attract attention, which leads to

bigger budgets, bigger stars and
eventually, he hopes, to the main-

stream.

Denied entrance lo film schools,

Rifkin left his Chicago home seven

years ago for Hollywood deter-

mined to write, direct and finance

movies and schmooze actors into

working in them.

Among his heroes are Stuart

Gordon who made "Re-Anima-
tor," which even grossed out

Rifkin.

*That was a true horror film,"

Rifkin said adjusting his round,

wire-rimmed spectacles. "The
Dark Backward' is more like a

rnival freak show."
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BE A PART OT THF MEW:

HOLLYWOOD
Two Veteran film makers will show you IN PLAIN EASYTOPOLLOW STEPS,
how to REALLY get into the FILM BUSINESS.

AT LAST
"A Practical Guide To Entering
ttie Motion Picture Industry

"

Gel Your Portrait
Taken Now for the

Bruin Life Yearbook

Where to go, who to see, what jobs are available and HOW TO GET THEM.
No relatives needed, the New Hollywood is accessible. This HOW-TO-
GUIDE is a FIRST and our years of experience as Producers, Directors,
pA^ters, and Production Executives gives you clear, concise directions on
I

HOW TO FIND THAT JOB.

Send $14.95 check or money order to HAMILTON PRESS
Qncl tax & shipping) g860 Corbin Avenue

SUITE 305
Please Allow four to six weeks for delivery Nofthridge, CA 91 324

Don 't Miss the
Deadline!

On Sale - For a Limited Time Only

• The UCLA Medallion

Watch from Bulova-a

14k gold-plated dial

featuring a rich three-

dimensional rendering

of the UCLA seal.

ASUCLA Campus Photo Studio
Omtiat PttoUfgraphent For Bruin Uft Yeorbuak

KerckhorrHkU 150(213) 2«6«133

The Brotfiers arxl Sisters of

MU SIGMA
Congatulate one of our fourxjing mothers

ASHLIE BERINQER
1991 UCLA Homecoming Queen

"Peace In the Circle

Alcoholics Anonymous

Meetings
Mon. discuMion, Thur. Bookstudy, Fri. Stap
Study. AU 3525 12:15-1:15. Fri. 1230O-1«)
TuM. Di&cussion, W»d. Dacussion NPI

C8538 12:15-1«)
Fof alcoholics or individuals who

have drinking pfobtoms

f

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rotes to UCLA Shjdents

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

4M-2329 463-6569

Campus Happenings 1 Personal 10

PROBLEMS WITH FOOD? Overealers
AnonynTKHiS 1 2-step progranrt for anorexics,

bulimics & overealers. Mon,rKX)n,AU3520.
Wed,noon,AU3525. Fri,1pm,AU3520.

Concert Tickets 6

PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP FORMING FOR
ADULT MALE SURVIVORS of childhood sex-
ual abuse. Contact Susan Brace, PhD,
(213)208-0280, or Judith Rosenstock, PhD,
(213)857-0565.

^
^CHJo^
DAD'S DAY

Bring your dad for a day filled
^

with fun, food, and football!

^̂
SAVE $$$ ON TICKETS

AIRLINES, SPORTS, MUSIC. SHOWS. WE
LIST LAST MINUTE CANCELS,

SURPLUS AND PROMOTIONS FOR SALE
CHEAP. ALSO. WHEN YOU ARE STUCK WITH

TICKETS UNEXPECTEDLY
CALL US.

213-4 TICKET

Faidia
of Egypt

Remcrnbcr mc - Mom's last

Friday night. Dinner sometime wtttKXJt

Ixxjyguard? Call mc!

Cheech (213) 649-2700

Good Deals

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any p>rice or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992 6966

Miscellaneous

*

-^^^^-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1

Happy 21st B'day
\

Kristen Kennedyl
We'll party In 4 months ¥

^ and 14daysl ^YLs \

WRmNG, EDITING, RESEARCH.
CONSULTING. ANY SHJBJECT
AREA OVERNIGHT SERVICE
AVAILABLE. CONHDENTIAL.

REASONABLE RATES. PhD GIVES
EXPERT HELP. (213)476-0114

Lir Sis Jen-
Good luck dancing In

Japan— I'm QCf^r^Q to miss you!

A^ & mine- YBS Cory

AAn DAD'S DAY
.r .fC*..

Research Subjects 12

ADPi'ipkl Ddds get re^y to

watch thfBiliils kilfthe Ducks!

Meet at the house at 10am

ALLERCYA4AY FEVER RESEARCH. Wanted:
subjects age 1 2-59 interested in participating

in FOA-approved clinical drug trial using
allergy medication vs. placebo in 2 week trial.

You will be compensated for your participa-

tion. Call (310)312-5050 ext. 302.

ARTIST'S DELIGHT. 9' celling, great lighting,

quiet, clean, utilities paid. Mid-Wilshire land-

mark. Spacious single $475. Penthouse with
huge deck $1,10 (21 3)384-5330,256-8945 .

ASTHMA RESEARCH. If you would like to

participate in FDA approved research studies

with new asthma medications, call

(21 3)31 2-5050 ext 302. You will be compen-
sated for your time. Allergy Research Founda-
tion. 11645 Wilfhire Blvd., Suite 601, West
Los Angeles, 90025.

ASTHMA RESEARCH: Subjects with mild to

moderate asthma, ages 18-50 needed for air

pollution study. Free medical testing and
participation fee paid. Call James at

(310)825-2739.

<» I »''•»»»» I »
• • « I
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Thanks for an
"armfur' event
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GSPP
Shaping A New Generation of Business Leaders

bonl«ng. Th« imwram amhtned my mterests in psychology and business in a .^ry appUed mann^."

Steve Blackman facilitates orRanizational change, mergers and restructuring m his n,>s,t,on

?^'pD^r'^'''"''
^'^^"''""'^"^ '' ""K^^*^'* Aircraft. His work as K>rh a research assistant ar

UbPJ -LA s Ogan.zation Ovelopment Center and as a third year intern at a consulting firm
honed his interviewing, surveying, data collection and analysis skills. He has written six
training manuals for the National Management AsstKiatum on ht,w ti, le.nd w. »rk groups and
manage change. " »

"Hie curriculum at CSPP-LA exp.«es Blackman to the latest developments m organizational
theory and practice, and this is crucial as he examines job security in his dissertation.

Blackman is a fourth year student in the Orpmuational PhD program at the California Sckx.j
of Professional Psychology. L«. Angeles, a program that develops prcifessionals who are helping
organizations respond to complex problems in today's changing world.

CSPPoHm PhD pnv«n. in Orpnizaiional and lodustrial Psychology ,«J P,yD and PhD pn^-m, in Clinical

and an application p«;ket, call us toll-frw at 80(V457-1273 (Nat1).or 800/457-5261 (CA).

nonprofii nrganizaziion

Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

jjc
***we were surprised!!! J

To my Jennifer:
I hope your 21st B-day

will be very special, even
though you WQfi*t get

your present till the day
ofyour B-day. Happy B-
oay to someone very

special to me.

Love always,
George

Researcti Subjects 12

Researcti Subjects 12

Research subjeas I6
years and older who
need a fixed bridge for
one tooth are being
recruited for a 4 year

study. Must be willing to
return for annual follow-
up visits for 3 years.
Contact Lynne at the

Clinical Research Center
825-9792

1

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-11
YEARS needed for UCLA research project.
Subjects wilt receive $20 and a free dcvelop-
mcntal evaiuation. 825-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTK3NAL
PROBLEMS 7-n YEARS needed for UCLA
research project. Receive $20 and a free
developmental evaluation. 825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learning experience
825-0392.

Salons 21

ASSISTANT FOR MARKETING RESEARCH
CO. Exposure to many Industries. Interesting
work. Good communication skills. Will train
PT or FT. WLA. 9 AA1.-10 P.M. Mrs. Rost
(310)391-7232.

BEVERLY HILLS up-scalc stationary shop will
hire a person with some computer graphic
skills to oper^e a caligraphy and typesetting
computer. Help with unpacking and gift wrap-
pmg. Part-time, flexibte. $6.50/hour, start
Bill or Jim (310)278-5620.

BOOKKEEPER-P/T-SANTA MONICA Cym-
naslics School needs detailed-oriented, moti-
vated self starter. 3 days a week, flexible hour^
Salary D.O.E.. Call Susan (213)376-5851.

BOOKKEEPER W/STRONG ACCOUNTING
AND COMPUTER BACKGROUND. Lotus
1,2,3 and Peachtree preferred. Outstanding
opportunity to acquire practical experience in

financial managenient. Excellent grades re-

quired. $9-llAir, based on experience.
20-25hrsAivk. Lashon or Arlene, 207-9337.

BOOKKEEPER / PART-TIME FOR REAL ES-
TATE / SECURITIES ATTORNEY Century City,
5-1 5 hrs/wk. $9 +, DOE. Must be Mac literate

(Excel, Quicken). Prefer experienced acctg
major/ long term commiln>ent. Fax Resume to
(310)557.3607 and call 557-2315.

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will
work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Services. $6.63/hr. 206-7686. Contact Paul
Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting
APP's for Winter Quarter.

CASHIER. WESTWOOD MARKET. PT,
days:7am-3pm; eve$:3pm-l 1pm. Apply 9am-
noon, 11031 S.M. Blvd, or call 477-3216.

LAW FIRM
needs motivated person to

do challenging legal and
clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume
wGPA, available times

foe interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

SEXUALLY ACTIVE ADULTS OVER 21 FOR
20-MINUTE INTERVIEWS WITH MEDICAL
STUDENTS PARTKTIPANTS RECEIVE $7 50
PARKING REIMBURSED. INTERVIEWING
MONDAY & TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18,19
AT 2:15 & 3:15 P.M. CALL RITA
310/825-2571.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer
w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.
Under dennatologists supervision. Volunteers
will be paid for info. (213)828-8887.

MODELS WANTED for free professional hair-
cuts In Beveriy Hills. Call Teri (213)936-3408,
leave messagp.

Health Services 22

NON-SURGKIAL LASER THERAPY for pain-
less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free
consultation. Call Beverly Hills
Laser Doctor's Croup. (213)786-0636.

LOSE UP TO 30 pounds in 30 days for less than
$40. Doctor recommefxted. 285-^347.

PROFESSK5NAL MASSAGE THERAPIST and
body worker. Full body or areas of stress
Xavier (213)719-9212/ (213)698-7424

Opportunities

•CASTING EXTRAS' for motion pictures and
commercials. $40-$300/day. Call now
(213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television
Eam up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST. 60 col-
lege credits/A.A. deyee minimum require-
ment. Nights, 5:30pm-8:30am. Children ages
0-8. (213)292-6654.

COMPUTER/BOOKKEEPER, P/T, $8/hr WLA
(213)476-1703.

DISABLED STUDENT NEEDS HELP in doing
laundry and cleaning apartment. Responsible
student sought. 3-4 hourVweek. Flexible
hours, $6/^our. Leave message for Troy at

208-5040.

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon
& evening

hours available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

Earn $250 or More
Research Institute needs

individuals with

diagnosed allergies to

measure effects on
Psychomotor skills.

Must have had a

positive skin test.

Ask for Susan 390-8483

26

ENTREPRENEURS! Do you h^J^^IUhHJ^
idea? Do you need $$$? We can help.
Unlimited Funds. (818)702-9703 .

RAISE BIG MONEY FOR YOUR ORGANIZA-
TION LARGE OR SMALL. CALL RICHARD
969-4826. NO MONEY REQUIRED-

SUMMER MANAGEMENT. Internship inler-
views now taking place. Gain valuable
experience managing a team of employees,
customers, and suppliers. Majority of hirinc
will be completed by November. Average
gross profit $11,287. Call Triple A Student
Painters, for information now
1 -(800)426-6441.

^^

Help Wanted 30

Rides Wanted 14

RIDE WITH PICK-UP TRLICK TO SF for

Thanksgiving weekend to bring down couch.
Will pay money. (213)396-8082.

Wanted 15

SELL your wrecked, well-used or non-running
scooter. (310)478-3694, after 6pm.

$6.6Vhr. Walk on campus. Schedule around
your classes. Opportunity for advancement.
Apply at the Sproul Cafe. 350 De Neve Dr.
(213)825-2074. >

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - FISHE-
RIES. Earn $5,00O4/mo. Free transportation!
Room & board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For
employnr>enl progi;am call Student Employ-
n>ent Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext.154.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN FINANCIAL FU-
TURES TRADING INDUSTRY? PT, flexible
hours, $7.5QA>r. Require experience in run-
ning computer programs. Contact
(310)282-7101.

EXECUTIVE ASSIST. F/T Assistant to Real Estate
Agent in fast pace office. Need Organized,
hard/smart worker, with good written/verbal
skills, computer /W.P. experience. $150(Vmo.
plus bonuses plus medical. Tricia Dix
457-2726.

FAST EASY INCOME! EARN TOG'S weekly
stuffing envelopes. Send self- addressed
stamped envelope to: FAST INCOME, PO BOX
641517, Chicago, II., 60664-1517.

GARRY'S & CO. Men's Clothing Store needs
cashiers and giltwrappers for holidays. FT/PT
Contact Mr. English, 823-7955.

IKOWING CO. NOW HIRING FULL OR
PART TIME OUTSIDE SALES PEOPLE. GOOD
COMMISSION. CALL LA TINT CO
(310)657-0110.

HOLIDAY HELP: Retail sales & customer
service $8.2(V5lart. Requirements: 18 -» years,
car, good Interpersonal skills. Weekend and
evening hous available. (310)396-1478.

I upio S'50 rvf v*^ctnh
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BE YOUR OWN BOSS!
No investment required
Sales tools and training

provided free. Powerfully
proven, patented skin

product. Rendition
fragrances, just in time

for HOLIDAY SALES
For information

(310) 854-3848

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. PT or FT
$1000-300Q/month. Seeking go-getters to
train for management careers. Complete
training and benefits. (818)788-4434 .

IRISH AMERKTAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posi-
tions available PT/FT days/evening^. Good pay
up to $3(Vhr. Call Moo—fri 1 —6pm. Kathline/
Bill (213)458-4427.

MALE MODELS under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. Quick cash!!
(213)664-2999.

MALE MODELS NEEDED. Young, Handsome,
Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great
Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586

MALE MODELS eam $1 SQ/hr. or rrwe. Boyish
and/or athletic 18—24. Cleanshaven face/
little or no chest hair. Playgirl-style
magazines/nudity. Beginners welcome.
InternationalHy known photographer. Brad
(213)392-4248.

MODELS: For 1992-93 swimsuit calendars &
posters, European magazine work. Call
(213)732-5744 for appointment.

NEEDED! 1 FT or PT person to work for
attorneys doing correspondence and legal
documents. We will train, but experience
helpful. Wages + schedule flexible. We also
have an opening for file clerk. (21 3)380-9284,
leave message.

NEEDED EXTRAS FOR FILM, TV. SERIES- cal
for appt (M-F, 9-5) (213)467-5122.

PART-TIME OFFKTE ASSISTANT. Telephone
answering and some word pocessine
(818)936-3725.

PART-TIME, FEMALE, assist disabled fenale
student 3 days per week. Approximately 2-2'/,

hours/day. Must be dependable, sensitive,
caring. Hours can be flexible. On sorority row.
Must be good with hair and make-up.
$10/hour. Call collect (619)759-1925 or
(213)208-3451.

PROJECT MANAGER wanted for 2-year trial

examining the effectiveness of geriatric assess-
ment in recently hospitalized elderly patients
Collect data from patents, maintatn communi-
jiation with physicians, organize files, work
with investigators; word processing skills
needed. 35-40 hrs/wk. Dr Siu 825-3647.

PT ADVERTISING salesin Weslwood Area.
Choose your hours. Call Flyermasters
453-7600.

PT BOOKKEPER, file clerk. Computer know-
ledge Call (310)274-8505, between
8:3a6:30pm.

PT CASHIER. Light typing skills required. For
local SM retailer Starting: $6/hr Contact
Norm (310)829-7119.

PT, GOOD HOURS, GOOD PAY. Pick up
children from school arxi drive to activities.

Must have car. Mike or Peggy, (310)478-81

5

2.

PT SALES-Must be very organized Rodeo Drive
Private Postal Center. Reliable, vocal, well
groomed, & very efficient. (310)281-7176.

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT: SALES & MAN-
AGEMENT OF APARATMENT BUILDINGS
MUST HAVE REAL ESTATE LICENSE, LOTUS
1-2-3, WORD PERFECT BOOKEEPING AND
ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS A MUST! EXCEL-
LENT OPPORTUNITY! SMALL SALARY PLUS
COMMISSION. SCOTT (213)207-0778

RECEPTK)NIST/ORDER DESK PERSON, FULL
TIME. Good verbal communication. Light
typing, filing, and answering phones
(310)478-6051.

SALESPERSON WANTED IN BREAD SHOP
Brentwood Monday, Saturday, or both Refer-
ences. Please call (213)394-5666.

SECRETARY bookkeeping experience, light
typing, answering phones, $l(Vhr. 3-months,
Nov-lan Call (310) 273-9708.

SEEKING PT PERSON TO SERVKTE OFFICE
PLANTS. Flexible hours. Need car Call leff

(310)305-7030.

SMALL WESTWOOD LAW FIRM needs PT
all-around general office help. Call loan
475-0611.

I

8 people needed no^ir
Ean up to $a/hr.

Uousecleaners
•FhU 4 Put-tiflM*

•TImiklmBman*

•itm, Wm«. HliiiiiilB. au. •

Call 013H&S.1817

TALENT SCOUTS needed to recruit campus
hunks for Playgirl Magazine photographer.
Fun, good pay, and experience necessary
(213)40a3305.

TELEMARKETER WANTED. For a large B.H.
investment form. Hourly pay plus bonus.
Michael Horaney, (213)205-4952.

J

VISION MODEL &
TAUNT MANAGEMENT

Models needed. No
Experience Necessary

Modeling Commercials & Film
Call today for an appointment
with top Industry Consultants.

(tl8)«47-6001
BETEKLY IflLLS 901t0

TELEPHONE PERSON for pizza shop in WLA.
$5/hr. + commission, PTonly. Must have great
phone personality and good typing skills. For
interview call (213)559-8241 jody.

TEMP HELP WANTED beginning December
1 3, Westwood, flexible day time hours. Repair,
maintain cassette players. $9 per/hr CALL
COLLECT (415) 898-1112. (INTERVIEWS
NOV 20).

I WANT YOU
To make good rTx>ney and
have fun while helping the

environment. Can you handle
that? If so call Michelle

#300-5300

US MAIL JOBS $11.77 to $l4.9Q/$9.95 fee
Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-
sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

WAIT PERSON NEEDED for a popular West-
side restaurant. Must have experience. Inquire
in person between 3-5pm only. 12217 Wil-
shire Blvd. Los Angeles.

WRITERS EXCHANGE has work for creatively-
talented writers. Paperback novels, non- fiction
books, screenplays. 962-1557. Vernon.

COLLEGE LEVEL bio, chem, & Eng. instmctors^
(up to 45k/yr). MS min. Top recent grad expCr
req (FT & PT). (619)455-1000. '

"
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MEDICAL HISTORIAN-interview palients.

Strong writing/computer skills. Medical
and/or legal experience desirable. Bilingual

Spanish preferred. Full training & benefits.

Full-time in Burbank or Alhambra sites.

$13-16A^our. Send resume dealing with

above to; John Ewing, CBL Medical, 3600
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1908, L.A.90010.

Jobs Wanted 33

U&RTMMBqE $276 up. 60^ Unit

•tudant housing facility. Sh«r«d or

privato. Pool, |acuzzl, racrootlon

room. 1/2 hour drivo to UCLA.
Froo Brochuro. Nortlirldgo

Campus Rasldonco, 0500 Zolzah,

Northrldgo, CA 01325
(8t0>a8e-1717

SECRETARIAL: TEMPORARY PREFERRED
Good skills. Knowledge of campus forms

Grants, manuscripts, correspondence, etc.

WordPerfect. Oependable (213)472-3495.

StCRETARY/WORDPROCESSOR. MATURE
INTailGENT. GOOD BACKGROUND IN

W.P./IBM PC. COMPUTER TYPING 65+
WILLING TO LEARN DATABASE AND
SPREADSHEETS. FLEXIBLE HOURS MINI
MAL DIRECTION. ORGANIZATIONAL AND
TIME MANAGEMENT SKILLS. WORK INDE
PENDENTLY. FULL/PART TIME. J.T.

473-5443.

Intemstiips 34

Walk to Campus/Village

Students Welcome

1+1 / 2 sinks

$800 w/lease

• refrigerator •dishwasher •

• controllod entry • A/C •

" elevator •

519Glenrock
(213)208-4835

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE INTERNSHIP
Dynamic company seeks intern to assist Vice

President of Marketing to lease our office

building in the West of San Fernando Valley.

MWF availability preferred. Excellent training.

$7A»r. plus possible bonuses. Please call The

Abbey Company - (818)713-1800 or FAX
resume to (818)713-0200.

GET YOUR FOOT IN THE DOOR! Film

production co. seeks bright, nnotivated interns.

School credit, some pay. Jackie 820-6733.

INTERNS for feature film. Strong, willing lo

work long hours. 1 1/1 4—12/91/ Great resume

credit. Bob Peris (310)445-5580

INTERNS WANTED FOR AGGRESSIVE AL-

TERNATIVE RECORD LABEL. Various posi

tions available. College credit given. Call Steve

957-4357.

Child Care Wanted 35

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,

saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 car parking in

secure garage, will allow

4 students per

apartment.

From $1250 -$1350
2 weeks free with lease

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

Weekly Rentals
Guest !-latcl«Westwood Village

Cable TV«Microwave •Refrigerator

$199-$235/wlcw/KITCH $295/wk

1 -bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

Why Pay More?
1 & 2 Bedrooms
$575—$800

Newly Remodeled
Must see to

appreciate.

657-8756

f "I'lM

-TACUITY MOM needs chlidcve/ mothers

helper, 15-20 hrs/per week. English, car,

references required. (213) 206-7528.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $550/rTHXilh, first rrxxith 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator Only

ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms

(213)839-7227.

3340 OVERLAND. 1 bedroom $550 unfurn-

ished, $625 furnished. Passing bus to UCLA
(213)837-7755. 4-7pm only.

$475 BACHELOR APARTMENT, utilities and

parking included, full kitchen, 1 -block to

beach. 399-0540.

BRENTVVOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
SINGLE. $725; HUGE 2BE[D/2BATH, $1275;

COMPLETELY REMODELED, BEAUTIFUL
LUXURY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROLLED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND GATED PARK
ING. 1 1 61 1 CHENAULT ST. (21 3)471 -1 340. 4

CULVER CITY, $830, 2-bcd-t-1 'A -bath, carpet,

drapes, quiet rwighborhood and building.

(310)826-6907.

FACULTY AND STAFF: One and two bed-

rooms available in the faculty apts on Leveririg

Call 206-1947 (8am- 5pm).

INGLEWOOD DUPLEX. Very nice 1 -bed. apt

Yard w/ fruit trees, security doors and win-

dows, hardwood floor. $585. Call Jessica

(213)559-7021.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few

miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.

3748 Inglewood Blvd . lust north of Venice

Blvd (213)398-8579.

MAR VISTA. 1-BED: $685 2-BED: $775

Newly painted, laurKJry. 454-0805.

MAR VISTA, $575/mo, price negotiable

1-bed/ 1-bath. Large patio. Refrigerator,

stove. Days, (213)788-0885, evenings,

(818)707-3802.

NEW 2 4 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfield

Ave, WLA. $1250 up. Security parking,

(213)286-9332, (213)839-2269

PALMS. 2-bed/2-balh, $825 & $855 Under

ground parking, fireplace, A/C, alarm, pets

okay. (714)969-8977, & (213)559-6085

PALMS. $450 furnished single. Private patio,

quiet neighborhood. 3733 Keystone.

(310)394-6969.

PALMS cute cheerful 1- bedroom. Upper,

$625/mo, appliances, laundry and parking,

near shopping, and buses. Days (310)

206-1193, Eves (818) 981-2304.

PALMS. Sharp single, $495; 1 -bedroom, $595.

Vertical blinds, carpet, stove, kitchen,

laundry, large and bright, great location

1 -block from Motor and National. 2-parking

spaces. 3351 Vinton. No pets. (310)576-3540.

(310)274-0633. Open. ^
PALMS SPECIAL. No security deposit with

approved credit. $525 for single, $650 & up for

1 -bedroom Pool, sauna, exercise room.

(213)8.36-3800.

PALMS UNFURNISHED APARTMENT
1 BR $590; 2BR 1 1/2BA-$750. Large Rooms

Stove, refrigerator, carport, 824-7157 noon-

6pm

'Wm I fT M ^^T^-^T^^^
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*1 Month Free Rent

(Ask for Details)

•2 Bedrcx)ms/2 Bath

•Central Heating/

Air -Conditioning

•Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,

Refrigerator. Disposal

•Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

Get out of the
Dormsl

We Will help Pay
the cancellation

feesi

Huge Luxury 1 Ac 2
bedrooms,

central air, extra large

closets, fireplace, wet bar,

refrigerator, controlled

entry and parking

Low move in/Low
rental rates

Across From Campus
433 Kelton Avenue
(213)208-8685

•AFFORDABLE*
•3528-3532 Sawtelle*

In Mar Vista near National

2bdrm Ibath

apartments. Uppers &
lowers. Balconies. Stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator.

Spacious with grey

carpet. White Blinds.

$775/month $500 deposit

OPEN DAILY OR
CALL:

Rental Office, 823-4383

nU-E lUiNT

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
, BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PKOI ISSIONAIJ Y iMANACII) HV MOSS cK CO.

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
10DRIVI

Starting at $600
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

PALMS 1 bedroom $695 Sieve & Refrig.

(213)837 7513.

SANTA MONICA, $1150. 2-bcd/1 -balh,

fenced front yard. 5-minute$ UCLA.
(310)396-0300

SANTA MONICA. 3-BED/2-BATH. Hardwood
floors, large yard, 2-car garage. On Princeton,

north of Arizona Rent control. $1,750/mo.

375-0934.

SANTA MONICA 2-bedroom/2-balh, sunny,

spacious, hardwood floors, ST/Ref, laundry,

patio, cats okay. $1450. (213) 458-9758.

SPACIOUS AND BRIGHT 2-BED + DEN. 5

min from UCLA. $895/mo. Call Minju

(310)477-3036.

VAN NUYS: LARGE 1 -bed & den. Dishwasher,

stove, fireplace, 1chil<Vlpel ok, or good for

roommates. (818)997-6766.

WESTCHESTER, $1085/mo., new luxury

2bcd/2bath, fireplace, laundry, private garage,

dishwasher, intercom. (310)546-3187,
(310)215-9310.

WESTWOOD. X-large 1-bed. S790/wo. Walk

to UCLA and Village. Hardwood floors.

10971Vi Roebling Ave. (213)208-4253,

(213)824-k595.

Furnished

Apartment
111 Westwood
Across From
Campus

sSMi

565 Gayley

824-0836

Ask about our special.

VESTWOOD PLAZA
APARTMENTS

Directly across from
mid-campus UCLA

Furnished &c Unfurnished

Bachelors from $550.

Singles from $600 to $750

1 Bdrms from $700 to $900

2 Bdrms/2 Bth from$1200

Variable Length Leases

501-505 Gayley Ave.
(213)208-8505

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD
SINULto (JNL >. W^J' ' Bi n^r.1::,

GATtl) r.AMA^.f- PAI ' )Uy
POOl. .JA(.U/7i ihKPt A''t
WALK !N CL'jSF !> FULL
KITCHEN LMSH V.'AsHER
REC ROOM PUL'L TABl.E

VIDEO OAr.lES LAUriURY
FACILITY GAh> A VVAIlR MAID
F R C) M f ^. :• ^' P R ^'r^ N
ROOMMATES AVAILABLE

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976
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DIAMOND HEAD APTS
WestwcxKl

Single-

Fumished/Unfumished
from $750
2bedroom-

Fumished/Unfumlshed
from SI 200

All Amenities

660 Veteran
208-2251

WESTWOOD X-LARCE 1-BED. $750-up.

FurnishccUUnfurnished. Parking. Near UCLA,
avail, now. 11069 Strathmore.
(310)454-8211.

WESTWOOD, 61 6 Veteran, WALK TO UCLA.
Singles & 1 -bedrooms, $590 and up.

(213)206-4934.

WESTWOOD ADJ., sunny, modern 2-bed/

2-bath. New kitchen, extra-large closets, AK,
patio, 5-min. UCLA, quiet building. $1050.

(213)474-6606.

WESTWOOD $1 1 50- $1 550. Terrific, large 2

& 3-bedrooms. Separate diningroom, built-ins,

refrigerator, dishwasher, MI,garden- balcony,

microwave. 1711 Malcolm, */• /4-mile cam-

pus. (213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD -FREE MONTH- 1 -block to

UCLA, studio, 1 -bd/1 -bth, 2-bd/1-bth.

Furnished/unfurnished. Clean, parking, laun-

dry, facilities, pool. $600 and up. 10941

Strathmore (213)206-7294.

AMAZING 2BED/2BATH 'WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, enclosed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-

portation A UCLA. (213)475-6717.

WESTWOOD Luxury 2-bed/1 -3/4bath.

$1 100. Appliances, gated entrance and park-

ing, 1 block from UCLA. 445 Landfair.

(213)824-1969.

WESTWOOD. Large 2-bed/ 2-balh, fumished/

unfurnished. Pool/ Jacuzzi, long/ short-term,

$1400. (213)470-1513.

WLA-18ED/1BATH. Private patio, built-ms.

$650. 1412 Brockton Ave. (816)366-6732.

WLA 2-BEDROOM, $900, 1 -bedroom,
$650-675. Santa Monica/ Barrington area.

Appliances, quiet, clean. Lease
(213)476-7116.

WLA 2BEDRM/2BATH plus huge den and

patio. $1100. 1412 Brockton Ave
(618)366-6732.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single. Ideal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

WESTWOOD DELUXE 1 -BED/1-BATH. 5

MIN. WALK TO UCLA. FULL KITCHEN, A/C,

WATER PAID, PARKING. AVAILABLE TO-
DAY. $750-$600 THE BEST DEAL IN WEST-
WOOD! (213)208-8681

WLA/PALMS $635/mo. 2bed /I bath. Refrig.,

vertical blinds, patio. Security building.

(213)471-0663.

WLA/PALMS. LOVELY 2-bed/1-bath lower.

New decor, light oak floors, enclosed garage.

10832 Charnock Rd. $800. (213)639-0753 or

(213)454-6223.

WLA Single Furnished: Fridge, new carpet,

curtains, security, 10-mins by bus $60(Vmo.

Present occupant will give free TV, cable

ready. (213)477-7239/ (213)479-2769.

evenings.

WLA. Very nice 3 unit triplex 1 bed/1 bath; 1

car garage. 2276V» Carmelina Ave. $650/mo.

(213)458-8859

Apartments Furnished 50

Beverly Glen, 1 -bedroom, garage apartment.

$500/mo. References required. (213)

474-1930.

REDUCED FROM $925 TO $600. 1-bd. furn-

ished, (for 2). Full kitchen & bath. 476
Landfair. (213)276-5677.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/nK>. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (213) 824-OTBT;;

mmmmmmmmmmmmtfm

m
Beverly Hills Bachelors

Special Student Discount

Hi* •Iffhi Hllto 9L Horifa

m

• PUmkhed bachdori with cx>lar

T.V., mkxowave, and refrigeraior

• Wofkout facJity

•Jacuzzi
• 10 minutes from campus by bus

,

mop at top of street

Cai 27941M for lirfonMHoa
120 S. Reeves between Beverfy &

Cannon, ck>8e to Wilshire

Apts. Unfurnished 51

U DEN/1 -'A BATH. Bright, spacious, airy.

Prime location. Easy access to shops-UCLA.

Security bidg. $900/mo. (310)207-6430.

$700 Palms modern 1 bedroom. Security

building. Stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, a/c,

fireplace. (310)836-5311, (310)837-0761.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $850-$895. 1-

bedroom, $750. Near Wilshire & UCLA. Lease

to 2. Single, $650. (213)826-8461

SINGLE, 1-2 BEDROOM, $660-1050. Sec-

urity, refrigerator, Jacuzzi, sundeck, ocean

view. (213)626-5528.

WESTWOOD, $750, extra large 1 -bedroom,

parking. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator.

Available now. 11093 Strathmore. (310)

454-621 1

.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $700, 1 -bedroom.

$1 100 , 2-bedroom/1 -bath. Parking included.

1-1/2 blocks to campus. 10990 Strathmore.

(213)395-2903.

WLA, CLOSE TO UCLA, $700/mo., 1-bed/

1 -bath built-ins, pool, garden like.nice tenants.

(213)477-9955.

WLA. One-bedroom, $675/mo. Security

building, parking, new carpet. Walk to UCLA.

1 450 Midvale. (21 3)391 -2674.

Apartments to Share 52

BEAUTIFUL TO SHARE IN 2-BED/2-BATH

Garage, cable TV, Jacuzzi. 2-block$ off Wil-

shire. $575. 1375 Midvale Ave. Apt. 106.

BEAUTIFUL Apt. large room and bath. Walk to

UCLA. Perfect for serious student or profes-

sional. Non-smoker. $650.(213)470-9872

BRENTWOOD to share 2bath/2bdrm with

professional & dog. $550/mo. Dec. or Jan.

(310)447-2235

COOL WEST HOLLYWOOD APT 2-st07,

own room, hardwood floors. Must be non-

smoker. $450/mo. Available Dec. 1.

(213)939-5154.

CULVER CITY. 2-BED/1-BATH DUPLEX.

Fumished, parking, washer/dryer, nice neigh-

borhood. $40(Vmo 4- 'A utilities. Female pre-

ferred. (213)292-9792.

CUTE HOUSE. WESTCHESTER Need female

to share 2-bed/1-bath. Washer/Dryer. Storage.

Large closets. $450. Julie (213)336-1432.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, huge Melrose/Fairfax

apartment. Private room, wood floors, sec-

urity, parking. $450/mo. Kristen

(213)651-3572.
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Apartments to Share 52 Room for Rent 54

MEDICAL RESIDENT WITH ROOM AVAIL-
ABLE. 2bed/2bath, pool, Jacuzzi, tennis

courts, close lo campus. $450/mo
(310)821-5340.

MUSIC TEACHER seeks female non-smoker to
share gorgeous B.H. penthouse. Security bidg.
with pool. Convenient to everything. $525/fT>o
Call Ruth (213)271-1939.

NEW-DECORATED except vacant bedrooms
Secured parking 2-bed/1balh, female, non
smoker wanted. $400/mo. Utilities included
(310)399-1610.

S.M. CANYON BEACH, r>on-srT>oking woman,
no pcU. Separate entrance/ bath. Kitchen
privileges, parking. Fine home. $550.
(310)459-2109.

SUNNY, PRIVATE ROOM/PATKD/BATH in

large S^. corKb. Female only. $425/mo
(includes utilities). (213)452-0704.

ONE-BEDROOM AVAILABLE in 3-bed Brent-
wood apt. Huge, great area, pool, parking.
$475/mo. Call 476-3879.

OWN BEDROOM, share bath, near Ban-ington
8t Wilshire. Available now. Non-smoker
$40(ymo. (213)473-1905.

PhD STUDENT WISHES SAME TO share
apartment. $45C/mo. Call Bev (310)620-5367

PRIVATE BEDROOM w/own bath. Full living
room 4r kitchen privileges. $400/mo. Call
Garry, (310)639-9919. ___^
PROFESSIONAL MALE wants to share 2-bed-
room in Mar Vista. $365/mo. Move in now
(310)391-7175.

House for Rent 56

2.BED/1-BATH. WLA. Close to UCLA. New
carpets, new paint, pets okay. Near S.M. Blvd.

Drive by 11428 Missouri. If interested,

(213)477-7222. $1,365/fTH>.

2BEDROOM DUPLEX. Westwood. Updated,
fireplace, hardwood floors, many extras. Must
see. Days (213) 624-6707, Eves 391-9734.

NEWLY REMODLED 3-bed/1V4 bath. Very
convenient location in Sherman Oaks.
$2000/mo. Faculty preferred. 202-0130.

PACIFIC PALISADES 2 - 1 + bonus, washer/
dryer, refrigerator, replace, near schools,
LXTLA, buses. $1 700. 454-2776 Of 459-31 54.

PALMS. 2-bed/1-bath. Burber carpet, large

yard. $1,250. 11174 Charnock.
(213)933-9388.

RELIABLE FEMALE NON-SMOKER TO SHARE
SPACIOUS 1 -BED/1 -BATH. Security building,
parking, pool, sauna, rec room. Utilities.

Amazingly S200/mo. (816)761-4093, eves.

ROOMATE WANTED. November rent free.

Looking for M or F to share 2-bedroom apt
N-Orange Grove road near Fairfax and Mel-
rose. $475/mo. Must see to appreciate. Gra-
ham, day (213) 653-0408 eves (213) 653
-7506.

House to Share 57

SUNNY NEW APT. PRIVATE ROOM, BATH &
PHONE. PARKING, SECURITY. NON-
SMOKER. WESTWOOD. $600
213-470-9872.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, large
3-bedroonr\/2-bath house. Share with one non-
smoking female professional. $550/nrK}. (21 3)
937-9246.

MAR VISTA Large 3bd/2bath House to share
with female staff nr>ember. Non-smoking fe-

male preferred $455/mo (310)391-0230.

WLA, own room/ bath in 5-bed house. Share
w/ UCLA students. 2 rooms/ bath available.

$500 A $425. (605)640-0816.

WANT TO SHARE 2-BEDROOM APART-
MENT with graduate student? Prime Brent-
wood location. $650/mo. Parking. Jeff (310)
447-3020.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Own roorrVbath,

Jarge 2bcd/2balh apartment. Firepiacar privatt
patio, cat. S575/mo (21 3)208-3335.

WILSHIRE BLVD, $750/MO. View, balcony,
gym, parking, security bIdg, own bath.
288-1633.

House for Sale 58

CAPE COD STARTER, Mar Vista, charm ga-
lore. Formal diningroom, hardwood floors.

$279,900. Open Sunday 1 1/16, 1-4. Roberta
Trousdale (310) 306-0073.

WLA $325- TWNHSE, A/C, iec. pkng, no
imoke. Near UCLA. Be Neat, Tidy. 575-1 166.

Roommates 53

ASAP! Female needed to join 3 girls in 2bd
Kelton apartment. Spacious, hardwood floors,
free cable, only $362.50/nx).I Call Rachel
(310)624-1714.

FEMALE, 2-bed/ 2-bath, Westwood, beautiful
new Gayley apartments. Balcony, high ceil-
ings. $34Q/mo. Jennifer (213)206-5138.

FEMALE needed to share 2-bed apt. with 3
Seniors. Huge, furnished apartment. 'A block
from campus. 206-5461

FEMALE, non-smoker to share 2bed/1 ba. Furn-
ished Beverly Hills apartment, $484 +
utilities.Shelly 275-0449.

FEMALE, SHARE EXECUTIVE SINGLE with two
girls. $283.33|/hfK> - utilities. Ask for Rosalie or
Dulce, (310)2084)789.

FEMLALE roommate needed lo share 2-bed.
% block from campus. Seema, Jana 824-0796

NEED 2 GIRLS TO SHARE large bedroom w/
own bath in 2-bd^2-bth. Close to campus, #1
bus to school ar>d shopping. Available De<y
Jan, $310 each. Kelly 478-4131

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2-bed apt. in
Beverly Hills. $425/mo. (213)657-5320.

SHARE APARTMENT with 2 non-smoker,
quiet males. Walk campus. $292/mo. Chris or
Phu, evenings (310)624-3922.

WALK TO UCLA. Need clean, responsible

female to share room & bath in beautiful

Hilgard condo. $400/month.
Sue-31 0-824-9777.

WALK LXTLA/ largest 2bdrm/2bath. Female to

share beautiful condo with 3 others. $395/ea.
(213)9616695.

MAR VISTA. Westdale trousdale. Enlarged
3+2. Formal dining, fanSily room, and office.

Convenient location. $465,000. 576-7929.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles lo
UCLA, 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, great
view. $549,000 Dave (818)763-6875.

Housing Needed 60

FURNISHED CONDO/APT/HOUSE for visit-

ing faculty couple starting sonr»etinr>e Jan 1 992
for 5-6 months. Santa nrwnica/WLA area call

(714) 626-5321.

NEED HOUSE FOR VISITING PROFESSOR.
January-June '92. Preferably furnished. Close
lo UCLA. 3-4 bedrooms. Call Debra
(213)825-2506.

Real Estate 61

OFFiaS NEAR BEACH FOR RENT. 800-4200
SQ. FT. 16-FT. CEILING. NATURAL LIGHT
PARKING. 396-3668.

Room/Board for Help 62

FAMILY IN BEVERLY HILLS desires PT evening
and weekend babysitting services in exchange
for room & board. Flexible. 273-5090.

NK:E HOLLYWOOD HILLS FAMILY needs PT
childcare, in exchange for private roomA)alh --

board. 650-3100

Townhouse for Rent 66

LUXURY TOWNHOUSE IN SHERMAN
OAKS. 3-bedrooms/ 3 bathrooms, central air,

fireplace. Must see. $1,350/mo.
(618)782-5763.

Condos for Sale 67

Room for Rent 54

BEVERLY HILLS furnished room in large house
with grad students, pool, washer/dryer, kitchen

privileges, need car. $450, utilities included.

Leave message, Abby (818)783-5151.

BRENTWOOD AREA large private roorrVbath,
non-smoker, light duties, pets, utilities in-

cluded. $395 + deposit. (21 3)393-61 71

.

CHABAO HOUSE AT LXTLA OFFERS HOUS
INC IN A JEWISH ENVIRONMENT WITH
KOSHER MEALS, PARKING, LAUNDRY AND
REC FACILITIES. ACROSS FROM UCL\ 741
GAYLEY AVE. ONLY $350/MO. MENDY
(213)206-7511. * '-

FURNISHED ROOM w/ pvt.-balh in large

Home. Kitchen privi ledges, non-smoker. Close
to UCLA. $450. 475-5125.

MASTER BEDROOM for rent. Security park-
ing, x)»u campus transportation. $436.5a/mo
•» utilities. Available 12/1. (213)391-1541.
Leave message. ^
PACIFIC PALISADES. Room in 3-bed. House
share Vh bath. Quiet responsible person,
non-smoker. $465 plus utilities
(213)666-6130 or (213)454-4372.

SANTA MONICA. Large bedroom, private
bath. FurnishecVunfurn. Private entry, washer/
dryerAitchen privileges. $475. Call Dee
451-1845. Avail now.

BARGAIN: 1+1 top floor condo near Marina,
freeways. Lease option available. Tristan

(310)641-1065.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. WALK TO
LXTLA. STUDKD $95K. 1BR/1BA $150K. Call

Bob/Agent (213)470-178 1.

Condos for Share 68

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED 2Bed/1 1/2Bath
Condo. Own room. Extras - TV, VCR, Cable.
Clean, quiet. Walk to UCLA. $625/mo
(310)824-4098.

Condos for Rent 69

2-BD/2-BA CONDO FOR RENT, 2 space
parking, fumished, 4 blocks west of Ohio &
Sepulveda, $1 100 per n>onlh (negotiable). Jay
452.5650. '

FOR RENT: Luxury 1 -bed/1 V, -bath in West
Hollywood $1250. Highrise condo. Great
location. 6th floor. Magnificent city view.
Valet parking. Garage, security, pool, suana,
conference rooms, excercise room. Furnished/
Unfurnished. One year lease. (213)659-0761
Of (212)876-6068

FURNISHED 2+2, 3 nrw. min. Charming
building. Pool etc. Walk to UCLA. Unfurn-
ished for longer term. $1500. 475-3435.

ONE—BEDROOM West Hollywood Condo
for rent. Most utilities included, amenities.
$875/nx). Call 559-6248.

WESTWOOD CONDO. Hilgard and LeConte.
2-bed/2-baths. Washer/dryer, 2 security park-
Ing spaces, full kitchen, $130a^.,.»i/
(818)286-0034.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PI 1771

F

ACROSS
1 Hold
6 Dollar bills

10 Shine
14 Negative

answer
15 Athena
16 Latvian city

17 Ammonia
compound

18 Daily

publication
20 Used to be
21 Specks
23 Got up-tight
24 Chair

material
25 Virtuous
26 Two-sided
30 Shelters
34 Got rid of

35 Not
industrious

37 Exclamation
38 Take chances
39 Forest

clearing
41 " Song Be

Your
Umbrella"

42 Lingo: suit.

43 — belt

44 Gave money to
induce certain
actions

46 Hurl
48 Cabinet VIP
50 Nuisance
52 Headstrong
53 Move quickly
56 "-^ of Eden"
57 Plunge
60 Most jovial

62 Lyric poem
64 Arm bone
65 Go out with
-^ Mackenzie or

Mississippi

r»REVIOU8 PUZZLE SOLVED
F L A 1 R E L A N

1
c A s!eI
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A C H E

1
A L O E \ R E N E
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%ur
^Birthday

67 Fishing gear
68 Prosecuted
69 Furtive one

DOWN
1 Chew away
2 "Arrivederci.

3 Auction terms
4 Depravity
5 Happen before
6 Run
7 Beverages
8 Darn, perhaps
9 Must
10 Rio —
11 Facial

features
12 Type of

molding
13 City area
19 Flower
22 Nervous
24 Container

26 Head cover
27 — coffee
28 — beam
29 Having wings
31 Queen of —
32 Spud
33 Suspicious
36 Referees:

slang
40 Ultimate
41 Stone: suff.

43 Drudgery
45 Dozers
47 Musical shows
49 Boxed
5 1 Slides out of

control

53 Stay away
from

54 Far: pref.

55 Talk wildly

56 This: Sp.
57 Peace symbol
58 Brain wave
59 — up: enliven
j61 — CiairarWift^
"B3 Fastener

1 2 3 4 5

1

6 7 a 9

1
10 11 12 13
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^

1
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^7 68 69

Nov. 15, 1M1

You may establish some new relation-
ships with some rather influential peo-
ple in the year ahead, ironically, howev-
er, those who'll help you the most wilt be
of lesser ranks
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Mov. 22) This is one
of those unusual days where it may ap-
F)ear as if everyone is ganging up on
you. Your assessment is erroneous, but
if you believe it. it might cause them to
do so. Get a jump on life by understand-
ing the influences governing you in the
year ahead Send for Scorpio's Astro-
Graph predictions today by mailing
$1.25 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to Astro-Graph, c/o
this newspaper. P O. Box 91428. Cleve-
land. OH 44101-3428. Be sure to state
your zodiac sign.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Ooc. 21) You
might be just a tad behind the curve to-
day in matters pertaining to your ca-
reer. Don't make the mistake of think-
ing your position is stror>ger than it

actually is

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-J«n. 19) Usually,
you re not a gullible individual, and
you re quite good at discerning the true
motives of others. Today, however,
these assets might not t>e op>erating. Be
careful

AOUARIUS (4mn. 20-Feb. 19) For
someone who takes pride in k>eing inde-
p>endent. you might t>e cast today in the
unfamiliar role of depending too heavily
on others, especially in matters that af-
fect your material security
PISCES (Feb. 2(MMarch 20) To be on
the safe side today, do not let anyone
make important decisions for you. Lis-
ten to their suggestions and points of
view, but do the decidmgtyourself.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) Sincere hu-
mility IS an admirable virtue, but today
you might humble yourself for ulterior
purposes. Let at least a portion of your
3CIO Shine through
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) On occa-
sion, it's necessary to assert yourself
when dealing with others However, you
might do so with the wrong people at
the wrong time today
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) You may get
involved in something today where you
mistakenly feel you have strqng support
behind you. Be careful. t>ecause the
ranks following you might not t>e as
dedicated as you are
CANCER (June 21-July 22) You could
be a thfle gullible today, and this might
prove to be counterproductive Instead
of t>elieving everything you hear, re-
quest verification.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Conditions are
uncertain today where your commercial
or financial affairs are concerned
Somethir>g that initially appears to be a
bargain might be just the opposite
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) A partner-
ship you're presently involved in could
coliapse of its own weight at this tinr>e —
if each partner does not make an equal
conthbution.

UBRA (Sopt 23-Oct. 23) Do not as-
sume today that critical situations will

automatically sort themselves out to
your satisfaction You must make things
happen, not leave them up to chance.

HAPPY BIBTHBiOr
SAHTOSi

•WELCOME TO MANHOOD!
(you don't have to party with 13 year olds any more

Love your Staff

«#-.
-,j^<
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Guest House for Rent 70 Tutoring Needed 99

1 -BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE w/ loft Uilities

paid. Wa»hcr/ dryer included. Fenced yard.

Street parking. $950. (310)450-8328.

LARGE FURNISHED GUESTHOUSE in Be-

verly Hillt. $1,200, flexible. 273-5090.

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
sun^ounded by pines. Close to everything fully

equipped - reasonable rates. (818)785-1028.

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MOUNTAIN RE-

TREAT. FIREPLACES. HOT TUB. FULLY
EQUIPPED. SLEEPS 5-^. (213)391-6808

EVENINGS.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY! Tandem or static line with

Skydiving Adventures, Inc. Student discounts.

For further info, and free brochure
1-800-526-9682.

Ctilld Care 90

PREOCRESSIVE PLAYHOUSE. WLA Daycare

Home. Children ages 1-4. Experienced pre-

school teacher, state license. Large yard. Lots

of activities. Call Steianie 473-2771.

Insurance 91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE

FRFHOWFR QUOTE (\]!l

Pia^Sfv-Ziri) (818!31?-151

'•^CSl PRICt ir^SA"'

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

1213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S nK)ving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experiernzed, and reli-

able. jeny (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCEP^EASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

BEARDS BDITINC
All aufajecta. Theses/Dlsaertadaiis

Proposals and Books.

Foreign students welcome.

PAPOBNOT FOR SALE
Sbaron Bear, PhD
(213>47M662

RESEARCH, WRmNG, editing

All Levels-All Subjects

Foreign StixJents Welcome

Fast, Professional-Quaity Guaranteed

Call Research 213-477-8226

M-F 10 a.m.- 5 pjn.

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPINQEDITING GRA-
DUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION ESSAYS,

OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes-

sional help from nationally-known author/

consultant. (213)826-4445.

NEED HELP EDITING, WRITING PAPERS?

Research papers, proposals, studies. No papers

for sale. (818)905-8483.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-

graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirenr>ent. (21 3)871 1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(213)473-4193.

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-

nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/

Composition, Finance, Foreign languages.

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)748-741 2.

COMPUTER SCIENCE TUTOR. Experienced,

professional. Master's degree in C.S., will

help improve your grade. Guaranteed.

(213)477-8234.

ESIA:C>MP0SITI0N/EDITING. Duke gradu-

ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)285-4616.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian (213)478-5822.

PATIENT TUTOR MATH (ARITHMETIC THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS.

WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF-
RELIANCE. FOR FREE INFO CALL JIM

(213)747-5118.

ENGLISH TUTOR/ S.A.T PREP for 1 Uh grader

At home. Call evenings 8-10 PM.
(310)559-4237.

NEED HELP on 386 clone for Windows, Word,
CD-ROM $35^r. Craig (310)829-1516.

Typing 100

$1.75 PER PAGE: Thesis, Papers, Resun^cs,

Transcriptions, Manuscripts, Charts, and
Crapht. (310)306-2648.

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING for Valley Students. 20 years

exp., laser, ipellcheck (818)752-1980 7 days.

Bam- 10pm. Rushes okay.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -6 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (213)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (irxrluding disserta-

tions,mailings,resumes). Editing/graphics

available. Laser printer. Near campus.
9am-^pm Ani (213)312-3332

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. RUSHES. GUARAN-
TEED. 1 MILE FROM UCLA 213-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resunies, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (213)827-5090.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,

laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (213)788-9885.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees r>egotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kalhryn-

(213)939-4303.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, term papers,

scripts, theses, papers. National/ Sepulveda.

(213)397-9711.

IS TYPING your thing? ? NO ? I can help. Fast,

accurate, flexible rates. Carolyn
213/671-3610.

Modern Secreterial and Graphic services: IBM
it MAC. Oiscounl to &tudent&^ Pick uf]/-

delivery. 24hrs serviced Angelica
(213)446-8899.

PLEASE!!! A.J.'s MAGKI FINGERS— Type 1 1

5

wpm- will type anything, anytime. Call A.j.

(310)475-8902 MC—VISA—AMEX.
PRECISION TYPING $2.50/Double Space

Page Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-

Delivery Available (2130864-3981

PROFESSKJNAL RESUME SERVICE. Theses-

term papers. Employment service. Delta Per-

sonnel Sen/ices, Simi Valley. (805)526-5210.

PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING by the

Way company. Word Perfect 5.1 , Competelive

rates. Call (213) 474-9648.

PROFESSIONAL WORDPROCESSING in my
home. High quality. Accurate. Weekends and

evenings ok! Good rates. Dee (21 3)398-1 21 7.

PROF. WRITER/MAGNA CUM LAUDE offers

writing/research assistance. Phone/fax

(818)753-9939, 6-9pm.

THE TYPING GUY! I'll type anything. I'm

cheap and quick. Reports, scripts, letters,

whatever. (213)207-5192.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

WDod (213)466-2866.

WORDPROCESSING/DESK TOP PUBLISH-

ING, papers, resumes, transcriptions, ABA
format. Westwood. (213)473-5755

A BRILLIANT IDEA!! Wordprocessing/
proofreading. LOW RATES. Screenplays, pap-

ers, resumes, theses. 24-HOURS. Student dis-

count. (213)207-6496

WRITER'S BLOCK? WRITING APPREHEN-
SION? Professional writing counselor with

Hansard doctorate will work privately with you

on dissertations, theses, term papers, or prepar-

ing forcomps. Result-orientated. Your medical

insurance may apply. Call Productive Prose

(213) 316-5128.

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(21.1)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets

results. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional

service. (2131450-0133
"

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experierKed Career Counseloi . Also

college admission essays. Lee (21 3)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clienU

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

HAWAII, MEXICO, BAHAMAS, ORLANDO
$99 ROUND TRIP. Advance reservation, open

dates, some restrictions. Call (818) 883-7100.

Travel Tickets 106

2OW TKIKETS to NYC |FK from LAX on 1 1/26.

Best offer. 451-2877.

LAX-HONOLULU, roundtrip, Dec.17-27, re-

turn changeable, $35(yobo Call 476-8377.
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CrossFCountiy looking to
improve at district meet
By Michael Klein

The UCLA women's cross
country team is facing a do or die

situation, but even if they do,

there's no guarantee they won't
die.

The Bruins will be competing in

the NCAA District Eight Region-
als at Fresno State University, and
need a phenomenal showing in

order to extend their season and
receive an at-large berth into the

NCAA Championship meet on
Nov. 25.

*«i
*I would say that we pretty

much have to win it or at least

come in second place to make the

NCAAs," head coach Bob Messi-

na said.

That is a tall order indeed,

considering that the West region

— containing schools from Cali-

fornia, Oregon, Washington,
Nevada and Arizona — is one of

the toughest in the nation.

Headlining the Regionals are

the fourth-ranked Oregon Ducks,

who won their second consecutive •

Pac-10 Championship two weeks
ago and are shooting for a national

championship. The Ducks have

considerable depth, as all five of

their ninners finished in the top 25

in the conference meet, including a

sweep of the top three spots by
Lisa Kamopp, Lucy Nosrala and
Nicole Woodward.

Other strong teams include No.

12 UC Irvine, No. 19 Arizona and

Washington, which has previously

been ranked but isn't currently. At
the conference meet, the Bruins

finished far behind those three

teams, so the probability of a

finishing first or second is extre-

mely unlikely.

Senior Nicole Nugent will lead the UCLA women's cross-country

team In the District Regionals on Saturday.

The Bruins are in this precarious

position as a result of an injury-

plagued» unimpressive season.

They have been without two of last

year's top runners, Jennifer Ashe
and Karen Hecox, for the whole
season. As a result, Messina has

devoted much of this year's cam-
paign to finding two solid runners

at the fourth and fifth spots.

**(Those positions) have been

our trouble spot for most of the

year. At this point in the season,

though, everyone is in the same
sort of shape," Messina said.

Leading the way for the Bruins

will be senior Nicole Nugent, the

top runner this year. The Del Mar
product finished 12th place at the

conference meet, and won three

invitational meets during the reg-

ular season.

Junior Kira Jorgensen and
sophomore Beth Bartholomew
have had some solid performances

during the year and are hoping to

turn it up a notch for the regionals.

In those important fourth and fifth

spots are Emily Nicklin and
Melissa Sutton.

• • S
From page 24

Martin's longtime backcourt

mate, senior Gerald Madkins said

of the decision, "We can't let it

affect us as players, but I wish

(Harrick) would have just come
out and said it"

For now at least, Madkins and
Tarver will be the starting guards

for the Bruins. They will be joined

by the Bruins' pair of prolific

scorers, forwards Don MacLean
and Tracy Murray.

At center, Harrick has said that

he will start Rodney Zimmerman
this season. However, 6-foot-5-

inch swingman Mitchell Buder
may get the starting nod against

Indiana in order to guard Cheaney

and to create match-up problems

for the Hoosiers.

"If I start Zimmerman I have a

tough time matching up with

Indiana," Harrick said. "If I start

Butler, they have a tough time

matching up with us."

Harrick also added that new
assistant coach Steve Lav in, who
was a volunteer assistant coach last

year with Purdue, is familiar with

Indiana (both schools are in the

Big Ten) and recommends a small

lineup.

Regardless of starting lineups,

the game is a match-up with

national implications. UCLA is

ranked among the Top 12 teams in

the country in virtually all presea-

son publications and is No. 1 in

Basketball Weekly.

The Hoosiers are a consensus

Top 5 team.

The Bruins know that the game
doesn't mean that much, since it is

only mid-November, yet they are

understandably excited to play the

highly-touted Hoosiers and anxi-

ous to begin the 1991-92 hoops
campaign.

"I think we're ready to get after

some new meat," MacLean said.

"We've been beating up on each

other for three or four weeks now
(in practice) and we're ready to

go/*

Travel Tickets 106 Autos for Sole 109 Autos for Sole
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Advertising

825-2161

AMERICAN FLYERS
SANTA MONICA AIRPORT

•STUDENT INTRO RIGHT SPECIAL $99*
•PRIVATE CERTIFICATION DURING BREAK*

•LAUNCH YOUR AVIATION CAREER*

800-233-0808
• • • OVER FIFTY YEARS AS THE NATION'S

PILOT TRAINING SPECIAUSTS • • •

TIRED OF TWEEZING,
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

HAVE IT REMOVED PERMANENTLY
BY ELECTROLYSIS

Complimentary Consultation

ELECTROLYSIS BY LINDA
The Westwood Building

1081 Westwood Suite 224 475-4135

Shaker's.
THE ONLY ONE

WHO CAN TOP OUR
PIZZA IS YOU.
FREE & FAST DELIVERY

Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken

and mojo potatos Only $10.95

Large two topping pizza^,j|y
$8.99

2 slices, 1/2 order of mojos and all

you can drink Only $2.99
1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470

Sun-Thurs 11-lam; Fri & Sat ll-2am

824-4111
L ^ J

Shahey's

PilZA
fUsiAuranI

109 Scooters for Sole 115 Furniture for Sole 126

ROUND-TRIP ticket to Seattle. Leaves Wed.
11/27, returns Sunday 12/1. $30(Vobo.

(818)344-2936.

OW LAX TO TAMPA departing fslov.15,

Friday, 11 :25am, arrives 10pm. $SG^obo. Call

(310)390-8489/lc^ve message.

Autos for Sole 109

1977 PORSCHE 924, Silver, Beautiful condi-

tion, AN^M Cassette, all extras, low milage,

original owner $275(yobo. (310)472-5551.

1 964 SAAB TURBO, black, 47k miles, sunroof,

loaded, one owner. 55600. (310)396-3668.

1985 SUBARU WAGON, Red, 4-WD, Turt)o,

loaded except radio, original owr^er, all re-

cofds $5,40Q/obo (310)472-5551.

'69 HYUNDAI EXCFL CL. Auto, A/C, fnVcass,

new brakes & tires, runs great. $3,300.

(618)769-9193.

AUDI FOX 1979. Sunroof, ANVFM, fuel injec-

tion, new parts. 82,000 miles. $1,150.

(213)957-1266.

AUDI 4000 '82. Gold, 5-spd. 100,000 miles.

Good condition. $1,000 (213)645-4430.

BMW '74 2002, new paint, rebuilt engine,

standard trans, new tires, sun-roof. $390Q^obo.

(805) 634-2969 (Bakersfield).

CHEAP! F.B.I. /U.S. SEIZED.
'89 Mercedes. ..$200, '86 VW. ..$50,
'87 Mercedes. .$100,'65 Mustang. ..$50.

Choose from thousands starting $25 FREE 24

hour Recording Reveals details.

(601)379-2929, Copyright* CAIIKjC

CHEVETTE, '62, $950, 4-door, runs great, just

had tunerup. Call Jennifer (310)206-5138.

CHEVROLET SPRINT 1987. 49,000 miles.

Stick shift. Good condition. $2800/obo. Call

Daniela (714)566-5420.

CHEVY Z24, '69, loaded, 30kmiles. Must sell.

$7,00C/obo. k>e 209-1291.

CONVERTIBLE VW-RABBIT '63. VS/hite, new
top, new tires, low mileage, great car!

$520Q/obo. (213) 207-0109.

DAFSUN 210 1977. Automatic, AM/FM ste-

reo, new front tires. Runs great. Only $670.

Call (213)365-5361.

FOR SALE BY OWNER: HYUNDAI EXCEL,

'88, BLUE, LIKE NEW. $3600/OBO.
(213)659-0761.

MAZDA RX7 '79. 5-speed. AC Power brakes.

Red with black interior. Custom wheels. Rear

window louverf. Pull-out stereo. Bra. Mainte-

narKe records. Immaculate. $265(Vobo. Leave

message. 394-0760.

MITSUBISHI STARION TURBO '85 Great

Condition, Great Deal, Fully loaded. Moving

Must Sell. Leave message $3,550
(213)285-4610.

TOYOTA SUPRA '89. Grey, automatic, sun-

roof, a/c, excellent condition. $13,000 Byron

(213)636-3692.

VOLKSWAGON QUANTUM, 1963. Sunroof,

AM/FM cassette, 4-door, automatic. Lots of

extras. $3000. Original owner.
(310)377-7942.

VW RABBIT '79. 5 doors Very good motor

New battery, altemator. $6,800. Leave a

message, (816)961-4743.

HONDA ACCORD EX Coupe, 1 990. Black w/
tan. All options & new condition. $13,900.
(310)447-1788.

HONDA ELITES. 80, 1 50, 250, mint condition.

Ideal transportation. $900-$1 20(Vobo. Call

471-5196.

HONDA ELITE 150, '66. Red, only 1.5k,

virtually brand new. New battery, helnr^et.

$1299/obo. 206-6703.

HONDA ELITE 50, 1969. Excellent condition.

With lock. $550/obo. Must sell.

(213)470-9757,

TALL STURDY BOOKCASES AND A DESK.
OTHER STUFF Negotiable prices. Alex

(213)474-8305.

Garage Sales 127

CULVER CITY MOVING SALE, SAT. NOV.16,
1 0am-3pm. 4054 Madison Ave., 1 -block south

Culver Blvd. Fantastic selection of household

itenr>s.

Furniture for Sale 126 Misc. For Sale 128

Scooters for Sale 115

1966 RED HONDA ELITE. Excellent condi-

tion, only 1,800 miles. $600 Firm. Evenings

call )eff (310) 453-4771.

HONDA '62 2-SPEED, auto, moped. Excellent

condition. $40(Vobo. Call (618)246-6996 or

(818)246-6996.

HONDA AERO 1987. 200 miles. Excellent

condition. New tires, plugs, battery. $90(Vobo.

Call Matt 794-3687.

AMAZING DEAL! Attractive 5-pc. bedroom
set. Only $20 in exchange for quick pick up.

826-4445.

DINING TABLE- Solid Oak, 45inch octagon &
Three chairs $150; 8foot whKe couch $50.

(616)762 9543.

FUTON AND MATCHING END TABLE for

sale. Full-size, excellent corxiition. $15(Vobo.
Terry 794-5333.

ITALIAN CONTEMPORARY GLASSTOP 36"

round table with 4 chairs. Excellent condition,

$125. (310)636-9153.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kingy $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

TV CABLE READY $60, COFFEE PERCOLA-
TOR $60. AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL PRINT
SWEATSHIRTS $40. (21 3) 479-2769 evenings.

Typewriter/Computer 1 34

IBM SELECTRIC $45, Apple2C $275,
Xerox1020 Copier $350, MOTEBECANE
lOspced $125, Yamaha synthesizer $90
(310)391-3554.

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 266, 1MB, 5.25"FD,

a.STD 40HD, KEYBOARD, MONITOR, NEW
W/ WARRANTY. $620. (213)644-261 2.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM? We sell

discount v¥i teach you to assemble it yourseifl

PC SUPPORT GROUP, (818)994 1188.

• t I •
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Rugby clowns LMU
with 3(^ road win
By Stacy Frand

..J

You only have to try in order

to win a rugby game.

A try, similar to a touchdown

in football, scores four points.

The UCLA Rugby team

completed four trys, followed

by four successful two-point

conversions— comparable to a

field goal in football — during

Wednesday's game against

Loyola Marymount University.

The scoring action began

early in the game when UCLA
was awarded a free kick from

an LMU penalty. This three-

point penalty goal was immedi-

ately followed by two others,

one by UCLA and the other by

LMU, rounding out the score

6-3.

Kicker Ken Wolfe has an

excellent pre-season penalty

kicking record with seven out of

eight successful attempts.

It wasn't one person alone

that brought about the 30-9

Bruin victory, however. The

entire team "played a very good

game," according to Coach
Wayne Young.

"I'm very pleased with the

effort and outcome," Young
-^said.

The team has consistently

performed well throughout the

pre-season with a 30-0 shutout

of Claremont, and a 31-0

thrashing of Cal Poly Pomona.

Although not an NCAA-
sanctioned sport, rugby is one

"Our goal is to qualifty

for the Southern

CaUfomia playoffs."

Wayne Young
UCLA Rugby Coach

of the toughest sports on cam-

pus. The game is physical and

often violent, with players

pushing their bodies to the

limit, sprinting, throwing and

tackling while enduring the

pain of pushing, grabbing and

kicking.

Sweaty bodies wind up

scarred by bloody knees and

bruised torsos. No padding or

protective gear is worn, except

tape hoWing the ears flush

against the head.

UCLA will complete the

preseason Sunday when they

face the Sania Monica Rugby

Club at the North Athletic

Field. According to Young,

Santa Monica is one of the top

men's clubs on the West Coast.

The regular season begins in

January, and features schools

like UC San Diego, Arizona,

Cal State Long Beach and

cross-town rivals USC.

"Our goal is to qualify for the

Southern California playoffs,"

said Young. "We have a decent

chance if we play like Tues-

day."

One chance for women's
soccer to make playoffs
By D.J. Harmeling

The UCLA women's soccer

team heads to UC Riverside this

weekend to compete in what could

be their last tournament of the

season.

Odds are, though, they will play

on.

The team, should it place second

or better in this tournament, will

advance to the National Club

Soccer Tournament, to be held

Nov. 22-24 in Austin, Teixas.

The Bruins (10-3-1) are seeded

second behind league champion

Cal Poly San Luis Obispo. Cal

Poly, on the basis of its undefeated

league record, has already secured

a berth in the national tourney.

UCLA, which has won seven of

its last eight games, will face its

biggest challenge in the form of

Loyola Marymount, which tied the

Bruins in their only meeting of the

season.

UCLA tried to reschedule an

early season cancellation with the

Lions last weekend, but conflict-

ing schedules and an elusive LMU
coach prevented the rematch.

The Bruins, under first-year

coach Marc Clay, started slowly

this season and then concluded the

season playingjheir best socccu^L
the year.

One gauge of the Bruins' prog-

ress can be seen in the form of

Southern California, which UCLA
played in its first and last matches

of the season.

UCLA eked out a 1-0 victory in

the first meeting before clobbering

Dally Bruin
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Free food and drinks

10%-30% off food orders

IMore than $2.00 off pizza

2 for 1 frozen yogurt

$4.00 off dry cleaning services

$2.00 off compact discs

10% discount on futons

$5.00- $15.00 off haircare

Discounts on scooter repairs

and much more

each and every

issue.

the Trojans, 9-0, in their most

recent meeting.

UCLA is led on offense by

junior forward Sonja Munevar,

who leads the team in scoring and
had four goals in last Friday's

game against USC.

The UCLA defense has been

solid all year long, shutting"out

seven of its last eight opponents.

Goalkeepers Amy Palmer and
Tiziana Sorge have been splitting

time in the net and figure to do the

same in this grueling tournament,

which could see the Bruins playing

four games in two days should they

reach the finals on Sunday.

AUDREY LEE

Christy Tully and the women's soccer team needs to finish in

second place or better at this weekend's UC Riverside touma-

nnent to make the national club playoffs.

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESTWOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAULI

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213)478-6869
(818) 988-0110

10955 Weyburn Ave.
West\>vood Village

824-2655

NGNIW FHCeEN \DGURT

Hours: Sun-Thurs: llam-llom Fri«Sat: Ham-lam

' ^toppings

loot included)

I _
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Ijuiie's acceots

|ali competitors

loxipons II

(fa?)7 i}^

(coupon expires 11/22/91)

Get 1 Free

V//>//AT»S\\XttSi\^ 1 'J.'

Buy a small, medium, or large frozen

yogurt and receive the second one free'

(of equal or lesser value) 'With Coupon

10955 Weyburn Ave. 824-2655
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Julie Bremner will start at setter for UCLA against top-ranked Stanford and Cal.

Bruins to face No. 1 Stanford

irn Mve. ti^T-Au^»-i

By Greg Jones
Daily Bruin Staff

After losing to Stanford at the

Wooden Center last month, UCLA
women's volleyball coach Andy
Banachowski said the team had a

lot of catching up to do before they

could challenge the Cardinal.

Tonight, Banachowski will see

how much progress has been
made.

No. 5 UCLA (21-4, 13-1) wiU
face top-ranked Stanford (23-0,

14-0) tonight in Palo Alto in a

match that will determine the

conference title, but more impor-

tantly, will show if the Bruins are

at Stanford's level of play.

**I think that we've gotten better.

We've improved our overall play

and whether we're close or not to

catching Stanford, we'll fmd out

tonight," Banachowski said.

Since losing to Stanford and
Texas in the UCLA Challenge, the

Bruins have gradually improved
their level of play in conference

matches against the Arizona and
Washington schools and USC.

However, Stanford is an elite in

the volleyball world, and will be
certain to challenge the Bruins

much more than recent opponents.

"We've been concentrating on
the areas that I think we have been

lacking in. We had been making a

lot of unforced errors, particularly

hitting mistakes," Banachowski
said. **But, I think that if we play

"with relaxed intensity we will be
r\f^^»*- • -•- • «*-'» -^-^ -^- -^- -•^ '•••^ '•^' '

Another important difference

between the UCLA of October and
the current UCLA is that the

Bruins now have more of an

established lineup that is getting

used to playing together regularly.

This aspect is crucial, as the last

Stanford match showed, when the

Cardinal beat the Bruins by using a

lineup that had been playing

together since last season.

"We're a little bit different now.

(Julie) Bremner is setting instead

of (Jennifer) Gratleau and Natalie

(Williams) is now on the right side

instead of the left," Banachowski
said. "So, this isn't an experiment

(like previous matches), but

another look (of the team)."

Still, Stanford is a extremely

talented team that is very deserv-

ing of their No. 1 ranking.

In fact, the Cardinal has not lost

a game since they fell in the second

game of the previous UCLA-Stan-
ford match in the Wooden Center.

Along the way, Stanford has

crushed the Washington and Ore-

gon schools, and soundly defeated

arch-rival California.

The Cardinal is currently led by

Kristen Klein, who has a .323

hitting percentage and is averaging

4.5 kills a game. Klein also leads

the team in digs (255) and dig per

game average (3.3).

And, if Klein isn't at her best,

Stanford can always look to the

1990 NCAA Player of the Year.

Bcv Oden. Oden is "only" hitting

.283, averaging 3.6 kills a game
aTTd'lSaWhg'tfte f^nT'vvKh"^ 'T:5^

block per game average.

Despite all of this talent, the

Bruins aren't intimidated, and are

looking forward to a match with

the No. 1 team in the country.

"I know that we really want to

beat them. In a team meeting, we
all made commitments to one

another to go out and fight in this

match," Bremner said.

Bremner has played very well of

late at the setter position, as she

was named Pac-10 Player of the

Week for her recent performances

against USC and the Washington

schools.

Williams has also been on fire

recently, as her 49 kill, .423 hitting

percentage and 10 block perfor-

mance last week proves. UCLA is

also hoping that Elaine Youngs
(4.14 kill per game average, .263

hitting percentage) will continue

her strong play from last week.

After facing Stanford tonight,

the Bruins will go across the Bay to

face Berkeley in Harmon Gym on

Saturday.

Cal is no Stanford, but isn't a

slouch, either. The Bears (10-12,

7-7) did win one game off the

Bruins in last month's match.

"It will be tough no matter what
the outcome is against Stanford.

We have been concentrating on
Friday's game, and come Satur-

day, we'll have to readjust,"

Banachowski said.

After this weekend's matches,

the Bruins will only have four

more matches until the postseason
'*"* begins.
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Stephen Hoideo The New Yofk Times

In VERY IMPRESSIVE

direaing debut, French actress

Drigirte Rouon creates a WISE

and IMMENSELY CHARMING
three-sister story - ond she tells

It with GRACE ond

TOUGHNESS!"
GeorgKD Brown Viffoge Voice"

"Exquisite!

Mysterious, Delicate,

Fierce and Powerful!"

Morcio Polly Penthouse
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Exclusive Engagement

STARTS TODAY

West Los Angeles
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TipOfR
Tarver to start at guard as UCLA and

Indiana open collegiate hoops season
By Kennedy Cosgrove
Daily Bruin Staff

On a 50lh anniversary, silver is

given. On a 60th anniversary, a

diamond is the present of choice.

Though there is no standard for

a 100th anniversary, college

basketball is giving its fans a jewel

of a game, as theUCLA Bruins and

Indiana Hoosiers meet in tonight^s

Tip-Off Classic.

The game kicks off the 1991-92

college basketball season with a

bang, underscoring that this season

marks the centennial year of the

invention of the game.
Organized by the Basketball

Hall of Fame, the contest will be

held at the Hall in Springfield,

Massachusetts and will be tele-

vised on ESPN at 6 p.m. locally.

ill's the lOOih year of basketball

And while the teams are tradi-

tional powerhouses, both also

figure to be among the best in the

nation this year as well.

*'In all the publications, India-

na's been (ranked) No. 1, 2 or 3."

Harrick said. *They really have a

lop, terrific learn.**

The Hoosiers return all five

starters from last year's squad that

finished with a 29-5 record and

advanced to the third round of the

NCAA tournament before falling

10 eventual tournament runner-up

Kansas.

They will be led by junior

swingman Calbert Cheaney (21.6

points per game), a second-team

All-American last season. Senior

power forward Eric Anderson
(13.7 ppg, 7.1 rebounds per game)

will also be a threat

the game and the season with high

hopes but without freshman for-

ward Ed 0*Bannon, who is

recuperating from arthoscopic

knee surgery and is expected to be

out until mid-December.

Though the Bruins return all

five starters from last year*s 23-9

squad, there was a surprise and

possibly the beginning of a con-

troversy when sophomore guard

Shon Tarver was inserted into the

starting lineup in place of three-

year starter Darrick Martin for

Tuesday's exhibition game with

Trencin, Czechoslovakia.

Harrick said afterwards that

Tarver would also start at guard

against Ihdiana.

Martin, the incumbent senior

point guard, was stunned by

iiarrick's decision, as he and the

SUNNY SUNG/Oariy Bruin

Shon Tarver. right, will start when UCLA faces Indiana tonigfit.

Tarver replaces senior guard Darrick Martin.

and they invited two very marquee
teams — two of the teams that

have won the most champion-

ships," said UCLA head coach Jim

Harrick.

UCLA leads all college teams

with ten NCAA championships,

and Indiana is tied with Kentucky

for second place with five NCAA
crowns.

"Cheancy's a tremendous
talent," Harrick said. **Eric Ander-

son is a skilled player, he's played

international ball — he really

knows how to play basketball."

The other three starters from last

year are center Matt Nover, and

guards Jamal Meeks and Greg

Graham.
The Bruins, meanwhile, go into

rest of the team were told only two

minutes befbrc the tip-off of

Tuesday's game.

**I just don't understand it,

Martin said immediately after the

game. **I don't understand any-

thing right now, until I sit dowa
and talk (with Harrick).**

See HOOPS, page 21

Bruin football aiming at wounded Due!
By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

With a bid lo the John Hancock

Bowl virtually assured, the UCLA
football team can now focus its

attention on the fmal two games of

the regular season.

Saturday afternoon at the Rose

Bowl, the Bruins (6-3, 4-2 in the

Pac-10) will take on the sputtering

Oregon Ducks (3-6, 1-5) in their

final home game of 1991.

Oregon, which is coming off

two consecutive bowl appear-

ances, enters the game depleted by

injuries. In what has become a

nightmare season, the Ducks have

already lost five quarterbacks and

ten other starters due to injuries.

*This season started out extre-

mely well, but then the injuries

started to mount,** Oregon head

coach Rich Brooks said. *This has

been a severely disappointing and

disastrous season."

After winning their first two

games of the season, the Ducks

have lost five of their last six

games, including four in a row.

Their only win in that siretch was

over lowly New Mexico State.

However, UCLA head coach

Terry Donahue believes that this

game will not be an automatic

victory for his squad.

*There are not a lot of games I

have been in against Oregon that

have been easy games," Donahue

said. "And this one won't be easy

either."

Yet the Ducks will be playing

without star tailback Sean Bur-

well, who is sidelined by an injured

ankle, as well as playing without a

healthy quarterback.

Brooks said that he will not

choose his starting quarterback

until Saturday. His choice is

between reserve Bob Brothers,

who is suffering from a badly

bruised calf muscle, and Brett

Salisbury, who started earlier this

year but hasn't played in four

weeks since suffering a strained

shoulder.

The Bruins may also be without

their starting quarterback, as Tom-
my Maddox is still recovering

from a concussion suffered against

Stanford last week.

*Tommy is OK, and I think he

has a good chance to be medically

cleared (lo play against Oregon),"

Donahue said Thursday night "I

am anticipating that he will be able

to play."

With or without Maddox,
UCLA should be able lo move the

ball easily against the Oregon

defense, which will be without

several key starters due to injury.

"It's not realistic for us lo think

that we can hold UCLA's explo-

sive offense down, so we have lo

score on offense," Brooks said.

*Tommy Maddox is an outstand-

ing quarterback, and UCLA is a

vastly improved team."

The Bruins will be trying lo

recover from last week's disap-

pointing loss to Stanford.

*This will be a goed test of our

will and ability to bounce back

from the Stanford game,"
Donahue said. "We can either lie

down and take it again, or we can

get up and recover."

The Oregon offense has

struggled lately, scoring a total of

only 34 points in their last four

games. Taking Burwell's place at

tailback is junior Donovan Moore,

who rushed for 94 yards in the

Ducks* loss to Arizona State last

Saturday.

The Bruins are also suffering

their share of injuries. Senior

tailback Shawn Wills will defi-

nitely miss Saturday's game, as he

is suffering from strained liga-

ments in his knee. Wills will be

replaced by Kevin Williams, who
will be making his first start of the

season.

Safety Matt Darby is suffering

from turf toe, and may not start

against the Ducks. Safety Othello

Henderson will start, but Donahue
cautioned that Henderson may not

play much because of a pinched

nerve in his neck. Wide receiver

Michael Moore is listed as ques-

tionable, while comerback Carlton

Gray will play despite a sprained

ankle suffered against Stanford.

NELSON QREEN/OaUy Bruin

UCLA quarterback Tommy Maddox is still questlortable for Satur-

day's game with Oregon after suffering a concussion against

Stanford.
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The big red one
Julie Bremncr and the UCLA women's

volleyball team faces the Stanford Cardinal this

weekend, hoping lo avenge this season's

previous loss to Stanford.

See page 23

» e r

The supplement retums
Check inside today's Bruin for the third

football supplement of the year. This week's

featured Bruin: Coach Terry Donahue. Plus,

stories on UCLA's Mike Nguyen, a Pac-10

preview and more. Look for another supplement

before next week's UCLA-USC game.

•-^ IBound for

The UCLA women's cross-country team is

looking some good races, as it heads to the

NCAA District Regionals. Can Bob Larsen's

squad stay ahead of the pack?^ < <s.

See page 21
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By Greg Jones
Dally Bruin Staff

It probably won*i come as a
shock to anybody, but the city of
Seattle is smelling roses.

With a win against cellar-dwell-

er Oregon State Saturday, the

Huskies can clinch their second
straight Pac-10 title and Rose
Bowl berth.

Even if Washington was to lose

one of their remaining two games,
they would still go to Pasadena due
to their 24-17 victory over sec-

ond-place California last month.
Cal can only hope for two Husky
losses, an unlikely occurrence at

best

So, with Washington a Rose
Bowl lock, the auention in the

conference focuses to the other
three or four teams that are looking
to go to bowl games.

California, by virtue of its 8-1

record, is aiming for a New Year's
Day Bowl, and has caught the

attention of both the Citrus and
Peach Bowls.

Stanford has impressed many
bowl scouts by winning their last

five games in a row and needs one
more win for an Aloha Bowl bid.

UCLA is still hanging on to a

probable bowl bid at 6-3, and a
Bruin victory over Oregon equates
to a John Hancock Bowl appear-
ance.

The only other team in the

conference with a shot to make it to

the post-season is 5-4 Arizona
Slate. If the Sun Devils can win
one of their remaining two games.

they are a probable Copper Bowl
competitor.

Here's a look at this week's
action:

WASH, at OREGON ST.

Only watch this game if you like

massacres.

The No. 2 Huskies (9-0, 6-0),

who have the best defense in the

country, will face a young Beaver
(0-9, 0-6) team that has not done
much right this season.

Indeed, if Washington loses this

game, it may be the biggest upset

in the history of college football.

ASU at CALIFORNIA
"This match should be a lot more

competitive, with both schools

needing wins to keep desired bowl
dreams alive.

Cal (8-1,5-1) is aiming towards
a January 1 bowl date, and will

probably get it if they win their

final two games, and are led by
tailback Russell White and quar-

terback Mike Pawlawski.

STANFORD at WASH. ST.

The Cardinal (6-3, 4-2) are on a

roll, and have consequently placed

themselves in a position to reach a

bowl with a victory over the

struggling Cougars (3-3, 4-5).

Stanford quarterback Steve
Stenstrom has won each of the

games that he has started, and is

currently the top-ranked quarter-

back in the Pac-10.

use at ARIZONA
This is somewhat of a pointless

game, with both teams dueling it

out for seventh in the conference.

use (3-6, 2-4) has lost four in a

row.

The Wildcats (3-6, 2-4), are

trying to rebound from a beating

they took from Washington State

last week.

The Race for the Rose Bowl

Team Pac-1 Overaii
Washington 6-0 9-0

Callfomia^^" 1^ 8-1

Stanford 4-2 6-3
UCLA 4-2 6-3
Arizona St. 3-3 5-4

Washington St. 3-3 4-5
use 2-4 3-6 *

Arizona 2-4 3-6
Oregon 1-5 :,,

"3:6^^

Oregon St. 0-6 0-9

This Week:
Oregon at UCLA
Arizona St. at California

Washington at Oregon St.

Stanford at Washington St.

use at Arizona

L

Likely BOwl Bids:
Washington - Rose Bowl
California - Citrus Bowl
Stanford - Aloha Bowl / Freedom Bowl
UCLA - John Hancock Bowl
SOURCE: Pac-10 Conference
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By Michael Bartlett

Naked Juice Naked Salad
Available on campus too!
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Who Terry Donahue is

depends on who you
talk to.

Some know him as the self-

made coach who began his career

at UCLA without any head coach-
ing experience and has built a

nationally-known program. These
people praise his class and his

integrity.

Some know him as the overly-

conservative coach that hasn't

beaten USC since 1986 and recen-

tly had back-to-back losing sea-

sons. These people call for his head
whenever UCLA loses a game.

But just how well does the

public know the real Terry
Donahue? How much do the

people that sit in the stands know
about the emotions and the feel-

ings that drive the man?
Donahue sat down recently with

the Daily Bruin and spoke not only
of his thoughts on the weekly highs
and lows of piloting the UCLA
program, but also revealed his

philosophy of football and hfe —
and how part of it evolved from a

rather unexpected source, legen-

dary UCLA basketball coach John
Wooden.

For Terry Donahue, there are no
pat answers. There are always two
sides to every issue. When asked a

question, he gives the answer in

carefully chosen words.

While some sports figures are

reticent, and must be guided
through an interview step by
halting step, Donahue used a

relaxed setting to fully express

ideas and emotions that have been
building up inside of him for years

— like his thoughts on his chosen
profession.

**Coaching is a fun, challenging,

difficult obsession with people,"

Donahue explained. **It has unbe-

lievable highs and depths of

despair that, unless you*re in the

business, you can*t even imagine.

"You can*t imagine that you'd

get so upset over losing a football

game." Donahue continued, "but

when you've put your heart and

soul, effort and energy and every-

thing you have into a game and it's

unsuccessful, you have a nail

driven through your heart.

"At the same time, when you've
achieved the success of a victory,

and you see your plans happen
before your very eyes and see
things go the way you want to go,

you have an exhilaration or a
feeling that is very difficult to

match in any other business."

Donahue's fans, as well as his

critics, know that he has been
around UCLA football since 1964.

He has served the university as a

player, an assistant coach and, for

the last 16 seasons, head coach.
The Donahue fans remember

that he is the winningest coach in

UCLA history and that he led his

teams to an NCAA record seven
consecutive bowl victories.

The critics point out that the

football team collapsed in 1989-

90, when the Bruins suffered

back-to-back losing seasons for

the first time in 26 years.

Donahue has experienced the

glare of the spotlight that accom-
panies his position. He has heard
the cheers after winning a Rose
Bowl, and he has heard the boos
that a five-game losing streak

brings about.

Asked to characterize his rela-

tionship with UCLA over the

years, E)onahue offered an inter-

esting analogy.

"UCLA has been very good to

me contractually, for a long num-
ber of years, and I think I've been
very good for UCLA. It's been a

good marriage. Has everything

been perfect? No. But no marriage
is ever perfect.

"Have I had nothing but perfect

seasons here? No. But I feel that I

have produced for the university. I

certainly feel like I built ^em a
respectable, honest, good football

program— and that's hard to do."
Crfticism is certainly nothing

new for Terry Donahue. In his

early years as a coach, he was
tagged with the reputation of being
a conservative coach, and has been
plagued by it ever since.

He took an abundance of heat
after the 1979 season, which the
Bruins finished 5-6, including a
49-14 loss to USC that left

Donahue's record against his

cross-town rival at 0-4. UCLA
supporters called for his head.
Donahue responded with a 9-2

season in 1980, plus a whole new

TD: On Recruiting Services TD: On NCAA Playoff System
*'A national championship playoff is

not right, for a lot of reasons. I think
we're going to It. I don't think coaches
will have anything to say about It.

"The current bowl system works.
There are a lot of winners. You get 18
winners from 36 bowl teams. After you
win a bowl game your coaches, team,
alumni, student body, everybody Is

pleased. Everybody is excited. It's a
good feeling.

*'lf you have a playoff, there's only
going to be one team In the whole
country that Is going to feel like that.

Everyone else Is going to be In an area
of failure. With that comes an Increase
In what people will do to accomplish
that goal. There will be pressure to get

certain players to do certain things,

because everyone Is going to fail except
one team.

"People say. We've got to prove
who's No. 1. Hey, Colorado wins In one
poll, Georgia Tech wins In the other and
what does that do?' It Increaes Interest

in college football because everyone
gets to argue now as to who's No. 1

"If we go to a playoff system, I'm

going to try to win It, Just like I'm trying
to win It now."

— MKB

"The thing that has made recruiting
more difficult over the last five years or
so are recruiting services. What has
happened is you have people who are
not knowledgeable putting In print what
other people accept as the gospel. That
stuff is so full of B.S., I just cringe when
I see It.

"Guys that are writing the services, I

guarantee you, 95 percent have never
recruited anybody and have never
coached. They are taking statistics,

height, weight, fabricated 40-yard dash
times and publicity, and are making up
lists.

"Some of the best guys on your team
were the least recruited. And some of
the biggest (busts). In terms of now
making It, were the guys who were the
most recruited.

Nobody wanted Mike Sherrard, Lupe
Sanchez or Rick Neuheisel; I could go
on and on. Barry Sanders had one
scholarship. He wasn't on anybody's
service - nobody wanted him. That's
'hot the exception, that's pretty much the
rule; the great players not getting
ranked. The sevlces are a joke."

- MKB

offense. But did it please every-

one?

"I got labeled a conservative
coach early in my career because
we were in an offense that lent

itself to conservatism — the veer.

"I got labeled by the press, and
nobody cared in 1980 when I made
a dramatic switch in philosophy
and style of play and produced
seven consecutive bowl wins.

Nobody ever saki, 'Donahue's a
balanced coach.' U never was said,

ever, and that's always intrigued

me.

"When you coach, you're a risk

taker. If you're not a risk laker, you
wouldn't be in this stupid business.

Think about it, by definition, you
can't be conservative. You might
be conservative within the coach-
ing profession, but you can't be
conservative by nature, or you'd be
a librarian."

The 1980s were great for Terry
Donahue and UCLA.
The team built on the success of

the 1980 season and posted the best
winning percentage in the Pac-10
Conference for the decade with a
mark of 82-30-6. Before
Donahue's tenure, UCLA had only
two Rose Bowl wins in its history

('66 and '76), but Donahue led

UCLA to three such victories in

four years ('83, '84 and '86).

Starting in 1980. the Bruins beat

USC four times in five years and
five out of seven, winning the

decade against the Trojans with a
5-4-1 mark after going 3-7 in the

1960s, and 2-7-1 in the '70s.

Yet, despite all the success

Donahue has had, it does not lake

much to make his critics howl.

Some still bring up the conserva-
tive label. Others say he talks too

much about the strengths of
UCLA's upcoming opponents and
thus has a defeatist attitude. Does
he listen to this? According to

Donahue, it depends on who is

doing the talking.

"Everybody has critics,"
Donahue began. "That's life.

UCLA didn't hire a perfect man to

be the football coach. I have faults

and shortcomings like anybody

See DONAHUE, page 4
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SANTA MONICA CIVIC*
November 15-16 - 8:00, November 17 - 7:30

Pasadena Civic : Nov. _a^^:00
Redondo Beach High School

Long Beach Terrace Theatre*

Universal Amphitheatre*

Nov. 12-8:00
Nov. 14-7:30

Nov. 19-8:00

m
(213) 480-3232 • (714) 740-2000
(805) 583-8700 • (619) 278-TlXS 95.5 KLOS.

Special Guest Appearance by Warren Miller

WARNING!
It has been

determined that

advertising in the

Bruin
may lead to a

sudden,

mcrease in

business.

If your business
is not prepared

for greater

publicity and
bigger profits,

you are advised
NOT to call the

Bruin.

825-2161

DONAHUE: 27 years and counting
From page 3

else.

"You can*t answer every critic,

(or) you*d be out of business,"

Donahue continued. "As you
mature and survive as a head

coach, you learn that you have to

have balance. I'm always looking

for balance, in life and in football."

"You have to attack criticism

with balange. If the criticism is

from people who are
knowledgeable, are interested in

the program and care if I am
successful, then I might listen to it

and weigh it. If Dick Vermeil calls

me up and has some advice about

my football team, Tm going to

listen. I might not agree, but

because he has knowledge and he's

been there, it's worthy criticism.

"You have to take criticism that

is not knowledgeable, that is

unfounded and comes from people

who are destructive and discount it.

You have to almost insulate

yourself totally from it."

Donahue then used his own
situation as an example.

"Why should I read the letters to

the editor? I shouldn't. Why should

I listen to a talk show? I shouldn't

Those people don't care about me.
They (lon't have any idea of my
problems here. They don't have—

^

any idea of what trying to be the ^
head football coach at UCLA is '

—

like."

As for the way Donahue speaks

to the press, he explains, "I think it

is important to keep expectation

levels within reason. I'd rather

have expectation levels kept under

control and have people pleasantly

pleased than bitterly disappointed

with unrealistic expectation levels.

"It's easier, as a coach, to be

picked in the middle of the

conference and go on to win the

conference than it is to be picked to

win the conference and finish in the

middle. I've lived both scenarios,

and I can tell you which one is

easier.

"I don't stand up and predict that

we're going lo win the conference

championship every year. I think if

you do that you're short lived.

Pretty soon, if you don't do it, if

you tell people what a great team

you're going to have and you don't

win, then pretty soon you can't

survive."

Donahue played at UCLA for

Tommy Prothro and was an

assistant coach under Pepper
Rodgers and Dick Vermeil. He

cited all of those men as important

influences on his coaching
philosophy, as well as Jerry Long,

who was the defensive line coach

when Etonahue was a player.

That those men were Donahue's

coaching mentors is not surprising.

The fact that the Wizard of

Westwood, John Wooden, helped

shape his principles, is.

"John Wooden had a great effect

on my coaching philosophy —
much more than a lot of people

realize," Donahue said. "When I

first got the head coaching job,

John Wooden was still very active

"When you coach,

youVe a risk taker. If

youVe not a risk taker,

you wouldn*t be in this

stupid business."

Terry Donahue

at the university. He was very

generous with his time and his

knowledge.

"I spent a lot of hours with

Coach Wooden inquiring into

different facets of his philosophy. I

would ask him, *You've always

done this coach, why do you do
this? You're known for this, why
do you do this?*

"

Donahue continued, "I was very

inquisitive into what made the

most successful basketball coach

in history function, and how he

worked. There are some things I do
today that are directly attributed to

my respect and appreciation for

what kind of a coach John Wooden

was.

Asked for an example, Donahue
cited Wooden 's policy of not

allowing his players to have facial

hair, other than a moustache,

during the season — not a

particularly remarkable coaching

move. The reason behind the rule,

however, was impressive.

"I became convinced, watching

Coach Wooden 's teams play, and

talking to him philosophically,

that, it is important that members
of a team learn to sacrifice. None of

us like to sacrifice; we have to be

driven to sacrifice.

"When a player joins a team, he

has to give up his individuality for

the team. He has to become selfless

instead of selfish.

"It's hard to do," Donahue
continued, **particularly in today's

day and age. When you tell a

player, 'I don't want any
outlandish hairdos, facial hair,

earrings or bandanas' what you are

saying is while you are on the team,

you give up your individuality and
you conform to the team's

standards.

"When you are not on the team,

in the off-season, I think it is good
10 give players freedom. Kids need

U) be able to relax, have freedom,^

and to express themselves. Hair,

clothes and earrings are

expressions of individuality. I'm

not at odds with them. I just don't

want it on our team. I want the team

to be the center of focus, not the

individual."

In 1991, the learn has rebounded
from the low point of a 3-7-1

season two years ago, and is

seeking to return to a bowl this year

— the Uth bowl in Donahue's
16-year career.

Looking to the future of the

UCLA football program, Donahue
offered this assessment, "It's

coming back now. We're making
the right things happen. The last

two seasons have been a pain in the

rear — bitter disappointments for

me— this is my life's work, and to

watch it crumble before your eyes

is very painful.

"But, I'm happy with the

direction of the football team now,
much more pleased than I've been

the last two years. We have a

chance to regain the prestige and
the success that we had throughout

the '80s, and we have a chance to

regain that in the '90s. I've set a

course to do that.

T^YiJilWiTJ
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SAIGON^ SIDEUNES

UCLA's Mike Nguyen and his courageous

family have made an incredible journey.

By David Gibson
Supplement Editor

Two catches.

Hardly enough to grab any pro

football scout's attention. But
considering what UCLA wide
receiver Mike Nguyen and his

family have had to overcome, then

it might just be two of the most
impressive receptions college

football has seen in a long time.

But Mike Nguyen's story begins

long before those two catches. It

begins when he was just two years

old. He was young and fragile.

His name was Huy Nguyen —
pronounced "We win", though he

is now known simply as **Mike" to

his friends at UCLA— and he had

no control over what was going on.

He was helpless.

But just before midnight on the

night of April 29, 1975, when the

North Viemamese were taking

over Saigon, Nguyen was fortu-

nate enough that his parents —
mother Hoang Tran and father

Hung Nguyen — were aware of

the danger that faced them.

While screams, gunfire, smoke
and chaos engulfed Saigon that

dark and memorable night, Mike's
parents grabbed their two babies

and made their way through

thousands of panic-stricken people

to the South Vietnamese naval

base.

Despite her husband's insis-

tence, Mike's mother didn't want
to leave. She didn't want to leave

her home nor did she want to leave

her parents and friends. But her

husband Hung was persuasive. An
officer in the South Vietnamese
army, Hung "pulled out his gun
and made us go," Mike's mother
Hoang said.

"Everyone was frightened, but

mostly, you didn't know what do
think. I was just numb," Hoang
said. "When we went to the docks

and saw all those people, I knew
something was wrong.

"(I was) confused, scared and
very scared for my children's life,"

she continued. "There were a lot of

people at the docks. Guns —

everybody had guns— and people

were shooting each other so their

family could get on the boat."

Her family got on the boat, Mike
included. Unfortunately, she was
left on the dock amid the fighting

and confusion. But her husband,

being a ship's engineer, turned off

the power to the boat until a rope

ladder was thrown to his wife and
she was able to board.

They, and the thousands of other

Vietnamese citizens that were able

to be leave the country, thought

that they would go to the Philip-

pines for a day or two and return

home to their families and friends

once the shooting subsided.

It never did. *Thc next morn-"

ing," Hoang explained, "we heard

over the radio that our country had
been taken over."

"Was any other country going to

take us?," she wondered.
"We had no life, no land, no

place where we belonged."

The boat traveled to Guam and
then to Camp Pendleton, a Califor-

nia naval base near San Diego. The
family remained there until an
Oakland, Oregon citizen spon-

sored them for residency.

The man from Oregon found
Hung a job as a gardener for a

wealthy woman and his wife

became the woman's maid. All in

all, the two l)rought in a monthly

salary of $150 a month and the use

of a one-l)edroom house.

The family was forced to leave

when it was learned that Hoang
was about to give birth to her third

child, Melissa.

"It was so hard to get jobs,"

Hoang remembered. "School at

night, work in the day. Away from

our country, friends and family.

"We faced a very difficult life in

America," she continued. "Here I

was, like a child. I had to learn to

read, to write, to listen and

continue on."

This is what Mike Nguyen, a

redshirt freshman UCLA football

player, grew up with.

Although he doesn't remember
the night his family left his mother

country nor speak much about it.

that April night 16 years ago is still

very much a part of his life.

Born into what his mother
describes as a *war country' —
"where you never knew when
you'd be separated from your
family; there was always killing"

— Mike Nguyen kind of symbol-
izes the American Dream.

Raised for the most part of his

life in a single-parent household

(his father Hung was paralyzed in a

motorcycle accident when Mike
was nine and died two years later),

Mike— much like his mother and
other family members — had to

learn to speak English and adapt to

ji_foreign environment quickly.—Needless to say, he has. And
then some.

Mike Nguyen adjusted enough
to graduate with honors from
Portland's (OR) Benjamin Frank-

lin High School. In addition, he

was a member of the National

Honor Society and was named one
of the school's four recipients for

outstanding citizenship. He also

sported a 3.88 grade point average.

Oh, and by the way, he wasn't a

bad football player either. As high

school coach, Frank Geske,
explains, "He's pretty special. He
doesn't have to rely on speed,

doesn't have to rely on his hands.

He doesn't have to because he has

it all."

Despite constant double-team-

ing and often triple-teaming, Mike
proceeded to catch 54 passes for

over 8(X) yards and break the 80-

year old league record for career

receptions in the process.

He was also good enough to

catch the eye of UCLA offensive

coordinator Homer Smith, who
took the time to travel to Oregon
personally to sign Nguyen to a

five-year commitment to the blue

and gold.

Just 18 years old, never having

caught a pass in a Bruin uniform,

Mike Nguyen had already made
history. When he stepped onto the

field for UCLA for the first time,

Nguyen became what is beheved

See NGUYEN, page 11
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PREVIEW

By Mailc Brabaker

Supplement Staff

UCLA had been rolling.

The Bruins (6-3) had won four games in a row for the first time since 1 988, and were looking

for five. That's until an equally hot Stanford team derailed the Bruin express last weekend in

Palo Alto.

But in the days since, the Bruins have put that game behind them, and reminded themselves

that after the disappointment of the last two seasons, this one can definitely be called a success.

The loss may have kept the Bruins out of a New Year's Day bowl, but they are still a lock to

go to a bowl of some kind.

"If going into the season somebody said to you that you'd be 8-3 you'd be happy,"

quarterback Tommy Maddox said. "And that's what we have a chance to do."

To do that the Bruins will have to win their last two games, including their final home game

against an Oregon squad that has been tom apart by injuries, but Bruin coach Terry Donahue

is not taking anything for granted.

"There are not a lot of games I've been in against Oregon that have been easy games,"

Donahue said. "This one won't be easy either."

UCLA has some injuries of its own, but nothing to compare to the Ducks. Tailback Shawn

Wills strained the medial collateral ligament in his right knee and will miss the game. That

means if Kevin Williams' sprained ankle is all right, he'll get the start, the first of the year for

4he ie»m\ leading mshef . WiUiams^is^av^raging (>A y4tf4»-pcr^carrv for a lotaioi 115 on the

irter

year.
^

Cornerback Carlton Gray has a sprained ankle also, and may not be able to go for the Bruins.

After a scare last weekend when he suffered a concussion, Maddox is fully recovered for this

game. "I was kind ofdazed and felt very sick," he said. "But I'll be out there Saturday playing."

One interesting feature of this game is that it reunites a teacher with his former student,

although on opposite sides of the field.

Oregon Coach Rich Brooks was an assistant at UCLA under Donahue until 1977 when he

took the job in Eugene. While Brooks and Donahue usually converse over the course of a

season, they haven't talked this week.

"During the week we play 1 generally don't talk to friends in the business," Donahue said.

"You usually talk about what you did in your last game, what worked and what didn't."

But not this week.

PREVIEW

By Maik Brobaker
Supplement Staff

Did you ever play musical chairs when you were a kid? Every time the music stopped there

was one less person left in the game. It was a lot of fun as a children's game, but probably

wouldn't be all that great now.

Just ask Oregon coach Rich Brooks.

The Ducks (3-6, 1 -5 Pac- 1 0) have unwillingly been playing musical chairs at the quarterback

position this season, and it has been giving Brooks fits.

At a school that has produced topnotch quarterbacks like Dan Pouts, Chris Miller, and just

last season. Bill Musgrave, this season hts been an anomaly.

The search to replace Musgrave started this year in spring practice. Brooks was left with four

quarterbacks, none of whom had ever thrown a pass for a Division I school, freshmen Danny

O'Neil and Kyle Crowston, Michigan transfer Doug Musgrave (Bill's younger brother), and

junior college transfer Brett Salisbury.

O'Neil, a redshirt freshman, won the starting job going into fall drills. He led the team to a

2-2 record before dislocating his thumb during the New Mexico State game, ending his season.

Salisbury took over from there and started the Cal game for the Ducks, only to suffer a

strained shoulder in practice the next week. Then it was the younger Musgrave's turn but he

only lasted one game, breaking his finger against Washington.

Crowston put on the pads for the Stanford game but couldn't get the job done, prompting

Coach Brooks to switch Bob Brothers, a split end, back to his former position of quarterback.

Brothers was Bill Musgrave's back-up last year and didn't expect to be back on the field as a

signal caller.

Brothers performed admirably in Oregon's 24-21 loss to Arizona State last weekend, firing

two touchdown passes. Salisbury has recovered sufficiently to resume practicing and is listed

as the No. 2 guy for the UCLA game, but could end up playing a significant amount.

As if the quarterback situation wasn't bad enough for the Ducks, they are also without their

leading rusher, Sean Burwell, who will miss the game with an ankle injury. Burwell has rushed

for over 5(X) yards this season and his absence will further hamperOregon's offense. Replacing

him will be Donovan Moore, a junior with 289 yards on the year.

UCLA coach Terry Donahue recognized that all of the injuries have severely hampered what

could have been a very successful team. The Ducks had been to two consecutive bowl games

before this season.

"They're hungry to win some games," he said. "They went into the season with high

expectation levels and it looked like they would fujfi II them, until they lost a number of key

players. But still, (hey CDuld have beaten ASU."
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The UCLA
offense is

always looking

to pick up

yardage in big

chunks, whether

it be on the

ground or

through the air

Here is the

Bruins' long-

yardage ground

play as well as a

long pass by

Tommy
Maddox.
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UCLA has successfully used

this classic running play for

many big gains. However,

the play has been

questioned because it

exposes Tommy Maddox to

an open hit.

©Quarterback Tommy
Maddox sprints right with

the ball.

Maddox "options" the

defensive end. If the end

takes Williams, Maddox
keeps the ball and turns

upfield. If the end goes for

Maddox, the ball is pitched

to Williams who runs

upfield.

XD#ep
This passing play, designed

for a long gain, has the

Michael Moore going deep.

UCLA threw deep many
times versus Stanford last

week, but with little

success, something they

hope to remedy versus the

Ducks.

o Maddox likes to throw

deep to Moore, but if that

isn't open...

QiHe will look to

LaChapelle over the middle

or Richardson coming back

to him.lf all else fails, he can

throw to either of the

running backs running on

the flat.

OUver(ll)

Oregon has

had trouble

putting points

on the board this

year, but here is

one of the ways
they'll try against

the Bruins.
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Lambert (2B)

This interesting screen to

the flanker is contingent on

the wide out catching the

ball behind the line of

scrimage, so that the

offensive players can legally

block downfield.

Osrothers drops back

and throws to his flanker,

Jones.

©Jones, who is running

parallel to the line of

scrimmage, but behind it,

catches the ball and turns

upfield.
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BOTTOMS UP
It could only happen in Apple's!

All Sports^AU The Time
Take a front row seat to all LA games;
plus top notch out-of-town coverage

Catch all College & Pro Action Here

Monday Night Football

Speci

Complimentary
Hot Dog Buffet and

$1.75 16 Oz. Miller
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Berger and Beer
Special

1/3 lb. Cheese Burger,

French Fries and Draft
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(4pm-clo6e)

newyorit

3001 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica

(213)828*3000
Special Sports Buffet For Selected Games.
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CP286-12MHZ (40MB Hard Drive) W Mono $550

CP386SX-16MHZ (40MB Hard Drive) $950

CP386DX-25MHZ (80MB Hard Drive) $1180

CP386-33MHZ W/64K Cache (80 MB Hard Drive) $1320

CP486-25MHZ (120MB Hard Drive) $1850

CP486-33MHZ W/256K Cache (120MB Hard Drive)..$1960

FOOTBALL 99 1

FREE MOUSE
with purchase of system

100% IBM Compatible Systems
One Year Parts and Labor Warranty

All Systems Include:

•1 MB RAM Memory
•5.25" or 3.5" Floppy Drive

•HYUNDA1 14" Super VGA(.28) Cobr Monitor

•Super VGA(1 024788) W/1 MB-256 Colors

BEST SUPPORT, BEST SERVICE, LOWEST PRICE
Please Call SCOTT for best deal at

•Super Mouse II

•AT I/O Card (2 Serial, 1 Parallel & 1 Game)
•2FD/2HD IDE Controller

k.j»-.%

pm Plus

3850 Wilshire Blvd. #104
Los Angeles, CA 90010m 3) 480-67711
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SUZANNE STATES/Daily Bruin

Why Is Ed O'Bannon snniling? Because he hopes to return to the
UCLA basketball team In mid-December.

• I
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Its eyeing
season prize

The fell sports are winding
down, but the women's volleyball

and men*s soccer teams are gear-
ing up for runs at second-consecu-
tive national titles. Meanwhile,
men*s basketl>all is just getting

i!=.-:'>;:^

oteiiock
underway, with a marquee match-
up versus the Indiana Hoosiers.

Here's a roundup of UCLA
sports.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Head coach Jim Harrick, who

would not name his starting lineup
all preseason, surprised most
everyone, including his players, by
naming sophomore Shon Tarver as
the team's starting point guard
over senior Darrick Martin.
He told Martin, Tarver and the

rest of the team just before tip off
of UCLA's Tuesday exhibition
against Trencin Czechoslovakia.
Many of the players expressed
surprise about the move and its

timing, coming just three days
before the Bruins face Indiana in

the Tip-Off Classic in Springfield,

Massachusetts.

Regardless, Harrick has said he
will go with a seven-man rotation
this season, consisting of Martin,
Tarver, Don MacLean, Gerald
Madkins, Tracy Murray, Miichcll
Butler and Rodney Zimmerman.
That rotation will expand to

eight upon the return of freshman
forward Ed O'Bannon, who is out
for about a month after undergoing
arthroscopic surgery on his left

knee on Novenrbcr 5. O'Bannon
had some inflamed synovial tissue

removed from the knee after

experiencing pain and swelling in

the knee this fall.

Regardless, hopes are sky-high
for UCLA this year, as they are
consistently ranked among the top
10 or 15 teams in the nation this

preseason.

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
The fifth-ranked UCLA

women's volleyball team is fin-

ishing up their regular season and
preparing to make a run for their

second straight NCAA title.

The Bruins (21-4 overall, 13-1

in Pac-10) are currently one game
behind top-ranked Stanford, and
face them this weekend to deter-

mine the conference title.

After having lost to Stanford last

month, UCLA has played strong of
late against Pac-10 opponents and
has only lost one game in their last

five matches.

All—American Natalie Wil-
liams has led the way for UCLA
with a 5.37 kill per game average,
which is the fourth best in the

country.

UCLA hopes to end the season
in Pauley Pavilion, where this

year's final four will be held on
December 19 and 21.

MEN'S SOCCER
The Bruin soccer team finished

their regular season with nine
consecutive victories heading into
the NCAA tournament.

The Bruins earned the No. 1

seed in the Far West region of the

toumament and therefore a first-

round bye and home-field advan-
tage up to soccer's Final Four.

UCLA will take on either

Portland or Florida Intemational in

their first playoff game at the

See roundup; p^gi9' d '
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MIKE LAN/OaRy Bruin

Volleyball star Natalie Williams leads the Bruins In their quest for
a second-straight NCAA title.

ROUNDUP ^^^__
From page 8

North Soccer Field, Sunday,
November 24 at 1 p.m.

WATER POLO

With only two games remaining
on their regular-season schedule— both against USC— the UCLA
water polo team is readying itself

for post-season play.

The Bruins will have assured
themselves of a seed at the eight

team NCAA finals if it manages to

beat the Trojans. After losing to

both California and Stanford last

week. UCLA's record is now 16-8,

2-2 in the Pac-10.

SWIMMING
Because 1992 is an Olympic

year, the men's and women's
swimming teams are on a slightly

different pace.

The men's coaches of the Pac-
10 conference decided to rear-

range the traditional schedule to

accommodate the March, 1992
Olympic trials, while the women's
coaches have stuck to the tradition-

al schedule.

Thanks to the scheduling
changes, the UCLA men's swim-
ming team is gearing up for the

Pac-10 championships Nov. 24-

26. The Bruins are 1 - 1 in dual meet
competition, defeating UC Santa
Barbara but falling to USC.
Compiled from staff reports.
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COIMPUTER
I One Year Parts and Labor

Warranty

1 1 00% IBM Compatible

286/386/486 Complete f^upftr VGA Svstftms

286 12 Mhz (40MB HD. Complete Mono System) 4540
286-16 hz (40MB HD vtl 19ms. SVGA) „... $810

386SX-16 Mhz (52MB HD v»i/17to. SVGA).. $940

386SX-20 Mhz (52MB HD W17fm. SVGA) .....$1000

386-25 Mhz (85MB HD w/15m8. SVGA) „ $1170

386^33 Mhz W/64K Cache (85MB HD ^^5m, SVGA) $1300

486-33 Mhz miK Cache (120MB HD vi/15m5. SVGA) $1840

486-33 Mhz W/256K Cache (120MB HO W15mB. SVGA) $1940

Each SVGA System Includes
• 1MB RAM • TriderTt SVGA Card

•1.2MB or 1.44MB w/1M6-2S6Coiors
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CRESCENT JEWELERS
Westwood's oldest and most respected TTJ?rr^Tf A ikj.t^t j.

jeweler, is proud to honor lU^ llid^ AtllleteS
of the Month

w CrM mfj for your favorite male and female athletes

each month. The athletes receiving the most
votes will be honored by Crescent Jewelers

at a UCLA athletic event.

WIM a SEIKO U.S. OLYMPIC TEAM
COLLECTION watch. Each month a

random drawing will be held from the

ballots received. The selected winner
will receive a Seiko U.S.Olympic Team
Collection watch and four tickets to an

upcoming UCLA athletic event.

OFfTOALTIMEH

SEIKO
36 use 380

THE FUTURE OF TIME

My selections for the November Crescent Jewelers UCLA Athletes of the Month are:

(Male athlete). .arxj (Female athlete)

To be counted, and entered n the drawing, your ballot must be received by Dec. 2, 199 1.

Bring in or mail your entry to: Please enter rrry rtame in your drawing.

JoSc^hJu^
Name.

Address-

Jeiuel

1055 wesfwood blvd.

wesrwood villoge
los ongeles 90024

BLueiers.inc.

sine* 1946

(0i0)20fi-3i3i

Phone (Dayl. (Eve).

The awards (a te No^ABfnberAlhletes of the Mont) \mII be prosentod at the

UCLA- BASKETBALL DOUBLEI-EADER on December 7. 1991.
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Daily Bruin

Ads give you...

Free food and drinks

10%-30% off food orders

More than $2.00 off pizza

2 for 1 frozen yogurt

$4.00 off dry cieaning services

$2.00 off compact discs

10% discount on futons

$5.00- $15.00 off liaircare

Discounts on scooter repairs

and mucli more

eacli and every

issue.

DAILY BRUIN FILE

Rorlda State quarterback Casey Weldon leads the 10-0 Semi-

noles into the eye of the Hurricanes this Saturday.

Game of tiie year
No. 1 FSU hosts No. 2 Miami

By Mark Brubaker
Supplement Staff

Technically there are other

games slated for Saturday, but they

pale in comparison to the game of

the year: No. 1 Florida State versus

No. 2 Miami.

The Seminoles (10-0) enter this

game having been at the top of the

AP rankings for the last 12 weeks.

PREVIEW
That might scare some teams, but

not Miami. The Hurricanes (8-0

this year) are an amazing 7-0 over

the years in games against No. 1

teams.

Miami has won five of the last

six meetings between the two and

both coaches know the importance

of this game.

"If we get by Miami and (next

week's opponent) Florida, ain*t no

bowl gonna be bigger than that,"

FSU coach Bobby Bowden said,

'ifwe get by those two, we go back

to playing *avoid the upset' in a

bowl game."

Hurricane Coach Dennis Erick-

son concurs. "The fact that you

have the two top-rated teams in the

country adds to this game. It's a

sp)ecial situation which doesn't

happen very often. We've been

fortunate enough here at UM to be

a pan of many big games, but this

is probably the biggest."

Seminoles quarterback Casey
Weldon, who is a perfect 15-0 as a

starter, leads the Seminoles.

Other big games this weekend
include Penn State-Notre Dame,
Michigan-Illinois, and Ohio
State-Indiana.

Associated Press Top-25

SOURCE:

RANK TEAM (RECORD)
1. Florida St. (10-0)

2. Miami (8-0)

3. Washington (9-0)

4. Michigan (8-1)

5. Florida (8-1)

6. California (8-1)

7. Alabama (8-1)

8. Penn St. (8-2)

9. k}wa(8-1)

1 0. Tennesse (6-2)

11. Nebraska (7-M)
12. Notre Dame (8-2)

13. Texas A & M (7-1

)

14. East Carolina (8-1)

15. aenfwon (6-1-1)

16. Colorado (6-2-1)

1 7. Syracuse (7-2)

18. Oklahoma (7-2)

19. Ohio St. (7-2)

20. Baylor (7-2)

21. Virginia (7-2-1)

22. Stanford (6-3)

23. BYU(7-3)
24. NC State

25. Illinois (6-3)

NEXT GAME
Miami
at Florida St.

at Oregon
at Illinois

Kentucky
Arizona St.

At Memphis St
Notre Dame
At Norlhwestem
Missisippi

Iowa St.

at Penn St.

Arkansas
At Virginia Tech
Iowa St.

Kansas
Boston College

Oklahoma St.

Indiana

Texas Tech
Idle

at Washington St.

at San Diego St.

at Duke
Michigan

*•* i
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FOOTBALL 1991
Oregon vs. UCLA Nov. 16. 1991

NGUYEN
From page 05

to be the first Vietnamese refugee
to play at the major college level.

That feat, something Mike is proud
of, often elicits praise from fellow
Asian students on campus who call

him a "role model."

Pass receptions, though, have
been few and far between for him
thus far. Last week in UCLA's loss

to Stanford, Nguyen caught the

second pass of his young collegiate

career, an 11 -yard pickup in

garbage time.

"I'm just trying to work my way
into the rotation a little bit,"

Nguyen, a mechanical enginxr
student with a 3.2 GPA, said. "I'm
starting to get a feel of things. I'm
excited."

But Nguyen is not the kind of
guy who tends to get down.
Especially when it has to do with
such things as playing time. His
day will come, he says, but he has
to be patient That's the way his

mother raised him.

After the death of her husband,
Hoang became mother o/i^/ provid-
er. She picked up two jobs while
raising three children. "You work
for a goal to better your life and
better the lives of the ones you
love."

__^ It was as simple as that So
Hoang taught Mike how to sur-

vive. She became his friend, his

role model, his teacher. She
explained that it was important for

Mike and his sisters to learn how to

adapt, work hard and retain their

culture while blending in to that of
mainstream America.

If she could survive being hit by
the shrapnel from a nearby
exploding bomb when she was just

six years old, an accid^t that left

her lying unconscious in a pool of
her own blood, then Mike and his

sisters could make something
positive out of themselves.
And they have. Mike states that

knowing what his parents have had
to endure has made it easier for

him— even when he's not getting

as much playing time as he would
like.

"She's always been there for me
and always will." Mike said. "A lot

of it had to do with her leaving her
family and coming to this country.
And then when my dad died, she
was the only parent and had three

kids to take care of. She's a person
who has always got something
gomg on. She's just incredible."

The same has often been said of
Mike, who Neuheisel describes as
just a "terrific, intelligent kid.

"He's a workaholic and is

willing to put in the time that it

takes, both in the classroom and on
the football field, to be real good,"
the Bruin receivers' coach con-
tinued. "He is a kind of role model
for the rest of the guys in terms of
work ethic."

Sounds like something he got
from his parents. As his mother
Slates, "I tried my best to bring
Mike up right. To be an indepen-
dent, self-sufficient person while
being an asset to the community.
Never forget who he was— never.

"I felt that it's important to not
only be successful in the things he
did in life, but as a human being."

And, as Homer Smith says every
time he sees Mike do something
positive both of the football field

and off.

"I'm glad you made the boat,

Mike.

'I'm glad you made the boat."
It I
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American Heart
Association

(oncouRS DtLMAnce
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•^ ^^ HUGE Selection H^
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H TRAVELING ABROADfH

^ ^? ^\S^ Including:

fOOO
^

^ COMMISSION FffCff WITH THIS AD!\

Japanese (yen) -.008

Canadian (dollar)-.928

Australian (dollar)-.81

6

France (franc)- .1862

British (pound) - 1 .826

Italian (lire) - .000846

(ail currencies available)

• Foreign Currencies,
• Foreign & Domestic

- ENTERTAINMENT
^^ Sun-.Thurs (excluding Mon)

8pm to midnight

DAILY BEER SPECIALS ^
Indian Cuisine. British Specialties,

Pizza & American Favorites

• 150 Imported &
Domestic Beers

• 16 Draught^^0 5 Dart Boards and GarDeroom

j^^ Sports channel on TV. all open hours

2 2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA (213) 828-9839
•T* 7 Days a Week llam-2ani •^

Ih^ IT
f\Associated Foreign Exchange. Inc.

(rates as of 11/5/91)

Payments & Drafts

Travelers Checks
433 N. Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hills. CA

1-800-346-AFEX
Mailing Services Available
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FREE Lunch or Dinner Entree
when you purchase a Lunch or Dinner Entree

(equal or lesser value) expires 11/22/91

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SAIYTA MONICA
(213) 828-9839
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MADE WITH
NEW YORK TAP WATER
THIN & THICK CRUSTS

vvt^tvvJ

YOU DONTHAVE
TOBE ANEW YORKER

TO LOVE '•'

{.l.WSIC

tax include

LARGE
TWO TOPPING

LAMONICAS

Offer good only wah this coupor>, one coupon per ptzza
Limit 3 pizzas per address. Expires 11/22/91. Prfees sii>ject to chanoe
*Not valid on Sicilians.

«»

LOWEST PRICES IN

WESTWOOD

208-8671
lOeeGAYLEY AVE

BACK-TO-BACK?
At 21-4 the UCLA Women's Volleyball team is hungry to defend their 1991 National Championship in theNCAA finals to be held in Pauley Pavilion December 1 9 & 2 1

.

What better way to defend a national championship than on home turf?

But wait! The season's not over. Before we can think of repeating we have to win our last three matches:

Wed., Nov 20 Pepperdine (Beach Night)

Fri.,Nov22 Oregon State

Sat., Nov 23 Oregon (Senior Night)
• Wooden Center, remtining matchci in Pauley Pivilion. Home matches begin at 7pin.

•UCLA Students FREE with Reg Card to regular season matches. -Serving contest at all home matches for great prizes from-
Acapulco s, Kodak. Sony Music, Willys of Westwood, Penguins. Reebok, Aunt Chovy's Pizza. ASUCLA. Gatorade

Bulger King and Holiday Inn-Brentwood.

UCLAWOMENS VOLLEYBALL '91

•Defending National Champions*

Catch the Excitement of a Repeat.
'
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RJKENTIRE IRLLLI Goodrich CiffltllWmkll^ fircsrono Micnr lin

WHERE THE FUTURE IS HERE TODA Y WITH PRICES OF YESTERDA Y

NOW! THEALL NEW HI-TECH
COMPUTER DESIGN RKENTRE

IS HEREATAPOLLO TIRE!

10% DISCOUNT
TO UCLA STUDENTS

& FACULTY

RIKEN. THE #1 QUALITY TIRE IN AMERICA THAT WILL OUT-PERFORM MICHELIN, GOODYEAR,
PIRELLIORDUNLOPWITHUPTO50%SAVINGS.SATISFACTIONGUARANTEED!NOAPPOINTMENTNEEDED

Riken Technology is a unique achievement in computer design that combines both the highest per-

formance characteristics and the iongest wearing rubber compound in the industry.

STEEL BELTED
RAOIALS

P155/80R1
PI65/80RI
PI75/80RI
P185/80R1
PI85/75RI
PI95/75R1
P205/75RI
P205/75R1
P2 15/75R1
P225/75RI
P235/75RI

3 $30.95
3 32.95
3 35.95
3 35.95
4 34.95
4 35.95
4 36.95
5 38.95
5 .40.95
5 42.95
5 43.95

RADIALS FOR
IMPORTS

M>J000 Mile Warranty
155/SR13 $22.96

165/SR13 24.95

175/SR14 28.95

165/SR15 28.95

17S/706R13 <ia 96
185/70SR13 34 95
1 85/70SR 14 35.95

195/70SR14 38.95

205/70SR14 42.95

MICHELIN XH
PI75/80R13 $60.95

P185/80R13 62.95

PI85/75RI4 , 68.95

P195/75RI4 ? 71.95

P205/75R14 76.95

P2I5/75RI4 81.95

P205/75R15 77.95

P215/75RI5 81.95

P225/75R15 82.95

J'235/7SR15 86.95,

HI PcifoniMincc
Steel Radial for Imports
P195/50VRI5 $ 78.95
P205/50VRI5 100.95
P225/50VR15 152.95
P195/50VR16 129.95
P205/55VR16 167.95
P225/50VRI6 170.95
P245/50VR16 183.95
P255/50VR16 188.95
P205/55ZRI6 174.95
P225/50ZRI6 179.95
P255/50ZRI6.. 198.95

lfl!!^JHilrU
steel RsdIsI for Domestk Csn

60,000 MILES WARRANTY |

P155/80R13 S46.95
PI65/80R14
PI75/80RI3

50.95
52.95

P185/80R13 53.95
P185/75RI4
PI95/75R14

56.95
58.95

P205/75R14
P205/75R15

61.95
65.95

P2I5/75RI5 67.95
P225/75RI5 71.95
,P235,/75RI5 .. .74.95 J

225/70RI5 $ 98.95
255/70RI5 111.95
LT2I5/85RJ6 110.95

::Cr22S/85<?t6 t t6.9S
LT235/85R16.. .: 121.95

STEEL RADIAL FOR
TRUCKS & VANS

LT245/85RJ6 130.95
30/9.5OR15 121.95
3I/I050RI5 122.95
31/1 1.50815 129.95
875/RT6.5 '

. 112.95
950/R16.5 124.95

Stmel RsdM For Imports
S Domestic Cars

60,000 MILES WARRANTY
155SRI2 $39.95
I55SR13 40.95
I65SRI3 41.95
175SRI4 50.95
185SR14 53.95
165SR15 50.95
P175/70HR13 52.95
P185/70HR13 .55.95
P195/70HRI3 .....58.95

P175/70HR14 58.95
PI95/70HRI4 58.95
PI95/70HR14. 61.95
P205/70HR14 '....66.95

PI95/65HRI4 88.95
PI85/65HRI5 91.95
PI95/65HR15 93.95
P205/65HR15 104.95
P2I5/65HR1S 104.95

The # 1 Quality Tire is here . . . and

will save you 50% less than

Michelin, Goodyear & Pirellill

M^ber THfe "SPECIAL EDITION TIRE'
Tire built \A/ith the Ciliforni^ driver in mind

klBber^ '5 a MIchelln Tire Corp. Subsidiary 60,000 Mile Limited XUarranty
True to inef Hignr>i »4nd«d KrK>er h^ dPvrtopM) trtp brst vjtur (or your C^MorrvA drivtng condition with qu4litiri far ricredmg in jN categories Kiebei RAO tram
rvai produced THf lire thai w* dehver m e»teii of 6OO0O milei ol true comfort *na performsnte urvler the most demjrxlir>g road ccxvJiticxis APOLLO TItf CO ft

KLEBEff wit deliver you ihr txsi cJo*af watue pe' mite

Strel Radial For Imports & Domrstic Cars

60,000 MILES WARRANTY

185/60HRI3
205/60HRJ3
185/60HRI4
195/60HRI4
205/60HRI4
215/60HRI4
225/60HRI4
235/60HRI4
245/60HRI4
195/60HRI5
205/60HR15
215/60HR15
225/60HRI5
235/60HRI5
245/60HRI5
255/60HRI5
22S/60VR16.

64.95
71.95
66.95
68.95
75.95
77.95
79.95
82.95
86.95
77.95
79.95
81.95
83.95
87.95
90.95
112.95
132.95

I55/SIH2
I55/SRJ3
I65/SRI3 .

I85/SRI4
I65/SRI5
I75/70RI3
I85/70RI3
I85/70RI4
I95/70RI4
205/70RI4

S38.95
39.9S
40.9S
S3.9S
4a.9S
4*95
49.95
52.95
55.95
61.95

PI75/80RI3
PI85/80Rt3
PI85/75RI4
PI8S/70RI4
PI95/75RI4
P205/75R15
P215/75RI5
P225/75RI5
P235/75RIS

50.95
54.95
60.95
54.95
63.95
66.95
66.95
69.95

I95/65TRI5 $82.95
)85/60HRI3 67.9$
205/60HRf3 79.9S
I85/60HRI4 „.,. 77.9$
195/60HRI4 .* •$.9$
205/60HRI4 f 1.9$
I95/60HRI5 92.9$
205/60HRI5 99.9$
I95/50VRI5 103.9$
205/SOVRI5 109.95

MICHELIN MXV T QOODj^CAR
I95/60HR14 $90.9$

205/70HRI4 92.95

205/60HR15 104.9$

205/65HR15 123.9$

P2I5/60VRI5 $141.95

P225/60VRI5 151.95

P205/50VRI5 171.95

P205/55VRI6 176.95

P225/50VR16 181.95

EAGLES GATOf?BACK
STEEL RADIALS

P245/50VRI6 197.95

P255/50VRI6 201.95

P275 40ZRI7 301.95

3I/I05RI5 111.95

2.^S/85RI6 T^41.95

jEQasfll
205/70VR15 $146.95

2I5/70VRI5 161.95

205/55VRI6 194.95

225/50VRI6 207.95
185/60HRI4 . 82.95
I95/60HRI4 89.95

V I95/60HR15 91.95 J

FRONT BRAKES
j
4 WHEEL BRAKES ^MONROt?

Il
»49«* MOST

CARS
•Rep*ate Pads
• Reptace Grease Seah

I*

Repack Wheel Bearirtgs

• Serm MetatlK Pads E«tfa
_ Good WfCoupon Onty

I ftwjl2/lS/91

$999s MOST
CARS

• Rpplacr Pads. Shoes • Re

place Grease Seats • Repack

Wheel Bearirtgs • Adjust

EmergefKy Brakes • Semi

MetaNK Pads Extra
Good W/Coupoo Onty

Ihiu 12/15/91

I
MacPHERSONGAS

I STRUTS CARTRIDGES

»109»5*

We offer full service tune-ups.

transmissions and air conditioning,

We service BMW. Jaguar and
Mercedes. Our prices

are lower than dealerships.

NO SuRPRISESI FREE ESTIMATES bfcausf ddditiondl parts, service and labor are often needed at substantial extra cost

TRUCK & RV
750-16 $60.95
800-16.5 .'.66.95

875-16.5 67.95
950-16.5... 74.95
I2-I6.5 94.95
31X10.50-15 77.95
32X11. 50-15 80.95
33X12.50-15 88.95/

TRUCK & RV
RADIALS

27)«8 50RI4 76.95
30X9 50RI5 78.95
31x10 50RI

5

86.95
32x11 50RI

5

97.95
33x12 50RI5 5 ;.....; 104.95
235/85RI6 87.95
950RI6.5 104.95
33xl2 50RI6 5 126.95^

MOST
CARS I

INSTAllATION INClUOED
• LIFFTIME WARRANTY I

FROWT END ALIGNED I
Good \*/ /Coupon OfHy Thru

|

I

"'"JOIN THE PERFORMAMCE GEWERATIOM THAf^™^
BEATS THE COMPETITION IN PRICE, SERVICE & SELECTION

WEST LOS ANGELES
1756 Sepulveda Blvd.

(Va Block South of Santa Monica Blvd.)

(213) 478-1412
En Todas Las Tiendas Se Habia Espanol

SANTA MONICA BLVD

OPEN 6 DAYS 8 to 6
T)AV£ OllEK GARY YAMAMOTO

Sffvicf M.unqt-f Store M.ui.iqif

t*-0':\ yk-^.*<!'>' l^'i-H*

••^i^'"*^"^ ^
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80th Year, No. 38
Circulation: 22,000

All the news
fit to print
The Daily Bruin is now a

subscriber to The New York
Times News Service. News,
features and commentary from
The New York Times will

begin appearing today.

The News Service covers

domestic news from 12 bureaus
in the United States. News from
the rest of the world is gathered

from 24 overseas bureaus.

The New York Times and its

staff have won 61 Pulitzer

Prizes — more than any other

newspaper in the world.

The West Coast will be
covered in reports from the Los
Angeles Daily News and the

San Francisco Chronicle.

Inside

$10,000 ckMiated

:to injury center =
An electrical contracting

company donated $10,000 to

UCLA Friday in the wake of

last year's death of a campus
consu'uction worker.

See pag^6

Viewpoint

Letter from
the chancellor

Chancellor Charles Young
discusses the inclusion of mem-
bers of all sexual orientations as

pan of the campus community.

See page 14

Arts & Entertainment

Returning to
'Cape Fear'

Director Martin Scorsese
brings a load of talent once
again into his latest release,

"Cape Fear."

See page 16

Sports

Bruins to play

in Hancock Bowl
The football game against

Oregon Stale was hardly pretty,

but it got the job done and

assured UCLA of a bowl
invitation.

See pages 31 and 32

University of California, Los Angeles

Monday
November 18, 1991

UC ponders tuition for Califomians
Implementation would spell

end for 124-year'old policy

Rising UC Registation Fees

By Robyn Schaefer

Faced with possible budget cuts,

the University of California may
have to institute tuition next year
for state residents — ending the

historic policy of making the UC
system tuition-free for Cahfor-
nians, warned retiring UC Presi-

dent David Gardner.

Under the 124-year policy, slate

residents do not pay tuition, which
covers the cost of faculty instruc-

tion, but do pay for registration

fees, which cover general operat-
ing costs.

"We may have to consider a
substantial fee increase and/or
consider imposing tuition on Cali-

fornia resident students for the first

time in the university's history,"

Gardner told the UC Regents at

their monthly meeting Friday, one
day after announcing his plans to

retire in October.

Undergraduate govemment plans

upcoming events to help offset a
predicted fee Increase next year.

:S^e page 3.

f

*Tuition for resident students
would be imposed only as a result

of the state's incapacity to fund the

"It is unfortunate that

UCLA— having the

opportunity to . . .

(adopt) a progressive

and aggressive policy—
chooses instead to

ignore this chance."

Richard Katz
Assemblyman

university's basic instructional

budget," he added.

Furthermore, the UC Regents
may also raise admission standards
— which reduces enrollment and
lowers operating costs — if stu-

dent fee increases cannot make up
for the budget cuts, he said.

These bold measures will be
given consideration because the

UC system wants to preserve its

quality and excellence, Gardner
explained.

While there are no proposals yet

on the table to institute tuition or

raise reg fees and admissions
standards, he said it seems likely

the state will probably not give the
^iJC enough money next year.

—

*The state is not in a position to

fund (the university budget)," he

said. "We have received this

The annual cost of a UC education for Calitbmla

residents has risen over the past six years. If tuition is

introduced, costs for students could skyrocket.

:.!.!.!.i.:.!A!.:.5!^i.>J.:.:.;.v.!.:.::
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message unequivocally in our
recent preliminary discussions
with the Department of Finance."

This past year, the state trimmed
the UC budget by $307 million,

prompting the regents to approve a

40 percent reg fee hike.

For 1992-93, the regents are

requesting $2.4 billion in state

funds — an increase of $211
million over this year— which the

Office of the President character-

KEVIN BALLUFF/Dwty Bruin

izes as "reasonable and modest."

However, no information about

the latest state budget will be

available until January, when Gov.
Pete Wilson releases his budget

proposal.

In the meantime, student lob-

byists and leaders are stepping up -

efforts to educate students about
the consequences of education

See TUITION, page 10

"We can't just pull

guidelines off the shelf

on how to do this. And
we must do this right

the first time. We don't

have a second chance."

Christopher Donnan
Fowler Museum Director

UCLA rep2itria[tion policy draws criticism
By Marina Dundjerski
Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA administration sur-

prised both the campus community
and Native Americans on Friday

when it suddenly issued a univer-

sity repatriation policy on Indian

remains, but the policy received a

cool reception.

Several members of the

chancellor's advisory committee
on repatriation and Native Ameri-

cans said the seven-page document
was riddled with vague language

and lacked a proper timetable for

returning remains. However, they

said the policy was a positive step

toward beginning the repatriation

process.

Under federal law, the Univer-

sity of California must complete

by 1996 an inventory of its Native

American remains for the purposes
of returning them to their rightful

descendants. The law was signed

late last year.

Since May, the advisory com-
mittee has met twice to work on a

rough draft of a policy on how to

return UCLA*s remains, but
Chancellor Charies Young unex-

pectedly signed the rough draft

with minor changes and did not

notify many committee members.
"I was surprised. They didn't

consult us." said Loretu Tuell. a

Native American law student who
is on the chancelk)r's committee.
At a Saturday conference spon-

sored by the UCLA American

Indian Student Association, sever-

al groups consisting of university

officials. Native Americans and
legal experts discussed the newly

unveiled policy.

"I think they bypassed us by

saying that we were just an

advisory committee," Tuell said.

"It seems to me that it was our duty

to say whether we do or do not

recommend this policy. Other-

wise, what is bur function? I think

that they felt the pressure to have

something of substance for this

meeting."

However, Native Americans
pointed out that they saw some
potential for progress when uni-

versity officials* encouraged them
to write letters to top administra-

tors about their dissatisfaction.

But a state politician dismissed

UCLA's promises and harshly

criticized the new policy at the

Saturday conference.

"What I didn't notice was an
explicit lime frame (in the new
policy)," said .\ssemblyman

Richard Katz, D-Sylmar, who
introduced legislation on repauia-
tion in Sacramento. The university

needs to stop hiding behind the

long deadline granted by federal

lawmakers, he said.

However, UCLA officials said

they arc well ahead of the five-year

timetable. "By Jan. 1, 1991 a
preliminary inventory will be
made available, and repatriation

procedures can begin," said

See REMAINS, page 11

Return of American Indian ancestral

remains discussed at UCLA conference
By Marina Dundjerski
Daily Bruin Staff

University officials, legal

experts and American Indian tribal

representatives met Saturday in an
effort to increase communication
before beginning the sensitive

process of returning Indian skelet-

al remains to their rightful ances-
tors.

The American Indian Students

Association-sponsored conference
may have accomplished its goal of
bringing the parties together to

talk, but it is only one rung in what
will be a very high climb, said
Walter Echo Hawk, an attorney for

the Native American Rights Fund
of Boulder, Colo.

"I think there was a complete
coverage of the historical back-

ground of repatriation including

federal and state law," he said.

"But these are just preliminary

steps to deal with the main
problem of returning our (ancest-

ral) remains."

About l(X) people attended the

conference, with tribal representa-

tives from more than 15 different

tribes— many who have ancestral

remains held at UCLA.
Communication between both

sides is key. said Carole Goldberg
Ambrose, assistant dean of the law
school and chancellor's advisory

committee member. "We have to

deal with an element of faculty

who have a pro-retention and pro-

research view," she said, "as well
as the many who want to start

repatriation right away."
But there is no reason to study

human remains to learn about the

people, said Vera Rocha, chief of
the Gabriel ino Nation. "We under-
stand that education has a purpose,
but there's a lot of living people
they can learn from. They could
ask us, and not disturb our
remains."

The turmoil at UCLA began
several years ago when campus
officials wanted to move the
American Indian Studies Center to

Haines Hall — where the remains
collection is housed. This added

See CONFERENCE, page 1
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TKJA Cultural Affairs Commission
Dread Zepplin

Westwood Plaza

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1991
IJ NOON

Student Alunuii Association
Lunch Carnival Trash a Trojan'

/iestwood Bmin Plaza

ipus Events

•Guess Who's Coming to Dinner"

AGB

:(M) PM

9.00 PM

Campus Events

"Jungle Fever"

AGB

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1991
:(M> I'M

Campus Events

"Jungle Fever"

AGB
UCLA Undeiigraduate Business Society
MBA Workshop
[anies West Alumni Center, Conference Room

^):IS P\i

ipus Events

"Guess Who's Coming to Dinner"

AGB

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1991
9:00 PM

Student Alumni Association
Beat 'SC Rally & Bonfire

GENERAL
UCLA School of Dentistry
Various Dental services available

See ad for more information

UCLA Cultural Affairs Commission
Concerts, Comedy, Underground Concert Series this week
See ad for more information

Student Health Services

Healthy Holiday Eating and Drinking Week
.November 18-21
lonors and Undeiigniduate Progrsun

R.A.I.N. Study HalJ

Tuesday and Wednesday nights 6 - 1 1 pm
1230 Campbell HaU
UCLA Peer Health Coimselors
Fitness Inventory and Testing Clinic

See ad for nx^re information

Ti*^^*
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The day ofinfamy
remains infamous
As Dec. 7 and the 50th

anniversary of the day of
infamy approach, Japanese are

embracing an infamous expla-

nation to excuse their guilt for

World War IL Japan, so the

story goes, did not really

launch a sneak attack against

Pearl Harbor.

It is an elaborate tale about
a diplomatic message so badly

mishandled by Japan's Embassy
in Washington that the warning
of war it contained did not get

through until after Japanese
aircraft had already dropped
their bombs and torpedoes.

The tale has such power that

when it was raised recently in

the Diet, or parliament. Foreign

Minister Nakayama felt com-
pelled to make "a bow of

contrition for an event that

occurred when he was a

schoolchild," as Ayako Doi
writes in The Daily Japan
Digest.

The suggestion of innocence
is as frightening as it is

preposterous. What would have
been changed if the Japanese
Embassy had given advance

notice of attack as required by
international law? What consci-

ences would have been quieted

if the U.S. had been provided

with what amounted to a few
minutes* warning? The results

would have been the same at

Pearl Harbor and in the minds
of horrified Americans.

That so many Japanese fail

to understand this demonstrates

See INFAMY, page 12

Corrections=
In the Nov. 15 issue of The Bruin. "Bound for Glory." Bob Larsen
was incorrectly identified as the women's cross-country coach. Bob
Messina is the UCLA women's cross-country coach.

And in the same issue, a photo of a UCLA women's soccer player
was incorrectly labeled as Christy TuUy. She is a Loyola
Marymouni player.

*

The Bruin regrets the errors.
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UCLA police bust six from 'SC
Trojans on spray-painting spree

may face felony vandalism charges

By Josh Romonek
Daily Bruin Staff

For students who take this

week's UCLAAJSC rivalry seri-

ously, the Trojans may have
already fumbled the ball.

UCLA police arrested six USC
students for vandalism Friday

before dawn near Pauley Pavilion

after the group allegedly spray

painted more than 30 anti-UCLA
slogans on at least 18 campus
structures.

Because the estimated damages
exceed $5,000, the crin^^ is consid-

ered a felony, carrying a maximum
sentence of one year imprisonment

or a $10,000 fine or both, police

said.

After being contacted by a

UCLA maintenance worker who
spotted the group, police said they
watched the students spray paint a
building and then arrested the

group as they were about to drive

away. The students were relatively

cooperative, Lt. James Kuehn said.

All six students weie taken to

the Los Angeles County Sheriffs
station in West Hollywood and
booked on charges of felony
vandalism. Bail was set at $5,000
each.

Four of the students were
released on Friday, and two were
released on Saturday, said officials

at the sheriffs department. Three
posted bail, and the other three

were released on their own recog-

nizance.

If the Los Angeles District

Six USC Students . . .

allegedly spray painted

more than 30 anti-

UCLA slogans on at

least 18 campus

structures.

Attorney's office decides to file

charges, the students will be
arraigned in December, police

said.

While slogans such as "FUC-
LA" and "USC #1" first appeared
on campus early last week, police

said they are unsure whether these
six students were involved and will

not charge them for that incident.

So far, there have been no
reports of vandalism at the USC
campus, according to USC securi-

ty officers.

Aubrey Chapron, from Facilities Management PaintShop, repaints

the south wall of Pauley Pavilion where USC students spray
painted anti-UCLA graffiti on the walls.

Speakers discuss Aztec culture
and society in Extension course

Mexican archaeologist Eduardo Matos Moctezuma spoKe at a
UCLA Extension class Saturday. "The Aztecs: Before and After
the European Encounter."

By Marina Dundjerski
Dally Bruin Staff

While the Aztec civihzation was
destroyed in the 16th century, its

culture and traditions remain alive

and are carried on in modem
Mexican society, according to

several experts who spoke at a

one-day UCLA Extension course
focussing on Aztec culture.

The course covered a wide
range of subjects on the Aztecs —
including religion, art and
archaeology— and was offered in

conjunction with the 500th
anniversary of Christopher Col-,

umbus' arrival in the Americas.

About 200 people attended the

Saturday course.

"The program serves as a
growing awareness of the pre-His-

panic past of Mexico," said
Richard Leventhal, UCLA anthro-

pologist

The class was held at UCLA
because the faculty is strong in

mcsoamerican studies, a classical

period which saw the flowering of-

native civilizations in Guatemala,

Honduras, El Salvador and the

Aztec's Mexico, he added.
"UCLA is a focal point in this part

of the country for this type of

research."

The course featured internation-

ally renowned archaeologist
Eduardo Malos Moctezuma, who
spoke about the monumental 1978
discovery in Mexico City of the

Templo Mayor (Great Temple)—
an entire Aztec city buried beneath

the ground.

Today, there is a lot of usage of

the Aztec past in modem Mexican
society, panelists said. For exam-
ple, Aztec art is an important

influence on Chicano art.

"Many people think ihat Olvera

Street represenis Mexico in Los
Angeles, but that's too narrow of
an image," said Gilbert Lujan, an
Mi^ who spoke about A?^tcc

influence on contemporary Chica-

no artists. "It's the kind of forum
that we need more often because
many don't know about them-
selves and their past."

"The people need to learn this

because it is part of their history,"

said Matos Moctezuma, whose
efforts at the Templo Mayor have
produced more than 7 million

artifacts. "It also has to be pre-

served."

The extension course was
offered as part of the ongoing art

exhibit "Mexico: a Work of Art" in

the Los Angeles County Museum
of Art. The exhibit will be on
display in LACMA until Dec. 29.

Renowned archaeologist discovers his people through his work
By Marina Dundjerski

Daily Bruin Staff

As a young man ready to enter

college in 1959. Eduardo Matos
Moctezuma heard time and again

what many UCLA students hear

today: "Get a job that will put

dinner on your plate."

But after years of hard work and
dedication to archaeology, Matos
Moctezuma, 50, has made it to the

top of his profession. He is now
director of both the Templo Mayor
(Great Temple) Museum and a

Student
By Robin Dong

Concerned with the recently

announced retirement of Univer-

sity of California President David
Gardner, undergraduate govern-

ment announced its plans to

mobilize students against the pos-

sible consequences of further state

budget cuts.

At an emergency meeting Fri-

day, council members planned

massive teach-ins, letter writing

and register-to-vote campaigns
against possible registration fee

increases and cuts in enrollment

for the 1991-1992 academic year.

The first teach-in is scheduled for

sometime Tuesday at Meyerhoff
Park.

"President (David) Gardner has

a rapport with Governor (Pete)

Wilson," said Neera Tanden,

major Aztec excavation, which are

located in Mexico City.

"My family always told me that

I would die of hunger— if I chose
to be an archaeologist," Matos
Moctezuma told The Bruin in an

interview. "But a friend once told

me, *You might die of hunger, but

you will be content because that is

what you want to study.'"

The world-renowned Matos
Moctezuma came Saturday to the

United States to visit UCLA and
speak at an Extension course on
Aztec culture.

After graduating from the Mexi-
can National School of Archeolo-

gy in 1965, he began working with
some of the world's top archeolo-

gists. This experience helped dis-

tinguish him as an expert in the

profession.

By 1978, his career was given a

boost when he was named the

director of the Templo Mayor
excavations in Mexico City. That
year, an electric company digging

underground stumbled upon an
ancient Aztec artifact

The sculpture of the Aztec moon

goddess was discovered, and it

tumed out to be the key to

unearthing one of this century's

major archaeological finds — an

entire Aztec city buried beneath

the Mexican capital. Matos Mocte-
zuma would lead an excavation

that would yield more than 7

million artifacts to this day.

"By finding the Templo Mayor,
I have found myself. And it is an

essential pan of my life," he said.

Every day brings a new discov-

ery, Matos Moctezuma said.

"When I left they were digging

directly below the Mexican
Cathedral and found what appears
10 be a very large building, filled

with children burial sites and
offerings."

But each tinie Matos Moctezu-
ma discovers "a piece of history,"

he learns more about himself and
his people. One's past shapes
society — whether it happened
seconds, minutes or centuries ago,
he added.

"We must leam about the city

See MOCTEZUMA, page 13

ncil mobilizes foilowing Gardener resignation
undergraduate external vice presi-

dent. "His retirement could be a

sign of hard times.**

Last year the state Legislature

approved a 20 percent registration

fee increase and the regents raised

it another 20 percent, making the

hike a total of 40 percent, Tanden
said. This year the governor has

discussed a 33 percent increase.

If state funding is cut further, the

Office of the President is consid-

ering cutting eru'ollment, which

could mean accepting 8 percent of

top applicants instead of 12 per-

cent. Tanden said this cut could

result in a ppssible shut down of

campuses.

"We want to get students to

understand the situation and rami-

fications of what's going on," she

said. "They need to know why
we're in the situation."

The target of the student cam-
paigns are the governor and the

state Legislature, which will deter-

mine how much money the univer-

sity will receive.

The governor's budget for the

stale will not be ready until early

January. Tanden suspects it will be

bad news for students.

The undergraduate govern-

ment's plan is to put an educational

network in place now so student

will be able to react when the

budget is released.

Programs similar to the teach-in

at Meyerhoff Park on Tuesday
have been planned at the eight

other UC campuses.

In addition to attending the

teach-ins, UC students also must
register to vote, said undergradu-

ate President Danette Martin.

On campHis, it was suggested

"We want to get

students to understand

the situation and

ramifications of what's

going on.

Neera Tanden
Undergraduate Officer

that students write letters to elected

politicians stating their opposition

to the effects of possible cuts.

In their respective offices, some
undergraduate council members
are taking specific action.

Tanden 's office is communi-

cating with Gardner's and the

govemor's offices to make stu-

dents* opinions known.
The general representatives are

planning to make presentations at

the residence halls and to meet
with hall leaders so the message
can be passed to dorm residents.

A)
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Briefs
World

North Korea may go
into the nuclear age
TOKYO — Amid growing fears thai

communist North Korea may soon pos-
sess nuclear weapons, Washington's top
defense officials will spend this week in

Tokyo and Seoul discussing ways to

enhance regional security.

Defense Secretary Dick Cheney and
Gen. Colin Powell, chairman of the U.S.
Joint Chiefs of Staff, will both hold talks

with their Japanese counterparts here this

week and will participate in U.S.-Korean
security consultations in Seoul.
The meetings come as Asia begins

adjusting to the end of the Cold War.
Despite recent sweeping changes in

Europe and the Soviet Union, East Asia
remains dotted with potential hot spots,

none more troubling than the Korean
Peninsula.

Yeltsin unveils new
economic strategy
MOSCOW — With a burst of new

decrees issued over the weekend, Boris
Yeltsin has moved to assert the Russian
republic's dominance over the flounder-
ing Soviet economy, proclaiming control
over Russia's dwindling reserves of oil,

gold, and other precious metals and
opening its doors to foreign trade.

The package of new measures, offi-

cially announced early on Sunday, would
lift most controls over imports, exports,
and foreign-currency transactions on
Russian territory and allow the value of
ruble — now fixed by the Soviet central

bank though widely traded on the black
market — to float according to market
rates, starting on Jan. 1.

Nation

New evidence in

Jesuit priest killings

WASHINGTON — An inquiry by a
special panel of House Democrats into the

1989 killings of six Jesuit priests in El
Salvador has concluded that there is

strong circumstantial evidence to suggest
that the crime was plotted by senior
Salvadoran army officers.

A six-page internal memo concludes
that Gen. Rene Emilio Ponce, now
defense minister and then army chief of
staff, and the other officers planned the
attack at a meeting at the Salvadoran
military academy the day before the
killings.

The report for the first time names
high-level officers it asserts were
involved, extending responsibility for the
killings substantially beyond the two
lower-level officers found guilty.

Anti-Duke sentiment
fuels Edwards' victory

NEW ORLEANS — Many Louisia-
nans who voted for Edwin Edwards think

he's a crook, but supported him anyway
because they didn't want David Duke to

be governor, according to an exit poll of
voters.

Edwards' victory Saturday appeared to
be driven by an anti-Duke sentiment and a
refusal to believe Dtike had shed his racist

past

Forty-two percent of those voting for

Edwards felt he was guilty of political

corruption. And nearly 90 percent of
Edwards' voters believed that Duke still

had the same views about black people
and minorities that he held when he was a
member of the Ku Klux Klan.

state

lill speaks or

harassment
SA^ DIEGO— In her most extensive

public comments since her Senate testi-

mony against Judge Clarence Thomas
riveted the nation. Professor Anita F. Hill

told a cheering, exultant crowd of women
here that sexual harassment was "a form
of violence against women" that "will not
go away."

In an address Friday night to several

hundred female state legislators from
around the nation. Professor Hill issued a
ringing call to arms against inappropriate

sexual behavior in the workplace.
She said workplace harassment was a

"beast" that was exacerbated when
women did not report its occurrence
because they feared not being believed by
male managers or even by other women.

Local

Shamir seeks supp
of Christian leaders
BEVERLY HILLS — Israeli Prime

Minister Yitzhak Shamir has told a group
of evangelical Christian leaders that his

country needs the help of friends in the
United Stales if it is to survive into the
next century.

Shamir, who arrived in Los Angeles on
Friday for a four-day visit, said that Israel

is being challenged by trying to cope with
a rapid influx of thousands of Jewish
refugees from the Soviet Union.
The immigrants, expected to number

up to 2 million by the year 2000. will

strain the country's abilities to settle new
residents and defend itself, Shamir said.

LA. Zoo expansion
shehfod by dispute
A $175 million expansion plan for the

Los Angeles Zoo has been sidetracked 6y
a political struggle between city parks
officials who run the zoo and a private
association that financially supports it.

Officials had planned to announce
details of the expansion plan Monday,
scheduling a news conference to discuss a
complete remake of the zoo to re-create
the geography, culture and ecosystems of
each animal's native habitat

But the news conference has been
canceled, as officials wrestle with a
dispute over whether the city should have
sole control over zoo funding or should
share that responsibility with the Greater
Los Angeles Zoo Association.

Instead, zoo officials on Monday will
appear before the City Council's Health
and Humanities Committee.

Almanac

On this date:

In 1477. *Thc Sayings of the Philoso-
phers" was published, the earliest known
book printed in England to carry a date.

In 1789. French physicist Louis
Daguerre, inventor of daguerreotype
photography, was bom.

In 1836. English playwright W.S.
Gilbert, libretto writer for the comic
operas of composer Arthur Sullivan, was
bom.

In 1883, the United States adq)ted
Standard Time and set up four zones —
Eastern, Central, Mountain and Pacific.

In 1928, Mickey Mouse made his

acUng debut in "Steamboat Willie" at the
Colony Theater in New York City.

From Times News Service

s Great Groc

Breadstiksl

Monica Shin
Sr. Linguistic/Psychology

won $14.30

Carol Collins
Bookkeeper, Stratton's Grill

won $74.56

David Wadleigh
Grad. Student Molecular Bio.

won $17.32

Randall Davis
Sr. Economics
won $13.43

Memo llagan
Employee, Deans Office

won $12.94

BretCasady
Jr. History

won $10.76
These people entered and won our Great Grocery Giveaway. You could too'

Just follow these simple Contest Rules: •Place Breadstiks grocery receipt (w/ name & phone#) In entry jar •
Non-purchase entries also in jar • Winners each week receive amount of drawn receipt in cash • Winners receive DOUBLEwhen the receipt is over $25.00 • Non-purchase entries win average of cash receipt winners

FREE PARKING!
in rear

Open til 11pm
1057 GayleyAve 209-1111
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Construction death leads to donation

i«Ma4i
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By Josh Romonek
Dally Bruin Staff

Following a Los Angeles court
order to donate time and money to
injury prevention research, an
electrical contracting company
donated $10,000 to UCLA Friday
in the wake of last year's death of a
campus construction worker.

Los Angeles City Attorney
James Hahn, whose office prose-
cuted the company, presented the
check to the UCLA Southern
California Injury Prevention
Research Center on Friday morn-
ing.

A large part of the donation will

be earmarked for scholarships for
students researching injury pre-

vention among traditionally under-
represented communities, said
Jess Kraus, the center's director.

The rest of the money will be
used to help the center cope with
its recent budget cuts, he said.

After Sleiny and Company Inc.

pled no contest to charges of nine
labor law violations, a Los
Angeles court ordered the com-
pany to donate $10,000, establish

an employee training program and
designate certain individuals to be
responsible for job site safety.

Project Supervisor Jim Duff was
also ordered to serve 300 hours in a
jHim center.

Duffs employee Michael Gon-
zalez, 24, was electrocuted July
1990 when he drilled into a
concrete slab containing a 4,800-
volt power line. Hj; was taken to
UCLA Medical Cxnier where he
was pronounced dead on arrival.

Attempting to prevent such
future incidents, Steiny and Com-
pany will issue an official report of
its progress in December.

But the firm has begun to
implement the required changes,
and Duff has started working at the
Sherman Oaks bum center, said
Deputy City Attorney Tracy
Webb, who handled the case.

Despite the court sentence,
UCLA continues to employ Steiny
and Company as a subcontractor
for the Sunset Village project and
the Ambulatory Care Complex,
said Glen Fichman, legal coordi-
nator for UCLA Capital Programs.
The accident does not prevent

the firm from bidding for con-
tracts, he said. 'They are not
currently disqualified to bid for

university projects."

But the accident probably
affects the company's worker
compensation system, Fichman
said.

A few simple precautions could
have prevented Gonzalez's death,

according to the city attorney's
office.

Company supervisors told Gon-
zalez to drill at the spot marked by
a large "X" despite blueprints that

clearly showed power lines

beneath the surface.

And an investigation revealed

Pioneering prof lauded in birtliday celebration

NELSON GREEN/Daily Bruin

Los Angeles City Attorney James Hahn presents a $10,000 dona-
tion to the Jess Kraus, who Is the director of the California Injury
Research Center at UCLA.

By Sally Kim

In 1955. Professor Wolf Leslau
thought UCLA did not offer

enough African and Near Eastern

languages, so he decided to pion-

eer the creation of departments that

would.

And 36 years later, the retired

scholar and founder of three

prestigious campus departments
was honored by friends and family

Friday afternoon birthday recep-

tion.

As the sole founder of UCLA*s
Near Eastern Languages and Cul-
tures department and one of the

founders of the African Studies

Center and the von Grunebaum

Center for Near Eastern Studies,

Leslau is world-renowned for his

contributions to international stu-

dies.

"Professor Leslau is literally a
professor in one of 2,000," said

Merrick Posnansky, director of the

African Studies Center. "I think he
is a remarkable scholar."

Leslau said he is proud the Near
Eastern Languages and Cultures
department has grown since his

1976 retirement. "When I came,
there were only two people in the

department. Now there are 16."

The 85-year-old Leslau has
written more than 35 books and
300 articles on topics ranging from
African and Ethiopian folk tales to

love songs. He has al$o authored
the only dictionaries for five rare

Ethiopian languages, Posnansky
said.

And several guests at the recep-
tion had met Leslau while he was
conducting research in Ethiopia 30
years ago.

"I don*t know when will be the

next time I meet him," said
Getalchew Haile, who traveled

from his Minnesota home to attend
the reception. "So 1 think this is the

best opportunity to come and pay
tribute to his contributions."

Highlighting Leslau *s achieve-

ments was the presentation of a
festschrift— a volume of writings

by different authors presented as a

tribute t6 a scholar— for his recent

work in Semitic studies.

Leslau received another
festschrift 10 years ago for his

Ethiopian studies.

"Professor Leslau has extraor-

dinary discipline and phenomenal
concentration," said Professor
Ncgussay Ayele, who studied
under Leslau in Ethiopia and at

UCLA. "I do not know who among
the many Ethiopians who have
been exposed to him ... has

succeeded in emulating him."
Leslau said the gathering gave

him a chance to see colleagues and
students he had not seen since his

retirement.

"rm very excited," said Leslau,

SUZANNE STATES/DaUy

Wolf Leslau

who is continuing his research on
Ethiopian languages. "Very many
friends and family came whom I

didn't expect

that officials should have mea-
sured the depth of the slab or
entered the concrete vault through
a nearby manhole to see if it could
carry electrical cables.

"It was precisely the kind of
tragedy that the Southern Califor-

nia Injury Prevention Research
Center is working to prevent,"
Hahn said in a press release Friday.
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DREAD ZEPPELEV
free, at noon in

Westwood Plaza
Presented by the CAC Noon Concerts Series

TUESDAY

AMATEUR NITE
at the Coop!

8 p.m.
Open auditions for stand-up comedians and bands

Audience welcome!

WEDNESDAY
TALISMEN

and
TODD AND THE SLAM
with SPUR OF THE MOMENT

8 p.in.
A taste of local music and comedy... FREE!
CAC's UCLA Underground Concert Senes!

HURSDAY
The Jazz, Blues, Funk and Such Series presents

EUPHORIA
9-11 p^m.

a FREE concert of FUSION JAZZ
at Kerckhoff Coffee House

All presented by the UCLA Cultural Affairs

Commission—part of your student government

HowAmerican E3q)ress

helpsyou cover more territory

For less money
Become a Student Car(|member todayand
;et 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines,

for only $129. or $189 each.

Only the American Express* Card offers an exciting travel program
exclusively for students—including three roundirip certificates on
Continental Airlines. And much, much more.

Just look at the map and pick the place youd like to visit. If

it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate

to fly for only $129* roundtrip Or you can cross the

Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime—
because there are no blackout dates. But you must
make your reservations within 14 days of the day you

J^-^^

leave. And the maximum stay is 7 days/6 nights and must include
a Saturday night.

By becoming a Student Cardmember, you'll also enjoy oiher
benefits from the American Express* Student Privileges" Program.
Such as up to 50 minutes** of MCI long distance calling every month
for an entire year-absolutely free. And that's just one example of
how the Card can help you save.

For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all these savings. And
it's easy to apply Just call us (have your bank address and account
number on hand). What's more, with our special student offer, it's

easier to get the Card now while you're stiu in school than it may
ever be again.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new terri-

tory on either side ofour Great Continental Divide.

*MinnrapoiivS( Paul, Si Luuis and New Oriraruarrconsidrrrdciiirsnsi of the Mississippi Rtvrr

••A credit of up to 13 70 foe calh will appear on each billing siatemeni for 12 months afier enroll
mem ti"^ is equal to the charges for a domestic 30 mmuie night weekend MCI Card Compaii
btlity call and appropriate surcharges \bu must enroll for this service by December 31. 1991

..„/

Membership Has Its Privileges*

Md CALL 1-800-942-AMEX

.

TRA/EL
RELATED
SERVICES

All Amtncan
Continental

Ifyou're already a Cardmember, there's no need to call Information aboutyour certificates will be arriving soon.

Complete term* and conditions of this travel oler will arrive with your certificates Continental Airiines alone is responsible for fulillment of this offer American Expreu auumes no liability fof Continental Airiines' perfonaance e 1991 American Express Ttavei Rdaied Services Com^ma% Inc
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Tai »- • cart fiesta:

ASUCLA negotiates to bring

Taco Bell Express to campus

AMERICAN FLYERS
SANTA MONICA AIRPORT

STUDENT INTRO FUGHT SPECIAL $99*

*PRIVAT1E CERTmCATION DURING BREAK*
LAUNCH YOUR AVIATION CAREER*

800-233-0808
• • • OVER HFTY YEARS AS THE NATION'S

PILOT TRAINING SPECIALISTS • • •

IN VVESTWOOD - OPEN 7 DAYS
C/iristine 's

"Bring this

ad (orpricM

By Birgit Rasmussen
Dally Bruin Staff

In response to a campus demand
for low-priced, name-brand food
options, Taco Bell is coming to

UCLA.
And once negotiations with the

Taco Bell Corporation are final-

ized, campus food services hopes
to lease and operate a Taco Bell

Express cart and pay the corpora-

tion fees for use of the name.
Students will find a limited

menu of burritos, lacos and snacks
from the Taco Bell Fiesta Menu.
The cart might be installed as early

as winter quarter and students will

be able to use their Bruin Gold-
cards.

"I think it*s a great idea, I love

Taco Bell," said senior Mindy
Hightower. "A lot of people on
campus want something really

fast, and the lines in (campus
eateries) are always so long."

Because the association would
operate the cart, the Taco Bell

stand would not be competing
directly with other campus food

services. Instead, it might attract

students who would otherwise not

purchase food on campus, said

food services Director Rich
Wheeler.

'There is obviously a market for

Taco Bell products and prices

within the campus community,"
Wheeler said.

That does not mean campus
food prices are too high, he added,

but merely a certain target con-

sumer group chooses their food by
how much it costs. Snacks from the

Taco Bell stand would sell as low
as 59 cents.

Food services chose Taco Bell

because its products rated high

with the undergraduate population

on campus, according to a report

Wheeler submitted to the students'

association's Board of Directors.

Also, the Taco Bell Express cart

was compact and fitted well with

the food services layout on cam-
pus, he said.

If approved, the small cart

would stand by Campus Comer
where it can service the steady
stream of students on Bruin Walk,
according to the report.

Because the association can
lease the can, it can try out the

Taco Bell concept for one year
without committing large amounts
of money. The association has the

option to purchase the cart anytime
during the trial year.

If the experiment period is a
success, the Taco Bell cart may be
used in Pauley Pavilion during
sporting events, according to the

report.

Such success may also open up
the campus for other name-brand
foods, but on a very selective and
individually evaluated basis,
Wheeler said.

"It is clear there is good poten-
tial for some branded products on
campus."

EARLY AND EVENING APPTS.
Hours: 9AM-9PM
•FULL SET $20
•Maniaire....^5
•Pedicure $10
•Fill ^13
Visa*Mastercard•Amer Exp

478-7811
1361 Westwood Bl. Westwood

2 Blks. S. of Wilshire

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

Education chief favors cliange in

federal financial aid procedures
By Karen de Witt
New York Times

University of California at Berkeley.

High default rates cited:

SAK's TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I KAPPY PLATE

I
•Chicken
•Beef Stick

I Fried Rice
•Green Salad

After 3.00 pm to close
|

with couDon

PUCE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
:1121 Glendon Avonue (213)

tQr««

Qllj Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

s a n f a
m o n I c a

t^
^^

GATEWAY
H O T E I

SPECIAL UCLA RATE
$69.00 SINGLE/DOUBLE OCCUPANCY

• 123 Spacious Rooms £c Suites

• Complimentary Parking
• CompIimenUry Van Service (Local)

• Same Day Laundry 6c Valet Service
• Car Rental On Property
• Restaurant, Exercise Room 6c Sun Deck

FOBRESEBVATIONS:

(213)829-9100
1920 SANTA MONICA BLVD. SANTA MONICA. CA 90404

WASHINGTON — Education Secretary Umar
Alexander said in a letter made public Friday that he
would favor changing the relationship linking federal

financial aid to the current method of accrediting

colleges and universities.

In a letter Thursday to Martin Trow, the chairman
of a federal advisory committee investigating the

accreditation process, Alexander said he would be
interested in suggestions for new ways to evaluate
universities and colleges, including bypassing the

regional accrediting bodies that now have that

responsibility.

Alexander suggested instituting a "pass" that

would allow a large majority of postsecondary
institutions to participate automatically in the federal

student aid programs. The effect, he said, would be to

eliminate accredition as a mandatory condition for

cligibilily for federal financial aid.

The secretary said a system would have to be
devised to decide which institutions would get a pass,

and by what standards and procedures.

Standards seen as inhibitive

In his letter Alexander expressed concern that the

use of
*

'cultural diversity'* standards by some
agencies as criteria in accrediting colleges inhibits

institutional autonomy and academic freedom.
The accrediting agencies have said that, because

they are voluntary groups whose standards for

accreditation are set by their member institutions, the

government should not interfere with those stan-

dards.

But since 1952, the government has distributed

federal financial aid only to students attending
colleges and universities that are accredited. In that

connection, the government periodically reviews and
reauthorizes the accrediting agencies themselves.

Earlier this year Alexander challenged the
Commission on Higher Education of the Middle
States Association of Colleges and Schools to justify

its use of cultural diversity as one standard in

evaluating colleges and universities in its region.

In 1988 the Middle States group began examining
colleges* affirmative action programs, their rates of
retaining minority students and the multicultural

content of their curriculums as factors in the overall

evaluation of whether a college deserved to be
accredited.

Alexander ordered a delay in the govemment*s
reauthorization of the Middle States group and an
independent review of the subject.

The review is being conducted by the panel headed
by Trow, which will conduct hearings next Thursday
and Friday and is expected to make a recommenda-
tion on the issue early next year. Trow is a professor
in the Graduate School of Public Policy at the

In his letter Alexander said his concern about the

accreditation process was also prompted by the high
default rates on student loans at certain accredited

institutions, usually vocational schools, that do not
deliver the quality of education or training they

promise.

But most of the letter focused on the use of cultural

diversity as a standard for accredition.

**This may be symptomatic of a trend by
accrediting associations to impose their own views of
social policy on schools that clearly provide a quality

education,** the secretary said in his letter. **My
concern is that the federal government is lending its

authority to these accrediting agency actions,**

because of the connection to federal financial aid.

Colleges and universities are periodically re-eva-

luated by one of six regional accrediting associations

to which they belong. Seventy or so other accrediting
agencies evaluate proprietary, journalism and medi-
cal schools.

In March 1990 the Middle States Association
deferred the reaccreditation of Baruch College, a
branch of the City University ofNew York, saying it

had not done enough to hire minority faculty

members and administrators or to retain minority

students.

Two months later, after submitting a plan that

addressed the association's concerns, Baruch was
accredited. This was the first important case using a

the cultural diversity standard, and was one of several

cases that Alexander said disturbed him.

A spokesman for Middle States, Steven Alschuler,

said that until its members saw a copy of the letter

they would have no comment.

'Dangerous intrusion' seen

But Charlie Sanders of the American Council on
Education, which represents 1.800 colleges and
universities, said: "The actions that Middle States

has taken are taken on the basis of each institution's

own goals. In this case, the secretary seems intent on
stirring up the process for some unforeseeable
political advantages.*'

Congress is also reviewing the accrediting process
in its effort to reauthorize higher education legisla-

tion.

The House has reported a version of a higher

education bill that would eliminate accredition

altogether but link participation in federal student aid

programs to low default rates. The Senate bill retains

the accreditation process but would establish

requirements for the composition of and criteria used
by accrediting bodies.

This year 178 institutions were found to have
default rates of more than 35 percent and were
suspended from the student aid program.

There's only one way to come

outaheail of the pack.
c,xo9

cf^
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Kenya aid threatened
by political
By Jane Perlez

New York Times

NAIROBI. Kenya — In the

1980s Kenya was among a handful

of African nations that could rely

on large infusions of aid from
Washington and the World Bank.

Washington *s interest in Kenya
had a lot to do with its strategic

position on the Indian Ocean,

which made it a useful ally in the

Cold War. The World Bank*s
generosity was largely based on
Kenya *s capitalist outlook.

In the last two years, American
aid has dropped significantly, in

part because the Cold War evapor-

ated and American aid budgets

lightened in general, but also

because of growing displeasure

with President Daniel arap Moi*s
intransigence on the issues of

democratization, human rights and
corruption.

Much of Africa is testing the

possibilities of political pluralism

now. but Moi continues to cling to

a monopoly ofpower by squashing

the opposition even as his regime
is accused of corruption. Some
diplomats have begun equating

him with the despotic leader of

2^ire, Mobutu Seso Seko — a

comparison that would have
sounded implausible a few months
^«ft=

Some Western donors, espe-

cially the United Stales and the

Scandinavian countries, believe

recent events in Kenya will test the

World Bank's seriousness about
its declaration that **good gover-

nance*' is a requirement for

receiving aid. In little more than a

week. Kenya's donors will meet in

Paris under the auspices of the

World Bank to decide the size of

Kenya's aid package next year.

Last week, a retired Scotland

Yard detective who had investi-

gated the death of Robert Ouko, a

former foreign minister, testified

that corruption flourishes at the lop

of the Kenyan government.

The detective, John Troon, said

he believed Ouko was pushed into

a car early one morning in Febru-

ary 1990, taken to the countryside

near his house and shot because he

was preparing a report on corrupt

ministers in the Moi govemmenL
At the same time as the extent of

the corruption has become public,

Moi has refused to recognize

opposition groups, and he banned a

rally scheduled for Saturday. A
dozen well-known leaders of the

opposition, which has been calling

for a multiparty ix)litical system,

were arrested and armed riot

police used tear gas to disperse

crowds attempting to get to the

meeting place.

Despite a major policy state-

ment in 1989 that set "good
governance" as a guiding rule for

eligibility for aid in Africa, fund-

ing by the World Bank for Kenya
has remained at high levels. In

1989. Kenya received nearly $1

billion from all Western donors,

one-third of it from the World
Bank and less than $100 million

from the United States.

By far the largest portion of

bank aid went for financial support

of the budget Direct aid from the

United States has fallen by half in

the last two years, dropping from

$80 million to $40 million.

ion
Economists say, there are a

number of reasons for the World
Bank's leniency toward Kenya.

First, the bank decided in the

mid-1980s that more attention had

to be given to Africa. Edward
Jaycox. the bank's vice president

for Africa, an American who has

been fond of the continent ever

since he took a postgraduate trip

across Africa in the early 1960s,

argued that Africa was a lest case

for development
Two former presidents of the

bank, A.W. Clausen and Barber B.

Conable Jr.. went along with

Jaycox 's argument. During their

tenures, the bank allocated sub-

stantially more money to the

continent, shifting some long-term

aid away from Asia in doing so. In

the years 1982-86, yearly dis-

bursements in grants and loans to

Africa averaged $1.9 billion;

between 1987 and 1991, the

support increased to $3.3 billion.

"Up until now it has been

difficult for the bank to put money
in East Africa other than Kenya,"
says David Gordon, a former
official of the U.S. Agency for

International Development in

Kenya. "Uganda, Tanzania, Zim-
babwe are all countries where five

years ago it didn't make a lot of

sense to put money."
:Uganda was still torn by war,

Tanzania and Zimbabwe still

practiced their various versions of

socialism. By contrast Kenya had
capable technocrats and a capital-

ist orientation. So funds were
pumped into Kenya even though

corruption was getting worse,

Gordon said.

There is little doubt that the

atmosphere at the Paris gathering

will be grim. And the Kenyan
delegation will be laboring under

an added liability. Vice President

and Minister for Finance George
Sailoti. who will head the team,

was named at the inquiry into

Ouko's death as one of the

ministers who demanded a kick-

back from a company planning to

rehabilitate an industrial project

Sailoti also offered what diplo-

mats considered an unbelievable

explanation last week of why the

foreign exchange held by Kenyans
overseas had soared tenfold from
$200 million in 1982 to $2.6 billion

this year.

The U.S. Agency for Intemar.

tional Development said the capi-

tal flight was due to "investor

uncertainty and rampant corrup-

tion." Sailoti attributed the extra-

ordinary size of the foreign

holdings to undispersed money
from foreign donors, a statement

that could not be squared with the

facts, diplomats said.

In advance of the Paris meeting,

members of the opposition appe-

aled to the donors to gel tough.

Until there is political reform in

Kenya, they argued, economic aid

will be counterproductive.

"The current trends in our

country show the limits of reform-

ing economic policy in a deformed
political environment" they said

in an open letter.

Two days after the letter was
made public, three of the signers,

including Gitobu Imanyara, the

editor of The Nairobi Law Month-
ly, were arrested.
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BUY ONE

GET ONE FREE
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WESTWOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAULI
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you're trying to dedde between
glasses or contact lenses, you should
ask your eye doctor about FiuoroPerm
contact lenses.

Look again. Eyeglasses often alter the image
size and reduce peripheral vision. \A/hen wearing
Fluoroperm oxygen permeable lenses, you won^
have the problems associated with wearing glasses.
And, you'll enjoy greater convenience and feel
more confident in professional, social or athletic
situations.

'I

If you have astigmatism or experience poor
vision with soft lenses, now there's a better
choice — FiuoroPerm.

You will also have crisp vision with comfort
approaching soft lenses. Your eyes won't be
deprived of the oxygen they need to stay
healthy.

Dally Wear Soft Lenses-175.00

CONTACT OUR OFRCE TO SCHEDULE
AN APPOINTMENT.

DR. QUACiaNBUSH, O.D.
10955 Weybum Ave.

Comer of Weybum &^ Broxton

208-4748

d'iHHfrut&t Sale

CP286-12MHZ (40MB Hard Drive) 14" Mono $550

CP386SX-16MHZ (40MB Hard Drive) $950

CP386DX-25MHZ (BOMB Hard Drive) $1180

CP386-33MHZ W/64K Cache (80MB Hard Drive) $1320

GP486-25MHZ (120MB Hard Drive) $1850

CP486-33MHZ Wy256K Cache (120MB Hard Drive) $1 960

FREE MOUSE
with purchase of system

All Systems Include;

< ».r: r^ Memory

• 525' or 3.5' Floppy Drive

• HYUNDA1 1
4- Super VGA (.28) Color Monitor

• Super VGA(1024768) W/1MB-2S6 Colors

• Super Mouse II

• AT I/O Cavd (2 Serial. 1 Ptrallei & 1 Game)

•2FD/2HD IDE Controller

• 100% IBM Compatible Systems

• One Vi9ar Parts and Labor Warranty

BEST SUPPORT, BEST SERVICE, LOWEST PRICE
Please CaU SCOTT for best deal at

er
385aWilshireBlvd#im
Los Angeles. CA<KK) 10

480^6777
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LA. police

to undergo
litionalI I

training
By Jaxon van Derbeken
Los Angeles Dally News

The Los Angeles Police
Academy training period has been

expanded an additional six weeks
and now will include field training

and additional instruction in use of

force, t\uman relations, tactical

simulations and report writing.

In a Nov. 4 memorandum, the

commander of the department's

Personnel and Training Bureau
outlined the new training program,

in which time at the Police

Academy will be extended from 24

to 30 weeks.

About 40 changes in training—
including the creation of a police

college — were recommended in

the wake of the March 3 beating of

motorist Rodney King in a report

submitted last week to the Police

Commission.
««
•A critical need for additional

U-aining was identified in the areas

of self-defense and the use of
force, human relations/cultural

awareness, situation simulations,

Spanish, report writing and other^

academic subjects/* Cmdr. JTrfT

Chambers wrote in a departmental

memorandum.
Cmdr. Art Lopez said the

additional instruction— combined

See TRAINING, page 13

TUITION
From page 1

cutbacks.

"Students must be armed with

information to battle these things,**

said Michael Lichter, graduate
external vice president. "I don*t
know how much we can beat this,

but if we don't try, we will be
sunk."

An informational and protest

rally will be held Tuesday at noon
in Meyerhoff Park.

The state of California should
accept responsibility for educating
its residents when students pay reg
fees, said Lee Butterfield, execu-
tive director of the UC Student
Association.

*This change would shift the

burden on paying from the state to

the individual,** Butterfield said.

And **if we start to raise the

admission standards, a small per-

centage group would lose out. This
would be an unpleasant alterna-

tive.**

Currently, theUC enrolls the top

12.5 percent of eligible high school
graduates in California under the

state's 1961 Master Plan for

Higher Education. But if state

funding is insufficient, this number
could drop to eight or nine percent
in a few years, Gardner said.

**On a temporary basis, at least,

this would mean abandoning the

promise of a place at the university

for all qualified California resi-

dents seeking undergraduate
admission. In all our past fiscal

difficulties we have never done
this."

A reduction in the number of
students "is a preferable way to

manage enrollment than by admit-
ting all UC-eligiblc students wish-
ing to enroll knowing that classes

could not possibly be made avail-

able to them." Gardner said.

But enrollment cuts raise diffi-

cult ethical questions for the
university. "Clearly, the racial and
ethnic dynamics of the situation

are not inconsequential."

Daily Baiin News
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Christopher Donnan, the director

of UCLA's Fowler Museum of
Cultural History.

UCLA's inventory will also

include a map of all the locations

from which the native materials

originated so that tribal areas can
be determined and repatriation can
be requested.

Currently. UCLA holds about
1.300 human skeletal remains— a
UC collection second in size only
to Berkeley's Lowie Museum,
which contains about 12,000
remains.

While repatriation activists are
angry it has taken several years to

get UCLA to produce a policy,

Donnan said thatUCLA is moving
as fast as it can. He also asked the

activists for greater patience and
understanding. "I have heard com-
ments today that UCLA has not
been cooperative. I don't really

think those are appropriate
remarks at least for UCLA."

Procedures at UCLA are taking
a long time, he said, because this is

something that the university has
never dealt with before. "We can't
just pull guidelines off the shelf on
how to do this. And we must do
this right the first time. We don't
have a second chance."

Furthermore, other UC cam-
puses trail behind UCLA in their

repatriation efforts, he noted.

For example, UC Berkeley will

be asking for an extension on their

five-year inventory, and none of
the five UC campuses that own
remains have formed a repatriation

committee.

However, Assemblyman Katz
said UCLA's efforts are not
enough.

"How do you justify funding an
institution that has a 17th century
attitude toward Native Ameri-
cans?" he said.

UCLA has shown that it can be a
leader and yet it chooses to

jeopardize its standing by dragging
its feet, he said.

"It is unfortunate that UCLA—
having the opportunity to set an
example by adopting a progressive
and aggressive policy — chooses
instead to ignore this chance,"
Katz said, adding UCLA should
start returning remains now.

"We will use whatever tools are

at our disposal to make the

university do the right thing," he

added. "We need to return dignity

and respect to Native Americans,"

he said.

The chancellor's advisory com-
mittee chairman. Harold Horo-
witz, said that the next step the

committee will take is to decide
how to process requests for the

remains and assess the legitimacy
of claims.

"We need to make sure we have

that mechanism in place before

requests come in," he said.

CONFERENCE
From page 1.

insult to injury, said James Kawa-
hara, an American Indian law

school graduate.

Educating American Indians

about federal and state laws in

addition to UC policy was also a

high priority, said Kawahara.

The meeting was an opportunity

for American Indians to voice their

opinions — and for them to be

heard, he said. "Usually, the Indian

groups must speak outside of the

university, while the faculty —
physical anthropologists — use

pressure inside the system,"

Kawahara said. *This puts the

burden on tribal groups who are

out of the information line and

have limited resources."

TIRED OF TWEEZING,
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

HAVE IT REMOVED PERMANENTLY
BY ELECTROLYSIS

ComplImentary<:onsultation

ELEaROLYSIS BY LINDA
The Westwood Building

1081 Westwood Suite 224 475-4135 )

M0MB PRESENTS

iMMEDIMELr
AFTER "THE POX

IS DONE /

11777 SAN VICENTE 8LVD., BKENTWDOD, CA 90049 • 820-1616

THE TOTAllY TOTAL

YOU AND MATRIX

YOUR STYLE

YOUR POISE

YOUR APPEARANCE

Matrix. It's hair care for the

total you in our professional

salon and for at-home styling

After a consultation, our

stylists will create a hair cut

that suits you and your life-

style. Then our experts will

design a totally personal

hair care system with Matrix

shampoos, conditioners, and
styling aids to keep you look-

ing your best between visits.

ymatrix
HAIR AND SKM CARE Wnurti

'Not Just A Cut...But A Great Haircut'

Y\/(\RCUT R^QU^STS OR APPTS ARE $14

SUNDAYS AND '-^»^ ^^^ ^^^^Y DISCOUNTS

MONDAYS ONLY

FULL SERVICE SALON

954 & 956 GAYLEY
WESTWOOD
RIGHT NEXT TO SIZZLER

(213)824-0710
(213)824-7697

Monday, November 1 8, 1 991 11

BRUIN
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL "

1 KKE PARKING CI SIIIOXED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENINGS
CLASSES

IJCM COPIIill SPliCIAI
Konica 1290 re

lotal Price... S I I'^^.OO
includes:

12 copies per niinute, sheet by-pass, reduce,

enlarge & zoom, auto exposure, initial supplies,

delivery, installation, trainin;^ & 4-month warranty
iar no ol)li^alioii iiiforination, please call

IMiUill IV SYSTEMS
Rick or Hillary— 213 575 5856

STAMFORD L S A T
G R E
G M A T

The fastest growing course €it UCLA

Prep
Call today and we'll tutoryou beforeourcoursebegins and
help you with the application process at no extra charge.

Smaller class sizes and more individual attention than
any other course. Call STAiMFORD PREP:

J t ,i • 6 5 ,i • 9 S O O H I H • -^ O 6 • 1J> O

Grand Opening
Special

Copies
No minimum, no limit.
*8 1/2" X 11" single sided. 20# bond,

auto feed originals

DESIGN COPY PRINT

'.VesrucxHJ B.J.
.^CL.

' T>- L C.L.A.

alpnaorapfiics'
Prinhhopi Of The Futura

IN THE VILLAGE

aiphagraphiQs/.

Gavlev Ave.

10910 Lindbrook Drive

7:00 - Midnight Men. - Sat. • 8:00 - 8:00 Sun
310-208-COPY(2679)
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More than

1600 Postecript

typeface§.

College

Students

20^r Offi

Authorized source for The Font Company Type library.

Want to return to true ad quality? Now,

there's a Postscript* type library

for you as a professional — The Font

Company Type Library. Here are a few

reasons why:

1. l.MI-^ ficci Including the ITC text

range. 142 licensed Letraset*" designs,

restorations from Lanston Monotype®

master drawings, and scores of faces you

can't get from Adobe*'.

2. Cats faithfvl to oriKiBal desips Every

detail, every subtlety is in tact at 4 or

1400 point — to satisfy even the pickiest

client.

3. S^ag awl Kerang thai help yoa

heat dfaJlaci The Font Company gets

you closer to commercial typesetting

standards, right off the keyboard. That

means less manual adjustment; less time

wasted.

4. Staadard PostKripl Type 1 for yoar

Maclatosh<* , NeXT^ or PC All fonts

reflect the latest Postscript specs, working

great with Mac-ATM, Type Reunion,

PC-ATM and Windows®.

- 3H-H CATALOG Those are a

few reasons, there are more. Ask about

the 300 pg. book showing 1 ,600 + type-

faces. And don't forget, any of the type-

faces for your Mac or PC are here at:

Lose YourLunch

FLAX, INC

10852 Lindbrook Dr., Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310) 208-3529 - FAX: (310) 208-6317

Or maybe breakfast and

dinner, too. Skip a meal

on the Thursday before

Thanksgiving, and join

millions of students

who, since 1973, have

been a part of the Fast

for a Wodd Harvest

campaign. Help some of

the poorest people in the

world feed themselves

for a lifetime. On your

campus, contact:

Heather
Outer

575-4418

k
.OxfamI
Amenca f

Lose your lunch November 21.

Youll be surprised how much you gain.

PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS

PRESENT:

HEALTHY HOLIDAY EATING AND DRINKING WEEK

NOVEMBER 18-21, 1991 (Monday thru Thursday)

Help up celebrate cultural diversity! Stop by a PHC Nutrition table for:

* A free recipe booklet - 14 recipes In all, including Mexican Christmas Salad, West
African Chicken Groundnut, Thai Mint Beef, and Danish Apple Cake!

* Brochures detailing the sumptuous cuisine of MEXICO and ISRAEL! Learn how to

cook your favorite HEALTHY Mexican and Jewish foods!

* TIPS for Healthy Holiday Eating and Drinking - how to say no to pushy hosts, safe

partying and driving, healthy holiday gift ideas, and more!

* Recipes for delicious NON-ALCOHOLIC cocktails!

55^

TIMESAND LOCATIONS: Ackerman Treehouse Patio 10am-2pm
Wooden Center I0am-2pm
LuValle Commons 11am-2pm

and remember. . . EAT, DRINK, AND BE HEALTHY !!!

Funded by ASUCLA BOD Programming Fund
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the galactic chasm still separ-

ating the two societies, one
that transcends economic com-
petition. V —
The story as recounted in

Japan Digest is an old one that

has gained new currency on
the eve of Pearl Harbor. Here
it is.

On Saturday, Dec. 6, Tokyo
transmitted a 14-page telegram

to its Washington embassy.
The critical last page with

delivery instructions was not

even translated until Sunday
morning because the officer in

charge was busy organizing a

Chinese dinner for a departing

colleague. A first secretary was
told to do the translation and
typing himself. His typing was
very slow and inaccurate, forc-

ing Ambassador Nomura to

delay his Sunday 1 p.m.

appointment with Secretary of
State Cordell Hull until 2 p.m.

The ambassador arrived at 2:05
and was kept waiting until

2:20. By that lime, the attack

had been under way for an
hour. (And by the way, hours

after the U.S. had already

intercepted and decoded the

same message.)

These facts are apparently

not in dispute. The question is

the meaning of the facts. Many
Japanese want them to mean
that Tokyo intended to observe"
accepted rules of war and
declare war before striking. If

the diplomats had done their

job properly, they say, the

action at Pearl Harbor would
have been a **surprise,** but
not a **sneak** attack. Thus,
restored honor and no Japanese
guilt.

That explanation is of a

piece with the prevailing

Japanese view that because
President Roosevelt imposed
economic sanctions on Japan,

Tokyo had no choice but to

attack as the only way of
avoiding economic strangula-

tion. Lost in this rendition of
history is the fact that U.S.
sanctions came in stages and
only after Japan had invaded
Manchuria. China and Indochi-
na.

Japanese also pair Pearl Har-
bor and Hiroshima, writes Col-
umbia historian Carol Cluck,
and see them as forming •*a

tidy moral calculus in which
Japan's aggressive attack is

balanced by the nuclear

bombings. . .
.**

John Toland, the great

popular historian of this period,

believes the Japanese have
good grounds for thinking they

behaved no worse than other
colonial powers like Britain

and France. He also believes

the Japanese were special vic-

tims because the U.S. dropped
two atomic bombs on them
"that weren't necessary.'' He
said in a telephone interview
that there is no need now for

a Japanese apology.

A group of Japanese histo-

rians and civil activists think

otherwise. They have petitioned

their government **to apologize
publicly for these transgres-

sions," pay damages to the

victims of Japanese aggression
and conduct an inquiry into the

historical facts of the war.

The Japanese people should
listen to these voices, and not

to the siren songs of their

historical revisionists who
dcsu*oy all sense of cause and
effect, right and wrong.

Leslie H. Gelb is a columnist

for The New York Times
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with a four-week teaming of
u-aining officers and trainees —
will help bring consistency to the

u-aining process while still at the

academy.
**We're pairing them up early,

while still at the academy, so the

training officer understands
what's going on at the academy—
so we're training the training

officer and training the recruit

officers. We see a lot of value to

this," Lopez said.

Changes now in effect at the

academy include devoting four of
the added sue weeks to a ride-along

program and use of field training

officers to work with probationary

officers.

Probationary officers normally
spend six months at the academy
and a year in the field with a
u^ining officer before becoming
full-fledged officers.

The training officers and recruit

officers will spend one day a week
at the academy in simulated
exercises and academic instruc-

tion, and the remaining four days
dedicated to ride-along patrol

assignments in the training offic-

er's division.

The recruits will continue with

the same training officer after they
leave the academy and go on patrol

for a six-month period.

Lopez said the field training at

the academy will expand the total

training from 926 to 1.300 hours,

which he said is almost 500 hours
more than any other recruit

academy in the state.

Recruits receive a total of 18
months of training— six months in

the academy and 12 months in the

field. Under the revamped proce-

dure, recruits will get 50 weeks of
training in the field and two more
weeks in the academy, Lopez said.

**A tot of this is fine-tuning of a
system we already have," Lopez
said. **Consislency of training is

one of the problems we tavc
encountered," he said. **We
would like to keep an employee
with the same set of training

officers for at least three months."
The Los Angeles County Sher-

iffs Academy lasts 18 weeks. The
training program is under review,

but there are no pending recom-
mendations to expand, said Deputy
Fidel Gonzales of the Sheriffs

Information Bureau.

MOCTEZUMA
From page 3

and its history— this way we will

learn about ourselves."

And the people have so much
interest in what is going on, he

said. More than 1 million people

have visited the Museum of El

Templo Mayor.
"In Mexico there is always

extreme interest in the past. I hope

that it will never be forgotten."
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CORINNE A. SEEDS UNIVERSITY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, UCLA

E
E

FORSPBCIAl DELIVERY
CALLSHAKEY'S!

irS FAST AND FREE!

Applications for admission for ttie

1992-93 school year at the SEEDS UNIVERSITY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, the laboratory school

of the Graduate School of Education on the

UCLA campus, are now available. Please call

(31 0) 825-1 801 for infomiation.

2]flUM£QllE
JCATIONS ARE ENCQURAGgP

DEADLINE TO APPLY:
DECEMBER 27, 1991
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$10.95
One Medium Pizza

with One Topping^

Five Pieces of Chicken

and Mojo Potatoes.

Large Pizza

!with Two Toppings

1114 Gayley Westwood
Fax 208-7470 Hours Sun-Thurs 11-lam. Fri & Sat. ll-2am

^^j 824-4111

m./^JMJ Bm^¥40/^LL^
Tuesday and Wednesday nights 6-11pm

van service Wednesdays
1230 Campbell Hall

R.A.I.N.! ( Retention of American Indians Now) provides
Native American students with a studious and

atmosphere in which to study.

9 9$.
w^r

i *j

*^

^t.t>i-*-

Upcoming Worksh #;#

Wed. Nov.2(VStress Management 1230 Campbell 7pm

Tues. Nov.26-Writing Skills 1230 Campbell 7pm

Fri. Dec.6-Cultural Study Break Time and Location TBA

N

A

For more infomation call: 206-751

3
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Bike policy

Editor:

Just as much as this country
lacks any kind of solution to

ihe woes of the national eco-
nomic recession or any kind of
vision on how to revitalize our
confidence in the Congress and
Supreme Court, this campus
ignores the growing need for a
fair and comprehensive campus
bicycle policy.

It is ironic that the main
artery flowing through campus
is off limits to inoffensive,

ecologically correct, unobtrusive

bicycles. Why should anyone
living off campus travel to

class with a fantastic detour

through smog belching u-affic,

when passing by the Bruin
Bear seems so pristine and
sweet?

Furthermore, are students

expected to use Circle Drive lo

ride to and from their next

class? And more importantly,

could it really be more expen-
sive than an X-million dollar

UCLA gateway to paint a 4-

foot-wide bike lane where
cyclists could ride without
weaving in and through throngs

of moving masses?
In the spirit of Emile Zola,

\ accuse the administration of
ignoring the plight of all

cyclists, who are forced to

look about themselves in fear

of being fined for a commute
they must make every day. An
oppressive climate exists that

cyclists can no longer endure.

As difficult as this campaign
for bicycle recognition and
liberation will be, I urge all

cyclists to demand fair rights,

struggling as salmon do
upstream.

Avran Aelony
Junior

Biology

Diversity

Editor:

As you are aware, over the

past decade, the UCLA campus
has made a strong commitment
to advancing and promoting
diversity. One aspect of the

diversity within our campus
community is sexual orienta-

tion, which the Regents* policy

has included as an area pro-

tected from discrimination.

I am sending this letter in

order to affirm our commit-
ment to doing all we can to

provide a safe, open and posi-

tive environment at UCLA for

all students, faculty and staff,

regardless of sexual orientation.

During the past two years,

UCLA has experienced a con-
siderable increase in activity to

organize and support gay and
lesbian faculty, students, staff

and alumni. Among several

organizations recently founded
arc the Lambda Alumni Asso-
ciation, the UCLA Lesbian and
Gay Faculty/Staff Network and
the Chancellor's Advisory
Commiuee on the Gay and
Lesbian Community at UCLA.

Student groups and activities,

such as the Gay and Lesbian
Association (GALA) and Ten
Percent (gay and lesbian news
magazine) have been present

for many years. These entities,

along with many other organi-

zations within the broader cam-
pus gay and lesbian .population,

are all working to improve the

campus environment for gay
men and lesbians. Social sup-

port, education and intellectual

dialogue and pursuit of issues

of pdilica] and social concern
are among their many purposes
and activities.

In meeting with members of
these organizations from time
lo lime, we have heard their

desire to ensure that UCLA
provide an open, positive envi-

ronment for all members of
the community, irrespective of
sexual orientation. Sjjecifically,

the campus should be a place

where gay and lesbian mem-
bers of our community have
no fear in "coming out" or

being open about their lives.

If gay men and lesbians

choose to be active in organi-

/.ations, or to pursue issues of
interest to them, no negative

consequences to their status as

staff, faculty or student should
result. Unfortunately, we have
also learned that these ideal

conditions do not always exist

at UCLA.

I am thus inviting you to

join me in extending fully

UCLA*S commitment lo diver-

sity to the gay and lesbian

members of our community. In

doing so, you will contribute

not only lo the improvement of
their lives on campus but to

the goals and values UCLA
represents for all members of

our community. '

)

Charles Young
Chancellor

Are you tired with a (^mpus that seemingly has
no sense of humor? Does it bother you when you
try to get a group of friends to nioon Murphy
and nQl:;>ody will? And doesn't itjiist kill you that

there's never anything funny in The Bruin?
You can change al! that. Applications for the

new humpr insert 4Ji« available now at The Bruin
ofnce. Yes, you cfin change the world.

Daily Bruin
112 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 825-9898

Guest Columnist

way

I
have always accepted

people as they are because
I felt that whatever they

showed in public was for a

reason. My experience as a
peer counselor had taught me
to flesh out the masks that

people put out Academically, I

found it fascinating to watch
ihc facades people had because
it made me wonder if any of
us had a real "me/* I became
acutely aware of my own
performances and went along
with them just lo see how it

felt.

I discovered that I could
become a wide range of diffe-

rent personalities depending on
the siUjation. This revelation

scared me because it contra-

dicted the smugness I had felt

earlier in thinking that I was
belter than other people due to

ihe fact that I was **real.*'

Now it seemed that everything
ihat I stood for socially had no
meaning because it varied from
situation to situation. I, in

essence, was a fake person!

I am not proud of saying
ihal superficiality's blanket
envelops the social me. but to

deny it would constitute an
even bigger sin — lying. By
acknowledging that I am fake.

I now assert that I am being
human.

1 can't be truthful or real

the whole time due to the fact

ihat it would leave me empty.
If I told everyone what I

thought of them truthfully all

Ihe lime. I don't think I would
have any friends left.

And that's the key —
acceptance. I am fake because
1 want to be liked. If that

makes me an outcast then I

accept the punishment
I can be fake and let people

know that because it disting-

uishes me from the secret

racist or the fake affirmative

action supporter. It tells you
that I can err with my pas-
sions and that I am honest.

Knowing that I am fake lets

me accept other people as they
are.

I don't need to know what
(hey are thinking because they
are not ready to lell me.
Maybe that's why I can't

understand or support people's
lamentation that a certain per-

be yourself
doesn't allow stupid stuff like

emotion.

Is that what life has come
to? Are we so selfish that we
refuse to see other people as

they are? What we practice

here is separatism, not diversi-

ty. And that's the sad pan.

Sanjay
Sabarwal
son is fake. Aren't we all at

one point or another?

However. I am unchained

because I finally realize that I

can be myself to some people.

Those persons like me for

what I am — not for what I

represent I don't have to do
anything to impress them.

They like mc for my kooky
ideas and deep philosophical
thoughts. They like me even
though I have been called a
dork. Even though I wasn't
"white enough." Even though I

had an accent Even though I

was weird. Even though I had
glasses.

It was these labels that

made me want to be fake. I

wanted to be everything that I

wasn't because then I would
be "in." Personal experience
told me that that just doesn't

work. I finally realized that

UCLA doesn't let us be
ourselves. We put labels on
each other even though we
know that's not right

I came here for knowledge
and instead find myself being
suffocated by a plethora of
stereotypes that expect me to

dehumanize people.

I am a minority. That sen-

tence alone sends people

images of welfare lines or
language incompetence. Why?
Because you aren't allowed to

go beyond the mask. I don't
have to be fake to please you
because my mask already does
that for me. UCLA has

become a huge mask that

- Through all my intellect and"

knowledge I can never relate

to other people because it

doesn't fit my agenda.

All of us. in attempts to be
good students and be aware at

the same time, forget what
makes us real. We figure that

it's OK to be the social "me"
because it doesn't go against
the flow. What we fail to

realize is that there is nothing
factual in that. As we progress,

we start to lose our identity.

This is connected to our label-

ing everyone else. Whether or
not I carry my mask, I am
being labeled anyway.

It's like a circle. I am fake
and others are making fake

assumptions about me. I have
finally given up on this. I care
only for the people that sec
me as a human being. They
see me with no expectations,

and I see them likewise.

I'd rather be ignorant than
accept what UCLA and its

occupants are offering me. It's

a bitter medicine because
UCLA isn't the best for me as

long as its students treat each
other as stereotypes and masks.

I am not professing that we
all love one another, but only
indicating that we all have a
lot more to offer than what is

on the surface.

They say the more you live

life the better it treats you.
Well. I want the best. Be
yourself E>o it once and you
will recognize the freedom Uiat

I feel and the unshackling of
the real you.

UCLA is more than feeling

resentment for Affirmative

Action or being politically

incorrect. It is a worid where
we learn about ourselves as
human beings not as ste-

reotypes or groups.

But I digress.

Sabarwal is a sophomore
majoring in English.
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Society's present is influenced by everyone 's history
Il*s

a pretty simple idea,

but it's so true and so
important. People want to

be a part of something —
some group, some movement,
some classification, some job— anything that makes them
feel as though they have a
place inside the world, that

they're more than just one life

among billions.

One very important and
popular way in which we
define ourselves is through our
past — the study of history.

History can be a great unifying

force. Of course, history can
create troubles as well. Every
day new atrocities and new
animosities appear in the

Middle East
There are dozens of causes

for the modem conflict

between Arabs and Israelis.

But one of the more important,

perhaps the most important, is

a matter of history — a

ptriotic Israeli knows that this

is the land which his fore-

fathers conquered and his God
gave to them, just as a Palesti-

nian will know that the land is

divinely granted to his people,

and has been inhabited by
them for centuries.

I don't mean to oversimplify

a very complex issue. I only
mean lo show that when two
histories are in conflict, a
tremendous momentum exists

towards continuing the conflict.

"We have always fought; they

are our Enemy." History has a
way of defining people like

that.

So now I finally get to what
1 wanted to talk about —
history in conflict, specifically

in the United States. The
recent controversy over Christ-

opher Columbus' 500th
anniversary points out two very
interesting developments in the

study of American history.

One is that we are finally

paying more attention to his-

torical studies that don't neces-
sarily center on European men.
The other is that such studies

often draw very different con-

clusions about historical events
than the ones we were taught

as kids.

Growing reference to and
acceptance of the pluralism in

the United States has created a
number of alternate histories

that focus on the various

groups that make up our
country. These new traditions
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are helpful lo groups in many
ways. They help people feel

that they belong to a tradition

that is theirs, that separates

them from other groups.

They teach people that have
long been ignored in historical

study that they did have
important roles in the making
of the country that we live in

today. Unfortunately, since they

leach different interpretations of
the same events, they create a
lot of conflict.

It seems pretty obvious when
it's looked at in that way.
How fabulous is an event like

the **taking of the American
frontier,** when all it signifies

in certain families is tliat your
ancestors were taken by force
or by lies from their home-
lands and subjected to torturous

labor, k)ng hours and early

graves, and were given
nothing, not even respect, in

return?

Or even worse, that the

•faking** was of your own
family's homeland? If we don't
actually take at face value
what white male America did
throughout our history as

absolutely good and correct,

we suddenly find tliat there is

quite a large number of bad
things that have happened in

the country since the very

beginning. There's a lot of
pain, and certainly a lot of
blame to go around.

And that's why it's about
time we started looking for

ways to break out of this

historical spiral. If we really

are trying to create a pluralis-

tic, equal and peaceful society,

we are going lo fiave to learn

from the conflicts of the past,

not be ruled by them.

It's time to begin construct-

ing an objective history of our
country, one that accepts the

contributions of every group to

the whole history. In it, every
breakthrough, as well as every
crime, is recorded as a part of
the whole, as a step toward
the creation of tfie present.

No one group can claim to

be the best, most important or

instrumental group in American
history. Likewise, no group can
be cubbyholed as unimportant
lo the growth of the society,

nor can one group be blamed
for what is now wrong.
Take for example the Christ-

opher Columbus conflict. It

seems wise to accept that

Columbus was an integral part

of the process that helped

create the United Stales as it

turned out Some people want
him praised as a hero for

"discovering America."
But ottiers want him dis-

missed as a lucky aristocrat

who ran into a continent, and
then misnamed and exploited

its inhabitants. In reality, both
are true, and an objective:

American history can accept

both his achievements and his

shortcomings.

Of course, I don't really

expect anything like this

change in attitude to actually

take place. People cannot
simply give up the past, and

their own interpretations of it

An objective view of history

forces people to give up the

preconceptions that make life

so much easier in America.
If we erase the stereotypes

of the past, then people are

forced to look at each other as

individuals.

America, by and large, is

one of the only nations in

history to give full citizenship

lo people from a large number
of races, cultures and religions.

The diverse cultural historiesr

that are now gaining greater

and greater attention are very

productive and helpful. But
they aren't going to assist us

in making a unified society —
a multicultural, stable America
— unless we bring them
together into a single American
history that embraces the past

of everyone here.

Otherwise, we're something
like an enormous tree with

millions of branches, with roots

that spread out in all directions

but don't go very deep. One
good, stiff historical wind and
wc all go over.

I know this sounds like

another one of those "I'm sick

of being PC" articles. But
what this sort of study doea:
moves beyond PC. If we can
do it, a unified history of our
country celebrates all of us,

and exchides — oppresses —
no one.

Daly is a senior majoring in

classical civilizations.
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'Cape Fear' is more than a honor movie

Edward Ka-Spel has just released his seventh album

Ka-Spel's imagination
runs wild in soio release
By Rob Winfield
Daily Bruin Staff

The title of British artist Edward
Ka-Spers seventh and latest solo
album *Tanith and the Lion Tree"
describes the story of a fantasy-
stricken litUe girl and her relation-
ships with the feUne community.

Her tale concerns her visits to a
towering tree, where hons grow
from its many branches like
blossoming Howers. Here, as the
lions* jaws open like unfolding
petals, she feeds them candy, then
plucks their teeth one by one. And
when she has finished, she says
goodbye and ventures home to
sleep, where she puts the teeth
under her pillow as an offering to a
mythic feline tooth fairy.

Although it sounds bizarre
enough to masquerade as authentic
legend, this curious tale is actually
a product of the eccentric stream-
of-consciousness approach to
songwriting taken by the singer,
songwriter and multi-faceted
musician Ka-Spel — best known
for his work in the Legendary Pink
Dots.

Having recorded more than a
dozen seemingly unreal, halluci-
nogenic and scatter-themed LPs
with the Dots. Ka-Spel -the-soloist
fmds that such individualized
works are a necessity for someone
needing to indulge in the highly
personalized art form, where the
imagination can run rampant and
just about anything can happen.

*That*s why solo albums are
there," he explains. *They tend to
be very personal statements. You
know, I like to work with a band,
where everybody puts their ideas
togeUier in a creative melting pot.
But I also have a need to do things
Uiat result purely from my own

ideas and realizations.

"And quite often," he adds. "I
have no idea how people are going
to react to my solo work. Because
it's more difficult to approach
than, say. The Maria Dimension,*
the last Dots album. But I like
things like that Only in a solo
work can you create something
that often makes for a very
different kind of thing from a
collaboration."

Working over the course of a
year. Ka-Spel recorded "Tanith
and the Lion Tree," released on
Third Mind/Roadracer Records,
whenever he found spare time
from both working with the Dots
on "The Maria Dimension" and
their first U.S. tour last summer,
and his other collaboration the
Tear Garden, with Skinny i'^uppy's
Cevin Cey and various Dots
members.

Although not a new concept for
the musician, working around
other commitments for the crea-
tion of this seventh solo outing
actually took on a fre^h and
exciting quality not present in his
past solo work.
And much of this owes thanks to

liie recording process of the last

Dots album, where pre-arranged
structure was done away with and
free-form expression embraced.
"When we entered the studio to

record *The Maria Dimension,'"
explains Ka-Spel. "we just started
improvising and jamming on the
spot, just to see what ideas we
would come up with. And inter-
estingly, it proved to be a lovely
way of working. It*s how we ended
up doing things for the new Tear
Garden album. And now. it*s

actually the way I prefer to do

By Aaron Dobbs
Dally Bruin Staff

*

Sitting at the front of a cramped
Regency Room at the Regency
Hotel in New York City, it was
obvious from their confident
demeanor that Martin Scorsese,
Robert De Niro, Nick Nolle.
Jessica Lange and Juliette Lewis
were very proud of the film they
were about to discuss for almost
an hour.

That's why it is so amazing that
at first, Scorsese didn't want to
have anything to do with the
project.

Remaking the classic 1962
thriller "Cape Fear" was the
brainchild of De Niro and Steven
Spielberg. Because of the rela-
tionship De Niro has had with him
over the years, Scorsese was
repeatedly approached for the
project. But he balked.

"Spielberg and I were looking
for other directors," De Niro said.
"I kept asking Marty (Scorsese),
and then Td go look for someone
else, and they would have a reason
for not being able to do it So I

would say. *Hey Marty, this

means you're going to have to do
it by process of elimination.' And
Td go to one or two other people
and come back to him again."

Scorsese added, "But see,
while all that was going on, I was
finishing *GoodFellas.' And it's

sort of like, you're working over
here and people are saying,
*Come on. let's go.' And I say.'

'No. I'm not ready.'"

After plenty of convincing.
' though. Scorsese finally agreed to
make the film. "When Bob (De
Niro) presented this idea to me a
couple of times and finally
pointed out to me what he saw in
the character and the picture,"
Scorsese said.

"1 realized what a scary gamble
it was for me to try and combine
two elements — the kind of
pictures I like to make with a more
mainstream project which is

based on the genre of
psychological thriller and
suspense thriller, pictures that I

adore from the golden age of
film," he said. "Sometimes it's

easier for me to make a

Left. Robert De Niro. plays Max Cady, a psy-
chotic ex-convlct In -Cape Fear." Below. Martin
Scorsese, directs the film which De Niro con-
vinced him to make. Bottom, Cady's attorney,
(Nick Nolte) and his family (Juliette Lewis, left
.and Jessica Lange, center) are terrorized by De
NIro's character.

'GoodFellas* than to make this

and that's why I thought it would
be interesting."

The simple fact that this movie
was made in conjuction with
Steven Spielberg's Amblin
Entertainment is amazing in itself.

Scorsese making a film for
Spielberg is one of the most
unlikely collaborations in
Hollywood. The two make vastly
different types of pictures, and

Scorsese said that at first he was
nervous about possibly not having
complete control over the film.

'The film is a combination of a
bunch of different groups —
Amblin, TriBeCa and my
production company." Scorsese
said. "During one discussion
(Spielberg and I) had. I said the
way the script was I didn't like the
family, I wanted the family to be a
different way. So he said.

'Change the script.' And I said.
Well I want to do certain things.'
So he said. Tell me. does the
family end up alive? Because if

the family doesn't live, what's the
point? Then you can do anything
you want and I think you can do
something special with this.'"

One thing Scorsese did give the
picture was a strong religious
clement prevalent through most
of his other films. But he insisted

Beauty

these themes were not solely his
doing.

"(Writer) Wesley Strick had
(religious elements) in the
original version of the script that I

read," Scorsese said. "And I

remember when Bob (De Niro)
was working on the tattoos, these
images and symbols came up and
blended into what I wanted to see
in the character development. It

was a combination of (De Niro's)

preparation. Wesley's script and
my obsessive behavios with the
subject."

The tattoos, which cover Max
Cady's (De Niro's character)
body are one of the strongest
visual elements of the picture. De
Niro added that they looked for
biblical sayings which would
represent the ideas of revenge and

See 'CAPE REAR/ page 20

Disney magic updates the definitive fairy tale

See KA^PEL, page 20

Gaston, a handsome but boorish suitor after
Belle's hand In marriage. Is one of many of the
new characters In Disney's ''Beauty and the
Beast."

By Joanne J. Choi
Dally Bruin Staff

An enchanted prince, a magical rose and a beautiful
maiden arc all that's needed to make Walt Disney
Picture's "Beauty and the Beast" the definitive fairy
tale.

^

Based on the screenplay by Linda Woolverton. the
film is an updated version of the classical story in
which the love of a young maiden ft-ees a prince fi^om
an evil spell. Disney's version updates the original
tale with an independent and strong-willed heroine.
Belle (featuring the voice of Paige O'Hara). and a
Beast with an inferiority complex.

Belle is a bit peculiar. She reads books and longs to
live a life different from her quaint village. Gaston
(^^chsrd Wright) tries to force BeUe to marry him.
When her eccentric inventor- father. Maurice (Rex
Everhart) takes his newest contraption to the fair he
loses his way and ends up at the casUe of the Beast.
The Beast (Robby Benson) is an enchanted prince.

During a bitter storm, the prince refused to shelter a
hag in exchange for a rose. The hag warns the prince

not to be deceived by appearances. He refuses, and the
nag becomes a beautiful enchantress who dooms the
prince to Uvc as a beast until he can earn tme love.
However, he must find true love before the enchanted
rose wilts on his 21st birthday or remain forever a
bcas(.

Maurice is greeted at the casUe by the Beast's
ii"ansformed servants. The household is headed by a
pompous and uptight clock named Cogsworth (David
Ogden Stiers). a Maurice-Chcvier stylized candelab-
ra named Lumiere (Jerry Orbach) and an English
efficient teapot called Mrs. Potts (Angela Unsbury).
When Maurice is taken captive by the Beast. Belle

volunteers to trade places with her father in exchange
lor his freedom. The Beast agrees, and the household
attempts to bring the beauty and the beast together in
hopes of breaking the spell.

Audiences will be enchanted by the combination of
n^Hisic and animation triumphs of "Beauty and the
Beast." With a memorable and invigorating sound-
track by the Academy award-winning musical team
of Howard Ashman and Alan Menken, the film's title
song, sung by Angela Lansbury, is a tender and

beautiful ballad. Along with the film's most
spectacular musical act. "Be Our Guest," an Esther
Williams-Ziegfield Follies stylized production pre-
sented by Lumiere and the dinner dishes, the musical
sophistication and theatricality may prove to be the
next Oscar for Ashman and Menken since "The Little
Mermaid"'s "Under the Sea."

,
The film upholds Disney's reputation as "the king"

of animation with unprecedented and breathtaking
animation sequences. The elegant and beautiful
ballroom scene in which Belle and the Beast dance
shows an unprecedented realism with its three-
dimensionally animated, computer-generated back-
ground.

Two years in the making, "Beauty and the Beast"
may break Disney's box office dry spell but promises
to leave the audience enraptured. ••••
FILM: Beauty and Beast." Written by Unda Woolverton
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1K)6-; Mm in iha Moon (PG13)

10:50-1:30-4:30-720-10:00

UA CORONET
10669 Walworlh
475-9441

UMa Mm Tala
7(knm digital Uwao sound
12-.50-3:T5-5:30-7:48-10:00

Chaap Shoti (PQi3)
1. DO- 1:45-5DO- 7:25-9:55

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

West LA./
Beverly Hills
ROYAL Ovaraa«a
.1523 S.M BM. 5:00-7:30-9:4;
477-6581 Sal 4 Stn Malb>aa 12:30^:45

Sal .2 mdht Aloa h Wondartand

Yaar of Vta Gun (R)
10:40-1:20-4;45-7:40-.0:25

Al I Wuil For Chrialmaa (G)
1130-2:15-450 7:10-9:30

Milling VMua (PGi3)

10:50-1:30-4:20-7:15-ia.06

UMa Mm Tala (R)
H:00-.:45-4:40-7:35- 10:20

HigMMdar 2 (R)

.1:1S-2DM:15-750-10:10

MUSIC HALL
9036 WisNia
274-6860

Ankmia A jMa
6.DO-6.00-10D0

Sat 6 Sun maNnaa 2:0O^DO

RNE ARTS
8656 main
662-1330

Eapoaura
5:00-^-9:45

Sal 6 Sun .2:30-2:45

Santa Monica
MOMCA
1332 2nd St
394-974.

Europa Europa
5:00-7 30-9:45

Sal 6 Sun 230

LANDMARK
THEATRES

West L.A.
NUART 1^ ^yw Hfrf^ii^

47M379 Rod(y Horror Rdura Show: Sal 12 mdnl

MONICA
1332 2nd a
394-9741

EMVnq
4:45-7:.S-0:45

Sal A Su) Makwa 2.5

WE8TSI0E PAVIUON
OOLOWYN
47S-0202 12:40-2:55-5:10-7:25-9:40

MOMCA
1332.2nd SI
394^74.

Itm Sawdi tar StaM ol MmigiiU
UJa in Da UnivarM

4:45-7:00-9:15

Sal 6 Sun .2:30-2:30

OOLOWYN
47S<)202

MOMCA
.SS2 2ndSl
3M-9741

MlM Rumar
4:46-72S4cS0

OOLOWYN
475-0202

aiv of Hopa
1125-2:0(M:3S-7:15-9lo

Uta ia Swaal
.:00-3: .5-5:30-7:45- 10:00

OOLOWYN
47V0202

My Omi PrtvaiB MaDo
12:1S-2:3(M:45-7.-00-fltl5
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Music

^Sneakers' music:

Juke Joints and Jubilee slip into old favorites

By Rachel Bartz

Some music is like a favorite

pair of sneakers — familiar,

comfortable and well-worn. Like
taking off those dress oxfords or

high heels and slipping into the old

favorites, it*s the kind of music to

go back to after being saturated

with speed metal and synthetic

pop.

In its Southern California debut
at UCLA*s Wadswonh Theater

Friday. Nov. 8, "Juke Joints and
Jubilee,** a national concert cele-

brating the African-American
roots of popular music, featured

just such "sneakers** music.

The concert combined the talent

of bluesman John Dee Holeman,
the Birmingham Sunlights gospel

quintet, singer/pianist Fontella

Bass and the Holmes Brothers

band. Carrying on musical tradi-

tions formed decades and even
centuries ago, the artists represent

the new sons and daughters of the

founding fathers and mothers of
additional black music.

The "blues** is a term which
initially referred to African-

American folk songs of the early

1900s that sprang from rural

homes, churches and juke joims <>(

black America.

Holeman, 62, ofNorth Carolina,

is a veteran of the "Piedmont,** or

East Coast brand of blues. He first

performed at weekend house par-

lies which were opportunities for

people to sing, dance and relax

after long work weeks. The parties

were often competitive, and men
vied for the position of best

entertainer through their ability to

sing, play the guitar and "buck-
dance.**

Buck-dancing, the forerunner of
lap dancing, has 39 distinct steps,

each of which has symbolic mean-
ing. Some of the steps -include

motions such as "kicking the

mule** or "opening the gate.**

This fancy footwork was often

accompanied by "pauing juba.*'

Juba uses the body as an instru-

ment, with hands slapping the

arms, chest and legs to create a

drumming sound.

Holeman, who represents a

vanishing breed of buck-dancers

and juba performers, was recog-

nized in 19B8 as a National

Heritage Fellow by the Folk Arts

division of the National Endow-
ment for the Arts. The title

recognizes his contributions to

American blues and is the highest

honor an American traditional

artist can receive.

These rare forms of music and
dance have been preserved since

the times of slavery and represent

the earliest roots of jazz and
rhythm and blues. Holeman first

learned the steps and songs at the

North Carolina house parties of his

youth and has helped lo keep these

unique music traditions alive.

The second part of Juke Joints

and Jubilee moves from the secular

music of the blues to the inspira-

tional sounds of gospel.

Here the highlight of the even-

ing was the Birmingham Sun-
lights, an a capella — or

unaccompanied— gospel quintet

The Sunlights came together in

1979 under the direction of lead

tenor James Alex Taylor.

The quintet includes James*
brothers, Steve and Barry Taylor,

as well as Reginald "Ricky**

Speights and Wayne Williams. All

are natives of Jefferson County,
Alabama, arguably the nation *s

capitol of a capella gospel quar-

tets.

While gospel may not be the

average student's music of choice,

the talent and intensity of the

Birmingham Sunlights was unde-

niable. Their rich harmonizing

made MTV-genre Boys II Men
look like amateurs. Their faith

spilled out of the songs, seeping

into your body until you physically

felt the music. Suddenly, atheists

were smiling and stomping their

feet just because it felt so dam
good.

A high point of the concert was a

harmony which included audience

participation. Quests were chosen
from the audience to accompany
the Sunlights onstage in the soulful

chorus, "When I go the last mile of

the way / 1 will pause at the end of

the day.**

Grabbing a microphone, one of

John Dee Holeman performed Nov. 8 at the Wadsworth Theater In

"Juke Joints and Jubilee," celebrating the African-American roots
of popular music.

the Sunlights then jumped down
off the stage into the audience to

have some of the more bashfully

seated guests join in. The uneven
voices of the both flattered and
embarrassed men and women,
young and old, gave a triumphant

warmth and humanity to the

spiritual. Suddenly, the Sunlights

weren't singing to the audience

anymore, the audience was singing

to each other.

The next artist in the jubilee was

Fontella Bass, who sat at a piano

and sang gospel tunes, although
her most famous song is the 1965
hit, "Rescue Me," which stayed in

the No. 1 position of the R&B
charts for four weeks. Bass did her

first gig at the age of Viy^ playing

piano at funeral services, and has

been performing ever since.

Bass recently returned to gos-

pel, saying, "Gospel was somc-

See JUBILEE, page 21
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DENTISTRY

ON CAMPUS

UCLA School of Dentistry

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

o Check-ups
o Cleaning

o Fillings

o Crowns

o Cosmetic Dentistry

o Implants

o Orthodontics

o Root Canals
o Bridges

a Extractions

o Dentures

Ud

(2 13) 206-3904
V.

Treatment options include care provided by
Dental Students or by Graduate Students
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HEADLINES is the place to be when you just want to
relax with friends and have fun! (No books allowed)

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD

208-2424 10922 KlnroM Westwood Vlllnge
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ALB
SPEED DEMON 386
• 33 MHz • 64K CACHE
• 1.2. 1.4 FLOPPY- 40 MEG H.D.
• 1 MEG RAM • VGA MONITOR
AND CARD • MID SIZE TOWER

' INCLUDES SOFTWARE & MOUSE
286 AT-TURBO
• 512K RAM UP-ORAOeS
TO 4 MEO

•120f«VE
•101 ENH KCYBO
• CLXXIOCAlfNOER
•M^RESTTC^ION^0«
•a/POAME PORTS

286 AT-TURBO DELUXE
INCLUDES SOFTWARE, MOUSE AND
SURGE PROTECTOR!

$
COMPLETE

• 40 MEO HO • VOA • CAR06
• 12 MEO Hz • 1.2 DRIVE
> 1 MEO RAM UPORAOES TO
4 MEO '101 KEYBO

> CLOCK/CALENDER
•a^OAME PORTS

799

GREAT
FOR

STARTERS
XT

SYSTEM
•640K 'HI-RES TIL
MONITOR
KEYBOARD
COMPLETE SYSTEM
WMLE-THEY-LAST ^
WITH 20 MEO HO ^ IZ/)
UP-GRADE GMLvMX) I WW

MANUFACTURER'S
SE OUT!

* * Discounted Computer Service Available* *

Louis Zorlch and David Patrick Kelley star In Cheap Shots.

-Cheap Shots' makes
for a secomkate film

FOBTRON DISCOUNT COMPUTERS
10840 W. OLYMPIC 8LVD „..., ^7^ cqoo
WEST LOS ANGELES <21 J) 474-5823
AT WESTWOOO BLVD <2rj) 474-6542

FOBTRON DISCOUNT COMPUTERS
2102 ARTESIA BLVD .,., -7^0 ca7-7
TORRANCE, CORNER <213) 769-5677
liVArj NESS AVE: (213)769-5678

2102 ARTESIA BLVD
TORRANCE. CORNER
HVArj NESS AVE:

By Michael Mordler
Daily Bruin Staff

The slogan for "Cheap Shots**

promotes the picture as "a zany
new comedy about buddies,
bodies, blackmail and a blonde."
The film tries to maintain this hip
image, but is more in the domain of
lame, amateurish B-movies. It's as
if the filmmakers thought dream-
ing up a slick slogan was the secret

to having an independent hit

The somewhat interesting pre-

mise is wasted because Jeff Ureles
and Jerry Stoeffhaas, who co-
wrote and directed the film,

haven't developed it sufficiently.

They've written the two lead
characters as one-dimensional
half-wits who simply can't win.
Everything they do is centered
around the fact that they're com-
plete losers.

But the attempted screwball
humor doesn't work, and the actors

arc left in a position where it's

virtually impossible for them to

add any depth to their roles.

Perhaps if the primary players,

Louis Zorich and David Patrick

Kelly, had charisma or movie-star
appeal then they would seem
attractive in some way. But they're

character actors who work best in

supporting roles — for example,
Zorich in "City of Hope," Kelly in

*Twin Peaks."

Obviously the low budget made
it necessary for the filmmakers to

select lesser-known performers.

But if the script was better written,

then a more able cast would surely

have arisen, a la **sex, lies and
videotape."

Greek immigrant L<Ouie Con-

siantine (Zorich) wants his share of
the American Dream — but he's
lazy. He'd like to run a Sheraton
Hotel, but instead owns a group of
run-down trailers called **Con-
slaniine's Kozy Kabins."

When a pretty blonde and her
boyfriend take up residence, Louie
and his best friend Arnold (Kelly)
decide to satiate their lust by
placing a video camera over the

girl's bed. But what starts out as

harmless voyeurism turns into the

recording of a murder.
The two clowns run around in

circles. They're frightened, guilt-

smcken and fear for their lives.

The picture concludes with a silly

sequence in which they attempt lo

blackmail the killers for money.
But of course the plan goes

awry. An implausible shootout
ensues. The staging of the scene is

undramatic and dull, typical of the

film as a whole.

Ureles and Stoeffhaas* direction

is rather inept, lacking in wit and
bite. There aren't any levels to this

movie. It's simply a one-gimmick
joke.

Usually when it takes three

years after completion to find a

distributor, as is the case with this

picture, it's a good sign the movie
has problems. That theory
undoubtedly applies for "Cheap
Shots." •

BEAnCillfEEKh

:

FILM: -Cheap Shots " Written and
Directed by Jeff Ureles and Jerry
Stoeffhaas Produced by William Coo-
pard, Jerry Stoeffhaas and Jeff Ureles
for Twin Swans Film Associates. A
Hemdale release with Louis Zorich and
David Patrick Kelly. (Rated R: language
and sexual situations; 87 minutes) Now
playing at the AMC 14 In Century City
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A Fun Event for the Entire Family!!

A Science-Fiction
i\/lusical Fantasy!

'
• •*. .•• .• V v:*»r.-.'.:>f '-

•*

' ' for children anc

'/.

for children and their parents ;

Dazzling scenery and special effects! -/.

• •

Join the Dog, Cat and Mule on a magical .'..

::' ,
• .

.. musical adventure to the frozen planet .

ArcturusI Guided by the fantastic metal

I t
Starbird, they learn the true meaning of

d/recfed 5k John Hall friendship,
too/c 6/ Kate Pogue
music tyy Henry Mollicone

featuring the UCLA Opera Workshop

Sat., Nov. 23 at 2 pm
Wadsworth Theater

$16. 12
Half-price to children 16 and under!

($9 to students with ID)

UCLA
OJIIKI

ARTS
Tickets/Information—

^

(310) 825-9261

START THE SEASON NOW
ALL 14K (StOlD RINGS

^
ALL WATCHES

(ANNE KLEIN AND FOSSIL)

FROM NOV. 18 THRU NOV. 27

(USE OUR LAYAWAY PLAN)

AT THE JEWELRY COUNTER IN WOMENSWEAR,
~B-LEVEL ACKERMAN UNION

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
WotHMWiai/ B-UmH AflktrniM / Zas-Mll/ M«Tb 7:45-7Jt; F 7:4M; tat 1t^; San 12-i
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From page 16

»•
things, period.'

Given this, *Tanith and the Lion
Tree** assumed an atmosphere of
elegant yet equally bizarre form of

sU'eam-of-consciousness melody,
making such highly imaginative

visions as the liule girl and lion

story more than an outlandish tale.

In other words, one could say

Ka-Spel found a rather intense

form of inspiration in his work.

"WeU," the soloist says. "I don*t
know about that. In fact, it*s

difficult to say what inspires me.
Because I tend to be a person who
goes aiound with my eyes open all

the time. Tm constantly interested

in everything and I never get

bored. R)r instance, I find that just

going off to the supermarket can be
quite inspiring sometimes. ^'

**Butas Tve mentioned before, I

prefer it that way,** he continues.

"Because it*s exacdy the way-you
feel at the moment It*s almost like

automatic writing in a way. You do
something as if it came from a

spiritual or supernatural source,

and then you leave it as it is. I

suppose you could say it*s an
intense form of searching inside

yourself for what seems right*'

He adds, though, that this

inward approach, whether it be
guided by divine inspiration or not,

does worry him at times— despite

its consistency over the course of
the last year— because hc*s never

'CAPE FEAR'

sure if he'll ever reach a block in

the creative process.

From the artist's point of view,

this can be considered an effective

means of songwriting. Yet from
the perspective of the audience, the

success of the musician's relaying

his point to others in clear fashion

is subject to some scrutiny, as this

is ultimately a fairly abstract

process of artistic creation.

"But," says the musician, "I like

audiences to use their imagina-

tions. 1 don't like to hit them over
the head with slogans, because I

don't like to be hit over the head
with slogans myself. I'm not a

preacher. Instead, I like to make
suggestions. I like to create worlds.

^^And I like to give people the space
to fill in the colors themselves."

And now that the Dots recently

have completed their first U.S. tour

— which he calls "their best yet" in

10 years of performing — the

soloist has realized that audiences

are willing to bring their imagina-

tions to the music.

And as a result, Ka-Spel plans to

place a greater emphasis on listen-

ers in the United Slates — where
hopefully next year the band will

return with a new album, another
tour and many more mythic and
mystic fairy tales of curious
creatures and little girls with
candy.^= =^=

From page 16

loss which were at the core of

Cady's character.

One thing Scorsese insisted

upon having in this film was a

family which would realistically

represent the '90s. "I liked the

original version," he said. "But the

key thing the old *Cape Fear* had
that the new one does not is the fact

that it was more simplistic in terms

of presenting our society at that

time in a very innocent way —
good guy, bad guy.

"(There were) no gray areas at

all. It was right before Vietnam,

right before the '70s and Nixon,

and a lot has happened to the

country since that film was made."
Nolte added, "You know, the

*50s was a period of time when
women wore girdles. It was a

different sentimentality. I knew
(the original) story came from that

time, but now, here we are in

1990."

Scorsese said he wanted to start

the Cady character out as human
and have him become more than

human by the end of the picture. In

fact, he described the movie's final

sequence as a separate film. *The
image of the sign to Cape Fear with

water over it signifies the

beginning of the end," he said.

"(Cady) takes on, after a while,

all the things we feel bad about and
all the transgressions we've made
— the things that will always be
with us," Scorsese said.

"He just kept coming." De Niro
said. "He was bent on revenge."

Scorsese coninued, "(The
family)just has to deal with it He's
not going to go away.'

»»

By the end of the movie, Cady
represents a type of pure evil. But
no matter how terrible he is, a type
of attraction or fascination for him
grows within Lange's and Lewis*
respective mother-daughter
characters.

Although Cady's basic
motivation is to get revenge on
Sam Bowden, the character as

played by De Niro is not one-

dimensional in any way.

"Max is more complicated than

I 0"sta bad guy)." De Niro said. "He

also wanted to get revenge in the

worst, most insidious way which
was through the daughter and
through the wife, like a Charles

Manson or something— someone
who does a mind-trip on someone
and it's not just physical. That's

why I was happy I was doing it

with Marty because I felt he and I

could have that understanding

about the complexities of it It's not

just a horror movie."

One of the questions "Cape
Fear" presents deals with legal

ethics. Cady is sent to prison

because Nolie's character Sam
suppresses a key piece of evidence.
Although Cady did commit terrible

acts to a 16-year-old girl, Sam —
his defense attorney — was
obligated to use all legal means to

get him acquitted.

"One of the things that interested

me was to have Sam Bowden react

like a human being and say, *You
should have seen what he did to

her. What if it was your own
daughter?* It presented an
interesting ethical problem. Should
you operate under your oath if you
know your oath is wrong? I don't

have an answer for that"

The legalities of this version
present the most important
difference between the two
pictures. It's interesting in this day
and age of William Kennedy
Smith. Mike Tyson and Clarence
Thomas and Anita Hill. The piece
of evidence that Sam suppresses
and would have acquitted Cady
dealt with the victim's prior sexual
behavior and promiscuity and
would be inadmissible today.

"This movie was pre-shield
law,** Nolte said, "and we*re
talking about a period in this

country when you could bring a
female*s background into court"

More so than anytime in the

past, Scorsese said he wants people
to just have fun and be entertained

watching **Cape Feaf.** And thanks

to the careful work of all of these

great artists, the audience will have
fun, will be entertained and just

might pick up a couple life lessons

singles chart
The top 10 pop singles, based on

Billboard's survey of retail sales

and broadcast play:

1. When A Man Loves A
Woman — Michael Bolton

2. Cream— Prince, New Power
Generation

3. Set Adrift On Memory Bliss—
- P.M. Dawn
4. It's So Hard To Say Goodbye

To Yesterday — Boyz II Men
5. Can't Stop This Thing We

Started — Bryan Adams
6. Set The Night To Music —

Roberta Flack, Maxi Priest

7. That's What Love Is For—
Amy Grant

8. Blowing Kisses In The Wind— Paula Abdul
9. I Wonder Why — Curti*

Stigers

10. Don'tCry— Guns N' Roses

JUBIIEE
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thing I ran away from, because I

was raised on it ... but finally I

realized that music is about emo-
tion and feeling ... the music I

know totally, and the music I'm
most relaxed with."

Her songs were the most overtly

religious of the concert. Alluding

ID the participatory nature of
church hymns she beckons to the

audience, **Lct's have service in

here!" reminding the guests that

"If you didn't come to put some-
thing in, you can't get nothin' out!"

The audience met her requests

by clapping in time to the spirituals

and singing along, 'This little light

of mine / I'm gonna let it shine."

Bass*s vigor and complete
devotion to God is inspiring —
even if you don*t agree with her
views. She has a booming voice,

the kind of voice that could go on
forever, hit any note and never

once crack or falter for air. It's a

voice of strength to shake down
auditorium walls and to shake
sinners into believers.

Juke Joints and Jubilee ended
the way it began— with the flavor

of the roadhouse and the Holmes
Brothers as the final performance.

This is a meat-and-potatoes band
with texture and soul.

The core of the Holmes Brothers

was formed 11 years ago in the

blues ban of New York and is

made up of the brothers Sherman
and Wendell Holmes and Willie

"Papsy" Dixon. Gib Wharton, a

steel-pedal guitarist makes the

fourth member of the band and
brought in a country flavor from
his home state of Texas.

This is the stuff of classic rock,

with hard-driving guitar solos and
gravelly voices that make you feel

like pulling on a pair of boots and
boogeying down. Their critically

acclaimed debut "In the Spirit"

earned them a place in Rolling

Stone Magazine*s "Hot Picks** of

1991 for fresh musical talent.

All in all. Juke Joints and Jubilee

was a satisfying journey through

the soul of African American
Music today. The unique blend of

blues, gospel and hard-hitting rock

offered a rare view into a cross-

section of American black music
that is often seen separately, but

seldom seen together. ****

MUSIC: "Juke Joints and Jubilee."

Friday. Nov. 8, at UCLA's Wadsworth
Theater.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

November
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,
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TODAY AT NOON
IN UCLA'S WESTWOOD PLAZA

Yet another presentalion by UCLA Cultural Affairs Commission Noon Concerts Series!

... A part of your student government.
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Good Deals
"TT-

INSURANCE WARM We'll beat any price or
don'l want your business. Tickets, accidents,
sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin
Plan. (213)a73.3303 or (818)992-6966.

7 Research Subjects 12 Personal 10 Personal 10 Research Subjects 12

Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Personal 10 Personal 10

Get Your Portrait
Taken Now for the

Bruin Life Yearbook

Don 't Miss the
Deadline!

On Sale - For a Limited Time Only

Heal the Bay

X)INUS
Every Monday 6-7pm

LjuValle Courtroom

Concert Tickets

• The UCLA Medallion

Watch from Bulova-a

14k gold-plated dial

featuring a rich three-

dimensional rendering

of the UCLA seal.

ASUCLA Campus Photo Studio
Omciat Photitgmphert for Bruit* Uf^ Yearbook

Kerckhorr HaU 1 50 (21 3) 206^33

SAVE $$$ ON TICKETS
AIRLINES. SPORTS. MUSIC. SHOWS. WE

LIST LAST MINUTE CANCELS.
SURPLUS AND PROMOTIONS FOR SALE

CHEAP. ALSO. WHEN YOU ARE STUCK WITH
TICKETS UNEXPEaEDLY

CALLUS.
213-4 TICKET

Personal

mm

l[ll UNIVERSITY OF

rounded
1891

Thanks for an
au^esome

Weekend. We
had a htastf

Booyea,
RKJEDMG

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, ean

5l 00/wk or more.

t\/ID^abs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

COLLEGE OFLAW
MID-YEAR ADMISSION - APPLY NOW

Accredited-Small Classes

Next Semester Begins

\January 13, 1992

Flexible Programming

I
Accredited by the California

' Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Westem Association of

Schools and Colleges.

Two Convenient Locations

Encino Campus
5445 Balboa Boulevaid

Call:(8 18)98 1-4529

La Vcmc Campus
1950 Third Street

Call:(7 14)596- 1848

Alplia Epsilon PU
invites our

Professors & TAs
for

Scholarship
bfamer

Tonight 5:30 pm
632 HUgard Ave

Good Deals

^^ It's Coming
^ (^ ^ errs

Chi Omega's Philanthropy
TUg-o-War

Wednesday, Nov. 20th 2 pm
UCLA Pulling together for a

great cause
For info, please call Suzy 208-261 1 or Mandie 208-5002

7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

ffimic Bibles - Books
Gifts.

M-Th 10 am - 9:30 pm;
Fr-Sat 10 am - 11 pm; Sun 2-6 pm

10884 Woybum Ave. LA 90024
206-5432

Alcoholics Anonymous

llMtlnos
Mon. diaouMion, Thur. Bookstudy. Fri. Stap
Study. AU 3625 12:15-1:15. Fri. 12300-1300

TuM. DiftouMion. Wbd. OisouMion NPI
0863612:16-1300

For alcoholic* or individuato ¥Who

h«v dfifiking probtorm

1.1.1.1.^^^ m^f^,.^^^,.

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates to UCLA Students

Hollywood Piano Renfd Co.

461-1319 463.eS69

i

i

f

i

i

^Tp^^rTr'' .
"^^ ^^'^ Need To Have
Dental Insurance To Have

A Pretty Smile"

Dental ExarfflTtJeaning
(up to 4 x-rays)

475-55985p<)"

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

latest technique to

whiten your teeth

easily & affordably

at home
raf. $1801

w oaUmrtU wMh ihlt oMjpon only
<*• Jto •coonvnodato patimtt wtth
dwiUl OOMMVflM
o4lm mngtkrm f2/3^/9^

24-Hour Emergency
Service

Sid Soleimanian, D.D.S.

1 620 Weslwood Blvd., Wtst Lo$ Angeles
Open Evenings & Saturdays

Free Parking In Rear

ARTIST'S DELIGHT. 9' celling, great lighting,
quiet, clean, utilities paid. Mid-W?fimre land-
mark. Spacious single $475. Penthouse with
huge deck $ 1 , 1 00. (2 1 3)384- 5330. 256-8945

Personal 10 Personal 10

AfAfA

PBOFESSOK DIWWEK

TONIGirr@5:30
..,\-.rrr,v,-.-,\,v..\\\\-.,.-.-.-.r.:-.-.\rj.\-..\-..\-.\-.-.-.-.-.'.'^^^

The Women of Alpha Phi

welcome their Professors & TA's to

Professor Night, Fall '91.

5:15pm, 714Hilgard

The Ladies of

Kappa Alpha Theta
Are Happ{f to Wetcome Their

Professors to the House For

Professor Night
Dinner Witt be at 5:30,

at the House

736 Hit^ard Ai/enue

Reseorch Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

ALLERGY/HAY FEVER RESEARCH. Wanted:
subjects age 12-59 interested in participating

in FDA-approved clinical drug trial using

allergy n^edication vs. placebo in 2 week trial.

You will be compensated for your participa-

tion. Call (310)312-5050 ext. 302.

ASTHMA RESEARCH. If you would like to

participate in FDA approved research studies

with new asthma medications, call

(21 3)31 2-5050 ext. 302. You will be compen-
sated for your time. Allergy Research Founda-
tion. 11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 601, West
Los Angeles, 90025.

ASTHMA RESEARCH: Subjects with mild lo

moderate asthma, ages 18-50 needed for air

pollution study. Free medical testing and
participation fee paid. Call James at

(310)825-2739.

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-11
YEARS needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
menlal evaluation. 825-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 YEARS needed (br UCLA
research project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation. 825-0392.

T

EAM $250 or MORE
Research Institute needs
healthy males/females

(18-40) with diagnosed
allergies, to measure effects

on psychomotor skills.

Must have had a positive

skin test

Ask for Susan 390-8483

PANIC ATTACKS?
SMOTHERING SENSATION?

CHEST PAINS?
DO YOU EXPERIENCE SHORT EPISODES OF

SMOTHERING SENSATIONS, DIZZINESS, CHEST
PAIN, NERVOUSNESS OR FEEL FEARFUL? YOU

MAY QUALIFY FOR A MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDY
ON PANIC DISORDER. QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS

MAY EARN UP TO $770.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
CALIFORNIA CLINICAL TRIALS MEDICAL GROUP

V

^
^RfllD TONIQHTI

BYOB
INVITE ONLY

FESTIVITIES

BEQIN fIT 9:30

21 Plas ID To Drink

Research subjeas 1

6

years and older who
need a fixed bridge for

one tooth are beir\g

recruited for a 4 year
study. Must be willing to
return for annual follow-

up visits for 3 years.
Contact Lynne at the

Clinical Research Center,
825-9792

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learning experierKe
8250392.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEETl. Volunteer
w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.
Under dermatologists supervision. Volunteers
will be oaid for info. (213)828-8887.

Congratulations '91°'92 Executive Board!
Preside

Vice

Rus

Rebecca
JillRam
KeUi Kir

irliiii LisaMunoz
^endy Gdmrett

asurer wSssi Teppe^

etary TnrOShauy

Mi^sy Howard
Rachel OUtsky
EHkii 3fiUer^

Rides Wanted 14

RIDE WITH PICK-UP TRLJCK TO SF for

Thanksgiving weekend to bring down couch.
Will pay money. (213)396-8082.

Wanted 15

SELL your wrecked, well-used or non-running
scooter. (310)478-3694, after 6pm.

Salons 21

Love and LML -YourAEO Sisters

FREE INTROCXJCrORY OFFER. Cut J. ttyk In
exclusive Beverly Hills Salon. Call for
appointment. Gratuity appreciated
(818)841-7S09.

MODELS WANTED for free pfolMtkmal hair-
oxs in Beveriy Hills. Call Teri (21 3)936-3408
leave meuMf^.
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Health Services

NONSURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acne, scars and survpots. Low Cost. Free

consultation. Call Beverly Hills

Laser l>x:tor's Croup. (213)766-0636.

LOSE UP TO 30 pounds in 30 days for less than

$40. Doctor recomniended. 285-8347.

PROIESSIONAL MASSAGE THERAPIST and
body worker. Full body or areas of stress.

Xavier (213)719-9212/ (213)698-7424.

i ACNE
A NASTY FOUR
LETTER WORD
Ifyou had started on

Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago

you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our

Skin Care Information

Line,

800-435-3533

UNWANTEDHAK
PERMANENTLYREMOVED

ELECTROLYSIS STUDIO
•FREE CONSULTATION
•DISPOSABLE NEEDLES
•Lie & BOARD CERTinED

208-8193
1949 'A WESTWOOD BLVD

ELECTROLYSIS
Maria Mintz

Registered Electrologist

202 1/2 South Beverly Drive

Beverly Hills, CA 9021

2

Phone # 274-4399

We are physician referred with 1

5

years experience

20% Student & Faculty Discount

with ad

Opportunities 26

ENTREPRENEURS! Do you have a business

idea? Do you need $$$? We can help.

Unlimited Funds. (816)702 9703.

MODELS WANTED malcAcnr>ale all types.

Your chance to have $200 make-over... Abso-

lutely Free. Color and/or cut by top

professionals. You could qualify. (IF INTER-

ESTED PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CALL) at:

Sheraton L.A.X. airport hotel. 6101 West
Century Blvd. LA, 90045. Date: Friday Nov.

22, 1991 Tinne: 3pm-7pm. Questions

addressed at this time. No hair done at model

call. Bobby Kraus (213)542-4974

RAISE BIG MONEY FOR YOUR ORGANIZA-
TION LARGE OR SMALL CALL RICHARD
969-4626. NO MONEY REQUIRED

SUMMER MANAGEMENT. Internship inter-

views now taking place. Gain valuable

experiefKe managing a team of employees,

customers, arxi suppliers. Majority of hiring

will be completed by November. Average

gross profit $11,267. Call Triple A Student

Painters, for information now
1 -(800)426-6441. ^_
UCLA LAW SCHOOL Volunteer jurors

needed. One evening only. Dates available:

11/26, 12/2, 12/3. Call Bunny 206-1193.

Help Wanted 30

BE YOUR OWN BOSS!
No Investment required

Sales tools and training

provided free. Powerfull,

proven, patented skin

product. Rendition

fragrances, just in time

for HOLIDAY SALES
For information

gfc^310) 8543848 ,^

^2 Help WantecT

$500-$1,00(VWK. PT, working wcekentH.
Erotic darKcrs and models needed. Will train,

call Ginger, (213)575-3634.

$6.63A^r. Walk on campus. Schedule around
your classes. Opportunity for advancement.
Apply at the Sproul Cafe. 350 De Neve Dr.

(213)625-2074.

ADMINISTRATIVE INTERNSHIP available at

art gallery in Brentwood. Requires art, pronrK>-

tional, and writing skills. Computer literacy

necessary. Evening arxi weekend hours avail-

able. FAX resume to (31 0)620-5426 or call Mr.
Spiro or Mr. Reed at (310)620-6511.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - FISHE-

RIES. Earn $5,000+/mo. Free transportation!

Room & board! Over 6,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For

employnf>ent program call Student Employ-
ment Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext.154.

ASSISTANT FOR MARKETING RESEARCH
CO. Exposure to many industries. Interesting

work. Good communication skills. Will train.

PT or FT. WLA. 9 A.M.-IO P.M. Mrs. Rost

(310)391-7232.

BEVERLY HILLS up-scale stationary shop will

hire a person with some computer graphic

skills to operate a caligraphy and typcselling

computer. Help with unpacking arvJ gift wrap-
ping. Part-tin>e, flexible. $6.50/hour, start.

Bill or )im (310)278-5620.

BOOKKFEPER-P/T-SANTA MONICA Gym-
nastics School r>eeds detailed-oriented, nrH>ti-

vatcd self starter. 3 days a week, flexible hours.

Salary D.O.E.. Call Susan (213)376-5851.

BOOKKEEPER / PART-TIME FOR REAL ES-

TATE / SECURITIES ATTORNEY Century City,

5-1 5 hrs/wk. $9 +, DOE. Must be Mac literate

(Excel, Quicken). Prefer experienced acctg

major/ long term commitment. Fax Resume to

(310)557-3607 and call 557-2315.

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will

work around classes. Sunset Village Dining

Services. $6.63/hr. 206-7686. Contact Paul

Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting

AI'P's for Winter Quarter.

CASHIER. WESTWOOD MARKET. PT,

days:7am-3pm; eves:3pm-1 1pm. Apply 9am-
noon, 1T031 S.M. BWd, or caH 477-3216.

•CASTING EXTRAS* for motion pictures and
commercials. $40-$300/day. Call now
(213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experierKe

needed. Call today (616)563-2021.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST 60 col-

lege crcditVA.A. degree minimum require-

ment. Nights, 5:30pm-6:30am. Children ages

0-8 (213)292-6654.

COMPUTER/BOOKKEEPER, P/T, $a/hr. WLA.
(213)476-1703.

DISABLED STUDENT NEEDS HELP in doing
laundry and cleaning apartment. Responsible

student sought. 3-4 hours/week. Flexible

hours, $6/hour. Leave message for Troy at

208 5040.

EXECUTIVE ASSIST. F/T Assistant to Real Estate

Agent in fast pace office. Need Organized,
hard/smart worker, with good written/verbal

skills, computer /W.P. experience. SlSOO/mo.
plus bonuses plus medical. Tricia Dix
457-2726.

FAST EASY INCOME! EARN lOO'S weekly
stuffing envelopes. Send self- addressed
stamped envelope to: FAST INCOME, PO BOX
641517, Chicago, II., 60664-1517.

(CARRY'S & CO. Men's Clothing Store needs

cashicrs.and giftwrappers for holidays. FT/PT.

Contact Mr. English, 623-7955.

CROWING CO. I^OW HIRING FULL OR
PART TIME OUTSIDE SALES PEOPLE GOOD
COMMISSION. CALL LA TINT CO.
(310)657-0110.

HOLIDAY HELP: Retail sales & customer
service $6.20/start. Requirenr>ents: 16 + years,

car, good interpersonal skills. Weekend and
evening hous available. (310)396-1476.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. PT or FT
$1000-300(Vmonth. Seeking go-getters to

train for management careers. Complete
training and benefits (818)788-4434

8 people needed navir
Bars up to $8^.

Houflecleaners

CaU (21S)45S-1817

PAID INTERNSHIPS
(Positions Limited)

Applicatlons/lnten/iews

being taken NOW for the

best summer business
internship & training you

can find! EARN
$6-$1 2.000+ while

managing your branch
of University Painting

Professionals during

summer 1992. Call

1-800-KALL-UPP today

Help Wanted

IRISH AMERKTAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posi-

tions available PT/FT dayVevenings. Good pay
up to $3(Vhr. Call Mon—Fri 1 —6pm. Kalhlin^
Bill (213)456-4427.

L.A. Bargain Book. PT Sales reps, to call on
retail + corporate accounts. 10% commission
Must have car. (213)393-5452.

MALE MOCXLS under 28, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. Quick cash!!
(213)664-2999.

MALE MO(3ELS NEEDED. Young, Handsonrie,

Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great

Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MALE MODELS earn $1 50/hr. or i^re. Boyish

arxVor athletic 16—24. Cleanshaven face/

little or no chest hair. Playgirl-style

magazines/nudity. Beginners welcpme.
International! ly known photographer. Brad

(213)392-4248.

MESSENGER. BEVERLY HILLS Accounting
firm has opening for part-time messenger/light

office work. MUST be dependable and have

own car. M-F, 1-6pm. (310)274-9922.

MODELS: For 1992-93 swimsuit calendars &
posters, European magazine work. Call

(213)732-5744 for appointment.

NEEDED EXTRAS FOR FILM, T.V. SERIES- call

for appt. (M-F, 9-5). (213)467-5122.

PART-TIME, FEMALE, assist disabled female

student 3 days per week. Approximately 2-2Vi

hours/day. Must be dependable, sensitive,

caring. Hours can be flexible. On sorority row.

Must be good with hair and make-up.
$10^our. Call collect (619)759-1925 or

(213)208-3451.

PT ADVERTISING salesin Weslwood Area.

Choose your hours. Call Flyermasters.

453-7600.

PT BOOKKEPER, file clerk. Computer know-
ledge. Call (310)274-8505, between
8: 30-6:30pm.

PT CASHIER. Light typing skills required. For

local SM retailer. Starting: $6/hr. Contact

Norm (310)829-7119.
.

PT FLYERING. $6/hr cash. Flexible hours. Call

Flyermaster 453-7600.

RECEPTIONIST/ORIXR DESK PERSON, FULL
TIME. Good verbal communication. Light

typing, filing, and answering phones.
(310)478-6051.

LARf^ ,,p -.0 i 30 nor t»iori"

BV HELPING OTHERS

DONATE BLOOD PLATELETS SAFELV
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VISION MODEL &
TALENT MANAGEMENT

Models needed. No
Experience Necessary

Modeling Commercials & Film

CaU today for an appointment
with top Industry Consultants.

(tlS)t47-6001
BETEBLY illlXS 901t0

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus

bonus. We train... you
gain. Morning,

afternoon

^ & evening
hours available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

For your fraternity, sorority, team or

other campus organization

Absolutely no investment required!

CALL 1-800-950-8472. ext. 50

30 Internships ' 34 Infernships^ 34

JAMES CAMERON'S BURBANK
PRODUCTION COMPANY

is looking for a development intern to start 1/92.

Responsibilities include: reading scripts and
newspapers, typing, filing, research, and checking

book rights. This non-paying position requires a

junior or senior who will be enrolled during the

internship, has taken several cinema classes and is

interested in persuing a career in producing or

development. Send resumes with cover letter to

Lightstorm Entertainment, Internship Program,

3100 Damon Way, Burbank, CA, 91505. Interviews

will be held the first three weeks of December.

Help Wcmted 30 Help Wanted

PT, GOOD HOURS, GOOD PAY. Pick up
children from school and drive to activities.

Must have car. Mike or Peggy, (31 0)478-81 52.

REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT: SALES & MAN-
AGEMENT OF APARATMENT BUILDINGS.
MUST HAVE REAL ESTATE LICENSE, LOTUS
1-2-3, WORD PERFECT. BOOKEEPING AND
ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS A MUST! EXCEL
LENT OPPORTUNITY! SMALL SALARY PLUS
COMMISSION. SCOTT (213)207-0778.

LAW FIRM
needs motivated person to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume
wGPA. available times

foe Interviews and other
.

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

KARI MICHAELSEN
"Katie" from the NBC series

^GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(818)789-1128 or (818)3600760

MODELS
wanted hy Proft^ssion.il F^hotcKjTaphy

Sludio for ijp-coniinq photo dbsinnnient'

Pro & Non-Pfo Male l?inale

Cail (818)508-8680

SALESPERSON WANTED IN BREAD SHOP
Brentwood Monday, Saturday, or both. Refer-

ences. Please call (213)394-5666.

SECRETARY, bookkeeping experience, light

typing, answering phones, $1CVhr. 3-nr>onlhs,

Nov-Jan. Call (310) 273-9708.

SEEKING PT PERSON TO SERVICE OFFICE
PLANTS. Flexible hours. Need car. Call Jeff,

(310)305-7030.
^

SMALL WESTWOOD LAW FIRM needs PT
all-around general office help. Call Joan
475-0611.

TALENT SCOUTS needed to recruit campus
hunks for Playgirl Magazine photographer.

Fun, good pay, and experience necessary.

(213)400-3305.

TELEMARKETER WANTED. For a large B.H.
investnDcnt form Hourly pay plus bonus.
Michael Horaney, (213)205-4952.

TELEPHONE MARKETING RESEARCH ASSIS-
TANT for Memory Training School. Light

typing. $6/hr, 1 5-20hrs/week. Theresa
(310)445-0830.

TELEPHONE PERSON for pizza shop in WLA.
$5A>r. -- commission, PT only. Must have great

phone personality and good typing skills. For
interview call (213)559-8241 Jody.

TEMP HELP WANTED beginning December
1 3, Westwood, flexible day time hours. Repair,

maintain cassette players. $9 per^r. CALL
COLLECT (415) 898-1112. (INTERVIEWS
NOV 20).

US MAIL lOBS $11.77 to $l4.9C/$9.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-
sary. 1 -90Q-680-4454 ext. 0214.

VA HOSPITAL NEEDS 4 PT escorts, 2 positions
8am-12pm, 2 positions 12pm-4pm. Persons
roifiX have basic ski Its to perform a variety of
duties. I.e., escort, file, secretarial, etc.

Persons applying must be self-motivated.

SSAyr. Contact Steve (310)824-3117.

HOST PERSON NEEDED for a popular West-
side restaurant. Must have experience. Inquire
in person between 3-5pm only. 12217 Wil-
shire Blvd. Los Angeles.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for

creatively-talented writers. Paperback novels,
non-fiction books, screenplays. 962-1557
Vernon.

30

Environmentally Concerned Students

Seeking full/part-time

• Flexible Hours • Good Personality

• $50/hr • Responsible

• Extra Xmas Money

CALL KIRK after 6pm 399-0593

(714) 474-7686

Job Opportunities 32

National College

Newspaper^
seeks experienced

salesperson to sell classified

ads & subscriptions.

$19,000/yr +
commissions/ benefits.

Excellent opportunity,

growing company.
Call Jason (310)551-1381

Sports Minded
Need Ambitious Self-Starters,

New offices, xlnt $$$
Full-training, Immediate Openings

(310)643-8102

ATHLETIC TYPES
Tired of building someone
elses company? Aggressive,

competitve Individuals needed
to help run new company.
Positive attitude and neat

appearance a must.
(818)789-1 128 (818)3600760

COLLEGE LEVEL bio, chem, & Eng. instructors

(up to 4Sk/yr). MS min. Top recent grad, exper.

req. (FT & PT). (619)455-1000.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN-interview patients.

Strong writjng/corr^puter skills. Medical
anchor legal experience desirable. Bilingual

Spanish preferred. Full training & benefits.

Full-time in Burbank or Alhambra sites.

$13-16iAiour. Send resume dealing with
above to: John Ewing, CBL Medical, 3600
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1908, L.A.90010.

Jobs Wanted 33

SECRETARIAL: TEMPORARY PREFERRED.
Good skills. Knowledge of campus forms.

Grants, manuscripts, correspondierKe, etc.

WordPerfect. Dependable. (213)472-3495.

Internships 34

LEARN

ENTERTAINMENT/MUSIC

PUBLIC RELATIONS

Intern at major P.R. firm

in Hollywood. Great

Opportunity to learn and
gain firsthand experience

Cail Audry
(213)659-6400
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Internships

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE INTERNSHIP -

Dynamic company seeks intern to assist Vice
President of Marketing to lease our office

building in the West of San Fernando Valley.
MWF availability preferred. Excellent training

$7^r. plus possible bonuses. Please call The
Abbey Company - (818)713-1800 or FAX
resume to (818)713-0200.

INTERNS for feature film. Strong, willing to
work long hours. 1 1/1 4 - 1 2/9 1/ Great resume
credit. Bob Peris (310)445-5580

INTERNS WANTED FOR AGGRESSIVE AL
TERNATIVE RECORD LABEL. Various posi
tions available. College credit given. Call Steve
957-4357.

Child Care Wanted 35

FACULTY MOM needs childcare/ mothers
helper, 15-20 hr^per week. English, car,

references required. (213) 206-7528.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $550AT>onth, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 jasmine Palnr>s

(213)839-7227.

3340 OVERLAND. 1 bedroom $550 unfurn-
ished, $625 furnished. Passing bus to UCLA
(213)837.7755. 4-7pm only.

$475 BACHELOR APARTMENT, utilities and
parking Included, full kitchen, 1 -block to

beach. 399-0540.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $675-765.
1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE4-PLEX.'A BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (310)
839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADfACENT, $975/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2
BLOCK TO PKX) BUS. WOOSTER ST. (31 0)
839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADjAaNT. $77S-S7S/MO.
2-BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS,
FRONT VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO PKIO BUS.
(310) 839-6294.

rWtENTWOOO, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
SINGLE, $725; HUGE 2BED/2BATH, $1275;
COMPLETELY REMODELED, BEAUTIFUL
LUXURY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROLLED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND GATED PARK-
ING. 1 1 61 1 CHENAULT ST. (21 3)471 -1 340.

BRENTWOOD, $840, 2BED/1BTH, 11651
CXDRHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

CULVER CITY, $830, 2-bcd-hl 'A -bath, carpet,

drapes, quiet oeighborhood and building.

(310)826-6907.

DETROIT & WILSHIRE. $550. Very large

single. Airy. No pets. Parking for small car.

939-1732.

FACULTY AND STAFF: One and two bcd-
roonrts available in the faculty apts on Levering.

Call 206-1947 (8am-5pm).

FREE RENTALS SERVKIE. Westside & SF Valley
apartments. Singles, 1 & 2-bedrooms.
Furnished/ unfurnished. Beginning $560. The
Roberts Co. (310)312-9090.

INGLEWOOD DUPLEX. Very nice 1-bed. apt.

Yard w/ fruit trees, security doors and win-
dows, hardwood floor. $585. Call Jessica

(213)559-7021.

ONE LARGE BACHELOR. Walking distance

from UCLA. All utilities included $55(Vmo.
Call Paul (310)824-9754.

MAR VISTA, $57S/mo, price negotiable.

1-bed/ 1-bath. Large patio. Refrigerator,

stove. Days, (213)788-0885, evenings,
(818)707-3802.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (213)398-8579.

MAR VISTA. 1-BED: $685. 2-BED: $775.
Newly painted, laundry. 454-0805.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfield

Ave, WLA. $1250 up. Security parking,

(213)286-9332, (213)839-2269.

r
as? ^^^R^PTfVn

10980 WELLWORTH
10983 WELLWORTH

*1 Month Free Rent

(Ask for Details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Central IHeating/

Air -Conditioning ^

•Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,

Refrigerator. Disposal

»Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

Ki*\ ' M I
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FREE llTJSl

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735
870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

I'KOI ISSIO.NALLY M.V.\AGtI) BV ,VI()SS & (O.

Beautiful One Bedroom
Apartments
Now Available

$800 Per Month with Security Deposit

Fully Fumistied
All Ulilities Paid, including A/C
Available to persons 21 and up

This apartment is nestled in the beautiful Santa Monica
Mountains only fifteen minutes away from the UCLA campus

For more Information call the University of Judaism
Housing Office at 213-476-9777, 879-4114 ext. 259.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM. $675. Large, sunny,
grcal closets, parking. 10 minutes to campus.
Days:(31 0)273-7598, Eves.Ql 0)266-7598.

PALMS. 2-bed/2-balh, $825 & $855. Under-
ground parking, fireplace, A/C, alarm, pets

okay. (714)969-8977, 8, (213)559-6085.

PALMS. $450 furnished single. Private patio,

quiet neighborhood. 3733 Keystone.
(310)394-6969.

PALMS cute cheerful 1- bedroom. Upper,
$625/mo, appliances, laundry and parking,

near shopping, and buses. Days (310)
206-1193, Eves (818) 981-2304.

PALMS. Sharp single, $495; 1 -bedroom, $595.
Vertical blinds, carpet, stove, kitchen,
laundry, large and bright, great location
1 -block from Motor ar^ National. 2-parking

spaces. 3351 Vinton. No pets. (310)576-5540.

(310)274-0633. Open.

PALMS SPECIAL. No security deposit with
approved credit. $525 for single, $650 & up for

1 -bedroom. Pool, sauna, exercise room.
(213)836-3800.

PALMS UNFURNISHED APARTMENT
lBR-$590, 2BR 1 1/2BA-$750. Large Rooms.
Stove, refrigerator, carport, 824-7157 noon-
6pm.

PALMS. 1 bedroom.
(213)837-7513.

$695. Stove & Refrig.

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD
". ic tS ONE .S TWO BDf^M.-j
ED OARAcSE BAt CONy

POOL JACUZZI MmEPI.ACE
•VALK IN CLOSETS FULL
KITCHEN DlSh^ WA6HER
REG ROOM Poi.vL I ABLE
yiDEi) (:iAMES ; ALJNDRY
ACILIT.Y GAS a VVA I f; [< PAID

" R O f.l > T .' S P R S N
ROOMMATE S AVAI LABL

F

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

WESTWOOD PLAZA
APARTMENTS

Directly across from
mid-campus UCLA

Furnished & Unfurnished

Bachelors from $550

Singles from $600 to $750

1 Bdrms from $700 to $900

2 Bdrms/2 Bth from$1200

Variable Length Leases

501-505 Gayley Ave.
(213)208-8505

SANTA MONICA 2-bedroom^-bath, sunny,
spacious, hardwood floors, STAlef, laundry,

patio, cats okay. $1450. (213) 458-9758.

SANTA MONICA. 3-BED/2-BATH. Hardwood
floors, large yard, 2-caf garage. On Princeton,

north of Arizona. Rent control. $l,75(ymo.
375-0934.

SPACIOUS AND BRIGHT 2-BED + DEN. 5
min from UCLA. $895/mo. Call Minju
(310)477-3036.

VAN NLIYS. LARGE 1 -bed & den. Dishwasher,
stove, fireplace, 1 child/1 pet ok, or good for

roommates. (818)997-6766.

WESTCHESTER, $1085/mo., new luxury
2be<V2bath, fireplace, laurxiry, private garage,
dishwasher, intercom. (310)546-3187,
(310)215-9310.

WESTWOOD. X-large 1-bed. $790/mo. Walk
to UCLA and Village. Hardwood floors.

1097rA Roebling Ave. (213)208-4253,
(213)824-2595.

WESTWOOD ADJ., sunny, modern 2-bed/
2-bath. New kitchen, extra-large closets, A/C,
patio, 5-min. UCLA, quiet building. $1050.
(213)474-8608.

WESTWOOD Luxury 2-bed/1 -3/4bath.
$1 100. Appliances, gated entrance and park-

ing, 1 block from UCLA. 445 Landfair.

(213)824-1969.

WESTWOOD. Large 2-bed/ 2-bath, furnished/

unfurnished. Pool/ jacuMi, long/ short-tem\
$1400. (213)470-1513.

WESTWOOD FURNISHED BACHELOR. Pri-

vate entrance, utilites, garage, bi-monthly
cleaning, light cooking, non-smoker. $500.
310-476-0049.

WESTWOOD AREA. SINGLE WITH
KITCHEN. QUIET BUILDING. WALK TO
CAMPUS. TWO AVAILABLE, $550 & $575.
470-5952. -

WESTWOOD, $600. Large single upper.
Stove, frig, mini-blinds. 477-2777.

WESTWOOD $985-1 1 95/MO..
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD. X-LARGE 1-BED. $750-up.
Furnished/Unfurnished. Parking. Near UCLA,
avail, now. 11089 Stralhmore
(310)454-8211.

WESTWOOD -FREE MONTH- 1 -block to

UCLA, studio, 1-bd/l-bth, 2-bd/l-bth.
Furnished/unfurnished. Clean, parking, laun-

dry, facilities, pool. $600 and up. 10941
Strathmore (213)208-7294.

Fall Special
$200 Off 1st

Months Rent
Great locations
1 & ? Bedrooms
$695 - $995'

Perfect for Students
and or faculty

(213)479-1581

WESTWOOD, $1 1 50 to $1 550. Terrific 2 & 3
bedrooms. 2-baths, dr, Built-ins, refrigerator,

dishwasher, A/C, patio, laundry. 1 71 1 Mal-
colm. (213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD, 616 Vel'-ran, WALK TO LXZLA.
Singles & 1 -bedrooms, $590 and up.
(213)208-4934.

WINTER RENTAL, S.M. 2-bed, fully equipped
apartment. Available 12/18 — 2/18. Professor

seeking reliable renters. $800/mo.
(310)452-1862.

WLA-1 BED/1 BATH. Private patio, built-ins.

$650 1412 Brockton Ave. (818)368-6732.

WLA 2BEDRM/2BATH plus huge den and
patio. $1100. 1412 Brockton Ave.
(618)368-6732.

WLA 2-BEDROOM, $900, 1 -bedroom,
$650-675. Santa Monica/ Barrington area.

Appliances, quiet, clean. Lease
(213)476-7116.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single. Ideal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

WLA/CENTURY CITY ADJACENT 1 -bed-

room, $750 charming. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, drapes, laurxiry, decorated porch,

quiet building. (310)474-1172

WLA CHOKTES. Studio, 1 or 2-bedrooms,
Southwest style, rooftop pool, spa, views.

Studio special, only $687, Cheviot Hills.

(213)280-0692.

WLA/PALMS $835/mo. 2bed/ Ibath. Refrig.,

vertical blinds, patio. Security building.

(213)471-0883.

DIAMOND HEAD APTS
Westwood

Slngle-

FurnJshed/Unfumished

from $750
2beclroorTv

Furnished/Unfumished
from $1200

All Amenities

660 Veteran
208-2251

WLA Single Furnished: Fridge, newc. carpet,

curtains, security, 10-mins by bus $600/mo.
Present occupant will give free TV, cable
ready. (213)477-7239/ (213)479-2769.
eveningis.

Westwood Village
Ibd/lblh. 2l)(l/2l)lli

1 inoiilli Irrr n'lii

Short term available

FCnoiMiioii^ ;ipl^ u'/

St'p.ii.ih I)f\. b.ih oiiu's.

('i.ilrd p;iikin-. pool

()^) 1 Lt\ rnim .\\ rlliK'

(2i:il*J()s ;',(> 17

•AFFORDABLE*
•3528-3532 Sawtelle*

In Mar Vista near National

2bdim Ibath

apartments. Uppers &
lowers. Balconies. Stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator.

Spacious with grey

carpet. White Blinds.

$775/month $500 deposit

OPEN DAILY OR
CALL:

Rental Office, 823-4383

Weekly Rentals
Guest t-lotel•Westwood Village

Cable TV»Miaowave» Refrigerator

$199-$235/wlcw/KrrCH $295/wk
l-bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
IBDRM

Starting at $600
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

Furnished
Loft

Apartment
In Westwood
Across From
Campus

SIMI

565 Gayley
824-0836

Ask about our specials

NORTHRIDQE $275 up. 500 UJt
•tudMit houslffto faculty. Shar«d or
privato. Pool, Jacuzzi, roetiMllon
room. 1/2 hour drivo to UCLA.
Froo Brochuro. Northridgo

Campus RaaJdanco, MOO Zaizah,
Northridgo. CA 91325

(8te>8a0-1717

Apartments Furnfehed 5

Beverly Clen, 1 -bedroom, garage apartment.
$500/mo. References required. (213)
474-1930.

REDUCED FROM $925 TO $800 1-bd. fum-
ished, (for 2). Full kitchen & bath. 478
Landfair. '(21 3)278-5677.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,
$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fithess rooms,
saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 car parking In

secure garage, will allow

4 students per
apartment.

From $1250^- $1360
2 weeks free with lease

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

Beverly Hills Bachelors

Special Student Discount '

Tho Birarhf Hiiia WL Moritz

• Purniahed bachelors with color

T.Y, mjcrowmve, and refirigcrfttor

• Workout fadity
• Jacuxxi
• 10 minutes from campus bf bus

,

atop at lop of street

Cafl 27t-2100 far tafforaMboa
120 S. Reeves between Beverly &

Cannon, ckwe to Wilshire

Ol m
Apts. Unfurnished 51

U DEN/l-'A BATH. Bright, spacious, airy.

Prime location. Easy access to shops-UCLA.
Security bidg. $90(ymo. (310)207-6430.

$700 Palms nxxlern 1 bedroom. Security
building. Stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, aA:,

fireplace. (310)836-5311, (310)837-0761.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $850- $895. 1-

bedroom, $750. Near Wilshire & UCLA. Lease
to 2. Single, $650. (213)826-8461

SINGLE, 1-2 BEDROOM, $680-1050. Sec-
urity, refrigerator, jacuzii, sundeck, ocean
view. (213)826-5528.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $700, 1 -bedroom.
$1 100 , 2-bedroom/1 -bath. Parking included.
1-1/2 blocks to campus. 10990 Stralhmore.
(21 3)395-2903.

WLA. One-bedroom, $875/mo. Security
building, parking, new carpet. Walk to UCLA.
1450 Midvale. (213)391-2874.

/
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lO-MINUTES FROM CAMPUS. Own room in

2-be<Vl-bath. $425/mo. Female non-smoker.

Parking. )oni (213)556-2446.

BEAUTIFUL TO SHARE IN 2-BED/2-BATH
Garage, cable TV, Jacuzzi. 2-blocks off Wil-

shire. $575. 1375 Midvale Ave. Apt. 106.

BRENTWOOD to share 2balh/2bdrm with

pnofessional & dog. $S5(Vmo. Dec. or Jan.

(310)447-2235.

COOL WEST HOLLYWOOD APT. 2-slory,

own room, hardwood floors. Must be non-

smoker. $450/mo. Available Dec. 1

.

(213)939-5154.

CULVER CITY. 2-BED/1-BATH DUPLEX.
Furnished, parking, washer/dryer, nice r>eigh-

borhood. $400/nrH) -^ 'A utilities. Female pre-

ferred. (213)292-9792.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, huge Melrose/Fairfax

apartment. Private room, wood floors, sec-

urity, parking. $450/mo. Kristen
(213)651-3572.

LA BREA/5UNSET— 1 lOOsq. ft., luxury 2-bed/

2-bath. Pool, gym, Jacuzzi, parking. Available

now. $550, utilities included. Patricia

(213)969-9373.

MEDICAL RESIDENT WITH ROOM AVAIL-

ABLE. 2bed/2bath, pool, Jacuzzi, tennis

courts, close to campus. $450/mo.
(310)821-5340.

MUSIC TEACHER seeks female non-srrroker to

share gorgeous B.H. penthouse. Security bidg.

with pool. Convenient to everything. $525/mo
Call Ruth (213)271-1939.

ONE-BEDROOM AVAILABLE in 3-bed Brent-

wood apt. Huge, great area, pool, parking.

$475/mo. Call 476-3879.

PhD STUDENT WISHES SAME TO share

apartment. S45(Vmo. Call Bev (310)820-5387.

PRIVATE BEDROOM w/own bath. Full living

room & kitchen privileges. $40(ymo. Call

Carry, (310)839-9919.

PROFESSIONAL MALE wants to share 2-bed

room in Mar Vista. $385/mo. Move in now.

(310)391-7175.

RELIABLE FEMALE NON-SMOKER TO SHARE
rSPACKXiS I -fltO/l -BATH. Security building,

parking, pool, sauna, rcc room. Utilities.

Amazingly $20C/mo. (818)781-4093, eves.

ROOMATE WANTED. November rent free

Looking for M or F to share 2-bedroom apt.

N-Orange Grove road near Fairfax and Mel-

rose. $475At>o. Must see to appreciate. Gra-

ham, day (213) 653-0408 eves (213) 653
-7506.

SEEKING A NEAT and easygoing female to

share a 2-bed/1 -bath w/ 2 others. i270/mo +
util. (310)820-6385.

Seeking a rwat & easygoing female to share a

2-bcd/l-bath w/ 2 others. $270/mo-MJlilities

(310)820-6385

SUNNY NEW APT. PRIVATE ROOM, BATH &
PHONE. PARKING, SECURITY. NON-
SMOKER. WESTWOOD $600
213-470-9872.

WANT TO SHARE 2 BEDROOM APART
MENT with graduate student^ Prime Brent-

wood location. $65G/nr>o. Parking. |eff (310)

447-3020.

WLA $325- TWNHSE, A/C, Sec. pkng, no
smoke. Near UCLA. Be Neat, Tidy. 575-1 186.

Roommates 63

FEMALE, 2-bed/ 2-bath, Westwood, beautiful

new Gayley apartments. Balcony, high ceil-

ings. $340/mo. )ennifer (213)208-5138.

FEMALE needed to share 2-bed apt. with 3

Seniors. Huge, furnished apartment. 'A block

from campus. 208-5481

FEMALE, ix>o-snfH>ker to share 2be<Vl ba. Furn-

ished Beverly Hills apartment, $484 -^

utilities.Shelly 275-0449.

FEMALE, SHARE EXECUTIVE SINGLE with two
girls. $283.33/mo •«- utilities. Ask for Rosalie or

Dulce, (310)208-0789.

FEMLALE roommate r^eeded to share 2-bed

'A block from campus. Scema, |ana 824-0796

NEED 2 GIRLS TO SHARE large bedroom w/
own bath in 2-bcV2-bth. Close to campus, #1

bus to school and shopping. Available Dec/
jan, $310 each. Kelly 478-4131

ONE BLOCK FROM LICLA - Need female to

share large 2bed/2b^. Security Building &
parking. Beginning1!>ec/|an. $393/mo. Kristin

824-1993.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2-bed apt. in

Beverly Hills. $42S/imo. (21 3)657-5320.

SHARE APARTMENT with 2 non-smoker,

quiet males. Walk campus. $292/mo. Chris or

Phu, evenings (310)824-3922.

WALK TO UCLA. Need clean, responsible

female to share room & bath in beautiful

Hilgard condo. $400/month.
Sue-31 0-824-9777.

WALK UCLA/ largest 2bdrTTV2bath. Female to

sha^ beautiful corido with 3 others. $395/ea.

(213)961-6695.

Room for Rent 54

IBED WITH PRIVATE BATH. $375^no. Firtt

> last. 6066 Comey Ave. LA^CA, 90034.

(213)934-1532.

BEVERLY HIUS. Your own private Udroom/
bath/den inside an ctegarH duplex $69S/mo
Non-smoker (213)552-0062.

BRENTWOOD AREA large private roorrVbath,

non-smoker, light duties, pets, utilities in-

cluded. $395 -f depostt. (213)393-6171.

CHABAD HOUSE AT UCLA OFFERS HOUS-
ING IN A JEWISH ENVIRONMENT WITH
KOSHER MEALS, PARKING, LAUNDRY AND
REC FACILITIES. ACROSS FROM UCLA, 741

GAYLEY AVE. ONLY $350/MO. MENDY
(213)208-7511.

FURNISHED ROOM w/ pvt -bath in large

Home. Kitchen privi ledges, non-smoker. Close
to UCLA. $450. 475-5125. _^^
MASTER BEDROOM for rent. Security park-

ing, r>ear campus transportation. $436.5(Vpo
¥ Utilities. Available 12/1. (21 3)391 -is{41.

Leave message.

OWN ROOM, share bath in 3-bedrxx)m apart-

ment in Palms area. $34(VnrK> ir»cluding utili-

ties. (213)204-6659.

PACIFK: PALISADES. Room in 3-bed. House
share 1'A bath. Quiet responsible person,

non-smoker. $465 plus utilities.
(213)688-6130 or (213)454-4372.

SANTA MONICA. Large bedroom, private

bath. Furnishe<Vunfum. Private entry, washer/

dryerAitchen privileges. $475. Call Dee
451-1845. Avail now.

S.M. CANYON BEACH, non-smoking woman,
no pets. Separate entrance/ bath. Kitchen

privileges, parking. Fine home. $550.
(310)459-2109.

SUNNY, PRIVATE ROOM/PATIO/BATH in

large S.M. corKk>. Female only. $425/mo
(includes utilities). (213)452-0704.

VENICE BEACH, private room, phone, park-

ing, w/d. Safe area. Buslines. Studious,

friendly non-smoker. $420/mo.
(310)452-7272.

House for Rent 56

House for Sole 58

CAPE COO STARTER, Mar Vista charm ga
lore. Formal diningroom, hardwood floors.

$279,900. Open Sunday 1 1/16, 1-4. Roberta

Trousdale (310) 306-0073.

MAR VISTA. Westdale trousdale. Enlarged

3+2. Formal dining, family room, arxi office.

Convenient location. $485,000. 576-7929.

SHERMAN OAKS, ne» Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA, 3be(V2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $549,000 Dave (818)783-6875.

Housing Needed 60

FURNISHED CONDO/APT/HOUSE for visit-

ing faculty couple starting sorr>etime Jan 1 992
for 5-6 months. SarHa monica/WLA area, call

(714) 626-5321.

NEED HOUSE FOR VISITING PROFESSOR.
January-June '92. Preferably furnished. Close
to UCLA. 3-4 bedrooms. Call Debra
(213)825-2506.

BARGAIN: 1-fl top lloor condo near Marina,

freeways. Lease option available. Tristan

(310)641-1085.

DELUXE CONIX): ;?-bd/2-ba. Security. Whirl-

pool tub. Refrigerator. W/D. Near UCLA.
(310)544-2809, Terra Properties.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. WALK TO
LX:LA. studio $95K. 1BR/1BA $150K. Call

Bob/A£cnt (213)470-1781.

Condos for Shore 68

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED 2Bed/1 1/2Balh

Condo. Own room. Extras - TV, VCR, Cable.

Clcan^ quiet. Walk to UCLA. $625/mo
(310)824-4098.

FURNISHED 2+2, 3 mo. min. Charming

building. Pool etc. Walk to UCLA. Unfurn-

ished for longer term. $1500. 475-3435.

ONE—BEDROOM West Hollywood Condo
for rent. Most utilities irnrluded, amenities.

$875/mo. Call 559-6248.

WESTWOOD CONDO. Hilgard and LeConte,

2-bed/2-baths. Washer/dryer, 2 security park-

ing spaces, full kitchen, $1300.
(818)286-0034.

Guest House for Rent 70

GUESTHOUSE: WEST HOLLYWOOD. View,

firei^lace, quiet, secure. Month-to-month.

$1,00(Vmo includes utilities. (213)654-1033.

PREOGRESSIVE PLAYHOUSE. WLA Daycare

Home. Children ages 1-4. ExperierKed pre-

school teacher, state license. Large yard. Lots

of activities. Call Stefanie 473-2771

.

insurance 91

HATE AUTO INSURANCE

fRtfLOWfRQUOK call

?13)85?-/-1/S (318)31?
'

DfC T DDirr IMC Ar.IMf

Vocation Rentois 71
Movers/Storage 94

Condos for Rent 69

2-BCy2-BA CONDO FOR RENT, 2 space
parking, furnished, 4 blocks west of Ohio &
Sepulveda, $1 100 per month (negotiable), lay
452-5850.

'

FOR RENT: Luxury l-bed/l'A -bath in West
Hollywood. $1250. Highrise condo. Great
location. 8th floor. Magnificent city view.

Valet parking. Garage, security, pool, suana,

conferer>ce rooms, excercise room. Furnished/

Unfurnished. One year lease. (213)659-0761
or (212)878-8088

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITt HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything - fully

equipped - reasonable rates. (818)785-1028.

IDYLLWILD BEAUTIFUL MOUNTAIN RE-

TREAT. FIREPLACES. HOT TUB. FULLY
EQUIPPED. SLEEPS 5-»-. (213)391-6808
EVENINGS.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY! Tandem or static line with

Skydiving Adventures, Inc. Student discounts.

For further info, and free brochure
1-800-526-9682.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657. ^^^
TOM'S MOVING SERVICE DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Personai Service 95

RESEARCH METHOCX^LOCIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

2-BED/1-BATH. WLA. Close to UCLA. New
carpets, new paint, pets okay. Near S.M. Blvd.

Drive by 11428 Missouri. If interested,

(213)477-7222. $1,365/mo.

2-BEDROOM DUPLEX Westwood Updated,
fireplace, hardwood floors, many extras. Must
see. Days (213) 824-6707, Eves 391-9734.

NEWLY RtMOOLEO 3-bed/l% bath. Very
convenient location in Sherman Oaks.
$2000/mo. Faculty preferred. 202-0130.

PACIFIC PALISADES 2 + 1 ^ bonus, washer/
dryer, refrigerator, replace, near schools,

UCLA, buses. $1 700. 454-2776 or 459-31 54.

PALMS. 2-bed/1 -bath. Burber carpet, large

yard. $1,250. 11174 Charnock.
(213)933 9388.

House to Share 57

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, large
3-bcdroorn/2-bath house. Share with one rx>n-

smoking female professional. $550/mo. (213)
937-9248.

MAR VISTA Large 3bd/2balh House to share

with female staff member. Non-srrH>king fe-

malc preferred $455/mo (310)391-0230.

WLA, own roonV bath in 5-bed house. Share

w/ UCLA students. 2 rooms/ bath available.

S500 & $425. (805)640-0816.
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ofour

Nov. 18, 1991

ACROSS PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Tampico coins
Recite
rhythmically

Knock
On high
Proportion
Bird

Diversely

Corral
Overfill

Inquires

Perfume
Rupture
Young hogs
Most painful

Check in

Visible

Dutch flower
Domicile:
abbr.
Boys
Unspol^en
Steel girder
Cadiz cheer
Recreation

1

6

11

14

15
16
17

19
20
21
22
24
26
27
30
32
33
34

37
38
39
40
41

areas
42 Disprove
43 Graphs
45 Relative

46 Kettle parts
48 Soothe
49 DOyly —

opera company
50 Biblical king
52 German river

56 Macaw
57 Area for

pioneering
60 House site

61 Pirouette
62 Cowboy gear
63 A t>everage
64 Utah plants
65 Land units

DOWN
1 Fills out

s C U M Q U A Y

1

1 M A G O
C A P A U R S A M O R E L
A M R E A S T P L E A D
R E N T A B L E

s
C L E A R 8

^^H 1 V E
£j

E A S kVH
s C E N 1 C C H A N T 1 N G
C A N 1 s G H 8 T D O E
A N A S I s L O P E F 1 R N
N E T 8 p A R S P R 8 E
T R E A T 1 S E C R A T E 8
fej^^l G A T S C R C
P A P E R ^ T R U S T ? E 8
A G E N T

1
C u E S 1 N T

T R A D E A B E T O D [r

S O L A R R E L Y N N E

2 Noted
essayist

3 Satiny

4 Bidders
5 Sault — Marie
6 High point

7 — Aaron
8 Lawyers:

abbr.
9 Zilch

10 Child's

"heaven"
1

1

Worth telling

again
12 Plant spike
13 Grid plays
18 Kon-Tlkl,

e.g.

23 Heart
25 Believer:

suff.

26 — curl

27 One-person
act

28 Elongated
circle

29 Change inter-

ior design of

30 Creases
31 Greek country

of old

33 Dessert item
35 Discomfort
36 Weight

allowance
38 Seafarers
39 Airtight

41 Licenses
42 Quebec dance
44 Shed
45 — Alto

46 Milan's La —
47 Verbal
48 Ringlets

50 Guzzle
51 Hairdo type
53 Falsifier

54 — noire

55 Mound stats

58 Lamb's parent
59 FDR's progran

Real Estate

OTFICES NEAR BEACH FOR RENT. 800-4200
SQ. FT. 16^T. CEILING. NATURAL LIGHT.
PARKING. 396-3688.

• csflji Mr kmmk Wiihwst
t (tiiMO iriUPPEII

Room/Board for Help 62

NICE HOLLYWOOD HILLS FAMILY needs PT
childcarc, in exchange for private roorr^ath >

board 650-3100

TowntK>u$e for Rent 66

LUXURY TOWNHOUSE IN SHERMAN
OAKS. 3-bedrooms/ 3 bathroonrw, central air,

fireplace. Must see ^1,350/mo.
(818)782-5763.

i
52 53 54 55

w
6^

i^

Possibilities for advancement in your
chosen field look good in the year
ahead. If you've been proud of your
past performance, make an extra effort

to do even better.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Develop-
ments that are usually considered tri-

fling could be of considerable impor-
tance today, especially where your
career is concerned. Treat small hap-
penings seriously. Major changes are
ahead for Scorpio In the coming year.
Send for Scorpio's Astro-Graph predic-
tions today. Mail $1.25 plus a long, self-

addressed, stamped envelope to Astro-
Graph, c/o this newspaper, P.O. Box
91428, Cleveland. OH 44101-3428. Be
sure to state your zodiac sign.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dm:. 21) It's

best not to take gambles today on any-
thing other than your own talents and
abilities. Backing long shots you know
little about could prove costly.

CAPRICORN (Dm. 22-Jan. 19) Your in-

tuitive hunches could be rather strong
today but, unfortunately, they could
also t>e rather inaccurate. Let your logic
prevail.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-F«b. 19) The right

comments from you could inspire le-

thargic comrades today. Shower them
with positive affirmations, then watch
their productivity zoom.
PISCES (Fab. 2(Miiarch 20) You should
do rather well today in financial involve-
ments that are of a traditional nature.
When dealing with the unusual or mys-
terious, however, it could be another
story.

ARIES (March 21-Aprll 19) Self-doubts
ragarding your leadership abilities will

vanish once you swing into action to-
day. The secret to your success lies in

doing.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) In a joint

venture today, it might be wise to leave
the strategy up to your counterpart.
This individual's perception of reality
could be more accurate.
QEMINI (May 21-Juna 20) Unless
you're prudent and disciplined today,
raaources you've budgeted for practical
purposes might be wasted on some-
thing frivolous. If so, you'll regret it later.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Small but
significant returns are probable today,
provided you keep your mind focused
on business. Flights of fancy will lessen
yout possibilities.

LEO (July 23-Aiig. 22) Total commit-
ment is essential today — if you hope to
fulfill your ambitious objectives. You
can't be wishy-washy in matters that
have elements of risk.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sapt. 22) Any misun-
derstandings that arise with a friend —
where there is, money involved —
should be rectified immediately today.
An unresolved issue could build a
barrier.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) An important
decision should not t>e made today
baaed upon your initial assessment, v

Facts you may garner later could sut>-^

'

stantially alter your original
conduMons.

4\.
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Women' off tonight
By Scott Bloom
Daily Bruin Staff

For the UCLA women's basket-

ball team, there will be two
seasons this year — with Natalie

Williams and without her.

Until Williams finishes her

volleyball duties and starts playing

basketball sometime after Christ-

mas, the Bruins will have to do
without her 14 points and 10

rebounds per game. Instead, they-

'll rely on high-scoring guard
Rehema Stevens and point guard
Nicole Anderson.

UCLA, which faces an Austra-

lian All-Star team tonight in

Pauley Pavilion, finished fourth in

the Pac-10 last season with a IS-

IS. The conference will still be
tough, but with four returning

starters, experience should be a

key factor.

Stephens, the nation's fifth-

leading scorer last year with 25.3

points per game, led the Pac-10 in

scoring for the second consecutive

year and finished ninth in the

conference in rebounding.

Anderson will be charged with

feeding Stephens the ball in the

absence of Williams. A third-year

starter, Anderson led the Bruins in

assists her first two seasons and
ranked eighth in the conference in

total assists and ninth in free-throw

shooting percentage (.750).

Amy Jalewalia will handle the

other frontcourt duties for UCLA,

> 1 **along with Williams. A 6*1

sophomore, Jalewalia averaged
ncariy eight points per game and
five rebounds.

With a tough schedule that

includes Virginia and conference
rivals Stanford, Washington and
use, Williams will have to contri-

bute right away. She may miss the

Virginia game, however, since the

volleyball Final Four runs until

Dec. 20 and the Virginia game is

scheduled for Dec. 28.

"(Natalie will) have an immedi-
ate impact when she does join,"

head coach Billie Moore told the

Los Angeles Times. But I want
them to win the volleyball champ-
ionship first I want her to come
here happy."

PARI HAIR SALON
Holrstythg by a

VIdal Sasson Academy Graduate

Perm Special $30
Hair Cut & Blovs/ $15
Fantastic Highlight $30
Hair Coloring $15

Manicure & Pedicure $15
Full Legs Waxing $20

OPEN SUNDAY 479-9325
1435 Westwood Bl. 473-0066

Video Editing 89 Video Editing 89 Travel

EDITING AND POST PRODUCTION
Editing 3/4"

On/On Line A/B Roll

Time Code Editing

Special Effects

• Commercials

• Promotional tapes

• Advance Equipment

• UCLA Discounts

Tel (310)475-5517

.P.TV. & VIDEO MEDIA PRODUCTION
1 434 Westwood Blvd. #6 Los Angeles, CA 90024

Services Offered 96 Tutoring Needed 99

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING/EDITING GRA-
DUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION ESSAYS,
OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes-

sional help from nationally-known author/

consultant. (21 3)826-4445.

NEED HELP EDITING, WRITING PAPERS?
Research papers, proposals, studies. No papers

for sale. (816)905-8483.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(213)473-4193.

DOCUMENT PREPARATION
@ PrBimum Quality Services O

Text A Graphici

ConUKt ai3) 298-5309
•^

ai3)2S7-I19S

Ronooable Rateg»iMWM»

ENGLISH TUTOR/ S.A.T PREP for 1 1 th grader

At home. Call evenings 8-10 PM.
(310)559-4237.

NEED HELP on 386 clone for Windows, Word,
CD-ROM. $35/hr. Craig (310)829-1516.

Typing

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing

AN Levelft-An Subjects

Foreign Students Welcome

Fast, Professional-Quafty Gkjaranteed

CaU Research 213-477-8226

M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Thcses/Dlsscrtatlans

Proposals and Books.

Foreign stiidents welcome.
PAPEB NOT FOB SALE
Sharoo Bear, PhJ)
C213H7M662

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BKXOCY. Chemistry, Eco-

nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Composition, Finance, Foreign langpag^s.

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)748-741 2.

COMPUTER SCIENCE TUTOR. Experienced,

professional. Master's degree in C.S., will

help improve your grade. Guaranteed.

(213)477-8234.

ESI7COMPOSITION/EDITING. Duke gradu-

ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)285-4616.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian (213)478-5822.

FRENCH TUTORING BY university graduate.

Native French speaker with experience.

$lVhr. (310)826-4944.

MATH. TA tutors lower division thru graduate.

ALL problems solved, guaranteed results.

SKVhr. Toni (213)474-6073.

PATIENT TUTOR MATH (ARITHMETIC THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,

READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS.

WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF-

RELIANCE. FOR FREE INFO CALL JIM.

(213)7475118.

$1.75 PER PACE: Thesis, Papers, Resunrxs,

Transcriptions, ManuKripts, Charts, and
Graphs. (310)306-2648.

A-l AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING for Valley Students. 20 years

exp., laser, spellcheck. (818)752-1980 7 days,

8anv10pm. Rushes okay.

A-l BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
AM -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES

.

EDITINC. WLA. (213)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (including disserta-

tions,mainngs,resunfws). Editing/graphics

available. Laser printer. Near campus.
9am.9pm An! (213)312-3332

ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING. Any size

job. Fast service. Reasonable rates. Day or

night— Marcus (213)654-4227.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED VVPING. WP, SPELL
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPER. APPLICA-
TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 213-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, trar^aiption. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (213)827-5090.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,
laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8- 5pm. Call David (213)786-9885.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-

(213)939-4303.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, term papers,

scripts, theses, papers, National/ Sepulveda.

(213)397-9711.

IS lYPING your thing? f NO M can help. Fast,

accurate, flexible rates. Carolyn
213^71-3610.

Modern Secreterial and Graphic services: IBM
& MAC. Discount to students. Pick up/
delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(213)446-8899.

PLEASE! !l A.i.'s MAGIC FINGERS— Type 1 1

5

wpm- will type anything, anytime. Call A.J.

(310)475 B902 MC—VISA—AMEX. '

PRECISK3N TYPING $2.50/Double Space

Page Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-

Delivery Available (310)864-3981

PRECISKDN WORD PROCESSING. Fast, af-

fordable, resumes, theses, dissertations, manu-
scripts, tapes, Laser Printer. M-F 8am-9pm.
(310)475-0316.

PROFESSONAL WORDPROCESSING in my
home. High quality. Accurate. Weekends and
evenings ok! Good rates. Dee (21 3)398-121 7.

PROFESSKJNAL WORD PROCESSING by the

Way company. Word Perfect 5.1 , Competetive
rates. Call (213) 474-9648.

PROFESSKDNAL RESUME SERVICE. Theses-

term papers. Employment service. Delta Per-

sonnel Services, Simi Valley. (805)526-5210.

105 Travel

Powder
Perfect!

•Ski Lake Tahoe!

—3 Nights $171.00

• Ski Utah at Thanksgiving!

—3 Nights* $285.00

=»^ki Colorado Winter Break!=
—5 Nights* $375.00

I.
J

Travel Service, A-Level Ackcnnan Union

>1SUC14^ M-F 8:30-6. Sat 12-4 Call UCLA-FLY

*Transp<irtaticm-

Included

100 Typing 100

PROF. WRITER/MACNA CUM LAUDE offers

writing/research assistance. Phone/fax
(818)753-9939, 6-9pm.

SHERRI'S SECRETARIAL SERVICES. All year

typing for that professional look. Call

(800)300-0343

THE TYPING GUY! I'll type anything. I'm

cheap and qukfc. Reports, scripts, letters,

whatever. (213)207-5192.

A BRILLIANT IDEA!! Wordprocessing/
proofreading. LOW RATES. Screenplays, pap-

ers, resumes, theses. 24-HC)URS. Student dis-

count. (213)207-6496.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertatioru, trarvcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)626-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2866.

WORDPROCESSING^ESK TOP PUBLISH-
ING, papers, resumes, transcriptions, ABA
format. Westwood. (213)473-5755

WRITER'S BLOCK? WRITING APPREHEI^
SKDNf Professional writing counselor with

Hao/ard doctorate will work privately with you
on dissertations, theses, term papers, or prepar-

ing for comps. Result-orientated. Your medical

insurance may apply. Call Productive Prose

(213) 316-5128.

LOWEST RT AIR FARES
FWM liUMWMRKM SHORT NOmCE

•NBHrORLEAMtlTS ^iMBQUim
mmxittn •mMMFMiMt
««BirVCmKfL0fltlMt3M •H0N6 ROM 1066
•aomiMtJM ••UENOeAMEBmOt740
4MMUt7W •«MtTMfiQMSUMCKM S749
•TOKYO I64S

OfnCR DGMEBTICMrL nUC8ilMIUL. CALL FOR 1 mV
BARNEY'S TRAVEL

V (2 13)382-9161

HAWAII, MEXICO, BAHAMAS, ORLANDO
$99 ROUND TRIP. Advance reservation, open
dates, some restrictions. Call (818) 883-7100.

Travel Tickets 106

2OW TICKETS toNYC JFK from LAX on 11 /26.

Best offer. 451-2877.

BOSTON. OW LV LAX. Dec.Uth UOO/dbo.
Eric (310)824-4059.

LAX-HONOLLILU, roundtrip, Dec.1 7-27, re-

turn changeable, SSSCVobo. Call 476-8377.

RNDTRP TO SF FROM LAX. Leave 1 1/26,
Return 1 2/2. $1 00 or obo Jim (310)376-0124.

Autos for Sole 109

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154
.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES The look that gets

results. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional

service. (213)450-0133

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS f expertly

written by experienced Career Counselor. Also
college admission essays. Lee (213)476-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2765.

1977 PORSCHE 924, Silver, Beautiful condi-
tion, AM/FM Cassette, all extras, low milage,
original owner %27SO/dbo. (310)472-5551.

1 964 SAAB TL-RBO, black, 47k miles, sunroof,

loaded, one owner. 15600. (310)396-3686.

1965 SUBARU WAtXDN, Red, 4-WD, Turbo,
loaded except radio, original owner, all re-

cords $5,400/obo (310)472-5551.

'86 CHEVY SPRINT. 5-speed, 2-door, 54,000
miles, grey. $1,500. Pien-e, (310)396-3491.

'89 HYUNDAI EXCEL GL. Auto, A/C, frrVcass,

new brakes & tires, mns great. $3,300.
(618)769-9193.

AUDI 4000 '82. Gold, 5-spd. 100,000 miles.

Good condition. $1,000 (213)645-4430.

THE RESCINE DOOOR
• PROFESSIONAL OOrilDENnAL SERVICE

• LASER QUAUnrRESlMS 4 BIOS

• WE CAN CREATE A CUSTOM TALORED

n\CKAGE

• WE ALSO UPDATE EXBTING RESUIiiS

FREE POCIF 4 DELIVERY

21^882^1

24HOURTURNAROIN)

(RUSHAVAL\BLE)

BMW '74 2002, new paint, rebuilt engine,
standard trans, newtircs, sun-roof. $390(Vobo
(805) 634-2969 (Bakersfield).

CHEAP! F.B.I. /U.S. SEIZED.
'89 Mercedes. ..$200, '86 VW...$50,
'87 Mercedes. ..$100,'65 Mustang. .$50.
Choose from thousands starting $25 FREE 24
hour Recording Reveals details.
(801)379-2929, Copyright» CA11KJC

CHEVETTE, '82, $950, 4-door, runs great, just

had tunc-up. Call Jennifer (310)208-5 136.

CHEVROLET SPRINT 1967 49,000 miles.

Stick shifl. Good condition. $2600/obo. Call
Daniela (714)566-5420.

CONVERTIBLE VW-RABBIT '83. White, new
lop, new tires, low mileage, great car!

$5200/obo. (213) 207-0109.

DATSUN 210 1977. Automatic. AM/FM ste-

reo, new front tires. Runs great. Only $670.
Call (213)365-5361.

lOR SALE BY OWNER: HYUNDAI EXCEL,
'88, BLUE, LIKE NEW. $3600/080.
(213)659-0761.

i^—

H

105 Autos -109
4m

HONDA ACCORD EX Coupe, 1990. Black w/
tan. All options & new condition. $13,900.
(310)447-1766.

MAZDA RX7 '79. 5-speed. AC. Power brakes.

Red with black interior. Custom wheels. Rear
window louverf. Pull-out stereo. Bra. Mainte-

nance records. Immaculate. $285(Vobo. Leave
message, 394-0760.

MITSUBISHI STARION TURBO '65 Great

Condition, Great Deal, Fully loaded. Moving
Must Sell. Leave message $3,550
(213)285-4610.

VOLKSWACON QUANTUM, 1983. Sunroof,

AM/PM cassette, 4-door, automatic. Lots of

extras. $3000. Original owner.
(31 0)377- 7942.

VW RABBIT '79. 5 doors. Very good motor.
New battery, alternator. $6,800. Leave a

message, (81 8)961 -4743.

Scooters for Sole 115

1986 RED HONDA ELITE. Excellent condi-
tion, only 1,600 miles. $600 Firm. Evenings
call Icff (310) 453-4771.

1 986 WHITE HONDA ELITE. Excellent condi-
tion. Lock, permit and helnr>et included.
SflStVobo. Call Kris 206-4746

1988 YAMAHA )pC GREAT CONDITION.
LOW MILES, $600/o.b.o. MUST SELL
(213)478-4007.

1989 HONDA ELITE 80. Top condition.
$800/obo Call Allen; Day(2 13)31 5-8422,
Night(2 13)396-7356.

HONDA '82 2-SPEED, auto, moped. Excellent

condition. $40(Vobo. Call (616)246-6998 or
(618)246 6998.

HONDA AERO 1987. 200 miles. Excellent
condition. New tires, plugs, battery. $90CVobo.
Call Matt 794-3687.

HONDA ELITE 150, '66. Red, only 1.5k.

virtually brand new. New battery, helmet.

$1299/obo. 206-6703.

HONDA ELITES. 60, 1 50, 250, mint condition.
Ideal transportation. $900-$1 20(yobo. Call

471-5196.

HONDA ELITE 50, 1969. Excellent condition.
With lock. $550/obo. Must sell.

(213)470-9757,

Furniture for Sale 126

DINING TABLE- Solid Oak, 45inch octagon &
Three chairs $150; 8foot white couch $50.
(618)782-9543.

FUTON AND MATCHING END TABLE for

sale. Full-size, excellent condition. $15(Vobo.
Terry 794-5333.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

TALL STURDY BOOKCASES AND A DESK.
OTHER STUFF. Negotiable prices. Alex
(213)474-8305.

Misc. For Sole 128

TV CABLE READY - $60. COFFEE PERCOLA-
TOR $60. AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL PRINT
SWEATSHIRTS $40. (21 3) 479-2769 evening^.

Sport Equip, for Sole 132

SCHWINN 10 SPEED World Sport in good
condition. Only $75/obo. 660-1164.

Typewriter/Computer 134

BUT IT TODAY, print your term paper tonite!

IBM-compatible, 640RAM, 40-HD, Epson
printer, $400. )crry, 472-9259.

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 286, 1MB, 5.25-FD,
3.5-FD40HD, KEYBOARD, MONITOR, NEW
W/ WARRANTY. $620 (213)644-2612.

IBM P25 with VGA color monitor. Word
processing. BEST BUY $350/obo. 660-1184.

IBM-PC COMPATIBLE with printer— Includes
two floppy drives, graphics monitor, near letter

quality printer and software. Best offer— call

Pete 206-3647.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and teach you to assemble it yourself!

PC SUPPORT GROUP, (616)994-1188.

^f^"i"«w^'wiHP „wj;i|i 11,1.

"
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Cartoon Salon Marquis
Westwood Marquis Hotel

930 Hllgard Ave
Westwood, CA 90024

208-4477

all GINSBERG
A New Theotrkd Mosterpiece

in its West Coast Premiere!

philip GIASS

ann

Jerome SIRLIN

CARLSON r\^

'TRIUMPHANT!
...among the composer's

mOStenVOrks." Hewsday

"A thrilling, challenging and

moving work!

"

- Ihe Woshinglon Times

CenterStage Lecture
7 ' 7:30pm with

Allen GINSBERG
Philip GLASS
Jedediah WHEELER
Martin GOLDRAY

H I ^ •

Friday & Saturday,

November 22-23 at 8 PM

UCLA
• .:ji iki:.Ciii

'EBFORMIN*

ARTS

CenterStage Pre-Performance Lectures at 7:00 p.m.

For fickets/lnformation

aiL (310) 825-9261 (ai3) m MM • (714) Tf-mm
(M») tM-fTM - (ciai m-vtm KMRfi »f;

Tickets: $30, 25, 20; 1 1 (students \ftith id) Stifportad, »i part, wdi IumIs horn Ihe N(Moral (ndowMM b rtw^

Runners-
end year
In stride
By Zach Domlnltz

Saving their best for lasC the

mcn*s cross-country team turned

in all-time highs across the board
as they ran to an eighth place finish

Saturday at the NCAA qualifying

meet
The Bruins had been plagued by

injuries all year long and needed a
good showing to build momentum
for next season.

"We felt it was possible to do
even more this year, but the

injuries really slowed us down, so
it was good for us to finish on a

high note," head coach Bob Larsen
said. "There's a lot of seniors on
the other teams, and if the guys we
have coming back next year can
slay healthy, we should move-up.**

One man who won*t be coming
back is senior Jeff Kom, who
stepped up his pace in his final run
to lead the Bruins in a time of 3 1 :3

1

(27th), his best time ever for a
10,000 meter run.

Right behind him was redshirt

freshman Creighion Harris, who
finished in 31:34 (28th).

"It was a good day overall, but I

was especially pleased with Kom
and Haais," Larsen said.

Rounding out the top five for

UCLA were sophomore Eliazar

Herrera (31:56, 41st), sophomore
Karl Polivka (32:26, 53rd), and
senior Richard Erbes (32:36.
57th).

"Last year we only had a couple
of guys finish under 33 minutes,

and that's the time we're shooting
for, so it turned out really well,"

Larsen said. "And normally Herr-

era would have finished higher, but

because of his shins he hasn't been
able to train."

"It gradually started to lake its

loll, but to finish under 32 minutes
is great Eliazar is just such a tough
guy, most people wouldn't have
been able to do that." Larsen said.

Proving the dominance of the

West district, five teams qualified

for the NCAA championships
when normally only two qualify.

They were champion Arizona,
who finished with 58 points,

Washington (65), Washington
State (94), Oregon (97). and
Stanford (129).

The individual winner was
Kenyan Josephat Kapkori from
Washington Slate, who covered
the distance in a blistering time of
30:11.

BOWL
From page 32

worked really hard for," senior

comeitack Dion Lambert said.

"It's symbolic of a winning sea-

son."

Illinois, which was shut out by
Mk:higan on Saturday, is 6-4 on
the season, with a game left against

Mk:higan State. The Fighting Illini

arc led by quarterback Jason
Verduzco, and feature a wide-open
passing attack.

UCLA and Illinois have met
twice before in lx)wl games, with

each team winning once. Illinois

won. 45-14, in the 1947 Rose
Bowl, while the Bruins triumphed,

45-9. in the 1984 Rose Bowl.
UCLA reached its football

zenith during the 1980s, when
CKmahue guided the Bruins to

seven consecutive bowl victories,

concluding with the 1989 Cotton
Bowl.

However, each of the last two
years UCLA has not qualified for a

bowl game, as they have suffered

through losing seasons.

Martin hears the
call and re
By Kennedy Cosgrove
Dally Bruin Staff

SPRINGFIELD. Mass.— It is a

wake-up call Darrick Martin has

heard before.

*This is something that hap-

pened to me when I was younger,

about 13 or 14. and I played for my
father." Martin said after Friday's

win against the Indiana Hoosiers.

"He would never start me. I'd be
pissed off as I don't know what,

but I'd get in there and play real

good.

**Little did I know, that's what
he was doing— making me want it

more. I think that's what Coach
(Jim) Harrick is doing, trying to

wake me up and make me accept

the responsibility of being good;
that is. coming out night in. night

out and being consistent," Martin
said.

After starting 87 consecutive

games since early in his freshman
year. Harrick decided sophomore
Shon Tarver would be starting in

place of the senior Martin. He
made the announcement just

before the opening tip-off of

Tuesday's exhibition game against

Trencin Czechoslovakia.

Martin was shocked and hurt by
^=Bic decision, and says it has been
tough on him, a thought echoed by
Gerald Madkins.

"Oh, yeah, most definitely,"

said Madkins, Martin's backcourt

mate the past two years. "He's my
roommate and my closest friend on
the team, and he was crushed by
it"

So why the switch?

Harrick cited Tarver's excellent

play in practice and his view that

"offensively there were many
nights that Madkins and Martin
were not an offensive combination
for us, and we had to rely too much
on MacLean and Murray."

• •

But if Martin's play on Friday

night is any indication, it appears

that the wake-up call worked.
Whether it was throwing a

running one-hander high off the

backboard for a bucket, driving

coast to coast for a layup or

penetrating the Hoosier defense
and passing to an open teammate,
Martin answered the bell.

"When complacency set in,

some things need to be done to

shake you up," Madkins said. "Not
starting shook him up and he came
out and played an excellent game."
He finished with 10 points on

5-of-7 shooting and had five

assists.

He has handled his situation

maturely and quietly, impressing
his teammates and his coaches.

"You're concerned about a kid

who's been a three-year starter,

and what his attitude will be like

(when not starting)," UCLA assis-

tant coach Brad Holland said. "His
attitude has been exemplary."

Teammate Don MacLean said,

"You've got to give it to a guy that

loses his starting job like that and
then plays real well. Some guys
might go in the tank and say, *The

heck with it I'm getting screwed.'

"It's a tribute to him that he's

played real hard and real well."

And though Martin thinks he

should be starting, he says. "I'm
not going to bump heads against

Coach (Harrick). because I don't

think it'd do me any good.
"If he thinks I can help the team

better by coming off the bench. I'll

deal with it for right now. As long

as wc win. I'm happy."

That was obvious after the

game, as Martin good-naturedly

jawed and slapped hands with

ESPN analyst Dick Vilale, and as

he clutched the winner's trophy

and carried it with him wherever
he went, smiling all the time.

From page 32

was to UCLA's "Five man"
offense, which spreads the floor

and allows the Bruins' quick
guards to penetrate the defense and
look to pass or score.

"My first couple thoughts of the

game were of Darrick Martin or

Gerald Madkins or Shon Tarver

getting in the lane and dishing the

baU." UCLA's Don MacLean said.

"I thought our guards did a great

job of penetrating and pushing the

ball."

Martin was particularly effec-

tive in the first half, with four

points and five assists. He finished

with 10 points on 5-of-7 shooting.

UCLA never looked back after

knocking off the deficit and build-

ing a comfortable lead, a lead that

never fell below double digits in

the second half.

Mitchell Butler scored nine of
his 15 points in the second half on
three dunks and one three pointer.

He was also one-half of the

defensive tandem, along with
stalwart defender Gerald Madkins,
who held Indiana Ail-American
Calbert Cheaney to eight points on
2-of-9 shooting.

"If there's a better defensive

guard in the country (than Madk-
ins), I'd like to see him," Harrick

said.

The Bruins' team defense was
solid as well, holding Indiana lo 48
percent shooting and forcing 18

turnovers.

Things were not all bad for head
coach Bobby Knight's team.
Freshman forward Alan Hender-
son was sensational, scoring 20
points and giving the Bruins fits

inside.

Sophomore guard Damon Bail-

ey was great one minute, not-so-

hot the next, and finished with 18

points. Senior forward Eric Ander-
son scored 14 points.

The Bruins were led by junior

Tracy Murray's 21 points. Murray
had an excellent all-around game,
pulling down 7 rebounds, taking

good shots and making a couple of
slick assists. MacLean did his

share as well, scoring 1 8 points and
grabbing nine rebounds.

*Tracy Murray and Don Mac-
Lean played total games tonight,"

Harrick said.

As did the rest of the Bruins.

And though Harrick and some of
the players reiterated that it was
only the first game of the season,

they could not help but be tre-

mendously pleased with their

unselfish play and nice defense.

Whoever said nothing ever gets

accomplished at meetings?

Campus news
iTdi
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^D UCLA Peer Health Coimselors

FIT OR FAT?
Find out by visiting the

Fitness Inventory & Testing Clinic
Peer Health Counselors provide Fitness assessments to any
registered UCLA student, which includes the following services:

Underwater weighing tank to test xnA*^
body fat percentage

>Skin Caliper Testing

Measure of Strength & Endurance

Measure Cardiovascular Fitness

Measure Flexibility

Nutritional Information

Start or Improve an Exercise Plan,

Geared for your level of Fitness

Appointments Available firom 9:30 am - 3:30 pm
Open Tuesdays & Wednesdays

Men's Gym 13
ONLY $10!I

\lsit or Call 401 KerckhofiF Hall 825-8462 To Set Up an
, Appcriintment TODAY!!======

sponsored by Student Health Sen/ices

ITImTRAP

RTISE
Tilt Daily BriiN nS-2161
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^ MONDAY & TUESDAY^

ARE PASTA NIGHTS!! if

$1 QQI
All You Can Eat
(including garlic bread)

DAILY BEER SPECIALS
150 Imported &
Domestic Beers
16 Draught

ENTERTAINMENT
• SUN-THURS(EXCLUOING MON) 8PM TO MIDNIGHT
• 5 Dart Boards and Gameroom

SPORTS CHANNEL TV. ON ALL OPEN HOURS

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA
7 Days a week I1am-2am (213) 828-9839

^^L ^^M^^^^^H^^w^^w^^M^Ei ^Ei^KikKi^Ei mEi

L.A. 's only i

New York style

anew yorV bar

Monday Night Football
Complimentary
Hot Dog Buffet
$1.75 16 oz. Miller Drafts

Beer & Burger Special
1/3 lb. Cheese Burger,
French Fries

& Draft Miller Lite

or Genuine
only $4.75
( 4 pm. to closing)

ALL SPORTS -

ALL THE TIMEI
Take a front

row seat to all

L.A. games;
plus

top-notch out
of town

coverage!
Catch AIII

College & Pro
Sports Action

Here!
Special Sports

Buffets for

dvivCiva
Games

MAMMAAMMMWMAMMWMWWWMWIMWMWMWWWWWWWl

BOTTOMS UP
It couM only happen in Apple's!

Satellite Coverage of
NFL, NBA, NHL,
College Football
& Basketball

Upcoming
Tyson vs. Holvfield

Nov 8, IWl

ADVERTIS
825-2161

Thinldiig About
MBAorfiffodSdMol?
Free 40-page Graduate School

Application Guide. Call:

800-777-EXAM (bmbfl

y-:

>^:

The largest sperm fcank in the United

Statasi^jdokinlMonoi^v

The goal of the California Cryobank

is to provide high quality sperm for

artificial insemination. Requirements

include good health between the

ages of 19 to 34 and a

9 to 12 month commitment.

Call for more information: 824-9941

COMPLETE MEDICAL SCREENING (ALL COSTS PAID)
AND YOU EARN UP TO $105/WEEK IF QUALIFIED.

W'WW'^ih'JW^hV^MkV

rr^-

Fri:l

Lfilfnum^" •*
-^ **«#*

' - *»^ ^^»c^iV-

BUFFALO STyi/oUCKCN IMIIGS
1 dozen $4.22 25... $7.95
50 $15.49 100 $28.63

Sauces: Mild. Hot, 'Suicide'. Bart>eque. Hot Bart)eque

ALSO TRV OUR:
• Hamburger • Chicken Sandwich • Potato Skins • Mozzarella

Stcks • Breaded Mushrooms and Zuchini • Steak Fries
• Chicken Salad • Potato Salad • Cole Slaw

UTTLE RED SAMPLER • BIG RED SAMPLER
Ml Vm Cm Cat - $7.95^

Each SAT. - SUN. (Ask for details)

mi
IXS^^S SAxitA JVIonioa JBlvd.

l'»i,-^A<OwW*X«X^>.»A<*' •>•>•>.•

We Want Our Teeth Straight!

3001 Wilshlre Blvd. Santa Monica, CA. 90403 (213) 828-3000

Specializing in Braces for Aduits & Children
* INVISIBLE * COSMETIC PORCELAIN *

TRADITIONAL * EUROPEAN REMOVABLE *

SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
• Experienced orthodontist •AN dental Insurance & union plans accepted
• Always the same doctor • Sat A evening appointments
• Low monthly payment plan • Credit terms available

with no interest • Member of Am. Assoc, of Orthodontists

Dr. N. Dayani
Orthodontist

1 1645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
(1 bik. east of Barrington)

CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

826-7494

I •UCLA
wins key
use game
By Andre Keil

Daily Bruin Staff

One down, one to go.

TheUCLA water polo team will

assure itself of a third-place seed at

the eight-team NCAA tournament
if they manage to beat USC just

one more time.

Friday afternoon, the Bruins
look care of the first game with
their cross-town rivals, beating

USC, 10-8. in front of an overflow
crowd at the chilly Sunset Rec
Pool.

UCLA held on to a two-goal
lead as they won their final home
game of the season to finish

undefeated at home this year.

But despite the win, UCLA head
coach Guy Baker had mixed
feelings about his team's perfor-

mance.

"Everything is coming together,

but the thing we are still lacking is

that killer instinct — and we're
running out of time," Baker said.

Baker specifically pointed to a
4-0 lead in the first quarter that

slipped away from UCLA in the

second and third quarters, enabling

USC to close to within one goal at

the beginning of the fourth quarter.

use came back and outscorcd=

UCLA by a combined margin of
6-3 in the second and third

quarters.

"We had a lot of opportunities, a

lot of breakaways that we didn't

put away," Baker said. "We have
to pursue our killer instinct. I'm
happy we won, but the guys are not
realizing their full potential."

Although Baker was not pleased
10 see his squad let USC back into

the game, he was very satisfied

with the performance of UCLA
two-meter man Mike Wilmink.
"He played a great game and

worked very hard for us today.

You have to be solid at two meters
and Mike did a great job at it,"

Baker said of Wilmink.
Wilmink came up with a great

backhand early in the fourth

quarter, which considerably
slowed use's comeback attempt
Wilmink put the Bruins up, 8-6,

but it was how he made his

dirficult shot that left a lasting

impression on both the crowd and
the Trojan players.

"Before the game I told myself
that it was time to get up big and
lead the team to a victory,"

Wilmink said.

Wilmink added the time for the

team to gain momentum for the

loumament had come. "I used to

have a coach similar to Guy
(Baker) that coached from the

heart, and in his program the

people who were quitters faded

away at the end. The winners were
those who stuck with it all the

way," he said.

Along with Wilmink, senior Bill

Lcnihan led UCLA in scoring with

three goals. Gary O'Brien scored
twice for the Bruins, while Chris

Kellcrman and Oliver Will both
scored once each. UCLA goalie

Dan Hackett finished with 10
saves and two steals.

Should the Bruins win their final

regular season game at USC, then

the team will take the third seed
behind California and Pepperdine
at the NCAA tourney.

"We're in no matter what
happens, but we'd like to get that

third place seed," UCLA senior

driver O'Brien said.

"Even ifUC Irvine wins all of its

games, then we'll still draw the

third spot, because we've beaten

more top seven teams than they

have," O'Brien explained.
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Bruins don't selMestruct
and defeat Quack Attack
By Jay Ross
Daily Bruin Staff

The game was hardly pretty, but
it got the job done and assured
UCLA of a bowl invitadon.

The Bruin offense sputtered at

times and the defense g^ve up
some big plays, but all that

mattered in the end was thatUCLA
beat Oregon, 16-7, and wrapped up
a bid to the John Hancock Bowl, its

first post-season appearance since
the 1988 season.

The win, before 40,823 fans at

the Rose Bowl, puts UCLA (7-3,

5-2) in fourth place in the Pac-10
behind Washington, California
and Stanford.

Although UCLA did not neces-
sarily have to win the game, a
seventh win assured a bowl bid.

(See related story.)

"I told the team what I honestly
thought, which was that if we win
the football game there's no
question we're going to get invited

(to a bowl)," UCLA head coach
Terry Donahue said. "If we didn't
win, I said I didn't know what was
going to happen."

UCLA's offense struggled on
Saturday, scoring only one touch-

down against an injury-ridden

Otffgfwi,

Despite the win, UCLA made
mistakes throughout the day. The
Bruins fumbled the ball four times,

losing one, were whistled for

seven penalties totaling 75 yards
and allowed one blocked punt.

"We certainly did not play well
and did a lot of things poorly,"

Donahue said. "We haven't been
sharp the past two weeks — not
against Stanford or today. Psy-
chologically, we were struggling."

Maddox had another off-day,
completing 16 of 29 passes for 166
yards, and throwing no touchdown
passes.

Maddox has not thrown a
touchdown since he connected
with Sean LaChapelle against
Arizona State, a span of three
games.

Maddox also threw two inter-

ceptions and has been picked off
nine times in the past four games.

Although he suffered a concus-
sion against Stanford one week
ago, Maddox was cleared for
practice on Tuesday, and Donahue
said he looked sharp on Thursday.

"I don't think Tommy's perfor-

mance was related to last Saturday
at all," Donahue said.

At halftime, UCLA held a 6-0

lead on two Louis Perez field

goals, but going into the locker

room, Donahue sensed the team
was down despite the lead.

"I could tell at halftime that our
team was down psychologically

when we were winning the game,"
Donahue said. "When you're
down psychologically at halftime
and up by six points, you obviously
didn't prepare right psychologi-
cally for the game. I just tried to tell

them, *You're winning and not
losing. Quit acting like you're
losing.'"

In the second half, tailback

Kevin Williams knocked the
UCLA offense into gear, powering

CONTACT LENSES

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
INCLUDES EYE EXAMINATION

EYEGLASS FRAMES
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM PAIR OF
DAILY WEAR LENSES CAREKIT AND

FOLLOV^-UPCARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT
LENSES

••INCLUDES EXAM FITTING &
FOLLOW UP -K 3 MONTHS LENSES

• GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

• EYE EXAMINATIONS
• VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D Inc.

' 1 M / ; -

lp930 WEVBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

through the line when necessary
and using his speed the rest of the
time.

On the Bruins' second posses-
sion of the third quarter, UCLA
drove 66 yards in eight plays, with
Williams carrying five times for 46
yards and scoring on a 17-yard run
through a huge hole on the left side
of the line.

Perez converted the extra point
to extend UCLA's lead to 13-0.

When Maddox and the passing
game struggled, UCLA turned to

Williams and the run.

Williams rushed for a career-

high 210 yards on 30 carries (a 7.0
average), with 129 yards coming in

the second half.

With Shawn Wills on the side-

line, Williams started his first

game this year and became the first

Bruin since Gaston Green in 1987
to exceed 2(X) yards rushing in one
game.

"With Shawn (Wills) down, it

was my cue to pick up the slack,"

Williams said.

Oregon, behind Brett Salis-

bury's career-high 285 yards
passing (21 of 46), threatened
often, but the UCLA defense
toughed it out and allowed a single

touchdown — a one-yard run by_
Donovan Moore on fourth down"
late in the third quarter.

UCLA held Oregon to 50 yards
rushing on 35 attempts for a 1.4

average.

"We stepped up to the chal-
lenge," nose tackle Emmanuel
Onwutuebe said. "(Oregon) threw
a lot of stuff at us, and they got

Tailback Kevin Williams rushed for a career-high 210 yards and
scored one touchdown In UCLA's 16-7 win over Oregon at the
Rose Bowl on Saturday.

some long balls, but instead of
folding and giving up points, we
toughened up and had a nice

goal line stand."

Comerback Carlton Gray had a
hot and cold day against Salisbury

and the Duck receivers.—Anthony Jones beat Gray in the

first quarter for a 37 -yard bomb to

put Oregon on the UCLA 15-yard

line, eventually resulting in a
missed 24-yard field goal attempt

by Gregg McCallum.
Gray was also burned on a 37-

yard fiea flicker from Salisbury to

Brian Brown that put Oregon on
the UCLA 2-yard line and set up

the Moore touchdown.
"Comerback is a lonely posi-

tion," Gray said. "You have to take

chances and sometimes you get

beat, but you have to have confi-

dence."

Gray tied Bob Stile's 1965
school record with his eighth and:
ninth interceptions of the season to

thwart Oregon drives in Bruin
icnriiory.

His first pick came on UCLA's
own goalline to halt a second half

Duck drive, and he caught his

second on the Bruins' 16-yard line

to prevent another potential Ore-
gon score.

Advertise

with a touch of class

DAILY BRUIN 8:

Bruin Rate
Now $65

Just mention this ad
when making reservations

AOr^uite hotelforBniins and fiiends.

Just minutes ftom the UCLA campus, an all-suite hotel with full kitchens, free paricing, pool & spa.

Rates from $85 - $105 per night. For reservations call:

(213)476-6255

Brentwood SuitesHOTEL
199 North Church Lane. 1 block W. of San Diego Freeway, 1 block N. of Sunset

Limited rooms «re avaiUble at the Bniin me. Ceitain resthctionf apply.
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Awesome, baby—Indiana
By Kennedy Cosgrove
Daily Bruin Staff

SPRINGFIELD. Mass. — The
UCLA basketball players recently

called a team meeting and spoke of
the twin virtues of unselfishness

and defense — two qualities for

which the Bruins have not exactly

been famous of late.

On Friday night, however^ the

No. 1 1 Bruins proved their speech
was a lot more than just talk as they

o-ounced No. 2 Indiana 87-72 in

the Hall of Fame Tip-Off Classic
held before a capacity crowd in the

Springfield Civic Center.

"We all set goals at the begin-

ning of the year at a big meeting to

play together and play defense,"

UCLA forward and game MVP
Tracy Murray said.

They did exactly that on Friday

night, playing aggressive defense
and exhibiting a newfound matur-

ity and cohesiveness that led to

smart shot selection and easy

baskets.

It was UCLA's best all-around

game in years, and they dismantled
an Indiana team that was ranked
among the Top 3 in almost every
preseason publication.

"It's like winning an NCAA
loumament game, with the inten-

sity and the way the whole thing is

set up," UCLA assistant coach
Brad Holland said.

"This is a great win for us."

shouted Darrick Martin immedi-
ately after the game. "I think we're
going to start getting some respect

now, and 1 think we're going to get

to the Final Four. We just ran away
with it and I think that's how it's

going to be all year."

What made the surprisingly

lopsided win even sweeter for

UCLA was the way the team came
back in the first half after falling

behind by 11 points, 25-14. The
Bruins outscored the Hoosiers 34-

1 1 to close out the half, taking a

12-point bulge into the locker

room. Indiana never threatened

again.

The Bruins were feeling
threatened in the opening minutes,

though, as Indiana jumped out fast

and threatened to blow the game
open.

UCLA head coach Jim Harrick
inserted Martin and Mitchell But-
ler into the lineup, replacing first-

time starters Shon Tarver and
Rodney Zimmerman. Harrick said

that the two players sparked
UCLA at the key time in the game.

"1 thought Butler and Martin
really gave us an infusion of
enthusiasm," he said.

The move to a small, quick

down
lineup was one that Harrick had
said all week that he might make.
New assistant coach Steve Lavin,

who spent the last three seasons at

Purdue and is very familiar with
Indiana, repeatedly recommended
playing a small lineup versus the

Hoosiers. Harrick finally gave in.

"I didn't listen to him (at first),

which shows how stupid I am,"
Harrick said. "I went with our big

lineup and high-post offense.

Finally we got smart (when we
were) 1 1 down and changed it a

liule bit"

The change Harrick spoke of

See HOOPS, page 29

Bruins head to
ckBowl

UCLA to face Illinois

in New Year's eve duel
By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA football is back in

business.

On Sunday, the Bruins officially

put two years of frustration behind
them as they accepted a bid to play
Illinois in the John Hancock Bowl
in El Paso, Texas on Dec. 31.

"We're glad to be back in the

bowl business after a two-year
absence," UCLA head coach Terry
Donahue said. 'This is where
UCLA should be, and this is where
we are."

After following the Bruins
throughout the season, representa-

tives of the Hancock Bowl offi-

cially informed UCLA Athletic

Director Pete Dalis that the Bruins
were invited to the $1 million

Hancock Bowl.
"UCLA was our No. 1 choice

from day one," Hancock Bowl
Selection Committee Chairman
John Folmer said. "We liked

UCLA because of what UCLA is.

*They have a great football

tradition, they have good fan

support and they are located in the

second -largest television market in

the nation. All of our focus was on
getting UCLA, because we don't
have an opportunity to get a team
like UCLA very often," Folmer
said.

"We are turning handsprings
about geuing UCLA," Hancock
Bowl representative Jimmy
Rogers said during UCLA's 16-7

victory over Oregon on Saturday.
"1 am proud that the team earned

(a bid to the John Hancock bowl),"
Dahs said. "It's a nice reward for

hard work. UCLA has a bowl
U'adition second to none."

The Hancock Bowl is consid-

ered one of the most prestigious

bowls that isn't played on New
Year's Day. The Hancock Bowl,
which was formally known as the

Sun Bowl, is televised nationally

by CBS.
"I don't think we're a world-

beater, but it's a great bowl,"
Donahue said. "It feels much more
natural and much more satisfying

(than the last two years)."

"It's been hard to get the

program back, but we have recov-

ered to the point where we are in a

bowl game, and I'm not going to

apologize for that," Donahue said.

The Bruin players were extre-

mely pleased with the news.
"Right now it's just great to be

back in a bowl," UCLA quarter-

back Tommy Maddox said. It

doesn't matter where we are going,

at least we are going somewhere."
"I'm just happy to be able to

play in a bowl game," junior

comerback Carlton Gray said.

*The past two years haven't really

been good for the team, and now
we can show off a Uttle."

Seniors on the UCLA squad
seemed particularly pleased about
playing in a bowl.

"I really can't express it, it's an
incredible feeling, especially for

the seniors," UCLA senior guard
Scott Spalding said: "We are
finishing up winners and bringine

UCLA back to national promi-
nence."

"A bowl is really important,
because this marks the beginning
of a new era for UCLA football,"

UCLA senior noseguard Emma-,
nuel Onwutuebe said. "It really

gels the monkey off of our backs."
"A bowl is something we

^ TT VICKI RAPAPORT/D«lly
bee BOWL, page Zb with a win assuring UCLA a bowl bid, Carlton Gray (No. 3) fires up Saturday's Rose Bowl crowd.
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UCLA 45 use 25

N^

This was the last time that the Bruir^s beat the Trojans.
Behind the running of Gaston Green, who finished with 224
yards and four touchdowns, UCLA jumped out to a 31 ^0 lead
at halftime. On the final play of the lirst hatf. Bruin
quaftert)ack Matt Stevens threw a hall mary pa$$ that was
tioped by Fl^>per Anderson into the hands of Kart Donell lor
a 39-yard touchdown.
MtMMMMMM
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Briefly

Please give at

Thanksgiving
UCLA medical students are

asking for donations of canned

or packaged food as well as

clothing Ux needy families.

Givin* for Thanksgivin' is

sponsored by the Chicano/Lati-

no Medical Students Associa-

tion.

Boxes for donations are

located in the UCLA Medical
School and outside the entrance

of the Biomedical Library from
now until Friday, Nov. 22.

The donations will help

families with young children in

West Los Angeles and Santa

Monica during this holiday

season.

The Latino Resource Organi-

zation of Santa Monica will be

distributing the Thanksgiving

packages.

Inside

llpee stripped
of its rulibers
Condoms decorating a tree,

the work of two UCLA art

students, were accidentally

taken down because campus
officials mistook them to be the

work of pranksters.

See page 3

Viewpoint

Theriglitsof
the clisaliled

Columnist Pei-Chi Chang
discusses learning about the

importance of allowing people

with disabilities the same
access we all have.

See page 17

Arts & Entertainment

The Seaguii'
No, it*s not Jonathan
lA/tnorctrwi ^'*'»Cull.

See page

iNo, 11 s not
Livingston Seagull.

o 18

Sports

Madness
Led by Tracy Murray, the

UCLA basketball team pulled

off one of its biggest wins in

years, as they beat No. 2 Indiana

Friday night

See page 35
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Retention pregbams miglit lie axed
By RoMn Dong

Programs to keep traditionally

underrepresented students at

UCLA could be jeopardized by a

stall in negotiations between admi-

nistrators and students.

The four campus retention prog-

rams may be shut down or be

forced to offer less services if

negotiations over where funds for

the Campus Retention Committee
should be housed are not reached

by the end of the quarts.

The four programs — which
seek to increase the number of

students who graduate from their

respective communities — are

Samahang Filipino's Education

and Retention, Movimiento Estu-

diantil Chicano de Aztlan's Chica-

ne Calm6cac, the African Student

Union's Academic Supports Prog-

ram and the Retention of American
Indians Now!
The Campus Retention Com-

mittee — which coordinates the

work of the retention programs and
oversees their use of funds— will

meet with undergraduate govem-
mcnt in the negotiation.

The committee would like to

move its accounts from the Col-

lege of Letters & Science to the

office of student affairs, but the

university's opposition to the

hiring of non-students is delaying

Negotiation stall may harm
underrepresented students
the agreement to authorize the

move.

Hiring non-students would add
stability to the retention programs,

coordinators said.

"I believe it is inappropriate for

student-initiated and student-run

"I believe k is

inappropriate for

student'initiated and

student-run programs

housed in Student

Affairs to employ non-

students."

Winston Doby
Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs

programs housed in Student
Affairs to employ non-students,**

wrote Vice Chancellor of Student

Affairs Winston Doby, in a letter

to undergraduate President
Danette Martin and retention com-
mittee chair Nyaniso Rahotep.

The committee decided it

wanted to move to student affairs

spring quarter because officials in

the College of Letters & Science

threatened to take control of

student projects, Rahotep said.

*The move to student affairs is a

lesser of two evils.*'

However, program coordinators

believe that the real issue is that the

office of student affairs wants
control over the programs.

*The issue is the administration

doesn't want student-initiated and

-nin programs because they feel

they're out of the picture,** said

Sandra Saavedra, co-director of

MEChA Calmdcac.

If an agreement is not setUed by

the end of this quarter, the com-
mittee's account at the college will

be closed, and the funds will be

transferred to associated students

of UCLA to be allocated by
undergraduate government with

the chancellor's approval.

*The responsibility now lies

with the College of Letters &
Science,** Doby said. **I am not

obligated to take (the four reten-

tion programs)."

Student leaders in the four

retention programs are pessimistic

that an agreement will be setUed

before winter quarter.

Rahotep said he is considering

giving his staff notice that they

may not have jobs next quarter.

**Right now this situation is

taking its toll on people's lives," he
said. ^'Students are under a lot of

stress.**

The programs have not been

forced to make any cuts, but many

"If there is no

agreement by the end

of fall quarter, we won't

be able to pay people or

buy supplies. Either the

program will run on a

volunteer basis or it will

shut down."

Helen Chacon
Director of RAJNI

coordinators see future reductions

and the possibility of shutdowns.

'If there is no agreement by the
Ml

See RETENTION, page 14

Love me Zeppelin

SUNNY SUNQ/Daily Bruin

The guitarist of Dread Zeppelin performs with the band In Westwood Plaza on Mont
day. Dread plays Led Zeppelin songs in a reggae style, sung by an Elvis Impersona-
tor.

Several Asian

langMages may
be
Task force appointed

to explore options

By Marina DundJerskI
Dally Bruin Staff

An advisory committee to UCLA
Chancellor Charles Young recommended
Monday the creation of a task force to

investigate the possibility of adding more
Asian languages to the campus curriculum
— a move that surprised several Asian
student groups.

The students termed the move a "victory"

after learning only two weeks ago that top

UCLA officials — fearing they would be
trapped into approving more languages in

the midst of a budget crisis— had scrapped
the proposal to create the task force.

'The administration told us that we
would have a separate committee to look
into the Asian languages," said Quynh
Nguyen, co-chair of a student coalition

fighting to add the languages. **But two
weeks ago they went back on the prior

arrangement, so right now we are in limbo."

Almost a year ago, four Asian groups
joined together to form the coalition— the

Asian Pacific Languages and Cultures

Committee — in an effort to persuade the

university to add Hindi, Tagalog, Thai and
Vietnamese language classes.

The students called Monday for a three-

way dialogue between community mem-
bers, students and administrators. They also

asked that Young approve the formation of a
committee of professors and students to

look into adding the languages.

And in an unprecedented move, the

chairman of the Chancellor's Community
Advisory Committee asked for consensus
from the members, who unanimously
recommended that such a committee be
formed.

But regardless of the committee's recom-
mendation, UCLA cannot implement more

See LANQUAOCS, page 15
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TODAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1991

J;(M) NOON
Student
Beat '$C Week
Lunch Carnival

Bniin Plaza

(»:«K) |>\1

Alpha Kappa Alpha
Educating the African American Student
Hedrick Fireside Lounge

Campus Events
"Guess Who's Coming to Dinner"
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

.S.OO I>\1

Cultural Affairs Commission
Amateur Comedy Nile

Cooperage

^):()() I>M

Campus Events
"Jungle Fever"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1991

:(M) I'M

Student Alumni Association
Career Network
Interviewing Skills Workshop
James West Center

UCLA Undergraduate Business Society
MBA Workshop
James West Alumni Ceniei; Conference Room
Campus Events
"Jungle Fever"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

^):IS |»M
Campus Events
"Guess Who's Coming to Dinner"
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1991

UCLA Undergraduate Business Society
MBA Day-Over 40 Colleges & Universities present
James West Alumni Center Confeicncc Room

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1991

:M) r\i

The Association ofChlnoc Amerkam
Revolution

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

GENERAL
UOLA Commuter Assistance
Don't forgct-the California Helmet Law is effective January 1, 1992
UCLA Hunger Project
Hunger Awareness Week
See ad for events & details

Women's Resource Center
Raf>e Services

See ad for details

Student Alumni Association
Applications available for Homecoming '92 Executive Director
Alumni Association
Sign up for UCLA license plates in Westwood Plaza at noon today

News Commentary

Duke defeated at polls,

but virus ofracism lives
BOSTON — A sigh of relief:

That is the Hrst reaction to the

result in Louisiana. David Dulce

lost, and we can put aside our worst
fears. America is not so suscepti-

ble to the vims of racism.

But it is not really an occasion
for relief when a man who as
recently as two years ago openly
peddled Nazi propaganda wins
nearly 40 percent of the vote in an
American state.

It is not an occasion for relief

when a former leader of the Ku
Klux Klan can master the tech-

niques of modem politics so well

that for hundreds of thousands of
voters he is a hero, the voice of
their frustration.

And it is not an occasion for

reliefwhen it takes weeks of effort,

local and national, focused on a
single election, to defeat such a
man. If this had been just one of
many significant races around the

country, would the attention and
the money have been there to fight

David Duke?
"America, be on guard!'* Edwin

Edwards told a New Orleans
crowd celel»^ting his victory. He
said Lx)uisiana had "rejected the

demagogue,** but the country could
face "another assault of bigotry** in

the presidential campaign.
Yes it could. Duke got campaign

contributions from 46 states. A
finance report he filed at the end of
October said that 47 percent of the

$1,370,667 he had then received in

contributions came from people
outside Louisiana.

Newspapers found some of the

out-of-state contributors and asked
why they liked David Duke. The
answers tell us a good deal about

Anthony
Lewis
public feelings these days.

Gerard Nadeau, 74, a retired

engineer in Adams, Mass., contri-

buted $50. He told Chris Black of

The Boston Globe:

*The Republicans take care of

the rich, the Democrats take care

of the blacks and David Duke takes

care of the whites. No orie else is

for the whites. I think civil rights

have ruined this country. Black

people don*t want to woirk. They

are taking over all the housing

|3rojects. This country is ruined . .

.

John E. Carlson, 6 1 , ofMarstons

Mills, Mass., retired from the Air

Force said, "This country is

becoming a third-rate nation. What
kind of country is this when Bush

pushes a free-trade bill that takes

all the businesses out of the United

States?**

Michael DeBeck of New York,

who said he was a teacher, told

See DUKE, page 12
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Beat 'SC Week: The tradition of rivaliy continues
By Christine Strobei

Beat 'SC Week is here again.

Bruins can participate in a

number of on-campus activities

celebrating the 61st meeting with
the cross-town rival USC Trojans

on the football field.

This week's festivities will

include a mini-carnival, a bonfire

and rally and a clothes drive for the

UCLA Hunger Project

**It's a great opportunity for

Bruins to show their spirit, espe-
cially since we have high hopes
this year of beating USC,** said

Candice Atherton, executive
director of the theme week.

This second annual event is

sponsored by the Student Alumni
Association.

The mini-carnival will be held at

noon today in Westwood Plaza.

Attractions will include a "Beat the

Horse" booth and a "Burst the

Trojan** booth where a tire pump
will be used to inflate condoms.

Bruin Night will be held in

Westwood Village tonight Stu-

dents wearing UCLA apparel will

get discounts from several West-
wood shops, including Acapulco*s
restaurant on Glendon Avenue,
Julie's Frozen Yogurt on Weybum
Avenue, Strattons Bar & Grill on

tree':
Safe sex project stirs controversy

because of recent graffiti rampage
By Re^na Ravetti

Two UCLA students decorated a tree with condoms in the Franklin
Murphy Sculpmre Garden tree twice last week for an art assignment
promoting awareness of safe sex.

But the debut of the "rubber tree** coincided with the onslaught ofcam-
pus graffiti and was consequently removed by campus facilities

operations Nov. 11.

The artists, Stephanie Lessink and Eteron Cohen, said that their intent

was not to deface university property but to emphasize ai^ promote the
ease of acquiring condoms.

Purchasing a condom is "just as easy as picking a condom off a tree,

practically,** Cohen said. "It*s not that big of a deal, and it*s not that hard
to come by.**

Facilities Operations Manager Jack Powazek was unaware that

UCLA students decorated the condom tree. University of Southern
California students were originally thought to have been responsible
since six were recently charged with defacing the UCLA campus.

Having experienced similar misunderstandings in the past, Powazek
suggested that future artists notify the facilities operations before
displaying their art so that officials can reach a decision to let it remain or
be removed.

"If this is going to be done, they need to let people know,** he said.

The removal of the condoms Tuesday spurred the artists and fellow
classmates to replace the condoms the next day.

The class assignment, named "sight specific,'* called for a pair of art

students to change the Westwood or campus environment somehow.
Donated by Being Alive, an HIV support group organization, the 126

"Arabian Nights** condoms and boxes were placed throughout the

leafless tree.

The brand used created a sticky situation for the artists, they said.

•They were the worst kind for us to use for the assignment because
they were lubricated inside and out and our fingers were pretty slippery,**

Lessnick said.

In spite of the all the misunderstanding, the duo said the reactions to

their project were positive. "It got a lot of response. A lot of people actu-

ally stopped and walked around,** Lessink said.

People interpreted the rubber tree on different levels. "A lot of people
read real deep into it and asked us if each condom represented someone
we knew who died from AIDS,** she added.

Although the concept was created before basketball star Magic
Johnson announced he had acquired the HIV virus, the artists felt

Johnson*s announcement strengthened their purpose mwe than they had
anticipated.

"It made everyone think exactly what we wanted them to think about
the safe sex issue,** Lessink said. The use of condoms is a relatively easy
and vital aspect of safe sex, she said.

Broxton Avenue, Pizza Hut on
Westwood Boulevard and the

Charthouse restaurant on Glendon
Avenue.

The Beat *SC bonfire and rally,

co-sponsored by the UCLA Rally
Committee, will begin Thursday at

8 p.m. at the top of De Neve Drive
near Hedrick Hall and Hitch
Suites. Students from the dormito-

ries and suites will be collected on
the way to the bottom of Janss

Steps, where the rally will be held

at 9 p.m.

Football quarterback Tommy
Maddox, strong safety Matt Darby
and receiver Sean LaChapelle will

appear at the rally with the UCLA
Band and cheerleaders.

The bonfire, which will be
topped with a combustible Tommy
Trojan, will be ignited during the

rally. It was revived last year after

a 20-year disappearance, continu-

ing this traditional Homecoming
event

This year, there will also be a
friendly competition between
Bruins and Trojans in a contest to

see which school can donate more
clothes for charities. The school

that loses must donate $100 to a

charity of the other school*

s

choice.

There will also be four football

games between different student

groups from both schools. The
football matches started Sunday
when the Trojan Band defeated the

Bruin Band 12-7.

On Nov. 22, the newspaper

staffs of the Daily Bruin and Daily

Trojan will meet on the football

field and the Greek system teams

will also each other. UCLA and
USC ROTC teams wUl battle it out

Nov. 24.

The week's events end with the

matchup between the UCLA-^ and
USC football teams on SaUirday,

Nov. 23 at the Los Angeles
Coliseum. Kickoff begins at 3:15

p.m.

Two students created a "rubber tree" in the Franklin Murphy Sculpture Garden as part of a safe sex
art project. ~^-

Study finds contradictory electricity rislcs
By Tony Knight

Los Angeles Daily News

A University of Southern Cali-

fornia study to be released today

finds there may be an increased

leukemia risk for children living

near high power lines, but
researchers said there were also

contradictory findings and that

more research is needed.

The study conducted in Los
Angeles County by researchers at

the USC School of Medicine also

indicates a possible increase in risk

associated with the use of electric

hair dryers and black-and-white

televisions.

*The current study adds some
support to the hypothesis that

electromagnetic fields increase

childhood leukemia risk, but it

doesn't resolve the controversy,**

Dr. John Peters, the lead investi-

gator on the study, said in a

Power lines, TVs, hair dryers

may increase leukemia chances
statement released Monday by the

university.

The USC study was based on
data obtained from 232 cases of

leukemia diagnosed in Los
Angeles County among children

under 11 years of age. Identical

data was developed from a study of

a like number of healthy children

in the county.

When the strength of the elec-

tromagnetic fields was estimated

based on the size and proximity of

power lines, the study showed that

the leukemia risk for children

exposed to the highest extrapo-

lated electromagnetic fields was
about two times greater than those

exposed to the lowest fields.

But when researchers went into

the homes of children and mea-
sured the actual electromagnetic

fields over 24-hour periods, the

data did not show a significant

relationship between leukemia and
the electromagnetic fields,

according to a summary of the

study.

Even when the risk was signific-

antly higher it remained very low,

the researchers said. Leukemia
strikes one in every 20,000 chil-

dren, and the study showed an

increased risk of about two chil-

dren per 20,000.

Researchers said the study

raises questions of whether some
unstudied aspect of electromagne-

tic fields is responsible for an
increased health risk.

"The important information
may not be the average exposure or

peaic exposure, but some other

attribute, such as abrupt changes in

field or field direction,** Dr. Ste-

phanie London, the author of the

journal article, said.

While the USC sttidy suggested
an elevated level of risk for

children exposed to black-and-
white televisions and hair dryers,

researchers said the findings are

inconclusive because only one
other study has been done on
appliances, and data from both
suidies is conflicting.

London said that the findings for

household appliances were based
in part on histories of use provided
by parents, which are statistically

unreliable. In the previous study,

hair dryer use was not a risk and
televisions were not studied.

Public utility officials said the

results indicate the need to study

While the USC study

suggested an elevated

level of risk for children

exposed to black-and-

white televisions and

hair dryers, researchers

said the findings are

inconclusive because

only one other study

has been done on

appliances and data

from both studies is

conflicting.

See LEUKEMIA, page 15
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Briefs
World

U.S. amabassador
racist in KenyaH-: * I

NAIROBI, Kenya — In a deepening

diplomatic dispute between the United

States and Kenya, the Kenyan foreign

minister called the American ambassador
a racist on Monday, saying he had
"contempt for Africans" and the attitude

of a "slave owner."

The foreign minister, Wilson Ndolo
Aya, called in the ambassador. Smith
Hempsione, for a private dressing-down.

He said afterward at a news conference

that he had told Hemptone that he
regretted the United States had chosen "a

man of his caliber to represent his

country."

"I have told the U.S. ambassador that

the Kenyan government is very unhappy
with his personal behavior, that he is an

arrogant man with contempt for Africans,

his attitude is that of a slave owner, and he
has no respect even for the head of state,"

Ayah said, Hempstone, a former news-
paper editor and a political appointee

named by President Bush, told reporters:

"I don't know if supporting human rights

and multiparty democracy makes me a

racist or not But it*s a little hard when
both sides of the equation are black," he

said, referring to the government and the

(^position in Kenya.

Brazil reserves land

for Yanomami Indians

SAO PAULO, Brazil — Overriding

mining interests and military protests.

President Fernando CoUor de Mello has

moved to reserve a stretch ofAmazon rain

forest as a homeland for the Yanomami
Indians, a tribe virtually untouched by

modem civiUzation whose ways date

from the Stone Age.

The new reserve, coupled with a

sUghtly smaller park across the tx)rder, in

Venezuela, will allow the Yanomami,
South America's last major untouched

tribe, to roam freely over 68,331 square

miles of Amazon wilderness, an area the

size of Portugal.

With the fate of South America's

23,000 Yanomami an international cause,

Napoleon A. Chagnon, an American
anthropologist, echoed widespread
American and European euphoria when
he said on Monday in a telephone

interview: *This will go a long way to

making cultural survival of the Yano-
mami a real possibility."

Europe offers ships

for Yugoslav aid area
BONN, Germany — Several Western

Eurpean countries offered on Monday to

provide warships to establish a "humani-
tarian corridor" across the Adriatic Sea to

protect Red Cross vessels evacuating

wounded civilians from war-ravaged
Yugoslavia.

The offer was extended at a one-day
meeting of foreign and defense ministers

of the nine-nation Western European
Union on Monday in Bonn. The ofOcials

stressed that the warships' only role

would be to protect civilian hospital ships

ferrying out the wounded.

5,000 emerge ffom
'^Vuicovar's sheHeis

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia— As many
as 5,000 civilian survivors of the three-

month battle for the Croatian town of

Vukovar left their basement shelters on
Monday while the pro-Serbian Yugoslav

army attacked the last stronghold of

Croatian National Guardsmen who have

defied an order to surrender the town.

"We have enough power to destroy

them within two hours," CapL Radojica

Szorcan, a Yugoslav army spokesman,
said on Monday. "This is it. Those who
wanted to leave are out, and those who
didn't, we're free to clear out."

The vastly superior pro-Serbian army
attacked the holdout Croatian forces, who
are said to number in the hundreds. About
10,000 civilians have survived the 87-day
siege of Vukovar sheltered in basements.

Croatia offered to surrender Vukovar on
Sunday if the Yugoslav army guaranteed

the safety of the civilians. The refugees

have been taken to a receiving center in a

warehouse south of the town center and
from there to refugee camps. Army
officials say they may go wherever they

like.

Nation

Justices to decide
landowner payments
WASHINGTON ~ The Supreme

Court has agreed to decide whether

landowners are constitutionally entitled to

compensation when the government bars

all development in the interests of public

safety or welfare.

The case, involving a state-imposed

ban on beachfront along the South
Carolina coast, will be heard by a court

that has been closely divided over the

ttitutional implioitxons of land^use

regulation.

The subject is a complex and important

one, as the federal, state and local

governments increasingly seek to regulate

development not only for reasons of

aesthetics and life style, but also out of
concern for the environment and public

health.

Duke says he may
enter '92 primaries

NEW ORLEANS — Two days after

his resounding defeat in the Louisiana

governor's race, State Rep. David Duke
said that he may enter "a number of

primaries" in next year's presidential

campaign.

Duke, a former Ku Klux Klan leader

and neo-Nazi who ran on the Republican

ticket in Saturday's election despite

President Bush's disavowal, has
repeatedly said he had '"no plans" to run

for the presidency against Bush.

Nonetheless, he said at a news confer-

ence on Monday afternoon that he had

"authorized an exploratory committee to

look into the idea** of entering the

primaries. *'I will make a decision within.

30 days.** he said.

*T think George Bush is in very big

trouble.** Duke said. "I feel George Bush
betrayed the conservative Republican
position here in Louisiana.**

Duke said that "at the very least,** the

kind of campaign he would run in the

primaries ^'niight keep George Bush in

line with regard to mainstream Republi-

can figures.**

Quote of the Day

"All I can say, though, about the English:

They take a hell ofa long time to get things

done. He came to get me out about five
years ago, and it's taken himfive years to

get me out, but finally he's taking me
home."

Thomas Sutherland
Released Ameiican hostage, of Ns fellow

captive Terry Waite

Compiled from Bruin wire services.

WSashlngton Red DeliciousApples
StU Resh vvith the Moniing Dew!

CONTACT LENSES

Washington Red, DeliciousApples, Ms $.69
breadstiks Ralphs

Sweet Yellow Com
New Zealand Kiwi

Fresh Squeezed
Orange Juice, 16 oz.

Grocery
breaastiks Ralphs

3/$l
4/$l

$1.79 $1.99

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
INCLUDES EYE EXAMINATION

EYEGLASS FRAME &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM, PAIR OF
DAILY WEAR LENSES CAREKIT AND

FOLLOW-UP CARE

Dairy
breadstiks Ralphs

Motts Ch. Applesce 23oz 1 39
DelMonte Ute Frt Ctl. 1 602 99
TreeToD Apple Juice 48oz 1 89

O.S. Crangrape 48oz 2.49

Gatoraae32oz 1.19

V-8 Veg Cocktail 32oz 1 . 69
Peas. Spnngtield 16oz 65
DelMonte Catsup sqz.28oz 1 .69

Kikkoman Soy Sauce 5oz .77

Prego Spagnetti see 32oz 2. 1

9

Kraft Mayonnaise 1 6oz 1 .49

Wesson Com oil 24oz 1 .49

BumbleBee tuna ch wt 6oz 1 29
Hormei Chili carne 1 5oz 1 .29

Campoeil Tom. soup lOoz 45
Rice-A-Roni herb 7.2oz 119
Kraft Mac&Chs spiral 5.5oz 75
Anthony ary spagnetti 32oz 1 .79

kellogg Pop Tarts 1 1 oz 1 59
SueBee Honey clvr.l2oz 167
HersneyChoc. Syrup 16oz 1.19

Upton nero tea decai 48ct 2.99

Tasters Choice trz ary 2oz 2.19

In The Village!

FREE PARKING!
in rear

Opentnilpm

Homogenized Milk 1 gaj

Lowfat milk. 1/2 gai

Nonfat milk. 1/2 gai

Eggs, AA. Ex Ig, 1 doz
Marganne. Imperial 1 6 oz

Deli

Honey cured Ham
Buon Gusto Itai Salami
Foster Farms Chicken

Breast, no bone or skin

Best of Fryer, lbs

Spilt Breast, lbs

5.99
6.99

4.79
1.49

2.49

6.69
7.19

4.99
1 69
2.59

Frozen Foods

Stouffer Chili 8 oz 2.29

Stouffer Crmd Chicken 6oz 2.09
Tina's Frozen Bumtos 5 oz .38

Orida French Fhes 2 lbs 2.09

Orida H . Brown Potatoes 1 .79
Green Giant Nibiets Corn 1 .29

Minute Majd O.J. 12oz 1.79

DISPOSABLE CONTACT
LENSES

"INCLUDES EXAM FITTING &
fOLlOW UP 3 MONTHS LENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

/ III

breadstiks
^ •

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, CD. Inc

'Fresh as the Morning Dew'

1057 GayleyAve 209-1111

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384
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WORKSHOP
November 20, 7 pm

James West Alumni Center,

Conference Room K-:-::-:::-:::
?••••-•:•:•:•:•:•

Speakers will Include representatives from:

Dartmouth College

A Corporate Sponsor

AGSM Career VTdcemen Office

Seminar will be moderated by Eric Mokover (UCLA)
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m
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Funded by:

The CPC of the PAB
ASUCLA BOD Programming Fund
mmmmmmmm BSB•.'-^^^n^W^O^>^?^?^WiV^KO??IV?^^>Vi!o>^?77

A % % o c i ik r X u fi
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November 21, 10^3 pm
James West Alumni Center,

Conference Room

' Over 40 colleges and universities will be
represented firom across the nation including:

New York University

University of Virginia

UC Berkeley

UCLA

Northwestern

M.I.T.

Stanford

University of Chicago
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Lebanon Hostage Release

Muslim captors free Lebanon hostages
Other Western hostages

expected to be freed soon
By Elaine Sciolino

The New York Times

WASHINGTON— The Angli-

can envoy, Terry Waite, and an

American educator, Thomas M.
Sutherland, were released by their

Shiite Muslim captors in Lxbanon
on Monday, amid signs that the

remaining Western hostages may

be fi^eed soon.

The release on Monday of two
of the longest-held hostages came
after intense negotiations by the

United Nations that have led to the

freeing of four other Western

hostages since August and repre-

sents a dramatic leap toward

ending the nearly eight-year hos-

tage ordeal.

At an impromptu, chaotic

appearance before reporters in

Damascus after their release to

Syrian officials, Waite said his

captors had told him just before his

release that they would free two
American hostages, Joseph J.

Cicippio and Alann Steen, in the

next five days and the other

American, Terry A. Anderson, the

longest-held hostage, by the end of

the month.

Waite said he did not know
when two other Western hostages
— Heinrich Streubig and Thomas
Kcmptner, German relief workers

— would be set free. He did not

mention Alberto Molinari, an

Italian businessman who has been

missing since 1985. Some Leban-

ese security officials have said

they believe he is dead.

In brief remarks to reporters at

the United Nations on Monday
morning, the usually cautious

secretary general, Javier Perez de

Cuellar, said that both the groups

holding the hostages and the

Iranian government "some time

ago" had "offered" to release all of

the hostages by Christmas.

The next move may be up to

Israel, which has freed a number of

Arab prisoners since August as

part of the negotiations, but is still

holding Sheik Abdul-Karim
Obeid, an Islamic fundamentalist

leader captured by Israeli com-
mandos in southern Lebanon in

1989 and its most valuable bar-

gaining chip.

Israel said on Monday night that

it would not release any more of

the 300 Arab prisoners in its hands

until it receives word about the fate

of an Israeli air force navigator

See RELEASE, page 10

"9 PUT YOUR BEST FOOT FORWARD!

ADVERTISE IN THE DAILY BRUIN

Sales
Accessories

SCOOTER TECH
HONDA & YAMAHA REPAIR SPECIALIST

Service
Parts

I

;80cc-250cc
;

» Tiine & Servicer

;

50 cc
Tune & Service

$39.95 P»"^Part»

:-:*r-:«»-:-»w-:-^;-~' — — — — ^ ^-.-k

2.75x1 Tire
;

Tilbe installed I

1 We Come To You

«

IFLATS repaired!
1^*10 Qt% P^us ports SOcd

« _ 5*fif'^i"'i?li^ ' i^«. .S^^i"l2^^1 J
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY OR DROP OFF AT WESTWOOD LOCATION
(WITHIN 3 MILES OF CAMPUS)

FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
Free Damage Estimates-Insurance Coverage Accepted

We Also Repair All Makes & Models of Motorcycles

Westwood Hours W. Los Angeles

1 0971 Weybum Monday - Friday 1 0422 Santa Monica Blvd.

)I Factory) 9-6 (less than 2 miles from Campus) I

10% OFF
Helmets-&
Locks

(next to Falafel Factory)

(213)824-2040 (213) 47(M745

10% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESTWOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Climes

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213) 478-6869
(818)988-0110
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Sutheriand family faces conflicting emotions
By Joteph B. Treaster

The New York Times

It has been an incredible three

days, a time of numbing sadness

and soaring joy, for the family of
Thomas M. Sutherland, the Ameri-
can hostage freed Monday by his

captors in Lebanon.

On Saturday, his 88-year-old

father-in-law, who had served as

the family's anchor and spokes-

man during the six and a half years

that Sutherland was in captivity,

died after a long struggle with

cancer.

On Simday morning, someone

from the State E>epartment called

to say there were signs that

Sutherland's release was immi-

nent.

On Monday, the signs tiuned

into reality: Sutherland was no

longer a hostage. Then, a few

hours later, there was more joyous

news: Sutheriand's eldest daught-

er, Ann, had just gone into labor in

Berkeley, Calif., with her second

child.

"Yesterday, I was breaking

down and crying — and I don't

cry," said David Murray. Suther-

land's brother-in-law, in an inter-

view in Ames, Iowa, where he had

gone to attend the funeral of his

father, William G. Murray.

*Today," he said, "it's that way
all over again, only iVk for the

opposite reason."

Sutherland, who was bom in

Scotland and came to the United

Stales in the mid-1950s to earn a

master's and a Ph.D. in animal

sciences at Iowa State University

in Ames, was in his third year as

dean of agriculture at American
University in Beirut when he was
kidnapped by Shiite Muslims on
June 9, 1985.

He and his wife, Jean, who was
teaching English at the university.

had just visited family and friends

in the United States. She had

stayed on and he htad flown back to

Beirut

"He got into a taxi at the airport

and they took him on the road into

town," said Merla Ward, an old

friend and the wife of a colleague

at Colorado State University in

Fort Collins, where Sutherland had

won awards for his leaching before

going to the Middle East

*They thought he was the

president of the university," Mrs.

Ward said. Sutherland's daughter.

Kit, a 31 -year-old research assis-

tant at Colorado State University,

took the call from the State

Department on Sunday and found

she had to temper the messenger's

excitement, she told reporters as

she changed planes in Chicago en

route to a reunion with her father in

Weisbaden, Germany.
"I had to say, 'Settle down. We

don't know for sure,'" she
recalled.

Even in Chicago, as she

clutched bottles of champagne
pressed on her by friends who
wanted to share in the celebration,

Ms. Sutherland seemed to find it

hard to grasp that her father was
really free.
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BEAT WEEK!
pBEB
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TODAY at Noon
in Bruin Plaza

Lunch
Carnival

Beat the Horse

'Burst a Trojan
and other games

TONIGHT
Bruin Niglit

in Westwood
The following businesses are providing special

offers for customers in Bruin wear:

•Acapulcos - free nachos 7-10 p.m.

•Charttiouse - evening dinners $12.95 from
5-6 p.m.

•Julie's Frozen Yogurt - 20%-off on all

purchases

•Olive Garden - $6 spaghetti dinner and free

salad & breadstick refills

•PIna Hut -20% off all pizzas

•Shakey's Pizza - 25%-off all pizzas

•Shippy's Wings - free soda and collectors

cup with purchase of $2 or more
•Strattons - drink specials

•Yesterdays - drink specials

(Buy vour Beat '$C T-shirt today on Bruin Walk!)
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RailY A B««flfv ct-traaaizei by the
UCLA Student AImrT AssaclatiM
and Uw UCLA Rally CanMnlttee

SAA Is a stndent grtup
sponsored by

L

SPECIAL TNANKS to:

-USAC -Ron Rauer -Pacific Sod UCUUumni
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s.lOON you'll have the opportunity to get an OFFICLU. UCLA LICENSE PLATE FOR YOUR CAR. FOR JUST $50 MORE THAN YOUR
REGULAR FEES, YOU CAN LET EVERYONE ON THE ROAD KNOW THAT YOU RIDE WITH BrUIN PRIDE.

T,HESE PLATES WILL DO MORE THAN JUST LET THE WORLD KNOW YOU'rE A BrUIN — THE PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE OF THE PLATES

WILL BE USED TO FUND NEED-BASED SCHOLARSHIPS FOR DESERVING UCLA STUDENTS.

lAr E MUST HAVE A MINIMUM OF 5,000 ORDERS BEFORE THE PLATES WILL BE PRODUCED. So IF YOU'o LIKE TO PUT BrUIN PLATES ON
YOUR CAR, FILL OUT THE FORM BELOW AND RETURN IT TO THE JaMES WeST CeNTER RECEPTION DESK BY MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25. OrDER

FORMS WILL ONLYBE SENT TO THOSE WHO RETURN THE RESERVATION FORM.

JL iJyO, I WANT TO RIDE WITH PRIDE. RESERVE MY PLATES TODAY, I'lL WATCH THE MAIL FOR AN ORDER FORM SOON.

Name.

Address.

UClAhanraASSOCIATION

* Final design stillpending DMV approval

Phone_ student 10 /(current students only).

Drop off completed foran at the James West Alumni Center, or return by mall to:

Rruin License Plates

James West Alumni Center

405 Hllgard Avenue

Les Angeles, CA 90024-1397
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Hostage release pleases Shamir
By John Rofe

Los Angeles Daily News

Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak

Shamir said he was pleased that

two western hostages were
released but warned there would

be no progress on Arab prisoners

until captive Israeli soldiers are

reUimed.

On the final day of his four-day

Los Angeles visit, Shamir told

reporters before a speech to the

World Affairs Council that he was
disappointed that efforts by United

Nations Secretary General Javier

Perez de Cuellar to gain the release

of Israeli soldiers have faltered.

"We share the happiness of their

families/' Shamir said Monday,
referring to the release of Briton

Terry Waile and American Tho-

mas Sutheriand. "About the future

of the efforts to bring the release of

our Israeli prisoners and missing

people, there is nothing new and

we are very upset and disappointed

about this.

"I know personally the families

of all these people that are coming

to me to stV^ ^^ sorrow, their

concern, and we are doing our best

to bring them back home," Shamir

said.

Shamir skirted a question about

whether the release of captive

Israelies would be reciprocated by
freeing Shiite cleric Sheik Abdel-

Karim Obeid, the most prominent

Arab being held.

There are believed to be seven

Israeli soldiers missing or cap-

tured, according to Ronit Naim, of

the Israeli Consulate's information

office.

The release of Anglican envoy

Waite, 52, and Sutherland, a 60-

year-old educator, leaves three

Americans and three Europeans

still held captive in Lebanon.

The United Nations said that

kidnappers had offered to free aU
western hostages by Christmas.

Shamir was surrounded by tight

security in and around the hotel in

Beverly Hills where he appeared
Speaking on a broad range of

topics, Shamir reiterated his stand

that, despite the new era of

negotiations between Jews and
Arabs, Jerusalem "wiU be forever

the capital of the Jewish people."

Apph'cations are now available!
You could be the

next lucky student to be

HOMECOMING
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

uity.

(Yes, we think ahead!)

Pick-up an application
at the Information desk

in^the James West Alumni Center.
For details, call Hiroshi at 206-0524.

.w**^

UCIAIimmiASSOCIATION

University Credit Union

New Car Loan

Annual Percentage Rate

90% financing, 60-month term

® (310)825-8223

Join today' University Credit Union membership is open to UCLA and ASUCLA employees No probationai y

periods to join credit union or to apply for credit Loan available subject to credit approval Nev/cor loan rate

applies to new cars only (no demonstration models) Rate subject to change without notice

t>ur True Environment—
The Kingdom of Heaven

Your neighborhood

Christian Science Church

invites you to a free lecture

based on the Lord's Prayer.

\v Given by

Nyrtle Smith, C.S.
of Belfast, Morthem Ireland

A member of the Christian Science Board of Lectureship

Sunday, November 24

3K)0p.m.

ENERSOn JR. HIQI1 SCHOOL

1650 Selby Ave. / West Lx>s Angeles

Childcare • ALL ARE WELCOME • Free parking

LECTURE SPOnSORED BY 28th CHURCH Of CHRIST, SClEFiTIST

These school premises have been licensed pursuant to the provi-

sions of Section 39379 of the Education Code of the State of

California by TV^nty-Elghth Church of Christ, Scientist, from the

Board of Education of the City of Los Angeles. The Board of Educa-

tion does not sponsor or take responsibility, nor does it necessar-

ily endorse any of the activities, statements, or opinions which
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YEARBOOK

Represent your House or Group in

Bruin Life Yearbook,

a tradition since 1 91 9.
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Bruin Life Yearbook
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who was shot down over Lebanon

in 1986.

The quickening pace of hostage

releases also reflects the pivotal

roles played by both Syria and

Iran, which have much to gain by a

resolution of the thorny issue.

Tehran, which has considerable

influence over the Shiite Muslim

groups holding the hostages, is

eager to improve its political

sumding in the West and rebuild its

economy with extensive Western

help. Syria, the main power broker

in Lebanon and a player in the

Middle East peace talks, has tried

to move closer to the West with the

breakup of the Soviet Union.

Both Waite, who had been held

since 'January 1987, and Suther-

land, who was taken captive in

June 1985. appeared in both good
health and good spirits as they

addressed reporters under a por-

trait of President Hafez Assad of

Syria. But their upbeat remarks

also captured some of the pain they

endured during their difficult

captivity, as well as the changing

sentiment of their captors about the

value of keeping hostages.

*This afternoon, when we were

sitting together in our cell, chained

to the wall as we have been

chained to the wall for the last five

years and, in some cases of Tom
and others, for seven years, 23

hours and 50 minutes a day, one of

our captors came in and told us that

Tom and myself would be freed

this evening,*' said the 52-year-old

Waite, looking thinner, his hair

grayer, than when he was abducted

in January 1987 during a media-

tion effort on behalf of other

hostages. "He also said to me: *We
apologize for having captured you.

We recognize that now this was a

wrong thing to do, that holding

hostages achieves no useful, con-

su-uctive purpose.'"

White House press spokesman,

Marlin Fitzwater, described the

release on Monday as "a time of

joy," and praised the United

Nations and the governments of

Iran, Syria, and Lebanon for their

assistance. But he also called for

the release of the remaining hos-

tages, adding: "Our joy is mixed,

however, with deep concern over

those who remain in captivity."

President Bush has repeatedly

said he would not move to improve

relations with Tehran until all

American hostages are released,

and even then, Iran's continuing

support for international terrorism

remains an obstacle in building the

relationship, Bush administration

officials said on Monday.
The two countries also continue

to haggle in a special tribunal in

The Hague over claims stemming
from the seizure of the American

Embassy in Tehran in 1979. The
most nettlesome are Tehran's

compensation claims for United

Stales military equipment it says it

paid for before the 1979 revolution

but never received and claims of

dual nationals against Iran.

"People are thinking about what
to do, but it would be wrong to leap

to the conclusion that we are about

to restore relations or anything like

that," said one senior Administra-

tion official. "But there may be

some small steps in that direction

Once all Americans are freed and if

the Iranians make some statement

disavowing terrorism."

In London on Monday, Prime

Minister John Major said he was
"absolutely delighted" by the

hostage release, and stressed that it

was accomplished with "no
backstage deals."

The release of Waite, the last

British hostage, removes the most

serious obstacle for an improve-

ment in British-Iranian relations.

Britain is now in a position to

upgrade its diplomatic representa-

tion in Iran by sending an ambassa-

dor to its embassy in Iran, and to

offer Iran much-needed financial

help in the form of loans, credits,

joint ventures and other commer-

cial deals.

In his remarks on Monday,
Sutherland, a 60-year-old former

dean of agriculture at the Ameri-

can University of Beirut, thanked

the United Nations, Syria, Iran,

and Israel for their efforts on

behalf of the detainees.

But in a thinly-veiled criticism

of Israel's occupation of southern

Lebanon, Waite described how he

and the other captives had been

living under constant shelling in

the last year.

"All of us, all hostages, would

plead with those who are holding

the people of South Lebanon,

innocent people being held as

hostages, to release them soon, to

put an end to this problem, to put

an end to terrorism, and to find

peaceful, humane, and civilized

ways of resolving the very com-
plex problems that face the people

of the Middle East," said Waite,

special envoy for the archbishop of

Canterbury who over the years had

successfully won the freedom of

detainees in Iran, Libya, and
Lebanon before he himself was
seized while trying to free Ameri-

can captives in Lebanon.

Perez de Cuellar had confided to

colleagues last week that he

expected all of the remaining

hostages to be released together

before the end of the month.

United Nations officials said the

release on Monday, which they

had known about for more than a

week, was somewhat surprising.

Still, the officials added, he is

confident that the last hostage will

be freed before he leaves office at

the end of the year.

Sutherland offered fresh infor-

mation on the condition of Ander-

son, who was chief Middle East

correspondent for the Associated

Press when he was abducted in

March 1985. Sutherland, who said

he spent most of his captivity with

Anderson, said: "We left Terry

Anderson about three or four hours

ago in Lebanon and he is no longer

chained to the wall, thank God, but

he is still in a room that has very

little fresh air and no daylight

whatsoever."

Still, Sutherland said, "He is in

very good health right now; he is in

very good spirits," adding that the

American journalist was writing

poetry during captivity, which he

hopes to publish eventually.

Anderson is considered the

captors' most valuable bargaining

chip, both because of the length of

time he has spent in captivity and

the extensive publicity his plight

has been given over the years, and

the Bush administration has

assumed that he will be among the

Inst to be released.

Both freed hostages were in

such high spirits that they used

their first public statements to

crack jokes about each other.

"All I can say, though, about the

English— they take a hell of a long

time to get things done," said

Sutherland of Waite's attempts to

free him. "He came to get me out of

there about five years ago and it

has taken him five years to get me
out."

Stop
smoking

American Heart
Association
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New picture emeiges
of Mayan civilization

Recent findings

depict war-like

Indian culture

By John Noble Wllford

The New York Times

NASHVILLE— After hacking

through tropical jimgles in Central

America and turning up stones of

magnificent temples and tombs,

archaeologists over the years built

up in their minds an idealized

image of the Maya people who
once flourished where now only

wilderness thrives.

The Mayas' civilization was
clearly the greatest to flourish in

pre-Columbian America. They
studied the heavens to devise

precise calendars, created a true

writing system and built imposing

cities, with no evidence of any

f(»tifications.

Hence archaeologists assumed
the Mayas were an unusually

gentle, peaceful people living in a

relatively benign theocracy ruled

by sage priest-kings.

But the earlier archaeologists

apparently got it wrong. In the last

few years scholars have made
great strides in translating the

Mayas* previously indecipherable

writing system.

From the emerging texts and

from recent excavations has

emerged a new. at times bewilder-

ing, picture of the Maya civiliza-

tion at its peak, from A.D. 250 to

900. Great as their cultural and

economic achievements manif-

estly were, they had anything but a

peaceful society.

Dr. Arthur A. Demarest, an

archaeologist at Vanderbilt Uni-

versity here who directs an ambi-

tious Maya dig in Guatemala, said

the evidence from stone art and

texts points to the surprising

conclusion that "the Maya were

one of the most violent state-level

societies in the New World,

especiaUy after A.D. 600."

Various writings and artifacts,

Demarest said, indicate continual

raiding and warfare between the

elites of adjacent city-states and

also the practice of ritual bloodlet-

ting and human sacrifice.

The prestige of ruUng dynasties,

and hence their power, seemed to

depend on their success in battle

and the sacrifice of prisoners of

war.

Dr. Linda Scheie, a Maya
scholar at the University of Texas

at Austin, writes in this month's

issue of Natural History magazine,

"We don't know if the early Maya
went to war mainly to acquire

territory, take booty, control con-

quered groups for labor, take

captives for sacrifice in sanctifica-

tion rituals or a combination of

these."

Whatever the specific goal,

archaeologists think that for centu-

ries the wars were limited to

ritualized conflicts between the

elite troops of two rulers. The
k)sing ruler was sometimes deca-

pitated with great ceremony, as

depicted in Maya art

Dr. £>avid Freidel, an archaeolo-

gist at Southern Methodist Univer-

sity, surmises that Maya conflicts

functioned to maintain a balance of

power between city-states of

roughly equal strength. He has

Called this a system of '*peace

through war."

But recent excavations by

Demarest's team at the ancient city

of Dos Pilas, in northern

Guatemala, have revealed the

remains of extensive fortifications

seemingly erected in haste and

other evidence that the character

and scope of Maya warfare began

to change in the seventh or eighth

century.

These signs of siege warfare,

Demarest said, indicate an escala-

tion of militarism involving the

general population in a desperate

fight for siu^ival.

Therein may lie telling clues to

the most enduring mystery about

the Maya civiUzation— its sudden

collapse.

Demarest speculates that

increasingly destructive warfare

disrupted the delicate balance that

Maya farmers had been able to

maintain for centuries in the rich

but fragile tropical-forest ecosys-

tem. Siege warfare concentrated

population in urban centers,

caused desperate farmers to aban-

don previously successful prac-

tices of diversified agriculture and

led to over-exploitation of the

forest.

By the 10th century, Dos Pilas

and other cities of the lowland

Maya cultiu-e were abandoned,

survived mainly by newer cities on

the Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico.

"It's a very exciting time in

Maya studies," Demarest said.

"It's tinte for new editions to all the-

textbooks."

The critical turning point,

archaeologists agree, has come
with the steady progress in deci-

phering Maya writings, complex
hieroglyphics that once were
thought to be incomprehensible.

Scholars can now read monu-
mental texts documenting the

ascent to power of rulers, their

marriages and alliances and espe-

cially their wars. Scholars are thus

better able to interpret the temple

ruins and stones graven with

scenes of dynastic triumphs and

gory ritual.

**No Egyptian tomb's discovery

was ever more exhilarating than

the decipherment process under

way today," Freidel said. "We can

now perceive the Maya past

through the words and exploits of

kings and queens and high nobiU-

ty. We can talk about real histori-

cal individuals making difficult

decisions about their government

and its policies."

In what is now called the Classic

Period, from 250 to 900, the Mayas
built some 200 cities in southern

Mexico, Guatemala, Belize and

parts of Honduras and El Salvador.

Places like Palenque, Tikal and

Copan, with their soaring pyra-

mids bespeaking wealth and a

powerful ideology, rq}resent the

splendors of the period.

More recent discoveries, how-

ever, have revealed that the civili-

zation was prospering in the

southern lowlands of Guatemala

centuries before the classic period.

Two years ago. Dr. Richard

Hansen of the University of Cali-

fornia at Los Angeles reported

uncovering at the site of Nakbe the

ruins of pyramids and stone build-

ings dating back some 2,600 years.

In the same region was El

Mirador, one of the largest Maya
cities ever excavated. It was settled

some 2,500 years ago, rose to

prominence with all the architec-

tural accoutrements of royal power

and then vanished in the first

century.

Research at El Mirador and

Nakbe and other pre-Classic ruins

has led scholars to the recognition

that the Maya civihzation evolved

earlier and was more complex and

heterogeneous than had been

See MAYAS, page 13

Ifyou or someone you know

has been raped . .

.

Rape can be terrifying and traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncommon to feel

fearful, confused, guilty, ashamed, or isolated. You don't have to deal with these

feelings alone.

We*re here to help.

Reach out for help and information by contacting the UCLA Rape Services

Consultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss options and alternatives, help identify

and assist you in contacting the most appropriate support services, and answer

any questions that may arise.
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Formore information, call the Women's Resource

Center at 206-8240 or drop by Room 2, Dodd Hall,

and askfor an RSC.

The Women's Resource Center is a service ofthe Division of Student Development and Health.
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EXPRESS
Don't

skip lunch because

you're on the run. Dash by

the Sandwich Room Express

where, in addition to sandwiches,

you can grab a tasty selection of

hanckolled sushi to burrttos to kosher

items plus a whole lot more.

The best part is, everything's

right there, wrapped up and ready to

go. So stop by the Sandwich Room

It's got a lot going for it.

SANDWICH ROOM • 1st Floor Ackerman

MorvThurs 104." Fri 10-3

START THE SEASON NOW
^mSji \

ALL 14K COLD RINGS

ALL WATCHES
(ANNE KLEIN AND FOSSIL)

FROM NOV. 18 THRU NOV. 27

(USE OUR LAYAWAY PLAN)

AT THE JEWELRY COUNTER IN WOMENSWEAR,
B-LEVEL ACKERMAN UNION

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
WomtosMrMr/ B-Uvtl Ackiniian / 20M811/ M-Tk 7:45-7:30; F 7:45^; Sat 10-5; Sail 12-6

Economy is sound,

president prociaims
By IVIichael Wines
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — President

Bush said Monday (hat he believes

the American economy is basically

sound and that he plans no major

new programs to stimulate growth,

but he acknowledged that he is

having trouble persuading the

public that his policies are adequ-

ate.

Amid evidence that the con-

tinued economic sluggishness is

already throwing his re-election

campaign off balance. Bush called

reporters to his office on short

notice to strike a confident note

about the country and his plans for

a second term.

He said he feels no urgency to

have a full campaign team in place,

but he nonetheless said he may
soon announce a tic^p echelon of

re-election officials.

Just days after the stock market

suffered its fifth worst day in

history. Bush took the opportunity

to allay the fears of some suppor-

ters that the I>emocrats are using

the poor economy to seize control

of the 1992 election agenda. He
said that neither he nor most top

economists believe the nation will

slide back into a full-fledged

recession next year.

"You see, there's some fairly

good fundamentals geaing out

there," he said. "Inflation is down,
interest rates are down, personal

debt is down, inventories are

down. Quality — competitiveness

— quality is going in the right

direction, up, and exports are up.

So it*s not like we*re dealing with a

toially bad economy."
Monday's session with repor-

ters in the Oval Office, like Bush's

news conference before he left for

a meeting of the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization in Rome the

morning after Election Day,
seemed intended to get the Presi-

dent off the defensive, but ended

up reinforcing the impression that

he is struggling to find a compell-

ing campaign message. Rather

than holding a formal news confer-

ence on Monday, the White House
invited six correspondents recently

assigned to the White House to

meet with Bush.

Asked why polls indicate that

many Americans believe that the

country is headed in the wrong

direction, he replied: **I think I've

got 10 do better in making clear

what the message is, and I think I

can do better. But I think there's so

much noise out there that I've got

to figure out how to make it clearer

that we are for the things that I

have advocated that would help."

Bush said he feels that no

"radically different approaches"

are needed to promote further

growth beyond his existing six-

point legislative program, which

includes a proposal to cut the tax

rate for capital gains, legislation to

overhaul the banking system and a

highway bill that sponsors say

would create thousands of jobs.

Some parts of that package, like

the highway bill, appear headed

for passage. But others, like the

proposed cut in the capital gains

tax, have been stalled in Congress

for years and show few signs of

moving toward passage.

In political speeches around the

country in recent weeks, the

president has responded to E>emo-

cratic attacks by accusing Con-
gress of thwarting his domestic

legislation. That strategy has long

worked for Bush and his predeces-

sor, Ronald Reagan, but lately the

=«nrelenting bad economic new^
has drowned him out.

Monday's Oval Office inter-

view came after a difficult week in

which factory prices rose and

automobile and retail sales fell. In

speeches. Bush first called on

banks to reduce interest rates on

credit cards voluntarily, apparent-

ly hoping to touch a chord with

middle-class voters. Then, some
Republicans in Congress led a

move to enact mandatory ceilings

on credit card rates, panicking

banks that rely on interest from

credit cards to remain profitable.

That, in turn, may have helped

spur a 120-point drop in the stock

market on Friday and initiated

another cycle of downbeat predic-

tions about economic prospects.

Bush dismissed the sleep drop in

the slock market last week in a

phrase on Saturday, telling repor-

ters who inierrupted his round of

golf: "We'll sec what happens

Monday. No reason to get all

concerned."

DUKE
From page 2

Dennis Hevcsi of The New York
Times that Duke was saying "that

there is something basically wrong
with our system of government,

that taxes are getting out of hand,

that the laws we have are definitely

discriminating. He is willing to

address the mounting welfare

thing."

DeBeck objected most vigor-

ously to affirmative action. "White
people are not being given a fair

shake these days," he said.

The comments show how effec-

tively Duke touched people's

feelings— feelings that often have

little to do with the £acts. For

example. President Bush is of

course not proposing a trade bill to

move all businesses out of the

United States.

Welfare is another area where

resentful emotion overwhelms
truth. Duke was cheered for saying

that high welfare payments
encourage babies. In Louisiana

welfare pays an additional $11 a

vyeek per child.

The racial and nativist feelings

come through most strikingly.

Again, fiicts are irrelevant Affir-

mative action for women and
minorities has virtually nothing to

do with unemployment or other

economic stress felt by white

males. But there must be someone
to blame for the misery that

millions are suffering.

Duke was only following in the

footsteps of respectable politi-

cians. Ronald Reagan told and
retold his tale of a "welfare

queen." George Bush waved the

bloody shirt of "quotas."

But there is something special,

something incredible about
Americans voting in large num-
bers for an admirer of Adolf Hitler.

Less than 50 years ago Americans

died fighting the unmitigated evil

of Nazism. To know that many
today would overlook a politi-

cian's attachment to that evil, or

would believe his thin claims to

have found redemption, is to know
something is deq)ly wrong in this

country.

"We've been sending a mes-

sage,** Duke said as he conceded
defeat in Louisiana. "Next year,

you*ll have the message being

expanded all over the nation.**
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IMAYAS
From page 11

thought

Since the Aztecs of central

Mexico had not risen to promi-

nence and power this early,

archaeologists can no longer attri-

bute the rise of the Maya culture to

their influence. Maya origins

remain clouded, scholars say.

Dr. Peter Mathews, a Maya
scholar at the University of Cal-

gary in Canada, has analyzed the

"emblem glyphs" of Maya rulers

to establish the outlines of the

political boundaries of the classic

city-states. These glyphs appear

like a crest op all the monuments of

a period and place.

By tracing the extent of their

occurrence, Mathews could define

the territory controlled by a parti-

cular ruler. Often the radius of a

ruler's domain was no more than

the distance a person could walk or

travel by canoe in a day.

Some archaeologists believe

these cities were organized into

some kind of loose political con-

federation. But new evidence

seems to contradict this view.

Instead, these myriad city-states

were linked simply by elite inter-

actions, trade and ideology into a

single ethnically distinct system.

Freidel and Dr. Jeremy Sabloff, a

Maya archaeologist at the Univer-

sity of Pittsburgh, refer to it as a

**peer-polity" network.

Violence abounds: celebrating

=l^ilh bloodletUng.

LA. sdiooi board votes to cut own pay
By Lisa Pope
and Cheryl W. Thompson
Ljos Angeles Daily News

L.A. school board members
voted to take a 3 percent pay cut as

about 36,000 teachers union

employees began casting ballots

that will determine whether they

strike in protest of a similar salary

reduction.

Also Monday, the Los Angeles

Board of Education voted to

impose the 3 percent pay cut on

school police, instructional aides,

crafts employees and office work-

ers who weren't included in the

board's earlier vote to reduce

salaries.

The action came two weeks

after the board approved a 3

percent salary reduction for teach-

ers, administrators and employees

not represented by a bargaining

unit

The school board said the cuts

are necessary to offset a $107

million deficit and prevent the

district from becoming insolvent

The district has been forced to

cut $275.8 million this year to

Teachers say it's not enough,

threaten strike if their pay drops

Even the ruins of the early cities,

archaeologists point out bear

witness to a violent Maya past.

Stones depict severed heads and

rulers of these kingdoms standing

with bound captives. In other

ruins, archaeologists have found

the dismembered or decapitated

remains of sacrificed victims bur-

ied under floors of public build-

ings.

So Scheie, a leading epigrapher

analyzing the Maya hieroglyphs,

has concluded that "war was
already a part of Maya life at the

beginning of their written history,

some 2,000 years ago."

The first war known from a

readable record was fought in 378

between Tikal and Uaxactun, two
city-states in the Peten, which is a

tropical-forest region of northern

Guatemala. Mathews made this

discovery in deciphering descrip-

tions on stone monuments at both

cities. Freidel and Scheie con-

cluded that this had been a war of

conquest

Scheie said a stone monument at

Uaxactun noted the date of the

conflict and the name of the

victorious general, Smoking-Frog.

The other side of the monument
depicts Smoking-Frog holding an

obsidian-edged dub and a spear-

thrower and wearing battle garb.

Another monument at Tikal

records the same date and esta-

blishes that the city's ruler was
Great-Jaguar-Paw, who celebrated

the victory with a ceremony of

bloodletting from his genitals.

The rise of Maya militarism and

the transition from limited con-

flicts to total warfare has been

most clearly illuminated in the

archaeological and epigraphic dis-

coveries by Demarcst's Vanderbilt

team. They are exploring the Peten

jungle near Lake Petexbatun in

northern Guatemala, where the

Mayas had six great cities and

many villages.

The most revealing site so far

has been Dos Pilas, a large city-

state founded early in the seventh

century, perhaps by people from

Tikal. Last year the archaeologists

uncovered a huge stone stairway

with carved images of warfare and

the torture and execution of cap-

tives and also inscribed with

hieroglyphs describing events in

the city's early history.

balance its $3.9 billion budget But

$107 million of the cuts were to

come from expected salary con-

cessions from employees unions.

When such concessions
couldn't be hammered out the

school board Voted unilaterally to

impose 3 percent pay cuts.

"It is definitely a terrible and

difficult year and I know people

are going to be upset and mad,**

school board president Warren

Furutani said Monday. "But we're

not letting the school district go

bankrupt."

District officials said they hope

to repay the money next year with

5V* percent interest provided they

get additional funding from the

state. But state officials say that is

unlikely, given the state's deepen-

ing fiscal crisis.

Teachers, whose average salary

is about $45,000 a year before the

reduction in pay, have strongly

protested the cuts — and
threatened to walk off the job if

they are not rescinded.

On Monday, members ofUnited

Teachers-Los Angeles began a

two-day vote on whether or not to

accept the board-mandated pay

cuts.

UTLA President Helen Berns-

tein said she did not believe the

union's members would be

impressed by the board members'

decision to trim their own salaries

by 3 percent. Board members are

paid $24,000 a year.

"I tiiink at this moment Uiey'd

like them to cut their entire pay,"

Bemstein said. *They are angry.

They are really angry. I do not

believe that the people I represeift

have the sense that the Board of

Education cut everywhere they

could."

Other school district employees

affected by Monday's roimd of

cuts pleaded with the board to

spare them.

"Witiiout a doubt Uiis is devas-

tating for us," said Deborah Lind-

say, a special education assistant at

Los Angeles High School. "Our

salaries are scarcely above the

poverty level. What has happened

to us is unfair and unjust"

Teachers' anger was being

channeled into ballot boxes Mon-
day, the first of two days of voting

for teachers, counselors, nurses,

psychologists and librarians to

accept or reject the district'^s pay

cut

The ballot included three

options:

— Accept the pay cut;— Reject it and authorize a Dec.

2 strike;— Reject it while threatening to

strike later and send negotiators to

try and bargain with the school

district.

Union leadership recommended
members approve the third option

because a strike next month could

coincide with extended winter

vacations created by the new
year-round schools calendar.
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UCLA
WOMEN'S

WATER POLO
ALL SERIOUS ATHLETES WELCOME!!

FIRST MEETING TfflS TUES.

NOV.19TH 8PM
WESTWOOD POOL
1350 SEPULVEDA
FOR MORE INFO.

CONTACT DAVE 478-7019

ThMdnq About
lowSoiool?

Free 34-page Law School
Application Guide. Call:

*o«-777-EXMi ibanbn

Motorcycle, Scooter & Moped Riders.

PutA Helmet On Your
Holiday Wish List!

J

The California Helmet Law
is e£Fective January 1, 1992.

A message for your safety from

the UCLA Commuter Assistance - Ridesharing Department - (310)794-RIDE

and UCLA Parking Services - (310) 206-PARK

Johnson's
HIV sends

By Reano Tawa
Los Angeles Daily News

Magic Johnson, says close

friend Pamela McGec, was a

basketball superhero. He also was
a gambler in a deadly game of

sexual Russian roulette.

McGec. a former USC All-

Amencan basketball star, said

Magic used to party with her and

her sister all night. He has slept

with thousands of women in one-

night stands across America, she

said. But still, she was jolted at the

news that he has the HIV virus,

which causes AIDS.
*This should send a message,"

said McGee. who lives in Flint,

Mich. **It*s. obvious we can no
longer play a deadly game.**

In the Nov. 18 Sports Illustrated,

Johnson wrote a first-person

account, saying he has had count-

less flings over the years. He*s sure

he got the HIV virus from a woman
because he never has had a

homosexual relationship.

**Now Tm pleading for every

athlete and entertainer who has

also been *out there' to get tested

and, from now on, to practice safe

sex,** he wrote. **Until last week I

was just like so many other people,

in this country: I was ignorant of
the reality of AIDS.**

AIDS experts say heterosexuals

have not gotten the message that

acquired immune deficiency syn-

drome is not just a disease of gays

and intravenous drug users.

According to the Centers for

Disease Control, 3 percent of

American men and 34 percent of

American women got the AIDS
virus through heterosexual con-

tact

But worldwide, about 75 per-

cent of people with the AIDS vims
were infected through heterosexu-

al intercourse, according to the

World Health Organization.

RETENnON
From page 1

end of fall quarter, we won*t be
able to pay people or buy sup-

plies.** said Helen Chacon, director

of RAIN! **Either the program will

run on a volunteer basis or they

will shut down.**

RAIN! provides academic and
cultural support for approximately

15 students per week. Native

American students comprise less

than one percent of the total

campus population, and about 70
percent of Native American sUi-

dents drop out
The program started about one

year ago. and all the students who
started with the program are still

here. Chacon said.

"If RAIN! is shut down, we
hope the students will meet any-

way.** she added.

The staff of MEChA Cahn^cac
is also concerned about the stu-

dents who use its services on a

regular basis. Anywhere from 300
to 500 students utilize the study

hall, counseling, workshops and
the gender-specific programs.

'^Students have become depen-
dent on us and we won*t be able to

help them as much as we do now,**

said Norma Rojas, Calm6cac co-

director.

Doby proposed to hire recent

graduates for a short period, but

Rahotq) said this option was not a

sufficient compromise.
**Their position is that they are

either going to control the prog-

rams or they are not going to

exist**
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Penn State
sculpture
removed
Newsweek, Inc.

It*s not the first time Goya*s

**Naked Maja** has stirred con-

ax)versy. The portrait scandalized

Spanish society nearly 200 years

ago; Goya even painted a matching
«*^
clothed** version.

Last week Pennsylvania State

University officials removed a

copy of ttie '*Maja** from a class-

room wall after a woman professor

called it a form of sexual harass-

ment
'Temale faculty find it difficult

to appear professional when forced

to lecture with a picture of a female

nude on the wall behind them.**

said a campus liaison committee

on women. Xudicrous censor-

ship,** said student government
president James Ford.

LANGUAGES
From page 1

languages until its budget crisis is

over, said Herbert Morris, dean of

humanities.

*The whole dimension of the

budgetary crisis has become criti-

cal.** he said. "We have concerns

about establishing such a commit-

tee when we need to look at the

whole question of language
instruction at UCLA.**
The university is currently

looking at the more than 90
languages to determine if some
should be cut to make way for

Hindi. Tagalog. Thai and
Vietnamese.

The students say they want these

languages taught at UCLA
because Chinese, Korean. Japan-

ese and Sanskrit do not reflect the

university's growing Asian popu-

lation, which currently comprises

30 percent of all undergraduates.

lEUKEMIA
From page 3

the issue further, but they cau-

tioned that the data raises more
questions than it answers.

"We want to resolve this issue as

quickly as possible, but the con-

flicting results that we get from

this study highlights how difficult

it is to deal with this issue.** said

Jack Sahl. senior research analyst

with Southern California Edison

Co.. which serves 6 million cus-

tomers in the region.

Los Angeles Department of

Water and Power officials said

they would continue to offer free

in-home testing for magnetic fields

from power Unes and appliances

even though they cannot say what

the test results mean in terms of

health risks.

"It just kind of gives people a

chance to get a feel for it** said

Mindy Bemian. DWP spokeswo-

man. *Tor instance, they can see

that if you*re sitting a foot from

your television set the field is a lot

higher than if you*re sitting across

the room.**

USC Medical School officials

say the study is the most exhaus-

tive to date on the controversial

issue of whether the electric and

magnetic fields produced by pow-
er hnes and virtually any electric

appliance increase cancer risks.

Previous studies have indicated

a connection between childhood

cancer and the configuration and

size and distance from homes of

nearby high-tension power lines.

But other studies based on actual

measurements within the bed-

rooms of childhood leukemia

patients showed no connection.
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CORINNE A. SEEDS UNIVERSITY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, UCLA

Applications for admission for the

1992-93 school year at the SEEDS UNIVERSITY

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, the laboratory school

of the Graduate School of Education on the

UCLA campus, are now available. Please call

(31 0) 825-1 801 for information. ^

MINORITY AND LOW INCOME
APPLICATIONS ARE ENCOURAGED.

DEADLINE TO APPLY:
DECEMBER 27, 1991
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A Round Way
To have A

Square Meal.
FREE & FAST DEUVEKY

Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken

and mojo potatos Only, $10.95
Large two topping pizz^^^ ^^^
3 pieces of chicken, 1/2 order of

moios & all you can drink
^

Only $2.99
1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470

L ^ J Sun-Thurs 11-lam; Fri & Sat ll-2am

824-4111

Shahey's

piiiA
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THE UCLA FALL TRADE-UP PROGRAM, NOVEMBER 1991

Lmlted Offer — Only During November, 1991

lUrn Your
Old Computer
Equipment
into a NEW
Apple Macintosh
If your computer equipment has been gathering dust—trade it in! Get a

credit you can use to buy Apple Macintosh equipment from the

ASUCU\ Computer Store.

• Trade old Macs, old DOS equipment,

even old keyboards and

Imagewriters

• Act Now! This opportunity is

available only during November

Call 21 3-338-5780 or see ASUCLA'S

Computer Store for information.

'Mac TBADB.

'Mac

intosh 512K

intosh p/uc R^
w/Ma

'Mac
CP/us

intosh SE
Keyboard

W20
[Maci

'Mac

£PHD
ntgsh

'2!°!^lcx HD40

$75

$300

$625

$1,200

$1 400

nmil nifllt I Bllllmmmmmmm nmmtt 7:45-7:30;M TM^Ot S«t 104; sun 12-6
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The 'supp

Viewpoint

III ourti IIIps' campaign
is an attempt to puige past wrongs
By Mike Avcollle

During the Persian Gulf War, I noticed a

common phenomenon in popular American
opinion: polarization. On the one side there

were people who, for various reasons, felt

military intervention in the gulf was not

necessary and essentially wrong. On the other

side were people who felt what our government
was doing in the gulf region was in America's
best interest and was necessary.

The latter group adopted the well-known
slogan "Support Our Troops'* to express their

opinion about the war. This gave the impress-

ion that anyone who did not support U.S.

foreign policy was not capable of supporting

the individuals who fought the war.

As a member of the group who opposed the

war and U.S. imperialistic foreign policy, I feU

that I was supporting our troops by calling for

an end to the war so that the troops could
return home as soon as possible. I felt that the

soldiers were being forced to fight a war that

was clearly not in their best interest Indeed,

wars are never waged in the interests of the

soldiers who fight them; the wars usually

benefit the government and corporate elites who
run the wars from far away safe positions.

The Gulf War clearly benefited George Bush,

whose popularity skyrocketed as a result of the

war, and the military industrial complex; it was
these interests that I did not support, not our
troops.

The catch phrase "Support Our Troops" was
a piece of propaganda war supporters could
easily use to justify their position. And used it

was.

The whole campaign to "Support Our
Troops" was waged in a pathetic attempt to

justify the treatment of Vietnam veterans after

their return from the war and to erase the

memory of this unjust treatment from the

minds of the American public.

What brings all this to mind some eight

months later is that 1 got a chance to spend
this past Veterans *s Day weekend with some
vets from a group called "Veterans for Peace."

They had come from all over the country to

gather at the Nevada Nuclear Test Site (the

last test site still in operation in the world) for

a protest in honor of Veteran's Day.
The veterans that I met and talked with this

rweekend were not foc^ed by the "Support Our-
Troops" rhetoric.

Take the example of John Cox, a Vietnam
veteran and a survivor of Agent Orange
exposure. In Vietnam, the U.S. military used
the chemical to defoliate jungle areas and did

not care if their own troops were exposed to

this dangerous chemical Today, John Cox is

battling his third case of cancer caused by this

exposure. He has been thwarted in his attempts

to get compensation firom the U.S. government
which reftises to accept any responsibility for

his condition or their use of Agent Orange in

Vietnam.

In the latest devek>pment in Cox's struggle,

the U.S. Government claims that they are

unable to locate any of Cox's files. In effect

this means that John Cox no longer exists as a

Vietnam veteran, enab^ng our government to

completely dodge any further claims for their

responsibility in his situation. Our government
has never supported John Cox and, from the

looks of things, they never will.

The "Support Our Tnx)ps'' campaign was a

feeble attempt of the American public to purge
itself of the wrongs done to veterans in the

past What most people fail to realize is that

these wrongs are not of the past. Many
veterans arc still suffering from Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder. They are still not receiving the

benefits due to them and it goes on unnoticed
everyday. No amount of support for the Gulf
War will ever change that.

Avcollie IS a junior majoring in communication
studies.

Letters

Thanks
Editor:

On behalf of the Rally

Committee, 1 want to thank all

the students who participated in

the card show at the Home-
coming game against Washing-

ton State and the most recent

game against Oregon. The
cooperation has been fantastic

all year long, but these games
were something special. Rally

Committee members and sever-

al UCLA administrators agree

that the Homecoming card

show was the best in several

years. This is due to your

help, and all of you are to be

commended for your efforts.

Card stunts have been a part

of the UCLA half-time enter-

tainment for 69 years. There

arc only three other schools

that still do card stunts of any

kind (Cal, Ohio State and

Illinois — U$C just had theirs

dropped!), but ours are the

largest and the most complex.

It is the student participation

that makes these shows a

continuing success.

Just one year ago, the exis-

tence of card shows was
threatened, and now everyone

is raving about them. Their

success depends on a full

section and everyone's cooper-

ation. If there are seats avail-

able and you would like to

take part, please do not hesi-

tate to move over and fill in

the section. Be a part of a

great tradition! We look for-

ward to seeing you this Satur-

day when we destroy Troy!

Scott Rothstein
Chairman

UCLA Rally Committee
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Counterpoint

Possessingguns
is a citizen's riglit
By Richard Perch

I read Marcus Hennessy's
commentary of Nov. 8, (Daily

Bruin, "We need to make gun
control a nadonal priority*'). He
presented his case well, but

wears his bias on his sleeve.

I do not hope to change his

opinion nor the opinions of

those who agree with him. I

hope only to present the other

side.

A firearm — any firearm —
is a tool. Most are litUe more
than simple machines. Like any
tool or machine, we can use it

safely or unsafely, sanely or

insanely, responsibly or irres-

ponsibly. Like many tools or

machines, we can use it to

commit a crime or to prevent

a crime, save a life or, like it

or not, take one.

1 hale the injury or death Qf_
mnocenis, whatever the causeT

Any sane person does. But that

creates no crisis in this coun-

try. A crisis may come from
large numbers of innocents

dying, but we do not have that

in this cotintry.

1 do not know where Hen-
nessy's numbers for firearm

deaths in 1984 and 1985 came
from. I do know that the

62,897 includes "legal" deaths

from self-defense or police

actions and it includes suicides.

In 1985 there were only about

19,900 homicides from all

causes. In 1985 there were
more than 200 million people

in this country. The 31,449

deaths by firearm in 1985

calculate to about two one-hun-

drcdlhs of a percent (0.02

percent) of the population.

The 18,(X)0 people who used

a firearm for suicide in 1986
arc not innocent You can not

blame the firearm for their

deaths anymore than you can
blame the automobile for the

45,900 who died in automobile

accidents in 1985.

Some innocents die because

of unsafe firearm handling. The
solution is to educate everyone.

We have driver's education

and health classes in our

schools. Add basic firearm

safely lo those classes.

Some innocents die by acts

of the criminal or the insane.

Can we prevent them by a

total firearm ban? Did Prohibi-

tion slop drinking? Do laws

against drugs stop drugs? The
answer is no! Murder began

just outside the Garden of

Eden — before the invention

of firearms. It will be with us

when every firearm is ferric

oxide. It is part of the human
condition. So long as the tool

exists anywhere in the world,

the criminal or the insane will

use it

Why take away the rights of

the -69,937,103 firearm owners
who used their firearms safely,

sanely and responsibly in 1984

and 1985 because a very small

minority may commit a crimi-

nal or insane act?

It only sounds as if we have

a crisis because the media
does not report that in excess

of 69 million firearm owners
acted sanely today. All we
hear is that someone went
insane today.

Hcnnessy is factually incor-

rect when he states that "mili-

tary-style assault rifles ... are

designed only to kill humans
en masse." The infantry wea-
pons* tactics which lead to the \

design call for suppressive and
wounding fire — not deadly

fire. A wounded enemy takes

two enemies from the battle, a

dead one only one. An enemy
with his head down can not

shoot back accurately.

It is clear that you want all

firearms to disappear. Even if

you are the voice of the

majority, I am glad that there

are some politicians who
understand that the U.S. Con-
stitution guarantees the rights

of the minority. What you call

ambivalence, I call upholding

the Constitution.

For those of you who agree

with me, vote for Bill Danne-
meyer instead of John Sey-

mour.

Don't forget:

Humor
insert

applications

are due on
Monday,
Dec. 2

before noon.
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Disabled individuals should not be disenfranchised
Last week at an organi-

zational meeting at

Norm's (you know, the

place where bad food from
Denny's goes to die), I discov-

ered something about myself. I

realized that I was an ignorant,

uncaring individual. I don't

like to think of myself this

way, but hearing my story,

you'll probably see why.

**Is there anyway that the

fifth floor of Kerckhoff Hall

could be accessible for people

with disabilities?" asked Heath-

er. Being the know-it-all that I

am, I commented that I

thought that it was a worth-

while issue, but not anything

that needed immediate atten-

tion. I believed that the ener-

gies of the Gay and Lesbian

Association (GALA) could be

used more efficiently than try-

ing to get the tightfisted uni-

versity to spend money making
four offices available for peo-

ple with disabilities.

"Look, this issue is very

personal to me," Cheryl, the

female co-chair of GALA
stated quietly. "I am disabled

and it is very hard for me to

walk up the stairs to the fiftii

floor. I have a degenerative

disease in which I have been

told that I will be in a

_wheelchair by the time I'm in_

"Tny 40s. I was bom without
~

grooves in my kneecaps and I

underwent surgery so that I

could walk short distances.

However, I am slowly losing

this ability and there are often

days in which I just cannot

bring myself to walk up those

Out On Campus

stairs because I end up in

great deal of pain later.

"See this?" she pointed at

her hearing aid, "I also have a

degenerative nerve disease and
am losing my ability to hear.

It is also expected that I will

eventually go deaf. I want to

work on getting the fifth and
sixth floors of Kerckhoff

wheelchair accessible because
this issue is very personal to

me. I know other disabled

individuals who would have

liked to use the facilities but

weren't able to."

I sat in my seat, stunned. T
had known people with disa-

bilities all of my life, but I

just never thought too much
about it The cruel comment I

made about GALA'S energies

being put to better use else-

where stuck in my chest, like

a scarlet letter.

The people at the GALA
meeting then sat down and
U'icd to figure out how we
could help Cheryl as well as

all students have better access

lo the offices on the fifth and
sixth fioors of Kerckhoff. I

figured after my callous atti-

tude that the least I could do
was share my shame with all

of the UCLA campus, sort of

like a confessional to atone for

my selfish, holier-than-thou

attitude.

In addition, I decided to find

out more about what it meant
to be disabled. I have a

personal understanding about a

variety of issues, such as what
it means to be gay, a person
of color, and even a littie bit

about the oppression that

women face. However, I never
really took a long look at what
it meant to be disabled.

So I went to Leslie Snyder,

the past president of Union of

Students with Disabilities and a

good friend of mine. I tried to

find out about the unique

perspective of people with dis-

abilities.

"Don't you dare try to write

an sugarcoated column about

out how Cheryl is an inspira-

tion to all that she meets,"

Leslie warned "It only margi-__

nalizes her and makes it seem'

that she doesn't have real

problems. She is just a person

with a disability and she has

to fiace the same daily prob-

lems that you do." So I

immediately changed the origi-

nal focus of the column and

vehemently denied ever having

such an idea. (You can now
add lying to my piling list of

offenses).

While discussing the subject

of disabilities with her, I

realized how the issue of

invisibility affects disabled

individuals. Cheryl, like many
handicapped people, does not

appear to be disabled. If she

took an elevator down one

fioor due to her disability, I

would have been greaUy

annoyed to have to wait the

exu-a time. Seeing what

appears to be a non-disabled

individual parking in a hand-

icapped space also pisses me
off. But individuals can suffer

from heart conditions, cancer,

AIDS, as well as other prob-

lems which are not readily

apparent

I also learned a great deal

about the way that the non-dis-

abled community views disab-

led individuals. A perfect

example would be the way that

society deals with the subject

of wheelchairs. I was also a

culprit, feeling sorry for the

way that these people were

forced to live in wheelchairs.

This is not the perspective of

the individual in a wheelchair.

A wheelchair frees her from

being immobile. Now a person

:an travel from place to place

like the next person without

being inhibited. A person can

even have the joy and freedom

of dancing and playing sports

in a wheelchair.

Cheryl told me a story about

a time after she had surgery

on her knees, and she was
walking around on crutches.*

She was approaching die high

school cafeteria entrance when

a guy in a wheelchair held the

door open for her while other

kids stared. It is simply a case

of a wheelchair being a mode
of u-ansportation for him in the

same manner other people use

bikes or roller skates to get

from one location to another.

It is nothing that people should

be pitied over.

I now understand why it is

essential that all of the facili-

ties be equipped for the disab-

led. It is the same reason that

affirmative action exists. It is

so that everyone be given the

same right to work, the same
right to education that the next

person is.

Which once again brings us

back to the fifth and sixth floors of
Kerckhoff Hall. GALA, Inter-

fraternity Council, Panhellenic

Council, Muslim Student Union,

and ASUCLA offices reside on
these floors. None of the offices

are wheelchair accessible. The
enrichment that the disabled com-
munity brings to us is immeasur-

able. The way that the people with

disabilities have been excluded

from our activities is inexcusable.

We should not tolerate it any
further. The fifth and sixth floors

must be accessible to all, because

without it, UCLA is unfairly

segregating the disabled from
everyone else.

Chang is a senior majoring in

sociology arui psychology.
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Arts
Just say sex:
Creative book encourages

bedroom communication
By Shalmali Pal

Daily Bruin Staff

Everybody does it, but nobody
talks about it Sex, that is.

According to Laura Com, the

author of "237 Intimate Questions

Every Woman Should Ask a Man"
(Park Avenue Publishers), the

majority of sexual problems arise

because of a breakdown in b^-
room communication.
"The more information you

have about someone the closer you
feel. I think a lot of us are afraid of

intimacy and the ones who allow it

look at life differently," says Com,
explaining the premise behind her

effort, culled from two years worth
of interviews with doctors, ther-

apists, psychologists and about one
thousand very cooperative lay

people ("I only encountered one
man who would not talk to me,"
:shc S33r^

"237 Intimate Questions" incor-

porates song lyrics and quotes

from philosophers, writers, scien-

tisLs and sex-help books with a

variety of related inquiries.

Divided into three sections —
Romantic, Sexual and Intellectual

— questions range from "When
you're in love do you walk
diffcrcnily?"(#37) to "Were you
brcasi-fcd or botUe-fed?"(#149).

"The book works at a party," the

writer explains, "but that's safe

because you have a group of

people and you can ask the

questions and everybody laughs.

"But it takes on a different light

when you use it to create intimate

dialogue with somebody. I think

the heart is more open |d intimacy

and knowledge," she concludes.

The first-time author comes
across like a fairy godmother,
flitting around to open hearts and
minds. "My calling is to help

couples create intimate dialogue,

be monogamous and love each

other."

Com discovered her true voca-

tion after a series of careers that are

as diverse as people's sexual

tastes. A graduate of the New York
American Academy of Dramatic

ArLs, the native Texan has been an

actress, a dancer, a New York
nightclub singer, an airplane sales-

woman, a mail-order business

operator, a private detective and a

host for a TV show and a radio

romance call-in program.

Fun and games aside, it was a

personal trauma that led to the

birth of "237 Intimate Questions."
"1 had a painful divorce," she

says in a whisper. "1 wasn't a good
communicator, a good listener. So
I went to the library and I spent two
years studying over 100 best-sell-

ing books on sex and relationships

to figure out a way to help myself.

"All these books say the same
thing— communication is the key
to happiness. But, they didn't give

you the questions to communicate
with.

"So 1 tried to create questions

with which all you have to do is

pick up the book, and go 'yeah, I

need to do that or let me think

about that' and bring it into the

relationship."

"237 Intimate Questions" com-
es at a time when mor^ books are

being added to the overpopulated

list of sex-oriented literature —
most recently, Nancy Friday's

"Women on Top" — a sequel to

her bestseller "My Secret Garden,"
reporting on women's sexual fan-

tasies. ButCom proudly points out

that her book goes beyond politics

and policies to the people them-
selves.

"I don't think there's been a

book that gives people permission

to ask intimate questions," she

says. "I think the problem lies in

the fact that sexual fulfillment is

very specific.

"I've had men tell me they've

left relationships because the

woman wore a perfume the didn't

like. They didn't have something
in their hand to create dialogue to

figure out specific sexual prob-

lems."

One of these problems is the

enigma of the Big~Or
"One of the biggest problems

sexually for men is they don't

know when a woman's having an
orgasm. In porno movies, why do
they always focus on male
orgasm? Because women don't

build and you're not sure if they've

had an orgasm. I couldn't figure

out how to solve the problem. Then
it hit me!" Com exclaims.

"It's so simple," she enthuses.

"Right before a woman has an

orgasm, she simply states it ver-

bally. The man hears it and can
then enjoy the experience. Now
he's able to give her what comes
very easily to him.

"Of course, it was tested and all

the women reported back to me
saying *Thank you, thank you.'

There's nothing a woman can do
for a man that quite equals when he
knows that she's been satisfied,"

she says, equally satisfied.

While all this may not seem like

appropriate first-date dinner
material, Com offers other conver-

sational topics in the romance
section. She was especially

"blown away" that women are not

the only borders of romantic
memories.

"Do you know that most men
remember their very first kiss? Not
only do they remember, they know
the giri's name and they can tell the

incident verbatim.

"Everything I'd read or heard

about men not being good commu-
nicators was just totally wrong. I

really think a lot of it has to do with

the fact that women aren't asking

the right questions."

For those faint-hearted females

who would rather watch succes-

sive episodes of "Studs" then

actually ask these questions, Com
has some practical tips.

"Give him the book and let him
fill out the answers. Or rip out a

page and put it in his pocket. That's

a starling point The tough part is,

it's hard for men to start But, I

guarantee, if a woman does it, it's

sunshine and roses and loIliix)ps."

While that sounds like a Disney
lovefest. Com doesn't perceive the

overwhelming presence of fantas-

tical-multi-orgasmic-earthshaking

sex in films as detrimental but
perhaps, inspirational.

S:aae

'The Seaguir soars
Chekhov's play explores

love and relationships
By Kristen Linden

Daily Bruin Staff

UCLA's current production of

Anton Chekhov's "The Seagull"

kills two birds with one stone.

*This play is very good and

useful for young people in their

twenties to encounter and think

about ... (It explores) the nature

of being in love and dealing with

the outcome of a love relationship

and pursuing a dream ... In some
ways it is a study of what you do
when you have a great dream that

informs your life, but then life

happens over a period of time,"

explained director Michael
McLain, associate dean of the

Department of Theater, Film and

.Television.

In addition to this intellectuaT

food-for-thought "The Seagull,"

which opens tonight serves as a

culminating project for students

in the Masters of Fine Arts acting

program.

"(Mel Shapiro, head of the

MFA program) and J looked for

something that would . . . meet
the u-aining goals of the program
and the needs of the students —
something that is truly culminat-

ing in the sense that it's a real

hurdle, that stretches the actors,

but at the same time is right for

them. And that is kind of a needle

in a haystack."

After much discussion and
rejection of other works, howev-
er, the pair chose "The Seagull"

after apparently receiving simul-

taneous inspiration.

"I thought * It has a lot of good
parts, it's very demanding, it will

really put the actors through the

wringer in terms of characteriza-

tion and acting process,' and I

went walking down the hall to

find Mel and he came walking

down the hallway toward me and
said, *Did you ever think of "The
Seagull?"'" said McUin.

Set in provincial Russia at the

turn of the century, the play

follows a young man in his

twenties as he stmggles to find

both acceptance in the artistic

world and true love.

Surrounded by his successful

artistic mother, her lover who
writes novels and all of their

friends, the young man's girl-

friend performs a play he has

written. Rather than achieving the

desired adoration by these crea-

tive people, however, the young
man's abstract exploration of the

universe receives laughter.

To add insult to injury, as the

summer progresses his girlfriend

falls for his mother's lover and

makes plans to run away with

him. Various showdowns occur

as everyone prepares to leave the

_ ^tatc.

The final act set two years

later, allows the audience to

discover how the various charac-

ters' lives turned out Everyone
reunites at the house and the stage

is set for the ultimate questioning

and clashing of hopes, dreams and
values.

'The Chekhov plays use time

and progression through time and
space in a very significant way
... This play covers a two year

span and four different loca-

tions," McLain described.

This unique aspect allows for

greater experimentation with set

design. "We tried to do it in a way
that combines theatricaUsm— an

acknowledgement that we are in a

theater and this is a stage— with a

strong component of realism.

Eighty years ago they tried as

much as possible to make you
believe that you were in these

places. (In the last 80 to 100

years) theater has worked to come
to some kind of terms with

depiction versus an awareness of

the medium.
"(In our setting) we use a few

basic elements to be able to

accommodate all four of these

See 'SEAGULL', pagq 23

SUNNY SUNG/Oaity Bruin

Directed by Michael Mctain, Anton Chekhov's
"The SeagiHr Is being perfornned at Macgowan
Hall tonight through Sunday.
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ScaMerbrained metal band just has fun

See 'QUESTIONS', page 24 ery

Scatterbrain makes Its Elektra Records debut with "Scamboog-

By Rob Winfield

Dally Bruin Staff

Without paying any heed to the

album title "Scamboogery," or its

Robert Williams cover painting

depicting nine different people

(and things) picking their noses,

the fact that the New York-based
hard rock combo Scatterbrain

changed the name of their song
"Dark Side of the Pepsi Genera-
tion" to "Tastes Just Like Chick-
en" (because of an alleged
copyright infringement), is more
than adequate explanation as to

what left-of-center ballgame these

five musicians are playing in.

Scatterbrain sports the motto
"Just have fun/' which also hap-

pens to be the theme of their lead-

off track "Big Fun" on their

Elektra Records debut (second LP
overall). They aren't the typical

headbanger outfit offering a glut-

tony of whining guitars and an
accompanying set of lyrics pro-

fessing to be meaningful, but
ultimately sounding inane.

Rather, the five-piece do just the

opposite. They take their metal
from a more refined, structured

perspective, thanks to classically

trained guitarist Paul Nieder. And
they craft their lyrics in a seem-
ingly ludicrous and absurd sense,

while simultaneously managing to

offer something curiously insight-

ful and aboundingly witty in a

pop-cultural sort of way.

Thus, one will fmd the material

from their first LP "Here Comes
Trouble" and their current "Scam-
hoogery" to range anywhere from
an electric rendition of Mozart's

"Sonata No. 11 (Rondo Alia

Turca)," inspired by vocalist and
lyricist Tommy Christ watching a

Bugs Bunny cartoon, to Cheech
and Chong's "Earache My Eye,"

spurred on by a plaguing image of

the duo dressed in tutus and
carrying giant drumsticks, to an

original like "Don't Call Me
Dude," written just because they

were sick of the word "Dude."

"I think it's obvious we don't

like to worry about things so

much," says Nieder. The guitarist

was visiting L.A. to promote the

album, whose title was inspired by

a phrase that former heavyweight

champ "Smokin'" Joe Frazier

coined on the Howard Stem show.

"Because our motto," he con-

tinues, "is to just amuse yourself,

and not worry too much about

anything. You know, just get out

and enjoy life."

And with the exception of their

declining a request to bungee jump
after an evening of excessive

debauchery during a recent tour of

Australia, the quintet of Nieder,

Christ, guitarist Glen Cummings,
bassist Guy Brogna and drummer
Mike Boyko have done just that.

"Yeah," comments Nieder. "We
were actually hung over every

moming in Australia. So when
they asked us to bungee jump, it

was like, *What are you, out of

your mind?'"

And despite frontman Christ

falling from the mid-span of

Manhattan's Williamsburg bridge

in a state of confused inebriation,

Scatterbrain has kept a safety lid

on their antics. Curiously, one of

their more serious songs, the title

track to "Here Comes Trouble,"

was written the day after this

incident

"Every so often." the guitarist

See NIEDER, page 23
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Film

Not just for kids: 'Beauty and the Beast' also appeals to adults
By Joanne J. Choi
Dally Bruin Staff

The unprecedented success of

*The Little Mermaid" and likely

follow-up by the recently released

"Beauty and the Beast" promises a

bright future for animation and
Walt Disney Studios.

With an eye-opening weekend
box office gross, "Beauty and the

Beast" proves that animation isn't

just a children's medium. Instead,

multi-million dollar grosses of past
animated hits like "Mermaid" and
"101 Dalmatians" prove that ani-

mation has a strong following

among adult viewers as well.

"Disney's strength hasn't been
just to cater to children. Disney
enicrtainment means entertain-

ment for the entire family regard-

less of age," says Walt Disney
Studios Chairman Jeffrey Katzen-
bcrg. The studio's philosophy
harks backs to 1937 with "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs,"

Disney's first film that broke
ground as the first feature length

animated film.

Since "Snow White," Disney
has released 29 feature length

animated films (including "Beauty
and the Beast"). The unprece-

dented number and quality of the

films has made Disney the indis-

putable king of what is definitive

in animation and fairy tales.

-

"Beauty and the Beast" producer
Don Hahn admits, "It's true that

somehow people judge these
things on the Disney version."

With Walt Disney Studios com-
mitted to releasing a feature length

animated film once a year, the

animators and studio executives

have had to adjust to an extremely

condensed time frame. Where
animated films used to take four

years to complete, the most current

release, "Beauty and the Beast," is

a far cry from its predecessors with

a production period of two years.

Michael Cedeno, "Beauty and the

Beast" animator, comments on the

rigors of the new time schedule. **I

used to think (according to the old

time schedule), *Let's see another

10 features, and then I'm dead.'"

Fellow animator Glen Keane joins

"And now it's another 30 fea-

tures."

While times have changed, Roy
Disney, corporate executive and
nephew of Walt Disney, promises

that some things in animation

won't. With "Don't judge a book
by its cover" as the moral and the

Academy award-winning music of

Howard Ashman and Alan Menk-
en for "Beauty and the Beast," he

promises that standard Disney
fares of a moral and great music

will remain parts of "the deepest

traditions we have in animation."

Currently Walt Disney Studios

has two things on the agenda. The
first is the facilities and personnel

expansion of its Los Angeles and

Florida Studios. In 1984, the

animation department numbered at

2(X); now it is about 7(X) strong

with a need to grow.

zzizSccondly, the artistic goal of the

studios, says Schneider, is "to

advance the art form forward

every time out because we only do
one a year." Disney believes that

the increasingly ambitious scope

of Disney animation is an impor-

tant part of"our business ... as the

creator of the new mythology.

Actor Robby Benson Is the

mysterious and powerful voice

of the enchanted beast In Walt
Disney Pictures' new animated

musical, "Beauty and the
Beast," right. The film is based
on the classic fairy tale and fol-

lows the adventures of a beaut-

iful teenager nanned Belle as

she encounters a mysterious

Beast and his household of

inanimate objects, below.
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'Black Box' series aims to expand dance audience
By Devi Bricker

The UCLA Dance Department
is stretching out to areas outside its

home base. Under the direction of
new acting chair Judy Mitoma,
students and faculty are becoming
more visible on the UCLA campus
through programs such as this

week's "Black Box" performance
series.

Mitoma, previously employed
by the World Arts and Cultures

deparunent, introduced the idea of
"outside" performances. She has

planned a different dance event

each quarter of this year to take

place outside of the dance depart-

ment building.

Although dance concerts and

showings arc regularly produced
in the dance department, Mitoma
feels that dance audience atten-

dance at UCLA could be larger.

She hopes that her endeavor will

help expose more people to dance
and expand the popularity of the

dance department.

The first "experiment" takes

place this Tuesday through Thurs-
day at noon. The "Black Box"
scries will be held in the black box
performance space of Royce Hall,

room 190. Each concert is 45
minutes long, and a different

program will be presented each
day.

Mitoma anticipates a unique

element of appreciation for the

prcxluctions due to the common

link the audience and performers

share as students, and feels that

both groups benefit from the

performances.

The concerts provide a service

to dance students. Even though

opportunities for dance students to

perform already exist, there are

still limits on the amount of

performing experiences available

— even more restricted are the

chances dance majors have to

perform original choreography for

ah audience.

The "Black Box" series is

designed to be informal, rather

than an elaborate production. It is

"not intended to be the finished

occasion . . . not so monumental."
Mitoma does not want the experi-

ence to be stressful, or infringe on
students' other responsibilities.

She describes it as a "small, special

encounter."

Tlie concert series is geared

mainly toward students, but facul-

ty are also allowed to show new
work. Instructor Pat Catterson will

be showing a new solo Thursday.

Mitoma is also inspired by the

idea of eventually including non-
dance majors in the event —
students of all majors who arc

interested in the arts can get

involved. Another aspiration is to

include theatre, music and art in

the "Black Box" concerts.

For next week, however, all but

one piece consists of dance. The
exception combines theatre with

dance and will be shown on

Tuesday. Within the "limit" of

mediums presented, however,

there is still much variety. Flamen-

co and tap are involved, as well as

modem.

Mitoma anticipates the positive

effects of expanded student dance

programs. She feels that concerts

such as this week's "Black Box"
scries are an important part of "a

whole spectrum that makes for a

healthy arts culture."

DANCE: "Black Box" series. Presented
by the UCLA dance department. Tues-
day. Nov. 19 through Friday. Nov. 22 at

noon in Royce Hall room 1SK). Seating is

limited and will t)e on a first-come, first-

serve basis. Free. For more informa-

tion, call (310)825-3951.

Braces Give You Something To Smile About!

BACK TO SCHOOL SMILES
Now is the best time to start a program of

oithodontk: treatment. A one-time back

to school special would let you jMiy

a low monthly payment plan to

achieve the smile that you've

always dreamed of having. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

• U^on Approved Credit

Dr. Nader Dayani
Spccrializes in Orthodontics for Adults & Children

11645 ^nishire Blvd., Suite 802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 826-7494

Adv«ptiscpM ^tifemivni
trUO-b
ami u A I -«res^

November 18-22, 1991

ALLWEEK
Campus cannedfood drive for the Westside Foodbank.

Prizes available for winning teams.

10 AM - 3 PM: Bruin Walk Hunger Information Booth and canned food drive collection.

FastforA World Harvest Collection Booth on Bruin Walk all week.
BRINGYOUR DONATIONS TO BRUIN WALK.

THURSDAY
Noon: Hunger Rally in MeyerhoffPark. Listen to Lou Diamond Phillips, Ruben Blades, and
others speak about hunger and poverty.

10 AM - 3 PM: Campus Fast.

Skip one or more meals and donate the money you save to help feed the hungry.

FRIDAY
10 AM - 3 PM: Clothing Drive for the Homeless in Westwood Plaza.

Donate clothing to the homeless and help us to collect more clothing than USC.

3 PM - 5 PM: Canned food will be collected and weighed in the Plaza to determine team

winners.

Sponsored by the UCLA Hunger Project and Fast for a World Harvest

Call (310) 825-2600 for more information.

Funded by the Campus Programming Committee of the Programs Activities Board

LOWEST
AUTO

INSURANCE
RATE

•LIABILITY

•COMPREHENSIVE & COLLISION
•SR-22 FILING
•MANY TICKETS/ACCIOENTS
•EXPENSIVE CARS
•LOWEST RATE FOR ANY DRIVER
•SINCERE SERVICE
•HOME APPOINTMENT O.K.

WE ALSO HANDLE HEALTH AND
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE FOR BUILDINGS,

BUSINESS. AND AUTOS.

CALL: (213) 477-8455

MERVATINSURANCE

tl

The
hottest

eaeoimters
yoa'U ever have

unlthoiit

the risk.

!fov inrffadUte ! (he VCLA iMkitore

llULnnHBI4Nt«i7-

.m^M.

11540 SANTA MONICA BLVD
(AT COLBY ABOVE SECURlPi' PACIFIC BANK)

WEST LA.

THINK YOU'RE IFWNNY?
THINK YOU IRdDGlK dDUT?

Well, here's your chance
for all to hear!

for stand-up comedians
and bands!

8 p.m.

•ir(DNii(KiEnr

at the Cooperage

Welcome!

ef another event put on by UCLA Cultural Affairs Comntlsslon, a part of your student government!
Funded by USAC
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Stage

Opera humor to
sentimental love story
By Hilda Katlbah

The Goodspeed Opera House's
production of **The Most Happy
F^lla** is a simple, yet intricate

musical/comedy^ove story set in

Napa Valley during the *20s, in

which a deranged mail-order love

affair blossoms into a beautiful

romance.

Composer Frank Loesser took

this Pulitzer Prize-winning play

(based on Sidney Howard's **They

Knew What They Wanted**), set it

to music and removed much of the

political commentary. The result is

a heart-warming love story filled

with a beautifiil musical score,

with ample room left over for

comedy.
Spiro Malas' portrayal of Tony,

the Italian wine grower who falls

in love with a San Francisco

waitress, is a memorable one. His

love for her drives him to do
foolish things. His broken English

and his baby-like expressions have

a lasting impression. As he walks

around limping on his cane, you

can*t help but feel sympathy for

him, and you end up cheering him
on.

Although there is a heavy
emphasis on the romantic plot and
the music, humor also plays a vital

role in the production and is best

exemplified in the use of the three

Italian cooks. Laughter follows as

soon as they take their places on
stage, and at one point, instead of
having a second intermission, the

three characters are brought out to

tell audience members they may
not get up to go to the restroom.
A scene in which three different

characters are on stage singing the

same song emphasizes the diverse

messages within the play. The
lyrics are simple, yet the song
means something completely dif-

ferent to each person.

The sets in 'TTie Most Happy
Fella,** are beautifully constructed.

They range from a scene at a San
Francisco restaurant, with all the

lights and skyscrapers in the

background, to the wide open

Three Italian cooks provide many laughs In the Goodspeed Opera
House's "The Most Happy Fella," playing through Dec. 29.

meadows in the Napa Valley. The
set of the grapevines hanging and
branching out everywhere is espe-

cially breathtaking.

Along with everything else, this

production also features dance
numbers in which all the members
ofTony *s Napa Valley conmiunity

take fKUt.

•The Most Happy Fella** is an
emotional tug-of-war fiUed with

many surprising twists. Tho^ is

never a dull moment in this

entertaining, intimate, fast-paced

production.

STAGE: 'The Mo6t Happy Fella."
Book, music and lyrics by Frank Loess-
er. Based on Skfney Howard's They
Knew What They Wanted." A Goods-
peed Opera House Productk>n starring
Spiro Malas, Mary Gordon Murray,
Charies Pistone. Bill Nabel, Mark Lotfto,

Buddy Crutchfieki, Scott Waara and Liz

Larsen. Playing through December 29
at the Ahmanson at the Dooiittle (1616
North Vine Street. Hollywood). Perfor-
mances: Tues—Sat at 8:00 p.m.; Sat,
Sun. at 2 p.m. Tix: $31 $42. For more
info. caU (213) 365-3500 or (714) 740-
2000.

Steve Springer
& Michael Arkush

Sign

60 YEARS OF
USC-UCLA
FOOTBALL

Wednesday, November 20
Noon, ASUCLA Students'

Store, Trade Book
Department

T B A L L

STEVE SPRINGER & MICHAEL ARXU
FOREWORDS BY O.J. SIMPSON & GARY BE

UCLA Coach Red Sanders put

the rivalry into perspective:

"It's not a matter of life

and death. It's a little

more important

than that."

ASUCLA STUDENTS STORE

UCLA BOOKS

Books

PenMo probes
life, death, sex
through oceanic
image, metaphor

By Usa Rebuck

**Perdido- is the third collection

of poetry by Princeton professor

and writer Chase Twitchell. This

compilation, her strongest to date^

revolves around the imaginary

South Sea town of Perdido and the

ocean itself. Twitchell explores the

depths of the human experience

and the intertwining nature of life

and death, with sex as the force that

leads to both.

Twitchells's metaphors are

sublime, rich ih texture and emo-
tion. The sea provides many of her

metaphors for sexual desire and
•"Lapses of Turquoise Sea** is

perhaps the strongest example of

such.

In "A Minor Crush Of Cells**

and *The Cut,** Twitchell uses the

human body to demonstrate loneli-

ness, desire, life-in-death and
death-in-life states of being, as

well as other emotions and pas-

sions. **The Cut** is especially

strong and successfully sustains an
emotional journey through happi-

ness to rejection to desire to self-

awareness. Personal strength pro-

vides the cohesive force of the

journey.

Other poems that are especially

strong are *The Stolen Emblem**
and "One Physics.** "The Stolen

Emblem** contains an intensity that

does not waver from all 175 lines.

It is a passionate yet clearly

experienced monologue on the

human experience. "One Physics**

explores the depth of the self, the

inner order of seemingly chaotic

events and the intertwining aspects

of science and spirituality.

This collection of poems pro-

vides a wonderful experience for

the reader. It is replete with

intensity and insight that few
contemporary writers can provide.

Each poem is a distinct facet of the

entire collection. All express

important ideas that together give

*Terdido** its power and passion.

Twitchell*s growth as a writer is

I

very apparent with this most recent

publication. "Perdido** is one of the
fmest recent publications of poetry

and proves that Twitchell has

ascended to the ranks of the most
talented contemporary American
poets.

BOOK: -Perdido- by Chase Twitchell.

Farrar, Straus & Giroux. 69 pages;
$16.95.

Garth hammers
his oompetition

United Press International

The top 10 albums, based on
Billboaid*s survey of retail sales:

1. Ropin' the Wind — Garth
Brooks

2. Too Legit to Quit— Hammer
3. Death Certificate— Ice Cube
4. Nevermind — Nirvana

5. Use Your Illusion II— Guns
N* Roses

6. Metallica — Metallica

7. Diamonds & Pearls— Prince

8. Cooleyhighharmony— Boyz
II Men

9. Use Your Illusion I — Guns
N* Roses

10. The Sky Is Crying — Stevie

Ray Vaughan

Did you know?

The Dally Iraki i<t

printed on yWo
recycled paper.

^»
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'SEAGULL'
Video

From page 18

places and the progression of
action. We wanted to go from
something that was quite dream-
like in a good way, being by a lake

in a forested place with beautiful

light and the possibility of love

and achievement as an artist, and
essentially wind up in something
like a coffin.

"One of the themes in the play

has to do with the relationship

between art and life and how art

often feeds on life in a way that*s

far from ideal and can be kind of
draining or vampiristic,** detailed

McLain.

In addition to providing an
outlet for theater people to work
with this classic play, this pro-

duction has involved UCLA
professor of Slavic Languages
(and noted translator of litera-

ture). Michael Heim, as well.

"I have a long partnership with

Michael (whom I worked with ten

years ago when we used his

translation of *Three Sisters* in a

production here) . . . and have
always admired his translations,**

McLain said.

No matter how interesting the

setting or how wonderful the
translation, however, ultimately

McLain is drawn back to the

significance of this play for

college students.

*This play is wonderful for

young people to encounter and
contemplate at a time when
lhey*re vulnerable because of
their idealism and the fullness of
life and love. Life can hurt and
wound but we all must find a way
to go on. It*s about something
very much at the core of life —
continuance. I hope all of our
audiences have some glimmer of
that experience that they can take

away.'

STAGE: "The Seagull." Written by
Anton Chekhov. Directed by Michael
McLain. Performances tonight through
Sat. at 8 p.m.. Sun. at 7:30 p.m. and
matinees on Sat. and Sun. at 2 p.m. At
the UCLA Little Theater in Macgowan
Hall. Tix: $10 general. $7.50 seniors
and $5 students. For tickets, call (310)
825-9261.

NIEDER
From page 19

explains, **we do feel like doing
something serious. I mean Tommy
writes all the lyrics. And when he
screwed up his ankle in that fall, he

wrote *Herc Comes Trouble.* So
obviously, he felt that was some-
thing serious enough that he
wouldn't want anyone to go
through it themselves.

*'But we don't want to be
preachy,** he adds. *There are

certain things we want to say as a

band, like "Outta Time** from our

last album. One of our friends died

of an overdose. So we felt like

writing a song about that And
Tommy did. But he didn't say.

*Don't do drugs.* He just laid it out

as it was.**

Nevertheless, despite their

moments of serious contempla-
tion, one might wonder how
effective these messages — now
dealing with such issues as home-
lessncss — will come across in a
sea of "Scamboogery.**

"I don't get too worried about
it,** says Nieder. "I mean, we work
hard at trying to make a song just

right. But the boaom line is that

you take what you want from a
song. And everybody interprets

things differently.

"And that*s what makes what
we're doing so great," he con-
cludes. 'There's no reason to get

so worked up about things. You
just take it as it comes. And while

you do. just try and make a good
time out of it.**

Jackson's controversial video released
'Black or White' viewed as

replay of commercial images
By Jon Pareles
The New York Times

The Michael Jackson hoopla
kicked into gear on Thursday night

with the premiere of **Black or

White.** an extended 11-minute
video clip for the first single from
Jackson *s album. "Dangerous,"
due for release on Nov. 26.

Even Jackson *s hype is popular.

On Thursday, Fox Television,

which showed the video simulta-

neously with MTV and Black
Entertainment Television, had its

highest Nielsen ratings ever.

The network also received com-
plaints about linking sex (Jackson
grabbing his crotch) and violence

(Jackson smashing windows)
directly after the animated comedy
of 'The Simpsons."
The song "Black or White"

itself, set to a computer-processed

guitar riff that sounds like the

Rolling Stones as told to Kenny
Loggins, is a pronouncement on

race relations, and Jackson's lyrics

come down squarely on all sides.

At one point, Jackson asserts. "1

am tired of this devil" — an
allusion, albeit a deniable one. to

Black Muslim rhetoric about the

"white devil"— and "I ain't scared
of no sheets."

A rap (written by Bill Bottrell,

recorded by someone called

L.T.B. and lip-synched in the

video by Macaulay Culkin of
"Home Alone**) condemns "a turf

war on a global scale" and says.

"I'm not going to spend my life

being a color."

Jackson concludes, "It don't

matter if you're black or white."

But the video has many more
agendas than selling the song.

Jackson has been in seclusion

since the completion of the tour for

"Bad" in January 1989, emerging
only for events like Elizabeth

Taylor's recent wedding, which
was held at his Santa Barbara
home.

He has to reclaim the limelight,

to adjust his image for a new sales

blitz, to tell the public that he's still

a mega-star and to make the public

care about him again after his long

absence.

"Black or White" is apparently

meant lo reaffum Jackson's worl-

dwide importance, to make his

new single seem somehow rebelli-

ous, and to make his image
tougher, more streetwise. But in its

mixture of calculation and pecul-

iarity, there's more to it than that

"Black or White" is. firstof all. a

show of conspicuous consump-
tion; it pours on special effects, and
estimates of its cost start at $1
million. The reason for investing at

least $1(X).0(X) a minute is to

reign ite the kind of commercial
success Jackson had with "Thrill-

er." which has sold 21 million

copies in the United States (and a

reported 48 million copies worl-

dwide) since its release in 1982.

The title song of 'Thriller" was
promoted with an extended video

directed by John Landis. who
rctums to direct "Black or White."

And the new video's closing
sequence, in which a black panther

is u^nsformed into Jackson (and

who is eventually transformed

back into the panther), is obviously
intended to make viewers recall

the feline on the back cover of the

"Thriller** package.

That*s not the only allusion in

"Black or White.** The video clip is

in fact a riot of derivativeness. a

kind of random replay ofcommer-
cial and movie images.

As it begins, the camera
descends through clouds an^ into

the suburbs, to a house where
young Culkin is playing a hard-

rock recording and his father

insists he turn it down, a sequence
reminiscent of an old Twisted
Sister video.

Culkin plugs in an electric guitar

and blows his father through the

roof to Africa, where dancing
U-ibcspeople are joined by Jackson,

dressed in white shirt and black

pants.

The Africans start dancing like

Jackson; so do, in succession,

Indonesians, American Indians, a

woman from India and a circle of

Russians. It*s a rather chilling

glorification of Jackson's effect on
global culture, trampling local

uadi lions in a multinational hard-

sell.w ALL UCLA STUDENTS

ENVELOPE ACCEPTANCE
THROUGH MAY 1.1992
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SALE BOOK

RECEIPTS FOR

BOOK BONUS!

Save your receipts from .Book Department purchases at the ASUCLA Students'

Store and deposit them in a Book Bonus box at any time throughout the year

(except the first week of each quarter)before May 1, 1992. Please see Book
Bonus envelopes, available September 1, 1991, in Ackerman Union, Lu Valle

Commons and Health Sciences Stores for complete details.

*Book Bonus is available only to regularly enrolled UCLA students who are

subject to the Student Union building fee.
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Books Film

pending;
Author Sally Quinn's many experiences in D.C
help her to write new Washington-based novel

'Cape Fear' scares up
$10 million weekend

By Bob Dart
Cox News Service

WASHINGTON — SiOing in

the living room of her Georgetown
house, Sally Quinn recoiled in

mock horror at the suggestion that

the characters in her new novel

lead wild lives.

The book, "Happy Endings," is

about a widowed former first lady

who had a love child after a White
House affiair with a news magazine
bureau chief who is also in love

with the beautiful but hardbitten

national editor of a famous
Washington newspaper. The cur-

rent first lady, a Dolly Parton-type

singer from Nashville, suspects

her husband, the president, has

AIDS. Meanwhile, a sleazy attor-

ney general has the hots for a sexy
Colombian diplomat who is black-

mailing him because of cocaine

use.

"Is that any wilder than what
goes on in Washington anyway?"

asked the author. "After the Clar-

ence Thomas thing, nothing is out
of the question. Everything is

plausible.**

Indeed, consider the improbable
story of Sally Quinn herself.

Bom in Savannah, Ga., she

became the star reporter for the

Washington Post's revolutionary

chic Style section in the late 1960s.

She left briefly in 1973 to become
one of the ever-changing anchor-

women of the "CBS Morning
News.** Returning to the Post, she

married the boss, then-Executive

Editor Ben Bradlee. They became
Washington's perennial glamour
couple. She left the newspaper
about a decade ago, had a son, and
began writing fiction.

In the past 25 years, she has

become something of an institu-

tion in the nation's capital— both

as a chronicler and an insider of

Washington society. That tradition

is continued in the 566 pages of
"Happy Endings** ($22, Simon and

Schuster). Its publication date is

Nov. 19.

In her book and her personal

life, Ms. Quinn, 50, laments a

change that has occurred in

Washingion*s tangled world of

politics, journalism, power and
parties.

"I think Washington is pretty

stagnant right now,** she said in an

interview. "I think it definitely

needs an influx of new blood. I feel

pretty strongly that no party should

be in office for more than about

three terms.**

There are Republican players

here who date back lo the Nixon
administration, she explained.

"Everybody*s children have
grown up together.**

This familiarity has bred con-

tent, perhaps even lethargy.

"The journalists are not the

same. When I first started, we were
all lean and mean out there on the

su-cets,** she recalled.

By Bob Strauss
Los Angeles Daily News

It was a fearsomely lucrative

weekend at the nation *s box
offices, as the wide release of
Martin Scorsese*s thriller "Cape
Fear** scared up more than $10
million and Disney*s animated
"Beauty and the Beast** earned
$162,146 in only two theaters.

"Cape Fear,** a supercharged

remake of a 1962 suspense film,

had the best opening weekend of
any movie since "Freddy *s Dead,**

the final "Nightmare on Elm
Street** sequel, in mid-September.

Starring Robert De Niro, Nick
Nolle and Jessica Lange, "Fear*s'*

performance has ended Holly-

wood*s autumn doldrums, and
combined with "Beast* s** recep-

tion, bodes well for the vital

holiday movie season.

Still holding on well in second
place is John Hughes*s four-

weck-old "Curiy Sue,*' which fell

off a mere 18 percent from its

previous weekend*s ticket sales.
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With $22.7 million accrued, the

cuddly kid comedy may not match
last year*s Hughes blockbuster,

"Home Alone,*' but considering

the overall depression affecting

this fairs films, "Sue** is definitely

a winner.

And the critically excoriated

"All 1 Want for Christmas** may
yet turn out to be profitable.

Moving up a notch from fourth to

third place over its second
weekend, the quickly-made holi-

day heanwarmer*s gross was off

only 10 percent.

Wes Craven *s Halloween chill-

er "The Pec^le Under the Stairs**

stumbled from second to fourth

place, while Jodie Foster's Xittle

Man Tate*' held onto fifth place.

The next seven films — "Billy

Bathgate,** "Other People's
Money,** "Highlander 2,** "Strictly

Business." "House Party 2,**

"Frankie & Johnny** and *The
Fisher King** — all made more
than $1 million this weekend.
While that wasn*t enough to goose
most of them into the profit

column, it docs indicate that

people are getting back into the

moviegoing mood. With such
expensive holiday spectaculars as

"The Addams Family** and Bette_

Midler's musical "For the Boys*^
set to open Friday, Hollywood
better hope the habit is catching on.

^QUESTIONS*
From page 18

"If you consciously know that

you have to work on things over a

period of time, that you mil be able

to achieve goals, you can do your
own *9 1/2 Weeks,*** she states

matter-of-factly.

And, just as in the movies. Com
grappled with the issue of safer

"I wrestled with that. I have two
questions about AIDS.** (*Is there a

chance you could have contacted

AIDS by a blood transfusion,

homosexual relationship or heter-

osexual relationship?* and *How
can one lover satisfy all your
sexual need for the rest of your
Ufe?')

Still, Com had difficulty invit-

ing the Trojan man— horse and all— into her book.

"How does one write an inti-

mate question about condoms?
What is the question? I thought
that women would pick the ques-

tions that are relevant for a period

of time and, when they proceeded
into an intimate relationship, it

would be up to a woman to ask for

the condom or for the man to

suggest it. But to put it in the book,

I had a hard time with that.**

Com may have an even harder

time with the issue now that she

has translated "237 Intimate

Questions** into a TV show called

"Heartthrobs** and is pitching it to

the Fox Network.

By the time the sequel *The Best
Answers to 237 Intimate Ques-
tions Every Woman Should Ask a

Man** is published. Com would
like "237 Intimate Questions" to

initiate a turnaround in the

increasingly conservative sexual

climate.

"I just hope this will be the start

of other books that give couples
the ability to converse. I really

hope that this will be the begin-
ning.*'

BOOK: -237 Intimate Questions Every
Woman Should Ask a Man." by l^ura
Com. Park Avenue PubUshers. Hon
available at the UCLA Student Book
Store or by calling 1-800-547-BOOK,
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Natasha, as pretty as

you are you could have

been his Iris. Don't quit.

Follow your dreams!

UCLA girl.

I was at the Charthouse
at 9:50. Where were you?
Guess I missed you in the crowd.
A mudpie for one is so lonely...

~ Me

Get Your Portrait

Taken Now for the
Bruin Life Yearbook

Don 't Miss the
Deadline!

On Sale - For a Limited Time Only

• The UCLA Medallion

Watch from Bulova-a

14k gold-plated dial

featuring a rich three-

dimensional rendering

of the UCLA seal.

ASUCLA Campus Photo Studio
OffMat PhiUifgtIxphttt For Bruitt Ut^ Ytarbock

K^rtkJkoTf HaU 1S0(21S) 2M-9133

Alcoholics Anonymous

MMtinos
Mon. diaotJMion, Thur. Bookatudy. Fri. Stap

Study. AU 3625 12:15-1:15. Fri. 12a)-1 A)
TuM. DiMUMion. Wmj. Dbousskxi NPI

C8538 12:15-1:00

For aiooholb* or indMdualt «who

how drinking probtonn

Sports Tickets

4 TICKETS UCLA-USC. UCLA ALUMNI SEC-

TION. CALL 274-1013.

Good Deals

iiiir ssznacczxs

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rotes to UCLA Students

Hollywood Piano Rental G>.

M1.23J9 463-6S69

PROBLEMS WITH FOOD? Overeaten
Anonyrnous 12-«tep program for arxircxla,

bulimics & overeater*. Mon,noon,AU3S20.

Wed,noon,AU3S25. FriJ pm,AU3520.

INSURANCE WARM We'll beat any price or

don't want your butirMM. Tickets, fccidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

Fall Date Party...

Concert Tickets

SAVE $$$ ON TICKETS
AIRLINES. SPORTS. MUSIC. SHOWS. WE

LIST LAST MINUTE CANCELS.
SURPLUS AND PROMOTIONS FOR SALE

CHEAP ALSO. WHEN YOU ARE STUCK WITH
TKJKETS UNEXPECTEDLY

CALLUS.
213-4 TICKET

At Reuben's in Manhattan Beach

Buses leave from Phi Kapp at 9 p.m.

Invite Only

Reseorcti Subjects 12

ALLERGY/HAY FEVER RESEARCH. Wanted:
subjects age 1 2-S9 interested in participating

in FDA-approved clinical drug trial using

allergy nr^cdication vs. placebo in 2 week trial.

You will be conr>pensated for your participa-

tion. Call (310)312-5050 ext. 302.

ASTHMA RESEARCH. If you would like to

participate in FOA approved research studies

with new asthma medications, call

(21 3)31 2-5050 ext. 302. You will be compen.
sated for your time. Allergy Research Founda-
tion. 11645 Wilshire Bkd., Suite 601, West
Los Angeles, 90025.

ASTHMA RESEARCH: Subjects with mild to

moderate asthma, ages 1ft-50 r>eeded for air

pollution study. Free medical testing and
participation fee paid. Call James at

(310)825-2739.

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIQ BOYS 7-11

YEARS needed far UCLA research project.

Subfeds will receive $20 and a free develop-
mer^al evaluation. 625^392.

"'?
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Personal 10 Personal

Rome, Jules, Deb, Marge,
Deb, Kate, Em,

Thanks for making P.S. a BLAST!

Abe, Alex, Paul, Craig

P.S. P.D. found his & ISIark (Your Host)

UW! —
Research Subjects^ - 12 Research Subjects 12

FEMALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED
to participate in hair regrowtii

study. Ages 1
9—49. Under

dermatologist supervision.

Volunteers will be Paid.
For Info. Call 828-8887

Individuals With Dandruff
A new dermatologist supervised study
on dandruff shampoos need volunteers

yolunteers Will Be Paid
Must be 18 years of age or older

Call Anna at the Skin
Research Foundation

for further information

(213)828-8887

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-}} YEARS reeded for UCLA
research project. Receive $20 arxJ a free

dcvclopmcnial evaluation. 825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
r>ecdcd for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning experience.

825-0392.

TINEA PEi:)IS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer

w/Tinea Pedis rn^ded for r>ew research study.

Ur>dcr dermatologists supervision. Volunteers

will be paid for info. (213)828-8887.

Rides Wanted 14

RIDE WITH PICK-UP TRLICK TO SF for

Thanksgiving wcekervj to bring down couch.
Will pay money. (213)396-8082.

Research subjeas 1

6

years and older who
need a fixed bridge for

one tooth are being
recruited for a 4 year

study. Must be willing to

return for annual follow-

up visits for 3 years.

Contact Lynne at the
Clinical Research Center,

825-9792

Wanted
Healtti Services 22

16

SELL your wrecked, well-used or non-running
scooter (310)478-3694, after 6pm.

Salons 21

MODELS WANTED for free professional hair-

cuts in Beverly Hills. Call Teri (21 3)936 3408,
leave message.

Health Services 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation arxi rerr>oval of

acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation. Call Beverly Hills

Laser Ox tor's Group. (213)786-0636.

LOSE UP TO 30 pounds In 30 days for less than

$40. l>octor recommended. 285-834 7.

PROIESSIONAL MASSAGE THERAPIST and
body worker. Full body or areas of stress.

Xavicr (213)719-9212/ (213)698-7424.

DON'T PANIC - Exanw are difficult enough but

if you suffer from test anxiety, it can really hurt

your performance. Open Doors Institute spe

cializcs in treating all kindi of anxiety with

short-term therapy and provides special dis-

counts for students. Call for info

(213)281-6772.

THROWING UP
GEniNG YOU

OrJbrt lOTMi. OMol PiycMigW

213-655-6730

ACNE
A NASTY FOTTR
LETTER WORD
Ifyou had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago
you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our
Skin Care Information

Line,

800-436-3533

Opportunities 26

MODELS WANTED mal«^emale all types.

Your chance to have $200 make-over... Abso-

lutely Free. Color and/or cut by top

professionals. You could qualify. (IF INTER-

ESTED PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CALL) at:

Sheraton L.A.X. airport hotel. 6101 West

Century Blvd. LA. 90045. Date: Friday Nov
22, 1991 Time: 3pm- 7pm. Questions

addressed at this tini>e. No hair done at model

call. Bobby Kraus (213)542-4974.

RAISE BIG MONEY FOR YOUR ORGANIZA-
TION LARGE OR SMALL CALL RICHARD
969-4826. NO MONEY REQUIRED.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT IntenrHhip inter-

views rK>w taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing a team of employees,
customers, and suppliers. Majority of hiring

will be completed by November. Average
gross profit $11,287. Call Triple A Student

Painters, for information now
1 (800)426-6441.

UCLA LAW SCHOOL - Volunteer jurors

needed. Orte evening only. Dates available:

11/26, 12/2, 12/3. Call Bunny - 206-1193.

10 Opportunities

UCLA LAW SCHOOL- volunteer jurors

needed. One evening only. Dates available:

11/26, 12/2, & 12/3. Call Bunny- 206-1193.

ENTREPRENEURS! Qo you have a business

idea? Do you need $$$f We can help.

Unlimited Funds. (818)702-9703.

Help Wanted 30

$20O-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
(801)379-2900 Copyright »CA11KDH.

$40,000/YEAR! READ BOOKS and TV Scripts.

Fill out simple "like/don't-like" form. E/VSY!

Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations,

guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Record-
ing (801)379-2925 Copyright #CA11KEB.

$500-$1,00(VWK. PT, v^wking weekends.
Erotic darKers and models r>eeded. Will train,

call Ginger, (213)575-3634.

$6.63^r. Walk on campus. Schedule around
your classes. Opportunity for advancement.
Apply at the Sproul Cafe. 350 De Neve Dr.

(213)825-2074.

ADMINISTRATIVE INTERNSHIP available at

art gallery in Brentwood. Requires art, promo-
tional, and writing skills. Computer literacy

necessary. Evening arvJ weekcrxl hours avail-

able. FAX resume to (310)820-5426 or call Mr.
Spiro or Mr. Reed at (310)820-8511.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - FISHE-
RIES. Earn $5,0004Ano. Free trarwportation!

Room & board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For

employment program call Student Employ-
ment Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext.154.

APPLY NOW, Victoria Secret, Century City.

Flexible hours, employee discount, cnthusias-

tic people should apply. (213)284-8642.

BOOKKEEPER-PA-SANTA MONICA Gym-
nastics School needs detailed-oriented, moti-

vated self starter. 3 days aweek, flexible hours.

Salary DOE.. Call Susan (213)376-5851.

BOOKKEEPER / PART-TIME FOR REAL ES-

TATE/SECURITIES ATTORNEY. Century City,

-1 5 h«^. $9 ^, DOE. Must be Mac IHeratc

(Excel, Quicken). Prefer experienced acctg
major/ long term commitn^nt. Fax Resume to

(310)557-3607 and call 557-2315.

CAMPUS POSITKDNS. Flexible PT hours. Will

work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Services. $6.63^r. 206-7686. Contact Paul
Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting
APPs for Winter Quarter.

CASHIER. WESTWOOD MARKET. PT,
days:7am-3pm; eves :3pm- 1 1pm. Apply 9am-
noon, 11031 S.M. Blvd, Of call 477-3216.

•CASTING EXTRAS' for motion pictures and
comrnercials. $40-$300/day. Call now
(21 3)96203 77.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, comrT>ercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experierxx
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST. 60 col-

lege credil^A.A. degree minimum require-

merU. Nights, 5:30pm-8:30am. Children ages
0-8. (213)292-6654.

COMPUTKHmOOKKEEPER, P/T, S8/U. WLA.
(213)476-1703.

EXECUTIVE ASSIST. FA Assistant to Real Estate

Agent in fast pace office. Need Organized,
hard/smart worker, with good writter^erbal

skills, computer /W.P. experierxre. $1 50(Vmo.
plus bonuses plus medical. Tricia Dix
457-2726.

FAST EASY INCOME! EARN loo's weekly
stuffing envelopes. Send self- addressed
stamped envelope to: FAST INCOME, PO BOX
641517, Chicago, II., 60664-1517.

CARRY'S & CO. Men's Clothing Store needs
cashiers and giftwrappers for holidays. FT/PT.

Contact Mr. English, 823-7955.

GROWING CO. NOW HIRING FULL OR
PART TIME OUTSIDE SALES PEOPLE. GOOD
COMMISSION. CALL LA TINT CO.
(310)657-0110.

HOLIDAY HELP: Retail sales & customer
service $8.2(Vstart. Requirenr>enls: 18 -t- years,

car, good interpersonal skills. Weekeryi and
evening hous available. (310)396-1478.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. PT or FT
$1000-300a/month. Seeking go-getters to

train for management careers. Complete
training and benefits. (818)788-4434.

IRISH AMERICAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posi-

tions available PT/fT day^evenings. Good pay
up to $.3(Vhr. Call Mon—Fri 1 —6pm. Kathline/

Bill (213)458-4427.

JOAN & DAVID AT ANNE TAYLOR, the

Beverly Hills loc. is looking for a PA sales

assoc. desigrwr. Retail exp. pref, not neces-
sary. Great discount!!! Contact Wendy,
276-1061.

L.A. Bargain Book. PT Sales reps, to call on
retail -f corporate accounts. 10% commission
Must have car. (213)393-5452.

LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR: Minimum 3yrs law
office experierxie in plaintiff personal injury.

Knowledge of WordPerfect. Contact Sid Dia
mood, (213)475-0481.

MALE MODELS under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. Quick cash!!
(213)664-2999.

MALE MODELS NEEDED Young, Handsome,
Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great
Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MALE MODELS earn $1 50A>r. or more. Boyish

ancUor athletic 18—24. Cleanshaven faci^

little or no chest hair. Playgirl-style

magazines/nudity. Beginners welcome.
Internationallly krniwn photographer. Brad

(213)392-4248.

26 Help Wanted

MESSENGER. BEVERLY HILLS Accounting
firm has opening for part-time n>essenger/light

office work. MUST be dependable and have
own car. M-F, l-6pm. (310)274-9922.

MODELS: For 1992-93 swimsuil calendars &
posters, European magazine work. Call

(213)732-5744 for appointment.

NEEDED EXTRAS FOR FILM, TV. SERIES- call

for appt. (M-F, 9-5). (213)467-5122.

PT ADVERTISING salesin Westwood Area.

Choose your hours. Call Flyermasters.
453-7600.

PT BOOKKEPER, Hie clerk. Computer know-
ledge. Call (310)274-8505, between
8:30-6:30pm.

PT, GOOD HOURS, GOOD PAY. Pick up
children from school and drive to activities.

Must have car. Mike or Peggy, (310)478-81 52.

RECEPTIONIST/ORDER DESK PERSON, FULL
TIME. Good verbal communication. Light

^yP'"8' filing* *nd answering phones.
(310)478-6051.

SEEKING PT PERSON TO SERVICE OFFICE
PLANTS. Flexible hours. Need car. Call Jeff,

(310)305-7030.

SMALL WESTWOOD LAW FIRM needs PT
all-arourni general office help. Call Joan
475-0611.— -

TALENT SCOUTS needed to recruit campus
hunks for Playgirl Magazine photographer.

Fun, good pay, and experience necessary.

(213)400-3305.

TELEMARKETER WANTED. For a large B.H.

investment form. Hourly pay plus bonus.

Michael Horaney, (213)205-4952.

TELEPHONE MARKETING RESEARCH ASSIS-

TANT for Memory Training School. Light

typing. $6/hr, 1 5-20hrs/week. Theresa
(310)445-0830.

TELEPHONE PERSON for pizza shop in WLA.
i5A^r. -^ commission, PTonly. Must have great

phone personality and good typing skills. For

interview call (213)559-8241 jody.

TEMP HELP WANTED beginning December
1 3, Westwood, flexible day tinne hours. Repair,

maintain cassette players. $9 perAir. CALL
COLLECT (415) 898-1112. (INTERVIEWS
NOV 20).

TRANSLATOR NEEDED FOR JAPANESE. Must
have intimate knowledge of Japanese culture

ar>d thought processes. Read/ Writc^peak.
(310)550-6821. Kim West.

TWO POSITKDNS: Both require wordprocess-

ing arKi good typing skills. One requires

Spanish bilingual. Flexible hours, Wilshire &
Westwood law office. Sid Diamond,
475-0481

.

US MAIL JOBS $11.77 to $14.90/$9.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-
sary. 1-900-660-4454 ext. 0214.

VA HOSPITAL NEEDS 4 PT escorts, 2 positions

Bam- 12pm, 2 positions 12pm-4pm. Persor>s

must have basic skills to perform a variety of

duties. I.e., escort, file, secretarial, etc.

Persons applying must be self-motivated.

$6/hr. Contact Steve (310)824-3117.

HOST PERSON NEEDED for a popular West-
side restaurant. Must have experience. Inquire

in person between 3-5pm only. 12217 Wil-

shire Blvd. Los Angeles.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for

creatively-talented writers. Paperback novels,

non-fiction books, screenplays. 962-1557
Vemoo.

Job Opportunities 32

Sports Minded
Need Ambitious Self-Starters,

New offices, xlnt $$$
Full-training, Immediate Openings

(310)643-8102

30 Help Wanted 30

KARI MICHAELSEN
"Katie" from the NBC series

^GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(818)789-11 28 or {818)3600760

For your fraternity, sorority, team or

other campus organization.

Absolutely no investment required!

CALL 1-800-950-8472, ext. 50

Environmentally Concerned Students
Seeking full/part-time

• Flexible Hours • Good Personality

• $50/hr • Responsible

• Extra Xmas Money

CALL KIRK after 6pm 399-0593

(714) 474-7686

DOfjAir ni ono ( i .mi i ( t . ^.\

I M A ( A K

Tfie Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon
& evening

hours available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

Job Opportunities 32

COLLEGE LEVEL bio, chem, & Eng. Instructors

(up to 45k/yr). MS min. Top recent grad, exper.

req. (FT St PT). (619)455-1000.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN-interview patients.

Strong writing/computer skills. Medical
anchor legal experierKe desirable. Bilingual

Spanish prefen^ed. Full training & benefits.

Full-time in Burbank or Alhambra sites.

$13-l(3A^our. Send resume dealing with
above to: John Ewing, CBL Medical, 3600
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1908, L.A.90010.

Now Hiring
NcXT G>mputcr is interviewing for the position of Campus Consultant.

The responsibilities for this position include:

• Giving product demonstrations

• Assisting the NeXT Sales Team organizing NcXT events on campus
• Providing pre- and post-sales customer support

We are looking for students who have the following qualifications:

• Enthusiasm for NeXT's products and vision

• Personable, self-motivated, creative, flexible

• Previous computer experience

• Working knowledge ofUNIX and C programming are a plus

To be considered for this position, please FAX your resume with work
experience to (8 1 8) 880-3729.

All responses must be received by November 30*, 1991.

LTNIX is M tradfmark ofAT&T

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Better
qualified

6 Twist
10 Poet
14 Condemn
15 U.S. cit.

16 On with
17 Barber's

tools

18 Taboo Item
19 Hub
20 Looked

fixedly

22 Supplants
24 Mined matter
26 Complainers
27 Withers
31 Airline abbr.
32 Sheer fabric

33 A planet
35 Crude
38 Elec. units

39 Denver
college

40 Moon deity

41 "— whiz!"
42 With — breath
43 Shawl
44 Young animal
45 Of meanings
47 Wrangled
51 Sounded
52 Conceals
54 Not bright

58 Tavern drinks
59 Son of Seth
61 Elevate
62 Gossip
}3 Light tan

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

p E S O S

1
C H A N T

1
R A P

A L F T R A T 1 E M U
D 1 F F B B E N T L Y P E N
S A T E A S K S S C E N T

M^^l R 1 F T^H S H A T S
S R E S T R E P R T 1^1
V E R T T U L 1 P A P T

L A D S T A 1 T H B A R
L E P A R K S B E L 1 1^

C H A R T S P A R E N T
S P U T S |HC A L M jjjj^^l
C A R T E S A u l> E L B E
A R A

1

N E W F R N T 1 E R
L T T W 1 R L

1
R 1 A T A

A L E S E G S A C R E S

"~64 To one srae"

65 Middling
66 Bottomless
67 Looks

searchingly

DOWN
1 Basics

2 Stain

3 Asian priest

4 Involves in

trouble
5 Nest egg
6 Pale
7 Love god
8 Rejuvenate
9 Predictors
10 — republic

11 Quickly
12 Wild talker

13 Garb
21 Scotch river

23 Stone: suff.

25 Driving

hazard -

~?7 Male animal
28 Residence
29 Pickable
30 Wise ones
34 Jockey, e.g.

35 Smallest of

litter

36 Against

37 Female Gl,

once
39 Plant-oil

source
40 Tongue
42 Raymond or

Aaron
43 1961 Jeffrey

Hunter movie
44 At once!
46 Festival:

suff.

47 Big amount
48 Salk's field

of study
49 Declares
50 Stupid one _
53 Ponder (overt
55 Fortune
56 Czech river

57 Tunisian
officials

60 Dine

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1

10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20

''W
22 23

|^^^H24 25

i
26

2^ 28 29 3(r^H3i ^^1
i2

42

i
33 34 35 36 57"

38 39 40

41 d 43

^^^^44 w 46

47 48 49 50 51 _^BH
52 53 54 55 56 t1

58

1

59 w

1

61

62 63 64

6^ 66 67

QTI IMDCnO ^^' ^^^ Answers • Touch-tone or Rotary PtKxies

1-90IM54-3535 ext. code 500 • 95« per minute
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Partnerships you make In the year
ahead have good chances for success,
provided that — where standards and
ideals are concerned — your cohort is

on the same wavelength you are.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Use your
charm and humor, not coercion, to get
others to cooperate with you today.
Kind words and courtesy are the cata-
lyst that will work — If given a chance.
Know where to look for romance and
you'll find it. The Astro-Graph Match-
maker instantly reveals which signs are
romantically perfect for you. Mail $2
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Matchmaker, c/o this
newspaper. P.O. Box 91428, Cleveland.
OH 44101-3428.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dm:. 21) You
might find yourself in a position to take
advantage of the weakness of another
today. If you do. you won't get away
with it. because this individual has a ter-
rific memory.
CAPRICORN (D«c. 22-Jan. 19) Don't
let associates dissuade you from doing
something today that serves your best
interests just because it doesn't t>enefit
theirs.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) Any com-
plicated development you may find
yourself in today is likely to be of your
own making. Don't compound matters
by trying to blame innocent bystanders.
PISCES (Feb. 20-Merch 20) An individ-
ual you're closely involved with might
look upon your resources today as his
own — unless you set definite limits on
your generosity.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) Don't let

negative-thinking friends dilute your
ambitious thrust today. Goals you envi-
sion as attainable are within reach, so
perform to please yourself, not others.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Consider
the alternatives t>efore making critical

moves today. What appears to be the
most expedient at first might not be the
t>est in the final analysis.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) If you're in-

volved in something important today
with an individual who is more serious
than you are. don't try to make light of
the matter — even if you feel it could
ease tensions.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) Commer-
cial matters should not be conducted
impulsively today, especially if the
transaction is with an Individual you do
not know too well. Be precise and
methodical.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) You might have
to deal with an abrasive associate to-
day, but don't use this as an excuse for
altering an established objective. Bite
the bullet and proceed as originally
planned.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) If you are in-
volved in something where a poor per-
formance on your t>ehalf could be detri-
mental to others as well as to yourself,
live up to their expectations today.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Be the one
who helps maintain harmony in your
household today, not the one who con-
tributes to the tensions and discord.
You're the critical factor with the swing
vote.

34 internstilps 34

8 people needed Tkxrw
upioti^hr.

Houaecleanera
'Vm^TmtUkmf

•UtoiTINrfc*

C«n (11S)45S-1817

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE INTERNSHIP -

Dynamic company seeks intern to assist Vice

President of Marketing to lease our office

building in the West of San Fernando Valley.

MWF availability preferred. Excellent training.

%7l\nr. plus possible bonuses. Please call The

Abbey Company (818)713-1800 or FAX
resume to (818)713-0200.

INTERNS for feature film. Strong, willing to

work long hours. 1 1/1 4—1 2/91/ Great resume
credit. Bob Peris (310)445-5580

INTERNS WANTED FOR AGGRESSIVE AL-
TERNATIVE RECORD LABEL. Various posi-

tions available. College credit given. Call Steve
957-4357.

LAW FIRM
needs motivated person to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w GPA, available times

for, interviews and other .

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

JAMES CAMERON'S BURBANK
PRODUCTION COMPANY

is looking for a development intern to start 1/92.

Responsibilities include: reading scripts and

newspapers, typing, filing, research, and checking

book rights. This non-paying position requires a

junior or senior who will be enrolled during the

internship, has taken several cinema classes and is

interested in persuing a career in producing or

development. Send resumes with cover letter to

Ughtstorm Entertainment, Internship Program,

3100 Damon Way, Burbank, CA, 91505. Interviews

will be held the first three weeks of December.

Intemstiips 34 Apartments for Rent 49

STORY DEVELOPMENT INTERN for Roger

Gorman's Corxzorde, work directly for head of

development Rob (310)820-6733.

THE TRANS-ALLIANCE GROUP, an interna

tional consultant, is looking for self-

motivated intern. (310)478-7999.

Child Care Wanted 35

CHH.DCARE, Saturday 2pm through evening,

$50, good with kids, references, non-smoking.

(310)828-5144.

NANNY, PT, FOR 3yr.old in Westwood
Warm, reliable female. Live-out. Afternoons/

evenings. 4-days/week. Fluent English, non-
smoker, experienced. Call 6pm-9pm,
(310)472-5700.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $55(yhionth, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

3340 OVERLAND. 1 bedroom $550 unfurn-
ished, $625 furnished. Passing bus to UCLA
(213)837-7755. 4-7pm only.

ARTIST'S DELIGHT. V ceiling, great lighting,

quiet, clean, utilities paid. Mid-Wilshire land-

mark. Spacious single $475. Penthouse with
hugp deck $1,100. (213)384-5330, 256-8945.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, $975/MO.
3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR PARKING. 1/2

BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOSTER ST. (310)

839-6294. ^^_____
BEVERLY HILLS ADJAttNT. $775-875/MO.
2-BEDROOM. HARDWOOD FLOORS,
FRONT VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK TO P\CO BUS.
(310) 839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $675-765.
1 -BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX.% BLOCK TO PKIO BUS. (310)
839-6294.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
SINGLE, $725; HUGE 2BED/2BATH, $1 275;
COMPLETELY REMODELED, BEAtrTTFUL
LUXURY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROLLED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND GATED PARK-
ING. 1 1 61 1 CHENAULT ST (21 3)471 -1 340.

BRENTWOOD. One bedroom, den , luxury

building. $950. High ceiling, carpet, drapery,

electric heating. 826-3934.

BRENTWOOD, $840, 2BED/1 BTH, 11651
GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

CULVER CITY, $830, 2-bed-».1'A -bath, carpet,

drapes, quiet neighborhood and building.

(310)826-6907.

DETROIT & WILSHIRE. $550. Very large

single. Airy. No pets. Parking for small car.

939-1732.

FACULTY AND STAFF: One and two bed-

rooms available in the faculty apts on Levering.

Call 206-1947 (8am-5pm).

FREE RENTALS SERVKTE. Weslside & SF Valley

apartments. Singles, 1 & 2-bedrooms.
Furnished/ unfurnished. Beginning $560. The

Roberts Co. (310)312-9090.

FURNISHED 2-bedroom, $800, 1-be^oom,
some furniture $650. Direct bus to UCLA. Near

g(X)d area. (.310) 450-2655.

INGLEWOOD DUPLEX. Very nice 1 -bed. apt. .'^

Yard w/ fruit trees, security doors and win-

dows, hardwood floor. $585. Call Jessica

(213)559-7021.

MAR VISTA. 1-BED: $685. 2-BED: $775.

rvJewly painted, laurKlry. 454-0805.

MAR VISTA, 1 BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglcwtxxi Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (213)398 8579.

MAR VISTA, $575/mo, price negptiable.

1-bcd/ 1-balh. Large patio. Refrigerator,

stove. Days, (213)788-0885, evenings,
(81 8) 707-3802

.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS.. 31 22 Canfield

Ave, WLA. $1250 up. Security parking,

(213)286-9332, (213)839-2269.

PA^MS 1 -BEDROOM. $675. Large, sunny,
great closets, parking. 10 minutes to campus.
Days:(3 10)273-7598, Eves:(3 10)286- 7598.

PALMS. 2 bcd/2-balh. $825 & $855. Under-
ground parking, fireplace, ^C, alarm, pets

okay. (714)969-8977, A (213)559-6085.

PALMS. $875. 2-bed/2-bath. All appliances.

Security, fireplace, -• alarm 7, month free.

(213)«.W-fl«62 or 838-5567.

PALMS. Sharp single, $495; 1 -bedroom, $595.
Vertical blinds, carpet, stove, kitchen,
laundry, large and bright, great location
1 -block from Motor arxi National. 2-parking

spaces. 3351 Vinton. No pets. (310)576-5540.

(310)2740633. Open.

PALMS SPECIAL. No security deposit with
approved credit. $525 for single, $650 & up for

1 -bedroom. Pool, sauna, exercise room.
(21 3)8.36- IfMX).

FREEREl>rr

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

1>K()I 1 SSIONAl I Y MAN U,i:i) HV MOSS cK (C).

Why Pay More?
1 & 2 Bedrooms
$575—$800

Newly Remodeled
Must see to

appreciate.

657-8756
'f^

Fall Special
$200 Off 1st

Months Rent
Great locations

1 & 2 Bedrooms
$695 - $995

Perfect for Students
and or faculty

(213)479-1581

Beautiful One Bedroom
Apartments
Now Available

$800 Per Month with Security Deposit

Fully Furnished
All Utilities Paid, including A/C
Available to persons 21 and up

This apartment Is nestled in the beautiful Santa Monica
Mountains only fifteen minutes away from the UCLA campus

For more information call the University of Judaism
Housing Office at 213^76-9777, 879-4114 ext. 259.
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•AFFORDABLE*
•3528-3532 Sawtellc*

In Mar Vista near National

2bdrm Ibath

apartments. Uppers &
lowers. Balconies. Stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator.

Spacious with grey

carpet. White Blinds.

$775/month $500 deposit

OPEN DAILY OR
CALL:

Rental Office, 823-4383

10983 WELLWORTH
MMMMMM*

*1 Month Free Rent

(Asl^ for Details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Central Heating/

Air -Conditioning

-Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher. Gas Range.

Refrigerator, Disposal

•Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

I'urnishod

\joft

Apartment
In Westwood
Across From
Campus

^Ml
565 Gayley

824-0836

Ask about our special

Weekly Rentals
Guest l-lctchWestwood Village

Cable TV«Microwave •Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk»w/KITCH $295/wk
1 -bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

NORTHRIDQE $275 up. 600 Unit

student housing facility. 8har«d or

privals. Pool. Jacuzzi, racriiatlon
room. 1/2 hour drivo to UCLA.
Fraa Brochura. Norlhrido*

Campus Raaldanca, 0500 Zatzah,
Northridga. CA 01325

1018)880-1717

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
1BDRM

Starting at $600
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

PALMS. 1 bedroom. $695. Stove & Refrig

(213)637-7513.

SANTA MONICA. 3-BED/2-BATH. Hardwood
^floors, large yatd, 2-car garagr: .^>i Prmceton,
north of Arizona. Rent conftai. $1,75(ymo.
375-0934.

SANTA MONICA 2-bedroonV2-bath, sunny,
spacious, hardwood floors, ST/Rcf, laundry,

patio, cats okay. $1450. (213) 456-9758.

SPACIOUS AND BRIGHT 2-BED * DEN. 5
min from UCLA. $895/mo. Call Minju
(310)477-3036.

THIS IS THE PLACE! Cozy, clean, bright,

1-l>edroom upper. Stove/ref. Laundry and
parking. EZ move-in terms. $625.
Days:(31 0)206-11 93, Eves(61 6)961 -2304.

VAN NUYS: LARGE 1 -bed & den. Dishwasher,
stove, fireplace, 1 child/1 pet ok, or good for

roommates. (618)997-6766.

WESTCHESTER, $1065/mo., new luxury
2b€d/2bath, fireplace, laundry, private garage,

dishwasher, intercom. (310)546-3167,
(310)215-9310.

WESTWOOD. X-largc 1-bed. S790/mo. Walk
to UCLA and Village. Hardwood floors.

10971 'A Roebling Ave. (213)208-4253,
(213)624-2595.

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD
o ONE .N TWO BDIHMb

nicu^ GARA(--.E BAICC)NY
»L JACUZZI Fireplace
J^LK IN CLOSETS FULL
iTCHEN DISH WASHER
EC ROOM POOL TABi.6
'DEO GAMES LAUNDRY
ACILITY GAS & Vv'ATER PAID
ROM ^3 2*=^ PRSN
^OMMATES AVAILABLE

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

WESTWOOD Luxury 2-bed/1 -3/4bath
$1 100. Appliances, gated entrance and park-

ing, 1 block from UCLA. 445 Landfair.

(213)824-1969 " '^

WESTWOOD-FREE MONTH- 1 -block to

UCLA, studio, 1-bd/1-bth, 2-bd/1-bth.
FurnishecVunfurnished. Clean, parking, laun-

dry, facilities, pool. $600 and up. 10941
Strathmore (213)208-7294.

WESTWOOD. Large 2-bed/ 2-bath, furnished/

unfurnished. Pool/ Jacuzzi, long/ short-tenn,

$1400. (213)470-1513.

WESTWOOD, $985-1 1 95/MO,
2-BDRM,/2 BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD, 61 6 Veteran, WALK TO UCLA
Singles & 1 -bedrooms, $590 and up.
(213)206-4934.

Walk to CampusAnilage
Students Welcome

U1/ 2 sinks

$800w/lease
• refrigeratcr •dishwasher •

• controlled entry • A/C •

• elevator •

519 Glenrock
(213)208-4835

PALMS UNFURNISHED APARTMENT
1BR-$590, 2BR 1 1/2BA-$750. Large Rooms
Stove, refrigerator, carport, 624-7157 noon-
6pm.

WESTAA/OOD. X-LARGE 1-BED. $750-up
FurnishedAJnfumished. Parking. Near UCLA,
avail, now 11089 Strathmore.
(310)454-8211.

WESTWOOD, $1 1 50 to $1 550 Terrific 2 & 3

bedrooms. 2-baths, dr, Buill-ins, refrigerator,

dishwasher, A/C, patio, \Aundry. 1711 Mal-
colm. (213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD ADJ., sunny, rrnxiern 2-bcd/
2-bath. New kitchen, extra- large closets, A/C,
patio, 5-min. UCLA, quiet building. $1050.
(213)474-8608 ^
WESTWOOD, $600. Large single upper.
Stove, frig, mini-blinds. 477-2777.

WESTWOOD FURNISHED BACHELOR. Pri-

vate entrarx:e, ulilites, garage, bi-monthly
cleaning, light cooking, non-smoker, $500.
310-476-0049.

WESTWOOD AREA SINGLE WITH
KITCHEN QUIET BUILDING. WALK TO
CAMPUS. TWO AVAILABLE, $550 & $575
4705952

AMAZING 2 BED/2 BATH •VS^STWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, erx:losed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-

portation & UCLA. (213)475 6717.

WINTER RENTAL, S.M. 2-bed, fully equipped
apartnr>ent. Available 12/18 — 2/16. Professor

seeking reliable renters. $800/mo.
(310)452-1862.

WLArl BED/1 BATH Private patio, built-ins.

$650 1412 Brockton Ave. (818)368 6732

WLA 2BEDRM/2BATH plus huge den and
patio. $1100. 1412 Brockton Ave.
(816)368-6732.

WLA 2.BEDROOM, $900, 1 -bedroom,
$650-675. Santa Monica/ Barrington area.

Appliances, quiet, clean. Lease
(213)476-7116.

WLA AREA. $585/nx). Attractive furnished
single, kieal for students to share. Close to
UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

WLA/CENTURY CITY ADJACENT. 1-bed-
room, $750 charming. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, drapes, laundry, decorated porch,
quiet building. (310)474-1172

WLA/PALMS $835/mo. 2bed/ Ibath. Refrig.,

vertical blinds, patio. Security building
(213)471-0883.

Apartnnents Furnished 50

REDLXTED FROM $925 TO $800. 1 -bd. furn-
ished, (for 2). Full kitchen & bath. 478
Landfair. (213)276-5677.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,
$525/mo. LJtillties included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

B m
Beverly Hills Bachelors

Special Student Discount

• PkimUied tMchdon with color

TV, mkxowmvc, and refrigeialor

• Waricout facijty

•Jacuzzi
• 10 minutfcs from caa^Ms by bus

,

stop at top of street

III

B
120 S. Reeves between Bevedy &

Cannon, doee to WUshire

m
Apte. Unfurnished 51

U DEN/1 -'A BATH. Bright, spacious, airy.

Prime location. Easy access to shops-UCLA.
Security bidg. $90(yrTX). (310)207-6430.

$700 Palms modern 1 bedroom. Security

building. Stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, a/c,

fireplace. (310)836-5311, (310)837-0761.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $850- $895. 1-

bedroom, $750. Near Wilshlre & LXILA. Lease
to 2. Single, $650. (213)826-8461

VERY NICE 2bdr/1V» bath. Security, carpets,

drapes, frig. Pool, patio, parking,no pets.

$900. 500 Purdue Ave. (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $700, 1 -bedroom
$1100 , 2-bedroonVl-bath. Parking included.

1-1/2 blocks to campus. 10990 Strathmore.

(213)395-2903.

WLA, CLOSE TO LXTLA, $70Q^mo., 1 bed/
1 -bath built-ir^, pool, garden like.nice tenants.

(213)477-9955.

WLA. One-bedroom, $875/mo. Security
building^parking, new carpet. Walk to UCLA.
1450 Midvale. (213)391-2674.

Apartnnents to Share 52

10-MINUTES TO UCLA. O^vn room in large

apartment, near all buses. MUST SEE!

SSOtVmo. (310)641-5953.

10-MINUTES FROM CAMPUS. Own room in

^ 2-bed/1 -bath. $425/mo. Female non-smoker.
Parking. Joni (213)556-2446.

BEAUTIFUL TO SHARE IN 2-BED/2-BATH
Garage, cable TV, Jacuzzi. 2-blocks off Wil-

shire. $575. 1375 Midvale Ave. Apt. 106.

BRENTWOOD to share 2bath/2bdrm with
professional & dog. $550/mo. Dec. or Jan.

(310)447-2235.

aOSE TO LX:lA on Gayley & Strathmore.

2-bed/2-bath, pool, parking, full kitchen, fum-
ished. Geoff (213)824-2972.

COOL WEST HOLLYWOOD APT. 2-story,

own room, hardwood floors. Must be rH>n-

smoker. $450/mo. Available Dec. 1.

(213)939-5154.

CULVER CITY. 2-BED/1-BATH DUPLEX.
Furnished, parking, washer/dryer, nice neigh-

borhood. $40(Vmo -- 'A utilities. Female pre-

ferred. (213)292-9792.

EXCELLENT LOCATION, 5 miles from UCLA.
2-bed/1 -bath, roomy apartment. $550 + utili-

tics. Call (310)820-8962.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, huge Melrose/Fairfax

apartment. Private room, wood floors, sec-

urity, parking. $450/mo. Kristen
(213)651-3572.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, huge room
with balcony, security building, close to

UCLA, $45(ymo. Utilities included. Call Gin-

ger (213) 838-9691 evenings.

LA BRFA/SUNSET— 1 100 sq. ft., luxury 2-bcd/

2-bath. Pool, gym, Jacuzzi, parking. Available

now. $550, utilities included. Patricia

(213)969-9373.

MALE ROOMMATE 2-BED APT Santa Mo
nica. View of Palisades Park & ocean. $450 --

'A utilities. Betty: 394-4313.

M OR F NON-SMOKER, share 2-bcdroom
apartment. Sherman Oaks, security building,

express bus to UCLA. $365/mo. James (818)

501-8605.

ONE-BEDROOM AVAILABLE in 3-bed Brent-

wood apt Huge, great area, pool, parking.

$475Ano Call 476-3879.

F>hD STUDENT WISHES SAME TO share

apartment $450/mo. Call Bev (310)820-5367.

Apartments

PRIVATE BEDROOM wA)%w> bath. Full living

room it kitchen prhrilcges. $400/mo. Call

Carry, (310)639-9919.

PROFESSIONAL MALE wants to share 2-bed-
room in Mar Vista. $385/nr>o. Move in now.
(310)391-7175.

RELIABLE FEMALE NON-SMOKER TO SHARE
SPACKXJS 1 -BED/1 -BATH. Security building,

parking, pool, sauna, rec room. Utilities.

Amazingly $20C^no. (816)781-4093, eves.

ROOMATE WANTED. November rent free.

Looking for M or F to share 2-bedroom apt.

N-Orange Grove road near Fairfax and Mel-
rose. $475/mo. Must see to appreciate. Gra-
ham, day (213) 653-0406 eves (213) 653
-7S06.

SEEKING A NEAT and easygoing female to

share a 2-bed/l -bath w/ 2 others. $270/mo +
util. (310)82a6385.

Seeking a neat & easygoing female to share a
2-bed/1-bath w/ 2 others. $2 7(ymo-»4Jli lilies

(310)820-6.185 ^
SUNNY NEW APT. PRIVATE ROOM, BATH &
PHONE. PARKING, SECURITY. NON-
SMOKER WESTWOOD. $600.
213-470-9872.

WANT TO SHARE 2-BEDROOM APART-
MENI with graduate student? Prime Brent-

wood location. $65(Vrno. Parking. Jeff (31 0)
447-3020.

WLA $325- TWNHSE, A/C, Sec. pkng, no
snrx>ke. Near UCLA. Be Neat, r>dy. 575-1 186.

Roonnmates 53

FEMALE, 2-bed/ 2-bath, Westwood, beautiful

new Gayley apartments. Balcony, high ceil-

Ings. $.340/mo. Jennifer (213)208-5138.

FEMALE needed to share 2-bed apt. with 3
Seniors. Huge, furnished apartment. 'A block
from campus. 206-5481

FEMALE, non-smoker to share 2bed/1 ba. Furn-
ished Beverly Hills apartment, $484 -f

utilitics.Shclly 275-0449.

FEMALE , SHARE FURNISHED 2bd/2bth,
2-btocks from canrtpus. Storage parking.

Dresser and bed available, $35Q/nx). (213)
206-2328.

FEMALE, SHARE EXECUTIVE SINGLE with two
girls. $283.33/rTK> -¥ utilities. Ask for Rosalie or

Oilce, (310)206-0789.

FEMLALE roommate needed to share 2-bed.

'A block from campus. Seema, Jana 824-0796

NEED 2 GIRLS TO SHARE large bedroom w/
own bath In 2-bcV2-bth. Close to campus, #1

bus to school ar>d shopping. Available Dec/
Jan, $310 each. Kelly 478-4131

ONE BLOCK FROM UCLA - Need female to

share large 2be(V2ba. Security Building &
parking. Beginning DecTJan. $393/mo. Kristin

624-1993. ^
SHARE APARTMENT with 2 non-smoker,
quiet males. Walk campus. $292/mo. Chris or

Phu, evenings (310)624-3922.

WALK TO UCLA. Need clean, responsible

female to share room & bath in beautiful

HIigard condo. $400/month.
Sue-31 0-624-9777.

WALK UCLA/ largest 2bdmrV2bath. Female to

share beautiful condo with 3 others. $395/ea.
(213)961-6695.

WESTWOOD FEMALE NEED TO SHARE 2
bedroom apartment with 3 other girls.

$395/nx>. available Dec. 15th or Jan 1st. Tina
624-0476.

WLA-SM ADJACENT. 2+1 . Garage, backyard,
gardener. Close to UCLA. Female prefened.
No pets. $450 •»- *A utilities. Call Linda
(310)473-2342.

Room for Rent 54

l-BED WITH PRIVATE BATH. $375/mo. First

+ last. 6066 Comey Ave. LA,CA, 90034.
(213)934-15.32.

BEVERLY HILLS. Your own private bedroom/
bath/dcn inside an elegant duplex $695/mo
Non-smoker (213)552-0062.

BRENTWOOD AREA large private room/bath,
non-smoker, light duties, pets, utilities in-

duded. $395 + deposit. (213)393-6171.

BRENTWOOD, SPACKXJS room, home, near
UCLA- North Sunset. Private entrance. Pool
garden. Ideal study environment, Heavenly
parking, share bath, 3-way microwave
$425.00. (213)476-1766.

CHABAD HOUSE AT UCLA OFFERS HOUS-
ING IN A JEWISH ENVIRONMENT WITH
KOSHER MEALS, PARKING, LAUNDRY AND
REC FACILITIES. ACROSS FROM UCLA, 741
GAYLEY AVE. ONLY $350/MO. MENDY
(213)208-7511.

FURNISHED ROOM w/ pvt.-bath in larg^

Home. Kitchen priviledges, non-smoker. Close
to UCLA. $4.S0. 475-5125.

MAR VISTA TOWNHOME TO SHARE.
2bed/2bath, non-smoker, female. W/D and
utilities. SS.SO/mo. (310)314-4121.

MASTER BEDROOM for rent. Security park-

ing, near campus transportation. $436.5(Vmo
- utilities. Available 12/1. (213)391-1541.
Leave rncssapc.

OWN ROOM, share bath in 3 bedroom apart-

ment in Palms area. $340/mo including utili-

ties. (213)204-6659.

PACIFK: PALISADES. Room in 3-bed House
share I'A bath. Quiet responsible person,

non-smoker. $465 plus utilities.
(213)(.flfl6130 or (213)454-4372.

S.M. CANYON BEACH, non-smoking woman,
no pets. Separate entrance/ bath. Kitchen

privileges, parking. Fine home. $550.
(310)4.59-2109.

54

VENICE BEACH, private room, phone, park-
ing, w/d. Safe area. Buslines. Studious,

friendly non-smoker. $420/mo.
(310)452-7272.

WESTWOOD, OWN PRIVATE ROOM,
kitchen, laundry, arxi living room. 1 'A -bath.

$45Q/mo. -f utilities. Ana (21 3)477-1 aff.
Available now.

House for Rent 56

2-BED/1-BATH. WLA. Close to UCLA. New
carpets, new paint, pets okay. Near S.M. Blvd.

Drive by 11426 Missouri. If interested,

(213)477-7222. $\,365/mo.

2-BEDROOM DUPLEX. Westwood. Updated,
fireplace, hardwood floors, many extras. Must
see. Days (213) 684-6707, Eves 391-9734.

NEWLY REMODLED 3-bed/l*A bath. Very
convenient location in Sherman Oaks.
$200(ynM). Faculty preferred. 202-0130.

PALMS. 2-bed/l -bath. Burber carpet, large

yard. $1,250. 11174 Charnock.
(213)933-9388.

SANTA M0NK:A, $625, furnished 2-bcdroom
house, near beach and transportation.
(310)394-4105.

House to Share 57

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, large
3-bedroorn/2-bath house. Share with one non-
srr>oking female professional. $55(Vmo. (213)
937-9246.

MAR VISTA Large 3bd/2bath House to share
with female staff member. Non-snDoking fe-

male preferred $455Atk> (310)391-0230.

WLA, own roorV bath in 5-bed house. Share
w/ UCLA students. 2 roonrw;/ bath available.

$500 & $425. (605)640-0616.

House for Sale 58

CAPE COD STARTER, Mar Vista, chann gsh_
lore. Formal dintngroom, hardwood ftoorfT

$279,900. Open Sunday 1 1/16, 1-4. Roberta
Trousdale (310) 306-0073.

MAR VISTA. Westdale trousdale. Enlarged
3-f2. Formal dining, family room, and office.

Convenient location. $485,000. 576-7929.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

LXILA, 3bcd/2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $549,000 Dave (616)783-6875.

Real Estate 61

OFFKIES NEAR BEACH FOR RENT. 600-4200
SQ. FT. 16-FT. CEILING. NATURAL LIGHT.
PARKING. 396-3688.

Room/Board for Help 62

EXCHANGE 2-room mini apartments on Santa
Monica Beach for services, driving 2 children
from school and babysitting light housekeep-
ing. Alecn (310)451-1363.

NICE HOLLYWOOD HILLS FAMILY needs PT
childcare, in exchange for private room/bath +
board. 650-3100

Condos for Sale 67

BARGAIN: U1 top floor condo near Marina,
freeways. Lease option available. Tristan

(310)641-1085.

DELUXE CONDO: 2-bd/2-ba Security. Whirl-
pool tub. Refrigerator. W/D. Near UCLA.
(310)544-2809, Terra Properties.

Condos for Share 68

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED 2Bed/l 1/2Bath
Condo. Own room. Extras - TV, VCR, Cable.
Clean, quiet. Walk to UCLA. $625/mo
(310)824-4098.

Condos for Rent 69

2-BD/2-BA CONDO FOR RENT, 2 space
parking, furnished, 4 blocks west of Ohio &
Sepulvcda, $11 00 per month (negotiable). Jay
452-5850.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, own
bedroom/bath in 2-bed/2-btK. condo. Walk to

UCLA. Parking, pool. $60(ymo. 477-3245.

FOR RENT: Luxury 1 -bed/1 'A -bath in West
Hollywood. $1250. Highrise condo. Great
location. 8lh floor. Magnificent city view.
Valet parking. Garage, security, pool, suana,
conference rooms, excercise room. Furnished/
Unfurnished One year lease. (213)659-0761
or (212)fl7nii088

FURNISHED 2-f2, 3 mo. min. Charming
building. Pool etc. Walk to UCLA. Unfurn-
ished for longer term. $1 500. 475-3435.

ONE—BEDROOM West Hollywood Condo
for rent. Most utilities included, amenities.

$875/mo. Call 559-6246.

WESTWOOD CONDO. Hilgard and LeConte,

2-bed/2-baths. Washer/dryer, 2 security park-

ing spaces, full kitchen, $1300.
(816)286-0034.

Guest House for Rent 70

GUESTHOUSE: WEST HOLLYWOOD. View,
fireplace, quiet, secure. Month-to-month.
$1 ,00(ynx) includes utilities. (213)654-1033.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrourxied by pines. Close to everything - fully

equipped - reasonable rates. (818)785 1028
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••Everything wc (coaches) said,

they did,** Harrick said.

Mental toughness

••We let adversity bother us a
year ago.- Harrick said. "We're
not going to let that happen this

year."

You might think the Bruins arc

running for political office this

year, with all of the sweeping
changes they've promised.

And though you can't really

measure mental toughness in one
game, the Bruins did fall down by
11 points midway through the

opening half and didn't blink an
eye, coming back and dominating

the rest of the game.

Doughnut no more?

In Jim Harrick's first three

years, UCLA did not have a true

center. The Bniin centers in the

last three years have been a three-

point shooter and two small for-

wards: Kevin Walker. Keith
Owens and Tracy Murray.
None clogged the lane or intimi-

dated opponents inside. Good low
post players killed the Bruins game
in and game out. UCLA made
Stanford's Andrew Vlahov into a
star.

But with the arrival of sopho-
more Rodney Zimmerman. Har-
rick says that he has a bona-fide

center for the first time since he's

been at UCLA.

Misc. Sport Activities 78 Tutoring Offered
SKYDIVE TODAY! Tandem or static line with
Skydiving Adventures, Inc. Student discounts.

For further info, and free brochure
1 -600-526-9662.

Ctiild Care 90

PREOCRESSIVE PLAYHOUSE. WLA Daycare
Home. Children ages 1-4. Experienced pre-

school teacher, state license. Large yard. Lots

of activities. Call Stefanie 473-2771.

Insurance 91

[\ HATE AUTO INSURANCE

.si8.:;i^-1jio

Rfsi (^Rig irjs A0( uc

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)265-6686. LXTLA alumnus.

lERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, af>d reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOCIST, 20 years ex

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

EXPERT SCIENTIFIC EDITING. Evenings/

weekends. $25Air. (310)393-8167.

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING/EDITING GRA-
DUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION ESSAYS,

OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes-

sional help from nationally-known author/

consultant. (213)826-4445.

MONEY FOR COLLEGE! BILLIONS IN SCHO-
LARSHIPS AVAILABLE. GET YOUR SHARE!
CALL FOR FREE INFORMATION:
1-600-755-6121

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-

graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)671-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(213)473-4193.

RESEARCH, WRfTING. editing

All Levels-All Stjbiecis

Foreign Sttxlents Welcome
Fast, Professionai-Quafty Guaranteed

Cay Reeearch 213-477-8226

M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. HicKs/EMsaertatlans

Proposals and Books.

Forcl^ students welcome.

PAPOB NOT FOB SALE
Sharon Bear, PhJO
(213>47(M»62

Tutoring Offered 98

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-

nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/

Composition, Finar>ce, Foreign languages,

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)746-741 2.

ESL/COMPOSITKDN/EDITING. Duke gradu

ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)265-4616.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian (213)4 78-5822.

FRENCH TUTORING BY university graduate.
Native French speaker with experience
$15/hr. (310)826-4944.

PATIENT TUTOR MATH (ARITHMETIC THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS.
WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF-
RELIANCE. FOR FREE INFO CALL JIM.

(213)747-5118.

Tutoring Needed 99

ENGLISH TUTOR/ S.A.T PREP for 1 1 th grader.

At home. Call evenings 8-10 PM.
(310)559-4237.

NEED HELP on 386 clone for Windows, Word,
CD-ROM. $35/hr. Craig (310)829-1516.

Typing 100

$1.75 PER PAGE: Thesis, Papers, Resumes,
Transcriptions, Manuscripts, Charts, and
Graphs. (310)306-2648.

Arl AARDVARK PROFESSK)NAL WORD
PROCESSING for Valley Students. 20 years

exp., laser, spellcheck. (816)752-1980 7 days,

6anfv10pm. Rushes okay.

A-l BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -6 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (213)557-0556.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (including disserta-

tions,mailings,resumes). Editing/graphics

available. Laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Ani (213)312 3332

ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING. Any size

job. Fast service. Reasonable rates. Day or

night— Marcus (213)654-4227.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPER. APPLKIA-
TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 213-476-2629.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (213)627-5090.

A-*-! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/

editing, computer training, resumes,
transcription. Fax. THE WORD PLACE
(213)662-8008, (816)994-1094.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,
laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

MF, 6-5pm. Call David (213)786-9665.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edil help, fees negotiable, Wcstside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,

dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-

(213)939-4.303.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, term papers,

scripts, theses, papers. National/ Sepulveda.

(213)397-9711.

IS TVPING your thing? ? NO ? I can help. Fast,

accurate, flexible rates. Carolyn
213/671-3610.

Modern Sccrcterial and Graphic services: IBM
& MAC. Discount to students. Pick up/

delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(213)446-(m99.

PLEASE!!! A.).'s MAGKI FINGERS— Type 115.
wpm- will type anything, anytime. Call A.j.

(310)475 B902 MC—VISA—AMEX.
PRECISION TYPING $2.50/Double Space

Page Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-
Olivcry Available (310)864-3981

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING. Fast, af-

fordable, resumes, theses, dissertations, manu-
scripts, tapes, Laser Printer. M-F 8am-9pm.
(310)475-0318.

PROFESSIONAL WORDPROCESSING in my
home. High quality. Accurate. Weekends and
evenings ok! Good rates. Dee (21 3)398-1 21 7.

PROFESSIONAL RESLIME SERVICE. Theses-

term papers. Employrrient service. Delta Per-

sonnel Services, Simi Valley. (605)526-5210.

PROF. WRITER/MAGNA CUM LAUDE offers

writing/research assistance. Phone/fax

(618)753-9939, 6-9pm.

SHERRI'S SECRETARIAL SERVICES. All year

typing for that professional look Call

(800)300-0343

**Zim*s the first guy Tve had at

UCLA who's been able to handle

the middle," Hairick said.

Zimmerman had nine points,

nine rebounds and two blocked
shots in the first start of his college

career.

He*s no Shaquille O'Neal, but

UCLA's Doughnut Days of having
a hole in the middle, just might be
over.

Depth and the backcourt

Against the Hoosiers, eight

UCLA players played for at least

10 minutes, as the Bruins suddenly
find themselves with the luxury of
depth at the guard line. UCLA has
five capable guards — Madkins,

98 Typing

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)628-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2868.

WORDPROCESSINCVDESK TOP PUBLISH-
ING, papers, resumes, transcriptions, ABA
format. Westwood. (213)473-5755

WRFFER'S BLOCK? WRITING APPREHEN-
SION? Professional writing counselor with

Harvard doctorate will work privately with you
on dissertations, theses, term papers, or prepar-

ing forcomps. Result-orientated. Your medical
insurance may apply. Call Productive Prose

(213) 316-5128.

Travel 105

TICKETS
^ Seattle $308.00

^ Dallas $248.00

^ St. Louis $298.00

^ New Orleans $338.00

f Miami $357.00

+ Washington D.C.

$468iK)

Travel Service
A-Level Ackerman

i^r——^ 7i
M-F 8:30-6, Sat 12-4

AS[)CIA/^ CallUCLAFLY

Jlorida

SanPrand(CO $M*
London $918*
Parte $ttf*
Frankfurt $885*
Rio Dc Janeiro $449*
•Faies art each way from Los Angeles based on a
nsurxAnp purchase. Rntnctions apply. Farcssubtect
to change wXhoJt notice and tiMes not included.

Coundilkaiid
1093 Braxton Ave #920
Los Angeles, CA 90024

310-808-3551

Music Lessons 102

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

Shon Tarvcr, Darrick Martin,

Mitchell Butler and freshman Tyus
Edney.

All played very well against the

Hoosiers, and the guards combined
for 39 points and 18 assists

Outlook

The Bruins looked excellent in

beating Virginia last year in the

Great Alaskan Shootout, and then

blowing out early-season oppo-
nents and rolling up the points.

Could this be just a replay of last

year?

UCLA players don*(think so,

and they have a good case. Citing
experience, maturity and the pain
of having ended their year in what

Rodney Zimmemuiii

Harrick calls "an unsavory fash-

ion,** the Bruins seem determined

to make this year different, as

evidenced by their intensity on
Friday night.

"I think you*rc going to hear a

lot from us in March,** Madkins
said.

He could be right.

100 Music Lessons 102 Autos 109

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City 0))era; musicals; lop supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets

results. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional

service. (213)450-0133

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experierKed Career Counselor. Also

college admission essays. Lee (21 3)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

HAWAII, MEXICO, BAHAMAS, ORLANDO.
$99 ROUND TRIP. Advance resen/ation, open
dates, son^ restrictions. Call (818) 883-7100.

Travel Tickets 106

1 OW LAX TO ST. LOUIS OR DALLAS. Dec.

15. Male. American. $125/obo.
(310)824-3363.

2OW TICKETS to NYC JFK from LAX on 1 1/26.

Best offer. 451-2877.

AIRFARE for $99 roundtrip to Hawaii, Florida,

Mexico, Bahamas, Jamaica. Open date, tickets

gpod for 2 yrs. 30 days advance reservation.

One week hotel minimum stay required.

Limited offer. 1(800)927-9605.

BOSTON. OW LV LAX. Dec. 14th $20G/obo.
Eric (310)824-4059.

L.A. to SAN FRANCISCO ROUNDTRIP, NOV
26-30. Only $55. Call Kayo In Hawaii (808)

941-2139.

LAX-HONOLULU, roundtrip, Dec.17-27, re-

turn changeable, $35(yobo. Call 476-8377.

LAX to SFO, departing 12/14 1 0:00am, return-

ing 12/15 7:00pm. Roundtrip $58, four

available. (310)390-4935.

RNDTRP TO SF FROM LAX. Leave 11/26,

Return 1 2/2. $100 or obo Jim (310)37601 24.

Autos for Sale 109

1977 PORSCHE 924, Silver, Beautiful condi-
tion, AM/FM Cassette, all extras, low milage,
original owner $275Q/obo. (213)472-5551.

1984 SAAB TURBO, black, 47k miles, sunroof,
loaded, one owner. $5800. (310)396-3688.

1985 SUBARU WAGON, Red, 4-WD, Turbo,
loaded except radio, original owner, all re-

cords $5,40(Vobo (213)472-5551.

'86 CHEVY SPRINT. 5-speed, 2-door, 54,000
miles, grey. $1,500. Pime. (310)396-3491.

'89 HYUNDAI FXCEL CL. Auto, A/C. fnVcass,
new brakes & tires, runs great. $3,300.
(818)769-9193.

CHEAP! F.B.I. /U.S. SEIZED
'89 Mercedes. ..$200, '86 VW. ..$50,
'87 Mercedes. .$100,'65 Mustang.. .$50.
Choose from thousands starting $25 FREE 24
hour Recording Reveals details.
(801)379-2929, Copyright# CA 11 KK:

CHEVETTE, '82, $950, 4-door, runs great, just

had tune-up. Call Jennifer (310)208 5138.

CHEVROLFT SPRINT 1987. 49,000 miles.

Slick shift. Good condition. $2800/obc. Call
Daniela (714)586-54^0.

CHEVY K24, '89, loaded, 30k miles. MUST
SELL. $7.000/obo. Joe 209-1291.

CONVERTIBLE VW-RABBIT '83. White, new
top, new tires, low mileage, great car!

$520G/obo. (213) 207-0109.

DATSUN 210 1977. Automatic, AM/FM ste-

reo, new front tires. Runs great. Only $670.
Call (21.1)385 5381.

FOR SALE BY OWNER: HYUNDAI EXCEL.
'88, BLUE, LIKE NEW. $3600/OBO.
(213)659-0761.

HONDA ACCORD EX Coupe, 1990. Black w/
tan. All options & new condition. $13,900.
(3 10)44 7- 1788.

MAZDA RX7 '79. 5-speed. AC. Power brakes.
Red with black interior. Custom wheels. Rear
window louvcrf. Pull-out stereo. Bra. Mainte-
nance records. Immaculate. S285(Vobo. Leave
message, 394-0760.

MITSUBISHI STARKDN TURBO '85 Great

Corxiilion. Great Deal, Fully loaded. Moving
Must Sell. Leave message $3,550
(213)285-4610.

VOLKSWAGON QUANTUM, 1983. Sunroof,

AMA'M cassette, 4-door, automatic. Lots of

extras. $2700. Original owner.
(310)377-7942.

VC>LVO,'83, 4-door, excellent condition, 1

owr>cr. Automatic, AM/fM cassette, $3950.
(310)472-1680, (310)472-3228, a.m. and
evenings.

VW RAn»IT '79. 5 doors. Very good moior.

New battery, alternator. $6,800. Leave a

message. (818)981-4743.

Bicycles for Sole 111
LADIES 21 SPEED UNIVEGA HYBRID BIKE. 1

YEAR OLD, LIKE NEW, INCL. LOCK, TOOLS,
ETC. $250 (310)207-0665.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

HONDA VTR, 250, '89, $210(Vobo, only
2400 miles. (310)390-5270.

Scooters for Sale 115

1986 ^ED HONDA ELITE Excellent condi
tion, only 1,800 miles. $800 Firm. Evening
call Jeff (310) 453-4771.

1 986 WHITE HONDA ELITE. Excellent condi-
tion. Lock, permit arxl helmet included.

$85(yobo. Call Kris 208-4746

1988 YAMAHA JOG GREAT CONDITION.
LOW MILES, $600/o.b.o. MUST SELL
(213)478-4007.

1 989 HONDA SPREE 50. Must sell! Like new.
$399/obo. (213)476-2409.

1989 HONDA ELITE 80. Top condition.

$800/obo Call Allen: Day(21 3)31 5-8422,
Night(21 3)398-7358. ^
HONDA 125, 1986. $950 or best offer.

Excellent condition. (213)208-4423.

HONDA '82 2-SPEED, auto, moped. Excellent

condition. SAOO/obo. Call (818)246-6998 or

(818)246-6998.

HONDA AERO 1987. 200 miles. Excellent

cofKJition. New tires, plug^, battery. $90(Vobo.
Call Matt 794-3687.

HONDA ELITE 50S 1987. $425. Runs great.

Low miles. Call Suzie (310)208-2713.

HONDA ELITE 50, 1989. Excellent condition.
With lock. $550/obo. Must sell.
(213)470-9757.

HONDA ELITE 150, '86. Red. only 1.5k.

virtually brand new. New battery, helmet.
$1299/obo. 208-6703.

HONDA ELITES. 80, 1 50, 250, mint condition.
Weal transportation. $900-$120(yobo. Call
4/1-5198.

Furniture for Sale 126

DINING TABLE- Solid Oak, 45inch octagon &
Three chairs $150; 8foot while couch $50.
(818)782-9543.

FUTON AND MATCHING END TABLE for

sale. Full-size, excellent condition. $15(Vobo.
Terry 794-5333.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kingj $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

WHITE PLATFORM Queen-sized bed, (with-

out mattress) $25. Must sell by Sat. 1 1/23.
Carol days, (310)825-7990, eves.
(310)836-9153.

Typewriter/Computer 134

BUT IT TODAY, print your term paper tonite!

IBM-compatible, 640RAM, 40-HD, Epson
printer, $400. Jerry, 472-9259.

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 286, 1MB, 5.25-FD,
3.5''FD40HD. KEYBOARD, MONITOR, NEW
W/ WARRANTY. $620. (213)644-2612.

IBM-PC COMPATIBLE with printer- Includes
two floppy drives, graphics monitor, near letter

quality printer and software. Best of'er— call

Pete 208-3047.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount arxi teach you to assemble it yourself!

PC SUPPORT GROUP. (818)994-1188.
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JUMPIN'JACK
PLAQUE

COSMETIC AND
^^--f^miriTq, GENERAL DENTISTOY
J -jf ' i\''"hr For Appointment:
'M^^UJWWv. 478-0363

•TOOTH BOlWINGrBIJEACI^
•Fix Chipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas, Estimates in \^riting

•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Lany Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)

1441 Westwood Blvd. (Between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

Aodhiana Ah ADVEMTUPE IM

IMDIAM DIMIMG

Wcdt LA, d Authentic Tandoorl and Curry Didhe^

Chicken • Fufh • Shrimp • Lamb •Exotic Breads

All You Can Eaf Lunch Buffet onlij $5.95
Champaqne Sunday Brunch (l2-3) only $9.95

Full Bar^Food to Go^Catering^Deiwcry
FREE GARAGE PARKING After 6pm Lunch: M-F 1 1 .30-2:30
Lunch/Dinner Valet Parking Available Dinner: Daily 5:30-1 0:00

1 164S Wilshire Blvd. 2nd Floof (1 block east of Barrington) 207-5522

_i

D \ \ Acjic Skin Care did

wonders to my fmoe I never

thought I would have

healthy skin again, but the

weddy ucatments really

helped rrte out My skin is

dear, less oily, and feeb

gread What would I've

done without it* I learned

of B.H Acne-Skin Care from

a friend at church She told

me how it helped her skxn

to be so healthy and
recommended me to

remove my acne at B H
Acrte-Skin Care

Jean Kim (Seruor at Ccrnios High School)

Beverly Hilb Acne^Skin Care Clinic

Acne-A Treatable
The new \Ag word in skin care
•Deep pore cleaning
•No lanolin mlncraioll, artificial '

color or fragrance

ACNE-A IHEATABLE - CLEAN SKIN = DRAIIAIIC RESULTS IN 2 MONTHS GUARANTEED

(213)289-9733
^

998 8. Robertson Bird. *204
OPEN TUES-SAT (Olympic ft Robertson)

Batorc golrtg to B.H. Aon«4kin Cm* \

««•• aaaing a tfwmatologial wlio
praacrtMd mIrMohM which w«a
•tongar t\m Mra cycMna and a ladai

tintnmA. TMa laalad lor war a yoar.

Tha raaults tmn \mm arid vary ctouv In

appMrtng Onoa I alwtod going to

B.H. Aona-SMn Car*, paopw bagar> to

node* my Ain daaring up wMhin a
mon<h. I didn't naad to taka an/
madtcalkm «iMch makaa ma dixzy
artd B H. Aona-Sfcki Car* gava ma
good kaabnant to altock avary

pfenpla. which inaurad twy wouM go
a«MBy. So now my aldn la much
daarar ttan wrftan I «Maa sacing a
darmakiogist. I highly raoommartd
har tar anyona wHh any typa ol acrw
problam.

Ev«iyn BrfMltrot (UCU tUlwtQ

^

=^ducating^ev\frtean-American Stndentr=

Problems with the

Traditional School System and
Possible Solutions

presented Sy:

Mpha Xa-pipa Mpfui

Sorority, Inc,

Tuesday November 19, 1 991

Hedrick Fireside Lounge

6-8pm

*Refreshments will be served

Funded by the Campus Programs Committee of the Programs Activities Board

Rugby
makes
it dose

mmm^^^immim^K^^

By Stacy Frand

It was a big game Sunday when
the UCLA Rugby team played the

much taller and stronger Santa
Monica Rugby Club.

Although UCLA fell, 20-16.

coach Wayne Young believed his

team made a good showing.

Santa Monica is one of the better

club teams in the country, and
saying the Bruins faced a huge
challenge is an understatement.

Older, more experienced play-

ers comprise the Santa Monica
team, many of which are national

class players, while UCLA*s roster

is filled with college players, many
who have no previous rugby
experience.

"Santa Monica is one of the

better club teams in the United
States, and we scored three tries

off them,** Young said. "The
forwards were particularly good.**

Santa Monica jumped out to a
14-0 halftime lead on three tries

and one successful conversion, but
the Bruin defense overcame early

intimidation and toughened up.

Early in the second half,

UCLA's Dylan Dunne scored a
u-y, but Santa Monica retaliated

with another try to up its lead, 20-

6.

"Dylan*s try was a brilliant

run,'* Young said.

The Bruins scored two more
u^ics before the final whistle.

Scrum-half Mike Foley, who is

the equivalent to a quarterback in

football, also scored for the Bruins.

Despite the loss, captain Darren
Maloney was upbeat with his

lcam*s preseason performance.

"The team really came
together,** he said. "A good show-
ing against them now means a
great showing in the winter.**

This was the final preseason
contest of the year. UCLA faces a

full schedule of collegiate com-
petition starting in the winter, with
its first regular season game
against Southern California on
Jan. 11.

VOLLEYBAU.
From page 36

A new Bruin team emerged
from the locker room, one that

passed much better. Youngs and
Williams (22 kills) got help from
Laurie Jones (8 kills. .357 hitting

percentage) and Lisa Hudak (5
kills, 8 digs), and the Bruins were
able to put the Cardinal away, IS-

9.

But game four displayed the

same Cardinal dominance seen in

Hrst and second games, with
Stanford running out to a 10-1

lead. UCLA fought off six match
points and made the score respect-

able, but finally tost lS-8.

**I was very, very pleased with
how well we responded in games
three and four,** Banachowski said.

*'I thought we fmished the match
strong . . . and we coukl have just

packed it in, so I was very proud of
the way wc finished it off.**

The Bruins did come back and
easily swept California 15-13, 15-

8, 15-10 on Saturday night in a
sparsely filled Harmon Gym on the

Beikeley campus.

Stop smoking.
Your heart, lungs and

friends mil thank you.

Swimmers
split 'Zona
dual meets
By Scott Bloom
Daily Bruin Staff

Talk about pulling a fast one.

When UCLA women's swim-
ming coach Cyndi Gallagher
planned her team's trip to Arizona
and Arizona State Friday and
Saturday, she planned to use her

first two Pac-10 dual meets to

swim fast and prepare for the

upcoming season.

That's what coaches usually do
in the Pac-10— swim hard in the

conference season but focus on the

Pac-10 and NCAA champion-
ships.

That's what Arizona coach
Frank Bush did in a 133-108 loss to

No. 4 UCLA (2-1, 1-1 in the Pac-

10) Friday, the first dual meet of
the season for both schools.

But ASU coach Tim Hill had
other plans.

After falling to the Bruins in

Westwood last year. Hill had his

team prepare for this meet as if it

were the NCAAs — wearing
lightweight racing suits and a

Uiiining schedule tailored for a

championship race.

And it showed, with the No. 12

_ Sun Devils (5-0, 2-0 in the Pac-10)
-taking a 154-146 win in Tempe.

*The way I look at the dual

meets is that you get experience

from them,** Gallagher said. "It

doesn*t matter if you win or lose,

because you have the Pac-lOs and
the NCAAs. I guess ASU had to do
this because they wanted to beat

us.**

Even with the extra prepara-

tions, UCLA gave the Sun Devils a

fight, taking it to the final race

before falling to ASU.
The Bruins opened the meet

with a win in the 400 medley relay

(3:49.10), and then followed it

with a Natalie Norberg win in the

1000 freestyle (10: 18.00). Norberg
later came back to win the 500
freestyle (4:55.92).

Other Bruin winners included

Kristy Heydanek in the 100
backstroke (56.83). Christy
Richardson in the 100 breaststroke

(1:05.28), and Becky Bruch in the

200 breaststroke (2:20.14).

"ASU had to swim out of their

minds to beat us.**

Gallagher said she had "no idea

why** ASU would train so hard for

the meet
The Bruins' fortunes were much

belter the previous day, a cold and
rainy afternoon in Tuscon that saw
UCLA continue its mastery over
Arizona with victories in six

events and four one-two finishes.

The meet was marked by chaos
on the Bruin side of the pool deck,

as Gallagher scrambled to rear-

range the order of her swimmers
after a miscue between the two
coaches.

Norberg and Shelton were
impressive, with Norberg winning
the 400 freestyle (4:28.76) and the

100 freestyle (2:07.01). Mary
Pctry took the top spot in the 400
individual medley (5: 1 1.92), while

Krislen Walls won the three meter
diving event (295.43).

Although she didn't win any
events, Tasha Badillo was
impressive with a second-place

finish in the 400 freestyle (4:33.76)

and a third-place mark in the 200
freestyle (2:10.95).

"Arizona was really competi-

tive, but they just didn't have the

depth we do,** Gallagher said.

"Our sprinters were a little flat,**

she said, "but jhat's the way they

should be— tired. They didn*t do
well in the 50 freestyle but they

came back for the 100.
»
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YOU MICHT LOSE YOUR HEAP

HAIR SALON
62 YEARS IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

SPECIALTIES FOR MEN & WOMEN STARTING AT $10.00

WE RE THE BEST
1061 XiAYLEY AVENUE CALL FOR AN APPT.
WESTWOOD.VJLLACE 208*6559
NEXT TO BREADSTICKS 8am TO LATE NICHTS

come and get the facts from BUI Grtesar,

a representative from Beaver College

INFORMATION MEETING
Tuesday • Nov 19*12^2 pm
EXPO Center • A-213 Ackerman

sponsored by the UCLA EXPO Center

tor further Information call 825-0831

with Beaver College

Educational Center Ltd.

MCAT
$50.00 DISCOUNT
/ Start Studying Early!

/ Test Your Best Guarantee!

Tuesday, November 1 9, 1 991 31

Donate THREE cans of food by November 27, 1991,

and place a $100 deposit on the course of your

choice with the Stanley H. Kaplan Educational

Center Ltd. of Southern California, and we will take

$50.00 off the current tuition. The balance of your

tuition is due before the first day of class or in 90

days whichever comes first.

TibitcamlitnctMBdwiikaticltmiKnuttarofirmadiifSlt^ Ik

Copeland's Sports
GRAPHITE
SNJIFTED IRON SET
TOUR MODEL III
• IncludM #3 99. plu« PHcMng Vtmd^
• Cr»pMt« Mhafta sr* M9ht*r allowing for
gr*««*r Club H««d >p««d and mora
diatanc*

• Ptimmtmr-waljMad to provido groatar
ootialatoncy
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179

GOLF
DELUXE

GOLF BAG
CACTUS
Carry Bag
4 tartton

club
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atrap for

•Mtra
comfort.

4 dpparad

Spocial Croup

PUTTERS
Quality
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ahaft*.
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atyfoa
to cbooaa
from.

EXERCISE EQUIPMENT

Opaolal Group
MINI MM JOHBAM

lOOli

stiBln
iguMir.

19!?

BASKETBALL

COnVERSE'COMS 100
BASKETBALL SHOES

L*«t«Mr upp«r iMslidtball sHo* wMi
lottg wr*arifl«g two color rubbor outselo.

Thro* colorm to cKooao

PAIR FOR

APAIil
OH
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Copeland's Sports
1 001 WESTWOOD BLVD

WESnillOOD
HOURS MON-THURS 10 9. FRI-SAT 10-10. SUN 10-7
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TRAFFIC
SCHOOL '

1-KKK l»ARKI\(, CI SIIIOXKI) CIIAIKS

SAT, SUN, & EVENIXCiS
CLASSESm-m*

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY
(CLEARfCOLOR) $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (• mo 1^41^ $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED. $139 PR

Baadi n Lomb Immm

Discover the convenience of Westwood Village's 24-hour
express store! Open 24 hours and stocked with all the

essentials (and the goodies) you or your party might need.

Convenient parking, too! So, if it's 3 PM. or 3 A.M., come in

to the Village's fast and friendly market, and find whatever

you need—whenever you need it.

~" ^~

^Village
/^xpressmart
^^^^^^ ' Always Open at the comer of Gayley & Le Conte

FOODSTORE
10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (213) 209-9111

Open 24 hours • 7 days a week • CONVENIENT FREE PARKING

Investment Banking
Opportunities at

First Boston
First Boston, a global investment banking firm, headquartered in

New York, will be recruiting for its two year financial analyst

program. Positions are available in the Investment Banking

Department. All Seniors are cordially invited to attend a

presentation.

Presentation:

Tuesday, November 19, 1991

The Wfestwood Marquis Hotel

6:30 p.m.

Interviewing schedule:

January 22, 1992

For further information and inquiries, please feel free to contaa:

Bradley R. Thayer

Investment Banking

333 S. Grand Avenue

Suite 2200
Los Angeles, CA 90071

Deadline for submission of resumes is January 10, 1992.

WILUAMS
From page 36

became the first Bniin to nish for

more than 200 yards in a game
since Gaston Green in 1987. With
958 yards on the year, Williams
would also be the first UCLA back
since Green to nish for 1,000 yards

in a season.

**I think every l)ack should have
as one of his goals to run for 1,000

yards." Williams said. "I want to

end with 1,000, no matter how I get

it-

Williams got yardage just about
any place he could against Oregon,
sweeping around the side or

powering up the middle. All

through the game, he was the

beneficiary of good blocking from
UCLA's offensive line.

"It was a tough game," Williams
said. "But I e7q)ected it. It was a
hard-nosed game, but we won.
These are the kind of games we
need to win."

Williams got the nod for his first

starting assignment after Wills

went down with a strained knee
ligament Although Williams has

been consistent this year— aver-

aging 93.5 yards per game — he

said before the Oregon game,
**Therc were some butterflies in

my stomach for the first time."

He quickly lost those butterflies,

however, by rushing for 81 yards

in the first half. In the third quarter,

Williams broke through for

UCLA's only touchdown— a 17-

yard burst off the left tackle.

Then late in the fourth quarter,

Williams broke through for what
would have been a 79-yard touch-

down. But a clipping penalty

brought the play back, and Wil-

liams had to settle for a 49-yard
run.

"Who needs a clip for that guy?"
UCLA head coach Terry Donahue
asked. "He's the fastest guy we've
got on the team. If you ever

thought about not clipping, it's

when that guy's in the clear."

"It was just one of those plays

where if I just wait and let the

guard do his job, it'U be there,"

• •

UCt-A Sports kifiNiiHrtion

Kevin Williams

Williams said. "It was the right

play called at the right time. Like I

said, my job is easy ifeverybody is

blocking for me."

When he wasn't motoring

through holes in Oregon's defen-

sive line, Williams laid in a few

blocks himself. Midway through

the third quarter, Williams set up a

perfect block that gave Maddox
room for an 18-yard scramble.

According to Donahue, Wil-

liams newly found toughness has

allowed him to do in 1991 what he

hasn't done in his first two years at

UCLA — be a full-time player.

"Kevin's problem hasn't been

an inopportune number of carries,"

Donahue said. "It's that he hasn't

been able to tolerate a lot of

carries.

''Up until today there's no way
fills kid would have carried the baB
30 times and been healthy. He
would have been in the tnuning

room, and he would have been

banged up and hurt"

With Wills most likely out for

the use game, Williams said he

expects to be named the starter.

Although Donahue characteris-

tically refused to promise any-

thing, Williams will probably start

the rest of the season. Either way,

Williams just wants to get on the

field and run.

"It never made a difference that

I didn't start" he said, "as long as I

got to play and could contribute to

the team."

From page 36

led by Nfike Garrett who had run

wild up and down the field. I can
remember the emotion of the

game. We were getting beat 16-6,

and I could remember it was really

difficult

*Then we came back and ended
up winning the game. I could
remember clearly the mob scene

on the field. Those are memories
and experiences that you take to

your grave. You never forget them.

"It's difficult to put into words,
but it's very difficult to understand
the euphoric feeling you get when
you win the game, and the uplifting

feeling that everyone associated

with your program has when you
are able to win the game.
"Conversely, it's hard to

describe the pain that you go
through following losing the

game," Donahue said.

Donahue said that senior tail-

back Shawn Wills will definitely

miss the USC game, because of

strained ligaments. Donahue also

said that there was a possibility

that Wills might miss the John
Hancock Bowl.

Punt returner and comerback
Chad LaRose had an accident on
his moped, and suffered lacera-

tions on his knee. Donahue said

that LaRose might be able to play

against USC.

USC head coach Larry Smith
has not yet decided whether
freshman Rob Johnson or sopho-

more Reggie Perry will start at

quarterback, but Donahue said that

won't affect UCLA's defensive

game plan.

"We have to prepare for both

quarterbacks," Donahue sakl. "We
must prepare to stop USC's
offense, and not worry about
which quarterback plays.

"Both players have at times

exhibited the ability to play well.

However, if our defense is playing

well, there is a good chance that we
will have the opportunity to see

both quarterbackis," Donahue said.

Johnson became the first true

freshman to start at quarterback for

the Trojans since World War n. He
is the brother of former UCLA
quarterback, Bret Johnson, who
transfored to Michigan State last

year.

USC has lost their last five

football games, which is a school-

record-tying losing streak. The last

tmie the Trojans lost five consecu-
tive games was during the 1959
and 1960 seasons.

The last time USC lost five

consecutive games in a single

season was 1957. when they
finished with a record of 1-9.

This will be the first k)sing

season for the Trojans since 1983,

when Ted Tollner guided USC tc a
4-6-1 record.

USC leads the all-time series,

34-19-7, and they haven't lost to

UCLA since 1986. In games
played at the Los Angeles Coli-

seum, site of this year's game,
USC holds a 32-16-7 advantage.

Women's • »-»-: ff

• I huge win
By D.J. Harmeling

The UCLA women's soccer
team avenged an early season
defeat by beating Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo, 1-0, in the final of the

California Collegiate Women's
Soccer Conference (CCWSC)
league tournament Sunday at UC
Riverside.

The victory assures the Bruins
of a berth in the national club
soccer tournament this weekend,
Nov. 22-24, in Austin, Texas.
The Bruins (13-3-1) should be

riding high after shooting down the

Mustangs, which were undefeated
in conference play.

The team has now won eight

consecutive games and 10 of its

last 1 1. Each victory was a shutout
UCLA's only loss during this

streak came nearly one month ago
at the hands of Sonoma State, an
NCAA Division II school ranked
number one at the beginning of the

season.

Bruin head coach Marc Clay
believes that winning the tourna-

ment is the payoff his team has
received on the investment they
have contributed — hard work.
"Winning the tournament

allowed the team to recognize their

abilities and was a payoff for the

commitment they've given us thus

far," Clay said.

Their victory in the league
tournament, however, has a
melancholic tinge for the Bruins.

As a club team, there are a
number of factors which could
prohibit UCLA from attending the

national tournament
The team has been involved in a

number of local fundraising activ-

ities, attempting to raise air fare,

hotel fare, etc. for the trip.

Additionally, to travel to Texas,

the Bruins would have to leave

early Thursday and return late

Monday, forcing the players to

miss three of the last 10 days of
class. A number of players have
expressed concern on these
grounds.

A meeting was held Monday
night to determine the outcome of

the season, the results of which
were unavailable at press time.

Should the Bruins prove unable

to attend the national tournament
they still can hold their heads high

knowing that they've rebounded
from early season doldrums to play

progressively better with each
game.

The league tournament final

pitted UCLA against a Cal Poly

team that had handed the Bruins

their only conference defeat in the

sixth game of the season. More
than defeating the Bruins in that

game, Cal Poly dominated the ball

in the 2-0 victory.

Sunday's game began as if it

would be a carbon copy of the

previous matchup. Cal Poly domi-
nated the ball for the first 20
minutes, at which time the Bruins
started gaining confidence that

they could play at the same level as

the Mustangs, Clay said.

Then, at the 29-minutc mark, the

Bruins got on the scoreboard.

Sonja Munevar nailed a shot off

the crossbar, which Erika Kim
rebounded and placed in the upper
right comer of the net The 1-0

margin held, giving UCLA its

greatest achievement at this point

in the season. Clay said.

*That was the height of our
season right there," Clay said. "It

was a culmination of all the hard
work and frustration we've put in."

Clay singled out forwards
Munevar and Kim for their play.

Senior sweeper Lisa Tom received
praise for her play on the defensive
end, as did Alicia Bullock. Bullock
was called on to replace Moana
Asam, who was out with an injured

knee.

The first three games in the

tournament proved far easier than
the final for the Bruins.

San Diego State cancelled a first

round matchup against UCLA,
pitting UCLA in the quarterfinals

against UC Riverside, also the

recipient of a first round cancella-

tion.

UCLA scored a solid 4-0 victory

over the Highlanders.

In the semifinals, the Bruins
drew Fresno State, while Cal Poly
played Loyola Marymount
UCLA beat Fresno St 4-0 in a

physical contest a prelude to a
final against Cal Poly, which had
defeated LMU 8-0.

LMU then cancelled their con-
solation game for third place,

skipping it in favor of driving

home.
"Cancelling the consolation

game was indicative of how
they've handled things all season,"

Clay said, in reference to difficul-

ties he encountered trying to bind
their coach to a definitive date for a

makeup match. The game went
unplayed.

Thus UCLA rolled into the

final, and rolled on through Cal
Poly in the final to a tournament
victory.

Now the team must wait, to see
if the constraints of being a club

team will prevent them from
realizing their ftill potential. By all

accounts they are playing their best

soccer of the season, and to cut the

season short would be an injustice

to a team that has put forth a

tremendous effort to overcome an

inauspicious start.

Bruins reach finals
By Jay Ross
Dally Bruin Staff

UCLA's Mamie Cenzina and
Paige Yarushuk reached the dou-
bles finals of the Rolex Intercolle-

giate Tennis Championships on
Sunday before falling in straight

sets to top-seeded Nicole Storto

and SuQ Hawk of San Diego State,

6-1, 7-6.

Cenzina and Yarushuk had
defeated Beth Choate and Lesley

Barbour of Arizona (6-1, 6-2) to

reach the last round.

UCLA's other entry in the 32-

team tournament Allegre Milhol-

land and Jenny Baker reached the

third round before losing to the

Aztecs' Storto and Hawke, 6-2, 6-

0.

In the singles' main draw,
Cenzina, seeded fourth, was
UCLA's top player, and she

reached the semifinals. In the

round of four. Southern Califor-

nia's Petra Schmitt bested Cenzi-

na, 6-3. 6-4.

UCLA's Anne Mall reached the

third round, losing to third-seeded

Eva Olivercz of San Diego State in

three sets, 6-1, 0-6, 6-2.

Cammie Foley fell in second-

round action to E)ebbie Goldberger

of UC Santa Barbara, 6-3, 6A.
Paige Yarushuk also won her

first-round match, but lost to

Lesley Barbour, 1-6, 7-6, 6-3, in

the second round.

Jenny Baker and Allegra Mil-

holland lost their first-round sin-

gles matches.
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ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

AMERICAN FLYERS
SANTA MONICA AIRPORT

•STUDENT INTRO FUGHT SPECIAL $99*

PRIVATE CERTIFICATION DURING BREAK*
•LAUNCH YOUR AVIATION CAREER*

800-233-0808
• • • OVER FIFTY YEARS AS THE NATION'S

PILOT TRAINING SPECIAUSTS • • •

Dragon Express
Chinese Fast Food

Free
Delivery
($8.00 Min.)

Limited Area
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^ ^ ^^
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a Combination Plate
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Special Effects
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']«Pregnancy Termination
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Hockey loses heartbreaking match to Beikeley
By Heather Duffy

The UCLA ice hockey team was
left singing those all-too-familiar

third-period blues again Friday

night, as they lost a close game to

an 3-Z

X sparse" Oliver City crowd
watched the Bruins emerge emp-
ty-handed firom a critical third

period as Caf made a tie-breaking

goal in the last minute.

UCLA*s Chris Carrington said

the Bruins have been experiencing

third-period breakdowns in both
endurance and concentration,
which he attributed to their skating

only once a week. He added that he
fell the Bruins were placed at a

disadvantage Friday by the offi-

cials.

"1 thought they ^ere missing the

initial cheap shots and catching the

rclaliations,*' Carrington said. The
Bruins served time for 12 penalties

throughout the game, while Cal
had seven. UCLA*s Kurt Zimmer-
mann said it was not the first time

the officiating had been inconsis-

tent.

"It seems they've been against

us all year. It was bad — Td say

one-half or one-third of the calls

against us were questionable,"

Zimmcrmann said. Zimmermann
was taken out before the end of the

third period on a misconduct
penalty.

The Bruins* two goals came in

the first two periods. Zimmermann
made an unassisted assault on the

net in the first period, and Car-
rington scored in the second

period, assisted by Alan Kapen.
Cal managed to match the Bruins

goal for goal, and the second
period ended in a 2-2 tie.

With one minute left in a tight

third period, a couple of Bruins
sank to their knees on the ice as

they watched Cal's winning goal
shoot in.

UCLA takes to the ice against

Peppcrdine Wednesday in Conejo.

'-<<,
---^. Paris

London
Rome

^^^o»»-rt»«jv»oo„^

.Vl<^„̂ !^
^jCC^

ALWAYS

iO*^

VJ«

DESIGN HAIRCUT
NO APPOINTMENTS *208-4447 'NO GIMMICKS

STYLISTS HAVE OVER 3 YEARS EXPERIENCE

..^Ct

HAIR COLOR SIS FOIL WEAVING COMPLETE $45
HIQHUTES $25 EYE LASH TINT $10
FRENCH PERM $15-25 COLOR CORRECTION $35
ZOTOS PERM $35-45 SHAMPOO SET $1Q
SUPER PERM $66 MANICURE $8

SPECIAL FREE- haircut style_vv/$35 perm ($12 value free)

SPECIAL FREE- haircut mousse w/$4S perm ($17 value free)

••FULL TIME MANICUMISI 8. '. HJl I. TIMI HAIRS I Yl ISIS l^'AN I i I")

1078 GAYLEY 'WESTWOOD VILLAGE "NEXT TO PENNY LANE

<>>
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I

I

Billiard Club
Restaurant & Bar

/t-v.

#: s>

TONIGHT!
STARVING STUDENT

NIGHT!
$1.99

O
Cheeseburger, Fries & Soft Drink

or

Pasta Salad, Garlic Bread & Soft Drink
990 Draft Beer & Soft Drinks

Dally Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet
Drink Specials

1 1 a35 Wllshirc Blvd.
Just West of Barrlngton

477-7550
MINIMUM AGE 2

1
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Analysis

Is win over Indiana
a ciystal basketball?
By Kennedy Cos^rove
Daily Bruin Staff

The middle of Novemt)er is too early to get overly excited about
basketball. Isn't it?

The answer is a resounding yes. And also a resounding no.
The UCLA basketball team mauled the Indiana Hoosiers in the Tip-

Ofif Classic last Friday night They simply took apart the No. 2-ranked
team in the country, on national television, no less.

But in the words of head coach Jim Harrick, the game was, "just a non-
league win in November."

It was that However, it was also something marc. Though no one
affiliated with the basketball team wants to be overconfident or look
ahead, the 1991-92 Bruins demonstrated in Springfield a number of
interesting qualities— all of them good— that seemed to set them apart
from last year's team.

'
^ Unselfisluiess

The 12 musketeers. All for one, one for all. It's the new motto for this

year's squad.

Throughout the preseason, Harrick and the players have said nothing
but team, team, team. Share the ball, be unselfish, there's no **r in team.

But talk is just that Would it hold up when the players laced them up?
It did on Friday. The Bruins were unselfish, distributed the ball and did

not force bad shots.

•^Compared to last year, this was the most unselfish team effort I've
seen," freshman center Rodney Zimmerman said.

And he was right

One has only to think about forward Tracy Murray going up for a base-
line jumpshot, drawing two defenders to him, and whipping the ball to
guard Tyus Edney for an open layup.

Or Zinmierman getting an offensive rebound but passing it out to run
more time off the clock and set up a play.

~ Last year's team was not a good passing team, or in genexal a particu-

larly selfless one.

That seems like it might be changed.

"Defmitely. That's one of the things we really worked hard on: to be
unselfish and also to play good defense,"UCLA senior guard and captain

Gerald Madkins said. "If you do those, you will come out victorious.

After hearing it for a long time from the coaches, the players seem like

they sincerely believe it

See page 29

SUZANNE STATES/DaNy Bru<n

Shon Tarver, left, and Gerald Madkins squared off in the UCLA intrasquad game earlier this month.
Tarver and Madkins, who both start at guard, led UCLA to a big win over No. 2 Indiana Friday night

MEXICANAND DELI FOODWITH BIC PORTIONSANDA LOW PRICE...

ALL SPECIALS:
NO COUPON,
ALLTHETIME^
ANYTIME!

2 soft tacos

(beef OT chicken)

Rice

Beans
Chips

AU-You Can Drink!

only $2.99 + tax

>

Any Deli Sandwich
Potato Salad, Fries or

Coleslaw

Pickle

All-You-Can-Drink

only $4'.59 -I- tax

Beef or Chicken,
Beans and Rice

Beans
Rice

Chips

All-You Can Drink

only $3.^9 + tax

€^/M/6//l3
MEXICAN-DELI RESTAURANT

S:oA\EVisrrTHE
2-HEADED
MIKE&ROB
MONSTER!

935 BROXTON AVENUE, WISTWOOD VILLAGE (A<ross from Diddy Riese) (310) 208-4992
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Volleyball falls to topHfanked Stanford
By Greg Jones
Dally Bailn Staff

PALO ALTO — They just

aren't there yet
£>espite showing flashes of

strength, the UCLA women's
volleyball team proved that they

aren't in the same class as the top-

ranked Stanford Cardinal, which

defeated the Bruins 15-2. 15-1, 9-

15, 15-8 last Friday night to take

the Pac-10 title.

Because of numerous passing

and hitting errors, the Bruins (22-

5, 14-2) were completely dis-

mantled in games one and two by
previously unheard of scores.

UCLA then came back to take

game three and played well to fight

off a number of match points in

game four, but eventually fell to a

superior Stanford team.

*They played a couple of perfect

games there. There's no question

that we're going to have to play a

lot better than we did in the second

game (to beat Stanford)," UCLA
head coach Andy Banachowski
said.

Indeed, Stanford (25-0, 16-0)

looked absolutely unbeatable in

the first two games of this match.

The Cardinal hit .324 in game one

and .529 in game two, while

holding the Bruins to .080 and .059

percentages in the first two games.

Stanford's Kristen Klein, who is

making a convincing case to be
named NCAA Player of the Year,

led the Cardinal with 19 kills, 20
digs, and hit .378. Bev Oden also

had a strong evening with 17 kills,

15 digs, and a .429 hitting percen-

tage.

In essence, the Bruins had the

double misfortune of being slug-

gish and running into a very hot

Stanford squad in the first two
games.

"In the first two games, the team
was real uptight and tentative,"

Banachowski said.

At 2-1 in the first game, the

Cardinal was able to make the first

of many runs thanks to some Bruin

hitting errors and the hitting of

Oden. Stanford quickly took a 7-1

lead that became 13-1 because of a

strong defense that included some
spectacular digging.

Stanford won the game 15-2 on

some strong net play from Amy
Cooper and Carrie Feldman and
Bruin hitting errors.

But, if game one was bad, game
two was an utter nightmare for

UCLA.
The Cardinal quickly ran out to

a 5-0 lead.

A number of Cooper kills

helped Stanford obtain an 11-0

lead, while the Bruins' hitting and

passing were abysmal. Only an

Elaine Youngs (17 kills, 16 digs)

kill at 14-0 stopped the Cardinal

from shutting out the Bniins in

what became a 15-1 slaughter.

UCLA could have quit at that

point, but instead came out of the

locker room with a different

attitude.

**We just said we needed to have

pride. We had nothing to lose and

went for every ball, played hard

and it showed," UCLA outside

hitter Natalie Williams said.

See VOLLEYBALL, page 30

JOHN CHUNG/Dal»y Bmir

Jennifer Gratteau set for UCLA In the only ganne the Bruins won against Stanford on Friday.

Bruin football prepares for Trojan clash
Donahue P'^'^iW^K^^^^^^inWH Williams

solidifies

backfield

remembers

past games
By Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

After being involved in UCLA-
USC football for more than 25

years. Bruin head coach Terry

Donahue has more than his share

of memories.

At Monday's press luncheon,

Donahue talked about the impor-

tance of the annual Bruin-Trojan

clash.

**Other than the Rose Bowls, my
most enjoyable and most disap-

pointing moments as a coach have

come in the USC game." Donahue

said. "I vividly recall the first game
I played in (in 1965).

*We were playing a USC team**^

See FOOTBALL, page 32

VICKI RAPAPORT/DalV Bruin

Kevin Williams had a career day against Oregon, rushing for 210 yards on 30 carries.

By Scott Bloom
Daily Bruin Staff

With quarterback Tommy Mad-
dox sputtering and starting tail-

back Shawn Wills sidelined by
injuries, Kevin Williams knew just

what he had to do Saturday against

Oregon.

"Somebody had to come
through and pick up the slack,** he

said. '*! just did my best to pick it

up a little bit''

Williams did more than pick up
the slack, though, rushing for a

career-high 210 yards on 30 carries

and scoring one touchdown to lead

UCLA 10 a 16-7 win.

In the process, Williams also

See WILLIAMS, page 32
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UCLA 12 use 14
With both teams undefeated and a Pacific Coast Conference
title on the line, the Bruine ^mped out to a 3-0 lead. USC
responded with a 64-ygifd tmichdown, bat UGlAtod 12*7 at

the half. In the 3id quarter, an Ebner Witwfte m^m^n
led to a use touchdown, ondtheTrojaris won ihejpia.
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80th Year, No. 40
Circulation: 22,000

Prosentation on
AIDS scheduled
The UCLA Black Faculty

and Staff Association is pre-

senting a presentation on AIDS.
"AIDS: African Americans

are not immune!" will be held

Thursday, Nov. 21 from 3 to

4:30 p.m. at the Architecture

and Urban Planning Lounge in

Perloff Hall, Room 1318.

The speakers will include

Vickie Mays, director of the

Black Community AIDS
research and education project

in the UCLA psychology
department, and Alfred Moore,
coordinator of the HIV/AIDS
education task force in the Los
Angeles Unified School Dis-

trict

For more information call

Margaret Benjimen at 825-

1951.

Inside

I H-: dnig abuse

progkwn funding
California should ease fund-

ing restrictions on local alcohol

and drug treatment programs,

said a state official in a UCLA
speech Tuesday.

See page 5

Viewpoint

What is your
opinion on it?
The Viewpoint section intro-

duces a new way for you to

express your opinion — the

Viewpoint Opinion Poll.

What's your opinion on politi-

cal correcmess? Let us know!

See page 16

Arts & Entertainment

UCLA raises

timely "Qliosts'

The UCLA Department of

Theater opens its 1991-92 sea-

son with a solid performance of

Ibsen's "Ghosts."

See page 18

Sports

VolleyiMril

plays Wavos
Elaine Youngs and the No. 5

UCLA Bruins host Pepperdine

tonight in Pauley Pavilion.

See page 36
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UCLA scientists researdi AIDS
HIV virus may only infect

cells that are reprcducing

UCLA Research On HIV Infection

Research shows that HIV will only Infect a dividing cell.

HIV Virus MMMd OMding C«l RMut
POSITIVE

By Lorl Qulnton
Dally Bruin Staff

Pertiaps unlocking an important

clue about how the AIDS vims
infects people, UCLA researchers

believe they have observed a

previously-unknown condition
where the HIV virus actually

enters the human cell but does not

cause infection in the person.

Termed the "unsuccessful
infection,** this condition could be
studied to shed light on ways to

control the spread of AIDS.
The significance of this research
— conducted by Roger Detels and
David Imagawa — is that the

'"unsuccessful infection** has not
been previously observed in the

human body. Before, UCLA sci-

entists could only speculate about*'

this condition with test tube

experiments.

This conclusion, announced late

last month, was based on five years

of obso^ations of a group of gay
men, who are considered at a

high-risk for being exposed to the

HTV virus.

"Many cells may never be
successfully infected by the HIV
virus,** said Detels, referring to this

hypothesis. "We don't yet know
the reasons why these people were
able to eliminate the virus.**

Research conducted by UCLA*s
Irvin Chen and Jeiry Zack indi-

cates that the HIV virus may only

infect cells that arc dividing {ot

repioducing).

If the cell is not dividing, the

virus can still enter the cell but will

disintegrate without infecting the

person.

The HTV virus attacks some of

the human body*s immune sys-

tem's cells, which divide infre-

quently compared to other types of

cells. As a consequence, the

opportunity for infection is

restricted, Detels said.

HIV

If a cell Is not dividing, ths virus will dlslntsgrats and not
Infect the cell.

HIV virus lntoGl«JC«N RMUt NEGATIVe
UNSUCCESSRH.

HIV
INFECTION

SOURCE: Roger Detels, UCLA School of Public Health

'•Because at any one time, there

arc very few of these kinds of cells

dividing, the likelihood of the virus

finding a dividing cell is very

small,** he said. *The number of
viruses that would enter the body is

limited, especially during sexual

intercourse^!

The HIV vims is widely known
to be spread from one person to

another through the exchange of

SETONKIMA)«ly Bruin

bodily fluids during both heter-

osexual and homosexual inter-

course, the sharing of needles for

drugs and blood transfusions.

The risk of infection varies

depending on the type of exposure
to the virus. The direct exchange of
blood by transfusion or drug
needle sharing is considered high-

See RESEARCH, page 10

Hole-y Trojans UCLA Storehouse still

stocking up criticism
By Brigltte Brady
Dally Bruin Staff

Despite recent streamlining of

the UCLA Storehouse, some cam-
pus consumers say the distribution

center is still plagued by high

prices and red tape.

And while some say the store-

house is serving their needs better

after downsizing its operations,

others say the distribution center is

only recovering from its more than

$4 million debt by raising prices—

not because of recent staff cuts and
improved efficiency.

*The reason they are recovering

so quickly is because the store-

house is ripping off the depart-

ments,** said David Rahmel, who
buys office supplies for UCLA*s
English departtnent

The storehouse buys supplies

such as light bulbs, computer paper
and pens in bulk and sells them to

campus departments— ideally at a

See STOREHOUSE, page 15

Sampling of Storehouse's Highest Increases

AUDREY LEE

Sharon Bosse, a Junior majoring in economics/business,
plays -PIn the Trojan on the Trojan" as part of the Beat 'SC
Carnival, which was held in Westwood Plaza on Tuesday.

1 dozen Papermate Pens
(medium point)

June'90 90c
Oct. "91 $2.10

^
1 Dozen Yellow
Legal pads
June -go $ 2.42
Oct. 11$ 5.40

Magic Tape
June'90 69c
Oct '91$ 1.52

1 dozen Pentel

Rolling Writers

June '90 $4.90
Oct "91 $10.20

i:-.\..:.L...m];:A:??>...'!r'

1 1 pack of Index Cards
J June "90 29c*
Oct -91

1 box of Manila
Envelopes (9x12)

June '90 $13.31
Oct^l $18.10

Source: StofBhouse Supplies Warehouse

1 dozen Binder Clips

June'90 74c

jij^Tl^ ddMAi^/fiaiiy firuin

students unite against in-state tuition fee
By Lorl Qulnton
Daily Bojin Staff

Karen I>ennison will be leaving

UCLA after this quarter without

her bachelor's degree. A returning

student, Dennison said she has

been hurt by recent registration fee

increases and cannot afford to pay
for her classes.

With the possible threat of new
fee increases because of the state's

troubled economy, she said she is

not sure how she will ever afford to

fmance her degree.

Possible UC payment increase

angers, disappoints many Bmins

I>ennison was the first person to

volunteer her time to help fight

against future fee increases at an
informational rally Tuesday in

Meyerhoff Park.

The rally was organized by the

undergraduate and graduate gov-

ernments to spread the word about
possibility of fee increases or the

creation of tuition next year.

Student leaders encouraged stu-

dents to join in the efforts to lobby

state officials not to cut the UC
again.

Last week. University of Cali-

fornia President David Gardner
announced that the UC may have
to raise fees or institute tuition next

year for state residents — ending
the 124-year policy of making the
UC system tuition-free for Califor-

nians.

Currently, non-residents pay
both reg fees and tuition while
residents only pay reg fees.

Tuition covers the expenses of
faculty instruction and reg fees

cover the cost of general mainte-

nance of campuses.

According to Gardner, the

state's economy does not look

See TUITION, page 12
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United States is stiil

worid's meiting

Daily Bruin News Wednesday, November 20, 1991 3

By Anna Quindlen
The New York Times

There is some disagreement

over which wordsmith first substi-

tuted "mosaic" for "melting pot"

as a way of describing America,

but there is no doubt that it is a

more apt description. And there is

no doubt that it applies in Ms.
Miller's third-grade class and
elsewhere within the walls of

Public School 20 in New York
City.

The neighborhood the school

occupies is to the immigrant
experience what Broadway is to

actors. Past Blevitzky Bros. Monu-
ments ("at this place since 1914"),

past Katz*s Delicatessen with its

fan mail hung in the window
CThank you for remembering me
with the salami/* Ronald Reagan
wrote), past the tenement build-

ings where fire escapes climb as

graceful as cat burglars, P.S. 20
holds the comer of Essex and
Houston. Its alumni include the

Gershwins and Jacob Javits.

Its current student body comes
from the E>ominican Republic,

Cambodia, Bangladesh, Puerto

Rico, Colombia, mainland China,

Anna
Quindlen
Vietnam and El Salvador. In Ms.
Miller's third-grade class these

various faces somehow look the

same, upturned and open, as

though they were cups waiting for

the water to be poured. There's a

spirit abroad in opposition to these

children. It is not interested in your
tired, your poor, your huddled

masses. In recent days it has been

best personified by David Duke
and the suggestion in his campaign

See 'AMERICAN/ page 14

Corrections
In the Nov. 19 issue of The Bruin, a headline on Page 6. •'Muslim
captors free Lebanon hostages." was not intended to perpetuate any
Muslim stereotypes. The Bruin apologizes for any
misunderstandings that might have arisen from this headline.

In the same issue, a headline on Page 1 was incorrect. It should have
read "Task force recommended to explore options."

The Bruin regrets the errors.
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Students rally against supervisors' demotion
Meeting to discuss future ofAAP
prompts questions, heated debate

By Utisia Marqtiez
Daily Bruin Staff

While a UCLA official con-

demned fliers and letters protest-

ing the Academic Advancement
Program's demotion of three

tutoring supervisors, a group of
tutors and students said they will

continue rallying against the

demotion.

Students, tutors and program
leaders met Monday to address

concerns about the fate of the

campus tutorial program for

und^rrepresented students— only

weeks after UCLA officials

decided to demote three tutorial

supervisors by January.

Although the meeting was held

to discuss the reorganization of the

entire tutorial program in the face

of a budget crisis, a heated debate

about the demotion preoccupied

"We fear that a year

from now our non^

registered students

positions will be

eliminated."

Stella Manatos
AAP Supervisor

the participants.

Most of the 50 students and
tutors at the meeting said they were
frustrated that the university

decided to demote the supervisors

in order to give their jobs to

students. So, they passed out anti-

administration flyers throughout

Campbell Hall — the site of the

tutorial program.

But program leaders said the

On borrowed legs
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Greg Powell, an economics major, sits on the banister In

Royce Quad on Monday.

meeting was held to clear up the

false information that has been
circulated around the program
office.

'*! think the criticism is emotion-
al, accusatory and quite honestly,

loaded with misinformation,'* said

Adolfo Bermeo, director of the

program.

However, the students and
tutors cheered for the supervisors,

laughed at some of the leaders'

comments and demanded answers

to their questions.

"How are you saving money
from the demotion if you still have

to hire someone else?" asked tutor

Juan Herrero.

But the money saved from

reducing the supervisors' hours

will go toward hiring more student

tutors — a move that will benefit

students, Bermeo said.

Besides losing their positions to

students, the three supo^isors also

worried that after being demoted to

the position of tutors, they would
be Hred inmiediately because they

are not UCLA students. A policy

mandates that non-students be

"I think the criticism is

emotional, accusatory

and quite honestly,

loaded with

misinformation.**

Adolfo Bermeo
AAP Director

fued one year after graduation.

•*We fear that a year from now
our non-registered students posi-

tions will be eliminated," said

Stella Menatos, one of the supervi-

sors being demoted.

Although Menatos — who
spoke on behalf of the other two
supervisors — said the three were
promised lifetime positions when
hired as career supervisors, the

program leaders said that was not
the case.

The supervisors were granted
full dental, medical, vision and

retirement beneHts as long as they

worked at the tutorial program,

Bermeo said, adding they will still

receive those benefits.

While some say the move to hire

more student tutors will hurt the

program, other student supervisors

said the reorganization has been

effective for their departments.

*Ttie program has always been
student-run," said £>avid Cames,
an economics tutor. "Some people
are saying students can't do the

job, but they can."

Brain helps to create history
Prestigious Reagan internship

By Reglna RavettI

Steffanie Siebrand never ima-

gined that she would someday help

create history, but as a staff

member to former President

Ronald Reagan, the political sci-

ence major is doing just that

Siebrand leaves the UCLA
campus three times a week to

intern at the Ronald Reagan
Presidential Foundation in Cen-
tury City.

The internship experience has

fostered ambitious career goals

and has left her with unforgettable

memories, she said.

Hired mainly to coordinate the

Nov. 4 dedication ceremony of the

Ronald Reagan Presidential

Library, Siebrand coordinated

4,000 guest invitations, compiled

lists and answered invitation

requests.

The youngest of a 32-member
staff, Siebrand considers herself

fortunate to have landed the

position. **It was amazing— I kind

of lucked into this."

Siebrand first caught the politi-

cal bug when a Washington, D.C.

internship last fall whetted her

appetite for future experiences. **I

never learned as much as I did that
»

quarter.

Once back in Los Angeles,

Siebrand continued to pursue
political interests. The local intern-

ships did not appeal to her, so on a
whim Siebrand called the Ronald
Reagan Foundation to inquire

about a job.

The rest, they say, is history.

Siebrand works directly for

Michael Deaver, the library event

organizer and former Reagan chief

of staff.

Although Siebrand enjoys her

working environment and daily

duties, her career highlight was
participating in the library dedica-

tion.

The Ronald Reagan Presidential

Library, located in Simi Valley, is

a national archive housing official

documents, papers and artifacts of

Reagan's presidential administra-

tion.

The library encompasses
approximately 153.000 square feet

and is estimated to have cost $57
miUion.

Throughout the whirlwind
weekend of luncheons, dinners.

"The event (library

dedication) really made

me want to be a

politician."

Steffanie Siebrand
Intern for Ronald Reagan

and balls, Siebrand met and
escorted political dignitaries

including Chairman of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff Colin Powell,

Secretary of State James Baker
and former President Jimmy Car-

ter, as well as celebrities Merv
Griffin and Arnold Schwarzeneg-
ger.

The actual dedication gave her

See INTERNSHIP, page 11

UCLA alumnus R< • II ins admits

, quits state Senate
By Sandy Harrison

Los Angeles Dally News

SACRAMENTO — Admitting

to bribery, extortion, racketeering

and tax evasion, state Sen. Alan
Robbins, D-Vah Nuys, has res-

igned from office and has accepted

a plea agreement that includes a

five-year prison sentence and
$250,000 fine.

Robbins — a former UCLA
student, 18-year Senate veteran

and chairman of the Insurance

Committee — also agreed Tues-

day to cooperate with a continuing

federal investigation into legisla-

tive corruption.

Prosecutors said his prison term

could be reduced if his cooperation

proves useful.

Los Angeles school board mem-
ber Roberta Weiniraub and
Assemblyman Terry Friedman,

D-Sherman Oaks, immediately

declared their interest in succeed-

ing Robbins.

In an emotional two-page resig-

nation letter, Robbins said he had

decided that **it ^^ time to drop

the shield of prefense and to admit

guilt, resign from office and accept

a prison sentence.

**Over a period of years, as I

drank the heady wine of power and
influence, my priorities in office

became distorted," Robbins said in

the statement.

"Success and recognition were
foremost; honesty and adherence

to the law were not at the center of
my focus,** he said.

*T regret to say that over the

years I lost my direction and
unfortunately I leave office having

failed to comply with the standards

of this house and the standards of
law. I wish it were different, but

that is not to be.**

Bom in Philadelphia and raised

in North Hollywood, Robbins said

he dreamed of a career in politics

from an early age but worked first

as an attorney and a real estate

developer after racing through

college and law school at UCLA.
The direction his political aspi-

rations would lead him became
clear when the 30-year-old mil-

honaire declared his candidacy for

what was then the 22nd Senate

District — the seat he would
occupy for the next 18 years.

In a brief interview outside his

field office in the Los Angeles

suburb of Van Nuys, Robbins said

he regretted disappointing his

constiuients and supporters.

"I appreciate the opportunity the

pec^le of the San Fernando Valley

See ROBBINS, page 1 1
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World

Shevardnadze to

return to old post
MOSCOW — Eleven months after he

resigned with a dramatic warning that a

dictatorship was approaching, Eduard A.

Shevardnadze has returned to head the

Foreign Ministry as it prepared for a

major reorganization and reduction.

Neither Shevardnadze nor Soviet Presi-

dent Mikhail S. Gorbachev, who reap-

pointed the foreign minister, made any

immediate comment Tuesday. But a

major move had been rumored after

Russia and several other republics

decided earlier this month to retain a

Ministry of External Affairs as part of a

sharply curtailed central government

Western diplomats speculated that the

return of Shevardnadze, who has been a

staunch advocate of retaining the union in

some form, represented both his own
interest in helping preserve a unified

foreign policy, and Gorbachev's interest

in giving the embattled central govern-

ment as much credibility and respect as

possible as it begins to restructure.

Salvadoran generals

reject Jesuit charges

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador— El

Salvador's two top military men deny the

^allegation of a panel ofU.S. congressional

Democrats that they took part in planning

the killings of six Jesuit priests in 1989.

**We energetically reject these impu-

tations, which are based on speculation

that lacks any evidence,** Gen. Rene

Emilio Ponce, the defense minister, said

Tuesday in a statement he read on behalf

of himself and his deputy minister. Gen.

Juan Orlando Zepeda.

The two men asserted Rep. Joe

Moakley, D-Mass., who signed the report

to members of the Speaker's Special Task

Force on El Salvador, was motivated by

political considerations and his desire to

end military aid to El Salvador. The six-

page Moakley memo was sent to the 19

other Democratic representatives on the

task force over the weekend.

In his memo, Moakley said the inquiry

by his panel had found strong circumstan-

tial evidence to suggest that the killings of

the six Jesuits on the grounds of the

Central American University on Nov. 16,

1989, were plotted at a meeting attended

by Ponce and Zepeda, plus the air force

commander at the time. Gen. Juan Rafael

Bustillo, and two colonels.

Haitian repatriatkNi

by judgeTill

WASHINGTON— A federal judge in

Miami has ordered a five-day stay in the

forced repatriation of Haitians trying to

flee to the United States by boat, as

hundreds more Haitians put to sea.

The Tuesday ruling came only hours

after a second group of Haitians number-

ing more than 300 was lettimed to the

island.

The United States resumed a decade-

old policy of returning Haitians on

Monday, after a period of relaxation

following a military coup on Sept. 30 that

ousted President Jean-Bertrand Aristide.

The State Department says 538 Haitians

have been returned in the last two days.

Only 53 in the present exodus have been

given asylum.

I>espite the forced repatriations, the

flight from Haiti increased suddenly in the

last 24 hours. The Coast Guaid said that

650 more Haitians were picked up

Tuesday, the largest number to date, and

that the total number of refugees in

American custody had passed the 3,000

mark. Coast Guard officials said they

feared that news of the stay order will

encourage many others to flee, and that

many will drown.

Nation

Dead Sea Scrolls to

lie pliotograpiied

Through a covert operation that could

b& straight out of a spy novel, two biblical

scholars have gained access to photo-

graphs of what they believe are all the

remaining unpublished Dead Sea Scrolls,

ancient documents that bear on the

formative years of Christianity and

modem Judaism.

They announced Tuesday that the

1,787 photographs of the precious docu-

ments would be published in a two-vol-

ume work by the Biblical Archaeology

Society. The books are being bound and

should be available in two weeks.

The scholars. Dr. Robert H. Eisenman

of California State University at Long
Beach and Dr. James M. Robinson of the

Claremont Graduate School in California,

said the photographs had come to them

unsolicited through a lawyer representing

**an anonymous benefactor** whom
neither they nor the lawyer would
identify.

=A11 the scholars would say was that the

source of the photographs was not a

member of the international committee of

editors that has controlled access to the

scrolls for the last 40 years or anyone

connected with the four institutions in the

United States and England that hold

photographic copies of the scrolls. The
scholars said they were sure of the

authenticity of the pictures.

Late buying halts

slock market slide

NEW YORK— Steady selling carved

as much as 78 points from the Dow Jones

industrial average, before buyers stepped

in late in the day to stem the decline. The

Dow ended the session down 41.15

points, to 2.931.57.

The decline on Tuesday was marked by

a grim but orderly rett-eat in contrast to the

hectic ttimble on Friday, as the big

professional traders stayed largely on the

sidelines.

The market's decline, after a sharp drop

in the morning, was fairly steady through-

out the day. Traders attributed the

orderliness of the market Tuesday to a

rule that restricts computer-driven prog-

ram selling when the Dow Jones average

of 30 industrial stocks falls at least 50

points. That level was reached Tuesday at

10:41 ajn.. bringing the rule into play.

Top 10 List

Top 10 rejected names for Kentucky Fried

Chicken:

10. Lifeless Bird Lumps
9. KFC and CPR
8. Hot Oily Hens

7. Greaseland

6. The You*rc-a-Little-Too-Latc Petting

Zoo
5. Heart Attack Helper .

=4. Jiffy Lube (already taken)

3. Home of the Soggy. Grease-Stained

Bucket o* Fun
2. Fbod. Fblks and Fat

And the No. 1 rejected name...

1. Artery Busters

From "An Altogether New Book of Top Ten Lists

From 'Late Night With David Utierman'"

Compiled from Bruin wire services
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More people are hungry today

than ever before-1 in 5 worldwide!
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Tomorrow: Noon Hunger Rally

Meyerhoff Park

with Lou Diamond Phillips

Ruben Blades

Fast • give up one or more meals

and donate the money to Oxfam

Amenca,..so others may eat.

I

Friday:

3
wBrBrBTBrBrBTBrBr

10AM- 3PM Donate clothing for the homeless and

help us collect more than USC.

3 PM- Canned food competition and clothing weigh-in.

All Week: 10AM-3PM Hunger Info Booth and canned food collection

on Bruin Walk.

-Fast for a World Harvest

-Collection and information tables

Sponsored by the UCLA Hunger Project Student and Campus Life

Paid for by Center for Student Programming
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Official criticizes drag abuse progkam funding
By Jennifer Taylor

Local alcohol and drug treat-

ment programs should have grea-

ter control over state funds so they

can more effectively address local

problems, said California's top

official on substance abuse prog-

rams at a UCLA speech Tuesday.

The state should lift many of its

government restrictions so that

community programs have the

flexibility to tackle problems, said

Andrew Mecca, the director of the

Department of Alcohol and E>nig

Programs.

*'I think that conununities are

better able to wrestle with their

own problems and come up with

solutions/' he said. *Tt is important

to transfer resources to people to

try to help themselves.'*

Mecca, who was invited to

speak by UCLA's School of Public

Health, lectured as the 1991

UCLA Ralph R. Sachs Scholar—

a program which hosts speakers

outside the university.

"I am a recovering expert," he

said. **I grew up in an alcoholic

home and it wasn't until 1 got into

college that I learned to let my
family help themselves. The best

way to prevent drug and alcohol

abuse is to get the community
involved."

To increase community
involvement, the department plans

to implement a statewide program.

Community Woiks. which hopes

to put funds directly into the hands

of local officials.

While CaUfomia wiU stiU place

funding restrictions, the state

department has benefited from the

recent expansion of its budget,

which now receives about $300
million annually, Mecca added.

At the local level, UCLA stu-

dents can also apply a community
approach in drug and alcohol

treatment, he said.

The most recent survey of the

UCLA student body showed that

about 16 percent of students have a

drinking problem, and 26 percent

experimented with illegal drugs.

Urban college campuses have

higher instances of drug and

alcohol abuses.

"Substance abuses in major

urban areas are higher because of

the urban societies tend to tolerate

the abuses more and the drugs and

alcohol are more readily avail-

able," said Bob Fitch, a research

psychologist at UCLA's Alcohol

Research Center.

UCLA Rape Prevention Education Services present:

Men Talking
About Rape

A workshop

and discussion

addressing how rape

affects men and what

men can do to help

stop rape.

Facilitated by Erik Skinner
Men's Educational Outreach Coordinator

2 Dodd Hall
Thursday, November 21

12:00 - 1:00 p.m.
Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center
and the Department of Community Safety.

EXPRESS
Don't

skip lunch because

you're on the run. Dash by

the Sandwich Room Express

where, in addition to sandwiches,

you can grab a tasty selection of

hanckolled sushi to burrttos to kosher

items plus a whole lot more.

The best part is, everything's

right there, wrapped up and ready to

go. So stop by the Sa/icfiWc/i Room

. It's got a lot going for It.

SANDWICH ROOM • Ist Floor Ackerman

MorvThurs 104; Fri 10-3

BRUINLIFE
YEARBOOK

Represent your House or Group in

Bruin Life Yearbook,

a tradition since 1919.

Questions? Call: 825-2640

The page prices are:

1/2 page - $200.00 or 15 yearbook

orders from your group

full page - $300.00 or 25 yearbooks

orders from your group

full double page spread - $400.00 or

35 yearbool< orders from your group

Deadline for the submission

into the 1 991 - 1 992

Bruin Life Yearbook

is on the ninth week of school^

Wednesday, November 27
tittmkktttk MMMMMMMM i*riMM*ii*^.Wa

CREEKS AND CROUPS

Get Your Portrait

Taken Now for the

Bruin Life Yearbook

Deadline is December 6
Also available: ^

• ArtCarved Class Rings on sale.

• The UCLA Medallion Watch from Bulova-a

14k gold-plated dial featuring a rich three-

dimensional rendering of the UCLA seal.

ASUCLA Campus Photo
OfTicioJ Phott>grapher9 For Bruin Life Yearbook

KerckhoflT Halll50 (2 1 3) 206^33
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Bush vetoes bill allowing
Federally funded clinics will not

be allowed to mention all options

rtion discussion

By Adam Clymer
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — President

Bush vetoed legislation on Tues-

day that would have allowed

doctors and counselors in federally

financed family planning clinics to

discuss abortion with pregnant

women. Despite intense Demo-

cratic efforts, the House failed by

12 votes to override the veto.

The result was not only a victory

for anti-abortion forces and Bush,

but a defeat for House Democratic

leaders. They had worked hard to

persuade their rank and file to vote

for the bill

.

Speaker Thomas S. Foley, who

is normally cautious in his fore-

casts, had predicted victory on

Monday and again on Tuesday.

The measure was intended to

overturn regulations issued by the

Bush administration and upheld

last June by the Supreme Court,

and it was attached to the $205

billion appropriation bill for the

Departments of Labor, Health and

Human Services and Education.

Bush insisted that the regulation

was not a "gag rule." as opponents

had charged, contending that doc-

tors were free to give a woman
"complete medical information

about her condition."

Intense lobbying efforts pre-

ceded Tuesday's vote as foes of

abortion like Roman Catholic

bishops and the National Right to

Life Committee contended with

advocates of the right to abortion

like Planned Parenthood and the

National Abortion Rights Action

League.

The issue of what clinical

practitioners could say and still

keep federal financing, which

could be argued on grounds of free

speech and not just in terms of

abortion, was clearly the best

chance for growing abortion rights

strength in Congress to overcome

See VETO, page 10
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~ Dg« ROSS J> SOMBIS, OPTOMETRIST, (UCiA Ajjift

CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months foltow-up care

• Service agreement (like insurance)

Visionplans & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 hours a day!

Poppa Pete'^
Kcst;iui';int

^ 10759 PICO BLVD* LOS ANGELES

w across Ircm me VVestside Paviliion

COMPUiYE
• V/i-^M 9999W

L (213)475-6158

More Selections Than Ever Before'
I ni 1 VAl 1 I I'Af^KlNG

^JUJi co^^^^UM

1531 Wibhlre Blvd. Santa Monica
(comer of 16th Street, next to Crown Books)

UT^uln^^ S4.50 Stir Fry Chinese Chicken $4.75

: Fresh Fish of Day $595 Fetfucine w/Chlcken

Fettucine Carbonara $5.25 gartic creme ^a^ce....... 55^5
M -Sat 6am-9pm Sun 8am-3pm

'%•

The best way

to wrap up the term.

tMO ffiiiws about

Racism & Love
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A SPIKE LEE JOINT

AvaUable for immediate pick-up

ASUCLA

IBM MMtel 30 286 (U42)
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$1,999
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ASUCLA STUDENTS' ^TORE 1
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AGSM Career Placement Office
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New York University NoHhwestem
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Institiite releases 'hot' careers for '90s, beyond
By Elizabeth M. Fowler

The New York Times

The Rochester Institute of Tech-

nology (RIT) has released a list of

what it calls "hot career choices for

the remainder of the 1990s and the

start of the next century." For

young career planners and career

changers, there are a dozen areas,

including information technology

and environmental management.

for which the institute offers

programs and degrees.

The other programs are in

imaging science, microelectronic

engineering, packaging science,

telecommunications, food mark-

eting and distribution, biotechnol-

ogy, travel management, allied

health sciences, electronic still

photography and biomedical

photographic communications.

Wiley R. McKinzie, dean of the

School of Applied Science and

Technology, said in an interview

that "the technology area is grow-

ing so rapidly that it has become

almost mandatory for all profes-

sionals to upgrade themselves,

especially in terms of software."

For example, he said, there are

three students who now work for

Computer Consoles Inc., a com-

pany in the Rochester, N.Y., area

that is a software producer for the

telephone industry. The three

students arc studying for master's

degrees in the software field to

keep up with the needs of Northern

Telecom Ltd., which recently

acquired Computer Consoles.

In the case of information

technology, many trained in com-

puter science now have to deal

more with the software than the

hardware of computer systems.

"They are not programmers."

McKinzie said, *They have to

know and analyze software pack-

ages for use in their companies.

They must be applications

oriented."

Francis M. Domoy, director of

the School of Food. Hotel and

Travel Management, said there

were increasing numbers of job

openings for food marketing spe-

See CAREERS, page 13

There are

>ncerned About HIV?
VfagicJohnson's Announcement
Made You Feel Vulnerable?

many resources both on and off campus to assist you.

Call if you need help

Oil C anions Resources

• Sexual Health Education Program Office

• Peer Health Counseling Program

To talk with a sexual health peer

counselor or to schedule a sexual health

outreach program

-t-fetleidoscope Theatre^

825-3020

825-8462

To schedule a performance of this traveling

sexuality play

Contraception Information Line

An anonymous phone service that provides

information and referrals on birth control

Wednesdays 6-8 pm Only

Men's Health Clinic

Women's Health Service

Pregnancy/Relationship Counseling

Student Psychological Services

Helpline

825-3020

206-3819

825-0861

825-0854

825-0768

825-0768

825-HELP

AnoiiMiioiis 1II\ Aiitibod\ IcstJPU

• UCLA Family Planning Clinic

Westwood
• Valley Community Clinic

North Hollywood

• Edelman Health Center

Hollywood

• Los Angeles Free Clinic

Los Angeles

• The Center

Long Beach

GIO) 825-5906

(818) 763-5963

(310) 464-7276

(310) 653-1990

GIO) 434-4455

Hotlines

AIDS Project Los Angeles Hotline:

In English

In Spanish

In Asian/Pacific Unguages

For Hearing Impaired

The National AIDS Information Line

(800) 922-AlDS

(800) 222-7432

(800) 922-2438

(800) 553-2437

(800) 342-AIDS

(x)iiiiminitv Resources

Los Angeles Sex Information Line

AIDS Project Los Angeles

Shanti

Minority AIDS Project

OlO) 653-1123

GIO) 962-1600

GIO) 962-8197

GIO) 935-8144

^•-

Advertisement Paid for by UCLA Student Health Service

Jioii's

11777 SAN VICENTE CIAH)., BKENTWOOD, CA 90CH9 • 820-1516

LOWEST
AUTO

INSURANCE
RATE

•LIABILITY

•COMPREHENSIVE & COLLISION
•SR-22 FILING

•MANY TICKETS/ACCIDENTS
•EXPENSIVE CARS
•LOWEST RATE FOR ANY DRIVER
•SINCERE SERVICE
•HOME APPOINTMENT O.K.

WE ALSO HANDLE HEALTH AND
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE FOR BUILDINGS,

BUSINESS, AND AUTOS.

CALL: (213) 477-8455

MERVAT INSURANCE
11540 SANTA MONICA BLVD

(AT COLBY ABOVE SECURITY PACIFIC BANK)
WEST LA.

Havel stniggliiig to preserve Czechoslevakian unity

By Henry Kamm
The New York Times

BRATISLAVA, Czechoslova-

kia— Two years after the "velvet

revolution- that he led. President

Vaclav Havel ofCzechoslovakia is

struggling to preserve the unity of

his country against Slovak separ-

atist strivings.

The possibility of a breakup of

Czechoslovakia, founded in 1918

after the demise of the Austro-

Hungarian Empire, seemed
unthinkable when Havel came to

power late m December 1989.

Now, though, the unthinkable

occupies the top of the president's

agenda, and he is considering the

worst

**I have said many times that I

am a supporter ofa common state,**

Havel said in an interview last

week. "But if life together in one

state is not possible, I favor a

constitutional separation."

The Czechoslovakian leader

rejected a comparison with the

warring republics of Yugoslavia,

where separatism has led lo war-

fare. "I think it is very improbable

that our dispute could lead to

violent conflict,** Havel said. "It is

not in our tradition. We have never

been at war against each other.**

Significantly, the interview did

COMPUTER SALE
One Year Parts and Labor W&rranty

100% IBM Compatible lOUSI

286/386/486 Qftfinpifite SuperVGA SvStemS:

286-12 Mhz (40MB HD. Complete Mono System) ^
386SX-16 Mhz (40MB HD W17ms. SVGA) ^
386SX-20 Mhz (52MB HD w/17ms. SVGA) -^^
386-25 Mhz (85MB HD ^15ms. SVGA) .^™.. |1150

386-33 Mhz W/64K Cache (85MB HD w/15ms. SVGA) $1260

486-33 Mhz W/64K Cache (120MB HD w/15ms. SVGA) $700

486-33 Mhz W/256K Cache (120MB HD vif15ms. SVGA) $1770

Each SVGA System Includes

1MB RAM
1.2 MB or 1.44MB Floppy Drive

14' Hyundai SVGA Monilor

(1024X768)28 .2Sd(>

Trident SVGA Card w/1 MB-256 Cokxs

2FD;2HD IDE Controltef

AT \J0 (2S/1 P/lG) & 101 Keyboard

Upgrades:

1MB RAM. XW *^

1.2MB or 1.44MB FO Add $55

40MB HD to 52MB HO »>dd $40

52MB H0 10 86MB HO Add $80

85MB HO to 120MB HO. Add $80

Bring ad to James Cho
for a free mouse with any

system purchase

BEST QUALITY
BEST SERVICE
LOWEST PRICES

(213)384-6601401 S. Vermont Ave. Suites 5&6

Los Angeles. CA 90020

STANLEY H. KAPLAN

Educational Center Ltd.

MCAT
$50.00 DISCOUNT
/ Start Studying

/ Test Your Best Guarantee!

y Help A Local Charity!

Donate THREE cans of food by November 27, 1991,

and place a $100 deposit on the course of your

choice with the Stanley H. Kaplan Educational

Center Ltd. of Southern California, and we will take

$50,00 off the current tuition. The balance of your

tuition is due before the first day of class or in 90

days whichever comes first.

ifuma kMidadtfOi iiitidaxlkmit.

not take place in Prague, the

national and Czech capital but

here in ihe Slovak capital. Hoping

to take the sting out of complaints

that, as a Czech, he does not give

full recognition to Slovak equality,

Havel has established a presiden-

tial office in Bratislava Castle and

last week conducted the nation's

affairs from there.

Havel has been the target of

Slovak separatists more than once

since he took office. The most

recent incident occurred during his

last visit here on Oct. 28. the

Czechoslovak national day, when

Havel was i^evented from speak-

ing in the main square by an egg-

throwing, jeering crowd of Slovak

separatists.

Many in the crowd were identi-

fied as regular participants in

See HAVEL, page 13

Melnitz Movies
presents

In Memoriam: Brad Davis

nvifanight Express
'MM

and
Querelle

Wednesday, November 20, 8:00 p.m.

Melnitz Theatre Free No passes required

This program is sponsored by the Graduate Students Association,

in cooperation with UCLA Film and Television Archive

and the Department of Film and Television.
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Fundod by Ihe Campus Programs CommlHee ol Ihe Programs Actlvlllea Board.
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V©,^d^ Now forming men's ^
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^ • groups, women's groups, and a * ^
creative art therapy group.

LOW COST THERAPY BASED ON ABILITY TO PAY

(213)839-9340

13274 FIJI WAY, MARINA DEL REY
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Your Motorcycle/Moped/Scooter Must Display a

Valid Permit on Campus Effective November 1, 1991

REGISTER AT:
Parking Services

555 Westwood Plaza, Suite 100

(Structure 8, Level 2)

7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

•TrRll irtef. You Must Piesent the FoUow
Items:

1. Your valid Qasi M or 4 Driver's License or...^:|

Your valid Class C or 3 Driver's License

with your Class M Motorcycle Permit

2. Your valid DMV Registration

3. Your Student Reg. Card and I.D.,

Staff ID. or Faculty I.D.

Don't Forget! Avoid a ticket

lydA Parking Services Campus Extension 53618

;S
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New Car Loan

Annual Percentage Rote

90% financing, 60-month term

® (310)825-8223
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Catholic • • help

innercity pupils leam
By Susan Chira

The New York Times

DETROIT — Parents living in

one of this city's poorest neighbor-

hoods face a stark choice: send

their children to public schools

they feel arc too large, too danger-

ous and too lax. or scrape together

the money for the Catholic school

around the comer. For many, the

lurc was irresistible; they chose

East Catholic High School.

In so doing, they cast a vote for

Roman Catholic schools that is

endorsed by a growing number of

researchers who have found that

poor, minority children do parti-

cularly well in Catholic schools

compared with their public school

peers. The researchers say Cathol-

ic schools hold high expectations

and require academic course work
for all students, give students

plenty of personal yet demanding

attention, and are relatively inde-

pendent of a central bureaucracy.

Public school defenders insist

that the comparisons are unfair

because only the most motivated

parents and children, however
poor, choose Catholic schools, and

Catholic schools can expel trou-

blesome students at will.

This longstanding debate has

taken on new life because Presi-

dent Bush has put it on his

education agenda, proposing that

federal and state money follow

children to whatever school they

choose, be it public, private or

parochial. Backers of this policy of

"choice" as well as Catholic school

partisans have seized on the

research to press their case for

public aid to private schools. Even

advocates of public schools say the

findings are compelling.

*TheiT^s enough evidence that

Catholic parochial schools, in

particular, are doing a reasonably

good job with kids who have at

least some of the characteristics

that public school people claim

make kids difficult to teach," said

Richard F. Elmore, professor of

education at the Harvard Graduate

School of Education. 'There's

something there we ought to be

paying attention to." he said.

The stakes arc particularly high

in inner cities, which have the most

troubled of all public schools and

often the most financially strapped

Catholic schools. And the stakes,

in Detroit as elsewhere, are often

intensely personal.

Cay Gosa worried that her son

Cortez was hanging out with the

wrong crowd in public school.

Robert Cox Jr. was shocked to

discover that the public school had

placed his daughter Angela in

vocational programs. -

VETO
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Bush's opposition, and both sides

knew it

But in the end. Bush's 24th veto

was successful, like the 23 that

came before it. The 276 to 156 vote

was little different from the Nov. 6
vote by which the House adopted

the House-Senate compromise
version of the appropriations bill.

That vote was 272 to 156.

Tuesday's vote was the critical

one in keeping Bush's string of

vetos alive. Sen. Bob Dole of

Kansas, the Republican leader,

said Monday of its prospects in the

Senate, "You can't sustain a veto

here. If the House overrides, that's

it."

On Tuesday's vote, 222 Demo-
crats and 53 Republicans and one
independent voted to override the

veto, while 43 Democrats and 113

Republicans voted to sustain it

House Democratic leaders appa-

rently had a handful of additional

members who had promised to

vote with them if their votes would
decide the issue, but not the dozen

they needed.

While Democrats openly made
it a party issue, the Republicans did

not, though there was considerable

behind-the-scenes pressure on
their members. But for many
members of both parties who
normally vote with the anti-abor-

tion forces, this was a particularly

RESEARCH

difficult vote.

Bush sought to squelch that

argument by contending in his veto

message, *There can be no doubt

that my administration is commit-

ted to the protection of free

speech," and noting that the

Supreme Court had found the

regulations did not violate the

Constitution's firee-speech guar-

antee.

Bush said his recent memoran-
dum to Dr. Louis W. Sullivan,

secretary of health and human
services, made it clear that a

woman should receive all infor-

mation about her condition. But

White House officials have
explained that this did not mean
that either a doctor or other family

planning counselors could explain

all her optioos. For example, they

could not, the officials said, tell her

where she could get an abortion

even if she asked.

This is apparently the end of the

battle over the family planning

regulations for this session of

Congress. Some supporters of

abortion rights said afterward that

some sort of compromise effort

might be attempted- But Rep. John

E. Porter, R-Ill., who initiated the

effort to bar the regulations, said,

"I think we will simply take out the

provision the president objected

to."

From page 1

ly risky because the virus directly

enters the bloodstream where it

easily locates the immune system

cells. I>etels said.

In contrast, the virus exchanged

in bodily fluid during sexual

intercourse must first pass through

the skin before it can even enter the

blood. In this case, the probability

of infection is lower. Detels said.

"Some cells will be infected if

you do the numbers game and

throw the dice enough times,** he

added.

The team of Detels and Imaga-

wa had believed until this year that

(heir research showed that people

could test negative for the HIV
virus and still be infected. Howev-
er, they reconsidered this conclu-

sion after UCLA's Chen and Zack
showed that the condition of

"incomplete infection" could

exist.

"In science, we make observa-

tions, interpret them and debate

whether they are right or wrong
within the scientific community,**

Detels said. "If more information

comes along, we have to change
our hypothesis. That's what sci-

ence is all about**

INTERNSHIP
From page 3

shivers as she listened to speeches

by five former United States

presidents and current President

George Bush, she said.

The internship has strongly

influenced Siebrand's future

career aspirations. "The event

(library dedication) really made
me want to be a politician."

As a result, Siebrand plans to

pursue a political career in the

ROBBINS

nation's capital. "Being in L.A.

makes me want to be back in

Washington, D.C. in the thick of

things," she added.

"I'd like to work in the White

House, maybe in the press, or as a

coordinator of events."

For now, Siebrand is wrapping

up the library dedication affairs,

and will work next quarter in

Reagan's personal office. "I'm

really looking forward to getting

morc of the one-on-one experience

with his daily routine," she said.

From page 3

have given me over the last 19

years to serve as their senator and

to represent the community in

which I grew up," he said.

U.S. Attorney George O'Con-

nell told reporters in Sacramento

that Robbins had agreed to plead

guilty and accept a five-year prison

term and $250,000 fine.

Under the agreement, Robbins

also must cooperate with a conti-

nuing investigation of corruption

in the state Capitol, and O'Connell

said federal prosecutors may peti-

tion for a shorter prison term if

Robbins' cooperation proves both

truthful and valuable.

Robbins, 48. has been cooper-

ating with federal investigators for

several months, and O'Connell

said there is a "strong possibility"

that other suspects will be charged.

=^"We'rc looking at people who
are both in government service and

(xivate citizens," O'Connell said.

Federal investigators developed

conviiKing evidence that Robbins

had engaged in a long pattern of

corruption, including trading votes

for money, O'Coimell said.

"Since at least 1985. Sen.

Robbins has conducted his state

Senate office as a racketeering

enterprise by means of bribery,

extortion and obstruction of jus-

tice." O'Connell said.

Robbins is the third member of

the state Senate to succumb to

federal corruption charges. Former

Sen. Joseph Montoya of El Monte
is serving a six-year prison term,

and former state Sen. and Board of

Equalization member Paul Car-

penter is free pending an appeal of

his conviction.

Robbins' case, however, was

not directly related to the other

two, which stemmed from a 1988

sting operation by FBI agents

posing as phony businessmen

offering money for votes.

Instead, Robbins was caught in a

sprawling, two-year investigation

involving many complex financial

transactions, several pieces of

legislation and interviews with

hundreds of witnesses, said

O'Connell, who noted that it was

"morc complex by far." than the

Montoya and Carpenter cases.

Robbins will plead guilty to one

count of racketeering— the result

of a series of bribery and extortion

incidents — and one count of tax

evasion. In exchange. O'Connell

said, the government will not

pursue many other charges that

could have been filed against him.

O'Connell refused to name
other people involved in Robbins'

illegal dealings, but he outlined the

pattern of corruption which char-

acterized the senator's political

deals.

"Robbins violated California

state bribery laws by agreeing that

his official actions on specific

pieces of legislation would be

influenced in return for the pay-

ment of money in the form of

campaign contributions." he said.

"RoM)ins used his office to

extort for himself and another

public official more than $200,000

by a California developer." he

said.

"He obstructed justice by

directing a potential grand jury

witness to lie to federal agents and

to destroy relevant records. He
filed a false income tax return for

1988 by failing to report $52,800

in income — monies paid from

several sources for Robbins* per-

sonal benefit"

O'Connell refused to identify

the other public official involved

in the extortion. The FBI acknow-

ledged last year that agents search-

ed the Beverly Hills home of a

California coastal commissioner

Mark L. Nathanson at the same

time they were looking for evi-

dence in the home of Robbins.

Nathanson could not be reached

for comment.
The racketeering complaint

against Robbins focused on three

bills which were considered during

the 1985-86 legislative session: a

bill increasing legislative power

over certain types of insurance,

which passed; a measure involving

lottery contracts, which failed; and

a bill which would have stopped

the selling of alcoholic beverages

at places where gasoline is sold,

which also failed. Robbins' votes

and actions on aU of those bills

were linked directly to campaign

contributions, officials said.

In addition, Robbins admitted

failing to report $52,800 on his

1988 tax return.

The investigation was made
more complicated by Robbins'

widespread business dealings,

O'Connell said, because they

created a complex network of

channels outside the normal politi-

cal arena through which money
could be moved, he said.

"We were certainly scrutinizing

his private business dealings as a

vehicle by which money could be

gotten to him," O'Connell said.

O'Connell wouldn't name any

of the people who either bribed or

were extorted by Robbins, but said

they may remain targets of the

govenunent's continuing investi-

gation.

Robbins will enter his plea in

federal court in the first two weeks

of December and begin his prison

term immediately thereafter,

O'Connell said.

As he left his Van Nuys field

office Tuesday, Robbins said he

had been advised by the federal

government not to comment until

after his court appearance.

"I'll accommodate the govern-

ment's advice not to make any

comments," he said.

In his resignation letter, Robbins

defended his legislative record and

his loyalty to his San Fernando

Valley constituents, but said he fell

short when it came to honesty,

ethics and obeying the law.

"Someone who chooses to be

aggressive and independent must

follow the rules. I did not. I bent

them and violated them," Robbins

wrote.

**Over a period of years as I

drank the heady wine of power and

influence, my priorities in office

became distorted. Success and

recognition were foremost; hon-

esty and adherence to the law were

not at the center of my focus," he

wrote.
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Westwood Village
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study shows for reduction of
By Lawrence K. Altman
The New York Times

A major new study of a choles-

terol-lowering drug has found that

it can shrink the fatty deposits in

coronary arteries that are linked to

heart attacks.

The findings* in a study of the

drug lovastatin, hold the promise

that significant progress can ulti-

mately be made in reducing the toll

from heart disease, the leading

killer in the United States and most

developed countries.

The results of the study add to

the evidence that a low-fat diet and

drugs can halt and reverse the

buildup of fatty deposits, or

plaque, in arteries in a process

known as atherosclerosis, but it is

the fu-st suggestion that a single

drug could have that effect.

The benefits of the drug, in

combination with diet changes,

were so readily apparent that the

study, a two-year project with an

optional two-year extension, was
not continued after the Hrst phase.

An independent safety monitoring

committee said it would not be

ethical to continue to give some

Breakthrough drug shrinks fatty

deposits in coronary arteries

participants a placebo rather than

lovastatin. One million Americans

are already taking the drug, sold by

prescription under the name Meva-
cor, to lower blood levels of

cholesterol.

The researchers from the Uni-

versity of Southern California,

who conducted the study for

Merck & Co. of Rahway. N.J., the

drug*s maker, refused to discuss

the new fmdings in detail other

than to confirm them. A part of the

study was also conducted at the

University of Wisconsin in Madi-

son.

In an interview, the head of the

research team. Dr. David H.

Blankenhom of the University of

Southern California, said he was

withholding details for fear of

jeopardizing his chances of

reporting the findings in a scien-

tific journal. He had been sche-

duled to make a presentation last

week to the annual meeting of the

American Heart Association in

Anaheim. But he canceled his

presentation last August after

learning that there wctc strong

hints of favorable results from the

study. The final recommendation

to stop the study was not made
until the eve of last week's

meeting, leaving him too little time

to prepare adequately, he said.

. Many doctors believed until

recent years that the buildup of

plaque advanced inexorably to its

conclusion, blocked coronary and

other arteries. The deposits build

up over years to narrow the arteries

and promote the formation of

blockages that impede and eventu-

ally stop blood flow, killing heart

muscle cells and causing a heart

attack.

Since 1967. more than 20
studies firom medical centers in the

United States and Europe have

indicated that diet and drugs

tailored to the needs of a patient

can shrink plaque deposits in

coronary and other arteries.

*The evidence is beginning to

be compelling,*' Dr. Burton Sobcl,

of Washington University in Sl

Louis, said at a session at the

meeting in Anaheim. Blankenhom
spoke at the session, but he did not

mention the new lovastatin study.

Like many of the earlier efforts,

the new study relied on angiogra-

phy, in which a tube is inserted in

an artery in the leg and guided to

the arteries that feed the heart, to

detect changes. As a radio-opaque

chemical is injected, x-rays are

taken in rapid sequence to get an

image of the coronary arteries.

Dr. Daniel Steinberg, of the

University of California at San

Diego, who headed the monitoring

committee, said the panel had

recommended that the study be

stopped because "there were
clearly positive results by angio-

graphy." He continued, **it was
clearihat the study did not need to

continue because it had made its

point"

In the interview, Blankenhom
cautioned against premature
optimism that drugs like lovastatin

Motorcycle, Scooter & Moped Riders.

FutA Helmet On Your

Holiday Wish List!

The California Helmet Law
is effective January 1 , 1992.

A message for your safety from

the UCLA Commuter Assistance - Ridesharing Department - (310)794-RIDE

and UCLA Parking Services - (310) 206-PARK

will have lasting benefits in pre-

venting heart attacks and other

serious ailments-

•The enthusiasm for the results

from the first couple of years in all

of these studies has got to be

tempered with long-range evalua-

tions,** he said.

The scientists who conducted

the study are considering follow-

ing the 270 men and women who
participated in the lovastatin pro-

ject for a number of years as a way
to determine clearly "how big a

breakthrough it is,** Blankenhom

said.

The participants had cholesterol

levels ranging from 190 to 270

milligrams per deciliter of blood.

Experts say that range is just below

that generally recommended for

treatment with cholesterol-lower-

ing drugs.

Dr. Edwin L. Bierman of the

University of Washington in Seat-

tle, a leading authority in ather-

osclerosis, said Blankenhom *s

study could eventually influence

recommendations about treatment

for a large number of Americans

who have not had heart attacks but

who are judged to be at risk.

lumoN
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strong, and this could mean that the

Califomia legislature will again

underfund the UC, prompting

additional cutbacks or changes like

the ones implemented this year.

Faced with a $307.5 million

shortfall in state funds, UC offi-

cials raised reg fees almost 40
percent and announced a three-

year plan to reduce UC student

enrollment

Organizers of the rally called for

student support and action on the

fee issue, inviting students to vote,

call their state legislatures and tell

their parents to do the same.

"Many people use the phrase,

*TheUC is a garden from which all

good things in the state grow.* It

may seem trite, but it*s true,** said

Grace Park, the undergraduate

student lobby director. "The UC is

an investment It pays off in the

future.-

"We realize that the state is

having a budget crisis, butwe think

legislators have to think of stu-

dents. Students are the next gener-

ation,** Park said, "But we do not

vote, so they (the lawmakers) do
not take us seriously.**

Further fee increases are

expected to inflict serious limita-

tions on those students caught in

the "grey area" — those who do
not receive financial aid or paren-

tal support, said undergraduate

President Dannette Martin, who
stopped by the rally for five

minutes.

"People who are going to be hurt

are those who can*t receive finan-

cial aid because of their income

and their parents,** Martin said.

Referring to a general trend in

public universities raising their reg

fees, she noted how "in New York,

(college) students organized and
put the feet of the administration

and state legislators to the fire.

That*s what we need to start

doing,** she urged.

Although student leaders ack-

nowledged that Califomia faces

tough financial times that may be

difficult to overcome, they still

urged students to make themselves

heard by complaining to their state

legislators.

"It*s not that we students just

want a break,** said Neera Tanden,

undergraduate external vice-presi-

dent "We really must communi-
cate to the state aiKl to its citizens

that public education must be a top

priority.-
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unruly street demonstrations,

including a daylong siege of

Parliament organized by the Slo-

vak National Party, a separatist

group that received 14 percent of

the vote in parliamentary elections

in June 1990.

Havel advocated a new consti-

tutional arrangement that would

give the Czech and Slovak republ-

ics full equality in the federal state.

He said Czechoslovakia* s interna-

tional prestige, regained since the

ouster of the communist leadership

in December 1989, depended on it

However, a two-day meeting by

the legislative leaders of both

republics, which had been

expected to adopt a basis for new

constitutional structures aimed at

political equality, ended in failure

last Tueschiy.

This, together with a subsequent

effort to push a sovereignty resol-

ution through the Slovak Parlia-

ment, so far inconclusive, has

made Havel grim and his senior

advisers gloomy.

•This is the beginning of the

end,** a Slovak aide to Havel said.

After that failure, the national

Parliament declined to heed

Havers urging to call a national

referendum on the question. Havel

and his advisers believe that a

majority of Czechs and Slovaks

continue to favor a single country

and want a referendum to go over

the heads of the Slovak political

establishmenL

In a television address on

Sunday night, Havel proposed a

package of constitutional mea-

sures that would give him the right

to order a referendum without

Parliament's approval and to call a

referendum when 20 percent of the

votCTS in either republic petition

for it

^ He urged citizens to demand
that their legislators approve the

measures, which he said repre-

sented **the only way of overcom-

ing the threat of a deep
constitutional crisis."

Slovak supporters of a single

Czechoslovakia are speaking in

eamest of "emigration** to the

Czech republic, and owners of new
and private small businesses said

they had transferred their accounts

to Czech banks.

Those who oppose a separate

Slovak state said in many inter-

views during two trips through this

republic of 5 million that they

believed that only through a

continued union with Prague

would their newly restored demo-
cracy be assured of surviving.

CAREERS
From page 8

cialists and for corporate travel

experts. Programs in both areas are

offered in his school.

*The major reason is the globa-

lization of the food service indus-

try,** he said. "Once people

overseas taste fast-food entrees,

they want the product** Another

reason that there is a growing need

for expertise in the food service

field — and for the growing

number of job opportunities — is

that consumers want fresh produce

as well as items that pique their

taste.

"Supply lines have been

extended all over the world,**

Domoy said. *That adds a new

dimension to the food business.**

The RIT food service program is

new and leads to a bachelor*s or a

master*s degree. It puts RIT into

competition with St. Josephs*

University in Philadelphia, which

has had a large program for years,

with graduates joining companies

like Heinz and Gallo, the wine

maker.

*They stress more of the retail

marketing aspects,** Domoy said,

"We stress more of the attributes of

the products and basic commodity

information such as supply and

demand and problems of delivery

all over the world. At the master* s

level, students become specialists

in areas like tropical fmits or

seafood.**

In the area of managing corpo-

rate travel, he pointed out that

large companies had staffs that

concentrate on how to save the

company money when managers

traveled around the world.

Some of the other growth areas

noted by RIT speak for them-

selves, like environmental man-

agement and imaging science,

which is related to computer

science. Some, like biotechnology,

are a little more esoteric.

At RIT, which says it offers one

of the few bachelor's degree

programs in the field, there has

been a sharp increase in enroll-

ment to 158 students today from

19 when the program started in

1983. Courses offered include

genetic engineering, animal tissue

culture and industrial microbiolo-

gy.

The only supposedly indepen-

dent Slovak state in history was

created by Hitler when he dis-

mantled Czechoslovakia follow-

ing the Munich agreement It

became a satellite of Nazi Ger-

many, participating in the war

against the Allies and was reincor-

porated into Czechoslovakia in

1945.

Havel said he was sympathetic

to the strong need of Slovaks for "a

sense of self-fulfillment.** He
added, "During the entire exis-

tence of this republic, the Slovak

nation has lived in the shadow of

the Czech nation.**

Havers supporters in Slovakia

cite historic factors that have

contributed to the tension between

the Czechs and Slovaks.

The Czech lands, which consist

of Bohemia, Moravia and a part of

Silesia and have 10 million people,

have a long past as national

entities. They shared in the intel-

lectual life of the Renaissance and

Enlightenment

They were ruled from Vieruia,

whose hand, though far from

liberal, was lighter than that of

Hungary, which did not regard the

lands now called Slovakia as

anything but an integral part of that

country.

The Czech lands constituted the

industrial heartland of the empire;

Slovakia was left largely agricul-

tural.

Until 1918, there were no
schools that taught in Slovak, a

language close to Czech. Most
education was in Hungarian, with

some in German. *There were

many Czech teachers who came
here after 1918 to teach us Slo-

vak,** said Mariana Hrabinska, a

reporter in Banska Bystrica.

Advocates of the federated

system agree that national govem-

ments in Prague since 1918 have

failed to take actions necessary to

equalize the two regions and give

Slovaks a sense of equal standing.

But they do not believe that

Iveaking up the country will

improve the lives of Slovaks.

They note a drastic reduction

since the 1990 voting of open

support for the federal state. Public

Against Violence, the pro-Havel

civic movement that won a 30-per-

cent plurality, was split by former

Slovak Premier Vladimir Meciar.

The party he formed is now the

largest and its policies are increas-

ingly separatist and Meciar is now
the most popular political figure

after Havel in opinion polls.—Jaa Camogursky, the present

Slovak premier, is also a former

Havel supporter. He is now the

leader of the Christian Democrats,

the second-largest party, and gives

only qualified support to a federal

state.

In an interview, he said Czecho-

slovakia should cease to exist

when it is admitted into the

European Community. It should

enter as two states, he said, as the

common country will have lost its

reason for being.

Havel supporters take what

optimism they can from the fact

that Slovak separatism is greatest

here in Bratislava and in central

Slovakia, while the large region of

the east around Kosice, Slovakia *s

second city, has traditionally

looked to Prague rather than

Bratislava.

But in Kosice, pro-Havel lead-

ers, while confirming that there

was little support for the sep^arat-

ists, spoke gloomily of political

passivity and growing resentment

of Prague because of a rapid rise in

unemployment. Heavy industries,

created by the communists largely

to produce exportable goods to the

Soviet Union, face a catastrophic

shrinkage of markets.

A visit to the area by Havel on

Thursday and Friday cheered the

president — he encountered no

jeers— but it also gave credence to

the local leaders* views of voter

passivity and the president*

s

decline in popularity. Havel was

met by warm but small crowds,

and most of the 260,000 people of

Kosice showed little interest.

Havel believes that only "a

quick and civilized** solution of the

Slovak problem can bring eco-

nomic recovery.
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WHEN: Sunday. November 24 1 1 :00 am-4:00 pm

WHERE: Ackerman Union Loading Docit* (Drive or walk in

from the bus turnaround at Westwood Plaza).

WHAT: Newspapers

without string, wire, rubber bands or sacks, and

no glossy magazines, please.

Aluminum Cans

Without side seams (most soft drinks),but please,

no tin cans, glass or plastic bottles.

A S U C L A

For more information about the ASUCLA Recycling

Program call 206-7589.

*Si>tdalf1ecyclingSiteavailable foronedayonly.

RECYCLING
P K O Q R A M I Please Recycle this Newspaper
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Boston Universtty offers
Possibility of master's degree

in gastronomy is proposed

for thought

By Dena Klelman
TTie New York Times

BOSTON — An ardent new
suitor has been pounding on the

doors of academia at Boston

University.

But the question being asked is

this: Can a marriage between food

and traditional academic scholar-

ship really work?
Julia Child and a group of

faculty members and administra-

tors here think it can, and that

gastronomy should rank with

English, sociology, anthropology

and history.

They propose that Boston Uni-

versity establish a master's degree

in gastronomy, and they say they

hope other colleges and universi-

ties will follow suit

Advocates of the proposal say a

serious study of food offers

insights into the development and

complexity of civilization. The
histCMy of the world, for example,

can be analyzed by studying

efforts to maintain the food supply.

Understanding the role of food

in society can provide insights into

history, anthropology, literature,

psychology and, perhaps, every

other aspect of human existence.

In what the supporters see as a

first step toward a formal program,

Boston University is offering a

graduate course this semester,

Xulture and Cuisine: Their Rap-

port in CiviUzation," on such

diverse topics as famous chefs and

their effect on national cuisines;

the re-emergence of food as a

cuUnary art form in China; how
pre-Renaissance Italian food

influenced the habits of western

Europe; the effect of the Bolshevik

Revolution on Russian cuisine,

and a discussion of Proust and

"affective memory."
But some food historians and

other experts are wary. Many see

academic merit in courses on food

in the context of anthropology,

history, sociology and psychology,

but they also question establishing

a separate degree.

**I am not against a degree in the

anthropology of food or the psy-

chology of food or the sociology of

food," said Sidney W. Mintz. a

professor of anthropology at Johns

Hopkins University and the author

of "Sweetness and Power The
History of Sugar" (Penguin, 1985).

"What Tm against is a degree in

the Food of Food."

Mintz said any serious academic

inquiry into the role of food

required a firm footing in tradition-

al academic disciplines.

Alan Davidson, a food historian

Uving in London who was a

founder of the Oxford Symposia

on Food History, yearly seminars,

said excluding food scholarship

from academia was a good thing.

*The way things are now, most

of the interesting work is done by

amateurs," said Davidson, the

author of "Fruit" (Simon &
Schuster, 1991). "If you just have

academics submitting papers vet-

ted by academics, it*s much more
boring.**

Barbara Haber, curator of the

9,000 books at the Schlesinger

Library at Radcliffe College, said

she favored serious academic

examination of the role of food in

culture and eventually establishing

a degree in the subject The library

specializes in the social history of

women in America. Haber hesi-

tates about creating a degree in

"gastronomy."

"I find it misleading," she said.

"It suggests just peopte who can

afford caviar and champagne."

She acknowledges how hard it is to

come up with the right name, but

would prefer Xulinary History,"

even though the field would range

beyond history into such academic

fields as folklore, anthropology

and ethnobotany, the study of folk

uses of plants.

Advocates of the proposal say

their efforts are rooted in the desire

to attract serious attention to the

subject and gain formal academic

recognition that knowledge about

food goes deeper than how to cook

or eat

**Food is a $300 billion indus-

try," said Jacques Pepin, the

cooking instructor and cookbook

author, who has worked with Child

in trying to establish the degree in

gastronomy. "It would be benefi-

cial to anyone who enters the

profession."
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AN EVENING OF DISCUSSION AND DEBATE WITH

Tomorrow,
Thursday, November
Moore Hall 100
(UCLA's Education BIdg)

7:30 - 9:30 p.m.

21st

CAMPUS SPONSOR: FREE ASSOCIATION CAMPUS DISCUSSION GROUP

THIS EVENT HAS BEEN FUNDED BY ASUCLA BOARD OF DIRECTORS PROGRAMMING

AMERICAN
From page 2

that there is a kind of authentic

American. That authentic Ameri-

can is white and Christian (but not

Catholic), his ethnic origins lost in

the mists of some amorphous past,

not visible in accent, appearance or

allegiance.

This is not a new idea, this

resilient form of xenophobia. **It is

but too common a remark of late,

that the American character has

within a short time been sadly

degraded by numerous instances

of riot and lawless violence,"

Samuel F.B. Morse wrote in an

1835 treatise called "Imminent

Dangers to the Free Institutions of

the United States.through Foreign

Immigration," decrying such rif-

fraff as the Jesuits. Morse also

suggests that pushy foreigners

expect to be treated better than

"Native Americans," by which he

does not mean the Sioux. Th»^ is

indeed nothing new under the sun.

Times are bad, and we blame the

newcomers, whether it*s 1835 or

1991. Had Morse had his way, half

of me would still be in Italy; if

some conservatives had their way
today, most of the children at P.S.

20 would be, in that ubiquitous

ugly American phrase, back where

they came from. So much for

lifting a lamp beside the golden

door.

They don't want to learn the

language, we complain, as though

Ac old neighborhoods were not ^

full of Poles and Italians who kept

to their mother tongue. They don*t

want to become American, we say,

as though there are not plenty of us

who believe we lost something

when we renounced ethnicity.

"Dagos," my mother said the

American kids called them,

American being those not Italian.

•*Wops." How quickly we forget as

we use pejoratives for the newest

newcomers.

Our greatest monument to

immigration, the restored Ellis

Island, seems to suggest by its

display cases that coming to

America is a thing nostalgic,

something grandparents did. On
the Lower East Side of Manhattan

it has never been past tense,

struggling with Engli^ and pov-

erty, sharing qiartments with the

bathroom in the hall and the

bathtub in the kitchen.

They send their children to

school with hopes for a miracle, or

a job, which is almost the same
thing. This past week the School

Volunteer Program, which fields

almost 6,000 volunteer tutors,

sponsored the first citywide Read
Aloud: 400 grown-ups reading to

thousands of kids in 90 schools. In

P.S. 20, they clutched their books,

as so many have done before, as

though they were visas.

Coming to America has always

been hard. Thriving in America is

harder than ever. But so many
things remain the same. And one of

them is that the people who,

generation to generation, believe

America is a finished product are

habitually revealed as people

whose ideas would have impover-

ished this country beyond mea-

sure. It is foolish to forget where

you come from, and that, in the

case of the United States, is almost

always somewhere else. The true

authentic American is a pilgrim

with a small **p," armed with httle

more than the phrase "I wish . .

."

New ones are being minted in Ms.

Miller's class, bits of a mosaic far

from complete.
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Stop smoking.
Your heart, lungs and

friends will thank you.

STOREHOUSE
From page 1

lower price and in a more conve-

nient manner than off-campus

vendors.

Attempting to end the distribu-

tion center's eight-year debt,

UCLA officials implemented in

August 1990 a program that

required campus departments to

purchase supplies only from the

storehouse.

But after months of inadequate

service and high prices, the prog-

ram was laid to rest And UCLA
officials decided to downsize the

storehouse and lower prices to ease

customer discontent

But keeping costs down and

surviving Hnancially at the same
time proves a difficult balance to

strike, according to storehouse

officials.

Because the cost of delivery is

included in the product cost and

some items are less expensive or

the same as last year, the officials

say they are offering the campus
the best they can.

"We lost literally thousands of

dollars selling products for less

than we paid for them," said Ed
Smith, assistant vice chancellor of

business and finance.

The storehouse tries to be

competitive, but it cannot compete

with "loss leaders" — stores that

sell products at low prices and

make profits by selling a lot of

products, according to Smith.

::^We are checking our prices

against other vendors," he said. "If

we're not meeting (departments')

needs they have the fr^dom to go

elsewhere."

But campus consumers say it is

unfair to ask departments to set up

individual contracts with compa-

nies and that the storehouse should

get the best prices for the campus.

"I think each department

shouldn't have to set up separate

contracts to set up prices for pens

and paper products," Rahmel said.

*That should be the storehouse's

duty to us."

Most department purchasers

said they understood the store-

house's financial troubles led to

the increased prices, but some had

hoped the storehouse would have

communicated these problems to

them.

"It seems like some of the prices

are pretty outrageous and they

never gave us any explanation,"

Rahmel said.

Rahmel said he would get

shipments of pap^ different from

those he ordered, and the store-

house did not contact him to check

if he still wanted the different

paper.

"It's so easy for every one of us

to complain and not know really

what's going on." said Penny

Selling, who buys supplies for the

anthropology department. "I

haven't got any complaints except

for the prices.**

Seihng, who says she will

continue buying items from the

distribution center, admits she

could get better prices elsewhere

but will work with the storehouse

anyway. "If we were to join the

Office Club let's say, maybe we
would save money but I think that

would probably put a lot of people

(working at the storehouse) out of

a job."

The storehouse makes an effort

to communicate with its users

through its advisory committee,

made up of the biggest, smallest

and most vocal users of the

storehouse.

"I know their service is better,"

said Bob McCain, who buys

suppUe-s for the mechanical engi-

neering department. "They've
gotten back to basics. They've

become a meat and potato organi-

zation over there and that's good."

/ADVERTISE
825-2161

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESTWOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213) 478-6869
(818)988-0110

Shakeg's.
TEIE ONLY ONE

WHO CAN TOP OUR
PIZZA IS YOU.
FREE & FAST DEUVEKY

Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken

and mojo potatos Only $10.95

Large two topping pizza^^y
$8.99

2 slices, 1/2 order of mojos and all

you can drink Only $2.99
1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470

Sun-Thurs 11-lam; Fri & Sat ll-2am

824-4111
L^ J

Shakey's

PIlIA
KfSlaaraiU

""Drop 3.5 IbsrA Tksy^

In AllThe Right Places.

Most people drop a lot ofexcess weight

during the average day— 3.5 pounds

ofwaste per person.

Put yours where it counts. Use theASUCLA
Recycling Bins located throughout our

facilities to recycle paper and aluminum.

And choose to reduce the amount ofgarbage

you produce and to complete the circle by

buying and using recycled products.

Please use the convenient Recycling Program

options throughout our Student Union

facilities, and contaa us about how you can

reduce-reuse-recycle at home.

^ Use Our Recycling Bins:

• Newspaper

•White Paper

• Computer Paper

•Aluminum

» Reuse— With Refillable Mugs:

• Thefmal Mug^ Get a 20% discount on

dispensed beverages at most ASUCLA
Food Service locations

• Jimmy's & KerckhofF Ceramic Mugs

"^ Help Complete the Circle:

• Separate reusable plasticware when you

finish eating at ASUCLA Fopd Service

• Don't use a bag ifyou don't need one

• Buy recycled - and recyclable - products

i

PLEASE RECYCLE

YOUR UTENSILS!
'1

REDUCE

ASUCLA

•^
ICYCLINO

F I O O R A M

REUSE

ASUCLA Recycling Program

199 Keickhoff Hall

206-7589

Don't Throw It All Away.

RECYCLE

,1!t£SO£lilt;!:Mdfi
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Viewpoint
•• WU.LIC ANP HER TOTALLY W6MT Oft WW^** TATSUYA ISH IDA

I M^ SO SICK OF HEARING
ABOUT PEOaE LIKE ROP-
NEy KING Ci^yiNG FOR A
CIVILIAN REy/IEWBOARD'

ISN'T IT I'Mi^ K>W THC
MEPIA POESN'T ROLL Hit
TAPE TO SHOW WH^T KIN^;

WAS P^^IUG KFOf^ TI(E

POLICE GOT D^CE?

WE SHOULD NO I BLrC|-|mm THE pnucE-TMEy
GO THK0tJ6H HtLL EVERY

DAT'

ANP JUS I BECAijSE My
OPINIONS ART PJFFEKENT
rf^?M yo()RS, IT WESN'T
MEAN MINE ARE SC^EWEP
UP /

V
(H

EWTORSNOTg^wiLUE
HAS NEVER GOTTEMA nc«T
IN r>li/^^Af/4,ANP5H00tp
SHE EVEK. SHE MOST Ctl^-

TAfM.y WOr/'T flOMPl^N HfOi^ IT

IV EVIL...SOMETIMES IT Nr.VrH Rr.AI.lZE9 ITSELF AT ALL." Af/U nCANtf

Feudal serfs

Editor:

As a descendent of feudal

serfs (from middle Europe), I

would like to publicly express

my anguish and anger at the

Tournament of Roses officials

l(X designating Spanish aristo-

crat Christobel Colon as co-

Grand Marshall of the Rose
Parade.

Honoring a member of the

ruling caste implicitly deni-

grates the servile members of

the feudal system. E)on*t they

know that esteeming such a

person is tantamount to spitting

in the faces of my ancestors?

Have they no concern for the

centuries of injustice my for-

bearers suffered?

What about the stigma I live

with today as a descendent of

a historically underprivileged

class? Don*t the tournament

officials know that their action

has torn at old wounds?
C*mon T of R officials,

show some political correct-

ness!

Marc Baer
Junior

Philosophy

EuroUCentric
Editor:

Did you come to UCLA to

learn about Europe? Well,

you*re at the right place. But
you'll learn little else about

other cultures. Have things

changed since the administra-

tion has committed to diversi-

ty? Want to hear of another

instance of administrative Eur-

ocentric dogmatism?
When Asians comprise

almost 30 percent of the stu-

dent population and 37 percent

of the entering freshman class,

the curriculum should reflect

this growing need for cultural

awareness and education of

and about this group.

"Of over 90 languages

offered at UCLA, only four

are Asian.** You*ve seen our

familiar call to arms. You may
have wondered what some of

these other languages are.

UCLA offers Afrikaans to help

Letters

people understand the white

racist culture of South Africa,

but there are rare and inadequ-

ate courses dealing with South

and Southeast Asia. Last year,

individuals of Vietnamese,

Indian, Thai and Filipino back-

ground consolidated their

efforts to get the administration

to implement these courses

ftcr yean of unsuccessful

attempts.

Asian Pacific Languages and

Cultures Committee (APLCC)
has talked to many administra-

tors, all of whom agreed with

our principles and supported

ARASH TIRQARI/Oaly Bnin

our efforts. We focused on
Provost Raymond Orbach of

the College of Letters & Sci-

ences and Dean Herbert Morris

of Humanities and Dean E>avid

Sears of Social Sciences. We
have tried to work within the

system, against the advice of

more experienced student advo-

cates, because of the Provost

and Deans' encouragement.

We followed through on
their suggestions and did all

the woik toward forming a

task force that the Provost had

promised us. The task force

was reduced to a committee to

investigate the discrepancies in

and expansion of UCLA's
South and Southeast Asian

curriculum.

Two weeks ago, the admi-

nistration went back on their

word to form the committee —
in effect, denying the impor-

tance of the issues. Orbach is

a coward.

Orbach has a reputation for

being enthusiastically supportive

of ideas and not following

through with implementation.

The staunch administration

refuses to bring the curriculum

of a school committed to

diversity beyond antiquated

Eurocentricism. Other groups

underrq)resented in the curri-

culum, such as Chicanos and'^

African Americans have also

continuously run into barriers

in the college administration.

The administration not only

slammed the door in our faces,

but they have pushed our

efforts back to almost ground
zero by their politicking and
insensitivity to our needs. The
options Orbach gave APLCC
involves us, students, doing all

the work, without any mandate
or sun^rt from his administra-

tion. '^

Orbach cites the budgetary

constraints in his reluctance to

implement new courses. Is it

unreasonable to ask the com-
mittee to make proposals ack-

nowledging the current

limitations on spending and the

future availability of resources?

On Monday, Chancellor

Young recommended that a

task force be created to inves-

tigate the possibility of adding

more Asian languages, but

because of the Provost's bet-

rayal, I find it hard to expect

substantial commitment by
administrators, although

Chancellor Young has stated in

the past that UCLA should

expand its South and Southeast

Asian curriculum regardless of

financial difficulties. Orbach is

sending a negative message of

deterrence toward other groups

on campus who would support

our cause. If Orbach is

unwilling to lift a finger, why
would anyone give us a hand?

UCLA does not know how
to respond to change. I think

all students concerned about

curricular reform should get

together to insure that students'

needs are represented, but we
shouldn't have to do all the

work.

Daily Bruin
112 Kercl(hoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024
(213) 825-9898
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Viewpoint

Hie undocumented
face gkreat hardship
By C. Adolfo Bermeo

Recently, students rallied to voice their concern about the

problem faced by undocumented students as a result of the

Bradford decision. Unfortunately, several of the speakers chose to

focus on individuals rather than to concentrate on the issue —
the legal and legislative system. We need to remind ourselves

that action and advocacy must be thoughtful, strategic and

responsible.

I am disappointed and frustrated that a campus specific

solution has not yet been found. But this should not deter us

from developing a united, coherent, thoughtful and responsible

strategy to meet the needs of the undocumented population. I

stand ready to work with all those who are committed to that

struggle.

But for those who are not experienced in working with

undocumented people, or for those who are unfamiliar with the

issue, it's important to take note of this frustration, for it

provides insight into the overwhelming sense of fhistration and
helplessness that the undocumented feel. They come to the

United States in response to staggering social, political and
economic problems in their own countries. They live with the

ever present danger of being caught and forced to leave. They
live with the constant sense of being an outsider.

That reality forces them to remain in the background, silent. It

denies them their right to a voice. They arc not able to speak ^^
out against a legal system that allows for a strict constructionist

interpretation of the California Education Code that igiK)res the

demographic realities of Los Angeles and California, as well as

the human needs of millions.

In virtually all cases, the undocumented are first-generation

college and low-income students. Those who do receive financial

aid are only eligible for state monies and university grants. Many
undocumented students, however, do not apply for financial aid.

Rather than risk problems with institutions and bureaucracies^ they

do not trust, they commute long distances and work long hours

in order to pay for their education.

Because of the Bradford ruling, undocumented students can

now no longer be considered California residents. Regardless of

their financial need, entering undocumented students must now
pay approximately $10,500 in out-of-state fees just to register at

UCLA.
Clearly, the fu^t concern has got to be to fmd an immediate

solution. But the long-range problem will not go away. It is a

serious problem with serious consequences for the future of this

state.

I would urge that every effort continue to be made to find a

long range answer to the problems brought on by the Bradford

decision. The committee established as a result of the discussion

on the needs of undocumented suidents at the recent Council on
Diversity retreat should continue to meet in order to develop a

series of recommendations to Chancellor Charles Young on this

issue.

Bermeo is the director of UCLA's Academic Advancement
Program.

DAILYBRUmPOM.
WHATDOYOU THINKABOUT

• "POLmCAL CORRECTNESS?"

The "political OHrectness" movement on campuses

has drawn a great deal of criticism from conservatives

and liberals alike, yet many feel that "PC" speech and

behavior is essential in providing everyone an envi-

ronment in which they can learn.

-Do you think **?€** language t>enefit3 students?

-Do you think the notion of ** political correctness'*

is speech restrictive?

-How do you feel the media has portrayed "PC?'*

Please submit your responses to the three questions above,

along with your name, reg. number, year and major by

noon Friday. There is no minimum length, but keep

responses under 2 pages.

Untigned edRorials raprMent a ma^rlty opinion o<

the Daily Bruin Edttortal Board. Al other coiumna,

lattart ar>d artwortt r«pr«a«nl th« opinior>« o4 their

authort. They do not reded the views ol the

Editorial Board, the ttafl or the ASUCLA
Communicalloot Board. The Bruin cx>rrplies w^h
the Communication Board's policy prohbiting the

publication o( articles that perpetuate derogatory

cultural or ethnic stereotypes. Written material

submitted must be typed or written legibly.

All eubrnttted material muet bear the author'a

name, addreaa, telephorw number, regietratlon

numbar or affillaiiori with UCtA. Namte will not

be withheld eicept In extreme caaee. l\\m Bruin
will pubiiah anonymous letters on a caae-byu

caae baaia If the letter is deemed to be of a
aanaltive nature, but the above information ia

required for purpoeas of verification. If a letter

la printad anonymouely, all biographical
information wiH be kapt confidential.

When nuiltlpte authors submit material, some
names may be kept on tile rather than published
with the material. The Bruin reaarves the right to

edit sul>mined material and to determine its

placement In.the papar. All submisstons beooma
the property of The Bruin. The Communloatkjns
Board has a media grievance procedure for

resolving complakits against any of Its pubiicatk>ns.

For a copy of the compiele procedure, contact t.ia

Publk:ations offioe al 1 12 Kerckhoff Hall.
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Comity to tenns whh ourpersons^ and societal history
i there,** the letter

began. "You*re

probably wondering
why Fm writing. Hopefully,

this will reach you sometime
this century . . . There are

things I never told you, things

in our past that I had to clean

up, that I thought you*d >^ant

to know, kiddo.**

The letter's author was
someone I hadn't thought about

in years, someone I'd dated

when I was a naive 17-year-

old, someone that I had a

brief, intimate, roller coaster

love affair with.

She and I had ended our

romance abrupUy — both of

us were too young and too

inexperienced to really manage
any sort of lasting union. Our
relationship is still a sore spot

with me and 1 really hadn't

remembered it until I opened
the faded envelope that was
waiting for me at my parent's

house.

It was an odd thing, hearing

from her. It was as if a

shadow of my former self had

crossed my path, a type of

black cat from the depths of

my past, leaving chaos and
turmoil in its wake.

Naturally, when something

Jike this happens, you begin to_

reflect back on all the relation^^

Photo Not Available

Learning how to deal with

our personal history and, more
importantly, accepting it and
moving on is something tiiat

we, both as individuals and as

a society, need to come to

terms with. We must take an
objective, critical look at where
we've come from and then set

our sights on jj^ot repeating our
mistakes. I'm a furo believer

Our society's past has sold

us short. What we've all

learned as children is quickly

being shown to be wrong or,

at least, distorted: Columbus
was an exploiter; the Russians

are people just like ourselves,

and not the enemy; the dream
of racial harmony that was
promised decades ago has yet

to appear; and Carter may not

have been such a bad president

after all.

Before we as a country can

get out of Faust's study, we've

got to get a fmn grasp of

what we are left with now that

the house of cards that was
our cultural history has col-

lapsed. Before a solid nation

agenda can be established, we
have to have an established

national history first

Closer to home, we here at

a university need to deal with

our own personal histories

before we, too, can move
confidenUy into the future.

Everyone has rough spots in

their lives — places that we'd
rather not think about, much
less examine closely. But this

is precisely what we must do.

will not truly know yourself

but rather an unreal image of

yourself. It is the same type of

delusion that this country is

now laboring under, the same
type of delusion that feeds into

the elusive American Dream.
Unfortunately, we are alone

in this struggle to deal with

our past and shape our present

identity. Our society, with the

help of our government, has

dismantled everything that has

helped to do this function in

the past: art, literature, music,

politics and education. All are

now dysfunctional from lack of

nourishment.

We have no one to turn to

but ourselves. I hope we're up
to the challenge, because if we
aren't, we stand to lose every-

thing. The corruption of a

society starts as an individual

disease and spreads until every

facet of life is affected. I can

only hope that we're not to

late to stop the dissolution of

the United States.

"I wish," the letter ended,

**that the 21-year-old me could

get my hands on the 17-ycar-

old me and give her a good

talking to. That way, we'd all

be better off."

1 wish that our present could

get its hands on its past so

that the past could give us a

good talking to.

That way, we'd all be better

off.

Saffer, the assistant Viewpoint

editor, is a senior majoring in

theater and dramatic literature.

ships and other similar things

that you've botched. You begin

to realize that you've botched

everything one way or another

in your life. Then you begin

to feel a litUe pathetic and

horrified at some of the things

that you've done.

Naturally, when something like this happens, you

_begin to reflect back on all the relationships and

other similar things that youVe botched.

in change and in people's

ability to grow.

Before you groan and mut-

ter, "More pop psychology!"

I'll stop digressing and get to

the point

As a member of the Greek

system once said, *The unexa-

mined life is not worth Uving.

To just ignore these dark

places in your past is to do an

injustice to yourself, for you

Don't forget:

Humor
insert

applications

are due on
Monday,
Dec. 2

before noon.

WEEK!

TOMORROW
NIGHT!

It's the return of ttie

Beat'$C
Rally & Bonfire
9 PM in the Quad between
Men's Gym & Dance BIdg.

(Buy your Beat '$C T-shirt today on Bruin Walk!)

Tiiaalc s to our sponsor

tmtm mmmmmnm

RaHw A Boiifire ct-traMintf by the

UCLA Sti4eiit klmm Asstclatloi

and tiM UCU Rally Cammittee

SPECIAL THANKS ta:

-USAC -Raa Bavar -Pacific Sai

SAA Is a studeat group

spoasoraiiky
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Undergraduate actors Evelyn Cellc and Christopher Rondholz perform In '•Ghost," at the Freud Playhouse.

SUNNY SUHQAMtf Bruin

'Ghost' resurrected
By Kristen Linden
Dally Bruin Staff

The themes of ''Ghosts'* still haunt us

100 years later.

Whether women's rights, incest,

mercy-killing, religion or individual

conscience, Henrik Ibsen's play pro-

vides a devastating critique of late

nineteenth-century society as well as

food for thought for audience members
working to come to terms with the same
subjects today.

The play, which runs tonight through
Saturday at UCLA's Freud Playhouse,

opens with the return of young Oswald
Alving (Christopher Rondholz) to his

mother's countiy estate to attend the

dedication of an orphanage in honor of
his dear departed father.

We soon learn, however, that

Oswald's father was more depraved
than dear, and that his recklessness was

Play haunts

with themes
responsible for Mrs. Alving* s (Evelyn

Celic) decision to send Oswald away as

a child. But because of the unsympathe-
tic ear of her old friend and priest

(Maury Sterling), Mrs. Alving has kept

the wholesome image of her husband
alive despite the great grief he caused
her.

Meanwhile, Oswald has fallen for

Regina (Laurie Holden), a young ser-

vant employed in the Alving home. Her
presence, though, is threatened by the

designs of her father (Kevin Weisman),
who plans to build a "home" for old

sailors in the city.

Ultimately the lives of all five become

intertwined as sickness and catastrophe

bring daik secrets out into the open and
the characters must explore and reevalu-

ate their beliefs.

Considering that the play was written

more than 100 years ago in Norway,
'Xjhosts" is eerie in its relevance to

contemporary times. While the plot is

rather simple, its many themes are more
complex.

The priest seems less a preacher of
God's word than of society's elite. His
every action and incessant advice reflect

his absolute fear of the wrath of public

condemnation, and he seems to have
sworn a vow of unquestioning faith to

the upper-class' construction of "law
and order." *

The strength in the play, though,

comes from its central character, Mrs.

See «QH0ST8,' page 22

inmsiit
Dramarama finally on edge of fame
By Rob Wlnfleld

Dally Bruin Staff

When the then-New Jersey-

based quintet Dramarama issued

their debut single "Anything,
Anything" back in 1985, they

looked to be on the cusp of
instantaneous success.

An angst-driven, hard-line rock-

er, the song catapulted them from
obscurity into the national forum
of college and alternative radio,

making them **the next big thing in

modem music."

The accompanying LP **Cinema

Verite" followed, spawning a

low-scale, but nonetheless suc-

cessful, series of live perfor-

mances across the United States,

both in clubs and as openers for

more successful bands.

It was then that, at the insistence

ofKROQ veteran Rodney Bingen-
heimer, E>ramarama relocated to

Los Angeles, where they believed

they could capitalize on their

overwhelming West Coast popu-
larity.

=r However, since that Hm^^ ^h^
five members have found rock and
roll to be synonymous with
frustration. And they've discov-

ered their own success to be six

years short of immediate.
With the current release of

"Vinyl," their major label debut
for Chameleon/Elektra Records,

Dramarama now feels less

apprehensive about the future,

admitting they've finally done
something "right"— with perhaps
the exception of the first LP -^ in

their eight-year-plus career.

"I listen to this record," says

guitarist Chris Carter, "and for the

first time, I feel completely satis-

fied. In fact, 1 don't think there's

anything I would do differently on

Dramarama makes its major label debut with the LP "Vinyl.

it

Vocalist John Easdale agrees,

saying, "It's leaps and bounds
better than anything we've ever

done before, because it was the

first record where we could actu-

ally concentrate on the music.

"Although," he adds, "it was
weird for us too, because we spent

moe time in the studio then all

three past albums put together.

And we weren't woridng as hard as

we did on any of them."

The Chameleon/Elektra deal

offered Dramarama its first

opportunity to work with a **real"

producer, Don Smith, who has

aided the likes of Tom Petty and
the Heartbreakers, the Travelling

Wilburys and Keith Richards. And

=«ra direct result, "Vinyl" was
graced with the talents of Benmont
Tench, the Heartbreaker's key-

boardist, and Mick Taylor, ex-

Stones guitarist

*The whole process \vas a nice

change because Don made records

we all liked," says Carter. "And he

worked with musicians that we all

liked. So that made us feel com-
fortable right away.

"And," he adds, **playing with a

guy from the Stones and the

Heartbreakers— that made us feel

real, like we really knew how to

play our instruments, even though
we were the same guys we were a
year ago."

Previously, Dramarama were
basically footing their own bills.

producing their own records and
relying on whatever knowledge
they brought to the studio them-
selves. Thus, their three previous
LPs turned out to be more a
learning experience than actual
hard-core recording sessions. But
Easdale doesn't legret that fact

**Our last album *Wonderama-
land' was a big leap forward for us,

even though we were still deve-
loping," he says. "It was the first

time we were recording in a real

sttidio, and we also had more
money to play with then the other

two. So in that respect, we were
able to leam things we couldn't on
the previous albums."

Nevertheless, Carter does bring
up some difficulties that arose
during their two-year absence
between the last album and "Vin-
yl" — the most notable being the

loss of longtime drummer Jesse,

who decided to move to India and
sell jewelry (don't ask).

Wire Train's Brian McCloud
ended up being their choice for a

replacement just days before the

band was ready to go back into the

studio. But because McCloud had
other commitments, he had to

move on, once again leaving the

four members — guitarists Peter

Wood and Mr. E. Boy rounding out
the group— up in the air for their

upcoming tour in support of
"Vinyl." It was just recently that

ex-Blondie drummer Clem Burke
was added to the band.

As Easdale and Carter affirm,

"Vinyl" is their most consistently

sohd coUection of rock-oriented

material. And the first single off

"Vinyl," "Haven't Got a Clue,"
contains the type of classic rock
flavor— thanks to producer Smith

See DRAMARAMA, page 23

'Venus' shows warm, funny side of op
By Michael Mordler

Theater people are often
eccentric and bizarre, but this isn't

necessarily bad. Acclaimed direc-

tor Istv^ Szab6's new picture

"Meeting Venus" is proof positive— it's a comical, self-effacing

portrait of artists in motion.

The story chronicles the pas-

sionate ups and hilarious downs of
an opera production. ZolOin Szan-
to (Niels Arestrup) is the driven,

talented — but internationally

unknown— Hungarian conductor
come to Paris to direct Wagner's
masterpiece 'Tannhfluser." The
piece will be broadcast live to 27
countries around the worid and, if

successful, will make Svanto fam-
ous overnight

But his job won't be easy. Part

of working with the most talented

musicians in the world includes

babysitting their egos. Svanto isn't

accustomed to such tedious chores,

having previously only dealt with

the artistic task at hand.

EHrector Szabd shies away from
frowning down upon these gifted

clowns, instead reveUing in their

amusing rhetoric. He is aware of
the enormous comic potential —
and he doesn't miss a beat

Right from the start there are an

assortment of amusing antics:

childish orchestra members
throwing peanuts and paper at the

singers; a stout German who's a

hypochondriac, repeatedly beg-

ging for a doctor to check his

perfectly fine vocal chords; an
egocentric American who wants to

upstage everyone; and two lusty,

overweight Italians who can't stop

kissing and petting one another.

None of this action seems deriva-

tive. lt*s fresh, campy fun.

The production's already a
week into rehearsals before the

star of the show, Swedish diva
Karin Anderson (Glenn Close),

arrives. She waltzes right into the

middle of a rehearsal looking

marvelous, like a breath of fresh

air, and after greeting the cast

proceeds to sing an aria. Svanto's
eyes indicate that his ears have
never heard such divine bliss.

But Anderson and Szanto don't
get along initially — she's testing

him. It doesn't take long, however,
before they fall in love. They can't

help themselves, despite the fact

that he has a wife and daughter
back in Hungary. She quickly
comes to regard him as the love of
her life. He softens her, making her

more gentle and warm. And
Szanto has never before felt so

passionately about any woman.
(It's easy to see why.)

Close absolutely glows in this

picture. Her performance is so

keen and seamless it's difficult to

figure out if she's doing anything

wrong. As in many of her previous

roles, she is the character. Close
stands a good chance of receiving

her sixth Oscar nomination.

See 'VENUS/ page 23

Niels Arestrup conducts Wagner in ''Meeting Venus.'
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Music

Undeig^VMind:
Cooperage concert series to spotlight

local, up-and-coming student bands
By Scott Phelps

Up-and-coming student . bands have a
new venue here on campus. The Cultural

Affairs Commission has initiated the UCLA
Underground Concert Series, which begin-
ning tonight will spotlight local bands.

*t)ur basic thrust was to give a venue to

,

local bands,** says Mark Chamberlan, who
organized the series. The only problem with
this type of program, says Chamberlan, is

that **we were not sure enough people had
interest in it,*' but so far the response has

been good.

Tonight's 8 p.m. conceit at the Cooper-
age will be the first one in the series.

Talismen, one of the bands playing tonight,

features four students (vocalist/guitarist

Liam Cowing, bassist/keyboardist Chris
Varosy, lead guitarist Matthew Kropp and
drummer Russ Palarea) who describe their

music as "loud, progressive rock and roll."

The members of Talismen have been
together since winter quarter and say their

name denotes magical powers. But the

band's musical expertise comes from
experience, not mystical spells. Even
though the band has been together for nine
months, all four of its members have been
playing instruments for years.

Talismen plays regularly at fraternity

parties and was part of the All-Hall
-Barbecue concert here at UCLA.

Todd and the Slam, the other band
featured tonight, has been together for over
two years. "We met in jail," laughs vocalist,

songwriter, guitarist and kazoo player Todd
Stagland, who describes his band's music as

**punk intellectual."

Along with drummer Bobby-Z, bassist

Albercrombie and guitarist David Lane,
there are the "Wham, Bam, Thank you
ma'am horns," comprised of saxophonists

Ken Fisher and Naoki Taniguchi, and
trumpet player Chris Moura.
Todd and the Slam say that practicing

once a week **takes away from our sleep, but
that's about it." Although the group has

"Our basic thrust was to give a

venue to local bands . . . (but)

we wer6 not sure enough

people had interest in it."

Mark Chamberlan
Series Organizer

played at the Roxy and the Central, they say
that they "want UCLA to be our forum, our
Kansas." They desrcibe their music as U2-
like, with the Doors and David Bowie as

other main influences.

Stagland's twisted invitation to "be free,

my brothers — come hear our music and
dance with the spunk of 1,000 medieval
witches," is extended to the entire UCLA
community.

"(UCLA) is a diverse campus . . . and we
would like to get everybody involved,"

Chamberlan says, and adds that Cultural

Affairs is eager to include bands of all

genres in the series. And tonight's concert at

the Cooperage is just the beginning— next

quarter, the series is scheduled to feature

bands every other week, so be sure to stay

tuned.

MUSIC: UCLA Underground Concert Series,
featuring Talismen and Todd and the Slam.
Tonight at 8 p.m. in the Cooperage. Admission is

free. For more info on how to audition for

upcoming shows contact the Cultural Affairs office

at (310) 825-6564.

Members of the group Talismen will be performing In the Cooperage lunight to
start off the Underground Concert Series.

UCLA UNDERGROUND
CONCERT SERIES PRESENTS
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THE MOMENT
in the COOPERAGE
Wednesday, Nov, 20 at 8:00p.ni.

A taste of local music and comedy
sponsored by Cultural Affairs...

Paid for by USAC, your student government!
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'Little I I of Horrors' ^vides lively entertainment
By Danya JoMph
Daily Bruin Staff

Quality performing doesn't

have to come firom fancy produc-

tions and huge, 20-piece orchest-

ral-accompanied shows. The fun-

filled Theater Palisades* presenta-

tion of "Little Shop of Horrors'*

provides a perfect example of a

musical that is small and simple

and still extremely entertaining.

The musical comedy, written

and composed by Howard Ashman
and Alan Menken (the team who
brought us E)isney*s *The Little

Mermaid** and the upcoming
"Beauty and the Beast**), warns of

what can happen when a people-

eating plant is appeased of its thirst

for blood.

Therefore, one of the most
important aspects determining the

success of "Little Shop** is the

design of the plant— the Audrey II

— which grows with consumption

of each of its victims.

If the plant looks like a puppet,

or if its manufactured frame is

apparent, then the play is dead.

Conversely, if the plant is operated

well, as it is in this production, the

musical soars with humor and
absurdity, for the realistic move-
ments of the plant make its

preposterousness seem plausible.

In addition to the Audrey n,

"Little Shop,** which draws from
the Steve Martin and Rick Moranis
movie, is about Seymour (Peter

Hussman), the ultimate nice-guy

nerd who raises Audrey II, and
Audrey (Jenny SchleeO — after

whom the plant is named — a
sweet gal with a past who dreams
of sharing her future with a nice

guy like Seymour in a place

"somewhere that's green.**

The acting in **Little Shop** is

pleasing, although it is based too

heavily on the movie. Michael

Gosper as the voice of Audrey II

gives personality and sarcasm to

his role. Hussman*s Seymour and
Schleefs Audrey are both engag-
ingly sweet Hussman *s voice is

especially pleasant and holds its

own above the amplified voice of

See 'HORROIIS/ page 22

AMERICAN FLYERS
SANTA MONICA AIRPORT

•STUDENT INTRO FUGHT SPECIAL $99*
•PRIVATE CERTIFICATION DURING BREAK*

•LAUNCH YOUR AVIATION CAREERS

800-233-0808
• • • OVER FIFTY YEARS AS THE NATION'S

PILOT TRAINING SPECIALISTS •

Why eat lunch
anywhere else?

Introducing the Siziler Lunch Club*

Go to Sizzler and get yourfio^purchase

necessary lunch club card. Use it to

get 15% off on yourJundb ofJ4^99 or

more. Use it 10 times and your next
lunch is free. Good from 1 1:30 am-

4:00 pm everyday.

Good only at: 177I^K
922 Gayley Ave. wl^iLICrl
Westwood Village (buffet court & grill) •

IS NOW A BROADWAY PRODUCTION.

Our new producer just finished Andrew Uoyld

Weber's production in London and also produced

Siegfried and Ro/s show in Las Vegas. If you are at

least 6'0'* and a professionally trained dancer, singer

or have drop dead good looks , we want you to

audition for our

EUROPEAN BROADWAi^ CALIBER SHOW.
Call GIO) 396-4045 between 10am-6pm,

Monday thru Friday to set up an interview.

Please bring or send photo, resume, audio

and/or videotapes, and self addressed—self

stamped envelope for return of tapes, to

2115 Pico Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90405

Don't miss this great opportunity

to travel and work with

one of the hottest producers.

.-Li/ •. • .

GCLA Department of Music
Wednesday, November 20
8 p.m. • Schoenberg Hall

aCLA Wind Ensemble
Thomas Lee, conductor

Angela Woo, graduate conductor
Music by Mendelssohn, Turina, Susato,

Kabalevsky, and Hindemlth

Mexican Chamber Music Series

Thursday, November 21
8 p.m. • Jan Popper Theater

Violin and piano music by

, .•• • • •

Manuel Enrfquez & Federico Ibarra

Saturday, November 23
8 p.m. • Jan Popper Theater

Danilo Lozano, flute

Althea Waites, piano

$5 general, $3 students & seniors

Information: (310) 825-2953

• • • C> ' •
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HORRORS
From page 21

Audrey n when the two sing

together.

*^ark Forrest as Oin, Audrey's

sadistic dentist boyfriend, is a

younger version of Steve Martin,

who played the role in the movie.

Steve Keelcy*s direction nukes

excellent use of the set

The comfortable Theater Pali-

sades is adorned with a creatively

designed set that more than meets

the needs of the pioduction.

WhUc it's no 'Thantom of the

Opera** in teims of grandeur and

scope, this production of **Little

Shop of Horrors** is pure, lively

entertainment ***

STAGE: "Littte Shop of Horrors." Book
and Lyrics by Howard Ashman. Music

by Alan Menken. Directed by Steve

Keeley. Musical direction by Linda

Abbott. Chereography by Victoria Mill-

er. Produced ky Teresa Trout at the

Theater Palisades Pierson Playhouse.

Runs Thursdays through Saturdays at 8

p.m. and Sundays at 3 p.m. Tix: $12
adult, $10 senk)rs and $7 students. For

more info, call (213) 454-1970.

• >:

From page 18

Alving. She has been a great

woman behind a not-so-great man,

building him a reputation as a

social benefactor while tolerating

his constant juvenile acts and

sexual indiscretions. Even after his

death, she has continued to sustain

his reputation, for his sake, and her

son*s.

Director and graduate student

Barbara Daoust has done a terrific

job with her undergraduate actors.

Rondholz skillfully portrays a

likeable young man wracked by

worries and guilt that he has

caused his own downfall. Sterling

and Weisman succeed in playing

characters 20 or 30 years their

senior while Celic truly steals the

show. With both powerful voice

and stage presence, she gives Mrs.

Alving the strong will and mater-

nal tenderness the character relies

upon during her years of struggle.

Praise must also be given to

scenery designer Victoria Petro-

vich for a beautiful set. The

furniture, hardwood floors and

"windows** in the background

convey an atmosphere appropri-

ately upper-class yet homey.

Ultimately. "Ghosts** provides a

visually-appealing performance

with thought-provoking ideas.

•••

STAGE: "Ghosts." Written by Henrik

Ibsen. Directed k>y Bart>ara Daoust.

Starring Evelyn Celic. Christopher
Rondholz and Maury Sterling Perfor-

mances tonight through Sat at 8 p.m. At

the Freud Playhouse in Macgowan HaH.

Tix: $10 general, $7.50 seniors and $5
students. For tickets, call (310) 825-

9261.

Simply the
best preparation
money can buy.

DAILY BRUIN
ADVERTISING

825-2161

Are Your Teeth
Snow White of

the 7 Dwarfs?

See Dr. Friedman

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL
DENTISTRY
For Appointment:

478-0363
•TOOTH BONDING
•Fix Chipped, Stained or Broken Teeth

•Nitrous Oxide/ Laughing Gas
•Estimates Given in Writing

•Credit Cards, Checks atni Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)

1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire &. Santa Monica)

The Princeton Review
(213) 474-0909

CONTACT LENSES

UCLA
DANCE DEPT

Presents

EYiGLASS PACKAGE
INCLUDES EYE EXAMINATION

EYEGLASS FRAME &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM PAIR OF
DAILY WEAR LENSES CAREKIT AND

FOLLOW-UP CARE

IN
ROYCE HALL

(The Black Box)

Arrive early - liiwiMecl eeacing avallaltle.

Phillip McAbec. Sylvia Morales, Robin Reese, Shu-ying Liu, Pat Cattcrson,

Jennifer Larsen/Kenny Walker, Audrey Woods, Elissa Daly, Karen Stokes,

Roberta Bourroughs, Carrie Frymer, Kristina Hall, Cara Wharton, Andrea Bouza,

Lynne Anna Kallblad, Donna Eshelman, Lauren Winslow-Keams, Kate Mitchell,

Elizabeth Steel

DISPOSABLE CONTACT
LENSES

INCLUDES EXAM FITTING &

FOLLOW UP t 3 MONTHS LENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, CD. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

*« / • . I
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'VENUS' o

From page 19

Close is matched note for note

by Arestrup. The actor is unknown
to American audiences, having

worked mostly in theater and made
an occasional foreign film. Szanto

is a charming, attractive man who
— no matter what occurs — is

immensely likeable.

Prom the very first seme, the

audience feels sympathy for him
— he*s just flown from Hungary to

Paris and is waiting patiently as a

man scrutinizes every page of his

passport, reading it as if it were a

novel. On the soundtrack, Szanto

relays that this has happened many
times before. He talks with a laid-

back wit, not bitterness. And the

audience loves him for it

The movie's only problem is the

ending. Istvto Szab6 leaves the

romance unresolved, as if the film

were only about the coming to

fimilion of the opera. But it's

equally about the love shared

between a superstar and her con-

ductor. Whether Szanto goes back

to his not-so-perfect family life or

remains with Anderson is left to

the imagination of the viewer.

Perhaps Szab6's statement is that,

in the end, it's Szanto's work that

is the love of his life.

Regardless, "Meeting Venus" is

a fun movie. And although it's an
international film with a European

director, it shouldn't get lost in the

shuffle of big releases this holiday

season. It's an exuberant comedy
of mannen with passion, romance
and a whole lot of laughs. ^^^V4

RLM: "Meeting Venus." Screenplay by
Istv^ Szabo and Michael Hurst.

Directed by Szab6. Produced by David
Puttnam for Enigma. A Warner Brothers

release with Glenn Close and Niels

Arestrup. (Rated PG-13: sexual situa-

tions; 119 minutes).

PRAMARAMA
From page 19

— that's sure to elevate Dramara-

ma beyond its minor cult trap-

pings.

•*Now we can look down and see

where we've been," says Easdale.

"And we're a couple of steps up

fiom where we started. Back then,

we were totally unprepared for any

of it ... but now, we've had a bit

of growth in how to deal with it all.

And I think that shows with th6

new album."

)

BRUIN <2I,'{) 474-6267

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL V
FKKK l*.\RKI\(i CI SIIIONKI) CIIAIKS

SAT, SUN, & i:VENIN(iS
CL/VSSES

CATCH - SOME
FAST ACTION..

AD\^RTISE
in the BRUIN
=825-2161=

RIMINI PIZZA
BEAT 'SC SPECIAL!

2 MEDIUM
PIZZAS

w/ 1 FREE topping

!

208-4348 ,^^4i
we accept Master Card and VISA C\ •^

i. ^ J
ti\-^M

10925 Wcyburn Ave, Westwood
<%>

^^

SHANES JEWELERS
Introduces our

21st ANNIVERSARY STOREWIDE
HOLIDAY SALE

Q GIA Graduate Gemologists

Q 21 yrs. of Service to the

UCLA Community

Frigidly and qualified staff

Q Value, quality, and service

December hours 10:30 am-9:00pm

.> ir M ASTER Q^) jeweler™

1065 Broxton Ave. Westwood Village, CA 90024

(310)208-8404
Free Ear Piercing & Discounts with UCLA I.D.
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DAILY BRUIN Classified
112 KtrcHhoff Hal. 306 W«stwood Ptaza. Lot AngalM. CA 90024

INFO: (310) 825-2221 FAX: (310) 206-0528
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CLASSIRED RATES
DaHy. 15 words or less S5.05
OaMy, Mch addttional word $ .35
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Display ads - student rata^cot. inch $ 8.96

Oispiay ads - local rata/ool. inch $10.70
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1 \worWr>g day In advance by noon
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Are you pro-choice?
=^reifoa Republican?
Republicans for Choice is a group of concerned pro-choice

Republican students who are working to protect a woman's

fundamental right to reproductive freedom.

Over 68 percent of Republicans support pro-choice legislation

and pro-choice candidates. However, the evangelical religious

right has taken control of the California Republican Party.

The ultra-right leaders plan to use this power to fight the

campaigns of any mainstream, pro-choice Republicans.

We need you now! Your membership in Republicans For Choice

strengthens our Republican effort to preserve a woman's

fundamental right to choose.

Please come to our next meeting

Wednesday at 7pm in MS 3915G RFQfa ir I fmCtaim

HANCOCK PARK LIGHT OPERA CO.

1091-82 INAUGURAL SEASON
r -PRBSENTS-

*lf^ STAMJumy
\B RANCT UKDER Aa

AJfJCA

ALONG WITH AM ALL-AROOMD TALENTED MVLTl-ETHraC CASTtt
NOVEMBER 22-DBCEatBER 1. 1901 FRJJSAT. • B PJT. SVN. • 3 PJt.

-BCAUTVUL 8KTS * OOSTUMES-CLABOIMn STAOaC/CHOWPOOIUWir-UVK ONC^tCarniA-

AT THE BEAimFXJL WILSHIRE EBZXL THEATRB-4401 W. aiH ST. (JUST SOUTH OF
WUJSHIRE A LUCERNE)

"TICKET PRICES ARE SM/OltClIBaTmA. $1S/U>GS. a llO/BALCOKT*
FOR TICKETS. PIXASB CALL: CROUP (IS^^) DISCOUlfTS AVAILABLE!

CALL: (213)22S-3947/(818)707-«0ie
(8 18)e8e-2eOS/(2 13)616-3376

(213) 4aO-3232 • (714) 740-2000
(MS) 5a»-i700 • (eifl) 27»-TIXS

ALLERCYA^AY FEVER RESEARCH. Wanted:
subjects age 12-59 interested in participating

in FDA-approved clinical drug trial using

allergy medication vs. placebo in 2 week trial.

You will be compensated for your participa-

tion. Call D10)31 2-5050 exL 302.

Personal 10

Personal 10 Personal 10

YOSHIE
Happy 21 St Blrthdayi
YouVe the best, big sisl

i hope vou have a
"trlplnalcular' year!

V YLS Jan

3SSS

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates to UCLA Students

Hollywood Piano Rental Co. I

4M-13M 4M-6SM I

Miscellaneous

fnffl]^
Bit}les - Books

Gifts.

M-Th 10 cm - 9:30 pm;
Fr-Sot 10 am - 11 pm; Sun 2-6 pm

10684 Weybum Ave. LA 90024
20a-5432

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH,
CONSULTING. ANY SUBJECT
AREA. OVERNIGHT SERVICE
AVAILABLE. CONFIDENTIAL.
REASONABLE RATES. PhD GIVES
EXPERT HELP. (213)476-0114

Personal 10

AlcohoUcs Anonymou8

Meetings
Men. diaouMion, Thur Bookstudy. Fri. Stap

Study. AU 3625 12:15-1 :16. Fri. 12a>-1 300

TuM. DiftouMion. VMk). 0i»ous«on NPI

08538 12:15-1:00

For alooholiot or indMduab w^w
hmtm dtirking

\

It's More

Sports Tickers

4 TICKETS UCLA4JSC. UCLA ALUMNI SEC-

TION. CALL 274-1013.

SAVE $$$ ON TICKETS
AIRLINES. SPORTS. MUSIC. SHOWS. WE

LIST LAST MINUTE CANCELS.
SURPLUS AND PROMOTIONS FOR SALE

CHEAP. ALSO. WHEN YOU ARE STUCK WTTri

TICKETS UNEXPEaEDLY
CALLUS.

213-4 TICKET

Clii Omejiit's Pliilantliro|)>

Tuj»-o-VVar

r()l)\\lAr2|)m
I ( I \ riillinu lo^itliir lor ;i mtiil i;iiim*

I <M* into, nkasf Ciill Sii/\ 2t»S.2M I or MaiKlic 20S-5(HI2

Good Deals

INSURANCE WARII We'll beat any price or

don't wart your busincM. TidcBtf, accidents,

iport cart, itudent discounts. RMquHL Bruin

Pl^. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

7 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-11

YEARS needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free dievelop-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.

KYPCRACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 YEARS nMded for UCLA
research project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation. 825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 ar>d have a scientific learning experience.

8250392.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer

WTinea Pedis needad for new reaearch study.

Urwier dennatologists supervision. Volunteers

will be paid for info. (213)828-8887.

Personal 10 Personal

f

i

Hey EN it's no time to

snooze, (dow^n to our
excliange you

siiould all cruise. We're
hot, you're hot, need to

study? We think NOT.

Santos Celler
TONITE Q:30

r^^JF£££££^^J^^^JF^^^^^^^^^^W^^^^^^^^^Jt^^^^jf^^M^^^^^^^Mw,A

%^^^
jet ready fo

Pi Kappa Alpha's FiRt-E^

Pleil9«/Aetive
Tofiiskt, Wednesday, Nmmnber 20tli, 1991

Buiet leM 6ayley & Undfainit 9:00 pm

????????9???????????9?9??99?????99

Psych Up
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10 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Help Wanted 30

For

Big/Lil Sis

Revelation
g:: Pledges meet at AEO at 5:30 ::o

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

Research Subjects 12 Wanted 15

ASTHMA RESEARCH. K you would like to

participate in FDA approved research studies

with new asthma medications, call

(21 3)31 2-5050 ext. 302. You will be compen-

sate for your time. Allergy Research Founda-

tion. 11645 Wilshlre Blvd., Suite 601, West

Los Angeles, 90025.

ASTHMA RESEARCH: Subjects with mild to

moderate asthma, ages 18-50 needed for air

pollution study. Free medical testing and

participation fee paid. Call James at

(310)825-2739.

DRUMMER WANTED for novice band at

UCLA. Call anytime, leave message:
(310)575-4247.

Salons 21

MODELS WANTED for free profoasional hair-

cuts in BeveHy Hills. Call Terl (21 3)936-3408,

leave message.

PANIC ATTACKS?
SMOTHERING SENSATION?

CHEST PAINS?
DO YOU EXPERIENCE SHORT EPISODES OF

SMOTHERING SENSATIONS, DIZZINESS, CHEST
PAIN, NERVOUSNESS OR FEEL FEARFUL? YOU

MAY QUALIFY FOR A MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDY
ON PANIC DISORDER. QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS

MAY EARN UP TO $770.

PLEASE CALL (2 1 3)854-495

1

CALIFORNIA CLINICAL TRIALS MEDICAL GROUP

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854^951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

Earn $250 or More
Research Institute needs

individuals with

diagnosed allergies to

measure effects on
Psychomotor skills.

Must have had a

positive skin test.

Ask for Susan 390-8483

Health Services 22

OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS
Are you a compulsive overeater,

bulimic, anorexic? There's help

and it's free. Overeaters

Anonymous meetings every

Thursday at noon at Neuro
Psychiatric institute Building,

Room 08544.
All welcome.

Research subjeas 16
years and older who
need a fixed bridge for

one tooth are t)elng

recruited for a 4 year
study. Must be willing to

return for annual follow-

up visits for 3 years.
Contact Lynne at the

Clinical Research Center.
825-9792

THROWING UP
GEHING YOU DOWN?

Or. Bflnmi, Ctiilcsl PfyctatoQitt

213-655-6730

LOSE UP TO 30 pounds In 30 days for less than

$40. Doctor recommended. 285-8347.

PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE THERAPIST and

body worker. Full body or areas of stress.

Xavier (213)719-9212/ (213)69ft-7424.

Opportunities 26

Health Services 22

DON'T PANIC - Exams are difficult enough but

if you suffer from test anxiety, it can really hurt

your performance. Open Doors Institute spe-

cializes in treating ail kinds of anxiety with

short-term therapy and provides special dis-

counts for students. Call for info
(213)281-6772.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of

acne, scars and suiHpots. Low Cost. Free

consultation. Call BeveHy Hills

Laser Doctor's Croup. (213)786-0636.

ACNE
A NASTY FOUR
LETTER WORD
Ifyou had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago
you would be clear of

Acne today. For fi'ee

samples, inform^on on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our
Skin Care Information

Line,

800-435-3533

ENTREPRENEURS! Do you have a business

idea7 Do you need $$$? We can help.

Unlimited Funds. (818)702-9703.

MODELS WANTED male/female all types.

Your chance to have $200 make-over... Abso-

lutely Free. Color and/or cut by top

professionals. You could qualify. (IF INTER-

ESTED PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CALL) at:

Sheraton L.A.X. airport hotel. 6101 West
Century Blvd. LA, 9004S. Date: Friday Nov.

22, 1991 Time: 3pm-7pm. Questions

ddremd at this time. No hair dorw at model
call. Bobby Kraus (213)542-4974.

RAISE BIG MONEY FOR YOUR ORGANIZA-
TION LARGE OR SMALL. CALL RICHARD
969-4826. NO MONEY REQUIRED.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT. Internship inter-

views now taking place. Gain valuable
experiefKe managing a team of employees,
customers, and suppliers. Majority of hiring

will be completed by November. Average
grow profit $11,287. Call Triple A Student
Painters, for information now
1 (800)426-6441.

UCLA LAW SCHOOL - Voluntew jurors

needed. Ont evening only. DMm available:

11/26, 12/2, 12/3. Call Bunny - 206-1193.

UCLA LAW SCHOOL- volunteer jurors

n—ded. One evening only. Dates available:

11/26, 12/2, & 12/3. Call Bunny- 206-1193.

Help Wanted 30

$200-$500 WEEKLY. AMwnble producU at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
(801)379-2900 Copyright •CA11KDH.

$40.00(yYEARI READ BOOKS and TV Scripto.

Rll out simple 'like^kan't-like' form. EASY!
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations,

pjaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Record-
ing (801)379-2925 Copyright fCAIIKEB.

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning.
afternoon
& evening

hours available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

$500-$1,00(VWK. PT, working weekends.
Erotic dar>cers and models needed. Will train,

call Ginger, (213)575-3634.

$6.63^r. Walk on campus. Schedule around
your classes. Opportunity for advancement.
Apply at the Sproul Cafe. 350 De Neve Dr.

(213)825-2074.

ADMINISTRATIVE INTERNSHIP available at

art gallery in Brentwood. Requires art, promo-
tional, ar>d writing skills. Computer literacy

r>ecessary. Evening and weekerxi hours avail-

able. FAX resunr>e to (310)820-5426 or call Mr.
Sptro or Mr. Reed at (310)820-6511.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - FISHE-
RIES. Earn $5,00O+/mo. Free transportation!

Room & board! Over 8,000 opening. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For
employment program call Student Employ-
ment Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext.1 54.

AMAZING OPPORTUNITY! Manager/
assistant for combined Legal/Medical (Gyne-
cology) office. Great pay! Full-lime. Strong
academic records. Graduating senior pre-

ferred. (310)261-8457.

APPLY NOW, Victoria Secret, Century City.

Flexible hours, employee discount, enthusias-

tic people should apply. (213)284-6642.

LAW FIRM
needs motivated person to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume
w GPA, available times

for, interviews and other
.

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

ASSEMBLE PRODLXTTS AT HOME. Easy
work! Top pay! Guaranteed. 1-800-226-^3601
ext. 41 50, open 7 days.

ATTRACTIVE, WELL-GROOMED,
PROFESSIONAL-LOOKING INDIVIDUAL
needed for promotional work. Fri/Sat. SlC^tv.
Car required. 826-4445.

BOOKKEEPER-P/T-SANTA MONICA Gym-
nasties School needs detailed-oriented, moti-
vated self sUrter. 3 days a week, flexible hours.
Salary D.O.E.. Call Susan (213)376-5851.

BUS BOYS/GIRLS, catering events part-time.

$10hr. Clean appeararKe and willing to work.
(213) 657-5506.

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will
work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Services. $6.63^r. 206-7686. Contact Paul
Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting
APPs for Winter Quarter.

CA5HIER. WESTWOOD MARKET. PT,
days:7am-3pm; eves:3prT>-1 1pm. Apply 9anrv-

noon, 11031 S.M. Blvd, or call 477-3216.

•CASTING EXTRAS' for motion pictures and
commercials. $40-$300/day. Call now
(213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Eam up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

aERK^L POSITION. Clerical word prx>ces*-

ing. 60+ words/minute. $8-12Av, depending
on experience at law firm. 6500 Wilshire.
(213)651-3333.

COMPUTER/BOOKKEEPER, P/T, S8/hr. WLA.
(213)476-1703.

DRIVERS NEEDED, full-time and 40%
commission. Must have own car with
insurance. (213)914-1449.

EXECUTIVE ASSIST. F/T Assistant to Real Estate

Agent in fast pace office. Need Organized,
hard^art worker, with good writleiVverbaJ

skills, computer /W.P. experience. $1 SOO^o.
plus bonuses plus medical. Tricia Dix
457-2726.

RECEPTIONIST
We are looking for an energetic and

potitive penon who bkei to talk on the

phone Canal, tively enviranmenL light

typing. niU time. Hn: 7am-4pm Mon-fti
Great place to wofk. Mek)dy453-U17
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Help Wanted

FAST EASY INCOMEI EARN lOCTS weekly
stuffing envelopes. Send self-addressed
stampnl envelope to: FAST INCOME, PO BOX
641517, Chicago, II., 60664-1517.

CO FOR IT International

company needs several individuals to help

train & manage. Must like people & chal-

lenges. Excellent $$. Call Mr. Nelson

(310)399-9309.

r -RN ,
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GROWING CO. NOW HIRING FULL OR
PART TIME OUTSIDE SALES PEOPLE. GOOD
COMMISSION. CALL LA TINT CO.
(310)657-0110.

HOLIDAY HELP: Retail sales & customer
service $8.2(Vstart. Requirenr>ents: 1 8 -f years,

car, good interpersonal skills. Weeker>d and
evening hous available. (310)396-1479.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. PT or FT
$1000-300(Vmonth. Seeking go-getters to

train for management careers. Complete
training and benefits. (818)788-44.34.

IRISH AMERICAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posi-

tior« available PT/FT day^evenings. Good pay
up to $3(Vhr. Call Mon—Fri 1 —6pm. Kathline/

Bill (213)458-4427.

jOAN & DAVID AT ANNE TAYLOR, the

Beverly Hills loc. is looking for a P/T sales

assoc. designer. Retail exp. pref., not neces-

sary. Great discount! 11 Contact Wendy,
276-1081.

L.A. Bargain Book. PT Sales reps, to call on
retail -- corporate accounts. 10% commission
Must have car. (213)393-5452.

KARI MICHAELSEN
'Katie" from the NBC series

^GIMME A BREAK "^

(and former Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(818)789-1 1 28 or (818)3600760

LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR: Minimum 3yfs law
office experierxie in plaintiff personal injury.

Knowledge of WordPerfect. Contact Sid Dia-

mond, (213)475-0481.

MALE MODELS NEEDED. Young, Handsome,
Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great

Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MALE MOfXLS earn $1 SOAir. or nrnxe. Boyish

arni/or athletic 18—24. Cleanshaven face/

little or no chest hair. Playgirl-style

magazines/nudity. Beginners welcome.
Internationallly kriown photographer. Brad
(213)392-4248.

MALE MODELS under 28, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. Quick cashll
(213)664-2999.

MESSENGER. BEVERLY HILLS Accounting
firm has opening for part-time messenger/light

office work. MUST be dependable and have
own car. M-F, 1-6pm. (310)274-9922.

MODELS: For 1992-93 swimsuit calendars &
posters, European magazine work. Call

(213)732-5744 for appointment.

NEEIXD EXTRAS FOR FILM, T.V. SERIES- call

for appt. (M-F, 9-5). (213)467-5122.

PT BOOKKEPER, file clerk. Computer know-
ledge. Call (310)274-8505, between
8:30-6:30pm.

P/T CLERICAL. Small SM office. Opportunity to

learn R/E trustee business. PM 2-3 days/week.
828-1193.

RECEPTIONIST/ORDER DESK PERSON, FULL
TIME. Good verbal communication. Light

typing, filing, and answering phones.
(310)478-6051.

SEEKING PT PERSON TO SERVICE OFFICE
PLANTS. Flexible hours. Need car. Call Jeff,

(310)305-7030.

8 people needed noinr
Kara upioli^hr.

Hoiuecleaners

•Lite arWwk-

CaU (SlSHSS-1817

I WANT YOU
To make good nrx>ney arxi
have fun while helping the

environment. Can you harxHe
that? If so call Michelle

#399-5300

Environmentally Concerned Students
Seeking full/part-time

• Flexible Hours • Good Personality

• $50/hr • Responsible

• Extra Xmas Money

CALL KIRK after 6pm 399-0593

(714) 474-7686

30 Help Wanted 30 Job Opportunities 32 Job Opportunities 32 Apartments for Rent 49

ATHLETIC TYPES
Tired of buildir^g someone
ebes company? Aggressive.

competitve individudls needed
to help run new company.
Positive attitude and neat

appearance a must.
(818)789>1 128 (8 1 8)36(H)760

SHANES jEWELERY seeks F/T or P/T
salesperson. Evenings and weekends
included. Apply in person or call

(213)208-7281.

TALENT SCCXJTS needed to recruit campus
hunks for Playgirl Magazine photographer.

Fun, good pay, and experience necessary.

(213)400-3305.

TELEMARKETER WANTED. For a large B.H.

inve$tnr>ent form. Hourly pay plus bonus.
Michael Horaney, (213)205-4952.

TELEPHONE MARKETING RESEARCH ASSIS-

TANT for Memory Training School. Light

typing. $6/hr, 1 5-20hrsAveek. Theresa
(310)445-0830.

TEMP HELP WANTED beginning December
1 3, Westwood, flexible daytime hours. Repair,

maintain cassette players. $9 perA^r. CALL
COLLECT (415) 898-1112. (INTERVIEWS
NOV 20).

TRANSLATOR NEEDED FOR JAPANESE. Must
have intimate krxiwledge of Japanese culture

and thought processes. Read/ Write/Speak.

(310)550-6821. Kim West.

TWO POSITKDNS: Both require wordprocess-
ing and good typing skills. Or>e requires

Spanish bilingual. Flexible hours, Wilshire &
Westwood law office. Sid Diamond,
475-0481.

US MAIL JOBS $11.77 to $1 4.90/59 .95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-

sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

^A HOSPITAL NEEDS 4 PT escorts, 2 positions

8am-12pm, 2 positions 12pm-4pm. Persons
must have basic skills to perform a variety of

duties, he., escort, file, secretarial, etc.

Persons applying must be self-nrK>tivated.

$6/hr. Contact Steve (310)824-3117.

HOST PERSON NEEDED for a popular West-

side restaurant. Must have experierx:e. Inquire

in person between 3-5pm only. 12217 Wil-

shire Blvd. Los Angeles.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for

creatively-talented writers. Paperback novels,

non-fiction books, screenplays. 962-1557
Vernon.

Now Hiring
NcXT G)mputcr is interviewing for the position of Campus Consultant.

The responsibilities for this position include:

• Giving product demonstrations

• Assisting the NeXT Sales Team organizing NeXT events on campus
• Providing pre- and post-sales customer support

We are looking for students who have the following qualifications:

• Enthusiasm for NeXT's products and vision

• Personable, self-motivated, creative, flexible

• Previous computer experience

• Working knowledge ofUNIX and C programming are a plus

To be considered for this position, please FAX your resume with work

experience to (818) 880-3729.

All responses must be received by November 30'*', 1991

UNIX is a tradrmark ofAT&T
/

Internships 34 Apartments for Rent 49

STORY DEVELOPMENT INTERN for Roger
Corman's Concorde, yiK>tk directly for head of
development. Rob (310)820-6733.

THE TRANS-ALLIANCE GROUP, an interna-

tionat consultant, U looking 4er 4etf>

motivatedintem. (310)476-7999.

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

CHILDCARE, Saturday 2pnr) through evening,

$50, good with kids, refo-ences, non-smoking.
(310)828-5144.

NANNY, PT, FOR 3yr.old in Westwood.
Warm, reliable female. Live-out. Afternoons/

evenings. 4-days/week. Fluent English, non-
smoker, experienced. Call 6pm-9pm,
(310)472-5700.

) iiiiiii

10980 WELLWORTH
iPii^WEttWdRTH

i-UMMU*^^

Job Opportunities 32 Apartments for Rent 49

COLLEGE LEVEL bio, chcm, & Eng. instructors

(up to 45k/yr). MS min. Top recent grad, exper.

req. (FT A PT). (619)455-1000.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN-interview patients.

Strong writing/computer skills. Medical
and/or legal experierKe desirable. Bilingual

Spanish preferred. Full training & benefits.

Full-tinr>e in Burbank or Alhambra sites.

$13-16/hour. Send resume dealing with

above to: John Ewing, CBL Medical, 3600
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1908, L.A.90010.

Sports Minded
Need Ambitious Self-Starters,

New offices, xlnt $$$
Full-training, Immediate Openings

(310)643-8102

Internstiips 34

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE INTERNSHIP -

Dynamic company seeks intern to assist Vice
President of Marketing to lease our office

building in the West of San Fernando Valley.

MWF availability preferred. Excellent training.

%7t\r\T. plus possible bonuses. Please call The
Abbey Company - (818)713-1800 or FAX
resume to (818)713-0200.

INTERNS for feature film. Strong, willing to

work long hours. 1 1/1 A— 1 2/91/ Great resume
credit. Bob Peris (310)445-5580

INTERNS WANTED FOR AGGRESSIVE AL-

TERNATIVE RECORD LABEL. Various posi-

tions available. College credit given. Call Steve

957-4357.

1 -BEDROOM. $55(VWK)nth, first nr>onth 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

3340 OVERLAND. 1 bedroom $550 unfurn-

ished, $625 furnished. Passing bus to UCLA
(213)837-7755. 4-7pm only.

ARTIST'STXLICHT. 9' ceiling, great lighting,

quiet, clean, utilities paid. Mid-Wilshire larxj-

mark. Spacious single $475. Penthouse with

huge deck $1,100. (21 3)384-5330, 256^945.

WLA. $775-875/MO. 2-BEDROOM. HARD-
WOOD FLOORS, FRONT VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK
TO PICO BUS. (310)839-6294.

WLA, $975/MO. 3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR
PARKING. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOS-
TER ST. (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $675-765.
IBDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX.% BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (310)

839-6294.

BRENTWOOD. One bedroom, den , luxury

building. $950. High ceiling, carpet, drapery,

electric heating. 826-3934.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
SINGLE, $725; HUGE 2BED/2BATH, $1275;

COMPLETELY REMODELED, BEAUTIFUL
LUXURY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROLLED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND GATED PARK-
ING. 11611 CHENAULT ST. (213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD, $840, 2BED/1BTH, 11651
GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

*1 Month Free Rent

(Ask for Details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Central Heating/

Air -Conditioning

•Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,

Refrigerator, Disposal

•Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

Internships 34

CULVER CITY, $830, 2-bed+1'A -bath, carpel,

drapes, quiet neighborhood and building.

(310)826-6907.

DETROIT & WILSHIRE. $550. Very large

single. Airy. No pels. Parking for small c^r.

939-1732.

FACULTY AND STAFF: One and Uvo bed-
rooms available in the faculty apts on Levering.

Call 206-1947 (8am-5pm).
'

FREE RENTALS SERVICE. Westslde & SF Valley

apartments. Singles, 1 & 2-bedrooms.
FurnishecV unfurnished. Beginning $560. The
Roberts Co. (310)312-9090. _^
FURNISHED 2-bcdroom, $800, 1 -bedroom,
some furniture $650. Direct bus to LXIA. Near
good area. (310) 450-2655.

MAR VISTA. 1-BED: $685. 2.BED' $775.
Newly painted, laundry. 454-0805.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few

miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice

Blvd. (213)398-8579.

JAMES CAMERON'S BURBANK
PRODUCTION COMPANY

is looking for a development intern to start 1/92.

Responsibilities include: reading scripts and
newspapers, typing, filing, research, and checking

book rights. This non-paying position requires a

junior or senior who will be enrolled during the

internship, has taken several cinema classes and is

interested in persuing a career in producing or

development. Send resumes with cover letter to

Lightstorm Entertainment, Internship Program,

3100 Damon Way, Burbank, CA, 91505. Interviews

will be held the first three weeks of December.

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness roonns,

saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 car parking In

secure garage, will allow

4 students per
apartment.

From $1250 -$1360
2 weeks free with lease

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

I

MAR VISTA, %S7Sfmo, price negotiable,

l-bed/ 1-bath. Large patio. Refrigerator,

stove. Days, (213)788-0885, evenings,
(818)707-3802.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canflelci'

Ave, WLA. $1250 up. Security parking,

(213)286-9332, (213)839-2269.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM. $675. Large, $unny,

great closets, parking. 10 minutes to campus.

Days:(3 1 0)2 73-7598, Eves :(3 1 0)266- 7598.

PALMS. 2-bt(V2-bath, $825 & $855. Under-

ground parking, fireplace, MI, alarm, pets

okay. (714)969-8977, & (213)559-6085.

PALMS $80Q/mo 1 bed/I bath, den, upper.

Airconditioning, garage parking, built-ins,

fireplace, security system. (213)937-0589.

PALMS. $875. 2-bed/2-bath. All appliances.

Security, fireplace, -f alarm. % month free.

(213)839-8862 or 838-5567.

PALMS. Sharp single, $495; 1 -bedroom, $595.

Vertical blinds, carpet, stove, kitchen,

laurxiry, large and bright, great location

1 -block from Motor and National. 2-parking

spaces. 3351 Vinton. No pets. (310)576-5540.

(310)274-0633. Open.

PALMS SPECIAL. No security deposit with

approved credit. $525 for single, $650 & up for

1 -bedroom. Pool, sauna, exercise room.

(21 3)836-3800.

PALMS UNFURNISHED APARTMENT
1 BR-$590; 2BR 1 V2BA-$750. Large Roonrv.

Stove, refrigerator, carport, 824-7157 noon-

6pm.

Get out of the
Dormsl

We Will help Pay
the cancellation

feesi

Huge Luxury 1 Ac 2
bedrooms,

central air, extra large
closets, fireplace, wet bar,

refrigerator, controlled
entry and parking

Low move in/Low
rental rates

Across From Campus
433 Kelton Avenue
(213)208-8685

•AFFORDABLE*
•3528-3532 Sawtelle*

In Nfar Vista near National

2bdrm Ibath

apartments. Uppers &
lowers. Balconies. Stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator.

Spacious with grey

carpet. White Blinds.

$775/month $500 deposit

OPEN DAILY OR
CALL:

Rental Office. 823-4383

Fall Special
S200Off 1st

Months Rent
Great locations

1 & 2 Bedrooms
$695 - S995

Perfect for Students
and or faculty

(213)479-1581

PALMS. 1 bedroom. $695. Stove & Refrig.

(213)837-7513.

SANTA MONICA. 3-BED/2-BATH. Hardwood
floors, large yard, 2-car garage. On Princeton,

north of Arizona. Rent control. l^JSO/mo.
375-0934.

SANTA MONICA 2 bedroorTV2-bath, sunny,

spacious, hardwood floors, ST/Ref, laundry,

patio, cats okay. $1450. (213) 456-9756.

SM. 1 -BED, EXTRA-LARGE. Good neighbor-

hood. Pool, laundry, safe area. $495.
(213)502-8636, available now.

SPACIOUS AND BRIGHT 2-BED + DEN. 5

min from UCLA. $695/mo. Call K^Ju
(310)477-3036.

STUDENT APT. BRIGHT, CHEERY, FURN-
ISHED, BUILT-INS, PRIVATE, SUNDECK/
PATIO, SECURITY, PARKING, WLA AREA.
$65(yMO. CALL DAYS: 310^836-0521.

THIS IS THE PLACE! Cozy, clean, bright,

1 -bedroom upper. Stove/ref. Laur>dry and
parking. EZ mov«-ln termt. $625.
Dayt:(310)206- 1193, Eve*(61 6)961 -2304.
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•tud«nt housing facility. Shared or
private. Pool, |acuzzl, r^crfMlion
room. 1/2 hour drivo to UCLA.
Fraa Brochuro. Northrldgo

Campus Raaldsnco, 9600 Zateah,
- Honhiidom^ CA Ot32S

(818)886-1717

UPPER 2-BED/2-BATH. Balcony, mini-blinds,

stove, frig., parking, laundry. $950.
(213)274-2461.

VAN Nl/YS: LARGE 1 -bed & den. Dishwasher,

stove, fireplace, 1chil(Vlpet ok, or good for

roommates. (818)997-6766.

WESTWOOD. X-larEe 1 -bed. $79(Vmo. Walk
to LICLA and Village. Hardwood floors.

10971 'A Roebling Ave. (213)208-4253,

(213)824-2595.

WESTWOOD AREA. SINGLE WITH
KITCHEN. QUIET BUILDING. WALK TO
CAMPUS. TWO AVAILABLE, $550 & $575.

470-5952.

WESTWOOD-FREE MONTH-1 -block to

UCLA, studio, 1-bd/1-bth, 2-bd/1-bth.

Fumishe<Vunfurnished. Clean, parking, laun-

dry, facilities, pool. $600 and up. 10941

Strathmore (213)206-7294.

WESTWOOD FURNISHED BACHELOR. Pri-

vate entrarKe, utilites, garage, bi-monthly

cleaning, light cooking, norvsnx>ker. $500.
310-476-0049.

WALK TO
UCLA/WSTWD

SPACIOUS
1 bdrm 1 bath/double sinks

Students/Roommates Welcome

$790— negotiable with lease

• refrig •dishwasher•A/C•

•controlled entry* large

closet • parking •elevator •

519 Glcnrock 213-208-4835
^

mm^m
FREE RENT

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotel•Westwood Village

Cable TV»MiCTOwave« Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk«w/KITCH $295/wk
l-bdim suites available

21 3/208-2241

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS—^BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD,

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PKOI I SSIONALLY MANACitl) BY MOSS & CO.

AMAZING 2-BED/2-BATH •WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-ciown liv-

ing room, enclosed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-

portation & UCLA. (213)475-6717.

WESTWOOD. X-LARCE 1-BED. $750-up.

Fumishec^nfumished. Parking. Near LICLA,

avail, now. 11089 Strathmore.
(310)454-8211.

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
IBDRM

Starting at $600
move-In allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

Wednesday, Nov. 20, 1991

WESTWOOD. Large 2-bed/ 2-bath, furnished/

unfurnished. PooV Jacuzzi, long/ short-term,

$1400. (213)470-1513.

WESTWOOD, 61 6 Veteran, WALK TO UCLA.
Singles & 1 -bedrooms, $590 and up.
(213)208-4934.

WESTWOOD, $1 1 50 to $1 550. Terrific 2 8,3
bedrooms. 2-bath$, dr, Bultt-ir«, refrigerator,

dishwasher, AJC, patio, laundry. 1711 Mal-
colm. (213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD. $985-1 1 95/MO.,
2-BDRMy2 BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

<Wrthd^
Nov. 20. 1991

You could be extremely lucky fulfilling

your hopes and expectations in the year
ahead. They may not be of a material
nature, but they could be more
valuable.

SCORPIO (Oct. a4-Nov. 22) As long as
companions are cooperative and make
concessions, you'll be easy to get along
with today. You're not apt to respond
congenially, however, when contradict-
ed. Scorpio, treat yourself to a birthday
gift. Send for Scorpio's Astro-Graph
predictions for the year ahead by mail-
ing $1.25 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to Astro-Graph, c/o
this newspaper, P.O. Box 91428, Cleve-
land. OH 44101-3428 Be sure to state
your zodiac sign.

8AQITTARIU8 (Nov. 23-Doc. 21) The
probabilities for fulfilling your ambitious
objectives are favorable today, provid-
ed you don't take on something you're
ill-equipped to handle. Operate within
your known capabilities

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-J«fi. 19) Think
twice about atterKlIng a social Involve-
ment today where there may be people
you dislike. It might turn out to be a
waste of both time and money.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) It s ex-
tremely important you raaaats your
objectives today There la a posalblNty
you might be strh^ing for something that

wM not gratify you orK:e It Is achieved.

PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) Don't
waste your valuable time today arguing
with someone about an issue to whk:h
this individual has a closed mind. It

could upset you emotionally and ac-
complish nothing
ARIES (March 21-Aprll 19) Temporarily
set aside involvements today that dis-
tract you from your own interests and
focus on the affairs of another. In order
to succeed, you must t>e dedicated to
personal goals.

TAURUS (AprH 20-May 20) Strive to be
self-sufficient today instead of relying
on the support of another Even If it is

forthcoming, you might be better oil
without it

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) In order to
be successful today, you must be con-
sistent. Guard against tendencies to
slack oft on your endeavors just wben
your objectives are vdthin reach.
CANCER (June 21-Juty 22) Just be-
cause friends aren't totally in accord
with your Interests today doesn't mean
tf>ey dislike you. Try not to let your emo-
tions dictate your reasoning.
LEO (July 23-Auo. 22) Certain advan-
tages that can be gair>ed today couid be
lost or minimized — if you exert too
much pressure. Know wften to stop
pushing and to start pleasing.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Keep an
open mind today and give associates
credit for being at least as smart as you
are. If you discount their views and sug-
gestions, it could prove
counterproductive.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Ocl. 23) If you allow
tf>e other party to propose the offer,

you're likely to get better terms today.
People might treat you more generously
than you had antkipated.

Why Pay More?
1 & 2 Bedrooms
$575—$800

Newly Remodeled
Must see to

appreciate.

657^756

DIAMOND HEAD APTS
Westwood

Single-

Fumished/Unfurnished

from $750
2bedroom-

Fumished/Unfumlshed
from $1200

All Amenities

660 Veteran
208-2251

Beautiful One Bedroom
Apartments
Now Available

$800 Per Month with Security Deposit

Fully Furnished
All Utilities. Paid, including A/C
Available to persons 21 and up

This apartment is nestled in the beautiful Santa Monica
Mountains only fifteen minutes away from the UCLA campus

For more Information call the University of Judaism
Housing Office at 213-476-9777, 879-4114 ext. 259.

WESTWOOD, $600. Large single upper.

Stove, frig, mini-blinds. 477-2777.

WINTER RENTAL, S.M. 2-bed, fully equipped
apartment. Available 12/18 — 2/18. Profesior

seeking reliable renters. $800/mo.
(310)452-1862.

;

"
-

WLA-1 BED/1 BATH. Private patio, built-ins.

$650. 1412 Brockton Ave. (616)366-6732.

WLA. 2-BED/1-BATH. OHIO/FEDERAL.
(213)258-1354.

WLA 2BEDRM/2BATH plus huge den and
patio. $1100. 1412 Brockton Ave.
(818)366-6732.

WLA, $695. Bus or bike to campus. New,
champagne carpet, bWndi, appliances. No
pets. (213)477-0725.

WLA. $765. 1 -BED/1 -BATH. Barrington/

Wilshire. Very bright, large balcony, gated

building, pool, parking. (213)477-9753.

WLA $825/MO. 2-BED. Refrig,
M i cro wave, par k i ng.

;

Bus to UCLA. Must move. $725 First month if

move in bcf. Dec. 5lh. 473-7127.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single. Ideal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

WLA/CENTURY CITY ADJACENT. 1 -bed-

room, $750 charming. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, drapes, laundry, decorated porch,

quiet building. (310)474-1172

WLA single, 1 -bedroom, 2-bedroom. Unfurn-

ished, security parking, sun-deck, Jacuzzi,

ocean view. Call (213) 826-5526.

WLA, AD). WILSHIRE BLVD, 2+2. Patio, new
carpet + fridge. 2 parking spaces, $935.
(816)795-6124.

Apartments Furnistied 50

REDUCED FROM $925 TO $600 1-bd. furn-

ished, (for 2). Full kitchen & bath. 476
Landfair. (213)278-5677.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

@^
Beverly Hills Bachelors

Special Student Discount

Th# Bm^b, Hlll« >L Morifa

• himiahed bachdon with color

TV, microwave, and rdjrigcrator

• Workout fadky
•Jacuzzi
• 10 minutes from campus by but

,

stop at lop of street

120 S. Reeves between Beverly &
Cannon, ck>se to Wilshire

M
Apts. Unfurnished 51

U DEN/1 -'A BATH. Bright, spacious, airy.

Prime location. Easy access to shops-UCLA.
Security bidg. $900/mo. (310)207-6430.

$700 Palms modern 1 bedroom. Security

building. Stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, a/c,

fireplace. (310)836-5311, (310)837-0761.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $850-$895. 1-

bedroom, $750. Near Wilshire & LICLA. Lease
to 2. Single, $650. (213)826-8461

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2-Bedroom, conve-
nient location. From $725. Available now.
Eves (213)275-1427, (213)254-1565.

VERY NICE 2bdr/TA bath. Security, carpets,

drapes, frig. Pool, patio, parking,no pets.

$900. 500 Purdue Ave. (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed duplex. Stove, refng,

drapes, hardwood floors. $1100 up. 2-4 per-

sons. Garage. 1385 Midvale. (310)454-8211.

WLA, CLOSE TO UCLA, $700/mo., 1-bed/
1 -bath built-ins, pool, garden like.nice tenants.

(213)477-9955.

WLA. One-bedroom, $875/mo. Security
building, parking, new carpet. Walk to UCLA.
1450 Midvale. (213)391-2674.

Apartments to StKire 52

lO-MINUTES FROM CAMPUS. Own room in

2-bed/1 -bath. $425/mo. Female non-smoker.
Parking. )oni (213)556-2446.

10-MINUTES TO UCLA. Own room In HUGE
apartment, near all buses. MUST SEE!
$50Q/mo. (310)841-5953.

BEV. HILLS- W. Rockbury Park. Master bed-
room, private entrarKe. Pet ok. Beautiful must
see. $65Q/yTH). (310)552-4630

BRENTWOOD to share 2bath/2bdrm with
professional & dog. $55(VnfK). Dec. or )an.

(310)447-2235.

WESTWOOD. CLOSE TO UCLA on Cayley &
Slrathnrxve. 2-be<^bath, pool, parking,

balcony, furbished. $550 (213)824-2972.

EXCELLENT LOCATION, 5 miles from UaA.
2-becVl -bath, roomy apartment. $550 -f utij}-

ties. Call (310)820-8962.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, huge Melros^airfax
apartnfient. Private room, wood floors, sec-

urity, parking. $450/mo. Kristen
(213)651.3572.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, huge room
with balcony, security building, cloae to
UCLA. S45(Vmo. Utilities included. Call Qn-
ger (213) 838-9691 evenings.

LA BREA/SUNSET— 1 100 sq. h., luxury 24m(V
2-bath. Pool, gym, Jacuzzi, parking. Available
now. $550, utilities included. Patricia

(213)969-9373.

fl
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Apartments to StKire 52 Room for Rent

MALE ROOMMATI. 2-BED APT. Santa Mo-
nica. View of Palisades Park & ocean. $450 -f

'A utilities. Betty: 394-4313.

M OR F NON-SMOKER, share 2-beclroom

apartment. Sherman Oaks, security building,

express bus to UCLA. $38S/mo. James (818)

501-8605.

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE In 3-bed Brent-

wood apt. Huge, great area, pool, parking.

$475/mo. Call 47&-3e79.

PRIVATE BEDROOM w/own bath. Full living

room & kitchen privileges. $400/mo. Call

Carry, (310)839-9919.

PROFESSIONAL MALE wants to share 2-bed-
room in Mar Vista. $385/mo. Move In now.
(310)391-7175.

ROOMATE WANTED. November rent free.

Looking for M or F to share 2-bedroom apt.

N-Orange Grove road near Fairfax and Mel-
rote. $475/mo. Must see to appreciate. Gra-
ham, day (213) 653-0406 eves (213) 653
-7506. ^
SEEKING A NEAT and easygoing female to

share a 2-bed^ -bath w/ 2 others. $270/n>o +
util. (310)820-6365.

Seeking a neat & easygoing female to share a
2-becVl-bath w/ 2 others. $27(Vmo-MJtilities

(310)820-6385

SUNNY NEW APT. PRIVATE ROOM, BATH &
PHONE. PARKING, SECURITY. NON-
SMOKER. WESTWOOD. $600.
213-470-9872.

WANT TO SHARE 2-BEDROOM APART-
.MENT with graduate student? Prime Brent-

wood kjcation. $65(Vmo. Parking. Jeff (310)
447-3020.

Roommates 53

FEMALE, 2-bed/ 2-bath, Westwood, beautiful

new Gayley apartments. Balcony, high ceiU
ings. $340/mo. Jennifer (213)208-5138.

FEMALE needed to share 2-bed apt. with 3
Seniors. Huge, furnished apartment. V» block
from campus. 208-5481

FEMALE , SHARE FURNISHED 2bd/2bth,
2-block$ from campus. Storage parking.
-Dresser and bed avaiiabie, S35(VVth> (213)
TO8-2328.

FEMALE TO SHARE VERY LARGE apt. Brent-

wood security, pool, laundry, $365. Must see
820-0187.

FEMLALE roommate needed to share 2-bed.
'A block from campus. Seema, Jana 824-0796

ONE BLOCK FROM UCLA - Need female to

share large 2bed/2ba. Security Building &
parking. Beginning DecVJan. $393At>o. Kristin

824-1993.

PROFESSIONAL FEMALE seeks mature grad.

student or professor to share 2-becV3-bath
Westwood townhouse. (213)474-8065

SANTA MONK>. M/F. Non-smoker. Own
room wA}alcony, fireplace, washer/dryer,

$495-t- utilites, (213)392-6944.

SHARE 2-BEDROOM with three other girls in

Midvale Plaza II. Call Sheila at (21 3)206-0784.

SHARE APARTMENT with 2 non-smoker,
quiet males. Walk campus. $292/mo. Chris or

Phu, evenings (310)824-3922.

WALK TO UCLA. Need clean, responsible

female to share room & bath in beautiful

Hilgard condo. $400/month.
Sue-3 10-824-9777.

WALK UCLA^ largest 2bdrTTV2bath. Female to

share beautiful condo with 3 others. $395/ea.
(213)961-6695.

WESTWOOD FEMALE NEED TO SHARE 2
bedroom apartment with . 3 other girls.

$395/mo. available Dec. 15th or Jan 1st. Tina

824-0476.

WLA-SM ADJACENT. 2+1 . Garage, backyard,

gardener. Close to UCLA. Female preferred.

No pets. $450 + *A utilities. Call Linda
(310)473-2342.

Room for Rent 54

1-BED WITH PRIVATE BATH. $375/mo. First

•» last. 6066 Comey Ave. LA,CA, 90034.
(213)934-1532.

BEVERLY HILLS. Your own private bedroorrV

bath/den inside an elegant duplex $695/mo
Non-smoker (213)552-0082.

BRENTWOOD, SPACIOUS room, home, near
UCLA- North Sunset. Private entrarKe. Pool
garder). Ideal study environment. Heavenly
parking, share bath, 3-way microwave
$425.00. (213)476-1786.

Condos for Soie

CHABAD HOUSE AT UCLA OFFERS HOUS-
ING IN A JEWISH ENVIRONMENT WITH
KOSHER MEALS, PARKING, LAUNDRY AND
REC FACILITIES. ACROSS FROM UCLA, 741
GAYLEY AVE. ONLY $350/MO. MENDY
(213)208-7511.

DO YOU NEED A PLACE TO STAY IN LA for a
short time? I have a nice apartnr»ent well-

located with a private room & bath to rent.

$50(ymo. (310)470-2942, AMs.

MAR VISTA TOWNHOME TO SHARE.
2bed/2bath, non-smoker, female. W/D and
utilities. SSSCVmo. (310)314-4121.

MASTER BEDROOM for rent. Security park-

ing, near campus transportation. $436.5(Vmo
•» utilities. Available 12^. (213)391-1541.
Leave message.

OWN BEDROOM. Share house with 3 UCLA
female students. 10 min UCLA. $525/mo.
(213)441-5021. Available 1/1.

OWN ROOM, share bath in 3-bedroom apart-

ment In Palms area. $34(Vmo Including utili-

ties. (213)204-6659.

SA1. CANYON BEACH, non-smoking woman,
no pets. Separate entrance/ bath. Kitchen

privileges, parking. Fine home. $550.
(310)459-2109.

VENKTE BEACH, private room, phone, park-

ing, w/d. Safe area. Buslines. Studious,
friendly non-smoker. $420/mo.
(310)452-7272.

WESTWOOD, o¥vn bedroom, $420. Available

now through 12/31. 2-blocks from campus,
parking. 477-5350.

WESTWOOD, OWN PRIVATE ROOM,
kitchen, laundry, and living room. 1'A -bath.

$45(ynfy). + utilities. Ana (213)477-1873.

Available rK)w.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet roorrV

bath, high ceiling in 3-bed luxury apart.

Non-smoker. $550 (310)444-5528.

House for Rent 56

2-BEiyi-BATH. WLA. Close to UCLA. New
carpets, new paint, pets okay. Near S.M. Blvd.

Drive by 11428 Missouri. If interested,

(213)477-7222. $1,365/mo.

2-BEDROOM DUPLEX. Westwood. Updated,
fireplace, hardwood floors, many extras, Must
see. Days (213) 824-6707, Eves 391-9734.

NEWLY REMODLED 3-bed/VA bath. Very
convenient location in Sherman Oaks.
$200(ymo. Faculty preferred. 202-0130.

PALMS. 2-bed/1-bath. Burber carpet, large

yard. $1,250. 11174 Charnock.
(213)933-9388.

SANTA monk:A, $825, furnished 2-bcdroom
house, near beach and transportation.

(310)394-4105.

— House to Stiare 57

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, large
3-bedroonV2-bath house. Share with one norv
snf>oking female professional. $550/mo. (213)
937-9248.

MAR VISTA Large 3bd/2bath House to share
with female staff nr>ember. Non-snrK>king fe-

male preferred $455/nx) (310)391-0230.

SANTA MONKZA. 2bed/2ba w/yard. Hard-
wood floors, w+d, tree-lined street, convenient
location. No pets, smoking. $575 + Vj utilities.

453-4115.

WLA, own roonV bath in 5-bed house. Share
w/ UCLA students. 2 rooms/ bath available.

$500 & $425. (805)640-0816.

House for Sale 58

CAPE COD STARTER, Mar Vista, charm ga-
lore. Formal diningroom, hardwood floors.

$279,900. Open Sunday 11/16, 1-4. Roberta
Trousdale (310) 306-0073.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA, 3be<V2bath, dining, den, pool, great
view. $549,000 Dave (818)783-6875.

House Exchange 59

HOME EXCHANGE IN SANTA ROSA.
1 2/26-1/1 . Lg. 3-bcV2-ba. Clean. 1 -hr. from SF.

(707)546-4246.

Room/Board for Help 62

EXCHANGE 2-room mini apartments on Santa
Monica Beach for services, driving 2 children
from school and babysitting light housekeep-
ing. Aleen (310)451-1383.

67 Condos for Sole 67

PRICESLASHED ONLUXURYCONDO
Wqo $305,000. NOW ONLY $245,000

2 Bedroom, 2 Bath Condominium with:

* Beautiful Mountain View
* Large Pool and Deck
* Sauna and Jacuzzi
* Walk to Westwood & UCLA

* 3 Tennis Courts
* Gymnasium
* Party Facilities

* 24 Hour Security

Call HolUs at 213-445-7778, ext. 447

54 Condos for Sale 67 Services Offered

BARGAIN: 1<f1 top floor condo near Marina,
freeways. Lease option avaiiabie. Tristan

(310)641-1065.

BRENTWCXDD. MONTANA, N of San Vic-

ente. New carpet, bathroonAltchen tile ar>d

paint. 1 be<^ bath -»den . Walk onto large patio

with pool. Light and airy. $199K
(213)826-9356.

DELUXE CONDO: 2-bcV2-ba. Security. Whirl-

pool tub. Refrigerator. W/D. htear UCLA.
(310)544-2809, Ten^a Properties.

Condos for Share 68

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED 2Bed/1 1/2Bath

Condo. Own room. Extras - TV, VCR, Cable.

Clean, quiet. Walk to UCLA. $625/mo
(310)824-4098.

Condos for Rent 69

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, own
bedroonVbath in 2-bed/2-bth. condo. Walk to

UCLA. Parking, pool. $60(ymo. 477-3245.

FOR RENT: Luxury 1 -bed/1% -bath In West
Hollywood. $1250. Highrise condo. Great
location. 8th floor. Magnificent city view.

Valet parking. Garage, security, pool, suana,

confererKe rooms, excercise room. Furnished/

Unfurnished. One year lease. (21 3)659-0761
or (212)878-8088

ONE—BEDROOM West Hollywood Condo
for rent. Most utilities included, amenities.

$875/mo. Call 559-6248.

Guest House for Rent 70

GUESTHOUSE: WEST HOLLYWOOD. View,
fireplace, quiet, secure. Month-to-month.
S1,00Q^nfX) includes utilities. (213)654-1 033.

Vacation Rentals 71

Insurance 91

(\ HATE AUTO INSURANCE

fRH LOWfROUOirc.ill

^13i85.'-n/5 (818.31M61'

BFSTPRICL INSACfNCY

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and rell-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-
periencc. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING/EDITING GRA-
DUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION ESSAYS,
OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes-

sional help from nationally-known author/

consultant. (213)826-4445.

MONEY FOR COLLEGE! BILLIONS IN SCHO-
LARSHIPS AVAILABLE. GET YOUR SHARE!
CALL FOR FREE
INFORMATION:1 -800-755-61 21

.

SMONEY $ MONEYS. Immediate help. Debt
cor>sultatior>s and signature loans to S20K. All

applicants considered. 1-800-221-5546.
Open 7 days.

BEAR'S EDITING
All sub|ects. Theaes/Dls8crtatlons

Proposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPEB9 NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, PhJ>

RESEARCH, WRfTING, editing

All Levete-Alt Subjedi

Foraign Sttxients Welcome
Fa>l, Protetijonal-Quaity Guaranteed

Call Research 213^77-8226
M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

WRinNG. EDITING. RESEARCH.
PhD GIVES EXPERT HELP. Aa

SUBJECTS. D»ys/EVES. REASONABLE
RATES. NEAR UCLA OVERNIGHT

SERVICE Ay/AHABLE.

(2)3)476-0114

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statlstia.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-

graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)671-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(213)473-4193.

Tutoring Offered 96

A BABY COULD PASS with DAA-COO Tutor-

ing. Tutors available in MOST ACADEMIC
SUBJECTS. Rates vary. (818)754-DAAGOO
(3224). A local call -• no charge for referral.

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-
nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Composition, Finance, Foreign languages.

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Sen/ice. (21 3)748-741 2.

ESL^OMPOSITION/EDITING. Duke gradu-

ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)285-4616.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: Interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian (213)478-5822.

FRENCH TUTORING BY university graduate.

Native French speaker with experienc*.
$15/hr. (310)826-4944.

PATIENT TUTOR MATH (ARITHMETIC THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS.
WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF-
RELIANCE. FOR FREE INFO CALL JIM.

(213)747-5118.

WRITING TUTOR, help editing your papers by
experienced writer, J.D. MBA, foreign students

welcome. (213) 824-2160.

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything - fully

equipped - reasonable rates. (818)785-1028.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAYI Tandem or static Une with

Skydiving Adventures, Inc. Student discounts.

For further info, and free brochure
1-800-526-9682.

Tutoring Needed 99

ENGLISH TUTOR/ S.A.T PREP for 1 1 th grader.

At home. Call evenings 8-10 PM.
(310)559-4237.

TUTOR/NANNY WANTED for 8-yr-old boy
•w-^^fTnlen compos ttton and speiitrYg. Female
prefen-ed. |eff (310)477-1141.

Typing 100

$1.75 PER PAGE: Thesis, Papers, Resumes,
Transcriptions, Manuscripts, Charts, and
Graphs. (310)306-2648.

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING for Valley Students. 20 years
exp., laser, spellcheck. (818)752-1980 7 days,

Sam- 10pm. Rushes okay.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERSAHESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (213)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (including disserta-

tions,mailings,resume$). Editing/graphics

available. Laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Ani (213)312-3332

ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING. Any size

job. Fast service. Reasonable rates. Day or

night— Marcus (213)654-4227.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPER. APPLKIAr
TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 213-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (213)827-5090.

A+! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/

editing, computer training, resumes,
transcription. Fax. THE WORD PLACE
(213)882-8008, (818)994-1094.

ANYTHING YOU CAN TYPE I CAN TYPE
BETTER. S2/pagc. Papers, resumes, etc. Ken
(310)478-2986.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,
laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (213)788-9885.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesii/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.
(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, term papers,

scripts, theses, papers, National/ Sepulveda.
(213)397-9711.

IS TYPING your thing? f NO M can help. Fast,

accurate, flexible rates. Carolyn
213/671-3610.

Modern Secreterial and Graphic services: IBM
A MAC. DiscourH to students. Pick up/
delivery. 24hr$ service. Angelica
(213)446-8899.

PERFECT SPELL ING, top quality Mac wordpro-
cessing, Uee pick up/del. $2.25 page. Michael
(310) 477-4735. 9am-6pm.

PLEASE! I! A.i.'s MAGIC FINGERS— Type iTs
wpm- will type anything, anytime. Call AJ.
(3 1 0)4 75-8902 MC—VISAr-AMEX.

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING. Fast, af-

fordable, resumes, theses, dissertations, manu-
scripts, tapes. Laser Printer. M-F 8am-9pm.
(310)475-0318.

PRECISION TYPING $2.5(VDouble Space
Page Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-
DeTivery Available (310)864-3981

PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICE. Theses-
term papers. EmploynYent service. Delta Per-

sonnel Sen/ices, Simi Valley. (805)526-5210.

PROFESSK)NAl WORDPROCESSING in my
home. High quality. Accurate. Weekends and
evenings ok! Good rates. Dee (21 3)398-1 21 7.

PROF. WRITER/MAGNA CUM LAUDE offers

writfng/research assistance. Phone/fax
(818)753-9939, 6-9pm.

96 Typing 100

SHERRfS SECRETARIAL SERVKTES. All year

typing for that professional look. Call

(800)300-0343

WORDPROCESSING specializing In theses,

dlMcrtatlons, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

WORDPROCESSINODESK TOP PUBLISH-
ING, papers, resunr>es, transcriptions, ABA
format. Westwood. (213)473-5755

WRITER'S BLOCK? WRITING APPREHEN-
SION? Professional writing counselor with
Harvard doctorate will work privately with you
on dissertations, theses, term papers, or prepar-

ing forcon>ps. Result-orientated. Your medical

Insurance may apply. Call Productive Prose

(213) 316-5128.

Music Lessons 102

CLASSICAL PIANO LESSONS Laureate of
International Competition. Reasonable price.

Your or my place. Phone (310)390-5030.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

jean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets

results. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional

service. (213)450-0133

LASER PRINTED PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
Satisfied customers. Employed by business,

scientific, entertainment, fashion industries.

$30. 398-2227.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experienced Career Counselor. Also
college admission essays. Lee (21 3)478-1090.

WINNlNC RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our cl ients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel

Florida

SanFrana(CO $ W
London $tis*
Paris $99f*
Frankfurt $<t5*
Rio Dt Janeiro $4#r
•Faies 8fe each way from Loj Anseles based on a
roundtnp purchase. Ae<nctionsBpp(y. Fares&Jb)ect

to ctwige without notice and taMcs not induded.

CoundlTRaMGl
1093 Braxton Av€#«0
Los An9clcs,CA 90024

310-208-3551

TICKETS
^ San Francisco. $58.00

+ Las Vegas $58.00

^ Phoenix $58.00

+ Denver $298.00

+ Chicago $324.00

^ New York $428.00

Travel Service
A -Level Ackerman

^^,,^. , M-F 8:30-6. Sal 12-4
A^yyCLAT CallUCLAFLY

Travel Tickets 106

1 OW LAX TO ST. LOUIS OR DALLAS. D«c.
15. Male. American. $125/obo.
(310)824-3363.
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From page 34

Bruin assistant sports editor and
free safety Jay Ross said. **We arc

playing for all that is right and just

in the world, and beating up on
those conceited spoiled brats who
are paying $20,000 per year for a

junior college education would be
a sign that God really is a Bruin."

Sunday, the UCLA and USC
Naval Reserve Officer Training

Corps will play their last annual

Blood Bowl game at USC (kick-

off is at 3 p.m.). The Bruins have
beaten USC in their last two
meetings, with UCLA returning

most of its players from last year's

squad.

"Last year we won with a
touchdown in the final seconds of
the game," Bruin Rick Rodriguez
said. *This year's game promises

to be as exciting. It will be a hard-

fought game, but we will definitely

come out on top again."

The NROTC will be led by
four-year veteran and team captain

Ed McCabc. with Todd Abraham-
son at quarterback.

*T predict hard-hitting and low-
scoring defensive football,"

McCabe said. "If we play to our
potential, wc can't lose."

The Blood Bowl between the

two naval units will end this year

because the two squads are being
merged as part of a budget-cutting

program.

-While the Army ROTC won't
play football against USC, they did

participate in the California Army
ROTC Ranger Challenge. The
Challenge features nine of the top

cadets from state ROTC programs.
The competition, according to

Capt Skip Davis, features various

military skill and endurance tests

— shooting, orienteering, and long
marches at Vandenberg Air Force
Base.

The rivalry between USC and
UCLA is intense, with the two
squad continually exchanging
insults and trying to better the

other. This year, UCLA came out
with a third-place finish and USC
coming in sixth. The Bruins' win
sends them to the Western Region-
al competition.

The Sprit Bowl between the two
schools' spirit squads is scheduled
for Friday at 2:30 p.m. at USC. The
Bruins won last year's battle, 27-7,

but this year's matchup should be
as tough as ever.

The top fraternity members
from USC and UCLA will com-
pete in the Greek Bowl Friday at 3

p.m. at the UCLA intramural

fields. The game, now in its fifth

year of existence, attracts more
than 1500 spectators.

The Bruins have won the last

four consecutive games.

Travel Tickets

BOSTON. OW LV LAX. 0«:.14th %7O0fxJbo.

Eric (310)624-4059.

L.A. to SAN FRANCISCO ROUNDTRIP, NOV
26-30. Only $55. Call Kayo in Mav^ail (806)

941-2139.

LAX TO Frankfurt one-way, TWA, 12-1 0-91,

S25Qfabo. Harold (310)390-2154.

LAX to SFO, departing 12/14 1 0:00am, return-

ing 12/15 7K)0pnD. Roundtrip $56, katr

available. (310)390-4935.

RNOTRP TO SF FROM LAX. Leave 11/26,

Return 1 2/2. $1 00 or obo jlm (310)376-01 24.

SAN FRAN on 2-round trip. 11/27-12/2.

$15(Vobo. Dion D1 0)479-4991

.

Autos for Sale 109

1977 PORSCHE 924, Silver, Beautiful condi-

tion, AMffM Cassette, all extras, low nnila^,

original owner %2750f6tto. (213)472-5551.

1 984 SAAB TURBO, black, 47k mil«s, sunroof,

k>aded, one owner. $5600. (310)396-3668.

1965 SUBARU WAGON, Red, 4-WD, Tudx),

loaded except radio, original owr^er, all re-

cords %S,AOOloho (213)472-5551.

'86 OiEVY SPRINT. 5-speed, 2-door, 54,000

miles, grey. $t,S00. Pierre, (310)396-3491.

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY
(CI£AH(C0L0«) $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (iino avfiy)- $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.
ASTIGMATISM, EXTENDED i139 PR

Bwwii n Lomb ImtM

EYE EXAM S15
[FrBe Bauach n Lomb Renu Care Kk (w/tens)

HwmaivtiMwmBWH iMMKiftMivBicf um.
lOKKiot SHE miir. MWMftimsEnuiM
HJtlfRTIM: MECHMMM

Mad. Mgrnl. Adinin.

213)842-6094 (800) 842-6094

•11

^ JEWELRY,"
CREAT PRICES

THINK HOLIDAYS
-USE OUR

LAYAWAY PLAN
JEWELRY COUNTER • WOMENSWEAR

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
B-LEVEL ACKERMAN UNION

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal La\A^er

Exceflent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

2 for 1 Special!
To Intnxluce Myself to You I Am C)ffering a Special Promo of:

50% OFF HAIRCUTS WHEN TOU BRING IN
A FRIEND ON THE SAME DAXI

Morning thru Evening • Monday thru Saturday
Call PARIS for an Appointment

Must Bring Ad for Appointment

lOlS Gajfcy #105 in Westwood ViDsge (just half * block south ofWeybum)

(310) 824-5006 =

inV I U 1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 824-399 1^UU Westwood Village, above the Whcrehousc W

DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL
UCLA & AU. STUDENT DISCOUNT
TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
AIR CONDtnONED

s

UCLA

WOMEN'S

WATER POLO

ALL SERIOUS ATHLETES WELCOME!!

FOR MORE INFO.
CONTACT DAVE 478-7019

November 23 8:30 a. m.

Sheraton Plaza La Reina
Hermosa/Laguna Room
6101 W. Century Blvd.

Los Angeles

8:30-noon: Destination MBA
12-4 p.m.: MBA Forums

All events are free to

DMBA participants.

For more information call 1-213-964-3053
For information about DMBA in other cities, tall 1 «(M)-446-(W«)

At Destination MBA - for

Black and Hispanic college

students and graduates. Find
out what graduate business

schools offer you. Hear from
people who've been there.

Registration is at 8:30 a.m.
Free panel discussions:

9 to 10:30 a.m. : Grad school

reps on minority admissions
and financial aid; students on
full and part-time study.

10:30 to noon: Minority MBAs
on career opportunities.

Your future starts Saturday,

November 23 at 8:30 a.m.
Get up for it.

Oestination MBA is sponsored by:

106 Autos 109 Autos 109 Scooters for Sale 115 Scooters for Sale

CHEAP! F.B.I. /U.S. SEIZED.
'89 Mercedes. ..$200, '66 VW...$50,
'87 Mercedes...$100/65 Mustang... $50.
Choose from thousands starting $25 FREE 24
hour Recording Reveals details.
(801)379-2929, Copyright» CAIIKJC

CHEVY Z24, '89, loaded, 30k miles. MUST
SELL. $7,00CVobo. )oe 2091 291.

CONVERTIBLE VW-RABBIT '83. White, new
top, new tires, low mileage, great carl

$520(yDbo. (213) 207-0109.

FOR SALE BY OWNER: HYUNDAI EXCEL,
'88, BLUE, LIKE NEW. $3600/OBO.
(213)659-0761.

HONDA ACCORD '87. Good transportation.

$750. (310)470-2942, AMs.

MITSUBISHI STARON TURBO '85 Great
Condition, Great Deal, Fully loaded. Moving
Must Sell. Leave message $3,550
(213)285-4610.

VOLKSWACON QUANTUM, 1983. Sunroof,

AA^M caaseOe, 4-door, automatic. Lots of

extras. $2700. Original owner.
(310)377-7942.

VCXVO,'e3, 4-door, excellent condition, 1

Oftm&t. Automatic, AMA^M cassette, $3950.
(310)472-1680, (310)472-3228. a.m. and
evenings.

115

VOLVO '83 WCN AT/ACA*B OVERDRIVE
AM/FM CASS, RACK. NEW BRAKES. PERFECT
INTERIOR (LEATHER) $4450 DAVE
(213)206-0567.

VW BUG, 1970, 41k miles. Runs great. Must
s«ll- leaving tO¥Vn. $1300. Call Veronica

qi 0)285-0470.
.

VW GTI 1984. Silver with blue Interior. A^,
S-speed, sunroof, 57K miles. Original owner.
All malntenarKe papers. Very good shape.

$2,800. 552-2822.

VW RABBIT '79. 5 doors. Very good motor.

New battery, alternator. $6,800. Leave a
message, (818)981-4743.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

HONDA VTR, 250, '89, $210(yobo. only
2400 miles. (310)390-5270.

Scooters for Sole 115

1986 RED HONDA ELITE. Excellent condl-

tk>n, only 1,800 miles. $800 Firm. Evening
call leff (310) 453-4771.

1986 WHITE HONDA ELITE. Excellent condl-
tk>n. Lock, permit and helmet included.

$85(Vobo. Call Kris 206-4746

1988 YAMAHA jOC GREAT CONDITION.
LOW MILES, $60Q/o.b.o. MUST SELL
(213)478-4007.

1969 HONDA ELITE 80. Top condition.

$80Q^obo Call Allen: Day(21 3)31 5-8422,
Night(21 3)398-7358.

1989k«ONDA SPREE SO. Must selll Like new.
$39yobo. (213)476-2409.

1989 RED HONDA aiTE, great condition,

only 950 miles, $57Vobo. Lock included.

(213)624-1963.

HONDA 125, 1966. $950 or best offer.

Excellent condition. (213)206-4423.

HONDA '82 2-SPEED, auto. nfK>ped. Excellent

condition. $40(Vobo. Call (816)246-6998 or

(816)246-6996.

HONDA ELITE 80, '87. Fabulous condition.

Red. Master's \ock. Superb. $95QA>bo. Tom
20ft-5869.

HONDA ELITE SOS 1967. $425. Runs great.

Low miles. Call Suzie (310)206-2713.

YAMAHA ZUMA 1989. Great condition,

white and blue, kiw mileage. $700. Call Luisa

824-7419.

Furniture for Sale 126

FUTON AND MATCHING END TABLE for

sale. Full-size, excellent corxiitlon. $15(yobo.
Terry 794-5333.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted D1 0)372-2337

HONDA ELITE 50, 1969. Excellent condition.

With lock. $5S0/obo. Must sell.
(213)470-9757,

HONDA aiTES. 80, 1 50, 250, mint condition.

ideaA transportation. $900-$1 20(Vobo. Call

471-5198.

Typewrltef/Computer 134

BUY IT TODAY, print your term paper tonltel

IBM-compatible, 640RAM, 40-HD, Epaon
printer, $400. |erry, 472-9259.

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 286, 1MB, 5.25-FD,
3.5TD 40HD, KEYBOARD, MONITOR, NEW
W/ WARRANTY. $620. U1 3)644-261 2.

IBM-PC COMPATIBLE with printer— Include
two floppy drives, graphics nxmitor, rwar letter

quality printer and software. Best oflier— call

Pete 206-3647.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! Wte sell

discount and teach you to assemble It yourselfl

PC SUPPORT C»OUP, (818)994-1188.
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Wondering what
Direction to take?

Advertise in

the Bruin

825-2161

VISION CAREI CONTAaiMSES

y^'

lh« Hair Salon

Bikini Wax $8
Eyelash Tint $10
Up/Chin, Eyebrows Wax... $6
Underarms $8
Half Legs $10
Arms $12

1007 BROxrON AVE Upper Legs & Bikini $15
WESTWOOD^LLAGE p^„ Leg^ & Bikini $20

See the difference

quality and timely

service can make
from

DRVOGElI DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood \^llage|

208-3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Look and see

your best with

same day

service from

1082 Glendon
Westwood Village

I

208-3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Thinldiig About
MBAorGradSdMol?
Free 40-page Graduate School

Application Guide. Call:

800-777-EXAM tobTT

ALL AMERICAN SHUTTLE - SPECLVL OFFER
UCLA to LAX SPECLVL
•$14 oneway

1-800^585^2LAX

•Reaervmdoni 24hri
in advance

•$22 round trip •Daily 24lir service

(213)641^4090
'N...;.—\^^ ^-'-^x.-.'-^V •~^„-.''~'> ''

Tayt lanni

• •-
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three goals. A large amount of the

accolades go to the four defense-
man — Dan Beaney. Tayt lanni,

Mike Lapper and Jorge Salcedo—
who have consistently marked and
shut down the other team.

The only concern is the health of
Lapper and lanni who were banged
up in the last games against

Dominguez Hills and San Jose
State. Other than that, everything
is clicking on defense.

"We*rc in good shape," Schmid
said. "Jorge Salcedo has settled in

at sweeper and appears very
comfortable there. Our only weak-
ness in that area is if the defense-

man get too exuberant and move
too forward offensively."

Goalie: UCLA has Brad Friedel.

Enough said.

The sophomore has posted nine
shutouts and yielded only a 0.63
goals against average on the year.

His ability to perform in the

playoffs is well documented,
including back-to-back shutouts in

last ycar*s NCAA Final Four.
Should there be any problems.

Nat Gonzalez will be more than
able to step in. The senior backstop
finished ofiF the Bruins regular

season by pitching a shutout
against San Jose State.

**I am confident in our goalies,**

Schmid said in his assessment
With increased concentration wc
will also avoid any chance of there

being a fluke goal or a defensive
brakedown.**

Bench: This could be one of
UCLA*s big advantages going into

the playoffs. Few teams can boast
a Zak Ibsen (11 goals and nine

assists) coming off the bench.
Mark Sharp (five goals and 12
points) has added quality minutes
in the forward position as well as
Sean Henderson and Eric Chai-
songkram at midfield.

**Zak has shown how dangerous
he can be once he reaches the

endline,** Schmid said. "He pro-

vides us with a great offensive

spark.

"Sean Henderson gives us play-
off experience and the flexibiUty to

play a wide midfield position or up
front If Eric Chaisongkram is

willing to take people on. he can
give us an extra advantage.**

Intangibles: UCLA has several

additional factors that could work
in its favor. First, with the excep-
tion of a couple of players, this is

the same team that was involved in

last year's championship run. The
extra experience and the know-
ledge ofwhat it takes to win should
be beneficial.

Second, the Bruins are at home
for the entire Far West Regional.

UCLA has not lost at the North
Soccer Athletic Field or El Camino
College since 1987.

**The home field advantage
makes it easier. 1*11 definitely

admit that,** Schmid said.
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Women's soccer deddes to play for championsiilp
By D.J. Harmeling

In a decision reached early

Tuesday morning, based on emo-
tion more so than reason, the

UCLA women *s soccer team
concluded that it has more to

accomplish this season.

The team, coming off an upset

victory over favored Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo to win the California

Collegiate Women's Soccer Con-
ference league tournament,
decided after more than three

hours of deliberation that it would
be attending the national club

soccer tournament.

The tournament will be held this

weekend, Nov. 22-24, in Austin,

Texas.

The Bruins (13-3-1) appeared
on the verge of staying home this

weekend, despite having won eight

in a row and perfOTming better

with each successive contest. They
beat undefeated league champion
Cal Poly. 1-0, Sunday in the match
that changed the course of their

season.

The team meeting called for

Monday night ended early Tues-
day morning after much heartfelt

debate produced the result that

each team member desired.

Goalkeeper Amy Pahner said it

'best "Where there*s a will, there's

a way.**

It almost wasn*t to be.

Excitement achieved as a result

of their victory over Cal Poly
quickly turned to sadness Monday
night as UCLA head coach Marc
Clay, about 45 minutes into the

meeting, met outside the confer-

ence room with his two assistants

and financial adviser.

Clay then returned to the room
with the following announcement,
"At this time it is not feasible nor

advantageous for us to take this

trip under these circumstances.**

Clay was visibly shaken, and the

announcement was met with com-
plete silence from a shocked
soccer team. Only minutes before

the room had been filled with

chatter and the team was confident

and playful — having grown
steadily as a unit as the season

progressed.

And then, it apparently was
over.

The shock quickly produced a

multitude of questions and a

number of disbelieving players on
the verge of tears.

The reasons cited for the team*s

inability to travel were twofold—
lack of financial resources and lack

of depth.

The team had been on a three-

week fiindraising drive which
produced approximately one-
eighth of the money needed for the

trip.

The coaches saw additional

long-term concerns that the play-

ers did not realize. A yearlong goal

of the program has been to

establish financial stability, and to

travel would mortgage that stabil-

ity, which has been coming along

slowly but surely.

An additional area of concern

for the Bruins was personnel.

Fifteen players committed to make
the trip, destined to be a grueling

three days.

The tournament guarantees each

team three 80-minute games, but

the Bruins* believe that they will

be playing more than the mini-

mum. To win the tournament the

team would have to play four 80-

minute games over Friday and

Saturday, and then the 90-minute

final on Sunday.

With these circumstances star-

ing them in the face, the team

responded.

Jill Ramer was the most outspo-

ken when informed of the coaches*

decision.

"What it comes down to is how
bad we want it . . . how bad we
want to do it. There is no better

way to present ourselves for the

future than to do well in Texas. The
only way to present ourselves for

the future,** Ratner said, "is to go
nationally and kick some ass.'*

This motivational pep talk was
met by a round of cheers, and
seemed to encompass the feelings

of each individual.

Clay at this point was faced with

a dilemma of whether he should

mortgage the future in favor of

going to Texas now or stick by his

earlier decision. In the long run,

emotion got the best of everyone.

Financial adviser Mark Jen-

nings addressed the players* con-

cerns over dollar amounts. A loan,

which would cover immediate
costs, such as hotel and air fare,

was made available fix)m a private

source to the team. The major
drawback to such a loan is that it

would be hanging over the players
*

heads when they return from
Texas.

The team, despondent not long
before, now saw a ray of hope.

They were not going to pass up the

opportunity to win the national

club soccer tournament
They arc going to Texas.

Christy Tully and the UCLA women's soccer team
ment In Texas.

AUDREY LEE

decided to go to the National Club Soccer Tourna-

A

EVER WONDER
IF YOU'LL LIVE
THROUGH
A DISASTER?
YOUR CHANCESARE PRETTY GOOD IFYOU ARE

PROPERLY PREPARED
Comefind out how to preparefor the

coming earthquake.

Learn

:

* How to prepare before
* Where to avoid during
* What to do after

aker:

TODAY
WEDNESDAY

NOVEMBER 20th,

2pm - 3:30pm
ACKERMAN 2408

Roni Gordon
Campus Disaster Coordinator

Special Guest:
"*^

Malcolm MacKenzie
UCLA Emergency Medical Services

Ordersfor Earthquake preparation kits will be taken.

Brought to

you by the

Student

Welfare

Commission
and the

Facilities

Commission
ofUSAC

Paid for by USAC
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StA^ & FACULTY
Deepjpl^nslng^ui^p^Bn

i^ Now Only for$30
also prdpidijyg gentte waxing, lash ftWw

.208-6849.

Regionals

Women runners miss wild
card bid to national finals

39

Plant &f&w Energy

Skin & Bod^Sare^by Inga
students included in tKfc

By Michael Klein

Heading into theNCAA District

8 Regionals in Fresno on Saturday,

the UCLA women's cross country
team was hoping to finish in the top

three for the fifth consecutive year

and possibly sneak its way into the

NCAA Championships on a wild-

card berth.

They missed on both counts, but

not by much.

PIZZA USA
America's

I,,-

Favorite Pizza
Large 2 TOpping Pizza. Garlic ^ , ^^
Bread and 2 Cokes Only $9.99

Add $ 1 for x-Large Pizza

1 2" Medium Pizza. 6 pieces
of chicken strips, i order of ^„i, , .s^ ^^
fries and 2 cokes Only $9.99

Lowfat cheese available upon request

Free and Fast Delivery—^07-5900
I 1 628 Santa Monica # i o ( i Bik east of Barrington)
Sun-Thurs. 1 1 - 1 2am Riday- Saturday 1 1 -2am

\$^^

^o
oo^
.v^^\^< .1 ns^,^.

1 ô\>.cJ^TvV^
<f^'

.ô
CP

States is iootani lor

The goal of the California Cryobank

is to provide high quality sperm tor

artificial insemination. Requirements

include good health between the

ages of 1 9 to 34 and a

9 to 12 month commitment.

Call for more information: 824-9941

COMPLETE MEDICAL SCREENING (ALL COSTS PAID)
AND YOU EARN UP TO $1 05/WEEK IP QUALIFCO.

TIZIANA SOR3E
Laurie Andeen runs for UCLA. The Bruins finished fourth at Dis-
trict 8 Regional finals.

VOULEYBALL
From page 36

now is forgetting the past,"

Youngs said. "We had a team
meeting and met with £)octor

Parham, and we aie just going to

get better practice after practice.**

UCLA will start the same lineup

that has been used in recent

matches, but will not go with the

6-2 (two setters) offense that

worked in the victory over Califor-

nia.

"We're going to back to a 5-1

and (Julie) Bremner will start and
(Jennifer) Gratteau will come in

and add what is needed,** Bana-
chowski said.

Gratteau has played an impor-

tant role in coming off the bench
for the Bruins recently. She was
the stalling setter in the one game
that UCLA won against Stanford,

and has also been vital as a server

and defensive player.

"She came in and did such a

good job in the Stanford match,**

I Banachov^rski said. "We*U k)ok for

her to really be ready to come in

and relieve Julie if shie needs help,

and with serving and defense.

"She really has been a spaikplug

to the team coming off of the

bench.**

Other Bruins who have ipct-

formed well of late include outside

hitler Natalie Williams, who led

the Bruins in kills in both matches
last weekend in the Bay area.

Williams, currendy sixth in the

nation in lolls per game with 5.31,

also leads the team in kills (473),

hitting percentage (.306) and is

second in digs (240).

Youngs has also given the

Bruins additional firepower
recently. Last weekend, she posted

27 kills, 23 digs and three blocks

against Cal and Stanford.

The junior from El Toro leads

the team in digs (306), is second in

kills (370) and has hit .335 or better

in four of her last seven matches.

On the defensive side, middle

blockers Nfarissa Hatchett (1.4

The Bruins flnished a solid

fourth place with 1 14 points at the

Regionals to end an injury-plagued
season on an optimistic note.

With the anticipated recovery of
Jennifer Ashe and Karen Hecox
from season-long leg injuries, next
year*s squad should be improved.

The Oregon Ducks finished in

first place as expected, combining
fw a team total of 56 points.

Arizona finished in a surprisingly

close second with 60 points, and
Washington took third with 8^
points.

One of the bright spots was that

the Bruins beat No. 12 UC Irvine,

which finished in fifth.

"Oregon was without its third

runner, and that's probably why
Arizona was so close. It was great

to beat UC Irvine, although I think

that they were slightly overrated,**

Bruin runner Laurie Andeen said.

Individually, the top placing

Bruin was Nicole Nugent, who
finished in 12th place in a time of
17:34. Unfortunately, she narrow-
ly missed qualifying for theNCAA
Championships.

If Washington had been selected

as an at-large team, Nugent would
have qualified as an ai-large -

individual.

Junior Kira Jorgensen finished

in 19th place with a time of 17:54.

Three seconds later, sophomore
Beth Bartholomew finished in

22nd place.

Rounding out the top four for the

Bruins was senior Melissa Sutton,

who finished in 25th place with a
time of 18:07.

While the fourth place finish is

better than expected considering
the injuries, after four straight

years of finishing in third place, the

season ends on an anticlimactic

note.

"It is tough to be really compe-
titive when you arc depleted by
injuries, and I spent the season
trying to find solid performers at

the fourth and fifth spots,** Messina
said.

Despite barely missing the
NCAA Championships, the lone
bright spot for the season was the

performance of Nugent. The Del
Mar, Calif., product won three

invitational meets and finished in

12th place at the Pac 10 Champ-
ionships.
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Andy Banactiowslci

blocks per game) and Lisa Hudak
(1.2 blocks per game) will be
counted on to pertbrm as well as

they did against Stanford and
CaUfomia.

After tonight*s match, the

Bruins will face Oregon and
Oregon State in th^ Wooden
Center this weekend.

Daily Bruin Sports

BURT HERMAN
Point guard Nicole Anderson scored seven points and dished out three assists In UCLA's 75-55
:10SS to South Ati«;traj{ft

Women
Shooting turns frigid in

75-55 thrashing at home
By Zachary Aron
Dally Bruin Staff

The women from Down Under
sent the UCLA women's basket-

ball team down and under.

In the Bruins opening game of
the 1991-92 season Monday, the

South Australian All-Stars
unleashed a barrage of layups and
scored a decisive 75-55 victory

over undermanned and cold-
shooting UCLA.
The Bruins were missing two

key inside players going into the

exhibition. Center Gene VanOost-
veen is out with a stress fracture

and will miss the next game
against Pepperdine on Friday.

Meanwhile, fellow center Natalie

Williams is currently on duty with
the volleyball team and will not be
able to don a basketball uniform
until mid-December.

That placed most of the inside

load on center Lynn Kamrath, and
the senior struggled. Although

taking a majority of her shots from
inside the key, Kamrath was only

able to connect on one of 16 shots

and finished with two points and
six rebounds.

But Kamrath was not the only
Bruin bricklayer. Guards DeDe
Mosman and Nicole Anderson had
trouble from the outside, shooting

three-for- 1 and three-for- 1

2

respectively. Even Rehema Ste-

vens was not immune to the cold-

spell, scoring only 14 points. As a

team, UCLA shot a frigid 26.8

percent from the field.

"We didn*t shoot the ball weU
tonight,** Bruin head coach Billie

Moore said. "There also was a lot

of pressure on the front line. We
got tentative and started to press

and never got into our tempo.**

Added Anderson, "We had good
shots but they did not fall. We are a

much better team than we showed
tonight"

South Australia was lead by
guard Jackie Lear, who was the

Aussies
game*s high-scorer with 21 points.

Teammate Merryn Jenkinson
added 15 points and eight
rebounds, while Australian center

Joanne Hill chipped in 12 points

and 17 rebounds.

After a Mosman three-pointer

gave UCLA an eariy 5-2 lead.

South Australia went on a 27-6

run, getting most of their points on
Lear layups and forcing the Bruins
into 13 turnovers. UCLA helped
out the Australian cause by only
shooting 1 l-for-42 in the first half.

The Bruins could make no dents
in the South Ausu^ian's 37-28
halftime lead. Getting nine points

each from Jenkinson and Lear in

the second half. South Australia

gradually expanded the margin
and reached their highest lead at

75-49 with under two minutes
remaining.

One bright spot for UCLA was
the play of backup center Amy Jo
Silva. The freshman from Ephrata,

Wa. notched all 10 of her points in

the second half on perfect four-

for-four shooting.

"I feel good about the way I

played tonight," Silva said. "I

think it was a good start for me.

But, I definitely think that was not
our real team out there."
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Detroit Lions' player paralyzed
By Robert Thomas
The New York Times

Mike Utley of the Detroit Lions

will be paralyzed from the chest

down, his doctors said Monday,
but should retain the major use of

his hands and arms.

"It*s really too early to tell, but

he should be able to lead a full,

productive life,** said Dr. Phillip

Mayer, the chief of spinal injuries

at Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit

He operated on Utley on Mon-
day, a day after the 6-foot-6-inch,

290-pound guard suffered a severe

spinal cord injury when he fell and

landed on his head during a game
against the Los Angeles Rams in

the Pontiac Silverdome.

The injury, one of three para-

lyzing ones to National Football

League players since 1978, was
described by Lions Coach Wayne
Pontes as a freakish accident. It

occurred when Utley, who was
.blocking on a pass play on which
the Lions scored a touchdown, lost

his balance and was unable to

break his fall with his hands.

Mayer described Utley as a

high-order paraplegic, meaning he
has no sensation or control below
the waist, and a low-order quad-

riplegic, meaning he has also lost

some, but not all, upper-body

functions.

An injury of this type incapaci-

tates an esUmated 10,000 to 12,000

Americans a year, almost half of

them in automobile accidents,

often in falls and increasingly

through acts of violence, princi-

pally gang warfare, according to

the National Spinal Cord Injury

Association.

About one-sixth of these inju-

ries are attributed to sports,

although two-thirds of these are

recreational diving accidents.

Football is the leading organized
' sport associated with spinal-col-

umn injuries.

According to Dr. Fred Mueller,

the head of the National Center for

Catastrophic Sports Injury
Research at the University of
North Carolina, Utley is only the

second professional football play-

er to suffer such a paralyzing

spinal-cord injury since wide
receiver Daryl Stingley of the New
England Patriots became a quad-

riplegic when he was hit during an
exhibition game in 1978.
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breadstiks
1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111

NAHID
SPECIAL
1/2 PRICE

Haircut $10
Hi-Lite or

Weaving & Style

Perm
$30

$25

Straightening

Tint & Style

$25

$20

By Appointnnent

477-2255
Antonio's Salon
1267 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
JUST ONE BLOCK
=S^OF WILSHIRC^^

THE STORE

FALL SAL
Nothing over

Levi's SOl's, 505's

$2L99
2 Pairs $40.00

2349 Westwood Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90064

I

(213)4t%7413
f Free scarf or bow/tie AVitIi $30 purchase
I :. .,..,,,••.••-•.•.. ; "'v..-;-: :.:

Sport Goats
I

Overcoats

Special $20.00

Values to
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When it
By Scott Bloom
Daily Bruin Staff

If you didn't g|ow up to be a
6'6'', 260-pound lineman, and
Terry Donahue didn't cxnne call-

ing when you graduated high
school, there's only one way to

play football against USC.
Blood bowls.

There are several USC-UCLA
games other than the one being
played at the Cohseum Saturday,

H • to UCLA4JSC, it's in the • 11
each one just as biwa a rivalry as

the 'Yeal" game.
A variety of UCLA and USC

clubs and organizations battle it

out just before or after the big boys

go at it And while the level ofplay
isn't even close to Division-I

college football, it's close enough
for these teams.

While the contests are supposed
to be flag football games, hard

contact seems to be the order of the

day. In fact, hard contact is

expected and cuts and iHiiises

become cherished mementos.^^
The first of these games — the

"Band Bowl" between the two
schools' marching bands — saw

USC walk away with an emotional
12-7 victory in Westwood. The
game was played before a capacity

crowd, with both bands perfcMin-

ing from the sidelines.

But that was just the beginning.

The dentistry schools, spirit

squads, ROTC cadets, and student

newspapers will aU face off this

week.

The Blood Bowl between the

Daily Bruin and the Daily Trojan
kicks off at USC Friday at 1 p.m.

Last year's game saw the Daily
Bruin take a 31-6 victory, its third

in a row. But with quarterback
Scott Brown lost to graduation, the
load will fall on untested si^^-
caller DJ. Harmeling. The Bruin
will also return just four starters

from last year's team.

••Never before in the history of
man have the lines between good
and evil been so clearly defined,"

See BIjOOD, page 29

i TANNINO
5 Sessions For $25*
•CD Sound Systems • 10 Wolff Beds
•Air Conditioning •Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCLA! Call 824-2TAN

M-F: 7am-10pm
Sat: SanrvSpm Sun: 9am-7pm

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & UndbrooH)
coupon expires 11/28/91

(iat timft customers only/1 per customer/must present coupon)

MATADOR
LIQUORS

-1331

FROZEN DRINK
MACHINES
312-0707

-^v*^

FOR YOUR PARTYNEEDS:
BARTENDER

* Free Ice

* Free Tubs

* Returns Accepted

i^ Free Delivery & Pick-up

* Billing with Discounts

* Special Arrangements

4mUDMYS,
^ix^M^^^^. Automatic entry to win FREE 7 day cruise for 2
LnUlbt^^^—^ vv/ltti every keg purchase.

Offefed at Tonar>ce Crutoe Holidays only. *

800-4 SAILING or 213-375-6599
Drgyy/lngs Quarterly by CnJsG Holidays. Int'l, Inc. Corporate Office

Billiard Club
Restaurant & Bar

Tonight!

Night!
$3 Yards

of Budweiser

$2 Half-Yards

of Budweiser

$lJello Shots

g;::¥*»¥S>::::W:::>:x::::::¥:::::w::^
jwaiWaiiiiiiiittiW mmm '''"^SPilii

Qaily Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet
^ Drink Specials

1 1835 Wilshire Blvd.
Just West of Barrlngton

477-7550
MINIMUM AGE 2

1

:ft3
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Soccer steamrolling into first playoffgame
By Zacliary Aron
Dally Bruin Staff

Now that the first-round games
have been played, the dust has

settled and UCLA has clear sight

of all the obstacles in its path
toward a second consecutive
NCAA soccer championship.

Portland scored a 1-0 victory

over Florida International and
earned the right to play UCLA
(17-3-0) in a Far West Regional
second-round game.
Gametime is 2 p.m. Sunday on

the North Athletic Field.

Should head coach Sigi
Schmid's Bruins defeat Portland,

they will host the winner of Fresno
State—Santa Clara in the Far West
Regional Championship.
UCLA is in good shape entering

the tournament With relatively

few injuries, the team has accom-
plished its goal of peaking at the

right time.

The Bruins are also on a roll,

having reeled off nine consecutive

victories. Combined with home-
field advantage and a wealth of
playoff experience, UCLA looks

difficult to beat.

Here is a look at each area of the

team heading into the playoffs:

Forwards: Once a [H-oblem area

for the team, the Bruin offense has

since increased its productivity.

The improvement has come from a
change in die lineup. Since Cobi
Jones and Tim Gallegos were
inserted in the two forward spots

nine games ago, UCLA has
chalked up 14 goals.

"You cannot argue with the

production we have received from
Cobi Jones and Tim Gallegos,**

Schmid said. **I expect the same
from them in the playoffs."

Jones, with 17 assists this

season, is only two away from
setting the single-season UCLA
record For the year, the senior

striker has also accumulated seven

goals.

Gallegos has scored all but one
of his goals since the change, and
he is third on the team in goals (9)

and fourth in points (22). Gallegos*

ability to penetrate the defense and
the penalty box has contributed to

his success.

*Tim is one of our best players

witii his back to the opposing
team's goal,** Schmid said.

The forwards have been plagued
earlier this season by an inabiUty to

finish offensive chances. In games
against San Francisco and San
Diego, Bruin forwards missed
many goal-scoring opportunities,

losing the game against USF.
However, Schmid believes that

particular problem has been cured.

"We are now pretty solid in

terms of finishing our chances,**

Schmid said. "We have finished

most of them well recently, and the

problem is not as frequent**

Midfielders: UCLA probably has

the best offensive midfielder in the

country in Joe-Max MODre. Only a

sophomore, Moore has accumu-
lated a team-leading 17 goals and
41 points. In addition, Moore
earned a nomination for the Her-
maim award, soccer*s equivalent

of the Heisman Trophy.

Senior Sam George has pro-

duced his typically quiet two-goal
and 10-point season. The seiiior*s

numbers are down only because of
a hip injury sustained at the

beginning of the season.

However. George has been solid

defensively and has contributed

tough marking jobs in the playoffs

before. In last year*s NCAA
championship semifinal against
North Carolina State. George shut
down Uie Wolfpack's top scorer.

Dario Brose.

The other midfield slots are

occupied by Paul Ratcliffe and Ty
Miller. Ratcliffe has come along

recenUy and showed the ability to

produce offensively when he
scored two goals against Cal State

Dominguez Hills.

Miller has displayed his versa-

tility this year by playing at

midfield. defenseman and sweep-
er.

*Ty Miller shores up any defen-

sive liabilities we might have.**

Schmid said. "We need our wide
midfielders to concentrate on
getting behind the defense.**

Defense: Since the loss to USF, the

UCLA defense has only given up

See SOCCER, page 30

nZIANA SORGE
Tim Gallegos and Cobi Jones battle for the ball against San Jose State. UCLA plays Portland in sec-
ond-round playoff action this Sunday.
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Sports
Volleyball

for playoffs with
match vs. Waves
By Greg Jones
Dally Bruin Staff

The No. 5 UCLA women's
volleyball team will begin the final

stretch of the regular season and
gear up for post-season play

tonight when they take on No. 15
Pepperdine at Pauley Pavilion.

With only four matches left in

the season, UCLA needs to move
their play up another notch in order

to be at the proper level for the

NCAA playoffs.

"We are going to have to

concentrate more from the first

point to the last and we are going to

have to go hard through the entire

match/* UCLA outside hitter

Elaine Youngs said.

The Bruins (22-5) may have a

hard time focusing in on their last

four opponents, as none of them
will be as comp^tive as some
recent opponents were.

However, UCLA cannot afford

10 let their play become lethargic,

as the postseason, and a probable

rematch with top-ranked Stanford

at Maples Pavilion, looms ahead.

"We really want to go out and be
sharp even though our competition

SiiilUi

is not top 10, and we want to go out
and establish the tempo that we
want to play in for the next four

matches." UCLA head coach
Andy Banachowski said.

Tonight's opponent will be the

best thatUCLA will see for the rest

of the regular season. Pepperdine

(22-5) is the class of the West
Coast Conference (WCQ and has
not lost a conference match in a

long while.

Outside hitter Cari Delson has

had a good year for the Waves,
with a 3.52 kiU and 3.05 dig per

game average. In addition, middle
blockers Debbie Merandi (1.04

blocks per game) and Lesli

Aspund (1.45 blocks per game)
have been defensive forces.

But, the WCC is not nearly as

strong of a conference as the Pac-

10, and the Waves have been
defeated by both UC Santa Barba-
ra and Washington, two teams that

the Bruins have defeated this

season.

"I think that we know that we
are going to win the last four

matches, but what we are doing

See VOLLEYBALL, page 32

JOHN CHUNG/D«lly

Laurie Jones and the UCLA women's volleyball team will face the Pepperdine Waves tonight at Pau-
ley Pavilion.

win over Bruins can salvage

use sports Info

use head football coach Larry Smith will take a 3-7 record Into

Saturday's game with UCL^. but he's hoping to end the season
on a winning note.

By Mark Brubaker

With only one game remaining
an* a 3-7 record, USC head
football coach Larry Smith knows
that even a victory over rival

UCLA won't make the Trojans*

season a success.

"One game isn't going to make a
season," Smith said. "But you can
end on a good note (by beating

UCLA). Any way you crack it up
this is a losing season."

A large part of the problem has

been the injuries sustained by the

Trojans throughout the season.

"I've got 18 guys on scholarship

who aren't even on the field

because of injuries," Smith said.

*That hurts us practice wise. This
season's been a disaster from an
injury standpoint."

Among the players who have
missed games with injuries arc

fullback Scoa Lockwood, who has

been out all year, and linebacker

Kurt Barber, who has missed the

last two games and won't play

against UCLA.
Even with all of the problems,

USC has showed that it can play
with some of the best teams
around. The Ti-ojans shocked Penn
State early in the season for their

only home win of the year. Later,

they almost pulled off another big

upset in South Bend, Ind., against

Notre Dame. They even held No. 2

"One game isn't going

to make a season, but

you can end on a good

note (by beating

UCLA)."
Larry Smith

USC Football Coach

Washington to 14 points in a loss to

the Huskies.

There have been a few pivotal

plays that have determined some
of the biggest games.

"If I could take six plays in our

season and change them . .

."

Smith said as he pondered the

possibility, "there were some calls

from both coaches and officials

that could have been different. I'm
telling you, I would be sitting here

7-3. That's how fine the difference

is."

One positive this season has

been the emergence of two running

backs that Smith didn't expect

Going into the season, Mazio
Royster seemed to be the top back
at Tailback U. and was even touted

as a possible Ail-American.

Royster was the starter, but then

Deon Strother took over the torch

with a 100-yard performance
against Washington State. Howev-
er, last week against Arizona it was
Estrus Crayton who stepped for-

ward, and now he will get the start

against UCLA, making Smith
happy with one area of the team.

"We've had a tremendous com-
petition at running back," Smith
said. "If we had that at every

position we'd be going to a bowl
game. It's going with who's hot

and who's not, that's the game of
football. That's the way it should
be and that's the way I like it."

Smith also likes the fact that he
isn't going to lose too many
players to graduation this year. Of
the 22 Trojan starters last week
against Arizona, 13 were either

freshmen or sophomores. That
makes for an inexperienced team
in the present, but it also provides a
solid foundation for the future.

"Hey. I'm going to see a lot of
these faces again in four months (at.

spring practice)," Smith said.

Those four months will probab-
ly be a wekome break after this

season, but you can count on Smith
to rally his troops and rebound for

next year.
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Fast for World
Harvest rally

As pan of a national effon to

help fund long-term solutions to

world hunger, a noontime rally

will be held today in Meyerhoff
Park.

Sponsored by Oxfam Ameri-

ca, the rally will encx)urage the

UCLA community to join hun-

dreds of thousands of Ameri-

cans fasting in the 18th annual

Fast for a World Harvest

campaign.

People fasting for one or

more meals today are asked to

donate money they would have

been spent on food for the

development of self-help pro-

jects in 26 of the world's

poorest countries.

Speakers at the rally include

actors Edward James Olmos
and Lou Diamond Phillips.

Inside

Art Fair honors
Henry Hopkins
The Los Angeles Art Fair

honored Henry Hopkins, chair-

man ofUCLA*s art department,

for his 30 years of contributions

to the art community.

See page 8

Viewpoint

Gill meets ix>y,

girl steals iwy
Columnist Angela Beeley

learned to stay away from Other

People's Prc^)erty — the hard

way.

See page 23

Arts & Entertainment

Tlietaleof an
Americanmouse

Animators discuss the mak-
ing of Steven Spielberg's latest

challenge to Disney, "An
American Tail: Fievcl Goes
West."

See page 26

Sports

Bruins face
Pepperdine

Lisa Hudak and the UCLA
women's volleyball team play-

ed the Pepperdine Waves last

night in Pauley Pavilion.

See page 52
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lights, camera, nerds!

Workers prepare to shoot a scene for ''Revenge of the Nerds Part 3: The Next Generation" In

front of KInsey Hall Tuesday afternoon. "Nerds' will be a Fox Network made-for-TV movie.

Athletes more aware of safe sex
By Blr0t Rasmussen
Daily Bmin Staff

Nfagic Johnson *s announcement
that he has tested positive for HIV
signals to the sportsworld that it

needs to practice safe sex.

Although the news has not directly

affected the lifestyles of UCLA
athletes, it will make them more
aware of their sexual habits and
less likely to boast about promis-

cuity in the locker room, UCLA
basketball players predicted.

As college athletes, their lives

bare little semblance to the world

of fame and fortune which sur-

rounds professional sports, players

said

"On the road we come into

contact with (female fans), but we
don't interact with them,** said

UCLA basketball player Mitchell

Butler.

"I'm quite sure it will change the

way athletes perceive and interact

with women,** he added.

Locker room boasting will

become a sore subject because it

will be like stabbing a knife in the

back of Magic Johnson, said

basketball forward Don MacLean.
In general, UCLA athletes said

they watched their lifestyles even

before the news of Johnson *s

infection.

"My sexual behavior won*t
change specifically because of

what happened to Magic,** said

Kevin Smith, a football running

back. "I was careful before and I

will continue to take precautions.**

Contrary to professional sports

stars like Magic Johnson who had
ample opportunity for promiscui-

ty. UCLA*s basketball players said

they follow a strict regimen which
gives them little time for anything

but academics and basketball.

"Outside ofUCLA
players, Magic was

probably the most

influential player in my
life."

Gerald Madkins
UCLA Basketball Team Guard

•They are on a strict program,**

said basketball coach Jim Harrick.

"I know where they are from eight

in the morning till 10 at night.**

The basketball players train

daily and are required to attend

study hall in the evening. When the

players are on the road, coaches
and trainers perform hourly bed-
checks.

The players* lifestyles are
intentionally monitored to keep

See ATHLETES, page 18

Researchers examine effects

of caring for AIDS patients

By Lenore Jimenez

Jim Long began taking care of
AIDS patients after an ex-lover

contracted the HIV virus that

causes the fatal disease.

"When I found out Rob was
diagnosed, I had already lost a lot

of friends,** Long said. "I don't
think anyone can be prepared for

the attack on the body from a

damaged immune system.**

So, Long decided to participate

in a three-year UCLA study of
caregivers to determine how they
cope with caring for loved ones
who have AIDS.

This disease afflicts people of
any age, gender or ethnicity —
fofx^ing them to suddenly come
face-to-face with their own mor-

UCLA commemorates AIDS Day
next week. See story page 9.

tality. *They are not socially

prepared for death,** said study

coordinator Richard Wight
And their caregivers are even

less prepared. "Caregiving is

unusually taxing. It can be
influential in a negative way.** said

Carol Anesenchel, principal

investigator for the study. "People

will become distressed, depressed
— in extreme cases even die from
overload, pressing themselve5/too

far.** \

She and other researchers say

they hope to document how care-

See CARE, page 19

Reaction
mixed to

teaching
By Marina Dund||erski

Dally Bruin Staff

A stinging report calling on
professors to balance their

research and teaching is spurring

mixed reactions from UCLA
faculty.

While many professors said that

a student*s educational experience

can be improved, they also noted

that research cannot be sqiarated

from teaching.

UCLA professors are among the

11,000 University of California

faculty members who were asked

to review and submit comments on
the report findings.

The report was issued by a 13-

member University of Cahfomia
faculty task force in response to"

growing national concern that

universities nationwide emphasize
research at the expense of leach-

ing.

While research has traditionally

been thought of as the only method
for faculty advancement in a
university, the report calls for the

evaluation of a professor's teach-

ing along with research as criteria

for a promotion or raise.

"We see this as a report that

comes down squarely on tenure,"

said Susan Weterberg Prager, dean
of the law school and member of

the task force.

The Pisier report — named for

Karl Pister, task force chairman
and interim chancellor of UC
Santa Barbara — was developed
from a task force issued by UC
President David Gardner.

The report recommends

changing step six of the

tenure track— often

called the "hurdle" step

because of strict

research demands.

One of the most important

recommendations made by the

committee was to ensure that those

who make great teaching contri-

butions are well-rewarded, Prager

said.

The report recommends chang-

ing step six of the tenure track—
often called the "hurdle** step

because of strict research
demands. Such a commitment may
often take time away from teach-

ing, she said.

"It*s more realistic to acknow-
lege that every person will contri-

bute in different ways,** Prager

said.

But there are concerns that the

recommendations — if imple-

mented— may change practices at

UCLA that have enhanced its

prestige.

"What distinguishes us from

other university institutions is that

we are unique with original scho-

larly arKl creative work. It is our

special mission,** said Seymour
Feshbach, chairman of UCLA*s

See STUDY, page 18
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Undergraduate Business Society

MBA Day
James West Conference Room

12:()() NOON

Women*s Resource Center

Workshop: Men Talking About Rape

2 Dodd Hall

Fast for World Harvest

Hunger Rally

MeyerhofF Park

UCIA I>ance Department

Noon Concert

Royce 190

:(>( 1>\1

African Student Union
1991 Griot Jam of Poetry, Story and Song

Los Angeles Tennis Center

Campus Events

"Boyz N the Hood"
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

*):()() PM
Campus Events

"To Sir with Love"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Cultural Affairs

Euphoria

Kerckhoff Coffee House

General
UCLA Parking Services

Motorcycle/Moped/Scooter registration

Valid permit needed by November 1st

UCLA Credit Union
New car loan rate 8.9%

Call (310) 825-8223 for information

News commentary
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Stru^ing to tolerate

'outsiders ' in Latvia
RIGA, StUl-Occupied but

Independent Latvia — Sarmite

Eleile» 34, strikes me as the

most fascinating woman in the

fonner Soviet Union.

In the dangerous early days

of breakup, she was a key

agitator for the Latvian Popular

Front; in the recent period of

new independence, she took

time out to have a baby; in

the sobering time of building a

nation, she is becoming man-
aging editor of Diena, the most

adamantly independent major

news daily among the nations

of post-Soviet Europe.

Elerte's fascination hes

neither in her Audrey Hepburn

looks nor her Clare Luce style,

but in her grasp of the central

issue of the days to come:

how to l)ring disparate ethnic

groups together in nationhood

after the centrahzing fervor for

independence dissolves in sue-

William
Satire
cess.

The prevalent urge is just

the opposite: to get even by

getting "pure." For two gener-

ations, Moscow has been

See LATVIA, page 18

Corrections:
The Nov. 20 issue of The Bruin incorrectly identified the woman in

the front-page photo. Pictured is freshman Brenda Baca.

In an A&E story in the same issue, the story "Cooperage concert

series** mistakenly reported the series* organizers: Mark
Chamberlan, Shihpa Wali and Jesse Mills. Also, the feature

misidentified the three members of the rock group Todd and the

Slam: Todd Stangland Nowasell, Bobby Lunt and Abercrombie.

In a sports story appearing the same day, "When it comes to USC-
UCLA, il*s in the blood** incorrectly named the competitors of the

Spirit Bowl. The UCLA rally committee will play in that football

game against its USC counterpart

The Bruin regrets the errors.
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Grad students work on new
Grade change procedure would

take effect in event of prof bias

By Chris Wolowiec

Graduate government is work-

ing to develop a formal procedure

that would allow UCLA graduate

students to appeal grades that may
have been influenced by a profes-

sor's personal bias.

In its first assembly meeting

Tuesday, graduate government
passed a motion asking university

officials to help it develop and

implement a new procedure for

challenging course grades.

Student leaders hope the policy

change will be approved this year

and take effect in the 1992-93

academic year.

Because there is a link between
grades and the financial well-being

of graduate students, student lead-

ers said there should be a fair

p'ocess to dispute class grades.

*'A lot of things, such as

teaching assistant, ^sitions and

scholarships, are ' d^spendent on
grades.'* said Roy Marchant, gra-

duate government's internal vice

president "Ifyou get a low grade it

could hurt you monetarily down
the road."

Under current policy, students

who believe that an academic
difference of opinion or a personal

bias has influenced a grade have no
grounds for challenging it

**Let's say that a professor says

that the literature of Polish ghettos

of the 1670s is the greatest thing

produced during that era and you

Student media plagued by
late-night computer thefts
By Josh Romonek
Daily Bruin Staff

Two Macintosh computers, val-

ued at more than $3,600. were

stolen early this week from student

publications' offices— raising the

number of computer thefts in the

offices this year to five.

Only a few staff members and

custodians have access to the

Kerckhoff Hall offices in which

the computers were kept. And in

both thefts, there were no signs or
forced entry.

The staff of TenPcrccnt — the

gay. lesbian and bisexual newsma-
gazine — expressed their frustra-

tions by writing on the office door:

"Whatever fuckhead stole our

computer with all our edited

stories on it one week before we
come out can go to hell."

After locking the TenPercent

office door Monday evening,

Editor Wendy Dale said she

returned Tuesday morning to find

the computer missing.

Some staff members of Jewish

newsmagazine Ha'Am were in the

building all night but did not see

anything suspicious until about 5

a.m. when they noticed that Ten-

Percent's door was open, she said.

Custodians who clean the

building every night sometimes

leave the doors open — posing a

major problem for the newsmaga-
zines, said Dale, adding the culprit

must be someone who knows
when people are in and out of the

office.

But the custodians usually do
not leave doors open, said ASUC-
LA facilities manager Kevin Borg.

"When our crews go in

=and clean, they close

the doors behind

them."

Kevin Borg
ASUCLA Facjiitles Manager

"When our crews go in and clean,

they close the doors behind them."

But Daily Bruin Business Man-
ager Staci Leuschner. whose com-

puter was the second one stolen,

said she is sure she locked the door

upon leaving her office Tuesday at

1 a.m. Her computer was gone

when she returned later that day.

And TenPercent and The Bruin

are not the only publications that

have suffered a loss this quarter. A
computer was stolen from the

BruinLife yearbook office in early

October.

"The Communications Board

has not changed the locks for at

least three years." said Kara

Francis, a BruinLife co-editor.

One of the editors from four

years ago still has a key to the

office, co-editor Tess Paragas said.

Both blamed the Communica-
tions Board, which oversees all

student publications, for "dragging

its feet"

Although the BruinLife com-
puter was stolen sometime
between Oct 20 and 21. the board

did not file a police report until

about five days later.

And the campus police decided

not to take fingerprints from the

building because of the delay, the

editors said.

The board may even force the

yearbook to pay a $1,000 deducti-

ble because members say the

BruinLife staff never turned on the

alarm attached to the Macintosh.

Francis said.

But BruinLife staff members
were the first to say they were

unsure about whether or not they

had activated the alarm, said

Publications Director Terence
Hsiao.

Despite the dispute. Hsiao and
BruinLife editors agree alarms are

See THEFTS, page 20

'SChirts

AUDREY LEE

Michael Sung, a senior electrical engineering major, and Neda Shamie, a soptiomore nnicro-

biology major, sell Beat 'SO T-shirts on Bruin Walk Tuesday afternoon to raise money for the

Asian Pacific Coalition.

say it's trash, then the obvious

solution would be to have an

independent committee to judge

the difference of opinion," Mar-
chant said. "Right now. you cannot

appeal that academic difference of

opinion."

Grades may now be changed if

the instructor agrees that a clerical

or procedural error has been made
in assigning the grade, or if the

student files formal charges and

successfully proves that a profes-

sor has violated the faculty code of

conduct.

*There are only two ways to

change grades." said David Lee.

president of graduate government

"The one involving clerical

changes is trivial, whereas the

other method gives me the feeling

of a Spanish Inquisition."

Violations of the faculty code of

conduct include any form of

discrimination against a student,

coercion on a student's conscience

or judgment harassment and/or

intimidation.

If students believe the code has

been violated they can file a

complaint with the faculty gov-

erning board, the Academic
Senate. If the complaint is sus-

tained by the senate then a com-
mittee is appointed to review the

grade and make a decision within

four weeks.

CHARLES COOLEY/Daily Bruin

Brothers and the dual owners of Willy's and the newly

opened Jose Berenstein's. Michael Ananian. left, and Rob-

ert Ananian, right, stand with Dannon Stalworth, co-founder

of Willy's.

Food, folks and fun:
Restaiiraunt owners have

the right recipe for success

By Gwen GoMbloom

It started with a hamburgei;

seasoned curly fries and all you

can drink for $2.99.

Next it was BBQ chicken,

cole slaw and all you can drink.

Now it's burritos and deli

sandv^ches and all you can

drink.

Two restaurateurs have taken

Westwood by storm.

Droves of students have

fiocked to Headlines, Willy's

and now Jose Bernstein's —
proving that Michael and Rob-

ert Ananian 's restaurants use

just the right ingredients —
good food for great prices.

"We're giving people good
value for their money," said

Michael Ananian, the older of

the brother duo. At 27. Michael

is 4 years older than brother

Robert

The philosophy behind
offering good prices is simple.

Michael added. "If an apple

costs $.50. would you rather sell

one for $1 or four for $.65?"

While much of the success of

these restaurants can be attri-

buted to the brothers' experi-

ence in their family Los
Angeles catering business, they

also recognized students' food

needs and financial constraints.

'These guys saw a need in

the Westwood market for a

place where college students

could hang out gorge them-

selves on food and drink until

they burst — all for three

bucks." said junior Jesse MiUs.

who now visits Willy's fre-

quentiy.

Headlines, the first of the

three restaurants to open, ini-

See WILLY'S, page 20
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World

GkMliachev asks to
bonow spedal funds

MOSCOW — Armed with ever-

gloomier details about the country's

economic situation. President Mikhail S.

Gorbachev appealed to a shrunken Soviet

Parliament on Wednesday to spend

money it does not have to get through the

winter.

But his plea for lin emergency three-

month appropriation, which would widen
the total Soviet deficit to a yawning 300
billion rubles, was rejected by the Russian

republic, which has already stopped most
of its payments to the "center** as it gets

ready to strike off on its own path of

economic reform.

Gorbachev said the country as a whole
was headed for catastrophe if the republ-

ics did not join in common political and

economic policies. Ab-eady this year, he

said, national income has dropped by 15

percent, industrial production by 7 per-

cent, agriculture by 9 percent, exports by
31 percent and impoits by 42 percent.

Prince named new
Cambodian president

BANGKOK, Thailand— Prince Noro-

dom Sihanouk was declared Cambodia *s

president Wednesday in a move that was
xlcariy intended to foil the Khmer Rouge
in its hopes of retiwTiing to power. The
unexpected announcement by the

Vietnamese-installed Cambodian govern-

ment came less than a week after

Sihanouk, the former head of state and

rebel leader, rcmmed home after spend-

ing n[K)st of the last 20 years in exile.

Sihanouk, who is still revered by many

Briefs
Cambodians, is widely seen in Cambodia
as the nation's best hope for restoring

peace after more than 1 2 years of civil war
and, before that, four years of Khmer
Rouge terror. While Sihanouk's exact

duties as president were not detailed, the

announcement Wednesday suggested that

the prince had joined in a power-sharing

arrangement that would give him immedi-

ate broad authority in the running of

Cambodia.

Under the U>!. peace accords signed in

Paris last month, Sihanouk was expected

to be the neutral leader of a coalition

group, the Supreme National Council,

that will take part in running the country

until internationally supervised free elec-

tions. But over the last week, the 69-year-

old prince and his followers have thrown

in their lot with the current Cambodian
government at the expense of their former

rebel alhes in the Khmer Rouge.

Dictatorship tiireat

still great in U.S.S.R.

MOSCOW — Eduard A. Shevardnad-
ze, reappointed as fweign minister of

what he himself terms **the former Soviet

Union,** said Wednesday that the danger

of a return to totalitarian dictatorship was
even greater now than at the time of the

failed Kremlin coup in August
**I would say the threat is greater today

than before the putsch,** Shevardnadze

declared in a French television interview.

He cited the worsening of economic and
political conditions as well as the persis-

tence of hard-line hopes for the revival of

dictatorship.

"The place of democrats and reformists

at this moment must be at the barricades,**

he declared in explaining why he chose to

resume his old post

Shevardnadze quit the job 1 1 months

ago with a dramatic warning to President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev that conditions
were ripe for a reactionary coup. His
warning was rebuffed by the president,

who eventually faced and survived a coup
by hard-line leaders of the IfGB, the

Communist Party and the military hierar-

chy, with Shevardnadze helping to lead

the opposition.

On Wednesday, Gorbachev welcomed
Shevardnadze back with praise and
gratitude, conceding that he had been at

perilous odds with his long-time friend

and political associate.

Sutiieriand describes

oideal as hostage
WffiSBADEN, Germany — Thomas

M. Sutherland said Wednesday that he

had been shackled to a wall for much of
the six and a half years he was held

hostage by Lebanese militants, but the

American educator displayed an unshak-

able faith in his family and a buoyant spirit

that defied the physical conflnement
imposed by his captors.

At his first news conference since being

released on Monday along with a Church
of England official, Teiry Waite, the 60-

year-old Sutherland offered one of the

most detailed descriptions to date of

captivity at the hands of Islamic Holy
War, the Muslim fundamentalist group
believed to be holding most of the

remaining Western hostages.

He also strongly defended Waite, who
has been linked to Oliver North and the

Iran-Contra scandal. Waite has not

commented on reports that his abduction

was somehow tied to the arms-for-hos-

tages deaL

Sutherland reiterated his belief that

other Western hostages will be Creed soon.

He said he never saw two German aid

workers who arc also believed to be held.

Local

Officers may seek
dsmlssal in King case

Four Los Angeles police officers

charged in the beating of Rodney King

may seek dismissal of their case on
grounds that they were denied due process

and a speedy trial, a defense attorney said.

Attorney John Bamett, representing

officer Theodore Briseno, indicated Wed-
nesday that he would base his motion on

the prolonged legal fight conducted by
Los Angeles Superior Court Judge Ber-

nard Kamins in a failed effort to remain on
the case.

**They filed the motion to disqualify

Judge Kamins— they chose to invoke an

appellate process, ** Bennett said. "That

process has to be brought to a conclusion.

And I think rather clearly . . . that should

not be a violation of their speedy trial

rights.'

• • • • • • • • • • «
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Secret Sauces

Daily Bruin Thanksgiving Gravy

Makes 2 cups

Preparation time: 5 minutes

Cooking time: 5 minutes

3 tablespoons pan drippings

3 tablespoons all-purpose flour

2 cups turkey stock

Salt and pepper to taste

2 tablespoons Madeira (optional)

Heat pan drippings in saucepan over

medium-low heat. Stir In flour and whisk and^

cook to a medium brown color. Carefully

whisk in stock and cook until thickened.

Season with salt, pepper and Madeira, if

desired.

Do-ahead tips: Make stock the day before

and have ready.

Compiled from Bruin wire services

MEXICANAND DELI FOODWITH BIC PORTIONSANDA LOW PRICE
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2 soft tacos

(beef or chicken)

Rice

Beans
Chips

AU-You Can Drink!

only $2.99 + tax

[IMl
Beef or Chicken,

Beans and Rice

Beans
Rice

Chips

AU-You Can Drink

only $3.69 + tax

/

• _>.

B^/isiBi/ii
MEXICAN-DELI RESTAURANT

935 BROXTON AV
ayfeJii,-.;,;,

ALL SPECIALS:
NO COUPON,
ALLTHE TIME,
ANY TIME!

Any Deli Sandwich
Potato Salad, Fries or

Coleslaw

Pickle

AU-You-Can-Drink

only $4.59 + tax

XOME VISITTHE
2-HEADED
MIKE&ROB
MONSTER!

ISTWOOD VIllAGE (Across from Diddy Riese) (310) 208-4992

^tD s

Get your "BEAT USC" T-shirt now at the

Bearwear Department of the ASUCLA Students' Store

UCLA vs. USC Game, Saturd^, November 23 at USC

ASUCLA STUDENTS STORE
UCLA Bearwear/ B-Level Ackerman Union/ 825-1705/ M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5: Sun 12-5
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PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

QUOTES BY ASHMALLAH, DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
FOR PRESIDENT IN 1992

ITo maintain your sanity in this modern world you have

to be ready always to expect the unexpected and ac-

cept the unacceptable.—Ashamallah

2 The perfect marriage in some ways resembles the per-

fect crime. The big idea is never to get suspected or

caught.—Ashamallah

3 Theworst faults and defects in the American system

are campaign donations. Ifgiven in expectation ofcom-
pensation, they're outright bribery, and if not, they are

a mer^ handout. Either way. they are a disgrace to hu-

man decency and may be the reason why the best peo-

ple shun politics, and assholes become world leaders.

-^Ashamallah

4 The greatest thefts and robberies m the historyof man-
kind are committed on a daily basis around the clock in

the name of charity, organized religion, and the starv-

ing Ethiopians.—Ashamallah

5 Do not be confused when you get to Heaven and hear

more than twenty thousand different languages spo-

ken sinuiltaneously. Ask them to redirect you to hell

where only one language is used. ETvlGLISH.

—Ashamallah

6 The true meaning of life is to work and to love, bo ifyou
are working and loving^ou are alive and if not you are a

dead duck.—Ashamallah

7 In the name of religion and male supremacy, n^n all

over the world enslaved women for thousands and
thousands of years. Abraham Lincoln's emancipation is

^incomplete and the wortd needs now a new humanitar-^

lan to ewomancipale the women and save them from
the tyranny of men. —Ashamallah

8 There is a simple and easy way to wipe out the federal

deficit in two weeks, without hardship to anyone, if the

Ameriran people unite and decide to do so. Confiscate

50% of all holdings of billionaires and millionaires

whose net worth exceeds ten million dollars. This way
we get nd of the deficit and in the same time get rid of a
little social injustice. —Ashamallah

9 Ten years after the war in Vietnam some of our leaders

have not learned anything from that humiliating defeat.

The dire lesson of Vietnam is that physical and brutal

strength will not make a world leader of any nation or
individual. To be a world leader a nation has to excel
and be exemplary in high morale, education, science,

culture, human rights, fine arts, and social justice.

— Ashamallah

17 It used to be the rich get richer and the poor poorer,

but nowadays it became the rich became super rich

and the poor starve to death. —Ashamallah

18 Look for the person who is most responsible for all

your troubles and keep kicking him in the rear. You will

end up with a sore end.—Ashamallah

19 The root of all political setbacks lies in the fact the dem-

agogues, the clowns, the charlatans and the actors fas-

cinate the general public nr>ore than the scientists, the

wise and the sage.—Ashamallah

20 Ask not what good your country can do for you,

. rather ask what harm the lousy turkeys you vote for

quadrennially can do for you. —Ashamallah

21 The greatest unsung heroes are the civil service em-

ployees and s/ery frequently we refer to them i|s the

champions of hibernation.—Ashamallah

22 Humanity has yet to achieve its greatest and most im-

portant freedoms. Freedom from ignorance, freedom

from sufjerstition and freedom from religion.

—Ashamallah

23 Most people do not know why the British call a beauti-

ful girl a lass. Women in England have the most fasci-

nating behinds the world over. So a lass is the imagina-

tive abbreviation of the two words, "lovely assT

—Ashamallah

24 Calling government workers civil service employees is

a misnomer for they are seldom civil and they seldom— render service. We suggest they appropriately be

10 Love IS an artistic dance of the divine ballet staged m a

cozy bed with the fancy costume of NIL. —Ashamallah

11 Any ordinary crook can rob the rich and give to the
poor, but It takes an mfluentjal and glorified crook to
rob the poor and give to the rich. —Ashamallah

12
1 never met a woman who I did not like except for those
older than seventy and younger than seven.

—Ashamallah

13 In order to teach and show people how to be vt»ry

modest and humble. I never brag about being the
greatest genius in America. —Ashamallah

14 Behind every great man there are two great women.
The first carries him around before he is born and the
second bosses him around after he is grown.
—Ashamallah

15 Compromises and sacrifices preserve marriages. Soon
.my wedding night I decided to sacrifice my happiness
for the rest ofmy life. —Ashamallah

16 Slow justice IS filthy justice and filthy justice is worse
than injustice.— Ashamallah

called the barbaric disservice employees.

—Ashamallah

25 Honesty is not our best policy; it is our ONE AND
ONLY policy. It is also our belief, our creed and our
deity —Ashamallah

26 Music is the language of Heaven, and if a prayer is the

attempt of man to communicate with his creator, then

music IS the heartiest prayer, the warmest n^editation.

and the finest means of worship.—Ashamallah

27 The gods create beauty, but they create ugliness too:

an artist only creates beauty.—Ashamallah

28 Innovation and originality are the secrets of progress,

—Ashamallah

29 It never pays to be a cheapskate. Spend as much
money as you can make and make even nriore.

—Ashamallah

30 A genius is one who has the ability to recognize the

boUhOary between being original and being a screw-

ball.—Ashamallah

31 Without the engineer this world would be but bare
wilderness; while God is the Greater Engineer, the en-
gineer IS the small gcxj.—Ashamallah

32 No woman has any important differences from man,
but the unimportant differences are so adorable and I

love es/try bit ofthem. —Ashamallah

34 It seems that God was a Structural Engineer but not an
exceptionally good one. His structural design of hu-
mans mistakingly requires them to walk on four limbs,

and if they walk on two, they get all kinds of hernias,

varicose veins, and terrible backaches. —Ashamallah

36 Never say never, sonnetimes say sonnetimes and always

say maybe.—Ashamallah

37 If you want to be as wise as Confucius and say only the
right thing in the right place at the right time, then
shut-up all the time.—Ashamallah

u

38 Campaign donations have transformed $onr»e politi-

cians into extortionists, expert panhandlers and

professional beggars. They do not work for AnDcrica

any more since their fund-raising practices force them

to serve only the y^ry rich.—Ashamallah

42 Those who cannot do, teach. However those who can

neither teach nor do become politicians and run for

president.—Ashamallah

43 1 have always been a member of the most persecuted

minority m the history of mankind. The minority of in-

telligent people.—Ashamallah

44 My wife is my guiding light and without her, I woukJ

never be able to find the perfect spot for absolute mis-

ery-Ashamallah

47 If you are a sensible honest person and a bum asks you

to spare a dime for coffee, you might give him a dinrte

or tell him to get lost. Consequently if a politician asks

you to spare one thousand dollars to help him run for

office, you would think the nerd is out of his cotton-

picking mind. However, the same politician can find

three thousand bastard crooks who would give him

three million dollars and help him cheat the people and

look like a great hero. —Ashamallah

S2 Ifwe want the whole world to follow our example and

adopt our own system of government, then the least

we could do is improve that system and try to perfect

it. A methcxJ of government where expert panhan-

dlers and professional beggars become the dominant

_ politicians and world leaders is hardly an attractive al-— temativeto socialism and communism.^AshamaHah—

125 If you want to encourage political corruption, then give

your money and vote for the greatest crook ot all.

However, if you want to encourage political honesty,

do not give money to anybody and give your vote to

the most sensible person.—Ashamallah

126 Your own single vote is "^ry precious to our country.

Cast It for the very best person in order to keep Amer-
ica great.—Ashamallah

127 If the very best person is running for president or gov-
ernor and you vote for the second best, because ofpo-
litical affiliation or for any other reason whatsoever,

then you are acting as a traitor to your country and to

your state.—Ashamallah

132 Our political system has a built in nr^echanism by which
the top elected officials are either corrupted crooks or
bastard quacks. This mechanism is known as
"Campaign Donations." If the elected official fulfills the
purpose of his big donors then he is a corrupted crook.

On the other hand, if he ignores them, then he is a bas-

tard quack.—Ashamallah

136 The same outstanding great genius that can put a nr^n

on the mcxDn. can put a dumb rock in a fancy box and
sell it to the people as a \/ery adorable pet. It can also

put a dumb dummy in the White House and sell it to
the people as a \^ry popular president.—Ashamallah

137 It is most alarming and horrifying that our citizens and
voters are unaware and unable to detect the direct re-
lation between political corruption and the terrible dis-

asters that happen frequently. The explosions of the
Challenger and the Titan for instance are due to cor-
ruption among defense contractors. Those in turn are
hand picked for their jobs by exquisitely corrupted
politicians. —Ashamallah

138 You can be the top rocket designer in this country by a
\ftry simple process. Go to Washington, meet Mike
Deaver and pay him his legal fees. Of course your
rocket might explode in midair, but that is OK since

everything is legal. —Ashamallah

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITffiS
A very successful organization, specialized in "STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING, ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT," is interested in expansion by mergers or by the acquisition of other similar firms with great potential for develop-

ment and growth. Submit all requests for consideration to:

INTERNATIONAL DESIGN PLUS
5478 Wilshire Blvd.

Suite #204
Los Angeles, California 90036
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PAID POLITICALADVERTISEMENT

The following Is a reprint of the ads In local papers
In 1 990.

"CAMPAIGN PLEDGE))

If elected as the write-in candidate for Governor on November 6^

1990^ I pledge to adopt and enforce the following platform:

1 Help the minorities, the disabled, the handicapped, the

poor and the homeless.

2 Institute social justice in California and decrease the

horrible economic gap between the rich and the poor.

3 Overhaul the existing tax system to force the wealthy to

pay their equitable and fair share of the taxes.

TReduce the taxes for the poor, the middle class and every

family whose annual household income is sixty thousand

dollars or less.

8 Restore, renovate and rebuild the crumbling infrastructure of

roads, bridges, sewers, pipelines, poweriines and stormdrains.

6 Rght crime and criminals and reduce corruption of elected

politicians and public officials.

7 Reduce the waste in government and trim the overstaffed

governmental agencies.

8 Upgrade and improve the educational system.

8 Revamp the criminal justice system and eliminate all the

legal quagmire.

10 Provide a Universal Comprehensive and Dependable

Health Plan similar to the health plan enjoyed by all

Canadians in our northern neighbor country.

U Encourage tourism and boost development of the eastern

side of the State to compete with Nevada and Las Vegas.

12 Preserve the coastal line and improve all beaches and

make them accessible to all Californlans.

13 Outlaw the filthy practice of campaign donations and

introduce tough penalties for both donors and recipients.

14 Overhaul and remodel the existing election system. This

faulty system allows only desperate people to run for

office. In their desperation, the candidates gouge, cheat,

beg for money, fabricate lies and smear one another in

order to get elected.

18 Enact new laws to punish unscrupulous politicians who

deceive the voters by pledging false promises which they

never interKl to keep and whteh they break as soon as

elected.

18 Help in the selection of a new intelligent and attractive

State Rag to supersede the existing ugly and stupid one.

17 Help in the selection of a new beautiful and charming State

Song to supersede the existing ugly and meaningless one.

18 Reverse the trend of the trickle-down theory which starts

with corrupted politicians and trickles down to civil service

employees. Then the corruption spreads out and infiltrates

the savings and loans associations, and hence trickles

down to the general public. Finally our great country

becomes the worid leader in child abuse, rapes, murders,

burglaries, muggings, organized crime, wilding, dwarf

tossing and dwarf bowling.

18 Support the addition and remodeling of FAItMERS
MARKET and develop the project to be a source of pride, joy

and pleasure to the community and to thousands of tourists

from all over the worid.

20 Regulate the news media which brainwash the voters into

believing that their options are limited to candidates who
receive and spend more than ten million dollars in campaign

donations from Charies Keating and/or his peers.

-Philip Ashamallah

TO ALLCmZENS, RESIDENTS&TOURISTS

Participate and help in the betterment and prosperity of California.

Make a few copies of this page and mail them or fax them to your

friends and to registered voters.

You will be doing a great service to your friends, to yourself and to

your State. —Philip Ashamallah
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Hopkins honored for 30 years of woik in art worid
By Christine Strobel

The chairman of UCLA's art

departmeni was honored Tuesday
by the Los Angeles Art Fair for

three decades of contributions to

the art community.

Henry Hopkins, who directs

UCLA*s Wight Art Gallery, was
the recipient of the 1991 Los
Angeles International Art Award.

The annual award is given to

individuals who have made longs-

tanding contributions to art

"I was very flattered to be

chosen," Hopkins said of the

award. "It represented recognition

by my peers that 30 years of

service to the arts meant some-
thing."

"I was especially honored since

the other recipients are so presti-

gious," he added. **It*s nice com-
pany to be in."

A past recipient of the award

was former UCLA Chancellor

Franklin Murphy, who received

the award in 1987 for overseeing

and organbing the construction of

UCLA's Franklin Murphy Sculp-

ture Gardens.

Other past winners include New
York art dealer Leo Castelli and

British artists Gilbert & George.

Hopkins, 63, said his first

experience with art was like that of

most children — doodling. How-
ever, he broke from drawing

sketches of Pinocchio and gra-

duated to becoming an expert in

modem history.

Hopkins' colleagues said that he

brought prestige to the art depart-

ment when returned came to

UCLA in 1989.

Hopkins taught art history at

UCLA from 1959 to 1968, and

returned to the campus in 1989 to

teach again.

He was named chairman of the

art department in July— a time of

great transition for the program.

The School of the Arts was
established this year, integrating

different art disciplines, including

dance and film. Hopkins said he

sees his job a challenge.

*There is an opportunity to

reform the department in a way
consistent with the future of art,"

he said. The future of artmay move
into areas of international life,

multicultural understanding and

social reform, he added.

"I've been a dealer, an educator,

director of museums; I've done my
own art I want to communicate the

experience of that through teach-

ing.

His history in the art community
includes heading programs at the

Los Angeles County Museum of

Art, directing the San Francisco

Museum of Modem Art for 12

years and writing three books on

Henry Hopkins, left, recieves the L.A. International Art Award.

contemporary artists in addition

publishing several articles in

prominent art magazines.

And the faculty of the art

department acknowledged that he

is a great asset to the university.

"He's a great person to work
with because of all of his experi-

ence," said Roger Herman, an

associate art professor. "Because

of his clout in the art worid, he's

been an incredible help in making

the department more publicly

known."

"More people are looking at the

art department here at UCLA
because of him," Herman added.

"He's such a professional."

"Honest food at honest prices''

SPECIAL SLICED SIRLOIN STEAK
Baked potato. Vegetables, Soup or Salad &
Garlic Cheese Toasf

$9
EARLY BIRD DINNER 4:30^:30 P.M.

SEAFOOD • STEAKS • BAR-B-Q-RIBS • PRIME RIB

LUNCH • DINNER • COCKTAILS • BANQUETROOM

^ ^ ^ 477-1 426
11326 W. PICO BL. WEST LOS ANGELES

Bean Bag Factory
SPECIAL HOLIDAY SALE

Special Price for UCLA Students and Faculty

Buy your Favorite Holiday Gift nowl

Prices from $6.99

Gmat
Selection

of

PiHowsl

Mon.-Thur. 111-6

Fri. 10-3:30

Sat. closed
Sun. 10:30-4:30

Bean Bags • Futons • Pillows
Bring Ad In for Special Discount

5011 West Pico Blvd. • Los Angeles • (213) 933-3971/72

(1 Block West of La Brea)
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WORKSHOP
November 20, 7 pm

]ames VIest Alumni Center,

Conference Room

Speakers will include representatives from:

Dartmouth College

A Corporate Sponsor

AGSM Career Placement Office
^

Seminar will be moderated by Eric Mainover (UCLA)

t • BTT* • •..•^V"»*« • BTl • • • • •

©AY
November 21, 10''3 pm

\ames West Alumni Center,

Conference Room

Over 40 colleges and universities will be
represented from across the nation including:

New York University

University of Virginia

UC Berkeley

UCLA

Funded by:

The CPC of the PAB
ASUCLA BOD Programming Fund
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Northwestern

M.I.T.

Stanford

University of Chicago
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UCLA increases awareness at WoiM AIDS Day
By RoMn Dong

More than 3 million men»
women and children worldwide

are expected to die from AIDS
before the end of the century.

On Monday, the UCLA com-
munity will take time to mourn for

those deaths and join the global

effort to prevent the spread of

AIDS in an early recognition of

World AIDS Day.

Although the day will be cele-

brated worldwide Dec. 1, student

leaders decided to schedule it Nov.
25 because the official day would
have conflicted with Thanksgiving

vacation.

"World AIDS E)ay is not a

holiday, but a day taken out to

recognize that AIDS is a deadly

disease," said Vicky Luce, Student

Welfare Commissioner.

UCLA events include a rap

concert at noon in Westwood Plaza

and an informational fair from 1

1

a.m. to 2 p.m.

"We're not going to just talk

about AIDS, but to tell people

where to go for a test, why to go
and who should go,** Luce said.

The purpose is to open student's

eyes because AIDS is a problem

facing anybody coming into the

world today as an adult, she added.

One of every 500 college stu-

dents nationally is infected with

the human immunodeficiency vir-

us, according to the World Health

University Credit Union

New Car Loan

Annual Percentage Rate

90% financing, 60-month term

® (310)825-8223

Jc"'' rodov Uriivef.'''v C'cc:' U'l.O'^ 'riomDe-ship iS open to UCLA, and A5UCLA Gnip!oye(-s No piooo^'ooav /

periods *c ,o •" c;cci,t ^mcn or 'o opp^y ^o' cieclit Loan avculabte sub|ect to cedit oppiovcii Nc-.v ccsr loan »afc

applies to new cars only (no demonstration models) Rote subject to change without notice

HAVE YOU BEEN
SCREWED LATELY?
Get even with ...

9m. M 1 Ui

'^:m- m
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A Great XldAS Stocking: Stuffer!

SPITE, MAUCE AND REVENGE
helps you even any score!

Over 500 pages detail how
you can get even with ex-lovers,

obnoxious landlords, public
servants, tyrannical bosses
and much, much more.

Whether you like your re\'enge

mild or spicy hot, this Is the
book for you.

One of Our Favorites!

Originally published in 3 volumes at $50.85
Now condensed to one volume . . . $14,951!

GET REVENGE NOW!
To order call 1-800-421-0348 or send
check or money order for $14.95 + $2.00 S/H to:

WINDSOR PUBLISHING, 78 E. Putnam Ave.. Suite 255
Greenwich. CT 06830

Organizaiion.

Students can get tested anonym-
ously for the AIDS vims free of

charge at the Family Planning

Clinic, located on the second floor

of Health Sciences. Student Health

Services also conducts the tests,

but anonymity is not guaranteed.

Any student who is sexually

active* has had a blood transfusion

or used a needle within their

lifetime should be tested. Luce

said.

Also joining the global effort,

undergraduate government unani-

mously passed a resolution sup-

porting the day to urge student

participation in activities that

increase awareness.

Tlie day's events were planned

before Magic Johnson announced

he had the AIDS virus, however.

Luce said his situation is strength-

ening support for AIDS preven-

tion.

"He's opening eyes for those

who wouldn't have thought about

the situation before.**

Men Talking
About Rape

A workshop

and discussion

addressing how rape

affects men and what

men can do to help

stop rape.

Facilitated by Erik Skinner
Men's Educational Outreach Coordinator

2 Dodd Hall
Today, November 21
12:00 - 1:00 p.ni.

Co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center
and the Department of Community Safety.

^^4h4ucC&i Sate

CP286-12MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) 14" Mono $550

CP386SX-25MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) $975

CP386DX-25MHZ (80MB Hard Drive) .,.. $1170

CP386-33MHZ W/64K Cache (80 MB Hard Drive)....$1285

CP486-20MHZ (120MB Hard Drive) $1450

CP486-33MHZ W/256K Cache (120MB Hard Drive).$1790

AH Systems Indude:

FREE SUPER MOUSE II

with purchase of svstem

•1 MB RAM Memory

•525" or 3.5" Floppy Drive

•HYUNDA1 14- Super VGA(.28) Color Monitor

•Super VGA(1024768) W/1 MB-256 Colors

•101 Enhanced Keytx>ard

•AT i/O Card (2 Serial. 1 Parallel ft 1 Game)

•2FD/2HD IDE Controller

•100% IBM Compatible Systems

•One Y9ar Parti and Labor Warranty

BEST SUPPORT, BEST SERVICE, LOWEST PRICE
Please Call SCOTT for best deal at

WBWgwwgT'^^^ '
.
»

3850 Wiishire Blvd. #104

UM^gel<«vCA 90010

Will

Bush to end
racial quota
regulations

By Steven A. Holmes
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — President Bush is

expected Thursday to direct all federal

agencies to phase out regulations authoriz-

ing the use of racial preferences and quotas

in hiring and promotions when he signs the

recently passed civil rights bill. The
regulations affect all companies as well as

federal agencies.

A senior administration official said

Wednesday evening that the president's

action, which is spelled out in a statement

prepared for release on Thursday, is

intended to underscore his continuing

opposition to affirmative action programs
that give "unfair preferences*' to minorities

or women. The action^ which reverses

federal regulatory policies that date from
1965, comes as he signs a bill in which he
seemed to have compromised with Con-
gress on the issue.

According to a copy of the statement, the

president is directing all federal agencies to

review their rules, regulations and guide-

lines involving employment discrimination.

A copy of the statement was provided by
someone outside the government who asked
not to be identified. Its authenticity was later

confirmed by administration officials. By
early evening, after being questioned about

the statement, the White House said the

document was still subject to revision.

Judy Smith, a deputy press secretary at

the White House, said the written statement

"is now being reviewed by relevant federal

agencies."

"The president supports affirmative

action and full compliance with the civil

rights laws," Ms. Smith said.

The statement says that "any regulation,

rule, enforcement practice or other aspects

of these programs that mandates, encour-
*ages, or otherwise involves the use of
quotas, preferences, set-asides or other

See QUOTAS, page 17

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22

WORLD

106.7 F
DANCE PARTY
PARTY ALL NIGHT LONG WITH KROQS BEST

TAMI HEIDE & DOUG THE SLUG
AS THEY BROADCAST LIVE, 1 1 :00PM TO 2:00AM

DANCING UNTIL 4:00 AM
DOORS 9PM, $5 BEFORE 10PM. S10 AFTER
$2 BEER AND DRINK SPECIALS ALL NIGHT
FREE ADMISSION. WITH DINNER IN THE PALACE CAFE

--L ACf- s «\ Anu :.JB '5 A%j ovfct^ ^h\jH vAi'i:' '0

1 nb N VINE ST., HOLLYWOOD. CA 90028, (213)462-6031, HOTLINE (213)462-3000

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23

'at THE

PALACE

DOORS OPEN AT 9:00PIVI, $5 BEFORE 10PM, $l!i AHER
$2 BEER AND DRINK SPECIALS ALL NIGHT

TECHNO FOR YOUR BODY, HIP HOP FOR YOUR MIND, 70'S FOR YOUR SOUL

ADRENALIN BY RICHARD "HUMPTY" VISSION OF POWER 106 AND DJ ROBERTO
DANCMC TO TMf PALACI MHU SOUND IVfTBM, VfCML fffCCTt (NNTI, IMERI MB UMK KMHI MRO 11 TW MM I

OANCme UPSTAM IN THf INTMin ttUI, "TW MNOOW' TO TW MaOOC K«« MMK V U MVWM

THE PAUU:( IS hH ADUIT ONLY CLUB, 18 AMD OVER IF ACCOMPAMED WTH ?1 YEM OlD / OIKIt CODE EDfORCED

1735 N. VINE , HOUrWOOD, CA 900?8, FOR INH) CAU (?13) 46? 6031, NOTUNE (21S) 462 3000

3^^

ItAdds Up.
Most people drop 3.5 pounds a day into

the waste stream. TTiat adds up to more

than halfa ton a year— per person.

\bu can eliminate a lot ofgarbage. Use the

ASUCLA Recycling bins located through-

out our facilities to recycle paper and

alimiinum. And choose to reduce the

amoimt ofgarbage you produce, and to

xomplete the circle by buying and using
~

recycled products.

Please use the convenient Recycling

Program options throughout our Student

Union facilities, and contaa us about how
you can reduce-reuse-recycle at home.

Use Our Recycling Bins:

• Newspaper

•White Paper

• Computer Paper

•Aluminum

Reduce - Widi Refillable Mug?
•Thermal Mugs get a 20% discount

on dispensed beverages at most

ASUCLAFood Service locations

•Jimmy's & KerckhoffCeramic Mugs

Help Complete The Circle:

• Reuse by separating reusable

plasticware when you finish eating at

ASUCLA Food Service locations

• Don t use a bag ifyou don't need one

• Buy recycled - and recyclable- products

«•

1 ^. in«f^ Jf^^^^^^l
1

''^^^.iSBB

PLEASE RECYCLE

YOUR UTENSILS!

REUSE RECYCLE

ASUCLA Recycling Program

199 Kerckhoff Hall

206-7589

Don't Throw It All Away.
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ARCO advocates tougher clean air standards
By Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times

California, with the nation's

worst air, will open hearings

Thursday to develop standards for

cleaner-buming gasoline. Not sur-

prisingly, most oil companies hate

the idea. But one, ARCXD. is

arguing vigorously that the stan-

dards state engineers have prop-

osed are too lax.

The argument among the bre-

thren of the oil fraternity adds a

curious twist to a complicated

debate over clean air. For while the

battleground is ostensibly Califor-

nia, the stakes are much larger:

smog-control strategies all over

the United States.

ARCO*s antagonists fear that as

California goes, so goes the nation,

and that strict California regula-

tions would be copied by other

states.

ARCO is a regional company,

centered mainly in California, and

it contends that the most recent

proposal by the staff of the

California Air Resources Board is

not ambitious enough in removing
from gasoline the components that

contribute to smog.

George Babikian, the president

of ARCO Products Co., said

gasoline specifications should be

very strict because it was cheaper

to fight Southern California's

ozone problems by cleaning up
cars than by cleaning up factories

and other "stationary sources"— a

category that includes, not coinci-

dentally, ARCO's Los Angeles

refinery.

But neariy all of ARCO's
opponents do most of their busi-

ness outside Cahfomia. While

they say the proposal is too costly

for California, they acknowledge

that they are worried not only

about California's air but the

state's influence.

Eleven Eastern states and the

District of Columbia, for example,

have announced their intention to

adopt California's anti- pollution

requirements for cars, and the oil

companies fear that California's

gasoline standards are next.

Get Your Portrait

Taken Now for the

Bruin Life Yearboolc

Deadline is December 6
Also available:

• ArtCarved Class Rings on sale.

• The UGLA Medallion Watch from BUlova-a

14k gold-plated dial featuring a rich three-

dimensional rendering of the UCLA seal.

ASUCIA Campus Photo Studio
Official Photographers For Bruin life Yearbook

KerckhoffHall 150(213)206^433

Princeton

the first and last

words in LSAT,
Gli/IAT, and GRE
preparation.

Review
(213) 474-0909

Big Bruin Bargain Coupon
Large 15-inch Pizza With One Topping

•Free Pepsi* Six Pacic* Fast, Free Delivery

99
plus tax

I

Call 447-1000

11870 Santa Monica Blvd.

(3 Blocks East of Bundy)

Good For Carry-Out or Delivery.

Not valid with any other discount

m
PIZZA
PROMISE'
You'll V it!

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESTOOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213)478-6869
(818)988-0110

THE TOTAliy TOTAL

YOU AND MATRIX

YOUR STYLE

YOUR POISE

YOUR APPEARANCE

Matrix. It's hair care for the

total you in our professional

salon and for at-honr,e styling.

After a consultation, our

stylists will create a hair cut

that suits you and your life-

style. Then our experts will

design a totally personal

hair care system with Matrix^

shampoos, conditioners, and

styling aids to keep you look-

ing your best between visits.

matrix
HAIR AND SKM CARE

'Not Just A Cut...But A Great Haircut'*

HAlRCUT "^^^^^^ ^"^^^^ ^^^ ^^^

'

SUNDAYS AND ^"^^ ^^" ^^^'^^ ^'^^''^"^

MONDAYS ONLY

954 & 956 GAYLEY
WESTWOOD
RIGHT NEXT TO SIZZLER

(213)824-0710
(213)824-7697
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Search for continues in iViexioo train tragedy
By Anne-Marie O'Connor
Cox News Service

TEHUACAN. Mexico — Leti-

cia Ramirez Sanchez would have

been dancing through the streets in

a biightly festive Spanish colonial

£ostume in the celebration of the

Mexican Revolution on Wednes-

day if she hadn*t been hit by the

runaway train that killed at least

three dozen people.

'It happened so quickly, I didn't

even have time to think,** said

Ramirez, 16, who was in a bus with

her motho* when the train jumped
off the tracks during midday
traffic. "A woman on fool disap-

peared under the train. Many died

right there.**

"When I opened my eyes, my
mother was no longer at my side in

the bus,** Ramirez said from her

bed at the Social Security Hospital.

*They say she was badly hurt**

Her aunt, Guadalupe Sanchez,

stood at her bedside wondering

how to tell Leticia that her mother

died in the worst modem tragedy

to hit this small industrial city.

**She doesn*t know anything

yet,** Sanchez, 59, confided tear-

fully in the hallway. "Her mother

died immediately. I don't know
how to tell her.**

A 1,000-strong rescue team took

part in the search Wednesday for

the last victims under tons of

twisted steel and mountains of

cement, bean and sorghum which

had been the train's cargo. There

were few hopes of finding anyone

else alive in the rubble ofa Chinese

restaurant and an auto body paint-

ing shop that were flattened by the

speeding locomotive, which offi-

cials say was going at least 120

miles per hour. In addition to

bodies of those killed, seven bags

of body parts had also been

retrieved by late Wednesday.

Capt Jaime Padilla, the com-
mander of the Federal Police

rescue squad, said more than 40
people were hurt in the accident in

addition to those who died.

Adrian Vasquez, 24, crawled

out of the collapsed auto body
shop, lacerated and bruised— but

alive. A truck tire that fell on top of

him and an 11 -year-old who had
been standing next to him, shielded

them from the dagger-sharp metal

shards and the caved-in roof.

I

Shaker's
Custom Btiilt

Pizza
FREE & FAST DELIVEKY

Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken

and mojo potatos Only $10.95

Large two topping P^^Q^^fy $8.99
^2 slices, 1/2 order of mojos and all

you can drink Only $2.99
1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470

Sun-Thurs 11-lam; Fri & Sat ll-2am

824-4111
L ^ J

Shakey's 1

PtiZA
fUaUmranl

CONTACT LENSES

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
INCLUDES EYE EXAMINATION

EYEGLASS FRAME &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM, PAIR OF
DAILY WEAR LENSES CAREKIT AND

FOLLOW-UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT
LENSES

••INCLUDES EXAM FITTINGS.

FOLLOW UP + 3 MONTHS LENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, CD. Inc.

f I * » / I.' ; I

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

ffl|hll iPi

SPEED DEMON 386
• 33 MHz • 64K CACHE
• 1.2. 1.4 FLOPPY* 40 MEG H.D.

• 1 MEG RAM • VGA MONITOR
AND CARD • MID SIZE TOWER

• INCLUDES SOFTWARE & MOUSE

286AT-TURBO-12M
• S12K RAM UfMmAOES
TO 4 MEQ

•1.2Df«VC
101 ENH KEYBO

FOR
• nmoMMEPoms
•HMCSTTCVONrrC

$100

286 AT-TURBO DELUXE
INCLUDES SOFTWARE, MOUSE AND
SURGE PROTECTORl

$
COMPLETE

• 40 MEG HO • VGA « CAR06
•12yEOHl*1.2DRn^
•1 MEORAMUPQRAOESTO
4 MEQ* 101 KEYBO

• CtOCWCALCNOCR
•8^ GAME PORTS

799

GREAT
FOR

STARTERS
XT

SYSTEM
•MOKr HI-RES TIL
IMIONITOR

•KEYBOARD
COMPLETE SYSTEM
WMLE-THEY-LA8T

•VMTHaOMEOHO #
UP-GRAOE

MANUFACTURER'S
SE OUT!

* * Discounted Computer Service Available* *

FOBTRON DISCOUNT COMPUTERS
10840 W. OLYMPIC BLVD ,.._, 474-5823
WEST LOS ANGELES '^"^

^^^ f^^^
AT WESTWOOD BLVO (213)474-6542

FOBTRON DISCOUNT COMPUTERS
2102 ARTESIA BLVO ,213,769-5677
TORRANCE, CORNER '

' _,
AT VAN NESS AVE (213) 769-5678

2102 ARTESIA BLVD
TORRANCE, CORNER
AT VAN NESS AVE

ASUCIA
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
12:00 P.M., Friday, November 22, 1991

2408 Ackerman Union

NOVEMBER MEETING

ON THE AGENDA LAST MONTH

The November agenda includes the

following action and information items

and reports:

Cancellation of Certain Ccipltal

Projects

ASUCLA Mid-Year Budget Revision

ASUCLA Budget Assumptions for

1992-1993 Services and Enterprises

Budget

Donation to NACS Continuing

Education Center

Proposed Revision to the ASUCLA
Waiver Pool

Update on Twenty-Four Hour

Lounge

Continuing Debate on the ASUCLA
Board of Directors Policy for

Allocation of Available Net Revenue

At the October 25, 1991 regular meeting,

the Board of Directors took the following

actions in addition to receiving reports on

a number of matters:

• Approved the Modification to the

ASUCLA Programming Agreement

• Received the Acceptance and

Reconcilement of Auditor Reports for

1990-1991 and Related Management
Letter

• Approved the 1 991 - 1 992 Book Bonus
Program Guidelines

• Approved the Recommendation to

Increase the Working Capital

Allocation for Amusement Game
Acquisition

• Approved the Reallocation of GSA
Mailbox Moneys

• Approved the Adjustment to the GSA
Portion of the Student Interaction

Fund

The Board ofDirectors is the student-majority board that sets policy

for the Services and Enterprises ofASUCLA, including the Students

'

StoreandFood Service All Board ofDirectors meetings are open to

thepublic, andmembers ofthecampuscommunityare invited to attend
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Senate ethics committee reprimands Cranston
By Bob Dart

Cox News Service

WASHINGTON — A gaunt,

defiant Sen. Alan Cranston

accepted an Ethics Committee

reprimand for his dealings with

savings and loan operator Charles

Keating on Wednesday, but the

California Democrat denied he had

acted differently than other sena-

tors in helping a contributor and

constituent

"Here, but for the Grace of God,
stand you,** Cranston told his

colleagues on a hushed and somber
Senate floor.

The emotional response from

the 77-year-old Cranston, who is

suffering from prostate cancer,

came moments after the Ethics

Committee rebuked him in front of

the full Senate for "improper and

repugnant** conduct
Committee chairman Howell

Heflin, D-Ala., said Cranston

"violated cslabUshed norms of

behavior in the Senate** when he

soUcited and accepted contribu-

tions from Keating at the same
time he was intervening with

federal banking officials on Keat-

ing *s behalf.

"Senator Cranston* s improper

conduct deserves the fullest,'

strongest and most severe sanction

which the committee has the

authority to impose,** Heflin said

In an unusual procedure, the full

Senate took no vote on the com-

mittee report— which climaxed a

two-year investigation into the so-

called Keating Five scandal. The

committee reprimand of Cranston

was the only official action taken

against any of the five senators

who were originally accused of

improper dealings with the former

S&L magnate.

The reprimand was a com-

promise between Republicans on

the Ethics Committee who wanted

a Senate vote to censure Cranston

and Democratic members who
favored a lesser punishment. The

committee said Cranston did not

violate a law or Senate rule but

rather engaged in an "impermissi-

ble pattern of conduct**

'-mm

Our True Environment—
The Kingdom of Heaven

I

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIONAL

UCLA Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 CUT at BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS
WESTWOOD

Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264
VEdid Sunday - iiiuxi>aay

Exp. 11/21/91

MUST StIOW UCLA STUDEilT ID.

OR EMFLOYEE ID. WIW COUPOFi
Wt rmmyt Ac r^ U nfmt mtmm to mj

Your neighborhood

Christian Science Church

invites you to a free lecture

based on the Lord's Prayer.

Given by

Myrtle Smith, C.S.
of Belfast, Morthem Ireland

A member of the Christian Science Board of Lectureship

Sunday, November 24

3:00|>.iii.

EMERSON JR. HIGH SCHOOL

1650 Selby AyJ. / West Los Angeles

Childcare • ALL ARE WELCOME • Free parking

LECTURE SPOnSOKED BY 28th CHURCH Or CHRIST, SCIEHTIST

These school premises have t)een licensed pursuant to the provi-

sions of Section 39379 of the Education Code of the State of

Califomia by Twenty-Eighth Church of Christ Scientist, from the

Board of Education of the City of LosAngeles. The Board of Educa-

tion does not sponsor or take responsibility nor does it necessar-

ily endorse any of the activities, statements, or opinions which

may t>e expressed at this meeting or activity.

STANLEY H. KAPLAN

Edocational Center Ltd.

MCAT
$50.00 DISCOUNT
/ Start Studying Early!

/ Test Your Best Guarantee!

/ Help A Local Charity!

Donate THREE cans of food by November 27, 1991,

and place a $100 deposit on the course of your

choice with the Stanley H. Kaplan Educational

Center Ltd. of Southern Califomia, and we will take

$50.00 off the current tuition. The balance of your

tuition is due before the flrst day of class or in 90

days whichever comes first.

Sfcant if wMod^on imhdtmommtf.
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HEALTHmwm FAIRI
TODAY AT WESTWOOD PLAZA FROM

!

10:00-2:00PM!

Receive free information on Health related issues

and free samples from Health Food Specialists!

The Following will be present:

General Student Health Advocate
General Peer Health Counselor
Hypertension

Campus Safety

Eating Disorders

On Campus Testing

Nutritionist

Dietician

Fitness

Sexual Health Counselors

Dental Clinic

Men's Clinic/Women's Clinic

Women's Resource Center

Rape Awareness
AIDS
Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Crisis Prevention
EMTS

CPR
~

First Aid
Blood Drive

Good Earth Restaurant

Vitamin Specialist

Apollo Health Drink

Little Bear Organic Foods
Sparkletts

Hinckly & Schmitt

Colonel Sanchez Foods
Hansen

Student Health will have a raffle for

fit passes

examination passes

vaccination passes

OMttgfht to^dLm

STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSION
Paid for by USAC
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ALL AMERICAN SHUTTLE - SPECL\L OFFER
UCLA to LAX SPECLVL
•$14 one way •Rcaervatiom 24hn

in advance
•$22 round trip •Daily 24hr lervice

1-800-585-2LAX (213)641.4090

;PI^?~™,»TTr

BRUIN (213) 474-62(i7

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

I KEE RVRKIXG CISHIOXED CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENINGS
CLASSES

_.# ^yifWWyifMyMPWyWMIMyiMftAMWI^Iflfff^^

THE STORE
ify«-A"._

.

FALL SALE

:

•.%^A'."A^%%-,'

Levi's 50rs, 505»s

7 $21.99

2Pairs $40.00

g fver
**"

Sport Coats

Overcoats

Special $20.00

ValiWiftUjOO

2349 Westwood Blvd. Uk Aripes, CA 90064
(213) 4^9^7413

Free scarf or bow/tie with $30 purchase
^rf NWrf-^A^.^^^-*

inthe United

States is lookin|fa4nors.

The goal of the California Ciyobank

is to provide high quality sperm for

artificial insemination. Requirements

include good health between the

ages of 1 9 to 34 and a

9 to 12 month commitment.

Call for more information: 824-9941

COMPLETE MEDICAL SCREENING (ALL COSTS PAID)

AND YOU EARN UP TO $105/WEEK F QUAUFIED.

^^->^
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Venice inundated witii more
than just kneedeep water
Indifference, financial aid

problems troubles city

By Mercer Cross
National Geographic

VENICE, Italy— The sirens wailed, the waters of
the Adriatic Sea crept into St Mark's Square and a

cold chill struck the memory of every Venetian who
had suffered through the historic floods of 1966.

It was November 4th— 25 years to the day after

the unwelcome tides rose more than 6 feet above their

normal level, wreaking devastatioifon the centuries-

old buildings and monuments of this magic city built

on tiny islands.

"Acqua alta** is Italian for "high water,** the

strange phenomenon that visits this decaying

Renaissance capital with increasing regularity.

Usually occurring in the fall and winter, the

phenomenon is the product of rain, barometric

pressure and "sirocco** winds from the Sahara Desert,

which raise the water level in the northern Adriatic.

Venetians are hardly strangers to flooding of their

canal-laced streets and squares. Apart from its

anniversary visit, this year's November 4th high

water was unexceptional, the fourth flood of the

season.

Some ever-present tourists, a mainstay of the

city*s economy, delightedly rolled up their trousers

and sloshed barefoot through the knee-deep water.

Residents took it in stride. They donned Welling-

tons, knee-high rubber txxHs, or hip waders and went
about their business.

Wooden catwalks were erected on scaffolding in

Sl Mark's and other low-lying squares, enabling

pedestrians lo move about with dry feet.

And once again, concerned citizens all over the

world took notice of the natural and man-made forces

that conspire, at an accelerating rate, to destroy

Venice. A quarter-century after the 1 966 catastrophe,

much remains to be done.

Moie than two-thirds of the city*s buildings, many
of them 1 1th- and 12th-century palaces and churches,

have damaged bases. Mc^-e than one-third of the

plaster on their walls is affected.

In October, after high water assaulted Venice for

the second time in a few weeks. Mayor Ugo Bergamo
again called for more money from the Italian

government
"I will ask for flnancing that will guarantee the

beginning of a physical rescue process not only

against high tides but also the damage caused by
motorboats,** he said.

Early in this century SL Mark*s Square, the lowest

point in the city, flooded an average of seven times a

year. Now the average is 40 times a year.

Along with the worid*s oceans, the level of the

Adriatic has been rising. Since 1900 it has increased

more than 4 inches.

If predictions are correct, it will rise even more
because of global warming.

At the same time, Venice has sunk nearly 5 inches,

for a total subsidence of about 9 inches. The drop in

land level is attributed to water wells in mainland
suburbs. When pumping was prohibited in the 1980s,

subsidence stopped.

The city of Venice is a 2-square-mile dot in a 212-

square-mile lagoon. Its population is steadily

dwindling— from 175,000 in 1971 to about 78,000
today — as residents move to more habitable,

affordable places.

A complex sequence of ecological disasters,

brought on by overdevelopment, has polluted the

lagoon to the point where some action is necessary to

save it and surrounding towns and cities.

Broad-based activity was launched in 1987 by the

New Venice Consortium, a group of 26 Italian

companies created by a 1984 national law to confront

the daunting challenges.

Working closely with the consortium has been the

24-naiion, Paris-based Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development, which just finished

an extensive three-year case study of the Venice

coastal zone.

The consortium's most ambitious and most

publicized project, appropriately called Moses,

would hold back Adriatic tides when they become

too high.

Moses is a prototype for a proposed system of

nearly 80 submerged gates beneath the three

entrances to the Venice Lagoon.

During high tides, the gates would rise automati-

cally out of the water to form a barrier that would
keep the tides from flooding the lagoon.

Consortium officials say that the prototyj)e works

and that construction of the system could begin as

early as 1992 and be completed by 2000.

But most of the money hasn*t been made available

by the Italian government. The estimated cost of all

consortium projects is about $4.2 billion.

Francesco Bandarin, head of the consortium's

research office, reflects the frustration over govern-

ment inaction.

•*Either the government allocates the money," he
tells National Geographic, "or we find another way
of financing this project. It*s very much up in the air.**

"Venice Is Flooded by Indifference** read the

headline of an Italian newspaper in August
*The government has to realize that without

continuous financing, Venice will die," Luigi Zanda,
chairman of the consortium, told the newspaper. "We
have not received any financial help since 1988.**

In the historical center of Venice, the famed canals

double as a sewer system that is decades overdue for

dredging.

Summer brings algae. In the dry, sunny summer of

1988, green "blooms" from agricultural chemicals

clogged the lagoon, emitting noxious hydrogen^
sulfide vapors and breeding billions of insects that

stopped trains and planes.

*The lagoon is a trap for everything that comes
here,** says Alberto Bernstein, who is in charge of
environmental special projects for the New Venice
Consortium.

Cleaning it up, he says, "is a technically possible

target. It*s not easy. It*s not for tomorrow. But it's

something that you can do."

One consortium proposal calls for removal of all

oil shipping from the lagoon, replacing the ships,

with their constant danger of polluting spills, with

pipelines.

Taking issue with much of the consortium's

approach, including the Moses project is Italia

Nostra (Our Italy), the nation's chief environmental

organization. I

Before gates arc builtlo^sliul burAdriatic tides,

Italia Nostra argues, the depth of the shipping

channels should be reduced to help restore the

ecological equilibrium of the lagoon.

Riccardo Rabagliati, Venice president of Italia

Nostra, also raises the specter of renewed sinking of
the city, which he says will be brought on by
ambitious plans to extract natural gas from wells in

the lagoon area.

Venice is a worid heritage site, designated by the

Paris-based United Nations Educational, Social and
Cultural Organization.

UNESCO maintains an office in a crumbling
palace on St. Mark's Square, where a small staff

coordinates restoration projects supported by about
30 private committees worldwide.

TTie two mosi active fund-raising committees
devoted to preserving the city's artistic and architec-

tural heritage are Great Britain's Venice in Peril and
the United States* Save Venice Inc.

"Therc*s no point in restoring these things if the

water's going to come flooding up and more
humidity comes into the town," says Lady Frances
Clarke, vice chairman of the British group's

executive committee.

Unless Italy solves Venice's flooding and pollu-

tion problems, says Beatrice H. Guthrie, executive
director of New York-based Save Venice, "all the

work that we and other people are doing to preserve
Venice as art will really amount to nothing, because it

will be under water."

ITS NCfT WORTH THE WEIGHT.
For better health and fitness,

exercise.

American Heart
Association^
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Nuclear expert named
dean of Kennedy School
By Fox ButterfleM
The New York Times

Albert Camesale, an expert on
arms control, was appointed dean
of the John F. Kennedy School of
Government at Harvard Universi-

ty Tuesday by Neil L. Rudenstine,

Harvard's president

Camesale had been the acting

dean of the Kennedy School since

July, when the previous dean.

Robot Putnam, resigned suddenly

to return to teaching and research.

The appointment of Camesale,

55, comes as the rapidly growing
Kennedy School is confronting

financial troubles and a debate

over its identity.

When the university's former

president Eterek C. Bok, named
Putnam dean in 1989, it was with a

mandate to put more emphasis on
traditional scholarly research and
to move the Kennedy School away
from what critics called a superfi-

cial flirtation with politics and
politicians.

But according to colleagues,

Putnam found it difficult to deal

with continuing tension between
two separate groups of faculty

members — the professional

scholars and those who are called

practitioners (often politicians

who are out of office).

Camesale is wdl-liked and is

considered a good manager. But he
is an engineer by training, not an

academic theorist on government
so questions remain about how he
will bridge the gap between the

two competing camps, several

professors said Wednesday.
Also, Caraesale's specialty,

arms control, may be less relevant

in the 1990s than it was in the past

Camesale served on the U.S.

delegation to the Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks from 1970 to

1972, and he is a co-author and
editor of several books on the

nuclear arms race, including

"Fateful Visions: Avoiding
Nuclear Catastrophe" (Harper
Business, 1988).

Rudenstine today praised Car-

nesale efftisively, describing him
as "an exceptional human being."

The Kennedy School's endow-
ment has jumped to $132 million

from the less than $20 million it

has received since it moved into its

red brick buildings by the Charles

River in 1978.

But much of this money, some
professors say, is tied up in high-

profile programs to bring well-

known visitors to the school and
does not support the school's

regular curriculum.

The Kennedy School has

attracted a number of prominent
people who are no longer in office,

including Michael S. Dukakis, the

foimci governor of Massachusetts

and Democratic candidate for

president

QUOTAS
From page 11

devices on the basis of race, sex,

religion or national origin are "to

be terminated as soon as is legally

feasible."

Despite efforts by Reagan admi-

nisbation officials to narrow the

scope of civil rights protections,

federal courts and federal ageficies

continue to enforce antidiscrimi-

nation laws for the benefit of

women, blacks, Hispanic-Ameri-

cans and Asian-Americans.

The Reagan administration

largely failed in its campaign to

eradicate affirmative-action prog-

rams using numerical goals for the

hiring and promotion of women
and members of minority groups.

But it caused much uncertainty

about the legality of such programs

among some employers and
employees.

Lawyers in govemment and
civil rights groups said Wednesday
night that the president's action

could have profound implications

for the friture of affirmative-action

programs operated by the govem-

ment and private employers. Such
programs are common in the

workplace, but no exact count was
immediately available.

In addition, the president's

action and other comments in his

signing statement seem likely to

reopen debates on affirmative

action for federal contractors.

Such debates about setting numeri-

cal goals for the employment of

minorities by federal contractors

caused bitter fights in the Reagan
administration.

Bush's action is the latest round

in the political and substantive

batUe over the use of affirmative-

action programs that give job

applicants preference on the basis

of their race or sex.

Bush had opposed the civil

rights bill for more than 20 months,

asserting that the measure would
force employers to adopt numeri-

cal quotas so as to avoid lawsuits.

But on Oct. 24, tiie White House
announced that it had reached a

compromise with sponsors of the

measure, disappointing conserva-

tives within his party.

Now Bush seems to be trying to

accomplish with executive action

what the administration had failed

to in legislation.

Within the past week, Louisiana

State Rep. David Duke, the former

Ku Klux Klan official and neo

Nazi, got 55 percent of the white

vote in his losing effort in the

Louisiana governor's race. And
Patrick J. Buchanan, the conserva-

tive columnist edged closer tow-

ard challenging Bush in next

year's presidential primary in New
Hampshire.

Aware of how the president's

statement might be seert the White

House had already prepared a

response arguing that the cancel-

lations Bush will order were an

attempt to bring govemment poli-

cy in line with the new law.

"It's not a quota bill and this is

intended to show that" a senior

administration official said of the

civil rights bill. "It's not a prohibi-

tion of affirmative action. It's a

prohibition of quotas. The presi-

dent wanted to make clear that he

was really sincere when he said he

would not sign a quota bill."

But experts in job-discrimina-

tion law say the effect of Bush's

directive would be to halt race and

sexual preference programs
throughout American business.

They say the directive will

affect affirmative-action guide-

lines enforced by the Federal

Office of Contract Compliance.

The office, a unit of the Depart-

ment of Labor that monitors more

than 250,000 businesses employ-

ing some 40 million people,

requires that any federal contractor

have in place an affirmative-action

program.

Under the program, govemment
contractors must strive to hire and

promote blacks, women and His-

panic people in rough proportion

to the numbers of available, quali-

fied candidates in a given labor

market.
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^^ FAST, FREE DEUVERY

207-5900
100% Real Mozzarella
& Fresh Ingredients

1ie2i Santa Monica #10
(1 Bile Est of Banrington)

Sunday- Thursday
11-12am

•^^WV y-ri^i

.'V,

if-k

»^Only $9.99 /

Friday-Saturday

11-2am

Inw Inl cheese

reiiues/'

The TThree Best Restaurants
In Los Angeles

Earth Wind & Flour

» Santa Monica
2222 Wilshire Blvd

(213) 829-7829

Eartli Wind & Flour
Westwood

1776 Westwocxl Blvd

STB) 470-2499

Earth Wind & Flour

Encino
17644 Ventura Blvd.

(818) 986-0772

SALE
UP TO 50% OFF

Discount Beauty Supply & Full Service Salon

\\\

litir*-

•Redken • Aveda* Nexus

Sebastian • Paul Mitchell

• Sorbie

Name Brand Perfume

• Cosmetics

Skin Care & Many More at Discount!

1 146 Westwood Blvd. 208-2589
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WESTWOOD Bl-RITE DRL'GS

3^^|pt
Health-Net•PCS•Medi-Cal • Blue Cross

Paid Prescription Drugs
Monday-Friday 9am-6:30pm Saturday 9:30am- 1 :30pm

1090 Westwood Boulevard 208-3701

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
MEN & WOMEN

eiklnl Wax $8^^^ Up Wax $4
^^^^9 Eyebrow $5^ ^^^ Full Leg &

Bikini Wax $20
ScuiDture Nails

HILITE&
CUT & CONDITIONER

CELLOPHANE &
CUTS 25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant Exp. 12/21/91

TKe best way

to wrap up the term

Available for immediate pick-up

from the ASUCLA Computer Store .

.

IBM Motf«l 30 286 (U42)

t (10 MHt)

Om 35-indi dMMt drrat (1 44 Mt) • 46

Mi tliid dak driM • VQA 1r Ootor dii^
(•513) (II mm dol pidi) • tM
006 8 • METZ FMim • Foniwli Edtar •

MbcnMoA IMnrfom 3.0 * MMfOMfi Mtora tar

Windowf 1 . 1 • Grammitii • hoc Mootppi •

AayiiMlflc Ibotaooli 1 S (runin«)1 •

KfDSOII WinODHI cmmimnnwn rvi

IBM iptCMl oltaring

REDUCED TO

$1 .399

IBMMoftl55SX(U41)

4m owmfy • B3II 8X (1< KMr)

prooMnr • Oia 3 S-mdi tfiMto «1M (1 44

l«) • 40 MNaid dM drtw VQA 1r Color

dtaiMy (K13) (^ mmM pilel« • IBM

Mbum * MiCfOOWNW AKMHlMn*(MI
00810«tKTZRii F0( *iMU^iV *

MKroMH MndBM 30 * MMHMn Wvo lor

WMbmI l-OmmMMfMKMtefQopfs*
Aflymotrk Iboltooti 1 5 (runlimi)l •

Bcnwrn fvimivvw crnvnBwnpvi rv

$1,999

IBM MODEL 56 SX (WSI)
4 MB mMnory* a03M 8X (16 MHz)

proc—or • 6m 3 S-ifdi dMaOi drh*

(1 44 MB) • 60 MB ffewl dW( drtw • VBA
14* Cotor dtapliy (1615) (21 mm dot pitcft)

• IBM Mouw* Mkfo CtioMMl AicMtoctun •

IBM 006 5 • MicrowR MulJfflMlH

Extifwon * MkfOdsll Emm 3.0 * METZ RIt

F/X * Formuli cdBor • Mtoosoll Winlum
3 0*Micro«)(IWordtor\MfRtaw«1 1*

OnmmMii • hoc MkfDOMO • Aoymotric

Tooltook 1 5 (runlmt)l • MieroMfl

IBM tpKiol oNarine. $2,599

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Compiiter Sior«/ B-Lavel Ackerman/ 825 6952/ M Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:454; Sal 10-5; Sun 12-S

•®

'This offer « arable to rxxiprof it higher education r>8titutions, the«r students, faculty and staff, as well as to nonprofit K 12 institutions, their faculty arxl staff

TheM IBM Salectad Academic Solutions are awrilabte through perticipaling canipus outlets. BM Authorized PC Dealers certified to remarket Selected Academic
Solutions or IBM 1 8(X) 222 7257 Pricee quoted do not include salet tax, handhng and/or processing charges. (DhecK with your campus outlet regarding these

charges Orders are subject to availability Pnoea are subject lo change fBM may withdrsMv the offer at any time without notice **PS/2 Loan for Levmng lets you
borrow $1.500-$8.000 The Bonus Pack epcpires Decenfiber 31, 1991 'I^Acroeoft Word kx Windows tfxJMicroeof^

are registered trademarfis and PS/1 is a trademark of lnterr>alior>al Busineaa Machines Corporation All other brand and product names are fegialared traderrtarks

or trademwks of their raapadiyB owners. (C)1991 CM Corp

LATVIA
From page 2

pouring Russians into con-

quered Latvia until they make
up half the population. These
immigrant-invaders had most of

the privileges, disdaining to

learn the local language, many
treating the native Latvians as

second-class Soviet citizens.

Even today, with Latvia

independent, 100,000 Soviet

troops are still stationed in this

nation, with an additional

60,000 officers "retired" here

— altogether an oppressive

foreign presence, occupying

much of the best property.

Dainis Ivans, the intrepid

Popular Front leader who is

now vice chairman of the

Council of Ministers, is unsym-
pathetic to the excuse that Red
Antiy soldiers have no homes
to return to, and need years of

delay: "It took a day for them

to move in, it should take a

day to move ouL"

This reasonable resentment at

the presence of unwanted out-

siders in uniform, or at Rus-

sian newcomers who reject the

native language, culminates in

the citizenship issue: Who is a

Latvian, with the right to vote?

The Russian-speaking "minori-

ty** is as numerous as the

majority; native Latvians do

ATHIETES

not want to lose at the ballot

box the national identity lost to

Hitler*s tanks and Stalin's

deals.

Accordingly, a citizenship

law is being debated, based on

the notion that the takeover 50

years ago is invalid, and that

only those who were Latvian

before 1940, and their descen-

dants, are automatic Latvians

now. No Red Anny soldiers,

fonner KGB men or dope

addicts need apply; that's rea-

sonable, as is no dual citizen-

ship. But then it gets mean:

Russians who have lived here

more than 16 years can be

naturalized, but only if they

leam Latvian and renounce
Soviet citizenship.

Ex-Communists who were
opposed to independence, who
rooted for the coup in Moscow
and some who collaborated

with KGB goons in Red Army
uniforms are now pleading for

"human rights** to Russians in

Latvia. Coming from them, the

plea is the height of hypocrisy

— but their cause happens to

be right

S(tfire is a columnist for The

New York Times,

From page 1

athletes out of trouble because

anything they do reflects upon the

coach, Harrick said.

As someone who knew Johnson

personally, Butler criticized the

lifestyle which led Johnson to

contract the virus.

"It was inevitable, because of

the precautions he didn't take,**

said Butler, who has known John-

son for 10 years.

"I knew his type of life, and my
life was nothing like that,** Butler

said.

Johnson, who has tested HIV-
positive but has not developed any

symptoms of AIDS, attributed his

infection to years of heterosexual

promiscuity.

Regardless, Johnson remains a

hero to the UCLA basketball

players who played with him this

summer, they said.

"Outside of UCLA players,

Magk: was probably the most
influential player in my life,** said

basketball guard Gerald Madkins.

Because Johnson is a heroic

figure in America, he may bring

the message of safe sex home to

people who dismissed it as a

problem solely for homosexuals

and drug addicts, UCLA athletes

said. •

'Teople think only intravenous

drug users and homosexuals are at

risk . . . Magic is proving anyone

can get it,** said Bruin soccer

goalie Brad Friedle.

"If he can*t affect people, I don't

know who can,** said basketball

captain Madkins.

With reportsfrom Chris Wolowiec.

STUDY
From page 1

faculty senate.

Many faculty members are

concerned that the changes will

result in less original scientific and
creative work, he said.

But some professors agreed that

changing the way they are prom-
oted will not change the **pubhsh

or perish** syndrome that serves as

an integral part of a university

career.

"We expect people to do both,**

Feshbach said. "And that will

never change.**

Many faculty members, howev-
er, do not feel that the report will

make a significant change in the

way the univeraity functions.

"I don*t see it as a report that

reflects massive departure from
what the university is doing now,**

Prager said. '*Thcare are so many
faculty who efficiently pursue a

scholarly agenda and at the same
time pursue high standards of

teaching.**

F^hbach agreed the report may
have little impact "At UCLA we
place a great weight on teaching

contrary to what some impressions

are,** he said. "We didn*t always

... but this has significantly

increased over the last 10 years.**

The university has been placing

a greater emphasis on teaching

through student ratings, peer eva-

luations and faculty visiting the

classrooms, Feshbach said.

And while it is important for

professors to teach their individual

students, they have an obhgation to

serve the larger society with their

research, professors said.

"It is inefficient to do a lot of

thinking and work that only reach-

es those in the classroom,** Prager

said. **We must expand society*s

knowledge — expanding future

education.

Currently, deans, department

chairs and faculty members are

engaged in extended vigorous

discussions on the report* s find-

ings, Sisson said.

Feshbach said he will bring up
the subject at UCLA*s next faculty

senate meeting in January. After

recommendations are made by
individual faculty members at the

nine campuses, the UC-wide
senate will review the recommen-
dations.

*The process is going to take a

while,** Sisson said. "But there is

no rush for closure on this. These
issues are deep ones and they

require thoughtful deliberations.'*
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travel logged

by gardener's
many plants
By Unda Yang
The New York Times

LARCHMONT, N.Y.— As he

clambers over the rocky terrain in

his acrc-and-a-half garden, Harold

Epstein ticks off the date and place

of origin of each plant he passes.

Keeping up with him isn't easy.

Yet when he pauses, even

momentarily, to recall the genus of

yet another uncommon species, an

apology quickly follows: "I'm 89,

you know, and my memory isn't

quite what it was.**

For more than 50 years Epstein

has been putting uncommon trees,

shrubs and perennials into crevices

in the boulders on his woodland

site. Here are the jewels collected

on travels with his wife, Esta, to

thousands of gardens and nurse-

ries.

"I've circled the globe four

times, with 29 trips to Japan, my
favorite destination,** he said.

To the casual passerby, this

garden blends into its suburban

setting. But those in the know
make seasonal pilgrimages to the

Epsteins' gray shingled house,

perched atop a rocky ridge 20
miles north of midtown Manhat-

=&n, to see a collection of species^

matched by few other American

gardeners.

The "saga of this garden insani-

ty,** as Epstein calls it» began when
he bought the house in 1937. At the

time, he sought the advice of

Elizabeth C. Hall, who was then

the doyenne of American horti-

cultural librarians, at the New

See GARDEN, page 21

CARE
From page 1

givers cope with the stress of

caring for AIDS patients, assess

what kinds of services are being

used and record which resources

are still needed.

But the three interviews in the

patients' homes can become an

intensely emotional experience for

many of the study's 300 caregiv-

ers.

*The interviews made me real-

ize I was doing a lot more than I

thought I was doing," said Long,

who is now caring for a friend

diagnosed with AIDS three years

ago. "It's like living somebody
else's life for them — it's like

Uving two lives."

Unlike other researchers who
have only monitored short-term

effects of caring for patients, the

UCLA interviewers are spending

more time with the caregivers and

say they are even helping them.

"As emotional as it may be to do
the interviews, a lot of times these

people have no one to talk to," said

interviewer Will Nicholas, who is

a public health student

The interviews have made the

caregivers take a closer look at

what they do, they aU agreed.

*The interview was a real eye-

opening experience for me," said

caregiver Julie Kirkpatrick. "I

don't really think about how much
time I spend. You don't think

about it — you just do it"

Kirkpatrick has been taking care

of her lover for four years, taking

her to doctors appointments as

often as three to four times a week.

"I have taken Jane to studies,

updates," Kirkpatrick said. "I have

a different understanding of our

health care system and its short-

comings."

>^UDITIONS
Kings Productions, the world's #1 producer of entertainment, is holding

auditions for the 1 992 season at GREAT AMERICA, Santa Clara,

California. A variety of positions are ovailable and a travel fee will be

paid to employees wfio must travel more than 250 miles to tfie park.

1
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SAN X)SE, CA— Sunday, December 1

San Jose Civic Light Opera Rehearsal Hall, 1717 Technology Drive

1 -3 p.m. Singers, Specialty Acts

3-4 p.m. Dancers, Instrumentalists

3-5 p.m. Technicians

FRESNO, CA— Thursday, December 5
Warnor Theater, 1400 Fulton St.

5-6 p.m. Singers, Specialty Acts

5-7 p.m. Technicians

6-7 p.m. Dancers, Instrumentalists

SAN X5SE, CA— Saturday, December 7
Son Jose Civic Light Opera Rehearsal Hall

171 7 Technology Dr.

10 a.m.- 12 p.m. Singers, Specialty Acts

10 a.m. -2 p.m. Technicians

12-1 p.m. Dancers, Instrumentalists

For additional information call:

Great America Audition Hotline 408/988 1 776

Kings Productions 800/5X4-5464

Klt^S ISLAND KltMGS DOMINION CAROWINDS
© Kings Productions

GREAT AMERICA
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OLIDAY
BOOKFAIR

November 11-26

Ackemian Union

Second Floor Lounge

M-Th»6 • Fri 9-5 • Sat 104:30 • Sun 12-4:30
I

Thousands of

Bargain Gift Books
in all Categories

Literature • Classics • Reference

• Art and Photography

• Film • Cookbooks

• Culture& History f
Mythology • Children's

Books • Plus Bargain

w^
'UCLA Cassettes and CDs

New Titles Added Daify ^

^ri
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^ little later, we find Jacks having al Now Jack is ruined,

little problem getting customers... I jack got Jacked
Whafs up Jack? ^^^ I cuz he didnt

\
I? X

• ^

MADE WITH
NEW YORK TAP WATER
THIN& THICK CRUSTS

^^^tv\^

YOU DONT HAVE
TO BE A NEW YORKER

TO LOVE''-

(Jassk;

LARGE
»,^«. TWO TOPPING PIZZA

Offer good only with this coupon, one coupon per pt2za.

Limit 3 pizzas per address. Expires 11/2S^1 . Prices subject to change.
*Not vaUd on Sidllans.

LAMONICAS

LOWEST PRICES IN

WESTWOOD

208-8671
1066GAYLEY AVE

Once Upon a time in

South Central L.A...

7 PM
then off to ENGLAND with

SIDNEYPOITIER

To Sir With Love
9 PM

TONIGHT IN AGB FOR $1 .50!!
UCLA MAGIC MOUNTAIN DAYS! I NOV. 23,24,28 thru DEC.l

PAID FOR BY USAC VIUAGE PHOTO

IHEFTS
From page 3

not completely reliable in pie-

venting crime.

*'Its almost like a condom,**

Paragas said. "You're never 100

percent sure."

The only way to completely

deter thefts would be to re<lesign

the offices, restrict access to the

entire area and install surveillance

cameras, said Hsiao» adding that

hundreds of mostly part-time

employees come and go at all

hours of the day, putting the

worlq)lace at high risk for crime.

WILLY'S
From page 3

tiated the strong student following

in March 1989. Despite its popu-
larity, however, the Ananians sold

it in May 1991.

"Basically, they made us an
offer we couldnH refuse," Michael
said.

Even though Headlines* new
owner has maintained the restaur-

ant's name and menu, some sdi-

dents have followed the Ananian
brothers to their new restaurants

rather than stay with Headlines.

"Since they changed manage-
ment, it just sucks." said senior

Joel Espinoza. who now eats at

Jose Bernstein's.

After they sold Headlines, the

Ananian brothers wanted to open a

restaurant on a larger scale, but it

was not possible in the Village.

"Nothing was readily avail-

able,** Michael said. "Willy*s was
the easiest thing to do.**

Willy's, which specializes in

bartecued food, has attained a

popularity since its opening seven
months ago that seems to have
shielded it from the economic
problems that have plagued many
businesses in the Village.

"If I didn't step out of (Willy's) I

would never know what the word
recession meant," Michael said.

With Willy's reputation and
visible popularity among students,

the UCLA athletic department
decided to hire WiUy's to cater

football games at the Rose Bowl,
as well as many recruiting dinners

for campus sports teams.

**Our decision to choose Willy's

was a combination of their excel-

lent food, it's an *in-place' with

students and they do a very good
job of catering," said Mike Sond-
heimer, associate athletic director.

**Plus, their prices are really

reasonable in comparison to other

places in Westwood." he added.

With the overwhelming success

of Headlines and Willy's, the

Ananian brothers said they did not

hesitate to open a third restaurant

in the Village in October 1991.

"We always wanted to try

Mexican food and the space for

Jose Bernstein's just popped up
and it was a great lease," Michael
said.

Jose Bernstein's combination of
Mexican food and delicatessen

food stemmed from the desire to

attract not only students, but

professionals in the Village,

Michael said.

"We felt that Mexican food
might not be a big enough draw for

the Wilshire lunch crowd," he said,

"So we added the deli to maximize
the attraction."

The next Ananian brothers'

venture is in the woiks. They are in

the process of buying a bar and
grill restaurant in the Village, but

said they could not disclose the

location.

"We have always wanted to

open a restaurant of a grander
scale," Michael said.

"I'd love to tell you where it is,

but you'll just have to wait and
sec."
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GARDEN
From page 19

York Botanical Garden in the

Bronx. She encouraged him to

study the books of American
gardeners like Louise Beebe Wil-

der.

She also introduced him to

Thomas H. Everett, a transplanted

English gardener then on the staff

of the botanical garden. Everett

had recently helped found the

American Rock Garden Society.

Epstein immediately joined, and

eventually led it as president for 16

years.

"My first experience was
watching Tom dragging rocks

around to represent ledges," Eps-

tein said. **There were no bulldoz-

ers then, only horses, mules,

crowbars, planks, strong backs and

willing arms."

Inspired, he started developing

his own steeply sloped site. Care-

fully, holes were blasted in boul-

ders; judiciously, 20 truckloads of

soil were piled on; selectively, the

towering 100-year-old oaks that

shrouded the area in deep shade

were thinned. His design, com-
pleted after World War U, still

insures order and structure for this

immaculately groomed glen.

Leading a visitor down to the

westernmost, and lowest, level,

which was once a mostly swampy
terrain, he waved his arm at the

"biggest thing I've done in this

^lifetime." It is a majestic dawn
redwood tree whose 100-foot

aubum-hued trunk seemingly dis-

appears into the sky.

This deciduous conifer, with its

needlelike leaves and shaggy bark,

dates to the time of the dinosaurs. It

was considered extinct until it was
found in China in the 1940s.

Epstein's tree was grown from one
of the first seeds brought back to

America by botanists in 1948.

But evoy plant here has its

story. For example, there is a

clump of one of his few ornamen-
tal grasses, Hakonechloa macra.

"That's here by accident, like a

stowaway," he said. "When I

import plants from Japan, they*re

shipped with bare roots wrapped in

sphagnum moss. This grass was an
unknown seedling hidden in one of
those mossy covers."

Crossing the gravel driveway,

he climbed the winding stone stair

that leads to the central part of the

garden. Here, edging the steps to

the front door of the house, are

clusters of the endangered wood-
land flower Trillium nivale. Near-

by, boulders are blanketed with

Japanese painted fern and straw-

berry geranium, a surprise to those

who know this ground cover only

as a house plant

Also lining this rocky ascent is

one of his Hrst perennial plantings,

Epimedium youngianum niveum.

"Can you imagine?" he said with

wonder and pride. 'They're 50
years old and they've never been
lifted or divided!"

Heading toward the eastern-

most, and highest, level of the site,

which is capped by a 10-foot-tall

granite promontory, he passed a

small furnished flagstone patio.

*The chairs are for visitors; I

hardly ever sit here," he said,

moving on quickly between dense

clumps of Korean boxwood (Bux-

us microphylla, Kingsville
Dwarf). The neatly clipped bright

green mounds were started from
rooted cuttings in 1945.

Just beyond was an undulating

sea of 12-inch-high weeping hem-
lock (Tsuga canadensis, Cole's

Prostrate). These plants, which he

began training as a ground cover in

1948, now enrich an expanse

nearly 20 feet square.

The fleecy evergreen mass was
interrupted by a lone pendulous

hemlock O'ained to grow upright I

mm

Billiards

IN
OLD TOWN PASADENA

Open Daily Noon-2 a.m.
(818) 568-1606

Full Bar

C fhll Size Ihbles

PhoB^ Pb^b^ Siildds and m(Hx\

^ Off the 134 East /36 W. Colorado Uhd,

TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

CHICKEN SPECIAL
• Chicken After 3:00pm to close

$3.70
• Egg-Rol
• Gyoza
• Fried Rice

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOr"cKUp"
1121 Glendon Avenue (213)
Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH cS. DINiNER AT THE SAME PRICE
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WHERE

WHAT:

Sunday, November 24 1 1 :00 am-4:00 pm

Ackerman Union Loading Dock* (Drive or walk in

from the bus turnaround at Westwood Plaza).

Newspapers

Without string, wire, rubber bands or sacks, and

no glossy magazines, please.

Aluminum Cans

Without side seams (most soft drinks),but please,

no tin cans, glass or plastic bottles.

A S U C L A

RECYCLING
PROGRAM

For more information about the ASJJCLA Recycling

Program call 206-7589.

* SpecialRecycling Site available foronedayonly.

Please Recycle this Newspaper
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Winneb^gos

Letters

jefer to "alleged scxisi

Editor:

We are dismayed both by
Theta Xi*s inexcusable actions

in painting their Winnebago
with hate slogans against

women and with the Bruin *s

coverage of the incident Why
was the headline of the Bruin

article (Etaily Bruin, "Fraternity

investigated for alleged sexist

slogans/' Nov. 15) when a

photograph appeared with the

article showing the Theta Xi
Winnebago plastered with the

slogans? What is "alleged*' (as

opposed to "clearly")?

That members of the frater-

nity painted the slogans is fact

— the men who painted them
do not deny it, and some of

the slogans appear in the

photograph. That slogans such

a "CHEAP!! CHICKS 4
SALE" is sexist is an under-

statement So why does the

caption to the photograph also

"Temarks'7 Why does the article

say that Theta Xi may have

violated a policy against dis-

playing writing that is derogat-

ory, when they clearly did?

We hope that the InterFrater-

nity Council takes serious

action against Theta Xi and for

education of all men in its

member organizations. It is

obvious even from the text of

Theta Xi President Andre
Machicao's apology that he is

in dire need of anti-sexist

education. He explicitly states

that the problem involved "how
other people were perceiving

what was harmless at the

time.** Hate slogans against

women are never harmless; the

misogynistic attitudes of those

who painted the slogans are

always harmful.

Robert Frackleton, president

of the IFC, has promised that

his organization "will be all

over it and make sure it never

happens again if the allegations

are true.*' Now that the photo-

_

graphic evidence has appeared

in the Bruin, we await your

action. In the past, IFC action

against woman-hating behavior

within fraternities has been

ineffectual. We call upon the

IPC to establish mandatory

anti-sexist education for all

members of fraternities, to be
repeated with every new
pledge class. To do so will not

make restitution to those who
were sickened or threatened by
the slogans while they were
visible, nor to those who are

raped, beaten, abused and
killed by those who have
internalized such inhuman mes-
sages. Required education is,

however, a start in the right

direction, and such a start is

sorely needed.

Kristin Hanna
Senior

Economics
Editor's Note : This letter was
signed by 17 other students.

letter of the mreek

Dear Bruins,

Coach Donahue
&

Football Team

This is Maxie again!

Two years ago I wrote you

a letter, asking for U to win

one for Maxie! (You
almost won — but tied

*SC.) Last year, again I

asked (You almost did!)

This year I am again asking

you to win this one for

Maxie. (This year you
should fulfill my wish).

I know you can do it

Don't be overconfident!

Remember this is the BIG
one.

LOVE,
Maxie,

Grad of 1942

It is not too late to
take finals heatthy
By Vicky Luce and MIchele Pearson

Before things get out of hand, before deadly fall quarter stress

starts to dismanUe all the great plans you made to make this an
incredibly successful term, stop and give yourself a stress-assess-

ment test

How are you concentrating? Able to sort out everything you
need to do and prioritize it? No? Watch out. Getting a cold
evCTy other day? Not good. Has Kerckhoff Hall become your
bedroom? Bringing pillows to campus? Drinking lots of coffee,

or taking . . . "stuff* to stay awake? Stomach bothering you?
Forgetting to eat, or just grabbing a bit at the Country Store on
your way from here to there? Do you know where "here" and
^Uere** are?

All good questions to ask yourself while you*rc standing still.

And if the answers might point to lack of sleep, lack of nutri-

tion, lack of concentration, poor health or worse, eighth week is

your last chance to get a life that will get you through finals.

What can you do? First take care of the illness. Don't ignore it.

You've got great health services (e.g. Student Health Service in

the Center for Health Sciences) with people just waiting to make
you well.

Don't feel sick enough for that trip to south campus (or too
tired)? There are Peer Health Counselors in Kerckhoff, 4th floor.

Student Health Advocates in the residential halls and the Student
"Welfare Commission in Kerckhoff 404A.

"

The services are mosUy pre-paid by your reg fees, and you
don't need health insurance to visit Student Health. If you don't
have the bucks on you, "arrangements" can be made for those

few things you need to pay for. Money isn't an excuse for

ignoring those pre-final danger signals. Fifty percent of you visit

Student Health in any given year. That means that 50 percent of
you might be out there sick, not getting help (or knowing where
to get it), bombing classes and getting more stressed on how
you're going to break it to the folks. The last thing you want is

your mom stepping in now.
If you're not healthy now, fix it by one of those great choices

up there. If you are healthy, stay that way by getting enough
sleep, eating decent meals like your mom tells you (do it before
she comes here and tells you), and getting in touch with people
who have been there before and lived to tell.

Try the Student Welfare Commission office at 825-7586 or the

Peer Health Counselors (ask about their Cold Clinic) at 825-8462
or Student Health at 825-2463. Gating help now is smart; a
good sign it's not too late. If nothing else, take a walk past the

Health Awareness Fair in Westwood Plaza today from 10 a.m. to

2 p.m. Even if you don't need the stuff this minute, the bal-

loons, the free **nutritional" samples, the information pamphlets
and the human contact are all things you can use on the way to

Powell.

Luce is the undergraduate Student Welfare Commissioner,
Pearson is a member of student health.

nATT.vwmmar poij.
WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT
^•POLITICAL CORRECTNESS?"

The "political correctness" movement on campuses

has drawn a great deal of criticism from conservatives

and libcrab alike, yet many feel that "PC" speech and

behavior is essential in providing everyone an envi-

ronment in which they can learn.

-Do you think "PC" language benefits students?

-Do you think the notion of "political correctness"

is speech restrictive? ::x: :::;::,

-How do you feel the media has portrayed "PC?"

Please submit your responses to the three questions above,

along with your name, reg. number, year and major by

noon tomorrow. There is no minlmimi length, but keep

responses under 2 pages.

Daily Bruin
112 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 825-9898
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Unsigned ediloriait r«pre*«nt a ma|ority opinion of

the Daity Bruin Editorial Board. AN other cotumna.
letters arid artnotk rapreaeni the cpinior)* of their

authors. They do not reflect the views of the

Editorial Board, the staff or the ASUCLA
Communications Board. The Bruin corrplies Mrtth

the Communication Board's policy prohbiting the

publication of articles that perpetuate derogatory

culturaJ or ethnic stereotypes. Written material

submitted must be typed or written legit)ly.

All aubmitted malerfal rriuet bear the author'a
name, addreea, telephorte nunrtber, regietratlon

number or affiliation with UCLA. Namea will not

be withheld except in extreme caaea. The Bruin
will puMiah anonymoua lettera on a caae-by-

caae baaia H the letter is deemed to be of a
aanaitive nature, but the above information ia

required for purpoaea of verification. H a letter

ia printed anonymoualy, all biographical
Information will be kept confidential.

m

When multiple authors submit materia, some
names may be kept on file rather than published
with the milerial. The Bruin reaerves the right to
edit submNted material and to determine its

placemen! in.the paper. All submissions beoome
the property of The Bnjin. The Communicattoni
Board has a media grievance procedure for
resdving oomplaints against any of its publicatkxis.
For a oopy of the complete procedure, contact t.ie

Piijlications office at 1 12 Kerckhoff Hall.
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Don 'tgo messing with Other People 's
Once upon a time, there

was tfiis little girlie.

We'll call her . . . oh.

say, Angie. Angie had just

broken up with her boyfriend,

and was feeling quite sad and

low. So when a certain gor-

geous young man asked her to

play an innocent and friendly

game of racquetball, she was
thrilled and accepted immedi-
ately.

TTiere was indeed a game of

racquetball played. This game
was followed by a tour of his

house. This tour was followed

by looking through family

albums, thus producing a

warm, sharing-type radiance,

otherwise known as bonding.

This bonding was followed by
a kiss. WeU, maybe more than

one. But (and here comes the

really evil part) something was
not right Yes, something was
amiss, and Angie knew it.

(Eeew. Here it is.) Angie knew
that this gorgeous young man
had a girlfriend.

"Shame! For shame!** I hear

you hiss. Not to fear. Angie
hissed this many times to

herself, and beat her psyche
and self-esteem regularly. But
still, the evil, self-gratifying

attraction won out, and after a

self-enforced, two-week waiting

period, she saw him again. It

felt especially exciting and
destined and romantic and dra-

matic because it was bad. The
gorgeous young man's very

smart girlfriend left him. And
then, after an acceptable wait,

Angie had this gorgeous young
man as her boyfriend.

"Aha!** you exclaim, "Here
comes the good part!** Yes, the

Old Testament would be hear-

tily pleased with what came
next. Angie was blissfully and
ignoranUy working her buns
off at a college across the

country, when one of her

friends called her up. Ring,

ring. "Why didn't you tell me
that you and that gorgeous

young man broke up?"

"We haven't. I mean, we
didn*t.** Pounding of heart,

dropping of stomach. Prepara-

tion to rip card that arrived

with recent flowers.

'Well, I must be frank with

you, dearie. He has been
carrying on with a cute litUe

chicJde back here." Card in

shreds. Glass shattered as pic-

ture hits wall at high velocity.

Heart feels the same way glass

looks.

Yes! Chalk one up for

justice! What comes around

goes around. Eye for an eye;

etc. All true, if annoyingly

trite. All that pithy wisdom did

nothing to relieve how miser-

able I felt. (Yes! Sob! It was
me!) But it did teach me
something. You have my sol-

emn promise, four years wiser,

that I will never mess with

someone else's boyfriend. My
present reasons go far beyond
feeling like crap. They have to

do with my own self-esteem

and awareness, and a respect

for other women.
Yes, my advice would be to

stay away from OPP, as the

song goes. (Other People's . . .

um. Property). And if you are

with someone, it is far better

to be honest with them when
you are unhappy. It is the

deceit that hurts the most
First, let me give you all

the high-minded, moral, rhetori-

cal arguments against messin'

around. Then I will satisfy

your need for concrete, practi-

cal, "Yes, but what do I get7*'

reasons.

Stop for a second, and think

about yourself, and how much
you should love that litUe

person you call "me." You
deserve a whole relationship,

with someone who values and
rennets you as a person. Why=
waste your time on someone
who will jerk you around? If

you are happy with the clan-

destine Tuesday and Thursday
meetings he can schedule for

you, more power to you,

buddy. But doesn't the incredi-

ble, exciting, amazing, fasci-

nating person that you are

deserve more? You're better

off with someone who thinks

as much of you as you do. If

you don't think much of your-
self, that's another column.

Consider the kind of person
who would engage in such
deceit Isn't there just a small

possibility that they might do
this again? Unless your case is

a rare exception, and you
fancy yourself Romeo and
Juliet, they'll do it again.

Which means that they prob-

ably don't have much respect

for their relationship. Keep in

mind that the evil wench or
bastard who is keeping you
two lovers apart could easily

be deleted, by your beloved. If

they want so badly to be with

you, why don't they do just

that?

Take it from me, also, that

the guilt you feel, if you are a
moral person in general,

doesn't fade easily. It's not fun
to know that you really helped

to hurt someone's feelings.

You will have lowered yourself

in their eyes, as well as your
own. I kind of look at every-

one as a potential friend. If

you can't imagine doing some-
thing to a friend, then it is

probably not a good idea. If

=yDu can imagine doing ibis

you friend, warn your friends

away.

Now that you know why
you'll feel oh-so-good inside if

you avoid this moral tangle,

let's talk tangible results. There
are the tired old punishments
you will want to avoid, if you

plan on cheating on your

significant other, or being party

to such an incident You've

got your slashed tires and your

keyed cars. But if you*ve been

seeing someone fairly creative,

watch out If you're going to

engage in the deceit of some-
one highly ingenious, be care-

ful. Revenge can be sweet, but

not for you.

How about "Alexandra," who
discovered she was one of a

few girifriends her longtime

boyfriend was taking advantage
of? She knew of her boy-

friend's steroid use, and
threatened a full investigation

of his football team if he was
not removed from the lineup.

She then called all of the

other girifriends, and they col-

lectively dumped his poor butt.

Then there was "Mike," who
found that his best friend had
more than a passing interest in

his girlfriend. He placed 24
foreign calls on his best

friend's phone.

Besides creative revenge,

there is always the threat of
bodily harm to keep you on
the straight and narrow, too.

But I don't know. I can only

offer you what I've exper-

ienced. It's up to you what
you do with it. I>on't come
crying to me if you have air

unusually high phone bill, or

you're signed up for everything

from the Army to the Jeho-

vah's Witnesses. I refuse all

responsibility.

Beeley is a senior majoring in

English.
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Viewpoint

Cuban omist distorts facts
By Frank Valera

This is in response to a lecture by Cuban
Economist Carlos Tablada at Royce Hall on
Wednesday, Nov. 13. An event sponsored by
Bradford Brund, History Department; David
Kunzle, Art History Department; Center for

Development Studies; Student Association of
Latin American Studies; Committee for Health
in South Africa; Youth for Philippine Action
and La Gcntc.

I listened to Tablada with great personal
interest. My family was part of the 1%2 mass
exodus of Cubans who — disillusioned with
the policies of the Castro regime — opted for

political exile. However, my information on
Cuba suggests a much more disheartening

picture than was presented by Tablada during
his speech. I think it would be wonderful if

Tablada*s American counterpart could go to

Cuba and extol the virtues of democracy and
the free-enterprise system. Problem is, unlike

the United States, Cuba is not a free society

and would not allow iL

Tablada takes advantage of Castro's much
pubhcized "purging" of corruption, which has
been romanticized by the media to the point

where some naive students might ignore reality— the reality of poverty and deprivation that

exists on the island. The reality of the Cuban
government's infringement on basic individual

freedoms — freedom of the press, free

elections, the right to come and go as you
please, the right to choose a job and speak
your mind without fear of reprisal to list but a
few.

Tablada conveniently ignores the fact that

Castro's Cuba remains a strange and volatile

mixture of nationalism and communism, as
evident by Castro's own declarations on Soviet
reforms, his messianic urge to export revolution

throughout the world and his attitude of
confrontation with the United States.

Tablada conveniently ignores the Cuban
government's involvement in international drug
trafficking, including Castro's well-established

association with Panama's Manuel Noriega, a

like-minded monster whose human rights viola-

tions have been extensively documented in two
federal grand jury indictments.

Most appalling of all is to listen to

Tablada's tales of Castro's political adventurism
and demagoguery given side by side historical

relevance with Jose Marti, a Cuban patriot who
beheved that "Liberty must not be used as a
pretext to maintain some men in excessive

pleasure and others in unnecessary pain."

Contrary to Tablada's allegations, "Castro's

revolution" is one to which scores of Cubans
from all socio-economic and racial backgrounds
gave their lives — a democratic revolution

whose ideals Castro betrayed.

Tablada conveniently ignores reality by
attempting to have us believe that Cubans
embraced Communism. This is an outrageous
lie — a blatant attempt at historic revisionism
that is nothing short of pathetic. It's brainless

and irresponsible. It reveals a politically naive
attitude that feeds right into those whose
interest is keeping anti-Americanism alive.

More importantly, I find it most disturbing

that in a transparent display of selected

sensitivity, Tablada would engage in cute,

sophomoric one-sided euphemisms and quotes
from Cuban's dictator. It explains why many
people tend to excuse or even ignore human
rights abuses by leftist dictatorships, such as

Castro's, with the argument that he has built

schools and hospitals. If we are to accept this

argument, we must justify Hitler and Idi Amin
who also buih schools and hospitals.

The truth is all dictators should be rejected

and repudiated. It's our moral obligation to

denounce murder and torture wherever they
occur.

In conclusion, one thing was quite clear to

me. Cuba's economy today, despite their tough
rhetoric, is bankrupt. Thus, one important
question that comes to mind is how far have
Cuba's revolutionary achievements really come
and are they really revolutionary at all?

Varela is a senior majoring in design.
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Viewpoint

We beat USC all year long
By John Kobara

Every year, students confront

me and ask in a low hush, as

they look over their shoulder,

"Doesn't 'SC really have a

better alumni association and
alumni network than we do?"
No question infuriates me
more. Simply put, the answer
is no. There are absolutely no
facts to back up this myth.

That's what this question rep-

resents, a myth.

The reality is very different.

The reality is that no matter

what measurement you use» no
matter what perspective you
take, UCLA has clearly

become the dominant school in

Southern California and one of
the most prestigious academic
institutions in the United

States, if not the world. Let's

take a closer look at the

**rivahy." Let's look at the

facts.

Academics. In terms of

admissions, we simply do not

compete on the same level as

USC. The California Master
Plan requires that University of
California campuses take the

top 12.5 percent of high school

graduates. In fact, UCLA is

very selective in choosing stu-

dents from that distinguished

group.

use is not required to

recruit at this level. Their

entering freshman classes have
lower average GPA and SAT
scores. Since 1986, of the

2,250 UCLA alumni scholar

recipients, only two percent of

these highly recruited scholars

have ever chosen USC over

UCLA.
UCLA continues to receive

six qualified applicants for

every available spot in the

entering freshman class, while

USC is experiencing significant

reductions in their freshman

enrollmenL

UCLA has been rated far

higher than USC and most
universities in the United

States. In the latest rating, the

Conference Board rated UCLA
fifth in the nation and USC
was not ranked amongst the

most highly rated universities.

UCLA's faculty won seven

prestigious Guggenheims in

1991. Harvard was second with

five and USC received two.

Ten highly regarded Fulbright

Scholarships were garnered by
UCLA professor (second in the

U.S.). while USC received

five. Three UCLA faculty

members hav6 received Nobel
prizes: Donald Cram (Chemi-

stry). Julian Schwinger (Phys-

ics) and Willard Libby

(Chemistry; deceased). There is

not a Nobel laureate on the

USC faculty.

Value for the educational

dollar. USC now charges $515

per unit, which is $2,020 per

class. Even with the recent

increase, UCLA's fees are

exceptionally low for the qual-

ity of education received. With
a light academic workload of

36 units a year, UCLA's cost

per unit is under $70. Nobody
would argue that USC is

providing five, six, or seven

times the educational value of

UCLA.
Athletics. During the last 25

yean UCXA has won more
NCAA championships than

USC and any other Division I

school in the country. Since

1980. UCLA has won 27

national championships as com-
pared to use's eight In the

1988 Olympics. UCLA had
more students and alumni ath-

letes participating than most
countries. If UCLA were a

country, it would have placed

fourth in the world in gold

medals, and 11th overall. And
UCLA is widely regarded as

having one of the most trou-

ble-free athletic programs in

the country.

Alumni Network. It is true

that USC has developed a

strong alumni base. And they

certainly do a better job of

indoctrinating their students

about the myths and tradition

of their university. Yes, maybe
the UCLA Alumni Association

could do more in this area.

But we never want to indoctri-

nate; we want students to

become convinced on their

own.

Let met try to set the record

straight. UCLA has 260,000
alumni, prominent graduates in

every field imaginable. The
fact of the matter is that

Bruins hire Bruins. There are

tremendously strong networks

of UCLA alumni in every

professional field. In my job, I

receive hundreds of employ-

ment requests from alumni who
only want to hire Bruins for

jobs that are often not posted

or advertised.

Another example of the

strength and power of the

UCLA network is ProNet. Pro-

Net is an independent company
providing a resume date base

service for high-tech, entrepre-

neurial and large corporate

businesses, which hire the most
qualified college graduates

available. In response to the

demands by ProNet subscribers,

ProNet went to a select num-
ber of universities to get^the

best graduates. Stanford, MIT.

Berkeley, the University of

Michigan, Carnegie Mellon and

UCLA were selected. In my
view, this is the ultimate test

of quality.

Alumni Association. In terms

of the alumni association,

UCLA possesses a stronger,

more effective, more diverse

and larger alumni program than

USC. While the USC Alumni
Association is primarily a fun-

draising vehicle for scholar-

ships that provides few
services to its general student

and alumni populations, the

UCLA Alumni Association pro-

vides many significant services

to Bruin students and alumni

without any responsibility for

fund raising.

I want many more UCLA
students to take fiill advantage
of the UCLA Alumni Network.
For six years, we have prom-
oted the UCLA Career Net-

work, where more than 1.500

successful alumni have volun-

teered to talk to students about
their career interests, to help

them get ahead, and to help

them succeed. And while the

demand for this service has

been extraordinary, serving

thousands of students, thou-

sands more are apparently una-

ware or do not utilize this

extremely valuable and free

service provided by the Alumni
Association and the Student

Alumni Association (SAA).

The more students who take

advantage of these services, the

less pervasive the myth would

be. The UCLA Alumni Net-

work not only exists, but it is

strong, and very powerful.

We all know that the job

market is competitive, tough
and a source of great anxiety

for alumni, but particularly

students, the future alumni,

who are looking ahead toward

their careers. UCLA alumni
and the UCLA Alumni Associ-

ation are the true guardians of

the value of a UCLA degree

and the increasing excellence

and success of UCLA's stu-

dents and graduates. After all,

you are only a student for four

or five years and a Bruin for

life. That's the commitment
and legacy of the real UCLA
alumni network. I hope I have

raised some doubts or dispelled

the myth about the USC rival-

ry. And I truly hope that more
UCLA students will visit the

James West Alumni Center and
become part of the UCLA
Alumni network to help them-
selves and future alumnL

UCLA has already earned

the bragging rights on every

conceivable level of "the rival-

ry." And when we beat 'SC
this Saturday, we will all

celebrate. But while the

cross-town rivalry with 'SC is

a lot of fun, it only exists on
the football field for one
Saturday each year.

Kobara is the executive direc-

tor of the UCLA Alumni Asso-

ciation.
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Arts Entertainment
Cheers, mainlyjeeis
to today's Him and TV

I
don't know about you, but my
favorite section of TV Guide
is not the program listings. I

mean, most people already know
when their favorite shows are on.

Nope, my favorite section is the

Xheers *N* Jeers." where TV
Guide gives its approval and
disapproval of whatever is going
on in television.

In honor of this magnificent

addition to journalistic history, I

am dedicating my column today to

a grouping ofmy own "Cheers *N*

Jeers.** I tried really, really, really

hard to keep it from being simply a
list of "Jeers *N* Jeers."

Jeers
' To Michael Jackson. No, not for

the 4/4-minute violence/mastur-

bation sequence at the end of his

new video "Black or White.**

Personally, Tm angry that he felt

pressured to cut it out.

Don*t get me wrong. I don*t
understand what it was doing there

in the first place, just like I don't
understand what the opening sequ-

ence with Macauley CuUdn and
George Wendl had to do with the

song, either.

Overall, the video is very well-

made and has some cool special

effects, and when it comes to sex

and violence, there *s no more in

"Black or White** than in almost
any other modem video. I just find

it disturbing that whatever creative

expression Jackson and director

John Landis were trying to achieve
was forced out

Out of Focus

Aaron
Dobbs
ment President Robert Iger. Here
we have a man, and a network,

who in one fell swoop canceled
*Twin Peaks,** "Equal Justice,**

"Gabriel's Fire** and "China
Beach** — four of the best sho
on television in recent memory.
Sure, they added "Homefront** this

season, but Iger presents his

attitude the clearest through the

revamped "Gabriel's Fire.** now
called "Pros and Cons.** The new
version is lighter and fiinnier (and
dumber), resembling the inexpen-
sive and recycled sitcoms which
inhabit most of TV*s airtime.

Jeers
To television talk show psy-

chiatrists. No, not that annoying
David ViscotL I mean the so-

called experts on "The Oprah
Winfrey Show** and "Sally Jesse

Raphael.** This creature achieved
its scariest moment Monday
morning on what is possibly the

worst talk show ever created.

Tm talking about "Cristina &
Friends.** Monday, this wonderful
show decided to address the

Michael Jackson controversy.
Tliey presented a psychiatrist who
told us all about Jackson's person-
ality and what the evil segment
was trying to say. But here*s the

kicker — this woman had never
met or even spoken to Jackson, and
was basing everything on Enquirer
reports and the video. No disre-

spect meant to the psychiatric

profession, but come on. That's

ridiculous, as is any person*s
ability to get a complete handle on
and solve marital problems in 48
minutes or less.

Cheers
To NBC, a network with guts.

The hour-long drama on television

has been dying, but thi^ corpora-
tion has retained a few.

NBC deserves the highest
praise. "Reasonable Doubts,** with
Mark Harmon and Marlee Matlin,
and "1*11 Fly Away** starring Sam
Waterston are two of the best new
shows this season. n6C has also

held onto **L.A. Uw,*' "In the Heat
of the Night" and -Quantum Leap"
— three great programs— as well

as improving its fantastic entry

from last season, "Law & Order."

Jeers
To ABC and ABC Enteitain-

Jecrs

To Macauley CuUdn, his father

Kit Culkin or the entire Hollywood
system— take your pick based on
your own moral thinking.

You see, there was this movie in

pre-production called *The Good
Son." It's being produced by
Twentieth Century Fox and was
supposed to be directed by
Michael Lehmann ("Heathers,"

"Hudson Hawk"). The picture was
all set to begin production right

about now, but Joe Roth, the head
of Fox, ran into what he thought
was a little problem.

Fox has been planning the

sequel to "Home Alone." Since the

younger Culkin has become such a

box office draw based on one
movie. Roth is convinced this

sequel will be almost as big as the

original— as long as Culkin is in

the role.

Culkin, or his father, is looking

to expand his versatility, though,

so that he doesn't get typecast as a

crazy little kid. He already started

with his new movie "My Girl," and
he also wanted the role of the

psychopathic cousin in *The Good
Son."

Lehmann let Culkin read for it,

said he wasn't right for it and that

was that. But Culkin's father

decided to throw his weight, or his

son's, around and told Roth his son
would not do "Home Alone 2"

unless he got the role in "The Good
Son."

The result: Roth pushes back
production on "The Good Son" for

nine months, leaving everyone
working on it with nothing to do
but twiddle their thumbs. Culkin
goes on to do "Home Alone 2" and
will then act in *The Good Son."
Oh yeah, and Lehmann has quit the

production.

Gee. You think this has anything
to do with Mac's friendship with
Michael? Just something to make
you say "Hmm . .

.*•

Animation

The tal<^ behind 'American Tail'
By Danya Joseph
Dally Bruin Staff

Fievel the mouse has letumed to capture our
hearts in "An American Tail: Fievel Goes West"
But this is not as easy as it looks, according to the

creators of the film.

The Steven Spielberg-produced animated feature

shows Fievel 's adventures in the Wild West, where
he must save his family from becoming mousebur-
gers for the cats who are led by the dastardly Cat R.
Waul.

In addition to a new story and updated animation
effects, *Tail ir differs from the original in that this

one was fdmed at Speilberg's newly constructed
animation studio: Amblimation in London.

For the sequel's slicker look, Speilberg brought in

Simon Wells and Nibblelink to direct, with Cynthia
Woodbyme, director of Amblimation, serving as
production manager. Hanna-Barbera CEO David
Kirschner, along with Amblin's Kathleen Kenedy
and Frank Marshall are the executive producers.

According to the filmmakers, animation is much
more than talented voices and intricate technology.
Every animated feature starts with storyboards— a
visual script detailing what the fibn will be about.

In 'Tail II," the storyboards had the »Hvjiii»jiy of
being based on an existing film. "We inherited some
of the characters from the first movie, but we also
had the oportunity to develop some new ones,"
explained Woodbyme.

However, this did not prevent the task from being
an arduous one. According to Nibblelink, the
filmmakers had to choose from among 360
variations of the characters.

Once the characters were chosen, the action was
set to sound. To prevent animators from having to do
extra drawings, a **radio show" version of the film
was done before the drawing even started "so (that)

the sound is the length of the film," Woodbyme said.

During the two days of voice recording in **Tail

II." the acton were videotaped so that their gestures
and facial expressions could help the animators
visualize the characters.

In one scene, Dom DeLuise, the voice of Tiger,
held his tongue because he thought that Fievel would
be standing on it. **This (ad libbing) is what brings
the character to life." Spielberg said.

"It's great fun to do this," DeLuise said. "I've
gone into people's homes and heard little kids
laughing at my voice. It's forever. It really feels
good."

With the sound and editing completed, the
filmmakers had to adapt a new storyboard using the
gags that were generated from improvisations
during the recording.

After this, the actual animation— the drawing—
could begin, in a process that passed the drawings
through three sets of animators.

Experienced animators created the characters on
paper, not only giving them shape and motion but
also endowing them with emotions and personali-

ties. These animators only drew rough versions of
the characters, placing them in key poses — the
positions that begin and end a movement
The assistant animators cleaned up the sketches,

making sure that the characters were on model —
accurate to the original drawings so that their size
and shape didn't vary. In addition, the assistants

added drawings to the key poses, further defining the
line of the motion.

After the assistants were done, in-betweeners
filled in the gaps between the drawings to keep the
motion looking smooth and fluid. The number of in-

between drawings used is the key to quality
animation, said Marshall.

This elaborate process resulted in thousands of
drawings being needed for the film. *Tifteen
seconds worth of film (finalized) is about three
months worth of work," said Nibblelink of the
extensiveness of the process. It takes a week to

complete three seconds worth of animation, added
Speilberg.

•Three seconds? Really? If I'd known, I would
have taked faster," joked DeLuise.

In addition to character animation, special effects

See TAN.', page 34

Fievel (the mouse, left) Is

the hero of Steven Spiel-

berg's ''An American Tail:

Flevel Goes West." The fur-

ry phenomenon brushes up
on his Western heroics with

friends Tiger and Wylie
Burp, above. In the ani-

mated adventure Revel sets
off to save his family from

becoming nx>useburgers at

the hands of the dastardly

Cat R. Waul.

Nasty loyalty: Hamilton's sinister 'Marshmallow Men* depict his view ofhumanity

RICHARO KIM

Peter Hamilton has a 17-plece exhibit titled

"Marshmallow Men 1991/ on display in the
Kerckhoff Art Gallery until Nov. 29.

By Rachel Bartz

As Campbell's soup cans are to Andy Warhol,
marshmallows are to Peter Hamilton.

Hamilton's 17-piecc show, entitled "Marshmallow
Men 1991." is on display at Kerckhoff Art Gallery
from Nov. 17-29. Sponsored by Campus Events, the
show features cartoonish paintings and prints that
have a sinister quality to them and present humanity
as a bunch of aggressive marshmallows.

Hamilton draws heavily from Old English motifs
for the subject matter of his work. His marshmaltow
men wear crowns and carry scepters. He paints
marshmallow kings, jesters and battles. These arc
nasty little guys not unlike the belligerent Lilliputians
of Swift's Gulliver's Travels.

Hamilton's prints tend to be more light-hearted
than his paintings. The prints usually have a dominant
color scheme (pink, orange and white, for example)
and arc fairly crisp and linear. By contrast, the
paintings are a bit darker in nature and are filled with
the venom of purple kings and the evil of yellow
jesters.

The juxtaposition of seriousness and evil with

'

happy colors and a cartoonish style is Hamilton's
signature. The marshmallows are at once ugly and
inviting, with crooked teeth and yellow eyes popping
out of their heads. They drip red paint-blood and are
fierce, fearful and corrupt — not unlike our modem
day "kings." By using thick black cartoon outlines
and bright colors, however, Hamilton saves the
paintings from being either gory or depressing. The
nasty marshmallows are a "commentary of the human
condition" presented in an "easily accessible and
friendly fashion." the artist explains.

Hamilton also enjoys blending traditional icono-
graphy with his marshmallow motif. One such print

presents the birth of Christ with marshmallow people
playing the parts of the baby savior, the three wise
men and such. Hamilton relates that he likes to play
with these classical themes and produce his own
modem interpretations.

With Hamilton's art, what you sec is what you gel.

His paintings have such titles as "Large Marshmallow
with One Eye Arguing with Small Marshmallow with
Two Eyes." and that is exactly what is happening in

the picture. Lo and behold. Hamilton has painted a

large boxy marshmallow (with one eye) arguing with

a small marshmallow (who happens to have two
eyes). Will this painting achieve world peace? Not
likely. Will it reveal the meaning of life? Probably
noL It's just colorful and kind of fun to look at.

This is art that would look as good on a T-shirt as it

does on the wall. In fact. Hamilton's "Marshmallow
Marilyn Monroe." complete with Hollywood sun-

glasses, would be pretty cool to wear around North
Campus. With a Hamilton T-shirt you could look
artsy and hip and probably get invited to a poetry

reading at a coffeehouse. With a Hamilton painting

you just might be the one giving the poetry reading.

Hey. it's just colorful and kind of fun to look at.

Hamilton, who will be graduating from UCLA this

fall, entered undeclared with the intent of pursuing a

**real major" like economics or political science.

Unsatisfied and unhappy with his status-quo classes,

Hamilton deci(}ed to "do what I really wanted" and
become an art major.

See HAMILTON, page 34
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Dance

Dancing for all:
LA; company makes modem dance approachable

Daiiy Bruin A & E Thursday, November 21, 1991 29

By Devi Bricker

Naomi Goldberg is calling your
name. Her company, the Los
Ar\geles Modem Dance & Ballet,

can be added to the list of Los
Angeles-based dance companies
that serve the masses. Under
Goldberg's artistic direction and
the administrative talent of Debra
Nelson, the company has stayed
true to its philosophy — to talce

dance "out of the concert hall" and
into the public eye.

LAMD & B sacrifices elaborate
lighting, scenery, costumes and
special effects to achieve its goal.

They perform on a basketball court
in the Poinsettia Recreation Cen-
ter, creating a stage with portable

wings and basic lighting; the
audience sits in ^'no frills*' folding

chairs arranged in long rows.
Benefits exceed these **losses,"

however. LAMD & B earns
admiration from both dancers and
non-dancers by expanding the

L.A. dance audience. All the

choreography presented is

approachable, and lilce **R*' Dance
Company, they cater to a broad
spectrum of viewers.

Goldberg's choreography com-
bines ballet and modem dance.
Her movement is aesthetically

pleasing, but contains elements of
the abstract and unconventional.
Other artists who contribute their

work have distinctly different

styles; however, the content of all

the work is never shocking or
controversial. Don't go to LAMD
& B concerts to be stirred into

anger or to see personally

threatening pieces; expect to just
have a pleasant, stimulating dance
experience.

The company, comprised of
eight core dancers, has clarified

and nourished its dancing since

previous performances last spring.

Goldberg has obviously
influenced their movement qual-

ity, showing accomplished direct-

ing. The unity among the group
added a sheen to the performance
of all the dances. The face as well

as the body of each dancer con-
veyed a clear enjoyment of the

movement; however, the occa-

sional lack of unity in expression
among the group was distracting.

All of the performers continue
to blossom technically as well. In

all the pieces, confidence exuded
from the dancers, as they went
beyond correct execution of move-
ment, filling their dancing with
lucid intent and sparkling energy.

In general, music choices com-
plemented and enriched the cho-
reography. Goldberg particularly

shows aplomb in her choice of
music. In *Time Lapse," she uses a
score of clapping by Steve Reich.
It spices up her balletic duet, which
plays with variety in movement,
center and phrasing. Goldberg's
extensions slice the air with a drive
that partners the score. Dancer Lee
Wigand gives further elegance and
poise to the piece. The two work
excellently together, the team
effectively anchors the audience to

their charismatic performance.

The least-effective musical
choice was in **Tlie Emptiness of

Being," choreographed and per-

formed by Sun Mi Jing. A tribute

to the memory of her father, Jing's

traditional Chinese accompani-
ment flattens her gorgeous move-
ment Jing is a breathtaking mover,
and her work is structurally
mature, but the music, though
appropriate in its cultural relation-

ship to the dance, added no color to

the piece.

All of the guest choreographers
had strengths, but Leo Tee pre-

sented the most completed work.
Tec, a UCLA alumnus, continues
to hone his choreographic and
performance skills by regularly

contributing work to companies
such as LAMD & B as well as

producing his own concerts.

For this concert, his "Perse-

phone's Ball" was introduced to

the public. The piece, characteris-

tic of all his work, shows ample
research and innovation. It relates

to the Greek myth of Persephone,

who spends half her life in hell and
half on eaith. The dance, com-
prised of four women, highlights

the ritual of Persephone's transi-

tion from hell to the mortal world.

The choreography contains sub-

stantial movement, rich in phras-

ing and dynamics. Tee captures the

mystical, magical atmosphere of
Greek myth in his hypnotizing
movement style; it is purely
kinetic, divorced from any con-
trived gesture or emotion, yet tells

the myth articulately. The dancers

he chooses are superior choices for

conveying his choreography.

The concert packed so much

S^^iVWMy; N^A/t^^h^t/l 2Z

T^i*44^^, N^vcn^lc/i 21
»,>',.' •".

The Los Angeles IModern Dance & Baiiet caters to a broad spec-
trum of viewers.

llT*'. £

enjoyable movement into one
evening it ahnost became too
much. Splitting the material into

two different programs would
have lightened the load for the
audience without sacrificing its

thematic flow— it was difficult to

stay involved in the concert
because there was simply too
much material.

LAMD & B is a valuable

presence in the L.A. dance com-
munity. Its interest in reaching an
audience consisting of more than
"cultured" dance viewers is help-
ing make modem dance more
familiar and popular in Los
Angeles. ***

DANCE: Fall season concert by LAMD
& B. Directed by Naomi GokJbera. Nov.
15-17 at 8 p.m. at the Poinsettia
Recreation Center in Los AngeJes.

A Timepiece of Function

and Simplicity.
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Wcstwood's oldest and most respected
jeweler...since 1946

'^ii/^, NcA/t/nJUA. 22

The Movado'' Museum^
Sports Edition (SE) Watch

A sportive interpretation of a classic:

The Movado Museum Sports Edition (SE) Watch.
Executed in stainless steel, the "dots" are
18 karat gold micron finish. Bezel also

available in all 18-karat

gold micron finish. Water-resistant, electronic

quartz rriovement. Swiss-crafted.

1055 westwood blvd.

westwood village

los angeles 90024

(310)208-3131

Our staff of 1 6 includes

10 Graduate Gemologists

Diploma Members of the

G.I.A. Alumni Association
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•MUSIC*
CypraM HW dan)
Noon, Westwood Plaza 'Free* 825-

•FILM*
Yum: A TlHlo of the

itwf Ci«^CMUng of Lou

\tt}n»''^

•FILM*
Mamma Roma
Accattone
30 p m Melnitz Theater -Students $3. Gen $5* 206-FILM

^4amma Roma is a prostitute attempting to resume a stable life-

style after being reunited with her son but her efforts are
thwarted by her former pimp. (NqV 29)

The Pearl (steinbMA'tcteMtetai*)

The Secret Formula
7:30 p m., Melnitz Theater -Students $3. Gen $5* 206-FILM
The Secret Formula uses images of sharp contrast between the
urban and underpriviiagod classes (DeC 1

)

Time to Die

In This Town There are No Thieves
8 p.m

,
Meinrt2 Theater -Students $3. Gen $5- 206-FILM

A thief burglanzes a pool hall in a small Mexican village and
soon the whole town turns into a storm of accusations, argu-
ments and violence in In This Town Thars ar« No Thiavas

•ART.

Peter Hamilton

8 - 5 p.m., Kerckhoff Gallery -Free-

Single artist show of his lithograph prints

£fU4 Sm^^, Dec lit!
In Battle's Light: Prints of Japan's
Early Modern Wars
Wight Art Gallery -Free- 825-9345
This exhibition of 80 triptychs is the first to

consider these war prints In the context of

both traditional Japanese print tradition and
the new developments In painting. Remem-
ber the exhibition closes the weekend of

Thanksgiving. Are you going to be around?
See it now!!!

"Powell/Towell: Plans for a Seismic
Renovation and a Temporary
Tensile, Tent Library"
Powell Library, Rotunda and East Rotunda
•Free* 825-4134

Blueprints of the plans for seismic renova-
tion.

Meville Exhibition
URL Library -Free* 825-4879
Depictions of Meville's, Moby Dick.

(Dec 3)

•MUSIC*
Jaz2 at the Wadsworth Sariaa

Bongo Logic
7 p m .

The Wacfcworth Theater •Fraa* (DeC 1

)

American music has a/ways baan ktHuancad by the Cuban
sound Louie. Louie ' is an undanUbia take-off of a Cuban
cha-cha Cuban rhythm have influenced American music
from Ragtime to rock, and ro/^Bongo Logic's Bratt GoWn

Woodblock print from In Battles Light: Woodbiodi Prima of
Japan's Early Modem Wars.

Bongo Logic combines Cuban "charanga" dance music with
|az2. funk and classical influences It makas a daar statament
of how Cuban sound can blend with Amarican malodias to

create music that is interestingly both tamiNar and unique

If

^Ĉ t* GEM

Major credit cards.

Validated parking

^SPECIAL ART EVENT<
OUne's Itair Ego: Aill9 Inio Ufyfront
1 1 a.m. - 5 fKm., WIgMrArt Qallery. 1 lOO
Oickt0fi Alt cm •Pnee*0^934$
in cofiiniiffnQmtlm of llie^^C^

lOay" «IPIC| t^llllltKiM> Art'-tlie Ifilwrnationat]

=^ AliiS||^^ video.

epMftMlfy mm mfQUQhotit IN day The!
wMtoenpeaMonSunday December

1 1 • 5 p.m.

9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday through Saturday
Holiday Hours: Open Evenings December 9 through December 23

(^
Special Discount to Students and Staff with LdT)

•What's Art mis Week" featured every Thursday, is compiled by the UCLA StudoTTcomrStteefoMh^^
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Levert and O'Jays perform
at Universal Amphitheater
By Tasnine Hunter

Last Saturday night at the
Universal Amphitheater, the Rude
Boys set the tone for performances
by Levert and the 0*Jays, opening
the show with a dynamic set that

featured their hit song. "Written
All Over Your Face."

Fog foreshadowed the anxious-
ly awaited appearance of Levert,

who took the stage after the

audience was dazzled by the

magnificent moves of their
dancers jamming to the instru-

mental sounds of "Living for the
City.** The threesome then
slithered onto the stage, which was
set up to mirror Levert*s onscreen
performance of "Living . .

." in the
movie **New Jack City.**

Levert tantalized the audience

with portions of several hits from
previous albums, including "Pull

Over Baby.** "Addicted to You**
and "Pop Goes My Mind.** Fortu-
nately, Levert decided to give a
full dose of favorites like "Casano-
va.** "AU Seasons** and "Baby Tm
Ready,** from their most recent
album. "Rope a Dope Style.**

The audience was treated to an
unexpected thrill midway through
Levert *s performance when Ricky
Bell of Bell Biv DeVoe joined the

group on stage during their rendi-

tion of New Edition*s "Can You
Stand the Rain.**

Notably. Gerald Levert was

given an opportunity to showcase
his solo talents, as he perfonned
his latest single, "Private Line,**

the title song of his new album.

The O'Jays launched immedi-
ately into new material from their

"Emotionally Yours** album.
However, their musical selection

was cleverly integrated.

'Their entire set was presented in

this seesaw-like fashion, but
nevertheless, there was no mistak-
ing the timeless hits like "You*re
My Darling Baby,** "Forever
Mine,** "Back Stabbcrs,** "Love
Ttain** and "Stairway to Heaven.**

Anything the 0*Jays sang was
loved by the predominantly female
crowd, and the group worked this

element for all it was worth. At one
point, the group requested 15
women to join them on s^ge, but
to the dismay of many in the
audience, the group had already
chosen the few they would sere-

nade. The 0*Jays finished the
show with the forever-popular

ballad, 'Tor the Love of Money.**
••••

CONCERT: The O'Jays. with Levert
and the Rude Boys. Saturday, Nov 16
at the UnlversaJ Amphitheater

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH
optometrist

PRESENTS

•DAILY-WEAR

SOFT CONTACTS

SPECIAL $175.00
Includes exam, lens,

\ care kit & follow up
' care

JOHNSON & JOHNSON
DISPOSABLE CONTACTS

$225.00

All student, faculty

located for your convenience: eTipioyee^vjsion-plans

10955 Weybum Ave.
(213) 208-4748

HOLIDAY SPECIALS

' ^:

W WtVBuiMO

WELCOME
Carlton Solon Marquis
Westwood Marquis Hotel

930HllgardAve

Westwood. CA 90024

208-4477
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VKA

THE SHOE

Buy One Pair Get

The Second Pair
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Free!!
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We Beat Department

Store Sale Prices
2249 Scpiilveda Blvd (between Pico & Olympic) 478-2728 Everyday
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The Gyuto Tantric Choir of Tibet, composed of Buddhist monks, performs a chant In Royce Hall on
Fnday.

Monk music:
Tibetian Buddhists entertain in Royce Hall
By Craig Foster

In search for the next hot concert
ticket, Angelenos flocked to Roy-
ce Hall last Thursday for a
performance by the Gyuto Tantric
Choir of Tibet After aU, if the idea
of spending an evening listening to

a group of monks perform a s^es
of religious chants seems anything
less than a must-see, then your
concept of Ufe in L.A. is a bit out of
touch.

In traditional fashion, we (that

is. the L.A. Culture-Eating
Machine) arrived late and
stumbled to our seats almost 30
minutes past the scheduled perfor-

mance time. However, someone
must have alerted the choir about
our habits— they patiently waited
until we had all arrived before

raising the curtain.

It was a stunning scene. The
choir, comprised of 17 Tibetan

Buddhist monks, situated them-
selves in two parallel rows facing

each other. The monks wore robes
that were quite simple in construc-

tion and design, but compellingly
beautiful. The most obvious items,

however, were the individual

headset microphones that gave the

choir the appearance of being
some sort of extra-terrestrial air

traffic control unit. For a backdrop,
an altar-like fixture supported a
framed photograph of the Dalai

Lama, who appeared to survey the

scene in a rather bemused manner.

Imagine being placed on die

edge of a large fan blade. The fan

swirls inside of a tunnel that

catches breezes and echoes. The
low hum from the fan's motor
becomes more and more promi-
nent, and the combination of these

effects creates a fantastic droning
sound. This was the effect of
hstening to the choir.

The members chant using a
method known as mulUphonic
singing that allows each individual

to produce two or more notes at

once. As amazing as it was to hear
one person sing/chant, it was truly

mesmerizing when the whole choir

performed in unison, considering

that these chants were not created
as a form of entertainment but
rather as an integral part of the

Tibetan Buddhist religion.

The first half of the program,
devoted to chanting, had an offer-

ing to the "deities of the Tantras"

and a ceremony involving the

initiation of a disciple of the

Tibetan Buddhist religion.
Although the chanting seemed to

be fairly constant and the onstage
movements very limited, it was
surprising to find that intermission

arrived much too quickly. The
break did, however, afford an
opportunity to visit the conces-

sions area, where T-shirts, post-

cards and incense were offered for

sale by the monks.
The second half featured the

introduction of drums, cymbals

and horns, which were played as an
accompaniment to the chanting.

The group opened with an offering

to Mahakala, a figure who serves
as protector of the people. Ratiier

than detract from the chanting, the

inclusion of instruments was a
fitting complement The offering

switched seamlessly to a praise

song for Mahakala, and ended
appropriately witii the voices of
the monks unaccompanied.

It is important to realize that the

Tibetan Buddhist religion, and the

people who practice it, have been
suffering from Communist Chin-
ese oppression since 1949. The
effects of the Chinese occupation
of Tibet over the years has taken
the form of imprisonment, killings

and forced exile. The Gyuto
Tantric Choir performs in an effort

to raise funds to build a monastery
within the community of exiled

Tibetans. Realizing this made the

performance more powerful.

The choir appeared to deny the

tragedy of their country's situation

by smiUng broadly and waving to

the crowd at the conclusion of their

performance. This seemed to be
the focal point of the evening —
that appearances are poor indica-

tors of what is possible or even
expected. •••i4

MUSIC: Gyuto Tantric Choir at Royoe
Hall. Thursday. Nov. 14, at 8 p.m.
Presented by the Society for Gyuto
Sacred Arts and the UCLA Center for

the Performing Arts.

and Die in LA.' to lie screened
By Kristen Unden
Daily Bruin Staff

' Intense action and violence

highlight director Wilham Friedk-

in*s hellish vision of Los Angeles
in his film 'To Live and Die in

LA.**

Sponsored by the Film and
Television Archive, the 1985
movie will be screened tonight at

7:30 p.m. with Priedkin and Steven
Gaydos, programming chair of the

Los Angeles Film Critics *s Asso-
ciation, appearing in person.

From the director of "The
French Connection" and *The
Exorcist,*' *To Live and Die in

L.A." combines a unique visual

style with gritty cop drama.

William L. Peterson ("Man-
hunter,- "Cousins") stars as

Chance, a tough young cop whose
long-time partner and best friend is

murdered two days before retire-

ment while investigating a coun-
terfeiting ring.

Peterson takes on the investiga-

tion with a vengeance while

accepting his new play-by-the-

rules partner much more reluc-

tantly.

Meanwhile the head counter-

feiter, played by Willem Dafoe
C*Platoon**), keeps busy manufac-
turing and distributing the false

biUs.

Chance decides they must go
undercover but runs into a problem
when the crooks need more money
to make the deal than the police

department will give them.

Ultimately, acting on a tip at>out

a diamond smuggler carrying

$50,000, he convinces his partner

that they must go outside the law in

order to nab the counterfeiters.

However, when the kidnapping

goes wrong, a downward spiral of
events occurs which culminates in

bloody destruction.

Friedkin*s powerful visual style

creates a fascinating, albeit dis-

tasteful, view of Los Angeles. As
Gaydos writes, "*To Live and Die
in L.A.* is one of the truly

overlooked films of the decade.

The fihn creates a picture of L.A.
that is more complex and disgust-

ing, yet somehow more represen-

tative of the city than any other

film Tve seen."

FILM: "To Live and Die in L.A."
Screenplay ty William Friedkin and
Gerald Petievich. Based on the novel by
Gerald Petievich. Directed by William
Friedkin. Starring William L. Peterson.
Willem Dafoe and John Pankow.
Screening tonight at 7:30 p.m. at
Melnitz 1409. Sponsored by me Film
and Television Archive. Admission is

free.
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UGHT PEELS
SKIN REJUVENATION
• Sun Damaged Skin * Large Pores
• Wrinkles • Aging skin

FACE • NECK • HANDS • CHEST
Call ELENA • 208-7806 • 100 UCLA Medical Plaza

COMPACT Billboard
DISC COUNT ^

Top 30

* per most
discs

TRADE
1000's Of Used CD's

i$1 OFF
j

per tjde

l| ANY USED CO

I
SALES ITEMS EXaUDGD

NEED
CASH?
mmm

USED CD'S

$1 OFF
per title

ANY USED CO
SALES ITEMS EXCLUDED

OPEN 7 DAYS 10AM-10PM PARK IN REAR

475-41 22
10741 W. PICO BLVD.

-WLA {ACFX:SS FMOM ^€STSI0E PAVILION)

I r*^ i I i < it I ) £ Y iKjiumi

FrfMli

\.i O Oft Ar»v"c5rr<l«r

BUFHILO STVU CHICKOI IPINGS
1 dozen $4.22 25... $7.95
50 $15.49 100 $28.63

Sauces: Mild. Hot. *Suicfde*. Barbeque. Hot Bart>eque

ALSO TRV OUR:
• Hamburger • Chicken Sandwich • Potato Skins • Mozzaretia

Stcks • Breaded Mushrooms and Zuchini • Steak Fries
• Chicken Salad • Potato Salad • Cole Slaw

UTTLE RED SAMPLER • BIG RED SAMPLER
Ml V09 Cm eat - ST.9S^

1 1923 SantA Monica 3lvdl.

GIANT SUBMARINE SANDWICHES

Sepi's Sandwiches and Bruin

Football Games -

The Winning Tradition Continues

Take Sepi's to the Coliseum and
watch us BEAT THE TROJANS

[$ 1 .00 OfF any Giant Sub w/ ad]
20S-7T71 •

j
10968 LeConte Ave.

GO BRUINS!
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i^MERICAN FLYERS
SANTA MONICA AIRPORT

•STUDENT INTRO FUGHT SPECIAL $99*
•PRIVATE CERTmCATION DURING BREAK*

•LAUNCH YOUR AVIATION CAREER*

800-233-0808
••• OVER FIFTY YEARS AS THE NATION'S

PILOT TRAINING SPECIAUSTS • • •

CREAT PRICES

THINK HOLIDAYS
-USE OUR

LAYAWAY PLAN
JtWLLHV COUNTER • WOMtNSWEAR

ASUCLA STUDENTS STORE
B-I.EVELACKFRMAN UNION

.DANCE DEPT.
i\ Presents

IN
ROYCE HALL

(The Black Box)

AT NOON
irty - limlcrecl seci«ing available.

Phillip McAbce, Sylvia Morales, Robin Reese, Shu-ying Liu, Pat Catterson,
Jennifer Larsen/Kenny Walker, Audrey Woods, Elissa Daly, Karen Stokes,
Roberta Bourroughs, Carrie Frymer, Kristina Hall, Cara Wharton, Andrea Bouza,
Lynne Anna Kallblad, Donna Eshelman, Lauren Winslow-Keams, Kate Mitchell
Elizabeth Steel

AUTOFAIR
CARS FOR SALE BY OWNERI
GET YOUR BEST PRICE

BUY OR SELL YOUR CAR AT AUTOFAIR:

Deal

No Commissions oV Salespeople

No Advertisings Costs

No Disturbing Phone Calls

Great Location

SPECIAL OPENING OFFERS*
$25,001

A FREE $5.00 LOTTERY TICKET to
THE FIRST 20 SELLERS TO REGISTLR

2222 SAWTELLE BLVD
CNR OLYMPIC
WEST LA

(213) 575-0090 SAT & SUN
^ O30 1-30
* LIMITED TIME ONLY 8 am - 5 pm

Chazz Dean and Kurt Fulton perform a unique mixture of dance,
performance art and vocalization In their show.

Comedians entertain,

send sociai message
By Devi Bricker

Dance concerts often transport

the audience out of everyday
reality, offering an environment of
mental and emotional escape.
TTiere is often an assumed separa-
tion between performers and audi-
ence that allows for that emotional
or physical distance. Part of this

effect is achieved by the perform-

mg space, part by the content and
style presented. Strictly speaking,
dance performances also draw a
line between art and reality.

Chazz Dean and Kurt Fulton
deftly toss that line aside; although
the audience at cozy, eclectic

Highways is still essentially a
physically passive observer, the
duo presents a unique mixture of
dance, performance art and vocaU-
zation that is much more "down
home** than an evening at the
ballet.

The honest, identifiable yet
unique artistry of these two perfor-

mers is intriguing. In last
weekend's concert, they examined
topical subjects in American soci-

ety: "2000 QuesUons" surveys
contemporary society and its self-

destructive, oppressive nature
while **The Sodomite Warriors"
focuses on the experiences gay
males are subject to as they grow
up. Both pieces tackled their points
exceptionally well.

The style of the duo, largely

influenced by WATCHFACE, a
performance collective they
helped to form in New York, is

puzzUng at first As performance
art comedians, they deal with
serious subjects in a biting humor.
They poke fun at types: yuppies,
politicians, Midwestemers. even
homosexuals. They are kinetically

and verbally sarcastic, exploiting
stereotypes in exaggerated carica-
tures.

Laughter in itself is cathartic,

but laughter with a point is even
more relieving. But this humor
relies on the context it's in. Dean
and Fulton are able to evoke
laughter instead of offense with
their exploitation of the
homosexual stereotypes because
they are homosexual themselves.
And gay audience members
seemed to use the humor as a
bonding experience rather than a
derogatory one because they could
directly relate to the subject.

Underneath all the joking, how-
ever, lies substance— the dance's
messages arc obvious and impor-
tant. Working in tandem, the

combination of performance art

and dance results in a single solid
style. Their movement is familiar,

accented with the abstract, and
remains mostly in the realm of
gesture.

Accompaniment is supplied
primarily by their own vocaliza-
tion; they speak in metered
phrases, sing-speaking in canon,
dual lines, and unison. The whines
and grovels, shouts and whispers

As performance art

comedians, they deal

with serious subjects in

a biting humor. They
poke fun at types:

yuppies, politicians,

Midwestemers, even

homosexuals.

serve as variations in pitch and
tone, as well as dynamics.

Dean is the more electric of the

pair. His face is naturally more
animated, and he engages it in

more pronounced expressions. He
moves with conviction, slapping
the audience with firm shapes and
extended movements, and his

voice carries more dynamic range
as well Fulton's energy level was
consistently high, but more gener-
ic, remaining in a safer range.

Both originally from Southern
California, Dean and Fulton
migrated to New York during the

1980s, where they helped create

WATCHFACE. They have recen-
tly returned to CaUfomia after

seven years, and this performance
'

was their first since. they've been
back. But the traditions of
WATCHFACE stUl pervade their

work. In particular. "2000 Ques-
tions" was deliberately created in

the WATCHFACE style of mixed
media, musical speaking and exag-
gerated familiar movement.

It's a relief to experience a new
combination of media that proves
performance art and dance do not
have to be exclusive of each other.
Dean and Fulton have started

something; they should continue to
be our West Coast WATCH-
FACE.***

DANCE: The Sodomite Warriors."
Chazz Dean arxi Kurt Fulton; Nov. 15-
17 at 8:30 p.m. at Highways in Santa
Monica.
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Tlppl Hedren sits with director Alfred Hitchcock In a 1963 publici-
ty photo for "The Birds."

People should flock
to Hedren's bird talk
By Aaron Dobbs
Dally Bruin Staff

Tom Cooper has dedicated the

"Tagabond Theato" to getting mod-
em audiences in touch with movies
from the classic age of cinema. He
wants the younger generation to
have the opportunity to see the
films from the '40s and '50s the
way they were meant to be seen—
on the big screen.

This Friday, though, audiences
have an opportunity to get even
closer to the films of that age. In
between screenings of two classic

Alfred Hitchcock pictures, "Mar-
nic" and 'The Birds," actress Tippi
Hedren — who starred in both
films — will appear at the Vaga-
bond to answer questions from the
audience.

Hedren, whose real name is

Nathalie, has been a successful
actress since the early '60s when
Hitchcock cast her in **The Birds."

"(Hitchcock) was very exacting— a perfectionist," Hedren says.

"He-was the best director in terms
of telling a story in the industry.

You always knew exactly what he
wanted,"

Hedren also says that because of
Hitchcock held complete control

over the entire production and let

the actors know exacdy what they
had to do, much of the creative

responsibility was taken from the

actors' shoulders.

While Hedren has done some
television and film acting since
then, her main focus these days is

on "Birds" of a different sort
Currcndy she spends most of her
time working for the Shembala
Preserve and Royal Foundation, a
wild animal preserve which she
has been involved with for 20
years.

"We want to point out the fact

that the animals need help because
of hunters and poachers," she says.

"Some people ^e keeping (these

wild species) as pets, and that's not
a good home for them."

Today's moviewatchers may
recognize Hedren for another
major accomplishment — she is

the mother of actress Melanie
Griffith.

"I'm very proud of her and what
she's accomplished," Hedren says.

"I think she's just fabulous."

But on this Friday evening, the

spotlight will once again be on
Hedren for her breakthrough role

in this Hitchcock classic.

SPEAKER AND RLM: TippI Hedren.
Friday after a screening of "The Birds'
at Tom Cooper's New Vaaabond Thea-
ter at 2509 Wilshire Boulevard in 1.06
Angeles. "The Birds" and "Marnie"
screen nightly now through Saturday.
For showtimes, ticket prices and more
infomiation. call (310) 387-2171.

Open readings to be heM
at Westwood bookstore
By Usa Rebuck

Short readings of literature,

performances and music will be
presented tonight at Westwood's
Butler Gabriel Books. The event
will include open readings, and the

public is invited to attend and
participate.

This open reading is one in a
series hosted by Buder Gabriel
Books. Though they arc usually
held every other Thursday, this one
will be the last public reading until

1992. Special readings will be held
through December instead.
Admission for tonight's presenta-
tion is $5 per person.

On Nov. 30, Jamie Callen,

Laurie Graff and Vicki Juditz will

read from their woirks in a perfor-

mance entitled "Ladies From The
Block Tell Their Stories." Admis-
sion is $4 and the public is invited

to attend.

In December, four readings
featuring UCLA classes will be
held. On the 5th, members of
Laurel Ann Bogen's class read
their works. On Dec. 9, Donna
Pizzi's class members will read,

and on the 13Ui, students of Cecila
Brainard will read. These events
are free to the public, however
parking will not be validated.

Jamie Callen's class will read
from their fiction works on Dec.
12. There is a $3 charge far the

public.

All the readings begin at 7 p.m.
and refreshments will be served at

each. Butler Gabriel Books are
open Monday 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.,

Tuesday through Saturday 10 a.m.

to 10 pjn. and Sunday 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. For more information, con-
tact PhiUip Gabriel at (310) 208-

4424.

The
llail\ ISniiii

Back!

ADVfaRXlSE
825-2161

CONTAQ LENSES

. Look and see

your best with

same day

service from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood \^llage|

208-3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

VISION CARE
See the difference

quality and timely

service can make
from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village
I

208-3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

eyeglasses!
Get the look

you want
quickly and

courteously

from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village
I

208-3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

IP DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL Uf

S$15
s

1 093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-399 1A
\X/iestwood Village, above the M/hcrehouse Ul

UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT
TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
AIR CONDmONED

(pari beauty salon)
Remove your unwanted hair

with 1007o Natural Wax
Full legs waxing and bikini $20
Upper legs wax and bikini $15
Bikini waxing $ 3
Half legs wax !.!."."!""!. $10
Underarm ^ $ 3
Arm !!.!""."!!!!!.$ 1

2

Up wax or chin, or eyebrow .""."$ 6
Eyelash tint $]o
European Facials *w...."!!!...... $25

1436 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325
Open Sundoys

EGG DONORS NEEDED...
for infertile women. If you are under
35 and healthy, you could have the

satisfaction of helping someone in a

very special way. Contact AMI South
Bay Hospital IVF Center

at (213) 318^4741.

Compensation provided.

y;>IMI.South BayV Hospital
514 N. Prospect Ave.

Redondo Beach

ince, Romance,
Great Mexican Pood

^1m T^

GRILL

V
>inner\ Fre

I Boulevard

Lunch/Dinner\ Free Validated Parking
1560 Westwood Boulev/ard (2 blocks south of Wilshire)

(310) ays-ms
^- """^L L j.kmiw.H.H...j..

SUPPLY & FULL SER\/ICE HAIR

•HAIR PRODUaS*
AVEDA

m SEBASnAN

PAUL MITCHELL

REDKEN

JOICO

GOLDWELL

•COSMETICS*
INDRA TRUCCO

AVEDA SEB&^N

Cal for Appointment for makeover b/
SEBASTIAN (1 1/14/91) and AVEDA (11/WD
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Jazz, Blues, Funk & Such Series
presents...

5SDAY, NOVEMBER
^V JAZZ FUSION

!

brifiging to you..,

better
nlteniative ^ programming

CULTURAL AFFAIRS
the hyped commission of Student Government!

9 PA KERCKHOFF COFFEE H0U5E
i

i2

The Africon Student Union a

Blaeh English Students Assoeiation

Priscnls

•• ••••:• •.••• ••.:•••
••• .V-..* •••.'.• •*.••.

.•*.• *.• •• ''"^ •••..
• •••.. •••. ••••.
•• • .* • V • •••. .

•

• •

The Watts Prophets

FatherAimM
•:.>;.:r.:;;:v/T!v^-?T^^

rkshop Facilitator

Nabawi

• • • •• ••

CecU Hfeiff&!i;';,aiiii
..... •v...- .•.,..• ..^. •...

'••^:///.•;.v/ ...:.-v:^:-v:.\.*' •.•.•••.-:•••..., ••••.•j.-.'.-.'C*' . I'.*:-!*;.. •.•••-.••.-•• •?.:..

Carriere

Grimes
"Twice Born"

. • • /

.•• ".•

Moisesi^yj^^^^^^- Drums
Dru Farnham - Bass

^a

Jigeles Tennis Center - at UCLA
Thursday, November 21, 7;00pm

for riiillui iiifoi iiiaJhm call SUphen David Simon at the Afiican SJiicUni Inion (21 {) K2r>-H()r,|

or (818) 981-6766

Paid for in part by the ASUCLA Board of
Directors Programming Fund

TAIL'
From page 26

animators handled all the anima-
tion that did not involve characters,

such as rain, smoke or Ughtening.

In one sequence in *TaiI II," a
hawk is bombarded with fire-

works. This was one of the more
expensive sequences in the film,

according to Wells, because the

hawk had to be rcfilmed each time
he was hit with a new color of
fireworks.

The drawn sequences were all

checked on video to make sure that

evCTything flowed smoothly. Once
this was accomphshed, the draw-
ings were photocopied onto the

clear acetate cells.

Now the tedious process of
painting could begin. The eels

were turned upside down, and
paint was then applied to the backs
of the eels so that the oudines and
details were more clear. Each
seginent of each character was
assigned a prc-detOTnined color.

"It's like paint by numbers," said

Wells.

To get the painting accom-
plished, 60 people and thousands
of colors were involved. "We had
an entire floor of colors for our 230
thousand eels," said Marshall.

Making the process even more
comphcated was the fact that the
eels had to be colored differendy
depending on the lighting designed
for each shot

While the animators were at

work on the characters, layout
designers were working on the
background paintings for each
pose and each angle that would be
used. Because they were specific

to each pose, the backgrounds
could not be painted until all die

animation using those shots was
completed.

After a tedious final check to

make sure that everything lined up,

the filmakers were ready to film
the eels in front of a camera.
Numerous techniques were deve-
loped for "Tail 11" to create die

illusion of continuous action in the
film when the characters turn

comers.

The filmmakers stress diat die
film was completely hand-drawn,
with only one computer-generated
shot which spans the horizon in the
last shot of die fdm.
"Computers are good for

geometric objects like cars and
builldings but not for trees and
valleys," Woodbyme said.

One reason for this, claims
MarshaU, is that computers are too
slick: 'They can't give warmdi to

die characters," he explained.

HAMILTON
From page 27

It would seem as if Hamilton has
made die right decision, for he has
also shown his work at die Wight
and Dickson art galleries on
campus and has been accepted into

UCLA's graduate school of art.

When asked about what future

forms his art might take, Hamilton
responded diat he would like to

continue the marshmallow men
"forever." With the goal of
expanding die motif, Hamilton
will add new marshmallow char-
acters to his assortment of soldiers,

jesters and kings. Hamilton cites

queens as die next likely candi-

dates for entrance into his marsh-
mallow kingdom. What will be the

social implications of adding
queens to his artwork? What will
dieir commentary on die human
condition be? It's hard to say, but
one tiling's for sure — diey'U
probably be colorful and fun to
look at. •••

ART: "Marshmallow Men 1991." Peter
Hamilton. Sponsored by Campus
Events. Showing at Kerckhoff Art 6al-
lery Nov. 17-29.
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Thanksgiving Special

AT THE TREEHQUsFf
^

Roast Turkey or Sliced Ham
served with Dressing, Mashed
Potatoes & Gravy or Sweet
Potatoes, with Vegetable,

Cranberry sauce, Roll & Butter.

Served with choice of Soup or Dinner Salad.

$4.25
Pumpkin or Apple Pie

.92c

HANCOCK PARK LIGHT OPERA CO.
MASTIN A. ooaiA. r rArli^la

^G
1991'S2 INAUGURAL SEASON.

T -PRESENTS-^^ -mTAMMimy
M nAMCT UKDER AM

MXmiOfmUM AMHAALONG WTTH AM ALL^AROOMD TALBITTBD HVLnKTHiaC CASTtt

ATTHE BEAUnFUL WILeem* l«nL THEATn.i401 W. tTB ST. MUST SOUTH OF
.^^.^^ ^ WILSWRE A LUCERNE)
•nCKET PRICSS ARE $aO/OBCBBaT1tA. #lS/LOGB. ft $10/BALCONT«FOR TICDT8. PLBASB CALL: GROUP (!») DlSCOUim AVAILABLKf

CALL: (aiS)22S-2S47/(ai8)7e7-aOie
Caia)ea«-29oe/(a 13)516-3375

(213) 460^3232 -(TU) 740-3000
(MS) SS3-i700 . (tit) 270.T1XS

SAVE $$$ ON TICKETS
AIRLINES. SPOfTTS. MUSIC, SHOWS. WE

LIST LAST MINUTE CANCELS.
SURPLUS AND PROMOTIONS FOR SALE

CHEAP. ALSO. WHEN YOU ARE STUCK WITH
TICKETS UNEXPECTEDLY

CALLUS.

21M TICKET

Good Deals 7 Good Deals

Good Deals

INSURANCE WARII We'll beat any price or
don't wart your butiness. Tickets, accidents,
>port can, student discounts. Request Bnjin

2flJ213)673j303 or (816)992-6966.

Miscellaneous 9
OFT BASKETS: Unique gift basltets delivered
far all holidaysAxxasMons. Free delivery.
Call (310J4S7-0622.

Good Deals

Served M-Tu, Nov. 25-26, 10-7:30 pm. Nov. 27, 10-3 pm.
Treehouse, Ackerman 1st Floor

k
\>

SMILE SPECIAL
FAMILY OENTISTRV f2 1 3J475-5598

24 hour emergency service

V.i.P.

WMtionlt
IIMOICCO

(mg. $180)

with this coupon only
tisnlt

(Up to 4 x-rays

included)

we itoo iccommodria pati

with dMital ooMnoM
offer mpirai 12-31-91

SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.
1620 Westwood Blvd.

•open eveninos & Saturdays*
irking in rearFree parking

Dental Plan
Our dental plan gives
coverage to indivkJuals

and families with no
dental insurance.

"Vur Patients are Special I

Irll UNIVERSITY OF
Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

Foundc'il

1H91

COLLEGEOFLAW
MID-YEAR ADMISSION - APPLY NOW

Accredited-Small Classes

Next Semester Begins

[January 13, 1992

Flexible Programming

Accredited by the California

Committee of Bar Examiners

I

and the Western Association of

Schools and Colleges.

GOOD LUCK
Two Convenient Locations

Encino Campus
5445 Balboa Boulevard

CaU:(818)981-4529

La Verne Campus

1950 Third Street

Call:r714)596-1848

UOA lb
/

,^3AX^
fi

^ >Si

Alcoholics Anonymous

Msstlngs
Men. diecuwion. Thur. Bookttudy. Fri. Slap
Study. AU 3S25 12:16-1 :16. Fri. 12:00-1XX)
TuM. OiMUMion. \Mbd. DiMuedon NPI

C8638 12:15-1:00
For alooholioe or individuaie who

heve drinJdng protilxne

USD0

nANORENmS
Sp«:ial Rotes k> UCLA Students

Holywood Piano Rental Co.

4ei-!l3M 463-6809
^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^^' -^.4

BlUes - Books
Gifts.

M-Th 10 am - 9:30 pm;
Fr^Sat 10 cm - 11 pm; Sun 2-6 pm

10684 Waybum Ave. LA 90024
20S-6432

SporU Tickets
^/GB^ ^

u

4 TIOCFrS UCLArUSC. UCLA ALUMNI SCC-
TION. CAU 274-1013.

TWO TICKETS for Satufda/t garm, UCLA vs.

use. $27 tach. Cash only. (SI 8)996-5577.

^^ ^^ SL!?!' PRiSENT AND FUTURI FOOTBAU BI6 iROSWI'U BE WATCHIN6 YOU WIN SITORMYI '

V YOURA« IITRE SISTERS
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rOB 's Pledge Class

Pledge -Active *91

OUR ACTIVES

Call For Info: Cluis LeW824-0298
IRED - INVITE ONLY ^allv. no i

|

|ACAPUl<^
<M«a«M(uc..

//

rmti ^^#//^-
UCLa-USC T^hklB. Bvoythmc 10% off wib IJ>.

10901 LiDdbrook Dr^ Wnlvoad

TONIGHT... BE THERE WHEN
THETA DELTA CHI

REOPENS

AL CAPO]%E^S VAULT

y

... and uncovers the treasures ofa vast bootleg£fin£f empire

THEMAYHEM COMMENCESAT 10:00
21 Plus ID to Drink Invite Only ? Mark 208-9180

Beta,
Vhaiiksfor
a Great
Library

Exchanjie
with No

VioiatEons!

Kappa

Men of 301
Dinner • Friday •

8pm
Jacket and Tie

requested

We anticipate your
arrival

Ladies of Penthouse 6

IOOAY'SIH[DAY
Stop Smoking.

f^American H*artAMOdoNon

CONGRATULATIONS

NO VIOLATIONS

FROM THE HEALTH
INSPECTOR!

Thanks Derek!
''' m^mmmmrrm^vrrrr^m

JA^ON PltA^t Visit ROAN6ktTTAir

Research Subjects 12

ALLERCYA^AY FEVER RESEARCH. Wanted:
subjects age 1 2-59 Interested in participating
in FOArapproved clinical drug trial using
allergy medication vs. placebo in 2 week IrlaL
You will be compensated for your particlpa-
tion. Call (310)312-5050 ext. 302.

ASTHMA RESEARCH: Subjects %vlth mild to
moderate asthma, ages 18-50 needed for air

pollution study. Free medical testing and
participation fee paid. Call James at
(310)825-2739.
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Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

CONGDATl)lATION(S AF 1992 tlECffiD OfflCED6
Prescient

VP. Chapter ProgrBmmiqg

V.P. Pleclge CducaUon

VP. Duah

p. (Scholarship
'

DelegQl

D^B^Bfw Aecret

Corresponc

Ditui

Toundation

Anchora PP.
Activities Historian

Aocial Chairman

Assistant Push

Jioadman

)b

louston

rn Mayle

\y Wallock

Amber Deddick
Amy Tomlin

Ma7 Tuck

Deirdre CampbeD
Casie Marouart

)lly blunoen

faron Tollner

llison Carter

Lisa Tabbush

Jen Tomal

Atacy Gamble

TOMORROW MIGHTI
5TH ANNUAL

^eO«^S NJ 5Ho/f
HYATf ON SUNSET
BUSES LEAVE AT 9PM 21 TO DRINK

elVk^pPa ^

/nemory

^Ith Vour "oUs^mates" A
seitii isfi lEUE IT I pa
iiiiTi HIT Fsi nil run -'^^'AA™'

riiE

PLEDGE ACmVE
UCLA I.D.

21 TO DRINK
INVITE OXXY

..--v

^'•=^

D:
...

ursday, November 21

611 Gayley Avenue

The Pledges

of ^

Prcscnti

THE CASTAWAYS HEAD WEST"
^ Saddle up @ the house
@ 7:30. Horses Leave thereafter

"Cowboy attire requested"

21 over w/ID to Drink INVITE ONLY

Research Subjects 12

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA DISCO PARTY

Disco will never
Buses wil be leaving from the house

Special Guest: Jeanette Colyras + her People doing the hustle

Research subjeas 1

6

years and older who
need a fixed bridge for
one tooth are being
recruited for a 4 year

study. Must be willing to
return for annual follow-
up visits for 3 years.
Contact Lynne at the

Clinical Research Center.
825-9792

ASTHMA RESEARCH. If you would like to
participate In FDA approved reieartii studiei
with new asthma medications, call
(21 3)31 2-5050 ext. 302. You will be compen-
u(«d for your time. Allergy Research Fourwia.
tion. 11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 601 West
Lo« AnRdei, 90025.

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIO BOYS -7-11
YEARS needed for UCLA retearch project
SubJMts will recede $20 and a free develop,
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

-1 -
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Chi Phi

* ft

'••#-—«.....

Fiif« up for

rcXH, COMMITMENT & INTEGRITl
THROUGH BROTHERHOOD..

Vintage 1824

The Brothers ofCHI PHI ask

for your support to give needy
children of inner-city Los

Angeles a great Christmas.

We will be on Bniin Walk next
Monday, Tuesday and after

Thanksgiving, collecting new
and old toys for the Los

Angeles TOYS for TOTS
programs. Cleanout those

closets and make a lot of Kid s

happy.

Brmn jObisi^ation
•PRE-RUSH MEETING TONIGHT

AT SPROUL HALL,
RM. 580, 6'8PM. All

All interested men in becoming charter events

==^ members are welcome.

IS tojkiU

Pre-victoiy celebration tonight!

Invite Only

Get Ready for AEO's...

ADP FOSSILS
Tourock:

€. 88 Rages On!
t at Los Ponchos at 5:15 tonight

San Nov. 24th
8:30am check-In (IM Fields)

••vy/.v,-.-,--v.-.v.v.-.v.v:v:: ::,.
: Vi'i^vij^- > -

Thanks ^S^ BemsloJns
. Oiddy Rieae
To Our Brvadtticks

c« Dominos
Sponsors: Ra^>h6

^A,Vrt-..-iW.^>M,X^jpi.^^.|.r^f(...^^.^.^

BurQ«rKino
SuMvay
Headlines
Dole Cafe
McDonakte

RifnInI

Pvnguint
NumeroUno

Sparklens

Research Sub|ect$ 12 Research Subjects

(S^'MlMiSlJEL
V CAN'T KUH WnH
THE BULL

WITH THE COWS
INVITE ONLY 9:30 @ ZBT

FEMALES WITH HAIR L

to participate in hair regrowth
study. Ages 1 9—49. Under
dermatologist supervision.
Volunteers will be Paid.

For Info. Call 828-8887

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PKOBLEMS 7.11 YEARS needed for UCLA
reiearch project. Receive $20 and a free

dcvclopmenUl evaluation. 825^0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed hr UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learninc experience.
825-0392.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer
vn/Hnea Pedis needed for new research study.
Under dermatologists supervision. Volunteers
will be paid for Info. (213)828-8887.

Wanted 15

DRUMMER WANTED for novice band at

UCLA. Call anytime, leave messaie:
010)575^247.

YOUNG DRUMMER FOR ORIGINAL BAND.
Must have incredible time. Ringo, Charlie
Wadi, Kenny Amoff. (818)562-6718.

YOUNG MUSICIAN TO PLAY BASS FOR
ORIGINAL ROCK BAND. Beatles, Replace-
ments, REM. Back-up vocals. (818)562-6718.

Salons 21

EUROPEAN FACIALS, $25. Especially for
cleaning blackheads and blemishes. Call for

appointment. Century City. (213)785-0205.

MODELS WANTED for free professional halr-

aXs In Beverly Hills. Call Teri (21 3)936-3408,
jeavejngsage.

Health Services 22

CX>N'TPANIC - Exams are difTicuK enough but
If you suffer from test anxiety, it can really hurt
your performance. Open Doors Institute spe-
cializes In treating all kinds of anxiety %vfth

short-term therapy and provides special dis-

counts for students. Call for Info
(213)281-6772.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for paln-
less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free
consultation. Call Beveriy Hills

Laser Doctor's Ooup. (213)786-0636.

LOSE UPTO 30 pounds in 30 days for less than
$40. Doctor reconvnended. 285-8347.

PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE THERAPIST and
body worker. Full body or areas of stress

Xavler (213)719.9217/ l:^];^^^^^^^^,

LETTER WORp
Ifyou had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago
you would be clear of
Acne today. For fi-ee

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our
Skin Care Information
Line,

800-435-3633

UNWANTED HAIR
PERMANENTLYREMOVED

ELECTROLYSIS STUDIO
•FREE CX)NSULTA'nON
•DISPOSABLE NEEDLES
•Lie & BOARD CERTIFIED

208-8193
1949 V» WESTWOOD BLVD

Bulimic?
Oo you fM OM or corrtrol wtch fbod or

«n>G0ons7 CounsHing can
^f«<P old penems
uM 824-1 1 78

Jeanne Ybung Phd
Licensed Piychologlit

PS4II9I5

OpportunWM 26

ENTREPRENEURS! Do you have a business
idea? Do you need $$$? We can hdp.
Unlimited Funds. (818)702-9703.

MOOaS WANTED malWVemale all types.
Your chance to have $200 make-over... Ah$o-
lutely Free. Color and/or cut by top
professionals. You could qualify. (IF INTER-
ESTED PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CALU at:

Sheraton LAX. airport hotel. 6101 West
Century Blvd. LA, 90045. Dale: Friday Nov.
22, 1991 Time: 3pm-7pm. Questions
addres»«J at this time. No hair done at model
call. Bobby Kraus (213)542-4974.

RAISE BIG MONEY FOfl YOUR ORGANIZA-
TION LARGE OR SMALL. CALL RICHARD
969 4826. NO MONEY REQUIRED.

Daily Bruin aaasmed
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Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

rChlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to$100/wkormore.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

PANIC ATTACKS?
SMOTHERING SENSATION?

CHEST PAINS?
DO YOU EXPERIENCE SHORT EPISODES OF

SMOTHERING SENSATIQNS, DIZZINESS, CHEST
^PAIN, NERVOUSNESS OR FEEL FEARFUL? YOU-
MAY QUALIFY FOR A MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDY
ON PANIC DISORDER. QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS

MAY EARN UP TO $770.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
CALIFORNIA CLINICAL TRIALS MEDICAL GROUP

Individuals With Dandruff
A new dermatologist supervised study
on dandruff shampoos need volunteers,

Volunteers Will Be Paid
Must be 18 years of age or older

Call Anna at the Skin
Research Foundation

for further information

(213)828^887

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.

Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to

determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

Health Services 22 Health Services 22

ELECTROLYSIS
*The Latest Computerized Equipment

'''Medically Approved Sterilization
*Safe and Private

Maria Mintz Registered Electrologist
202 1/2 South Beverly Drive
Beverly ffiUs, CA 90212

Phone #274-4399

We are physician referred
with 15 years experience

20% Student Discount With Ad

MODCLS WANTED MALE/FEMALE ait types.

Your chance to have $200 make-
over...Absolutely free. Color arwVor cut by top
professionals. You ooud qualify. (IF II^ER-
ESTED fT.EASE ArPENO MODEL CALL) at:

Sheraton LAX airport hotel. 61 01 West Century
Blvd. LA 90045. Date :Saturday March 7, 1992.
Time: 3pm-7pm. Questions addressed at this

time. No hair done at model call. Bobby Kraus
(213)542-4974.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT
Views now taking place.

Internship inter-

Cain valuable
experience managing a team of employees,
customers, and suppliers. Majority of hiring
will be completed by November. Average
gross profit $11,287. Call Triple A Student
Painters, for information now
1 (800)426-6441.

UCLA LAW SCHOOL - Volunteer jurors
needed. One evening only. Dates available-
11/26, 12/2, 12/3. Call Bunny - 206-1193.

UCLA LAW SCHOOL- volunteer jurors
needed. One evening only. Dates available:
11/26, 12/2, & 12/3. Call Bunny- 206-1193.

Help Wanted 30

$200-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
(801)379-2900 Copyright gCAUKDH.
$40,00(yYEAR! READ BOOKS and TV Scripts.

Fill out simple "like/don't-like" form. EASY!
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations,
guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Record-
ing (801)379-2925 Copyright JCAHKEB.

$5O0-$1,00tVWK. PT, working weekends.
Erotic dancers and models needed. Will train,

call Ginger, (213)575-3634.

$6.63Air. Walk on campus. Schedule around
your classes. Opportunity for advancement.
Apply at the Sproul Cafe. 350 De Neve Dr.
(213)825-2074.

ADMINISTRATIVE INTERNSHIP available at

art gallery in Brentwood. Requires art, promo-
tional, and writing skills. Computer literacy

necessary. Evening and weekend hours avail-

able. FAX resume to (31 0)820-5426 or call Mr.
Spiro or Mr. Reed at (310820^511.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/ Management
Trainee— International expositions. Entry
level position for multi-lingual (Span/Eng pre-
ferred) individual. Excellent opportunity for

advancement and travel. 1 5k to begin— Re-
view after 90 days. Fax resume to
(310)820-5426.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - FISHE-
RIES. Earn $5,00OVmo. Free transportation!
Room & board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For
employment program call Student Employ-
ment Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext.154.

AMAZING OPPORTUNITY! Manager/
assistant for combined Legal/Medical (Gyne-
cology) office. Great pay! Full-time. Strong
academic records. Graduating senior pre-
ferred. (310)281-8457.

APPLY NOW, Victoria Secret, Century City.

Flexible hours, employee discount, enlhusias-

tic people should apply. (213)284-8642.

ATHLETIC TYPES
Tired of building someone
elses company? Aggressive.

competitve individuals needed
to help run new company.
Positive attitude and neat

IappeararKe a must.
(818)789-1 128 (8 1 8)36(M)760

TTiursdai^ ftoyeqiber 21, 1901 39
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LABORATORY SUPERVISOR
Glassware SteriUzation

The Howard Hughes Medical In8titute(HHMI) has an
opening for a Glassware Laboratory Supervisor for its
affiliated research program at the University of California
at Los Angeles

The Supervisor will operate and direct a modem glassware
sterilization facility. Duties will include supervision of the
facility, training, operating procedure developmept, facility
scheduhng, and assisting Institute scientists in the
maintenance of other laboratory equipment.

Qualified candidates must have three to five years of
glassware sterlization experience, including at least two
years in a supervisory capacity. Experience in a
comparable facility is preferred. Good interpersonal skills,
experience in ordering supplies and a thorough knowledge
of laboratory equipment, sterilization protocals and
techniques are required.

HHMI offers competitve salaries, a generous retirement
plan and flexible benefits, including health insurance.
Please forward your resume, including recent salary
history, and three references to: Sharon A. Monroe
Manager of Administrative Services, Howard Hughes
Medical Institute, University of California at Los Angeles.
1100 Glendon Avenue, #2037, Los Angeles, Ca 90024

HOWARD HUGHES MEDICAL INSTITUTE
An Equal Opportunity Employer

KARI MICHAELSEN
'Katie" from the NBC series

^GJMME A BREAK«=
(and former Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious
individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(8 1 8)789-11 28 or (8 1 8)3600760

VISION MODEL &
TALENT MANAGEMENT

Models needed. No
Experience Necessary

Modeling Commercials & Film
Call today for an appointment
with top Industry Consultants.

(tl3)t47-6001
BEVEULY HILLS MlfO

iViODELS
», 'f .•

8 people needed noiiv
Bar* up to$B/hr.

Housecleaners

CaO (aU)4ftS.U17

Call (818)508-8680

bruin kids
Now hiring Winfw Camp G>um«lor»J
Full and part^Hm., $8. 1 7 p» hour,
inquire of ttw John WoodMi C«ntw
orcall(310)206-t027.

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon
& evening

hours availaole.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

LAW FIRM
needs motivated peison to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Expenenceto field.

Please send resume
w GPA, available times

forjnterviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME. Easy
^Morkf Top pay! Guaranteed. 1-80a226-3601
ext. 41 50, open 7 days.

ATTRACTIVE, WELL-GROOMED,
PROFESSIONAL-LOOKING INDIVIDUAL
needed for promotional work. Fri^at. %)QA>r
826-4445.

BOOKKEEPER-P/r-SANTA MONICA Cym-
nastia School needs detailed-oriented, moti-
vated self starter. 3 days a week, flexible hours.
Salary D.O.E.. Call Susan (213)376-5851.

BUS BOYVCIRLS, catering events part-time.
SlOhr. Clean appearance and willing to work.
(213) 657-5506.

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will
work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Sen/ices. $6.63;/hr. 206-7686. Contact Paul
Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting
APPs for Winter Quarter.

CASHIER. WESTWOOD MARKET. PT,
days:7am-3pm; eves:3pm-npm. Apply 9anrv
noon, 11031 SM. Blvd, or call 477-3216.

•CASTING EXTRAS' for motion pictures and
commercials. $4O-$300/day. Call now
(213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, comnrwclals, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call toda> (818)563-2021.

aERICAL POSITION. Organized, pleasant
person needed for filing another various office
>*ork for a small office in WLA. $6—7/hr.,

approx IS hr«A<vk. Call (310)202-1485.

CLERKIAL POSITION. Clerical word process-
ing. 60f words/minute. $8-12/hr, depending
on experience at law firm. 6500 Wilshire.

(213)651-3333.

COMPUTER/BOOKKEEPER. P/T, $fl^r. WLA.
(213)476-1703.

DATA ENTRY - Flexible hours. SS.OO/hr.
Brentwood. Fax resun^e (310)820-5426.

Environmentally Concerned Students
Seeking full/part-time

• Flexible Hours • Good PersonaJlty

• $50/hr • Responsible
• Extra Xmas Money

CALL KIRK after 6pm 399-0593
(714) 474-7686

FAST EASY INCOME! EARN 100*5 weekly
stuffing envelopes. Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to: FAST INCOME, PO BOX
641517, Chicago, II., 60664-1517.

CO FOR IT International
con^pany needs several individuals to help
train & manage. Must like people & chal-
lenges. Excellent

(310)399-9309.

Must like people & chal

$$. Call Mr. Nelson

DRIVERS NEEDED, full-time and 40%
commission. Must have own car with
insurance. (213)914-1449.

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT: BiofT>edicaI journal.
Potential two to thr«» year Job. Excellent
spelling and typing skills. Interest In English/
lournalism. Aaron: 825-6521.

GRAPHIC DESIGN ASSISTANT - entry level.

Brentwood. Full or PT. MAC exp. helpfpl.
$7.5CVhr. Multilingual preferred. Fax resume
(310)820-5426.

HOLIDAY HELP: Retail sales & customed
service $8.2(]|^tart. Requirements: 18 -- years,
car, good interpersonal skills. Weekend and
evening hous available. (310)396-1479.

HOUSEKEEPING, ERRANDS, AND ODD
JOBS - possible babysitting. Hours flexible

(10-15/wk.) Wages negotiable.
(213)390-9927.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. PT or FT
$1 000-300Q^hfX)nth. Seeking go-getters to
train for managen>cnt careers. Complete
training and benefits. (818)788-4434.

lOAN & DAVID AT ANNE TAYLOR, the
Beverly Hills loc. is looking for a P/T sales
assoc. designer. ReUil exp. pref., rxH neca*.
sary. Great discount!!! Contact Wendy,
276-1081.

L̂A. Bargain Book. PT Sales reps, to call on
retail + corporate accounts. 10% commission
Must have car. (213)393-5452.

LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR: Minimum 3yfs law
office experience in plaintiff personal injury.
Knowledge of WordPerfect. Contact Sid Dla-
mond, (213)475-0481.

MALE MODELS under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. Quick cash!!
(213)664-2999.

MALE MODELS NEEDED. Young, Handsome,
Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great
Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.
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MALE MODELS earn $1 SOAv. or mor«. Boyish
»ndhr athletic lft-24. Clearahaven fac^
little or no chest hair. Playgirl. style
magazines/nudity. Beginners welcome.
Intemationallly known photographer. Brad
(213)392-4248.

M̂ANAGER— Sales and Administration— In-

ternational Expositions. OutsUndIng position
available for mature individual with 10 yevs
business experience. MuKi-lingual Individual
preferred. Strong sales and administrative
backfTound. References required. Excellent
growth position with expanding firm. Some
travel required. Fax resume and salary require-
ments to (31 0)820-5426.

MESSENGER. BEVERLY HILLS Accounting
firm has opening for part-time messenger/light
office work. MUST be dependable and have
own car. M-E, 1.6pm. (310)274-9922.

MODELS: For 1992-93 swimsuit calendars &
posters, European magazine work. Call
(213)732-5744 for appointment.

NEEDED EXTRAS FOR FILM, T.V. SERIES- call
for appt. (M-F, 9-5). (213)467-5122.

P/T CLERICAL. Small SM office. Opportunity to
feam R^ trustee business. Afternoons 2-3
days^xeek. 828-1193.

FT RECEPTIONIST for Century City Rrm.
4—7pm, M—F. Light office work. Must call
between 10—12 only. Doretta
(213)553-0550.

RETAIL SALES FOR HOLIDAYS. SUrt immedi-
ately. $6per/hr. West Side Pavillion Mall. Cart
Selling Ladies fashion accessories.
(213)202-9434.

SHANES JEWELERY seeks FA or PA
salesperson. Evenings and weekends
included. Apply in person or call
(213)206-7281. ^^^^^
TALENT SCOUTS needed to recruit campus
hunks for Playgirl Magazine photographer.
Fun, good pay, and experience necessary.
(213)400-3305.

'

TELEPHONE MARKETING RESEARCH ASSIS-
TANT for Memory Training School. Light
typing. $6/hr, 15-20hrs/week. Theresa
(310)445-0830.

TRANSLATOR NEEDED FOR JAPANESE. Must
have {f^tmale knowledge of Japanese culture
and thought processes. Read/ Writ^peak.
(310)550-6621. Kim West.

TWO POSITIONS: Both require wordprocess-
ing and good typing skills. One requires
Spanish bilingual. Flexible hours, Wilshire &
Westwood law office. Sid Diamond
475-0481.

US MAM. K)BS $11.77 to S}A.90/$9.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-
sary. 1-900-660-4454 ext. 0214.

VA HOSPITAL NEEDS 4 PT escorts, 2 positions
8am-12pm, 2 positions 12pm-4pm. Perwns.
must have basic skills to perform a variety of
duties. I.e., escort, file, secretarial, etc.

Penons applying must be self-motivated.
$6^r. Contact Steve (310)624-3117.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move-in bonus. FumishecVunfumished, ba-
chelors, singles, 1 &2 bedroom, walk to UCLA.
A/C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering Levering
208-7634. Managed by Moss & Co.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for

creatively-talented writers. Paperback r^ovels,

nor^fiction books, screenplays. 962-1557
Vernon.
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COLLECiE LEVEL bio, chcm, & Eng. instructors

(up to 45k/yr). MS miri. Top recent grad, exper.
req. (FT & PT). (619)455-1000.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN interview patients.

Strong writing/computer skills. Medical
ancVor legal experience desirable. Bilingual

Spanish preferred. Full training & benefits.

Full-time in Burbank or Alhambra sites.

$13-16A^our. Send resume dealing with
above to: John Ewing, CBL Medical, 3600
Wilshire Blvd. Suite T90B

^
L.A.90010.

National College

Newspaper
seeks experienced

salesperson to sell classified

ads & subscriptions.

$19,000/yr +
commissions/ benefits.

Excellent opportunity,

growing company.
Call Jason (310)551-1381

Sports Minded
Need Ambitious Self-Starters,

New offices, xlnt $$$
Full^aining, Immediate Openings

(310)643-8102

Internships 34

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE INTERNSHIP
Dynamic company seeks intern to assist Vice
President of Marketine to lease our office
building In the West of San Fernando Valley.
M\A/F availability preferred. Excellent training.

$7Ayr. plus possible bonuses. Please call The
Abbey Company - (818)713-1800 or FAX
resume to (818)713-0200.

JAMES CAMERON^S BURBANK
PROE^CnON COMPANY

is looking for a development intern to start 1/92.
Responsibilities include: reading scripts and

newspapers, typing, filing, research, and checking
book rights. This non-paying position requires a
junior or senior who will be enrolled during the

internship, has taken several cinema classes and is

interested in persuing a career in producing or
development. Send resumes with cover letter to
Lightstorm Entertainment, Internship Program,

3100 Damon Way, Burbank, CA, 91505. Interviews
will be held the first three weeks of December.

Fall Special
S?00Off 1st

Months U-C'Tit

Groat loootion-
1 & ? Bodroon^ii.

Pofloct lof btuciorits

and Of faoLilt\

(213)479^581

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
.1BDRM

Starting at $600
move-In allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

LEARN

ENTERTAINMENT MUSIC
PUBLIC RELATIONS

Intern at major PR. firm

in Hollywood. Groat
Opportunity to iearn and
gam tirsthand experience

Call Audry
(213)659-6400

INTERNS WANTED FOR AGGRESSIVE AL-
TERNATIVE RECORD LABEL. Various posi-
tions available. College credit given. Call Steve
957-4357.

STORY DEVELOPMENT INTERN for Roger
Cormerr's Concorde, work dindty tor head of
development. Rob (310)820-6733.

THE TRANS-ALLIANCE GROUP, an interna-
tional consultant, is looking for self-
motivatedintem. (310)478-7999.

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER FOR SHY TODDLER
A-'iOhnMk. WLA. S5/hr. (310)207-1227.

CHILDCARE, Saturday 2pm through evening,
$50, good with kids, references, nonsmoking.
(310)828-5144.

NANNY, PT, FOR 3yr.old in Westwood.
Warm, reliable female. Live-out. Aflemoonv'
evenings. 4-daysAveek. Fluent English, non-
smoker, experienced. Call 6pm-9pm
(310)472-5700.

Apartments for Rent 49

WLA, S975/MO. 3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR
PARKING. 1/2 BLOCK TO PKIO BUS. WOOS-
TER ST. (310)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD. One bedroom, den , luxury
buiWir^g. $950. High ceiling, carpet, drapery,
electric heating. 826-3934.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
SINGLE, $725; HUGE 2BED/2BATH, $1275;
COMPLETELY REMODELED, BEAUTIFUL
LU)(URY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROLLED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND GATED PARK-
ING.11611 CHENAULT ST. (213)471-1340.

BRENTWOOD, $840, 2BED/1BTH, 11651
OORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

CULVER CITY, $830, 2-bed+1 % -bath, carpet,
drapes, quiet neighborhood and building.

(310)826^907.

DETROfT & WILSHIRE. $550. Very targe
•Ingle. Airy. No pets. Parking for small car.
939-1732.

FREE RENTALS SERVICE. Westslde & SF Valley
apartments. Singles, 1 & 2-bedrooms.
Fumi$he<V unfurnished. Beginning $560. The
Roberts Co. (310)312-9090.

FURNISHED 2.bedroom, $800, 1 -bedroom,
some furniture $650. Direct bus to L>CLA. Near
good area. (310) 450-2655.

WAUC TO UCUV
555 GLENROCK

Corner ofOlenrock & Levering
2 BEDROOM/ 2 BATH

•Furnished or Unfurnished •

Fireplace, Central Air/Heat
Balcony, All Security Building

Fitness Center, Spa, Rooftop Sundeck
& Study Room

Call for appt.& details!

824-9691

Beautiful One Bedroom
Apartments
Now Available

$800 Per Month with Security Deposit

Fully Furnished—AH Utilities Paid, including A/C
Available to persons 21 and up

Mnnnfoi^^^?®?!'^ "®^?'^ '" ^^® beautiful Santa Monica
Mountains only fifteen minutes away from the UCLA campus

For more information call the University of Judaism
Housing Office at 213-476-9777, 879-4114 ext. 259.

Apartments for Rent 49

l-BEOROOM. $55(ymoath, firrt month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only^
ten minutes to campus. 3545 jasmine Pairm
(213)839-7227.

3340 OVERLAND. 1 bedroom $550 unfurn-
ished, $625 furnished. Passing bus to UCLA
(213)837-7755. 4.7pm only.

WLA. $775-875/MO. 2-BEDROOM. HARD-
WOOD FLOORS, FRONT VIEW. 1 /2 BLOCK
TO PICO BUS. (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $675-765.
1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STyLE4-PLEX.V, BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (310)
839-6294.

OUTSTANDING VALUE!
8200 Off First moinlrs icin
Low Move-in S
S77^ Upper 2+2
New Deeor witli I'linJs,

New Cnrpetin^t; and \'in\ I,

includes A/C, Dishwasher, Stove and f'arkin.i;.

2477 Sawtelle Blvd.
(310)479-1581
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10980 WELLWORTH
iilai WELLWORTH

'^-'

*1 Month Free Rent
(Ask for Details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Central Heating/

Air -Conditioning

•Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,

Refrigerator. Disposal

•Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

Get out of the
Dormsl

We Win help Pay
the cancellation

feesi
Huge Luxury 1 Oc 2

bedrooms,
central air, extra large

closets, fireplace, wet bar,
refrigerator, controlled

entry and parking

Low move in/Low
rental rates

Across From Campus
433 Kelton Avenue
(213)208-8685

WALK TO
UCXA/WSTWD

SPAQOUS
1 bdrm 1 bath/double sinks

Students/Roommates Welcome
$790— negotiable with lease

• refrig •dishwasher*A/C•

•controlled entry* large
closet •parking •elevator *

519 Glcnrock 213-208-4835

Westwood Village

L

•AFFORDABLE*
•3528-3532 Sawtelle*

In Mar Vista near National

2bdrm Ibath

apartments. Uppers &
lowers. Balconies. Stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator.

Spacious with grey

Short term available

'^'•p :! .
lit i >!<

1 i,il( f,!!l(

Why Pay More?
1 & 2 Bedrooms
$575_$800

Newly Remodeled
Must see to

appreciate.

657-«756

ill;, M ( ; I

carpet. White Blinds.

$775/month $500 deposit

OPEN DAILY OR
CALL:

Rental Office. 823-4383

)'
) i ! , ^

1 !
. ;)j( )>s., w> 1/

vnti

1

f H&ftTi^AiUli i27S up. 800 Unk
•tud«nt housing faclNly. Sharad or
private. Pool. Jacuzzi, rmo9mtM<m
room. 1/2 hour driva to UCUL
Fraa Brochura. Northridga

Campua RaaManca, 9500 Zaizah,
Northridga, CA 9132S

(818)886-1717

BEV. HILLS- W. Rockbury Park. Master bed-
room, private entrance. Pfct ok. Beautiful muit
if. SSSa/mo. (310)552-4630

BRENTWOOD to share 2bath/2bdrm with
professional & dog. S550/mo. Dec. or Jan.

(310)447.2235.

WESTWCOD. CLOSE TO UCLA on Cayley &
Strathmore. 2-bed^-bath, pool, parking,
balcony, furnished. $550 (213)824-2972.

EXCELLENT LOCATION, 5 miles from UCLA,
2-be<Vl -bath, roomy apartm^H. $550 + utili-

ties. Call (310)820-6962. •

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, huge room
with balcony, security building, close to
UCLA, $45(Vmo. Uilities Included. Call Cin-
ger (213) 838-%91 evenings.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, huge Melrosel'airfax
apartment. Private room, wood floors, sec-
urity, parking. $450/mo. Kristen
(213)651-3572.

LA BREA/SUNSET— 1 lOOsq. It., luxury 2-bcd/
2-bath. Pool, gym, jacuz2i, parking. Available
now. $550, utilities included. Patricia
(213)969-9373.

MALE ROOMMATE. 2-BED APT. Santa Mo-
nica. View of Palisades Park & ocean. $450 -i-

% utilities. Betty: 394-4313.

M OR F NON-SMOKER, share 2-bedroom
apartnr>ent. Sherman Oaks, security building,

express bus to UCLA. $385/mo. James (818)
501-8605.

ONE-BEDROOM AVAILABLE In 3-bed Brent-

wood apt. Huge, great area, pool, parking.

$475Ano. Call 476-3879.

PRIVATE BEDROOM w/own bath. Full living

room & kitchen privileges. $AO0/nyo. Call
Carry, (310)839-9919.

PROFESSIONAL MALE wants to share 2-bed-
room in Mar Vista. SMS/mo. Move in noJir.

(310)391-7175.

Weekly Rentals
Guest !-lotel "Westwood Village

Cable TV*Microwave •Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk»w/KITCH $295/wk
1 -bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

w

WALK TO UCLA
Private Room, Private Bath
Share Kitchen-$475/month

633 Gavley
208-5920

STUDENT APT. BRIGHT, CHEERY, FURN-
ISHED, BUILT-INS, PRIVATE, SUNDECK/
PATIO, SECURITY, PARKING, WLA AREA.
$65Q/MO. CAU DAYS: 310-838-0521.

THIS IS THE PLACE! Cozy, clean, bright,
1 -bedroom upper. Stove/ref. Laundry and
parking. EZ move-in terms. $625.
Days:(310)206- 1193, Eves(81 8)981 -2304.

UPPER 2-BED/2-BATH. Balcony, mini-blinds,
stove, frig., parking, laundry. $950.
(213)274-2461.

VAN NUYS: LARGE 1 -bwi & den. Dishwasher, ApOftmentS
stove, fireplace, Ichild/lpet ok, or good for

roommates. (818)997-6766.

WLA $825/MO. 2-BED. Refrig,Microwave, parking.
Bus to UCLA. Must move. $725 First month if

move in bef. Dec. 5th. 473-7127.

WLA AREA. $S8Si/Vno. Attractive furnished
•ingle. Meal for students to share. Close to
UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

WLA/CENTURY CITY ADJACENT. 1-bed-
room, $750 charming. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, drapes, laundry, decorated porch^
quiet building. (310)474-1172

WLA single, 1 -bedroom. Unfurnished, security
P*rt«ing, sun-deck, jacuxzi, fHt ocean view.
$650-$850. Call (213) 826-5528.

WLA, ADJ. WILSHIRE BLVD, 2+2. PaUo, new
carpet + fridge. 2 parking spaces, $935.
(818)795-6124.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED! Own be<V
bath in 2-beeV 2-bath condo. Walk to UCLA.
Parking, pool. $60C^tw. 477-3245.

SEEKING A NEAT arwi easygoing female to
share a 2-bed/1-bathw/ 2 others. $27(Vmo +
tXil. (310)820-6385.

Seeking a neat & easygoing female to share a
2-bed/1-bath *%/ 2 others. $27tVhK>+Utilitles
010)820-6385

SUNNY NEW APT. PRIVATE ROOM, BATH &
PHONE. PARKING, SECURITY. NON-
SMOKER. WESTWOOD. $600
213-470-9872.

WANT TO SHARE 2-BEDROOM APART-
MENT %vith graduate student? Prime Brent-
vMDod location. $65C^no. Parking, jeff (310)
447-3020.

1-BCD Wrm PRIVATE BATH. $375iAno. First

l«L 6066 Comey Ave. L\CA, 90034.
(213)934-1532.

BEVERLY HIOS. Your own private btimom/
bath/den inside an elegant duplex $69SAno
Non-smoker (213)552-0062.

BRENTWOOD, SPACKDUS room, home, near
UCLA- North Sunset. Private entrance. Pool
garden. Ideal study envlronn»ent. Heavenly
parkings share bath, 3-way microwave
$425.00. (213)476-1786.

CHABAO HOUSE AT UCLA OFFERS HOUS-
ING IN A JEWISH ENVIRONMENT WPFH
KOSHER MEALS, PARKING, LAUNDRY AND
REC FACILrriES. ACROSS FROM UCLA, 741
CAYLEY AVE. ONLY $350/IVtO. MENDY
(213)206-7511.

DO YOU NEED A PLACETO STAY IN LA for a
short time? I have a nice apartment well-
located with a prh^ate room & bath to rent.

$50(VWio. (310)470:2942, AhM.

MAR VISTA TOWNHOME TO SHARE.
2bed/2bath, non-smoker, female. W/D and
utilities. $55(ymo. (310)314-4121.

OWN BEDROOM. Share house with 3 UCLA
female students. 10 min UCLA. $525Ath>.
(213)441-5021. Available 1/1.

OWN ROOM, share bath in 3-bedroom apart-
ment in Palms area. $340/mo including utili-

tles. (213)204-6659.

SM. CANYON BEACH, non-smoking wtxnan,
no pets. Separate entrance/ bath. Kitchen
privileges, parking. Fine home. $550.
(310)459-2109.

VENKI BEACH, private room, phone, pari<-

ing, w/d. Safe area. Buslines. Studious,
friendly non-smoker. $420/mo.
(310)452-7272.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet roonV
bath, high ceiling in 3-bed luxury apart
Non-smoker. $550 (310)444-5528.

WESTWOOD, OWN PRIVATE ROOM,
kitchen, laundry, and living room. 1 'A -bath.
$45Q^mo. "f utilities. Ana (213)477-1873.
Available rww.

WESTWOOD, own bedroom, $420. Available
now through 12/31 . 2-blocks from campus.
parking. 477-5350.

House for Rent 56

MAR VISTA. 1-BED: $685. 2-BED: $775.
Newly painted, laundry. 454-0605.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.
Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (213)398-8579.

MAR VISTA, $575/mo, price negotiable.
1-bed/ 1-bath. Large patio. Refrigerator,

stove.Days, (213)788-0885, evenings,
(618)707-3802.

NEW 2 A 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfleld
Ave, WLA. $1250 up. Security paricing,

(21 3)286-9332, (21 3)839-2269.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM. $675. Large, sunny,
great closets, parking. 10 minutes to campus.
Days.(3 1 0)273-7598, Eves :(3 1 0)286- 7598.

PALMS. 2-be<V2.bath, $825 4 $855. Under-
ground paridng, fireplace, A^, alarm, pets
okay. (714)969-8977, t, (213)559-6065.

PALMS $80(Vmo 1 bed/1 bath, den, upper.
Airconditloning, garage paridng, bullt-ins,

fireplace, security system. (213)937-0589.

PALMS. $875. 2-bed/2-bath. All appliances.
Security, fireplace, + alarm. % month free.

(213)839-8862 or 838-5567.

PALMS. Sharp single, $495; 1 -bedroom, $595.
Vertical blinds, carpet, stove, kitchen,
laundry, large and bright, great location

14)lock firom Motor and National. 2-p^H(ing
spaces. 3351 Vinton. No pets. (310)576-5540.
(310)274-0633. Open.

PALMS SPECIAL. No security deposit with
approved credit. $525 for single, $650 & up for

1 -bedroom. Pool, sauna, exercise room.
(213)836-3800.

PALMS UNFURNISHED APARTMENT
1BR-$590; 2BR 1 1/2BA-$750. Large Rooms.
Stove, refrigerator, carport, 824-7157 noon-
6pm.

PALMS. 1 bedroom. $695. Stove & Refrig.

(213)637-7513.

SANTA MONKj\. 3-BED/2-BATH. Hardwood
floors, large yard, 2-car garage. On Princeton,

north of Arizona. $l,65(ynrK). 375-0934.

SANTA MONKJS 2-bodroom/2-bath, sunny,
spacious, hardwood floors, ST^ef, laundry,

patio, caU okay. $1450. (213) 458-9758.

SM. 1-BED, EXTRArLARGE. Good neighbor-

hood. Pool, laundry, safe area. $495.
(213)502-8638, available now.

SPACIOUS AND BRIGHT 2-BED + DEN. 5

mIn from UCLA. $895/mo. Call Minju
(310)477-3036.

WESTWOOD. X-large 1-bed. $790Ano. Walk
to UCLA and Village. Hardwood floors.

10971 'A Roebling Ave. (213)208-4253,
(213)824-2595.

AMAZING 2-BED/2-BATH •WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, enclosed patio. Brand new carpet,
shutters, appliarx:es. Near eating places, trans-

portation A UCLA. (213)475-6717.

WESTWOOD. Laree 2-bed/ 2-bath, fumish«V
unfumlshed. Pool/ Jacuzzi, long/ short-tenn,

$1400. (213)470-1513.

WESTWOOD. $965-1 195/MO.,
2-BDRM72-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD. X-LARCE 1-BED. $75aup.
FurnishedAJnfumished. Pariting. Near UCLA,
avail, now. 11089 Strathmore.
(310)454-6211.

WESTWOOD-FREE MONTH-1 -block to
UCLA, studio, 1-bd/1-bth, 2.bd/1.bth.
Furnished/unfurnished. Clean, parking, laun-
dry, facilities, pool. $600 and up. 10941
Strathmore (213)208-7294.

WESTWOOD, $1 1 50 to $1 550. Terrific 2 & 3
bedroonrw. 2-bath$, dr, Bullt-lns, refrigerator,

dishwasher, A^, patio, laundry. 1711 Mal-
colm. (213)273-1212.

WESTWOOD, 61 6 Veteran, WALK TO UCLA.
Singles & 1 -bedrooms, $590 and up.
(213)206-4934.

WESTWOOD, $600. Large single upper.
Stove, frig, mini-blinds. 477-2777.

WESTWOOD FURNISHED BACHELOR. Pri-

vate entrance, utilltes, garage, bl-rrwnthly

cleaning, light cooking, non-smoker. $500.
310-476-0049.

WESTWOOD AREA. SINGLE WITH
KITCHEN. QUIET BUILDING. WALK TO
CAMPUS. TVy/O AVAILABLE, $550 & $575.
470-5952. ^
WINTER RENTAL, S.M. 2-bed, fully equipped
apartn>ent. Available 12/18 — 2/16. Professor

seeking reliable renters. $800/mo.
(310)452-1662.

WLA- 1 BED/1 BATH. Private patio, bulft-lns.

$650. 1412 Brockton Ave. (818)368-6732.

WLA. 2-BED/1-BATH.
(213)258-1354.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,
$52Vmo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
bkicks from campus. (213) 624-0161.

Beverly Hills Bachelors

Special Student Discount

|Hl8 varlv Hilla 8tt- M^ttJll
• IHimiihed tMchdors with color
TV, mkrowave, and refriaeralor

•WoAautftcikf
•Jacuzzi
* 10 minuies from campus bjr bus

,

«op itopol street

f18 tn 1108 fat laftwiallna
120 S. Reeves between Beverly A

Cannon, ctoee to WWshIre

WESTWOOD, OWN ROOM In 2-story,
2-bedroom/1'A -bath. Large Iving room, fire-

place, parking. 10-minut« to campus.
$405AtX). + 'A utilities. (310)836-4549.

WESTWOOD. USQMw. Male, 1 -block to
campus, townhouse (bed-up;llving, dining,
kitchen down), fireplace, private patio, garage.
(213)206-7527, eventnp.

WISHIRE/BUNDY OWN ROOM WITH
BATHROOM, 26-ft ceiling, 2-sundeck$, sec-
urity building, Hreplace, parking, $525.
(31^479-6211.

2-BE(yi-BATH. WLA. Close to UaA. New
carpets, new paint, pets okay. Near SA1. BK«j.
Drive by 11426 Missouri. If interested,
(213)477-7222. $1,365Ano.

2.BEDRC)OM DUPLEX. Westwood. Updated,
fireplace, hardwood floors, many extras. Must
see. Days (213) 824-6707, Eves 391-9734.

NEWLY REMODLED 3-bed/1% bath. Very
convenient location in Sherman Oaks.
$200Q^wo. Faculty preferred. 202-0130.

PALMS. 2-bed/1-bath. Burber carpet, large
yard. $1,250. 11174 Charnock^
(213)933-9366.

SANTA MONICA, $625, furnished 2-bedroom
house, near beach and transportation.
(310)394-4105.

House to Share 57

Roommates 53

Apts. Unfurnlstied 51

646 HILGARD. FEMALE ROOMMATE
needed. $90(Vquarter or $360/mo., utilities

included. M—F free breakfast. Call Michele at
624-7577.

BRENTWOOD. Room available for 1-2 giris.

Ctose to can>pus. $300. Sharon 626-5642.

FEMALE, 2-bed/ 2-bath, Westwood, beautiful
new Gayley apartments. Balcony, high ceil-
ingi. $340At>o. Jennifer (213)206-5138.

FEMALE needed to share 2-bed apt. with 3
Seniors. Huge, furnished apartnf>ent. % block
from campus. 206-5461

MAR VISTA Large 3bcV2bath House to share
with female staff member. Norvsmoking fe-

male preferred $455Ano (310)391-0230.

ROOMMATE NEEDED male non-smoking to
share cottage In west LA. Close to UCLA. Call
Tom 478-7565 or 206-8477/13039.

SANTA MONCA. 2bed/2ba w/yard. Hard-
wood floors, w+d, tree-lined street, convenient
location. No pets, smoking. $575 + % utilities.

453-4115. ^^
WIA. 1-bedn-bath in 5-bed house. Share
WUCLA students. $425. (605)640-0616.

House for Sale 58

OHIO/FEDERAL.

WLA 2BEDRM/2BATH plus huge den and
patio. $1100. 1412 Brockton Ave.
(616)366-6732.

WLA, $695. Bus or bike to campus. New,
champagne carpet, blinds, appliances. No
pets. (213)477-0725.

WLA. $765. 1 -BED/1 -BATH. Barrington/
Wilshire. Very brleht, large balcony, gated
building, pool, parking. (213)477-9753.

U DEN/1 -'A BATH. Bright, spacious, airy.

Prime location. Easy access to shops-UCLA.
Security bidg. $90(ymo. (310)207-6430.

$700 Palms nxxlem 1 bedroom. Security
building. Stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, a/c,
fireplace. (310)836-5311, (310)837-0761.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $85a$895. 1-

bedroom, $750. Near Wilshire & UCLA. Lease
to 2. Single, $650. (213)826-8461

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2-Bedroom, conve-
nient location. From $725. Available now.
Eves (213)275-1427, (213)254-1565.

VERY NK:e 2bdr/1'A bath. Security, carpets,
drapes, frig. Pool, patio, partcing,no pets.
$900. 500 Purdue Ave. (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

WESTWOOD. 2-bcd duplex. Stove, refrig,

drapes, hardwood floors. $1100 up. 2-4 per-
sons. Garage. 1385 Midvalc. (310)454-8211.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $700, 1 -bedroom.
$1100 , 2-bedroonVl -bath. PaHting included.
1-1/2 blocks to campus. 10990 Strathmore
(310)395-2903.

WLA, CLOSE TO UCLA, %7O0/mo., 1-bed/
1 -bath bulK-lns, pool, garden like.nice tenants.
(213)477-9955.

WLA. One-bedroom, $875/mo. Security
building, parking, new carpet. Walk to UCLA.
1450 Midvale. (213)391-2674.

Apartments to Share 52

10-MINUTES TO UCLA. Own room in HUGE
apartment, near all buses. MUST SEE!
$50(Vmo. (310)841-5953.

10-MINUTES FROM CAMPUS. Own room In

2-bed/1 -bath. $42S/mo. Female non-smoker.
Parking. JonI (213)556-2446.

FEMALE
, SHARE FURNISHED 2bd/2bth,

2-blocks from campus. Storage parking.
Dresser and bed available, $350Atw. (213)
206-2326.

FEMALE TO SHARE VERY LARGE apt. Brent-
%%<ood security, pool, laundry, $365. Must see
620-3167.

FEMLALE roommate needed to share 2-bed.
*A block from campus. Seema, Jana 824-0796

ONE BLOCK FROM UCLA - Need female to
share large 2bed/2ba. Security Building &
parking. Beginning DecVJan. $393Ano. Kristin
824-1993.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to
UCLA, 3bect/2bath, dining, den, pool, great
view. $549,000 Dave (818)763-6675.

. House Exchange 59

PROFESSONAL FEMALE seeks mature ^ad.
rtudent or professor to share 2-be(V3-bath
Westwood townhouse. (213)474-8065.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2-bed apt in
Beverly Hills. $42 VWio. (21 3)657-5320.

SANTA MONCA. M/F. Non-smoker. Own
room w/balcony, fireplace, washer/dryer,
$495^- utilltes, (213)392-6944.

SHARE 2-BEDRC)OM with three other giris In

Midvafe Plaza II. Call Sheila at (21 3)206-0764.

WALK TO IXIA. Need clean, responsible
femafe to share room & bath In beautiful
Hilgard condo. $400/month.
Sue-31 0-624-9777.

WALK UCLA- largest 2 bd^ bath. Female to
share beautiful condo w/ 3 others. $395 each.
(213)961-6695, (213)624-4242.

WESTWOOD FEMALE NEED TO SHARE 2
bedroom apartment with 3 other girls.

$395Atw. available Dec. 15th or Jan 1st. Tina
624-0476.

WIA-SM ADJACENT. 2+1 . Garage, backyard,
gardener. Close to UCLA. Female prefen^.
No pds. $450 + 'A utilities. Call Linda
(310)473-2342.

HOME EXCHANGE IN SANTA ROSA.
1 2/26-1/1 . Lg. 3-bd/2-ba. Clean. 1 -hr. from SF.
(707)546-4246.

Housing Needed 60
ART GRAD seeks shared accomodations, pre-
fer house. Garage, N.S. SM, UCLA vicinity.
Peter (310)372-1652.

JAPANESE FEMALE looking for quiet room
rwar UCLA in exchange for private Japarwsc
' (816)264-7992.

Condos for Sale 67

BR£HJV/0O0. MONTANA, N of San Vic-
ente. New carpet, bathroom/kitchen tile.and
paint. 1 bcdn bath -nitn . Walk onto large patio
with pool. Light and airy. $199K
(213)826^9356.
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BARGAIN: Ul top floor coodo near Marina,
fre«wayi. Lease option available. Tristan
moMMoes.
DELUXE CONDO: 2-b<i^-ba. Security. Whlrl-
pool tub. Refrigerator. W/D. Near UCLA
(310)544-2809, Terra Properties.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. WALK TO
UCLA. STUDIO $95K. IBR/IBA JISSK
2BR/1BA $235. Cill Bob/A.ent
(213)470-1781.

NEAR BRENTWOOD VILLAGE, mile wwt of
UCLA. Clean, 1 -bed/1 -bath condo, 2 stalls In
garage. $164,000, owner. (310)471-0632
476-8052

Condos for Rent 69
FOR RENT: Luxury 1-becVl'A -bath in West
Hollywood. $1250. Highrise condo. Great
location. 8lh floor. Magniflcent city view.
Valet parking. Garage, security, pool, suana,
conference roonf«, excercisc room. Furnished/
Unfurnished. Or^e year lease. (213)659-0761
or (212)878-8088

Guest House for Rent 70

CULVER CITY. $565. Chamiing single guest-
house. Stove, refrigerator, carpet, blinds, park-
ing. (213)463-1475.

GUESTHOUSE: WEST HOLLYWOOD. View,
fireplace, quiet, secure. Month-to-month!
S1,00Q^TK> includes utilities. (213)654- 1 033.

VENICE. $599. 1-bd in 4-plex. New carpet &
paint, parking. (213)463-1475.

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. 1 bedroom. Stove, re-
frigerator, drapes, microwave, yard. Gated. No
~B\s. Nonsnrx>ker. $650. (21 3)838-3554.

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
sun-ounded by pines. Close to everything - fully
equipped - reasonable rates. (818)785-1028.

SPEND YOUR WINTER VACATION on Miami
Beach. Condo for rent. Contact Linda at (21 3)
255-5980.

Misc, Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY! Tandem or static line with
Skydiving Adventures, Inc. Student discounts.
For further info, and free brochure
1-800-526-9682.

89 Video' Editing 89 Music Lessons 102 Travel 105

EDITING W. ADVANCED EQUIPMENT
$20/HR 3/4' CUTS ONLY $32 W.OPERATOR
$30/HR 3/4' A/B ROLL $45 W.OPERATOR

aeC's, Color Camera, Switcher, Time Code, Mies, CD, Cassdecks
Special Effects, Amiga Titles)

COMMERICIAL + MEDICALS <STUDENT DISCOUNTS^

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. (Altars available. Call
jean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

W.APPOINTMENT
24 HR A DAY Tel (310) 475-5617

1434 Westv/ood Blvd. #6 Los Angeles, Co 90024

Resumes 104

SAVE 10%

Services Offered 96 Services Offered

DESKTOP RESUME^hnSnUnS
results. Expert %vritlng, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional
service. (213)450-0133

LASER PRINTED PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
Satisfied customers. Employed by business,
scientific, entertainment, fashion Industries'
$30. 396-2227.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly
written by experienced Career Counselor. Also
college admission essays. Lee (21 3)47a.1090 .

RESUMES Typed $1 2.5(ypage. Neat and Pro-
fiesslonal Resume^tover Letters written also
24hrs. (310) 397-5639.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients
get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2765.

u^ r . -^ you lookinif for a
nproressionally prepared research paper^

or
**an editor^ to write your paper for you?

DONTKTO YOURSELF r
Plagiarism is taken seriously at UCLA. Most I THE RESONE DOCTDPstudents found guilty of plagiarism, even I I

"^"^ ^WMHC UW IVK
"First-Timers" are

SUSPENDED OR DISMISSED.
You have choices:

Speak with your instructor; use a College Tutorial
Center 039 Kinsey); contact any of us in the Dean
of Students' Office (1206 Murphy Hall); or you can

still choose to cheat. But,

IT MAY BE THE LAST CHOICE YOUMAKE AT UCLA

• TOFESSI()NALa)f«»mAL SERVICE

•lJ^SERQUAL^YRESUliCS4BK}S

' WECANCREATEACUSrOMTALORED

PACKAGE

WE ALSO UPDATE EXCTNG RESU^B

FREEPICKlFiDEUVERY

21^882^1

24H(XJRTIJRNAR(XN)

(RUSHAVALNBli)

To Anywhere

On USAir
*> Just book your USAir

airline tickets through

ASUCLA Travel Service

and save 10% on the fare!

y-N Travel Service
r* S. A-Level Ackerman
>Q. 1^ J 31 M-F 8:30-6, Sat 12-4
ASUCLA/' CallUCLAFLY

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing
~—~~— An ufiVBtS—All '^*"^"''' •"

Child Care

Foreign Students Welcome
Fast, Professional-Qualty Guaranteed

Call Research 213^77-8226
M-Fl0a.m.-5pjn.

Typing:

^ Travel 105

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for child care
Small salary. Near college. Call after 6pm
(310)204-4870.

Insurarice

OPILY $4 PER Normi
DETTTAL GOVERAQC OR

EYE CARE CALL
MR. JETIKinS

(800)252-0090 ext. 362

90

- I
BEARDS EDITING

All sub|ccts. Theacs/Dtoaertatloca
Pl^opoaaband Books.

Focdgn stijdcnta welcome.
PAPEB NOT FOE SALE
Sharon Bear, PhJD
(213[>470«<2

91

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE

fPU LOV.tr QUO U t.iii

11 OrUjSAGF-iJ'

Movers/Borage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short
notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful
tna^fet%. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able, jerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE DEPENDABLE
EXPERIENaO REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS
(213)301^137.

PersorKil Service

RESEARCH METHODOLOCIST, 20 years ex-
perience. Can help on Research Project,
Dls«eftation, Thesis, or analyze your data
(2 13)559. 1890.

I>OCUMENT PREPARATION
O Pieraium (^lality ServkM Q

Text St Graphics

Coouct ai3) 298-5309•^
ai3) 287-1198 I

Tutoring Offered

A BABY COULD PASS with DAA-COO Tutor-
ing. Tutors available in MOST ACADEMIC
SUBJECTS. Rates vary. (818)754-DAAGOO
(3224). A local call -t- no ch^ne for referral.

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-
nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Composition, Finance, Foreign languj^es,
Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political
Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)748-74 1 2.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native
teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,
voice-overs. Call Christian (213)478-5822.

FRENCH TUTORING BY university graduate.
Native French speaker with experience
S15/hr. (310)826-4944.

Services Offered 96

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPINOtDITING GRA-
DUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION ESSAYS
OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes-
sional help from nationally-known author/
consultant. (213)826-4445.

MONEY FOR COLLEGE! BILLIONS IN SCHO-
LARSHIPS AVAILABLE. GET YOUR SHARE!
CALL FOR FREE
INFORMATIONS -800- 755-61 21.

SMONEY $ MONEYS. Immediate help. Debt
consultations and signature loans to $20K. All
applicanu considered. 1-800-221-5546.
Open 7 days.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/
requirement. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDrrOR. TOP SKILLS
TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS, RESUMES
(213)473-4193.

MATH. TA tutors lower division thru graduate.
ALL problems solved, guaranteed results.
SIQ^r. Toni (213)474-6073.

PATIENT TUTOR MATH (ARITHMETIC THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS
WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF-
RELIANCE. FOR FREE INFO CALL JIM
(213)747-5118.

WRITING TUTOR, help editing your papers by
experienced writer, j.D. MBA, foreign students
welcome. (213) 824-2160.

Tutoring Needed 99

TUTOR/NANNY WANTED for 8-yr-old boy
on written composition and spelling. Female
preferred. Jeff (310)477-1141.

Typing 100

SI .50 per page. Accurate, fast + experienced
typist. Just a step from campus on Gaylev
(310)824-2012. '

'

SI.75 PER PACE: Thesis, Papers, Resumes,
Transcriptions, Manuscripts, Charts, and
Graphs. (310)306-2648.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES
DISSERTATKDNS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES
EDmNC. WIA (213)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (including disserta-
tion$,mailing$,resumes). Editin^graphics
available. Laser printer. Near campus
9am.9pm Ani (213)312-3332

ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING. Any size
job. Fast service. Reasonable rates. Day or
night— Marcus (213)654-4227.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TVPING. WP SPELL-
CHECK. b\SER. FONTS. PAPER. APPLICA.
TONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED
1 MILE FROM UCLA 213-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,
scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell
check. Student discount. (213)827-5090.

A+! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/
editing, computer training, resumes,
transcription. Fax.^^E WORD PLACE
(213)882-8008, (818)994-1094.

ANYTHING YOU CAN TYPE I CAN TYPE
BETTER. $2^e. Papers, resumes, etc. Ken
D1 0)478-2986.

ARCHETYPE. Fast lum around, computer,
laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription!
M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (213)788-9885.

DOCTOR WORD. ThesiVdoctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside'
(213M70^597, fax 470-1064.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, term papers,
scrlpu, theses, papers. National/ Sepulveda
(213)397-9711.

IS TYPING your thing? f NO ? I can help. Fast
accurate, flexible rates. Carolyn
213^71-3610. '

Modem Secreterial and Graphic services: IBM
A MAC. Discount to students. Pick up/
delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(213)446-8899.

PERFECT SPELLING, top quality Mac %vordpro-
cessing, free pick up/del. $2.25 page. Michael
(310) 477.4735. 9am-6pm.

PLEASE! II A.J.'s MAGKI FINGERS- Type 1 1

5

wpm- «vill type anything, anytime. Call A.J.
(310)475-8902 MC—VISA^AMEX.
Affordable PRECISION WORD PROCESSING.
Fast. Resumes, theses, dissertations,
manuscripts, tapes. Laser Printer. M-F
8am-9pm. (310)475-0318.

PRECISION TYPING $2.50/Double Space
Page Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-
Delivery Available (310)864-3981

PROFESSK)NAL WORDPROCESSING in my
home. High quality. Accurate. Weekends and
evenings ok! Good rates. Dec (21 3)398-1 21 7.

PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICE. Theses-
term papers. Employment service. Delta Per-
sonnel Sen^ices, Simi Valley. (805)526-5210.

SHERRI'S SECRETARIAL SERVKTES. All year
typing for that professional look. Call
(800)300-0343

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes. Santa Monica (213)828-6939, Holly.
wood (213)466-2888.

WORDPROCESSING^ESK TOP PUBLISH-
ING, papers, resumes, transcriptions, ABA
format. We$t%VDod. (213)473-5755

STA TRAVEL
>Ac vc ncen I here. -

OW FVT

NEW YORK from 255 303

cso
Evening

Escort Service

825-1493
4

BOSTON

LONDON

FRAIWFURT

LUMA

COSTARICA

ATHENS

TOKYO

AUCKLAND

SYDNEY

255 303

255 470

315 520

/ 780

190 299

370 740

399 523

540 895

500 980

""Mirsday, Nov. 21. 1Mi

<lbur
^Birthd^

* Restrictions can apply
* Eurail / A.Y.H. Passes / Ind. cards
* Advice from the experts

310-824-1574
914 WESTWOOD BLVD.
LOS ANGELES
CA 90024

120 OFFICES
WORLDWIDE

London

Paris

Rio Dc Janeiro

NcwYorii
Boston
San Frandsco

$44»*
$159*
$158*

$ W*
•f»w*« cich way from Los Angeles based on a
'OurvJtrippufchaie. l»etfnct)or»epp«y. Fares sjbject
tochar)9K V¥«txii4 notice and tSMCS not included

" ' 1

Music Lessons 102

aASSICAL PIANO LESSONS. Laureate of
International Competition. Reasonable price.
Your or nr>y place. Phone (310)390-5030.

Coundlkaud
1093BfadonAv«#«0
LosAnseles,O 90024

213-208-3551

Mov. 21, 1901

Alliances you form In the year ahead for
PJ^rposes other than busln«» shouS^ fortunately for you They could
P^SlJJjbeo^ts money cant buy.SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Mov. 22) Partner
Ships could be rather testy for ycllT
oay. You might find an Individual you're
ctosely allied with to be far le«ic^!
atlve than usual. Trying to patchuTa
broken romance? The Astro^rS>h

Hi? tT^S*".*^" ^P y"^ understand

rS ^ u is
'"*'® **^ relationship

JwjLMaH $2 plus a long, self-ad-drjwed starnped envelope to Match-

lYiLP*^^^"^' ^^ ^101-3428
SAOITTARIUS (Mov. 23.0ec 21) A
S^"?^'^ "rgency to get thingsdone today could cause yoiTunnecii-
•ary complications. Relax; it wont hurt

date
^ **^ »»0nlflcant for a later

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Guard
against the Inclination to blow things

^L, ^l^^l"^ *°^"y •" yo"^ dealir>Ss
with friends Talcing offense too easily
could cause a serious rift

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19) It's very
Important today that you share rewards
fairly with those who help you achieve
your obiectlVes. be they material or in-

WSCeS (Feb. 20-Merch 20) Don t put
yourself In a position today that will en-
able another to manipulate you This is
a strong possibility - if you're not
careful.

!?"?•- ^••'**' 21-Apfll 19) If you are
tired, don't get Into complicated busi-
ness negotiations today. Your thinking
wori t be at Its sharpest, so wait until

tlSffr*
*"^ '****** ^'°'* «"»«ring

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) It s best tobe in total agreement with your mate to-day tMfore making an Important deci-
•lon. If either party is unhappy with the
arrangement, this Issue could fester for
a lof>g time.

OEMINI (May 21-Jun« 20) Delegating a
critical task to others today might not
t)e a good poitey You're likely to be ei-
ther dissatisfied with the results or the

^V,^^ ^^'^^ "^^"^ obtaining themCANCER (June 21-July 22) If there Issomeone you've been bending over
backward trying to please In tti hope
that this Individual will like you, It's tirne
to stop spinning your wheels This per-son may not be worth the effort
LEO (July 23.Aug. 22) Both your tem-
per and your Image could be extremely
fragile today, so be doubly careful howyou react in public to negative
developments. ^
yJH^M^*^ »-Sept. 22) 5f you are go-

^JSii H?*^*"'
'^^^^y- ^ prepared toDe kklded In return Don't let It be said

that you can dish It out with the best ofthem but can't take it

ml!!!!?
/•,•**•• ^^* ") Be extra

rnlndful of your expenditures at this
I me so you dontput yourself In a posi-
tion where you could begin to feei finan-
cial pressures. Waste not, want not

SterlingSilver
«^ Ying Yangs v

I?V «?°S? ^'y*^ P*"*«^ «•» •" storting sllvsr swing cap only
$14.95. Frtendshlp ring (spscHVrtngsIzs) only $8.95. YlnaYana
sUJds onjr $4 95. Save $$ ordefall llirM Items and pay only
$25.95. Send check or M.O. plus $2.00 P & H to:

WAY OUT WEST
P.O. BOX 4135 Sunland, (^ 91041

Visit our Venice Beach shop on Oomvi Front Walk
between Windward & 1 7th Ave. Open daily at noon

We spedaHze in ear A nose piercing.

MON-FRI
10AM-0:30PM
SAT11:30AM-0:30PM
SUN12NOON-9PMMASA-YA

JAPANESE FOOD
NO MENU DISH OVER $6.00 ^
• Delicious Teriyaki ik -^ ^

LVf]\ •Beef and Chicken Bowls •'^^ I ^
1 •Fresh Variety of Sushi y ^/ A F

[\ •Special Event Catering • »nym«nu.deaion

•PARTY PLAITORS • wjT^^ir^BK^
FREE PARKING ^"^ s<>*^ ^ s^iu Monic aivd

)

Menu
$3.15 to

15 75 lookFor Our Ads Every Other Thu«day.! . ^SITOal omcR exhrhSITi^/I^i''

Student Whopper Special
Whopper, Mediun

Medium DriiJc

$2.49
After 4«) pm w/ UCLA Student ID

No Coupon
Necessary

900 Westwood Blvd.

208-6781

Senior driver Gary O'Brien will be playing in his last UCU-USC game

POLO
'SiJfJNV SUNd^aiiy Bruin

From page 52

TIRED OF TWEEZING,
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

HAVE IT REMOVED PERMANENTLY
BY ELECTROLYSIS

Compllmentaiy ConsultaOon

ELECTROLYSIS BY LINDA
The Westwood Building

1081 Westwood Suite 224 475-4135

ADVERTISE
JIM

WOULD
HAVE

WANTED
IT THAT

WAY.
825-2161

NMMMHM

be their last game, and I'm sure
they'd love to finish with a win—
especially against us," senior driv-
er Bill Lenihan said.

While UCLA is 17-8. 3-2 in the
Pac-10, use is 13-15, 0-5 in Pac-
10 play — not exactly an out-
standing record. But records are
meaningless in rivalries. Each
season the matches played out
between USC and UCLA are close
and completely unpredictable.

Earlier this year for instance, the
Trojans came back from a 9-5
UCLA lead to upset the highly
favored Bruin squad by one goal

j

late in the fourth quarter. That loss
was another reminder UCLA
players can't take USC lighUx-

Four years of bitter, hard-fought
battles against the school they hate
has made UCLA seniors nostalgic
about playing USC for the last time
in their college career.

Senior driver Gary O'Brien
reminisced about one unforgett-
able UCLA-USC game.

**I remember it was my first

game playing at UCLA, and I

barely played. We lost, and the
next morning we came in and (then
head coach) Bob Horn made us
swim two hours straight. After that
I never wanted to lose to 'SC again.
That morning there was this
feeling (among the players). It's

Travel 105 Travel Tickets

hard to explain it,- O'Brien said.

Lenihan was nostalgic about his
final UCLA-USC game as well.

**For the seniors, our days are
numbered. It's great for everyone
because we're graduating and
going on to bigger things. At the
same time we only have to weeks
left so everyone is real focused.
Time is running out

•*Going to UCLA for five years,
it is ineviuble that you end up
hating USC." Lenihan added. "I'd
tove to just kill them."

But while the game is physical
and aggressive, both Lenihan and
O'Brien emphasized that they
don't dislike any of the USC
players.

•There's a kx of aggression
because of the school, not because
of the players," O'Brien said. "In
fiKing them for so many years, we
all kind of got to know them. After
the game we're friendly, we talk."

If UCLA beats USC, the squad
will virtually be kx±ed in for a
third-place seed at the NCAA
tournament

"It makes it more definite if we
beat USC. The win will remove
any doubt in the minds of (NCAA
selection officials)." coach Baker
said.

Of course the team would also
like to go into the tourney with a

win behind it rather than a loss.

"A loss would be kind of a stab
in the back, if you know what I

mean," O'Brien said.

"A win is obviously better than a
loss in terms of going into the
tournament ready to play. We
don't want to come in Monday
morning pr^)aring for NCAAs
with a loss in the back of our
minds," Baker said.

UCLA wiU be likely be seated
third behind California and Pep-
perdine at the tourney. UC Irvine
will [Mobably be seeded fourth.

Because Cal State Long Beach
beat USC Tuesday, it wiU likely be
selected as the fifth seed at the
tournament, eliminating StanfonL
Only five teams arc selected

from both the Pac-10 and Big West
conferences. Long Beach was tied

for fifth with Stanford in the
national rankings this week.
Two more seeds arc chosen

from the Western Water Polo
Association Championships. UC
San Diego, winner of the tourna-
ment, and Air Force, runner up, *

will be selected. UCLA wiU
probably face UCSD in the open-
ing round of the Final-Eight
tournament
A final seed will be selected for

the tournament from the East
Coast

106 Autos for Sale

LOWEST R T AIRFARES
FHOM LAX/BAIMRHM SHORTWm

NEW (MLEMM tfTS •CIU860WIMM8ISM

HICWVMWn.ORKMtm
^ORIOAtlM
HMAMUI7U
•TOKYOSM

•«OI6iaMGMI&
•«moeANa/Rioi740

L
OTHER OOlOnCMrL fiMCtMML. CALL FOR 1 MMY

BARNEY'S TRAVEL
(213)382-9161

RNDTRP TO SF FROM LAX. Leave 1 1/26,
Return 12/2. SlOOof obo jim (310)3764)124!

ROUNDTRIP-MAORID/ SPAIN. From LAX.
Leaving Dec.1. Open rtium. For $500. Fe-
maie. Leave mewage (213)461-7462.

SAN FRAN on 2-round trip. 11/27-12/2.
$15(Vobo. Dion (310)479-4991.

109 Scooters for Sale

Travel Tickets 106 Autos for Sale 109

1 OW LAX TO ST. LOUIS OR DALLAS. Dec.
JS. Malt. American. $12S/obo.
(310)824.3363.

AIRFARE for $99 roundtrlp to Hawaii, Florida,
Mexico, Bahamas, Jamaica. Open date, tkkali
good for 2 yn. 30 days advance reservation.
One w^eek hotel minimum stay required.
Limited offer. 1(600)927-9605.

BOSTON. OW LV LAX. Dec.Uth $20(yobo.
Eric (310)824-4059.

LA. to SAN FRANCISCO ROUNDTRIP, NOV
26-30. Only $55. Call Kayo in Hawaii (808)
941-2139.

LAX TO Frankfurt one-way, TWA, 12-10-91,
$25<yobo. Harold (310)390-2154.

LAX to SFO, departing 1 2/1 4 10.<X)am, ntum-
Ing 12/15 7.-O0pm. Roundtrlp $58, four
available. (310)390-4935.

1977 PORSCHE 924, Silver, Beautiful condi-
tion, AM/FM Cassette, all extras, low milage,
original owner $275(Vobo. (213)472-5551.

1984 SAAB TURBO, black, 47k miles, sunroof,
foaded, one owner. $5800. (310)396-3688.

1985 SUBARU WAGON, Red, 4-WD, Turbo,
loaded except radio, original owner, all re-

cofds $S,AO0/obo (213)472-5551.

'85 NISSAN 300ZX BLACK LOADED $6000
(310)479-1627.

'86 CHEVY SPRINT. 5-speed, 2-doof, 54,000
miles, grey. $1,500. Pierre, (310)396-3491.

CHEAP! F.B.I. /U.S. SEIZED.
'89 Mercedes.. .$200, '86 VW...$50,
'87 Mercedes.. .$100,'65 Mustang...$5o!
Choose from thousands starting $25 FREE 24
hour Recording Reveals details.
(601)379-2929, Copyrlght# CAllKiC

CHEVY Z24, '89, loaded, 30k miles. MUST
SELL. $7,00(Vbbo. )oe 209-1291.

CONVERTIBLE VW-RABBIT '83. White, new
top, new tires, low mileage, great' carl
$5200/obo. (213) 207-0109.

HONDA ACCORD '87. Good transportation
$750. (310)470-2942, AMs.

VOLVO,'83, 4-door, excellent condition, 1

owner. Automatic, AM/FM cassette, $3950
(310)472-1680, (310)472-3228, a.m. and
evenings.

VOLVO '83 WGN AT/AC/PB OVERDRIVE
AM/fM CASS, RACK. NEW BRAKES. PERFECT
INTERIOR (LEATHER) $4450 DAVE
(213)208-0567.

VW BUG, 1970, 41k miles. Runs great. Must
sell- leaving town. $1300. Call Veronica
(310)285-0470.

VW GTI 1984. Silver with blue interior. AK,
5-speed, sunroof, 57K miles. Original owner!
All maintenance p»pen. Very good shaoe
$2,800. 552-2822. ^^

VW RABBIT '79. 5 doors. Very good molor.
New battery, alternator. $6,800. Leaw a

le. (818)981 -4743.

Motorcycles tor Sale 1 14

HONDA Vre, 250, '89, $210(yobo, only
2400 miles. (310)390-5270.

115 Furniture for Sale 126
1986 WHITE HONDA ELITE. Excellent condi-
tion. Lock, permit and helmet included
$85Q/obo. Call Kris 206-4746

1988 YAMAHA jOG GREAT CONDITON
LOW MILES, $60Q/o.b.o. MUST SELL
(21 3)478-4007.

1989 HONDA ELITE 80. Top condition
$800/obo Call Allen: Day(21 3)31 5-8422
Night(21 3)398-7356 .

1989 HONDA SPREE SO. Must selll Like new.
$399/obo. (213)471-2409.

1989 RED HONDA ELITE, great condition,
only 950 miles, $57Vobo. Lock included.
(213)824-1963.

YAMAHA 125, 1986. $950 or best offer.
Excellent condition. (213)208-4423.

HONDA ELITE SOS 1987. $425. Runs great
Low miles. Call Suzie (310)208-2713.

HONDA ELITE 80, '87. Fabulous condition.
Red. Master's lock. Superb. $95G/obo. Tom
208-5869.

HONDA ELITE 50, 1989. Excellent condition.
With lock. $550/obo. Must sell
(213)47a9757,

YAMAHA 125, 1986 $600. Needs works.
willing to negociate. Carmen (310)479-0906.

YAMAHA ZUMA 1989. Great condition.
white and blue, low mileage. $700. Call Luiaa
824-7419.

FUTON AND MATCHING END TABLE for
sale. Full-$l2e, excellent condition. $15(Vbbo
Terry 794-5333.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

Misc. For Sale 128

TELESCOPE: LIKE NEW $60.00 OBO
(310)479-1627.

Typewriter/Computer 134

BLIY rr TODAY, print your term paper toniief
IBM-compatible, 640RAM, 40-HD, EpMn
printer, $400. jerry, 472-9259.

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 286, 1MB, 5.25'FD
3.5TD 40HD, KEYBOARD. MONITOR. NEW
W/ WARRANTO. $620. (213)644-2612.

IBA4-PC COMPATIBLE with printer— indudes
two floppy drives, vaphics monitor, new letter
quality printer and software. BMt olfer^ call
Prte 20^^3847.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBMI We sdl
discount and teach you to assentble it yourwifl
PC SUPPORT GROUP, (818)994-1188.

^
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Student Special

fer Good At All Times!

^^ Large Pizza

;
^?<g§<P With 2 toppings

+ 2 Free Soft Drinks

ONLY $7.99 plus tax

Wd Accept MasterCard and Visa

BEAT *SC SPECIAL
2 MEDIUM
PIZZAS

With 1 FREE
Topping!

ONLY $10.50 piu8 tax

offer good at all times!

208-4348
10925 Weybum Ave. Westwood

-0e

^^V'
>^>

ALL UCLA STUDENTS

ENVELOPE ACCEPTANCE
THReilGH MAY 1, 1992

X

HEY, UCLA
STUDENTS!

on/i/7r> (¥:,>.

r^-f,Ah!

-^iKey/«sr

YOU CAN

TURN IN

YOUR WHITE

HALLOWEEN

SALE BOOK

RECEIPTS FOR

BOOK BONUS!

y
V

rx3Jv

Save your receipts from .Book Department purchases at the ASUCLA Students'
Store and deposit them in a Book Bonus box at any time throughout the year
(except the first week of each quarter)before May 1, 1992. Please see Book
Bonus envelopes, available September 1, 1991, in Ackerman Union Lu Valle
Commons and Health Sciences Stores for complete details.
*Book Bonus is available only to regularly enrolled UCLA students who are
subject to the Student Union building fee

TAILBACKS
From page 52

was blue in the face,** Royster told
the Los Angeles Daily News, "and
still not get playing time. I don*t
imow what's going on.**

Part of it was Royster skipping a
team meeting before the
Washington game, but some could
be traced to his clashes with the
coaching staff.

*Tn my opinion, if you spite

(Smith), you'd never play again
unless there was a rash of injuries

and there was no one else to play."
Mark Sager. an offensive lineman
under Smith, told the Daily News.

Profiting from Roystcr's down-
fall was Deon Strothcr.

In the second half of the WSU
game. Strother plowed through the
Cougar defense for 122 yards and a
touchdown. Originally the sopho-
more planned to rcdshirt, and was
taken by suiprise at his newfound
success.

.
"I fully expected to redshirt this

year.- Strother said. "I was sup-
posed to graduate in five years
anyway, and it would have corres-
ponded,nicely. But coach Smith
told me that he needed me to play
and gave me something to consider
in camp this fall."

Through the season. Strother
has taken the role of peacemaker,
insisting that he is on good
relations with Royster and has no
qualms over the situation.

"I think we have become more
supportive of each other, its made—
us stronger." Strother said. "I am
here to do the best I can play. It was
a surprise to me and I just consider
myself fortunate to be in the
situation as a starting tailback."

Fortunately for USC. Strotiier

became the lone bright spot over
the next four games. The sopho-
more appeared to have a hold on
the position, accumulating 612
yards and seven touchdowns.

But tiien Estrus Crayton arrived
on the scene in Tuscon.

After being relegated to the
farthest end of the bench due to
chronic fumbling. Crayton stepped
on the field to replace a struggling
Strotiier and proceeded to rush for
185 yards on 27 carries, a 1991
USC single-season best
A junior transfer fixMn Rancho

Santiago Junior College in Santa
Ana. Crayton acted more
redeemed tfian fortunate over his
recent luck.

"I was sitting on tfie sideline for
most of tfie season, and 1 wanted to
play so bad." Crayton said *T was
just waiting for an opportunity to
play. Luckily die outcome was
pretty good. You could only wait
on the sideline so long."

Strother has maintained that he
is not resentful for being replaced.

"Sometimes you need a diffe-
rent flavor in the offense," Strother
said. "He was able to add electric-
ity and motivation to die team."

But for Crayton to leave the
shackles of die sideline he had to
prove he could hold onto die
football. Using a variety of drills,

including diving on a mattress.
Crayton was able to get a hold on
the ball.

"A lot of people were telling me
tfiat I had to hold onto die ball."

Crayton said. "I got to die point
where I didn't diink I could play
anymore. But the coaches needed
big plays."

And with two touchdowns
against Arizona. Crayton was able
to give die Trojans what diey
needed.

Now Smidi has named the
junior transfer to start die biggest
game of die year. Meanwhile.
Strodier is still just fortunate to
have received playing time and
Royster has almost been placed on
a missing persons list.

Daily Bruin Sports

UCIA4JSC
tix sUII for

saleatCTO
Tickets for die UCLA-USC

food)all game at die Los Angeles
Coliseum are still available,
according to Central Ticket Office
Director Dave Lowenslein.
The tickets can only be pur-

chased at die Central Ticket
Office, which is located across
from Pauley Pavilion and next to
Lot 6. Tickets will not be sold at
die door.

Students interested in purchas-
ing tickets should bring $13.50 for
each ticket, a valid student ID and a
valid registration card. The CTO is

open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
dirough Friday, and can be reached
at 825-2101.

Also, the game time has been
changed from 12:30 to 3:15.
Students are advised to arrive early
to find adequate parking.

For students unfamiliar widi die
game, die UCLA-USC matchup is

one of college football's premier
rivalries. The 7-3 Bruins have lost
Uirec straight contests to die 3-7
Trojans, but each game is a classic
despite die team's records.

RECRUITS

**The Sejdest Comedy
Film Ever Made**

BUI Osco'c.

Jack Olson
LA Underground

An Adult Rated Musical Comedy
starring Plajrbojr's Cover drMCrMtae De Ben

with LuTjr Qmhmmak • AlUa Nvvak • Tbri MaU
Jaaon Willi—i, ecar •€ <'Pl«il

From page 48

compared to diat of current Bruin
Gerald Madkins. Harrick said die
comparison could be true, but
cautioned diat Madkins had a lot of
basked)all talent diat couldn't be
coached.

Nwankwo's official letter-of-

intent wasn't received by UCLA
until late Wednesday night, and
Harrick was unavailable for com-
ment
Nwankwo, who attended

Cypress Creek High School in

Houston, Texas, is generally con-
sidered to be one of the top big
recruits in die country. As a junior,

he averaged 18.5 points and 12.5
rebounds per game.

"I just diought diat UCLA was
die best place for me," Nwankwo
said. "1 liked die academics and die

campus, and I was really impress-
ed with coach Harrick."

Although already loaded with
talent, die UCLA softball team
added anodier star when Kelly
Howard of Spring Valley High
School recendy committed to play
for the Bruins.

Howard is the sister of UCLA
shortstop Kristy Howard, and will

fill in at second base when she
steps on Sunset Field next year.

"We have had our eye on her
ever since we've had Kristy, and in

die last two summers she has
greaUy jumped in die hitting

department." UCLA co-head
coach Sue Enquist said. "It will be
exciting to have a famUy double
play combination."

Howard wUl come in as a true

second baseman, something that

die Bruins have not had recendy.
"Her recent success was pheno-

menal and she is one of the top

recruits in the country." Enquist
said, "She is also probably die first

true second baseman diat we have

ever brought into our program."
Howard has been named to the

All-CIF team each of her three

years at Spring Valley and is

considered to be one of the best

lead-off hitters in the country.

Odier UCLA sports have also

signed high school recruits, but

dieir letters-of-intent have not yet

been received by the Athletic

Department The Daily Bruin will

have a complete rundown of all ,

recruits signed by UCLA early

next week.
'
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Produecd bjr WHUaM

Mdnight Show, Satur«lay Nov. as
Rojral ThMter • llfss Srate Monica Sfrd.

W<Mt Lo« hM%%\—
1/aOtI Admission with Student ID

-RINGGG
INIHE

NEW
Order your 14k or 18k gold
UCLA Class Ring and receivea
Sony Cordless Phone ~FREE!
TWs righfl From Nov.20-Dec. 6h, v^en you order your
official UCL^ doss ring in 14k or 1 8k gold, you'll receive
a SonyCordlessTelephoneANDyou'll receive both in Hme
for the holidays by just paying for your ring order in full.
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•^"msk^trnm^

TURKEY B0iWLmG''9^

i'ou DoifT jware fcrwoRK
OH TlillR|;,-SOWHAT "WSt HELL
2941 AAIN 6TREET, ShXy,ir\ l^'^my^r^^ CA iA;4n5 • 396-4725

GO BRUINS - BEAT USC

•Xj^^^^^^^

'••*'>#:

"*--::'?^;

>'^«i

Irs big, ir's fresh and ir's only o buck sixiy-nine! Subwoy's 6
nneorboll or 6" Cold Cur Combo is filled with meor cheese
ond your choice of free fixin's, on breed boked fr«h riqhr
in rhe srore. Come on in for o fill-up nxtoyj

OPEN "24" HOURS
YOUR ^'^m^^ BRUIN

/IRTC/IRVED^ COLLEGE JEWELRY

November TO-December 6, 10-5pn
Ux>k for our fables at these locations:

ASUCIA Students' Store

ASUCLA Campus Photo Studio

Lu. Valle Comnrxxis Students' Store

Health Sciences Store

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STO
Bearwear • B-Level Ackerman Union

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
WESTWOOD BLVD. at LINDBROOK

Don't Forget $1 Off Any Footlong
Sub With Your Athletic Ticket Stub

ORDER TODAY
FOR USC GAME

u .
o"?'P' "f*"* you^noney where your mouth is"Help Su^ay Westwood Village help thVhorSs & hunory

, r%i®"^9®.?.' ^" S3'®s being donated to the "•^"
I..A. H«scue Mission from now until end of year.
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IN VVESTVVOOD - OPEN 7 DAYS I soft contacts
Cdristine

0\(ai[s

EARLYAND EVENING APPTS.
Houis: 9AM-9PM
•FULL SET $20
• Maniaire....^5
•Pedicure......$10
•FiU ii3
Vi—«Ma8terotd*Amcr Exp

478-7811
1361 Westwood K. Westwood

2 Blks. S. of Wilshire

EXTENDED. DAtY
{Cl£AI*C0lOlp $40 PR
DISPOSABLES (.^.v^ ^79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED.. $1MPR

"ml

[FfBt B«jKh n Lortb R«Hi Cm» Kl (w1»ni)

Med. Mgmt. Admin.

Commentary

EYE EXAMS15

213) 842-6094 (800) 842-6094

^JEJECXtUEC?UE
|»^^ "The Best Collection...Lowest Prices!"

;A$V-S1J9 RENTALS TUBS &THURS ^sKL'^B^JSP
I '^^^X *ree Parking In All Locations 657-8800

I'SSSaIl <%J;4"nThurs 10-10 FrI-Sat 10-12

jlSi^^^^^^^^^^^P^ ^^'^^WJSTWOOD VILLAGE
i MPN«>VED! <-<J^^^858-7600 1MC/^..1^. a...

I
(with atudaaiMAff/raculty ID A thia coupdnl^^ ^^. ^Owljlmi a/10/91 ^^^:^;%^

1035 Gayley Ave.

824-9922

DEAR BRUINS

:

YOUR FRIENDS AT THE CHART HOUSE
JUST WANT TO REMIND YOU TO ...

BEAT *SC III
THURSDAY NIGHT DRINK SPECIALS •

S 1.00 — DRAFTS
S 2.50 — MARGARITAS^

...AND REMEMBER OUR STARVING
STUDENTS SPECIAL :

BURGER. CHIPS AND BEER/SODA
$ 3.00 1 1

1

THE CHART HOUSE - 1087 OLENDON AVE. - 808-8034

Introductory Offer

"NEWLY REMODELED":
Brentwood Only

Large Cheese
& Two Salads

$^95

Dine in and delivery

Draft

500

Dine in only

Toppings available at regular

^ioe.This offer is avaibWc at

Brentwood location only.Not valkl

with any other coupon or discount

Expires I2'l5'9l

Limited

delivery

area.

0̂:.478-1650
1 1819 WUthife Blvd.

(Wilshire and Granville)
BRENTWOOD

FREE UNDERGROUND PARKING

"USC Coach Larry

Smith, by contrast, is

not currently spending

much time working on
an acceptance speech

in honor of his team's

three victories."

Ron Rapoport

tany Smith

Northwestern not
much better than
Thijans or Bruins

THE WESTWOOD SIZZLER
$4.99 BRUIN DEAL

I:ni,n n, ni J,,.,, v ol Hnirnp I ,a, ( :l,Kk.n ,^i IVliic Sirl..,n ^u ik pi,,. \\, ,,, v
'^'^^ -T \.f. ,M. .^ ,,ikI ., C iivcn I'iniKi S1,J. Oi J„n,.c ,„„ ik u r.,,iK i ( ,.,ni
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l\-.«n, II,, I r,,M,,, lVii.T,,M,iJ,, S,up, la-liliuii mj s,,|,j p, ,,

;,
<^::z. Sizzler '^s^sr-^

t>»t*.A.,luUKitlwo„pon..rlClAII> loUhFtT COURT & GRILL I \\7.^.,4 1 IT. IIWesmood Vilhme

HbeforeI
^

fACfAdpMme

I FREE COSMETIC CONSULTATION
LASER SURGERY
COMPUTER IMAGING

AFTER

STEVEN BURRES M.D.
DIPLOMATE OF THE AMERICAN BOARD OF

lOTOLARYNGOLOGY/FELLOW. AMERICAN ACADEMY
OF FACIAL PLASTIC SURGERY
CLINICAL FACULTY - UCLA

WESTWOOD
MANHATTAN BEACH
BEUFLOWER

Surgery of the

• NOSE & SINUS . LIPOSUCTION
• FACELIFT / EYELID. FOREHEAD
• COLLAGEN / . LIP ENHANCEMEN

.

CHEMICAL PEELS -ALSO EAR, NOSE &
. CHIN / CHEEK THROAT
IMPLANTS

100 UCLA MED. PLAZA 522
509 N. SEPULVEDA
10230E. ARTESIABL. 307

213 208-7806

By Ron Rapoport
Los Angeles Daily News

The only thing we really need to
know about the low state of
major-college football in Los
Angeles is that UCLA has fol-
lowed use in joyous anticipation
of spending New Year*s Eve in El

_Paso, Texas.

Last year, you will recalL USC
was positively beside itself when
its reward for a 7-4-1 regular
season was an invitation to the
John Hancock Bowl. And now it is

UCLA*s turn to shouL "We*rc No.
25!** and say how happy it is to
have this opportunity to sample
Texas hospitality.

Perhaps next year the Bruins
will make it to the Rose BowL
allowing their fans to welcome in
the new year with champagne and
noisemakers at the Hotel Bel-Air.
This year, they're just going to
have to settle for Dixie beer and
pistols fired into the ceiling of a
roadside motel.

But at least UCLA is going
somewhere over the holidays, and
getting $1 million to help defray
the expenses of its women's
soflbaU team as well. All in all, this
is a nice comeback from last
season's 5-6 debacle.

Before UCLA tries to read too
much into its return from the dead,
however, there is something it

should understand while it is

making final preparations for
Saturday's game against USC at
the Coliseum. As much as the
Bruins might think they are super-
ior to the Trojans at the moment,
the two teams have one ugly fact of
college football life very much in

common.
They have both been humbled

by Northwestern.

I was startled almost beyond
belief a couple of days ago when I

picked up the college football
standings and found you couldn't
tell use and Northwestern apart
Both teams were 3-7 overall and
both were 2-5 in their respective
conferences. Of all the humilia-
tions the Trojans have ever suf-
fered, surely being
indistinguishable from the peren-
nial pushovers of the Big 10 has to
be near the top of the list

And lest the Bruins start smirk-
ing at just how low their rivals
have fallen, let me point out a fact
that might make them feel a little

less superior themselves. The
Illinois team UCLA will play in
the John Hancock Bowl comes in
with a loss to Northwestern on its

record.

Now, if you don't think North-
western's 17-11 win over Illinois
earlier this season was a big deal. I

am here to set you straight
Imagine if you can what the USG^
UCLA series would be like if

UCLA went year after year with-
out winning. (That's really not so
hard to imagine, now that I think of
it). Imagine what it would be like,
in feet, if UCLA or USC hardly
ever beat anybody.
Would you like to know just

how low expectations are for
Northwestern footbaU? WelL back
in 1982. when the Wildcats won a
grand total of three games, it was
considered such a heroic achieve-
ment that Dennis Green was
named Big 10 Coach of the Year.
USC Coach Larry Smith, by
contrast, is not currently spending
much time working on an accep-
tance speech in honor of his team's
three victories.

What Smith is spending his time
on at the moment is just about
everything else under the sun. An
upset win over UCLA Saturday
would not be enough to redeem the
season exactly, but it might go a
long way toward at least helping
him understand it

I came away from Smith's
weekly press conference Tuesday
unsure if I had ever seen the coach
of a major football institution

approach the last game of the
season in such an advanced state of
confusion. It is as if the more USC
has played this year, the more
Smith fails to understand where his
team stands.

Rob Johnson may or may not
start at quarterback. Mazio Roys-
tcr. who gained 157 yards on 31
carries against the Bruins last year,
niay not play at all whUe Estrus
Crayton. who had just 21 carries all
season before last week, may play
a lot Any other suggestions will be
gratefully received.

And what motivational tech-
niques has Smith used this week?
Why, he has gone around from
group meeting to group meeting
and pointed out the large number
of players who wiU be returning at
every position next year. Is this
meant to psyche the team up for
UCLA or for 1992? As I say.
confusion reigns supreme.

But all right, in three days it will
all be over for the Trojans and they
can vanish. Unless somebody
suddenly comes up with $1 miUion
and a bowl game that would match
them against Northwestern, that is.

Daily Bruin Sports
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Ballatore named the Bruin
relays as potentially strong events
at the Pac-lOs.

•*Our relays should do pretty
good. Our 400 medley relay has
the second fastest time going into

the conference. We will go in with
no times for our short relays, the

200 freestyle and the 200 medley,
but those arc very strong for us,"

said Ballatore.

The Bmins could do well in
individual events also, with com-
petitors like Brian Kurza. a two-
time Pac-10 champ in the 50
freestyle, and Andrea Cecchi.
1991 NCAA champ in the 100
breaststroke. Cecchi is back in the
water after two weeks of illness,
and will be swimming both the 100
and 200 breaststroke and two
relays.

Pev:i i icioline

825-HELP
We're here to lieb.

Monday - Friday

Saturday - Sunday
5 p.m. " midnight

8 p.ij. " midnight

BIG TOMY'S
OPEN: 6:30 am - 2:30 am Sun-Thurs

6:30 am - 3:30 am FrI & Sat
BREAKFAST SERVED 6:30 am - 7:00 pm

Chill Cheese Burger + Fries
+ Med. Soft Drink for ^:Z 1Q
Breakfast Special

2 Eggs + Homemade Hashhrowns
+ Toast & Jelly for

(213) 824-7966
936 Broxton Ave

In Westwood

Chinese Chicken Salad
(*&il free dressing)

Fresh Chicken Breast
Sandwich

SONY NAKAMICHI
f tiv^fv • AIWA

$1.99

$3.99

$2.99

Last Chance*..
At Our Low Grand Openii^ Prices! Prices Good Thru 11/27/91.

YAMAHA
Table Top CD Stereo System with

Remote. Clock Timer yst-nco

$397

ujpLKmAn
AM/FM Stereo Cassette, 14

Presets. Digital Tuner.

Clock Timer

WMf 2031

BEAT1C WEEK!

Panasonic
Cordless Pt^one/Answeririg System
Digital, Message Transfer

"""
$129

Low0§i

5 Disc CD Carousel Changer, Dual Cassette,

Digital Tuner.

EQ . Remote
CMS R3MC0

I

$329

TONIGHT!
We're
burnin'

rubber!

CORDLESS PHONE
10 Memories. 7 Day

Rechargeable Battery

SPfU
YomChoimI

MITSUBISHI

ADiamondTbl*
CELLUUR PHONE
100 Alphanumeric. 10 5 oz

3 Year Warranty

Pocket Size 99X

$« i
2 Channels. Re-Dial,

1000 Range

Panasonic
AM/FM Stereo. Dual Auto Reverse

Cassette W/CO Player, Equalizer.

Bi-Amplffied. Remote RX-OTHI

$347

LA'
CELLULAR
nOUKMONlY

f21 Tnmtpftmkh hi $H€k

IMA
AM/FM SHORTWAVE
10 Band World Band

Receiver

CASIO
COLOR LCD
POCKET TV

2 2- Color

Screen.

AC/DC Battery

TV-430

$117
Bonfire

MRU

SONY
iEili[n]

PORTABLE DISC PUYER
Rechargeable Battery,

Headphones Included

0-M YaurCkakal

?9^

(IkCtCkCl

«88AIUI8UiyG
PORTABLE DISC PLAYER
Rechargeable

Car/Home Portable

AM/FM Stereo. 5 Disc CO Changer. Dual

Cassette. Dolby B. 5 Band EQ. LCD Tuner.

12 Presets. Turntable, Remote^
LST-OStKOS

MUftOmly

$497

PASADENA
SHERMAN OAKS
WOODLAND HILLS

LA-WESTWOOD
TORRANCE
COSTA MESA

CAR CONVERSION
CONVERT rOM PORTAMi CO

TO A CM CO CAST MSTALLATIONISONY
CAWnf

atMKTTf
l«NTM,
mmm
NCIN

NfMOn
MMM1I

CM-HW

Quad between
^ Men's Gym
& Dance Bldg.

TOMORROW!
All Day - Clothing Drive

in Bruin Plaza

2 PM - Blood Bowl
Daily Bruin vs. Daily Trojan

3 PM - Greek Bowl
both on IM Field

PFFOR0P6LE
PORTRBLES If

• ILCCTRONICS TO GO

4 S ROSEMEAD & COLORADO OMM (818) 356-0001

14512 VENTURA BLVD & VAN NUYS (818) 784-1191

6439 CANOGA AVENUE & VICTORY (818) 715-7101

1110 GAYLEY AVE (N OF WILSHIRE) (310) 208-6996

18234 HAWTHORNE BLVD & 182ND (213) 370-7877

1835 NEWPORT BLVD & HARBOR (714) 650-1100

Thanks to our sponsor:

hc^) Open 7 Days Mon-Fri10-8 Sat 10-6 Sunday 12-61 Southern California's Largest Portable Electronics Selection

SYI^DCiriLV

Rally i BoRfIre ct-Mraaolzed by the
UCU StHtait AlMRi Assodatlta
mH tiNi UCLA Rally CMMUttee

SPECIiO. THANKS ta:

-USAC -RaaBaoer -Pacific Sai

SAA la a staieat graay
apaasaietf l^f

PrtcM I

• SONY •

UCLAhmy
• PANASONIC • • CODE A PHONE •
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Sighing day anives for UCUI
By Greg Jones
and Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

With the national recruiting
period ending yesterday. UCLA
announced the official signing of
recruits in several spor^.
The UCLA men*s basketball

team signed tWo recruits. 6*3"

guard Marquis Bums and 6*10"

center Ike Nwankwo.
While Bums wasn't heavily

recniiced, head basketball coach
Jim Harrick was extremely
pleased about his signing.

"Marquis is a fine athlete and a
fine student," Harrick said. "He
shoots the ball really well, and has
been an excellent three-point

shooter in high school."

Bums averaged 20 points a
game as a junior at Reseda High
School, but his high school coach
prevented him from competing at

some of the high school basketball

all-star camps.

However. Bums did attend
Harrick's camp each of the past
two years, which is how Harrick
discovered him.

*He was in my basketball camp
and he was doing 360 degree
dunks." Harrick said. "He runs the
floor well, jumps well and
extremely athletic'

Bums's style of play has been

"Marquis Bums is a fine

athlete and a fine

student. He shoots the

ball really well and is an
excellent three-point

shooter at the high

school level."

Jim Harricic
Men's Basketball Coach

Daily Bruin Sports Thursday,
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See RECRUITS, page 45

Winter 1992; LOWER DIVISION SEMINAR

GEOGRAPHY 88
The Symbolic Lanckcapes of Los Angeles

Professor James Johnson

ALWAYS

Paris

London
Rome

Professor
and

DESIGN HAIRCUT
NO APPOINTMENTS '208 4447 'NO GIMMICKS

STYLISTS HAVE OVER 3 \f ARS EXPERIEXCE

Cuny
In mis course students will gain a broad understanding and appreciation of tt^e

Sf« "X.^^

the landscapes of Los Angeles, through a cntteSTanSof^^nterature, film, and rap music. The course begins with an analysis of the
development of the city's official, symbolic landscapes-Hollywood, beaches

^T^^'^''S^^ T"^
downtown. It then moves to an assessment of the waU

^f^^ll i"^"^^
marginalized groups have used art to define their visions

2!i^ ?^ and their positions within it. The course continues with a discussion ofthe cultural and artistic expressions of intergroup competition and conflict Itconcludes with a consideration and evaluation of recent efforts to bridge"
cultural gaps and resolve intergroup conflict through the use of the arts

This course is open to all undergraduates, and is especially appropriate forfreshmen and sophomores interested in the seminar experience
Enrollment is limited to 20 students

HAIR COLOR
HIGHLITES

FRENCH PERM
ZOTOS PERM
SUPER PERM

$15

$25
$1525
$35<45

$66

USSR: this course is not listed in ttie Winter 1992 Schedule of Classes

COURSE I.D.#

48820 Geography 88 Curry, M. Wed 2-5 p.m. Bur^che 1250
Johnson, J.

MICROICXOWLKDGE, IXC

YOUR BESTCHOICE!

286 16MHz
*1MBRAM
* 1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Drives
* 140MB IDE Hard Drive

*IDE FD/HD ControUcr
*Mini Tower Case

*200WPS
•2S/P/G
*SVGACaitlW/512k
*SVGA Monitor 1024x768
*101 Keyboard

call;
(213) 575-4028

$925

486 33MHz 256K
*4MBRAM
•1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Drive
* 140MB ESDI HD 14.7m$
*ESDI ControUcr w/32k Cache
*Full Size Tower Case

*250W PS

•2S/P/G
•Super VGA Card W/IMB
Super VGA Monitor 1024X768
•101 Keyboard

386SX 20MHz
1MB RAM
1 .2 & 1 .44 Floppy Drives

40MB IDE Hard Drive

IDE FD/HD Controller

Mini Tower Case

200WPS
2S/P/G
SVGA Card W/512K
•SVGA Monitor 1024x768

$2245
--> ^ ....^ .. --*

$2095

11737 W.PICO BLVD.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064

TEL: (213)575-4028
FAX: (213)575-3831

\()\HLI. All HOiUZHD DHALHR

M

1MB RAM
•1.2 fie 1.44 Fbppy Drive
•85 MB IDE Hard Drive

•IDE FD/HD ControUcr
Mini Tower Case

200W PS
Super VGA Card W/512K
SVGA Monitor 1024x768
•101 Keyboard

$1195
I

ONE YEAR PARTS & LABOR WARRAKTY

386 33MHz 64K
•4MB RAM
• 1 .2 8cl .44 Floppy Drives

120MB IDE Hard Drive

IDE FD/HD ControUcr

Medium Tower Case

200WPS
2S/P/G
Super VGA Card W/lMB
•SVGA Monitor 1024x768
•101 Keyboard

$1545
Price 8c SpedBcations Subject to Change Without Notice

Our new prcxlucer just finished Andrew Uoyld
Weber's production in London and also produced

Siegfried and Ro/s show in Las Vegas. If you are at

least 6'0" and a professionally trained dancer, singer
or have drop dead good looks, we want you to

audition for our

EUROPEAN BROADWAi^ CALIBER SHOW.
Call GIO) 396-4045 between 10am-6pm,

Monday thru Friday to set up an interview.

Please bring or send photo, resume, audio
and/or videotapes, and self addressed—^self

stamped envelope for return of tapes, to

2115 Pico Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90405

Don't miss this great opportunity
to travel and work with

one of the hottest producers.

A condom will hdp protect you against pn^anc^ sexually transmitted diseases and HIV infectioa So if youVe
going to have sex, use oile For more information, call the Sexual Health Education office at 825-3020,

UOA Shidenr HeoMi Seivice
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Men's swim team getting in tune for Pac-lOs
By Heather Dufiy

Don't be alarmed if you hear a
booming, somewhat water-logged
rendition of "Sons of Westwood'*
resounding along Bruin Walk this

week.

That's just the UCLA men's
swim team preparing for their

Pac-10 conference champion-
ships, which begin Sunday in Long
Beach and run through Tuesday.

TTic Bruins will head for the

Pac-10 championships with a 1-1

record, having won at UC Santa
Barbara and lost at USC.
UCLA Head Coach Ron Ballatore
has been tapering the team's
practices in preparation for this

meet, with hopes of faster times
from his rested swimmers.
"We're not doing much now,

just resting. Tapering is a long
process. We start six weeks before
an important meet, then the last ten
days we don't do much except

pace things and relay takeoffs,"

said Ballatore. UCLA Team Cap-
lain Byron Davis said the Bruins
have been well prepared for this

weekend.

"Our training sequence is

designed with Pac-lOs in mind,"
explained Davis. "I anticipate a lot

of fast swims. We're mentally
ready, we're pretty focused,"
The Pac-10 is the toughest swim

conference in the nation, accord-
ing to Ballatore. The seven teams

1

Your Motorcycle/Moped/Scooter Must Display a
Valid Permit on Campus Effective November 1, 1991

REGISTER AT:
Parking Services

555 Westwood Plaza, Suite 100

(Structure 8, Level 2)

2i30 a.in. - 5:30 p.m., Mon.-FrL

To Register, You Must Present the Following 3
Items:

1. Your valid Qass M or 4 Driver's License or...
Your valid Qass C or 3 Driver's IJcense

^

with your Class M Motorcycle Peimit
2. Your valid DMV Registration
3. Your Student Reg. Card and I.D.,

Staff l.D. or Faculty I.D.

Don't Forget! Avoid a ticket

|yc»A Parking Services Campus Extension 53

60,000 people die of hunger and related
diseases everyday —

40,000 are children under five.

TODAY!
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FAST — Join the UCLA Community In giving up one or
more meais and donating ihe money you save to
Oxfarm America - a non-profit International agency
ttiat supports self-help development and disaster relief

projects.

Look for the collection tables on Bruin Wall<l
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Paid for and sponsored by Campus Events

competing are UCLA. USC. Berk-
eley. Washingon, Arizona. Arizo-
na State, and the perennial strength

Stanford There are no men's swim
programs at Oregon, Oregon State,

or Washington State.

The Cardinal will try to defend
last year's title, their 10th in a row.
Stanford's streak began in 1982
when they edged UCLA by 11

points.

••Every event is tough. It would
be hard to pick a winner in any

one." said Ballatore. Davis is

taking an optimistic attitude into
the water this weekend.

••It's not unrealistic to think that

we will win Pac-lOs. Teams that

might beat another team in

head-to-head swimming may not
do as well at an invitational or
conference meet." explained
Davis, adding. "We wUl not forget
that we lost two weeks ago to

See SWIMMING, |M«« 47

Moms

Gc/^ft

will aAN VICENTE 8IA/T>.. BKENT-WDOD. CA 90049 • 820-1516

BRUINLIFE
YEARBOOK

Represent your House or Group in

Bruin Life Yearbook,
a tradition since 1919.

Questions? Call: 825-2640

The page prices are:

1/2 page - $200.00 or 1 5 yearbook
orders from your group
full page - $300.00 or 25 yearbooks
orders from your group
full double page spread - $400.00 or

35 yearbook orders from your group

Deadline for the submission
into the 1 991 - 1 992
Bruin Life Yearbook

is on the ninth week of school^

Wednesday. November 27
i^iMilikMhi

GREEKS AND CROUPS

l^acy Muiray
Putting all memories of last

year's NCAA tournament loss to
Penn State behind them, the No. 1

1

UCLA basketball team easily
defeated No. 2 Indiana. 87-72.
Friday night in the Tipoff Classic.

Tracy Murray, who led UCLA
with 21 points, was selected as the
Most Valuable Player of the Tipoff
Classic. Murray scored from
everywhere on the court, as he
made three-point shots, slam
dunks and free throws.

**It was a really big win for us.

because it let us know where we
stand." Murray said. •*It set the
tone for our season."

Murray, a junior, averaged 21.2
points and 6.7 rebounds per game
last year, as he finished with the
second-highest scoring average
ever for a UCLA sophomore
(behind Lew Alcindw).
CBS basketball analyst Billy

Packer called Murray one of the
two best three-point shooters in

college basketball (along with
Todd Day of Arkansas).

Here is a little insight into the
Bruins* star forward:

Favorite Music: •*! like rap and
rhythm and blues."

Best sports moment at UCLA:
Beating Kansas in the second
round of the NCAA tournament
two years ago.

- Favorite Hobbies: **Fishing

and spending time with my fami-
ly."

Favorite basketball player: **It

still is Magic Johnson."

Aaron Lowenberg

Daily Bruin S|X>rt8
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UGLASpoftt InfofTTMBJon

Tracy Murray

Basketball Junior

UCLA Sports InfomMton

Scored 21 points against Indiana to lead

the Bruins to an 87-72 win in the

Tip-Otf Classic.

Mary Petry

Women's Swimming Freshman

Won the 400 individual nfiedley against

Arizona (in 5:11.92) to help turn the

nfieet around for the Bruins.

Was named the Tip-Off Classic Most
Valuable Player.

Was a member of the bronze

medal-winning U.S. Team at the 1991

Pan-Am Games.

Finished second in the 200 individual

medley against Arizona State with a

tinw of 2:08.48. ^

Mary Petty
On a cold and rainy Friday

afternoon in Tuscon. things weic
going less-than-smoothly for the
UCLA women's swimming team.
A misunderstanding between

Bruin coach Cyndi Gallagher and
Arizona coach Frank Bush forced
Gallagher to rearrange her entiic
swimming order.

And the Bruins were behind
Arizona had taken the top spot in
the 200 medley relay and the 800
freestyle, then moved on to win the
50 freestyle behind standout Chris-
sy Ahmann-Leighton.

In stepped Mary Petry, who
pulled out a win in the 400
individual medley and helped turn
the meet around for UCLA.

Petry hadn't even prepared to

swim the 400 medley. ''Coach
Gallagher told me right before that

I had to swim the 400. 1 said 'No,
there has to be a mistake.' I wasn't
prepared at all."

But she delivered, and helped
turn around the meet Now here's

more about the Daily Bruin's
newest honoree:

Favorite Movie: "Robin Hood,
Prince of Thieves."

Favorite Music: "I have this

rap tape I love. It's caUed •All

Mixed-Up,' and it has a lot of guys
like Tone Loc and LL Cool J."

Favorite Non-Swimmer:
Andre Agassi.

Was a 1991 GIF champion in four

different events, and was a twa4ime
high-school Ail-American.

Person You Most Admire:
Donna De Varona, a two-time
Olympic Gold Medalist and an
ABC Sports commentator. ''She's

a broadcaster and I always wanted
to be a broadcaster.

Scott Bloom

77ie Tmdition Lives on...

The Rh/alry, UCLA vs U.S.C.,

TheGi

J

•;#;# Times, and...Breadstiks!

^ KEYSTONE
»ysi()M i + CRV + tax

TANNING
5 Sessions For $25*
•CD Sound Systems •lO Wolff Beds
•Air Conditioning •Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCLA! Call 824-2TAN

M-F: 7anrvl0pm
Sat: SanrvSpm Sun: 9anrv7pnfi

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & Undbrook)

pen expires 11/28/91
(1st time custonrwi only/1 per customer/must present coupon)

wa^i

We Want Our Teeth Straight!

The reat

rocery

iveaway continues..

Hundreds of Bruins have won thousands of
dollars in free groceries!

If you don't play, we can't pay!

K ->f Crtnodofttic

LO'v as

In The Village!

FREE PARKING!
in rear

$75*

Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children
* INVISIBLE * COSMETIC PORCELAIN *

TRADITIONAL* EUROPEAN REMOVABLE *

SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS

Opentillipm 1057 GayleyAve 209-1111

• Experienced orthodontist

• Always the same doctor
• Low monthly payment plan

with nc interest

Dr. N. Dayani
Orthodontist

1 1645 WilsNre Blvd #802
(1 bik. east of Barrington)

•AN dental Insurance & union plans accepled
• Sat & evening appointments
• Credit terms available

• Member of Am. Assoc, of OnhodontistB

CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTIIENT

826-7494
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Volleyball rolls over the
Waves with shutout win
By Greg Jones
Dally Bruin Staff

Fbllowing the disappointment

of last weekend *s Bay Area trip,

the last thing the UCLA women *s

volleyball team could afford Wed-
nesday night against Pq}peidine

was any sort of letdown.

Fortunately for the Bruins, no
such breakdown occurred.

The Bruins (23-5) looked good
for the nK)st part on Wednesday
night in Pauley Pavilion, sweeping
the No. 16 Pepperdine Waves 15-

4, 15-13. 15-10.

**I thought that overall we did a
pretty good job tonight. The
middles were better, the blocking

was better, and although we are

still not attacking as well I would
like to see us, the effort is there,**

UCLA head coach Andy Bana-
chowski said.

One strong effort came from
middle biocipef Marissa Hatchett,

who started all three games and
had nine blocks and nine kills for

the evening.

Hatchett will be one of the

starting middle blockers for the

rest of the season, and Hie team
hopes that she can play as she did

last season, when she was named

as an All-American.

"Marissa did very well, she*ll be

starting for the rest of the season,

and 1 think that has helped her out

confidence-wise. It also helped us

out because she is especially out

there for blocking, and she is a very

good blocker,** UCLA outside

hitter Natalie Williams said.

Williams also had a characteris-

tically fine night with 13 kills, 7

blocks and a .438 hitting percen-

tage.

In addition, Lisa Hudak (13

kills, 9 digs), Annett Buckner (12

kiUs, 7 digs), and Elaine Youngs
(11 kills, 7 digs, 4 blocks) aU
looked good on the floor.

In all, UCLA hit well with a .372

team average, and dominated a

Wave team that could only score

when the Bruins made mistakes.

The Bruins were at their finest in

game one, where they look an early

5-0 lead from the net play of

MstdKO, and Williams. A number
of Elaine Youngs kills gave the

Bruins sideouts, and the team

continued to score on the strong

hitting of Buckner.

The Bruins slowed down in

game two after taking an initial 8-2

lead. A number of kills went long,

and the hitting of Waves Blair

After being touted as a preseason Helsman Trophy candidate,

use's Mazio Royster has landed In coach Larry Smith's dog-

house.

Noonan (9 kills) and Cari Delson

(17 kills, .406) allowed Pepperdine

to creep back into the match at 12-

7. which eventually became 14-13.

But the Bruins eventually held

off the high tide, and put the game
away on a big Williams kill for a

side out and a Hatchett ace.

Game three saw the Bruins

struggle for a while but come up

with a 15-10 win, thanks to the

continually strong net play of

Williams and Hatchett

**I would like to see us maintain

(the intensity) a little bit, and that*s

what we are going to try to do this

weekend — establish an intensity

and maintain it,** Banachowski

said. **We came out and had a good
first game win, and we let them
hang around for the second game.
V6 like to see us be able to go out

and go through some teams.**

The team, which is tired of the

occasional roller coaster ride,

concurs with Banachowski.

**We trying to play the whole
way through like we did in the first

game. We let down a little and had
some breaks later and we need to

keq) it and continue to play strong

through the whole match,** Wil-
liams said.

Usa Hudak had 13 kills for UCLA against Pepperdine Wednesday
night In Pauley Pavilion.

Tailback question
unansweied at 'SC
By Zactiary Aron
Dally Bruin Staff

It*s been an odd year of football

at the University of Southern

California.

First, the team is an uncharac-

teristic 3-7 heading into Saturday *s

season finale against UCLA. Sec-

ond, head coach Larry Smith, who
guided his team to Rose Bowl
berths in his first three years is

under fire from alumni and the

media.

And now, 'Tailback U." has

become *Tailback Community
CoUege.**

Nonnally a pillar of strength and

a foundation for the entire team,

the starting tailback position is in

as much uncertainty as the football

program itself.

Smith has rotated three people at

the position without much expla-

nation, leaving the players, fans

and media at a guessing game as to

who will start

**I think it is because we have

tremendous competition at the

tailback position,** Smith said at

his weekly luncheon. "Who we
play is more a matter of who*s hot

and who*s not.**

Mazio Royster was the first man
on fire. After rushing for 1,168

yards last year, the junior was
touted as a pre-season All-Ameri-

can and a Heisman Trophy candi-

date.

Royster suffered a knee injury in

the Memphis State opener and was
forced to miss the Trojans* next

game against Penn State. He
seemed to rebound, though, and in

the fourth game against C>egon,

rushed for 132 yards on 29 carries.

The next week against
Washington State, Royster ran for

1 14 yards and two touchdowns in

the first half, before suffering a

neck sprain in the third quarter.

Since that point, though, Roys-
ter has become the invisible man.
Apparently locked in Smith*s

doghouse, Royster has not
received a carry in the last two
games and is only listed as the

third-string running back for the

UCLA game.
The running back is fairly

positive that his on-field disap-

pearance is due to personality

conflicts with Smith.
"1 could work on the field until I

See TAILBACKS, page 44

Polo to
battle

Tkfojans
By Andre Keil

Dally Bruin Staff

The last game of the

regular season. A fierce

cross-town rivalry.

No. not UCLA-USC foot-

ball. UCLA-USC water
polo.

The Bruins will round out

their regular season at Troy
Saturday at 10:30 a.m., just

five hours before the better

known rivalry kicks off.

"It can*t get much tougher
than playing 'SC at their

pool right before the football

game, with both teams play-

ing their last (regular-sea-

son) game,** UCLA head
coach Guy Baker said.

For use it wUl be their

last game— the Trojans will

not quahfy for the NCAA
Final-Eight tournament —
and their team certainly

wants to close out its season

beating UCLA.
**Even though USC is not

going to the NCAAs, they*ll

be ready to play us. This will

See POLO, page 43
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Graduate
fellowships
UCLA seniors and first-year

graduate students majoring in

science and planning to pursue

research careers in global

change can now apply for

graduate fellowships.

Sponsored by the U.S.

I>epartment of Energy, the

one-year fellowships pay all

tuition fees, a $1,200 monthly

stipend and offer hands-on

experience in U.S. environ-

mental science research center.

Applicants will be chosen

based primarily on grades.

Graduate Record Examination

scores, letters of recommenda-

tion, coursework and experi-

ence.

The deadline to apply is Jan.

31, 1992. For more informa-

tion, caU 615-576-7393.

Mideast films spark lively debate
By Josh Romonek
Dally Bruin Staff

Tempers flared in a UCLA
history class Thursday afternoon

after a crowd of more than 200

viewed two films — a student

documentary relaying the stories

of Palestinian women under Israeli

occupation and another film with

an Israeli view of the uprising in

the territories.

Only weeks after Arab and
Israeli leaders sat down together in

Madrid to discuss Middle East

peace, clusters of the UCLA

Two documentaries show

Israeli, Palestinian feelings
students gathered outside a Mathe-

matical Sciences lecture hall for

more than 45 minutes after the

viewing. Their heated debates

focused on the Palestinians* right

to a homeland and the Israelis'

right to defend their borders.

The feminist documentary by
History 9D teaching assistant

Christine Ahmed— titled "Aiesha

and Other Stories from Palestine*'

— was filmed last April.

Ahmed said she traveled to the

West Bank and Gaza Strip for

three weeks to film footage of

Palestinian women, who said in the

film that Israeli soldiers demol-

ished their homes, terrorized their

families and used excessive force.

According to Ahmed, her

Inside

Frog^ramtreats

anxiety disorders

A UCLA program offers

treatment on the anxiety disor-

ders, most common mental

health problem in the nation.

See page 3

Viewpoint

The gireatest

prank ever done
Columnist Marcus Hennessy

tells the story of UCLA's
greatest trick on our crosstown

rival.

See page 9

Arts & Entertainment

'Hydrogen'
bums tonigPit

Tonight's Los Angeles pre-

miere of "Hydrogen Jukebox"

brings together the creative

talent of Philip Glass, Allen

Ginsberg and Jerome Sirlin.

See page 10

Sports

The big game
If UCLA is going to beat

archrival USC on Saturday, it

will need a big game from

quarterback Tommy Maddox,

who has struggled lately.

See page 20

Troy burning

AUDREY LEE

Rames shoot skyward Thursday night as the UCLA cheer squad leads an enthusiastic crowd In

an Eight Clap. The bonfire rally In front of the Janss Steps Is a highlight of "Beat 'SC Week,"

which ends with Saturday's football ganne.
*"

documentary is art, but some
Jewish students argued the film

only portrayed the Palestinian

side. So, Professor Afaf Marsot

agreed to let them show a film

expressing another perspective.

Marsot was unavailable for com-
ment because she was out of town
Thursday.

They chose to show the Los
Angeles Israeli Consulate film

"Disturbances in the Territories"

— which describes the intifada, or

the Palestinian uprising, as a threat

See FILRA, page 6

Obscene
T-shirts

outlawed
UCLA, USC
both affected=

By Birgit Rasmussen
Dally Bruin Staff

People planning to sell unoffi-

cial T-shirts at the UCLA-USC
football game Saturday may want

to think twice about their business

ventures.

The area around the Los
Angeles Coliseum, as well as the

USC campus, will be patrolled by

federal marshals. Those selling

unlicensed UCLA-USC T-shirts

and other memorabilia will have

their goods confiscated and may be

served with a lawsuit

Unlicensed T-shirts are easy to

recognize, said Jack Revoyr from

the UCLA licensing office.

*They're obscene," he said.

In general, products sold on the

street are unofficial, Revoyr
added.

Federal marshals will be pat-

rolling tailgate parties for

unlicensed vendors, but anyone

buying the T-shirts will not be

subject to any disciplinary action,

Revoyr said.

In the past, racy T-shirts have

been sold on both the USC and

UCLA campuses as well as at the

football game. The unlicensed T-

shirts have been an easy way for

sororities and fraternities, as well

as outside entrepreneurs, to make a

few bucks, Revoyr said.

*T can see some people getting

upset, but it doesn't really bother

me," said UCLA sophomore Dan-

ny Farahmandian.

Other students said both the nice

and the nasty T-shirts had their

See T^HlRTSv page 6

Groups fast, rally against world hunger
By Brigitte Brady
Dally Bruin Staff

With Thanksgiving holiday

feasting only a week away, mem-
bers of the UCLA community

fasted Thursday to show their

solidarity with people suffering

from hunger in other nations.

About 40 people from UCLA
and Oxfam America, a volunteer

relief organization, held a rally in

Meyerhoff Park to call for long-

term solutions to world hunger.

'

As part of the 18th annual *Tast

for a World Harvest" campaign,

participants gave up one or more

meals and donated that money for

developing self-help projects in 26

of the world's poorest countries.

"We're holding this rally in

order to gamer support for hunger

awareness," said Steve Wickson,

who works with the University

Catholic Center. "We're trying to

make world hunger more real for

^TTTTTseTBoiiiaiSrpagri

"We have enough food

to feed the hungry. But

we do not have the will

to feed the hungry."

Don Williams
Bread for the World
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The Mechanical, Aerospace and Nuclear Engineering Department

announces the offering of a

PHYSICAL SCIENCE GE COURSE

MAN
^^1TOXIC WAST WONTROL

WINTER QUARTER '92

Monday and Wednesday, 1:00 - 2:50 p.m,

5264 Boelter Hall

Professor William E. Kastenberg

A basic introduction to the nature of the toxic waste problem in the United

States. The source of toxic wastes and their effects on public health and the

environment will be discussed, along with the public policy issues. The

technology of toxic waste control will be emphasized.

No Prerequisites Required - None!

Approved by the L&S Executive Committee

For further information, call the GE Office at 206-1225

K^.
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Monday, November 25
1 l:<M) Wl

Student Welfare Commlsslon/KIA/Cultural Affairs

World AIDS Day Information Fair.

Westwood Plaza

^'
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Student Welfare Commlsslon/KLA/Cultural Affairs

World AIDS Day
Ruff House Recording Artist Cypriss Hill

Westwood Plaza

Friday, November 21
"':()() l»M

Campus Events

-To Sir With Love"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

^):^<) I'M

Campus Events

"Boyz N the Hood"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

General
Physical Science GE course this winter

MANE 2 "Toxic Waste Control"

For more info 206-1225

UCLA Parking Services

Motorcyde/Moped/Scooter registration

Valid pemnit needed by November 1

c •^. .
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News Commentary

Bush dams^es PanAm
investigation credibiiity

With a single short sen-

tence, President Bush

deeply damaged the

credibility and significance of the

inquiry into the blowing up of Pan

American 103.

•The Syrians," he said, "took a

bum rap on this.**

That sentence means that

American agents and agencies

convinced that the Syrians do

share legal, moral and political

responsibility for the murder of

270 people on Dec. 21. 1988, wiU

have to confront and defy the

president of the United States to

prove or even present their case.

And officials in all the investi-

gative, political, intelligence and

diplomatic branches of govern-

ment will have to follow the line or

shut their mouths.

The best, but slim, hope now for

getting at the total truth is that

knowledgeable investigators out-

side government will take the risk

of speaking ouL One of them

already has done so.

Vincent M. Cannistraro headed

the CIA*s Pan Am investigation

until he left the agency last year.

He told me that it was "outra-

geous*' to dismiss the responsibili-

ty that falls on Syria, and possibly

and pin it solely on Libya.

In summary: In late October

1988 Gennan police arrested some

bomb makers of a Palestinian

terrorist operation trained and

headquartered in Syria, headed by

Ahmed Jabril, a former Syrian

army captain who is also close to

Iranian terror masters.

The police found in the bom-
bers' possession some of their

A. M.
Rosenthal
trademark Toshiba radio-cassette

recorders equipped with triggering

devices to set off explosives.

Until last year. Western intelli-

gence agencies said that a missing

gang member had organized the

planting of the radio and explo-

sives on Pan Am 103. Then, in the

wreckage a tiny piece of plastic

was discovered. Specialists identi-

fied it with Libyan bombing
techniques.

The Libyan connection did not

of course nullify the proven Syr-

ian-Palestinian involvement The

counter-terrorist teams then

believed that Ahmed Jabril found

out that his bomb-makers had been

infiltrated and that the actual

planting of the tx)mb wias handed

off, after discussions among
Libyan, Palestinian and Iranian

terror planners, to Libya.

See PAN AM, page 7
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HaiborllCLA to buiM counseling center

Victims of child abuse will

receive psycKological help
By Lanora Jtmanez

Victims of child abuse who visit

the Hari)or-UCLA Medical Center

for physical treatment will soon

also find counseling for their

psychological needs.

For the first time, UCLA will

have a counseling center for these

children in its Torrance-based

hospital.

A portion of the hospital's

property has been leased to Chil-

dren's Institute International for

building a child and family deve-

Students
anticipate

budget cut
Campus leaders to

hold weekly forums

By RoMn Dong

To fight possible state budget

vats to the University of Califor-

nia, student leaders will hold

weekly forums to discuss preven-

tive measures.

With the recent resignation of

UC President David Gardner, who
has established close ties with the

state government, student leaders

anticipate future registration fee

increases and enrollment cuts.

To combat those possibilities,

the forums are stnictuied to target

student leaders, including those

from graduate and undergraduate

government and student groups, so

that their knowledge wiU trickle

down to the campus community.

*The goal is to educate campus

leaders to educate the campus,**

said Neera Tanden, undergraduate

external vice-president

But at the first meeting Thurs-

day, only six student representa-

tives came. Despite the relatively

low turnout, Tanden and a gradu-

ate representative said they con-

ducted a fmitful meeting.

Questions regarding the alloca-

tion of student fees, and others of a

political nature were answered,

and game plans for fighting \i)6

effects of a possible cut in state

funds to the UC were discussed.

Tanden believes that by educat-

See FORUMS, page 6

lopment center.

"I know that our site will

definitely benefit,** said Kathy

McCanell, assistant director for

Harbor-UCLA's center for sex-

ually abused children. **I anticipate

we'll be woridng tightly with

them."

The center currently investi-

gates the sexual abuse of children

but does not offer counseling or

referral services. So, any agency

that has those kind of resources can

both help and be he4)ed by the

center, she said.

**C)ur goal is to bring all the

agencies together for the child, so

the child does not have to go to the

different locations or the different

agencies," McCarrell said. *This is

so much better for the system and

the kids — it's state-of-the art."

Children's Institute Internation-

al, which is building the new

center, is a community service

organization devoted to helping

abused children and their families.

The institute mainly targets

needy families, whose children

may be at high risk for abuse, by

offering a day caic center, sub-

stance abuse program, a 24-hour

medical treatment center and a

foster care program, project direc-

tor Sheila Anderson said.

"It's really exciting," she said.

But "All we have done is an

announcement of the signing of the

lease."

Los Angeles County Supervisor

Deane Dana publicly announced

the arrangement after the full

board of supervisors approved the

contract earlier this month.

*They had to give their bless-

ing." said Dennis Morefield, an

assistant to Dana. *There would be

no problem with the zoning. This is

a key facility. It's a county facility

operated by the county and

UCLA."

The 23,000-square-foot build-

ing will be constructed on a little

"Our goal is to bring all

the agencies together

for the child, so the

child does not have to

go to the different

locations or the

different agencies."

Katliy McCarrall
Hart>or-UCLA Medical Center

more than airacre of land and will

be fenced off to assure safety for

the children and their families.

The center will contain four

self-sufficient childrens' homes, a

large interior play area and a series

of specially designed yards.

RICHARO KIM

A billboard near the corner of Santa Monica and Westwood boulevards counts the number of deaths due to smoking. It is spon-

sored by the American Cancer Society, the American Heart Association and the American Lung Association. Thursday marked

the 15th annual Great American Smokeout.

Anxiety disorders common mental problem

Medical treatment can help

relieve physical symptoms
By Lori Quinton

Dally Bruin Staff

Imagine taking 50 showers a

day because you never think you

are clean enough or not being able

to work for almost half your life

because you are desperately afraid

of leaving home.

These psychological problems

are surprisingly common. In fact,

anxiety disorders are the most

common mental health problem in

the United States, according to

Alexander Bystritsky, medical

director of UCLA's Anxiety Dis-

orders Program.

"(Patients) come from all over

-r- some from campus and some

from the outside," added Michelle

Craske, director of the behavioral

component of the UCLA program.

*The biggest problem with these

phobias is the avoidance of situa-

tions that you have to deal with in

your daily life."

*They might avoid shopping,

meetings, school or even leaving

the house," Craske explained. "It

can become so severe that patients

depend on someone else to do

everything for them."

While these patients can be

cured with o-eaunent, their prob-

lems are often too complex and

difficult to be treated by psycho-

logical therapy alone.

. Medical, treatment is often a

necessary counterpart to behavior-

al change. In the more severe

cases, physical symptoms accom-

pany the psychological fear. Hea-

daches and shortness of breath

often coincide with intense panic

episodes for seemingly no appa-

rent reason, Craske said.

Medicine can jxovide relief for

a patient's physical symptoms to

assist that patient in therapy.

"Because medicine can influ-

ence certain chemicals in the brain

and help relieve physical symp-

toms, it can get a patient moving
with behavioral therapy," Bystrits-

ky said. "One thing you can't

separate is the brain and the mind.

We use the same approach as with

any other disease requiring medi-

cation."

Medicine is only used after

behavioral therapy has been tried

because it can « sometimes have-

negative side effects for treatment

"Every medication has side

effects. Medicine can be used as a

crutch— as a way out," he said. "It

can cause dependence or remove

physical symptoms to make people

think their problem has gone away.

"It's like treating a person with a

heart problem. First you try diet

and exercise to control the prob-

lem. If that doesn't work, you try

medication. Anxiety disorcters are

treated the same way,"

But the combined programs

seem to boast successful treat-

ments for anxiety disorders. If

treaUnent cannot cure a person, it

can, at least, drastically improve

the quality of a patient's life by

making them able to control their

anxiety.

For example, the UCLA treat-

ment program tries to help pebple

like these regain normal, produc-

"The biggest problem

with these phobias is

the avoidance of

situations that you have

to deal with in your

daily life."

Michelle Craslce

UCLA Psychology Department

tive lives.

The program, which is almost

two years old, focuses on controll-

ing the anxiety and fear that a

patient experiences with these

phobias by using psychological

therapy and medical treatment

The program has been recently

structured to include panic disor-

ders, an illness characterized by

unexpected periods of intense fear

See ANXIETY, page 5
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Briefs

World

U.N. names Ghali

as secretary general

Of all the candidates for the post of

secretary general of the United Nations,

none wanted the job as much, or

campaigned for it as openly and as

ardently, as the veteran diplomat who was

chosen yesterday, Boulros Ghali, deputy

prime minister of Egypt for foreign

affairs.

Ghali, the first from the Arab world or

from Africa to head the organization,

traveled throughout Africa and to China,

Britain and the United Stales, calling in

longstanding chips and upon old friends to

win support for his bid. Unabashedly, he

says he was "bom" for this post The

United Nations, he says, can be critical in

the "new world order,** a concept in which

Ghali steadfastly believes.

In his victory, Ghali, whose full name is

Boutros Boutros Ghali, overcame com-

plaints that he was too old and frail to

serve the expected two five-year terms.

South Africans set

timet^Me for talks

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa —
After intense wrangling over procedures

and timetables, representatives of the

ruling National Party and South Africa's

two largest black organizations agreed on

Thursday that a long-anticipated confer-

ence of political parties to discuss South

Afirica's ftiture should now take place on

Dec. 20 and 21.

The conference, which the African

National Congress first proposed more

than 10 months ago, would lay the

foundation for negotiations on a new
constitution extending full poUtical rights

to the country's black majority.

U.S. wants India to

limit nuclear arms
NEW DELHI, India — Reginald

Bartholomew, U.S. undersecretary of

state for international security, arrived

here on Thursday to discuss the Bush

administration's concerns about India's

nuclear policy and to encourage the

government to sign the treaty against the

spread of nuclear weapons. Judging from

comments by Indian officials in advance

of Bartholomew's arrival, he appears

unlikely to make significant progress on

the issue.

India seems to be willing to offer a

conciliatory gesture to Washington by not

continuing discussions over the proposed

sale of a 10-megawatt research reactor to

Iran.

*1t would send the wrong signals to

Western capitals" to make the sale to Iran,

said an official of the Ministry of External

Affairs who asked not to be named. But

beyond this, Indian officials say there is

little else they can do to aUay American

worries about proliferation.

Soviets rescued
from brinic of default

MOSCOW — The Soviet Union's

major creditors agreed on Thursday to

allow the fragmented union to defer

repayment of principal for up to a year,

thus posQX)ning up to $6 billion in

payments and rescuing it from the brink of

default.

The Soviet Union amassed a foreign

debt estimated at $65 bilUon to $70

billion, and was facing what one Western

official described as "an extremely grave

liquidity situation" because of the break-

down of central authority since the

Kremlin coup in August and a sharp

slowdown in oil and gas exports and

economic activity in general.

Nation

Bush chastises Gray

for policy statement
WASHINGTON — President Bush

signed the 1991 Civil Rights Act, hoping

to end a bruising two-year fight over job

discrimination. But instead he found

himself embroiled in a political furor over

his legal counsel's continuing effort to put

a conservative interpretation on the new
law.

Facing protests from civil rights lead-

ers, lawmakers from both parties and

members of his Cabinet, Bush on Thurs-

day morning moved to end the uproar

caused when the counsel, C. Boyden

Gray, circulated a draft policy statement

Wednesday night that would have ended

the use of racial preferences and quotas in

federal govemment hiring.

Bush, govemors 9glree

how to pay Medicaid

WASHINGTON — After making

major concessions to avoid political

embarrassment, the White House and the

nation's governors reached a tentative

agreement on how to pay for health care

for poor people under Medicaid.

But the compromise faces stiff opposi-

tion from state legislators and from

hospitals, which are concerned about

k>sing Medicaid revenue, and it is not

clear that Congress will approve the

agreement Indeed, Congress appears

likely to defer action until early next year,

permitting stales to continue using fund-

raising devices that President Bush wants

to restrict

Medicaid finances health care for 27

million low-income people. It is financed

jointly by the federal govemment and the

states.

Diplomat may have
offered to sMp drugs

MIAMI — A founding member of the

Medellin cocaine cartel testified that an

American diplomat once offered to let

him ship drugs into the United States if he

would assist a U.S. govemment effort to

supply weapons to rebels seeking the

overthrow of the Sandinistas in Nicar-

agua.

Taking the stand for his third day of

testimony at the federal court trial of Gen.

Manuel Antonio Noriega, the witness,

Carlos Lehder Rivas, said the proposal

came during a meeting with an American

vice-consul in Call, Colombia, and
another man who was introduced to him
only as a higher-ranking American
official.

Top 10 List

Top ten dog thoughts:

10. I could've sworn I heard the can

opener.

9. Why doesn't the govemment do
something about mange?

8. Is there something Tm not getting

about Norm Crosby?

3, I wonder if Toto was gay?

6. Mmm . . . that filthy standing water

sure hits t^e spot!

5. Hey — no kidding, Vm sure that's

the can opener.

4. I still miss Lome Green.

3. Would we dogs have built a vast and
complex civilization c^ our own if we^
weren't distracted by our abihty to lick

ourselves?

2. Please, oh please, oh please let that

be the can opener.

1. If there's a God, how can He allow

neutering?

(From "An Altogether New Book of Top Ten Lists

From 'Lxte Night With David Letterman'")

Compiled from Bruin wire services
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Holocaust litigator

dies of cancer at 78
By Bruce Lambert
The New York Times

Milton Kestenberg, a lawyer

and real-estate manager who
helped win reparations for victims

of the Holocaust and who organ-

ized aid for children who survived

it, died Tuesday at Mount Sinai

Medical Center in Manhattan. He
was 79 and lived in Sands Point,

N.Y.
He died of cancer, his family

said.

Kestenberg was the founder and

presideni of Kenyon Associates, a

real-estate management firm in

Manhattan. The properties he

managed included Knickerbocker

Village, the Apthorp Building and

Astor Court, all in Manhattan.

He was bom in Lodz, Poland.

After studying law at the Univer-

sity of Vilna and m Warsaw, he

began working as a lawyer in

Cracow. He ended up in the United

States by chance. On a bet that he

could get a visitor's visa, he

applied and succeeded. He came to

the World's Fair in New York City

in 1939, but his return was barred

when World War II broke out He
studied at St John's University in

Queens and began his career anew.

He was particularly concerned

about the psychological impact of

the Holocaust He and his wife, a

psychoanalyst who had also left

Poland before the war, founded the

International Study of Organized

Persecution of Children in the

Holocaust and traveled worl-

dwide, collecting hundreds of

interviews. They also created the

Association of Children Survivors

to help them cope.
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people— to have people involved

in a hunger experience by fasting."

Each day, 60,000 people from

all over the world die of hunger

and hunger-related diseases — a

number almost double the student

population of UCLA, said Don
Williams, a spokesman for Bread

for the World.

"We have enough food to feed

the hungry. We have enough
technology to feed the hungry." he

said. "But we do not have the will

to feed the hungry."

Although actor/singer Ruben
Blades and actor Lou Diamond
Phillips did not appear at the

hour-long rally as scheduled,

speakers from hunger awareness

groups like Oxfam, Bread for the

World and the UCLA Hunger
Project addressed the Meyerhoff
Park crowd.

Some of the people at the rally

were eating, but most said they

skipped a meal.

"I think this is such an important

issue," said freshman Monica
Helekar. "I don't mind taking time

out to think about world hunger."

More than 4,000 communities

across the nation participated in

the hunger awareness day, which

raised $600,000 from college

campus participation last year.

This year marks the third time

UCLA has participated in such an

event More than 1,500 UCLA
students, faculty and staff partici-

pated in the fast last year, raising

more than $2,000 for global

hunger relief.

But campus organizers say they

want to And more participants at

UCLA.
"We've had a litUe bit of

difficulty working with UCLA
because of stumbling blocks we
face with the food services," said

graduate student Chris Walsh.

UCLA dorm residents who want

to give up a meal cannot transfer

their meal coupons into money to

donate to Oxfam, like their coun-

terparts at UC Irvine and UC
Berkeley.

ANXIETY
From page 3

or discomfort

**Thc therapy is very much
focused on methods of control,"

Craske said. "We change the

misinterpretations that people

have about their situations and try

to make them feel like they can do
whatever they like to do."

Treatment involves numerous

sessions— including initial evalu-

ations and therapy. Patients meet

with staff members to work on

controlling their fears.

The number of treatment ses-

sions vary from about five to 15

meetings depending on the severi-

ty and type of phobia the patient is

experiencing.

**UCLA usually treats severe

cases with about a 60 percent

success rate, but everyone is

improving 100 percent We cannot

move people from extreme sensi-

tivity to no sensitivity, but we can

teach them methods of control and

tolerancie," Bystritsky said.
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Education secratary says diversity

slKNiid lie detemiined by coiieges

News Questions

By Karen De Witt

The New York Times

WASHINGTON — Education Secretary Lamar

Alexander told a federal advisory committee on

Thursday that he supports cultural diversity as an

ideal for colleges and universities but that individual

institutions, rather than accrediting agencies, should

defme it for themselves.

In an echo of the Bush administration's position

that affirmative action is now unnecessary to ensure

the inclusion of women and minorities in the

workplace, Alexander told the National Advisory

Committee on Accreditation and Institutional Eligi-

bility that the Justice Department and other legal

avenues existed to protect civil rights in academia

and that there was no need for "another diversity

policeman."

Earlier this year, Alexander asked the panel to

investigate the appropriateness of cultural diversity

standards being used by one accrediting agency, the

Commission on Higher Education of the Middle

States Association of Colleges and Schools, in the

process of evaluating colleges and universities in its

region. Students who receive federal financial aid

can attend only accredited institutions.

The advisory panel is holding two days of hearings

on the diversity issue. Supporters of the Middle

Stales Association are scheduled to testify Friday.

Alexander has said he is concerned that the

diversity standard might infringe on academic

freedom and might lead to quotas. He said Thursday

that while he expected administrators "to create on

their campuses an intellectual environment that

reflects America's diversity," he also wanted the

panel to look at "whether the federal government

ought to lend its clout to an accrediting agency which

insists on defining for its members what diversity

means.*'

Alexander has delayed federal reauthorization of

Middle States until the hearings are over. His

decision is expected in January.

Representatives of the Middle States agency say it

does not impose a definition of cultural diversity on

its members. Each college and university sets its own

standards on diversity and other areas, they say.

Moreover, they note, all 509 member institutions

decided in 1988 that cultural diversity should be used

as a standard in judging academic excellence.

"You have to wonder whether anyone has read the

material we've supplied them," said Howard
Simmons, executive director of the Middle States

Association's Commission on Higher Education, at a

news conference on Thursday. Carolyn Landis.

another member of Middle States, said that Alexan-

der "obviously misunderstands what we're doing."

The Middle States representatives also said a

rqxxt done a month ago by the Department of

Education on the diversity standard and submitted to

the advisory panel was not shown to Middle States

until Friday.
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to Israeli citizens. .

Israelis fear Palestinians will

not be satisfied with autonomy in

the occupied territories and will

want more Israeli land, said

Richard Sudar. a member of the

campus Committee for Ameri-

can-Israeli Relations, which

obtained the film.

Although many acknowledged

the two films themselves did not

attempt to explain all facets of the

Arab-Israeli dispute, some audi-

ence members were quick to attack

both films.

In a question-and-answer ses-

sion afterward, the crowd both

applauded and booed as a host of

people questioned the history

classes' four teaching assistants,

who often gave controversial

responses.

After a woman in Ahmed's film

T-SHIRTS
From page 1

place.

"Both are necessary to appeal to

everybody," said UCLA student

Brenda Baca, who has bought both

a hcensed and an unlicensed T-

shirL "But I will be wearing the

nasty one to the game."

Official UCLA T-shirts for the

game Saturday have been sold on

Bruin Walk during the past week.

A total of 1,000 were sold by

Thursday afternoon, according to

the UCLA Alumni Association.

Messages on the T-shirts have

run the gamut from mockery to

obscenity. For example, T-shirts

said her husband was serving a

440-year prison sentence in an

Israeli jail. seva*al students criti-

cized Ahmed for her failure to

inquire about the particular crime

which had gained the man five life

sentences.

However. Ahmed said her

objective in creating the film was

to let the Palestinian women tell

their stories — without concen-

trating on a balanced presentation

of both sides.

"I'm having to defend my
academic career because I dared to

make a film on Palestine. And
that's not right." said Ahmed, who
added she may soon film a

documentary about the women of

Somalia in east Africa.

While a few students accused

Ahmed of presenting misleading

information, others praised her

film and condemned the Israeli

"I thought Christine's film was
wonderful." said Rushdi Cader.

former president of the Muslim

Students Association. *Thc other

film is obviously something put

out by the Israeli government"

Despite his opinion of the Israeli

consulate's film. Cader said both

sides have a right to express their

perspectives.

Both films played on viewers'

emotions and failed to enlighten

the audience on the Palestinian-

Israeli issues, some students said.

•They were both very mediocre

films." said freshman Todd
Myhill. who added that class

discussions had never been so

lively. *Tt is two camps voicing

their own agendas."

saying "My Maid Went to UCLA"
and **Cal Sucks But UCLA Swal-

lows" have been confiscated on the

use campus.

Conversely. UCLA students

have favored slogans punning on

use's mascot Tommy Trojan,

which shares its name with a brand

of condoms.

Apart from the lack of sensitivi-

ty and possible damage to the two

schools' reputations, these T-shirts

translate into a decrease in income

for the UCLA and USC licensing

offices, officials said.

"Possibly as much unlicensed

merchandise is available on the

market as there is licensed mer-

chandise." Revoyr said.

To protect their trademarks, the

two offices united to obtain a

federal court order Thursday. The

USC licensing office has patrolled

the campus since 1987 but has only

been able to apprehend vendors

with unofficial USC products.

This year, enforcement areas

have been extended to include

Venk:e Beach and the garment

district in downtown Los Angeles.

Both unlawful UCLA and USC T-

shirt vendors will be cited by

federal marshals, officials said

FORUMS
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ing student government staffmem-
bers, other students who bring

questions to government offices

about education costs will receive

the latest information.

"By asking questions, people

are getting more involved in the

issue." she said.

Reaching out to campus groups

and involving the off-campus

community were two methods also

discussed at the meeting.

Informing student advocacy

groups and clubs will enable

student government to reach a

wider audience.

*The groups are the channels to

get to most of the students," said

John Tai. campus advocacy direc-

tor. "It is our responsibility to bring

the infonnation to them."

Although most campus groups

are aware of the current situation

of the university, they need to learn

specifics like how their individual

groups will be affected. Tai added.

In addition, involving the off-

campus community in the fight

against state budget cuts was

suggested.

"The legislature cares more

about non-students' opinions."

said Michael Lichter. graduate

vice president-external affairs.

Despite the low turnout. Tanden
remained optimistic about getting

students involved. Students have

approached her and volunteered

their time and support

The next meeting is tentatively

scheduled for dead week and will

target residence hall leaders.

"We're gradually working our

way into the psyche of the cam-

pus." Tanden said. "We're creat-

ing a student movement around

this."

Keeping cunent:
Questions test knowledge of political issues

By Betty Parham
and Qerrle Ferris

Cox News Service

Q: I would like to know about

the disease diagnosed in some

Desert Storm veterans. Is it like

malaria? How are they affected?

A: The CDC has been inundated

with phone calls about Leishma-

niasis, and feels the public is

reacting with unnecessary alarm.

So fiar. the Army has diagnosed

this relatively rare disease in 22

soldiers. Leishmaniasis is trans-

mitted by a sand fly and belongs to

the same protozoal kingdom as

malaria, which is transmitted by

mosquitos.

Symptoms can overlap, but the

diseases are different. There are

two clinical forms of Leishmania-

sis. The skin type has symptoms of

persistent non-healing ulcer-like

legions. The internal type, which

affects organs, has symptoms of

fever, enlargement of liver, spleen

or lymph nodes. Both types are

curable and rarely fatal. They are

treated with the experimental drug

pentostam.

Q: How is Lenin's body kept so

lifelike all these years?

A: The continued preservation

of Lenin requires daily vigilance

by a team of Soviet experts, headed

by Sergei S. Debov, whose job it is

is to see Lenin's body*does not

disintegrate. There has long been

speculation that the technology did

not exist when Lenin died in 1924

to preserve him and that the body

in the tomb is a wax dummy.
In an interview with Pravda,

Debov said that when Lenin died, a

team of scientists did not think it

was possible to preserve the body.

**The fight against decomposition

was so intense they worked around

the clock in a struggle to preserve

literally every square inch of skin."

Refrigeration was considered but

"anatomical and biochemical

methods" were decided upon. The

process is examined periodically

by a govCTnment commission.

Q: A climatologist predicted

that in 50 years more people will

die because of the greenhouse

effect Why isn't this a priority of

our government?

PAN AM

A: It is a priority with the

government, although not as big as

some think it should be. The
findings referred to in the question

came out of studies funded by the

U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency. The studies are continu-

ing. There is a lot of skepticism in

high federal circles (including the

White House) about whether glob-

al warming actually will occur.

But many scientists say the evi-

dence is strong that it will happen,

and we should prepare now.

Q: Is conventional medical

research any closer today to a cure

for AIDS? Why after all the money
being spent on research is there not

more progress?

A: "Certainly closer, but a long

way to go." said Dr. Anthony

Fauci, director of the National

Institute of Allergy arKl Infectious

Diseases on a recentTV intCTview.

"I am confident . . . that within a

reasonable period of time, within

this decade, we may not have a

cure ... but we will have a

combination of drugs that wUl be

able to prolong the disease-free

state for a considerable period of

time." He. said that the AIDs virus

is more complex than any other

virus ever dealt with, and in a

historical perspective the amount

of progress in 10 years has been

extraordinary compared to other

infections and killers.

Q: Will the Dead Sea ScroUs

ever be translated into English and

be accessible to the public?

A: Emory University's Dr.

Vernon Robins explained there are

three categories of material that

are the Dead Sea Scrolls. First are

the 20 documents that were trans-

lated in the late 1950s. Second are

fragments of the Hebrew Bible that

have been translated. Both are

available.

Third are the controversial

20,000 to 30,000 fragments that

have not been available to scholars

outside Israel until recently, when
it was agreed to make copies for

worldwide study. Dr. Robins

recommends reading **The Dead

Sea Scrolls in English," by Geza

Vermes.

Q: How did Sen. Bob Kerrey,

D-Neb., win the Medal of Honor?

A: Kerrey was a lieutenant (j.g.)

in the Navy SEALS in Viemam
when he led a raid in 1%9 on a Viet

Cong encampment situated on a

350-foot sheer cliff on an island in

Nha Trang Bay. After scaling the

cliff, his seven-man squad came
under heavy fire, and a grenade

exploded at his feet. Despite the

severe wound in his right leg (it

later had to be amputated below

the knee) he continued to direct his

squad and lead the assault

Q: How could lowering interest

rates on credit cards cause half of

the credit card holders to lose their

cards?

A: Andy Nash, a spokesman for

Trust Company Bank in Atlanta

explained it this way: Most banks'

profit margin on credit cards is

about 4 percent. Cutting rates from

18 to 14 percent would essentially

take away any profit for the bank.

The only place for them to regain

the profit would be to reduce credit

losses. To have any significant

impact, the banks would have to

make a drastic adjustment to their

credit policy, which would involve

a significant number of credit card

holders. While 50 percent of all

card holders is a legitimate esti-

mate, it is only an estimate.—

Q: What is the city of Dubuque,

Iowa, offering blacks to live there?

A: To increase racial diversity,

the city council agreed to adopt a

constructive integration plan, with

a goal of recruiting 20 minority

families a year for five years. It

calls on local employers to recruit

and hire "highly qualified and

productive applicants of color." A
controversial part of the plan calls

for financial assistarKe from, the

city's general fund to be available

to the employers as an incentive.

Another controversial aspect of

the plan said that recruited minori-

ty employees "will need the

assurance of long-term employ-

ment on which they can build their

family's stability." Some union

members who work under a

seniority system object to job

security guarantees being offered

to newcomers. Because of result-

ing controversy, officials have

agreed to revmte the plan.

From page 2

Even at this point the Syrian

share of guilt was virtually undis-

puted. A gang bivouacked on

Syrian territory and subject to

constant Syrian intelligence

surveillance had planned the

bombing and carried out the

operation at least until the arrests

in Germany.
It is impossible that all this

could have taken place without the

fanatically tight Syrian dictator-

ship knowing — and thus being a

party to the planned crime.

And. now. to believe that there

was no connection between the

Jabril and Libyan operations is to

believe the following:

Two gangs pf anti-American

Middle Eastern bomb terrorists

were operating in Germany and

Malta at precisely the same time.

They both used similar Toshiba

radio-cassette recorders as trigger

carriers. Leaders of the gangs

mi

knew each other.

Further: According to U.S.

intelligence information, the Syr-

ian-Palestinian gang received a $1

million annual subsidy from
Libya. Both gangs had as their

target some American plane that

would take off from Frankfurt

Both hopped about on the Mideast

airiines that give terrorist opera-

tions transportation and cover —
safe houses in the sky.

But they never knew of each

other's plans, never talked or

coordinated! Libyans operating on

a specific bombing plan never

knew that in the same country the

Palestinian-Syrians would have

carried out tne same plan if they

had not been busted by the police a

few weeks earher! What a terrific

coincidence!

I do not believe that the White
House or the British cooked the

evidence to absolve Syria. (The

Israelis are not all that trusting.)

But Washington does not want

to upset the Syrians these days. So
when the Libyan plastic was

discovered, the evidence about the

bomb pk)t of the Syrian-based

terrorist gang was judged to be

irrelevant to the question of Syrian

compUcity in murder in the air.

Read his lips ^ Syria became the

victim of a bad rap.

The president committed a

statement for which any civil

servant would have been fired. He
delivered a not-guilty verdict

while the investigation of mass

murder, and all its legal, moral and

political connections and ramifi-

cations, was still going on. That's

the rap.

Rosenthal is a New York Times

columnist.
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We <::;ua»*anfee Vou'll Be Full & Srijoy IT!

111 5 Gayley Ave ^
Westwood
(213) 208-1 76t

Ccifer'ii^g & PciH^les yVvoilcible
J
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Letters

Trendsetteis? RigMs
Editor:

While air quality, transporta-

tion and congestion remain

issues of regional concern,

UCLA's administrators and

planners have not addressed the

full potential of the bicycle:

the clean air solution.

UCLA generates more than

120,000 automobile trips per

=day, many oi which could be:

made by bicycle. UCLA must

be made bike-friendly if such

a modal shift is to be made.

Arvan Aelony (Daily Bruin,

"Bike PoUcy," Nov. 18) made
an important point: UCLA
lacks comprehensive bicycle

planning. UCSD & UCSB both

have bicycle freeways; UCSC
has a comprehensive bicycle

plan as an element of its

campus master plan and UC
Davis has a paid, full-time

Bicycle Programs Coordinator.

Isn't UCLA the national

trendsetter? Aren't we usually

known for our pioneering

efforts? Clearly UCLA is

behind the times in bicycle

accessibility.

Alex Meyehoff
Graduate student

UrtMin planning

Carol Kyster
Graduate student

Urt>an planning

Editor:

I was interested to read the

Nov. 15 Viewpoint article by

Ian Stewart Pacey berating the

government for anti-discrimina-

tion laws regulating hiring

jH^ctices, stating that such laws

unjustly strip individuals of

their right to private property

(Daily Bruin, "Government

always restricts our basic per-

sonal freedoms'*)-

Unfortunately, Pacey missed

a key understanding about the

nature of private property —
he assumed that there exists

some natural inalienable **right"

to private property. In reality,

no such "right" exists. Any
rights to private property one

might assert must be defended

against others by some sove-

reign entity. Without such an

entity, anyone's accumulation

of material wealth is strictly

limited by what he or she can

successfully defend before

someone else whacks them on

the head and steals it. In oyr

great nation, the entity that

provides this defense is our

representative/democratic gov-

emmenL
A democratic government is

simply the means through

which the general public can

institutionahze its collective

interests. The American pubUc,

in particular, is interested not

only in protecting individual

rights to private property as a

means for economic prosperity

in a free market, but also in

equality of opportunity and

justice for all.

In short, our government

represents our agreement to

define and defend each other's

property rights in exchange for

fair conduct with this property.

Any individual participating in

this system thus enjoys the

benefits of having a sovereigi

"democratic government by

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT

The ^'politicalcorrectn^sf:'^ rnnvementon campuses

has drawn a great deal of criMuii^m fmtn conserv^tive$

and liberals alike, yet many feel that "PC!^' speech and

behavior IS essential in providing everyone an envi-

ronment in which they can learn.

-I)dyou think *'PC" language benefits students?

-bo you think the notion of "political correctness'*

is speech restrictive?

-How do you feel the media has portrayed *' PC?"

PJcasc bring your responses to the Uircc questions above to

Wbaily Bruin office/along witi)^
year and major by 5 p.m. t^ay. Yp^^

responses not be published; keep rcsr^ under 2 pages.

Daily Bruin
112 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024
(213) 825-9898
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What's your beef ?
/' ve had it with Humanities lA. V ve spent afortune on booksfor

that course, including $10for aflimsy stack ofphotocopiedpapers,

and I've wasted many hours reading a bunch of stupid ancient

myths and legends and all /' ve gottenfor my efforts have been hea-

daches and frustration. All thisfor a silly class that I don't even

need for my major!

Nate Wyckoff, freshman, physics

Here are nty beefs. My number one worst is people who crack

their teeth and make smacking noises when they eat. Also people

who hog the 25-30 pound weights in the Wooden Center weight

room. And another ofmy beefs is that when it's windy and there's

low humidity, I have to put on Chapstick and then my long hair

sticks to my lips. And one more: I'm graduating in 17 weeks!

Aaaah! Duck, the real world's coming!

Andrea Bell, senior, psychok>gy

Viewpoint

Homosexuality is

L=simply unnatural
popular consent protecting his

or her right to private property.

Pacey in his article cited

Amendment V of the United

States Constitution, which

states that no person shall be

deprived of property without

due process of law to support

his assertion that anti-discrimi-

nation laws are unconstitutional

in that such laws vic^ate our

right to private property.

I would suggest that the

above arguments on the nature

and source of our rights to

private property in this nation

provide ample due process to

justify laws prohibiting anyone

from using private property as

a means for concretely

expressing hatred or fear of

others based solely on their

race, rchgion, sex, etc., just as

one would expect to be jxohi-

bited from using private prop-

erty to cause physical harm to

another person.

Because we have established

this government of the people,

by the people and for the

people that creates and protects

our rights to private property,

we can enjoy free use of our

property — but only within the

rules of fair conduct set down
by this government. Certainly

one can argue, as Pacey has,

that one should have the right

to use his or her property to

commit what the American

pubUc views as crimes against

the people, such as unfair

discrimination of opportunity

(based on skin color, for

example). But then, one would
have no ground on which to

cry "injustice!** should he lose

his right to private property

provided solely by that same
entity whom he has offended,

the American people.

Jeffrey D. Fox
Junior

Political science

By Sattar SIddlq

No, it is not OK, and no, I don't understand. I don't undCT-

stand why any one has to be gay or lesbian. In a highly

advanced civilization, such as ours, one would think logic would

jjrevail. But no, we have to live our lives by creating irrational,

illogical, and most of all, unnatural behaviors and live out our

fantasies, no matter how wrong they are or what the

consequences might be.

Human things are the only creatures on earth who have the

capacity to reason and make choices. We have the freedom to

choose between right and wrong. So why do people in this

modem era, rejecting God, claiming to be "naturalist,** adopt

unnatural behavior of being gay or lesbian? If these individuals

just once think about their behavior, they will realize how wrong

they are. Do you see anything around in ^'nature** that behaves

like you? Look around you — with exception of voy few things

— everything in "nature** is created in pairs, a male and a

female; from living beings to forces, such as electric and

magnetic. Every thing is opposite in pairs: even at the atomic

level, where there are positive and negative electrons!

If nature had intended for humans to evolve unisex, it would

have been so. But it didn't, so don*t act unnatural! Don't use

the excuse of freedom. With freedom comes responsibihty; you

are responsible for the choices you make. Don't be pressured

into a decision one way or the other without thinking about the

consequences.

Looking at this from a religious point of view, it is even

more clear, if you believe in God. If you don't believe in God
then you are being ignorant How can you not believe in God,

when you see all these wonderful things in this universe? It

simply couldn't have come into existence by mere chance. See

how everything in the universe follow "natural laws." There has

to be a Creator who created all this.

A simple example, for those who like to think and rationalize

things: you arrive on a deserted island and you find a radio.

First thought comes to your mind is that there has to be some
intelligent being here who made this radio. You simply won*t

say, "I think long ago some atoms, coming into existence out of

nothing, came together and shaped into wires, circuit lx)ard,

sound chips, speakers, solder . . . and bingo, radio came into

existence!**

Logic would tell you that there is a Creator who created all

that is around you. The process by which the universe came into

existence is still open to logical discussions! In fact, we are

asked to find out the truth by God, via His revelation, Qur*an

(not spelled Koran) aiid our capacity to rationalize things. God in

all His revelations, including talking about the people of Sodom
and Gomorrah God says: ".

. . For ye practice your lusts on men
in preference to women: ye are indeed a people transgressing

beyond bounds. And we rained down on them a shower (of

brimstone): then see what was the end of those who indulged in

sin and crime!** Qur*an (VH: 81,84)

Siddiq is a UCLA alumnus.

Unsigned edilorialB r«pr«Mnt a nriajority opinion of

Ihe Daily Bruin Edttoriai Board. AM othor columns,

letters and artwork repraeent the opiniona o( their

author*'. They do not rollect the vlewm of the

Editorial Board, the staff or the ASUCLA
Communications Board. The Bruin cx>nplles with

the Communication Board's policy p(Ohl>ltlng the

publication of articles thai perpetuate derogatory

cultural or ethnic stereotypes. Written material

submitted must be typed or written legit)iy.

All aukMTiltted material niHiet beer the author's

name, addreee, teiephor>e number, registration

number or affiliation with UCLA. Namea will not

be withheld except in extreme casec. The Bruin

will publlah anonymouo letters on a caae-l>y-

caae beals if the letter Is deemed to be of a

senaitive nature, but the above information is

required for purpoees of verification. If a letter

4a printed anonymouely, ell blegpaphkal
Information wiH be kmpt conHd»fiti«i,

When mult^ authors submit material, some
names may be kept on file rather than published
wHh the msleriai. The Bruin reserves the right to

edK submitted material and to determine its

placemeni in.the paper. All submissioris baoome
the property of The Bmin. The Communications
Board has a media grievance procedure for

resoiving complaints against any of its pubNoations.
Fof a copy of the complete procedure, contact the

Publications office at 112 Kerckhoff Hall.
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The day time stopped for the Trojan football team
UCLA vs. USC: The Greatest

Prank Ever Played

Six USC students were

arrested this past Monday
for spray painting anti-

UCXA slogans on some cam-

pus buildings, yet another epi-

sode of the traditional mutual

defamation frenzy that precedes

the annual meeting between

our two Southland football

teams.

Because they allegedly

caused more than $5,(X)0 in

damage, they're looking at

felony vandalism, making them

heroes on the Trojan campus
and potential inductees into the

Prankster Hall of Shame.

But their escapade pales in

comparison to the exploits of

Milo Full, a UCLA alumnus
who currently resides in a

trailer park just outside Bar-

stow. His story, of the greatest

prank ever played in the annals

of the Bruin/Trojan rivalry, is

reprinted here without his per-

mission, from the memoirs he

wrote entirely on cocktail

napkins. (Names, dates and

locations have been changed to

protect myself.)

Everytime the Bruins of

UCLA and the Trojans of

USC get together I get a big

ol* knot in the pit of my
stomach. Come to think of it,

I always have a knot there.

But when I watch those blue

and gold jerseys tumble around

with the yellow and red, I get

dizzy. And I can*t help but

think back to the day that I,

Milo Furt, attained my greatest

Notes from the Outside

Marcus
Hennessy
glory playing a prank on those

pesky boys of Troy. Hell, I

still hear people talking about

it. even when Tm alone.

It was cold that fall of *51.

cold and wet, like the nose of

a dog in your armpit. Four of

us — Little Jimmy Klerp, Big

Tommy Banger, Mid-Sized

Harry Schmeed and myself —
all shared a room at the Beta

Lambda Theta house, BLT for

short Two of us were stu-

dents, me and Big Tommy,
while Jimmy and Harry were a

couple surf bums who got us

cheap dates.

Meanwhile, the Bruin foot-

ballers were having just one

helluva season, steamrolling

teams like Cal and Stanford

and Oregon, racking up an 8-0

record. But so was our cross-

town enemy, those pernicious

Trojans. And as the big game

approached just a week before

Thanksgiving, the boasting

heated up to a fever pitch.

It was all tame stuff,

nothing too rowdy, except

when that one guy fell under a

bus, and both student bodies

were damn near hysterical with

anticipation.

But then, a bunch of Trojan

finalemity boys spoiled the

friendly mood with one ugly

prank. It seems they somehow
got ahold of a dead bear from

the zoo and managed to run it

up our flagpole in Dickson

Plaza, ril never forget how
lousy I felt when I saw that

dead bruin just swaying in the

morning breeze, its big mouth
open, like it was laughing at

us. Being thicker than most

students. Big Tommy put his

hand on his heart, thinking it

was a 3-D version of the

California flag.

Later that night we got

together with Jimmy and Harry

and started talking about

revenge. That*s when Tommy
glanced at his wristwatch and

asked us what time it was.

"My damn watch stopped,** he

said. "Heck, I thought it was
only noon — I missed all my
late classes.**

Honest to God, you could

see the light bulbs come on at

once over our hcads^=^ "

although Tommy's was a lot

dimmer — all of us having

the very same idea at the very

same time. By the time we*d
worked out the details, it was

Friday — just 24 hours before

the biggest game of the sea-

son, so we had no time to

lose.

By midnight, everyone was

in position either in or around

the USC campus. The clock on

the Mudd Hall Tower struck

the hour, and Operation Tick

Tock began. Harry and Jimmy
broke into the athletic building

and raced through every room,

finding the objects of their

mission and doing the devious

trick. Then, with what can

only be described as daredevil

bravado, and a quart of vodka,

they climbed into the clock

tower and did the same deed.

Big Tommy snuck into the

player dorms and pretended to

be invisible — he claims

nobody saw him — and work-

ed on all the wristwatches. I

drove to the houses of all six

Trojan coaches and turned off

their electricity; I even discon-

nected their car clocks.

By 4 a.m., it was over.

Every one of us had done our

job, and without even getting

caught It was almost like the

Big Guy Upstairs was a Bruin

himself.

All we could do now was

wait. We stayed in our cars in

a lot near the Coliseum and by

10 the next morning fans from

both schools were filing in,

cheering and yelling, a crowd

on the brink of insanity.

But as the one o*clock

kickoff drew near, the more

attentive and sober fans began

to realize something — that

while the Bruins were warming

up on the south sideline, there

was nobody on the north

I had to ask myself

could the entire USC football

team be so stupid as not to

realize that their clocks had

been set back two hours?

Well, the answer was obvious.

Our fears were finally allayed

when use head coach Pappy
Mungflaven hobbled out of the

southwest tunnel to announce

that his team would be on the

field after all. It seems we
forgot about^the team manager,

a geek who knew the right

time but was too timid to

speak up until almost too late.

Well, as it turns out, the

Trojan gridsters averted a for-

feit by less than a minute. In

the days that followed, we
heard stories of their collective

panic once they realized they'd

been duped; of how the play-

ers hastily dressed themselves,

putting pants on backwards,

shoes on the wrong feet, jock

straps on the wrong body
parts; how their touted quarter-

back. Skip MacPudd, couldn*t

stop crying; and how Pappy
Mungflaven himself vowed to

drink the blood of the prank*s

perpetrators if they were ever

caught

Good thing for us, we never

were.

Needless to say, considering

their confused and disoriented -

state of mind, the proud and

mighty Trojans took a 78-to-3

pasting, their worst defeat ever.

Go Bruins!

Hennessy is a staff member at

Extension.

DAYS OF OUR TEETH'S LIVES
Dr. Bo has a thing for his

Patient, Carly, but risks

conviction for Unprofessional

Conduct in the "Dental Raider"

charges! Nurse Jennifer must

now call Receptionist Whitnoy

for help. And Dr. Roman has

a Dental Falling out with

Nurse Isabella which affects

the Root Canal Treatment I

DENTAL SOAP
OPERA GUIDE

COSMETIC and
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING ^^^^ 478-0363

•Fix Qiipped, Stained, or Broken Teeth

•N:tfC!JS Oxide / Laughing Gas, Estimates in Writing

•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire and Santa Monica)

Advertise

with a touch of class

DAILY BRUIN 825-2161

**The Se^est Comedy
Film Ever Made**

BUI Osco's

Jack Olson
LA Underground

•••

l^iUni
An Adult Rated Musical Comedy

starring Plajrbojr's Cover Glrl-Krlstlne De Ben
WMi Lwrrj 0«1mui • AIImi N«v»k • Twi MmU

JaflMi WmiMMC. Star mi "Wti

I^rriM and Mval* hf Svcky
VjrJMk

^ WIIUmm • DU9€tm4hr

Mdnicht Show, Saturday Nov. Z3

WMt L«« Ana«l«s

1/a Off Adndwion with Student ID
^-^

Your Motorcycle/Moped/Scooter^Must Display a

Valid Permit on Campus Effective November 1, 1991

REGISTER AT:
Parking Services

555 Westwood Plaza, Suite 100

(Structure 8, Level 2)

7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

To Register, You Must Present the Following 3

Items:

1. Your valid Qass M or 4 Driver's License or.

Your valid Qass C or 3 Driver's License

with your Class M Motorcycle Permit

2. Your valid DMV RegistraUon

3. Your Student Reg. Card and I.D., ./

Staff I.D. or Faculty I.D.

Don't Forget! Avoid a ticket

[ii Parking Services Campus Extensic i ^3618

'.4
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Arts Entertainment
Chekhov's 'SeagMll' soars

high over Ma^owan Hall

By Kristen Linden

Daily Bruin Staff

With terrific performances and

interesting stage direction, the

UCLA Theater Department's jm-o-

duction of **The Seagull" is flying

high.

Written by Anton Chekhov in

1896. this darkly tragic play

captures young Kostya's (Mitch

Silpa) anguish as he struggles to

step out of his artistic mother's

(Helen Wilson) shadow and prove

himself a talented writer in his own
right.

Kostya's attempt for indepen-

dence becomes more complicated,

however, as he experiences rivalry

for his mother's attentions with her

novelist/lover Boris (David Quick-

sail) while they all spend time on a

country estate in Russia. He also

must resolve his relationship with

Nina (Lara Travis), a neighbor girl

who wants to become an actress.

Meanwhile, the gloomy daught-

er of the estate's manager. Masha
(Tamar Meskin), loves Kostya

from afar, completely ignoring the

schoolteacher's (Bradley Knott)

advances.

As Kostya' s miserable summer
progresses, he suffers humiUation

after humihation as his mother and

her artistic friends laugh at a play

he has written and Nina grows

attracted to Boris.

The unhappy young man's
suicide attempt breaks up the

group and two years pass before

they reunite at the estate for a final

showdown.

The second- and third-year

students in the Masters of Fine

Arts Program in Acting skillfully

handle the intensely dramatic

scenes as well as giving many of

the characters a certain quirkiness

lightening the mood, at least

temporarily.

Silpa's Kostya is the perfect

neurotic with just the right mix of

sulkiness. introspection and hos-

tility. Wilson similarly shines as

the mother who values attention

and praise over her son. Although

only playing a supporting charac-

ter, Meskin infuses Masha with so

much delightful gloom that at

times she threatens to overshadow

the principles.

The direction by Michael
McLain. associate dean of the

School of Theater. Film and

Television, proves fascinating as

he moves the characters from the

open, airy lakeshore in Act I to the

suffocating, coffin-like study of

the fourth act

Finally, the play itself (trans-

lated by UCLA professor of Slavic

Languages Michael Henry Heim)

shows an interesting exploration of

love, dreams and the relationship

of art and life.

One word of caution, however
— while the themes are relevant

and the acting topnotch, the play

runs almost three hours and is not

without its slow moments.

Overall, however, the Theater

Department does justice to this

classic. ***

STAGE: "The Seagull." Written by
Anton Chekhov. Directed by Michael

McLain. Staning Helen Wilson, Mitch

Silpa and Lara Travis. Performances

tonight and Saturday at 8 p.m.. Sunday
at 7:30 p.m. and matinees on Saturday

and Sunday at 2 p.m. At the UCLA Little

Theater in Macgowao Hall. Tix: $10
general, $7.50 seniors and $5 students.

For tickets, call (310) 825-9261.

I •Pasolini films

dark side of liumanity
By Greg Srisavasdi

A stranger comes to live with a

middle class Milanese family for a

short time, sexually satisfying

each of their needs. Four fascist

rulers arrest 16 young men and
women, eventually subjecting

them to the crudest of tortures.

Both stories serve*as the central

plot of two movies constructed by
Italian director Pier Paolo Pasolini

and will be shown by the UCLA
Film and Television Archive this

weekend.

The first film. "Salo or the 120

Days of Sodom" (1975). chroni-

cles the torture inflicted by four

fascist officials upx)n 16 young
innocents. The film is an adaption

of the Marquis de Sade's "120

Days of Sodom" and is divided

into the three circles of De Sade*s

hell: the circle of Obsessions, the

circle of Excrement and the circle

of Blood.

The film itself is a horrific

vision on the potential violence of

humanity. While the picture offers

unsettling images of torture that

really doesn*t go well with your

popcorn. "Salo" does present

important visions of lives tiuned

upside down by war and perver-

sion. "Salo" effectively creates a

world of indifference and cruelty,

as evinced when one of the

Fascists gives his feelings toward

his victims: "As far as the world is

concerned, you are already dead."

The second film presented by

the Archive. "Teorema" (1968),

deals with a family whose lives are

deeply affected by the sexual

charisma of a stranger (Terence

Stamp). Each person in the family

eventually realizes the emptiness

of th^ir bourgeoise lifestyle, a

realization that leads to their

eventual self-destruction.

*Teorema" is a film that gives a

poetic and richly photographic

critique of the bourgeoise class

structure. It*s certainly not a

mainstream film, but neither are

most of Pasolini *s films. Instead,

Pasolini experiments in this film

with barren landscapes and bleak,

meaningless industries to show-
case the emptiness of the

bourgeoise class.

Pasolini's "Pigsty" (1968-9)

will also be screened this weekend.

The film explores man*s ability to

surpass society's taboos (one char-

acter is a cannibal, another char-

acter has sex with pigs).

FILM: The UCLA Film and Television

Archive presents "Pier Paolo Pasolini:

The Eyes of a Poet." Screenings this

weekend: "Salo or the 120 Days of

Sodom;" Friday. Nov. 22 at 7:30 p.m.
Teorema" ana "Pigsty;" Sunday, Nov
24 at 2 p.m. Tix: $5, $3 for students and
seniors. Available one hour before
showtime at UCLA's Melnitz Box Office.

Stage

'Hydrogen Jukebox' heroes
Glass, Ginsberg

collaborate on

multi-media work

By Marjory Weese

In a country where the govern-

ment skirts issues, avoids heated

debates and tries to suppress the

arts, composer Philip Glass finds

that "the responsibility of dis-

cussing social issues has been left

to the artists.*' After all, he says,

"Who else wiU do it?"

This is the essence of "Hydro-

gen Jukebox.** a multi-media

work that explores in its micro-

cosmic world the history and

vices of society that lead to its

downfall.

The work combines the

inflammatory poetry of beatnik

poet Allen Ginsberg and the

revolutionary music of Philip

Glass, and. according to Glass,

might be the biggest artistic

statement of the year.

Glass makes his statement

through the piece's 20 composi-

tions, written for three men. three

women, two percussionists, two

synthesizers, a saxophonist and a

conducts. The music helps to

define the words of the poetry,

says Glass.

*The music shows a lot of

variety and is very responsive to

the poetry although the associa-

tion is sometimes unexpected . .

.

the music is sometimes ironic to

what is being said." he explains.

This ironic element can be

seen in Ginsberg's portrayal of

the Palestine-Israel issue. After

the words, "What happens after

the bomb drops?*', lyrical music

blossoms out leaving an eerie

chill to the message.

Glass has captured the struggle

between the will of the people

and the wiD of authority with the

screaming frenzy of a tenor sax

during the reading of the poem
"How." The importance of' the

Philip 01

individual fighting against

authority, the mass manipulator,

is conveyed by the increasing

intensity of a jazz-like melody.

In order to correctly emphas-

ize the poetry with music. Glass

worked intensely with Ginsberg.

"We spent two months together,**

describes Glass. "Sometimes
(Allen) thought I didn't get the

idea of the poems right and I had

to restructure the music."

This kind of artistic integrity is

the namesake of both artists

involved, whose individual con-

tributions to social issues made
them a perfect match. As Glass

explains, "Allen has always been

articulate about these things, and
that's why I was drawn to him.

He's an ideal friend and neigh-

bor."

"Hydrogen Jukebox" contains

an interesting balance of issues

within its text. The peace move-
ment, war. government corrup-

tion and personal issues are all

discussed in the work, and
according to Glass, it deals

"mostly (with) politically con-

frontational issues."

This balance between content

and message reflects the kind of

artistic balance both Glass and

Ginsberg have achieved in their

own lives. Ginsberg, an avid

student of Tibetan teacher Cho-
gyam Trungpa. is heavily
influenced by Eastern philoso-

phy. His ability to capture the

**now" shows up in his poetry and

in the transcendental moments of

"Hydrogen Jukebox."

Glass's own personal philoso-

See OLASS, page 12

Sirlin creates

visual imagery

to match poetry

ByHopeUrt>an

"Allen Ginsberg for presi-

dent"

So says Jerome Sirlin. produc-

tion designer of this weekend's

operatic/cinematic/musical
extravaganza — with poetry —
known as "Hydrogen Jukebox,"

taking place at Royce Hall.

Sirlin (along with Ann Carl-

son, who choreographs the sin-

gers) has the task of representing

visually the poetry of beat poet

extraordinaire Allen Ginsberg set

to the music of controversial

composer Philip Glass.

The opening quote refers to the

time near the germination of the

project, which occurred around
the 1988 presidential race
between Bush and Dukakis.
Sirlin and a group of friends were
sitting around bemoaning the

lack of any real choice, and made
a presidential wish list.

"It came down to *Who do you
trust?' and I had the feeling if I

could choose anybody, it would
be Allen Ginsberg— he's one of
the few people that has been a

proponent of the same message
over the last 30 or 40 years,

which is basically for truth,

justice, and the American Way,"
Sirlin explains.

Sirlin's life has been inexor-

ably connected with Ginsberg's.

The former graduated from
UCLA in 1968 (the same year as

the tumultuous Democratic Con-
vention, which is the subject of
Ginsberg's poem "Violence"),

armed with a degree in architec-

ture and urban planning. He weht
on to graduate school at Berke-
ley, the center of the free speech

See SIRUN, page 12

Roll over Yeats, Leslie

Keye is here to sing
By Scott Phelps.

If the coffee house is your scene

then you'll probably be going to

see Irish folk singer Leslie Keye's
last show of the year tonight at

Highland Grounds. If the coffee

house circuit is not your scene, but

you enjoy folk music, then maybe
you should try a cup of Keye's
Dublin brew.

If anything is going to convince

you of this Irish lad's conviction,

it's his hypnotic voice. The audi-

ence can't help but be captivated

by his powerful and emotion-

packed voice. He recounts a time

when he got up in front of a

crowded coffee house and started

to play.

"Row after row of people turned

around." until he had the attention

of the entire venue before finishing

the song. "It's all up to you (as a

performer)" to grasp and hold on to

your audience's ears. Keye says.

=^vcn though the piano was his

first instrument, he soon became
infatuated with the acoustic guitar,

and picked that up as well. The
guitar was "easy" for him to learn

and much easier to perform with

compared to the piano, since he

could carry his guitar anywhere

and just play, the musician says.

Before coming to the States.

Keye played in the streets of

CHiblin with friends who would
later star in this past summer's film

*The Commitments." When he

first started playing in Los
Angeles, he perfonned in the

Venice group Promised Land,

which toured New York colleges.

Aticr his own attempt at college in

Ireland, Keye returned to Los
Angeles and soon started playing

the coffeehouse and bar circuit

Keye's lyrics are both playful

Leslie Keye

and serious — jumping from
materialism to starvation to social

problems— but the emphasis is on
the latter. His song "All I Want"
expresses his desire to feed the

hungry "on the surplus food we
hcx'de in our greed." In such

compositions as "Sleep Tight" he

points out society's stereotypical

view of people and their social

positions.

Keye shares his genre with

artists such as Tracy Chap'nan and

Suzanne Vega, but his own musi-

cal influences are dynamic, rang-

ing from Jethro Tull to The The
and the Waterboys. Keye enjoys

folk music not only for its basic

and clean instrumentation but for

its solo nature as weU.

There was a special birthday

jam in honor of Keye's 21st

birthday at Common Grounds last

Friday, and Keye ended the night

himself playing and singing with a

four-piece band. With his solo

performance tonight, the show at

Highland Grounds will be an

experience in folk music that

should not be missed.

MUSIC: Leslie Keye. at Highland
Grounds 742 N. Highland (213) 466-

1507. Friday. Nov. 22 at 7:30 pm.

I • M • IStudents to
for Inner city children
By Grace Hong

Fourteen hundred squirming,

impatient children, and what does

one entertain them with? Opera, of

course.

Although the mere thought of

opera may send some children into

hiding. "Starbird," presented by

the Center for the Performing Arts

in conjunction with the UCLA
Music Department, is one opera

children will want to sit through.

CPA*s community outreach

program. Design for Sharing, will

be bringing 1,400 children from

the inner city today to see a special

presentation of "Starbird" at

UCLA's Wadsworth Theater.

Saturday afternoon's performance

is open to the public.

The first in CPA's Children's

Theater series, "Starbird" is a tale

of three animals — a mule, a cat

and a dog — who are forced to

work together when robots bring a

spaceship to Earth to take speci-

mens.

Originally written by Santa

Clara University's Artist-in-Resi-

dence Henry Mollicone. this

whimsical piece is being designed

and performed entirely by UCLA
Music and Theater Arts students.

*This is the first time that a

student group has done this kind of

production for the Center for.

Performing Arts," said John Hall, a

lecturer for the Music Department

who produced and directed "Star-

bird."

Not only are all the roles played

by students, but the costumes, art

and lighting are designed by
MJ'.A. students from the Theater

Arts Department
**Everyone's going to be blown

away by the job these students

have done," Hall enthused.

The students will also design

and perform in May another

children's opera, "The Black Spid-

er," as well as perform at the

screening of the Comedy Giants of

the Silent Screen in March. The
Center's Young People's Theater

series will also feature in January a

production of Oscar Wilde's **The

Canterville Ghost"

STAGE: "Starbird." At UCLA's Wads-
worth Theater. Presented by Center for

the Performing Arts in conjunction with

the UCLA Music Department. Produced
and directed by John Hall. Design for

Sharing performance today at 10:30
a.m. Saturday performance at 2 p.m.
Tix: $16, $12, $9 (students with ID).

Single tickets available at half-price to

children 16 and under. For info call

82S9261.
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movement, and began teaching at

Antioch and Cornell.

Along the way he attended
poetry readings, and there is one he
remembers in particular. "About
fifteen years ago I went to a
reading, and Allen was playing a

harmonium singing this little

meditation called 'Father Death
Blues.* I was so moved by it, I

thought it one of the prettiest tunes

and most interesting pieces of
writing Allen had done — it was
like going to a theater and coming
out humming your favorite tune.

And interestingly enough, when I

walked into our first meeting, he
had it playing on his tapedeck."

It wound up being added to the

work in progress, becoming its

coda, its song of hope after the

apocalypse.

So how did a guy who taught

architecture become a stage desig-

ner for the likes of Madonna, Lou
Reed and John Cale, as well as

Philip Glass, innovatively com-
bining photography with tradition-

al stage design?

Well, it all started out in class—
"I started employing photography
as a means of teaching design

ideas, instead of illustration— and

from there it kinda quickly grew
into a desire to design other things

besides architecture."

His desire was fulfiUed when a
choreographer saw his photos at

the Johnson Museum at Cornell,
and wanted to include them in her
performance. Sirlin suggested he
create entirely new images that

were performance-specific, and in

doing so discovered that "it really

brought together the kind of design

"It's also about

sacrificing future

generations of our

society to the industrial

gods that rule our

world."

Jerome SIrlln

Production Designer

creation I was most interested in

doing. That was the start of my
career in stage design.*'

It was Sirlin who first proposed
creating a visual environment for

Ginsberg and Glass, who were

already touring together with
"Wichita Vortex Suite.** The idea

was obviously well-received, and
Sirlin set about creating images in

response to Ginsberg's prolific

works.

One particularly resonant image
is the Moloch, a fearsome Biblical

deity that accepts sacrifices of
fu^t-bom children. "But it*s also
about sacrificing future genera-
tions of our society to the industrial

gods that rule our world,** Sirlin

says.

The designer creates an oppres-
sive urban environment that traps

and swallows the singers, and feels

that his work complements the
poetry. "A lot of these images are
really wonderful . . . fantastic

pieces that you have to see to

appreciate.**

With the arrival of "Hydrogen
Jukebox**, the UCLA community
will get the chance to fully

experience the visual, oral and
aural delights of this masterful

collaboration.

GIASS
From page 10

phy, he explains, leans more
towards Buddhism. The musician
follows a rigorous discipline of
practice while composing which
can be felt in his music as well. Its

sometimes hypnotic nature draws
the listener in, giving time and the
moment an acute vividness.

"Hydrogen Jukebox"

contains an interesting

,

balance of issues within

its text.

STAGE: "Hydrogen Jukebox " Poetry
by Allen Ginsberg. Music composed by
Philip Glass. Production design by
Jerome Sirlin. Performances: Friday.
Nov. 22 and Saturday, Nov. 23 at Royce
Hall. 8 p.m. Tix: $30. $25. $20; $11
(students with ID). For info call (310)
625-0261.

Glass's music will be a perfect

complement to experiencing the

full impact of Ginsberg's poetry.

Maybe we should thank out-

raged government officials like

Jessie Helms for bringing artists

like Glass and Ginsberg together.

C*He has been a fabulous stimula-

tor for the arts/* adds Glass
sarcastically.)

The government's extreme con-
servativeness today is sending
equal and opposite reactions

thiDugh artists and those who
beUeve in the pursuit of truth.

"Hydrogen Jukebox" serves as an
historical example of this.

Gender twists
in 'My Fattier

is Coming'
By Stephen Hdden
The New York Times

In "My Father Is Coming," a
comic fantasy by the German film

maker Moniker Treut, New York's
Lower East Side is a cheerful

cornucopia of kinkiness where
genders and sexual preferences

aren't simply bent — they're

twisted into corkscrews.

Vicky (Shelley Kasmer), the

film's central character, is an out-

of-work German actress who
shares a Lower East Side apart-

ment with a flamboyantly gay
roommate, Ben (David Bronstein).

When her stuffy Bavarian
father, Hans (Alfred Edel), arrives

for a visit loaded down with a

wurst and a Dustbuster. Vicki, who
has written home that she is

married, insists that Ben pose as

her husband.

But the ruse is shattered when
daddy catches Vicky in bed with

Lisa (Mary Lou Graulau), the

lesbian chef in the restaurant

where Vicky is a waitress.
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FREE CASSEHE SAMPLER
Here s the deal - we've made a "Futures" cassette sampler containing the hottest tracks from

several new releases. You can not buy this collection in stores, but you can get it free at Tower
just by asking for it. Hurry in, offer good while supplies last. That's it. Simple. No forms to

fill out, no questions asked. Not a free lunch of course, but your just desserts.

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESTWOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwcx)d Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213)478-6869
(818)988-0110

The Fine Print; The fine print is that there is NO fine print. If this makes you uncomfortable, go directly to law school upon graduation
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*NORTHRiDGE * *TORRANCE • PANORAMA CITY
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*WEST COYINA * *WEST HOLLYWOOD * *WESTWOOD

2 for 1 Special!
To Introduce Myself to You I Am'Offering a Special Promo of:

50% OFF HAIRCUTS WHEN YOU BRING IN
A FRIEND ON THE SAME DAM

Morning thru Evening • Monday thrti Saturday
Call PARIS for an Appointment

Miut Bring Ad for Appointment

1015 Cayley #105 in Westwood Village (just half a block south ofWeybuni)

(310) 824-5006* J$ ^ .^
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T-Shirt:s
Exciusivt Puff OMign as SfxMm

Prtmmm WtvM 100%CoOonPrtsnrunk

PnnM «i Bkit. Grten or P<nK - M L. XL

Si4 95 ncn Shaping inoudtd

MML CMKCK OH MONfY OHOM TO:

1M1/II4TMITWIT. MEWMMTT KACH. CA HSn

Alcoholics ArK>nymous

Meetings
Men. diecuseion, Thur. Bookstudy. Frt. Step

Study. AU 3625 12:15-1:15. FrI. 12:00-1:00

Tuee. Oiscuaeion. WmI. Discussion NPI

08538 12:15-1:00

For akx>holioe or individuels «vtw

have drinking probtocns

$2500 NOW AVAILABLE!!
IF YOU ARE A UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA LOS ANGELES STUDENT
(GRADUATE OR UNDERGRADUATE) WE HAVE $2500 IN SCHOLARSHIP
MONEY WAITING FOR YOU (WHICH NEVER HAS TO BE PAID BACK)
REGARDLESS OF YOUR GPAOR^STIMATED FAMILY INCOME.

TO CLAIM YOUR SCHOLARSHIP JUST CALL:

THE UNITED SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION
(213)960-1648

'IN ADDITION. YOU CAN EARN $200 A DAY PART-TIME WORKING AS A
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE FOR A NATIONAL COMPANY

jF^^*^^*^^*^?^^^*^^*^?*^^*^>^^

s

;

Concert Tickets 6 Concert Tickets
T'^^*'^^^^^'^'^^^^'*^^^^^*^
^

i

r

I

PUNORENULS
Special Rcrtes to UCLA Studenfs

Hollywood Piono Renfol Co.

4M-2329 463-6S69
lllllllCPBC :n3^QBS

Sports Tickets

4 TKXETS IX1A4JSC. UCLA ALUMNI SEC
TION. CAg 274-1013.

TWO TIOCETS, UCIA-USC, UCLA alunrtnl

section. Call 010)278-7252.

Good Deals

INSURANa WARll We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, stixient discounts. Request Bruin

?\u\. (213)873-3303 Of (81 6)992-6966.

MArriN A. COUA.

1991-92 INAUGURAL SEASON

t
-PRESENTS'

^ -mTAMMimi-
^^^ CLTKKLL nIfkrtTm AM KAIfCT UHDER AM

ns duo or mAM amma
ALONG Wna AM ALUAROOMD TALENTED MtULTPBTHNH: CASTtt

NOVEatBER 22-DECEMiBER 1. lOOl FRLJSAT. • « PJff. SUM. • 9 FJf.
•fllAinVUL SETS A OOSIUMES-ClABOIMn 8riM2a«A3tO«BOQIUfflCr-UVB OMCNKarntA*

AT THE BEAUTIFUL WILSHIXK BBELL THEATVB-4401 W. tTV ST. (JUST SOUTH OF
WILSHIRE at LUCERNE)

*TICKET PRICES ARE taO/OKCBMTVA. $1S/IX>GB. ft tlO/BALCONT*

FOR TICXXT8. PIXA8K CALL: GROUP (IM DISCOUNTS AVAOABLEl
CALL: (21S)22S-2S47/(818)7Q7-S01Q

(S18)98e-2006/(21S)615-S376^
(213) 4«>-3232
(80S)S»-a700 S14)

740-2000
1«)27»-T1XS

I

COCO kVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV,W

Hey AF Actives

Get ready to throw your anchor,

there's just no time to lose.

Grab that studly sailor, we're

Igomg on an evening cruise:

V The Pledges
I

J SAE, ZX, AAA: *

ir Thanlcs for a grea* ^
t exchange a* t
ir Hollymfoocl Nlgli«s! ^

Miscellaneous

GIFT BASKETS: Unique gift baskets delivered

for all holiday^occassions. Free delivery.

Call (310)457-0622.

Personal 10

SAVE $$$ ON TICKETS
AIRUNES. SPORTS. MUSIC. SHOWS. WE

LIST UVST MINUTE CANCELS.

SURPLUS AND PROMOTIONS FOR SALE

CHEAP. ALSO. WHEN YOU ARE STUCK WITH
TICKETS UNEXPECTEDLY

CALL US.

21W TICKET

Personal 10

PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP FORMING FOR
ADULT MALE SURVIVORS of childhood sex-

ual abuse. Contact Susan Brace, PhD,

(213)208-0280, or Judith Rosenstock, PhD,

(213)857-0565.

AN ACCOUNTING GRADUATE IS LOOKING
FOR an outgoing, easy to talk to, ski partner.

Hoping to schedule several ski outings. LIfl

ticket Included. Dates and locations open to

suggestion. Call Cyrus. (Days- 9-6pm).

(213)466-3374.

Alpha Phi

PC' 91 Hedges
THANK YOU

FOR
APPRECIATING
YOUR ACTIVES

We could not

have asked
for a better

week!

Gel Your Portrait

Taken Now for the

Bruin Life Yearbook

Deadline is December 6
Also available:

• ArtCarved Class Rings on sale.

• The UCLA Medallion Watch from Bulova-a

14k vjold-plated dial featuring a rich three-

dimensional rendering of the UCLA seal.

ASUCLA Campu8 Photo Studio
Official f*hnlographer» For Bruin Life Yearhooli

Kerckhofr lUll 150 (213) 206^433

^%P^. ON DUDi"

ADVENTURE STARTS FRIDAY 9:31

INVITE ONLY, I.D. REQUIRED

DANCE LESSONS PROVIDED BY..

ANDREW WHEELER (310)NEW-LIFE

"SHAVED AS CLOSE AS A BLADE...

OR YOUR MONEY BACKr
^\^v*'5.*,*4»it**. 'i*' HTT^PTT \ y *. '
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ADVENTURE IN THE OUTBACK
TONIGHT— BUSES LEAVE AT 9:30

RA — IWITLOXLV UOD l3^ S/WTUS

^0^^^ AND A
Fridciy, Nov

FRIENP B-B-Q
22 at 5:30pin

Rush Bar-B-Q
Friday, November 22 at 6pm

Come by, meet the brothers and
see what Kappa Sigma is all about

UCLA09C T-6^rfe - Beyhng 10%gIvi(»i ID

lOQWLjriJboakDr^WeGlMOod

*.

3t\\tt\\i\^i\t\ 'n\\t\\vt\\M\'i\\\\\ty'it\t\\tiititi\ttiti\niiiiii\\t\i\\ttr

BlMim SADDI^^S
Pledge Active

November 22,1991

Buses leave 8:30
, MM»MJr ,M»»MM»»»»l* fM»MJH»WffW»»M»rtMtMtt»»»»flMrlllJHJHMJHMJHJI/IltIttrtinCfi

Good talks. Good
pktuvos. Good
ffrionds, Smllos,

Hugs, HONISTY,
and NO boor.

Thanks for

undorstandlng.

*

SAM I. KODAMA
- D.D.S.

u
1964 use
Grad

*

Research Subjects 12 ,

ALLERCYA^AY FEVER RESEARCH. Wanted:

subjects age 1 2-59 interested in participating

In FDA-approved clinical drug trial using

allergy rT>edication vs. placebo in 2 week trial.

You will be compensated for your participa-

tion. Call (310)312-5050 ext. 302.

ASTHMA RESEARCH. If you would like to

participate in FOA approved research studies

with new asthma medications, call

(21 3)31 2-5050 ext. 302. You will be Compen-

sated for your time. Allergy Research Founda-

tion. 11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 601, West

Los Angeles, 90025.

ASTHMA RESEARCH: Subjects with mild to

nxxierate asthma, ages 18-50 needed for air

pollution study. Free medical testing and

participation fee paid. Call James at

(310)825-2739.

BEDWETTING (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-11

YEARS needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develof>-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
f»ROBLEMS 7-11 YEARS needed for UCLA
research project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation. 825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for LXIA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning experience.

825-0392.

TINEA PEDIS (ATHLETE'S FEET). Volunteer

w/Tinea Pedis needed for new research study.

Under dermatologists supervision. Volunteer*

will be paid for info. (21 3)828-8887.

^wlshes me Bruins^ wanted
CA) flood luck ^

15

DRUMMER WANTED for novice band at

UCLA. Call anytime, leave message:

(310)575-4247.

10 Pregnancy 20 Help Wanted

WANTED: EGG DONOR. Girl in 20*^ Jewish,

fair, 5'4", artistic, verbal, extremely
responsible, good medical history.

$1500/cycle. Please call (213)653-5404

M-f, 9—5.

Salons 21

MODELS WANTED for free professional hair-

cuts in Beverly Hills. Call Teri (21 3)936-3408,

leave message.

Health Senrlces 22

CXDN'T PANIC - Exams are difficult enough but

if you suffer from test anxiety. It can really hurt

your performarKe. Open Doors Institute spe-

cializes in treating all kinds of anxiety with

short-term therapy arvi provides special dis-

counts for students. Call for Info

(213)281-6772.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation ar>d renrK>val of

acr^, scars and sur^spots. Low Cost. Free

consultation. Call Beverly Hills

Laser Doctor's Group. (213)786-0636.

LOSE UP TO 30 pounds in 30 days for less than

$40. Doctor recommended. 285-8347.

PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE THERAPIST and

body wcxker. Full body or areas of stress.

Xavier (213)719-9212/ (213)698-7424.

Opportunities 26

ENTREPRENEURS! Do you have a business

idea? Do you need $$$? We can help.

Unlimited Funds. (818)702-9703.

MODELS WANTED MALE/FEMALE all types.

Your chance to have $200 make-
over. ..Absolutely free. Color arxVor cut by top

professionals. You coud qualify. (IF INTER-

ESTED PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CALL) at:

Sheraton LAX airport hotel. 61 01 WestCentury

Blvd. LA 90045. Date :Saturday March 7, 1992.

Time: 3pm-7pm. Q;iestions addressed at this

time. No hair done at model call. Bobby Kraus

(213)542-4974.

MODELS WANTED male/female all types.

Your chance to have $200 make-over... Abso-

lutely Free. Color and/or cut by top

professionals. You could qualify. (IF INTER-

ESTED PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CALL) at:

Sheraton L.A.X. airport hotel. 6101 West

Century Blvd. LA, 90045. Date: Friday Nov.

22, 1991 Time: 3pm-7pm. Questions

addressed at this time. No hair dor>e at model

call. Bobby Kraus (213)542-4974.

RAISE BIG MONEY FOR YOUR ORGANIZA-
TION LARGE OR SMALL. CALL RICHARD
969-4826. NO MONEY REQUIRED.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT. Internship inter-

views rK>w taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing a team of employees,

customers, and suppliers. Majority of hiring

will be completed by November. Average

gross profit $11,287. Call Triple A Student

Painters, for information now
1 -(800)426-6441.

UCLA LAW SCHOOL - Volunteer jurors

needed. One evening only. Dates available:

11/26, 12/2, 12/3. Call Bunny - 206-1193.I l/4tO, I^/Z, 14/J. ^-gii ountiy - ^uo- I I jj.

UCLA LAW SCHOOL- volunteer jurors

needed. One evening only. Dates available:

n/26, 12/2, & 12/3. Call Bunny- 206-1193.

Help Wanted 30

$200-$500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Easy) No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.

(801)379-2900 Copyright #CA11KDH.

$40,00(VYEAR! READ BOOKS and TV Scripts.

Fill out simple 'like/don't-like' form. EASY!

Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations.

guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Record-

ing (801)379-2925 Copyright «CA11KEB.

$S00-$1,00(VWK. PT, working weekends.

Erotic dancers arxi models needed. Will train,

call Ginger, (213)575-3634.

$6.63^r. Walk on campus. Schedule around

your classes. Opportunity for advarxxment.

Apply at the Sproul Cafe. 350 Oe Neve Dr.

(213)825-2074.

ADMINISTRATIVE INTERNSHIP available at

art gallery in Brentwood. Requires art, promo-

tional, arxi writing skills. Computer literacy

necessary. Evening an^ weekerxi hours avail-

able. FAX resume to (31 0)820-5426 or call Mr.

Spiro or Mr. Reed at (310)820-8511.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/ Managen>ent

Trairiee— International expositions. Entry

level position for multi-lingual (Spar\/Eng pre-

ferred) individual. Excellent opportunity for

advarxement and travel. 1 5k to begin— Re-

view after 90 days. Fax resume to

(310)820-5426.

LAW FIRM
nee(js motivatecJ peison to

do chaiienqing legal an(j

clencai tasks

Great Experience to fiel(J.

Please send resume

w GPA. available times

for, interviev;s ana otrier

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

30

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - FISHE-

RIES. Earn $5,0004Ano. Free transportation!

Room & board! Over 8,000 opening^. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For

employment program call Student Employ-

ment Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext. 154.

AMAZING OPPORTUNITY! Manager/
assistant for combined Legal/Medical (Gyne-

cology) office. Great pay! Full-time. Strong

academic records. Graduating senior pre-

ferred. (310)281-8457.

APPLY NOW, Victoria Secret. Century City.

Flexible hours, employee discount, enthusias-

tic people should apply. (213)284-8642.

BUS BOYS/GIRLS, catering events part-time.

$10hr. Clean appearance and willing to work.

(213) 657-5506.

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will

work around classes. Sunset Village Dining

Services, $6.63^r. 206-7686. Contact Paul

Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting

APPs for Winter Quarter.

•CASTING EXTRAS* for motion pictures and

commercials. $40-$30Q/day. Call now
(213)962-0377.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CLERKZAL POSITION. Clerical word process-

ing. 604- words/minute. $8-12A^r, depending

on experience at law firm. 6500 Wilshire.

(213)651-3333.

CLERICAL POSITION. Organized, pleasant

person r>eeded for filing arxHher various office

work for a small office In WLA. $6—7A»r.,

approx 15 hrVwk- Call (310)202-1485.

COMPUTER/BOOKKEEPER, P/T, $a/hr. WLA.
(213)476-1703.

DATA ENTRY - Flexible hours. $6.00^r.

Brentwood. Fax resume (310)820-5426.

DRIVERS NEEDED, full-time and 40%
commission. Must have own car with

insurance. (213)914-1449.

DRIVER, youth bus certified, PT, $Mir. Eric

Freedman (310)391-6301

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT: Bionf>edical )ournaI.

Potential two to three year job. Excettcnt

spelling and typing skills. Interest in English

KHjrnalism. Aaron: 825-6521.

FAST EASY INCOME! EARN IOCS weekly

stuffing envelopes. Send self-addressed

stamped envelope to: FAST INCOME, PO BOX
641517, Chicago, II., 60664-1517.

FUN PT JOB: Ganries room supervisor, $6/hr.

Eric Freedman. (310)391-6301

GO FOR IT International

company needs several individuals to help

train & manage. Must like people & chal-

lenges. Excellent $$. Call Mr. Nelson

(310)399-9309.

f Anrj p •>. ^'so !,

pntiAlf Pi (''t'' n ATI I M

C>- 1.0' I.).''

tX' (
•

t .'T/crA { A f< r

4954 Vai' Ni.ys Bvci. Shc'>\^^ Ooks

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus

bonus. We train... you
gain. Morning,

afternoon
& evenina

hours available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND

206-2050

VISION MODEL &
TALENT MANAGEMENT

Models needed. No
Eiperience Necessary

Modeling Commercials & Film

Call today for an appointment
with top Industry Consultants.

(tl8)t47-6001

BEVERLY HnXS tOltO

bruin kids
Now hiring Winler Camp Couns«lorsl

Full and part-lime, $8. 1 7 par hour,

inquire af the John Wooden C«ntw
orcdl (310) 206-8027

8 people needed no^e
arm uptoti^.

Houaecleaners
•Fay * FuVtiMB*

•LatoiTWiik*

Can (S1S)45S-1817
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GRAPHIC DESIGN ASSISTANT - entry level.

Brentwood. Full or PT. MAC exp. helpful.

S7.50AiT. Multi-lingual preferred. Fax resume

(310)820-5426.

HOLIDAY HELP: Retail sales & customer

service $8.2(Vttart. Requirenf>ents: 18 -f years,

car, good interpersonal skills. Weekend and

evening hous available. (310)396-1479.

HOUSEKEEPING, ERRANDS, AND ODD
JOBS -»- possible babysitting. Hours flexible

(10-15/wk.) Wages negotiable.
(213)390-9927.

IRISH AMERICAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posi-

tions available PTAT dayVeveninp. Good pay

up to $3(]^r. Call Moo—Fri 1 —6pm. Kathlinc^

Bill (213)458-4427.

JOAN & DAVID AT ANNE TAYLOR, the

Beverly Hills loc. is looking for a P/T sales

assoc. designer. Retail exp. pref., not neces-

sary. Great discount!! i Contact Wendy,
276-1081.

L.A. Bargain Book. PT Sales reps, to call on

retail + corporate accounts. 10% commission

Must have car. (213)393-5452.

LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR: Minimum 3yr$ law

office experience in plaintiff personal injury.

Knowledge of WordPerfect. Contact Sid Dia-

mond, (213)475-0481.

MALE MODELS under 28, slim. For hot head,

tor^o, full physique. Quick cash!!

(213)664-2999.

MALE MODELS NEEDED. Young, Handsome,

Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great

Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MALE MODELS earn $1 5Q/hr. or more. Boyish

ancVor athletic ia—24. Cleanshaven fac^

little or no chest hair. Playgirl-style

magazines/nudity. Beginners welcome.
International I ty kr>own photographer. Brad

(213)392-4248.

MANAGER— Sales and Administration— In-

ternational Expositions. Outstanding position

available for mature individual with 10 years

business experience. Multi-lingual individual

preferred. Strong sales and administrative

background. References required. Excellent

groMh position with expar^ing firm. Some
travel required. Fax resume and salary require-

ntents to QTCgiaO S4X . —
MARKETING ASSOCIATE, part-tinr>e (20hrs/

wk, day time). Marketing investment manage-

ment services to Fortune 500 fimns. Challeng-

ing erwironment. Phone skills in brokerage or

finance requested. Westwood. $9.50/hr.

(310)208-1310.

MESSENGER. BEVERLY HILLS Accounting

firm has opening for part-tinf>e nr>essenger/light

office work. MUST be dependable and have

own car. M-F, 1-6pm. (310)274-9922.

MODELS: For 1992-93 swinrwuit calendars &
posters, European magazine work. Call

(213)732-5744 for appointment.

NEEIXD EXTRAS FOR FILM, TV. SERIES- call

for appt. (M-F, 9-5). (213)467-5122.

PART-TIME PERMANENT OFFKI WORK plus

sales. Base plus commission. (310)277-5828.

P/T CLERICAL. Small SM office. Opportunity to

learn R^ trustee business. Afternoons 2-3

days/week. 828-1193.

PT RECEPTKDNIST for Century City Firm.

4—7pm, M—F. Light office work. Must call

between 10—12 only. Doretta
(213)553-0550.

RECEPTIONIST— Brentwood. Intelligent,

good speech communications skills, some
typing, filing, phone, fax, 6A>r. Tues, Thurs,

8:30—5:30. Interviews 7—9, 11/24 and

1 1/25. Call 1 1/22 to schedule. (310)207-0228.

RETAIL SALES FOR HOLIDAYS. Start immedi-

ately. $6per/hr. West Side Pavillion Mall. Cart

Selling Ladles fashion accessories.

(213)202-9434.

SHANES JEWELERY seeks F/T or P/T

salesperson. Evenings and weekends
included. Apply in person or call

(213)208-7281.

TRANSLATOR NEEDED FOR JAPANESE. Must

have intimate knowledge of Japanese culture

and thought processes. Read/ Write/Speak.

(310)55(^6821. Kim West.

TWO POSITIONS: Both require wordprocess-

ing and good typing skills. On^ requires

Spanish bilingual. Flexible hours, Wilshire &
Westwood law office. Sid Diamond,
475-0481

.

UNK)UE MARKETING EFFORT requires 2

students in business attire to talk with each

other (so that others may listen in). Conversa-

tioTM will happen in a downtown office

elevator from 7:30 AM and 4:00 PM — 6«)
PM on one or nrK>re days at $5(Vday. Call Mr.

Greepberg 310-476-6478 — eve okay.

US MAIL JOBS $11.77 to $14.9(V$9.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-

sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

VA HOSPITAL NEEDS 4 PT escorts, 2 positions

8am-12pm, 2 positions 12pm-4pm. Persons

nrujst have basic skills to perform a variety of

duties. I.e., escort, file, secretarial, etc.

Persons applying must be self-motivated.

$6/hr. Contact Steve (310)824-3117.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATKJN. Generous

move-in bonus. Fumishec^unfumished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 &2 bedroom, walk to UCLA.

Ml, pool, elevator, 555 Levering Levering

208-7634. Managed by Moss & Co.

Job Opportunities 32

COLLEGE LEVEL bio, chem, & Eng instmctors

(up to 45k/yr). MS min. Top recent grad, exper.

req. (FT A PT). (619)455-1000.

34 internships 34 Apartments for Rent 49

Sports Minded
Need Ambitious Self-Starters,

New offices, xint $$$
Full^aining, Immediate Openings

(310)643-8102

MEDICAL HISTORIAN-lnterview patients.

Strong writing/computer skills. Medical

and/or legal experience desirable. Bilingual

Spanish prefen^. Full training & benefits.

Full-time in Burbank or Alhambra sites.

$13-16Aiour. Send resume dealing with

above to: John Ewing, CBL Medical, 3600

Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1908, L.A.90010.

TELEPHONE CONSULTING! Consult P/T via

home phone solving computer software prob-

lems. Send resume. Sachs Sientific, Box 4691

N. Hollywood, CA 91617.

TELEPHONE MARKETING RESEARCH ASSIS-

TANT for Memory Training School. Light

typing. $6/hr, 15-20hrs/week. Theresa

(310)445-0830.

Ctilld Core Wanted 35

BABYSITTER FOR SHY TODDLER.
4-10hr5/Wk. WLA. $5/hr. (310)207-1227.

CHILDCARE, Saturday 2pm through evening,

$50, good with kids, references, non-smoking.

(310)828-5144.

NANNY, PT, FOR 3yr.old in Westwood.

Warm, reliable female. Live-out. Afternoons/

evenings. 4-dayV^eek. Fluent English, non-

smoker, experienced. Call 6pm-9pm,
(310)472-5700.

Apartments for Rent 49

1-BEDROOM. $55(Vmonth, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only

ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms

(213)839-7227.

3340 OVERLAND. 1 bedroom $550 unfurn-

ished, $625 furnished. Passing bitf to UCLA
(213)837-7753. 4-7pm only.

BACHELOR $45Q/MO. Carpets, drapes, re-

frigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

WLA. $775-875/MO. 2-BEDROOM. HARCX-

WOOD FLOORS, FRONT VIEW. 1/2 BLOCK
TO PK:0 bus. (310)839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT $675-765.

1-BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOOR IN SPANISH
STYLE 4-PLEX.% BLOCK TO PKZO BUS. (310)

839-6294.

WLA, $975/MO. 3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR
PARKING. 1/2 BLOCK TO PKTOBUS. WOOS-
TER ST. (310)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARCI
SINGLE. $725; HUGE 2BE(y2BATH, $1275;

COMPLETELY REMODELED, BEAUTIFUL
LUXURY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROUED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND GATED PARK-

ING. 1 1 61 1 CHENAULT ST. (21 3)471-1 340.

BRENTWOOD. One bedroom, den , luxury

building. $950. High ceiling, carpet, drapery,

electric heating. 826-3934.

BRENTWOOD, $840, 2BED/1BTH, 11651

GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,

PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-

MENT. (213)939-1732.

CULVER CITY, $830, 2-bed+VA -bath, carpet,

drapes, quiet r>eighborhood and building.

(310)826-6907.

DETROIT & WILSHIRE. $550. VERY LARGE
SINGLE. AIRY. NO PETS. PARKING FOR
SMALL CAR. 939-1732.

FREE RENTALS SERVICE. Westslde «rSF Valley

apartments. Singles, 1 & 2-bedrooms.

Furnishe<V unfurnished. Beginning $560. The

Roberts Co. (310)312-9090.

FURNISHED 2-bedroom, $800, 1 -bedroom,

some furniture $650. Direct bus to IXIA. Near

good area. (310) 450-2655.

LARGE ONE-BEDROOM, separate dining

room, 5 miles east UCLA. North Wilshire.

$65(ymo. Call BpnvlOpm. (213) 859-0365

MARKETING RESEARCH: Can you read a

map? Warit to earn $M^rf Help us Interview

our customers. Temporary assignment. Flexi-

ble hours. Call collect— (619)571-2657 or

571-2467.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few

miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.

3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice

Blvd. (213)398-8579.

MAR VISTA. 1-BED: $685. 2-BED: $775.

Newly painted, laundry. 454-0805.

MAR VISTA, $575/mo, price* negotiable.

1-bed/ 1-bath. Large patio. Refrigerator,

stove. Days, (213)788-0885, evenings,

(818)707-3802.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfield

Ave, WLA. $1250 up. Security pariting,

(213)286-9332, (213)839 2269.

PALMS 1 A 2 BEDROOM $595 UP. Near bus to

UCLA (213)836-1529, 837-3900, 652-5590.

4-7pm only.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM. $675. Large, sunny,

great closets, parking. 10 minutes to campus.

Days.(31 0)273-7598, Eves:(31 0)286-7598.

PALMS. 2-bed/2-balh, $825 L $855. Under-

ground parking, fireplace, A/C, alarm, pets

okay. (714)%9-8977, A (213)559-6085.

PALMS $80(ymo 1 bed/1 bath, den, upper.

Airconditioning, garage parking, built-ins,

fireplace, security system. (213)937-0589.

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM producer seeks

student interns to learn script development

activities in office. No pay, but good opportun-

ity to learn. (31 0)576-63O9,'^31 0)394-7263.

STORY DEVELOPMENT INTERN for Roger

Gorman's Cofxrorde, work directly for head of

development. Rob (310)820-6733.

THE TRANS-ALLIANCE GROUP, an interna-

tional consultant, is looking for self-

motlvatedintem. (310)478-7999.

JAMES CAMERON'S BURBANK
PRODUCTION COMPANY

is looking for a development intern to start 1/92.

Responsibilities include: reading scripts and

newspapers, typing, filing, research, and checking

book rights. This non-paying position requires a

junior or senior whp will be enrolled during the

internship, has taken several cinema classes and is

interested in persuing a career in producing or

development. Send resumes with cover letter to

Ughtstorm Entertainment, Internship Program,

3100 Damon Way, Burbank, CA, 91505. Interviews

will be held the first three weeks' of December.

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

PALMS. $875. 2-bec^-bath. All appliances.

Security, fireplace, + alarm. 'A nrMjnth free.

(213)839-8862 or 838-5567.

PALMS. Sharp single, $495; 1 -bedroom, $595.

Vertical blinds, carpet, stove, kitchen,

laundry, large and bright, great location

1 -block from Motor and National. 2-parking

spaces. 3351 Vinton. No pets. (310)576-5540.

(310)274-0633. Open.

PALMS SPECIAL. No security deposit with

approved credit. $525 for single, $650 & up for

1 -bedroom. Pool, sauna, exercise room.

H21 3)836^3800,

PALMS. 1 bedroom. $695. Stove & Refrig.

(213)837-7513.

SANTA MONKZA. 3-BED/2-BATH. Hardwood

floors, large yard, 2-car garage. On Princeton,

north of Arizona. $1,65(ynfH). 375-0934.

SM. 1-BED, EXTRA-LARGE. Good neighbor-

hood. Pool, laundry, safe area. $495.

(213)502-8838, available now.

SPACKXJS AND BRIGHT 2-BED + DEN. 5

min from UCLA. $895/mo. Call MInju

(310)477-3036.

THIS IS THE PLACE! Cozy, clean, bright,

1 -bedroom upper. Stovc/ref. Laundry and

parking. EZ move-in terms. $625.

Days:(3l 0)206- 1193, Eves(81 8)981 2304.

UPPER 2-BED/2-BATH. Balcony, mini-blinds,

stove, frig., parking, laundry. $950.

(213)274-2461.

VAN NIJYS: LARGE 1 -bed & den. Dishwasher,

stove, fireplace, IchikVlpet ok, or good for

roommates. (818)997-6766.

WESTWOOD. X-large 1 -bed. $79(ymo. Walk

to UCLA and Village. Hardwood floors.

10971 'A Roebling Ave. (213)208-4253,

(213)824-2595.

WEVIERQLIAKIER[ERQCAK
SPEOAL

2 Bdrm/EBbth 5 Rbomniaies

fiTmgl,199
INCL.TWO WEEKS FREERENT

w/LeascThruJune 80
Gated Entry/Pkiiigw/aspaoes

Rooftop spa and Sundeck
Rii^lacy,d1fihwasher, fiidgg

Ctxi air, boloonies, cable ready

Walk to CanmusA'Ulage
512VElERANi^.

ao&a655
New tenantB only w/kaeg OAC

WESTWOOD Largp 2-bed/ 2-bath, fumi$h«V

unfurnished. Pool/ Jacuzzi, lon^ short-term,

$1400. (213)470-1513.

WESTWOOD AREA. SINGLE WITH
KITCHEN. QUIET BUILDING. WALK TO
CAMPUS. TWO AVAILABLE, $550 A $575.

470-5952.

WESTWOOD FURNISHED BACHELOR. Pri-

vate entrance, utilites, garage, bi-monthly

cleaning, light cooking, rwn-smoker. $500.

310-476^X)49.

WESTWOOD, 61 6 Veteran, WALK TO UCLA.

Singles & 1 -bedrooms, $590 and up.

(213)208-4934.
''

WESTWOOD -FREE MONTH -1 -block to

UCLA, studio, 1-bd/1-bth, 2-bd/1-bth.

Furnishe(Vunfurnished. Clean, parking, laun-

dry, facilities, pool. $600 and up. 10941

Strathmore (213)206-7294.

WESTWOOD, $1 1 50 to $1 550. Terrific 2*3
bedrooms. 2-baths, dr, Built-ins, refrigerator,

dishwasher, A^, patio, laundry. 1711 Mal-

colm. (213)273-1212.

AMAZING 2-BED/2-BATH 'WESTWOOD"
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, enclosed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliaiKes. Near eating places, trans-

portation & UCLA. (213)475-6717.

WESTWOOD. $985-1 1 95/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING

ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD, $600. Large single upper.

Stove, frig, mini-blinds. 477-2777.

WINTER RENTAL, SM. 2-bed, fully equipped

apartment. Available 12/18 — 2/18. Professor

seeking reliable renters. $800/mo.
(310)452-1862.

WLA-1 BED/1 BATH. Private patio, built-ins.

$650. 1412 Brockton Ave. (818)368-6732.

WLA. 2-BED/1-BATH. OHIO/FEDERAL.
(213)258-1354.

WLA 2BEDRM/2BATH plus huge f^ry and

patio. $1100. 1412 Brockton Ave.

(818)368-6732.

WLA, $695. Bus or bike to campus. New,

champagne carpet, blinds, appliances. No
pets. (213)477-0725. -.

WLA. $765. 1 -BED/1 -BATH. Barrington/

Wilshire. Very bright, large balcony, gated

building, pool, parking. (213)477-9753.

WLA AREA. $585/nf>o. Attractive furnished

single, kieal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

H6AmUMiE h^B up. 500 umt
student housing tacMlty. 8h«r«d or
privato. Pool, |acuz3El, rocfooHon
room. 1/2 hour drivo to UCLA.
Froo Brochuro. NonhrldQO

Campus RosMonoo, 0600 Zolzah,

Northrklgo. CA 91325
(018)686-1717

1

Beautiful One Bedroom
Apartments
Now Available

$800 Per Month with Security Deposit

Fully Furnished
All Utilities Paid, including A/C
Available to persons 21 and up

This apartment is nestled in the beautiful Santa Monica
Mountains only fifteen minutes away from the UCLA campus

For more information call the University of Judaism

Housing Office at 213-476-9777, 879-4114 ext. 259.

Fall Special
$200 Off 1st

Months Rent
Great locations

1 & 2 Bedrooms
$695 - $995

Perfect for Students
and or faculty

(213)479-1581

•AFFORDABLE*
•3528-3532 Sawtelle*

In Mar Vista near National

2bdrm Ibath

apartments. Uppers &
lowers. Balconies. Stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator.

Spacious with grey

carpet. White Blinds.

$775/month $500 deposit

OPEN DAILY OR
CALL:

Rental Office, 823-4383
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Why Pay More?
1 & 2 Bedrooms
$575—$800

Newly Remodeled
Must see to

appreciate.

657^756

WESTWOOD PLAZA
APARTMENTS

Directly across from
mid'Campus UCLA

Furnished & Unfurnished

Bachelors from $550.

Singles from $600 to $750

1 Bdrms from $700 to $900

2Bdrms/2Bthfrom$1200

Variable Length Leases

501-505 Gayley Ave.
(213)208-8505

Get out of the
Dorms!

We Will help Pay
the cancellation

fees!

Huge Luxury 1 6c 2
bedrooms,

central air, extra large
closets, fireplace, wet bar,

refrigerator, controlled
entry and parking

Low move in/Low
rental rates

Across From Campus
433 Kelton Avenue
(213)208-8685

DIAMOND HEAD APTS
Westwood

Single-

Furnlshed/Unfumished

from $750
2beclroom-

Fumlshed/Unfumished
from $1200

All Amenities

660 Veteran
208-2251

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
IBDRM

Starting at $600
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

Weekly Rentals
Guest l-lotcl •Westwood Villag3

Cable TV«Microwave •Refrigerator

$199-$235/wlcw/KITCH $295/wk
1-bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

I.HIIIIIII H I I >i

10980 WELLWORTH
10983 WELLWORTH

kMAMAMate M****MaUMllM^^*^UMl

*1 Month Free Rent
(Ask for Details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Central Heating/

Air -Conditioning

*Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area
«

'Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,

Refrigerator, Disposal

•Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

»^

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,

saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 car parking In

secure goroge, will otow
4 students per
apartment.

From $1250 -$1350
2 weeks free with lease

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

WLA, ADJ. WILSHIRE BLVD, 2+2. Patio, new
carpet •»- fridge. 2 parking spaces, $935.

(818)795-6124.

WLA/CENTURY CITY ADJACENT. 1 -bed-

room, $750 charming. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, drapes, laur>dry, decorated porch,

quiet building. (310)474-1172

WLA single, 1 -bedroom. Unfurnished, security

parking, sun-deck, Jacuzzi, frig, ^ean view.

$650-$850. Call (213) 826-5528.

Apartments Furnished 50

$595 1-BED APT. Unfurnished, stove, frig,

parking, Palnrw. Side yard. Pet? Older. Newly

decorated. 474-3111.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (21 3) 8244)1 81

.

B m
Beverly Hills Bachelors

Special Student Discount

Th> ^•rhf Hllto •L Moftte

• Pumiihed bafchdon with color

TV, mkrowave, and refrigefttor

• Wofkaut fftdky
• Jacuzt'
• 10 mirmiles from campus bf bus

,

Aopatlop of street

120 S. Reeves between Beverly &
Cannon, ck>se to Wilshire

M ID

Apts. Unfurnished 51

U DEhVl-Vi BATH. Bright, spacious, airy.

Prinf>e location. Easy access to shops-UCLA.

Security bidg. S9O0/mo. (310)207-6430.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $850-$895. 1-

bedroom, $750. Near Wilshire & UCLA. Lease

to 2. Single, $650. (213)826-8461

OHIO-SAWTELLE 1-Bdrm. Stove, fridge, car-

pets. 1 1/2 miles from UCLA. Call

(310)477-5758.

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2-Bedroom, conve-

nient location. From $725. Available now.
Eves (213)275-1427, (213)254-1565.

VERY NICE 2bdr/1% bath. Security, carpets,

drapes, frig. Pool, patio, parking,no pets.

$900. 500 Purdue Ave. (213)477-5256,

(213)931-1160.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $700, 1 -bedroom.

. $1100 , 2-bedroonr\/1 -bath. Parking included.

1-1/2 blocks to campus. 10990 Strathmore.

(310)395-2903.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed duplex. Stove, refrig,

drapes, hardwood floors. $1 100 up. 2-4 per-

sons. Garage. 1385 Midvale. (310)454-8211.

WLA, CLOSE TO UCLA, %700/rno., 1-bed/

1 -bath built-ins, pool, garden llke.nlce tenants.

(213)477-9955.

Apartments to Share 52

10-15 MINUTES TO UCLA - own bedroom.

Huge new sunny townhouse. Parking, sec-

urity, etc. $435/month (310)202-8717.

10-MINUTES FROM CAMPUS. Own room in

2-becVl -bath. $42S/mo. Female non-smoker.

Parking. Joni (213)556-2446.

10-MINUTES TO UCLA. Own room in HUGE
apartment, near all buses. MUST SEE!

$5O0/mo. (310)841-5953.

BEV. HILLS- W. Rockbury Park. Master bed-

room, private entrance. Pet ok. Beautiful must
see. $65(ynfH). (310)552-4630

BRENTWOOD. FEMALE, OWN ROOM/
BATH in spacious 2-bed/2-bath. $491/mo. -»-

Vi utilities. (310)472-0266. Available now.

BRENTWOOD to share 2bath/2bdrm with

professional & dog. $55(Vmo. Dec. or Jan.

(310)447-2235.

WESTWOOD. CLOSE TO UCLA on Cayley &
Strathmore. 2-bed/2-bath, pool, parking,

balcony, furnished. $550 (213)824-2972.

EXCELLENT LOCATION, 5 miles from UCLA.
2- bed/1 -bath, roomy apartment. $550 + utili-

ties. CafI (310)820 8962.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, huge room
with balcony, security building, close to

UCLA, $45(Vmo. Uilities included. Call Gin-

ger (213) 838-9691 evenings.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, huge Melrose/Fairfax

apartnrtent. Private room, wood floors, sec-

urity, parking. $450/mo. Kirsten
(213)651-3572.

LA BREA/5UNSET— 1 1 00 sq. ft., luxury 2-bed/

2-bath. Pool, gym, Jacuzzi, parking. Available

now. $550, utilities included. Patricia

(213)969-9373.

MALE ROOMMATE. 2-BED APT. Santa Mo-
nica. View of Palisades Park & ocean. $450 -f

'A utilities. Betty: 394-4313.

M OR F NON-SMOKER, share 2-bedroom

apartrnent. Sherman Oaks, security building,

express bus to UCLA. $385/mo. Janr>es (818)

501 -8605.

PALMS. Own room in 3-bed/2-bath for

$355/mo. Two blocks to bus stop.

(310)204-1631.

PROFESSIONAL MALE wants to share 2-bed-

room in Mar Vista. $385/nr)o. Move in now.

(310)391-7175.

ONE BLOCK FROM UCLA - Need female to

share large 2bec^2ba. Security Building &
parking. Beginning DecTJan. $393/mo. Kristin

824-1993.

PROFESSIONAL FEMALE leekf mature grad.

student or professor to share 2-bed/3-bath

Westwood townhouse. (213)474-8065.

RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE needed to share

2-bed/2-bath. Palms area. $490.00/mo.
(310)836-9020.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2-bed apt. in

Beverly Hills. $425/mo. (213)657-5320.

SANTA MONKA M/F. Non-smoker. Own
room wA>alcony, fireplace, washer/dryer,

$495-f utilites, (213)392-6944.

SHARE 2-BEDROOM with three other girls in

Midvale Plaza II. Call Sheila at (21 3)208-0784.

WALK TO UCLA. Need clean, responsible

female Kx share room & bath In beautiful

Hilgard condo. $400/month.
Sue-31 0-824-9777.

WALK UCLA- largest 2 bd/2 bath. Female to

share beautiful condo w/ 3 others. $395 each.

(213)961-6695, (213)824-4242.

WESTWOOD FEMALE NEED TO SHARE 2

bedroom apartment with 3 other gir!s.

$39S/mo. available Dec. 15th or Jan 1st. Tina

824-0476.

WLA-SM ADJACENT. 2+1 . Garage, backyard,

gardener. Close to UCLA. Female preferred.

No pets. $450 -»- 7* utilities. Call Linda

(310)473-2342.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED! Own bed/
bath in 2-bed/ 2-bath condo. Walk to UCLA.
Parking, pool. $6O0/mo. 477-3245.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Mar Vista $349.
OWN ROOM in apartment of woman with
IQ-yr-old. (310)398-7457.

SEEKING A NEAT and easygoing female to

share a 2-bed/1 -bath w/ 2 others. S270/mo ¥
util. (310)820-6385.

WESTWOOD. $45(ymo. Male, 1 -block to

campus, townhouse (bed-up;living, dining,

kitchen down), fireplace, private patio, garage.

(213)208-7527, evenings.

WESTWOOD, OWN ROOM in 2-slory,

2-bedroonVl Vi -bath. Largp living room, fire-

place, parking. 10-minute$ to campus.
$405/nH). - % utilities. (310)836-4549.

51 Apartments to Share 52 Condos for Sale 67

WHSHIRE/BUNDY OWN ROOM WITH
BATHROOM, 28-ft ceiling, 2-sundecks, sec-

urity building, fireplace, parking, $525.
(310)479-6211.

Roommates 53

646 HILGARD. FEMALE ROOMMATE
needed. $90(Vquarter or $36G^tk>., utilities

included. M—F free breakfast. Call Michele at

824-7577.

BRENTWOOD. Room available for 1-2 girls.

Close to campus. $300. Sharon 826-5642.

FEMALE needed to share 2-bed apt. with 3

Seniors. Huge, furnished apartment. 'A block

from campus. 208-5481

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED ASAP to

share 2-bed/l-bath apt. in Culver City.

$375/mo - util. W/D & secure parking. No
catsl (310)838-3538.

FEMALE , SHARE FURNISHED 2bd/2bth,

2-biocks from campus. Storage parking.

Dresser and bed available, $350^mo. (213)

208-2328.

FEMALE TO SHARE VERY LARGE apt. Brent-

wood security, pool, laundry, $365. Must see

820-0187.

FEMALE TO SHARE partially furnished 1-bed.

Security. Pool. A/C. Cynthia (310)208-0569.

FEMLALE roommate needed to share 2-bed.

'A block from campus. Seema, Jana 824-0796

Room for Rent 54

1-BED WITH PRIVATE BATH. $375/mo. First

+ last. 6066 Comey Ave. LA,CA, 90034.
(213)934-1532.

BEVERLY HILLS. Your own private bedroom/
bath/den inside an elegant duplex $695/mo
Non-smoker (213)552-0082.

BRENTWOOD, SPACIOUS room, honrie, near

UCLA- North Sunset. Private entrance. Pool

garden. Ideal study environment, Heavenly
parking, share bath, 3-way microwave
$425.00. (213)476-1786.

CHABAD HOUSE AT UCLA OFFERS HOUS-
ING IN A JEWISH ENVIRONMENT WITH
KOSHER MEALS, PARKING, LAUNDRY ANO~
REC FACILITIES. ACROSS FROM UCLA, 741

GAYLEY AVE. ONLY $350/MO. MENDY
(213)208-7511.

DO YOU NEED A PLACE TO STAY IN LA for a

short timef I have a nice apartment well-

located with a private room & bath to rent.

SSOCVmo. (310)470-2942, AMs.

MAR VISTA TOWNHOME TO SHARE.
2bed/2bath, non-smoker, female. W/D and
utilities. $55(Vmo. (310)314-4121.

OWN BEDROOM. Share house with 3 UCLA
female students. 10 min UCLA. $52S/mo.
(213)441-5021. Available 1/1.

OWN ROOM, share bath in 3-bedroom apart-

ment in Palms area. $34(VnM> irKluding utili-

ties. (213)204-6659.

VENICE BEACH, private room, phone, park-

ing, w/d. Safe area. Buslines. Studious,

friendly non-smoker. $420/mo.
(310)452-7272.

WESTWOOD, own bedroom, $420. Available

now through 12/31. 2-blocks from campus,

parking. 477-5350.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet room/

bath, high ceiling in 3-bed luxury apart.

Non-smoker. $550 (310)444-5528.

WESTWOOD, OWN PRIVATE ROOM,
kitchen, laundry, and living room. 1 'A -bath.

$45C/mo. + utilities. Ana (213)477-1873.

Available r>ow.

House for Rent 56

2-BED/1-BATH. WLA. Close to UCLA. New
carpets, new paint, pets okay. Near S.M. Blvd.

Drive by 11428 Missouri. If interested,

(213)477-7222. $l,365/mo.

SANTA M0NK:\ $825, furnished 2-bedroom
house, near beach and transportation.

(310)394-4105.

House to Share 57

ROOMMATE NEEDED male non-snHjklng to

share cottage in west L.A. Close to IXLA. Call

Tom 478-7565 or 206-8477/13039.

SANTA MONK>. 2bed/2ba w/yard. Hard-

wood floors, w+d, tree-lined street, convenient
location. No pets, smoking. $575 + 'A utilities.

453-4115.

WLA. Female, no pets, rx>n-sn>oking. Free

utilities $45(VnrK). Own room. All anr>enities.

(213)398-8151.

WLA. l-be<Vl-bath In 5-bed house. Share

w/UCLA students. $425. (805)640-0816.

House for Sale 58

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA, 3be<V2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $549,000 Dave (818)783-6875.

House Exchange 59

HOME EXCHANGE IN SANTA ROSA.
1 2/26-1/1 . Lg. 3-bd/2-ba. Clean. 1 -hr. from SF.

(707)546-4246.

Housing Needed 60

ART GRAD seeks shared accomodations, pre-

fer house. Garage, N.S. SM, UCLA vicinity.

Peter (310)372-1652.

JAPANESE FEMALE looking \ot quiet room
ri^ar UCLA in exchange for private Japanese

lessons. (818)284-7992.

BRENTWOOD. MONTANA, N of San Vic-

ente. New carpet, bathroorr^itchen tile and
paint. 1 be<^ bath -fden . Walk onto large patio

with pool. Light and airy. $199K
(213)826-9356.

DELUXE CONDO: 2-bd/2-ba. Security. WhlrJ-

pool tub. Refrigerator. W/D. Near UCLA.
(310)544-2809, Ten-a Properties.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. WALK TO
UCLA. STUDIO $95K. 1BR/1BA $15SK,
2BR/1BA $235. Call Bob/Agent
(213)470-1781.

NEAR BRENTWOOD VILLAGE, mile west of

UCLA. Clean, 1 -bed/1 -bath condo, 2 stalls in

garage. $164,000, owner. (310)471-0632,
476-8052

Guest House for Rent 70

CULVER CITY. $565. Charming single guest-

house. Stove, refirlgerator, carpet, blinds, park-
ing. (213)463-1475.

GUESTHOUSE: WEST HOLLYWOOD. View,
fireplace, quiet, secure. Month-to-month.
$1,00Q^nf>o includes utilities. (213)654-1033.

VENKTE. $599. 1-bd in 4-plcx. New carpet &
paint, parking. (213)463-1475.

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. 1 bedroom. Stove, re-

frigerator, drapes, microwave, yard. Gated. No
pets. Nonsmoker. $650. (213)838-3554.

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything - fully

equipped - reasonable rates. (818)785-1028.

SPEND YOUR WINTER VACATION on Miami
Beach. Condo for rent. Contact Linda at (21 3)

255-5980.

Dance/Physical Fitness 76
WANTED: Person interested in training/

physical therapy to help n>e rebuild from
volleyball injury. (310)788-0808.

Misc. Sport Activities ^^8

SKYDIVE TODAY! Tandem or static line with
Skydiving Adventures, Inc. Student discounts.

For further info, and free brochure
1 -800-526-9682.

Child Care y 90

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for child care.

Small salary. Near college. Call after 6pm.
(310)204-4870.

Insurance 91

(\ HATE AUTO INSURANCE

Br SI PRICf irjSAGtNCY

onLY $4 PER Norrnfl

DEITTAL COVERAQE OR
EYE CARE CALL
MR. JENKinS

(800)252-0090 ext. 362

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S nfH>ving arxi delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, arxJ reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVKIE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

r Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

RESEARCH, WRmNG, editing

M Levels-All Subjects

Foreign Sttjdents Wekx)me
Fast, Professionai-CHjafity Guaranteed

Call Research 213-477 8226

M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjectji. Theaes/DlsacrtatlGns

Proposala and Books.

Foreign students welcome.
PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, PhJ)
(213>47M662

BRENTWOOD HOUSEKEEPER is available.

3dayV^- Experienced - English Speaking •

with happy disposition. Ad placed by present

employer. 476-5116
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Services Offered

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPINCVEDITINC GRA-
DUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION ESSAYS,

OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes-

sional help from nationaily-lcrKiwn author/

consultant. (213)826-4445.

MONEY FOR COLLEGE! BILLION$ IN SCHO-
LARSHIPS AVAILABLE. GET YOUR SHARE!

CALL FOR FREE INFORMATION:
1-800-755-6121.

$MONEY $ MONEYS. Immediate help. Debt

consultations and signature loans to $20K. All

applicants considered. 1-800-221-5546.

Open 7 days. *_

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-

graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333.

PUBLISHED WRITER-EDITOR. TOP SKILLS

TO ASSIST YOU WITH: PAPERS; MANUS-
CIPTS; THESES; DISSERTATIONS; RESUMES:
(213)473-4193.

Tutoring Offered 98

A BABY COULD PASS with DAA-GOO Tutor-

ing. Tutors available in MOST ACADEMIC
SUBJECTS. Rates vary. (818)754-DAAGC)0
(3224). A local call -t- no charge for referral.

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-

nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Composition, Finarxx, Foreign languages.

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)748-741 2.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian (213)478-5822.

FRENCH TUTORING BY university graduate.

Native French speaker with experience.

$15/hr. (310)826-4944.

PATIENT TUTORMATH (ARITHMETIC THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS.

WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF-
RELIANCE. FOR FREE INFO CALL JIM.

(213)747-5118.

WRITING TUTOR, help editing your papers by
experienced writer, J.D. MBA, foreign students

welcome. (213) 824-2160.

Tutoring Needed 99

TUTOR/NANNY WANTED for 8-yr-old boy
on written composition and spelling. Female

preferred. Jeff (310)477-1141.

Typing 100

$1 .50 per page. Accurate, fast ¥ experienced

typist. Just a step from campus on Gayley.

(310)824-2012.

$1.75 PER PACE: Thesis, Papers, Resumes,

Transcriptions, Manuscripts, Charts, and
Graphs. (310)306-2648.

A-l BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATKDNS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES

.

EDITING. WLA. (213)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFEDl Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (including disserta-

Lions,mailings,resumes). Editing/graphics

available. Laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Ani (213)312-3332

ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING. Any size

job. Fast service. Reasonable rates. Day or

night— Marcus (213)654-4227.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPER. APPLICA-

TK3NS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 213-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resunr>es, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (213)827-5090.

A-»-! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/

editing, computer training, resuPDes, transcrip-

tion. FAX. THE WORD PLACE.
(213)8iB2-8008, (818)994-1094.

ANYTHING YOU CAN TYPE I CAN TYPE

BETTER. $2/page. Papers, resunws, etc. Ken

(310)478-2986.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,

laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (21 3)788-9885.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesi^doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, term papers,

scripts, theses, papers. National/ Sepulveda.

(213)397-9711.

IS TYPING your thinE? ? NO M can help. Fast,

accurate, flexible rates. Carolyn
213/671-3610.

Modern Secreterial and Graphic services: IBM
& MAC. Discount to students. Pick up/

delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(213)446-8899.

PERFECT SPELLING, top quality Mac wordpro-

cessing, free pick up/del. $2.25 page. Michael

(310) 477-4735. 9am-6pm.

Affordable PRECISION WORD PROCESSING.
Fast. Resumes, theses, dissertations,

manuscripts, tapes. Laser Printer. M-F
8anrv9pm. (310)475-0318.

PRECISK3N TYPING $2.50/Double Space

Page Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-

Delivery Available (310)864-3981

PROFESSIONAL WORDPROCESSING in my
honr>e. High quality. Accurate. Weekends and

evenings ok! Good rates. Dee (21 3)398-1 21 7.

PROFESSKDNAL RESUME SERVICE. Theses-

term papers. Employment service. Delta Per-

sonnel Services, Simi Valley. (805)526-5210.

96 Typing 100

SHERRI'S SECRETARIAL SERVICES. All year

typing for that professional look. Call

(800)300-0343

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

WORDPROCESSINC/DESK TOP PUBLISH-

ING, papers, resumes, transcriptions, ABA
format. Westwood. (213)473-5755

Music Lessons

CLASSICAL PIANO LESSONS. Laureate of

International Competition. Reasonable price.

Your or my place. Phone (310)390-5030.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

VOKIE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets

results. Expert writing, editing. Computer

typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional

service. (213)450-0133

LASER PRINTED PROFESSKDNAL RESUMES
Satisfied customers. Employed by business,

scientific, entertainment, fashion industries.

$30. 398-2227.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experienced Career Counselor. Also

college admission essays. Lee (21 3)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Trovei Tickets

1 OW LAX TO ST. LOUIS OR DALLAS. Dec.

15. Male. American. $125/obo.
(310)824-3363.

BOSTON. OW LV LAX. Dec.Uth $20(Vobo.

Eric (310)824-4059.

L.A. to SAN FRANCISCO ROUNDTRIP, NOV
26-30. Only $55. Call Kayo in Hawaii (808)

941-2139. ____^
LAX TO Frankfurt one-way, TWA, 12-10-91,

$250/obo. Harold (310)390-2154.

LAX to SFO, departing 12/14 1 0:00am, return-

Ing 12/15 7:00pm. Roundtrip $58, four

available. (310)390-4935.

RNDTRP TO SF FROM LAX. Leave 11/26,

Return 1 2/2. $100 or obo Jim (310)376-01 24.

ROUNDTRIP-MADRID, SPAIN. From LAX.

Leaving Dec.1. Open return. For $500. Fe-

male. Leave message (213)461-7482.

SAN FRAN on 2-round trip. 11/27-12/2.

$15(Vobo. Dion (310)479-4991.

Autos for Sole 109

1 984 SAAB TURBO, black, 47k miles, sunroof,

loaded, one owner. $5600. (310)396-3688.

'76 BMW 20002, Silver, 1 35,000m., sunroof,

anVfm cassette. Very clean, fun to drive stick.

Smogged. Moving MUST SELL. $280Q/obo. by
Nov. 30th. Dawn (818)997-3228

'81 HONDA ACCORD. Silver, 4-door,

5-speed, air, AM^M cassette stereo, very

practical. $875/obo. 824-3755

'84 NISSAN 300ZX.Red, automatic, exct. con-

dition, 48,100 mi. Ipcw 478. $6000.
(213)276-4712.

'85 NISSAN 300ZX BLACK LOADED $6000
(310)479-1627.

'86 CHEVY SPRINT. 5-speed, 2-door, 54,000
miles, grey. $1,500. Pien-e, (310)396-3491.

CHEAP! F.B.I. /U.S. SEIZED.
'89 Mercedes. ..$200, '86 " VW...$50,
'87 Mercedes. ..$100,'65 Mustang. ..$50.

Choose from thousands starting $25 FREE 24
hour Recording Reveals details.
(801)379-2929, Copyright# CA11KJC

CHEVY Z24, '89, loaded, 30k miles. MUST
SELL. $7,00(Vobo. Joe 209-1291.

CONVERTIBLE VW-RABBIT '83. White, new
top, new tires, low mileage, great car!

$520Q^obo. (213) 207-0109.

HONDA ACCORD '78. Good transportation.

$750. (310)470-2942, AMs.

LUXURY BLAZER, 1991, excellent condition,

barely used. Black interior/exterior. $15,000.

(213)651-1670, (818)501-2245.

MERCEDES 190, '85, $1 1,900. Excellent con-

dition. Sunroof, stereo and alarm systems, low

mileage. (2 1 3)651 -1 670.(81 8)501 -2245.

VOLVO,'83, 4-door, excellent condition, 1

owner. Automatic, AM/FM cassette, $3950.

(310)472-1680, (310)472-3228, a.m. and

evenings.

VOLVO '83 WGN AT/AC/PB OVERDRIVE
AM/FM CASS, RACK. NEW BRAKES. PERFECT

INTERIOR (LEATHER) $4450 DAVE
(213)208-0567.

VW BUG, 1970, 41k miles. Runs great. Must

sell- leaving town. $1300. Call Veronica

(310)285-0470.

VW BUG, '73. Bike, surr racks. AM/FM
cassette. Red, nwving, must sell. $975/obo.

Jill(21 3)824-2707.

VW GTI 1984. Silver with blue interior. A/C,

5-speed, sunroof, 57K miles. Original owner.

All maintenance papers. Very good shape.

$2,800. 552-2822.

102
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8 TIMES '

ALL AMERICAN SHUTTLE - SPECIAL OFFER
UCLA to LAX SPECIAL
•$14 one way •Reterviitionf 24hri

in advance
•$22 round trip 'D^idly 24hr service

1-800-585-2LAX (213)641^4090

106

Calchthe
Sizzling Spirit!^ Riiah to the D Tbrito Grill for

a Monday Night^Fbotball Piesta.

Watch your favorite teams on our wide

screenTV while tackling the great food dc

beer sp>ecials available during the game.

BEVEnLYlteXS

tt/tt)

"A FILM PHANTASMAGORIA!"
\ M.. :.!(

^f>f^i

DAILY BI^UIN

ADIOTISING

t 825-2 1 6

1
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6i 99STUNNING!
-Caryn Jama, THE NEW YORK TIMES

"DAZZLING!
JohnGielgudisastouodiiig!''

-Pder Travm, ROLLING STONE

"VISUALLY
BEAUTIFUL!
-John Andenoo, NEW YORK NEWSDAY

>>

1
1
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P R O S P E R O ' SBOOKS
Landmark Nu Art, Landmark Rialto, Larxjmark Port

FREE DEUVERY

5900
100% RmI Mozzarelia

Fresh Ingredients

11628 Santa Monica #10
(1 Bik Est of Banington)

Sunday- Thursday
11-12am

Friday-Saturday

11-2am

I ovi f.it cheese

..iiuitue uaon

reuuea»

Motorcycles for Sale 114 Scooters for Sale 115 Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

HONDA VTR, 250, '89, $2100/obo, only

2400 miles. (310)390-5270.

Scooters for Sale 115

1 986 WHITI HONDA ELITE. Excellent condi-

tion. Lock, permit and helnf>et included.

$85(Vobo. Call Kris 208-4746

1988 YAMAHA |OC GREAT CONDITION.
LOW MILES, $600/o.b.o. MUST SELL

(213)478-4007.

1 989 HONDA SPREE 50. Must selll Like new.

$399/obo. (213)471-2409.

1989 HONDA ELITE 80. Top condition.

$80(Vobo Call Allen: Day(21 3)31 5-8422,

Night(213)398-7358.

1989 RED HONDA ELITE, great condition,

only 950 miles, $57S/obo. Lock included.

(213^24-1963.

YAMAHA 125, 1986. $950 or best offer.

Excellent condition. (213)206-4423

HONDA ELITE 50, NEW, 2-month-old, bikpd.

$1 100. Looks/ runs perfect. $850. 838-5371.

HONDA ELITE 50, 1989. Excellent condition.

With lock. $550/obo. Must sell.

(213)470-9757,

HONDA ELITE 80, '87. Fabulous condition.

Red. Master's lock. Superb. $950/obo. Tom
208-5869.

YAMAHA 125, 1986 $600. Needs works,

willing to negociate. Carmen (310)479-0906.

YAMAHA ZUMA 1989. Great condition,

white and blue, low mileage. $700. Ca'l Luisa

824-7419

Bargain Box 125

COMPONENT SYST. Carver rec. 1 50 watts/

chni, Kenwood tape scan search, dolby, B C
HXPRO Yamaha, CD Polk Audio speaker.

GREAT SOUND/ POWER. $1000 ALL.
838-5371.

Sport Equip, for Sale 132

SKI BOOTS, $25. Like new, ladies size 10.

474-3111.

REFRIGERATOR. 25 CUBIC FEET. GREAT
CONDITION. $75. 839-7900.

Furniture for Sale 126 Typewriter/Computer 134

EMERSON MINI-FRIDGE with freezer,

VA xTh ft. $6(yobo. (310)470-2776.

FUTON FOR SALE. Single & lonely. Wood
franf>e, great condition. $9<Vobo. Contact Devi,

275-6482.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372 2337

Misc. For Sale 128

TELESCOPE: LIKE NEW $60.00 OBO
(310)479-1627.

BUY IT TODAY, print your term paper tonite!

IBM-compatible, 640RAM, 40-HD, Epson

printer, $400. lerry, 472-9259.

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 286, 1MB, 5.25''FD,

3.5"FD 40HD, KEYBOARD, MONITOR, NEW
W/ WARRANTY. $620. (213)644-2612.

IBM-PC COMPATIBLE with printer— Includes

two floppy drives, graphics nrK>nitor, near letter

quality printer ^rxi software. Best offer— call

Pete 206-3847.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and teach you to assemble it yourselfl

PC SUPPORT GROUP, (818)994-1188.
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From page 20

nine times in the last four games.
Injuries may play a key role in

the game, as USC will be without

two key starters, kicker Cole Ford
and linebacker Kurt Barber. Ford
has an injured hip, so JJ. Dudum
replaces him.

Barber led USC in tackles last

year, and was having an excellent

season this year t)efore he strained

ligaments in his knee. Other
^jured Trojans are guard Derrick
£>eese (elbow) and Mike Salmon
(thigh). Deese is listed as doubtful,

while Salmon is listed as probable.

For the Bruins, tailbaoL Shawn
Wills is definitely out with strained

knee ligaments.

UCLA has been established as a
five-point favorite on Saturday,

but point spreads don*t matter

much in a rivalry as important as

this one.

**It*s difficult to put into words,
but it*s very difficult to understand
the euphoric feeling you get when
you win (the USC game), and the

Rob Johnsoii

upUfting feeling that everyone

associated with your program has

when you are able to win the

game,** Donahue said. "Converse-

ly, it*s hard to describe the pain

that you go through fc^lowing

losing the game.**

UCLA is hoping that after four

years of pain, they will finaUy feel

the euphoria of beating USC.

From page 20

Schmid has called "outstanding.**

The senior has played a part in all

seven of Portland's shutouts, and
has a 0.9 goals against average.

Offensively, the Pilots are paced
by the quartet of Joe Leonetti (14

assists, 32 points), Yari Allnutt (10

goals, 25 points), Jeff Betts (nine

goals, 23 points) and Jim Clarke

(five goals, 15 points).

*They are a dangerous team,**

Schmid said, **They have four

dangerous offensive players. It

will be tough to contain them.

They all have good speed and
individual ability.

"When you have a good defense
and their playoff experience you
have the type of team that can win
a national championship.**

Of course, UCLA has a team
that has similar potential. Afto*

reeling off nine straight wins
heading in, the Bruins earned the

home-field advantage and seem to

be peaking at the right time.

"We look okay,** a more sub-

dued Schmid said. "We are pretty

healthy and have trained very

weU.-

Like many of their games, this

one will come down to a battle

between the Bruins speed and
Portland's size.

"I think we can exploit them in

that area,** Schmid said. "Cobi
Jones and Tim Gallegos are very

key as well as Joe-Max Moore. It is

important that we put pressure on
them.** —

-

Earlier this year, UCLA
defeated the Pilots, 3-1, in over-

time. In that game, the Bruins gave
up an early goal, but turned up the

speed to record three goals on a

free kick, a penalty kick and a
breakaway.

*1 think we controlled a good
pGfftion of that game,** Schmid
said. *Those three goals showed
our quickness advantage.**

The game was also played on
artificial turf, a surface more
common to the Pilots. Sunday*s
contest is on natural grass and at a
place where UCLA has not lost

since 1987.

The Bruins are led by the

SporSTTfifo

midfielder Moore, who has a
team-leading 17 goals and 41
points. Forward Cobi Jones has

added 3 1 points as well as midfiel-

der/forward 7^ Ibsen. Goalie
Brad Friedel has posted nine

shutouts and a 0.63 goals against

average.

Should UCLA win Sunday, it

will face the winner of Frftsno

State-Santa Clara next week at the

North Soccer Field.

Gametime is 1 p.m. on Sunday
at the North Soccer Athletic Field.

Tickets arc $7 for students and
adults and $4 fa: youth under 12.

••mi^ -^""^
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Come to Reebok Santa Monica NSaturday, November i_ .

and meet Sam Perkins, star forward for the Los Angeles

Lakers. He'll be at the_ store from 2-3:30pm to say hello, sign

autographs and maybe even give you a few pointers.

And while you're there, check out all the latest Reebok footwear,

apparel and accesories. It won't take you long to see that calling

Reebok Santa Monica just another store is like calling Sam Perkins

just another basketball player.

Reebok Santa Monica

2936 Main Street

(south of Ocean Park Blvd.)

213.399.4797

Store opens at 10 a.ni.

Monday tfirough Saturday,

and 11 a.m. on Sunday

Reebok

BRUIN <213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL '

FREE PARKIN'C; CI SIIIOXEI) CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENINGS
CLASSES

Dracfon Express
Cliinese Fast Food

Free
Delivery
($8.00 Min.)

Limited Area

CO X>T AT*1S* ^A RR Includes thed nee or chow m
r^JuA-JLJCi ^^4*00 plus any two a U carte iUoM

Houn:
Monday-Sunday llam-llpm

with the purchase of j

a Combination Plate %

1147 Westwood Blvd.
(Acroaa fWim McDonaldli)

208-4828

^^C «-JW#lL?<

TURKEY B«WUHG*9"*

youDOrfr>U»m to ^iMMIK

on THU»-SOWHATTHE HELL

2941 y*VAIN STREET, 5ANTA /^ONICA, CA 90405-396-4725
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Women to play

Waves'
By Terry White
Dally Bruin Staff

With most of their top star-

ters coining back, the UCLA
women's basketball team may
make some noise this season.

Tonight they travel up the coast

to Pepperdine to open the

season against the Waves at

7:30 p.m.

But a few days ago, the

Bruins were tripped up in their

exhibition game against South

Australia. The Aussie women
took UCLA by surprise and
stormed to a 75-55 victory.

In the exhibition game,
UCLA had most of its trouble

scoring, shooting a dismal 26.8

percent from the field. Rehema
Stephens went 6-for-17 to lead

the Bniins with 14 points.

Although most of the Bruins

may have forgotten their Unes

in the dress rehearsal, UCLA
head coach Billie Moore feels

that her team has looked good in

practice and should shine in the

real performance.

"We've had a solid a four or

five weeks of practice since

Tve been here,** Moore said.

=^Wc*vc been able to accom-
plish a lot in these practices.**

"We did a lot ofgood things,"

Moore said about the exhibition

game. "But we shot the ball

poorly. Nobody shot up to

potential.**

The Bruins have not lost any

I • I wj

of last year's big guns and this

should give them an added

advantage to improve over their

fourth place finish in 1990-91.

"We have a good nucleus of

players returning," Moore said.

But UCLA will have to wait

several weeks before its most
powerful weapon — center

Natalie Williams — returns.

WilUams is currently playing

outside hitter for the women's
volleyball team, and she will

continue to play for them until

the playoffs end.

Last season, Williams was
named to the All-Pac-10 fresh-

man team and scored double

figures in 14 games, including

seven of the last eight.

The Bruin hoopsters will

have to do without sophomore
forward Gene VanOostveen,

who has suffered a stress

fracture.

With those two out of the

action, Moore has inserted

freshman Amy Jo Silva in the

fOTward spot

Pepperdine probably will not

give the Bruins as much of a

challenge as the rest of the

season's opponents. In its seven
- meetings, UCLA has won eveiy=

time.

The Bruins* next home con-

tests are Dec. 1 and 7 against

Santa Clara and UC Santa

Barbara and open conference

play in early January with

Oregon and Oregon State.

Volleyball faces Oregon, OSU
By Greg Jones
Daily Bruin Staff

For the UCLA women's volley-

ball team, this weekend* s matches

against Oregon and Oregon State

may not seem very important, with

the conferejice title and final

standings more or less determined.

However, Friday*s match
against Oregon State and Satur-

day*s duel with Oregon will give

the Bruins a much-needed test as to

whether they can maintain a high

level of play throughout an entire

match.

"It's going to be a real challenge

to see if we can keep our intensity

up,** UCLA head coach Andy
Banachowski said. "I think we* 11

be able to do it reasonably well

because it is our last weekend (at

home and for the season).**

Specifically, the team hopes to

compete as they did in the fu-st

game against Pepperdine, in which
they hit .542 and completely

dominated the Waves at the net
**I think they reaUze how close

the tournament is and how impor-

tant it is, and I think that they can

do it,** Banachowski said.

One integral part of the team's

performance will be the play of the

blockers, specifically Marissa

Hatchett, who played very well

against Pepperdine on Wednesday
night.

^=^Y6 like to see her play like she

did last night when she had nine

blocks," Banachowski said. "I

think that blocking is certainly the

easiest way to score points besides

an (serving) ace.

"We're going to have to rely on

our blocking and net game to pull

us through at the end of the

SUNNY SUNG/Daly Bruin

Annett Buckner and the UCLA women's volleyball team close out
the home season this weekend with matcnes against Oregon and
Oregon State.

season," he said.

Tonight's opponent, Oregon
State, may give the Bruins a

challenge. Although Oregon State

has a record under .500, they did

give the Bruins a run in Corvallis

in September.

CLA won the first two games
in the match, but then lost a close

third game and was soundly
defeated in game four. The Bruins

could only take the match when
they edged the Beavers 15-12 in

the final game.

*They are a good ball control

team, and those teams can give us

trouble during a match," Bana-

chowski said.

On the oihex hand, Oregon was
the victim of a sohd Bruin perfor-

mance when the teams met in

Eugene. U(XA swept the Ducks
rather easily, holding them to a

.(X)3 hitting percentage on the

nighL

This weekend's matches will

also mark the final two home
matches for UCLA senior co-cap-

tain Jennifer Graaeau. Gratteau

has played an integral role in the

last three seasons and has contri-

buted to the success of each squad.
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__Williim Arnold, SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER

''ifi^^ Ml A sly, freewheeling comic melodrama."

-John Ha.tl, SEATTLE TIMES
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Confirms Alan Rickman's reputation as one of the

finest actors of his generation."
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Need we say more?

THEO NICHOLAS/Daily Brum

Bruin quarterback Tommy Maddox will be a key factor if UCLA
hopes to beat USC Saturday. He hasn't thrown a touchdown pass
in three ganr»es.

By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

Before this season began,
UCLA head football coach Terry

Donahue set three goals for his

squad. '

The Bruins have already
achieved two of those goals,

having a winning season and
making a bowl game.

Saturday at the Los Angeles

Memorial Coliseum, UCLA (7-3,

5-2 in the Pac 10) will have the

opportunity to attain their third

goal, as they play their archrival,

USC, at 3:15 p.m.

UCLA hasn't beaten the Trojans

since 1986, when Gaston Green
led the Bruins to a 45-25 victory.

No current Bruin has ever played

on a team that has beaten USC,
with the exception of linebacker

Arnold AJe, who transferred from
Notre Dame.

There is no Rose Bowl berth at

stake in this year*s Bruin-Trojan

clash, only the bragging rights of

Los Angeles.

How important is the UCLA-
USC rivalry?

"It*s not a matter of life and
death, it's a little more important

than that,** former Bruin head

coach Red Sanders once said of the

rivalry.

**I think the main thing that

makes it so unique is that it's the

only rivalry in its kind that in

which two imiversities share the

same city." Donahue said. "With
the exception of the Rose Bowl,
my most emotional highs and
disappointing lows as a coach have
come in this game.

"Anytime you are involved in

this rivalry for as many years as I

have been, you come to appreciate

winning, and know how painful

losing is."

USC (3-7. 2-5) enters the game
in the midst of a school-record

tying five-game losing streak;

however, the Bruins won't be
taking them lightly.

The Trojans seem to rise to the

level of their opponents, as

evidenced by their win over Penn
State, and close losses to Notre
Dame and Washington. However,
USC has struggled at the Coli-

seum, where they are 1-4 this

season.

use's offense has been slug-

gish this season, especially at the

quarterback position. Trojan head
coach Larry Smith has not yet

decided who will start at quarter-

back on Saturday.

True freshman Rob Johnson
started last week against Arizona,

but he threw two interceptions and
fumbled twice. Sophomore Reggie
Perry started the first nine games
of the season at quarterback, but he
has thrown only one touchdown
pass to go with II interceptions.

Junior Estrus Crayton will most
likely become the latest tailback to

start for the Trojans, as he ran for

185 yards and scored two touch-

downs against Arizona.

Crayton replaces sophomore
Deon Strother, who had started the

last four games for USC. Strother

had replaced pre-season Heisman
Trophy candidate Mazio Royster,

who has been benched by Smithy
Royster hasn't even canied the

ball in either of USC's last two
games.

Tlie Bruins have also struggled

on offense lately, as they have only
scored one touchdown in each of
their last two games. Quarterback
Tommy Maddox has not thrown a
touchdown pass in the last three

games, and has been intercepted

See FOOTBALl, page 18

Soccer faces Portland in first round of playoffs
By Zachary Aron
Dally Bruin Staff

There's more than one UCLA
team that has a big game this

weekend.

While most of the campus has

been caught up in UCLA-USC
football hysteria, the Bruin men's
soccer team has been quietly

preparing for its opening playoff

match.

UCLA (17-3-0) is the No. 1 seed

in the Far West Region and hosts

the University of Portland on
Sunday.

The Bruins have been literally

practicing in the shadows of the

campus. The last two weeks, head
coach Sigi Schmid's team has been
practicing at places such as

Spaulding Field and Jackie Robin-
son Stadium.

This has been to keep the North
Soccer Field in as good shape as

possible.

"We want to give our field as

much rest as possible," Schmid
said. "We want to make sure it is

ready."

At the same time, Schmid wants
to make sure his team is ready to

take the field. After having gone
two weeks without a game, the

concern that UCLA might be
game-rusty is definitely realistic.

"When you have a^ood

defense and

(Portland's) playoff

experience you have

the type of team that

can win a national

championship."

S\0 Schmid
UCLA Soccer Coach

"I think our big concern is if we
are not sharp," Schmid said. "You
cannot practice at the same tempo
as there is in a game. I think it will

help them cijly on."

Portland also has other weapons
in its arsenal, including a strong

defense. The Pilots boast a solid

0.88 goals against average and
have shut out the opposing team
seven times.

In its first round game against

Florida International, Portland
held the Golden Panthers scoreless

for 180 minutes of action, before

pulling out a 1-0 overtime victory.

The Pilots defensive wizard is

goallender Kasey Keller whom

See SOCCER, page 18 Zak Ibsen will take 11 goals Into Sunday's playoff game with Portland.
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Pao-10 feuds make it a wild western weelcend
By Greg Jonas
Supplement Staff

Even though all of the bowl bids

have been determined, this

weekend*s menu of conference

games are among the nnost intense

of the entire season.

It is the final weekend of the

regular season, and traditional

matchups like the Big Game, the

Civil War, and the Apple Cup will

be sure to fill stadiums throughout

the Pac-10.

The bestgame this weekend will

take place in Palo Alto, where the

No. 21 Cardinal will face off

against sixth-ranked Cal in the Big
Game.

In other matches. No. 2
Washington will attempt to keep
their national championship hopes
alive against arch-rival Washing-
ton State, while the Arizona and
Oregon schools will fight it out for

bragging rights.

The following is a look at this

weekend's matches.

CAL at STANFORD

The 94th Big Gam|^ngs Bay
Area football fans one of the best

games in recent memory, as it has

-been 13 years since both teams had
winning records going into the

contest

Cal (9-1 overall 6-1 in Pac-10)

will try to take home The Axe for

the first time since 1986, when
they defeated Stanford 17-11.

The- Bears are probably still

smarting from last year's loss,

when they let Stanford (7-3, 5-2)

score nine points in die final

twelve seconds to take a 27-25
victory. The Cardinal came back
with the aid of an onside kick and a
timely roughing the passer penalty,
which allowed them to kick a field

goal with no time left on the clock.
However, the Citrus Bowl-

bound Bears have as good a chance
as ever to defeat the Carxlinal.

Russell White leads a rugged Cal
running attack widi a 4.9 yards per
carry average and 14 touchdowns.

Quarteit>ack Mike Pawlawski
has also been a steady part of the

Bear offense, throwing 19 touch-
downs passes this year while
averaging 220 passing yards a

game.

Stanford, who has won six

games in a row and is headej^ for

the Ak)ha Bowl, is led by the Pac-

10*s leading quarterback. Confer-

ence efficiency leader Steve Strcn-

strom — who has tossed 13
touchdowns while throwing only
five interceptions — has never
been a starter in a Cardinal loss.

This series is the oldest one
played in the West Coast, dating

back to 1892.

WSU at WASHINGTON
The second-ranked Huskies

have rolled over everybody this

year, and are heavy favorites in

this year's Aj>ple Cup.
Washington (10-0. 7-0) has won

the last two games in this rivalry,

and has a 53-24-6 advantage in the

scries, which is often referred to as

the biggest cat and dog fight in the

worid.

The Cougars (4-6, 3-4) wiU
most likely have a difficult time

with theUW defense, which is No.
1 in the country and gives up a
measly 217 yards and eight points

a game.

That defense destroyed the

Cougars in last year's 55-10
• - -

See PAC-10, page 20

The Race for the Rose Bowl

Team
Washington
California

Stanford
UCLA

Pac-1
7-0

5-2

Arizona St.

Washlngtcsa it
Arizona
use
Oregon
Oregon St,

.-.V.'.S*.'.*.•.•.'

4-3

4?3
3-5

1-6

0-7

Overall

10-0

m
7-3

7-3

5-5

4-6

4-6
•

••

•-3-r

3-7

0-10

This Week:
UCLA at use
California at Stanford
Washington at Washington St.

Arizona at Arizona St.

Oregon St. at Oregon

Bowl Bound Teams:
Washington - Rose Bowi
Caiifornia - Citrus Bowl
Stanford - Aloha Bowl
UCLA - John Hancock Bowl

SOURCE: Pac-10 Conference
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UCLA vs, USC: The Battle Contintdes
TTie Coliseum, Nov. 23, 1991

This town ainh hig enough

for the two of them*

By Kennedy Cosgrove
Supplement Editor

From listening to some formerUCLA andUSC players, one would
think that the rest of the calendar year is just a way ofmarking time
until the UCLA-USC game.

"You wait 364 days to get to this one stupid day to humiliate them/'
said former UCLA nose tackle Terry Tumey. Class of '87.

Thai's how big the annual claSh between these two schools seems.
**Playing in that game was a life and death struggle, because we were

going out there versus the biggest, meanest guys we were ever going to

play against.** recalls Terry Debay, UCLA quarterback, Class of '54.

Former USC kicker Frank Jordan, whose last second field goal gave
the Trojans a 29-27 win in 1977, agrees.

*Tt is the quintessential rivalry in college football," he says.

But what makes the rivalry, now in its 61st year, so great? Why is

UCLA-USC so special, more so than perhaps any other college football

rivalry in the country?

The Daily Bruin asked current and former players these questions.

For some, the answer was simple.

"It's what college football is all about.** says former USC quarterback
Todd Marinovich. Class of '90.

It both typifies college football and is unique at the same time, in the

sense that both schools share the same city— one of the biggest cities in

the world.

"It's the only rivaby of its kind that two universities share same city,"

says head coach Terry Donahue.
But there is the sense of an old western movie— **This town ain't big

enough for the both of us" — that everyone associated with the game
feels. Each year, there is room for only one team: the team that wins.

"What you're doing is claiming ownership ofone of the top cities in the

world," Tumey says. "You've got a city that just explodes when the game
is about to go."

It is akin to a sort of civil war.

"It's family against family, brother against brother, husband against

wife," Donahue says. "Everybody has an opinion and a team to cheer for.

It really unites the city."

Or disunites them, as the case may be.

Many of the players are local products, kids who have played each
other for years, in high school and before. They see each other all year

long.

*These guys live in the same city, they go to the same parties, they went
to same high school," Donahue says. "So there is that special flavor to it."

To the victors, go the spoils: bragging rights, the best recruits and the

knowledge that you are the undisputed champion.

"Wc sec some of their guys at parties or whatever," says UCLA's
junior tight end Rick Daly. *Thcy'll have a ring on and they'll kind of

flaunt it around and taunt us with it. They'll talk about last year. I hate

'SC."

But the rivalry does not end when the athletes' playing college days are

over.

**This UCLA-USC thing goes way beyond your college career, it kind

of sticks with you for life," says former UCLA AU-American Jerry

Robinson. "You want to beat them because once you get out of college

Not only is the game about brute strength...

NORM SCHINOLER

see mvALiiY. page 19 ...it ^5 also about tradltfon, pride and hatred.
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UCLA v& CISC: The Battle Continues
The Coliseum, Nov. 23, 1991

By DavM Qlteon
Supplement Editor

Two years.

That's how long it took for the

UCLA football program to plum-

met from its peak— ranked No. 1

in the nation for two weeks and a

Cotton Bowl winner in 1988— to

crash and bum; two consecutive

losing seasons in *89 and *90.

The UCLA football program—
after a national record seven

consecutive bowl victories —
bottomed out And, in the process,

so did head coach Terry DNonahue.

Fans were calling for Donahue's
head. *Tor aU of 1989 and 1990.

1

was on trial in Los Angeles/*

EKmahue said.

But just as quick as UCLA
supporters were to jump off of the

Bruin bandwagon, they seem to

have hopped back on. Last week,

UCLA assured itself of its first

bowl appearance in three years by
earning a bid to the John Hancock
Bowl and have risen back to

respectability with a 7-3 record.

"rm just happy to be able to

play in a bowl game," UCLA's
Carlton Gray said. *The last two
years haven't been good to the

team, and now we can show off a

litUe."

In addition, if the squad can beat

Southern Cal this weekend and
then kiKKk off Illinois in the

Hancock Bowl, IX)nahue's team
will finish with a respectable 9-3

mark and most likely a top 15

national fmish.

How do you explain such a rapid

and total decline of a football

program and then the resurrection

of that same program in such a

short time period? You can'L

*'I think for the eighties, our

team was in the upper echelon of

college football." Donahue said. "I

think what was shocking was the

rapid and complete deterioration in

such a blink of an eye. >
"When you go from seven

consecutive bowl wins, a national

record to 3-7-1 and 5-6, that's a

rapid fall," he continued. **In my
wildest dreams, I never thought it

would happen to us.

"UCLA has too much to offer,

too many assets and too many good
things going for it that it should

never gel to that point. And maybe
our rise back to respectability is an

indication of that statement,"

«
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Donahue said.

"We didn*t stay there long. We
were at least decent enough again;

we're a better looking football

team. . . . We're glad to be back in

the bowl business."

After the 1989 disaster.

Donahue went back to the drawing

board. He brought back the man
who could be credited with much
of UQ-A's success in the late

1970*s and early 1980's. Homer
Smith. He also made a tnickload of

other coaching moves. And
although the jury is still out, the

preliminary results have been

positive.

"In 1989. we lost five football

games by six points. In 1990, we
won two or three football games in

a heartbeat We were all over the

Richter scale.

"But you have to develop a

sense of balance. You cannot listen

to all of the talk shows and all of

the critics and all of the nails that

people try to drive through you
heart

"I think you have to have an

open ear to the criticism. But to

those that are ill-informed, to those

that are just nuts, you don't need to

ride yourself down and make
yourself a basket case because it is

very hard to please everybody,"

Donahue continued.*This is a hard

job.

'That's the kind of life you live

as a football coach. You're one
touchdown away from feast xx
famine. That's life. It's tough, but

that's the way you live."

After two long years of famine,

Donahue is salivating at the

thought of a feast "It's been hard

to get the program back, but we
have recovered to the point where
we are in a bowl game, and I'm not

going to apologize for that"
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I/CM VS. USC: The Battle Contintdes
The Coliseum, Nov. 23, 1991

By DavM Gibson
Suppienient Editor

Just one year ago, the USC
football team was headed for the

John Hancock Bowl. The game
marked their fourth bowl game in

four years under head coach Larry
Smith.

As a matter of a fact. Smith led

his squad to the Pac- 10 Champion-
ship and the Rose Bowl in each of
his first three seasons at Troy.

Howard Jones never did that

Neither did John McKay, nor John
Robinson for that matter.

Furthermore, only one other

Pac- 10 coach in history— Claude
Thomhill, whose 1933-35 Stan-

ford teams went to the Rose Bowl— has ever accomplished such a
feat. Four years, four bowls selec-

tions, three Pac- 10 Champion-
ships, two Conference Coach of
the Year awards and no losses

against UCLA. Larry Smith was in

a world by himself.

How the mighty have fallen.

This year, Larry Smith won't be
watching the Rose Bowl from the

sidelines. He, along with a million

of other Americans, will be
•watching the game from his living

room. USC is not going to the Rose
Bowl. They're not going to the

John Hancock Bowl. As a matter

of fact. Southern Cal, with a 3-7

record (2-5 in Pac-10) isn't going
anywhere.

Smith has watched his Trojans

drop their last five football games,
another USC record.

"Our team has endured more
than any other team that I have
coached." Smith said.

The USC football program —
one of the most traditional,

respected and illustrious programs
in collegiate history— has hit rock

bottom.

Following in the footsteps of
crosstown rival UCLA — which
went 3-7-1 in 1989 after winning a
national record seven straight bowl
games — the Trojans are shoul-

dering just their third losing season
in the past thirty years.

"I think our team is filled with
frustration right now," Smith said.

To top that off, if the Trojans fall

to UCLA this Saturday— they've

won just one of five games at the

Coliseum this season — then they

will fmish with their worst record

since 1957.

Southern Cal football followers

have done to Smith what all

frustrated fans do; call for the

coach's job.

Just as the fans had been doing
with UCLA head coach Terry

Donahue when his teams suffered

back to back losing seasons, many
Trojan followers are engraving

Smith's headstone.

All of a sudden, Larry Smith

can't recruit, can't motivate his

players and, more importandy.

can't coach. Additionally, he —
like Donahue — has taken a little

heat for a few off-the-field inci-

dents his players have been
involved in. In other words, now

Despite the losing season,

though. Smith believes that his

team's record could very well be
different ifnot for a couple ofplays
here and there.

Out of the Trojans' seven losses,

three have been decided in the final

minutes, including a tough four-

point loss in South Bend to Notre
Dame when the officiating was
questionable at best

"If I could take six plays and
change them, we would be 7-3,"

the coach said.

But he can't The fact remains
that USC has won only three of it's

ten games. If UCLA knocks off

Southern Cal. then it will mark the

first time since 1975 that a Trojan
team has been swept by its trio of
California rivals.

That— in addition to losing to

Notre Dame for ninth consecutive
year, not making to a bowl game
and being beaten my Memphis
State at the Coliseum— make for a
tong winter for Smith.

**We just need to go back to

having fiin." Smith said. "Forget
3-7. One game. UCLA. That's all

there is left"

J
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"! Advertise
In the

Dally Bruin
andwatch the

|j)IPDi?fl1l§ stack up I

825-2161

TWO HATS ARE BETTER
THAN ONE.

When it comes to wearing two hats,

Steve Edwards does it better than

anyone. Beginning at 3pm, Steve covers

a wide range of topics from gangs to

dating in the *90s.

Prom 5-7pm, Steve swaps hats for

"Sportstalk" where he fills his weekday
program with informative and

entertaining interviews with sports

personalities. Regular features with well-

known journalist Mike Downey and the

6:28pm trivia question make
"Sportstalk" more than bats, balls, stats

and wins!

790KABC
TALK,RADIO

CRESCENT JEWELERS
Westwood's oldest and most respected T?ff(7^'i? A a^«^« a.
jeweler, is proud to honor ^ ^ii^^ AtllleteS

of the Month
V CrM KA for your fkvorite nude And female atbletee

each month. The atbletea receiving the moat
votee will be honored by Crescent Jewelers

At A UCLA Athletic event.

WIM a SEIKO U.S. OLYMPIC TEAM
COLLECTION watch. EAch month a

rAndom drAwing will be held from the
bAllots received. The selected winner
vrill receive a Seiko U.8.01ympio TcAm
Collection wAtch And four tickets to An

upcoming UCLA Athletic event

THE FUTURE OF TIME
36 use 380

My selections for the November Crescent Jewelers UCLA Athletes of the Month are:

(Male athlete). .and (Female athlete)

To be counted, and entered in the cta^ng. yourbakimust be receis/ed by Dec. 2. 1991.

Bring in or mail your entry to: Please enter my name in your drawing.

ileuielers.

Name.

AddrasS'

inc.
Phone (DayL (Eve).

1055 wvsrwood blvd.

w*srwood virioQ*
los ong*l*s 90024 (310)2069131 UCLA- BASKETBALL DOIJa£h€ADER on December 7, 1001.

HARD
I ucH

Kid
By Scott Bloom
Supplement Staff

Sometimes, Jason Oliver must
feel as if someone is playing an
awful trick on him.

Oliver, a starting comerback at

use, has seen more than his fair

share of adversity since leaving

Bakersfield High and coming to

Los Angeles as a freshman last

year.

He*s probably seen more adver-

sity in his 19 years than most
people see in an entire lifetime.

But in the midst of the darkness

that seemed to converge on him
swiftly and without warning, he

also managed to make a name for

himself on the football field.

And maybe that's what makes
Oliver's story worth telling.

The world he knew came crash-

ing down last year when both of

Oliver's parents died— one from
lung cancer, the other from an

AIDS-related illness.

Oliver was also left with a 10-

year-old brother who wanted to

know what had happened to his

parents.

By then, of course, adversity

was an old hat to Oliver. He was
abeady facing rape charges along

with another use player. He was
acquitted this year, but the trial

was "a long ordeal."

"I wondered why this would
happen to anybody," Oliver said.

"It was kind of like *When wiU this

be over?'

'^Everything started to stack up.

One thing would happen that

would be an obstacle and I'd deal

with it Then something else would
come along, and it was just

something new every day." \;

—New things camo at him faster

than he could handle it There was
an estate to managed, bills to be
paid, houses to be sold, and a

younger brother to look after.

A high school coach and a USC
administrator help Oliver with any
legal problems now. His brother

lives with a cousin, who serves as

his legal guardian.

But before the help there were
confused and anxious moments,
moments when he had to be
something he wasn't prepared to

be.

See OLIVER, page 21

use SPORTS INFO

USC cornerback Jason Oliver, who changed his number from 43
to 4, has overcome his more than his share of problems.

UCLA v& USC: The Battle Continues
The Coliseum, Nov. 23, 1991

f SPEOAUZED,

LAY-AWAY NOW
FOR X-MAS!

HARD ROCK CRUZ
Ideal bike for the recreational

rider. Performance and comfort.

Perfect for any on or off-road

adventures. Index shifting —
21 speeds and top quality.

reg. $320

SALE

*21999

SPEOAUZEO,

ROCKHOPPER COMR
Sporty Mountain bike

performance at a down to OAi c
earth price. All the tricks of SALE
Ifre more expensive bikes:

reg. $61

5

Direct drive frame, 21 speeds

and more.
^7999

reg. $380

HARDROCK SPORT
The last word in hot new

mountain bikes. Road ready qji| r
and Mountain tough. Built to vALt
comfortably handle all your $o'7n99
biking needs. *279

Specialized is one of the hottest brands going. And Helen's is the hottest place to get the best deal and best

service on the complete line of Specialized bikes and accessories. So whether you're a racer or a cruiser, see

the Specialized specialist. And go to Helen's. But you'd better hurry. These great deals won't last.

ALL BIKES INCLUDE FREEASSEMBLY, 90 DAY TUNE-UP & LIFETIME GUARANTEE.

«Uty<

Seat Bag & Cat Eye Headlight w£,£m VqIIJG
with $40 purchase while quantities last

Helen's Cycles

Santa Monica
2501 Broadway at 26th

(213)829-1836

It's Bicycle Heaven.

Westwood Village
1 071 Gayley Ave.

(213)208-8988

®

Manhattan Beach
2403 N. Sepulveda Blvd.

(213)545-2699

Open every day. Taking good care of people and their bikes since 1936.
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BOTTOMS UP
It could only happen in Apple's!

m>

All Sports*All The Time
Take a front row seat to all LA games;

plus top notch out-of'town coverage

Catch all College & Pro Action Here

Monday Ni^ht Football

• Specials

DYEWitness
Personal Security Spray

and
Criminal Identifier

l)iiuNi\ uiiuckcrs, dan rapists.^ haslurs. tic.

• Sus/Hri uiauifiahlc tu p<t{icf for up to 7 dayi.

* I'ciiiurcd iin CSS and ni'mttrk 71 '/ifHJ nxcniK

* l.aiisi ihitifi in jH-rsonal itrunn.

• So /xrrnit rcqtarvd

Complimentary
Hot Dog Buffet and

$1.75 16 Oz. Miller

Drafts

Berger and Beer
Special

l/31b. Cheese Burger,

French Fries and Draft

Miller Lite or Genunine

Only $4.75
(4pin'clo6e)

^^BnO&

Here's ht)w it works:

Pull the trigger pin out, aim
the hand-held canister, and
squeeze the trigger. An ugly

dark green dye shoots out at

70 lbs. high pressure, then
foams, obscurmg assailant's

vision and making breathing
ditticult. The dye stains

the attacker's skin and is

unremovable for 7 days ~
making identification easy.

$^9.95 each.

IpluN $7 05 stipg. hndlg. ik l.ixj

(Irci.- hiilMcrwiih ihisitil)

new

3001 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica

(213)828-3000
Special Sports Buffet For Selected Gaines.

Clnmp danitnstratuMtsltraminfi also available.

Proicci yourself and your loved ones

Show you care -- give il as a gift!

Makes a great sKKking siuffer!

Order Toll Free at:

1-800-750-1980

Little Fort
Pcrst)nal Security Devices

4651 Cahuenga Blvd.. Suite 305

Toluca Lake. CA 91602

(818)752-1980

l)iMrihutorship.\ availahilc

li'ttiT fxpircs M'M VI

I

Catch These
Great Offers

from

CopyMat!
923 Westwood Blvd.

824-5276

Black & White Copies

I ONIY
1

<
I

I

2 'each
I Fun-service black and MhMt copies, overnight orxiers only, for | |

12 1/2i each (8 1/2x11. 20« white bond paper, each side . .
counts as one copy, niachfr>e-fed copies only). One coupon I I
per person. Canrtot be conit>ined >tith other offers. Prssent

I
coupon wvHh order. Coupon good through December 28, 1991. I I

I coPiMiac ^11
1M PMlMrfMil iMtoh Ctrr

Canon Color laser Copies

99< 'il ONlY
Canon Color Laser Copies tor only 99c each (8 1/2 X 1 1 . 20«
white bond paper, one-sided). One coupon per person.
Carmot be combir>ed with any other offers. Present coupon
with order. Coupon good through Decemt>er 28, 1991.

copymac
'^ llw

each I

I

I

I

UCLA versus Illinois:

SlKMrtout in El Paso
By Aaron Lowenberg
Supplement Staff

It's not the Rose Bowl, but playing in the John Hancock Bowl defi-

nitely beats staying home for the holidays.

The UCLA football team will play Illinois in the Hancock Bowl on
New Year's Eve in El Paso, Texas, and that suits the Bruins just fine.

**We are glad to be back in the bowl business after a two-year absence/*

UCXA head coach Terry Donahue said. *This is where UCLA should be,

and this is where we are.

**I don*t think we are a world-beater, but it*s a great bowl. It feels much
more satisfying (than the last two years),** Donahue said.

**Right now it*s great to be back in a bowl,** UCLA quarterback Tom-
my Maddox said. *Tt doesn*t matter where we are going, at least we are

going somewhere.**

lUinois head coach John Mackovic also seemed pleased about playing

in the Hancock Bowl.
*Thd players and staff from Michigan State told us about the great

experience they had last year at the John Hancock Bowl,** Mackovic said.

"So we are really looking forward to our trip to El Paso.**

The game should be exciting, as both teams possess high-powered
offenses and solid defenses.

The Bruin defense should be very well pfepaied for the Hancock
Bowl, as the Fighting lUini (6-4) feature a wide-open passing attack,

similar to the one employed by UCLA.
Illinois is led by junior quarterback Jason Verduzco, who has passed

for 2573 yards and 12 touchdowns this season. Verduzco leads the Big 10

in total offense, and is in third place on the Illinois aU-time passing yar-

dage list

Senior fullback Kameno Bell is the leading rusher and receiver for the

Fighting Illini. Bell has rushed for 599 yards and eight touchdowns* amt
caught 53 passes for 439 yards.

Illinois, however, has given new meaning to the word inconsistency

this season. The Fighting Illini have registered wins over ranked
opponents such as Ohio State and East Carolina.

However, Dlinois has also suffered shocking losses to Northwestern
and Missouri, which effectively eliminated the Illini from playing in a
New Year*s Day Bowl.
The Illinois defense has been very stingy, as only one team (East Car-

olina) has scored more than 24 points against them.

Probable Bowl Matchups

immm
V^^>f Bowling Green vs.

V A'V Big West winner

^ MK >- Fresno, Dec. 14

IBlBl^i SportsChannel, 1 p.m.

iT2;ii:

I
r

Stanford vs.

Georgia Tech
Honolulu, Dec. 25

ABC, 12:30 p.m.

Baylor vs. TBA
Tucson. Dec. 31

TBS. 5 p.m.

East Carolina vs.

TBA
Atlanta, Jan. 1

ESPN. 8:30 a.m.

^!r»NH:imii'l
Alabama vs.

Big Eight runner-up
Miami. Dec. 28

CBS, 6 p.m.

^ Arkansas vs. TBA^ Shreveport, La.. Dec. 29

^ ABC. 11:30 a.m.

Air Force vs. TBA
Memphis, Tenn.. Dec. 29

ESPN, 5 p.m.

I

Big Eight #3 vs. Virginia

Jacksonville, Fla., Dec. 29

TBS, 5 p.m.

HOLIDAY
Iowa va.

Brigham Young
San Diego, Dec. 30

ESPN, 5 p.m.

HMIOFFAME
^^
%$

Syracuse vs.

Ohio State

Tampa, Fla.. Jan. 1

NBC. 10 a.m.

'mm
^mf^^ California vs. Clemson

W?#S5 Orlando. Fla.. Jan. 1

«>>^'£? ABC. 10:30 a.m.

iuvilMJ
Texaa A&M vs.

Florida State

Dallas, Jan. 1

CBS. 10:30 a.m.

(HMO

3roriT?i
Tulsa va.

San Diego State

Anaheim, Dec. 30
Raycom, 6 p.m.

Penn State vs.

Tennessee
Tempe, Ariz.. Jan. 1

NBC, 1:30 p.m.

ROSE
Washington va.

Michigan
Pasadena, Jan. 1

ABC, 2 p.m.

i(»lil?i!M?MtH:4

Illinois va. UCLA
EiPato, Dec. 31

CBS. 11:30 a.m.

mmi
Miami vs.

Big Eight winner

Miami, Jan. 1

NBC. 5 p.m.

i -^

T
Notre Oame va. Florida

New Orleans. Jan. 1

ABC. 5:20 p.m.

SOURCE: Los Angeles Times
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Associated Press Top-25

RANK TEAM (RECORD)
1. Miami (9-0)

2. Washington (10-0)

3. FlorfdaSt. (10-1)

4. Michigan (9-1)

5. Florida (9-1)

6. California (9-1)'

7. Penn SL (9-2)

8. Alat>ama(9-1)

9. Iowa (9-1)

10. Tennesse (7-2)

11. Nebraska (8-M)
12. Texas A&M (8-1)

13. East Carolina (8-1)

14. aemson (7-1 -1

)

15. Colorado (7-2-1)

1 6. Syracuse (8-2)

17. Notre Dame (8-3)

18. Ohio SL (8-2)

19. Oi^lahoma (8-2)

20. Virginia (7-2-1)

21. Stanford (7-3)

22. N. Carolina SL (8-2)

23. Tulsa (7-2)

24. Georgia (7-3)

25. UCLA (7-3)

NEXT GAME
At Boston College

Washington SL
At Florida (11/30)

Ohio St.

Florida SL (11/30)

At Stanford

At Pittsburgh (11/28;

Auburn (11/30)

Minnesota
At Kentudiy
Oklahoma (11/29)

SMU
At Cindnatti

At South Carolina

At Iowa
West Virginia

At Hawaii (11/30)

At Michigan
At Nebraska (11/29)

Virginia Tech
California

Maryland
Ohio
idle

at USC

SOURCE: Associated Press

College football at its best
By Mark Brubaker
Supplement Staff

Forget all of the rankings,

records and lx)wl bids. Most all of

that stuff is obsolete this weekend
1n collage football. But no need to

sulk, because the next few weeks
are bigger than bowl matchups and

national rankings for some
schools.

It*s college football at its best

The Hatfields and the McCoys.
Following are some traditional

rivalries that should make all

football fans water at the mouth.

Although the Ohio State-

Mkhigan clash isn't going to

determine who goes to the Rose
Bowl — Michigan has already

clinched its ticket Pasadena— the

game is still one of football's

annual gems.

The No. 4 Wolverines (9-1

overall, 7-0 in Big- 10) have a

probable Heisman trophy winner

on their team in wide receiver

Desmond Howard. No. 18 Ohio
State (8-2, 5-2) will counter

Howard's catching prowess with a

grinding ground game.

Carlos Snow and Butler

By*not*e lead the Buckeyes in a

Woody Hayes **three yards and a

cloud of dust" style. OSU is

headed to a New Year's Day bowl

of their own, the Hall of Fame
Bowl against Syracuse.

Of the other big rivalry games.

Harvard and Yale is one that

won't produce loo many NFL
players but the emotions run as

high as than any other in football.

The Crimson and the El is face off

in New Haven, Conn, in one of the

oldest traditions in sports.

In the West, BYU and Utah wiU
fight for the championship of the

Bee Hive state. After last week's

tie with San Diego State, BYU still

needs a win clinch a berth in the

Holiday Bowl.

Back in the Atlantic Coast

Conference, Duke and North
Carolina square off in the battle of

Tobacco Road.

Next week the rivahies finish up

with: Oklahoma-Nebraska, Tex-

as-Texas A&M, and Florida-

FkM-ida State.

OHIO STATE SPORTS MFC

Fullback Butler By'not'a has his eyes on a Buckeye victory over

archrival Michigan.

DONT
FOOL WITH
YOUR
MONEY

K«5

ADVERTISE

IN THE
DAILY

BRUIN
825-2161

NOBODY
KNOWS
UKE
DOMINO'S

CALL US TO
CEIEBRATE YOUR
BRUIN ViCTOIlY!

1371 i:i I Blvd.

2 MEDIUM CHEESE PIZZAS FOR

ONLY $9.85
(hJot valid With Any Other Offer - Tax Not Included)

Expires 12/15/91

824^000

I IWo For One Combo Deaf I

I Buy an/ combiiKilion of a Baja, Sonora, or Durcuigo and the tte I

I
* Bonus : Use this coupon AAon., Tues., or Wed. and gel |

I
Free Bniin Nochos (One per toble)

I
(Coupon good one per discount/ not valid with other offers/offer ends lZ/15/91) .

... and stay for Acapuico lole night ...

Best Late Night Happ/ Hour in the Villc^* 9^^

Tuffday
Beer Pitchers $3.50
Ice Teas $2.00

Wt^Mfdsx
Well Cocldaiis $1 .25

Kamis $1.50

fhursd
Margarita

1 2 oz. Margarita
Morg. Pitcher

rsdoy
ita^lllaae

arita $1.'25
$5.50

Saturday - "all of the above!"

GO BRUINS!
1 109 Glendon • Westwood Villoge • 208-3884

OUVER OiAN/0«ty Brum
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BEVERLY HILLS

UCLA vs. USC: The Battle Continues
TheColiseurvNov.23,1991

Insatiable

AT

s t r i n g f e

BEVERLY HILLS
W S

liHour free BAR 9-10 pm
provided by WESTDIL

CLUB DANCE MIXDECADANCE

by DJ BRAD / MC Mo' MONEY

206 VIA RODEO
corner of Wi Ish i re/ Rod eo Dr

validated Valet parking on dayton way

Please RSVP for guest list

213 285 9909
213 286 6900

_ w e s t d II

w

the

UCLA
vs.

USC
post-game

Blowout p
INs Tuesday

Thanksgiving Can Drive

admit
one

at 1 /2 price
with

3 can goods
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UCIA vs. USC: The Battle Continues

By Michael Bartlett

Supplement Staff

Once again, it is USC-UCLA week.

Anyone with a heartbeat who has ever been connected with

school looks forward to THE GAME aU year long.

The following is a list of people, events and lore that have made the

scries so very special. If you arc a true, hard-core fan, you should recog-

nize most of these. If you don*t know all of them, keep trying.

That said, here are 61 things from 61 years of UCLA-USC football:

1. Kail Morgan and the Sack

2. George Achica blocks Norm Johnson

3. Student Body Right

4. Gutty little Bruins

5. Bragging rights

6. 1st game, 76-0 USC: 1929

7. 1st UCLA win. 14-7: 1942

8. Peetc to Affholter: Was it a Catch?

9. Marinovich to Wellman: Ditto

10. Fight On
11. Eight Clap

-^

12. Orenthal James and his run

13. Kenny Easley

14. Stevens to Dorrell via Flipper, 31-0 at halftime

15. No. 1 vs. No. 3: 1967

16. Traveler

17. Joe Bruin on the Clydesdale

18. The Rose Bowl
19. Car Keys and Dollar Bills

20. Top Cat

21. Pass Interference, Danny Graham
22. Jones to Dickerson

23. Velasco hits the crossbar at the gun

24. USC*s four Heismans
25. Mighty Bruin Roar

26. Peete catches Turner

27. Ronnie Lott*s interception return

28. Red Sanders

29. The Measles

30. Conquest

31. The Coliseum

32. Grider recovers onside kick

33. Beban to Altenberg in 1965

34. From 6-16 to 20-16

35. U$C
36. FUCLA
37. The Maddox-Marinovich duel

38. University of Second Choice

39. John McKay
40. Pass interference, Johnny Lynn
41. Frank Jordan and the game-winner

42. Frisbee

43. 1957 Card Stunt

44. Blanchard Montgomery separates his shoulder

45. Terry Donahue
46. Tommy Trojan

47. 'Rose Bowl, We ain't goin*, neither are you*

48. Aikman vs. Peete

49. Gaston Green's four touchdowns

50. Marinovich to Morton for the win

51. The Wild Bunch
52. Tradition

53. Schroeder to McNeil via Fisher

54. Pay a fee. get a degree

55. Blood Bowl
56. The Thundering Herd

57. Every Man, Woman and Child

58. Joe Bruin

59. U Clowns Lost Again

60. A Colorful Tradition Ends: 1982

61. The Victory Bell .

The Coliseum, Nov. 23. 1991

UCLA ys. USC: The Battle Continues
The Coliseum, Nov. 23, 1991

/

The 61st Annual Football Classic: UCLA vs. USC Trivia

By Michael Bartlett

Supplement Staff

1 . In 1982, a UCLA lineman sacked USC quarterback

Scott Tinsley on a two-point conversion attempt to

preserve a 20-19 Bruin win.

Was it?

A— MarkWalen
B— Karl Morgan
C— Jeff Glasser

1982 Bonus Question— A UCLA linebacker tackled the

USC tailback three straight times at the end of the 1982

game to force the Trojans to throw on fourth down.

Was it?

A— Blanchard Montgomery
B— Neal Dellocono

C— Melvin Jackson

1982 Bonus Bonus Question— Who caught the fourth-

down touchdown pass with no time on the clock to pull

the Trojans to within one point?

A— Mark Boyer

B— Pat McCool
C— Kennedy Poia

2. Who scored the quickest touchdown (in elapsed

time) in series history?

A— Jon Arnett

B— Gaston Green
C— Stephon Pace

3. In 1980, UCLA trailed 17-14 when a famous tipped

pass went for a touchdown, giving the Bruins a 20-1

7

win.

Who was the quarterback?

A— Tom Ramsey
B — Rick Bashore

C— Jay Schroeder

1981 Bonus Question— Who blocked it the kick,

preserving the 22-21 USC win?

A— George Achica

B— Gary Jeter

C— Jack Del Rio

Super Bonus Question— Who was the holder?

5. On the last play of the first half of the 1987 game,

with the Bruins up 10-0, USC tried a pass into the end

zone that was tipped, intercepted, and nearly run back

foraTD.
Who intercepted the ball?

A— Dennis Price

B— Darryl Henley

C— Eric Turner

Who caught the Bruin?

A— Rodney Peete

B— Leroy Holt

C— Steven Webster

6. In 1966. an unknown UCLA quarterback came off the

bench to take over for the injured Gary Beban against

USC, leading the Bruins to a 14-7 win. Who was it?

A— Dennis Dummitt
B— Norm Dow
C— Larry Zeno

1966 Bonus Question— Who went to the Rose Bowl

that year and why?

7. UCLA beat USC for the first time in what year?

8. What future Rams' quarterback led the Bruins on that

day?

9. Name the USC Heisman Trophy winners who scored

game-winning touchdowns in the 1967 and 1981

games.

1980 Bonus Question

-

A— Freeman McNeil

B— JojoTownsell
— Severn Reece

Who caught the ball?

4. In 1981. a UCLA kicker attempted to win the game
with a 46-yard field goal. Who was it?

A— David Franey

B— Norm Johnson
C— Frank Corral

uaiiv snojBv^ puB uosdujjs TO— 6 PI^IPSIPM
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NORM SCHINOLER

THROUGH THE YEARS (Clockwise from upper left)— USC's Mar-

cus Allen. Karl Morgan's sack to preserve UCLA's 1982 victory,

freshman Johnnie Morton's touchdown catch to give USC the win

in 1990. John Robinson congratulates Terry Donahue in 1982.

Joe Bruin travels the Rose Bowl nnocking 'SC.
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It*s kind of wild. This is like an E ticket."

That*s how UCLA coach Terry Donahue describes the yearly ride for

the Bruins and Trojans in the matchup to determine the champion of Lx)s

Angeles. But over the last few years the not-so-fun Disneyland ride has left

UCLA a little sick to its stomach. The Bruins (7-3 overall, 5-2 in

Pac-10) have not won a game in the series since 1986 when
Gaston Green rushed for 224 yards on the way to a 45-25

victory.

Since then, the Trojans have gone 3-0-1 against

UCLA. In fact USC (3-7, 2-5) has dominated the series

to the point that only one current Bruin player has ever

been on the winning side in a USC game, and that was
linebacker Arnold Ale, who played for Notre Dame
at the time.

Donahue would like to remedy that and send the

seniors out smiling. "That's part of why you come to

UCLA, to beat Southern Cal, he said. "Our seniors

would like to win one before they leave."

The Bruins would seem to have the best chance in recent

years to claim a victory over USC as UCLA has earned a berth

in the John Hancock Bowl after two straight losing seasons. The
Trojans, on the other hand, are struggling, losing five of their last

six games at the Coliseum.

USC is suffering through a five game losing streak, and a

loss toUCLA would extend that to six, the longest in school history.

But the Trojans are young, starting only four seniors in last week's

loss to Arizona, 31-14.
' Though Smith has skirted the question of who will start at

quarterback against UCLA this Saturday, it will either be sopho-

more Reggie Perry or true freshman Rob Johnson. Johnson is the

brother of former Bruin quarterback Bret Johnson, who transferred

to Michigan State last year.

Perry has gone most of the way for USC this year, but

Johnson looks to be the quarterback of the future. Johnson

replaced Perry in the blowout loss to Cal, and started his first

game last week in Tucson. In the game, Johnson threw one

touchdown pass but had a pair of interceptions and fumbles.

Standout split end Johnnie Morton, who caught the game-
winning touchdown reception against UCLA last year with 16

seconds left in the game, thinks that both quarterbacks have talent

and will improve.

"Sometimes they might have off days," Morton said. "But

it*s a matter ofgetting experience. As time goes by that relationship

(between quarterback and receiver) will be there."

Smith believes that a unique relationship has developed

between his entire squad. Even though Smith isn't impressed with

his team's record, he likes the heart that it has shown throughout

this disappointing season.

"Our football team has endured more than any football team

I've ever coached," Smith said. "They've kept their heads up, and

what I like in particular is the way they have stayed together. There

haven't been any fights or finger-pointing going on."

The odds, and the oddsmakers, seem to favor the Bruins this

year, but in this roller-coaster series, anything can happen.

"It's a cliche, but it's as true as the day is long," Donahue
said. "In rivalry games you can throw out the record.

"Emotion overcomes the season that the teams are having.

We're going to get the (USC) team that beat Penn State, that played

the best team in the country (Washington) close, and the one that

got shafted at Notre Dame. That's the Southern Cal team we're

going to get."

Which could make Saturday's showdown even more inter-

esting. The Bruins have struggled in recent weeks, first losing to

Stanford (27-10), then looked flat in a victory over Oregon last

week.

One reason for the recent slide may be the lack oftouchdown
passes that were so abundant earlier in the season. Quarterback

Tommy Maddox has tossed 1 5 scores on the year, but hasn't found

the end zone for the last three games.

"It's hard to explain," Maddox said. *Touchdown passes arc

fiinny things. Sometimes they come really easy and sometimes
they're harder to get. You just can't press yourself."

Running back Kevin Williams is taking soifle of the burden

offofMaddox ' s shoulders as he has developed into a star in his own
right, overcoming the nagging injuries that have held him back

throughout his college career.

Williams got his first start of the year last week against

Oregon and made the most of it, adding 2 1 yards to his season total

of 958, could for second in the Pac-10.

USC has some pretty fair running backs of its own, but then

again when haven't the Trojans been stocked at that position?

Mazio Royster whose picture is on the 199 1 USC media guide with

the caption "All-American candidate" is now a third-string player.

Deon Strother emerged for the Trojans against Washington State,

and just last week Estrus Crayton put in his bid. Crayton came into

the game in the second quarter and rushed for 1 85 yards, scoring

both of the Trojans touchdowns.

Crayton, a junior college transfer who was also recruited by

UCLA, will get the his first start at USC against the Bruins.

Smith summed up the importance of this game. 'This may
be the best rivalry in all of college football," he said. "Forget 3-7.

It's one game, it's UCLA, and that's it."

So put your scat belts on and have your E tickets ready.

Carter (48) Williams (20)

There's nothing

more exciting in

football than a

goal-line stand

The classic way
to combat a

goal-line

defense is

power versus

power, and

»w tne

Bruins will stack

up against Troy.

But there is

more to football

than brawn, as

evidenced by

the Bruins*

tricky reverse

play.

Tailback U.'s

bread and butter

will always be

the running

game, but in

order to set up

the n^n, they

must be able to

pass. Here's

one way they'll

try and do it.

Maddox (8)

LaChapelie (88)

Allen (86) Daly (85)
j

Parker (68) Unn (75)

Gideon (67)

Spauiding (60) Novitsky(71)

HotHmiuest (1 7) Webb (44) I McOanieis (78) Hinz (97) Wlllig (96) McGlnest (55)

Oliver(4) Gee (48) Murrell (84)

Pace (9)

Salmon (24)

^^ Bfchardson (87)

Unn (75) Spauiding (60) Novftsky(71)\ Allen (86)

Gideon (67)VDa)y(85)
Parker (68) Linn (75) Spauiding (60

TV ^ ^ ^ w
Hollinquest(17) Webb (44) Hinz (97)

Oliver(4) Gee (48) Murrell (84) Pollard (6)

Salmon (24)

This play or a variation is

a staple of any football

team, and is used in

short-yardage or goal line

situations

UCLA lines up in a

Right Tight End Over

formation, with two tight

ends.

Fullback Kaleaph Carter

is the lead blocker through

the hole, hitting the

defensive tackle.

C/Tailback Kevin Williams

takes the pitch and follows

Carter through the hole,

hopefully for a short gain.

Pace (9)

Z Reverse

Nothing is more exciting

than a little football razzle-

dazzle, and UCLA has a little

of its own trickery.

oOn this play, Tommy
Maddox pitches the ball to

Kevin Williams as the Bruin

offense simulates a run

right.

OiFlanker Paul

Richardson, running against

the grain, takes a handoff

from Williams.

Owiiliams hopefully

picks up a block from

Maddox and heads upfield.

Hannah (19)

Spears (38)
Crayton (23)

Morton (80)

Bosell (71

)

Pollack (77) ^. ^^ Hattabaugh (59) \ Moody (72)
__-___-_. ^^^^^^^ Gibson (61 ) ,-_p_p|_—_.

^y ^^ ^P ^^

Johnson (11)

ChalenskI (98) ^^*^®^ ^^^^
Werner (92)

Maione (58)

C onway (3)

Darby (43)

nonciefson ~\«|

C% I Lanribert (26)

70 Double Out

Although Student Body
Right put use on the map -

any of their four Heisman
Trophy winners can attest to

that - Tailback U also needs

a passing attack to balance

their offense. Here is one of

the plays to look for.

he USC quarterback

will drop back and look for

one of his three speedy wide

receivers. Morton has been

the favorite target with 46
catches this year.

^Conway and

Hannah are also prime

targets. Or the QB can dump
it off to a running back if

need be.
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UCLA Express

For Reservations

(310)338-11

Convenient. . . Economical. .

.

transportation to and from
all Southern California airports

$1 OFF
Fares $10.00-$19.99

$2 OFF
Fares $20.00-$28.99

$3 OFF
Fares $29.00 or higher
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ofler. Otier expires 6/1/92
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UCLA senior Dion Lambert wants to go out with a bang this Satur-
day with his first Victory against rival USC.

fflJfflHGSHII!
This is the lastchance that

Bruin seniorshaw to destmy Thjy.

By David Gibson
Supplennent Editor

When every high school foot-

ball player that inks his John
Hancock on the UCLA dotted line,

he does so with hopes of accom-
plishing a few modest goals in

Westwood.
Win a couple of Rose Bowls.

Maybe a national title or two. Oh,
and last but definitely not least, to

beat *SC. That is what playing

football at UCLA is all about
Weil this Saturday, four and five

years down the line from officially

committing to play ball as a Bruin,

these former high school seniors

are concluding their careers at

uqpA.
Some of the other goals have

been attained. Others have not. But
this Saturday the UCLA seniors

will have one last shot at beating

crosstown rival Southern Cal. If

they do, they will take a four-year

"Beating USC is one of

the things you want to

do when you come to

UCLA. To not be able

to do that doesn't make
you feel very good. You
have to listen to all

their crap every time

you talk to them. But

this year it will change."

James Malone

monkey off of their back. If they

don't they'll have to live with the

memory of being swept by South-

em Cal forever.

Here is what a brief look at some
ofUCLA's seniors have said about

their memories at UCLA and about

what Saturday's game against

USC means to them personally.

Brian Kelly

Kelly has been a stable force for

UCLA, both on the field and off.

The senior defensive tackle is a

two-time member of the Pac-10
All-Academic team and has been

nominated for a NCAA Post-Gra-

duate Scholarship. Most of his

memories, though, remain on the

field.

••Going to bowl games, those

first two years were fun," he said.

*Tlaying with really outstanding

players — Troy Aikman, Kenny
Norton, Gaston Green — and
watching them on television. The
great group of seniors I'm playing

with has made it really special."

The only thing that will make it

a little more special for Kelly

would be to end his career by
finally beating his rival. "It's a

game that means everything to me.

I don't want to come back to

UCLA in the future knowing that I

haven't beaten them. It's the

biggest game of the season and

right now the biggest game of my
career."

Dion Lambert

Carlton Gray believes that the

team's other starting comerback
will be earning a lot of money next

season in the NFL. But Lambert

has other thoughts on his mind for

now.
•*My first two years were happy

for me. We had some good times

and won 10 games," Lambert said.

••It's an honor to play at a

University like this. I have enjoyed

myself. This year's the happiest

Being on a winning team and being

able to participate."

Lambert would also like to take

care of some unfinished business

against USC. ••It's the biggest

game of the year. I don't hate them,

just the school, period. Ifwe win, it

will be a big relief."

Matt Darby

On September 10, 1988, Matth-
ew Lamont Darby sketched his

name onto a very illustnous list of
UCLA safeties. On that hot after-

noon. Darby put a lick on Nebraska
flanker Dana Brinson that no Bruin
fan has since forgotten. Very
quickly he became one of the

nation's most feared hitters.

Now he's an All-American
senior safety, a Thorpe Award
finalist and probable first-round

NFL selection in the upcoming
draft. But pro ball and the famous
Brinson hit will mean nothing

come Saturday if Darby and his

See PARTINQ SNOT, page 17
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This is the lastchance that

Bruin seniors have Ud destroy TYoy.

From page 16

squad knock off the Trojans.

••I had a lot of high expectations

coming into UCLA," Darby said.

•*Somc I have met Others. . .
."

Tlie Virginia Beach native plans

00 finishing that statement Satur-

day night He has been on the field

three times against USC, each time

coming up short in the 'W'

column. He remembers the 1989

game -^ the one that ended in a

10-10 tic with UCLA kicker

Alfredo Velasco's potential game
winning field goal falling inches

short — a little bit too well.

••That was our 3-7-1 year andwe
played our hearts out It came
down to that last kick and unfortu-

nately things didn't work out for

us. Up in the air, it was going

through, then all the sudden it just

bounced up and back out

•To have your hopes up so high

and then to have them all tumble

down, it was one of the lowest

points in my career playing here."

Paul Richardson

At the end of last summer, Paul

Richardson and his teammates set

three goals for the upcoming

season. **One, to have a winning

season and we accomplished that

The next one was to get a bowl bid

and we're there. And finally, beat

'SC. One. two, three.

••If you lose to them (USC), it's

something that they can put in your

face all year long. We haven't

accomplished that in five years but

we plan on doing it this Saturday."

James Malone

Going into last season, UCLA's
linebacker had something to prove

to himself. Needless to say, he did.

He earned the starting inside

linebacker spot and was named the

team's most improved player.

Now he's got something to

prove to everybody else. That he

can beat USC before he graduates.

"Beating Washington in Seattle

two time? have been one of my
most memorable experiences."

Malone said. •'But I'll have
another one this Saturday after we
get done with USC.

••That's the one thing that has

escaped me beside a Rose Bowl.

It's the only thing I have left now.

It's dq>ressing. Beating USC is

one of the things you want to do
when you come to UCLA. But this

year it will change."

Andre Farr

Andre Farr is one of those guys

that was bom to play football at

UCLA. Forget the fact that the

"It's a game that means

everything to me. I

don't want to come

back to UCLA in the

future knowing that I

haven't beaten them."

BrianKelly

senior defensive tackle is nearly

6-foot-4 and weighs over 250
pounds. Farr's future was deter-

mined growing up in a family full

of gridiron stars.

He uncle is former Bruin great

Mel Farr, and his two cousins are

Mike Farr and Mel Farr Jr.— two
other former UCLA players.

But Andre Fan* is about ready to

end his football life in pursuit of a

career in the entertainment field.

••It's been a good experience

overall," Farr said. ••A learning

experience. I've matured a great

deal. I had a lot of growing pains

here, but UCLA has prepared me
for life after football."

Jim Bonds

••It's been a great five years for

me," the senior backup quarter-

back said. ••I wouldn't trade it for

anything. The one thing left I want

to do before I leave is beat the

Trojans."

^^ilv bruin riLE

Bruin senior quarterback Jim Bonds has enjoyed his four years at

UCLA, but another loss against the Trojans could change all of

that.

BECAUSE THE END OF
THE <iAME ISNT THE
END OF THE STORY...

Dave, Kennedy, and the entire
Sports Supplement Editorial Staff
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UCLA and USC I

to talk the talk
By Mtohael Barttett

Supplement Staff

The Bruins and the Trojans.

When the two teams

meet, emotions run high.

And no matter if someone is

playing in the game this year, or

played in it decades ago, he is

always something to say.

Here's a sampling of the talk

that has been flying around from

the players who have made the

game what it is.

UCLA linebacker Jamir Miller

"I have a lot of friends that go to

USC and I want to smash them real

it's game time, all friendships,

handshakes, smiles, smirks and all

of that stuff is put aside. I have no

friends on the field in a Cardinal

and Gold uniform."

UCLA tight end Rick Daly

"I got kind of a chill up and

down my spine just thinking about

them."

UCLA cornerback Carlton Gray

*That*s the game that no matter

what the record you have, at the

end of the season you have to play

and win. If we come out and play

hard. I don't sec how there is any

way that we can't win the game."

UCLA Chancellor Charles Young

*T think we'll win. I think we'll

be up for it I think we'll wi^."

Jamlr Miller

UCLA SPORTS INFO

bad. Head to head with (high

school friend Curtis) Conway? I'll

just smash him. Smash him my
hardest If we lose, my heart is

broken. This is bigger than a bowl

game. We have to redeem
ourselves. Run the score up against

them and kill them. Make them
feel bad."

UCLA linebacker James Malone

"It's depressing. Beating USC is

one of the things that you want to

do when you come to UCLA. To
not be able to do it doesn't make
you feel good. You have to listen to

all their crap every time you talk to

them. But this year it will change."

USC wide receiver Johnnie

Morton

"It's kind of funny. UCLA was
my favorite team growing up. I

always dreamed about being on the

other side but here I am playing for

USC.
"I've talked to (former USC

wide receiver) Gary Wellman and

even in the pros, nothing is bigger

than USC-UCLA. I think it's the

biggest game in all of college

football."

USC linebacker Matt Gee

"(Beating UCLA) can totally

wipe out the whole season behind

you. Even though they might be

going to a bowl game, we can

always say across town, *Hey, we
beat you, right?' We know that this

game is all we have left"

UCLA receiver Paul Richardson

"When you play USC, it's a

whole new ball game, a whole new
season, a whole new level. It's

bigger than the bowl game. When

UCLA quarterback Tommy
Maddox

"Believe me, hopefully you'll

see a different UCLA team and a

different USC team. They'll look

like they're on top of their game
and look like they should be going

to the Rose Bowl. That's what this

game brings out"

Rick Daly
UCLA SPORTS INFO

Former UCLA nose tackle Terry

Tumey

"One of my favorite memories

was 1986. The game was over at

halftime. That was the best game.

It was so sweet to see all those red>

helmets drop to the ground We're

just, *Yeah. This is what football is

all about'"

"When it works, it's beautiful.

After a loss, you don't want to talk

to anyone. I've known guys who
walked home from the Coliseum

after a loss."

Former UCLA quarterback Tom
Ramsey

"It is a great, intracity rivalry.

Both teams have a desperate desire

to win. You prepare for it through-

out the year. Both teams could be

0-10 and it would be a great ball

game. It will make or break your

season." i

"It was awful to lose that game
(1981). It was just bitter. We
outplayed them all day.'

M

See QUOTEBOOK, page 27
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you are going to have to be around
each other, I mean there's a lot of
Bruins and Trojans in this world
and no matter where you go you
are going to find somebody from
USC and somebody form UCLA.
And they always seem to bring up
USC-UCLA football games, no
matter where I go."

Robinson, now playing for the

NFL L.A. Raiders, tells of watch-

ing the 1989 game in his hotel

room. When USC scored, he got a

phone call from Raider teammate
and former Trojan Rod Martin,

who sang the USC fight song in his

ear. He returned the favor when the

Bruins scored, and it continued

back and forth all game long.

Everyone who's played in the

game has their own special memo-
ries, whether joyful or painful.

"Former Bruin quarterback
David Noirie recalls the 1981

game, in which Trojan George
Achica blocked a last-second field

goal attempt to preserve USC's
22-21 victory.

"I was sitting on the sidelines

my freshman year, when my
fraternity broths Norm Johnson

was attempting a kick to send us to

the Rose Bowl," says Norrie.

— "I heard two quick sounds— his

foot hitting the ball and the ball

hitting Achica' s hand. All of the

'SC players started jumping
around, going crazy, and all of the

seniors on our team started crying.

That's when I realized what
UCLA-USC meant"
Many Bruins who played in the

1986 game, in which UCLA led

31-0 at the half after a tipped Hail

Mary pass for a touchdown, list

that contest as their most memor-
able.

**On the way to the locker

room," says Paco Craig, former

UCLA receiver, "We saw the guy
on the Tlojan horse. He was all

cold and wet and he hadn't gotten

to ride yet That was my favorite

memory."
And former Bruin Debay talks

of the 1952 game, won by USC
14-12, with the winning touch-

down set up by an accidental pass

reception by Trojan offensive

tackle Elmer Willhoite, who
rumbled all the way to the UCLA
four-year line.

And included in those memories

are the recollections of what it was
like to be on the field, to actually be

playing in the game. Many of those

asked couldn't put those raw
emotions into words, but Tumey
spoke passionately about what it

was like.

"It's the closest I've come to the

sheer battle-like mentality that

you're supposed to have playing

football," he says. "It's the way
football is supposed to be in its

purest form.

"It's strategic, gruesome, full of

aggression and anxiety — and

that's just the pre^me. Once you

hear the first whistle, you hear

nothing; the fans don't exist. And
once you get that first play out of

your system, you can focus on how
to defeat your opponent — not

defeat him, but humiliate him. You
really want to humiliate him.

"It's nice to hate somebody for a

day.**

And Craig adds, "For most

games you start off emotional but

that fades away as the game goes

on. But for 'SC. the emotion before

the game stays there or even gets

greater as the game goes on."

And because of all these factors,

those involved say it is the biggest

rivahy in the country.

Zachary Aron and David Gibson

contributed to this story.
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Lotsa Pasta
40 Different Sauces^

Come Vegetarians,

COnte AUm by p. Fey and D. Gcrb«-

Los Angeles is undoubtedly one

of the world's best cities when it comes to

vegetarian restaurants. But where do you go if

you're a vegetarian and you want to dine out

with friends who don't want "health food.^"

We've found a perfect answer in Bistro of Santa

Monica, located on Santa Monica Boulevard

between Cloverfield and 23rd.

Bistro of Santa Monica offers a number of

delightful vegetarian choices for us, and has

consistendy brought raves from everyone we've

taken there - whether their tastes were

sophisticated or simple.

The restaurant's nicely varied menu includes

both Italian food and American specialties.

There are 15 styles of pasta (including two

whole wheat varieties), with a selection of 40

different sauces. 25 of these sauces are

vegetarian, and for the strict vegan, 13 of these

sauces have no dairy.

It's wofth noting that Bistro of Santa

Monica uses no salt, preservatives, or sugar

whatsoever - but you'll never miss them.

The food is always delightful, starting with a

beautiful, fresh sj^ad bar - complete with

fresh fruit, three vegetarian soups, and

several very tasty salad dressings made fresh

daily.

Our non-vegetarian friends have given

high praise to all of the various dishes

they've sampled, from meats to fish. They've

also enjoyed the ample wine list as well as

the sinful dessert tray. Without exception,

everyone we've taken there including out-of-

town guests has expressed a desire to go

back.

Maitre d'/Owner Michael Rogers has

created an atmosphere that's always warm,

relaxed, and comfortable. Add to this prices

that are quite reasonable, and it's easy to see

why Bistro of Santa Monica has become one

-of our very favorite ^restaurants.

Bistro ofSanta Monica, Classic Northern
Italian Cuisine, 230J Santa Monica Blvd., Santa
Monica. Lunch 11 a.m.-3p.m. Mon.-Fri., Dinner

5p.m.-lOp.m. Tues.-Sun. Valet Parking, all major
credU cards, (213)453-5442. (paid advertisement)
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Billiard Club
Restaurant & Full Bar
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The Rivalry

The Game

;§!

%

THE PARTY
The game of football is full of traditions.

Make the post game party at Q's a part of yours.
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5 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!
14410 CENTURA BLVD.* SHERMAN OAKS • (818) 9908970
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From page 2

blowout by holding them to minus
1 1 yards rushing and forcing seven

turnovers.

The Huskies also have a potent

offense with quarterback Billy Joe
Hobert, who is the second-ranked
quarterback in the Pac-10 and
leads the conference with 19

touchdown tosses.

ARIZONA at ASU

Although this game will not

affect any national rankings, it is

sure to be an intense one with ASU
trying to win for the first time since

1981.

The Wildcats (4-6. 3-4) have
won eight of the Last nine games,
hold a 37-26-1 advantage in the

series, and are coming off of an

impressive 31-14 victory over
Southern Cal last weekend.

ASU (5-5, 3-4) has lost four of

its last five games, and has been

slowed down by a weak offense

that was stymied by California last

Saturday.

However, Arizona is in an even
worse position, with the ninth

ranked defense in the conference
and an offense that contains no real

threats.

OSU at OREGON
The ••Civil War" is the longest

series on the West Coast (94 games
dating back to 1984), and one that

Oregon has dominated in the past

decade and a half.

The Ducks (3-7, 1-6) have won
14 of the last 16 games, and will

probably be the favorite against a

weak Beaver (0-10, 0-7) squad.

Fans in Oregon are hoping for a

more exciting game than last year,

where the Ducks won 6-3 in a

defensive struggle in the rain.

PAC-10 NOTES: The wimicr of ihc Big
Game wiU have swept the other three

California schools, something that Cal
hasn't done since 1958 and Stanford has not

been able to achieve since 1971. . . .

Cal numing back Russdl White passed
the 1 ,000 yard rushing mark last week, and
became the first Bear back to ever lop the

barrier msh for 1.000 yards in two seasons.

Only four other backs in Cat's history have
eclipsed 1,000 yards in a season. . . .

Stanford beat Colorado 28-21 earlier this

season, and will play Georgia Tech in the

Aloha Bowl, giving the Cardinal a chance
to defeat both of last year's national

championship teams. . . .

Washington has won 12 straight games,
while Stanford has won six in a row and Cal
has a four game streak. On the down side.

Oregon Sute has dropped iu last 15 and
SoutHem Cal has lost its last five

games. ... »

With three touchdown receptions in

Washington's 58-6 Roce Bowl-dinching
win over Oregon Sute last week. Husky
wide receiver Mario Bailey raised his

season total to a Pac-10 record 15 (Previous

14 _ Doug Allen of ASU in 1984)

Russell Whits

UCIA vs. USC: The Battle Continues
Rie Coliseum, Nov. 23. 1991

OUVER
From page 6

««i
Tt was hard,** Oliver said.

•There were a lot of things I didn't

understand I had to make a lot of

decisions about a lot of things Tm
not really familiar with."

But in the end, when the lawyers

were gone, the papers were signed,

and his teammates and coaches

weren't around, Oliver was left

with himself.

19 years old in a new city.

Alone.

**I got a lot of support from my
teammates and my coaches, but

there's always that feeling that

you're by yourself," Oliver said.

•*! was forced to mature a little

faster, but it wasn't too bad.

I>ealing with the holidays was the

hardest I'm used to being with my
family, and for the first time I

wasn't"

Oliver found the best way to

avoid thinking about his pain was
to keep busy with football. He had

a strong freshman campaign,
including a memorable intercq)-

tion off UCLA's Tommy Maddox
that he returned for a touchdown.

**Rx)tball was a way out,*' he

said. **l guess playing at this level

takes my fiill attention. After the

season there's a lot more to deal

with. I have more free time, and
my mind starts to wander. That's

when I deal more with what's

happened in the past."

Slowly, Oliver said, the pain is

passing. His life won't ever be the

same, but he has learned to put

what happened to him in perspec-

tive.

••I just try to smile," he said. **I

know what's happened, but I know
it has to get better now. I mean,

don't try to dwell on it Understand

what's happened (to you), but

don't dwell on it to the point where

it gets you down."
But OUver's problems have also

improved his effort and determi-

nation, which he credits as one of

the reasons for his success this

season.

••I think what has happened off

the field has helped me entirely,"

he said. •'Notjust on the field but as

a person. It gives me more balance,

it builds character, it made me
more independent and it matured

me a little faster."

That maturity has carried over

into the playing field. Oliver has

picked off five passes this year,

leaving him the third-ranked thief

in the Pac-10. In the Trojans win

over Penn State, Oliver had three

interceptions — one shy of the

USC record.

Faced with the end of a disap-

pointing Trojan season that might

depress a lot of players, Oliver can

do nothing but look ahead.

•*Wejust have to look forward to

the next game, and get better and

keep striving," he said, ''You finish

this year strong and you just try to

work for next year. You can't let it

get you down."

Despite constantly answering

questions about his off-the-field

problems, Oliver hopes that people

will start to notice Oliver as a

player and not as another human-

interest story.

••I'm not looking for pity or

sympathy," he said. •Tm grateful

for that and I appreciate it, but I'm

not looking for it

••I'm working hard, trying to get

through it myself. If I do well on

die field, I want to get respected for

that, and not the fact that I came

through adversity.**

But considering the kind of

adversity he's had to face, Oliver

more than deserves any respect

that comes his way.
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? TRAVELING ABROAD? H

^ COMMISSIOH Fllffff WITH THIS ADi

France (franc) - .1 898 Japanese (yen) -.00771
5|

British (pound) - 1 .861 Canadian (dollar)-.922

Italian (lire) - .000858 Australian (dollar)-.81

8

(all currencies available) (ralet as of 11/18^1

)

• Foreign Currencies, Payments & Drafts

• Foreign & Domestic Travelers Checks

Associated Foreign Exchange, inc.

10955 Weyburn Ave.
Westwood Village

FmiddJiirBinig (6)(3

NGNTW FROZEN \DGUPT

Hours: Sun-Thurs: llam-llpm Fri-Sat: llam-lam

I
(toppings

I not included)

(coupon expires 11/29/91)

IBgaw Is Get 1 Free

^F
433 N.Beverly Dr.

Beverly HiNs, CA

1 ^800-346-AFEX
Mailing Services Available

Zi$$$$$$S$$$$$$$$$S$S$$$SS$$$A

fuice^i.

\ Julie's accepts

I all competitor's

I
coupons!!

Buy a small, medium, or large frozen

yougurt and receive the second one free*

(of equal or lesser value) *With coupon

1 0955 Weyburn Ave. 824-2655
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UCLA v& use: The Battle Continues
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Infinity Advanced Technologies J

1

At Infinity, its notjust theprice, ifs the wholepackage

Infinity Advanced Technologies, the price-performance leader in the San Francisco Bay Area has arrived to the Los Angeles Area with the opening

of its new 3,000 square feet store located in Westwood Village near the UCLA campus. At Infinity, we are not only committed to ofliering you the

best price, we are also devoted to offering you the best possible quality and service.

•One Year Parts & Labor Factory Warranty soyou don't have topay to useyour credit card

'Comprehensive 12 HourBum-in Testing before each system is shipped to insure system integrity and reliability

4>ptionatExtended

UCIA v& USC: The Battle Continues
The Coliseum, Nov. 23, 1991

*An Extensive Service Department td handle anyproblems that may arise

•Free Lifetime Technical Support soyou won't be stuck after the warranty expires

•Leasing & Financing Program to assistyou inyourpurchase

•Available Computer Training & Support Programs to assistyou inyourpurchase

•Free Loaner Program which givesyou a computer to use ifyour computer is downfor mor

Adobe Systems

Applied Materials

Bechtel

City & County of San Francisco

Eastnian Kodak

Genentech

General Electric

GTE

Hewlett-Packard

Holiday Inn

Johnson &Johnson

Infinity's Customers Include:
National Air & Space Administration (NASA)

Pacific Bell

Pacific Gas & Electric

Princeton University

Raychem

San Francisco Police Department

SEGA of America U.S.

Seiko Instruments

Siemens A.G.

Stanford University

Toshiba of America

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories

Motorola

TRW
U.C. Berkeley

U.C. Davis

U.C. San Francisco

U.S. Court of Appeals

U.S. Department of Agriculture

U.S. Department of Defense

U.S. Department of Energy

Department of Health & Human Sei

University of Nebraska

University of San Francisco

Wal-Mart Stores

Washington University at St. Louis

Wells Fargo Bank

Xerox

inU MicmsoH v^fvfvcrf

Infinity
1122 WesttvoodBoulevard • Los, Angeles, CA 90024

(2 blocksfrom UCLA campus in Westwood Village between Lindbrook & Kinross)

Open Monday-Saturday 10:00 arrt-7:00pmISunday 12:00 noon-6:00pm

Tel: (310)208-7822 • Pax: (310)208-4388

OAdvanced TechnologiesO To Order-Call Toll Free 1-800-870-2232

Thi Rnt Prinl: Pricas ars subject to change without nollca. Not responsible for typographical errort. All trademarks are ackrxjwiedged. Infinity Advanced Technologlet reeervcee the rtgN to

•ubetitule any and all Hems with equivalent or better parts. Prices do not include shipping, handling or any applicable taxes No surcharge on credit card purchaeee.

Infinity's Computer Blitz is On!
5*0 rush into Infinityforgreat savings

r

Infinity 3Sl6 System (386SV16)

Infinity 3S20 System (386SX/20)

Infinity 3S25 System (386SX/25)

$399

$449

$474

Systems include:

Intel 80386SX (3Sl6 & 3S20) or AMD Am386SX (3S25) CPU

I MB RAM Main Memory

Choice of Teac 5'/4- 1.2 MB or 3!^** 144 MB Floppy Drive

1 : 1 Interleave Hard Disk/Floppy Controller

2 Serial Ports/1 Parallel Printer Port

Compact Ergonomic Mini Tower Case (7**W x I3.2"H x I6.3-D)

Enhanced 101 -key Keyboard

One Year Parts & Labor Warranty

Comprehensive 72 Hour Bum-in Testing

Optional Extended Warranty & On-Site Service Contract

Infinity 325 System (386DV25)

Systems include:

Intel 80386DX-25 CPU
1 MB RAM Main Memory

Choice of Teac 5/4" 1.2 MB or S'/i" 1.44 MB Floppy Drive

1:1 Interleave Hard Disk/Floppy Controller

2 Serial Ports/l Parallel Printer Port

Compact Ergonomic Mini Tower Case (7'*Wx 13.2"H x 16.3"D)

Enhanced 1 i -key Keyboard

One Year Parts & Labor Warranty

Comprehensive 72 Hour Bum-in Testing

Optional Extended Warranty & On-Site Service Contract

Infinity 333C System (386DX/33) $649

Infinity 340C System (386DX/40) $699

Systems include:

Intel 80386DX-33 with 64K Cache (3330
AMD Am386DX-40 CPU with 128K Cache (3400)

i MB RAM Main Memory

Choice of Teac 5'/4" 1.2 MB or 3'/4'' 144 MB Floppy Drive

i : 1 Interleave Hard Disk/Floppy Controller

2 Serial Ports/1 Parallel Printer Port

Compact Ergonomic Mini Tower Case (7*^ x 13.2-H x 16.3*'D)

Enhanced 101 -key Keyboard

One Year Parts & Labor Warranty

Comprehensive 72 Hour Bum-in Testing

Optional Extended Warranty & On-Site Service Contract

Infinity 433C System (486DX/33) $1,124

Systems include:

Intel 80486DX-33 CPU w/Dual 256K & 8K Cache

1 MB RAM Main Memory

Choice of Teac S'/i" 1 2 MB or yA"" 1 .44 MB Floppy Drive

1 : 1 Interieave Hard Disk/Floppy Controller

2 Serial Ports/1 Parallel Printer Port

Elegant Tower Case (7"W x 2rH x i6.6"D)

Enhanced 10 1 -key Keyboard

One Year Parts & Labor Warranty

Comprehensive 72 Hour Bum-in Testing

)tiOnal Extended Warranty & On-Site Service Contract

mf.eiig twujJK'i'iw^ ii e^i,i,'«]gi""".**PM> ii"i.pp iii" my > p.f* ^'> .! m.i^i

Add to Standard System Prices to find f/ie correct price for your configuration \

Hard Disk Type*:

HD Size:

HD Acceu Time:

No

Hard Disk

AT-IDE

4MB/2S

AUDE

S2UB/19

AT-IDE

85MB/17

AT-IDE

10SUB/17

AT-IDE

120UB/1S

AT-IDE

Graphic Choices

Basle $0 $175 $200 $275 $300 $350 $600 No Monitor^raphics Card

Uono $100 $275 $300 $375 $400 $450 $700 12'Mom VGA Mor^tor i Graphics Cud (640x480)

Mono VGA $150 $325 $350 $425 $450 $500 $750 WMom VGA Morutor i Graplvcs Card (640x480)

VGA $275 $450 $475 $550 $575 $625 $875 14' VGA Monitor A Graphics Card (640x480)

Supw VGA/Sm $325 $500 $525 $600 $625 $675 $925 14' Super VGA MonitK A Graphics Ctrd/512K (1024x768)

SupvVGAnU \ $350 $525 $550 $625 $650 $700 $950 lu- Super VGA Monitor t Graphics CardnU (1024x768eS6Colors) |

Credit Card Same As Cash
Useyour VISA, Master Card or Discover uHthourpaying extra

Lowest Price Guarantee
Infinity wiU match any advertisedprice with equivalentparts andservice

Free Mouse with System Purchase
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WHERE THE FUTURE IS HERE TODA Y WITH PRICES OF YESTERDA Y

NOW! THE ALL NEW HI-TECH
COMPUTER DESIGN RIKENTRE

IS HEREATAPOLLO TIRE!

10% DISCOUNT
TO UCLA STUDENTS

& FACULTY

RIKEN, THE #1 QUALITY TIRE IN AMERICA THAT WILL OUT-PERFORM MICHELIN. GOODYEAR.
PIRELLIORDUNLOPWITHUPTO50%SAVINGS.SATISFACTIONGUARANTEED!NOAPPOINTMENTNEEDED.

Riken Technology is a unique achievement in computer design that combines both the highest per-

formance characteristics and the longest wearing rubber compound In the industry.

HSTEEL BELTED^
RADIALS

P155/80RI3 $30.95
.32.95
35.95
35.95
34.95
35.95
36.95
38.95
40.95
42.95
43.95 i

.P165/80RI3
P175/80RI3
P185/80R13
PI85/75R14
PI95/75RI4
P205/75R14
p205/75R15...7.:.'.:.;.t::.

P215/75R15
P225/75R15

L P235/75RI5

RADIALS FOR
IMPORTS

40,000 Mile Warranty
155/SR13 $22.95

165/SR13 24.95

17S/SR14 28.95

165/SR15 28.95

175/70SR13 32.95

185/70SR13 34.95

185/70SR14 35.95

195/70SR14 38.95

205/70SR14 42.95

MICHELIN XH
P175/80RI3 $60.95

P185/80R13 62.95

P185/75R14 68.95

PI95/75R14 71.95

P205/75R14 76.95

P2I5/75RI4 81.95

P205/75RI5 77.95

P215/75R15 81.95

P225/75RI5 82.95

J»235/7SR15 86.95

HI Peiforiffuincc

Steel Radial for Imports
P195/50VR15 $ 78.95
P205/50VR15 100.95
P225/50VRI5 152.95
P195/50VR16 129.95
P205/55VR16 167.95
P225/50VR 1 6 7. . .

.?.'. 1 70.95
P245/50VRI6 183.95
P255/50VR16 188.95
P205/55ZRI6 174.95
P225/50ZRI6 179.95
,P255/50ZR16 198.95

225/70R15 $ 98.95
255/70RI5 111.95
LT2I5/85RI6 110.95
LT225/85RI6 116.95
LT235/85RI6 121.95

Suel RsdIsI for Domestk Ours

60,000 MILES WARRANTY
PI55/80RI3 $46.95
P165/80R14 50.95
PI75/80R13 52.95
PI85/80RI3 53.95
P185/75RI4 56.95
P195/75R14 58.95
P205/75RI4 61.95
P205/75RI5.. 65.95
P2I5/75RI5 67.95
P225/75RI5 71.95
P235/75R15 74.95

STEEL RADIAL FOR
TRUCKS & VANS

LT245/85RI6 130.95
30/9.50RI5 121.95
3I/10.50R15 122.95
31/11 50R15 129.95
875/RI6.5 112.95
950/R16.5 124.95

RKDITRE
The # 1 Quality Tire is here . . and

will save you 50% less than

Michelin, Goodyear & Pirellill

M^ber

St9el RadM For ImptntM
S Domestic Csrs

60,000 MILES WARRANTY
I55SR12 $39.95
I55SRJ3 40.95
165SRI3 41.95
175SR14 50.95

165SR15 50.95
P175/70HRI3 52.95
P185/70HR13 55.95
PI95/70HR13 58.95
P175/70HRI4 58.95
PI95/70HR14 58.95
P!9S/7QHR!4 &J.9S
P205/70HR14 ?.... 66.95
P195/65HRI4 88.95
P185/65HRI5 91.95
P195/65HR15 93.95
P205/65HR15 104.95
P2I5/65HR1S 104.95

<r^iNJ?tilrl:|
Stetl Radial For Imports & Domestic Cars

60,000 MILES WARRANTY

THE 'SPECIAL EDITION TIRE'

Tire built w/fh the California driver in mmd

185/60HR13
205/60HRJ3
185/60HRI4
195/60HR14
205/60HR14
215/60HR14
225/60HR14
235/60HR14
245/60HR14
195/60HR15
205/60HRI5
215/60HR15
225/60HR15
235/60HR15
245/60HR15
255/60HRI5
225/60VR16.

64.95
71.95
66.95
68.95
75.95
77.95
79.95
82.95
86.95
77.95
79.95
81.95
83.95
87.95
90.95
112.95
132.95

kl0h^r(^ Is a MIchelln Tire Corp. Subsidiary 60,000 Mile Umlted Warranty
True to mff Hii^>i »jn(lird Krtdef h*» devrtoped the beu vjlue for your CMilotnii drivmq conditKXi with qu*itiej far exceeding »n jN categories Kietoet R * D team
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Johnson
follows
brother
By Jay Ross
Supplement Staff

One season, you're rolling over

Southern California high school

teams, and the next season you're

directing the offense of a tradition-

al Division I-A collegiate power

and taking on the Pac-10 Confer-

ence.

use's Rob Johnson was doused

with a baptism by fire last weekend

when he received the staiting nod

against Arizona, aQd in the pro-

cess, became the first true fresh-

man to start at quarterback for the

Trojans in the post-World War U
era.

Johnson attended El Toro
(Calif.) High School where he was
coached by his father. Bob John-

son, and is the brother of Bret

Johnson, who quarterbacked

UCLA in 1989 and transferred to

Michigan State before the start of

the 1990 season.

Bret hit 9 of 16 passes for 15F=

yards in the 1989 UCLA-USC
game, which ended in a 10-10 tie,

and now Rob finds himself with a

chance to start in the crosstown

rivalry — only on the other side.

Trojan head coach Larry Smith

did not announce at the Tuesday

media luncheon whether Johnson

or Reggie Perry, who had started

the previous nine games, would
start

Johnson played the entire game
against Arizona, completing 10 of

20 passes for 114 yards and one
touchdown, but was scorched by
two Wildcat interceptions — one
returned 67 yards for a touchdown
— and lost two fumbles in USC's
31-14 loss.

On the season, Johnson has

completed 19 of 36 passes for two

touchdowns.

"If I redshirt (Johnson) now,
then the only experience he gets in

spring practice," USC head coach

Larry Smith said afier the Trojans

lost to California, in which John-

son first played. "He took the team
down the field for a score. Just

getting into a college game, he was
challenged, and the fact that he

completed better than 60 percent

of his passes is a heck of an

achievement the first time out of

the chute."

OPEN 6 DAYS 8 to 6
•UAVf QILEK

Service Mnnrfgcr
GARY YAMAMOTO
Store MAr^,^qvf
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Superfan an
SCr^Ular
for 68 years
By Zach Domlnltz
Supplement Staff

Giles Pellerin takes the deHni-

tion of sports fanatic to the

extreme.

A 1929 USC graduate, Pellerin

hasn't missed a Trojan football

game, home or away, for 68 years.

Last week's 31-14 loss to Arizona

marked consecutive game number
7 1 3 for the retired phone-company
man.

"I saw my first game when I was
a sophomore in high school," he

said, "USC played Penn State in

the Rose Bowl, and it was the Hrst

time we'd (USC) been there. We
won 14-3."

Since then, Pellerin estimates he

has traveled nearly one million

miles and spent close to $80,(X)0 to

keep his streak alive.

"When it comes rightdown to it,

it's only about $1,500 a year, and a

lot of fellas lose that just playing

"^ "When it comes right

down to it, it's only

about $ 1 ,500 a year,

and a lot of fellas lose

that just playing golf on

Saturday."

Giles Pellerin

use superfan

golf on Saturday," he said.

"Besides, I've been to Tokyo for a

game and I almost had to go to

Moscow. I had reservations, but

the game got cancelled."

It hasn't all been that easy,

though. "In 1949 I got sick and
^hey had to operate on a ruptured

appendix. That was Tuesday night

The doc told me I couldn' t go to the

game that weekend, but I snuck out

Saturday morning by telling the

nurse I was going for a walk," he

recalled. "My brother Oliver met

me outside, we went to the

Coliseum and watched the game (a

40-28 victory over Washington),

and I just told the nurses later that I

lost track of time."

Not surprisingly, Saturday's big

game has as much meaning to

Pellerin as anyone, especially

when you consider that he's been

to every one of them.

And over the years. The Game
has left both sweet and sour

memories in his heart. "I don't

remember the year, but UCLA got

the kickoffandjust drove on us and

scored," Pellerin said in recount-

ing his most painful memory of the

rivalry. "We fumbled their kickoff

and they got it back and we didn't

get the ball all quarter."

As for his favorite memory, last

year's last-second Todd Marino-

vich to Johnnie Morton touchdown

pass, giving USC the victory,

stands out.

Although Pellerin cheers for

UCLA when they're not playing

USC, there is no love lost on his

part on the annual grudge match

with the team from Westwood.

"As I was just saying to a friend

of mine, we've had a poor season,

but it will all be worth it if we can

beat UCLA on Saturday."

^ Did you know?

Th« Daily BmN i<;

printed on 100"^

recycled paper

Rob Johnson

Play Where The
Bruins Play!

Don 't just spectate! Recreate!

RecCard Discounts Start December 2!

Membership provides access to a variety of services through the Department of Cultural and Recreational Affairs,

including: • Recreational Basketball at Pauley Pavilion, the John Wooden Center, and the Men's Gym • 4 Campus

swimming pools • Racquetball, Handball, and Squash courts • Weight Training facilities

• 24 tennis courts • Classes in Fitness, Sports, and the Arts, to name a few • Sailing, Windsurfing, Catamaran, and

Rowing at our Marina del Rey Aquatic Center • Sunset Canyon Recreation Center for swimming, barbeques, picnicing,

and relaxing • Year-round Bmin Kids activities and enrichment programs for children 18 months to 17 years

• Convenient men's and women's shower room facilities and locker rentals, and much, much more!

^11 825-3701 for eligibility information!

UCLA Recreation • 2131 John Wooden Centei i^ Los Angeles. CA 90024- 1612 • (310) 825-3701
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Racquetball at the John Wooden Center

1QQI-1QQ2 I JCI A WOMEl KETBALL TEAM

Front Row:(l to r): Head Coach BlUle Moore, Nicole \t)ung. Marcy Tarabochla, Detra Lockhart, Nicole Anderson. DeDe Mosman. Rehema Stephens. Asst.

Coach Pam walker. Back Row:(I to r): Asst. Coach Kathy Oliver, NataUe wiuianns. Gene v^n Oostveen. Amy Jo Sllva. Lynn Kamrath. Amy Jalewalla. Mary
Kay Hedlund, Asst. coach Mary Hegarty.

HOME SCHEDULE
Mon.. Nov. 18

Sun., Dec.l

Sat., Dec.7
Wed.. Oec.18

Australian All-Stars

Santa Clara*(2pm)

U.C. Santa Barbara (5: 1 5pm) (Crescent Jewelers, ASUCLA Giveaway)
Ohio State

Sat., Dec.28

Sua, C)ec.29

L.A. Gear Catapult Challenge
UCLA vs. Virginia (3:30pm)

L.A. Gear Catapult Challenge
UCLA vs. Northrldfle (4pm)

FrI., Jan. lo

Sun. , Jan. 1

2

FrI.. Jan.3l

Sun., Feb.

2

FrL.Feb. 14

Sun., Feb. 16

Sat., Feb.22
Ri.Mar.e
Sun. , Mar.8

slit., Apr.4

Sun., Apr.5

•Wooden

Oregon*
Oregon St.•(2pm)
Washington
Washington St. (2pm)
Stanford(SeeS Candles Valentine^ Day Giveaway)
Callfornia(2pm)

USQHollday Inn Giveaway)
Arizona*

Arizona St.*(2pm)

NCAA Final Four (L.A. Sports Arena)
NCAA Final Four (L.A. Sports Arena)

Center, other games in Pauly Pavilion Games at 7pm unless otherwise noted.

UCLA Students free with reg. card
Halftlnne shooting contest prizes courtesy of L.A. Gear-Catapult, American Airlines, Burger King, Acapuico, ASUCLA, Sony
Music, Gatorade, Holiday Inn- Brentwood/Bel Air, Penguin's Rozen Yogurt. Olive Garden Italian Restaurant, Willys of

Westwood, Kodak and PowerBar.
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Channel 15 on most Cable Systems

To Order Cable TV Call 1-800-CABLE-UP

A
Watch PRESS BOX

Sports News 10pm Nightly

Except Saturday

UCLA & USC
BASKETBALL upcoming Games

Long Beach St. @ UCLA
Pepperdine@UCLA*
UCLA @ SDSU
Loyola @ UCLA*
Fullerton @ UCLA*
Robert Morris @ USC*
Georgia @ UCLA
Notre Dame @ USC
USC @ Arizona

Oregon @ UCLA
Oregon© use*
USC @ Stanford

USC @ UCLA
Washington @ UCLA
Washington @ USC*
UCLA @ Oregon St.

California @ UCLA
Stanford @ UCLA*
California @ USC
ArizonaSt. @USC*
Arizona@ USC

10:30 pm
7:30 pm
5:00 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
2:00 pm

10:30 pm
7:30 pm

10:30 pm
10:30 pm
2:00 pm

10:30 pm
10:30 pm
5:00 pm
2:00 pm

10:30 pm
8:00 pm
7:30 pm

10:30 pm
7:00 pm
8:00 pm

"^Blacked out in Arizona, Nevada and Hawaii:

L.A. KINGS Upcoming Games

vs. Edmonton

vs. Philadelphia

@ Pittsburgh

@ Philadelphia

@ New Jersey

vs. San Jose

vs. Washington

@ Minnesota

@ St. Louis

vs. Calgary

vs. St. Louis

vs. NY Rangers

vs. Chicago

vs. NY Islanders

vs. Hartford

@ Pittsburgh

@ Buffalo

@ St. Louis

@ Chicago

vs. Washington

vs. Boston

@ Edmonton

@ Calgary

@ Winnipeg

@ Vancouver

vs. Quebec
vs. Montreal

7:30 pm
7:30 pm
4:30 pm
4:30 pm
4:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
5:00 pm
5:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm

10:30 am
4:00 pm
5:30 pm
5:30 pm
7:30 pm
1 :00 pm
6:30 pm
6:30 pm
5:00 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm

L.A. LAKERS upcoming Games

Allprogramming subject to change.
> %%%i L^^^n iir«*«%'v^%'w r«'» a"-

1/3

1/5

1/10

1/12

1/15

1/20

1/24

1/29

2/5

2/14

2/22

2/26

2/28

Lakers games

vs. Indiana

vs. Miami

vs. Denver

vs. Orlando

vs. Charlotte

vs. Seattle

vs. Sacramento

vs. Golden State

vs. Clippers

vs. Washington

vs. Golden State

vs. New York

vs. Cleveland

blacked out in Arizona

7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm

and Fresno.
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From page 18

Former USC quarterlnick Todd
Marinovich

"Last year was probably the best

game Tve ever played in. It was a
thrilling game, almost like a
basketball game, with each team
scoring in the fourth quar^r, back
and forth.

•There is nothing like a USC-
UCLA game. The Trojans are

doing bad this year, but they would
salvage their season by beating the

Bruins. It's going to be a tough
game. You just have to throw out

all the records and say, *Let's

play'. One team could be unde-
feated, the other could be winless,

and you wouldn't know the differ-

ence."

Former UCLA safety Eric Turner,

out of 1990 game with injury

*T really feel like I would have
made a difference. He wouldn't
have completed that pass at the

end. We would have won the

game. I would have either inter-

cepted it Gt knocked it down. It was
heartbreaking to see it It hurt"

Former UCLA linebacker Jerry

Robinson

*lt was the biggest game of your
life. Although you played all the

other games throughout the sea-

son, it always came down to the

UCLA-USC football game.
**I remember a lot of different

games from my four years at

UCLA, but the one I remember the

most was my freshman year USC
game. It was a week full of

excitement There were big pep
rallies with former players coming
back talking about their experi-

ences.

*T was playing as a freshman on
die varsity that year (1975) and I

remember beating them. We had
John Sciarra, Cliff Frazier. Wally
Henry and Wendell Tyler. I

remember we had eight fumbles in

that game, but we still managed to

win (25-22).

Former UCLA guard Max
MonWya

**USC was the biggest game of
the year, no doubt about it It's a lot

of fun. There is a lot of stuff back
and forth with the student bodies. It

is a big game for everyone con-

cerned. I always pull for the

mighty Bruins."

**I remember my junior year,

1977, when we were fighting for a

berth in the Rose Bowl. We were
beating them and it went down to

the last few seconds. There was a

penalty (pass interference on Bruin

defensive back Johnny Lynn), and
they came back and won the game
(29-27)."

Former USC kicker Frank Jordan,
whose kick knocked UCLA out of
the Rose Bowl in 1977 and sent the

Washington Huskies in their place

*T got a nice letter from Don
James thanking me, because the

game really helped boost their

program."

David Gibson and Zachary Aron
contributed to this story.

THOUGHT WE WERE
GOOD IN FOOTBALL?

WAIT UNTIL

BASKETBALL!

THE DAILY BRUIN
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Briefly

PMIipinopoet

to speak at UCIA
Gemino Abad from the

University of the Philippines

will discuss **Arts and Letters in

the Philippines: The Marcos-
Aquino Period** in the Asian
American Studies Center.

He will be speaking at noon
in 3232 CampbeU Hall.

Abad is the author of several

books of poems and essays.

He is currently on sabbatical*

working on the sequel
anthology to his 1989 work
"Man on Earth.**

Inside

Memorial honors

medical scholar

UCLA hosted a memorial
service Friday for a campus and
international expert in anatomy
and neuropsychiatry.-

See page 3

Viewpoint

Should the NEA
receive fundiiig?

Dueling columnists Craig

Rosa and Ron Kagan take their

stands on public funding for the

arts.

See page 1

6

Arts & Entertainment

'Addams Family'

needs calamity
Their house may be a

museum, but should people go
to see them — 'The Addams
Family*?

See page 20

Sports

Finally!

After four years of frustrating

losses, fullback Maury Toy and

the UCLA football team finally

downed cross-town foe USC.
Read more about the game in

the Bruin sports section.

See page 40

University of California, Los Angeles

Monday
November 25, 1991

Drought vs. USC finally over
Bmins defeat

Trojans, 24-21,

in a squeaker

By Kennedy Cosgrove
Dally Bruin Staff

The only Bruin in uniform who
had beaten USC decided to let his

teammates in on the fun Saturday

night.

UCLA linebacker Arnold Ale,

who was a member of the 1988
Notre Dame team that defeated

USC, sacked USC quarterback

Reggie Perry with only 1:19 to go
in the game, and UCLA held on by
its fingernails for a 24-21 victory

over the Trojans in front of 84,623

fans at the Coliseum.

The win boosted the No. 25
Bruins* record to 8-3, while

lowering USC*s to an ignominious
3-8, their worst record in 34 years.

UCLA, which had not beaten

tJSC since 19S6, saw four years of
heartbreak and near-misses wiped
out in the blink of an eye with

Ale's sack, which forced a fumble

that was recovered by Bruin
defensive end Mike Chalenski.

*That put the lid on the trash

can,** UCLA receiver Paul
Richardson said of the play. "For
him to get a Uimover that crucial,

that's just UCLA history right

there.**

The play put an end to a

tension-filled USC drive that

started on the Trojans* own 4-yard

line with six minutes to go in the

game.

Perry, >W<o completed 13 of 28
passes for 209 yards and two
touchdowns, marched USC to the

UCLA 37-yard line on the strength

of two big runs by Estrus Crayton

and a 23-yard pass to Travis

Hannah on a third-down and 16

play.

The pass gave USC a furst down
at the UCLA 42-yard hne, but

With a boost from his players, UCLA head football coach Terry Donahue shakes hands with USC
coach Larry Smith after the Bruins defeated the Trojans at the Los Angeles Menriorlal Coliseum.

three plays gained only five yards,

and the stage was set for Ale*s

heroics.

Perry faded back to pass,

couldn*t find an open receiver and
was hit from the back side by Ale.

Suddenly, the game was as good as

over and the Bruins had their first

win over USC in five long years.

"It was the best! The best!" said

ecstatic tight end Rick Daly. "Our
defense played greaL They saved it

• IIUC scientists

to repair ozone layer
By Reglna RavettI

A revolutionary proposal by
UCLA and UC Irvine researchers

to repair a hole in the ozone layer

has some environmentalists saying

that scientists should take preven-

tive measures instead of solving

problems after they have occurred.

In their method, UCLA profes-

sor Richard Turco and UC Irvine

researchers Ralph Cicerone and
Scott Elliot suggest that hundreds

of large-scale airplanes should

annually inject 50,000 tons of

hydrocarbons into the Antarctic

stratosphere to counteract ozone-
depleting chlorine atoms.

The chlorine atoms are pro-

duced from chloroflourocarbons,

which are released into the envi-

ronment by spray products such as

hairspray and deodorant These
products deteriorate the ozone
layer which shields the earth from
the sun*s damaging ultraviolet

rays.

According to Turco, a UCLA
professor of aunospheric sciences,

the proposal has been well-

received.

"It's actually been very positive

so far,** he said. "I expect there will

be division and difference of
opinion.**

One group of dissenters include

some environmentalists who say
that additional technology could
do more harm than good.
"We sometimes over-compli-

cate things and there are simple
solutions to a lot of environmental
problems,** said Julie Miles, field

director for California Public
Interest Research Group.

Introducing allemadve propos-
als, called '"pollution prevention.**

Miles suggested that industries

find safer alternatives to current

ozone depleting products.

In the meantime, the non-profit

organization is creating an anti-

toxic platform which would force

industries to reduce the use of toxic

chemicals in their products.

"Instead of trying to apply
Band-Aids to the problems, we
need to solve it in the fint place,

which is to reduce our use of
ozone-depleting chemicals,**

See OZONE, page 14

for us.**

UCLA head coach Terry
Donahue said, "We needed a win
very badly, obviously. *^^Jot hav-

ing won it in four years, it was vital

that we get over that psychological

hump.**

UCLA appeared to get over the

hump without even noticing it as

they built a 17-0 lead with under

three minutes to go in the fu^t half

Louis Perez opened the scoring

H •

with a 41 -yard field goal, and
tailback Kevin Williams exploded

for a 72-yard touchdown run late in

the fu-st quarter.

WiUiams, who fuiished with

131 yards on 21 carries, took an
option pitch from quarterback

Tommy Maddox, put a little inside

shoulder move on USC safety

Stephon Pace and then raced

See FOOTBALL, page 36

nstralnsBudget
language progkfams
By Marina Dundjerski

Dally Bruin Staff

To meet student demands for

new language and cultural courses,

the financially strapped UCLA
Humanities division must first

eliminate some of the 95 existing

courses, university officials said

last week.

While officials acknowledged
the need to teach new languages,

they emphasized that the division

has been broadsided by economic
crisis caused by two years of

budget cutbacks.

In recent months, Asian students

have stepped up their efforts to

encourage university administra-

tors to double the number of Asian

language and cultural classes by
adding Hindi, Tagalog, Thai and

Vietnamese. UCLA currently

teaches Sanskrit, Korean, Japan-

ese and Chinese.

"It is difficult to think of adding

new classes when the division is

drowning trying to maintain cur-

rent programming,** said Robert

Martin, assistant dean of humani-

ties. "Right now. we are just trying

to hold our head above water, and
someone is saying, *carry this,

100.*-

Because the humanities operat-

ing budget has been slashed,

professors who have either left,

retired or died cannot be replaced,

said Herbert Morris, dean of the

humanities division.

Currently, there are 43 open
faculty positions — representing

about 20 percent of all language

positions.

The department only has the

resources to fill about five of these

spots, Morris said. "The issues we
are facing are as profound as any
issues the university can face.

We*re dealing with a crisis situa-

tion.**

The creation of new languages

programs requires a shifting of

resources, said Raymond Orbach,

provost of the College of Letters &
Science.

Xertainly if you want to add
more classes, we*re going to have

to eliminate some that are being

offered now.'* Orbach said. "And

See LANQUAQES, pagels
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News Commentary

Today, November 25, 1991
12:00 Noon

Cultural Affairs and Student Welfare Commission
World AIDS Day
Noon concert

* Westwood Plaza

:3()l*>l

Melnitz Movies
Sneak Preview: "Let Him Have It**

Melnitz Theatre

Hillel

A Memorial for I.B. Singer

Hillel Jewish Student Center

Tuesday, November 26
12:00 Noon

Hillel

"Pollution and Profits" with speaker Dr. Meir Tamari
GSM 2232

General

student Welfare Commission
World AIDS Day is December 1

(y.5. should aid Soviet

Union in time ofneed
With the trillions spent to win

the Cold War. it wiU be pathetic if

the United States fails to find $1
billion to combat famine and the

danger of nuclear chaos in the

Soviet Union.

Famine in Soviet cities this

winter could kill the Soviet demo-
cratic experiment, and there is only
one way to prevent starvation.

That is by loading up U.S. military

aircraft with food, flying to cities

and overseeing the distribution.

But aside from a few Democratic
representatives such as Les Aspin
and Lee Hamilton, Washington
sits on its hands.

The spread of Soviet nuclear

weapons could present the greatest

threat to world peace, and there is

only one way to guard against their

misuse, theft or sale. That is a crash

joint efifort by U.S. and Soviet

specialists to secure them. But
apart from an encouraging biparti-

san group of senators joined by
Aspin and Hamilton, Washington
shows no urgency.

The risks of inaction and delay

are clear and grave. Yet legisla-

tors, fearful of being accused of
helping Soviets at the expense of
Americans, shrink from doing
what they know is right And

President Bush, who above all

understands what must be done, is

also frozen by such accusations
and remains inexcusably silent.

The one thing Bush has done—
his now-$4 bilUon "food aid**

program — raises serious ques-
tions about his competence and
motives. Sen. Patrick Leahy is not
alone in charging that the President
**is playing a deceptive game with
American taxpayers."

See AID, page 14

Correction

:

An A&E story in the Nov. 21 issue of the Bruin, '"Nasty royalty:

Hamilton's sinister *Marshmallow Men* depict his view of
humanity,** mistakenly reported the sponsor of Peter Hamilton's art

show. The event was sponsored by the Cultural Affairs

Commission.

The Bruin regrets the error.
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Low transfer rate of students of color criticized
By i.etlsla IMarkiuez

Daily Bruin Staff

Although UCLA accepts more
transfer students each year, it does

not admit enough students of color

at the transfer level, according to

some community college officials.

And while UCLA officials

argue that these students do not

meet academic requirements,

community college leaders say the

university is at fault because it fails

to actively recruit students of color

from inner-city colleges.

Plus, a tense campus climate and

some university policies make it

unappealing to many students,

officials added.

In feU 1990, the number of

transfer students of color admitted

to UCLA peaked at 707, compared
to a 3,411 total for transfer

admissions.

If community colleges do not

offer courses required by the UC
— such as chemistry and physics
— their students find it difficult to

transfer to a university, saidUCLA
education Professor Arthur Cohen,
who researches transfer issues.

But at Compton Community
College, which some UCLA offi-

cials say has a weak curriculum,

academic requirements are only

part of the picture.

"We do provide the classes

students need to transfer," said

Compton counselor Mardi Ralph-

Webster, adding that students

sometimes have to take the UC-
required courses at other com-
munity colleges.

But since Compton Community
College is composed mainly of
African-American and Latino stu-

dents, they are turned of^ by
UCLA's eurocentric environment,

she said. *The general consensus

aboutUCLA is that it was intended

to be an all-white elitist institu-

tion.**

Other private and California

State universities recruit students

more actively than UCLA because
they sponsor campus transfer-stu-

dent days and visit those colleges

Transfer students say they need support

in facing the challenges of adjustment
By Letisia Marquez
Dally Bruin Staff

Ignoring professors and
counselors who encouraged him to

attend a Cal State university,

Ralph Avila decided to transfer to

UCLA.
He is one of two students who

transferred here from Compton
Community College in fall 1990.

"I chose UCLA to challenge

jnyself and loy {gpfessors.

said.

an intensive writing cluster

designed to improve transfer stu-

dents' writing skills ^nd a two-

hour daily commute from Com-
pton took up much of hLs time.

"It was a real shocker to me,"
said Avila, a sociology and Chica-

no studies student "I expected a lot

from UCLA, but I didn't even

really meet anyone first quarter."

Like Avila, many transfer stu-

dents of color face a difficult social

and academic transition when they,

come to UCLA.
But when Avila enrolled at UCLA, The university accepts a higher

number of transfer students each

year, including many students of
color. But those from colleges

where the majority of students are

members of traditionally undene-
presented communities said they

find fewer transfer students like

themselves.

"It's disturbing to see that

counselors and professors at junior

college don't encourage students

to transfer to UCLA," Avila said.

_ And many say UCLA officials

are not doing as much as they can
to recruit students from inner-city

Recording artist

BURT HERMAN/Daily Bruin

Mazi Doroudlan, a senior mechanical engineering major, plays a recorder he recleved as a

birthday present near Myerhoff Park on Friday night.

more often, she said.

As a result, while 85 Compton
students transferred to Cal State

Dominguez Hills — a closer and

less expensive college — in fall

1990, only two enrolled at UCLA.
But Compton students showed

little interest when admissions

counselors tried to recruit them,

^ I

UCLA officials said.

Although these counselors try

their best to encourage students to

attend UCLA, the tense racial

atmosphere on campus does not

appeal to these students, said

Alfred Herrera, a transfer program

See TRANSFERS, page 13

Transfer Students at UCLA
The Los Angeles area's community colleges with the highest number
of students of color are not in the top five list of transfer colleges. For

example, Compton Community College, with a predominantly African

American and Latino population, only sent two students to UCLA last

year.

for yetA / Fair 1990

AlhStudent
Poputatton

Santa Monica City College 286

B Gamine Community College 113

Pasadena Community College 96

Orange Coast Comm. College 82

Pierce Community College 73

Underrepresented
Population

Santa Monica City College 38

East LosAngeles Colege 23

Pasadena Community College 22

El CamJno Community College 19

LosAngeles City College 1

6
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colleges, students said.

**This campus isn*t welcoming
at all," said Norma Rojas, co-

director of Mecha Calmecac, a

retention program for UCLA's
Chicano students. "Student groups
try to do positive things for their

community, but we come up
against walls."

BRANDON McKINNEY/IMly Bnin

Others agree they need to push
for enroUing more students of
color at UCLA.
"As long as people don't pres-

sure the administration to get more
Afiricans on campus, the numbers
will continue to decrease," said

See STUDENTS, page 12

ical professor
fondly remembered
Memorial service celebrates his

dedication to care and justice

By Lori Quinton
Dally Bruin Staff

A memorial service for aw^-
winning UCLA medical scholar

David Samuel Maxwell brought

together dozens of friends and
colleagues Friday.

Maxwell, a professor at UCLA
for more than 30 years, was an

expert in anatomy and neuropsy-

chiatry at the School of Medicine.

He was world-renowned for his

intellectual achievements in these

fields and was especially recog-

nized for his pioneering work on
the brain.

Maxwell, 60, died in August of a
heart attack.

Colleagues remembered Max-
well not only for his personal

dedication to his work, but for his

personal attributes.

*The phrase TLC (lender loving

care) is commonly reserved for

nurses. But among our faculty, no
one was a greater exemplar of

caring than David Maxwell," said

Kenneth Shine, dean of the UCLA
School of Medicine. "We will miss

him as a scientist, as a teacher and
as a friend. But most of all we will

miss him because he cared so

much."

Other colleagues recounted
touching stories about times ihcy

had spent with Maxwell — laugh-

ing and smiling together about

days past. They paid tribute to his

integrity and dedication as a

human t)eing and a teacher. .

"I had an office next to Maxwell
for years," said Frances Grover, a

friend who others described as

Maxwell's true "buddy." "There

was a constant parade of medical

students from the past 10 10 15

years who were visiting to keep in

touch with their professor of all

time. He wanted students to be

stimulated to learn rather than

being taught."

"He is a great loss to science and

especially to UCLA. But, David, it

was great knowing you in this

earthly life," Grover said in tears.

"Now that you're transferred to

that great campus in the sky, please

savf me an office space next to

you."

Maxwell was the combination

of a private man with a warm smile

See MAXWELL, page 12

Neera Tanden receives award for leadership aliiiity
By Sally Kim

Neera Tanden returned from a

trip in June and opened what she

thought was just an ordinary letter.

But when the undergraduate exter-

nal vice president read on, she

learned she was the first recipient

of the Sam Law Leadership

Award.

The $l,00O-award was estab-

lished by a group of Asian Pacific

alumni to ensure that the work of

Sam Law, UCLA's first Asian-

American undergraduate presi-

dent, would continue. During his

presidency, Sam Law promoted

student diversity and improved

relations between campus groups.

"Sam was unique in that he used

a very compassionate and coura-

geous approach to leadership,"

said Feelie Lee. co-chair of

UCLA's award committee. "He
u^ied to work across ethnic, cultur-

al and political boundaries."

And Tanden exemplifies the

ideals of Law, who graduated in

1982 and was killed in an auto
accident several years ago, she
said.

"Her ability to work among
diverse groups and surengihs in

articulating the needs of those who
tend to be voiceless and invisible

represent the unique qualities that

Sam exhibited," Lee explained.

Tanden 's ability to enhance
group relations is exemplified by
her successful push to integrate the

See AWARD, page 8

"It's an honor to even

compare myself with

Sam Law . . . He
showed not to just

tolerate diversity, but to

celebrate it."

Neera Tanden
Sam Law Award Recipient
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Briefs
World

Yugoslavia moves to

implement ceasefire

BELGRADE. Yugoslavia — The
warring parties in Yugoslavia have taken

tentative steps toward carrying out a

United Nations-brokered cease-fire, but

fighting has continued, if at a somewhat
slower pace.

The truce, the 14th since the war began

late in June, is viewed skeptically by
diplomats and military analysts here.

Signed Saturday by the leaders of Serbia.

Croatia and the Serbian-led Yugoslav

national army, it offers the chance of a

United Nations peacekeeping force.

Belgian elections

are showing diversity

BRUSSELS. Belgium —
Environmentalist and far-right parties

made big gains in Belgium's national

elections as a significant number of voters

turned away from the country's leading

parties.

It appeared from incomplete retums on
Sunday that all the parties in the center-

left governing coalition led by Prime
Minister Wilfried. Martens, a Christian

Democrat, would lose some seats in the

new Parliament But it was also expected

that the new coalition government would
include the alliances of parties that have
controlled Belgian politics since World
War II— Christian Democrats with either

Socialists or Liberals.

The largest gains in the Flemish region,

particularly in the cities, were made by the

Vlaams Blok, an extreme nationalist party

that advocates a separate flemish state

and resettlement of immigrants in their

countries of origin.

Nation

Vietnam and U.S.

hold discussions
WASHINGTON — The leader of a

Vietnamese delegation that has been

meeting with U.S. officials says Viemam
hopes that it will be able to establish

normal diplomatic relations with the

United Stales in the next six months.

The Vietnamese official. Deputy
Foreign Minister Le Mai, said in an
interview on Friday that his discussions at

the U.S. mission to the United Nations on
Thursday with Richard H. Solomon,
assistant secretary of state for East Asian

and Pacific Affairs, were "quite

productive and constructive." He added
that he had invited Solomon to come to

Hanoi for the next round "at any time

convenient to him."

Arliiiglon mi^ be
next hi-tech city

ARLINGTON. Texas - Arlington is

one of five cities on a list of possible

headquarters locations for Hughes
Training Inc.. a relocation project that

could eventually bring 2,000 new jobs,

city officials said.

Hughes, which manufactures flight

simulators, already has a secondary plant

in Arlington is planning to open a new
headquarters facility by next fall.

Company officials sent requests fot=

proposals to five cities, said Charles

Elliot, a consultant with the New York
firm Morgan, Stahl and Boyer.

Hughes Training is a subsidary of
Hughes Aircraft, which is owned by
General Motors.. The company
headquarters currently is in Manhattan
Beach.

Tales of gkreed, drugs,

liven Noriega's trial

MIAMI— There were moments at the

trial of Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega last

week when it seemed as if the Medellin

cartel had at one time or another worked
hand in glove with every government in

the Western Hemisphere during the

1980s.

To hear one of the founders of the drug

cartel tell it from the witness stand,

everyone from Fidel Castro to U.S.

intelligence operatives performed favors

for the Colombian drug syndicate —
giving Panama's deposed dictator plenty

ofcompany in the rogue's gallery of cartel

accomplices.

The testimony of Carlos Lehder Rivas,

a fomier head of transportation for the

Medellin cartel who is now serving life

plus 135 years in a U.S. prison, was the

climax of the prosecution's case against

Noriega, who has been charged with 10

counts of cocaine trafllcking, money
laundering and racketeering.

Hundreds of dead
animals found
FORT WORTH, Texas - Law

enforcement and humane society officials

are searching for clues into the killings of

possibly hundreds of animals whose
carcasses were found in three remote,

heavily wooded areas in North Texas.

The animals included goats, sheep,

turkeys, chickens and deer, and the

remains were scattered along two roads

five miles northwest of a small town near

Fort Worth. Some of the animals, which
were found near a creekbed, had been
dead only a few days, while all that

remained of others were bones.

Local

Church members
sigki for 'justice'

Hoping to channel community anger
following the probationary sentence given

a Korean grocer for killing a black
teenager, members of a South Central Los
Angeles church have begun collecting

signatures in an effort to persuade District

Attorney Ira Reiner to appeal the decision.

Organizers stood outside the First

African Methodist Episcopal Church on
Sunday and handed out post cards
addressed to Reiner and emblazoned with,

"Justice for Latasha Harlins."

The cards, which members were asked
to fill out and return for delivery at a later

date, asked Reiner to appeal the five-year

probationary sentence meted out to

Korean-bom Soon Ja Du for the shooting
of Harlins, 15, last March.

Gardening Tips

Q. I have propagated other plants, but

not a vine like clematis. How can this be
done? — Elizabeth Barsky, Uniondale,

N.Y.

^. Like most flowering vines, clematis

can be grown from seed, although the

colorful hybrids do not always breed true

(that is, they may revert to one of the less

handsome parents). But it is easier to

propagate woody vines from softwood

cuttings (the new growth produced in

spring) or from leaf cuttings--Qr-4^
layering.

Layering, which is especially easy with

clematis, is usually begun in spring. A
length of year-old stem is buried under a

light mix of leaves and soil. The area is

kept moist in summer and well mulched
through winter.

Compiled from Bruin wire services

Bruins Score
You get supermarket prices and the Great Grocery Giveaway,

so everyone wins at Breadstilcsl
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Bobby
UCLA Biology Major

won $50.84

Christine
UCLA Graduate
won $56.26

Greg
UCLA Latin American Studies

won $73.28

Marl(

UCLA History Major
won $22.63

Karen
UCLA Political Science Major

won $15.94

Todd
Westwood Resident

won $17.48

These people entered and won our Great Grocery Giveaway. You could, tool Just write your
name and phone number on your breadstiks receipt, drop it in the jar, and you could find yourself

on this page, alsol No purchase neccessary. Remember, if you don't piay, we can't piay!
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Assistant Marketing Managers and Assistant Product Managers
Full-time andSummer Positions
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See what's on ourmenu.
You've worked hard for your degree.

Now it's time you made the most of it. We're

serving up worlds of opportunity for Assistant

Marketing Managers and Assistant Product
Managers who know how to make our software

irresistible.

Our products stem from the most advanced

technologies on the planet. Programs like Win-
dows, Excel and Word. Programs with staying

power from a company that's here to stay.

Now it's your turn to impact the future of

software technology. As an Assistant Marketing

Manager, you devise creative marketing semi-

nars and implement them to perfection. Through

lively interaction with product and channel mar-

keting, corporate communications and the sales

force, you djevelop the inside track on market

trends and user needs. All of which helps set

the pace for future technology through
Microsoft's leadership.

As an Assistant Product Manager, your

assignments can vary from reworking the con-

tents of a training seminar, to planning future

enhancements for corporate customers, to devel-

oping audio/visual demonstrations of Microsoft

product benefits. Every decision you make
impacts the future of the industry.

In exchange for your energy and enthusiasm,

we'll place all our resources at your disposal, and

they are legion. Add to that our full commitment
to your independence, our hands-off manage-
ment style, and unlimited access to all the mar-

keting tools you'll need. You have the perfect

recipe for success.

If you hunger for industry recognition, we
want to talk with you at our On-campus Inter-

views. We'll satisfy your appetite.

We are an equal opportunity employer and
are working toward a more culturally diverse

workplace.

Miaosali
®

On-campus Interviews

Assistant Marketing Managers and Assistant Product Managers
Full-time and Summer Positions

Friday, January 31, 1992

See the Placement and Career Planning Center for details.
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LA. city H • lieges H • mpile campus wish lists

Funding sources for expansion explored by

campuses because of state financial pinch
By Carmen Ramos Chandler

Los Angeles Daily News

Por the first time in its history,

the Los Angeles Community Col-

lege District has compiled a

comprehensive master plan that

looks at the buildings needed at its

nine campuses, as well as educa-

tion goals and how to finance

them.

The five-year plan looks at the

educational programs offered at

each of the nine colleges, then

compares it with available facili-

ties to determine what more is

needed.

*The problem we had in the past

was that we would only review

curriculum, and didn't review it in

relationship to the facilities we
have or our proposed income and

staffing. Now, we do," said Tyree

Wieder, vice president of academ-
ic affairs at Valley College.

Under its $85,000 contract with

the district. Sage Institute Inc. of

Agoura Hills, west ofLos Angeles,

asked individual colleges for a list

of campus goals. The answers

ranged from air conditioners at

Valley College to an additional 17

acres of land and coed intercollegi-

ate athletic program at Mission

College in suburban Sylmar.

District officials are trying to set

priorities and come up with ways
to fill the colleges* needs. On
Wednesday, the board established

a task force to sort through the

colleges* lists and determine what
is important.

"We have a big wish list and

now the next step is implementa-

tion,** said board of trustees presi-

dent Julia L. Wu. "We realize the

state is not going to be able to give

us the money we need, so we arc

going to have to explore outside

alternatives to get the colleges

what they need.**

Wu said the district may identify

private contributions and grants

and establish parmerships with

local businesses in order to expand

funding alternatives.

Chancellor Donald G. Phelps

said he told officials at the indivi-

dual campuses to set high goals

and leave the financial worries to

the district, its trustees and state

officials.

"We never have enough money,

but the things critical to doing the

best possible job are usually made
available by the state.** Phelps said.

"And if the state doesn't come
through we are going to have to

look at other sources.

*The best time to plan is when
money is in short supply. When we
have enough money to do all we
need to do, we*re so busy spending

it to get the job done and we don't

have time for planning," Phelps

said.

At Mission College, one of the

few colleges to include a financial

estimate, the total cost of imple-

menting the first year*s goals

would top $70 million. The money
Vwould be used to establish a center

for transferring students, expand
intercollegiate athletics, improve
the services for its learning assis-

tance center, increase its curricu-

lum and hire a full-time director.

FOR ALL UCLA STUDENTS
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PASSED BY USAC ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19

Proclamation
World AIDS Day
December 1 , 1 991

Whereas the global spread of HIV and AIDS necessitates a world-wide effort of increased communication
education and preventive action to stop the transmission of the HIV virus and the spread of AIDS; and

whereas the World Health Organization has designated the 1st of December of each year as World AIDS Day a day
to expand and strengthen the worldwide effort to stop AIDS; and, '

.

whereas the World Health Organization now estimates that over two million women are currently infected with HIV
and that during the 1 990's over 3 million women and children will die from AIDS; and,

whereas it is estimated that currently one out of every 500 college students nationally is infected with HIV, and that
75% of the people World Wide who are HIV positive were infected through heterosexual contact, and currently in the
U.S., 1 in every 75 men and 1 in every 700 women are HIV infected, and by the year 2000, 40 million people will be
HIV positive.

Therefore, be it resolved that the Undergraduate Students Association Council do hereby recognize December 1,

1991 as World AIDS Day and urge all of our students to take part in activities designed to increase awareness and
understanding of AIDS as a global challenge, to take part in AIDS prevention activities and programs, and to join the
global effort to prevent transmission of the HIV virus and the further spread of AIDS.

Submitted by:

Steve Gonzalez, Academic Affairs Commissioner
Vicki Luce, Student Welfare Commissioner
Dev Wali, Cultural Affairs Commissioner PAID FOR BY USAC
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Sieira Club grows in power,
size, goals over past century

AWARD

By Peter Larsen

Los Angeles Dally News

When Sarah Olin joined the

Sierra Club in 1923, the Angeles

Chapter was a small group of

well-educated professionals —
men and women primarily inter-

ested in genteel outings to explore

the beautiful and pristine wilds of

California.

**I often still think about that trip

to Havasu Canyon/' said Olin,

reminiscing about a favorite club

outing to the California-Arizona

border in the early 1930s.

*'0h, it had such beautiful

waterfalls and turquoise pools. It

was spring and the grass was out
And there were some Indians there

who we made friends with, who
sang and danced around the camp-
fire at night," said Olin, who (at

94) is still a Sierra Club member.
As the Angeles Chapter —

representing Los Angeles and

Orange Counties — celebrates its

80th anniversary this month, out-

ings still play a major part of the

local chapter's mission.

But, like the national Sierra

Club, the Angeles Chapter has

turned over the last 30 years to

political activism on behalf of

conservation and the environment.

*The challenge for the Angeles

Chapter in the '90s is to become
better at urban issues. For instance,

the prison in East Los Angeles,

toxic incinerators in South Centr-

al," said Bob Hattoy, regional

director for the national Sierra

Club for Southern California and

See SIERRA, page 10

From page 3

Indian Student Union into the

Asian Pacific Coalition, so Indian

students would be recognized as

Asians, Lee said.

Tanden, who plans to attend law

school, said she feels honored by

receiving the award. "It perpetu-

ates the idea that student leader-

ship on campus is important."

She added that she admired

Law's ability to unite students of

diverse backgrounds during the

eariy '80s when the campus
atmosphere was not as tolerant of

change as it is today.

"It's an honor to even compare
myself with Sam Law," she said.

"He united white, Asian, Latino

Tanden's colleagues say she

also brings people together.

"Neera's a person who brings

down walls instead of putting them
up," said general representative

Andrew Faye, who has worked
with Tanden for three years. "No
one on the council is more able or

willing to do that than Neera."

Her fight against the 40 percent

registration fee hike shows her

efforts to make the university

accessible to all students, Fa^e

added.

Tanden shares Law's desire to

solve student problems as a whole,

said Michael Ning, co-chair of the

award committee. *This award
encourages and enables others —
Asian and non-Asians alike — to

take on leadership responsibilities

that serve the larger good."

HowAmerican Express
helpsyou cover more territory

For less money
Become a Student Cardmember todayand
;et 3 roundtrips on Continental Airiines,

For only $129 or $189 each.

Only the American Express* Card offers an exciting travel program

exclusively for studentsi^including three coundtrip certificates on

Continental Airlines. And much, much more.

Just look at the map and pick the place you'd like to visit. If

it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate

to fly for only $129* roundtrip. Or you can cross the

Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime—
because there are no blackout dates. But you must

make your reservations within 14 days of the day you

leave. And the maximum stay is 7 days/6 nights and must include

a Saturday night.

By becoming a Student Cardmember, you'll also enjoy other

benefits from the American Express* Student Privileges" Program.

Such as up to 30 minutes** of MCI long-distance calling every month
for an entire year—absolutely free. And that's just one example of

how the Card can help you save. •

For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all these savings. And
it's easy to apply Just call us (have your bank address and account

number on hand). What's more, v/ith our special student offer, it's

easier to get the Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.

\ So get the Card . And get ready to cover new terri-

\
tory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

'Minneapolis S( Paul, Si Louisand Nf% Oriransarf considrrrdcitmrasiof thcMis.sivsippi Rivrr

••A( rfdit of upto 1} 70 for calls will appraronrachbilltngsiairmrni for 12 months aftrrfnrf)ll

mfni 13 '^) IS equal lo the charges for a domestic JO minute night weekend MCI Card Compaii
bility call and appropriate surcharges You must enroll for this service by December 31, 1991

Mtihh^ I ^h,p Has Its I'm uegcs

MCI CALL 1-800-942-AMEX

.

TRAVa
RELATED
SERVICES

An /^nancan EipfM* company
Continental

//you're already a Cardmember, there's no need to call Information about your certificates will be arriving soon
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Get an edge on two million graduates. .

.

With the

WIZARD
Electronic Organizer

In 1992 over two million college students will graduate and begin

competing in the job market. Education in the 90's is more

specialized, technical and COdipCtltlVC than any time in history.

SHARP offers you the organizational system to help you 961 Sft CQQC in

today's complicated educational environment, and tomorrow's job

market.

The Wizard OZ-8000 gives you the pOWCF to keep organized with

eleven built-in functions to easily store, retrieve and sort data like

class schedules, exam dates and times, phone numbers, lists and

much more.

The Wizard OZ-8000 makes it CSSy to exchange data With the

optional Organizer-Link and cable you can load files from your PC or

Macintosh®* into your Wizard, or download class notes from your

Wizard to your computer. *Organizer Link II for Macintosh* available 12/91

Price: $289.95

Sugg Retail S359 99

®
FROM SHARP MINDS

COME SHARP PRODUCTS'

More Wizardry with Optional Software Cards
lications with students in mind.• !•

FOR ADVANCED BUSINESS, FINANCIAL , AND BANKING COURSES

^Dimensional Spreadsheet Manager-OZ-8B01
Create Lotus 1-2-3 file compatible spreadsheets on your Wizard

or download a spreadsheet created on your PC. You can store

up to 64K of spreadsheets. 3-Dimensional spreadsheet-linking

gives you more flexibility than many PC-spreadsheet packages.

Other features include: 10 built-in templates, over 50 math and

financial functions, sorting, formatting, setting titles, and much
more. Use any of the optional PC-Link cables for transfers to

and from the PC.

FOR BUSINESS STATS, ACCOUNTING OR PLANNING YOUR BUDGE ^

Money Planner- OZ-705A
Turn vour Wizard into a powerful and easy to use financial

calculator! Now you can perform almost any financial

computation - from loans and interest rates to depreciation and

statistical analysis. You can even program in your own
equations! A flexible entry system and built-in help screens

make this card simple to use. After any calculation, you can

"what if by changing one value and watching it affect the others.

A Lithium battery protects formulas and calculated data.

Available at
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PERFEQ FOR THE SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS, OR ENGINEERING STUDENT

Scientific Computer (BASIC) - OZ-8B03
Perform higher level mathematics c4lculations and write BASIC

programs on your Wizard! The built-in BASIC language allows

you lo customize the Wizard's touch pad. Simply place a

sticker with custom keys drawn on it and you can create your

own IC-Card! Program in your own formulas using the

Algebraic Expression Reserve mode. Performs single and two-

variable statistics calculations as well as linear regressions.

This card comes with its own 32K of memory.

ASUCLA STUDENT'S STORE
Elcctronia/ B-Level Ack«rman UniorV 206^»2» M Th 7:4S-7:10;F 7:4S-6.Sat 10-S.Sun 12 5
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Nevada.

**For the longest time, environ-

mental activism in the Angeles

Chapter was protecting the envi-

ronment from people,** Hattoy

said. "Now we have to change to

protect the environment of and for

the people — and that means
solving problems, and not just ^

pointing them out.

"Otherwise. I think we*ll

become irrelevant to Los Angeles*

future,** he said.

With 64,807 members, the

chapter is both the largest and

among the most powerful branches

of the environmental organization

in the nation.

"It was originally concentrated

on outings and activities,** Hattoy

said. "But people soon realized

that to continue to be able to hike in

their favorite canyon, or raft their

favorite river . . . they had to

influence the political process.

"With 65,000 members, the

Angeles Chapter has the ability—
and it has used it effectively— to

influence, advocate and cause

political pain to politicians and
bureaucrats who have power over

the environment,** Hattoy said.

The Angeles Chapter has nearly

doubled in size in the last decade,

buttressed by the naturalists the

club seeks to serve.

"We are somewhat proud of our

clout,** said Ken Homer^ngeles
Chapter chairman. "Our philoso-

phy is to get people out into the

open spaces, the wilderness and
the wild areas, so they can enjoy it

and appreciate it, and then perhaps

work with us to preserve it**

Founded on the principles of
enjoying and preserving the envi-

ronment, the Sierra Club itself is

on the eve of its 100th anniversary.

The club was organized in 1892 in

San Francisco by John Muir and
other naturalists, who initially

banded together to fend off threats

of development in Yosemiie Val-

ley.

Twenty years afteir the national

Siena Club was formed, a group of
75 Los Angeles club members
were called to a downtown law

firm by Phillip Bemays and Wil-

liam Bolan^y and the Southern

Section — later renamed the

Angeles Chapter — was bom. J

*The chapter was formed oi\

Nov. 1 and they had their first hike

on Nov. 12, a 13.5-mile hike up the

Arroyo Seco in Pasadena,** said

Bob Cates of suburban Chats-

worth, chairman of the chapter's

history committee.

In the years that followed, the

Angeles Chapter added expedi-

tions and members, while conser-

vation and political activities

remained minimal, Cates said.

See SIERRA, page 11

THE PILGRIMS
DIDN'T HAVE THESE
In recognition of

iWGRLOAIDSJMY!

Free

ondoms
on Bruin

Walk
Monday,
Nov. 25 /

10-2 pm.

NEW!!
Contraception

Info Line
Wednesdays

6-8 pm
206-3819

Everything you
ever wanted to

l<now about
contraceptives
but were afraid

to ask!
Anonymous...

Free!

TO BE THANKFUL FOR!
Peer Health Counselors 825-8462

sponsored by Student Health Services

[TURKEY WmmG^9^
SOWHMTWiffLL

2941 iVlAIN 6TREET. 5ANTA i^ONICA, CA 90405-396-4725

Melnitz Movies
presents a sneak preview

•"^et Him Have It

t

Directed by Peter Medak. Director will be present.

Monday, November 25, 7:30 p.m.
Melnitz Theatre Free * Passes required

*Passes are free to UCLA students and can be obtained at C.TO. at 9:00 a.m. and at Melnitz

Box Office at 10:30 a.m. on the day of the screening. Current registration and I.D. are required.

For more information call 825-2345.

This program is sponsored by the Graduate Students Association, in cooperation with

UCLA Film and Television Archive and the Department of Film and Television.

mim YOU LOOK good
YOU FEEL GOOD

And when you feel good you look good.

That is our belief. It's why we employ stylists

r\r\ instead of haircutters^ And

$9
necessarv.

why those who go to Super-

cuts end up feeling just a little better about

themselves. No appointments

Men, women, cliildren welcome.

1 650 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(B«K«««n Sanki Monica & Wibhir* Blvd.)

470-1558
M-F 8-9

HAIR BY
Sat 8-7 Sun 10-5

SUP&tOUJS
®
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"It was primarily a social club,

for social outings,** he said.

Members would gather each

Friday night for dinners at J^
Boos Brothers Cafe in downtown
Los Angeles, Olin said. New
Year's Eve dances were held at the

Women's Club in Eagle Rock.

The Muir Lodge, built in 1913 in

Big Santa Anita Canyon north of

Pasadena, was a social center as

well, reached by a five-mile hike

from the end of the streetcar line in

Pasadena, Cates said.

Club members took longer

expeditions as well, Olin said,

recalling one memorable trip

through the Sierra Nevada moun-
tains with renowned nature photo-

grapher Ansel Adams.

"He used to play his violin,"

Olin said of Adams. "And he

would make up a little play, and we
all played parts in it."

The trips into the then-remote

mountains of California often

involved up to 150 people travel-

ing in a dignified caravan of hikers

and pack animals, Olin recalled.

*They*d take our camping gear

for the trips, which were usually

two weeks long, all on donkey-

back," she said. "You had to carry

your own daily things, though.

*There was a central commis-
sary, but you'd carry your own
plate and your own cup, tied on
your belt," Olin said. "And you'd

take your lunch with you, tied in a

bandana on your belt."

In the 1950s, though, the orien-

tation of both the national and local

Sierra Club started to change, as its

membership was opened to a

broader section of society.

"Really, from its beginning to

the early 1950s, it was kind of an

elitist group," Cates said of the

Angeles Chapter. But the rejection

of a black applicant to the chapter

following World War II brought an

order from the national club to

disband the chapter's member-
ship-screening committee, and
membership was soon opened to

all applicants.

The emphasis of club activities

also began to shift, Cates and
Hattoy said, changing from the

traditional concentration on out-

ings to increasingly include politi-

cal action and conservation.

Since the 1950s, the Angeles

ChaptCT has t)een influential in a

lengthy list of environmental are-

nas — lobbying for formation of

the California Coastal Commis-
sion, fighting oil drilling in the

Santa Monica Bay, blocking land-

nil proposals for Griffith Park, and
helping, to create the Santa Monica
Mountains National Recreation

Area.

Those who deal with the Sierra

Club in the legislative arena view it

with varying degrees of respect
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Complete^««5;^^mm^M.System

CP286-12MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) 14" Mono $550

CP386SX-25MHZ (52MB Hard Drive) $975

CP386DX-25MHZ (BOMB Hard Drive) $1170

CP386-33MHZ W/64K Cache (80 MB Hard Drive)....$1285

CP486-20MHZ (120MB Hard Drive) $1450

CP486-33MHZ W/256K Cache (120MB Hard Drive).$1790

All Systems Include:

FREE SUPER MOUSE II

with purchase of system

•1MB RAM Memory

•5.25" or 3.5" Floppy Drive

•HYUNDA1 14- Super VGA( 28) Color Monitor

•Super VGA(1 024-768) W/1 MB-256 Colors

•101 Enhanced Keytx>ard

•AT I/O Card (2 Serial. 1 Parallel & 1 Game)

•2FD/2H0 IDE Controller

•100% IBM Compatible Systems

•One Year Parts and Labor Warranty

BEST SUPPORT, BEST SERVICE, LOWEST PRICE

Please CaU SCOTT for best deal at

ComputerPlus ^
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10889 Waybum Avenue 208-7155

DEAR BRUIN FACULTY AND FRIENDS:

With the coming holidays, we all have
an endless schedule. Why not come
into the Chart House and let

someone else do the work. We offer
a fine dining experience every day
and for all your special occasions:

Birthdays
i

Anniversaries
Club Events

Business meetings
Day or evening parties

Luncheons

We can accomodate from 1 - 1 50
people in our two banquet rooms.
Just coll us, tell us what you need,
and we will take care of the rest.

See you soon...Your Friends at the
Chart House.

THE CHART HOUSE - 1097 GLENDON AVE. - 208-8034
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le largest sperm bank in the United

The goal of the California Cryobanl<

is to provide high quality sperm for

artificial insemination. Requirements

include good health between the

ages of 1 9 to 34 and a

9 to 12 month confmitment.

Call for more information: 824-9941

COMPLETE MEDICAL SCREENING (ALL COSTS PAID)

AND YOU EARN UP TO $105/WEEK IF QUALIFIED.

More than

1600 Postscript

typefaces.

College

Students

209. Offi

Authorized source for The Font Company Type Library.

Want to return to true ad quality? Now,

there's a Postscript*^ type library

for you as a professional — The Font

Company Type Library. Here are a few

reasons why:

1. I,M0> facet Including the ITC text

range, 142 licensed Letraset" designs,

restorations from Lanston Monotype*

master drawings, and scores of faces you

can't get from Adobe".

2. Cats faitkfil to ohpual dfsifpis Every

detail, every subtlety is in tact at 4 or

1400 point — to satisfy even the pickiest

client.

3. Spacing aad Keniig that hdp yo«

heat deadUaet The Font Company gets

you closer to commercial typesetting

standards, right off the keyboard. That

means less manual adjustment; less time

wasted.

4. StiMbrd PoftKript Type 1 for yo«r

Maclitoih® . NcXT* or PC All fonts

reflect the latest Postscript specs, working

great with Mac-ATM. Type Reunion.

PC-ATM and Windows®

- JOO-pf. CATALOG Those arc a

few reasons, there are more. Ask about

the 300 pg. book showing 1 ,600 + type-

faces. And don't forget, any of the type-

faces for your Mac or PC are here at:

FLAX, INC.

10852 Lindbrook Dr., Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310) 208-3529 - FAX: (310) 208-6317

Japan debates nuclear eneiigy use
By David E. Sanger
The New York TlrT)es

TOKYO— Amid great secrecy,

the Japanese government will start

to import shipments of plutonium

sometime next year in lightly

defended convoys, each contain-

ing enough material to make 100 to

150 atomic bombs.
The purpose is not to make

nuclear weapons — a step Tokyo
has foresworn since the end of

World War II — but to take a

major step toward energy indepen-

dence. The plutonium, fabricated

in Europe from Japan's spent

nuclear wastes, will fuel conven-

tional nuclear power plants and a

small group of fast-breeder reac-

tors, which "breed** more pluto-

nium for reuse.

But even before the first ship-

ment arrives, the prospect of

transporting and then storing

upwards of 100 \otis of plutonium,

roughly the amount in the entire

American nuclear arsenal, over the

next two to three decades has

raised disturbing questions that the

Japanese government is reluctant

to discuss in public.

Some American officials and
Japanese experts have expressed

fears that the plutonium may form
an iiresistible target for terrorists.

The question of whether the

shipments can be adequately pro-

tected will soon confront the Bush
administration, which has the right

to approve or disapprove the final

security plan because the United

States supplied the original ura-

nium fuel used in the Japanese

reactors.

Japan's efforts to create a

"plutonium cycle** has also caused

nervousness among many of this

country's Asian neighbors and
aroused charges in Tokyo that,

despite the government's repeated

denials, it will inevitably result in

huge stockpiles of one of the most
highly toxic, highly radioactive

materials on Earth.

And in the past few months the

plan, conceived decades ago, has

put the Japanese government in a

particulariy uncomfortable diplo-

matic position. At the same time

that it is demanding stronger

nuclear non-proliferation mea-
sures, including the abandonment

of nuclear reprocessing facilities

in North Korea that are part of

Pyongyang's suspected bomb
project, it is promoting at home
what may be the world's largest

reprocessing program.

The United States has aban-

doned large-scale reprocessing, in

part because of proliferation fears

and in part because the plummet-
ing price of uranium has made it

uneconomical. Last week in Seoul,

South Korea, Secretary of Defense

Dick Cheney, pressing his case

against North Korea, said, "South

Korea, the United States and many
other countries have proven that

reprocessing is not a necessary

prerequisite to a legitimate civilian

nuclear energy program."

A Bush administration official

said last week that the United

States had seen only parts of

Japan's security plans for trans-

porting the plutonium, "but we do
not yet have enough to say yes or

no."

To fuel its conventional power
reactors, Japan uses enriched ura-

nium. Plutonium is created as a

byproduct; it can be recovered by
rq)rocessing and then used as

another kind of reactor fuel, or it

can be transformed into weapons-
grade material with relative ease.

Perhaps sensing the political

dangers of the program, both at

home and abroad, the Japanese

government is offering only vague
details about its plans. In response

to inquiries about the safety of the

shipments, Japanese officials say

simply that they are taking appro-

priate measures to protect them.

Sensitive to charges that it is

seeking to extend Japan's military

reach, Tokyo has ruled out military

escorts. The job of protecting the

plutonium is being given to the

Maritime Safety Agency, roughly

the equivalent of the Coast Guard.
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Kathy Guyton, chair of the African

Student Union.

But once these students get to

UCLA, they have to cope with the

challenges.

A major concern of transfer

students, whose average age is 24,

is adjusting to a quarter system,

said Clifton Dobbs, one of two

transfer student counselors at the

Academic Advancement Program.

"Students also have to start getting

good grades right away for grad

school."

Although transfer student Kari-

na Prado was able to adjust to

MAXWELL
From page 3

that brought people to him, said

another friend and colleague,

Arnold Scheibel. "Some years ago,

he had to have painful foot surgery.

I dropped by to see him and can

remember being astounded by his

dignity, his sense of humor and his

deep, simple way of saying

thanks."

Colleagues also talked about his

leadership and thirst for know-
ledge.

"He was an absolute genius. He
was one of the most brilliant

teachers in medical education,"

said UCLA professor Alan Shabo.

Maxwell earned his bachelor's

degree from Oxford University in

1957 and his doctoral degree from

UCLA in 1960.

"He had a way of visualizing

things. He could see the big

picture, but could also dissect it

down to the smallest part, he said.

"But most of all, he could commu-
nicate it to his students."

Former students reflected on his

unique way of teaching, remem-
bering the man who had enriched

their lives.

"David Maxwell was great and

we adored him," said former

student Joanne Kerr Lee. "He had

a significant impact on all of us."

"On behalf of all of his former

students, I think I can express

gratitude to God for having given

us the privilege of David Maxwell.

We are all better off for having

UCLA's academic environment,

she said she found it difficult to

foster a social network.

Transferring in Spring 1991

from Pasadena Community Col-

lege, Prado's day-long orientation

was just enough for her to get her

UCLA identification card, campus
tour and a meal at the end of the

day.

Because she had not been
introduced to student organiza-

tions, Prado was on her own that

spring quarter. "I think they should

have a longer orientation for spring

transfer students."

Like Prado, other transfer stu-

dents said they feel lost

So, in 1987, several transfer

students founded the Transfer

Student Association, an organiza-

tion that provides an academic and
social network for transfer stu-

dents at UCLA.
"We do not have the same needs

as freshmen," said Laura Levicki,

president of the Transfer Student

Association, adding that most
transfer students work and may
commute from home, leaving little

time for social interaction at

UCLA.

"Scotland the Brave" was played on the bagpipes during the
memorial service of UCLA professor and scholar David Samuel
Maxwell. (1931-1991), In the Neuropsychlatric Institute on Fri-

day, Nov. 22.

known him," she said.

Yet for all his achievements.

Maxwell's widow Jane, said that

he wanted to be remembered not

for his teaching or his research but

for his dedication to humanity.

"I asked him one time after we
had returned from a friend's

funeral how he wanted to be
remembered. I thought that he
would want to be remembered
perhaps as an educator," she said.

"But he said that he wanted to be

remembered as working for jus-

tice."

Justice was only one of the

personal virtues for which col-

leagues and students praised Max-
well.

While at UCLA, Maxwell found
time in his busy schedule for

numerous outside activities. He
chaired various committees,
including the Academic Senate
and the Committee on the Status of
Women in the Medical School.
As a tribute to Maxwell, Scot-

tish bagpipes were played during
the memorial. "Like the bagpipes
today, David's spirit will always
live on at UCLA," said Shemian
Mellinkoff, former dean of the

medical school. "He will live on as

a brave and stirring firiend and
teacher."

Maxwell is survived by his wife
Jane, and three children from a
previous marriage.
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TRANSFERS
From page 3

coordinator for UCLA's adm
sions office.

ilie university's lack of com-
mitment in establishing a Chicano

studies department and its recent

policy requiring undocumented
students to pay out-of-state tuition

fees are just a few of the factors

hindering more students of color

from applying to UCLA, Herrera

said.

A counselor used to visit Com-
pton Community College on a

weekly basis. But because very

few students showed interest,

meetings are now scheduled only

twice a month, he said.

But UCLA counselors are con-

stantly booked at other community

colleges, xmiversity officials said.

"The general consensus

about UCLA is that it

was intended to be an

all'white elitist

institution.
»

MardI Ralph-Webster
Compton Community College

At Santa Monica City College
— which is UCLA's top transfer

school for both the total number of

transfers and the number of stu-

tlents of color— UCLA counse-

lors see a lot of students on a

weekly basis, said Brenda John-

son, director of the college's

transfer center. "The atmosphere

here is one of transferring."

Although Santa Monica City

College sends many students to

UC campuses, the college's

counselors are pushing to send

even more students of color to

universities.

"Every student who
wishes to attend UCLA
has the opportunity."

Maria Elena Yepes
Transfer Opportunity Program

El Camino Community College

is also trying to get more students

into universities by sponsoring

Latino and African-American

recruitment projects.

College officials said they are

satisfied with UCLA's interest in

recruitment of their students, but

urge the university to do more for

students of color.

*Tor the most part, UCLA is not

using the appropriate cross-cultur-

al communication to entice stu-

dents to attend," said Margaret

Franco, director of La Puente, a

Latino recruitment project at El

Camino.

The major reason low-income
and first-generation students are

even attending UCLA is that they

developed a personal relationship

with recruitment counselors, she

said.

To help improve the curriculum

of some community colleges,

UCLA established several partner-

ships with them in recent years.

At East Los Angeles Commun-
ity College, the Transfer Oppor-

tunity Program offers a cluster of

pre-college level courses tauglu by

UCLA instructors.

*These students have a very

high chance of being retained at

school," said program director

Maria Elena Yepes, adding that

students receive tutoring, infor-

mation about UCLA and facts

about careers. "Every student who
wishes to attend UCLA has the

opportunity."
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With 1 FREE
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ONLY $10.50 plus tax

offer good at all times!
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1992 Barry M. Goldwater
ScholarsHTps

$7,000 per academic year

Outstanding UCLA sophomores and juniors who intend to pursue careers in
mathematics, the natural sciences, and engineering are invited to apply for a 1992
Goldwater Scholarship.

The Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence in Education Foundation will award
up to 300 merit-based educational scjiolarships to college sophomores and juniors
throughout the United States. Each scholarship will cover eligible expenses for tuition,

fees, books, and room and board up to $7,000 annually. Junior-level recipients will be
eligible for two years of support and senior-level recipients for one year of support or until

the baccalaureate degree is received.

In order to be considered for nomination you must:

• Be a sophomore or junior pursuing a bachelor's degree on a full-time basis
("sophomore" here means a student who plans two more years of full-time
undergraduate study after the 1991-92 academic year and who expects to receive a
bachelor's degree between December 1993 and August 1994. "Junior" is

defined as a student who plans one or more year(s) of ftill-time undergraduate stiidy
after the 1991-92 academic year and who expects to receive a bachelor's degree
between December 1992 and August 1993.

• Be enrolled in an undergraduate field of shidy that will lead to a career in
mathematics, the natural sciences, or engineering.

• Have a cumulative grade point average of at least 3.0 and rank in die upper fourth
of your class.

• Be a U.S. citizen, a resident alien, or a U.S. national

Applications and further information will be available December 2 at: Honors Programs

A-3I1 Murphy HaU

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION: Thursday, January 9, 1992
T

AID
From page 2

The Bush $4 billion plan sounds

good. It provides U.S. credit

guarantees for the Soviets to

borrow money from banks in order

to purchase American grain.

MarUn Fitzwater, the White
House spokesman, said the prog-

ram **is aimed at alleviating food

shortages and other dire humanita-
rian consequences . . . this wint-

er."

But much of the grain won't
even reach Soviet seaports in time

to make a difference this winter.

Much of what does arrive is bound
to rot on the docks or find its way
into the black market, if past

experience with Soviet distribu-

tion is any guide.

Most of the cargo is feed grain,

destined for farms and animals, not

people. This grain will help sustain

livestock. But it will do very Utile

to alleviate hunger in Soviet cities

now.

This is no secret. Which is why
Leahy and many others see the $4
billion as aimed more at raising

American farm incomes than at

helping needy Soviets.

Leahy is also rankled by what he
sees as Bush's budgetary sleight of
hand. The president is not asking

Congress to appropriate $4 billion,

and says the Soviet Union is

creditworthy and will pay its bills.

Leahy argues that there is little

chance the Soviets will fmd the

cash« and that the American
taxpayer will eventually have to

pick up the tab. The senator is by

all odds coirecL

Here another fundamental issue

is joined. If the $4 bilUon is

essentially a gift to the Soviet

Union and mainly a boon to

American farmers, and if it won't
do much to relieve famine this

winter, why spend it at all? Or why
not use the money to provide

emergency relief for needy Ameri-

cans?

Put this way, the Leahy stance is

not firivolous or isolationist Politi-

cians could honestly say that they

See AID, page 15

OZONE
From page 1

Miles said.

And UCLA student environ-

mentalists agreed that solutions to

the world's environmental crises

should focus on the root of
problems.

*The best solution would be to

stop producing any chemical-

causing depletion, rather than

coming up with chemicals that

regenerate the ozone." said Mizue
Aizeki, a UCLA Environmental

Coalition member.
And both scientists and environ-

mentalists agreed that the method
has drawbacks that may create

additional problems.

Attempts to reduce the ozone
hole may actually increase
hazards. Miles said. "Airplanes arc

a huge cause of pollution. The
scientists recognize that it is not a

practical solution."

Turco agreed that the method
may be impractical. Nevertheless,

he said it represents a movement
toward an understanding of the

side effects and ethical issues

involved in technological answers
to environmental problems.

*Tt's a stepping stone to the

development of an ethical and
scientific context for evaluating

global environmental engineering

concepts," he said.

The method will be further

analyzed at a global environmental
engineering conference in San
Francisco next mondi where other

global environmental issues will

also be discussed.
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AID
From page 14

would rather use the funds for

America's emergencies than make
a grand, but largely ineffectual,

gesture abroad.

But the choice should not be
between a questionable food aid

effort and U.S. domestic priorities.

It ought to be between those

priorities and a food relief program
that can work.

Aspin has put together a list of
already-bought and ready-to-go

foodstuffs, including $165 million

in free food already allocated by
Bush, and tons of food leftover

from the Persian Gulf war. Europe
is also loaded with excess stocks.

What is needed is transportation

and reliable distribution inside the

Soviet Union. American forces fed

the Kurds after the gulf war and
could do it again on a much larger

scale. They are also ready to help

their counterparts gather and
destroy Soviet nuclear weapons.

The $1 billion needed for these

vital tasks would come from
existing Pentagon funds, not new
money.
A nation loses its soul and spirit

if it cannot act to protect its most
basic interests and values. Soulless

and spiritiess we will enter our

future if we fail to do what we can
to forestall new dangers and
dictatorship in the Soviet Union.

LANGUAGES
From page 1

this campus isn't used to that

We've never gone through that

process. It will take time and
difficult decisions."

A university like UCLA has a

resjXMisibility to offer languages

that are somewhat ancient, he

explained, noting how other UC
schools with smaller departments

rely on UCLA for such courses.

"If we don't teach them, they

will die out," he added. Such
languages include Ancient Egyp-
tian, Greek, Latin and Sanskrit

which are no longer spoken but are

valuable (pr research of ancient

civilizations.

So determining which lan-

guages should be dropped is a

complex matter, Morris said.

But the additional four Asian

languages are needed to reflect the

growing community at UCLA and
worldwide, students said. Cur-

rentiy Asian students comprise 30
percent of undergraduates and 39

^percent of this year's entering

freshmen.

To discuss the possibility of
adding these languages and elimi-

nating other courses, Morris
appointed a task force last month
to determine how to make these

decisions without leaving gaps in

the program.
The task force will report its

findings by June 1, 1992.

**One cannotjust drop a class by
looking at low enrollments," Mor-
ris said. *The university must
teach these courses. If something
has to be cut, we don't want to use

a hatchet It's going to take

precision to determine how to

pcfceive cutting in order to add."

There's only one way
to come out ahead

of the pack.

HILLEL
Tonight

A MEMORIAL for LB. SINGER

Dr. Janet Hadda
Professor of Viddish, UCLA

'Zikhroynes': An Appreciation

Llike Maizner
President. Yiddish culture Club. LA

who will present
Readings from Bashevis' Writings

and featuring

'ISAAC IN AMERICA'
a film tribute to Bashevis

Monday, November 25 7:30 PM
Hlllel Jewish Student Center

900 Hilgard Ave.
Westwood

(310) 208-3081
Sponsored by the Hillei Jewish Center, the Committee on Jewish Studies, UCLA, the

Jewish Student Union, the Council on Jewish Life, JFC, Yiddish Culture Club.

Tuesday, November 26

Dr. MeirTamari

Dr. Tamarj is Director of the Institute for Ethics and
Economics, Jerusalem. He is the former Chief Economist,

Office of the Governor of the Bank of Israel, as well as a

Professor of Economics at Bar Han University.

Dr. Tamari is an expert in small firms, corporate finance, and

international forecasting risk.

ROOM 2232

Anderson School of Management

(UCLA Business School)

12:00 noon
For more information, contact Hillei at 208-3081

Co-sxxisored by Jewish Business Student Association and Hillei Student Association,

with the support of the Bums Endowment for Jewish Ethics of the B'nai B'rith Hillei

Foundation

PRESENTS
RUFF HOUSE.RECOIIDINC ARTIST

commtsstOM

530AM Snjln Radk>-99 9FM (Ccnturv Cable)

Columbia

WITH SPECIAL GUEST

piiDrra
BYOSAC

INFORMATIOIf FHIR
HAM - 2 PM WESTWOOD PLAZA

JINOTHER
CDUnnUIL AFFAfflS

EY
CONCERT SERIES
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Vjewpoint
Public funding for

tiie arts is needed

^

Craig
Rosa

here arc several com-
Tpelling economic reasons

why the aits have
always been and should con-

tinue to be publicly funded bjF
the National Endowment for

the Arts (NEA) — that is,

supported in pan by tax dol-

lars.

Thos9 who suggest abolish-

ing the NEA in favor of

**rctuming*' funding control of
the arts to free market forces

arc ignoring the fact that the

arts have never been a part the

free market. They are part of

the not-for-profit sector of our

economy, where the public

supports many valuable and
desirable services (such as

AIDS education, job retraining,

etc.) regardless of their ability

to produce capital through pro-

frt.

To expect a not-for-profit

arts organization, such as a
symphony orchestra, to survive

in the same fashion as some-
thing such as a privately own-
ed automobile factory is

unrealistic.

For example, in a growth
economy much like our own,
let*s say that the cost of
making a car moves upward at

a 2 percent rate of inflation

each year. In order to keep the

corporation financially stable

over time, it must cut costs at

about the same rate. There are

many things it can do: the car
might be made in less time,

fewer workers may be employ-
ed or any number of solutions
applied that use advancing
technology to help the factory

become more efficient.

In that same economy, a
symphony's costs also increase

by 2 percent a year, but

technology can only help so
much to keep it up to speed
with the rate of inflation. In

order for a symphony to pro-

duce a three hour concerto it

always needs 80 plus workers

(musicians), it can only play

so many concertos in a year

and it will always take the

same amount of time to per-

form. The symphony gets more
expensive rclative to the eco-
iK)my each year without fail.

So should we stop producing

symphonic music altogether

because it isn't cost effective?

Charge hundreds of dollars per

ticket? Shorten the symphony
to 45 minutes? You can only

streamline the process so much
before you end up with some-
thing that is a mockery of the

original product.

It has always been under-

stood by not-for-profit arts

organizations that there is con-

sistently a gap in the amount
spent and the income earned.

This technological barrier is

why the vast majority of arts

organizations — symphonies
included — depend on indivi-

Jluals, foundations and corpora-

tions for private support as

well as pubhc assistance from .

agencies like the NEA.
Contrary to popular belief,

the NEA*s job has never been

to directly fill in this income
gap. Its meager budget —
approximately $175 million a

year — precludes this option.

This seems like an extraordin-

ary sum, but it is less than the

$193 million the Department of

Defense spends on military

vans, or one-third of the price

of just one B-2 Stealth Bom-
ber.

On the other hand, the

dollars given to the arts

through private channels each

year number in the billions:

pubhc support is quantitatively

a drop in the bucket.

Why then do we need the

NEA or any public support for

the arts at all? The answer is

extremely simple. F\iblic sup-

port has, without a doubt,

dramatically bolstered the pri-

vate sector's contributions to

the arts. Former NEA chair

Livingston Riddle found that

for the 10 years prior to the

NEA's establishment in 1965,

philanthropic support for the

arts grew from $199 million to

$205 million. In the 10 years

after 1965, that j^ilanthropic

support increased to $2.7 bil-

lion.

The NEA does not waste
tax dollars or promote stagna-

tion of the arts, but encourages

private giving by clearly qual-

ifying the arts as a legitimate

choice.

The NEA should stay

because it works, and costs

each of us merely 64 cents out

of our tax dollars per year.

Public funding for the arts is

vital— that is, unless you
fancy the idea of listening to a

cost effective Minute Waltz

—

all 15 seconds worth.

Rosa is a UCLA alumnus.
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Money for tiie arts

is reaiiy coercion
Last year's controversy

surrounding the funding

of alleged works of art

offensive to most Americans
by the National Endowment for

the Arts (NEA) has led many
conservatives to propose strict

restrictions on the dispensing

of NEA grants. As is typical

for conservatives, they missed
the point

The question to be asked is

not which artists should be
funded by the NEA. The
question is, should there be an
NEA? Put differendy. should
Americans be forced to sub-

sidize paintings that they would
not voluntarily choose to buy,
plays that they would not

voluntarily choose to see and
music that they would not

voluntarily choose to listen to?

The argument of the statist

that we routinely force people
to pay for many things tbat

they would not voluntarily sup-

port, from welfare to educa-
tion, will not do. All such
instances of coercion are

immoral. However, the focus

here shall only be on art

If we were considering the

question of a government sub-
sidy of, say, Lexus automo-
biles, it would be clear to

most that there is no basis for

such a policy. It would deprive

consumers of monies that they

might otherwise have used to

voluntarily support Chrysler or
Ford by buying their automo-
biles.

Why is funding of the arts

viewed differently? Funding of
the arts cannot be left to the

free market, those supporting

government funding of the arts

might argue, because the typi-

cal consumer is not fit to

discern good art. Therefore,

experts must see to it that

dese^ing artists should be
freed of monetary concerns so
that they may create works of
art that would not otherwise
have been produced.

Such a view is not new.
Plato's Republic, the first

detailed blueprint for a totalita-

rian state, asserted that the

masses should be ruled by a
philosopher-king because they

are incapable of knowing 'The
Good" themselves.

The cardinal error of this

view is to regard things — art

or the good life -^ as valuable
in themselves. "Good? To
whom and for what?** Ayn
Rand often asked. To whom is

tax-subsidized art a value? To
the college student working
two jobs to pay for his

education? To the mother who
does not make enough money
to obtain the very best medical
care for her sick child?

In a free society it is

recognized that individuals

On Principle

must be free to pursue their

different values without being =

coerced if they are to live and
prosper. Those individuals who
have already satisfied their

basic needs may indeed choose
to support art In fact, there is

no shortage of voluntary pat-

rons of the arts: museums,
corporations, banks and art

collectors.

Artistic creation is regarded
by some as a form of free

speech. It is argued that mak-
ing artists dependent on the

free market would stifle some
artistic creation and violate

their right to freedom of
speech. Far fit)m it Free
speech does not require that

the government provide the

means by which to communi-
cate one's views. It does
require that the government
refrain fix)m suppressing them.
For example, the govem-

ment*s refusal to subsidize

religion does not violate the

clergy *s freedom of speech.

Under a separation of church
and state individuals cannot be
required to subsidize religious

views with which they may
not agree. Those who wish to

hear the message of the church
arc free to support it finan-

cially.

Likewise, individuals should
not be compelled to subsidize

artistic visions that they do not

share.

"What one man cannot mor-
ally do, a million of men
cannot morally do** Auberon
HertJert opined. If one artist

may not morally seize a por-

tion of your income to subsid-

ize his work then neither may
the government — which rep-

resents millions of men —
morally do so. The National

Endowment for the Arts and
all of the lesser state organiza-

tions that frind art should,

therefore, be abolished.

Kagan is a graduate student in

biochemistry.

All •ubmitted material nrHiet b»ar the author's
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be withheld except in extreme cases. The Bruin
will publish anonymous letters on a case-by-
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required for purposes of verification. If a letter

is printed anonymoualy, all biographical
information will be kept confidential.

When multiple authors subnet material, some
names may be kept on file rather than published
with the nalorial. The Bruin reserves the right to
edit submitted material and to determine its

placement in.the paper. All submissions become
the property of The Bruin. The Communlcationft
Board has a media grievance procedure for

^
resdving complaints against any of its publications.

,.
For a copy o< the complete procedure, oontaa tie
Pi*)ltcations office at 112 Kerckhoff Hafl.
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nflicts hurt Afncan-Ameiican community
By Johnattian Traynham

I haven't read many articles

or studies on class conflicts in

the black community, yet this

animosity felt between the

working and middle class

seems to be one of the key
problems in terms of black

unity. A reason why no one
wants to talk about it might be
because the mere notion of a
black middle class went against

the goals of the Civil Rights
Movement Maybe part of the

reason no one talks about it is

that they (white or black)

might not believe it exists.

Let me share a true story

with you. Very recently a very

close family fHend of mine
named Mark Stevens passed

away. He lived down the block
from me in a very middle
class black neighborhood in

Los Angeles called View Park.

Mark went to Morehouse Col-
lege to get that black experi-

ence only black colleges can
offer — I chose the UC
system.

Not long ago Mark picked
up one of his roommates to

drive him back to their off

campus apartment His room-
mate had a cellular phone with

dbim which he said he was
borrowing from someone. They
arrived home and some other

young black males came to

their door and curtly asked for

their phone back. The phone
was returned and everything

was cool ... so they thought.

Days later two of the previ-

ous young men appeared at

Mark's doorstep again this time

with guns. The intruders held

them at gun point and one of
them told the roommate who
had taken the phone they were
going to rob them unless

Mark's roommate could kick

his ass. Both of them went
outside while the other intruder

made Mark and his other

roommates do humiliating tasks

at gunpoint

Outside, Mark's roommate
knocked the intruder that chal-

lenged him to the fight uncon-

scious and called the

paramedics. He then reentered

the apartment demanding that

the last intruder leave now that

his padner had been beaten.

The intruder shot Mark in the

head, killing him.

The roommates at this point

rushed the gunman and tried to

lake his life in revenge. There
was only one bullet in any of

the gims the intruders brought.

The authorities came and both

gunmen were taken to the

hospital and Mark was taken

to the morgue.

In mourning over Maik*s
senseless death I wondered
why these fools came back
even after they had gotten

their cellular phone back. At3(F,

why was there only one bullet

in one of the guns they

brought?

I think they came back
because Maik's roommates
didn't just take their phone. It

meant much more to them than

that That phone was their

symbol of respect or manhood
and, more importantly, it was
taken away by soft college

boys. Once the gunman's part-

ner was beaten unconscious
outside, his second attempt to

gain back that lost respect was
foiled. He had to regain it,

because without it, he felt he
was nothing.

So he thought ahead of time

what to do if his panner lost

the fight He loaded one bullet

because once one shot was
fued they would rush him and
he could not get all the

roommates before this hap-

pened. If he had loaded more
than one shot when they
rushed him they would get his

gun and shoot him with it

This way he took one of them
out thereby regaining his pre-

cious sense of manhood and
escaping with his life.

This to me is an extreme
case of class conflict and
something needs to be done

about it The kids that shot my
friend were working class kids

who felt so betrayed, so

threatened, by these middle

class kids that a life was
taken. I wond^ if these thugs

would have felt such a loss of

respect — enough to warrant

taking a life — if other

working class thugs took their

phone. But if sorry-ass, weak
college boys could take their

phone, how could they call

themselves men? How could

they call themselves black

men?

Mark's rite of passage into

manhood was college; his mur-
derers' rite of passage was
violence. In both cases they

considered their actions as their

rite of blackness. The Civil

Rights Movement was a middle
class movement that brought

about changes largely for the

black middle class.

Bottom line here is Mark

SINFEST
(S)

"RUBCS, take no OFFfHSe"

was killed by another young
black male — surprise sur-

prise! Up go the alarming

statistics and people still do
not want to talk about class

conflicts in the black commun-
ity because of the need for

unity. Black America can not

afford to have this problem
any longer.

Who's to blame? I do not

know, but I agree with Shelby

Steele who states that, "What
we need is a form of racial

identity that energizes the indi-

vidual by putting him in touch

with both his possibilities and
his responsibilities.''

There is a possibihty that

you will overcome racism and
oppression in America and it is

your responsibility to the black

conununity to help them realize

this.

Traynham is a senior majoring
in Afro-American studies.
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"...imaginative... weird... It's called

'AMUSE'..."

- Charles Fleming, VARIETY

"Books are too thick and magazines are

too thin and ad-crapped and trendoid-

wanna-be. I'm sorry, but AMUSE is

awesome."
- UCLA Student

"Take an object. Do something to it. Do
something else to it."

- jasper Johns

"... turn screenplay into a glossy folio... a

fancy magazine... The genesis of AMUSE
could be a screenplay in itself..."

- VARIETY

"STEPHEN KING: One of the prices you
pay for being famous or known is a kind

of personality disorder that's ongoing.

And you just have to isolate it as best you
can. INTERVIEW: ... Are you writing

under a pseudonym now? STEPHEN
KING: Would I tell you if I was?"
- INTERVIEW MAGAZINE, 1991

" (AMUSE's) Polly Heymann doesn't

exist. Nor do any of the other nine muses
listed in Amuse, who have muse-like

names such as Persephone Choy and
Melba Pomene."
- VARIETY

"The trouble with the rat race is even if

you win, you're still a rat."

- Lily Tomlin

" It's a little like a riddle'... ac-

cording to an AMUSE representa-

tive... screenplays and plays will

come from ail nine 'muses' over the

next several years."

- VARIETY

"Old fashioned storytelling is the key to

future box-office success."

- Peter Bart, VARIETY

"Hollywood succeeded without mega-
million budgets when stage writers came
out from Broadway on the train with two
thousand years of 'craft' in their heads...

Young ghosts, these muses."
- Tommy Cieski, AMUSE

"Well, would you rather see something

dkad serious or laugh at something?"

- Howard Hawks

READER DISCRETION ADVISED. (AMUSE'S)
"DISAPPEARING ACT" IS A TITILLATING
AND TWISTED SEXUAL COMEDY REVEALING
HUMAN NATURE THAT MAY BE OFFENSIVE
TO VAIN, INSECURE, OR REGRESSIVE
PERSONALITY TYPES. BEAUTIFUL WOMEN
AND MALES UNDER 50 REQUIRE A MATURE
ADULT.

The Magazine Rack Monster in

THE UCLA BOOKSTORES
CELSON'S

Century City

CELSON'S
No. Hollywood
CELSON'S

Pacific Palisades

DUTTON'S
Brentwood

THE BOOK NOOK
Brentwood Village

MALIBU BOOKS
* Malibu
EX LIBRIS

Sun Valley, Idaho
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STAMFORD

Prep
L S A T
G R E
G M A T

The faslest firoiriufi course at UCLA

Call todayand we'll tutoryou beforeourcoursebegins and
help you with the application process at no extra charge.

Smaller class sizes and moiv individual attiMition than
any othcM course Call STAMFORD PREP:
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Are Your Teeth
Snow White of

the 7 Dwarfs?

See Dr. Friedman

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING
•Fix Chipped. Stained or Broken Teeth

•Nitrous Oxide/ Laughing Gas
•Estimates Given in Writing

•Credit Cards, Checks and Insurance Forms Welcome

For Appointment:
478-0363

Larry Friedman, D.D-S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire &l Santa Monica)

Introductory Offer

'^NEWL^ REMODELED''
Brentwood Only

Large Cheese Ph
& Two Salads

$^95

Dine in and delivery

50<t
Draft Beers & Sodas

Dine in only

Toppings available at regular

price.This ofier is available at

Brentwocxl location only.Not valid

with any other coupon or discount

Expires 12-15-91

Limited

delivery

area.

^*̂ .478-1650
1 1819 WUshitc Blvd.

_ ^^(Wilshire and GranvUle)
BRENTWOOD

FREE UNDERGROUND PARKING- - -
_

Sales
Accessories

SCOOTER TECH
HONDA & YAMAHA REPAIR SPECIALIST

Service
Parts

;
80 cc-250 cc

' TUne & Service
;

!$49«95 p{ut parts I

50 CC
Tune & Service

$39.95 ^"^ p^
gx^T^ i"^5"i^i

^

2.76x10 Tire
;

Til t>e Installed i

. We Come To Yoti^

[FLATS REFAIREdI
i^iO Qt% l^ua {>arta SOcd

Tw^^hPn S^^Fle^S ^p'^cfM'^pPs^
^" ^"^^ O'^'^ ^^ WESTWOOD LOCATION

FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
Free Damage Estimates-Insurance Coverage Accepted

We Also Repair All Makes & Models of Motorcycles
Westwood Hours W Los Angeles

10971 Weybum Monday - Friday • 10422 Santa Monica Blvd.

(next to Falafel Factory) 9-6 (less than 2 miles from Campus) I

(213)824^2040 (213)470^745

10% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

R SALON

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

$8
$4
$5

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY
$MEN& WOMEN

eiklni Wax^^ Up Wax
^^^ Eyebrow^^^ Full Leg &

Bikini Wax $20
uipture Nails

HILITE&
CbT & CONDITIONER CELLOPHANE &

CUT $25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant ^_ 12/25i/91

^ >f Copy NO Minima
• FREE Collating • FREE 3-Holr Punch

PRINT! >5& COPYING CENTER
(213)836-3737

OFFER EXPIRES 12/31/91

FAX: (21 3) 836-3795

10433 National Blvd
iJiMi •• m Ommamm - mm m ••M»n«>
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Letters

Sexism
Editor:

Wayne Johnson's letter

(DaUy Bruin. "Odd Letter of
the week,** Nov. 14) does
nothing more than reveal rude
taste and bad judgement not
merely on the part of the

author, but on the pan of the
Daily Bruin as well. It is not
only amazing that such
incoherence is printed, but
what's most appalling is the

fact that such degrading
material is granted center page,
displaying warped attitudes for
all to sec. What is this? A
celebration of sexism?

Obviously, this letter was
written for no other purpose
than to display misogynist pro-
clivities. This merely encour-

ages and justifies hateful

attitudes and behavior toward
women. Witnessing deranged,
spiteful individuals granted
center stage for an exhibition

of misogyny is both disgraceful

and insulting. Is it funny that

idiots like this arc given so
much attention? What would
have been done if it was
written about Afro-Americans?
Hispanics? Chicanas? Asians?
Would it be funny then?

Of course, i)erhaps you may
be thinking, "Lighten up. It's

just a joke. All in good
humor. Right?'

bisexual?"

"Do you intend to engage in

homosexual acts?"

Clearly, any genuine commit-
ment to diversity of sexual

orientation requires that these

questions have been or be
removed from the application

form or that ROTC be

removed from our campus.

Nancy Henley
Cliair

Concerned Faculty

PaUietic

IE:«ra

We hate to break the news,
but jokes are supposed to be
funny. This, however, is

insulting at the expense of
others. Yes. we do understand
the purpose of the "Odd letter

of the week:" to exemplify
awkward views; to give indivi-

duals a chance to voice their

opinions. But this article does
neither. It is merely hateful.

Of course, we all know the

inevitable argument, forever

surfacing time and time again:

Even idiots have rights. Ah,
yes, the faithful safety net of
the First AmendmenL However,
it must be noted that his rights

end where ours begin.

Perhaps the letter was print-

ed exclusively for the purpose
of causing controversy. Perhaps
the Daily Bruin needed to heat
things up a bit Cause a

debate. Well, congratulations.

You've succeeded. Although,
next time, do it with a little

more taste, and with much
more in mind.

Barbara Carini

Junior
Psychology

Melinda Wtiite

Junior
Applied IMath

Commitmeiit?
Editor:

Members of Concerned
Faculty at UCLA read with
interest Chancellor Young's
letter in the Daily Bruin (Nov.
18) reaffirming his commitment
to longstanding UC policies on
diversity, which include, as he
states, sexual orientation as an
area protected from discrimina-
tion.

We herewith accept his

invitation to join him "in

extending fully UCLA's com-
mitment to diversity to the gay
and lesbian members of our
community." and we ask him
how that commitment tolerates

the following questions on the
application for AFROTC mem-
bership at UCLA:

'Are you a homosexual or a

Editor:

This letter is addressed to

the UCLA Rally Committee.
As the Rally Committee, your
functions have included orga-
nizing the card shows, priority

numbers during basketball sea-

son, and special events such as

this week's Beat 'SC Bonfire.

We understand the work
involved and appreciate the

results of your efiforts.

However, in regards to per-

haps the most important aspect
of being the Rally Committee,
your efforts have been, simply
put. purely pathetic. Although
your title implies that you have
a great deal of spirit and the

accompanying ability to fire up
the fans in the student section

during football games, your
^tions at games this year

4(

were marked by the inability

and refusal to stand up during
the game.

Being spirited does not

simply involved organizing a
card show or blowing the air

horn. It means that you must
be willing to put up with sore

legs, a hoarse voice and other

signs of fatigue. This year's

committee has not demonstrated
the willingness to make the

commitment that has come to

be expected of loyal, blue and
gold blooded. Bruin fans and
past Rally CommiUees.

For example, at the Oregon
game this past weekend, we
were repeatedly pressured into

sitting by those behind us.

This, on a day which was our
last chance to thank the seniors

for their dedication to UCLA
football, was frustrating. Our
frustration grew when we real-

ized that had the RaUy Com-
mittee been standing, we would
never have been subjected to

limits on our own spirit and
enthusiasm.

There are no excuses for the

Rally Committee not to be
standing during the game
except for that of laziness.

Even the Band, in full uniform
and instruments in hand
remained on their feet for 4
hours. Perhaps you would like

to rename yourself the Card
Show Committee and give up
those choice seats to a group
of people deserving of the

term Rally committee.

The only good thing now is

that the season is already over
and that this year's "Commit-
tee" has only to pass out
priority numbers at Pauley
during basketball reason. Hope-
fully, the director • of next
year's Rally Committee will

assemble a group of people
that will improve upon the

actions and attitudes of this

year's poor excuse for one. It

sure couldn't be any worse.

Eric Lin

^ Junior
^ Poiitical science

Due Le
Senior

Biochemistry

'^r^TT;-!? '^ T''

Letters

Sell UCLA .

EdHon

In light of our state's finan-

cial woes, and the daunting

prospect of the imposition of
an in-state tuition fee. perhaps
it would not be premature or

inappropriate to consider the

possibility of selling UCLA to

the Japanese. Well, maybe not
all of UCLA, but perhaps
something they might find

worth shelling out a lot of
their money for.

Royce Hall and College

Library wouldn't be a bad
start, and those seismic reno-

vation costs would then

l)ecome their responsibility any-

way. If not, perhaps Japanese
corporate sponsorship wouldn't
be out of the question. We
could place a huge "Lexus"
logo on top of our new UCLA
Gateway. That could be prime
advertising space. It wouldn't
really affect the quality of our
school's academics, and it cer-

tainly isn't much different than
naming our buildings after

major contributors and donors.

We could rename our beloved
URL as the "Hitachi University

Research Library," and call it

*'H.U.RX.," for short And
let's not foi^get Pauley Pavilion,

a virtual gold mine, or the

Athletics Hall of Fame.— Tm sure that some or all of
these stq^s would be able to

cover a good portion of the

anticipated budget shortfall and
really take full advantage of
the keen interest and fascina-

tion that the Japanese have
always seemed to express in

UCLA. Of course, there arc

some minor details that have
yet to be worked out, like the

question of who'd be willing

to shell out good money (or

Murphy Hall, even with its

shiny new floors?

Maybe if we threw in the

adjacent bus turnaround on
Hilgard as part of the package,
a deal can be made. In any
event, we could relieve many
of our students the burden of
paying tuition in addition to

our already steep reg fees,, and
lose little in the process.

Sure, it would take some
getting used to some of the

new names for our buildings,

but it's not an insurmountable
task. After all, I got used to

calling the "Fabulous Forum"
the "Great Western Forum" a
long time ago.

Of course, if the above
proposal is a bit too extreme
for some purists. I would also

like to suggest licensing UCLA
to the Japanese in order to .

create a "Tokyo UCLA" theme
park in Japan, complete with
an authentic replica of the

chancellor's residence. Since

UCLA is about as popular
with Japanese tourists as Dis-

neyland, it makes sense to do
what Disney has already done.

After all. Disney makes
quite a bdndle off of their

licensing of *Tokyo Disney-
land;" why couldn't UCLA do
the same with a *Tokyo
UCLA?" For authenticity, we
could even throw in a few
bricks from Royce Hall for the

Japanese replica.

In any case, this proposal

should certainly be worth con-
sidering in order to avert

another catastrophic financial

crunch that would undoubtedly
hurt students the most

John K. Chang
Senior

Political science I
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We Want Our Teeth Straight!

vun;p.c;r; urinoGOniic

Treatment as Low as

per '^^.o'nth

Specializing in Braces for Aduits & Chiidren
* INVISIBLE * COSMETIC PORCELAIN *

TRADITIONAL * EUROPEAN REMOVABLE *

SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
• Experienced orthodontist
• Always the same doctor
• Low monthly payment plan
with no interest

Dr. N. Dayani
Ortliodontist

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
(1 UK. east of Banington)

•All dental Insurance & union plans accepted
• Sat & evening appointments
• Credit terms available

• Member of Am. Assoc, of Orthodontists

CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTIIENT

826-7494

T McOiuiYk irch pub '?

MONDAY & TUESDAY *^

ARE PASTA NIGHTS!! if

*

All You Can Eat
(including garlic bread)

DAILY BEER SPECIALS
150 Imported &
Domestic Beers
16 Draught

ENTERTAINMENT
• SUN-THURS(EXCLUOING MON) 8PM TO MIDNIGHT
* 5 Dart Boards, and Gameroom
SPORTS CHANNEL TV. ON ALL OPEN HOURS

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA
7 Days a week llam-2am (213) 828-9839

Macintosh

Right price.

Rightnow

Macintosh Classic^System. Macintosh LCSystem

Now's the right time to buy an Apple®

Macintosh* computer system. Because right now
you can save big on Apple's most popular com-
puters and qualifying printers. And Macintosh is

the right computer to help you achieve your best,

throughout college and beyond.

Macintosh Ilsi System.

What's more, you may even qualify for the

new Apple Computer Loan, which makes buying a
Macintosh now even easier

So come in right now and check out the big

savings on Macintosh. But hurry- these special

savings last only throughJanuary 5, 1992.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Store/ B-Lovel Aekorman Union/ 825-6952/ M-Th 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5: Sun 12-5
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Art LA. '91 exhibits art

andtiie current times
By Stash MaleskI

**t
Sex I Drugs I Money I Art . . .

The Last Vice:'

The lighthearted ad campaign of
Art L.A. *91 offers art as a timely
and worthy obsession for a public
often obsessed with the first three.

Alt L.A., the art fair extravaganza
at the L.A. Convention Center, has
come and gone for another year,

leaving a bittersweet taste in the
mouths of many involved in the

project.

"More Bang for your Buck"
could have been the ad slogan for

this year's show, as dealers worl-
dwide try to fight a sluggish art

market and tough economic times.

This is the sixth annual fair here in

Los Angeles and the exhibition

remains one of the best ways to

aquainl yourself with some of the

-world's most prominent galleries

from New York, Paris, Los
Angeles and so on.

Over 100 vendors from more
than 18 countries had booths at lhe=

"More Bang for your

Buck" could have been

the ad slogan for this

year's show, as dealers

worldwide try to fight a

sluggish art market and

tough economic times.

Rory Devine. of Burnett Miller,

explained why they chose not to

take part in Art L.A. *91. "We
concentrate on a very specific sort

of work. Our work doesn't always
lend itself to an art fair in L.A.," he
said.

Burnett Miller, one of the most
innovative exhibition spaces in

L.A., focuses on conceptual art,

one of the most notable styles in

this year's show.

Some viewers, such as xeceni

show. Visual overload is a distinct

possibility as the wide variety of
quality and styles presented by
each gallery vied for the viewers'
gaze.

Galleries have carefully
selected works which represent the
sort of work they tend to show in

their galleries. John Bergruen of
San Francisco focuses on some of
the more well-established names
from the recent American art scene
such as David Pars, Richard
Diebenkom and Sean Scully. It is

not unusual to run into original

works from some of the biggest
names in modem art, such as de
Chirico, Robert Raushenberg, Jas-

per Johns or Salvador Dali.

Other galleries go further out on
a limb by presenting lesser known,
younger and, God forbid, local

artists.

The opening of Art L.A. was
marked by the notable absence of
many ofLos Angeles' most promi-
nent galleries. Some of the absent
local galleries included local favo-

rites such as Augustine/Luhring/

Hexler, Burnett Miller, The James
Corcoran Gallery and Dorothy
Goldeen, to name a few. One of the

most glaring geographic holes
came from the conspicuous
absence of big-time New York
galleries such as Leo Castelli.

UCLA graduate Cameron Shaw,
felt that "there was an overall very
high quality of work shown but
nothing shockingly new." The
relatively safe offering by many
galleries may be a reaction to hard
economic times and more provin-
cial artistic tastes of Los Angeles— few disagree that one of the

major goals of any gallery present
was to sell works.

One of the strongest additions to

this year*s exhibition came from
the works displayed by five of the
Netherlands' leading galleries.

The common bond of the works
offered by five Dutch artists was a
refreshing conceptual framework.
Some of fhe most avant garde
works of the show were heroicly

presented in the section of the fair

entitled "New Art from the
Netheriands."

Other highlights of this year's

fair included the showing of works
by over a dozen artists from
Central and Eastern Europe. Partly

as a result of the dramatic changes
in that area of the world, the "Art
from the Independents" gave
Angelenos a rare opportunity to

sample developments from a sec-

tion of the world that is often a
mystery to American viewers but
is deeply rooted in the Western
artistic dialogue.

Daily Baiin

Entertainment

rhez Addams (Raul Julia) relaxes with
Thing (Christopher Hart). Right, Angelica Hus-
ton stars as Mortlcia In *'Tlie Addams Family."

The ' aren't altogether 'o<»ky'
By Aaron Dobbs
Daily Bruin Staff

They're still creepy. They're still kooky. But even
though at times they're a lot of fun, the Addams just
aren't the same.

With "The Addams Family," audiences are
reintroduced to the antics of Gomez, Morticia,
Fester and the rest of the most morbid yet happy and
loving family in America. Although the characters
and their spooky house provide a lot of laughs, the
picture fails to capture the essence of what made the
'60s TV series and creator Charles Addams* original
cartoons for The New Yorker magazine so popular.

Actually, the problem may be that writers
Caroline Thompson ("Edward Scissorhands") and
Larry Wilson ("Beetlejuice") and first-time director
Barry Sonnenfeld (cinematographer of "Miller's
Crossing" and "Misery") tried too hard to make
them weird instead of creating an interesting
storyline.

The lack of a satisfying plot is probably due to the
filmmakers' emphasis on the cartoons which did not
follow a linear plot This is evident since there is no
way this film could be a continuation of the series.

Superb acting and visuals bring the

laughs, but the storyline lacks spirit
Gomez Addams (Raul Julia) is deeply saddened.

Although this morbid mood is usually a good thing
for Gomez and his hauntingly beautiful wife
Morticia (Anjelica Huston), this time it's due to a
realistic problem. Twenty-five years ago he had a
falling out with his brother Fester and hasn't seen
him since.

Meanwhile, Gomez's lawyer Tulley (Dan
Hedaya) owes a lot of money to Abigail Craven
(Elizabeth Wilson) and wants to get into his client's
secret vaults. When Tulley meets Abigail's son
Gordon (Christopher Lloyd) he comes up with an
idea.

Gordon looks exactly like Fester, and Tulley
knows how much Gomez wants his brother back.
They devise an intricate plan for Gordon to
impersonate Fester, infiltrate the family and steal all

the money from the vault. But as Gordon gets closer

and closer to the family, he starts to have fun and
begins to change. The question becomes, is this

really Fester?

It's not a bad set-up, but the filmmakers get too
caught up in the gimmicks, and as the picture
continues it gets to be a little tiring.

This isn't to say the film isn't stiU fun. The
gimmicks are hilarious at times, and there are plenty
of dark one-liners to go around.

Visually, Sonnenfeld, with the help cinematogra-
pher Owen Roizman C*The Exorcist," *Tootsie'0
and production designer Richard MacEtonald C*Thc
Russia House," "Altered States"), has created a
masterpiece. The house and grounds, which occupy
most of the screen time, are fascinating and very
imaginative.

It's no coincidence that *The Addams Family" so
closely resembles "Beetlejuice." Many of the people

-^

involved with this picture worked on that one, and
Sonnenfeld's direction resembles that of Tim
Burton, also known for his lack of multidimensional
storylines. But also like Burton, Sonnenfeld's
triumph is in the film's look.

Visual effects supervisor Alan Munro C'Beetle-
juice") and special effects coordinator Chuck
Gaspar C*BeeUejuice" and both "Ghostbuster"
films) deserve a lot of credit too. Some of the
funniest scenes involve Thing, the disembodied
hand which in the TV series only appeared in boxes
located around the house. In this film. Thing
(featuring the talented hand of Christopher Hart)
runs all over the mansion — and the city —
performing amazing tricks.

The acting is marvelous loo. Julia is fantastic as
Gomez and Huston is totally captivating as Morticia.
TTie two have an explosive chemistry on-screen
which is so impcHlant to the relationship of this

oversexed couple in terminal wedded, and dreaded,
bliss.

Lloyd is also fantastic as Gordon/Fester. With his

shaved head, dark circles around the eyes and

See 'ADDAMS/ page 26

Chita Rivera lirings Broadway to WestW( III

Leonel Moura's "News" is among the International works pre-
sented at the recent Art LA. '91.

By Joanne J. Choi
Dally Bruin Staff

Theater legend and Tony-award
winning performer Chita Rivera
opened her glitzy revue, "Chita,** at the

Westwood Playhouse last week.
As a member of the original cast of

many of Broadway's greatest produc-
tions like "Westside Story** and "Bye,
Bye Birdie,** Rivera*s performance in

the revue transported the audience to

the Big Apple and the lights of
Broadway.

But whether in Los Angeles or New
York, Rivera was at home. The crowd
that greeted her at the stage was one
filled with those who love and admire
her. Entertainment lummaries like Rita
Moreno and Estelle Getty were mixed
in among the crowd of fans.

Rivera's deep and throaty voice

electrified and brought back the ritzy

The crowd that greeted her at the stage was one filled

with those who love and admire her. Entertainment
luminaries like Rita Moreno and Estelle Getty were

mixed in among the crowd of fans.

brashness embedded in "All that Jazz.-
Fans of the musical extravaganza
Chicago** were pleased to hear Rivera
sing another piece. "Me and My Baby.**

With the supporting cast of Robert
Montano and Richard Montoya, Rivera
revived the glory of Broadway. As the
original Anita in Jerome Robbin*s
"Westside Story,** she brought legiti-

macy and legend to an energized
performance of "Westside Story*'
highlights.

Balancing the athletic choreography,
Rivera also performed a variety of

intimate love ballads. Her repertoire
included a darkly Voluptuous rendition
of Gershwin's "Love Is Here to Stay*'

and a tender warm rendition of Cole
,Porter*s "I Love Paris (In the Spring-
time).**

The legendary Broadway duo of
Fred Ebb and John Kander wrote
"Pain,** one of the evening's most
delightful performances, especially for

Rivera's revue. The song*s over-theat-
rical style tickled audiences with its

commentary on the dancer's life and
"no pain, no gain" attitude.

While the stellar vocal and choreo-
graphic performances were to be
expected, Rivera made this more than
just a revue. With her witty and
animated monologue (telling the audi-
ence, "I think for a 105-year-old
(woman) I look great**), Rivera proved
to be the perfect master of ceremonies.
She made the audience feel as if they
were in her living room rather than the
intimate setting of the Westwood
Theater.

STAGE: "Chita." Directed by Lisa Mordente
and Wayne Cilento. Choreographed by Ron
Field, Christopher Chadman, Alan Johnson,
Lisa Mordent and Wayne Cilento Produced
by Eric Krebs Starring Chita Rivera. Richard
Montoya and Robert Montano. Playing at the
Westwood Playhouse (10886 Le Conte
Avenue) through Dec. 1 on Tuesdays
through Fridays at 8 p.m., Saturdays at 5
p.m. and 8 p.m. and Sundays, at 3 p.m. fix-
$25. $30. $35 at Ticketmastar Ouflels For
Info caN (310) 208-5454.

In "Chita," Chita Rivera performs songs Includ-
ing those she Introduced In Broadway classics
"West Side Story" and "Bye Bye Birdie."
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Film

'Backward'
hands out
surrealism
forthe^SOs
By Stephen Leeds

In the tradition of "Eraserhead"
and "Pink Flamingos" comes a

new film which attempts to rede-

fine surrealism for the *90s: *The
Dark Backward,** a twisted mix of

the blackest of comedy, sick-pup-

py pathos and more than a dash of

acrid showbiz cynicism.

Within the pipes, viaducts and
smokestacks of a timeless indust-

rial no-man *s land live Marty Malt

(Judd Nelson) and his best friend,

Gus (Bill Paxton). The world in

which they live, and the people

with which they associate, are

personified by their occupation:

garbagemen.

Meek Marty dreams of a better

life as a famous stand-up come-
dian. This seems an unrealistic

dream for one so painfully unfun-

ny. Then one day something very

weird happens. A lump on Marty*

s

back (presumedly a bug bite)

begins to grow larger and larger

until a perfectly formed hand
emerges from the mound of flesh.

After visiting the incompetent

Doctor Scurvy (James Caan), Gus
goads Marty into approaching
slimy talent agent Jackie Chrome
(Wayne Newton), who sets out

handily exploiting Marty as a

novelty act The act consists of

Marty telling his stale jokes, then

turning slowly to reveal his third

arm as Gus plays musical accom-

Tail II' suffers from
siwrtage of originality

Judd Nelson shows off his coat of arms in The Dark Backward.

paniment on the accordion.

A stint on the local Twinkie
I>oodle show leads to a meeting
with Dirk Delta (Rob Lowe), talent

scout for the big-time Sammy
Dougan Show. But when Marty's
third arm mysteriously disappears,

Gus and Jackie abandon him and
leave for Hollywood. In the end,

Marty *s dreams for success are not

entirely lost, as his experiences on
the £teak-show circuit provide him
with new and furmy material for

his stand-up routine.

Despite its thin, offbeat premise,

*The Dark Backward** is surpris-

ingly entertaining. Its highly styl-

ized cinematography and set

decoration make it a fascinating

visual experience. Aesthetically

speaking, 24-ycar-old writer/

director Adam Rifkin emerges
from this fibn as an artistic force to

be reckoned with.

However, if a good storyline is

your definition of a good film (as it

is to most commercial audiences),

then don*t expect much from 'The
Dark Backward.** Many of the plot

turns are contrived and entirely

predictable. And worst of all, a

lack of character action slows the

pacing to a crawl.

As Gus, actor Bill Paxton turns

in a stellar performance. Remem-
bered well for his role as Chet in

"Weird Science.** Paxton *s wacky
and psychotic antics steal this

See 'BACKWARD,' page 25

By Danya Joseph
Dally Bruin Staff

America's favorite mmise is

back — not Disney*s, NJickey, but
Amblin*s Fievel, the y:ute little

immigrant who warme^ our hearts

as he learned about freedom in "An
American Tail.**

Fievel catches the pioneer spirit

once again as he and his family
share new adventures in the

slick-looking but corny "An
American Tail II: Fievel Goes
West.**

The cartoon joins up with our
hero two years after the original

left off, and the Mousekowitz
family has found that life in the Big
Apple is not all it promised to be.

When the dastardly Cat R. Waul
(voiced by John Cleese) offers the

mice a chance for a better life in the

Wild West, they jump at it

But Fievel overhears Cat R.

Waul scheming to turn his fellow

rodents into mouseburgers.
Assisted by his best buddy from
**Tail I** — a huge vegetarian cat

named *Tiger** (Dom DeLuise)—
and his hero, the lawdog Wylie
Burp (Jimmy Stewart), Fievel
must save the day.

Complications arise when
Fievel is iwynwiffrt firom his family
on his way back to warn them of
Cat R. Waul*s evil plan.

Although "Tail 11** is inundated
with talented voices and innova-
tive animation techniques, the

movie is plagued with a sappy
story and an uninspired score.

The plot similarities between

the first film and its sequel are .

striking that the only noticeable

difference in the fihn is the setting.

In both film^, the Mousekowitz
family, dissatisfied by poverty and
violence, picks up and moves in

search of a better life. As in the

first film, Fievel wanders off, gets

lost, must be reunited with his

family and finds out that the mice
are being duped by the cat*s leader.

Once again, it is up to him to

inform the mice of their peril,

using ingenuity and courage to

save the day.

The story is not the only aspect

of "Tail II** that is unoriginal.

James Homer*s score focuses on
standard Western music that could
double as the theme from "City

Slickers** or "Back to the Future
in.**

In addition, the songs— except
for an exciting saloon ditty **The

Girl You left Behind," sung by
Fievers 16-year-old sister, Tanya— are minimally entertaining.

Two of them— "Somewhere Out
ThCTC**, Homer*s ballad hit from
the original, and "Rawhide**— arc
not even from this film.

Luckily, *Tail IT* feamres some
excellent vocal performances.
Stewart as Sheriff Burp is a
treasure. His classical all-Ameri-

can demeanor shines in his role as

the archetypical Western good
guy.

DeLuise, reprising his role as

Tiger, adds warmth arxl humor to

the fUm with his lovable banter.

See TAIL,' page 25
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Life beyond TV actress grows up

Ari Meyers

By Greg Srisavatdi

It's truly hard for any couch
potato glued to the boob tube
during the mid 1980s (like me, for

instance) not to remember watch-
ing "Kate & Allie.** The show had
an interesting premise, two
divorced women (Susan St James,
Jane Curtin) trying to raise their

children under the same roof.

Well, one of the children, Ari

ally Bruin
estDaily Paper in LA,

(
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Meyers (she played St. James*
daughter) has definitely grown up
to become an established actress in

film and television.

This has been a big year for

Meyers. Recently graduating with
honors from Yale University,

Meyers has a degree in philosophy
and theater arts. Although
academics in Yale was the main
reason why she attended the

university, Meyers claims she has

received much more from her
college experience.

"I learned mainly from the

people around me the importance
of quality relationships and com-
mitment," Meyers said.

Meyers can currently be seen in

Sidney Sheldon's mini-series,

"Memories of Midnight,** where
she stars with Omar Sharif C*Dr.
Zhivago") and Jane Seymour
("Somewhere in Time"). Meyers

plays Atana, the co-worker and
confidante of Seymour's charac-

ter. The experience was rather

unique for Meyers, since she had to

fly back and forth between college

and the set in order to finish her
theses (and you thought you had a

busy schedule).

Another future film that Meyers
stars in is "Dark Horse." which

See MEYERS, page 26
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Music

Uvltation's music draws from the abstract and subjective.

Levitation rises
III

By Rob WInfleld

Dally Bruin Staff

Rather than discuss their U.S.
debut LP "Coterie,*' Levitation*s

vocalist and guitarist Terry Bick-

ers, second guitarist Bic Hayes and
third guitarist and keyboardist Rob
White are more intrigued with

speaking about the purchase of a

secondhand submarine, a longtime

idea the five member band has kept
on the back burner that would
assist in the creation of a future

album.

Their reason concerns a total

atmospheric approach to making
music, where spontaneously
structured songs and a surrounding

environment can be allowed to

interact with one another during
the recording process.

As Bickers describes, the sub-
marine would be equipped with a

recording studio inside, and water-

proof speakers for recording and
playback outside. Then, through a

freeform jam session broadcast

into the surrounding waters, the

band can record simultaneously

both their own material and the

reacting dolphin and whale sounds
of the exterior natural environ-

menL
*That*s sort of the mentality

we*re thinking in these days," says

Bickers, "because we feel there are

things to be learned from those

animals. I mean, they have a longer
history than we do. And who
knows, they probably have their

own poets and storytellers. So
although this might seem like

slight fantasy, why not try to

capture this atmosphere in the

music anyway, and see what
happens?**

"Yeah,** Hayes agrees. "It*s

thoughts such as these which keep
us going. Because we*re really into

searching out the mood of a place.

For example, I was really blown
away watching this documentary
about these musicians who were
explorers. And they had portable,

waterproof, very lightweight
instruments, like a harmonian
keyboard, a cello and a flute. And
they would just travel around, go
down rivers or whatever, and find

a canyon with the right acoustics,

where they*d set up and record."

"And sometimes,** adds Bick-
ers, "that's what you've got to do.

YOu*ve got to follow a path of
some son. In some ways, it

reminds mc of Talk Talk, who'll

create an atmosphere by having oil

wheels going in the background
the whole time they record. And
although it might seem strange, the

results are absolutely brillianL So
you do what you have to for

whatever mood you might require.

You might want to find a canyon.
You might want to have oil wheels
spinning. Or you might want to

invite 20 people down for a party.**

Just from their discussion of
submarines, sea-life and the inter-

action of the musician with the

environment, it*s quite apparent

Levitation is not the typical mod-
em nock band. Rather, it*s situated

more in the progressive, meta-
physical nature of music, paying
heed lo all aspects and influences

of the creative process, and subse-

quently embracing them with open
arms.

Not surprisingly, the eight songs
on '^Coterie,** which contains a

couple live tracks and material

from their two British EPs "Cop-
pclia** and "After Ever,** bear
similarly fantastical inspirational

sources for the quintet, rounded
out by drummer Dave FrancoUni

and bassist Laurence O'Keefe.

Bicker's refers to Richard
Bach*s novel "Illusions,*^ con-

cerning a reluctant messiah. Hayes
mentions Timothy Leary, and his

contributions to the rapidly deve-
loping field of virtual reality. And
White speaks of floatation tanks

and mind gym techniques.

"You have to be open with your
emotions,** says White, "because it

allows you to be flexible in terms

of songs and their structures. For
the album, a lot of the sounds, in

terms of how they actually came
together, were very spontaneous.

But that*s good, because if you
formulate too much, you can go in

with too much of a plan. Then you
run the risk of losing the ideas that

could happen during the recording

process.**

Hayes adds, "But in all fairness,

there's a lot of bands that go in the

studio with something pre-pro-

duced or thought-out, and come up
with something absolutely bril-

lianL That*s okay too, if it works
for you. But we just don*t work
that way.**

Having been together for

roughly a year and a half, bom out

of Bicker* s dissatisfaction in play-

ing with the more pop-oriented

British guitar-band House of Love,
Levitation appears to have tapped
into the extreme form of sponta-

neous creation, drawing from
seemingly abstract, subjective and
intangible sources for their song-
crafL

And considering their various

comments in reference to their

album and their future endeavors,
one might even go so for as to refer

to the five musicians as the

embodiment of modem rock
graced by New Age philosophy.

"In fact,** says Bickers, "that*s

the way I feel at the moment. Not
calling us New Age or any such
term as thaL But it's a feeling like

those in certain times of history,

where there's a physical and a

spiritual world rubbing together on
a plate of the earth.

'In other words, there's just

other levels of consciousness that

you can't always comprehend. But
they exist. And there's so many
synchronicities that are pointed
that way with us. Because we're
doing something that has a good
feeling for us, and hopefully for

other people as well."

Daily Bmin A & E

TAIL'
From page 22

John Lovitz' hyperactive vigor
fills his scenes with energy as

Chula, Cat R. Waul's enthusiasti-

cally mean tarantula sidekick.

Amy Irving is also good as

Tiger's giri friend, the lovely Miss
Kitty, but John Cleese as Cat R.
Waul does not fare as well.

Phillip Glasser's cute voice
returns from the original film as
Fievel. Nehemiah Persoff and
Erica Yohn abo reprise their roles

as Papa and Mama Mousekowitz.
And Cathy Cavadini provides the

sweet voice of Tanya.
Other aspects of "Tail 11" that

are fun to watch are the new
animation techniques employed by
the film. In one scene, the Mouse-
kowitz family must brave the

rapids of the local sewer. Utilizing

odd-shaped background layouts,

the filmmakers come up with an
impressive scene in which the

action seems almost continuous,

rather than based on quick shots

and poses.

Yet many of the sight gags that

are a staple of animation, such as

characters stretching and shrink-

ing, are barely used in this film and
the pace suffers ftom this lack.

All in all, "An American Tail H:
Fievel Goes West" is a sweet,
harmless story that's a definite

improvement over the original.

Yet for those who have seen the

:first one, this film has few new
surprises. **Vi

RLM: -An American Tail II: Fievel
Goes West- Directecl by Phil Nibblelink
and Sinnon Wells. Created by David
Kirschner. Score by James Homer with
original songs by Homer and WiH
Jennings. Produced by Steven Spiel-
berg and Robert Walts. An Amblin
Entertainment Production In Associa-
tion with Universal Pictures with Jimmy
Stewart and Dom DeLuise.

'BACKWARD'
From page 22

show as well, and are outshined
only by James Caan's briefcameo.
Rob Lowe is also impressive in his

cameo, playing the interesting role

of a big-shot talent scout in a

bizarre, almost third-world socie-

ty.

Unfortunately, the acting might
be this film's biggest drawback.

As the protagonist Marty, Judd
Nelson simply comes off too

strong as the stock nerd-loser. His

relationship with waitress Rosarita

0-ara Flynn Boyle) is thoroughly

unbelievable. Throughout the film.

Nelson's performance is overacted

and strains his character's credi-

bility.

Ultimately, "The Dark Back-
ward" provides a much needed
deviation from the normal, com-
mercial, Hollywood production.

Though it's extremely abnormal to

find established actors that are

willing to contribute to an art-

house film, "abnormal" is clearly

the goal here. Make no mistake,

this film is depressing and dark.

However, there is hght to be found
in its innovation and eccentricity,

and it deserves a look.

A film by
Alan Rifkin. A Greycat Films release. A
RLM: The Dark Backward

n. A Greycat F
"almadge/ LA
of a Brad V

William Talmaoge/ LA. ureams ore-

8entatk>n of a ^ad Wyman and 6as
sian Elwes Production with Judd
Nelson. Bill Paxton, Wayne Newton.
Lara Flynn Boyle, James Caan and Rob
Lowe. (Rated R: language, bizarre

subject matter; 104 mm.)
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SAK's TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

I HAPPY PLATE
•Chicken
•Beef Stick

I
•Fried Rice

; •Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close
|

Paris

London
Rome

ALWAYS

with coupon

DESIGN HAIRCUT
NO APPOINTMENTS '208 4447 "NO GIMMICKS

Srvi ISIS flAVL OVflR 3 YEARS EXPLRIf-;CE

2i«

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP
1121 Glendon Avenue (213)

^1 QIII Westwood Village. CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

HAIR COLOR $15 FOIL WEAVING COMPLETE S45
HIGHLITES $25 EYE LASH TINT $10
FRENCH PERM $15-25 COLOR CORRECTION $35
ZOTOS PERM $35-45 SHAMPOO SET $10
SUPER PERM $66 MANICURE S A

SPECIAL FREE- haircut style w/$35 perm ($12 value free)

SPECIAL FREE- haircut mousse w/$4S perm ($17 value free)
••( UN flMf MArj!CU(J|SI X .'. I IJI 1 TiMl HAK^M vi is I S '.'.'Af J ! i 1)

1078 GAYLEY 'WESTWOOD VILLAGE 'NEXT TO PENNY LANE

I n^> [ f Kf £ lyi [imiumi

"^vmsBmsr .^^tf^MHtfi^^^^L.M_M_^K^^K .K l^_(_j.-ta .^^^^^H^' i ff i u ^^^^Kf^^
'

*0 Oft Anv'VSrcler
mlnlmunW • •

^ at ^

C^- CJC

;:S:y

BUPmLO STVLC CHICKCN WINGS
1 dozen $4.22 25... $7.95
50 $15.49 100 $28.63

Sauces: Mild, Hot, 'Suicide'. Barbeque. Hot Bart)ec|ue

ALSO TRV OUR:
• Hamburgor • Chick©n Sandwich • Potato Skins • MozzareHa

Sticks • Breaded Mushrooms and Zuchini • Steak Fries
• Chk:ken Salad • Potato Salad • Cole Slaw

LITTLE RED SAMPLER • BIG RED SAMPLER
Ml Voo Caa Cat - S7.M*

At^"-'

1 1923 SantA IVIonica Blva

'.M^'

\SV^
<\^ ^M^"V^Ji

Grand Opening
Special

CONTACT LENSES

Copies
No minimum, no limit.
•8 1/2" X 1 1" single sided. 20# bond,

auto feed originals

DESIGN COPY PRINT

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
INCLUDES EYE EXAMINATION

EYEGLASS FRAME &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM, PAIR OF
DAILY WEAR LENSES CAREKIT AND

FOLLOW-UP CARE

aipfiayraphiGs
PrtnW>op( Of Tha Futur*

IN THE VILLAGE

"Aestvioou B..d.

alphagraphios;

Gavlev Ave.

10910 Llndbrook Drive
7:00 - Midnight Mon. - Sat. • 8:00 - 8:00 Sun

310-208-COPY(2679)

DISPOSABLE CONTACT
LENSES

••INCLUDES EXAM FITTINGS
FOUOW UP t 3 MONTHS lENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

iM^miMAAfl
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Student Welfare Commission and Crisis Prevention Presents

November 25-27

CRISIS PREVENTION WEEK
Monday, November 25 «^^il\M-2PM

Monday, Novemberj2§ 2-3PM

MMitt^^ j^^^.

Tuesday, November 26 i1AM-2PM

f^ee ^Ifl ^ov

,oVS
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BnjinWalk
Itrformation about Campus
F)e$(^»;6s to be distributed

Ackerman 2408
Suicide Prevention Workshop
"A GllfTimer of Hope" video
prepared by OHL and presented by
Peer Heipline on how to help
fflencte in times of crisis and need.

PpsiiPHc*! wilt be followed by
discussion. >

Westwood PJaza

Crisis Previhtion Information Faire
Many i^^iars resources will be
represeotpd at this highlighted

event Come and find out what they
hemio offer you! Organizations
participating include:

L&S ASK COUNSELORS
PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS
STUDENT PSYCHOLOGICAL

SERVICES
PEER HELPLINE
ON-CAMPUS TESTING
CRISIS PREVENTION PROJECT

«AV%I%II

From page 20

hunched posture, Lloyd provides
another great comic performance
which will be remembered along-
side Jim from "Taxi" and Dr.
Emmett Brown from the "Back To
the Future" films.

The rest of the acting is good,
but the best performance comes
from 11 -year-old Christina Ricci
who plays Gomez and Morticians
daughter Wednesday. Ricci, who
last stole every scene from Cher
and Winona Ryder in "Mermaids."
steals the movie. She never cracks
a smile (except for one wicked
grin), even though she*s torturing
her brother Pugsley (performed
very well by 10-year-old Jimmy
Workman) and asks things like:

Are girl scout cookies made from
real girl scouts?

In feet, Ricci and Workman *s

performances are so delightful that
they give the audience the film's
best scene— a school play perfor-
mance of Shakespeare involving a
sword fight and gushing blood.

**The Addams Family" is not a
failure. In fact, among the visuals,
the acting and some of the weird-
ness, it provides quite a few
laughs. But what made the TV
series so good was funny stories
and the outside world's reaction to
this family. Unfortunately those
are the two things missing here.

=Wtl»! The Addams FamHy." Written'
by Caroline Thompson arxl Larry Wil-
son Directed by Bany SonnenfeW.
Produced by Scott Rudin. A Paramount
PkJtures release with Anjelrca Huston
Raul Julia and Christopher Lloyd,'
(Rated PG-13: language and vkMenoe;
100 minutes) Now playing citywide.

MEYERS
From page 23

"

also stars Ed Begley Jr. C*St
Elsewhere") and Mimi Rogers
C*The Rapture"). In the film,
Meyers plays Alison Mills, a
teenager who becomes troubled
and confused by the death of her
mother and the lack of attention
given to her by her father. Sent off
to a ranch, she soon finds the true
meaning of courage and love with
the help of an architect (Ed Begley
Jr.) and the ranch veterinarian
(Mimi Rogers).

"(The fihn) is about a girl who is

overcoming hardship in her life,

and it's also about her finding
meaning in her life through rela-
tionships widi her horse, people
and the farm environment itself."

Meyers said.

Apart from acting. Meyers takes
jazz dance classes and also has a
unique interest in arts and crafts,
spending some of her time making
dried flower arrangements.

"I don't like spending $300 on
something I can make. (Making
crafts) is a very peaceful and fiin

time for me. since I like making
things for other people." Meyers
said.

While most people remember
her playing Emma McArdle in
"Kate & AUic," Meyers doesn't
want to be remembered just for her
past television success, but also for
her current film endeavors. Still,

working on the show gave her lots
of good memories, since the cast
members were very close.

"It ("Kate & AUic") was like a
family environment I have only
positive experiences from working
with Susan St James and Jane
Curtin." Meyers said.

With such releases as "Memo-
ries of Midnight" and "Dark
Horse." Meyers will make people
realize that the giri from "Kate &
AUie" has definitely grown up.

Stop Smoking.
j
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HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVICES
sperm Dorx>rs 19

PregnarKy
Salons
Health 6ervices

20
21
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Business Properties 25
Opportunities 26

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted 30
Temporary Agencies 31
Job Opportunities 32
Jobs Wanted 33
Internships 34
CNId care wanted 35

HOUSING
Apartments for Rent 49
Apartments Furnished 50

Apartments Unfurnisfied 5

1

Apartments to Share 52
Roommates 53
Room for Rent 54
Sublet 55
House for Rent 56
House to Share 57
House for Sale 58
House Exchange 59
Housing Needed 60
Real Estate 61
Room A Board for Help 62
Room for Help 63
Housing Service 64
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Townhouse for Help 66
Corxios for Sale 67
Condos for Share 68
CorxJos to Rent 69
Guesthouse for Rent 70

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITES
Health Clubs 75
Darice / Physical Fitness 76
Sporting Events 77
Miscellaneous Activities 78

RENTALS
sporting Equipment
Electronic Equipment
Furniture

85
86
87

Misc. Rentals 88

SERVICES
Video Editing

CNId Care
89
90

lnsurarx:e 91
Legal Advice
Loans

92
93

Movers / Storage 94

Personal Service 95
Services Offered 96
Shipping Agents 97
Tutoring Offered 98
Tutorirtg Needed 99
Typing 100
For Rent 101
Music Lessons 102
Graduate Exam Prep 103
Resumes 104

TRAVEL
Travel 105
Travel Tickets for Sale 106
Resorts / Hotels 107

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109
Auto Repair 1 10

Bk^des for Sale 113
Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

Scooters for Sale 1 15

Scooter / Cycle Repair 1 16

PARKING
Off-Campus Parking 120

FOR SALE
Bargain Box 1 25
Furniture 1 26
Garage Sales 127
Miscellaneous 128
Musical Instruments 1 29
Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 1 3

1

Sports Equipment 132
OfficeEquipment 133
Typewriters / Computers 1 34

Ccwnpus Happenings
1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings

PROBLEMS WITH FOGDf Overeaters
Anonymous 12-$tep program for anorexics,
bulimics, & overeaters. Mon,noon,AU3520
Wed.noon.AU3525. Fri,1pm,AU3520.

Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1

PIANO RENTALS
"

Special Rates to UCLA Students

t

^

t

Hollywood Piano Rental Co.

1 4M-23M 463-6S69 t
tfLLllttl^ Lit. TT^y.^pp,!

t^^^infill»>w Heal Ifie Boy

X)INUS
Every Monday 6-7pni
LuVblle GNirtroom

T-Shirt:s
Exctusiv* Puff OMign « Sftoivn

Pf»«T>wm mtn «00% Conon PrtMwww
Pnnnd n Bbt Gft«n Of Pmh ML. XL

Si4 95Mcn Sn«ptfig inouOM
mour* tor Ouanmy Pnong

I TO:

1M1/tMTMITWIT. CA

Thanksgiving Special

AT THE TREEHOUSE
[

Roast Turkey or Sliced Ham
served with Dressing, Mashed
Potatoes & Gravy or Sweet
Potatoes, with Vegetable,

Cranberry sauce, Roll & Butter.

Served with choice of Soup or Dinner Salad.

$4.25
Pumpkin or Apple Pie ^^ijjl

.92c

Ifll UNIVERSITY OF

Founded
1891

COLLEGE OFlAW
MID-YEAR ADMISSION - APPLY NOW

AlcohoHcs Anonymous *

Meetings
Mon. diaouMion, Thur. Bookstudy, Fri. St«p
Study. AU 3S2S 12:15-1:16. Fri. 12300-100
TuM. D»ouMion. >Nmi. Oboussion NPI

0853812:15-100
For aloohoiin or indMduali «who

hmm dfinfcing probtorm

Accredited-Small Classes

Next Semester Begins

\ January 13, 1992

1 Flexible Programming

Accredited by the California

Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Western Association of

Schools and Colleges.

Two Convenient Locations

Encino Campus
5445 Balboa Boulevard

CaU:(8 18)981-4529

La Vemc Campus
1950 Third Street

Call:(714)596-1848

Served M-Tu, Nov. 25-26; 10-7:30 pm. Nov. 27, 10-3 pm.
Treehouse, Ackerman 1st Floor

jA Bibles- Books

M-Th 10 am - 9:M pm;
Fr-Sat 10 am - 11 pm; Sun 2-6 pm

10884 Weybum Ave. LA 90024
20ft^432

Miscellaneous

Concert Tickets

you'm Invited...

to a (Pre-nursing ^ception.
• Come find out about yCILA'g S©[h]©@0 @ff [MyirsOiri)®.

• Meet ottier students interested in nursing as a career.
• Ask questions and talk to students in the program.
• Eat Pizza and hiave fun!

SAVE $$$ ON TICKETS
AJRLINES, SPORTS. MUSIC. SHOWS. WE

LIST LAST MINUTE CANCELS.
SURPLUS AND PROMOTIONS FOR SAL£

CHEAP. ALSO. WHEN YOU ARE STUCK WfTH
TICKETS UNEXPECTEDLY

CALLUS
21 $-4 TICKET

WRrrmo, editinq,
RESEARCH

Phd GIVES EXPERT HELP SPECIALIST IN

MASTERS THESES/ DOCTORAL
DISSERTAriONS REASONABLE RATES FAST.

EFFICIENT PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

(310) 476-0114

Personal 10

Good Deals

AN ACCOUNTING GRADUATE IS LOOKING
FOR an outgoing, easy to talk to, ski partner.
Hoping to schedule several ski outings. Lift

ticket included. Dates and locations open to
suggestion. Call Cyrus. (Days- 9.6pm).
(213)46^3374.

Who:

What:

When:
Where:

students interested in nursing, prenursing"students
and nursing students.

A Pre-nursing nneeting and pteoi pm^,
Tuesday, November 26, 1991 3:00-6:00pm

UCLA School of Nursing: Factor Building

3:00-4:00pm Room 5-638: Pre-Nursing Meeting
4:00-6:00pm Alumni Lounge: Reception and Pizza Party

If you would like to join us, or have any questions please R.S.V.P. by
November 22nd. Call Nursing Stu(Jents Affairs at (310)825-7181

9{ope to see you there!
sponsored by NSUCLAAJCLA School of Nursing

BINOCULARS $10-NEW MAGNACRAFT
Sports binoculars, light weight, high powered
9X30 millmeter, p«at for all sporting events,
gift boxed. Send $10 per pair to Anierican
SporU Company. 1 309 Cast Northern Phoenix,
AZ 85020. For COD. Call (602)280-9910.

INSURANCE WARM We'll beat any price or
don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,
sport cars, student discounts. Request Bmin
Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

MIscellQneous

Research Subjects 12

GIFT BASKETS: Unique gift baskets delivered
for ail holidayVoccasftiorw. Free delivery.

Call (310)457-0622.

IS ROMANCE IN THE
STARS FOR YOU?

Personalized astrological report
tells how compatible you two are.
Detailed and informative. 10-f

pages. Great gift! $9.95. both
names, birthdates. birthplaces. &
bith times (if known): LELUND,
1093 Broxton «628. Los Angeles.
CA. 90024.

ALLERGY/HAY FEVER RESEARCH. Wanted:
subjects age 12-59 interested in participating
in FDA-approved clinical dmg trial using
allergy medication vs. placebo in 2 week trial.

You will be compensated for your palicipa-
tk)n. Call (310)312-5050 ext. 302.

ASTHMA RESEARCH: Subjects with mild to
moderate asthma, ages 18-50 needed for air

pollution study. Free medical testing and
participation fee paid. Call James at
(310)825-2739.

ASTHMA RESEARCH. If you would like to
participate In FDA approved research studies
with new asthma medications, call
(21 3)31 2-5050 ext. 302. You %vili be compen-
sated for your time. Allergy Research Founda-
tion. 11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 601, West

I
Los Angeles, 90025.

BEDWETTING (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-11
YEARS needed for UCLA research project.
Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop.
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 YEARS needed for UCLA
research project. Receive $20 and a free
developmental evaluation. 825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learning experience
825-0392.

STUDENTS NEEDED for UCLA research.
Watch job interview, answer questicnnaires
Aoorox. 1 hour. $10. 476-0868.
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Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Personal 10 Personal

You don't need dental insurance to have a pretty smile.
~"*^'"'""—

-

$

I

39

SMILE SPECIAL
FAMILV DENTISTRY f2 1 3J475-5598

24 hour Gmergency service

Complete Dental Exam, Check Up, & Cleaning

V.LR

(reo.$180)

new patients with the coupon onJy
we also accommodate patients

with dental coverages
offer expires 12-31-81

(Up to 4 x-rays

included)
SID SOLEIMANIAN, D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.
'open evenings & Saturdays*

Free parking in rear

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to Individuals

and families with no
dental insurance.

tDi/r Patients are Special*

'

(o OUA

Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal 10

Jen • Shannon • Beth* Lisa • Kim

rfcAoiiuUUA SinMe^'

: 5:30 3M, 652 dUUuiul \
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Ar SENIORS I
D

The AT seniors north on o bago. Did McDonalds call the •
cops? No one really knows. Being extra careful of their

elbow joints. They cruised Santa Barbara, but WHAT was
the point! Who rewound that version of " The Peace

Train"? (while Brooke's tremendous shriek drove them quite
insane) As Noah's Ark pairs, they drove to the tailgate,

where Jill made the driver's record 2-0- top rate!!! The
Bruins lost... Kip stole the keys, a little overzealous -stop. Kip

please! There was no damage... 'not"! When Adarrr

fetii<»<.i.<^<>i>i>i,#,».i><,i>i>i.^^i,i,i,i.i,»„i,^^^^^
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CD
%

o

o

Solomon got knocked off the pot! With a dent in their

mobile, they started to cruise. When a tree crossed their

path, they got more than one bruise. From the tenth pit

stop, they stole their motto sign, ''SLIPPERY, WATCH YOUR
STEP" they said time after time.

Three bits of advice they leave to leave to the juniors....

*When in Templeton, root for the home team
*Jenni's fateful words: ''Keep our machine clean"

•And above all....

SENIORS
STEP UP TO THE MIKE!!

Thanks to Dove^

eiegojIAl • A+su)! • Aodji • e>|oojq
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ALPHA yw \ PC 91 A
Yoinpre Phino

Wejiole Lo\
\}4% c|ii|irter witmou.
Way to get ^Bp "
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Hey \et\v)e» -

Just Guess It
Just P/A It

Just Be There!

Bo Knows DG

¥ riM> Pledges

and

g«# i«o4y for on ovoning of
song, spirits, mod fun

ToNlQHT-
oftor shoring dinnor togolfior

rW4wo will bogin iho fosrivirios of our

_^ -
-D HATTERS RAID #WV « DYOD • PIEASE WEAR A HiKT • HMf^N^ """— ->MIY • 21 fr ID TO DRINK ^1^^
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Research Subjects 12 Researcti Subjects 12
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KJonqraiulaiions

j^ufie Mioore (KA) anJ^ruce J/aoens
on uour

Jjeauiirui Cjnaaaemen/

/

\
your (5/s/ers

UCLA Girl,
Wc arc fated to be together.
Don't deny me any longer. Be
at the Chaithouse tonight aft

9:30 or ril be certain romance
has died. Prove me wrong-

^

\
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Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Plus, earn up

to$100/wkornnore.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880
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Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

^^^mm^mmmmm

PANIC ATTACKS?
SMOTHERING SENSATION?

CHEST PAINS?
DO YOU EXPERIENCE SHORT EPISODES OF

SMOTHERING SENSATIONS, DIZZINESS, CHEST"^
PAIN, NERVOUSNESS OR FEEL FEARFUL? YOU

MAY QUALIFY FOR A MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDY
ON PANIC DISORDER. QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS

MAY EARN UP TO $770.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-495 1

CALIFORNIA CLINICAL TRIALS MEDICAL GROUP

ACNE STUDY
Free treatment for Acne
Usin^ a new "Fruit Acid"
solution to improve acne

and acne scarring.
Call (310) 670-3878

Health Services 22

Wanted 15

DRUMMER WANTED for novice band at

UCLA. Call anytime, leave message:
(310)575-4247.

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for palrv
lets facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free
consultation. Call Beverly Hills

Laser Doctor's Group. (213)7864)636.

LOSE UPTO 30 pounds in 30 days for less than
$40. Doctor recommended. 285-6347.

PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE THERAPIST and
body worker. Full body or areas of stress.

Xavier (213)719-9212/ (213)698-7424.

Opportunities 26

Pregnancy 20

WANTED: EGG DONOR. GiH in 20's, Jewish,

fair, 5'4', artistic, verbal, extremely
responsible, good medical history.

$150(Vcycle. Please call (213)653-5404
1V4—F, 9—5.

Salons 21

MODELS WANTED for free professional hair-

cuts in Beverly Hills. Call Teri (21 3)936-3408,

leave messay.

Health Services 22

DON'T PANIC - Exams are difficult enough but

if you suffer firom test anxiety, it can really hurt

your performance. Open Doors Institute spe-

cializes in treating all kinds of anxiety with

short-term therapy and provides special dis-

counts for students. Call for info

(213)281-6772.
;

UNWANTED HAIR

PERMANENTLYREMOVED

r^llC /(

ELECTROLYSIS STUDIO
•FREE CX)NSULTAnON
•DISPOSABLE NEEDLES
•Lie & BOARD CERTinED

208-8193
1949 7i WESTWOOD BLVD

ENTREPRENEURS! Do you have a business

idea? Do you need $$$? We can help.

Unlimited Funds. (818)702-9703.

MODELS WANTED MALE/FEMALE all types.

Your chance to have $200 make-
over...Absolutely free. Color arxVor cut by top
professionals. You coud qualify. (IF INTER-
ESTED PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CALL) at:

Sheraton LAX airport hotel. 61 01 West Century
Blvd. LA90O15. Date:Saturday March 7, 1992.
Time: 3pm-7pm. Questions addressed at this

time. No hair done at model call. Bobby Kraus
(213)542-4974.

MODaS WANTED: Male/ female all types.

Your chance to have $200 make-over... Abso-
lutely hee. Color amVor cut by top profession-

als. You could qualify. (IF INTERESTED
PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CALU at: Sheraton

LAX airport hotel. 6101 West Century Blvd.

LA, 90045. Date: Monday Dec.9, 1991 . Tinr^e:

3pm-7pm. Questions addressed at this time.

No hair done at model call. Bobby Kraus

(213)542-4974.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT. Internship inter-

views now taking place. Gain valuable

experiefK:e managing a team of employees,
customers, and suppliers. Majority of hiring

will be completed by November. Average
gross profit $11,287. Call Triple A Student
Painters, for information now
1 (800)426-6441

.

UCLA LAW SCHOOL- volunteer jurors

needed. One evening only. Dates available:

11/26, 12/2, «f 12/3. Call Bunny- 206-1193.

Help Wanted 30

ELECTROLYSIS
Maria Mintz

Registered Electrologist

202 1/2 South Beverly Drive

Beverly Hills. CA 9021

2

Phone # 274-4399

We are physician referre(J with 15

years experience

20% Student & Faculty Discount

with ad

$200-$SOO WEEKLY. AsMmble products at

horT>e. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
(801)379-2900 Copyright »CA11KDH.

$40,00(VYEARI READ BOOKS and TV Scripts.

Fill out simple 'like/don't-like' form. EASY!
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations,

guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Record-
ing (801)379-2925 Copyright fCAIIKEB.

$500-$1,00(yWK. PT, working weekends.
Erotic darters and nrKxiels needed. Will train,

call Ginger, (213)575-3634.

$6.63^. Walk on campus. Schedule around
your classes. Opportunity for advancenr>ent.

Apply at the Sproul Cafe. 350 De Neve Dr.
(213)825-2074.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/ Management
Trainee— International expositions. Entry
level position for multi- lingual (SparVEng pfe-
ferred) individual. Excellent opportunity for

advancement and travel. 1 5k to begin— Re-
view after 90 days. Fax resume to
(310)820-5426. __^
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - FISHE-
RIES. Earn $5,00(H/mo. Free transporUtlon!
Room & board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For
employment program call Student Employ-
ment Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext.154.

AMAZING OPPORTUNITY! Manager/
aisistarit for combined Legal/Medical (Gyne-
cology) office. Great pay! Full-time. Strong
academic records. Graduating senior pre-

ferred. (310)281-8457.

APPLY NOW, Victoria Secret, Century City.

Flexible hours, employee discount, enthusias-

tic people should apply. (213)284-8642.

BUS BOYS/GIRLS, catering events part-time.

$10hr. Clean appearance and willing to wotk.
(213) 657-5506.

CAMPUS POSITKDNS. Flexible PT hours. Will

work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Services. $6.63^r. 206-7686. Contact Paul
Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting
APPs for Winter Quarter.

CASHLESS HOLIDAY? Quick hit sales oppor-
tunity. Great product Volume business. Com-
missions paid daily to aggressive, positive

indivkiuals. Holiday gilt item. Write your
future— (818)591-8543.

CASTING IMMEDlATaYl Extras needed for

feature filnf>s, commercials, arwl television.

Eam up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

CLERICAL POSITION. Organized, pleasant
person needed for lling arxjlher various office

work for a small office in WLA. $6—7^r.,

approx IS hrV>ivk. Call (310)202-1485.

aERICAL POSITK3N. Clerical word process-
ing. 60f wofdV^ninute. $8-12Av, depending
on experience at law firm. 6500 Wilshire.

(213)651-3333.

COMPUTER/BOOKKEEPER, P/T, SO/hr. WLA.
(213)476-1703.

DATA ENTRY - Flexible hours. $6.0(yhr.

Brentwood. Fax resume (310)82a5426.

DRIVERS NEEDED, full-lime and 40%
commission. Must have own car with
insurance. (213)914-1449.

DRIVER, youth bus certified, PT, SaAv. Eric

Freedman (310)391-6301

EDPFORIAL ASSISTANT: Biomedical journal.

Potential two to three year job. Excellent
spelling and typing skills. Interest in English^
journalism. Aaron: 825-652 1.

FAST EASY INCOME! EARN 100*5 weekly
stuffing envelopes. Send self-addressed

sUmped envelope to: FAST INCOME, PO BOX
641517, Chicago, II., 60664-1517.

FULL/ PART-TIME driver needed. Able to read
nwps. Top $. Own car. Call (818)888-3664.

FUN PT JOB: Games room supervisor, $M>r.
Eric Freedman. (310)391-6301

GRAPHIC DESIGN ASSISTANT - entry level.

Brentwood. Full or PT. MAC exp. helpful.

$7.5(V^r. Multi-lingual preferred. Fax resume
(310)820-5426.

HOLIDAY HELP: Retail sales & customer
service $8.2(Vstart. Requirements: 18 - years,

car, good interpersonal skills. Weekend and
evening hous available. (310)396-1479.

HOUSEKEEPING. ERRANDS, AND ODD
JOBS -f possible babysitting. Hours flexible

(10-15/wk.) Wages negotiable.
(213)390-9927.

ATHLETIC TYPES
Tired of buHding someixie
elses company? Aggressive,

competitve indMdudls needed
to help run new company.
Positive attitude arxl neat

appearance a must.
(818)789-1 128 (8 1 8)36(M)760

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon
& evening

hours availaole.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

IRISH AMERICAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posi-

tions available PTAT dayVevenings. Good pay
up to $3Q/hr. Call Mon—fri 1—6pm. Kathline/

Bill (213)458-4427.

lOAN & DAVID AT ANNE TAYLOR, the
Beverly Hills loc. is looking for a P/T sales

asioc. designer. Retail exp. pref., not neces-
sary. Great discount! !i Contact Wendy,
276-1081.

LEGAL ADMINISTRATOR: Minimum 3yr5 law
office experience in plaintiff personal injury.

Krxiwledge of WordPerfect. Contact Sid Dia-
mond, (213)475-0481.

MALE MODELS under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. Quick cashll
(213)664-2999.

MALE MODELS earn $1 50A»r. or more. Boyish
ancVor athletic 18—24. Cleanshaven fac^
little or no chest hair. Playgirl-style

magazines/nudity. Beginners welcome.
International I ly known photographer. Brad
(213)392-4248.

MALE MODELS NEEDED. Young, Handsome,
Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great
Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MANAGER - Sales and Administratior>— Irv

ternational Expositions. Outstanding position

available for mature individual with 1 years

business experience. Multi-lingual individual

preferred. Strong sales and administrative

background. References required. Excellent

growth position with expanding firm. Some
travel required. Fax resume and salary require-

ments to (310)620^5426.

MARKETING ASSOCIATE, part-time (20hrV
wk, day tinr>e). Marketing investment manage-
ment services to Fortur>e 500 finms. Challeng-
ing ertvirorvnent. Phone skills in brokerage or
finance requested. Westwood. $9.5G^r.
(310)208-1310.

MARKETING RESEARCH: Can you read a
map? Want to eam $8/^r1 Help us interview
our customers. Temporary assignment. Flexi-

ble hours. Call collect— (619)571-2657 or
571-2467.

MODaS: For 1992-93 swimsuit calendars &
posters, European magazine work. Call
(213)732-5744 for appointment.

NEEDED EXTRAS FOR FILM, TV. SERIES- call

for appt. (M-F, 9-5). (213)467-5122.

PART-TIME PERMANENT 0FFK:E WORK plus
sales. Base plus commission. D1 0)277-5828.

P/T ASSISTANT MANAG€R Outgoing, xH=—
motivated, reliable individual for children's

store in Brentwood. FRONTRUNNERS KIDS
Apply in person. 1 1620 San Vicente Blvd. See
Julie.

P/TCLERK>L Small SM office. Opportunity to

learn R/E trustee business. Afternoons 2-3

days/week. 828-1193.

PT REaPTIONIST for Century City Firm.

4—7pm, M—F. LigN office work. Must call

between 10—12 only. Doretta
(213)553-0550.

RETAIL SALES FOR HOLIDAYS. Start immedi-
ately. $6per^r. West Side Pavillion Mall. Cart

Selling Ladies fashion accessories.
(213)202-9434.

SHANES JEWELERY seeks F/T or P/T
salesperson. Evenings and weekends
included. Apply in person or call

(213)208-7281.

TALENT AGENCY, needs driver. Own trans-

portation 2-3hrs, afterrxmns, 5 days. $5/hr
^gas. Fun job. (213)475-2010

TELEPHONE MARKETING RESEARCH ASSIS
TANT for Menrnxy Training School. Light

typing. $6/hr, 15-20hrs/week. Theresa
(310)445-0830.

THE REGISTRARS OFFKIE is now accepting
applications for part-time student suff. Call

Phil at (310)206-0488 before December 4.

TRANSLATOR NEEDED FOR JAPANESE. Must
have intimate knowledge of Japanese culture

and thought processes. ReacV Writc/Speak.

(310)550-6821. Kim West.

TWO POSITIONS: Both require wordprocess-
ing and good typing skills. One requires

Spanish bilingual. Flexible hours, Wilshire &
Westwood law office. Sid Diamond,
475-0481

.

US MAM. jOeS $11.77 to $14.9(y$9.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-
lary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATKDN. Generous
move-in bonus. Furnished/unfurnished, ba-
chelors, singles, 1 &2 bedroom, walk to UCLA.
A^, pool, elevator, 555 Levering Levering
208-7634. Managed by Mow & Co.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for
creatively-talented writers. Paperback novels,
norvfiction books, screenplays. 962-1557
Vemon.

PAID INTERNSHIPS
(Positions Limited)

Appljcations/lnten/iews

being taken NOW for the

best summer business

intemship & training you
can find! EARN

$6-$1 2,000+ while

managing your branch
of University Painting

Professionals during

"^summer 1992. Calf^"^

1-800-KALL-UPP today

KARI MICHAELSEN^
"Katie" from the NBC series

*GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious

indlvlcluals who like to have fun to

work part-time or full-time.

(8 1 8)789-11 28 or (8 1 8)3600760

EARN ..p:o 3-50 oo- -o •

BV HELPltJC OTHFR?

DONATE RLOOD Pi ATM FT^ ^~^AKELV

C- A ..

C.i'co' o,'-' •'s '"•>).:;':'..: LA
tK-c' t ''u'" ,o..' (...•; c ;v,.: (J

fii'^^r^^cAur
'4 Van Nuys Biva. Sherman r

Job Opportunities 32

VISION MODEL &
TALENT MANAGEMENT

Models needed. No
Experience Necessary

Modeling Commercials & Film
Call today for an appointment
with top Industry Consultants.

(tlS)S47-6001
BEVEBLY HILLS 90110

LAW FIRM
needs motiv/ated pefson to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume
w GPA. available times

for, Interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

COLLEGE LEVEL bio, chem, 8- Eng. instructors

(up to 45k/yr). MS min. Top ren. M grad, exper.
req. (FT A PT). (61 9)455-1 OL'O.

INSTRUCTOR FOR FIRST year college Bio or
Chem. Top grad student post-doc, or adjunct
looking for extra Income preferred
1-800-843-4973.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN-interview patients.
Strong writing/computer skills. Medical
and/or legal experience desirable. Bilingual
Spanish preferred. Full training & benefits.
Full-time in Burbank or AJhambra sites.

$13-lMiour. Send resume dealing with
above to: John Ewing, CBL Medical, 3600
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1906, L.A.90010.

TELEPHONE CONSULTING! Consult P/T via
home phone soh^ing computer software prob-
lems. Send re$unr>e. Sachs Sientific, Box 4691
N, Hollywood, CA 91617.

Internships 34

I

bruin kids
Now hiring Winlw^ Camp Counselors I

FuH and portlima, $8.17 pw hour.

Inquir* at lU Jo*m Woodm C«il«r
orcafl(310)206-S027.

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM producer seeks
studerH interns to learn script development
activities in office. No pay, but good opportun-
ity to learn. (310)576-6309, (310)394-7263.

LEARN

ENTERTAINMENT MUSIC

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Intern at major PR tmi

in Hollywood Great
Opportufiity to ItMri I'M

gaifTtirstharxi exo-:^ •. \ •

Call Audry
(213)659-6400

i
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STORY DEVaOPMENT INTERN for Roger
Gorman's G>ncorde, woik directly for headof
developfT>cnt. Rob (310)820-6733.

THE TRANS-ALLIANCE CROUP, an interna-

tional consultant, is looking for self-

motivatedintem. (310)478-7999.

ChWd Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER FOR SHY TODDLER.
4-^ahn/wk. WLA. $5/hr. (310)207-1227.

CHILDCARE, Saturday 2pm through evening,

$50, good with kids, references, noivsmoking.
(310)828-5144.

NANNY, PT, FOR 3yr.old In Westwood.
Warm, reliable female. Live-out. Afternoons/

evenings. 4-day^week. Fluent English, non-
smoker, experienced. Call 6pm-9pm,
(310)472-5700.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. SSStVmonth, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

1-MILE TO LCLA, Brentwood adjacent, $550
Bachelor, $735 1-bed, pool, near bus stop.

1235 Federal. (213)477-7237.

A PLACE OF YOUR OWN. Mother-in-law apt.

separate kitchen, study, bath and dressing
room. $55Q^i7K> utilities and washer dryer
service included. Call evenings
(310)398-9469.

BACHELOR SA50/MO. Carpets, drapes, re-

frigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

BRENTWOOD. One bedroom, den , luxury
building. $950. High ceiling, carpet, drapery,
electric heating. 826-3934.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
SINGLE, $725; HUGE 2BED/2BATH, $1275;
COMPLETELY REMODELED, BEAUTIFUL
LUXURY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROLLED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND GATED PARK-
ING. 1 1 61 1 CHENAULT ST. (21 3)471 -1 340.

BRENTWOOD, $840, 2BED/1 BTH, 11651
GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

CULVER CITY, $830, 2-bed-^r^ -bath, carpet,

drapes, quiet neighborhood and building.

(310)826-6907.

WBI> SWUBOl TtSfBt)

M!S. J^mF^ IPIEISffl

TJTTROIT & WILSHIRE $550. VERY LARGE
JINGLE. AIRY. NO PETS. PARKING FOR
SMALL CAR. 939-1732.

FURNISHED 2-bedroom, $800, 1 -bedroom,
some furniture $650. Direct bus to UCLA. Near
good area. (310) 450-2655.

MAR VISTA, 1 -BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . just north of Venice
Blvd. (213)398-6579.

MAR VISTA, $575/mo, price negotiable.

1-bed/ 1-bath. Large palio. Refrigerator,

stove. Days, (213)788-0885, evenings,
(818)707-3802.

MAR VISTA. 1-BED: $685. 2-BED: $775.
Newly painted, laundry. 454-0805.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfield
Ave, WLA. $1250 up. Security parking,
(213)286-9332, (213)839-2269.

PALMS 1 &2 BEDROOM $595 UP. Near bus to

LXTLA (213)836-1529, 837-3900, 652-5590.
4-7pm only.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM. $675. Large, sunny,
great closets, parking. 10 minutes to campus.
Days:(31 0)273-7598, Eves :(310)286-7598.

PALMS. 2-be<i/2-bath, $825 & $855 Under-
ground parking, fireplace, A/C, alarm, pets

okay. (714)969-8977, A (213)559-6085.

PALMS $80tymo 1 bed/1 bath, den, upper.
Aircondilioning, garage parking, built-ins,

fireplace, security system. (213)937-0589.

PALMS. $875. 2-be<i/2-bath. All appliances.

Security, fireplace, - alarm. % month free.

(213)839-8862 or 838-5567.

^^^W^^W^'W^^^^^^W^»»»»»»*»»W^

10980 WELLWORTH
10983 WELLWORTH
'""'•' ''•'''•'

*1 Month Free Rent

(Ask for Details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Central Heating/

Air -Conditioning

•Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

'Balcony or Patio

'Dishwasher, Gas Range,

Refrigerator. Disposal

•Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

FREE RFJNT

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735
870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

I'ROI I SSIONAM.V MANACII) HV MOS.S & CO.

PALMS. Sharp single, $495; 1 -bedroom, $595.
Vertical blinds, carpet, stove, kitcK«n,

laundry, large and bright, great location
1 -block from Motor and National. 2-parking
spaces. 3351 Vinton. No pets. (310)576-5540.
(310)274-0633. Open.

PALMS SPECIAL. No security deposit with
approved credit. $525 for single, $650 & up for

1 -bedroom. Pool, sauna, exercise room.
(213)fl36-3800.

PALMS. 1 bedroom. $695. Stove & Refrig.

(213)837-7513.

SANTA MONICA. 3-BED/2-BATH. Hardwood
floors, large yard, 2-car garage. On Princeton,
north of Arizona. S],b50/mo. 375-0934.

SA1. 1-BED, EXTRA-LARGE. Good neighbor-
hood. Pool, laundry, safe area. $495.
(213)502-8836, available tyw/.

THIS IS THE PLACE! Cozy, clean, bright,
1 -bedroom upper. Stove/ref. Laundry and
parking. EZ move-in terms. $625.
Days :(3 10)206- 1193, Eves(81 8)981 -2304.

UPPER 2-BED/2-BATH. Balcony, mini-blinds,

stove, frig., parking, laundry. $950.
(213)274-2461.

VAN NUYS: LARGE 1 -bed & den. Dishwasher,
stove, fireplace, 1chil<Vlpet ok, or good for

roommates. (818)997-6766.

W II

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,
saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 car parking in

secure garage, will allow

4 students per
apartment.

From $1250 -$1350
2 weeks free with lease

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

WESTWOOD ACROSS FROM CAMPUS. Jr

1-Bdrm. $790. Many Amenities you must seel

pi 0)824-5252.

WESTWOOD. X-large 1-bed. S790/mo. Walk
to UCLA and Village. Hardwood floors.

10971 'A Roebling Ave. (213)208-4253,
(213)824-2595.

AMAZING 2-BED/2-BATH -WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, itep-down liv-

ing room, enclosed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-

portation & UCLA. (213)475-6717.

WESTWOOD. large furnished 1 -bedroom,
parking, $750, 1 1089 StrathnDore. 2-bedroom
unfurnished duplex, 1 385 Midvaie, $1 1 0G/up.
(310)454-8211.

WESTWOOD, 61 6 Veteran, WALK TO UCLA.
Singles & 1 -bedrooms, $590 and up.
(213)208-4934.

WESTWOOD, $695, furnished single. Walk to

school. 667-669 Levering Ave.
(213)208-3215.

WESTWOOD. Large 2-bed/ 2-bath, furnished/

unfurnished. Pool/ Jacuzzi, long/-»hort-term,

$1400. (213)470-1513.

WESTWOOD-FREE MONTH- 1 -block to

UCLA, studio, l-bd/1-bth, 2-bd/1-bth.
Furnished/unfurnished. Clean, parking, laun-

dry, facilities, pool. $600 and up. 10941
Strathmore (213)206-7294.

•WESTWOOD 1-BED, S750/neg. Newly de-
corated, large w/view, security. 2 blocks south
of Wilshire. (21 3)474-5375.

WLA. 2.BED/1-BATH.
(213)258-1354.

OHIO/FEDERAL.

WLA 2BEDRM/2BATH plus huge den and
patio. $1100. 1412 Brockton Ave.
(818)368-6732.

Westwood Village

I mi,!,! !) |lr( I, 111

Short term available
f'JK -I ;; ;; ) _^

,

. .

.'
1 .

".'< I- ,,

WLA, $695. Bus or bike to campus. New,
champagne carpet, blinds, appliances. No
pets. (213)477-0725.

WLA. $765. 1-BED/l-BATH. Barrington/
Wilshire. Very bright, large balcony, gated

building, pool, parking. (213)477-9753.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single. Ideal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

WLA/CENTURY CITY ADJACENT. 1 -bed-
room, $750 charming. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, drapes, laundry, decorated porch,
quiet building. (310)474-1172

WLA single, 1 -bedroom. Unfurnished, security

parking, sun-deck, Jacuzzi, frig, ocean view.
$650-$850. Call (213) 826-5528.

WL\ ADJ. WILSHIRE BLVD, 2+2. Patio, new
carpet + fridge. 2 parking spaces, $935.
(618)795-6124.

Fall Special
S200Off 1st

Months Ren!
Groat locations
1 & ? l;OdfOoms
S6QS SQQ5

Porfoct tor Students
and or taculty

(213)4/9 158 1

Get out of the
Dormsl

We WiU help Pay
the cancellation

feesi
Huge Luxury 1 flc 2

bedrooms,
central air, ext^a large

closets, fireplace, wet bar,
refrigerator, controlled

entry and parking

Low move in/Low
rental rates

Across From Campus
433 Kelton Avenue
(213)208-8685

DIAMOND HEAD APTS
Westwood

Slngle-

Furnlshed/Unfumlshed

from $750
2bedroom-

Fumished/Unfurnished

from $1200
All Amenities

660 Veteran
208-2251

•AFFORDABLE*
•3528-3532 Sawtelle*

In Mar Vista near National

2bdrm Ibath

apartments. Uppers &
lowers. Balconies. Stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator.

Spacious with grey

carpet. White Blinds.

$775/month $500 deposit

OPEN DAILY OR
CALL:

Rental Office, 823-4383

J

WESTWOOD PLAZA
APARTMENTS

Directly across from
mid'C&mpus UCLA

Furnished& Unfurnished

Bachelors from $550

Singles from $600 to $750

1 Bdrms from $700 to $900

2 Bdrms/2 Bth from$1200

Variable Length Leases

501-505 Gayley Ave.
(213)208-8505

Weekly Rentals
CkMSt *-latd>Westwood Village

Cable TV*Microwave •Refrigerator

$199-$235/wlcw/KITCH $295M
1 -bdrm tuites availaMt

213/208-2241

WEVIERQUARTER[ERQUAF
SPEOAL

2 Bdrm/SBath 5 Rbammates
firm 81,199

1NCL.TWOWEEKS FREERENT
w/LcaseThruJune 30

Gated Bitiy/Pking
Rooftop spa and Sundeck

Rneplace^dishwasher, fiid^
Ctd air, baloonies, cable ready

Walk to Canmus/V^llafle

512VEIERANi^
208^655

New tenantB only w/\eaat OAC |

Why Pay More?
1 & 2 Bedrooms
$575—$800

Newly Remodeled
Must see to

appreciate.

657^756

Veteran

Single

and
1 BDRM

Starting
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

' ^ATUHIBAE i275 up. sob Unit
•tudMit housing ffaclUty. 8har«d or
private. Pool. Jacuzzi, racrootlon
room. 1/2 hour drivo to UCLA.
Froo Brochuro. Northridoo

Campus Rasldonoa, 0500 Zaizah,
Northrldga. CA 91328

(ai8)aa6-i7i7

WALK TO
UCLA/WSTWD

SPAOOUS
1 bdrm 1 bath/double sinks

Students/Roommates Welcome
$790— negotiable with lease

•refrig»dishwasher»A/C«

•controlled entry•large

closet •parking •elevator •

519 Glcnrock 213-208-4835

Aportments Furnished 50

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,
$525/rTH>. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

\ii

L-» '
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PI 1771

F

ACROSS

1 Jab
5 Part of

church
9 ~ del Sd
14 Own up to
15 Dilatory
16 Put In chips
17 Uncommon
18 Bargain event
19 Trimmed
20 Believer
21 Age groups
23 Harbor town
25 •'— In the

U.S.A."
26 Panama, e.g.
27 Scorch
29 Funny line

32 Conspiracy
35 "— about

It?"

36 Biblical son
37 "Oh dear!"
38 Portion
39 Dull person
40 —

- majesty
41 Prison

sentence
42 Elf

43 Charge
44 Transmitted
45 Container
46 Wed
48 Revolver, e.g.

52 Risk takers
56 " Clear

Day"
57 Illuminated
58 String
59 Beds
=00 Famed ftddle^=
61 Ending for

rev or div
62 were
63 Bundled

PHE:viou

1

8 PUZZLE SOLVED

c
A
P

A M E L M 1 T E R

1
P A fl

G A V E 1 N A N E A WlE
K E S 8 T R E E \T C A 1R

Hi E N T 1 c E d|o E R Sl
N A S TH S U R A T i T R E iE^

N E is T E N T O R K^ll
T
E

E
A
N E T S O N O R U S
S T E R ^PM E L A N G E

D R E A R 1 E Re N A R E
Nj A T 1 V

E
E
R
^ B 1 D

L A M P L A S m^ E C £>

O S 1 E R K E A T O N
D 1 S R| E P A 1 R

1

O L D E F\

G A T

1
M E L E E

D
V E R Ai

E N S S W A R T E R R Y
t

64 Rudimentary
plant

65 Count (on)

DOWN
1 French city

2 Roundish
3 Asian land
4 Wool source
5 Say
6 Factory
7 Fish

8 Water pitcher
9 Selzer
10 Walking

:

happy
11 Storage

container
12 Youngster
13 Tacks on
21 Hockey score
22 Taper off

24 Stage

27 Mariner's aid
28 Damage
30 Gas: pref.

31 Merriment
32 Leg part
33 To shelter
34 Lead or zinc
35 What time
36 In — — : stuck
38 Strong alloy

42 Criticizes

44 Dense
45 Listed for

cataloging
47 Critical

48 Race entrant
49 Canada —
50 Up to

51 Unpleasant
52 Thick slice

53 Cotton type
54 Exp>erts

55 Ripped
59 Vehicle

1 2 3 4

1

5 6 7 8

1

9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

»A '

1^ 19

20 21 22

i
23 24 ^^^H25

PPBIJI
W 27 28 ^29" 30

S^ 34

1
36

3/

1
59"

40 41

~M 42

4i 44 r
46 47 ^^ 49 TT !i

53

J
54 5S _ 55-

57

r56

1

S§

60 ^ 62

^ 54 S5-

QTI IMDCnO ^®" ^^'' Answers • looch-tooe or Rotary RKX>es
I UlVirLU i 1-900-454-3535 ext code 500 • 95< per minute

11-25-91
(S> 1991 United Feature Syndicate

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE 1991

BLOOD BOWL
CHAMPIONS

DAILY BRUIN
DAILY TROJAN

Apts. Unfurnished 51

1+ DEN/1 -'A BATH. Bright, spacious, airy.

Prime location. Easy access to shops-UCLA.
Security bidg. S9O0/mo. (310)207-6430.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $850- $895. 1-

bedroom, $750. Near Wilshire & UCLA. Lease
to 2. Single, $650. (213)826^8461

OHIO-SAWTELLE 1-Bdrm. Slove, fridge, car-

pels. 1 1/2 miles from UCLA. Call
(310)477-5758.

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2 Bedroom, conve-
nient location. From $725. Available now
Eves (213)275-1427. (213)254-1565.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed duplex. Stove, refrig,

drapes, hardwood floors. $1100 up. 2-4 per-

sons. Garage. 1385 Midvaie. (310)454-8211.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $700, 1 -bedroom.
$1 100 , 2-bedroonVl-bath. Parking included.

1-1/2 blocks to campus. 10990 StrathnrHMe.

(310)395-2903.

WLA, CLOSE TO UCLA, $700/mo., 1-bed/
1 -batK built-ins, pool, garden like .nice tenants.

(213)477-9955.

VERY NICE 2bdr/lV, bath. Security, carpets,

drapes, frig. Pool, patio, parking,no pets.

$900. 500 Purdue Ave. (213)477-5256,
(213)931-1160.

Apartments to Stxare 52 Roommates 53

iai5 MINUTES TO uaA - own bedroom.
Huge new sunny townhouse. Parking, sec-

urity, etc. $435/montH (310)20241717.

10-MINUTES TO UCLA. Own room in HUGE
apartment, near all buses. MUST SEEI
S5O0/mo. (310)641-5953.

$320^0. SHARE FURNISHED 1-BDRM APT.
w/ma)e non-smoker arxl 2 cats. Security bIdg.

and parking, quiet neighborhood, excellent

bus connections, I'A ml. to UCLA.
(310)575-1503.

BEV. HILLS- W. Rockbury Park. Master bed-
oom, private entrance. Pet ok. Beautiful must
iee. $65(ymo. (310)552-4630

BRENTWOOD to share 2bath/2bdrm with
3rofessional & dog. $59G/nx). Dec. or jarL

(310)447-2235.

BRENTWOOD. FEMALE, OWN ROOM/
BATH in spacious 2-becV2-bath. $491/nrx>. ->^

% utilities. (310)472-0266. Available now.

WESTWOOD. CLOSE TO UCLA on Gayley &
Strathnxxe. 2-be<y2-bath, pool, parking,

balcony, furnished. $550 (213)824-2972.

EXCELLENT LOCATION, 5 miles from UCLA.
2-bed/l -bath, roomy apartment. $550 + utlll-

ties. Call pi 0)820-8962.

FEMALE, OWN ROOM, 2-be<V 2-bath. Sec-

urity, parking, 10-minutes to campus, near
bus. $375 -t-utilities. (310)837-4309, evenings.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
large 2-bed apt in Westwood laundry facility

and covered parking. Non-smoker preferred.

Must love cats. $537.50/mo. (310)479-7076.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, huge room
with balcony, security building, close to

UCLA, $45(ymo. Utilities Included. Call Cin-
ger (213) 838-9691 evening.

MALE ROOMMATE 2 BED APT. Santa Mo-
nica. View of Palisades Park & ocean. $450 -»-

V» utilities. Betty: 394-4313.

M OR F NQN-SMOKER, share 2-bedroom
apartment. Sherman Oaks, security building,

express bus to LJCLA. $38S/mo. James (818)
501-8605.

OWN ROOM, BATH in large apartment,
I'A -miles to UCLA. Norvsmoking roommate.
$438 (310»473-50M .

PROFESSIONAL FEMALE seeks mature ^ad.
student or professor to share 2-be(V3-bath
Westwood townhouse. (213)474-8065.

RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE needed to share

2-bed/2-bath. Palms area. $490.00/mo.
010)836-9020.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2-bed apt. In

Beverly Hills. $425At>o. (213)657-5320.

SHARE 2-BEDROOM with three other giris in

Midvaie Plaza II. Call Sheila at (21 3)208-0784.

WALK TO UCLA. Need clean, responsible

female to share room & balh in beautiful

Hilgard condo. $400/month.
Sue-31 0-824-9777.

WALK UCLA- largest 2 bd^ bath. Female to

wshare beautiful oondo w/ 3 others. $395 each.

(213)961-6695, (213)824-4242.

WESTWOOD FEMALE NEED TO SHARE 2
bedroom apartment with 3 other girls.

$39S^hfK>. available Dec. 15th or Jan 1st. Tina
824-0476.

WLA-SM ADJACENT. 2+1 . Garage, backyard,

gardener. Close to UCLA. Female prefen^ed.

No pets. $450 -»- % utilities. Call Linda

(310)473-2342.

Room for Rent 54

BRENTWOOD, SPACIOUS room, home, near
UCLA- North Sunset. Private entrarxre. Pool
garden. Ideal study environment. Heavenly
parking, share bath, 3-way microwave
$425.00. (213)476-1786.

CHABAD HOUSE AT tJCLA OFFERS HOUS-
ING IN A JEWISH ENVIRONMENT WITH
KOSHER MEALS, PARKING, LAUNDRY AND
REC FACILITIES. ACROSS FROM UCLA, 741
GAYLEY AVE. ONLY $35QMO. MENDY
(213)208-7511.

DO YOU NEED A PLACE TO STAY IN LA for a
short lime? I have a nice apartment well-

located with a private room & bath to rent.

$50(yhx>. (310)470-2942, AMs.

MAR VISTA TOWNHOME TO SHARE.
2bed/2bath, non-smoker, female. W/D and
utilities. S550/mo. (310)314-4121.

PALMS. Own room in 3-bed/2-bath for

$355/mo. Two blocks to bus stop.
(310)204-1631.

PROFESSKDNAL MALE wants to share 2-bed-
room in Mar VisU. $38Vmo. Move in now.
(310)391-7175.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Mar VisU $349.
OWN ROOM in apartn>ent of woman with
10-yr-old. (310)398-7457.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED! Own bed/
bath in 2-bed/ 2-bath condo. Walk to UCLA.
Parking, pool. $60(ymo. 477-3245.

Seeking a neat & easygoing female to share a

2-bed/1 -bath w/ 2 others. $270/m<HUtilities

(310)820^385

WESTWOOD/LCLA. SHARE large 2 bed/2
bath. $35(Vnrx}. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.
(213)206-1976.

WESTWOOD. $45Cymo Male, 1 -block to

campus, townhouse (bed-up; living, dining,

kitchen down), fireplace, private patio, garage.

(213)206-7527, evenings.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. OWN BED/BATH/
PARKING in 2 bed/2 b^ from SSSO/mo. Pool,

spa, rec. room, A/C. (213)206-1976.

WESTWOOD, OWN ROOM in 2-story,

2-bedroonVl 'A -bath. Large living room, fire-

place, parking. 10-minutes to campus.
$405^f1o. + 'A utilities. (310)836-4549.

WILSHIRE/BUNDY OWN ROOM WITH
BATHROOM, 28-ft ceiling, 2-sundecks, sec-

urity building, fireplace, parking, $525.
(310)479-6211.

" OWN BEDROOM. Share house with 3 UCLA
female students. 10 min UCLA. $52Vmo.
(213)441-5021. Available 1/1.

ROOM IN NK:E WLA HOME, kitchen and
laundry facilities, utilities covered, on UCLA
bus route, $500/mo or S250/mo + 10 hrs/wk.
domestic work. (310)450-8719.

VENICE BEACH, private room, phone, park-
ing, w/d. Safe area. Buslines. Studious,
friendly non-smoker. $420/mo.
(310)452-7272.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet roonV
bath, high ceiling in 3-bed luxury apart.
Non-smoker. $550 (310)444-5528.

WESTWOOD, OWN PRIVATE ROOM,
kitchen, laundry, and living room. 1 'A -bath.

$45Q^nrx). + utilities. Ana (213)477-1873.
Available rww.

WESTWOOD, own bedroom, $420. Available
now through 12/31. 2-blocks firom campus,
parking. 477-5350.

WESTWOOD, walk UCL\ private bdrrrV
bathroom security building/ parking, kitchen
privileges laundry, non-smoker. $65o^mo.
(213)470-9709.

WESTWOOD HOME. $475. Jan.l. UCLA.
Great parking full privileges, furnished +
backyard. Male prefen^. (310)473-5769.

House for Rent 56

Roommates 53

646 HILGARD. FEMALE ROOMMATE
needed. $90(yquarter or $36(Vnrx>., utilities

Included. M—F free breakfast. Call Michele at

824-7577.

BRENTWOOD. Room available for 1-2 giris.

Ckwe to campus. $300. Sharon 826-5642.

aOSE TO CAMPUS, share room, 2+2, fully

furnished, must see. $31 5/mo +deposit. Brian

(213)582-1900, (310)477-1414.

FEMALE, NON-SMOKER, 2 bed/2 bath. 5
minutes from UCLA. Walk to campus.
$32Q^fTH>. Jeanette, (310)208-4713.

FEMALE needed to share 2-bed apt. with 3
Seniors. Huge, furnished apartment. % block
from campus. 208-5481

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED ASAP to
share 2-bed/1-bath apt. in Culver City.

$375At>o + util. W/D & secure parking. No
cats! (310)838-3538.

FEMALE . SHARE FURNISHED 2bd/2bth,
2-blocks from campus. Storage parking.
Dresser and bed available, $35(VbK>. (213)
208-2328.

FEMALE TO SHARE partially furnished 1-bed.
Security. Pool. AK. Cynthia (310)208-0569.

FEMALE TO SHARE VERY LARGE apt. Brent-

wood security, pool, laundry, $365. Must see
820-0187.

FEMALE TO SHARE room In furnished 2-bed/
2-bath, 3-blocks from UCLA. Huge, fireplace,

balcony, enornr>ous kitchen, parking. Fun
roommates! Jolene 208-2517.

FEMLALE roommate needed to share 2-bed.

'A block from campus. Seema. Jana 824-0796

FUN ROOMMATES LOOKING FOR TWO
MORE! Parking security, new building. $3 1 0.

10 min walk. 206-3650, Gary, Deana.

2-BED/l-BATH. WLA. Close to UaA. New
carpets, new paint, pets okay. I^4car S.M. Blvd.
Drive by 11428 Missouri. If in.erested,

(213)477-7222. $l,365/mo.

PACIFK: PALISTATES 2+1+ bonus, washer/
dryer, refrigerator, fireplace; near schools,.

LXTLA buses. 454-2776/ 459-3154. $1700.

SANTA M0NK:\ $825, furnished 2-bedroom
house, near beach and transportation.
(310)394-4105. ^
House to Stiare 57

ROOMMATE NEEDED male non-smoking to

share cottage in west L.A. Close to UCLA. $49 7
plus 1/2 utility. Call Tom 478-7565 or
206-8477/1 3039.

SANTA MONICA 2bed/2ba w/yard. Hard-
wood floors, w+d, tree-lined street, convenient
location. No pels, smoking. $575 + V» utilities.

453-4115.

WLA. Female, no pels, non-smoking. Free
utilities $45(Vmo. Own room. All amenities.
(213)398-8151.

WLA. 1 -bed/1 -bath in 5-bed house. Share
wAJCLA students. $425. (805)640-0816.

House for Sale 58^-

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to
UCLA, 3be(^2bath, dining, den, pool, great
view. $549,000 Dave (818)783-6875.

House Exctiange 59

HOME EXCHANGE IN SANTA ROSA.
1 2/26-1/1 . Lg. 3-bd/2-ba. Clean. 1 -hr. from SF
(707)546-4246.

Housing Needed 60
ART GRAD seeks shared accomodations, pre-
fer house. Garage, N.S. SM, UCLA vicinity
Peter (310)372-1652.

JAPANESE FEMALE looking for quiet room
near LXZLA in exchange for private Japviess
lessons. (818)284-7992.
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Condos for Sale 67 Condos for Sole

PRICESLASHED ONLUXURYCONDO
Wqo $305,000. NOW ONLY $245,000

2 Bedroom, 2 Bath Condominium with:

-.1

* Beautiful Mountain View
* Large Pool and Deck
* Sauna and Jacuzzi
* Walk to Westwood & UCLA

* 3 Tennis Courts
* Gymnasium
* Party Facilities

* 24 Hour Security

Call Hollis at 213-445-7778, ext. 447

Video Editing 89 Video Editing 89

EDITING AND POST PRODUCTION
Editing 3/4"

On/On Line A/B Roll

Time Code Editing

Special Effects

Commercials

Promotional tapes

Advance Equipment

UCLA Discounts

Tel (310)475-5517

1434 Westwood Blvd. #6 Los Angeles, CA 90024

Real Estate 61 Guest House for Rent 70

CULVER CITY. $565. Charming single guest-

house. Stove, refrigerator, carpet, blinds, parlc-

ing. (21 3)463-1 475.

VENICE. $599. 1 -W m 4-pie>c. New carpet &
paint, parking. (213)463-1475.

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. 1 bedroom. Stove, re-

frigerator, drapes, microwave, yard. Gated. No
pets. NonsnH>ker. $650. (213)836-3554.

Condos for Sale 67

BRENTWOOD. MONTANA, N of San Vic-
ente. New carpet, bathroom/kitchen tile and
paint. 1 bed^ bath -nien . Walk onto large patio
with pool. Light and airy. $199K
(213)826-9356.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. WALK TO
UCLA. STUDIO $95IC. 1BR/1BA $155K
2BR/1BA $235. Call Bob/Agent
(213)470-1781

NEAR BRENTWOOD VILLAGE, mile west of
UCLA. Clean, 1 -bed/1 -bath condo, 2 sUlls in

garage. $164,000, owner. (310)471-0632,
476-8052

Condos for Rent 69

WKTWOOD. 2bed/ 1 3/4 bath for lease. New
carpet. No pets. Quiet & responsible party.

$1150. 471-1234.

Loans 93

$CASH
(t"

LOANS *
$10.CXXD.000 to toan

Qualify today
Low interest Rates
95% acceptance
Tri-Star Rnance

Monday thrxjugh Saturday

9am-9pm

1-800-582-1285

Movers/storage 94

Vocation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything- fully

equipped - reasonable rates. (818)785-1026.

SPEND YOUR WINTER VACATION on Miami
Beach. Condo for rent. Contact Linda at (21 3)

255-5980.

Dance/Ptiysical Fitness 76

WANTED: Person interested In training/

physical therapy to help me rebuild from
volleyball injury. (310)788-0806.

Misc. Spoft Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY! Tandem or static line with
Skydiving Adventures, Inc. Student discounts.

For further info, and free brochure
1-600-526-9662.

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Frier>dly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

lERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, arxi rcll-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex-
perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

Child Care 90

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for child care.

Small salary. Near college. Call after 6pm.
(310)204-4870.

Insurance 91

BRENTWOOD HOUSEKEEPER is available.

3day^A^. Experienced - English Speaking -

with happy disposition. Ad placed by present
employer. 476-51 16.

EXPERT SCIENTIFIC EDITING. Evenings/
weekends, $25/hr. (310)393-8167.

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPINCVEDITING GRA-
DUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION ESSAYS,
OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes-
sional help from nationally-known author/
consultant. (213)826-4445.

MONEY FOR COLLEGE! BILLION$ INSCHO-
LARSHIPS AVAILABLE. GET YOUR SHARE!
CALL FOR FREE INFORMATION:
1-800-755-6121.

OPiLY $4 PER raoirnfl

DEmrAL COVERAGE OR
EYE CARE CALL
NR. JENKinS

(800)252-0090 ext. 362

$MONEY $ MONEY$. Immediate help Debt
consultations and signature loans to $20K. All

applicants considered. 1-800-221-5546.
Open 7 days.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333.

DOCUMENT PREPARATION
Q Premiuni Quality Services O

Text St Griphici

Contact ai3) 298-5309
""^

ai3)2«?-1198

RcMoiMbic Rjteg»w»
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67 Services Offered 96 Music Lessons 102 Travel Tickets 106

BEAR'S EDITINC
All subfccta. Thesea/Dtoaertatloni

Proposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPOB NOTR» SALE
Sharoo Bear, PhJ>
(2ia{>47a<662

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing

Afl Levels-All Stjbjeds

Foreign Students Welcome
Fast, Professional-Quaity Guaranteed

Can Research 213-477-8226

M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

aASSICAL PIANO LESSONS. Laureate of
International Competition. Reasonable price.

Your or my place. Phone (310)390-5030.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call
jean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levelV styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

Tutorir^ Offered 98

A BABY COULD PASS with DAA-COO Tutor-
ing. Tutors available in MOST ACADEMIC
SUBJECTS. Rates vary. (818)754-DAAGC)0
(3224). A local call >• no charge for referral.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native
teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian (213)478-5822.

MATH. TA tutors lower division thru graduate.
ALL problems solved, guaranteed results.

$1(\^r. Toni (213)474-6073.

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets
results. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional
service. (213)450-0133

LASER PRINTED PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
Satisfied customers. Employed by business,

scientific, entertainment, fashion industries.

$30. 398-2227.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experierKed Career Counselor. Also

college admission essays. Lee (21 3)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel 105

PATIENT TUTORMATH (ARITHMETIC THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS
WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF-
RELIANCE. FOR FREE INFO '~ALL JIM.
(213)747-5118.

WRITING TUTOR, help editing your papers by
experienced writer, J.D. MBA, foreign students
wekorne. (213) 824-2160.

Tutoring Needed 99

STA TRAVEL
Wc \o icon I iciv.

OW R/T

NEW YORK from 255 303

ECONOMK3 101A and 102 fbr UCLA stu-

dent. Call (310)204-4656.

IN HOME, BASIC COMPUTER LESSONS for

Mac Ilex. Preferrably evenings.
(310)470-4335. ,

TUTOR/NANNY WANTED for 8-yr-old boy
on written composition and spelling^ Female
preferred, leff (310)477-1141. ^

Typing 100

$1 .50 per page. Accurate, fast + experienced
typist. Just a step from campus on Cayley.
(310)824-2012.

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSKDNAL WORD
PROCESSING for Valley Students. 20 years
exp., laser, spelkhedc. (81 8)752-1 980 7 days,
8anv10pm. Rushes okay.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7.DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESEVTAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (213)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (irx:luding disaerta-

tions,mailings,resumes). Editing/graphics
available. Laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Ani (213)312-3332

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPRL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPER. APPLKIA-
TK>NS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 213-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,
scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Studgnt discount. (213)827-5090.

A+f FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/

editing, computer training resumes, transcrip-

tion. FAX. THE WORD PLACE.
(213)882-8008, (818)994-1094.

ANYTHING YOU CAN TYPE I CAN TYPE
BETTER. $2/page. Papers, resunr>e$, etc. Ken
(310)478-2986.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,
laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (213)788-9885.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,
syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Weslside.
(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, term papers,
scripts, theses, papers. National/ Sepulveda.
(213)397-9711.

IS TYPING your thing? i NO M can help. Fast,

accurate, flexible rates. Carolyn
21V671 -3610.

Modern Secreterial and Graphic services: IBM
& MAC. Discount to students. Pick up/
delivery. 24hr$ service. Angelica
(213)446^8899.

PERFECT SPELLING, top qualityMac wordpro-
cessing, free pick up/del. $2.25 page. Michael
(310) 477-4735. 9am-6pm.

AFFORDABLE, LIGHTENING FAST! PRECI-
SK)N WORD PROaSSINC. Resumes, theses,

dissertations, tapes. Laser. Font. M-F
8am-9pm. (310)475-0318.

PRECISK>N TYPING $2.50/Doublc Space
Page Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-
De livery Available (310)864-3981

PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICE. Theses-
term papers. Employment service. Delta Per-

sonnel Services, Simi Valley. (805)526-5210.

PROFESSIONAL WORDPROCESSING in my
home. High quality. Accurate. Weekends and
evenings ok! Good rates. Dee (21 3)398-1 2) 7.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-
wood (213)466-2888.

WORDPROCESSINGOESK TOP PLIBLISH-
ING, papers, resumes, transcriptions, ABA
format. Westwood. (213)473-5755

BOSTON

LONDON

FRANKFURT

LIMA

COSTARICA.

255 303

255 470

ATHENS

TOKYO

AUCKLAND

SYDNEY

315

/

190

370

399

540

590

520

769

299

740

523

895

989

* Restrictions can apply
* Eurail / A.Y.H. Passes / Ind. cvtis
* Advice from the experts

310-824-1574
914 WESTWOOD BLVD.
LOS ANGELES
CA 90024
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I
WORLDWIDE

S/i
STA TRAVEL

LOWEST RT AIR FARES
FROMUUMMMRMM SNOrr MOTCE

•TOKYO t64S

(men OOMOnCMn RUniMML CALLRM 1 MMY
. BARNEY'S TRAVEL
V (213)38^9161 _«^

TICKETS
^ Seattle $308.00

^ Dallas $248.00

+ St. Louis $298.00

^ New Orleans $338.00

+ Miami $357.00

^ Washington D.C.

$468.00

Travel Service
A -Level Ackerman

:^„ ,^, - 21 M-F 8:30-6, Sal 12 4
>1SUCW^ Call UCLA-FLY

LAX TO Frankfurt one-way, TWA, 12-10-91,
S25(yobo. Harold (310)390-2154.

LAX TO OAKLAND roundtrlp. Dec. 19-28th.
SaCVobo. Call (310)208-82141

LAX to SFO, departing 12/14 1 0«)am, return-

ir^ 12/15 7.'00pm. RoundUip $58, four
available. (310)390-4935.

ROUNDTRIP-MADRID, SPAIN. From LAX.
Leaving Dec.l. Open return. For $500. Fe-

male. Leave niewage (213)461-7482.

SAN FRAN on 2-round trip. 11/27-12/2.

$15(Vobo. Dion (310)479-4991.

Autos for Sale 109

'76 BMW 20002, Silver, 1 35,000m., sunroof,
am/fm caswtte. Very clean, fun to drive stick.

Smogged. Moving MUST SELL. $280(yobo. by
Nov. 30th. Dawn (818)997-3228

'81 HONDA ACCORD. Silver, 4-door,
5-speed, air, AM/FM cassette stereo, very
practical. $1875/obo. 824-3755

'84 NISSAN 300ZX.Red, automatic, exct. con-
dition, 48,100 mi. Ipcw 478. $6000.
(213)276-4712.

Travel Tickets

1 OW LAX TO ST. LOUIS OR DALLAS. Dec.
15. Male. American. $125/obo.
(310)824-3363.

L.A. to SAN FRANCISCO ROUNDTRIP, NOV
26-30. Only $55. Call Kayo in Hawaii (808)
941-2139.

'85 NISSAN 300ZX BLACK LOADED $6000
(310)479-1627.

'86 CHEVY SPRINT. 5-speed, 2-door, 54,000
miles, grey. $1,500. Pierre, (310)396-3491.

CHEAP! F.B.I. /U.S. SEIZED.
'89 Mercedes. ..$200, '86 VW...$50,
'87 Mercedes.. .$100,'65 Mustang.. .$50.
Choose from thousands starting $25 FREE 24
hour Recording Reveals details.
(801)379-2929, Copyright# CA11KJC

CHEVY Z24, '89, loaded, 30k miles. MUST
SELL. $7,000/obo. |oe 209-1291.

CONVERTIBLE VW-RABBIT '83. White, new
top, new tires, low mileage, great carl

$520(yobo. (213) 207-0109.

HONDA ACCORD '78. Good transportation.

$750. (310)470-2942, AMs.

VOLVO,'83, 4-door, excellent condition, 1

owner. Automatic, AM/FtA cassette, $3950.
(310)472-1680, (310)472-3228, a.m. and
evenings.

VOLVO '83 WGN AT/AC/PB OVERDRIVE
AM/FM CASS, RACK. NEW BRAKES. PERFECT
INTERIOR (LEATHER) $4450 DAVE
(21 3)208-0567. _^
VW BUG, 1970, 41k miles. Runs great. Must
sell- leaving town. $1300. Call Veronica
(310)285-0470.

VW BUG, '73. Bike, surf racks. AM/fM
camtte. Red, moving, must sell. $975/obo.
jill(21 3)824-2707.

VW GTI 1984. Silver with blue interior. A/C,
5-speed, sunroof, 57K miles. Original owner.
Ail maintenarKre papers. Very good shape
$2,800. 552-2822.

Motorcycles for Sale 1 14

HONDA VTR, 250, '89, $210(yobo, only
2400 miles. (310)390-5270.

Scooters for Sale 115

1989 HONDA SPREE 50. Must sell! Like r>ew.

$399/obo. (213)471-2409.

1989 RED HONDA ELITE, great condition,
only 950 miles, $575/obo. Lock included.
(213)824-1963.

'86 HONDA ELITE 80, Runs good, recently
tuned. $800/obo. Call soon. Greg
(213)837-4077.

YAMAHA 125, 1986. $950 or best offer.

Excellent condition. (213)208-4423

HONDA ELITE 50, NEW, 2-month-old, bik pd.
$1100. Look^ runs perfect. $850. 838-5371.

HONDA ELITE 50, 1989. Excellent condition.
With lock. $550/obo. Must sell.
(213)470-9757.

HONDA ELITE 80, '87. Fabulous condition.
Red. Master's lock. Superb. $95(Vobo. Tom
208-5869.

YAMAHA 125, 1986 $600. Needs woH^
willing to negoclate. Carmen (310)479-0906.

YAMAHA ZUMA 1989. Great condition,
white and blue, low mileage. $700. Call Luisa
824-7419.

Furniture for Sale 126

FUTON FOR SALE. Single & lonely. Wood
franr>e, great condition. $9(Vobo. Contact Devi,
275-6482.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

Misc. For Sale 128

TELESCOPE: LIKE NEW $60.00 OBO
(310)479-1627.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 1 3

1

COMPONENT SYST. Carver rec. 150 wattV
chni, Kenwood tape scan search, dolby, 8 C
HXPRO Yamaha, CD Polk Audio speaker.
GREAT SOUND/ POWER. $1000 ALL
838-5371.

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 286, 1MB, 5.25-FD
3.5TD 40HD, KEYBOARD, MONITOR, NEW
W/ WARRANTY. $620. (213)644-2612.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount u\d teach you to assemble it yourselfl
PC SUPPORT GROUP, (818)994-1188.

TOY
From page 40

had caught just eight passes this

season, none last season and only
six in his first two years.

Against the Trojans, Toy had
three carries for 14 yards, caught
six passes for 63 yards and scored a
touchdown.

Toy's first apparent touchdown
run was one of the game's most
controversial calls. Charging in

from the one yard-line. Toy
fumbled the ball in the pile. Brian
Allen recovered the ball for
UCLA, and received credit for the

score.

It took several minutes for the

officials to sort out what had
happened, as they looked for the

ball in the pile although Allen had
it in his hands.

"Down on the goal line we ran a
basic dive," Toy said. "I had the

ball secure, and I thought I had
broken the plane (of the goal line)

and then after that I had been
tackled.

"I think I made a mistake by
pulling the ball out to show (the

referees) that I had already crossed
the plane, and that's when the ball

knocked loose."

Toy redeemed himself in the

third quarter, when he helped

quarterback Tommy Maddox
break out of a 15-quarter touch-

down pass drought
Maddox and Toy hooked up

through the middle from the USC
17-yard line to put UCLA up 24-

-14. -

Toy, playing in his last game in

Los Angeles as a Bruin, said he
was especially happy to have a

career game against USC.
"Going into the game," he said,

**we made this our Rose Bowl. All

the seniors made a commitment to

beat USC. and it's great that we
finaUy did it"

SENIORS
From page 40

were to have at least one victory

over USC under their belts.

"Over my five years here it's

been tough coming in with high

expectations of beating USC and
being just 0-3-1 against them,"
fullback Maury Toy said. "As a

senior class we just grouped
together and said *We're going to

have to do it,' and (we) rallied the

younger guys around us and went
for the win."

Toy, who had a career day with

63 yards receiving, 14 yards
rushing and a surprise run off of a

fake punt, was one of 20 seniors in

uniform for Saturday's game.
The only one to have beaten the

Trojans previously was inside

linebacker Arnold Ale, who play-

ed for Notre Dame in 1988 when
the Irish defeated USC at the

Coliseum.

For the rest of the seniors, it had
been four years of frustration at the

hands of the Trojans. They had
come close to beating USC in 1989
with a 10-10 tie, and had played
one of the series' finest games in

1990, but the one thing they all

wanted— a win over USC— had
eluded them.

Until Saturday, when the Bruins
fulfilled one of three season goals

by beating USC 24-21 (the other

goals — finishing with a winning
record and making a bowl game—
were wrapped up before the USC
game). The win allowed UCLA's
senior class to close out their local

playing days with a win over Troy.

And while the seniors didn't

play a perfect game — Toy
fumbled in the end zone, flanker

Paul Richardson fumbled once and

comerback Dion Lambert gave up

a touchdown — the mistakes

quickly faded away as the game
ended and the celebrations began.
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"The Best Collection.^Lowest Prices!"

• $1J9 RENTALS TUES & THURS W. HOLLYWOOD
8800 Sunset Blvd.

^^ Free Parking in All Locations 657-8800

<$J^^un-Thurs 10-10 Fri-Sat 10-12
\

[•1^ '^x?^'^;^;!^ WESTWOOD VILLAGE
MON & WED! "^S"^ ^858-7600 1035 Gaylcy Ave.

N>>^

w<C ,^

•FIRST _^.
I RENTAL -^^^

I (wich •tudem/itafr/raculty IE> A. thi'g coupon)%^ ^^ ^^ Good (hni 12/10/91
*^ ' ^ 824-9922

soccer

TEAIi OUTTTmai
CUSTOM T^HIRTS

QRECK JACKETS, HATS, U5TTCRiriQ.

OFFSIDE
i 1710 Sutfa Monica BviL VXJI.

(OoMeoiicuv
_(2l3|j07-4226 820-663I

THE TOTALLY TOTAL

YOU AND MATRIX

YOUR STYLE

YOUR POISE

YOUR APPEARANCE

Matrix. It's hair care for the

total you in our professional

salon and for at-horr.e styling.

After a consultation, our

stylists will create a hair cut

that suits you and your life-

style. Then our experts will

design a totally personal

hair care system with Matrix

shampoos, conditioners, and
styling aids to keep you look-

ing your best between visits.

(Datrbc
HAm AND SKM CARE

If

FINALLY.
I

CONTACT
LENSES FOR
PEOPLE WHO
CAN'T SEE

EYE TO EYE

WJTH SOFT
LENSES!

Find out about

FLUOROPERM
Gas Permeable Daily

"or Extended Wear
Not Just A Cut...But A Great Haircut

|-|/^|PQ|JT REQUESTS OR APPTS. ARE $14

SUNDAYS AND ^"^ '"^ ^^'^''Y DISCOUNTS

MONDAYS ONLY

Custom Contact Lenses.

Daily Wear Soft Lenses-$1 75.00

Disposable Contact Lenses-$225.00

Just Call:

FULL SERVICE SALON

954 & 956 GAYLEY
WESTWOOD
RIGHT NEXT TO SIZZLER

(213)824-0710
(213)824-7697

DR. QUACKENBUSH, O.
10955 Weybum Ave.
Corner of Weybum & Broxton

208-4748

f^t«^

CI.VSSK.

•Not valid on Sicilians or with any other offer. Must mention ad.

CUP AND SAVE

Exp. 12 2 91 (

8 05 LARGE
o.u;:^ PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

TAX INCLUDED Limit 3 pizzas per address

CUP AND $AVE

Exp. 12/2/91

8 05 LARGE

ONE TOPPING

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address

CUP AND SAVP-

Exp. 122 91

Q 05 LARGE
O.KJD PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

TAX INCLUDED Umit 3 pizzas per address
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Copeland's Sportsn^ k

NOV 2GTH
1 0AM - 9PM*

SS?S
'V^

^5i

CURRENT PRICES
*Mall Hours Will Vary

EVERYTHING
IN STOCK

EXCEPT GOLD MEDAL ITEMS
2 ITEM AND QUANTITY PRICING NOT IN
EFFECT. 20% OFF CURRENT PRICES MAY

BE OFFERED IN FUTURE ADS.

JUST A FEW EXAMPLES
ATHLETIC SHOES

CURUCMT
PRICE

Special Group
Basketball Shoes 36.99
Special Group ^^^ kq
Kid's Basketball Shoes 26.99 Z I

20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

Women's Aerobic Shoes. EXTRJI ZO /O
OFF CURRENT PRtCCS

Golf Shoes-

Hiking Boots

EXERCISE & ATHLETICS

Golf Equipment EXTRJI 20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

Tennis Racquets EXTRJI ZO /o
OFF CURRENT PRICES

Exercise Equipment EXTRJI ZU /O
OFF CURRENT PRICES

Baseball Equipment EXTRA ZO /C

Rollerblades
,

OFF CURRENT PRICES

20%EXTRJI ^%M'/0
OFF CURRENT PRICES

SPORTSWEAR & SKI APPAREL
CURRENT
PRICE '^

All Warmups.
OFF CURRENT PRICES

All FU
Sweat Shirts & Pants

All

Nylon Jackets. .<.

All Lycra

Workout Apparel.

Special Group
Unisex Shell Pants.

Special Group
Unisex Fleece lined Jackets.

20%
RRENT PRICEt

Eimu20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

E]mu20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

EXTIU20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

EXTm20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

Exniji20%
OFF CURRENT PRICES

COLO
MEDAL ITEMS
NOT INCLUDED

SKI EQUIPMENT

I OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Qw ii rtMii t aiM* HmW»< to U»ek am kanrf. h4vmrU—4 mmr€ttat4k—
Mpo wlm Ml* •«*«t«. lUfutor. erjftwrt Mtrf cwrrvM prices ar*

i»iiH»< m %mt»9 2VH dtoemtnt •aplm at ctaaa •!
COLO MCDAL SCRVICI ITUM WILL NOT BE OtSCOUMTtO

an4 may i

Wni Nk.
TMSkAU.

' may net

Copeland's Sports
1 001 IMESTWOOD BLVD

lltfESTWOOD

Dra^fon Express
Chinese Fast Food

Free
Delivery
($8.00 Min.)

Limited Area

CO] i:{f PI^TTR Jit^ R(\ Includes fried rice or chow mein* *^*^-'"'^ ^^•OO plus any two sU carte items.
^^ ^^w ^^ ^^- .•.m^^ _ : :^^ ^PV MPI <W '9V9 4W : JPi^ W99 ^9^

i ecS^^U, with the purcha^ of i

JM^^^'Zi^^^^i^^ ^ CombinatioB Plate
i

Hours
Monday-Sunday llam-llpm

1147 Westwood Blvd.
(Across from McDonald's)

208-4928

/^
Don't let the holidays weigh you up.

SCALE DOWN!
00 ^ ip / J5(

UNIVERSITY
OBESITY CENTER

at the LCLA .Medical Plaza.

has

RAPID WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM
FINALLY AND PERMANENTLY

New Groups starting.

Call immediately
(818)501-3881

Programs eligible for private health insurance coveraee.

L.A. 's only
iday Night Football
New York style

Monday Night Football
Complimentary
Hot Dog Buffet
$1.75 16 oz. Miller Drafts

Beer & Burger Speciai
1 /3 lb. Cheese Burger,
French Fries

& Draft Miller Lite

or Genuine
only $4.75
( 4 pm. to closing)

.V.

I

.v.r

I

ALL SPORTS -

AU THE TIME!
Take a front
row seat to all

L.A. games;
plus

top>-notch out
of town

coverage I

Catch Alll

College & Pro
Sports Action

Here!
Special Sports

Buffets for

Selected
Gomes

*******^********"*"" "
innnnnfLrinjB

UP
It couM only happen in Apple's!

3001 Wilshlre Blvd. Santa Monica, CA. 90403 (213) 828-3000

i^
;

Urn Qallegos

• I-

UCLA Spork Irtf^

From page 39

space, chested the ball and tapped

it into the goal.**

Charles said, **That was just a

bad goal, a terrible way to start the

second half.**

Although the 1-0 lead looked to

be more than enough to hold off the

Pilots, UCLA needed the extra

score to put the final nail in

Portland's coffin.

As has been the norm for the
Bruins all season, midfielder Joe-
Max Moore delivered the crucial

score with a highlight-reel play.

This score, though, surprised
everyone, including Moore him-
self.

In the 52nd minute, Moore took
a throw-in near the Portland
endline. From about 30 yards out,

:

Moore dribbled toward his right,

undefended. Finally, after letting

his teammates move inside the

Pilot box, Moore unleashed a high
cross toward the left post

**Al halftime, Sigi told us to

swing more balls to the backpost,
since KeUer was trying to pinch us
off to the other side,** Moore said.

"What happened took me by
surprise.**

Instead of the ball dipping
toward the players in the box, it

instead curved the other way, past
the extended right arm of Keller
and hugged the far left comer of
the net.

*That had to have been the best
cross Fve ever seen,** a bewildered
Keller said. "He*ll be lucky if he
ever does that again.**

It was the sophomore Moore *s

team-leading 18th goal and 43rd
points of the season.

"AftCT the second goal, I knew it

was all over,** Charles said.

His counterpart. Schmid,
agreed: "If it was not Joe*s goal
that won the game, we would have
had other opportunities, but I agree
that the second goal took all the
steam out of them.**

The game in hand, the Bruins
were able to cruise home the rest of
the way, adding a goal by forward
Tim Gallegos in the 65th minute.
Moore moved down the center

of the field and tapped a pass to

Jones near the left endline. Jones
moved in and took a shot at the
goal that Keller was able to deflect

Unfortunately for the Pilots, the

ball riaxheted to UCLA midfiel-
der Ty Miller who then relayed it

to Gallegos on the right side. The
senior shot the ball by a diving

Keller into the right comer of the
net for the game*s final goal.

•The ball just squirted out into
the back post and I was there,** said

Gallegos who recorded his tenth
goal and 24th point of the season.
The Bruins now move on to play

Santa Clara in a game that not only
will decide one of the Final Four
participants, but also the season-
long question of who is the best

team on the West Coast
*This is our chance to prove we

are number one.** Gallegos said.

"Everyone*s been asking who*s
better us or Santa Clara, and herc*s
our opportunity to answer them.**

Stanffbrd and OSU
win rivaliy games
to end Pao-10 play
By Mark Brubaker

The Pac-10 conference is

unique in college football in that

each team has one archrival geo-
graphically close and that they all

play on the same day.

Yes. Saturday was rivalry day in

the Pac-10. with games like the

Civil War. the biggest cat and dog
fight in the world and the "Big
Game.**

They were all big games on this

day, especially that last one, which
wasn*t technically an upset, but it

sure felt like one.

California at Stanford

For the first time in recent
memory it was this game that was
shown on national television
instead of USC-UCLA, and right-

fully so. The Bay Area teams
swept the SoCal teams this year,

and the Big Game was really the

big game.

No. 21 Stanford (8-3, 6-2 Pac
10) was a one point favorite in Palo
Alto over No, 6 California (9-2, 6-

2), a fact which upset the Bears and
caused cries of "No respect.** But
Stanford proved the oddsmakers
«ght and spanked Cal, 38-21.

The loss was only Cars second
of the year, but it dropped the

Bears into a three-way tie for

second place in the conference
with Stanford and UCLA.

There was a huge flurry of hype,
and the excitement carried over to

the players. Earlier in the week.
Bears* receiver Brian Treggs guar-

anteed a victory over the Cardinal
and said he would move from
Berkeley to Palo Alto if Cal lost

After catching only three balls

for 32 yards in the loss, Treggs
would probably be welcomed with
open arms on the west side of the

Bay.

When Stanford coach Dennis
Green first came to Palo Alto he
vowed to tum the Cardinal into a
bigger and tougher team. It showed
Saturday.

Fullback *Touchdown** Tommy
Vardell, who lips the scales at 235
pounds, had 39 carries for 182
yards behind an offensive line that

is the biggest in the nation. With
his performance Vardell set the

single season rushing record at

Stanford with 1.084 yards.

Vardell gave credit to the O-
line. which includes 6-7, 300
tackle Bob Whitfield, one of the

best players in the country at his

position.

"After a while, 300 pounds of
meat and strength are going to get

to you.*' Vardell told the Los
Angeles Times.

On the other side of the ball.

Cal's Russell White rushed for

only 89 yards and didn*t score, and
Lindsey Chapman got only 21

yards on nine carries. Place kicker

Doug Brien. who has hit some big

field goals this season, missed

three field goals for the Florida

Citrus Bowl-bound Bears.

After starting the season with

games against Washington. Color-

ado. Arizona and Notre Dame.
Stanford was 1-3 and figured to be

going nowhere. But a change at

quarterback from Jason Palumbis
to sophomore Steve Stenstrom of

El Toro, Calif., has brought seven

consecutive victories and a trip to

the Aloha Bowl on Christmas Day.

Oregon State at Oregon

They call this one the Civil War
up in Oregon, and Saturday's game
was the equivalent of the South

"All the hard work,

what we have been

through as a team, for

the players to finish the

season with a win in

the *Civil War' game is

a tremendous thing for

our program."

Jerry Pettlbone
OSU Football Coach

winning the Great American
Tragedy.

OSU (1-7. 1-10). who had lost

its previous 15 games, shocked the

Ducks to give first-year coach
Jerry Pettibone his first win as a

Beaver and Oregon Slate's first

win in Eugene since 1973.

Oregon managed only a field

goal in the 14-3 loss, only the

second loss to OSU in Rich
Brooks' coaching career.

"It's a great, great win." Petti-

bone told the Associated Press

-aftd ending the nation's longest

losing streak. "All the hard work,
what we have been through as a

team, for the players to finish the

season with a win in the *Civil

War' game is a tremendous thing

for our program.**

Oregon State running back
Chad Paulson became the first

Beaver to rush for more than 100
yards in a game in the last two
years. Paulson tallied 149 yards
and scored one touchdown in

Pettibones option offense.

Washington State at Washing-

ton

The Huskies continued their

stronghold on the Apple Cup in the

cat and dog fight against the

Cougars, and finished the season

with an 11-0 record and No. 2-

ranking.

Just the fact that Wazzu scored

21 points against the top-rated

defense in the country was a moral
victory. It was obvious that WSU
(4-7) didn't have the horses to play

with Washington, but coach Mike
Price didn*t help things by
announcing earlier in the week that

he voted for Miami over
Washington for No. 1 in the UPI
coaches poll.

The win gave Huskies coach
Don James his first undefeated and
untied team in 17 years as a head
coach.

"It took a long time to get here."

James told the Associated Press.

"It's so hard to go undefeated in

this league because it's got so

much balance. It's a tremendous

accomplishment I've never had
this feehng before."

Quarterback Billy Joe Hobert
passed for 236 yards including a

69-yard strike to Orlando McKay
just minutes into the game.

Arizona at Arizona State

The Sun Devils (6-5) won the

battle of the Grand Canyon State

for the first time since 1981. to

ensure themselves of a winning

record.

ASU fans tore down both

goalposts in Sun Devil Stadium
after the 37-14 victory over the

Wildcats. The game was never in

question as Arizona State held a

37-0 lead at one point

Arizona finished the season at

4-7.
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CREAT PRICES

THINK HOLIDAYS
-USE OUR

LAYAWAY PLAN
JEWELRY COUNTER • WOMENSWEAR

B-LEVELACKERMAN UNION

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY
(CLEAftCOLOfl) $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (6mo Mvpty). $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED .$139 PR

BaadtnUmblHiMt

EYE EXAM S15
I

Free Beuech n Lomb Renu Care Kk (w^ns)
H«rTNO«K:IM«fVBMM UN MKlft MM «aCE M)

Mad. Mgml. Admin.

Q
DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

> UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT n,

* TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK
AIR CONDITIONED

1 093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-399

1

Westwood Village, above the \X/hcrehouse

s

§$15
QI^h QHh QI^B OHfi Q^^b tf^fc Q^^D ^Hft ^Mft ^l^b ^Mft ^H^b ^H^b ^Bfe cj^^b

213)842-6094 (800) 842-6094

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

IN WESTWOOD - OPEN 7 DAYS

-M4.

^, II

Advertise
=fn the=
DAILY
BRUIN

825-2161

Christine 's
'Bring ttWs

ad (or prices

EARLY AND EVENING APPTS.
Hours: 9AM-9PM
•FULL SET $20
•Man|ciire $5
•Pedicure $10
•FilL $13
Visa«Mastercard»Ama: Exp

m
478-7811

1361 Westwood Bl. Westwood
2 Blks. a of WilshiM

One of the nations most respected sperm donor programs

is now selecting

QUALIFIED SPERM DONORS

Help Infertile Couples Monetary Compensation

Free extensive health testing, including chromosomal analysis

THE U.S.C. SPERM BANK
Call (213) 343-9967

THE WESTWOOD SIZZLER
$4.99 BRUIN DEAL/

J-'i!"^ x^'iii JiMKc i't Sim Flip I IN. (. 1iKk<.n ^n IViiu Siilum <u.ik [^lu> I\'i,iiiV.

Kkc . 'I \ cl'mI'L^ .iMvI J C iiwii 1 ^iniK'i S.il.kl. Or Lhi)i»N*. miii ik \\ \\\\W\ C \uirt

w \\w \ iiK likk^ om All Vni C .m ii.ii I h>t .\p|\ tim, M.ikr \i iii 0\\ ii >iinvl.K-

1 \^-^ii. I L'l r,i>i,i. 1 Vli. TooijvLi. Sour. I i\>h 1 mil mJ S,il ij IVn.

Offer Valid

Open to Close

CXti-t \<ilui \Mth voiipiMi or L C 1 A ID

Sizzler
» BUFFET COURT & GRILL

Offer Vajid Only At:

922 Gayley Ave.

Westv^'ood Village

I
Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. 12/15/91

CARLTON HAIR I

INTERNATIONAL I

UCLA Special I

Must be presented to receptionist l)efore services |

I

I

I

I

I

I

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 CUT ^ BLOW
$50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS
WESTWOOD

Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

MUST snow UCLA STUDEtlT ID.

OR EMPLOYEE ID. Wmi COUFOFi
W§ rmtnt iu r^kl I* n/im* imvitt U mv

475-3264 clm aJUtW t»uiumm m rttHt
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ALL AMERICAN SHUTTLE - SPECIAL OFFER
UCLA to LAX SPECL\L
•$U one w»y •Raerwciom 24hn
-•i-. ^ .

Inadvanc*

1 OrtA eoc ^wl-u.
•»»««"<« trip 'DiUy 24hr .ervice

1.800.585.2LAX (213)641.4090

Thinking Alwvt
MBA or Grad SdMol?
Free 40-page Graduate School

Application Guide. Call:

800-777.EXAM (bmbn

EGG DONORS NEEDED..
for infertile women. If you are under

35 and healthy, you could have the

satisfaction of helping someone in a

very special way. Contact AMI South
Bay Hospital IVF Center

at (213) 318-4741.

Compensation provided.

>>IWII.South Bay
^L^ l4riCnii"^l 5HN. Prospect Ave.^ nUd |J I Ld I Redondo Beach

't

Sports

Running back Kevin Williams turns the corner on a 72-yarcl touchdown run
against USC. the longest run In the series since the World War II era.

• •

In the
QREEN/DaUy Bruin

first quarter

From page 1

outside him, untouched down the
right sideline.

"We thought we could get a big
play like that when USC was in

that particular defense." Williams
said. "I looked over, snuck a peek
at the defense and thought, 'Yeah,
here we go.*"

The Bruins then increased their

lead to 17-0 on a fiimble recovery
by tight end Brian Allen in the end
zone, on a play that had even the

officials confused.

After fullback Maury Toy
gained 13 yards on a fake punt to
keq) the UCLA drive alive, the
Bruins moved the ball to the USC.
1-yard line.

They gave the ball to Toy. who
plunged into the middle of the line

and disappeared. The ball squirted
loose aflCT a moment, apparently
unseen by almost everyone except
Allen, who picked it up and stood
in the end zone, holding the ball

aloft

The officials searched the pile of
bodies in vain for the ball, until

they noticed Allen.

After conferring for over a
minute, they ruled that Toy had
fumbled the ball before his for-

ward progress had been stopped,
and that Allen's recovery was
good for a Bruin touchdown.

"It was a real time capsule there
where you really didn't know what
they were going to do,** said
Donahue.

Toy and the other Bruins insist

that he had gotten into the end
zone, and Toy said that he was just
trying to show the officials the ball,

when it got ripped loose.

"Somehow I just reached in and
grabbed it.** said Allen. "I just

picked it up from the pile.**

Regardless. UCLA had a 17-0 '

lead and seemed to have the game
in hand, an appearance which was
shattered when USC drove down
the field and scored with only 46
seconds to play in the half on a 13-

yard touchdown pass from Perry to

Curtis Conway.
It was only Perry's second

touchdown pass of the season, and
the first of Conway*s career.

A subdued, somewhat stunned
Bruin team left the field and
trudged to the locker room.
"We seemed to be half in the

tank.** Donahue said. "It bothered
me. Instinctiv^, I just didn't feel

good at halftirhe about the reaction
of our team.**

He couldn't have felt any better

when Richardson fumbled the
second-half kickoff away to the
Trojans.

But the Bruins dodged a bullet
when Trojan kicker JJ. Dudum
missed a 28-yard field goal
attempt. Dudum was playing for
starting kicker Cole Ford, out with
a hip injury.

But they could not dodge
another USC score, this time a 1-

yard run by Peny, to narrow the
gap to 17-14.

Momentum was all USC*s, and
they seemed on the verge of taking
the game from the Bruins.

But Tommy Maddox responded
to the pressure and led UCLA on
an 1 1-play. 73-yard drive on which
he completed three clutch third-

down passes, the last one to Toy
for a 17-yard score that proved to
be the winning touchdown.

It was Maddox 's first touch-
down pass in 15 quarters, a streak
that stretched back to the Arizona
State game on Oct 26.

Maddox finished with 22 com-
pletions in 32 attempts for 236
yards, one touchdown and one
intercq>tion.

"He played great," said
Donahue of his young quarterback.
"We won. and he led his team and I

thought he played great**

Perry answered back with
another touchdown pass, this time

a 6-yard toss to tight end Yonnie
Jackson on the first play of the
fourth quarter that made the score
24-2L

But that would be the last

scoring in the game, as the UCLA
defense forced the Trojans to punt
on their next two possessions, and
then sacked Perry on the crucial
fourth-down to end the USC
threat, sending the UCLA sideline
into a ftienzy.

After the game ended, many of
the players ran over to the UCLA
student section to celebrate, grins
plastered on their faces.

*That*s what makes it so spe-
cial, after the game the crowd is

going crazy and it makes you feel

special.** Maddox said. **It*s sweet
considering the last four years. I

think everybody knows how big
this game is; I don't care where
you're going or what the records
are.-

Every UCLA player echoed
Maddox *s sentiments.

*T wanted to win this game
worse than I've ever wanted to win
any game in any sport, ever,**

UCLA's Daly echoed.
Toy added. •*We made this our

Rose Bowl.-
Tackle Craig Novitsky summed

things up for UCLA.
"It was a great day to be a

Bruin.-

-vrnr« v/nJNG^aly Bruin

After receiving a water-cooler bath from his players following
UCLA's defeat of USC. a soaked Terry Donahue had good reason
to smile.
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NCAAs lie ahead for polo
Despite close USC loss

make
By Andre Kell

Dally Bruin Staff

The UCLA water polo team
ended its season at Southern
California on Saturday in a heart-

breaking 8-7 loss and hit a couple
of bars in the process.

Not the type of bars to drown
sorrows, but crossbars.

"We had lobs hitting the cross
bar, shots from two meters hitting

the cross bar. my shots hitting the
cross bar — we just couldn't put
the ball into the goal.- a dejected
Oliver WiU said.

"We deserved to lose this game.
I didn't think we executed any-
thing. The guys were trying to win
the game by themselves.*' UCLA
head coach Guy Baker said shortly

after the game.

Despite the loss, the Bruins have
earned a spot in the eight-team
NCAA Championship tourna-
ment, to be held this week at

Belmont Plaza Pool in Long
Beach.

UCLA failed to capitalize on

several critical man-up advantages
late in the second half of play, and
use took UCLA's missed oppor-
tunities to score on its own
chances.

After starting the fourth quarter
tied, 6-6. Danny Leyson and
Reggie Torres opened up a two-
goal Trojan lead with 4:31 to play.

Leyson's shot came on a USC
man-up advantage, while Torres
tipped his own missed shot back in

past UCLA's Dan Hackett.

The Bruins managed to pull
within one after Will passed to
Marc Heenan on a UCLA counter-
attack. Heenan took Will's pass
and made a nice tip-in to make it

8-7.

USC managed to hold on to the
ball until 22 seconds remaining on
the game clock. Then, finaUy with
the ball. UCLA called a timeout to

set up a final play.

However. Will's pass from the

middle of the pool was deflected,

and the Trojan^ gained possession
and ran the clock out for the win.
"They were really fired up.

We're playing at their home pool,

it's their last game. That (win)
made their season," said senior
driver Gary O'Brien. "I thought
we play^ intense but were just

weren't moving around enough."
The Trojans finished their sea-

son on a positive note with a 14-15
record (1-5 in the Pac-10), while
the Bruins ended regular-season
play 17-9 (3-3 in the Pac-10).

According to Baker, the Bruins
did not want to close out their

season with a loss.

'This (loss) hurts the team, and
it could hurt us at NCAAs," Baker
said.

"I think our hole men are getting

better, but we still are not cashing
in our opportunities — which we
need to do next week," Will said in

reference to what UCLA needs to

improve on at the NCAA tourna-
ment
UCLA goalie and team captain

Dan Hackett finished the game
with eight saves, while USC
goalies Sean McCloskey and
Andrew Tinseth respectively had
five and four saves.

The Trojans were led in scoring
by Leyson and Matt Wendt. both
scoring two goals each. Heenan.
Chris Kellerman and Will scored
two a piece for UCLA, while Mike
Wilmink scored once.

NAILS
QtUmm

Rll

Manicure
A Pedicure
Manicure

$11.00

i
13.00
5.00

We also do s/lf St fiberglass
- Mon-Sat 10-7

10918 Kinross Ave.
Westwood

Fof appt. COM: (2 1 3) 20^601 5 Of 208-3500

Oregon and Oregon State
cramble to UCLA's spikes
By Zachary Aron
and Greg Jones
Dally Bruin Staff

A major goal of the UCLA
women's volleyball team for the
weekend's matches against Ore-
gon State and Oregon was to raise

its level of play in preparation for

the upcoming playoffs.

After viewing the Bruins' ons-
laught Friday and Saturday, many
of those fans in attendance at the

Wooden Center would agree that

UCLA head coach Andy Bana-
chowski and his players accom-
plished their goal.

Friday. Oregon State was simp-
ly no match. Earlier in the year.

UCLA was forced to five games
before winning in Corvallis. Ore.,

but the match was different this

time.

The Bruins dispatched Oregon
Slate quickly and effectively. 15-4.

15-10, 15-7, in one of their best-

played matches of the year.

Keying ihe win for UCLA was
the play up front by middle
blockers Lisa Hudak and Marissa
Halchett and setter Julie Bremner.

"Things went well tonight**
Bremner said. "We were concen-
trating on ball control and it

worked well for us tonight"

Hudak (3 blocks) and Hatcheu
(9 blocks) were instrumental in the

Bruins blocking success. In hitting

below .100 as a team, the Ducks
were rarely able to get the ball by
the Bruin blockers.

"I thought it went really well."

Hudak said. "We are starting to

play with more focus than before.

"Marissa 's a strong blocker,"

Hudak continued. "She and Julie

have been connecting very well."

Outside hitters Natalie Williams

(.364 hitting percentage) and
Annett Buckner (.696, 17 kills)

were also solid on Friday, putting

away a large majority of Brem-
ner's 26 assists.

Most of UCLA's remaining

points came off Oregon State

passing errors that floated over the

net allowing Hudak, Hatchctt and

company to pounce on them.
"We did well in keeping the

intensity up throughout the whole
match." Buckner said. *This is

what we wanted to do for a long
time."

The Bniins continued the ons-
laught on Saturday evening,
sweeping Oregon rather easily,

15-12, 15-6. 15-4.

While many were fighting the

traffic back from the Coliseum,
728 volleyball fans saw UCLA
take apart a helpless Oregon
squad.

*The intensity wasn't quite as
high as last night but Oregon
played us a little bit better than
Oregon State," Banachowski said.

*They were a litde bit bigger team,
and we weren't able to quite hit as
easily as we did last night"

sun. the Bruins hit a solid .367,
and were led by the freshman
phenom Buckner, who had 19 kills

and had one spike in the third game
that will be remembered for some
time.

"She hit a ball on a quick set

harder than anybody I have ever
seen," Banachowski said. *That hit
is going to be talked about on the
team for quite a while."
Other Bruins who played well

include Williams (18 kills, .419
hitting percentage), Hatchett (9
kills, 7 blocks) and Hudak (8 kills.

.538 hitting percentage).

2 for 1 Special!
To Introduce Myself to You I Am Offering a Special Promo o^

50% OFF HAIRCUTS WHEN TOU BRING IN
~"

A FRIEND ON THE SAME DAK
Morning thru Evening • Monday thru Saturday

Call PARIS for an Appointment
Must Bring Ad for Appointment

1015 Cayley #105 in Westwood Village (just half a block south ofWeybum)

(310)824-5006

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESTOOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.
Westwood, CA 90024

(213)478-6869
(818)988-0110

Middle blocker Marissa Hatchett had nine kills and seven blocks
In UCLA's three-ganne victory over Oregon on Saturday.

BUY ONE

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

SHOW UCLA ID AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANV FOOTLONG

iSUBUJflV"
COUPON VALID ONLY

11 278 SANTA MOMCA BLVD. U
Corner of Sawtelle & Santa Monica R

1 Block West of 405 S
477-9987 i^

SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE. SUPERS EXTRA
EXPIRES 12/2/91 u
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Women's basketball shreds Waves
By Terry White
Daily Bruin Staff

MALIBU — In its inaugural
game of the year, the UCLA
women's basketball team handily
defeated Pepperdine, 80-67, Fri-

day night at the Firestone Field-

house.

Before 1.600 raucous Pepper-
dine fans, the Bruins Stormed out
to a 9-0 lead in the first half and
never let the Waves back into the
game.

At one point early in the secoitd
half. UCLA led by a hefty 24-point
margin (53-29) and showed no
signs of letting up. In the second

half, the Waves rallied to come
within 10, but they would come no
closer.

Although UCLA never had the
Waves close on its heels, the
Bruins found themselves in a
tough situation when center Lynn
Kamrath and sophomore forward
Amy Jalewalia both got into early
foul ttDuble.

With the two main components
of the Bruin frontcourt on the
bench with fouls, senior Rehema
Stephens stepped up to fill in on the
frontline.

Stephens ended the game with
20 points and 10 rebounds.
Moore emphasized that the

forwards need to learn to watch

their fouls in order to stay on the
court late in the game when UCLA
needs them the most.

*They can*t help us on the bench
in foul trouble." said Moore about
her big forwards Kamrath and
Jalewalia. "If they can learn that
lesson and we still come up with a
win, that's great"
The Bruins* unrelenting defense

kept the Waves well out of reach
for almost the entire game. In the
first half. UCLA forced 15 Wave
turnovers while only coughing it

up twice.

**I thought our defense allowed
us to dictate the tempo." Moore
said.

Junior point guard Nicole

Anderson came up with a solid

effort for UCLA on both ends of
the court. She scored 20 points,

provided a defensive spark and
stole the ball seven times.

Before fouling out with five

personals, Kamrath blocked two
Pepperdine shots and grabbed
eight rebounds.

With two key players out of the
action, the UCLA bench
responded and filled in the gaps
well. Sophomore guard Detra
Lockhart came in and played most
of the game, scoring 16 points.

The Bruins will play their next
game after .Thanksgiving when
they host Santa Clara on Dec. 1 in

the Wooden Center. Detra Lockhart
UCLA Sports Info

COMPUTER SALE
• One Year Parts and
Labor Warranty ^ free

• 1 oo% IBM Compatible "^ mouse

286/386/486
Connplete Super VGA Systems

286-1 2 Mhz (40MB HD. Complete Mono System) $545
386SX- 1 6 Mhz (52MB HDW/ 17ms. SVGA) $945
386SX-20 Mhz (52MB HDw/17ms.SVGA)...,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,rrn . $970'

386-25 Mhz (85MB HDW/ 15ms. SVGA) $1150

386-33 Mhz W/64.K Cache (85MB HD w/1 5ms. SVGA) $1260

486-33 Mhz W/64K Cache ( 1 20MB HD w/ 1 5ms. SVGA). ... $1 700
486-33 Mhz W/256K Cache (1 20MB,hiD w/l5ms. SVGA).. $1770

Each SVGA system includes
1MB RAM
I 2MB or I 44MB Floppy Drive
1 4" Hyundai SVGA Monitor .28dp
TWdent SVGA Card W/1M&256 Cola
2PCy2HD lOe Controller

ATI/0(2S/iPiriG)4 lOl Keyboard

Upgrades:
1MB RAM Add $45

1 .2MB or 1 .44MB FD....Add $55
40MB HD to 52MB HD....Add S40
52MB HD to 85MB HD...j\dd S80
85MB HD to 1 20MB HD...Add S80

Bring ad to James Cho
for a free nrKXJse with any

system pxirchase

HOLIDAY SPECIALS

._^0*
•>^av^'

BEST QUALITY
BEST SERVICE

40I S.Vermont Ave. Suites 5&6
Los Angeles, CA 90020

km;
(2 1 3) 384-660

1

•^

Cartton Salon Marquis
Westwood Marquis Hotel

930HilgardAve

Westwood, CA 9002A

208-4477
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It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe
You have one night

It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the

dreaded astronomy 6Jtam.

On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniendy So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.

If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar

system faster, too. w^ .*"

Revive with VIVARIN:
(Hr as dirrdrd itM»ms(jnrmrrqut<fttrMnltmucapi>i4u4frr <C l<>9n SmNtiMiiir Bm hwn
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Santa Clara next
for Brain
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Far West Regionals
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By Zachary Aron
Dally Bruin Staff

Playing without two of its

siaitcrs, the Portland Pilots best
hope of defeating the UCLA
soccer team was to play in a
defensive zone and hope to capi-
talize on any Bruin errors.

And the plan worked. But only
for one half.

Scoring three goals in the
second half. UCLA spoiled any
Portland hopes of an upset and
posted a convincing 3-0 victory
over the Pilots Sunday in an
NCAA tournament second-round
game.

With the win at the North Soccer
Field, the Bruins move on to a
matchup with Santa Clara in the
Far West Regional Final. The
Broncos ensured themselves on
Saturday a place in the final with a
3-0 victory over Fresno StatSj

After a scoreless first half, Bmij
head coach Sigi Schmid told

players to utilize their sp<

advantage ovct the Pilots.

For most of the first 45 minutes,\
Portland had moved into a defen
sive shell in hopes of negating the
Bruins team speed The Pilots
were also going without two key
players, defender Sam Singer and
high-scoring forward Jeff Betts.

The strategy paid off in the
beginning as the Portland defense,
led by AU-American goalie Kasey
Keller, turned away all 10 Bruin
first-half shots. The only clear
UCLA goal-scoring chance came

toward the end of the first-half

when a shot by striker Tim
Gallegos glanced off the left post

Meanwhile, a counterattacking
Portland offense threw some
scares into the Bruin defense and
the crowd of 1,353 with three solid

goal-scoring opportunities.

"I thought we played cautiously
at the start," Schmid said. "I told
them to be more direct at halftime
and play quicker. Then the goals
came.**

Combined with the Bruins step-
ping on the accelerator, the Pilot

players were simply out of gas
after the first half.

**The game went exactly the way
we wanted it to go at halftime."
said Portland head coach Clive
Charles. "But I looked at my
players at halftime and some of
Lhem had nothing left."

UCLA was quick to capitalize,

scoring their first goal only 43
seconds into the second half.

Midfielder Zak Ibsen moved down
the right side and sent a cross over
to the front of the box. Sam George
then was able to head it over to the
left post, which drew out the
goalkeeper Keller.

From there, striker Cobi Jones
had a clear angle at the goal, and
used his left foot to loop the shot
into the right comer of the net
^am beat his man and I knew

where he would lay it off," Jones
said about his eighth goal and 33rd
point of the season. "I ran to the

Q^^ e^ww^iT- r: '^'^^If'
f ^ Joe^Wax Moore scored UCUV's second goal In Its 3-0 win over Portland In NCAa1!S(^See SOCCER, page 34 round playoff action.

HONM SANTA MOMIM
SCOOTER SALE

HEADLINES is always ready and eager to serve the
Bruins. We are here when you need us!

PRICES
SO LOW!

• UCLA Discounts on Accessories

• Low Monthly Payments

•1st Time Buyer Program

• Trades Welcome

OINER & PRESS CLUB
WES 1 WOOD

208-2424 10922 Kinross Westwood Vlllsige

SALES•SERVICE
: • PARTS•ACCESSORIES

1804 Lincoln Blvd. Santa Monica
Open 6 Days ^^^^^

Mon-Fri 9-7 Sat 9-5 HiHi
(310)450^4643 HIS
Sm our Ml In the IX:LA DIRECTORY

Checks Welcome
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'lliis is why you come to UCLA— to beat USC
Seniors beat

USC in last

chance ever

om^ Bruin

By Scott Bloom
Daily Bruin Staff

With the lights of downtown
Los Angeles shimmering like a
movie backdrop, the senior mem-
bers of the UCLA football team
came up with a Hollywood ending
for their fmal local game.

Defeating USC for the first time
in their Bruin careers, UCLA*s
departing seniors showed a combi-
nation of exhilaration and palpable

relief.

**This is definitely the highest

point of my UCLA career/' safety

Matt Daiby said. "This is what you
come to UCLA for— to beat USC— and we did it"

Guard Scott Spalding agreed,

'This is the most tremendous
victory I have ever been a part of.

You hear people of the past talk

about beating the Trojans, but you
can't feel it unless you live it"

Mostly, though, the Bruins
talked about how relieved they

Defensive end Mike Chalenski recovers the ball after a hit by Arnold Ale caused USC quarterback Reggie Perry to fumble on fourth-

and-five. See SENIORS, page 33

Toy plays

in senior
11

By Scott Bk>om
Daily Baiin Staff

To the 84,623 fans in

attendance at the Coliseum
Saturday, it looked like just

another punt
Nothing special, right?

The Bruins, already leading

10-0, had a fourth-and-three

situation at the Trojans 49
yard-line.

Punter Darren Schager
came out on the field, look-

ing to go deep on USC. Both
teams were in a standard

punt formation.

But before anybody at the

Coliseum knew what had
happened, fullback Maury
Toy had taken the snap
instead of Schager and run

13 yards for the first down.
Toy's surprise play set up

a controversial touchdown
that gave the Bruins a 17-0

lead, and capped off a 90-

yard, 9:38 scoring drive.

For Toy, Saturday's game
was a career high-point.

Until the USC game. Toy

See TOY, page 33

Defense gambles, comes up a winner
Late penalty call and Ale sack help

Bmins hold off Trojans for the win

By Aaron Lowenberg *

Daily Bruin Staff

If UCLA defensive coordinator

Bob Field had been gambling in

Las Vegas Saturday night, he

would have hit the jackpot

The Bruins were clinging to a

24-21 lead over arch-rival USC
with 79 seconds left in the game,
when Field had to make one of the

biggest decisions of his coaghing

career.

Field convinced head coach
Terry Donahue to decline a third-

down penalty on the Trojan

offense, setting up a fourth-and-

fiveat the UCLA 37-yard line to

decide the game.

With \iic sellout crowd at the

Los Angeles Coliseum on its feet,

UCLA linebacker Arnold Ale

sacked USC quarterback Reggie

Perry, causing him to fumble. The
fumble was recovered by defen-

sive lineman Mike Chalenski,

which assured the Bruins of their

first win over their arch-rivals

since 1986.

On the play before the sack, the

Bruins stopped Trojan tailback

Estnis Crayton for a 2-yard gain,

but USC was flagged for illegal

motion, placing UCLA in a quan-

dary.

If the Bruins accepted the

motion penalty, the Trojans would
have been penalized five yards, but

it would only have been third

down. However, if UCLA
declined the penalty, USC would
only need five yards for the first

down, but they would have just one

play to get the five yards.

"It would have been third down
and 13, which wou}^ have given

them two shots, and they had just

converted a long third-down play,"

Field said. "I just said, *what the

heck, let's bring it down to a final

play.'

"If they can't do it, it's probably

going to be the ball game, and if

they do it, it's a first down and we
are still alive. Rather than give

them two shots at that point, I just

said let's roll the dice," Field said.

On the decisive play, UCLA
came with a blitz in an effort to

pressure Perry.

"We were*in our nickel package,

and we went with a blitz coming
off of the weak side," Field said.

"Arnold Ale came through and
made a big play i^nd made a sack

and forced a fumble."

Ale used his brains to get the key

sack.

"I was feeling great

(when I sacked Perry).

We all got together on

the sideline and we

knew in our minds we

were going to win.

Arnold Ale
UCLA inside linebacker

»

*The offensive tackle gave me a

big gap and a lot of inside room."

Ale said. "When I lined up, I was
thinking of taking the inside, but I

knew that Reggie Perry was a good
scrambler. So I gave (the lineman)

a hard move inside and he bit on it,

and I went around him and I was
wide open.

"I was feeling great (when I

sacked Perry). We all got together

on the sideline and we knew in our
minds that we were going to win,"

Ale said.

Ale hit Perry so hard that Perry's

helmet, along with the ball, was
knocked loose. Chalenski then

pounced on the loose ball, giving

UCLA the win.

"I saw the ball laying there and I

said there was no way they were
going to get it," Chalenski said.

"We knew it was going to be up to

the defense. I was confident with

the guys we had out there, and we
knew we had to come up with a big

play.

*This was a great win. We kind

of put it to them, and I feel we
played a great game," Chalenski

said.

While Field made the decision

to set up the fourth-down play, it

was his players who came through

in the clutch.

"Our defensive team really rose

up on the final three drives," Field

said. "It's a tribute to their charac-

ter and determination and unity. I

was really proud of them."

NCAA Football Scores

Miami (1

)

Boston College
pVashlngtonll)
Washington%
Michigan (4)

Ohio St.

19
14
56
21

31

Stanford (21

)

California (6)

(9)
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Minnesota
Tennessee (10)

Kentuclty

38
21
23
8
16
7

<^
BottHm NCAA Football Scores
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TexasA&M(12) 65
South. Methodist 6
East Carolina (1 3) 30
Cincinatti 19
Clemson(14) 41
South Carolina 24

Colorado (15)

Iowa State
Oregon State
Oregon
Arizona
Arizona St.

17
14
1

3
14
37
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Briefly

Romare Beanieii

exhibit to open
An exhibit of 20th-century

American artist Romare Bear-

den is coming to UCLA*s
Wight Art GaUery.

The first major retrospective

on the West Coast of Bearden*s

works includes more than 100
outstanding works representing

his an and evolution in water-

colors, oils and the collages for

which he is best known.
His work is considered uni-

versal because it combines such

diverse traditions as West Afri-

can sculpture, Chinese painting

and Dutch genre with other

aspects of African-American

life and culture.

The exhibit opens Dec. 10

and runs until Feb. 2.

For more information, call

(310) 825-9345.

Inside

tICUV altruism

tops use's
Campus groups and organi-

zations helped UCLA's Hunger
Project beat USC in a contest to

sec which university could

donate more food and clothes

for the needy.

See page 3

Viewpoint

student creates

a controversy
Students respond with anger

and disgust to Satar Siddiq's

viewpoint denouncing
homosexuality.

See page 10

Arts & Entertainment

'Fdr the Boys'

or for the birds?

The new fihn starring Bette

Midler and James Caan has

strong performances, but a

weak plot.

See page 12

Sports

HeconHNisters
Carlton Gray, above, and

Sean LaChapelle moved into

the record books with their

performance in the USC game.
Those performances, and more
notes from the Bruins' win, are

featured in the back.

See page 24
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A+ gbades may arrive
Academic motion would give

undergrads top mark for effort

• •

By IViarlna DuncQerski
Dally Bruin Staff

UCLA undergraduates may
start seeing the grade of A+ for

coursework on their transcripts as

early as spring quarter.

The academic motion now
awaits approval by the University

of California systemwide faculty

senate. The vote is expected in

March 1992.

This motion does not include

provisions to give extra grade

points for the A+ — keeping the

maximum grade point at 4.0.

UCLA is the only UC campus
that does not already recognize the

grade — except for UC Santa

Cruz, which uses written evalua-

tions in lieu of grades and UC San
Francisco.

Currently, undergraduates do
not get recognition for an A-f grade

on their transcripts as graduate

students do. However, UCLA's

faculty senate unanimously
approved the motion in June.

If the motion is approved by the

systemwide senate, the adoption of

the new grade will create little

additional work for the university,

said Anita Cotter, associate direc-

tor of the registrar's office. The
path has already been paved by
other colleges, she added.

The motion was originally ini-

tiated by UCLA senior Valerie

Lettan of the School of Theater,

Film and Television, who said she

was frustrated that her A+ grades

were not noted on her transcript

"I had received three A+*s and I

was concerned when they didn't

"An A+ should be

acknowledged because

it shows that you went

beyond the exceptional.

Yoawere outstanding."

Valerie Lettan
UCLA Senior

appear on my transcript I thought

they should be recognized," Lettan

said. "An A+ should be acknow-
ledged because it shows that you
went beyond the exceptional. You
were outstanding."

*T feel that if a professor has the

See A*, page 8

'Angel of Death' Employees file lawsuit

against UC for failure

to pay overtime wqges
By Brfgitte Brady
Daily Bruin Staffs

SUZANNE STATES/Dai»y Bruin

Mennbers of the Manila Actors Studio of Los Angeles per-

fornn "Angel of Death" Sunday at Schoenberg Auditorium.
The play tells of Phlllpino socio-econonnic status and about
the Phlliplnos lives in the United States.

Forty-eight University of Cali-

fornia employees filed federal

lawsuits against the university this

month for its failure to pay them
more than $100,000 in overtime

pay.

Members of the University

Professional and Technical
Employees union claim the UC
owes them overtime pay from the

last two to three years.

But because the UC has

received official notice of only 19

cases so far, the university attorney

said she must first determine if the

employees are exempt from
receiving overtime pay before

commenting on the specifics of the

cases.

**I cannot comment oh whether
they are exempt or not," said

university attorney Susan von
Seeburg.

However, union representatives

maintain the employees deserve

the back pay and the UC must
change its pay policies.

"We want tn see policy brought

into conformity with the Fair

Labor Standards Act," said Cliff

Fried, UCLA's union representa-

tive. "We feel the university has

neglected its duties to employers.

We want to expand employees*
choice."

The Fair Labor Standards Act
requires employers to pay time-

and-a-half for more than 40 hours

of work in a week and give their

employees the choice of compen-
sation in vacation time or wages.

Currently, the UC pays employ-

ees regular wages for overtime and

does not give the choice of money
or time offwork for compensation.

Fried said.

Employees, such as student

affairs officers, administrative

analysts, pilots, counselors and

police lieutenants from UCLA,
UC Berkeley, UC Davis and
several other campuses, are among
those filing suit to receive back

overtime pay.

And at issue is whether these

employees qualify for overtime

pay by meeting certain criteria.

"You look at what an employee
does, and if he meets it, the

employer works until the work is

done." von Seeburg said. "For

example, as a lawyer, I have to

work until my work^ is done
without receiving overtime pay,

whereas hourly-paid employees

qualify for overtime."

However, the 48 employees do
qualify for back overtime pay for

their extra work. Fried said. "We
did away with the 12-h^r day and
60-hour week a long time ago. If

management has not organized the

workload to fit into a week, people

should be compensated for the

extra work they do. We just want

See LAWSUIT, page 8

Number of bike theftsjumps to 72 this year
40 percent increase could be result

of downscaled Cycle Safety Program

By Josh Romonek
Dally Bruin Staff

The number of bicycles reported

stolen from UCLA has increased

by about 40 percent this year —
from 43 thefts in 1990 to 72 so far

this year.

The jump could be the result of

scaling back the Cycle Safety

Program, which in June stopped

assigning officers to patrol the

various campus bicycle, scooter

and motorcycle lots, said Donna
Capraro, director of the Commun-
ity Service Office.

*T think the patrol and surveil-

lance were very effective," said

Capraro, who expects the number
of 1991 thefts to more than double

last year's.

The program, which included

patrols from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. every

day and some nighttime shifts, was
cut because of the university's

revenue shortfall from such things

as parking permits.

And the patrols, which also

fjrovided information on bicycle

safety, served as a visual deterrent,

she said.

When funds were still available

Bike Thefts At UCLA

200

150

100

Number of
Bicycles
Reported Stolen
'January to November
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See TNEFT, page 9
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Discover the convenience of Westwood Village's 24-hour
express store! Open 24 hours and stocked with all the

essentials (and the goodies) you or your party might need.

Convenient parking, too! So, if it's 3 PM. or 3 A.M., come in

to the Village's fast and friendly market, and find whatever

you need—whenever you need it.

d*
Village
xpressmart

* Always Open at the corner of Gayley & Le Conte

FOODSTORE
1 0974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (213) 209-9111

Open 24 hours • 7 days a week • CONVENIENT FREE PARKING
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Commitee For American/IsraeU Relations
& Israel Action Commitee
Speaker: Martin Sherman presenting a right wing Israeli

perspective.

Dodd 121

:()() l>M

Student Committee for the Arts
Bongo-Logic

FREE!

Wadsworth Theater

9:00 PM

Student Alumni Association
Senior Class Cabinet

Senior Night Out
''''"'''

GENERAL
Student Helth Services
Substance Abuse Prevention Program
Please call 825-7164 or 825-8462 for information
Cultural and Recreational Affairs
Big mid-year discounts on UCLA Recreation Cards coming
December 2, 1991

See ad for details

Bruin life

Deadline for submission into the 1991-1992 Bruin Life
Yearbook is tomorrow, November 27!

News Commentary
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Press declares war
on welMressedmen
The American press is

waging a sly attack

against the well-dressed

man. At that time we disclosed

the plot to destroy the good
character of the suit

The smear campaign against

the suit — that grand old

foundation of the American

male's wardrobe — aims to

associate it exclusively with

unspeakable people. Because

this column believes in the suit

and hates to see a great

traditional American garment

badly treated, whether by
incompetent dry-cleaners or a

sneering press, we have stayed

with the story.

In July we detached investi-

gative haberdashery 'reporter

Seymour LaPelle to comb the

notorious Eastern Establishment

Press for new developments.

His report just arrived, dated

Oct 8. Whether this delay

results from postal breakdown
or more sinister events, we do
not know since LaPelle, under

deep cover, can be reaiched

only by telegram and only if it

is delivered by a messenger

wearing pearl-gray spats, black

bowler and a Savile Row
worsted pinstripe worn under a
chesterfield.

His rqx>rt follows:

*The Eastern Media conspi-

racy is still at it, chief — still

twisting the news to make it

look as if suits are worn only

by sleazebags. And it's getting

worse: This gang is going after

the overcoat when they finish

smearing the suit Here's the

Russell
Baker
dope:

**My first suit sighting came
on the Metroliner while read-

ing the September issue of Spy
magazine. Just outside Balti-

more, I spotted the following:

*"Edge' has long been Fox's

buzzword, but many of the

'meddlesome suits' who prog-

ram the network tend to get

anxious when actually con-

fronted with it'
w

"I can't decipher the breezy

New York lingo, but it's pretty

obvious that the 'meddlesome

suits' are no-good guys. Now
brace yourself, chief. Remem-
ber August? The Moscow flop-

peroo coup? At the time I was
under shallow cover in

Washington and came across

the following by Mary

See SUITS, page 7
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Program prepares students of color for health careers
By Blr^ Rasmussen
Daily Bruin Staff

Countering a national shortage

of historically underrepresented

students pursuing careers in the

health sciences, UCLA offers a

preparatory program to help these

students get into and succeed in

medical, dental and public health

schools.

Although a majority of students

in the program come from UCLA,

the program also attracts students

from across the country. Up to 20
percent of the program's classes

are made up of students from four

other target colleges and universi-

ties — Loyola Marymount, UC
Santa Barbara, Cal State North-

ridge and Cal State Los Angeles.

While the UCLA Premedical

Enrichment Program specifically

targets African-Americans, Puerto

Ricans, Mexican-Americans and
American Indians, it is open to

anyone who is educationally or

financially disadvantaged.

The program uses a varied

approach to assisting students —
combining academic assistance,

clinical experiences and personal

development programs.

So far, the program has helped

94 percent of its graduates get

accepted into training programs in

the health sciences since the

program began in 1982.

•I thought it was great," said
•<i

'China Revolution

SUNNY SUNG/DaHy Bfuin

Sandy Lee gives Albert U
a bath in "China Revolu-

tion," above. LI tries to

protect Caroline Sheu
from a Red Army soldier,

above. "Revolution" is a

play presented by the
American Chinese Associ-

ation in Ackerman Grand
Ballroom on Sunday.

SUNNY SUNQ/DaNy Bnjin

Gisella Angarita, who is now a

third-year UCLA dental student

"At the time, I liked the health

sciences, but I wasn't sure that's

what I wanted to do."

Helping students decide
whether a health science career is

right for them before they enter

training programs is one of the

major aims of the program, said

program Director Patricia Pratt

The eight-week program —
which takes place during the

summer — puts 20 students

through intensive coursework
designed to improve the students'

problem solving and analytical

abilities.

The coursework reviews health

science prerequisites in areas like

math, physics, chemistry and biol-

ogy, as well as preparation for

entrance exams for medical and
dental school.

See PROGRAM, page 8

UCLA beats 'SC in

charity competition
Campus organizations donate

3,600 pounds of food, clothes

By Sally Kim

UCLA's football team was not

the only campus representative

who emerged victorious against

crosstown rival USC last week.

UCLA and a campus fraternity

emerged as the winners in a food

and clothing drive for needy
people.

UCLA Hunger Project and the

USC Committee for the Homeless
competed to see who would collect

the most food and clothes last

week.

Winning that competition,

UCLA received $100 from USC
and will donate it to St Joseph's

Center in Venice.

And members of UCLA's Alp-

ha Tau Omega helped the univer-

sity beat USC Friday. It donated

more than 800 pounds of food to

UCLA Hunger Project's first

canned food and clothing drive.

Competing with 27 other cam-
pus clubs and departments, the

fraternity emerged as the leader

with almost 300 more pounds of

food than the group which came in

second.

"We're a traditional fraternity,"

said Jeff Nelson, the fraternity's

philanthropy chairman. "We
wanted to improve our image, to

show we care. We definitely take

enough out of this community. We
could put something back."

Alpha Tau Omega members
went door-to-door in Westwood
and Brentwood for four nights last

week to collect cans for the

project's hunger awareness week,

said Nelson, who added that the

effort was surprisingly productive.

"It took some motivation, but

we really got fired up," he said.

*This is something different It's

more grass roots."

The week's success depended
on the enthusiasm of the partici-

pating groups, said project orga-

nizer Robert Ratner.

Altogether, the groups collected

3,100 pounds of canned food and
500 pounds of clothing — all of

which will be donated to the West
Side Food Bank and the Ocean.
Park Community Center, respec^
tively.

"It's important that people get

outside of their immediate area,"

Ratner said. 'There is a great deal

of poverty in the L.A. area. If you
get more involved, you get more
aware of what's going on."

And Friday's participation is not

the end of Alpha Tau Omega's
community service, according to

Nelson.

The fraternity will continue to

collect cans weekly until the end of

the year and perhaps get other

Greek groups involved, he said.

'This is not a one-time thing for

us."

Navy ROTC, which came in

second with 520 pounds of canned

food, will also continue to serve

the community with their Toys for

Tots program, according to batta-

lion commander David Slayton.

Anyone can donate toys for needy

children in room 123 of the Men's
Gym through Dec. 14, he added.

The UCLA Hunger Project —
which also offers tutoring to

children whose parents are on
welfare and finds apartments and

jobs for the homeless — will now
focus on collecting leftovers from
local restaurants and distributing

them to different charity organiza-

tions.

Sutlieriand touciies

American soii a^in
The New York Times

SAN FRANCISCO — Freed
last week after six and a half years

in captivity. Thomas M. Suther-

land reached the end of a long

journey on Monday that brought

him back on American soil and
face to face with a granddaughter

he had never met
During a stopover earlier Mon-

day in Dallas, Sutherland said he

was looking forward to Thanks-
giving with his daughter, Ann,
who is eight and a half months
pregnant.

"My Dad and I haven't had that

much time to go over what each

other has been going through,"

Ann Sutherland told The Asso-

ciated Press just hours before their

reumon.

The family plans to gather for

Thanksgiving at the Berkeley Hills

home where Ms. Sutherland lives

with her husband and a daughter

whom Sutherland has never met

Arriving back in the United

States on Monday, Sutherland,

who had been held by Lebanese

militants, declared: 'This is the

first time I've been on American
soil since the evening of the eighth

ofJune, 1985, and I want to tell you

it surely feels good. It's exhilarat-

ing.

At the same time, the 60-year-

old professor at the American
University in Beirut said he
wanted to return to his teaching job

as soon as he is physically fit
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Haitian crisis talics

end in stalemate
CARTAGENA, Colombia — Talks

between Haiti's deposed president and his

legislative opponents ended Sunday in a

stalemate, and with no concrete plans for

further negotiations to resolve the coun-

try's crisis.

The weekend of meetings at this

Caribbean resort marked the first occa-

sion on which the ousted president, the

Rev. Jean-Bertrand Aristide, has sat face

to face with his foes since he was ousted in

a coup on SepL 30.

One issue proved insolvable: Aristide

insisted that a joint statement by the two
sides provide for his return to Haiti as

legitimate president, while the opposition

would only agree to more ambiguous
phrasing. The Haitian lawmakers wanted
simply to cite a constitutional clause

stating that presidential terms last for five

years.

Aristide, Haiti's first democratically

elected president, had served only eight

months when the military ousted him
from power.

'Phantom pain' cause

possibly discovered
Scientists believe they have discovered

the cause of **phantom pain," the mysteri-

ifius condition that can leave amputees
feeling agonizing discomfort in limbs that

have been removed for decades.

New research suggests that the jjroblem

may occur when one of the body's own
chemicals damages certain nerve cells in

the spinal cord.

If the fmding holds up, scientists say,

they may also explain other kinds of so-

called abnormal pain that persists months,
years and even decades after an injury has

healed. Scientists also hope the work will

lead to drugs to ease abnormal pain or

prevent it in the first place.

Israel likely to resume
peace talks next week
JERUSALEM — Israeli officials said

on Monday that they were all but certain

to agree to resuming peace talks in

Washington next week, but added that

they want the meetings to be brief,

confined to procedural matters and then

moved to a new location in or near the

Middle East
As expected, Israel let the day pass

without formally answering a United
Stales request for a yes or no to its

invitation to get direct negotiations going
again with neighboring Arab states and
the Palestinians, this time in Washington
on Dec. 4.

Officials said they did not view
Monday as a do-or-die deadline.

Besides, some allowed that the irrita-

tion level remains high here over the

shabby way in which many Israelis feel

the Bush administration had treated their

prime minister last week. So Israel will

act in its own time, they said— certainly

not until Wednesday and perhaps not even
until Sunday, when the full Cabinet is

scheduled to meet next.

New vaccines miglit

halt animal diseases

Scientists in North America, Europe
and Australia say they believe that a new
family of genetically engineered vaccino—
will soon be perfected as powerful
weapons against such epidemics as rabies,

as well as animal pests like rats and
rabbits.

Biologists say that new vaccines under
development can not only halt epidemic

diseases among wild animals, but will

provide a humane method for drastically

reducing populations of rabbits in Aus-
tralia, rats in Indonesia, white-tailed deer

in the United States and other rapidly

multiplying species that threaten the

environment.

Nation

Lost CokMiy of ISOOs
discovered in dig

WILLIAMSBURG, Va. — Americans

first science center has been discovered

on North Carolina*s Roanoke Island,

home of the legendary Lost Colony that

disappeared without a trace in the late

1500s.

**We*ve found the birthplace of Ameri-
can science," says Ivor Noel Hume,
retired senior archaeologist for Colonial

Williamsburg and director of the dig at the

island*s Fort Raleigh National Historic

Site.

Roanoke Island is a sandy stretch of

land, 12 miles long and 3 miles wide,

between the North Carolina mainland and
the Outer Banks on the Atlantic shore.

SmaU fishing communities share the

island with vacation condominium deve-

lopments.

More young people
are losing their jobs
WASHINGTON — A disproportion-

ate number of Americans losing jobs

during the recession are under 25, a study

by a children's advocacy group says,

adding that the trend threatens to push
more children into poverty.

All in all, more than 1 million of the 1 .2

million jobs that workers lost since lhc=
recession began in July 1990 were lost by
workers 16 to 24, according to the study,

which was released on Monday by the

Children's Defense Fund and the Center
for Labor Market Studies at Northeastern

University in Boston.

"Job losses among young workers,

often the parents of America's yotmgest

and most vulnerable children, arc creating

a devastating cycle of declining earnings,

declining family incomes and rising child

poverty," said Marian Wright Edelman,
president of the Children's Defense Fund,

State

tuikey prices

lower holiday costs
Recession-weary consumers can thank

stable turkey prices and a "loss leader"

marketing strategy for holding down the

cost of the traditional holiday feast,

industry officials said.

The American Farm Bureau Federation

projects that Califomians can expect to

spend $24 to $26 to feed a group of 10 a
meal of turkey, stufflng, peas, sweet
potatoes, rolls, cranberries, pumpkin pie

with whipped cream, a relish dish and
beverages.

Nationally, shoppers can find tradition-

al fare for 10 for about $3 less than a year

ago, paying about $25.96. or just under

$2.60 a person.

Top 10 List

Top 10 headlines that would start a

panic:

10. Casey Kasem Builds Own Nuclear

Device.

9. Yanks Swap Mattingly for Eve
Anden.

8. Walking Dead Stalk City, Demand
Soul Kisses.

7. It Turns Out You Really Need Your
Tonsils.

6. Seals & Croft, Brewer & Shipley to

Form Supergroup.
~ 5. Nell Carter, Playboy Magazine
Reach Terms.

4. Constitution Thrown Out in Favor of
Old "Marmaduke" Cartoon.

3. "Sometimes When We Touch" Made
National Anthem.

2. Willie Nelson Discovered Washing
Hair in New York City Water Supply.

1. **Late Night" to begin Top Twenty
Lists.

From the "Late Night with David Letterman" Book

cf Lists.

Compiled Jrom Bruin wire services

California Graduate Institute
Graduate School of Professional Psychology— Est 1968*

Nonprofit, Nondiscriminatory
1 100 Glendon Ave., 1 1 th Floor Phone : (213) 208-4240
Los Angeles, CA 90024 Fax : (213) 208-0684

Preparefor the State Oral Exam
Attend a Unique Special Seminar

Curacaftj%aMi--Makmg anftlie Fsy<mmgy

presented by Leigh SUverton, Ph.D. & Rex Beaber, Ph.D, J.D., A.B.P.P.

X

11

11
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Seats are Limited

Advance Registration

is Required

at California Graduate Institute

1100 Glendon Ave. 11th Floor

Los Angeles, CA (Westwood)

Dec. 13 Friday

Dec. 14 Saturday

Dec. 15 Sunday

2:00— 6:00 p.m.

10:00— 6:00 p.m.

10:00— 4:00 p.m.

I
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State Oral Exam

Dec 13,14,15, 1991

Enclose a Check or Money Order for

$150.00 Fee

The Psychology Licensure Orals Exam, in large measure, tests your ability to think critically and make
sound clinical judgements about complex ethical, legal, diagnostic, and assessment data.This workshop
will focus on helping participants use their knowledge of the law, ethics^ assessment, and diagnosis to

arrive at sound clinical decisions. It is also intended for participants conversant in these content areas
who need to practice and refine their thinking and oral presentation skills. Various approaches to
integrating clinical data, reasoning, and making clinical judgements will be discussed extensively.

The workshop will be divided into two parts : in the first part , Dr. Silverton will review the basic
principles of conducting assessments and making diagnostic decisions; participants will learn to use their
interpretative skills and working knowledge of assessments to formulate clinical impressions and draw
appropriate diagnostic conclusions based on case material and test data. Students will be allowed to
present their formulations in a mock orals format. In the second part. Dr. Beaber will review approaches
to making judgements about legal, ethical, and treatment issues from information gathered within the
initial consultation phase.

MV ft:

11

Leigh Silverton, Ph.D.

CGlfaadty member; Assessment Supervisor, UCLA, Psychoiogy Department.
Dr. SUverton, a Harvard Oirdcal Fdlow in 1984 - 1985, works in the Research

and Development Department, Western Psychological Services, where she has

developed a number of psychological tests, clinical instruments, and
computerized systems for test interpretation. She also has an asaestment

consulting practice.

Rex Beaber, Ph.D., J.D., A.B.P.P.

Diplomate in Forensic and Clinical Psychology;
practicing attorney. Dr. Beaber, a U.S. Supreme Court
Judicial Fellow 1991-1992, has authored many articles

on psychological and legal issues, and participated in

several nationally televised debates on current legal

controversies.

:
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Name

X

Daytime Phone
1

Street

Qty Zip

Mail to

:
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California Graduate Institute

Registrar's Office

1100 Glendon Avenue - 11th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90024

Cahfomia Graduate Inatitute ia appixived by the
American Psycholog;ical AModatkm to offer Category

I Continuing Education for Ptychok>giata.

The APA Appfxnred Sponsor maintains responsibility^

for the program.
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Senate
By Marda Kunstel

Cox News Service

WASHINGTON -^ In an over-

whelming lev^sal /f isolationist

sentiment, the Senate adopted a

plan Monday authorizing $500
million in defense funds to be

spent dismantling the Soviet wea-

pons arsenal, then passed two other

proposals to fight chaos in the

disintegrating Soviet behemoth.

One day before it is to adjoum

ves funds to dismantle Soviet arms
for the rest of the year, the Senate

moved with urgency to give the

president tools to fight what is

perceived as an increasingly criti-

cal situation within the Soviet

Union. The House of Representa-

tives still must agree to the

legislation for it to tak&. effect

Before the 86-8 vote even was
taken on the weapons dismantling

plan of Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga.,

other senators produced proposals

aimed at shoring up democratic

movements within the Soviet

Union that are feared susceptible

to assault by autocratic forces if

food shortages and a harsh winter

threaten order.

A proposal to authorize $200
million of defense funds for

emergency military airlifts of

humanitarian aid to the Soviet

Union was adopted 87-7, as was
legislation calling on the president

and Congress to jointly (h^w up a

comprehensive plan for everything

from emergency aid to expediting

contacts between American pri-

vate enterprise and the Soviet

republics.

The rush to help the Soviet

people was a reversal of attitude

that spilled across the Senate floor

just a few weeks ago, after

nationwide elections in which
American voters cast their ballots

for action on domestic {xoblems

rather than foreign affairs.

At that time a plan by Nunn and

others to authorize $1 billion for

both humanitarian aid and the

destruction of Soviet weapons was
so severely criticized that it was
withdrawn before a vote was
taken.

"I do not consider this aid,"

Nunn said on behalf of the

slimmed down plan for $500
million that he resurrected only

last Friday. *This is in the direct

security interest of the United

States.**

Don't let the holidays weigh you up.

SCALE DOWN!
\ UNIVERSITY
\OBESITY CENTER

at the UCLA Medical Plaza,

has

RAPID WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAiM
FINALLY AND PERMANENTLY

New Groups starring.

Call immediately
(818)501-3881

Programs eligible for private health insurance coverage.

DECEMBER 2, 1991:

-RINGGG-
IN THE

NEW YEAR
Older your 14k or 18k gold

UCLA Class Ring and recejvea

Sony Cordless Phone FREE!
Thofs right! From Nov.20-Dec. 6th, when you order your

official UCLA class ring in 1 4k or 1 8k gold, you'll receive

a SonyODrdlessTelephoneANDyou'll receive both in time

for the holidays by just paying for your ring order in full.

y^RTCAKVED^ COLLEGE JEWELRY

November 20-December 6, 10-5pnr

Look for our tobies of these locofions:

ASUCLA Students' Store

i ASUCLA Campus f^to Studio

Lu Valle Comnrx^ns Students' Store

Health Sciences Store

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Bearwear • B-Level Ackerman Union

MID-YEAR DISCOUNTS

ON UCLA RECREATION CARDS
Mark your calender to get yours at 2131 John

Wooden Center and enjoy a Rec Class this Winter!

Mail-in enrollment accepted December 11-13 only

UCLA Cultural and Recreational Affairs

When you have been drinking or talcing

drugs, you are at much higher risic for:

HIV infection

Sexually transmitted diseases

Auto, motorcycle, or ottier serious accidents
Date rape
Being ttie victim of a violent crime

Otfier (you name iti)

For more information on lowering

your risic call 825-7164 or 825-8462
student Health Service - SubstanC5e Abuse Prevention Program
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Every pair of eyes is unique, too.

Fingerprints aren't the only human nnark of distinction Each pair of eyepnnts is also biologically different fiom

another As we continue to develop advanced rigid gas permeable contact lens materials, we never lose sight

of this fact.

FluoroPerm
The Performance Lens

Daily Wear Soft Lenses •

$175.00

Disposable Contact Lenses

$225.00

CONTACT OUR OFFICE TODAY TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT
• Greater initial and long term comfort to determine which custom lens is best for you.

• Easy maintenance, longer lens life ,. ^^^ a ^<r,-n^T^YTn-r-r y^ xx
. optimum corneal health DR. J.R QUACKENBUSH, O.D.
• Daily or overnight wear ^"

• Superior vision

• Corrects astigmatism

Resists deposits Comer of Weyburn & Broxton

2084748

10955 Weyburn Ave.

Outperforms soft lenses

\
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Airline piiot at center
of prostitiition inquiry
By Tim Madlean
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

The American Airlines jetliner

arrived before dawn on April 18,

1990. delivering sleepy passengers

to Dallas/Fort Worth Airport, and

its veteran pilot to a welcome he

could not have expected.

The pilot knew Delores Lee
Lasater and Tracy Christine Duke,

who were waiting in the terminal

that day. But they were not alone in

receiving Capt. Leonard Edward
Lear.

Also on hand were two criminal

investigators of the Internal

Revenue Service, who watched as

the 59-year-old pilot, a former city

councilman in the Dallas-Fort

Worth suburb of CoUeyville,

walked from his gate to greet the

women.
As the threesome prepared to

leave, the federal agents stepped

forward and introduced them-

selves, coaxing Lear away to a

waiting room where they informed

the pilot of his bleak options:

Cooperate in a federal investi-

gation targeting Lasater and Duke
and what authorities say was their

involvement in a high-dollar pros-

titution ring, or face a long term in

prison for his role. .

The choice was no choice at all.

By the end of a two-hour interview

with investigators, according to

court documents, the DC- 10 cap-

tain with 33 years* experience at

American had begun his transfor-

mation from friend and partner of

the two women to a chief wimess

against them in an exhaustive

federal investigation.

In subsequent interviews with

agents, according to records

obtained by the Fort Worth Star-

Telegram, Lear detailed the curi-

ous beginnings of his relationships

with Lasater, 45, and Duke, 25. He
described a serpentine network of

escort services that provided sex to

customers in addition to compan-
ionship.

Those customers, authorities

believe, include prominent public

officials, Texas politicians and one

professional golfer, a leading

tournament money winner who
reportedly paid Lasater $60 for sex

in 1989. The golfer is listed among
the govemment*s witnesses.

Lear also had sex with employ-

ees of escort services, records said.

The pilot also told investigators

that at Lasater* s urging, he estab-

lished a bogus travel agency. Jet

Star Travel, specifically for the

purpose of laundering prostitution

proceeds.

From 1986 through 1990, Lear

deposited Visa and MasterCard
credit card vouchers from prosti-

tution in a Jet Star Travel commer-
cial checking account, and sent

American Express vouchers to

Phoenix for processing, according

to court documents.

"Between October 1986 and
April 1990, in excess of $240,000

in (credit card vouchers) were
deposited into Jet Star TraveKs

merchant account,** said court

documents accompanying Lear*s

guilty plea. 'These funds were the

proceeds of Lasater and Duke*s
prostitution activities.**

Lear, who could not be reached

for comment, is serving a six-

month sentence in a Fort Worth
halfway house after pleading guil-

ty to a charge of tax evasion. In his

plea bargain struck with prosecu-

tors, Lear, who originally was told

he faced 35 years in prison, agreed

to testify against Lasater and Duke
in a trial scheduled to begin in

February.

The women are charged in a

three-count indictment with

money-laundering and using the

U.S. Postal Service in the opera-

tion of an illegal enterprise, name-
ly prostitution.

Lasater, a Virginia native, said

she could not comment pubhcly on

the case. Duke, who according to

court records lives in Grand
Prairie, a Dallas suburb, could not

be reached.

Lawyers for both, however, say

the defendants maintain their

innocence.

"Most of the proof that the

government has is that these two

people ran an escort service and

it*s just assumed they ran a *

prostitution service,** said Lasa-

ter*s lawyer, federal public defeh-

der Peter Fleury. "I don't tiiink tiiat

assumption can be made. It can*t

be proven.**

To Fleury and Duke*s lawyer,

Gerhard Kleinschmidt, the case

raises other questions, such as, if

the women were engaging in

prostitution, why are none of their

customers being prosecuted?

"Given the number of years

involved and the allegation of use

of credit cards for payment, die

government must have evidence of

the identity of some of the alleged

offenders,** reads a Lasater motion

that attacks her indictment.

*This prosecution represents a

historical problem in our society,**

the document continues. "Two
people, a man and a woman engage

in the exact same act, sex for

money, and the woman is casti-

gated, scorned and punished, while

the man goes on without concern.

It is difficult to understand how the

one who pays for the act can be

considered less culpable than the

one who receives it**

Defense lawyers also wonder
why the case has merited a federal

investigation.

"However you feel about pros-

titution, legally or morally, it*s not

the same type of crime as burglary

or robbery or murder, those types

of crimes that plague our whole

society,** Reury said. "Maybe our

resources would be better spent on

those. Tve represented defendants

in capital murder cases that have

not seen the effort this case has.**

In 15 years as a federal prosecu-

tor, Kleinschmidt saidv he never

saw a prostitution case elevated to

this status.

"My question is. *Who*s the

victim here?*** Kleinschmidt
asked.

Authorities respond tiiat prosti-

tution has taken on additional

gravity in the age of AIDS. Also,

they say that sophisticated opera-

tions such as the ones Lasater and

Duke are accused of running break

several laws — not only prostitu-

tion, but tax evasion and money-
laundering.

"It*s nothing but organized

crime. It*s as organized crime as

you can get,** said Gary Dodd, a

Fort Worth police vice detective.

*They*re going to pretty big

extremes not to get caught.**

An anonymous telephone call to

Dodd triggered the federal investi-

gation in late 1989. In a series of

conversations with the vice offic-

er, the anonymous woman^
described in detail how prostitu-

tion operations were run under the

guise of escort services often listed

in the telephone book Yellow

Pages.

Dodd was told that credit card

vouchers generated from prosti-

tutes managed by Duke and Lasa-

ter were laundered through Lear*s

Jet Star Travel.
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Experts stiii question
eiectric car feasibility

By Matthew L. Wald
The New York Tlnnes

WASHINGTON — For 20
years, the people who pioneered

electric cars believed that the price

of electric vehicles would decline

\, to reasonable levels if a mass
market developed eager to snatch

them up. Now, even though 12

states have mandated such a

market, the technology to make a

practical electric car is lagging.

For example, Mercedes-Benz

provided an electric pace car with a

sodium-nickel-chloride battery for

the New York City Marathon this

year. But the company estimated

that because the car*s battery w.as

expensive and could only be

recharged a few hundred times

before needing replacement, its

operating cost— not counting the

electricity to charge the battery —
was about a dollar a mile. In

comparison, the average gaso-

line-powered car costs about 38

cents a mile to nm.
And although Ford Motor Co.

plans to begin selling electric vans

to utilities in early 1992, its Ecostar

van, which is based on its Escort

wagon, can go only about 100

miles in city driving before need-

ing about six hours to recharge its

godium-sulfiir battery.

In the last month, more states

have climbed aboard the "low
emission vehicle** express, aiming

to put as many electric cars on the

road in 2003 as there were Honda
Accords sold in America last year.

California, which was the first

state to adopt such a pogram, and

nearly all the states in die North-

east — Delaware, Maine, Mary-

land, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New
York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,

Vermont, Virginia and the District

ofColumbia—joined in the effort

That means that about 70,000

electric 'vehicles must be on the

road in six years, beginning with

the 1998 model year.

Other large states and cities are

considering the idea. If they

actually commit to it, some
500,000 vehicles sold in the nation

will have to pollution-free by
2003.

"It*s a mandate to sell, not a

mandate to buy,** said Ric Geyer,

who is in charge of marketing

electric vehicles at Ford.

"At what price,** Geyer asked
while addressing a conference

here earUer this month, "will we be
able to entice six or seven or eight

thousand people to buy these

vehicles?** He was referring to the

number of electric cars that are

needed to be sold in California to

meet emission goals.

A variety of groups outside the

auto induslry are trying to help. In

Boston, the Northeast States for

Coordinated Air Use Manage-
ment, an eight-state association

that two years ago required oil

companies to make cleaner gaso-

line, wants states to offer incen-

tives to electric vehicle buyers.

Possibilities include exemption
from bridge and tunnel tolls, free

parking and free battery recharges

at office buildings or shopping

centers.

"Since we're goingl'to be man-
dating it, we feel some responsi-

bility for assuring they are

bou^t,** Michael Bradley, the

executive director, said in a tele-

phone interview.

What the carmakers need is

something better to sell. Some of

the cost problems are likely to be

solved easily, like using electronic

controls that are akin to computers

and likely to fall in cost. But

making suitable batteries to power

electric cars has vexed everybody

since Thomas Edison and Henry

Ford.
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McGrory, who Vm told is

totally 100 percent in favor of

well-dressed men, yet this is

what she wrote in The
Washington Post about the

guys behind the coup:

"*In Moscow and in Lenin-

grad (die people) had planted

themselves in the path of peril

to tell the wooden overcoats

on the Stale Emergency Com-
mittee that they were sick and

tired of gangster rule.*

"Chief, I fear escalation is

coming: first the suit is

attacked as the garment of the

world*s worst people, then the

good old overcoat is used to

badmouth coup plotters. Ima-

gine my shock two weeks later

when I discovered Richard

Cohen, anodier Washington

Post columnist, escalating those

wooden overcoats to lead in a

piece about old-time Commie
bosses:

"*W1io every November
interrupted the unending work
of oppression to don leaden

coats and review the troops in

Red Square.*

"Meanwhile, suit-bashing was
still raging. New York maga-
zine, for instance, used the

coup story to dump on suits.

The way I read it, the gray

suit had replaced the black hat

as villainy's telltale garment.

*Empty gray suits* was the

headline on its piece in which

Joe Klein described Gennadi

Yanayev*s press conference. *It

was difficult to get past

Yanayev*s gray suit and gray

tie. which melted into Boris

Pugo*s (great name for a thug)

gray suit on his right and Oleg

Baklanov*s on his left*

**OK, you know who else is

giving the suit the business?

The great Elmore Leonard.

Sad, isn*t it? But here it is in

*Get Shorty,* page 210: *Two

to one she*d tell a friend of

hers about it ($300,000 in dirty

money) and pretty soon the

suits would come by, knock on

the door, flash their I.D.*s.*

"It*s a hood talking about

cops, of course. Still — Say it

ain*t so, Elmore.

"Now here*s a new twist:

comic suits. *Doonesbury* has

a sleazy character named Duke

sneering at his accountant,

which provokes a female sla-

vey to say: *He*s a suit, sir.

You*re a visionary.*

"ShaU I go on, chief? I*ve

got Tony Komheiser, another

of The Washington Post*s

haberdashery-besotted colum-

nists, explaining how to get

something done in Washington.

For instance: *a lot of SUITS

have to sign off before it*s

built. And not just local suits.

One way or another all urban

growth and suit-squabbling is

about parking lots.'*'

LaPelle ended his report by

requesting permission to quit

wearing his suit on the job.

Permission refused, LaPelle,

wherever you are.

THE DEADLINE
IS TOMORROW!!!!!!!!

Represent your House or Group in

Bruin Life Yearbook,

a tradition since 1919.

Questions? Call Bruin Life at 825-2640

The page prices are:

1/2 page - $200.00 or 1 5 yearbook orders

from your group

full page - $300.00 or 25 yearbooks orders

from your group

full double page spread - $400.00 or 35

yearbook orders from your group

Deadline for the submission

into the 1991 -1992

Bruin Life Yearbook is

Tomorrow, November 27!!
mtttitm

GREEKS AND GROUPS

START THE SEASON NOW
ALL 14K GOLD RINGS

ALL WATCHES
(ANNE KLEIN AND FOSSIL)

fROM NOV. 18 THRU NOV. 27

(USE OUR LAYAWAY PLAN)

AT THE JEWELRY COUNTER IN WOMENSWEA"R,

B-LEVEL ACKERMAN UNION

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
WomenswMr/ B-Lev«l Ackerman / 206 0811/ M-Tli 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5
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TRAFFIC
SCHOOL V
FREE PARKING CISHIONEI) CHAIRS

SAT, SUN, & EVENINGS
CLASSES

EGG DONORS NEEDED...
for infertile women. If you are under

35 and healthy, you could have the

satisfaction of helping someone in a

very special way. Contact AMI South
Bay Hospital IVF Center

at (213) 3184741.

Compensation provided.

y;>1WII.South BayV Hospital
514 N. Prospect Ave.

Redondo Beach

Macintosh.

Right price.

Rightnow

1^
Macintosh Classic "^System. Macintosh LC System. Macintosh Ilsi System.

Now's the right time to buy an Apple®

Macintosh® computer system. Because right now
you can save big on Apple's most popular com-

puters and qualifying printers. And Macintosh is

the right computer to help you achieve your best,

throughout college and beyond.

What's more, you may even qualify for the

new Apple Computer Loan, which makes buying a

Macintosh now even easier

So come in right now and check out the big

savings on Macintosh. But hurry- these special

savings last only throughJanuary 5, 1992.

y*

4
ASUCLJl STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Store/ B-I^vel Ackerman Union/ 825-6952/ M-TIi 7:45-7:30; F 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Sun 12-5
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inclination to give a student an A4-

over an A it is because that

professor feels that, on some level,

this student has gone beyond the

term of exceiience/' Lettan said.

And some top UCLA officials

agreed with the A+ proposal.

"It always seemed odd to me
that we count pluses for B*s and
C*s but we don*t count them for

A's,** said Raymond Orbach, pro-

vost of the College of Letters &
Science, who said he gave A+*s to

students when he had taught

physics courses.

UCLA students are now placed

at a disadvantage when applying

for graduate schools because they

are competing against students

who have A+*s, he added.

"You get five points for an A in

honors courses in high school in

admission, but we don't recog-

nized the grade of an A+ here. I

don't know— it doesn't make any
sense to me."

LAWSUIT

»»

From page 1

fairness and equity.'

The union tried to negotiate with

the university for two years prior to

filing the cases, but the UC
rejected these attempts, according

to union officials.

"We would have preferred

mediation to litigation, but the=

university would not budge," said

Albert Lucero, the first plaintiff in

the Northern California court

cases, in a press statement

But the UC is and always has

been prepared to discuss specific

cases facc-to-face, von Seeburg
said. *The university is c^n to

continue discussing the issues."

Seeburg said she has "heard
rumors" of 29 more cases to come
from the southern UC campuses.
"We just received the complaint

last week. It could be several

months before the case moves
along as we investigate. It could be
one year to two years before it

moves to trial."

But the possibility of settling out
of court is not out of the quesdon,
she said. "If our investigations

show that they deserve the over-

time pay, we may ^ discussing

settlement as a ]X)ssibility."

PROGRAM
From page 3

The program also gives students

the chance to get experience in

clinical settings where they can
assist practicing doctors and
researchers.

And depending on the students*

abilities and former training, they

can even get such hands-on experi-

ence as drawing blood samples or

helping to deliver babies.

As part of the program, students

attend a lecture series that concen-
trates on providing health care for

those who typically do not receive

adequate medical care.

Students in the program are

encouraged to seek out these

disadvantaged populadon groups
as health professionals.

"We emphasize giving back to

the underserved," Pratt said. And
many of these students gone on to

pursue work with underserved

populations, she said.

The program, which is funded
through the U.S. Department of

Health and Human Services is free

for the students who are selected.

However, students must provide

their own housing and transporta-

tion during the eight weeks of the

program.

For more inforination, call Pat-

ricia Pratt at (310) 825-3575.
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NBC may drop
Satunlay morning

cartoon schedule

By Carolyn Poirot

Fort Worth Star-Telegram

For NBC, "Spacecats" — and
all the other cartoons the network

shows on Saturday morning— are

poor performers who may soon be

things of the past.

NBC will consider canceling its

Saturday morning cartoon lineup

at a meeting of network affiliates

next week, a spokeswoman con-

firmed Monday.

"We are looking at options, but

we've made no decisions," said

Pat Schultz, an NBC spokeswo-

man.

NBC's Saturday morning
viewership has dropped 17 per-

cent, to 2.5 percent of the market

THER
From page 1

for the bike patrols in the fu-st half

of 1991, there were 24 bicycle

thefts. But that number has tripled

to 72 in the past five months,

according to statistics from the

community service office.

The figures include all bicycles

reported stolen from university-

owned property.

As a result of recent university

budget cuts, funding for the cycle

safety program was cut in half to

about $1 10,000, said Mark Stocki,

director of Business and Trans-

portation Services, who added that

it would be cheaper to buy all of

the 2,000 cycUsts locks worth $30
than to restart the program.

But despite the cuts, the Cycle

Safety Program still provides free

bicycle registration on Bruin

Walk.

And although no bicycles have

been recovered since 1989, bicycle

registration is the only way to

recover the stolen bikes, said

Helen Citrano, a university police

officer. Because police can run a

statewide check of all registered

bicycles, registration deters theft

A bicycle lock is also one of the

best ways to prevent theft said

Citrano, who added that with the

holidays drawing closer, bike theft

is likely to increase even more.

Citrano has a $600 bike, which

she protects with a U-Lock and
parks where she can keep an eye on

it, she said.

But even the expensive locks are

sometimes not enough.

After lo^^king his bike to the

racks next to Ackerman Union and

leaving it there overnight a couple

of weeks ago, freshman Myoung
Yoo returned the next day to fmd
only the front wheel and frame of

his Trek 7000 mountain bike. The
bike had been stripped of its

handlebars, rear wheel and seat

the owner said.,

"I just stood there for a while,"

said Yoo, who did not want to

believe the bare frame was all that

remained of his bicycle. He plans

to report the $400 loss to police.

At least two people come to

Helen's Cycles in Westwood
every other day to replace bicycle

parts that were stolen, said sales-

man Mike Mills.

There is always a strong demand
for wheels and bike seats— which

cost an average of $ 100 for the rear

wheel, $80 for the front wheel, $20
for a seat post and $30 for a seat he

said

And even if a frame is securely

locked to a bike rack, thieves can

still strip the bicycle and use the

different parts, Capraro said *The

new wave of stealing parts of

bicycles is becoming very chal-

lenging."

Braces Give You Something To Smile About!

BACK TO SCHOOL SMILES
Now is the best time to start a program of

orthodontic treatment A one-time back

to school special would let you p>ay

a low monthly payment plan to

achieve the smile that you've

always dreamed of having.

• Upon Approved Credit

Dr. Nader Dayani
specializes in Orthodontics for Adults & Children

11645 Wllshlre Blvd., Suite 802
"

Los Angles, CA 90025

(213) 826-7494

Shaker's,
Custom Built

Pizza
open

7'*»Ma»,

Day
hflng^

FREE & FAST DEUVEKY
Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken

and mojo potatos Only $10.95

Large two topping
P^^^Q^^fy $8.99

2 slices, 1/2 order of mojos and ail

you can drink Only $2.99
1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470

^nn^Ttiurs ll-lam;^it& Sat It-^m

824-4111
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Rfauorani
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Five
Color
Reprints
For
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1
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mm from any other
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Offer good: Mov. 25-Dec. 8, 1991.

Attach coupon to outside of blue envelope.
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ViewpoJnt
Viewpoint Letters

Brain's coverage ef Antkgay viewpoint draws fire

repatriation is awflui
By Rdger H. Gotten

I have come to expect bias in Bniin coverage of repatriation

of Native American human skeletal remains, but the distortion by
your reporter Marina Dundjerski in regards to repatriation reached

new levels (Daily Bruin, "UCLA repatriation policy draws

criticism,** Nov. 18). The Bruin has demonstrated a **pro-con-

troversy** and anti-science orientation in coverage of the issue of

repatriation of Native American skeletal remains for some time,

but this article on a recent workshop really takes the cake. She
quotes Assemblyman Katz extensively on the UCLA policy, but

failed to note that: 1) The Assemblyman made his comments
before members of the UCLA Advisory Committee on Repatria-

tion made their presentation, and, 2) He was out of the room
during the presentation by the three UCLA officials commenting
on the policy. How could Katz have any idea what the UCLA
policy is, let alone be qualified to comment on it, when he

missed the presentation?

In a separate article (Daily Bniin, "Renowned archaeologist

discovers his people through his work," Nov. 18) on an Aztec

archaeology conference held on campus, Dundjerski failed to note

a critical piece of information that readers might want to know
— Eduardo Matos Moctezuma, the archaeologist interviewed, is a

Native American, a direct lineal descendant of the Aztec leader

Moctezuma. Do you suppose your readers might be interested ia=
these two contrasting perspectives on archaeology and Native

Americans? In Mexico, a renowned archaeologist of Native

American ancestry excavates Native American sites. At UCLA,
readers of the school paper read comments from political

opportunists such as Katz rather than broad, balanced perspectives

on the issue of repatriation.

Dundjerski cannot plead ignorance of broader issues related to

repatriation because: 1) She interviewed me early in the Fall

quarter for a separate article but declined to use any of my com-
ments on scientific perspectives, the fact that not all Native

Americans are interested in repatriation, and other relevant issues;

2) Dundjerski was present during the recent UCLA Advisory

committee on Repatriation meeting in which broader perspectives

were presented; and 3) I wrote a long letter to The Bruin last

week regarding this issue, which was not printed.

Given the obvious bias in Bruin coverage of this issue, I can
only assume that the editors of this paper are not interested in

presenting a balanced perspective on repatriation. Is The Bruin

Dying to incite controversy when in fact many anthropologists

and museum professionals support Native American calls for

repatriation? Is The Bruin trying to "sell" more newspapers by

having sensational, tabloid-like headlines regarding this issue?

When information on broader perspectives on this issue are

readily available, why does The Bruin ignore them?
Although federal and state laws require that human skeletal

remains be returned to legitimate Native American claimants, we
should not forget the scientific value of these collections. The
archaeological collections managed by the Fowler Museum of

Cultural History include some of the most important prehistoric

California collections in existence. These collections have
produced more information on prehistoric social organization

among Native Americans from Southern California than any other

source. Several Ph.D. dissertations and numerous published

articles based on these collections are testimony to their scientific

importance. Clearly these collections of human remains and

associated artifacts are significant to Native Americans and

scholars and they should be treated in a respectful manner. The
Bruin might want to investigate the type of information that can

be recovered from archaeological collections so readers can learn

why these materials were collected in the first place.

Colten is a graduate student in archaeology.

Just a reminder: Applications for the humor
insert are due on Monday. Dec. 2 before noon.

...oh yeah; dont forget to change
your flea collar.

Editor:

Sattar Siddiq is perhaps the

most ignorant and irrational

individual ever to graduate

from UCLA. Not only is his

article "Homosexuality is

simply unnatural** (Daily Bruin,

Nov. 22) riddled with blatantly

untrue statements, but his

helplessly irrational reasoning

fails to support a severe, Hit-

ler-esque view of homosexuali-

ty. The capacity of Siddiq*

s

intellect is apparently so nar-

row, and his faith in his

religion so blind, that he is

rendered incapable of believing

that other individuals could

have beliefs and feelings diffe-

rent from those he possesses.

Siddiq*s central argument
that, "everything in nature is

created in pairs.** and therefore

homosexuality is morally

wrong, is so tenuous that he
:4night as well have argued that

homosexuality is wrong
because he said so.

Siddiq later states, in yet

another brilliant display of
intelligence and rationality, that

"if you do not believe in God
you are being ignorant** It

seems here that Siddiq has

difficulty distinguishing between
his own opinion and actual

fact, a condition sometimes
referred to as psychosis.

No one is asking Siddiq to

be homosexual or even to

understand homosexuality (as

he vehemendy professes he is

unable to do), yet he appa-

rently feels threatened in some
way by their very existence.

Threatened by harmless stran-

gers; sounds like psychosis to

me.

Siddiq* s argument is so

weak and his writing so poor,

it is difficult to believe that

his work is published, unless

for the sheer peculiarity of it.

Peculiar that an individual with

such incredibly irrational

thought processes could, forget

graduate from UCLA, but

muster enough intellectual

so^ength to form a somewhat
coherent sentence.

Jason Schiffman
Freshman

Biology

Editor:

I was deeply angered and
disappointed by Satar Siddiq*

s

Nov. 22 article entitled,

"Homosexuality is simply

unnatural,** because someone
with such a narrow-minded
view should be allowed to

criticize the sexual preference

of his (believe it or not)

equals. And disappointed

because, unfortunately, his

opinion that homosexuality is

an aberration of nature is

widely held.

I can understand the fact

that Siddiq is confused about
the nature of homosexuality,

that would only be a natural

response considering the fact

that he is heterosexual. But for

him to out-and-out declare

homosexuality (something of
which he knows very litde

about) "irrational, illogical and,

most of all, unnatural,** without.

even Attempting to understand

the flip side of the issue, is a

perfect example of the ignor-

ance he professes to hate.

Siddiq states that nothing

comes into this universe by

mere chance. He uses a radio

as an example, for if you saw
a radio, you simply wouldn*t
say, "I think long ago some
atoms, coming into existence

out of nothing, came together

and shaped into wires, circuit

board, sound chips, etc . . .

and bingo, radio came into

existence!** He believes that

logic tells you that there is a

creator who created all there is

around you.

However, through believing

in this theory, Siddiq contra-

dicts himself. If he believes

that everything in this universe

exists due to God, and that

everything created by God is

naUiral and "wonderful,** then

why should homosexuality be
an exception? It is arguable

that God created diversity.

Diversity in race, diversity in

culture, diversity in religion

and, as important as those

previously mentioned, diversity

in sexual orientation.

It saddens me to see people

innocent of any crime being

persecuted for nothing more
than their beliefs. They arc ^

simply choosing to live their

lives on their own terms,

ignoring another person's

"norm.** Gays and lesbians

should be applauded for having

the courage to follow their

instincts under such contempt,

instead of being scorned and

labeled "unnatural** by a socie-

ty unwilling to accept anything

traveling beyond their closed

scope of the world.

Kim Elniiorn

Fresliman
Englisii

Editor:

I am responding to Sattar

Siddiq*s viewpoint "Homosexu-
ality is simply unnatural,**

(Daily Bniin, Nov. 22). Siddiq

is well within his right to

abominate homosexuality if he

chooses to be so narrow-

minded. However, in justifying

Jiis fear, he presents several

hackneyed and dogmatic argu-

ments that are simply wrong.

ApparenUy, Siddiq supposes

that reason has the ability to

vanquish all human affection

and sexual drives. Most people

would agree that logic has

little, if any, bearing on sexual

atttaction.

Siddiq poses the (to him,

rhetorical) question, "Do you

see anything around in 'nature*

that behaves like homosexu-
als?" The answer is an unequi-

vocal "yes!** Several species of

animals engage in homosexual
behavior.

By quoting the Scriptures,

Siddiq makes a banal and ,
pathetic final attempt at perpe-

tuating his uninformed
viewpoint The Bible and the

(Jur*an (Koran) were written

down by human beings.

Although very wise men for

the most part, they, like all

human beings, could not have
been perfect and free from
prejudices.

Perhaps, Siddiq, one of the

more perspicacious examples of

advice from the Scriptures is

Matthew 7:1, "Judge not that

ye be not judged.**

Clarke de Maigret
Junior

Linguistics

Sinfest

Editor:

Everyday I look forward to

reading Tatsuya Ishida*s car-

toon "SinfesL** You can ima-

gine my surprise when I read

it on Friday, Nov. 22 and
found that an organization that

I was a part of and that was
very important (o me was the

object of criticism. While I am
not in a fraternity, I am a

member of the Christian soror-

ity here at UCLA called Alpha

Delta Chi.

The reason I am writing is

not to criticize anyone else, or

to spark unnecessary controvoi^

sy. I am writing just to :*^'

quickly clarify the purpose of^,»

having a **religious sorority.** y
According to Webster, the

word "fraternity** means **ik

group of people associated or,

formally organized for a ocMi
mon purpose, interest or pMv
sure.** "Sorority** simply noeaoi

a "club of women** or "a .

sisterhood.** In 1925, a group

of women here at UCLA who
had a common purpose,

Christianity, started a club

called Alpha Delta Chi. The
purpose of this club was three-

fold. It was first to provide

spiritual fellowship, second to

provide social activities that

weren't compromising to the

Christian faith, and this to

iprovide encouragement and

i^Menlive to excel scholastical-

^'
Erika Rek^ii

Senior, Linguistics
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Tuesday,

A CSO doesn 't have to be a man to

It
was a Rriday night, and

I was working in the

hospital. A call went out

on the radio for an escort, so

I picked it up and went to go
meet the woman. When I

amved she looked a little

puzzled.

**0h, I thought they were

going to send a six-foot-five,

big, strong guy," she said,

looking at me doubtfully.

"Well, rm a five-foot-five,

short, strong woman,** I

replied. That cheery response

seemed to satisfy her, and I

escorted the woman to her car.

It was a night on the job

for me as a female CSO at

UCLA. Such incidents do not

occur nightly, tMJt they do take

place often enough to make
me woiry.

The CSOs, or Community
Service Officers, are UCLA
students, and employees of the

UCLA Department of Com-
munity Safety. We are selected

carefully through an application

and panel interview, trained for

a month in the classroom and

the field, and required to pass

a comprehensive exam in order

to become CSOs. Next, we
must complete at least a month

of probation during which we
obtain certification in CPR,
fulfill minimum hours require-

ments and undergo performance

evaluations.

CSOs function as the "eyes

and ears** of the university

police, who are police officers

in every (positive) sense that

LAPD employees are. CSOs

9 9 herh 9 9 well

Susan
Rinderle
are educated in non-interven-

tion methods of crime preven-

tion. We are thoroughly trained

in the use of the police radio,

campus geography, observation

techniques, conflict resolution

and proper procedure in the

event of an emergency.

Female CSOs are a minority

on the force due to their low

application rates. Nevertheless,

we are given the same consid-

eration for employment in the

program, and undergo the same
training and treatment as male

candidates. We work the same
shifts as the males, and are

^iiot required to walk with =
another CSO on the job.

Altiiough female CSOs are

just as capable and qualified as

our male counterparts, we
sometimes do not receive equal

regard from the general public,

more so from women than

from men.

When we receive skepticism

from escorts, we often remind

them that we are non-interven-

tive, and that a male CSO
wouldn't be permitted to take

any action that a female

wouldn't We tell escorts about

our training, and about the

advantage of having a direct

line to the police station at all

times via the radio we cany.

Somehow this information

doesn't always make them feel

better, and at times it*s obvi-

ous the female escort would
prefer a male CSO.

Yes, women are more vul-

nerable to physical attack than

men, but a lot of this is due

to the fact that we perceive

ourselves as being vulnerable,

and act accordingly. Unfortu-

nately, most of us have already

had at least 20 years of

training in how to be vulner-

able, sweet, and deferring to

men. Unfortunately, not all

women had mothers like mine

who taught me to stand up for

myself, be confident and avoid

trouble.

You don't have to have

muscles like Sara Connor*s in

'Terminator 11** or an attitude

like Thelma*s or Louise's to

stand up for yourself either,

^ou speak, move and behav6=
with self assurance. You prac-

tice prevention.

I don't act differentiy while

working as a CSO Uian I do

in my daily life. I practice

crime prevention and deterrent

behavior all the time. My
experiences in high school with

riding buses and getting off

work at 10 p.m. in downtown
Pasadena, and with dealing

with drunk men in college

have accumulated. I can think

of at least two examples in my
life in which I averted a

possible attack by being aware,

listening to my instincts, and

taking action to thwart a

potential assault before it

began.

It was interesting to work as

a CSO after the alleged attack

in the UCLA Hospital parking

structure a few weeks ago.

Women who I escorted were a

lot more insecure than normal,

and had new information to

fuel their fears, "Aren't you

scared to walk alone?** I was
constantly asked.

My answer was the same it

had always been: no. Studies

have shown that a woman is

60 to 80 percent more likely

to be raped by an acquain-

tance, friend, relative, or boy-

friend than by the proverbial

rapist in the bushes. Besides,

the danger is always there.

We shouldn't need a grue-

some incident to remind us to

always be alert. "Alert** does

not mean living in fear, but

walking like we own the place,

spaddng assertively, being

aware and rehearsing situations

in our heads. It means relying

on oneself, because a can of

mace can be taken away, a

gun can be left somewhere
other than the danger situation

or turned against us and a man
can be knocked out or shot

"Alert** means being smart,

knowing your strengths and

weaknesses, exploring your

resources for self-protection

and utilizing them. Living in

fear is ignoring the possibility

of an attack until it happens to

someone, or in someplace,

close to us.

Awareness and prevention

can keep anyone out of more
danger than big muscles can

get one out of. This goes for

everyone: not every male CSO
is "six-foot-five, big and

strong** either.
^

Each of us has his or her

own personal style and level of

confidence and experience. I

feel perfecUy comfortable and

effective in my role as a CSO
at UCLA, but I recognize that

many women would not It is

up to each person to explore

his or her options for protec-

tion and take advantage of the^

ones they choose. E)on*t be

apologetic for calling a CSO
or carrying mace. If doing so

makes you feel safer and more
confident, then do so; if not,

act responsibly.

In a perfect, crime-free

world, there would be no need

for crime prevention or CSOs,
but ours is not a perfect

in the meantime, please-

do give us a call at 825—
1493, from dusk until 1 a.m.

seven days a week, and if I or

another female CSO show up,

be proud and feel safe.

Rinderle is a senior majoring

in sociology.
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'Bariber of Seville':
More than just a cheese-y jingle

By Shalmall Pal

Daily Bruin Staff

These days, the overture from
Rossini's 'The Barber of SeviUe**

is probably best known for pro-

viding the Velveeta Cheese Spread
jingle. This is a definite shame,
since the wofk it is usurped from is

an entertaining andfun (a word not

commonly associated widi opera)

creation.

The story of the wily Figaro,

who orchestrates the marriage of
wealthy Count Almaviva and his

lady love, Rosina (penned in and
pursued by her guardian. Dr.

Bartolo), is based on the second

play in a trilogy by Frenchman
Baumarchais. Although "Barber*'

didn't exactly thrill its 19th-cen-

tury audience, it has quickly

become a standard in the operatic

repertory.

The Los Angeles Music Center

Opera has taken one of the most
"popular comic operas and added
all the elements which make for a

great performance: an all-around

excellent cast, wonderfully weird

costumes and sets and a pace that

pulls the viewer right into the

madness.

The production relies heavily on
physical comedy— people falling

all over each other and themselves.

But the pratfalls, rather than being

annoying in a Jack Tripper kind of

way, are effective in bringing out
the buffoons behind the most
officious characters. Director John
Copley has managed to infuse

slapstick with the dignity usually

associated with opera.

Of course, all this physical

exertion would be useless without

the bodies that execute it. "Bar-

ber's** cast are both remarkable
singers and actors.

As Figaro, baritone Rodney
Gilfiry is truly charming. Begin-
ning with the famous aria "Largo
al factotum," Gilfry*s performance
is engaging enough to be amusing
and commanding enough to con-
vince that the barber is as smart as

he claims to be. The aria also gives

Gilfiry the c^portunity to prove that

The Los Angeles Music

Center Opera has taken

one of the most popular

comic operas and added

all the elements which

make for a great

performance.

not all good opera singers must
adopt a Parvottiesque physique.

Mezzo-soprano Frederica von

^Stade offers a Rosina with an
attitude. Far from wilting in the

face of danger, she is quick-witted,

intelligent and devious. Vocally,

von Stade sparkles in such num-
bers as "Una voce poco fa."

Tenor Raiil Gim^nez makes a

successful L.A. Opera debut,

achieving a meticulous balance

between the Count-as-philanderer

and the Count-as-philanthropisL

Bass-baritone Michael Gallup

and bass Louis Lebherz as Dr.

Bartolo and Eton Basilio, respec-

tively, are old, ugly, stuffy, stupid

and pretty perfect

The p^onners get to frolic in

set designer John Conklin's hom-
age to surrealist painter Ren^
Magritte with floating chairs,

fluffy clouds, raining noblemen
and lots of black bowlers. The
scenes provide a fitting back-

ground for the creations of
Michael Slennett, whose costumes

Elton John would envy.

While there are moments when
the production slips into the

Velveeta sea of cheese, *The
Barber of Seville's** enthusiasm is

so infectious, and the L.A. Opera *s

interpretation so tongue-in-cheek,

it*s all the better for it****

OPERA: The Los Angeles Music
Centef Opera presents "The Barber of

Seville." Tonight at 8 p.m.; Sat., Nov.
30 at 2 p.m.; Mon. and Wed., Dec. 2
and 4 atep.m. The Dorothy Chandler
Pavilion. Tix: $17-85. Available at the
Music Center Box Office and all Tick-

etmaster outlets. For info, call (213)
972-7211.

"Anything But Love" actress and "Bangwater" band member Ann
Mag^nuson wfil speak at noon in the Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

James Caan and Bette Midler play USO entertainers In "For the Boys."

Where the 'Boys' aren't
By Aaron Dobbs
Dally Bruin Staff

Midway through the film "For the Boys,** I

found myself thinking: **If I like this movie so

much, why do I want to get out of here so

badly?"

This isn't an easy question to answer. "For

the Boys** iran entrataining movie with great

performances, good direction and a lot of
good music. But what it doesn't have is a

centralized story. It doesn't have something
for the audience to stay interested in; it tries to

make too many important statements all at

once and it*s almost 2^A hours long.

Since 1942. Eddie Sparks (James Caan)
and Dixie Leonard (Bette Midler) have been
one of the most popular song and dance duos
in the country. Bums and Allen, Coca and
Caesar, Sparks and Leonard— they were in a

class by themselves. But Eddie and Dixie

were special. Along with a popular television

variety show in the *50s, they performed on
USO tours, giving our fighting men in arms a

few hours of happiness in the middle of a

war-torn country.

Now Eddie and Dixie are being awarded
the presidential medal of honor for their work
during a live television broadcast. The catch

is, Dixie says she's not going because she

can't stand Eddie.

There's the setup. The rest of the film is a

number of lengthy flashbacks as Dixie

describes how she came to'work with Eddie
for the first time in London during World War
II, how they became close friends over the

years, how they had a hit variety show, how
they travelled to Korea and Vietnam and how
they broke up.

That's the problem with the movie. Writers

Marshal Brickman, Neal Jimenez and Lindy
Laub have actually created a number of short

stories just tied together with these two
characters. Each segment or flashback takes

place at a different time and a different place.

But that's not all. Each segment also has its

own issue to tackle. For instance, during the

segment in Korea it becomes evident that

Eddie and Dixie's head writer, Art Silver

(George Segal), isn't too sympathetic toward
the war, and later on in Japan he is accused of
being a communist The sponsors order him
to be fired from the show, and hence we have
the issue of Hollywood blacklisting in the

'50s. A similar example can be made for

nearly all of the other sections of the film.

Mixed in with all these different stories are

some very entertaining routines. Midler
really shines in this film, giving her best

performance since **The Rose." Dixie is a

song and dance comedienne, and it's obvious

that this role takes Midler back to being the

Divine Miss M.

See 'BOYS/ page 14

Ann Maghuson I I

Multi-faceted actress of hit show
has many interests besides acting

'Anything' and everything

By Joanna J. Choi
Daily Bruin Staff

Ann Magnuson is living the

dream of many starving and
struggling actors . . . She's got a

steady job.

As a cast member of the hitABC
comedy "Anything But Love,**

Magnuson enjoys the fruits of her

comedic labors. ''Laughter is the

next best thing to sex, and it's

safer."

A colleague of comedy wizards

Jamie Lee Curtis and Richard

Lewis, Magnuson describes life in

sitcom television as "a laugh riot"

She plays Catherine Hughes, edi-

tor-in-chief of Chicago Weekly
and slave-driving boss to Marty
(Lewis) and Hannah (Curtis). To
say that Catherine is every writer's

worst nightmare come to life

would be an understatement

Catherine is a merciless editor

with a flair for the outlandish and
trendy. As a writer for several

magazines including Vogue and

Elle, Magnuson brings some of her

real-life experience with editors to

her character and the show.
"1 give the writers some things

from my personal experience and

try to gather as many stories and

anecdotes, dish and dirt about a

variety of different editors and

pass it on to the writers," she

explains.

She says that Catherine is a

combination of a few of the

larger-than-life editors that rule

the real publishing world. **The

editors are specific breed of peo-

ple," she says.

Magnuson enjoys Catherine

because "she is unpredictable.

eccentric, and has the potential to

do anything." She admits, "There

might be an element of Catherine

in me. We're both energetic,

overambitious, and impatient with

incompetency."

However, unlike Catherine,

who Magnuson admits is "a

caricature," Ann Magnuson is a^

multi-faceted person.

A self-proclaimed "dabbler
from way back," Magnuson has a

wide range of interests. Since

childhood, she has taken classes in

ballet, tap, horseback riding, piano

and even created her own neigh-

borhood newspaper. "I handwrote
five versions of it and put it in

everyone's mailbox," she remem-
bers.

Her passion for acting also

started at a young age. She
remembers "overacting wildly for

the camera" as she opened up
Christmas presents. While most
viewers know her as Catherine

Hughes, Ann has also been in PBS

'

"Made for TV" and HBO's "Van-
demonium."

Magnuson also has a passion for

music. Her psychedelic "sludge"

band, "Bongwater," affords her the

opportunity to "sing, scream, and
caterwaul."

As a band member and lyricist

Magnuson is unwilling to use the
term '^performance artist" to

describe herself. She believes that

the term "conjures up all sorts of
images of pretension and bore-

dom."

As with comedy and music,
Magnuson believes that "you have
to learn by doing. In a night club,
il*s either hit or miss in front of
audience. You better be good, or
you'U get bombed with Heine-
kens."

SPEAKER: Ann Magnuson. Pre-
atnted by Campus Events Commis-
Jf>n. Today at noon in the Ackennan
Grand Baflroom. For information, call

(310) 825-1957.

Band members 'Bee'

what they want te be
By Rob WInllold

Dally Bruin Staff

Once upon a time in the summo-
of '86, Tracey Bryn and Melissa
Brooke Belland were on the cusp
of becoming conservative, career-

oriented women, succumbing to

the corporate world by taking night

courses in business at universities

like UCLA.
But during that long, hot sum-

mer, a startling epiphany struck the

two— they realized they weren't
allowing themselves the freedom
they each needed to be happy.
Bryn and Belland said goodbye

to Los Angeles, hello lo London,
and formed a band called Voice of
the Beehive. And ever since,

they've never been quite the same.
While tanning themselves pool-

side at the Sunset Marquis in

Hollywood during a recent press

tour to promote their latest LP,
*Honey Lingers," they kept find-

ing themselves saying "L.A. —
It's a trip!" And then, when they
outlived that expression, they

proceeded to talk about the iced tea

that never arrived, or the 30 rabbits

that wandered out on the patio

lawn the previous evening and
proceeded to have a bunny orgy.

Quite a long way from the

business wcx'ld, you might say.

"It's funny because I look at all

the cool people we used to know
and they're now selling real estate,

or they're dentists," says Bryn.

"And here we are, in a band (from)
London."

Belland nods in agreement,
adding, "It just doesn't make any
sense at all."

But whether or not it makes any
sense is no longer the issue. After

their chart-topping debut LP, "Let
It Bee," which struck Gold and
delivered three memorable sin-

gles, Bryn and Belland immedi-
ately found themselves employed
on a more than full-time basis

while still managing to have fun.

And as most will vouch, that's

more than L.A. could have offered

them.

Nevertheless, both will admit
that fun doesn't always last. And
for Voice of the Beehive— whose
remaining members are guitarist

Mike Jones, bassist Martin Brett

and drummer Daniel "Woody"
Woodgate— the ftin began to run

out after a year of solid touring.

"If you 're not going to feel good
about things and the enthusiasm is

«4

gone, then it's best to just stop and
not play," explains Belland of the

band's two-year hiatus. "Because
we're not going to go out there and
fake it, and act like we're enjoying

it if we're really beat . . . That's a

death stamp to me."

Unfortunately, both will admit

that taking a break to be normal

almost drove them to the point of

insanity. Although they had plenty

of time off, it turned out to be too

much of a vacation due to a

number of elements — fatigue,

doubt, finding the right producer,

record company politics, etc.

'That's OK though." says Bryn.

Because I think it injected a new
enthusiasm back into us. And now
we love it more than ever."

"And it's humbling." adds Bel-

land. "You know, if you go away
for two years, you're no longer in

the press, and nobody plays your
records on the radio anymore. So if

yoo come back with something
substantial, which I think we've
done, then the fun and excitement
starts all over again."

"Yeah." agrees Bryn. "And now
we don't take one day for granted.

Because we never know when it's

going to disappear, since now we
know it can be taken away in an
instant"

With this enthusiastic outlook.

Voice of the Beehive approached
their follow-up album with the

same good-natured approach to the

humorously cynical romance/
relationship themes contained in

their earlier songs, while simulta-

neously improving upon the com-
plexity and structure of their

music.

However, both will say that

Honey Lingers" is still too close

to them to talk about in any detail

So, instead, Bryn recalls an earlier

phrase — **L.A. It's a trip!" —
while remembering that she
wanted a glass of iced tea. And
Belland. recalling the rabbits,

decides that she wants to go
outside on the night of this

interview, lie on the grass and have

the bunnies jump all over her.

It's safe to say, then, that some
things fortunately don't change.

And if everything is as it seems.

Bryn and Belland will most likely

never end up in a corporate office.

CONCERT: Voice of the Beehive.
Wednesday night at the Palace in

HoNywood. For info or tickets call

Tickdtmastef at (213) 480-3232.

ti

Voice of the Beehlvo, a London-based band, recently released its

new album "Honey Lingers."
,
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'BOYS'
From page 13

Caan will likely be forgotten

because of Midler's performance,

but he is no less excellent. Eddie is

a real character piece, and Caan
carries it off beautifully. Everyone
always knew he could act, but in

this nim he proves he can sing and
dance too.

But these two great individual

performances present a problem

for the film as a whole — there's

no chemistry between Midler and

Caan. And although they are both

wonderful, Midler's showmanship
actually upstages Caan, causing

him to seem sometimes out of

place.

The rest of the performances

also are excellent Segal is great as

Silver and Aiye Gross is very good
in his important, but limited role.

Although he is only in two or three

scenes of the film, Christopher

Rydell as the eldest incarnation of

I>ixie's son Danny gives a specta-

cular p^ormance, especially in

his scenes in Vietnam.

Director Mark Rydell ("On
Golden Pond,** *The Rose") has

constructed a good film overall.

See 'BOYS,' page 15

MetaRieads thrash with
Prong at the Whiskey
By Usa Rebuck

Los Angeles metalheads packed
the Whisky on the Sunset Strip last

Wednesday night to thrash with
Prong. Corrosion Of Conformity
and opening act Bullet Lavolta,

who were promoting their recently

released albums. The three bands
also played a second show at the

Whisky on Thursday.

Seattle's Prong began their set

with "Irrelevant Thoughts," the

first tune off of their latest LP,
*Trove You Wrong." The crowd
immediately showed their appreci-

ation by changing the floor into a

huge mosh pit The group worked
their way through "Right To
Nothing" and "Pointless," grind-

ing out the crunch metal that they

have become known for.

Recovering from a van accident

a week ago while going to a show
in Texas, Prong's members had to

cut some songs out of their set

Wednesday and Thursday night

Guitarist and vocalist Tommy
Victor, who played both shows
with eight stitches in his hand.

seemed especially struck by the

life-affirming message of "For
Dear Ufe."

Prong relaxed the crowd with

the thundering lulls of **Positively

Blind" and "Prime Cut" Heavy,
yet melodic, these tunes must be
experienced live for one to under-

stand their power. "Beg To Dif-

fer," the title track from Prong's

first Epic release, was one of
several tunes performed from that

album. The crowd favorite,

"Unconditional," off of their most
recent release "Prove You
Wrong," was incredibly tight and
heavy and showed off Prong at its

best

Prong ended their set with a

stellar performance of **Lost &
Found." Victor's chants were
backed by the compressed sound
of Troy Gregory's bass lines and
Ted Parsons on drums, and the

crowd loved it

Although Prong played while

injured and had to cut their set

short, they gave a great perfor-

mance — tight and thundering.

Their performance was almost as

amazing as their Foundations
Forum show in October, and
perhaps the difference lies in the

sound quality of the two venues.

Corrosion Of Conformity took
the stage with a fair version of
"Loss For Words,*? but their

performance skyrocketed on "Mad
World," and continued through
^Tainted Smiling Face" and **Pray

For Power," confirming that the

buzz surrounding them is right on
the money.

Vocalist Kark Agell spoke out

against defeated Louisiana candi-

date for governor David Duke as

well as President Bush, saying that

"the only difference between Duke
and Bush is that Duke says what
he's thinking."

C.O.C. then went into a hot
rendition of "Vote With A Bullet,"

with guitarist Pepper Keenan
providing the vocals as the crowd
moshed into a frenzy.

C.O.C. pounded through "Hap-
pily Ever After" and then used Led
Zeppelin's guitar riffs from "Moby
Dick" as an intro. to "Break The
Circle," which foretells the down-
fall of man once greed is given

precedence and he is unable to

abide by his own laws as well as

those of the earth.

••Eye For An Eye," the title track

from their 1984 debut on No Core

Records, thrilled those familiar

with the band's material who
hadn't heard this favorite in a very
k)ng time. The band finished their

set with "Dance Of The Dead," a
tune off their third LP, **BUnd,"

released on Relativity Records.

However, C.O.C. did come back
with an encore that began with a
joke rendition of Nirvana's
••SmeUs Like Teen Spirit" They
then played an old MC5 tune,

••Future Now," and ended with a

thrashed-up rendition of Black
Sabbath's ''National Acrobat"

C.O.C. 's live performance far

outstripped their recorded mater-

ial. While **Blind" is pretty good,
the band's shows were excellent,

with only a few minor distractions.

Agell kept jumping onto the drum
set and almost tore it apart on a few
different occasions.

Individually, the musicians of

C.O.C. may not be amazing, but

together in a band, they're just that

Their sociopolitical songs are

smartly written, both lyrically and

musically, and the thrash they

grind out is raw and fast C.O.C. is

definitely a band on the rise.

MUSIC: Prona with Corrosion Of
Conformity ana Bullet Lavolta at the
Whisky, Nov. 20 and 21. Presented by
GoidenvoJce.

FAST, FREE DEUVERY^

07-5900
0% Real Mozzarella
It Fresh Ingredients

One of the nation's mosX respected sperm donor programs

Is now selecting

11628 Santa Monica #10
(1 Bik Est of Banington)

Sunday- Thursday
11-12am

Friday-Saturday

11-2am

lo'.v fnt cheese

ivnilaWe nQjon

request

QUALIFIED SPERM DONORS

Help Infertile Couples Monetary Compensation

Free extensive health testing, including chromosomal analysis

THE U.S.C. SPERM BANK
Call (213) 343-9967

CRISIS PREVENTION

INFORMATION FAIRE

TODAY! NOV. 26!

11-2pmfWESTW00D PLAZA!
Crisis Prevention Information Fatre

Many campus resources will be represented at tNs highlighted

event. Come and find out what they have to offer you!

Organizations participaling Include:

L&SASKCdliNSELORS
PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS
STUDENT PSYCHOLOGICAL

PEER HELPLINE
ON-CAMPUSTiESTING
CRISIS PREVENTION
PROJECT

FRKi ant^stres^ mugs
dffM:i Hw^lf^'s Juices to be
given away at Information

Faire. FREE mugs and

Guide to Ufe at UCLA
handbooks to be given

away at all Crisis

Preventtoift scheduled

events* Ifiinie by and visit

us to pick up your free

gifts! FREE discount

passes to many
Westwood eateries, too!

Don't miss out!

^ ^

HAIR SALOIM
62 YEARS IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

SPECIALTIES FOR MEN & WOMEN STARTINC AT $10.00

WE RE THE BEST
106KAnEY AVENUE CALL FOR AN APPT.
WESTWOOD VILLACE 208-6559
NEXT TO BREADSTICKS 8am TO LATE NICHTS

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESTWOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAULI

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213)478-6869
(818)988-0110
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'Head of David' hopes
to get 'aliead' in U^.
By Rob WInfleld

Dally Bruin Staff

With the release of their third,

long overdue LP "Seed State" for

Mute/Blast First Records. Bri-

tain's alternative rock trio Head of
David find themselves confronted,

with the unfortunate and frustrat-

ing dilemma of reacquainting
themselves with American listen-

ers.

The last time the band made a

significant mark in the States —
primarily with visionary critics

and the college radio crowd— was
three years ago, with the release of
their second, highly-acclaimed LP,
"Dustbowl."

With a gutsy, balsy heavy metal
clang— derived from the tougher
material of such influential groups
as Judas Priest and Led Zeppelin
— and an off-tilt, subtle offering of
aggression— taken from the more
experimental likes of the Birthday
Party and the Swans, Head of
David served up this dish of
cutting edge rock *n roll for

listener consumption at a time

when everything else lacked the

flavoring and spice necessary to

leave a lasting impression.

However, the three-year lull that

followed this release did little to

aid the former four-member, now
three-member band.

And much of that delay,

according to vocalist Stephen R.

Burroughs, wasn't due to creative

blocks. Rather, their problems
began with inevitable record com-
pany politics— the type that try to

steer a promising band in the

**right" direction.

Thus, Head of David were first

confronted with a label that "didn't

trust" their first choice of produc-
er. Paul Kendall, subsequently
leading the band on a wild goose
chase to record an album that

ended up taking a mere 14 days to

create.

"It's quite farcical indeed,"

offers Burroughs, who's a bit more
accepting of the situation now that

the band is currently engaged in

their first U.S. tour in quite some
time. "We knew exactly what we
wanted to do (with it) . , . and that

,fiiiiiiiixx:
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NHAIR NAILS

$5.00 OFF
Any

Haircut
coopon

$5.00 OFF
Any

Nail Service
coupon

Special Effects

1 1 44 Westwood Blvd. 208-1 380
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"HAPPY HOLIDAYS-STANLEY!"

I I t

and receive aflM Discount 00 tke ""^tj^^.

course ofyour choice!

it could have been out two years

ago. But that's the way it goes.

And sure it's frustrating. But there

are better things to get angry about
than that."

Actually, Burroughs reveals

that the band handled the album's
delays rather weU. or at least better

than average. Because, he says,

they decided to combat their

frustration and discouragement by
treating Head of David as more of
a "social club" than a band.

Unfortunately, the band ended
up losing two members — their

bassist and their drummer— to the

involuntary hiatus they were
experiencing. But again, as the

vocalist notes, he and remaining
guitarist Eric Jurenovskis man-
aged to find something positive in

the loss. And with the addition of
bassist Bipin Kumar, they added a
Hindu motif to their song structure,

as well as adopting a drum
machine to supply their backing
rhythm. But does Burroughs think

this has detracted from their

music?

**Let's put it this way," he says.

"We've matured because of it

We've ripened, so to speak. And
no doubt, some people will say
we've wimped out from our
harder, grungier side because of
these things. But then, it's just

narrow-mindedness that say that,

don't you think?"

In feet, overall. Head of David's

music has increased in complexity.

But if complaints have arisen, it's

because of their adoption of the

new technology.

"I have to admit, I didn't want to

use a drum machine personally,"

says the frontman. "But when we
demoed the material, it was so

much easier and convenient"
Burroughs adds, though, that he

would like to incorporate some
form of live percussion in the

future, as he does find himself

getting "frustrated" with the limits

placed on his spontaneity at times.

Seeing that "Seed State" is the

first album Head of David actually

"can listen to all the way through"

without becoming perturbed,

things look like they might be

maturing in the right direction —
at their own natural rate, of course
— for these three musicians.

"We've written some of the next

album," says Burroughs, joking.

"So if all goes well, we'll have it

ready before the end of the

decade."

CONCERT: Head of David will be
appearing at Jabberjaw on Thursday.
Nov. 28. Al's Bar on Friday. Nov. 'A,

and Bogarts on Saturday. Nov. 30. For
info or tickets can (213) 480-3232.

'BOYS'
From page 14

but the pacing is really bad. The
musical numbers are entertaining

and the picture is shot well, but

Rydell doesn't manage to keep the

audience riveted to the screen for

the entire time.

Ultimately, the film's faults

come back to the screenplay. The
movie is called **For the Boys" yet

throughout the picture the audi-

ence can't really figure out ifEddie
docs the USO tours "for the boys"
or for the positive recognition and
good image that lead to more fame
and money.

The simple fact that I found
myself wondering about the title is

just another example of how this

film is so muddled with stories and
issues, that the easiest questions
like "What does the title mean?" or
"Why am I still here?" become
quite difficult to answer. ••!4

FILM: -For the Boys " Written by
Marshall and Neal Jimenez & Lindy
L^ub. Directed by Mark Rydell. Pro-
duced by Bette Mkiler. Bonnie Bruck-
heimer and Margaret South for All GiH
Productions. A Twentieth Centucy Fox
release with BeOe Mkiler and James
Caan. (Rated R: language and vk>-
lenoe; 144 minutes) Now playing ctty-

wxie.

The best way

to wrap up the term

Available for immediate pick-up

from the ASUCLA Computer Store
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Yearbook
Portrait

Deadline IS

December 6

ASUCLA Caitipui Photo Studio
Olflclal Ptiotitgntphera for Brain Uf^ Yearbook

KcrdcholY HaB 150 (21:1} 206 8133

DOIN'THE CONDOM THING
CONDOMORAMA
CONDOMEISTER
CONDOMANIA
CONDONINiaM

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^"^^^^^^

*

PIANO RENTALS
Special Rates to UCLA Students

Hollywood Piono Rental Co.

462-23M 463-6569
^^

t

>

*

Alcoholics Anonymous

IMeetings

Mon. discussion, Thur. Bookstudy, Fri. Stap
Study. AU 3525 12:15-1:15. Fri. 12a)-1 100

Tuat. Di&cussion, Wsd. Discussion NPI
08538 12:15-1:00

For alcoholics or individuals «who

havg drinking pfoblams

Concert Ticlcets 6 Research Subjects 12

SAVE $$$ ON TICKETS
AIRLINES, SPORTS. MUSIC, SHOWS. WE

LIST LAST MINUTE CANCELS,
SURPLUS AND PROMOTIONS FOR SALE

CHEAP ALSO. WHEN YOU ARE STUCK WITH
. TICKHS UNEXPECTEDLY

CALL US.

213-4 TICKET

Good Deals

BINCXIULARS $10-NEW MACNACRAFT
Sports bifxxujlars, light weight, high powered
9X30 millnr^etcf, great for all sporting events,

gift boxed. Send $10 per pair to American
Sports Company. 1 309 East Northern Phoenix,

AZ 85020. For C.O.D. Call (602)280-9910.

CASH FOR COLLEGE
aid, scholarships & grant

qualify - $100 guarantee!

1^00-944-0066, exl. 7561

FinarKial

assistance. You

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (21 3)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

Miscellaneous

GIFT BASKETS: Unique gift baskets delivered

for all holiday^occascions. Free delivery.

Call (310)457-0622. T

ALLERGY/HAY FEVER RESEARCH. Wanted:
subjects age 1 2-59 interested in participating

in FDA-approved clinical drug trial using

allergy medication vs. placebo in 2 week trial.

You will be compensated for your participa-

tion. Call (310)312-5050 ext. 302.

ASTHMA RESEARCH. If you would like to

participate in FDA approved research studies

with new asthma medications, call

(21 3)31 2-505Q ext. 302. You will be compen-
sated for yourHime. Allergy Research Founda-
tion. 11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 601, West
Los Angeles, 90025.

ASTHMA RESEARCH: Subjects with mild to

moderate asthma, ages 18-50 needed for air

pollution study. Free nrtedical testing and

participation fee paid. Call James at

(310)825-2739.

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-11

YEARS r>eeded for UCLA research piDJect.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-

mental evaluation. 825-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 YEARS needed for UCLA
research project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation. 825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive

$20 and have a scientific learning experier>ce.

825-0392.

STUDENTS NEEDED for UCLA research.

Watch job interview, answer questionnaires.

Approx. 1 hour. $10. 476-0666.

"^ PUN WATS TO PUT ONA CONDOr
The definitive guide for condom users,

because it's not a job...it's an adventure.

(Safe sex has never been this fun)

For your detailed guide to condom usage plus a free condom,
send $9.95(check or money order) payable to "Verbatim

Services", 1015 Gayley Ave. Ste. 373, Los Angeles, CA 90024.

^Percentage of Proceeds goes to AIDS research.

detach and mail

I would like copy/copies of "25 Fun
Ways to Put on a Condom."

Mail to:

Name
Address

City/State

Specify condom choice:

Super Sensitive ^Vibra-Rlbbed

Non-Lubricated ^Studded

^With Nonoxyno!-9 ^GIow-in-the-Dark

"'(novelty only-add $1 .50)

7

AN ACCOUNTING GRADUATE IS LOOKING
FOR an outgoing, easy to talk (o, ski partner.

Hoping to schedule several ski outings. Lift

ticket included. Dates and locations open to

suggestion. Call Cyrus. (Days- 9-6pm).
(213)46^3374.

Congratulations

to

Amy Neal
Panhellenic's

1991-1992
Secr^etar7

V.your
sisters of XQ

UCLA Girl'

I missed you on Thurs. at the
ChaiHlouse, but Just like the
first time I saw you at

Saturday's game. Don't you
know it's me? Was It kismet? I

believe In kismet -I believe In

you... let's really get to know
each other.

This Thursday - mudple-
Charthouse

Wonted 15

DRUMMER WANTED for novice band at

UCLA. Call anytime, lea»e message:
Dl 0)575-4247.

Pregnancy 20

WANTED: EGG DONOR. Girl in 20's, Jewish,
fair, 5'4", artistic, verbal, extremely
responsible, Aood medical history.
SlSOO/cycle. Please call (213)653-5404
M-f, 9—5.

Salons 21

MODELS WANTED for free professional hair-

cuts in Beverly Hills. Call Teri (21 3)936-3408,
leave mestai^.

Health Services 22

IS ROMANCE IN THE
STARS FOR YOU?

Personalized astrologicat report
tells hcvv compatible you two are.

Detailed and informative. 10-»-

pages Great gifti $9.95. both
names, birthdates, birthplaces, &
bith times (if known): LELUND,
1093 Broxton »628, Los Angeles,
CA. 90024.

Research Subjects 12

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-

less facial skin rejuvenation and renr>oval of

acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free

consultation. Call Beverly Hills

Laser Doctor's Group. (213)786-0636.

LOSE UP TO 30 pounds in 30 days for less than

$40. Doctor recommefxled. 285-8347.

MtayMMM

ACNE STUDY
Free treatment for Acne
Usin^ a new Truit Acid"
solution to improve acne

and acne scarring.
Call (310) 670-3878

THROWING UP
GbllING YOU DOWN?
NIngdiMrtfmanmyoitfyipMiiMy CMnt IM aut •%.

Or.MarIc Bmiiim. Cliiical PiycfciinK
(Mk^andgnMonVb)

213-655-6730
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DON'T BE A BIRD!

COME TO ZBT's

ANNUAL THANKSGIVING
DINNER

A Tradition Since 1492

IQN!fiHI5:30ish

ITS OUR WAYOF THANKING THE
BEST LITTLE SISTERS ON THEROW

Sweatshirts are still available!

Invite Only=====
For Info: Call Jeff 208-8612 or Craig 208-5827

Larry Fernanfi«r

ii/Kike Cebliarf&t.

What: AAn Ice Cream Social
When: Tonight at 7pin

Wfeere; At Alpha Delta Pi

Wfcy: To Support the AAFT Alphas
HovQ Much: Tickets are $3

Chi-O's

Don't be a

BLjajgjajgjgjajgjajgjgjgjgjg!

^

e
E
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^
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E
E
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Glory Days Meel;ing
y:30 pm

Pi Phi
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P
P
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Research Subjects 12 Reseorcti Subjects 12 Opportunities 26

IBIALES WITH HAIR LOSS NEEDED
to participate in iiair regrowth
study. Ages 1

9—49. Under
dermatologist supervision.

Volunteers will be Paid.
For info. Call 828-8887

ENTREPRENEURS! Do you have a business
idea? Do you need $$$? We can help.

Unlinfilted Funds. (818)702-9703.

INDIVIDUALS WITH DANDRUFF NEEDED

A new dermatologist supervised

study on dandruff Shampoos
needs volunteers. Volunteers will

be paid. Ages 1 8 and older Call

Anna for more info. (213)828-8887.

MODELS WANTED MALEyfEMALE all types.

Your chance to have $200 make-
over.. .Absolutely free. Color an<Vor cut by top
professionals. You coud qualify. (IF INTER-
ESTED PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CALL) at:

Sheraton LAX airport hotel. 61 01 West Century
Blvd LA 90045. Date.Saturday March 7, 1992.
Tirr>e: 3pm- 7pm. Questions addressed at this

time. No hair dor>e at model call. Bobby Kraus
(213)542-4974.

MODELS WANTED: Mal^ female all types.

Your chano! to have $200 make-over... Abso-
lutely free. Color ancVor cut by top profession-

als. You could qualify. (IF INTERESTED
PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CALL) at: Sheraton
LAX airport hotel. 6101 West Century Blvd.

LA, 90045. Date: Monday Dec.9, 1991. Time:
3pm-7pm. Questions addressed at this time.

No hair dor^ at model call. Bobby Kraus

(213)542-4974.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT. Internship inter-

views now taking place. Gain valuable

experience managing a team of employees,
customers, and suppliers. Majority of hiring

will be completed by November. Average
groa profit $11,287. Call Triple A Student

Painters, for information now
1 (800)426^441

.

$200-$500 WEEKLY. Anemble products at

hoTDC. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 liour Recording.

(801)379-2900 Copyright fCAIlKDH.

$40,00(yYEAR! READ BOOKS and TV Scripts.

Fill out simple 'like/don't-like' form. EASY!
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations,

guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Record-
ing (801)379-2925 Copyright fCAIIKEB.

$500-$l,00(VWK. PT, working weekends.
Erotic dancers and models needed. Will train,

call Ginger, (213)575-3634.

$6.63A>r. Walk on campus. Schedule around
your classes. Opportunity for advancenf>ent.

Apply at the Sproul Cafe. 350 De Neve Dr.

(213)825-2074.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/ Management
Trainee— International expositiorv. Entry
level position for multi-lingual (SparVEn^; pre-

ferred) individual. Excellent opportunity for

advancement and travel. 1 Sk to begin— Re-
view after 90 days. Fax resume to
(310)820-5426.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - FISHE-
RIES. Earn $5,00OVn)o. Free transportation!

Room & board! Over 8,000 opening^. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For
employnr>ent program call Student Employ-
ment Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext.154.

AMAZING OPPORTUNITY! Manager/
assistant for combined Legal/Medical (Gyne-
cology) office. Great pay! Fulltime. Strong

academic records. Graduating senior pre>

ferred. (310)281-8457.

BUS BOYS/GIRLS, catering events part-time.

$10hr. Clean appeararKe arxi willing to work.
(213) 657-5506.

CAMPUS POSITKDNS. Flexible PT hours. Will

work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Services. $6.63/hr. 206-7686. Contact Paul

Garcia or Walt Ar>derson. Also accepting

APP't for Winter Quarter.

CASHLESS HOLIDAY? Quick hit sales oppor-
tunity. Great product. Volume business. Com-
missions paid daily to aggressive, positive

individuals. Holiday gift item. Write your
future— (818)591-8543.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experierKe

needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon
& evenina

hours available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

<
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LAW FIRM
nee(Js motivatet^ pet son to

do challenging legal an(j

Clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume

w GPA. available times

for, interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

Come GOBBLE Op A I

Thanksgiving Feast at KS Tonight! |

aERICAL POSITION. Organized, pleasant
person needed for filing arxjlber various office

work for a small office in WLA. $6— 7/hr.,

approx 15 hrsAvfa. Call (310)202-1485.

aERICAL f»OSITKDN. Clerical word process-
ing. 60+ wordVminute. $8-12^r, depending
on experience at law fimn. 6500 Wilshire

(213)6513333. ^
COUNSELOR FOR MENTAL HEALTH PROG-
RAM. 15 hrsMc. $8-10/hr, depending on
experience. Contact Marlene. 395-8886.

DATA ENTRY - Flexible hours. $6.0CVhr.
Brentwood. Fax resume (310)820-5426.

DRIVERS NEEDED, full-time and 40%
commission. Must have own car with
insurance. (213)914-1449.

DRIVER, youth bus certified, PT, $^r. Eric

Frecdman (310)391-6301

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT: Biomedical Journal.

Potential two to three year job. Excellent
spelling and typing skills. Interest in Englis^V
journalism. Aaron: 825-6521.

FAST EASY INCOME! EARN IOC'S weekly
stuffing envelopes. Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to: FAST INCOME, PO BOX
641517, Chicago, II., 60664-1517.

FULL/ PART-TIME driver needed. Able to read
maps. Top $. Own car. Call (818)888-3664.

FULL/PART-TIME WANTED. Start your own
music business, from your bedroom for under
$100. No experience needed.
$500-51 50(Vmo. Complete manual, training,

$35. Call me collect: (619) 492-8410

FUN PT )OB: Games room supervisor, %(^r.
Eric Freedman. (310)391-6301

OlAPHIC DESIGN ASSISTANT - entry level.

Brentwood. Full or PT. MAC exp. helpful.

$7.5Q^r. Multi-lingual preferred. Fax resume
(310)820-5426.

HOUSEKEEPING, ERRANDS, AND ODD
JOBS -f possible babysitting. Hours flexible

(10-lS/wk.) Wages negotiable.
(213)39a9927.

IRISH AMERICAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posi-

tions available PTA^T days/evenings. Good pay
up to $3(Vhr. Call Mon—fri 1 —6pm. Kathlin^
Bill (213)458-4427.

MALE MODELS under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. Quick cashll
(213)664-2999.

MALE MODELS NEEDED. Young, Handsome,
Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great
Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MALE MODELS earn $1 SQ/hr. or more. Boyish
anchor athletic 18—24. Cleanshaven faci^

little or no chest hair. Playgirl-style
magazines/nudity. Beginners welcome.
Intemationallly known photographer. Brad
(213)392-4248.
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us MAIL JOBS $11.77 to $l4.9(y$9.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area, ^4o Experience Neces-
sary. 1 -900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

WESTWOOD PRIME LCXIATION. Generous
move-in bonus. FumishecVunfumished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 &2 bedroom, walk to UCLA.
>VC, pool, elevator, 555 Levering Levering

206-7634. Managed by Moss & Co.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for
•^ creatively-talented writers. Paperback novels,

non-fiction books, screenplays. 962-1557
Vernon.

Job Opportunities 32

ENTREPRENEURS in search of global
opportunities, with $500 million international

company, offering a 4yr plan instead of 40yr
plan. For interview, call (310)573-3014.
Interviewing 12^ ar>d 12/10.

INSTRUCTOR FOR FIRST year college Bio or

Chem. Top grad student post-doc, or adjunct

looking for extra income preferred.
1-800-843-4973.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN-interview patients.

Strong writing/computer skills. Medical
and/or legal experience desirable. Bilingual

Spanish preferred. Full training & benefits.

Full-time in Burbank or Alhambra sites.

$13-16i/hour. Send resume dealing with
above to: John Ewing, CBL Medical, 3600
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1906, L.A.90010.

SALES/MARKETING International Marketing
company, seeks five Managers^xecutives for

U.S. and Asian operations. Unlimited com-
mission, will train. Interviewing Dec 9-10.

Call (310)573-3014.

MANAGER— Sales and Administration— In-

ternational Expositior^s. Outstanding position

available for mature individual with 10 years

business experierx:e. Multi-lingual individual

preferred. Strong sales arxi administrative

background. References required. Excellent

growth position with expanding firm. Some
travel required. Fax resume and salary require-

ments to (310)820-5426.

MARKETING ASSOCIATE, part-time (20hrs/

wk, day time). Marketing investment manage-
ment services to Fortune 500 firms. Challeng-

ing environment. Phone skills in brokerage or

finance requested. Westwood. $9.50/hr.

(310)208-1310.

MARKETING RESEARCH: Can you read a

map? Want to, earn $fl^r? Help us interview

our customers. Temporary assignment. Flexi-

ble hours. Call collect— (619)571-2657 or

571-2467.

MESSENGER. BEVERLY HILLS ACCOUNT-
ING FIRM has opening for part-time
messenger/ light work. Must be dependable
and have own car. (310)274-9922.

MODELS: For 1992-93 swimsuit calendars &
posters, European magazine work. Call

(213)732-5744 for appointment.

NEEDED EXTRAS FOR FILM, T.V. SERIES- call

for appt. (M-F, 9-5). (213)467-5122.

PART-TIME PERMANENT OFFKTE WORK plus

sales. Base plus commission. (310)277-5826.

P/T ASSISTANT MANAGER Outgoing, self-

motivated, reliable individual for children's

store in Brentwood. FRONTRUNNERS KIDS
Apply in person. 11 620 San Vicente Blvd. See
Julie.

P/T CLERK^L. Small SM office. Opportunity to

learn R/E trustee business. Afternoons 2-3

days/week. 628-1193. ^^
PT RECEPTIONIST for Century City Firm.

4—7pm, M—F. Light office work. Must call

between 10— 12 only. Doretta
(213)553-0550.

RECEPTIONIST— Brentwood. Intelligent,

good speech communicatioru skills, some
typing "'^'^ phone, fax. $6Aw. Tues,

Thurs, 8:30—5:30. Interviews 7—9pm, 1 1/26

and 1 1/27. Call 1 1/26 and 1 1/27 to schedule.

Start immediately (310)207-0228.

RETAIL SALES FOR HOLIDAYS. Start immedi-

ately. $6per^r. West Side Pavillion Mall. Cart

Selling Ladies fashion accessories.
(213)202-9434. ^

SHANES JEWELERY seeks F/T or P/1

salesperson. Evenings and weekends
included. Apply in person or call

(213)206-7261.

TALENT AGENCY, needs driver. Own trans-

portation 2-3hrs, aflerTXx>ns, 5 days. $5/hr

gas. Fun job. (213)475-2010

TELEPHONE MARKETING RESEARCH ASSIS-

TANT for MenrH>ry Training School. Light

typing. S6/hr, 1 5-20hrs/week. Theresa
(310)445-0630.

TELEPHONE MARKETING RESEARCH ASSIS-

TANT for hnenwry training school. $6/hr.

15-20hrs/week. Theresa (310)445-0830.

THE REGISTRARS OFFKTE is now accepting

applications for part-time student staff. Call

Phil at (310)206-0488 before December 4.

TOKYO JAPAN. Temporary job: secretary to

advertising company CEO. All expervscs paid.

Requires some Japanese conversation & cus-

tom. (213)746-0770.

Ctilld Core Wanted 35 Aportnnents for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

NKZE WLA FAMILY W/2 young girls, seeks

live-out housekeeper. M-F. Play w/kids, clean

house, cook sometimes. English speaking,

rx>n-smoker. Car a plus. Must have refs.

(310)475-9975.

Apartments for Rent 49

1 -BEDROOM. $S5(Vbwnth, first rTX)nth 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 jasmine Palms
(213)639-7227.

1-MILE TO LICLA, Brentwood adjacent, $550
Bachelor, $735 l-bed, pool, near bus stop.

1235 Federal. (213)477-7237.

A PLACE OF YOUR OWN. Mother-in-law apt.

separate kitchen, study, bath and dressing
room. $55(Vmo utilities and washer dryer
service Included. Call evenings
(310)398-9469.

BACHaOR $45(yMO. Carpets, drapes, re-

frlgerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, attractive upper
1 -bedroom, $560. Large kitchen, a/c, parking,

laundry, high ceilings. (213)657-4764.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
SINGLE, $725; HUGE 2BED/2BATH, $1275;
COMPLETELY REMODELED, BEAUTIFUL
LUXURY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROLLED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND GATED PARK-
ING. 1 1 61 1 CHENAULT ST. (21 3)471 -1 340.

BRENTWOOD, $840, 2BED/1BTH, 11651
CORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

CULVER CITY, $830, 2-bed-^l V, -bath, carpeC
drapes, quiet neighborhood and building.

(310)826-6907.

DETROIT & WILSHIRE. $550. VERY LARGE
SINGLE. AIRY. NO PETS. PARKING FOR
SMALL CAR. 939-1732.

MAR VISTA, $575/nr>o, price negotiable,

l-bed/ 1-bath. Large patio. Refrigerator,

stove. Days, (213)788-0885, evenings,
(818)707-3802.

FRF.E lU"N

I

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735
870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

I'UOI I SSION \I I Y iMANAtilil) BY MOSS & CO.

D

D

BEAUTIFULNEWAPARTMENTS
4-5 MILES TO UCLA
Easy Bus Access

=D

MAR VISTA. 1-Bn5: $685. 2-BED: $7757
Newly painted, laundry. 454-0805.

MAR ViSTA, 1 -BEDRbOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (213)398-8579.

NEW 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfield

Ave, WLA. $1250 up. Security parking,

(213)286^9332, (213)839-2269.

PALMS 1 &2 BEDROOM $595 UP. Near bus to

LXTLA (213)836-1529, 837-3900, 652-5590.
4-7pm only.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM. $675. Large, sunny,
great closets, parking. 10 minutes to campus.
Days:(31 0)273-7598, Eves:(31 0)286-7598.

PALMS. 2-bed/2-bath, $825 & $855. Under-
ground parking, fireplace, A/C, alarm, pets

okay. (714)969-8977, & (213)559-6085.

PALMS $800/nx) Ibcd/lbath, den, upper.

Airconditioning, garage parking, built-ir>s,

fireplace, security system. (213)937-0589.

PALMS. $875. 2-bed/2-bath. All appliances.

Security, fireplace, -f alarm. % trtonth free.

(213)839-8862 or 838-5567.

PALMS. Sharp single, $495; 1 -bedroom, $595.
Vertical blinds, carpet, stove, kitchen,
laundry, large and bright, great location
1 -block from Motor and National. 2-parklng
spaces. 3351 Vinton. No pets. (310)576-5540.
(310)274-0633. Open.

PALMS SPECIAL. No security deposit with
approved credit. $525 for single, $650 & up for

1 -bedroom. Pool, sauna, exercise room.
(213)836-3800.

PALMS. 1 bedroom. $695. Stove & Refrlg.

(213)837-7513.

SANTA MONICA. 3-BED/2-BATH. Hardwood
floors, large yard, 2-car garage. On Princeton,

north of Arizona. $},650/mo. 375-0934.

SM. 1-BED, EXTRArLARGE. Good neighbor-

hood. Pool, laundry, safe area. $495.
(213)502-8838, available now.

UPPER 2-BED/2-BATH. Balcony, mini-blinds,

stove, frig., parking, laundry. $950.
(213)274-2461.

VAN NUYS: LARGE 1 -bed & den. Dishwasher,
stove, fireplace, 1 child/1 pet ok, or good for

roommates. (818)997-6766.

2 BDM+ 2 BATH APARTMENTS
ALLAMENITIES-FIREPLACE-SECURITY BLDG.

A/C-LAUNDRY FACILITIES ON PREMISIS

FROM $40Q/mo^
LOW MOVE-IN COSTS

INCENTIVES

(213)278-6411
(10am-6pm)

Effective Rent

2 Bed 2 Bath
$900/mo. Alarm

A/C 4 years new:MODERNI
9mln. to UCLA by BUS

10737 Palms (213)838-5039

Internships 34

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM producer seeks

student interns to learn script development
activities in office. No pay, but good opportun-

ity to learn. (310)576-6309, (310)394-7263.

Child Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER FOR SHY TODDLER.
4-10hrVwk. WLA. $VHr. (310)207-1227.

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
IffDRIVI

Starting at $600
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

•AFFORDABLE*
•3528-3532 Sawtelle*

In Mar Vista near National

2bdrm Ibath

apartments. Uppers &
lowers. Balconies. Stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator.

Spacious with grey

carpet. White Blinds.

$775/month $500 deposit

OPEN DAILY OR
CALL:

Rental Office, 823-4383

Get out of the
Dormsl

We Will help Pay
the cancellation

feesi

Huge Luxury 1 6c 2
bedrooms,

central air, extra large
closets, fireplace, wet bar,

refrigerator, controlled
entiy and parking

Low move in/Low
rental rates

Across From Campus
433 Kelton Avenue
(213)208-8685

WECIWORTW
10983 WELLWORTH

*1 Month Free Rent

(Ask for Details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

'Central Heating/

Air -Conditioning

•Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,

Refrigerator, Disposal

•Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

^

WINTERomiaER[ERQOAK
SPECiAL

2 Bdmi/SBdth 5 Rbammates
fiOTi 81,199

INCL.TWOWEEKS FREERENT
w/leaBeThruJune dO

Gated Entry/Pktngw/2Epace8
Rooftop 8pa and Sundeck

Flieplace,dishwasher, fiid^
Ctd air, baloonJes, cable ready

Walk to Cannjus/VUlafle

512VETERANiWK
2082655

New tenantB only w/kaeeQAC

VENICE/ S.M. $495, utilities. Yard, bright,

private, rear. 645 Rose. Available 12/1.
826-5967, evenings.

WESTWOOD ACROSS FROM CAMPUS, jr.

1 -Bdrm. $790. Many Amenities you must seel

(310)824-5252.

WESTWOOD. X-large 1 -bed. $790/mo. Walk
to UCLA and Village. Hardwood floors.

10971'* Roebling Ave. (213)208-4253,
(213)824-2595.

WESTWOOD -FREE MONTH -1 -block to
UCLA, studio, 1 -bd/1 -blh, 2-bd/l-bth.
Furnished/unfurnished. Clean, parking, laun-

dry, facilities, pool. $600 and up. 10941
Stfathnr>ore (213)208-7294.

AMAZING 2-BED/2-BATH •WESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, enclosed patio. Brand new carpet,

shutters, appliarKes. Near eating places, trans-

portation A UCLA. (213)475-6717.

WESTWOOD. Large 2-be<V 2-bath, furnished/

unfurnished. Pool/ Jacuzzi, long/ short-term,

$1400. (213)470-1513.

WESTWOOD Luxury 1 -bed $850,
2-bed/l-3/4bath $1100. Appliances, gated
entrance and parking, 1 block from UCLA. 445
Landfair. (213)824-1969.

•WESTWOOD 1-BED, S750/neg. Newly de-
corated, large w/view, security. 2 blocks south
of Wilshire. (213)474-5375.

WESTWOOD, 61 6 Veteran, WALK TO LXTLA.
Singles it 1 -bedrooms, $590 and up.
(213)208-4934.

WESTWOOD, $695, furnished single. Walk to
school. 667-669 Levering Ave.
(213)208-3215.

WESTWOOD, large furnished 1 -bedroom,
parking, $750, 1 1089 Slrathmore. 2-bedroom
unfurnished duplex, 1 385 Midvale, $1 1 0(Vup.
(310)454-8211. ,

'

—^^

WLA. 2-BED/1-BATH. OHIO/FEDERAL.
(213)258-1354.

WLA 2BEDRM/2BATH plus huge den and
patio. $1100. 1412 Brockton Ave.
(818)368-6732.

WLA, $695. Bus or bike to campus. New,
champagne carpet, blinds, appliances. No
pets. (213)477-0725.

WLA. $765. 1 -BED/1 -BATH. Barrlngton/
Wilshire. Very bright, large balcony, gated
building, pool, parking. (213)477-9753.

WLA $950, 2-BED/2-BATH, air-conditioned,

dishwasher, newly decorated. (213)
471-0683.

WLA AREA. $585/mo. Attractive furnished

single. Ideal for students to share. Close to

UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477.4832.

WLA/CENTUI*Y CITV ADJACENT, l-bed-
room, $750 charming. Stove, refrigerator

carpets, drapes, laundry, decorated porch
quiet building. (310)474-1172

WLA single, 1 -bedroom. Unfurnished, security

parking, sun-deck, Jacuzzi, frig, ocean view.
$650-$850. Call (213) 826-5528.

WLA, ADj. WILSHIRE BLVD, 2-^2. Patio, new
carpet - fridge. 2 parking spaces, $935.
(818)795-6124.

Tuesday, Nov. 26, 1991

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

%ur
^rthday

ACROSS

1 Edinburgh
natives

6 Sour
10 Sole. e.g.

14 Santa's
helpers

15 Declare
16 Aboard
17 Lurches
18 Film actor
20 Excellent
21 Not many
22 Ship area
23 Pleased «

25 Abandons
27 Be sorry for

30 Lids
31 Submarine
32 Breton and

Cod
33 End
36 Loud noise
37 More exposed
38 Beach resort

39 Essential

being
40 Political

group
41 Looked toward
42 Card game
44 Compulsion
45 Fabric strips:

archaic
47 Musty odor
48 Still

49 Prohibition

50 Whirl
54 Not relCMing
57 Armadillo
58 Misplays
59 Art works

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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S E A P R T Bl O R NBIH H A T I C H A sM G A G
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1
A B E L
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1
S H A R E B O R E

L E S E T E R Ml p 1 X 1 E
F E E s E

iL
T C A N HHfl

P^lM A T E H A N DG U N
S P E C U L A T R S o N A
L 1 T U P

1
C R D C o T 8

A M A T 1 E R 8 E A 8 1 T
B A L E D S E E D R E L Y

60 Canadian
Indian

61 "Simon —

"

62 Small dog
63 Bullring, e.g.

DOWN
1 Vaccines
2 Asp victim,

for short

3 Bakery
fixture

4 Fast message
5 US draft org.

6 Subdued
7 Declare
8 Relig. title

9 Numerical
prefix

10 Actress
Jodie —

1

1

Narrow space
12 Activate

13 Auto parts
=?9 Some tetters -

21 Plump
24 Permit to

25 Movie dwarf
26 Constantly

27 — Goldberg
28 Dark: poet.

29 Small fruit

30 A la —
32 Transports
34 Roman date
35 Seed cases
37 Verse maker
38 Blue flower

40 Garment
41 Lighthearted

enjoyment
43 Stroke
44 Brown shade
45 Stands up
46 Within: pref.

47 Fake
49 Size
51 Curtail

52 Golf club

53 Nursemaid
55 Bribe
56 For shame!
57 Triumphant

shout

Do not be satisfied with the status quo
in the year ahead. You're in a cycle
where it's time to elevate your sights so-
cially, financially and on the job.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-D«c. 21) If

there is something you need to get your
head together for, don't request advice
from others. Go off in solitude until you
get it sorted out yourself. Sagittarius,
treat yourself to a birthday gift. Send for

Sagittarius' Astro-Graph predictions
for the year ahead by mailing $1.25 plus
a long, self-addressed, stamped enve-
lope to Astro-Graph, c/o this newspa-
per, P.O. Box 91428, Cleveland, OH
44101-3428. Be sure to state your zodi-
ac sign.

CAPRICORN (Dm:. 22-Jan. 19) Be-
cause you'll treat others in a warm,
friendly fashion today, you'll be repaid
In the same way. A smile and a kind
word generates a similar response.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-F«b. 19) Don't sell

yourself short in competitive develop-
ments today; the odds will be tilted

slightly in your favor. Capitalize on your
edge.
PISCES (F«b. 2D-March 20) Believe in

yourself today and those you'll be in-

volved with will follow suit. Your formula
for success is focused on, 'Yes, I can."
ARIES (March 21-April 19) A business
matter you're involved in could take an
unexpected turn for the better today.
However, to get things moving, it'll re-

quire some nudging on your t>ehalf

.

TAURUS (April 2D-May 20) In situa-
tions of mutual domestic interest, dis-

cuss things in detail with your mate be-
fore taking action today. This will assure
smooth results. -
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1
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61 1^2 ^3"

GEMINI (May 21-Juna 20) You're not
apt to have too much time to play
around today; your serious involve-
ments could be rather demanding. Be-
ing productive will give you the greatest
gratification.

CANCER (Juna 21-July 22) Try not to
take yourself or things you're Involved
in too seriously today. Becoming tense
will stifle your effectiveness.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) You may be able
to profit from something today that is

obvious to you but overlooked by oth-
ers. Don't let their indifference influence
your response.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Be tolerant
of a co-worker today who might not
grasp things as quickly as you do. Put-
ting this Individual down won't enhance
productivity; it could smother it.

LIBRA (Sapt. 23-Oct. 23) You have a
knack today for dealing with money or
things of value. If you follow your in-

stincts, you'll have good chances for ac-
quisition or profit.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Concen-
trating on endeavors that are of impor-
tance to you today doesn't mean you're
selfish. This is one of those times when
it's necessary to think of yourself first.

Soar to new heights

ADVERTISE with the Daily

Bruin CLASSIFIEDS!!

Class Line 825-2221

Class Display 206-3060

• * •
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Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

WALK TO UCLA/WSTWD
SPACIOUS

1 bdnn 1 bath/double sinks

1 bdrm den + balcony

Students/Roommates Welcome

$745-990 negotiable w/ lease

• refrig •dishwasher•A/C•

•controlled entry*

•F>arking»elevator«

519 Glenrock 213-208-4835

Why Pay More?
1 & 2 Bedrooms
$575—$800

Newly Remodeled
Must see to

appreciate.

657^756
rf«

HbAVUMftdE i276 up. 5o6 UJt
student housing facility. Sharsd or
privats. Pool, Jacuzzi, rocfpotfon
ro<Nn. 1/2 hour dHvo to UCLA.
Froo Brochuro. Northrido*

Campus Raaldonco, 9600 Zolzah,
Northridgo, CA 91325

(rf8)aa6-i7i7 mm

Fall Special
$200 Off 1st

Months Rent
Great locations
1 & 2 Bedrooms
S695 - S995

Perfect for Students
and or faculty

(213)479-1581

Apartments Furnistied 50

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/rno. Utilities irxiluded. 944 Tiverton. 2

blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

m
Beverly Hills Bachelors

Special Student Discount

Tho Boifarhr lllli^ t. M^^Mw

• PUmiahed bachelors with color

T.Y, microwave, and rdJrigcialor

• Ibrkout faciitjr

•Jacuzzi
• 10 minutes from campus by bus

,

atop at top of street

Cs« I7M10S for iaffomialloa

120 S. Reeves between Bevedy &

II
Cannon, dose to Wilshire

B
Apts. Unfurnistied 51

l-f DEN/1 % BATH. Bright, spacious, airy.

Prime location. Easy access to shops-LXTLA.

Security bidg. $9(XVmo. (.310)207-6430.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $a5a$895. 1-

bedroom, $7S0. Near Wilshire & LICLA. Lease

to 2. Single, $650. (213)826-8461

OHIO-SAWTELLE 1-Bdmi. Stove, fridge, car-

pets. 1 1/2 miles from UCLA. Call

(310477-5758.

PALMS, 3545 KEYSTONE. 2 Bedroom, conve-

nient location. From $725. Available now.

Eves (213)275-1427, (213)254-1565.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $700, 1 -bedroom

$1 100 , 2-bedroom/1-balh. Parking included.

1-1/2 blocks to campus. 10990 Strathmore.

(310)395-2903.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed duplex. Stove, refrig,

drapes, hardwood floors. $1 100 up. 2-4 per-

sons. Garage. 1385 Midvale. (310)454-8211.

WLA, CLOSE TO UCLA, $700/mo.. l-bed/
1-bath built-ins, pool, gardpn like.nlce tenants.

(213)477-9955.

WLA. One-bedroom, $850-$875/mo Sec-
urity, spacious building, parking, new carpet.

Walk to UCLA. 1 450 Midvale. (21 3)391 -2874.

Apartments to Share 52

10-15 MINUTES TO UCLA - own bedroom.
Huge new sunny townhouse. Parking, sec-
urity, etc. $43Vmonth (310)202-8717.

$32(Vmo. SHARE FURNISHED l-BDRM APT.
w/male non-smoker and 2 cats. Security bIdg.

and parking, quiet neighborhood, excellent
bus connections, IVi mi. to UCLA
(310)575-1503.

Weekly Rentals
Guest !Hotel•Westwood Village

Cable TV*Microwave« Refrigerator

$199-$235/wlcw/KITCH $295/wk
1 -bdrm suites available

213/208-2241

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD

GATfc-L' CARA/,- f^A; '
, ^T-JY

POOl. JAi.U;:'/: f .M- h'l A'":E

WALK IN Cl>.. ^.F T-, FULL
KlTCriEN Zi.->\-' '/.AoHER
REC RC'Of/l PC/'... ^ARi.e
VIDEO (lAf.'^L-. AuriDRY
FACILITY GA--. >^ V.A^- R t-^AlD

FRC) M • '^ ; ^ f R ', N
ROOMf.lATbs Avail API. F

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

WESTWOOD PLAZA
APARTMENTS

Directly across from
mid-campus UCLA

Furnished& Unfurnished

Bachelors from $550.

Singles from $600 to $750

1 Bdrms from $700 to $900

2 Bdrms/2 Bth from$1200

Variable Length Leases

501-505 Gayley Ave.
(213)208-8505

Apartments to Share 52

441 MIDVALE. Female roommate needed.
$350/mo.-»- '/« of util. Call 824-7827.
Available 11-3Cyi2-1.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. Law student
seeks responsible person to share 2-bed/2-bath
apartment. Split $105CV'mo. and utilities. Sec-
ure buildin^parking. Big closets. Many ameni-
ties. (213)938-7839.

BEV. HILLS- W. Rockbury Park. Master bed-

room, private entrance. Pet ok. Beautiful must
see. $65(ymo. (310)552-4630

BRENTWOOD to share 2bath/2bdrm with

professional & dog. SSSO/mo. Dec. or Jan.

(310)447-2235.

BRENTWOOD. FEMALE, OWN ROOM/
BATH in spacious 2-bed/2-bath. $491/mo. +
Vi utilities. (310)472-0266. Available now.

BRENTWOOD. Female professional looking

to share 2-bed/2-bath. $550/mo + utilities.

Available 1-1-92. (213) 207-8227.

FEMALE, OWN ROOM, 2-bed/1 -bath. Sec-

urity, parking, 10-minutes to campus, near
bus. $375 -futilities. (310)837-4309, evenings. '

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

large 2-bed apt in Westwood laundry facility

and covered parking. Non-smoker preferred.

Must love cats. $537 SO/mo. (310)479-7076.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, huge room
with bakony, security building, close to

UCLA, $450/mo. Ui titles included. Call Gin
ger (213) 838-9691 evenings.

MUSIC TEACHER seeks female non-smoker to

share gorgeous B.H. penthouse. Security bIdg.

with pool. Convenient to everything. $525/rTH>

Call Ruth (213)271-1939.

OWN ROOM, BATH in large apartment,

1% -miles to UCLA. Non-smoking roommate.
$438. (310)473-5014.

PALMS. 2-Bed/2-bath. Furnished, one person,
$A10. Two share room, $240/each. Available

Dec. 16. (310)398-4971.

PALMS. Own room in 3-bed/2-bath for

$355/mo. Two blocks to bus stop.
(310)204-1631.

PROFESSIONAL MALE w^nls to share 2-bed.
room in Mar Vista. $385/nrH). Move In now.
(310)391-7175

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED! Own bed/
bath in 2-bed/ 2-bath condo. Walk to UCLA.
Parking, pool. $6O0/mo. 477-3245.

SPACKXJS 2-BEDROOM. Pnme Brentwood
location w/ own parking spaces. $65(Vmo
-t-'A -utilities 45ccurity. Jeff (310)447-3020.

WESTWOOD. $45(ynfH). Male, 1 -block to

campus, townhouse (bed-up; living, dining,

kitchen down), fireplace, private patio, garage.

(213)208-7527, cvcniny.
^

WESTWOOD/UCLA. SHARE large 2 bed/2
bath. $35(Vnr>o. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.
(213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD, OWN ROOM in 2-story,

2-bedroofTVTA -bath. Large living room, fire-

place, parking. 10-minutes to campus.
$405/mo. •>• % utilities. (310)836-4549.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. OWN BED/BATH/
PARKING in 2 bcd/2 bath from $55(ymo. Pool,

spa, rec. room, A/C. (213)208-1976.

WILSH IRE/BUN DY OWN ROOM WITH
BATHROOM, 28-<t celling, 2-sundecks, sec-

urity building, fireplace, parking, $525.
(310)479-6211.

^
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RoomnrKites

646 HILCARD. FEMALE ROOMMATE
needed. $90(Vquarter or SJ&O/mo., utilities

included. M—f free breakfast. Call Michele at

824-7577.

ASAPt Female needed to join 3 girls in 2bd
Kelton apartnrient. Spacious, hardwood floors,

free cable, only $362.5(Vmo.f Call Rachel

(310)824-1714.

BRENTWOOD. Room available for 1-2 girls.

Close to campus. $300. Sharon 826-5642.

BRE^frWOOO. Sunny 2-bed/ 2-bath. Parking.

Fentale preferred. Available January 1st.

$330/mo, includes utilities. Suzanne
(21 3)207-2766.

aOSE TO CAMPUS, share room, 2+2, fully

furnished, must see. $31 5/mo -fdeposit. Brian

(213)582-1900, (310)477-1414.

FEMALE, NON-SMOKER, 2 bed/2 bath. 5

minutes from UCLA. Walk to campus.
$32(ymo. leanette, (310)208-4713.

FEMALE needed to share 2-bed apt. with 3

Seniors. Huge, furnished apartment. 'A block

from campus. 206-5481

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED ASAP to

share 2-bed/1-bath apt. in Culver City.

$375Atk> -f util. W/D & secure parking. No
cats! (310)838-3538.

FEMALE TO SHARE partially furnished 1-bed.

Security. Pool. A/C. Cynthia (310)208-0569.

FEMALE TO SHARE VERY LARGE apt. Brent-

^Mood security, pool, laundry, $365. Must see

820-0167.

FEMALE TO SHARE room in furnished 2-bed/

2-bath, 3-blocks from UCLA. Huge, fireplace,

balcony, erxxmous kitchen, parking. Fun
roommates! jolene 208-2517.

FEMLALE roommate r>eeded to share 2-bed.

% block from campus. Seema, jana 824-0796

FUN ROOMMATES LOOKING FOR TWO
MORE! Parking,security, new building. $310.

10 min walk. 208-3650, Gary, Deana.

PROFESSIONAL FEMALE seeks mature grad.

student or professor to share 2-be<^3-bath

Westwood townhouse. (213)474-8065.

RESPONSiBU ROOMMATE needed to share

2-bed/2-bath. Palms area. $490.0Q/mo.
(310)836-9020.

ROOMMATE WANTED,
room. Close to campus.

$29(Vmo. (213)559-6253.

Get large living

Parking, laundry.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2-bed apt. in

Beverly Hills. $425/mo. (213)657-5320.

Mar Vista $349. OWN ROOM newly painted

in home of woman with 10-yr-old.

(310)398-7457.

SHARE 2-BEDROOM with three other girls in

Midvale Plaza II. Call Sheila at (21 3)208-0784.

WALK TO UCLA. Need clean, responsible

female to share room & bath in beautiful

Hilgard condo. $400/month.
Sue-31 0-824-9777.

WALK UCLA- largest 2 bd/2 bath. Female to

share beautiful condo w/ 3 others. $395 each.

(213)961-6695. (213)824-4242.

Room for Rent 54

DO YOU NEED A PLACE TO STAY IN LA for a

short time? I have a nice apartn>ent well-

located with a private room & bath to rent.

SSOO^mo. (310)470-2942, AMs

OWN BEDROOM. Share house with 3 LICLA
female students. 10 min IXILA. $525/mo.
(213)441-5021. Available 1/1.

ROOM IN NKIE WLA HOME, kitchen and
laundry facilities, utilities covered, on UCLA
bus route, S5O0/mo or $25(ynx) + 10 hrsAvk.

donr>estic work. (310)450-6719.

VENICE BEACH, private room, phone, park-

ing, w/d. Safe area. Buslines. Studious,

friendly non-smoker. $420/mo.
D1 0)452-7272.

WESTWOOD, walk UCLA, private bdrrrV

bathroom security building/ parking, kitchen

privileges laundry, non-smoker. $650/mo.
(213)470-9709.

WESTWOOD, o¥vn bedroom, $420. Available

now through 12/31. 2-blocks from campus,
parking. 477-5350.

WESTWOOD HOME. $475. jan.1. UCLA.
Great parking, full privileges, furnished +
backyard. Male preferred. (310)473-5769.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet roorrV

bath, high ceiling in 3-bed luxury apart.

Non-smoker. $550 (310)444-5528.

House for Rent 56

2-BED/1-BATH. WLA. Close to UaA. New
carpets, new paint, pels okay. Near S.M. Blvd.

Drive by 11428 Missouri. If interested,

(213)477-7222. $1,365/mo.

BEAUTIFUL TRADITIONAL SPANISH HOME,
CHEVIOT HILLS. Fomrial living & dining,

Tirplace, 2-bd upstairs,r/i bth. Private yard,

double car garage. Walk to Rarxiho Park. No
pets'. $2400. Call Cisle 475-8681, or Felix

31 2-0624.

PACIFIC PALISTATES 2-^U bonus, washer/

dryer, refrigerator, fireplace; r>ear schools,

UCLA buses. 454-2776/ 459-3154. $1700.

WESTWOOD 3-BED/1V4 -BATH. Very charm-
ing Spanish, fireplace, hardwood floors, sec-

urity system, appliances. Pets O.K. $230(ymo.
(310) 475-0365.

House to Stiore 57

MARVISTA 2BRM & Ibath House to share

male N^moker Accessible Bus Ln. $425.00
X67961 or 823-2955.

53 House to Stiore

MINI-MANSION, QUIET, over 30—$475.
Utilitie^aundryAelephone included. Great
deal. No last. 285-8688. WLA.

ROOMMATE NEEDED male non-smoking to

share cottage in west L.A. Close to UCLA. $497
plus 1/2 utility. Call Tom 478-7565 or

206-8477/13039.

SANTA MONICA. 2bed/2ba w/yard. Hard-
wood floors, w+d, tree-lined street, convenient
location. No pets, smoking. $575 •• 'A utilities.

453-4115.

WLA. Female, no pets, rx>n-snrK>king. Free

utilities $45(Vmo. Own room. All amenities.

(213)398-8151.
'

WLA. l-bed/l-bath in 5-bed house. Share

wAJCLA students. $425. (805)640-0816.

House for Sale 58

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

LXTLA, 3be(V2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $549,000 Dave (818)783-6675.

House Exctionge 59

HOME feXCHANCE IN SANTA ROSA.
1 2/26-1/1 . Lg. 3-bd/2-ba. Clean. 1 -hr. from Sf.

(707)546-4246.

Housing Needed 60

ART GRAD seeks shared accomodations, pre-

fer house. Garage, N.S. SM, LXTLA vicinity.

Peter (310)372-1652.

JAPANESE FEMALE looking for quiet room
near LXTLA in exchange for private Japanese
lessons. (618)264-7992.

Townhouse for Rent 66

LUXURY TOWNHOUSE IN SHERMAN
OAKS. Excellent for roomates 3-bedroomj^ 3

bathroonw, central air, fireplace. Must see.

$1,295/mo. (818)782-5763.

Condos for Sole 67

BRENTWOOD. MONTANA, N of San Vic-

ente. New carpet, bathroorr^itchen tile and
paint. 1 bed/1 bath -fden . Walk onto large patio

with pool. Light and airy. $199K
(213)626-9356.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. WALK TO
UCLA. STUDK) $95K. 1BR/1BA $155K,
2BR/1BA $235. Call Bob/Agent
(213)470-1781.

NEAR BRENTWOOD VILLAGE, mile west of

UCLA. Clean, 1 -bed/1 -bath condo, 2 stalls in

garage. $164,000, owner. (310)471-0632,
476-8052

Condos for Rent 69

WESTWOOD. 2 bed/ 1 3/4 bath for lease. New
carpet. No pets. Quiet & responsible party.

$1150. 471-1234.

Guest House for Rent 70

CULVER CITY. $565. Charming single guest-

house. Stove, refrigerator, carpet, blinds, park-

ing. (213)463-1475.

VENKI. $599. 1 -bd in 4-plex. New carpet &
paint, parking. (213)463-1475.

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. 1 bedroom. Stove, re-

frigerator, drapes, microwave, yard. Gated. No
pets. Nonsmoker. $650. (213)838-3554.

Vocation Rentals

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pir>es. Close to everything - fully

equipped - reasonable rates. (818)785-1028.

SPEND YOUR WINTER VACATKDN on Miami
Beach. Corxio for rent. Contact Linda at (213)

255-5980.

Dance/Ptiysical Fitness 76

WANTED: Person interested in training/

physical therapy to help me rebuild from

volleyball injury. (310)786-0806.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY! Tandem or static line with

Skydiving Adventures, inc. Student discounts.

For further info, and free brochure
1-800^526-9682.

Ctiiid Care 90

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for child care.

Small salary. Near college. Call after 6pm.
(310)204-4870.

Stop smoking.

Your heart, lungs and

friends will thank you.

57 Services Offered 96 Services Offered

Are you looking for a
professionally prepared research paper^

or
**an editor^ to write your paper for you?

DONT KID YOURSELF
Plagiarism is taken seriously at UCLA. Most
students found guilty of plagiarism, even

"First-Timers" are

SUSPENDED OR DISMISSED.
You have choices:

Speak with your instructor; use a College Tutorial

Center 039 Kinsey); contact any of us in the Dean
of Students' Office (1206 Murphy Hall); or you can

still choose to cheat. But,

rr MAY BE THE LAST CHOICE YOU
MAKE AT UCLA

Insurance 91

OTDLY $4 PER NOrmi
DcrrrAL coveraqe or

EYE CARE CALL
NR. JENKinS

(800)252-0090 ext. 362

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE

BfSl PRiCL INSAGLNCV

Loans 93

$CASH (t
LOANS *P

$10,000,000 to ban
Qualify today

Low interest Rates
95% acceptance
Tri-Star Finance

Monday through Saturday

9am-9pm

1-800-582-1285

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly

(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving arvJ delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. jerry (213)391-5657.

71 Personal Service 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOCIST, 20 years ex-

perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data.

(213)559-1890.

American Heart
Association^

Travel 106

Florida

\
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SanFranc6co $ S9*

London $S1S*

Paris $tt«*

Frankfurt SMS*
Rio D« Janeiro $4#9*
•Feies ere each w»y from Los Anscles taied on a

foundtnppurcheie. ftesWctionsappJy Feres«ub»ect

to chansc wrthoit notice artd tmes not included

OpM Samrrfsft Itam

Coundlhaud
1093 Braxton Ave #920

Lo5An9cl€S, 090084

310-208-3551

RESEARCH, WRfTING, editing

AH Levels-All Subjects

Foreign Sttxients Welcome

Fast, Professional-Quaity Guaranteed

CaH Research 213^77-8226

M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

BEAR'S EDITING
All subjects. Thescs/Dlsscrtatlans

Proposals and Books.

Foreign students welcome.

PARBSNOT FOR SSa1£

ShjtfXMi Bear, PhJ>
(213)4706662

BRENT\A/OOD HOUSEKEEPER is available.

3dayVwk. Experienced - English Speaking -

with happy disposition. Ad placed by present

employer. 47&-5116.

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPINCVEDITING GRA-
DUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION ESSAYS,

OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes-

sional help from nationally-krHiwn author/

consultant. (213)826-4445.

MONEY FOR COLLEGE! BILLIONS IN SCHO-
LARSHIPS AVAILABLE. GET YOUR SHARE!
CALL FOR FREE INFORMATION:
1-800-755-6121.

SMONEY $ MONEYS. Immediate help. Debt

consultations and signature loans to S20K. All

applicants considered. 1-800-221-5546.

Open 7 days.
^

PROFESSIONAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Urxier-

graduate. Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)871-1333.

Tutoring Offered 98

A BABY COULD PASS with DAA-GOO Tutor-

ing. Tutors available in MOST ACADEMIC
SUBJECTS. Rates vary. (818)754-DAAGC)0

(3224). A local call >• rx) charge for referral.

ESUCOMPOSITION/EDITING. Duke gradu-

ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)285-4616.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced niijt>t9

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian (213)478-5822.

PATIENT TUTOR MATH (ARITHMETIC THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS.

WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF-
RELIANCE. FOR FREE INFO CALL JIM.

(213)747-5118.

WRITING TUTOR, help editing your papers by
experierxxd writer, J.D. MBA, foreign studerns

welconrM>. (213) 824-2160.

Tutoring Needed
AP AMERICAN HISTORY TUTOR for high

school child. American Histroy background

needed. (213)472-5142/ 472-8215.

CHEMISTRY TUTOR NEEDED for high school

child. Close to Brentwood location.

(310)472-8215 or 472-2167 evenings.

Travel

96 Tutoring Needed 99

ECONOMKTS 101 A and 102 for UCLA stu-

dent. Call (310)204-4656.

GEOMETRY TUTOR'NEEDED (or high school

child. Close Brentwood location.
(310)472-8215 or 472-2167 evenings.

IN HOME, BASIC COMPUTER LESSONS for

Mac Ilex. Preferrably evenings.
(310)470-4335.

PRE-CALCULUS AND/OR CHEMISTRY Tutor

needed for high school child. Close Brentwood

location. (3 1 0)472-821 5/ 472-21 67 evenings.

TUTOR/r^NNY WANTED for 8-yr-old boy
on written composition arni spelling. Female

preferred. |cff (31 0)477-1 141.

Typing 100

$1 .50 per page. Accurate, fast -f experienced

typist, just a step from campus on Gayley.

(310)824-2012.

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING for Valley Students. 20 years

exp., laser, spellchedc. (818)752-1980 7 days,

SanvlOpm. Rushes okay.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES

.

EDITING. WLA. (213)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (IrKluding disserta-

tions,mailings,resumes). Editing/graphics

available. Laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Ani (213)312-3332

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPER. APPLKIAr

TKDNS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 213-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (213)827-5090.

A+l FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/

editing, computer training, resunr>es, transcrip-

tion. FAX. THE WORD PLACE.
(21 3)882-8008, (81 8)994-1 094.

AFFORDABLE, LIGHTNING FASTI
PRECISION WORD PROCESSING. Resumes,

theses, dissertations, tapes. Laser. Fonts. M-F
8am-9pm. (310)475-0318.

ANYTHING YOU CAN TYPE I CAN TVPE
BETTER. S2/page. Papers, resumes, etc Ken
(310)478-2986.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,

laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (213)788-9885.

DOCTOR WORD. Thesis/doctoral, resumes,

syntax/edit help, fees negotiable, Westside.

(213)470-0597, fax 470-1064.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, term papers,

scripts, theses, papers. National/ Sepulveda.

(213)397-9711.

IS TVPING your thing? ? NO ? I can help. Fast,

accurate, flexible rates. Carolyn
213/671-3610.

Modern Secreterial and Graphic services: IBM
& MAC. Discount to students. Pick up/

delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(213)446-8899.

PERFECT SPELLING, top quality Mac wordpro-

cessing, free pick up/del. $2.25 pagie. Michael

(310) 477-4735. 9anv6pm.

PRECISK3N TYPING S2.5Q/Double Space
Page Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-

Delivery Available (310)864-3981

PROFESSKDNAL RESUME SERVICE. Theses-

term papers. Employment service. Delta Per-

sonnel Services, Simi Valley. (805)526-5210.

PROFESSK3NAL WORDPROCESSING in my
home. High quality. Accurate. Weekerxis and
evenings ok! Good rates. Dee (21 3)398-1 21 7.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. SanU Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly^

vxood (213)466-2888.

WORDPROCESSINCVDESK TOP PUBLISH-
ING, papers, resumes, transcriptions, ABA
format. West%vood. (213)473-5755

99 Music Lessons 102

aASSICAL PIANO LESSONS. Laureate of

International Competition. Reasonable price.

Your or my place. Phone (310)390-5030.

GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.

Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

lean (213)476-4154.

105 Travel 105

"^TransporUition

Included

/1SUCL4^

Powder
Perfect!

• Ski Lake Tahoe!

—3 Nights $171.00

• Ski Utah at Thanksgiving!

—3 Nights* $285.00

• Ski Colorado Winter Break!

—5 Nights* $375.00

Travel Service, A-Levcl Ackcrman Union
M-F 8:30-6. Sat 12-4 Call UCLA-FLY

.. i,,«*fai^.ai IWflK-
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From page 24

However, eight starters on that

1957 use team were placed on
probation and missed the season
for NCAA violations.

The Trojans allowed 276 points

this season, which is the most
points ever allowed by a USC
team. The previous high mark was
274 points, which last year's
Trojan team allowed in 13 games,
as opposed to thei 1 games played
by USC this season.

"(This season) has been extre-

mely frustrating," USC head coach
Larry Smith said. "Anytime you go
3-8 it's frustrating. You don't play
to lose.

"I hope we learned a lot. We just

have to get going and not make the

same mistakes," Smith said.

Unfortunately for Smith, next
year the Trojans have to play seven
teams who are going to bowls this

season, including five of those
games on the road.

HOCKEY
From page 23

crowd at the Great Western For-
um.
The first goal of the evening

belonged to UCLA's Scott Elner,

who scored on a power play at the

end of the first period, with Cutler

assisting. Although UCLA led 1-0

—at the end of the first period, it was
the only action the Bruins would
see all night *

Throughout the second and third

periods, USC put on an ice show
for their increasingly vocal fans. A
cluster of Trojan supporters spent
the game behind the Bruin bench,
taunting the players through the

protective glass with remarks
about the last meeting of these

teams, which USC won 6-2.

In the final minute of the game,
UCLA pulled goaltender George
Mann in exchange for the oppor-
tunity to put an extra skater on the

ice. use scored on the vulnerable

net to end the game, 4-1.

Despite the slashing UCLA took
at the hands of the Trojans and
their fans, Zimmermann said he
was pleased with the way the

Bruins played.

Zimmermann described the

game as fairly clean, with several

hard checks, but generally •*not as

much cheap stuff." The Nov. 6
game between these teams ended
early because of a third period

brawl on the ice involving several

Bruin and Trojan players.

The Bruins, 5-5 in league

games, and 5-7 overall, will travel

to Pasadena on Dec. 4 to meet
CalTech in their last game until the

winter quarter.

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lavs^er

Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

M TANNING
5 Sessions For $25*
CD Sound Systems
Air Conditioning

10 Wolff Beds
Validated Parking

Just 1 Blocic From UCLA! Call 824-2TAN

M-F: 7am-10pm
Sat: 8am-8pm Sun: 9am-7pm

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & Undbrook)
coupon expires 1275/91

(1st time customers onty/1 per customer/must preserrt coupon)

RhSTAl'RAM

Andy & Tony
invite you

tojoin them in

Light-Hcarted

Ranian Style Dining

(213) 474-0102

SPECIAL DINNERS MON. THRU THURS.

LUNCH • DINNER • COCKTAILS • FREE PARKING

10929 W. PICO BLVD., WEST LOS ANGELES

CONTACT LENSES

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
INCLUDES EYE EXAMINATION

EYEGLASS FRAME &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM PAIR OF
DAILY WEAR IFNSFS CAREKITAND

FOLLOW-UP CARE

TURKEY B«lWtlHG^9«*

youDorfTM«mTtrWORK
ON Tmmi-sowiw -rm hell
29417*VAIN 6TREET, SAKTA i^ONICA, CA 90405-396-4725

DISPOSABLE CONTACT
LENSES

•INCLUDES EXAM FITTINGS
FOLLOW UP t 3 MONTHS LENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, O.D. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384
Music Lessons 102 Travel Tickets 106 Autos

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; ,musicals; top supper dubs.
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets

results. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional

service. (213)450-0133

LASER PRINTED PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
Satisfied customers. Employed by business,

scientific, entertainment, fashion industries.

$30. 398-2227.

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experierKed Career Counselor. Also

college admission essays. Lee (213)478-1090.

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

Travel Tickets 106

LAX TO Frankfurt one-way, TWA, 12-10-91,

$25(Vobo. Harold (310)39a2154.

LAX TO OAKLAND roundtrip. Dec. 19.28th.

$8(Vobo. Call (310)206-82141

ROUNDTRIP-MADRID, SPAIN. From LAX.
Leaving Dec.1. Open return. For $500. Fe-

male. Leave message (213)461-7462.

SAN FRAN on 2-round trip. 11/27-12/2.

$1S0/obo. Dion (310)479-4991.

Autos for Sale 109

'76 BMW 20002, Silver, 1 35,000m., sunroof,

anVfm cassette. Very clean, fun to drive stick.

Smogged. Moving MUST SELL. $280(Vobo. by
Nov. 30th. Dawn (618)997-3226

'81 HONDA ACCORD. Silver, 4-door,

5-speed, air, AN^M cassette stereo, very

practical. $1499/obo. 824-3755

'84 NISSAN 300ZX.Red, automatic, exct. con-

dition, 48,100 mi. Ipcw 478. $6000.
(213)276-4712.

'85 NISSAN 300ZX BLACK LOADED $6000
(310)479-1627.

'86 CHEVY SPRINT. 5-speed, 2-door, 54,000
miles, grey. $1,500. Pierre, (310)396-3491.

BMW 320i, '81 , 5-speed, sunroof, $2995 obo.

(213)826-1492.

CHEAP! F.B.I. /U.S. SEIZED.
'89 Mercedes. ..$200, '86 VW...$50,
'87 Mercedes.. .$100,'65 Mustang...$50.

Choose from thousands starting $25 FREE 24
hour Recording Reveals details.
(801)379-2929, Copyrighti CA11K|C

CHEVY SPECTRUM '88. 5-speed. A/C, cloth

interior, tent, new tires. Excellent corniition.

47,000 miles. S3,60(yobo. (213)639-6862.

CONVERTIBLE VW-RABBIT '63. White, new
top, new tires, low mileage, great car!

$520(yobo. (213) 207-0109.

HONDA ACCORD '78. Good transportation.

$750. (310)470-2942, AMs.

MERCEDES 280E, 1981. White/navy interior.

Excellent corKiition. A real beauty. Original
owner. 56,50(yobo. (818)342-2398.

109 Scooters for Sale 115 Furniture for Sale 126

1989 RED HONDA ELITE, great condition,

only 950 miles, $575/obo. Lock included.

(213)824-1963.

HONDA 150 scooter. Low mileage, great

condition, $650. Must sell. (310)456-6875,
Steve.

FUTON FOR SALE. Single & lonely. Wood
fran>e, great condition. $^obo. Contact Devi,
275-6482.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

Misc. For Sale 128

VOLVO '83 WON AT/AC/PB OVERDRIVE
AM/FM CASS, RACK. NEW BRAKES. PERFECT
INTERIOR (LEATHER) $4450 DAVE
(213)208-0567.

VW BUG, 1970, 41k miles. Runs great. Must
sell- leaving town. $1300. Call Veronica
(310)285-0470.

VW BUG, '73. Bike, surf racks. AKVFM
cassette. Red, moving, must sell. $97S/obo.

HONDA ELPfE 50, 1 989. Excellent condition.

With lock. $550/obo. Must sell.

(213)470-9757,

HONDA ELITE 80, '87. Fabulous condition.

Red. Master's lock. Superb. $95(Vobo. Tom
206-5669.

HONDA ELITE 50, NEW, 2-month-old, black,paid
$1100. LookV rune perfect. $850 obo.
838-5371.

TELESCOPE: LIKE NEW $60.00 OBO
(310)479-1627.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

iilt(21 3)824-2707.

VW CTI 1984. Silver with blue interior. A/C,
5-speed, sunroof, 57K miles. Original owner.
All maintenance papers. Very good shape.

$2,800. 552-2822.

RESPONSIBLE, NKIE ROOMMATE NEEDED
to share great apartn>ent. Loaded, clean,
secure, near campus, winter. 206-7189.

YAMAHA 125, 1986 $600. Needs works,
wllUng to negociate. Camnen (310)479-0906.

YAMAHA ZUMA 1989. Great condition,
white and blue, kiw mileage. $700. Call Luisa
824-7419.

COMPONENT SYST. Cancer receiver. 150
watts/chni, Kenwood tape scan search, dolby,
B C HXPRO Yamaha, CD Polk Audio speaker.

GREAT SOUND/ POWER. $850 obo
838-5371.

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 286, 1MB. 5.25-FD
3.5''FD 40HD, KEYBOARD, MONITOR, NEW
W/ WARRANTY. $620. (213)644-2612.

IMAGEWRITER
(310)477-2719.

II In box, cover, $200,

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and teach you to assennble it yourselfl
PC SUPPORT CROUP, (818)994-1188.
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AMERICAN FLYERS
SANTA MONICA AIRPORT

•STUDENT INTRO FUGHT SPECIAL $99*

•PRIVATE CERTIFICATION DURING BREAK^
•LAUNCH YOUR AVIATION CAREERS *

800-233-0808
• •• OVER FIFTY YEARS AS THE NATION'S

PILOT TRAINING SPECIAUSTS • • •

!^AAdvertising
made easy.

825-21 61

SOFT CONTACTS
(clfARfCOjOf^ $40 PR.

DISPOSABLES (sm w^tA- $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $1S5 PR
ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED... i139 PR

BaachnLomblMM*

EYE EXAMS15
[FtM Bauach n Lomb Renu Cam Kl (vi/toni)

iWNLNMm«ME:Mi«IWBI
[iai»DtaiiLnNii
fUUliS attLCHMM

WMHIVt DWKnUCM

Med. MgrnL Adnin.

213i 842-6094 loOO) 842-6094

Prep
L S A T
G R E
G M A T

The fastest ^poivhig course at UCLA

Call txxlayand we'll tutoryou before ourcourse begins and

help you with the application process at no extra charge.

Smaller class sizes and more individual attcMition than

any other course Call STAMFORD PREP:

J I J • 6 5 3 • 9 8 O H I H • 7 O 6 • I O O

JUMPIN'JACK
PLAQUE

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHING
•Fix Chipped. Stained, or Broken Teeth
•Nitrous Oxide/Laughing Gas, Estimates in Writing

•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)

1441 Westwood Blvd. (Between WUshire & Santa Monica)

:%

:¥

Billiard Club
Restaurant & Bar

I
I
ft!;

Bean Bag Factory
SPECIAL HOLIDAY SALE

Special Price for UCLA Students and Faculty

Buy your Favorite Holiday Gift now!

Prices from $6.99

Great
Selection

of

Pillows I

tlQurs:
Mon.-Thur. 10-6

Fri. 10-3:30
Sat. closed
Sun. 10:30-4:30

Bean Bags • Futons • Pillows
Bring

West
Special Discount

\ Angeles • (213) 933-3971/72
Block

TONIGHT!
STARVING STUDENT

i

NIGHT!
$1.99

O

Acuhiana
Ah ADVEhTURE IM

IMDIAM DIMIMG

West LAs ^ Authentic TandoorL and Curry Dishes

Chicken • Fish • Shrimp • Lami •Exotic Breads

All You C^an Laf Lunch Duiicf onlij $5.95

C^nampaqnc Ounday Druncn (12-3} onlij $9.95

Ftdl Bar^Food to Go •Catering^Delivery

FREE GARAGE PARKING After 6pm Lunch: M-F 11 :30-2:30

Lunch/Dinner Valet Parking Available Dinner: Daily 5:30-1 0:00

1 1645 WilshJre Blvd. 2nd Floor (1 block east of Barrington) 207-5522

Cheeseburger, Fries & Soft Drink

or

Pasta Salad, Garlic Bread & Soft Drink

990 Draft Beer & Soft Drinks

Dally Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet
Drink Specials

I 1 835 Wilshire Blvd.
Just West of Barringtori

477-7550
MINIMUM AGE 2

1

The laigestpimhank in the United

States is looking for donors,

The goal of the California Cryobank

is to provide high quality sperm for

artificial insemination. Requirements

include good health between the

ages of 1 9 to 34 and a

9 to 12 month commitment.

Call for more information: 824-9941

COMPLETF. MEDICAL SCREENING (ALL COSTS PAID)

AND YOU EARN UP TO $105/WEEK IF QUALIFIED.

loses in

tourney
By D.J. Harmellng

The UCLA^women's soccer

team traveled to Texas over the

weekend in hopes of capturing the

national club soccer champion-
ship.

Ultimately, though, the factors

which almost kept the Bruins from

even attending the actual tourna-

ment proved their downfall.

UCLA (14-4-2) failed to

advance from its bracket, going 1-

1-1 in the tournament

UCLA*s areas of concern
entering the tournament were
twofold — financial and team
depth — and both areas would

cause the Bruins to leave Texas

scratching their collective heads

and asking, "What if?"

What if the Bruins had put their

fund raising plan into effect ear-

lier?

The team failed to practice the

week preceding the tournament,

forced instead to concentrate their

efforts on raising the capital to

travel. The team had three pros-

pective practice days prior to the

tournament on which it was unable

to capitalize.

What if the Bruins had l)een able

to take more than fifteen players to

Texas?

UCLA was without three star-

ters and had only three substitutes

in Texas. In contrast, tournament

champion Cal Poly San Luis

Obispo took 22 roster players to

the tournament, plus six non-roster

players.

By the second game of the

tournament, UCLA coaches Marc
Clay and Adam Goodge were

looking at each other and search-

ing for substitutes that would never

come.

In the first game, UCLA faced

Illinois and proceeded to dominate

the Midwest opponent early. The
mini, though, scored twice and

played the Bruins to a 2-2 tie.

Illinois got on the scoreboard

just five minutes into the 80-

minute contest, on one of only four

shots the team produced during the

game. The Bruins then dominated

the first half, playing what Clay

called the best half of soccer he had

seen any team, club or NCAA
Division I, play all year.

The Bruins took a 2-1 lead into

the final minutes of the game on

the basis of goals by Erika Kim and

Lorinda Mulhaupt

Then with a minute and a half to

play, the Bruins* fortunes turned.

Illinois scored on a shot from

nearly midfield which sailed over

the hands of goalie Amy Palmer

and into the net

The 2-2 tie stood, meaning that

UCLA would have to win its next

two games to advance from its

bracket into the semifinals.

Game two assured the Bruins

that they would not advance. They
fell to Baylor, 2-1, ruining all

hopes of a national championship.

UCLA defeated Mankota St in

the third round. 5-0, but by then

their fate had already been deter-

mined.

More frustrating for the Bruins

was seeing the well-organized Cal

Poly Mustangs win the tourna-

ment UCLA had defeated Cal

Poly just one week prior to capture

the league tournament

**It hurts to think what might*ve

been,** fu^t-year coach Clay said.
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Pdo seeded third

for NCAA tourney

For David Sarraf and the rest of the UCI^ hockey team. USC has been a tough rival.

use still trouble for hockey
By Heather Duffy

They were a team without a

coach, but the UCLA ice hockey
team hit the road after Coach Jack
White's mid-season departure and
managed to win one of its two
=games last week.

The Bruins took Pepperdine in

style Wednesday, 7-2, but had a

difficult Thursday night against

USC, losing 4-1.

The Bruins started off the week
by bidding farewell to White, their

head coach of five years. White
will be working in Minnesota

through the winter, training hock-

ey players for a film in production

called "Tlie Cutting Edge." The
Bruin players will meet their new
coach. Bob Kampy, at practice

today.

Even without White, UCLA
tSired well in Concjo Wednesday
night, with a decisive victory over
Pepperdine. Bruin Scott Ehier,

recently off a four-game suspen*-

sion, contributed two goals and an
assist to his team's winning effort

Duffy CuUer and Steve Smith
each had one goal and two assists,

and the Bruins took home a 7-2

win. UCLA's Kurt Zimmermann
said that a major factor in Wednes-
day's win was the small number of

penalties committed by the Bruins.

"We stayed out of the penalty

box. We only had four penalties,

which is good for us," said

Zimmermann. "It felt good to win

somewhat convincingly."

UCLA hoped to be even more
convincing against cross-town

rival USC, playing Thursday night

before a predominandy Trojan

See HOCKEY, page 21

By Andre Kell

Daily Bruin Staff

Early Sunday morning UCLA
head water polo coach Guy Baker
received some good news over the

telephone. The NCAA selection

committee had just selected UCLA
as die third seed for the NCAA
Final Eight Tournament
"You never know how the

committee decides," Baker said.

**C)n paper we were the definite

third-place seed, but you don't

know how politics can come in to

play with these things."

Baker was worried because his

team dropped its final regular

season game to Southern Califor-

nia on Saturday, and fourth-seeded

UC Irvine could have made a play
for UCLA's seed.

But in head-to-head competi-
tion, the Bruins had beaten UCI
twice this year.

"We won the right games,"
Baker said. "It came down to

head-to-head games, and we beat

UCI twice."

Competition was tight Uiis sea-

son for the Bruins, as well as for

most other Top Five teams. UCLA
played in ten one-point games this

year, including two against UCI.
— "We deserved the Utird-place

seed — it wasn't a gift, even
though most of our games have
been so close. It's been a tough
year this year, with most teams
playing tight games all the way,"
Baker said.

The tourney, hosted by Long
Beach State, will be held on

Friday, Saturday and Sunday
nights. The Bruins will open
against sixth seed UC San Diego
Friday night at the Long Beach
Belmont Plaza Pool.

If UCLA had been seeded
fourth, the Bruins would have
played fifth-seeded Long Beach
State.

Last year the Bruins came into

the tournament seeded fourth at the

tourney. The squad beat Pepper-
dine, 10-9, in the first round of the

tournament but then lost to Cali-

fornia in the quarterfinals.

Cal went on to win the tourna-

ment for the third time in four

years, and UCLA finished third,

beating UC Santa Barbara 15-8.

Including this year's NCAA
berth, UCLA's 19 NCAA appear-

ances are now the most of any
NCAA school. Cal and Stanford

trail the Bruins with 18 appear-

ances each.

Unfortunately, the last time any
Bruin slipped an NCAA champ-
ionship ring around his finger was
1972, and the last time UCLA even
came close was in 1988, losing to

Cal in the finals.

Eight teams make up the NCAA
tournament, played in a single-eli-

mination format where a loser's

bracket determines third through^
eight place.

The seedings are as follows: Cal
is seeded fint, Pepperdine second,

UCLA tiiird, UCI fourth. Long
Beach State fifth, UCSD sixtii.

Slippery Rock University seventh,

and the U.S. Naval Academy is

seeded eight

Thkildiis Aiiovt

low
Free 34-page Law School
Application Guide. Call:

800-777-EXAM bmbn Guilty Pleasures

^^Sogcn*

Haagen - Dazs
Assorted Flavors

Pints
reg. $2.69

Wiietlier it's holidays or homework,
we've got what's on your list!

Miller

Genuine
Draft
12 oz. cans

reg. $7 99

+ CRV+tax

12pl(.

2 for 1 Special!
To Introduce Myself to You I AmTiffering a Special Promo of:

50% OFF HAIRCUTS WHEN TOV BRING IN
A FRIEND ON THE SAME DAXl

Morning thru Evening • Monday thru Saturday

Call PARIS for an Appointment
Must Bring Ad fb( Appointment

1015 Cayley #105 in Westwood Village (just halfa block south ofWeybum)

(310) 824-5006

In The Village!

FREE PARKING!
In rear

til 11pm 1057 GayleyAve 209-1111

» • •
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Gray, LaChapelle break
9£ainst Trojans

By Aaron Lowent:erg
Dally Bruin Staff

Thanks to key performances

against USC on Saturday, several

members of the UCLA football

team earned their way into the

Bruin record books.

Junior wide receiver Sean
LaChapelle, who had previously

set the UCLA single season record

for touchdown receptions with 1 1,

set new Bruin single season

records for yards receiving and
catches.

LaChapelle caught five passes

for 94 yards against the Trojans,

which gives him 68 receptions for

987 yards on the season. Mike
Farr, who is currently playing with

the Detroit Lions in the National

Football League, held the previous

UCLA record for catches in a
season with 66 in 1988^

all the records don't mean any-

thing as long as we win,**

LaChapelle said.

Midway through the first quar-

ter of Saturday's game, junior

comerback Carlton Gray inter-

cepted a pass that had been tipped

by Trojan wide receiver Johnny

Morton. The interception was
Gray's 10th of the year, which set a

new UCLA record for intercep-

tions in a season. Bob Stiles held

the previous record for intercq)-

tions, as he picked off nine passes

in 1965.

"I saw (USC quarterback
Reggie) Perry rolling out to his left

and keying on the tight end coming
across," Gray said of his intercep-

tion on Saturday. "But he tried to

throw it to him across the middle

and the ball tipped off his hands
and I was able to be in the right

place at the right time.

CHARLES COOLEY/DaJly Bruin

Carlton Gray's 10th Interception of the season came against the

Trojans on Saturday and put him In the UCLA record books.

Willie Anderson, who is cur-

rently playing with the Los
Angeles Rams, held the Bruin

record for receiving yards in a

season, with 903 in 1987.

"I knew I was close to the

records, and I knew what I needed
going into the game," LaChapelle
said. "Once I got into the game I

kind of forgot about it.

"I'm just thankful that we won.

"It's a comerback *s dream to get

the interceptions, and luckily this

year I have been in the right spot a

few times and had a lot of lucky

bounces gomy way. That is what it

takes to be able to get that many
interceptions in a year," Gray said.

When UCLA tailback Kevin

Williams scored in the second

quarter on a 72-yard touchdown
run, he passed the 1000-yard mark

for the season in rushing. Williams

finished the season with 1089

yards rushing, the highest total for

a Bruin since Gaston Green ran for

1098 yards in 1987.

Williams' rushing total was the

ninth highest single season perfor-

mance by a UCLA running back,

Williams finished the game with

131 yards rushing, which marked
the sixth time this season that he

has rushed for over 100 yards in a

game.

WiUiams started the last two

games of the season for UCLA,
and he rushed for a combined total

of 341 yards and two touchdowns
against Oregon and USC.

The loss was the sixth consecu-

tive for USC (3-8) this season.

That established a new record for

futility by the Tiojana, as nevet
before in their 98-year history of

football had they lost six consecu-

tive games.

For USC, this marked only the

second time in school history that

they lost as many as eight games in

a season. The only season worse
than this one for the Trojans came
in 1957, when they finished 1-9.

See FOOTBALL, page 21

Volleyball faces Matadors in season finale
By Greg Jones
Dally Bruin Staff

At the beginning of this season,

many volleyball experts said that

this year's UCLA women's vol-

leyball team could be one of the

best ever to lake the court.

Three months later, it is evident

that the Bniins are not even the

best team in the state, having lost to

Stanford twice this season.

Hopefully for UCLA fans, the

tide is changing.

UCLA has looked very strong

after losing to the Cardinal two

weeks ago in the sweeping of

California, Pepperdine and the

Oregoi}/^chools, and appears to be

maJ^g a final run to bring their

play up to the level of the elites of

the volleyball world.

The Bruins will try to maintain

that level of intensity when they

play their final game of the regular

season tonight against Cal State

Northridge (13-16).

"I think that we just wanted to

get a match in this week. We really

want to play as hard as we have

lately, and then get a good break

over the holidays," UCLA head

coach Andy Banachowski said.

Indeed, the Bruins have looked

strong lately. In one of their best

performances this season, UCLA

took Oregon State completely
apart through good ball control and
dominating net play.

Against Oregon. UCLA con-

tinued with the style of dominating

hitting, and was never really

threatened by the Ducks.

The Matadors, who have not

defeated UCLA since 1975, will

probably not give UCLA much of

a challenge in the fmal regular

season match for both teams.

Still, the Bruins will be taking

this match seriously.

"We'll look to end the season on

a good note, hopefully," Bana-

chowski said. "Normally we play

over Thanksgiving in the Stockton

tournament, but this year we
decided to take a break and let the

players gel over some aches and

pains — we'll have four days to

practice for Friday's (first round

NCAA playoff) match."

The team's recent success is due
in part to the establishment of a

starting lineup that has been able to

play together regularly and adjust

to their teammates' styles.

This starting lineup includes

setter Julie Bremner, hitters Nata-

lie Williams, Elaine Youngs and

Annell Buckner, and middle
blockers Marissa Hatchetl and

Lisa Hudak. Previously, only

Williams and Youngs had consis-

tently l)een among the starting six.

"We decided and made it a point

to have an established starting six

in order to get some continuity,"

Banachowski said. *The other

players know that their role is to

come off the bench and give us a

spark when we need it"

This progress has been very

important, for the team could have

folded up after the demoralizing

loss in Palo Alto, where the Bruins

were absolutely crushed in the fu^t

two games.

"I think that we have rebounded

well and that we played together

well, there is a lot more overall

intensity," Banachowski said. "I

think tfuu we were very disap-

pointed alter the Stanford loss and
we are now working towards

getting another shot at them."

This shot will probably come at

the NCAA regionals, where the

Bniins will be fighting with No. 1

Stanford in the West Regional in

order to gain a berth for the Final

Four, held in Pauley Pavilion.

The NCAA seedings will be

announced Etec. 1, and the most
likely scenario has UCLA facing a

West coast team in the fu-st round
of the playoffs at the Wooden
Center on Dec. 7.

RICHARD KIM

Jennifer Qratteau and Marissa Hatchett block a spike in the
Bruins' win over Oregon. UCLA wraps up Its regular season
tonight against Cal State Northridge.

Men's swim update
Results from the first day of competition at the Pac-10

men's swimming championships in Long Beach have
UCLA in fifth place, with the Bruins only win coming
from Michael Piccote in the 50 freestyle (: 19.90). Look for

extended coverage after Thanksgiving.

Brian Kelly honored
The National Football Foundation and the College Hall

of Fame have named Brian Kelly as one of 14 scholar-

athletes. Kelly, the seventh Bruin to receive the honor, has

a 3.21 and is a senior economics major.

Blood bowl victory

The Daily Bruin sports staff— those proud defenders of
truth, freedom and a free lunch— proudly announce yet

another Blood Bowl victory over the hapless Daily Trojan.

Marching into the heart of enemy territory, the Bruin

crushed Troy 52-12 for a fourth straight win.

80th Year, No. 45
Circulation: 22,000

Briefly

Volunteer to be
agardener
The University of California

Cooperative Extension's Com-
mon Ground Program is seek-

ing volunteers who will receive

training in vegetable gardening,

fruit trees, pest control, com-
posting and plant diseases.

Master gardeners will then

donate at least 50 hours of their

time to community service

projects that teach and demon-
strate effective gardening
methods.

And after completing the

training and volunteer commit-
ment, volunteers will be
awarded master gardeners cer-

tificates from the UC program.

For more information, call

(213) 744-4341.

Inside

Respect for
women cadets
Women in UCLA military

recruiting programs are treated

with more respect in these

programs than in civilian life,

said some women cadets.

See page 3

Viewpoint

A page full o'

male views
Two male students write

viewpoints on what they see as

the force-feeding of feminist

dogma and on the "supposed"
sexism on campus.

See page 10

Arts & Entertainment

'Books' Of
amazement

Peter Grcenaway*s latest

film is a triumph of the direc-

tor's sense of imaginative free-

^ dom.

See page 12

Sports

Hoops CHI

the horizon
Ranked No. 4 by the Asso-

ciated Press, Don MacLean and

the UCLA men's basketball

team are set for a run at the

Final Four.

See page 24
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Donations to UCLA d
By Christine Strobel

UCLA ranks among the top

recipients of university donations

in California this year despite a 25
percent downturn in gifts, accord-

ing to fundraising officials.

The university received $92
million this year, down $31 million

from the previous year. However,
UCLA sdll ranks among the lop

five universities in California, a
group composed of elite private

institutions such as Stanford and
USC.

In the last year, private dona-

tions have declined because of the

state*s stagnant economy, said

Nick Goldsborough, deputy

But campus still ranks with

top college recipients in state

director for the College of Letters

& Science.

"In California, it appears that

we're still feeling the effects of the

recession," he said. "We're not

doing as well as we'd like to, but in

consideration of the economy I

think we're doing very well."

Within the UC system, UCLA
ranks just behind UC Berkeley —
the number one UC fundraiser—
which brought in this year about

$110 million. But even Berkeley

has had its share of troubles,

experiencing a decline of $17
million in the last 12 months.

California's economy has
forced universities to rely more
upon their own fundraising abili-

ties as state support dwindles in the

face of recession, Goldsborough
said.

"In the last five years, state

support has been declining and the

budgets for the university have

percent
grown," h^ said.

"Private sector support has been
increasingly important in main-
taining the excellence of the

university. In the face of declining

revenues we've needed it to break

up the gap."

Private donations include gifts

of cash, securities, personal prop-

erty, and other kinds of non-

monetary contributions that are

often designated to be used for

specific campus programs.

Responding to fiscal crisis,

Sacramento trimmed many state-

funded programs, including the

University of California budget

See FUNDS, page 7

SORGE

Ryan Whetstone displays his

UCLA diploma at the African

Student Union rally in Meyer-
hoff Park on Tuesday, above,
encouraging listeners to con-

tinue their education. Ricky
Childs, left, a freshman
majoring In electrical engi-

neering, and Cawande Stan-
ley, a freshman majoring in

economics, join the crowd In

another speaker's call for a

handclap, below.

NELSON GREErO/DaHy Bruin

Students
rally for

retention
progkrams
By Letisia Marquez
Daily Bruin Staff

Holding hands and chanting

the Swahili word for unity, more
than 100 Afirican-American stu-

dents formed a circle around

Meyerhoff Park to show their

support for the retention of

traditionally underrepresented

students.

At the noon rally, members of
the African Student Union
encouraged other students of
color to protest the possible

shutdown of four campus reten-

tion programs, which aim to

decrease the dropout rates of

underrepresented students.

"The communities need to

work collectively," said Mandla
Kayise, director of the African.

Student Union*s Academic Sup-

ports Program. 'There are lots of

commonalities m the way the

university deals with us."

The rally came in the wake of

stalled sponsorship and funding

negotiations between UCLA
officials and members of the

Campus Retention Committee—

See RALLY, page 8

UC victims of Oaldand blaze rebuild lives
By Lorl Quinton
Daily Bruin Staff

While Hrefighters extinguished

the flames of the Oakland blaze

more than a month ago, local

residents — many of whom are

partof the University of California
— are still working to put their

lives back together.

About 650 UC faculty, staff and
students were displaced and one
student was killed by the fire,

according to the UC Office of the

President. The Oakland hills area

was the home of a great number of
faculty, staff, and students from
neighboring UC campuses, labor-

atories, and administrative offices

in the Bay Area.

"We need only look toward the

hills nearby for a sense of the full

force and terrible toll of the fire

that struck last month," said

Meredith Khachigian, chairwo-

man of UC Board of Regents.

Some people lost possessions

that cannot be replaced. UC
Berkeley English Professor Max-
ine Hong Kingston, who is also a

well-known author, lost a recent

manuscript when her home was
destroyed.

After the late October fire, the

Red Cross and a federal emergen-

cy assistance team joined hands

with the UC system to provide

shelter and rehef to those strug-

gling to get back on their feet

But for the 650 UC victims,

recovery has only begun. While
the blaze never threatened the UC

Berkeley campus, it destroyed the

homes and apartments around the

campus.

In response, UC Berkeley, UC
San Francisco, the Office of the

President and various other UC
facilities have implemented prog-

rams to help those employees and
students who have lost their

possessions.

The university has offered aid

programs such as home loans,

emergency loans, counseling,
flexible work schedules and paid

leave.

For example, UC Berkele5^
made $400 grants available to

students who were left homeless
after the fire.

See FIREv page 9

UC Victims of Oakland Blaze

The majority d these were

victims from UC Berkeley

and UC San Francisco,

including the national

laboratories at Berkeley

andLivermof^ : >

SM

Students Left

Homeless
390

UC faculty & staff who lost ^^^
fKXTies and possessions

Student Dead 1

SOURCE: Office of the President
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Ifyou or someone

has been raped . .

.
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''''•>>'W'>'i'-'-'-y-'-^

Rape can be terrifying and traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncommon to feel

fearful, confused, guilty, ashamed, or isolated. You don't have to deal with these

feelings alone.

We're here to help.

Reach out for help and information by contacting the UCLA Rape Services

Consultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss options and alternatives, help identify

and assist you in contacting the most appropriate support services, and answer
any questions that may arise. ^

For more information, call the Women's Resource
Center at 206-8240 or drop by Room 2, Dodd Hall,

knd askfor an RSC.

The Women's Resource Center is a service of the Division ofStudent Development and Health,

The best way

to wrap up the term.

Available for immediate pick-up

from the ASUCLA Computer Store . .

IBM Model 30 286 (U42)

2 MB memory 80286 (lOMHz)
proccssorOne 3.5-inch diskette drive

(1.44MB) 45 MB fixed disk drive

VGA 12" Color display (8513) (.28

mm dot pitch) IBM Mouse IBM
DOS 5.0 METCFileF/X Formula

F^itor Microsoft Windows 3.Q

Microsoft Word for Wndows 1.1

Grammatik hDC Microapps

Asymetrix Toolbox 1.5 (runtime) 1

Microsoft Windows Entertainment

Pak

IBM pTJil oflwiin.

REDUCED TO

$1,399

BM Model 55 SX(U41)

4 MB memory 80386 SX (I6MH2)
processor One 3Ji-inch diskette drive

(1.44 MB) 40 MB fixed disk drive

VGA 12" Color display (8513) (.28

mm dot pitch) IBM Mouse Micro

Channel Architecture IBM DOS 5.0

METZFileF/X Formula Editor

Microsoft Windows 3.0 Microsoft

Word for Windows 1.1 Grammatik
hDC Microapps Asymetrix ToolBook

1.5 (runtime) 1 Microsoft Windows
Entertainment Pak

IBM ip«cUl oflMinc..
$1,999

MODEL 55 SX (W8t)

4 MB memory 80386 SX ( 16 MHz)
processor One 3.5-inch diskette

drive (1.44 MB) 80 MB fixed disk

drive VGA 14" Color display (85 15)

(.28 mm dot pitch) IBM Mouse
Micro Channel Architecture IBM
DOS 5.0 Microsoft Multimedia

Extensk>n Microsoft Excel 3.0

METZ Ffle F/X Formula Editor

Microsoft Windows 3.0 Microsoft

Word for Windows 1.1 Granunatik

hDC Microapps Asymetrix Toolbox

1.5 (runtime) 1 Microsoft Windows
Entertainment Pak

.

_^

^ $2,599

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Store/ B Level Ackerman/ 82S 6952/ M Th 7 45 7:30. F 7 45-6. Sat 10 5 Sun 12 5

•(«)

•This offer IS availatJle to nonprofit higher education institutions, their students, faculty and staff, as vvell as to nonprofit K 12 institutions, their faculty and staff

These IBM Seleaed Academic Solutions are available through participating campus outlets. IBM Authorized PC Dealers certified to remarKet Selected Academic
Solutions Of IBM 1 800 222 7257 Prices quoted do not include sales tax. handling and/or processing charges Check with your campus outlet regarding these
charges Orders are subject to availability Prices are subject to change IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without notice "PS/2 Loan for Learning lets you
borrow $1,500 $8,000 'The Bonus Pack expires December 31. i99i 'Microsoft Word for Windows and Microsoft Excel are the Academic Editi6ns IBM and PS/2
are registered trademarks and PS/1 is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation All other brand and product names are registered trademarks
or trademarks of thetr rwpective owners ©1991 IBM Corp

News Commentary

Games politicians piay:

Wliere did principiesgo?
The poor are different from

you and me: They have less

money and fewer options.

While New York City has plenty

of reputable places in which a

woman can get an abortion, poor

women sometimes wind up in the

sort of dirty and slipshod joints we
imagined had disappeared.

One doctor, accused of per-

forming an illegal third-trimester

abortion that resulted in the birth of

a baby with its arm amputated at

the shoulder, had his license

suspended Monday. His patients

had seen his ad in a Spanish-lan-

guage newspaper, passed his

storefront offices and learned of

his cheap rates. A spokesman for

the Slate Health Department noted

that the best way to find an

abortion clinic is to go to medical

societies, hospitals or established

organizations like Planned Parent-

hood.

The irony of this last advice was
considerable. Planned Parenthood

is a perennial source of informa-

tion about reproductive health;

soon it will be penalized for that

The gag rule has prevailed, and

clinics that receive federal funds

will have to keepmum on abortion.

They can take the money and give

patients truncated information, or

refuse it and risk cutting services.

In New York City, Planned
Parenthood chose the latter, which
means in the future it may have
less money for AIDS testing,

contraception and prenatal and
well-baby care. George Bush's

determination to prohibit clinics

from mentioning abortion could

Anna
Quindlen
result in more unintended pregnan-

cies and more abortions. This is

what my grandmother called cut-

ting off your nose to spite your

face. Only it's our face.

Much of what goes on in our

nation's capital feels from a

distance like an ongoing high

school sports rivalry, the Donkeys
vs. the Elephants. Can we over-

ride? Can we sustain? Who won?
Who lost? One reason some
Americans are inclined to believe

the tale of alleged machinations by
the Reagan campaign to keep the

hostages in Iran from being

released before Election Day is

simply that we've come to believe

that self-interest is the driving

force in American politics.

During the sexual harassment

hearings involving Anita Hill and
Clarence Thomas, for example.

See GAMES, page 8
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Theft victims faii to ciaim veliicies
Police forced to lessen charges

against suspects or release them
By Josh Romonek
Daily Bruin Staff

University police have recov-

ered stolen property, determined

probable cause and arrested sus-

pects, but they are missing an

important link in most crimes —
the victims.

Police haye arrested more than

30 people this year on suspicion of

possessing a stolen motorcycle or

scooter. But most suspects were

released because officers could not

locate the owners of the vehicles,

said University Det. Jack She-

pherd.

While more than 70 scooters

have been reported stolen so far

this year, an increasing number of

victims are choosing not to claim

the missing vehicles. Shepherd

said.

When victims fail to come
forward, the suspects are some-
times charged with lesser offenses

such as failure to contact the owner
after finding lost property or

tampering with the vehicle, he

said. "Unless there is a victim,

they*U walk."

Students often do hot register

their scooters with the Department
of Motor Vehicles in order to avoid

paying for parking tickets and
registration fees. So, potice often

cannot find the current owner of a

stolen vehicle and must sometimes
release "hardcore criminals," She-

pherd said.

Recently, a rider admitted to

stealing the vehicle but had to be

released because police were
unable to find the owner.

But people who fail to register

their motorcycles and the scooters

with theDMV have more to lose in

the long-run, said Officer Sergio

Ruiz, who has arrested a number of
people riding scooters and motor-

cycles that did not belong to them.

"If you buy the bike, and it's

stolen, you get screwed," said

Ruiz, who added that an owner will

find it difficult and costly to prove

ownership of the vehicle.

In fact, some owners will

abandon the motorcycle or scooter

because they know that having the

I

vehicle returned to them will cost

more than the value of the vehicle.

Such was the case with fresh-

man Wendy Gottlieb's $100 scoo-

ter.

Known as "Bessy" because of

its poor condition, the unregistered

scooter had accumulated hundreds

of parking tickets through several

different owners, Gottlieb said.

While borrowing the scooter,

one of Gottlieb's friends was
stopped by police. And although

police impounded the vehicle and
eventually contacted Gottlieb, she

said she does not plan to reclaim

old Bessy.

Like all other scooters that go
unclaimed by their rightful own-
ers, Bessy will eventually be

auctioned off or scrapped, police

said.

To prevent this fate, people

should register their scootefs and
motorcycles, police said. For a

newly-purchased vehicle, the cost

of registration may include a $27
administrative fee, sales tax, any
late fees and previous parking

tickets.

Owners should also try to

prevent theft by locking up their

bikes and periodically checking

them to make sure they are still

\hcrt, said Shepherd. He added
that he could not remember any
cases in which a locked motorcy-

cle or scooter was stolen.

Furthermore, when.students sell

their bikes, they should fill out a

release form at the DMV, so that

liability for the vehicle will shift to

the new owner regardless of
whether the future owner registers

the vehicle, police said.

Otherwise, the former owner
could still be held accountable for

crimes committed by the new
owner of the vehicle.

Women say they encounter
little discrimination in ROTC
By Sally Kim

A S-year-otd Pamela Maelzer

was fiying home from a Colorado

trip when her father told her to

become a stewardess so she

could travel to every psut of the

world for free.

"And I said, *Stewardess!

Heck, ru be the pilot of the

whole plane!*" said Maelzer,

remembering her first flight.

r6 years later, the UCLA
senior is receiving pilot training

from the campus ROTC prog-

ram. And as one of the program's

24 women, the fourth-year cadet

finds attitudes like her father's

absent in this military training

ground.

For the most part, the ROTC
U'eats women with more respect

than civilians, contrary to ste-

reotypes that the military prog-

ram discriminates against its

women members, according to

some women ROTC members.

When people learn Maelzer is

an ROTC cadet, they are gener-

ally surprised, she said. "They
never picture me as the military

type. When they think of the

military, they think of Sgt. Smash
smoking a cigar, yelling at

people."

Many people are also sur-

prised to learn UCLA senior Mia
St John has ties to the military.

**The number one thing people

say to me is *Wow, you don't

look like you're in the Navy,*"

the Navy midshipman said. "And
it's like, *What, because I'm not

gray? I don't look like a ship?'"

But within the ROTC -==

which admitted women about 50
years after its army unit was
established at UCLA — men
generally do not discriminate

"The men support you.

If they see you working

and not giving up,

they respect you."

Fe Reyes
UCLA Senior

against their women counter-

parts, because women are

expected to perform at the same
level as them, some ROTC
women said.

*The men support you," said

UCLA senior Fe Reyes, adding

that sit-up and push-up standards

are the same for both sexes. "If

they see you working and not

giving up, they respect you."

But Maelzer said she remem-
bers a few instances when her

superiors have doubted her abili-

ty.

*There have been times that I

have suspected that the person in

charge doesn't expect me to do as

many pushups . . . They don't

expect me to be as loud," she

said.

To succeed in the ROTC, a

woman must be independent and
assertive, said UCLA junior Sue
McGovem, who has already

served eight years in the U.S.

Navy.

The situation sUghtly resem-

bles "the girl trying to play Little

League baseball with the boys,"

she said.

But many of the ROTC men
say women do not have to

struggle for equality in the

military program. "I think

women get a fair shake," said Air

Force cadet Omar Namoos.
*Thcrc is a big effort to make
them as integrated as possible

. . . We train with them. We work
side by side with them."

Preferential treatment or lower
expectations are rarely directed

toward women in the ROTC,
Namoos added. "When a

woman's late to drill, she gets the

same penalties as men who are

late to drill. I've never heard,

*What do you expect, she's a

woman.*"
But Maelzer recalls such a

conflict during her first year

See ROTC, page 9

RICHARD KIM

Sue McGovern, a junior midshipman, left, and Mia St. John, a

senior officer candidate and senior midshipman, are two of the

wonDen involved in UCLA's Naval ROTC program.

UL's iaigest fire of season bums 800 acres, threatens homes
By Stephanie Brommer
and Karen NIkos
Los Angeles Daily News

A wind-driven fire burned
nearly 800 acres of brush above
suburban Sylmar, threatening hun-

dreds of homes and snarling

morning rush-hour traffic on sev-

eral freeways.

The blaze, which began 12:18

a.m. Monday and burned out of

control for six hours, was the

largest brush fire of the season in

Ix)S Angeles. Firefighters spent

most of the day stamping out

fiames and predicted the fire

would be contained by Tuesday.

Crews stood by jhe fire scene

throughout Monday night moni-

toring patches of smoldering

brush. Many of the hot spots

remained in rugged terrain, pre-

venting firefighters from contain-

ing the blaze.

*The smoke has cleared and

they've had a chance to fly over the

area and see it in a better light,"

said Jim Wells, a spokesman for

the Los Angeles City Fire Depart-

ment, on Monday night. **There are

areas still smoldering and we'll

have companies there overnight

because the winds could kick up.**

While no homes were destroy-

ed, there were several anxious

moments as the fire burned right

up to the edge of residential areas

and many people decided to

evacuate.

"A neighbor called me and I

opened my blinds and it looked

like the sun blazing down — like

daylight." said Clovis Scott, who
n«l with his family when his

backyard fence and four palm trees

caught fire.

"I started grabbing things— my
filfs. the kids, the dog. I saw the

trees on fire and embers flying

everywhere, and I thought my
home was next,*' he said. *The
wind was blowing, and if one
house ignited, they'd all go like

dominoes."

Scott, whose home is in the

Saddle Tree Ranch development

near Yamell Street and Foothill

Boulevard, said he was surprised

to return and find his home still

standing.

"I thought for sure it would be

gone and I'd come home to a dirt

lot," he said. "I'd heard so much
about the fire in Oakland and then I

thought this was happening to me."

Airborne embers and smoke
forced closure of the Foothill (210)

Freeway until 7:15 a.m. and
delayed traffic on other freeways

and surface streets, slowing morn-

ing rush-hour traffic to a crawl for

commuters driving south into the

San Fernando Valley and Los
Angeles.

"Every freeway and alternate

route was just jampacked," said

Officer Ben Ruth of the California

High Patrol. "It was a mess
everywhere."

The cause of the blaze had not

been determined Monday, offi-

cials said. Two firefighters suf-

fered minor injuries.

More than 500 firefighte.-s, 104

engines and several water-drop-

ping helicopters and airplanes

fought the fire, which began
northeast of the interchange of the

FoothiU (210) and Golden State (5)

freeways, fire officials said.

While it burned mostly through

grassy, oak-covered hillsides,

some damage was reported at a

ranch and a recreation center in the

area.

At the Saddle Tree Ranch near

YameU Street north of the Foothill

Freeway, stable owner Saeid Sha-

danloo of Beverly Hills said the

blaze caused more than $100,000

worth of damage to equipment and

supplies.

Shadanloo said losses included

a supply of stallion semen used for

breeding, horse feed, hay, saddles

and riding , equipment

"A lot of things went up in

smoke," Shadanloo said. "You
can't replace them."

Horse trainer Tommy Lowe, of

North Hollywood, arrived at the

stables early Monday morning to

survey the damage to the farm's

breeding program.

"It's a heart-breaking thing to

lose the future," Lowe said. *The
breeding program was in its

infancy, but it had a wonderful

future. We were importing mares
from Germany.**

Halfof the 24 horses at the ranch

were evacuated by nearby resi-

dents with trailers, but one horse

was seriously burned when its

blanket caught fire, Lowe said.

In nearby Saugus, along Bou-
quet Canyon Road, a 60-acre fire

threatened the Shadow Ridge
housing development but was
contained before homes were
damaged, officials said.

The fire started at 11 p.m.

Sunday at Bouquet Canyon Road
and Blue Cloud Mine Road, Los
Angeles County Fire Department
fire officials said. It charred
hillsides behind the housing tract

and trailer park just south of the

Angeles National Forest.

-ff^.
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Briefs

World

U.N. finds possible

Iraqi warhead fuel

UNITED NATIONS — United

Nations inspectors have unearthed new

evidence suggesting that Iraq may be

concealing a quantity of highly enriched

uranium suitable for use as a nuclear

explosive and probably acquired from an

unknown foreign supplier.

The evidence was discovered last

month by experts from the Vienna-based

International Atomic Energy Agency,

during their seventh inspection lour

investigating Saddam Hussein's secret

nuclear programs. It lakes the fomn of

uaces of uranium enriched up to 93

percent — "weapons-grade" levels —
which were found at four places inside the

Thwailha nuclear installation, 40 miles

southwest of Baghdad.

In a report issued Tuesday, the inspec-

tors niled out the possibility that these

uranium traces could have come from

reactor fuel that France sold kaq m 1980

because they contain "significafit

amounts" of the tsotope uranium 236.

Norlii Koiea to pennit

nuclear site checks

TOKYO— In one of the first signs that

it may be softening its hard-line position.

North Korea has announced that

ready to pennit international inspection of

its secret nuclear installations if the

United Slates also allows inspections to

guarantee it is removing all nuclear

weapons from South Korea.

The four-point proposal was vague on

some key points, leaving it uncertain how

much the North Korean position had

really changed. But it included what was.

by North Korean standards, conciliatory

language and thus represented a poten-

tially modest easing in the verbal jousting

of recent months over the inspection

issue.

The comments were the latest in a

series of exchanges in a quickening

diplomatic effort to persuade the North

Koreans to halt their nuclear program,

which intelligence experts fear may be

just a few years away from building a

nuclear bomb.

Nation

NYC high schools
distrilNite condoms
New York City became the first urban

school system in the nation to make

condoms widely available to high school

students.

At John Dewey High School in

Brooklyn, one of two schools to inaugu-

rate the program on Tuesday, youngsters

posed outside the schooPs gates with their

condoms and their girlfriends or boy-

friends for television and newspaper

cameras. In the age of AIDS, there were

no throngs of angry parents and no other

visible protests, just the giggles of

teenagers excited by something novel and

faintly forbidden.

IBM to eliminate

20,0QQjMBployees_

NEW YORK^ In a sweeping change

intended to fundamentally redefine the

way it does business and to reverse six

years of disappoiiiiii^ performance, the

Intematianal Business Machine Corp.

said that it would take a $3 billion charge

in the 4th quarter of 1991, reduce its work

force by at least 20,000 employees, and

give many of its businesses new financial

independence.

Industry executives and Wall Street

analysts have been expecting the move,

which is viewed by many in the industry

as a long overdue reaction to fundamental

changes in the pace ofcomputer technolo-

gy and international competition.

Officials warn buyers

to inspect tuikeys

Consumers in eight Western states

have been warned to return any fresh

Norbest Inc. turkeys that emit a foul

smell, which officials said indicates

rotting caused by exposure to high

temperatures.

"We want consumers to check their

turkeys, open them up and check for off-

odors,** said Paul Reed, a spokesman for

the Salt Lake City-based company.

"If there is a smell, consumers should

take the turkey back to the store they

bought it from for a replacement or a

refund," Reed said. "If the turicey smells

fine, it is fine."

The turkeys that may have been tainted

are among 70,000 fresh turkeys produced

and distributed in Oregon.

State

LA. policing plan

meets opposition

A proposed pilot progcain to implement

community-based policing in Los

Angeles has drawn fire frxxn two City

Council members, who accused Council-

man Marvin Braude of pushing the plan

forward without their input.

Braude, who chairs the City Council's

ad hoc committee examining the Los

Angeles Police Department, asked the

panel Monday to establish community-

based policing programs in four of the

city*s 18 police divisions.

But the two other committee members

present at Monday's meeting objected to

different aspects of the plan, and the vote

was postponed until today.

Councilman Mark Ridley-Thomas

charged that Braude's proposal lacks a

specific plan for involving the community

in policing. Councilman Emani Bemardi

said the plan doesn't give the police chief

the needed authority to make personnel

changes in response to community con-

cerns.

Bruin Recipes

Crispy potato pancakes

Ingredients: 2 pounds potatoes, peeled;

1 medium onion; Vi cup chopped scal-

Jions, including the green part; I large

egg. beaten; salt and pepper added to

taste; vegetable oil or margarine for

frying.

1. Using a grater or a food processor,

coarsely gralc the potatoes, onions and

scallions. Place togisther in a fine-mesh

strainer, m^^^qfifstm oitt ail the vatcr

over a bdvit iRettiiiiif flic potato starch,

which will settle to 3ic botiom.

2. Combine the potato mixture and the

potato starch with the egg, salt and

pepper.

3. Take about 2 tablespoons of the

mature in the palm of your hand, and

flatten as best you can. Heat a griddle, and

smear with a thin film of margarine or

vegetable oil. Place the potato mixture on

the griddle, flatten with a large spatula,

and fry for a few minutes, until golden.

Flip and brown the other side. Remove to

paper towels to drain. Serve immediately.

Yield: about 2 dozen pancakes.

Compiled from Bruin wire services
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indicates increase in younger, older students

By Larry Upman
Cox News Service

There arc more younger and

older students now than there were

a decade earlier, according to a

recent Census Bureau report

Attendance surged during the

1980s among those entering

nursery and elementary schools

and among those older than the

traditional college students who
attend universi^ straight from

high school, the report said.

But enrollment is down tempor-

arily in secondary schools,

according to the report.

The bureau reported a 47 per-

cent increase from 1979 to 1989 in

the number of 3- and 4-year-olds

enrolled in nursery school. In

1979. there were 1.9 million

children in nursery schools. By
1989. that had risen to 2.8 million,

or 35 percent of that age group.

Elementary schools also are

reporting a surge in students. In

1979 there were 27.9 students in

grades one through eight That

dipped to 26.8 milUon in the mid-

1980s, but had risen to 28.6 million

by 1989.

That dip is now showing up in

declining secondary school atten-

dance. In 1979. there were 15.1

million students in grades nine

through 12; in 1989 there were

12.9 million. But Census Bureau

projections indicate that the num-

ber of high school students will

rise in the next several years as the

increased number of elementary

students enter secondary school.

At the other end of the educa-

tional cycle, mere older students

are going to college.

Of the 11.4 million college and

university students enrolled in

1979. the bureau reported that 4.1

million (36 percent) were 25 or

older. By 1989. 5.2 million (39

percent of the 13.2 million college

students) were 25 or older.

Among college and university

students, the bureau reported that

there were 10.7 million undergra-

duate students. 66 percent of

whom were enrolled in four-year

institutions.

The majority of students. 64.1

percent, were enrolled full-time,

and 78.1 percent were in public

colleges or universities. Women
made up nearly 55 percent of the

collegiate student body.
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Rare rhinoceros makes debut at L.A I f

Dally Bruin News Wednesday, November 27, 1991 7

By Jack H. Taylor Jr.

Los Angeles Dally News

A rare Sumatran rhinoceros, one
of the world's most endangered
species, has gone on public display

at the Los Angeles Zoo amid
zoological fanfare and quizzical

looks from spectators and the rhino
herself.

Named "Embam," for the vil-

lage in west central Malaysia

where she was captured, the 800-
to 900-pound rhino was placed by
herself in a palm-shaded area near
other rhinos of a different species.

**She*s very, very gentle." said
Bill Foster, the zoo*s principal

animal keeper, who accompanied
the approximately 2-year-old
mammal on her eight-day, $80,000
truck, ferry and plane trip from
Malaysia.

,

"She's very friendly. She

traveled Yery well,** he said.

The rhmo — nicknamed **Em**

or "Emma," ate and drank much of
Monday, but took time to explore
her new surroundings and occa-
sionally nose up to the edge of her

pit to look playfully at the circle of
spectators who barely could resist

trying to reach out to pet her.

Jerry Greenwalt, acting zoo
director, said inclusion of the

Sumatran rhino in the zoo's col-

lection is important since it is one
of fewer than 1,000 still alive.

It is "probably the rarest animal

we have here, with the exception

of the California condor," Green-
wait said.

With a shaggy hide, the Sumat-
ran is the most primitive and least

changed from the ancient rhinos

that roamed the earth more than 30
milHon years ago, officials said.

Embam was acquired through

the Sumatran Rhino Trust, to

which zoos in Los Angeles, Cin-
cinnati, New York and San Diego
have contributed a total of
$100,000 annually for the past four

years. She is the sixth of what is

hoped will be 10 Sumatrans— five

females and five males— captured

to breed as part of a worldwide
effort to preserve the species.

Eventually, zoo officials plan to

acquire a mate for Embam.
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COMPLETE SVGA SYSTEM

JAZZ AT THE WADSWORTH
T-sHirt Design Com

At THE WaD^WORTR

JAZZ AT THE WADSWORTH is a series of free concerts &
radio broadcasts produced by the UCLA Student Committee for the Arts
and KPCC (89-3 FM) and is performed on the first Sunday of every month.

What is the contest about?
SCA is holding a T-shirt Design contest for new JAWS T-shirts. The T-shirt
design must reflect the quality and entertainment aspects ofJAWS.

What are the guidelines to entry?
Size of design: on standard 8.5" x ir paper
Max. of 3 colors

The use of the JAWS logo is optional.
'

What are theprizes?
WINNING PRIZE: $150 CASH
Runners up receive FREE JAWS T-shirt & 2 Tickets to Center for
Performing Arts events.

DEADLINE; S:00 PM. JANUARY 6. 1

9
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PICK UP ENTRY FORMS AND TURN IN ART

AT THE SCA GPnCE, ROYCE 396 OTfl
Winners will be notified by phone/mail by
second week of Winter Quarter '92
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At UCLA, state funding now
accounts for less than 30 percent of
the univei^ity budget.

The rest of UCLA's income
comes primarily from the fed^al
government, medical center
income, student registration fees

and tuition, and private gift and
donations.

While California has generously
funded the UC system in the past
decade, recently it has not been

able to provide the kind of support
needed to maintain quality educa-
tional standards, said Susan Shea,

acting UC director of development
policy and administration.

**The cost of running a premiere
university keeps going up," she

said. **That figure has been rising

over the last couple of decades
because of costs for expanding
facilities and increasing numbers
of students and financial aid

packages."

Concerns about future budget
shortfalls has focused attention

upon private donations more than
ever, she added.

"What's beginning to happen is

the budget of the state and the
budget of the university have
become increasingly divergent.**

Shea said. **Private support has
become very important recently in

filling that gap.**

The UCLA Foundation — the
private volunteer organization that

works with the UCLA administra-

tion to raise money for university

needs — has stepped up its

fundraising efforts in repsonse to

the financial falloff.

But the foundation tries to raise

more money each year — even
when there are no financial crises,

said James Osterholt, vice presi-

dent of the foundation.

11777 aAN VICENTE SI^VIX, BllENT"WDOD, CA 90049 • 820-1516

**Privaic support has become an
integral part ofUCLA's resources,

and it has never been more
important than it is now,** Oster-

holt said.

The foundation has been active
in major fundraising campaigns.
Recently, the foundation helped in

a five-year drive which raised

$373 million— a high figure for a
public university.
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youDorfr h/ote to work
on Tlttfl2S.-SOMfHAT THE HELL
2941 AAIN 8TREET, SAKTA AOHICA. CA 904O5-396-4725

Discover the convenience of Westwood Village's 24-hour
express store! Open 24 hours and stocked with all the
essentials (and the goodies) you or your party might need.
Convenient parking, too! So, if it's 3 PM. or 3 A.M., come in

to the Village's fast and friendly market, and find whatever
you need—whenever you need it.

^Village
/^xpressmart
^^^^^ Always Open at the corner of Gayley & Le Conte

F O O D S T O R E
10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (213) 209-9111

Open 24 hours • 7 days a week • CONVENIENT FREE PARKING

LSATGMATGREDATOATNCLEXNMB
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"HAPPY HOLIDAYS-STANLEY!"

course ofjour choice!

Offer rood on liiii enraOimU ooiy.

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.

LOWEST
AUTO

INSURANCE
RATE

•LIABILITY

•COMPREHENSIVE & COLLISION
•SR-22 FILING
•MANY TICKETS/ACCIDENTS
•EXPENSIVE CARS
•LOWEST RATE FOR ANY DRIVER
•SINCERE SERVICE
•HOME APPOINTMENT O.K.
WE ALSO HANDLE HEALTH AND

COMMERCIAL INSURANCE FOR BUILDINGS,
BUSINESS. AND AUTOS.

CALL: (213) 477-8455

MERVATINSURANCE
11540 SANTA MONICA BLVD

(AT COLBY ABOVE SECURITY PACIFIC BANK)
WEST L.A.

Princeton

Review
LSAT • GMAT • ORE
The fastest i^roivi/ii^ test-preparation proi^ranis

in the nation, bar notie!

Could it be because of documented increases like these:

LSAT average increase: 14-i- points

GMAT average increase: 1 lO-H points

• GRE average increase: 230-1- points

Or program inclusions which our competitors don't have:

"^ At least four proctored tests, each with computer analysis
'"^ Two interactive classes per week, each with an instructor
"-^ Maximum class sizes of twelve, each stratified to ability

"^ Academic review plus revolutionary test-taking techniques

TIIR

PRiNC'F-TON
Ki;\ii:\v ^^

213 '474 •0909
l.cl Diir uiiprcccclonlccl success

insure \()ur success.
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We Want Our Teeth Straight!

Compieie Orthodontic

Treatmpnt as Low as

per month

Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children
* INVISIBLE * COSMETIC PORCELAIN *

TRADITIONAL * EUROPEAN REMOVABLE *

SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
• Experienced orthodontist -All dental insurance & union plans accepted
• Always the same doctor • Sat 4 evening appointments
• Lx)w monthly payment plan • Credit terms available
with no interest • Memtjer of Am. Assoc, of Orthodontists

Dr. N. Dayani CALLNOWFORANAPPOINnyiENT
Orthodontist OOC 'WAtSA

1 1645 Wilshire Blvd. #802 H^n^ # AMtt
(IWk. eastofBarrington) \^^\^ f "T^/^

Wednesday November 27, 1 991 9

Holiday
SPECIAL

coupon

Five
Color
Reprints
For ~ '

Made from C-4

1

color negative

only not available

from any other
promotion. ^^^^^-^
Offer good: Piov. 25-Dec. 8, 1991.
Attach coupon to outside of blue envelope.
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Store B-Level

Ackerman

Health Campus Photo 1 North ^ Lu Valle
Sciences | Studio H (>.anipus H Commons
Store 1 Kerckhoff Shop Students*M . Hall m L Store
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some members of the Senate
genuinely seemed to think the

pivotal issue was who had leaked

the allegations to the press. This
was so distinct from the concerns

about integrity and fitness that

obsessed the rest of us that it was
hard not to believe that Congress
existed on some separate plane of

consciousness, sort of like a

religious cult for guys with suits

and egos.

The poor are different from you
and me. Perhaps in the fiiture,

when the fight over the gag rule

has faded from philanthropic
memory, they will do with fewer
medical services because there

will be no money to provide them.

They will get sick and they will get

pregnant.

But the president's veto will

have been sustained, and that's

what matters in Washington,
where they are perpetually playing

the seventh game of some insider

baseball World Series. What's the

score, boys? And how come we're
the ones who always lose?

RALLY
From page 1

which oversees the Academic
Supports Program, Samahang Pili-

pino Education and Retention^
MEChA's Calm6cac and Reten-
tion of American Indians Now!
Funding for these projects may

be cut if UCLA officials and
retention committee members fail

to agree on where to house the

programs by the end of this

quarter.

While the students want to move
the committee from the College of
Letters & Science to the office of
student affairs in an attempt to gain
greater autonomy, student affairs

officials said they will not approve
the move because the committee
hires non-student employees.

So, student support for the

programs is more crucial now than
ever, according to speakers at the
rally. n,

**UCLA is a great reflection of
the crisis in education that Afri-

cans fiace in the country and
worldwide." said Nyaniso
Rahotep, chairman of the retention

committee.

Proudly lifting his UCLA diplo-

ma in the air, alumnus Ryan
Whetstone reminded the cheering
crowd that 70 percent of the

African-American students who
enroll at UCLA may never receive
one.

"I wouldn't have this if it wasn't
for my brothers and sisters who are
here," said Whetstone, a member
of the UCLA Black Student
Alumni. 'They arc family who arc
here to get you through if you want
to get through."

The retention program counse-
lors sec students with family
problems, unhelpful professors
and unexpected pregnancies every
day, Kayise said. *They come
crying to me about being kicked
out of UCLA."
And the Academic Supports

Program provides the support
these sttidents need. 'OJCLA is not
meant for black students to come
in and be successful," said
counselor Maisha Shelby Stewart
"But the program protects you and
gives you the counseling you need
to reach the goals of graduation."

Unity among students of color is

crucial in paving the way toward
graduation, speakers said.

*t)ur brothers and sisters are

being kicked out of school and we
are not doing anything about it,"

Kayise said. *The future of the

program depends on you. You will

leave the legacy for the future."

\
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Of the estimated 250 Berkeley
students displaced, a total of about
170 student grants were given out,

according to Richard Black,
director of the emergency loan
program. The grants were distri-

buted through the campus
emergency loan program.

**The thing that was important
with this program was that it was
distributed directly through our
emergency loan office," Black
said. "Students knew how to find
us. We were familiar, quick, and
easy. There was help and it was
much better than they expected."

Students were not the only ones
helped.

Similar aid programs were set

up to help faculty and staff cope
with the financial and emotional
hardships created by the fire.

"It takes a long time to recover
from something like this. The
recovery process goes on for

weeks and weeks. Students and
faculty da the important things
first, then they eventually move to

slowly rebuild their lives," Black
said.

ROTC \

From page 3

when she told a senior cadet that

she thought a military speaker
was eloquent and entertaining.

"He turned to me and said,

*Well, we don't want to hear
about your attraction to him,'"

Maelzer said. "Since it was
someone who happened to be
male, it was assumed that I was
attracted to him."

However, preconceptions that

men have about women are not
blatantly expressed in the ROTC
as they are in civilian life, St.

John said.

"You have those days when
you get, *Here you go darUng, I'll

cany that for you,'" she said.

"And then you say, *Oh no, that's

OK, hon. You don't have to.'"

The ROTC can provide
opportunities for leadership,

teamwork and camaraderie in its

Army, Air Force and Navy units

to members solely on the basis of
aptitude and ability, St. John said.

In contrast, the U.S. Navy —
for which she worked as an
electrician for more than six

years— cannot provide the same
opportunity because it must
abide by the current national

policy that prohibits women from
participating in combat
"Some men tried to explain to

me how the equipment works
when I'm the one who's sup-

posed to be fixing it for them," St.

John said. •*Or they'd stand over
me and watch me and just be so
impressed."

But theROTC always depends
on women to be as competitive as

men, said Col. Gary Jorgenson.

"Women have proven th^-
selves. They're very competent.
The men respect that and of all

the different occupations, the

military by far has the least

resentment toward women.**
But for a woman to survive in

the military, she must be wilhng
to set her individuality aside,

Maelzer said. "She has' to be
someone who can learn to be a i

member of a team first and then^

an individual second."

cso
825-1 493

RJKENTTRE Goodrich yircsfonc micmflin

WHERE THE FUTURE IS HERE TODA Y WITH PRICES OF YESTERDA Y
NOW! THEALL NEW HI-TECH
COMPUTER DESIGN RIKENTRE

IS HEREATAPOLLO TIRE!

10% DISCOUNT
TO UCLA STUDENTS

& FACULTY

RIKEN. THE #1 QUALITY TIRE IN AMERICA THAT WILL OUT-PERFORM MICHELIN GOODYEAR
PIRELLIORDUNLOPWITHUPTO50%SAVINGS.SATISFACTIONGUARANTEED!NOAPPOINTM^^^^^

RIken Technology is a unique achievement in computer design that combines both the highest per
formance characteristics and the iongest wearing rubber compound in the industry.

STEEL BELTED
RADIALS

PI55/80RI
PI65/80RI
P175/80RI
PI85/80RI
P185/75RI
PI95/75R1
P205/75R1
P205/75RI
P2I5/75RI
P225/75RI
P235/75RI

3 $30.95
3 32.95
3 35.95
3 35.95
4 34.95
4 35.95
4 36.95
5 38.95
5 .^._..40.95
5 ;:..":::;:::.:...:. 42.95
5 43.95

(ri!NJ!Llr!j lri!!^JHilrU

RADIALS FOR
IMPORTS

40,000 Mile Warranty
155/SR13 $22.95
165/SR13 24.95
175/SR14 28.95
165/SR15 28.95
175/70SR13 32.95
185/70SR13 34.95
185/70SR14 ...35.95

195/70SR14 ^ 38.95
20S/70SR14 42.95

MICHELIN XH

Hi Performance
Steel Radial for Imports
PI95/50VRI5 $ 78.95
P205/50VRI5 100.95
P225/50VRI5 152.95
P195/50VR16 129.95
P205/55VR16 167.95
P225/50VRI6 170.95
P245/50VR16 .... 183.95
P255/50VR16 188.95
P205/55ZR16 174.95
P225/50ZR16 179.95
P255/50ZRI6 198.95

225/70R?5 $ 98.95
255/70RI5 111.95
LT2I5/85RI6 110.95
LT225/85R16 1 16.95
LT235/85RI6 121.95

Steel Radial for Domestic Cars

60,000 MILES WARRANTY
P155/80R13 $46.95
PI65/80R14 50.95
P175/80R13 52.95
PI85/80RI3 53.95
PI85/75R14 56.95
PI95/75R14.__,, 58.95
P205/75RI4 61.95
P205/75R15 65.95
P2I5/75RI5 67.95
P225/75R15 71.95
P235,/75RI5 74.95

STEEL RADIAL FOR
TRUCKS & VANS

LT245/85R16 130.95
30/9 50RI5 121.95
3I/I0.50RI5 122.95
31/11 50RI5 129.95
875/RI6.5 112.95
950/RI6.5 124.95

Steel Radial For Imports
S Domestic Cars

60,000 MILES \X/Af?f?AI\JTY

I55SRI2 $39.95
155SRI3 40.95
165SR13 41.95
175SRI4 50.95
185SRI4 53.95
I65SRI5 50.95
PI 75/70HRI3. ....'."::.:.:... 52.95
PI85/70HRI3 55.95
P195/70HRI3 58.95
PI75/70HR14 58.95
PI95/70HRI4 :.... 58.95
PI95/70HR14. 61.95
P20bnOHR\ ^ f, .. 66.95
P195/65HR14 88.95
PI85/65HRI5 91.95
PI95/65HRI5 93.95
P205/65HRI5 104.95
P215/65HR15 104.95

IRKENTKE

PI75/80RI3

P185/80RI3

PI85/75RI4

P195/75R14

P205/75RI4

P2I5/75RI4

P205/75RI5

P2I5/75RI5

P225/75R15

^235/75RI5.

$60.95

62.95

68.95

71.95

76.95

81.95

77.95

81.95

82.95

.86.95.

The # 1 Quality Tire is here . . . and

will save you 50% less than

Michelin, Goodyear & ?\Te\\\\\

ii^\'M\\M^
Sterl Radial For Imports & Domestic Cc<rs

MILES WARRANTY

AHUI up mm
Consumer Digest
Awarded Riken

Tire The Best Tire

Value in America

M^ber THE ''SPECIAL EDITION TIRE'
Tire built with the Californii* driver in mind

klBbmr®^^ ^ Michelln Tire Corp. Subsidiary 60,000 IVIile Umited Warranty
True to tneir nignevi »iJodar<J KHbrt hjj drvrloped the best v*je fof ycxj» QMifomn clfivtncj ccxxJitioo wv.th qui«it.e^ fjx emercitnq in a» categories Kletoer » « D team
rvij pro(Xxed IHt tire that wv* deWer m enceti o* 60,000 rrntes oJ (rue comfort and performarxe urx»er the moM demand«ng road coodWis APOtLO ri« CO &

I85/60HRI3
205/60HRJ3
I85/60HRI4
195/60HRI4
205/60HRI4
2I5/60HRI4
225/60HRI4
235/60HR14
245/60HRI4
I95/60HRI5
205/60HR15
2I5/60HRI5.
22^bOHR\S.
235/60HRI5.
245/60HRI5.
255/60HRI5
225/60VR16.

64.95
71.95
66.95
68.95
75.95
77.95
79.95
82.95
86.95
77.95
79.95
81.95
83.95
87.95
90.95
12.95
32.95

I55/SRI2
I55/SRI3
I65/SRI3 ..

I85/SRI4 ..

I65/SRI5
I75/70RI3
I85/70RJJ
I85/70RI4
I9S/70RI4
205/70RI4

$38.95
39.95
40.95
53.95
48.95
4«.9S
49.95
52.95

.55.95

. «l.95

PI75/80RI3
PI85/80RI3
PI85/75RI4
PI85/70RI4
PI95/75RI4
P205/75RI5
P2I5/75RI5
P225/75RI5
P235/75RI5

$47.95
50.9S
54.95
60.95
54.95
63.95
66.95
66.95
69.95

I95/65TRIS
I85/60HRI3
205/60HRI3
I85/60HRI4
I95/60HRI4
205/60HRI4
I9S/60HR1S
205/60HRI5
I95/50VRI5
205/SOVRIS

$82.95
67.95
79.95
77.95
85.95
91.95
92.95
99.95
I03 95
I09 95

TRUCK & RV
750-16 $60.95
800-16.5 66.95
875-16.5 67.95
950-16.5 74.95
12-16.5 94.95
31X10.50-15 77.95
32X11 50-15 80.95
33X12.50-15 88.95/

MICHELIN MXV f GOODj^EAR EAGLES GATORBACK
STEEL RAOIALS

I95/60HRI4 190.9$

205/70HR14 92.9S

205/60HRI5 104.9S

205/65HR15 I23.9S

P2IS/60VRI5
P225/60VRI5
P205/50VRI5
P205/55VRI6
P225/50VR16

S141.95

t5t.95

171.95

1 76.95

181.95

P245/50VR16
P255/50VRI6
P275 402RI7
3I/I05RI5

197.95

201.95

301.95

111.95

2.^S/85RI6 141.95

205/70VR15 $146.95^
2I5/70VRI5 161.95
205/5 5VR 16 194.95
225/50VRI6... 207.95
I85/60HRI4.... 82.95
I95/60HRI4 89.95

V '95/60HR15 91.95 y

FRONT BRAKES 4 WHEEL BRAKES ^MONROE?

I|
»49«* MOST

CARS
>ffepiacePads
• Repiacp Grease Seals

I*

Repack Wheel Beanr>gs

• S«rrM MetaNK f>Mii Extra
- Good WICoufton Only

I Rw>2/W/9I _

$999s
We offer full service tune-ups,

transmissions and air conditioning.

We service BMW. Jaguar and
Mercedes. Ourpnces

are lower than dealerships.

WOSURPmjESI free estimates because additional parts, service and labor dt^ often needed at substantial extra cost

r TRUCK « RV ^
RADIALS

27x8 50RI4 76.95
78.95
•6.95
97.95
104.95
87.95
104.95

,

I26.95y

30x9 50Rr^ ^
3IXI050RI5
32x11 50RI5
33xl250RI5.5
235/85RI6
950RI6 5

V 33x12 50RI6.5

MOST
CARS

• ffepiace Pads, Shoes • Ife-

p4ace Grease Seals • Repack
Wheel Bearings • Adjust

Emergerxy Brakes • Setm

MetaNK Pads Extra
Gocxl W/Coupon Only

Rvu 12/15/91

PMacPHFRSON GAS

I
STRUTS CARTRICKiES

• «||TAUATI0N INCLUDED

I' LIEniME WAWANTY I

EffOMT END ALIGNED I

I
Good W/Coupon OKy Trwu |
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WEST LOS ANGELES
1756 Sepulveda Blvd.

(V2 Block South of Santa Monica Blvd.)

(213) 478-1412
£n Todafx^s T\endi^% Se Habia Espanol OPEN 6 DAYS 8 to 6

15AVr OLLE« GARY YAAUMOTO
Service M<<n<«grr Store M<<n<tqer

JOIN THE PERFORMANCE GENERATION THAT
BEATS THE COMPETITION IN PRICE, SERVICE & SELECTION ^
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Counterpoint

Sexism isn't alive at UCLA
By Robert Slrotiiian

"Sexism" is alive and well on the UCLA
campus? No doubt. However when I read
Cherie Sogsti's letter on Wednesday, Nov. 13,

("Sexism**) several things became clear.

1) UCLA is a virtual magnet for sexism,
especially in songs Tm sure that were written
to piss off women.

I see where Ms. Sogsti is coming from;
hcrweverrtitling-a song "Sons of Westwood** is

not sexist. It is meant to symbolize all Bruins.
The problem is changing the song to "Sons

,
and Daughters of Westwood" would throw the
whole song structure out of balance. In
addition, this song played at a football game is

meant, in part, for a team which has, to my
Knowledge, no female players. I can see a
problem perhaps in singing it at a women's
basketball game, but then again . . . it*s just a
damn song!

2) Give that girl a dime so she can go buy
a clue.

I don't think that a person is referred to as
"a man" or "a son" in the 20th century or that

women are "still seen as objects or alma
maters." This is a very weak argument as well
as a load of horseshit I do not see any
validity in those statements. Why don't you
check to see how old the songs are? Besides, I

see no problem with calling a ship or UCLA a
"she" or referring to them as "her." Continuing
this tradition is not an insult to women, but a
compliment, much like naming a ship after a
wife or girlfriend. It's meant as a form of
praise and a certain iyj)e of immortality: The
Queen EUzabeth?

3) Banner Art should be bland, generic,
boring and unexciting, according to Sogosti.

Not to be sarcastic, but I'm sure women, on
the whole, arc much stronger physically than
men. I'm sure that's why all construction
workers, football players and the like are

women. I can see it now: "Jock Strap

manufacturer goes bankrupt."

4) Sogsti must not have a figure good
enough for an evening gown.

This is the only way I see to explain

Cherie's distaste for "female Brains . . . clothed
in long evening gowns with a sexy figure and
wearing makeup." Don't you like makeup,
Sogosti? I'm not trying to slander you — I'm
sure you have a fine figure, as far as I know,
but I fail to see the sexism. These banners
only paint a picture of the beauty and elegance
of the Bruin female.

I actually see, if anything, sexism toward
men: *The male Brains . . . have their eyes
popping out because of the lavisFi beauty of the
female Brain." As a humanist, you must see
both sides. The difference: It doesn't bother
me. I see it as a funny caricature, you know, a
joke, maybe you've heard of one, Sogosti?

5) People, in general, will always find

something to bitch about
Need I say more? Everybody should just

relax. Sogosti. school's supposed to be fiin.

Start seeing the humor in things; don't see
everything as a personal attack. People like you
get paid a lot of money to lobby (i.e. bitch) in

Congress. Life's way too short to bitch about
everything that bothers us. Women say "All
men are assholes" and men say "All women
are bitches." I say "Who fucking cares?" Shrag
it off and enjoy the time you have. Try to see
the cup half full once in a while.

Strotman is an undeclared sophomore.
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Viewpoint

Feminists' dogkna
needs to lie curlied
By Kurt Kllgore

I am writing in response to the sexist accusations of the
UCXA community and, in particular, of Together magazine.
Somehow, inexplicably, the feminists of UCLA have determined
how I should think and live my life. In fact, in their impeccable
wisdom, they are attempting to dictate the thoughts and actions
of most of the UCLA campus. Anyone caught out of sync with
(or heaven forbid, outright opposing) their feminist dogma is

guaranteed to be attacked, whether it be in the form of a dero-
gatory article in the newspaper or police charges of sexual
harassment.

This fact can not be more clearly illustrated than by the recent
fiasco, involving the Theta Xi Winnebagos. Before their Stanford
road trip, allegedly "sexist" slogans were painted on the sides of
their Winnebagos. Two of these included "Fish Tacos" and
"Cheap Chicks 4 Sale." How could a man be such an animal,
many of you are surely asking?

Well, Surprise, surprise. These slogans were actually written by
females going on the trip, not by members of Theta Xi. I am
not saying that the members did not write other slogans, nor am
I implying that these women wrote them without the members*
knowledge. My point is that obviously not all women are
offended by the same things. In fact, of all the female friends to

-whom I have spoken regarding this subject, not one of them was
offended by the remarks. Many of them thought it was amusing,
whereas a few viewed it as "in poor taste." None of them, how-
ever, considered it something to be followed up on.

Yet, because the members of Together magazine contend that
the slogans, and hence all the fraternity members, are uncaring
and misogynistic, Theta Xi was threatened with criminal charges
of sexual harassment, and now faces serious disciplinary
measures from the IFC.

If it were possible, I would press charges against Together for
its incredible ethnocentrism, close-mindedness, over generalizations
and double standards. Several weeks ago. Together had its

magazine, with a cover depicting a full-paged diagram of a
vagina, inserted into the Daily Bruin. By doing this. Together
subjected the Daily Bruin audience of 22,000 readers to this

cover (compared to the few hundred who might have seen the
Winnebagos). By many people's standards, the cover was
pornography. And to most of the rest, it was not something to
which they wanted to be subjected while reading The Bruin.

I can only wonder what would have happened if Theta Xi had
a gigantic poster of a vagina plastered on the side of their Win-
nebago. An indictment, perhaps? Maybe some time in L.A.
County Jail? Who knows?
To top things off, now the feminists are demanding the IFC to

"establish a mandatory anti-sexist education for all members of
fraternities, to be repeated with every new pledge class." This
"call for action" assumes that all members of all fraternities need
anti-sexist education. That is obviously an over generalized
stereotype.

Why should many individuals, who are anti-sexists, even by
Together*s standards, be subjected to these types of classes? And
why should Together have any say in IFC policy anyway? Next,
will Together dictate the policies of the university, as well?
Maybe everyone should be forced to go to meetings on subjects
Together deems worthy.

FinaUy, since when is it the DaUy Bruin's right, let alone
duty, to cast judgment on the issue, as Kristin Hanna implies it

should have (Daily Bruin, "Winnebagos," Nov. 21). She asks
why The Bruin makes reference to "alleged sexist remarks,"
when there is suK)osedly no question about iL Well, regardless
of whether or not Hanna and her 17 co-signers consider the
slogans sexist, the Daily Bruin has no business making a
judgment either way. Neutrality and impartiality is crucial to
maintaining a newspaper's journalistic integrity. Perhaps Together
should consider this concept for its own newspaper.

For some reason, an elitist group of women on this campus
have taken it upon themselves to represent and defend tiie entire
female gender. Yet, my own experience shows that very few
women on this campus truly embrace the feminist doctrine,
ideology and actions that Together represents.

Kilgore is a sophomore majoring in communications.

CARTOON SUBMISSIONS WELCOMED: Cartoons, as well
as letters, may be submitted to the Daily Bruin. Please leave
them in the box on the receptionist's desk in 112 Kerckhoff
Hall.

All submitted material nnuat bear th« authtK'a
name, addreaa, telaphor>a number, ra^jiat ration
number or affiliation wHf) UCLA. Namaa will not
be withheld except in extren>e caaes. The Bruin
will publish anonymoua lattera on a caaeby-
caae baaia if the latter is deemed to be of a
aanaillva nature, but the above information ia

raqwired for purpoaas of verification. If a latter

ia printed anonynrioualy. all biographical
information wiH be ttept confidential.

When multlpte authors submit matariay. some
names may be kept on file rather than published
with the material. The Bruin reserves tt^ right to
adit submitted material and to detim^ne its

placameni in.the paper. All submissions baoome
the property of The Bruin. The Communications
Board has a media grievance procedure for
resolving oomplalnts against any of its publications.
For a copy of the complete procedure, contact t,ie

Pi^llcaflons office at 112 Kerdthoff Hall.
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A year that began with a bang ends with a kick
At last. At last I can

graduate whenever I

want.

Saturday's victory over USC
was more than a win in the

box score, more than just a

win on the football field,

Saturday the question was
lifted from my shoulders as to

whether I would have to foot

the bill for yet another quarter.

How appropriate that in this,

my last column of 1991 and
the day before Thanksgiving, I

can finally give thanks for the

one thing my four years at

UCLA has denied us all.

Yes, how appropriate indeed

that a year that began with a

war ended with two. That's

right, two. Because before the

Big Game oh Saturday, there

was the Blood Bowl on Fri-

day. Yours truly and the Daily

Bruin football squad helped
pierce the Trojans before Terry

I>onahue and company burst

them.

The trip to the *SC campus,
a place that is not given nearly

the credit it deserves as a pit

that it tnily is, was uneventful.

As the sugar that was pumping
itself through my veins began
to take effect, the urge to kill

=^wly and quietly crept into ^=
my being.

When we all got there, we
setUed on the third field that

we found on that godforsaken

campus, as the morons who
compose the Daily Trojan staff

failed to reserve one. Hey, just

a tradition nearly as old as the

UCLA-USC game itself.

I

Ben
Wexler
"We're just not that high a

priority on this campus," their

sports editor with the Napoleon
complex said to us in an
attempt to explain the lack of
a field. I had identified that as

the case several minutes ear-

lier, however, when I picked
up a copy of tiiat day's Daily

Trojan and read this page 3

account of assistant coach Tom
Roggeman's speech to those in

attendance at USC's bonfire

rally:

"*You're the greatest bunch
^ kids in the country, thc^

cream of the collegiate crap,'

Roggeman screamed to the

crowd ..."
We were about to go up

against the Trojans. The cream
of the crap.

At this point I should tell

you about their head coach. I

wanted to find his full name

so that I could print it here in

hopes of him receiving as

many threatening phone calls

as possible, but when we
called the Trojan, nobody was
there. Regardless, he was a

shghtiy overweight man, early

20s, wearing a tie and smoking
a cigar. It didn't take long for

me to realize that this man "

had to be overcompensating for

something in a big way. We'll
call him . . . Dick.

Play began. After several

plays I got into the game on
defense, but wasn't near the

ball. A few plays later, playing
offense, I put my first hit on a
Trojan, an idiot about my size

whose sunglasses were knocked
off by a Wexler block on a
big gain. He looked upset
They say that you can tell

when your moment of glory

will come. Well, actually I've

never heard that said before,

but as it turns out that's in

keeping with what happened
next on that field. Called in as

a wide receiver, I beUeved our
quarterback when he told me
to run a post to spread the

defense out for a pass to the

other wideout. Dutifully run-

ning my pattern toward the

comer of the end zone, I ^=
remember thinking it was too

bad the play wasn't going to

me, as I had two defenders
beat and a pass to me would
be an easy six.

Then I looked up.

The ball looked like a

watermelon set off against that

disgusting afternoon Watts sky.

The sound ot the screaming

less-educated people on the

sidelines suddenly became
silence as t^e pigskin hurled

toward me through the air. I

had a long way to go for it,

but I knew it was mine . . .

Only my fingertips could
reach the ball. My only hope
was to keep it in the air in

front of me, which I somehow
did, hobbling the ball before it

finally nesUed in my arms like

a young, six point child.

My momentum carried me to

the sidewalk bordering the

field and my cleats left me,
but my eyes were trained on
the referee as his arms thrust

toward the heavens.

I'd scored.

But enough of the storybook
stuff. Back to Dick. For the

highlight of my day was yet to

come.

Having proven myself at the

finesse positions, I was
strategically moved to lineman,

where I could get involved in

some serious bonecrushing with
their ringers who weighed 250
pounds and still couldn't play

football.

Well, push came quite liter-

ally to shove, and one of the

"Trojan hogs gave me a slightly

late block in the back that sent

me rolling toward the Trojan

sideline. Rolling toward Dick.

When, as all moving bodies
eventually do, I came to a

rest, something that shocked
even me, a seasoned *SC
hater, happened. As I was
lying there, about to get up.

Dick kicked me in the ribs!

That's right, kicked in cold
blood!

Unfortunately, as a nonvio-
lent man, my first reaction was
not to spring up and hit him
in the throat and rupture his

windpipe. Instead, I sprung up
and incredulously said, "Did
you kick me?"

**No, did you feel me kick
you?"

It was at that point that the

comedy of the whole thing

struck me. Here was this putz

who was so pathetic that he
had to kick me when I was on
the ground, and then wouldn't
even admit it It was then that

I realized that going to USC
must be a lot like going
through life with your fly

open: You're the only one who
can't see what a complete dork
you are.

We shellacked the Daily

Trojan squad, 52-12 (I've been
told that Dick was seen the

next day in the Coliseum press

box denying that that was the

final score), and of course,

Saturday the big drought
ended. However, as reheving

as the knowledge is that I can
graduate with the Victory Bell

in our possession, that Daily
Bruin jersey hanging in my
closet will always remind me
of the fingertip catch that

didn't get away, and a real

bunch of Dicks.

Wexler, the Viewpoint editor, is

a senior majoring in communi-
cation studies.
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Books Music

Videos ^ Jewelry

By And About Women

1351 Westwood Blvd.. Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213)477-7300 Open 7 days 10-8pm

DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

SOFT CONTACTS
EXTENDED. DAILY
(CLEAfVCOLOA) $40 PR.

DISPOSABLESiemoiivpir). $79 SET
CHANGE BROWN EYES $155 PR.

ASTIGMATISM. EXTENDED. $139 PR
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UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT
TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK

- AIR CONDITIONED
1 093 Broxton Ave. #218 824-399
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Westwood Village, above the Whcrehousc

AMERICAN FLYERS
SANTA MONICA AIRPORT

•STUDENT INTRO FUGHT SPECIAL $99*

PRIVATE CERTIFICATION DURING BREAK*
•LAUNCH YOUR AVIATION CAREER*

800-233-0808
• • • OVER FIFTY YEARS AS THE NATION'S

PILOT TRAINING SPECIAUSTS • • •

ALTO INSURANCE »„.. ,he NERD FACTOR
There is indeed a Top Rated Domestic Insurer right here in Westwood Village that has exceptionally
low rates for you even if you are under 25. If you have a good driving record and reasonable licensed
experience you will be pleasantly surprised at the savings. If you also have a B average, you will be
positively shocked.

You see, we truly appreciate nerds (or those with nerdy tendencies). We applaud your commitment to do
well in school because this means that you will most likely do well in life. Let us show you first hand
that your pursuit of excellence can bring immediate rewards. Call us for a quote today.

InsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd.. #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024 208-3548
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States is lookingW
goal of the California Cryobank

is to provide high quality sperm for

artificial insemination. Requirements

include good health between the

ages of 1 9 to 34 and a

9 to 12 month commitment.

Call for more information: 824-9941

COMPLETE MEDICAL SCREENING (ALL COSTS PAID)

AND YOU EARN UP TO $105/WEEK IF QUALIFIED.

>s The Three Best Restaurants
In Las Angeles

Earth Wind & Flour

t
Santa Monica
2222 Wilshice Blvd

(213) 829-7829

Earti« Wind & Flour
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1776 Westwood Blvd

» (213) 470-2499
>

^r-y Earth Wind & Flour

Encino
17644 Ventura Blvd

(818) 986-0772
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Arts Entertainment
O brave new film!

Trospero's Books' takes

new look at Tempest'
By Rob Winfield

Dally Bruin Staff

In recent years, the cinema has

taken a liking to William Shakes-
peare's works, attempting on the

one hand to capture the lyrical

spirit of the 16th-century play-

wright, while on the other to

update and popularize his trage-

dies and comedies with 20th-

century notions of accessibility

for the masses.

Taking this into consideration,

one must approach Peter Greena-
way*s art-house rendition of"The
Tempest,*' titled "Prosperous

Books," with absolutely no pre-

conceptions— except, of course,

a fairly versed understanding of
the play. Because if one expects
to see another simplification of a

Shakespearean work, then one
will be left with an immediate
sense of isolation and indiffer^^

ence, and an inability to make any
connection whatsoever with the

characters or actions onscreen.

Casting the 87-year-old
acclaimed stage and film actor

John Gielgud in the title role of

Prospero, the wrongfully exiled

Duke of Milan, the director

responsible for such controver-

sial and challenging films as "The
Cook, the Thief. His Wife & Her
Lover" sets an undeniably intel-

lectual tone from the story's

outset, promising an adaptation
which is faithful to the original

spirit, unorthodox in its manner
of presentation and expansive
upon the thematic content

Greenaway doesn't see fit lo

offer just a straightforward nar-

rative to the underlying plot of
revenge and forgiveness. Rather,

his representation of what is

commonly accepted as Shakes-
peare's final play is built upon a

complex visual and symbolic
interpretation, expanding on
references and concepts only
suggested within the original

work.

The film's title refers to the 24
books that Prospero was able to

retain after his brother Antonio,

with the aid of Alonso, the King
of Naples, usurped hii throne and
set him and his daughter Miranda

off to sea to be shipwrecked on a

desert island.

While Shakespeare only men-
tioned these books in passing,

Greenaway speculates on what
each volume might have con-

tained, superimposing each book
within its own frame— through a

unique high-definition television

technique known as the Graphic
Paintbox— over scenes of action

that would seem relevant to the

book's contents.

Thus, as the film opens, the

pages of **The Book of Water"
appeared centerscreen while the

torrential rains of the storm which
brings Antonio and Alonso to

Prospero's island falls behind it.

In another sequence, "The Boofc:

of Mirrors" offers a series of
reflections into the past, superim-

posed over Prospero's explana-
tions of how he and his daughter

came to be exiled on the island.

Elaborating on the themes of
magic and illusion in the play,

Greenaway not only suggests a
Prospero who is in complete
control of the play's actions
through the use of his magical art,

but takes this one step further,

deliberately twisting the dialogue
into a form of iUusion and magic
itself In this context, Gielgud (as

Prospero) speaks the lines
belonging to all the characters in

the play until the turning point,

when the wronged Duke chooses
forgiveness over revenge.

Greenaway draws his own
parallel between Prospero and
Shakespeare by depicting the title

character as both the exiled Duke
of Milan and as the famed British

playwright Thus, on the one
hand, Prospero will be seen
acting out the actions of "The
Tempest," and on the other,

writing down the dialogue that

forms the play, while he sits in his

study.

"Prospero's Books" is not
quite in the same straighi-ahead

league as films from Kenneth
Branagh or Franco Zeffirelli, and
this is likely to turn some people
off

Yet, some of those may still

fmd the Baroque visual flair —

Isabella Pasco and Mark Rylance star In Peter Greenaway's ''Prospero's Books" a new Inter-
pretation of William Shakespeare's "The Tempest."

thanks to Greenaway's incredible

insight into the period and direc-

tor of photography Sacha
Viemy's gift lo be able to

transform a motion picture screen

into a Michelangelo portrait —
and Paintbox allusions to meta-

iheater a wonder to behold,

making the technical quality of

this film a cinematic accomplish-
ment to be admired in its own
right.

However, the complex linear-

narrative approach to the film can

be a bit taxing on the brain. And
quite likely, many of those who
go to see "Prospero's Books" are

likely to leave the theater early,

over-saturated with color
schemes, architectural intricacy

and detailed costumes.

But for those willing to work
with the material, one will

encounter a film which provides

enough thematic layering in its

visual structuring and unortho-

dox presentation to provoke
many subsequent viewings —

each of which will allow one to

appreciate the further complexity
and beauty Greenaway has dis-

covered in Shakespeare's "The
Tempest" ••••

RLII: "Prospero's Books." A play by
William Shakespeare, adaptecTfor the
screen by Peter Greenaway. Pro-
duced by Kees Kasander. Directed by
Peter Greenaway. A Miramax Films
release, with Jonn Gielgud, Isabelle
Pasco, Mark Rylance and Eriand
Josephson (Rated R: nudity, sensual-
ity, some violence; 127 minutes).
Starts today at the Nuart Theater.

Long live the Queen was a true 'Champion'
By Michael Wolffe

"No time for losers I 'Cause we are the

champions."

Queens "We Are the Champions"

When I was 10 my dad took me to buy my
first tape player, and on the same day I also

bought my first tape: Queen's *n'he Game."
I played it incessantly, and always sang
along when "Another One Bites the Dust"
came on the bus radio on the way to school,

mischievously changing the words to

"Another one rides the bus."

Freddie Mercury, the singer for Queen
since their inception in 197 1 . died Sunday at

the age of 45.

Queen was never my favorite group.

Besides theii: greatest hits, *The Game" was

the only Queen tape 1 ever bought But there

were so many old gems to discover: "Killer

Queen," "Fat Bottomed Girls," "Keep
Yourself Alive." "Bohemian Rhapsody"
weaved rock and opera into an unforgett-

able opus. The double anthem "We Will

Rock You / We^e the Champions," with
its infectious stoifip-stomf^clap rhythm, has

become synonymous with victory at sport-

ing events everywhere.

"IfI'm not back again this time tomorrow
I Carry on, carry on."

Mercury's voice was distinct. Joe Cock-
er's voice is powerful; Steve Perry's is

melodious; Mercury's was both He sang

with conviction and authority, and his

sincerity was heartfelt on songs like

"Somebody to Love" and "You're My Best

Friend."

The adjective most often used to describe
Mercury was "flamboyant" I prefer to think

of him as "uninhibited," unafraid to enjoy
life. And the child's dream realized of
becoming a rock star gave him that freedom.

"This is our last dance I This is ourselves
I Under pressure"

Mercury died of AIDS. Yet as he himself
sang in "Champions," "I've done my
sentence / Btit committed no crime." He
never asked you to approve of him or his

lifestyle; he just wanted you to allow him
the latitude to live as he wanted. His creed
came in the form of the wonderfully witty

"Bicycle Race": "I don't want to be a

candidate for Vietnani or Watergate /

'Cause all I want to do is . . . ride my

bicycle." In other words, you leave me alone

and I'll leave you alone.

I never saw Queen in concert, and the

image I'll always have of Mercury is from

the live video for "We Will Rock You."
He's standing alone at the front of the stage,

dressed only in a pair of shorts, swinging his

arm as he leads the crowd in that famous
chant: "We will, we wiU . . . ROCK YOU."
He wasn't using flashy outfits like Ellon

John or stage gimmicks like Kiss; his voice

and presence as an orator was enoughlo lift

both the music and the audience above and

beyond the confines of the venue.
I can see him now, almost naked

physically and completely naked emotion-

ally, singing out for the triumph of the spirit

over the grind of daily life. He was the best

damn Queen this country ever had.

Gem of innovative filmmaicing
Nina Menkes
refuses to go

Hollywood

ByGregSrisavasdl

Director Nina Menkes has lots

of things to say, but the problem is

that many people won't be able to

hear her unique view on the world
because her films stray far from the

rigid constraints of most Holly-

wood movies today.

Her latest film. "Queen of
Diamonds," is an affecting indict-

ment on a male-dominated,
materialistic and mindlessly empty
society that constantly ignores the

importance of promoting "femi-
nine" values such as compassion
and love. The main character in the

movie is a disillusioned, female

blackjack dealer (her sister Tinka
Menkes) who silently rebels

against society's conventions.

"Her silence is kind of an
intimidating silence . . . it's a way
for her not to cooperate . . . She's
in total resistance of the entire

system and one of the ways she's

in resistance of the is that she

refuses to engage in normal con-
versation," Menkes said.

Menkes 's blackjack dealer Fir-

daus typifies the lonely, alienated

life that many people encounter in

a selfish, jaded environment. Fir-

daus is surrounded by the lights of
Las Vegas, where men constantly

take advantage of women and no
true happiness is attained.

"In a way, (the film) is her vision

of Vegas that we're seeing . . . She
sees the decay, she sees the inner

Nina Menkes

death . ^nd it's that all these men
in the mm are dying or on their

way out . . . she sees the weakness
of their position, but at the same
time she's deeply wounded . . .

she's deeply damaged," Menkes
said.

Menkes is internationally recog-

nized as one of the more important

experimental film directors of the

last decade. Sight and Sound
magazine has described her works
as "controversial, intense, and
visually stunning," while the L.A.

Reader calls Menkes 's filmmaking
**powerftil and extraordinary."

A graduate from UCLA's
School of Theater, Film and
Television, accolades for Menkes
began with her film debut, "Mag-
dalena Viraga" (which also starred

Tinka Menkes). The story centered

on a young prostitute attempting to

confront the problems in her life.

Menkes believes that the character

of "Queen of Diamonds" is an
mature version of the prostitute in

"Magdalena Viraga."

"In *Magdalena Viraga' she's

really involved with battling

against the patriarchy system in an
active way, yet in the same way she
wants (society's) approval. In

*(Jueen of Diamonds,' (the female
character) is less engaged and the

fight is different," Menkes said.

While Menkes 's films win the

hearts of movie critics, her pictures

are not able to enjoy a mainstream
audience. Her movie revolves
around an inexpensive budget
("Queen of Diamonds" cost only

$50,000 to make) and is only
played in selected showings at

independent theaters. Although
some people may not fully appre-

ciate her innovative contributions

to cinema, Menkes believes that

she doesn't have to compromise
her vision to find a distinct

audience.

"You can relax into it C*Queen
of Diamonds'*) or it can be a

painful experience ... but having

a painful experience isn't neces-

sarily bad and that's the tricky

thing . . . The easy thing is to cut it

short and no one will walk out But
also no one will remember the film

when it's over. The people who are

willing and able to sit with the fUm
are going to get something out of
it," Menkes said.

Menkes is a director who wants
her audience to have their own
individual responses to her films.

She makes personal movies that

don't cater to the mainstream,

making her one of the few innova-

tive voices in cinema today.

"I believe that in taking the hard

path and making the more difficult

personal choice is going to work
out in the end," Menkes said.

If only more directors took the

"hard path," maybe more movies
will be remembered after the

popcorn wears off.

'Diamonds' scrutinizes monotony of life

By Greg Srisavasdl

An old, bare-chested, beer-bel-

lied man drives into the Las Vegas
desert wasteland. As he looks

around, the man sees nothing but

emptiness around him. Amazed
yet confused, the old man yells

"What the heU happened here?"

"Queen of Diamonds," a film

directed, written, and photo-
graphed by UCLA alumna Nina
Menkes, answers that question

through the use of powerfully
poetic and evocative visual
images.

The film focuses on a female
blackjack dealer named Firdaus

(played by Menkes 's sister, Tinka)
who feels alienated in greedy,

capitalist Las Vegas society. Fir-

daus 's life is a mess; her husband
has disappeared, she lives in a

decrepit hotel and she hates her

job.

Unlike many protagonists faced

with dire situations, Firdaus reacts

in silent rebellion to everything

around her, distancing herself

from society's value system. Her
withdrawal renders her alone in an

indifferent world where true com-
munication is a rare commodity.
Nina Menkes' film breaks many

of the barriers placed by today's

films. By scrutinizing Firdaus'

monotonous daily activities,

Menkes shows a world that is

realistically slow and methodical,

realistically portraying the mean-
ingless tasks that people perform

each day.

**Queen of Diamonds" is not a

commercial film that will please

every audience. Instead, the film

intelligently brings out its mes-
sages with visually innovative

scenes — sequences which are

hard to forget. By capturing barren

trees, dilapidated houses and arid

landscapes on film, Menkes
depicts a unique yet bleak vision of

the world we live in.

TJlfi most memorable sequence

in the movie is when Firdaus is at

herjob, apathetically dealing cards

to various strangers in the casino.

The scene, which lasts 17 minutes.

effectively conveys the mechan-
ized tasks that humans are some-
times forced to do in a loveless,

impersonal environment. Firdaus

doesn't establish any true rapport

with anyone at all. making her life

even more lonely.

Another powerful scene has
Firdaus and an admiring male
stranger standing near each other

as a palm tree slowly bums down
to the ground. Menkes creatively

uses the burning tree to convey
Firdaus' anger at being physically

and emotionally abused by the

See 'DIAMONDS,' page 15

Tinka Menkes portrays Rrdaus, a blackjack dealer who withdraws
fronn society in Nina Menkes' "Queen of Diamonds." The film will

play Friday at the Nuart Theater.
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Film

Soviet cinema b^ns new era witli independent Aim
Poor story in

*Swan Lake*

sinks movie
By Michael Mordler
Daily Bruin Staff

Ukrainian filmmaker Yuri
Illienko*s 1989 feature "Swan
Lake: The Zone*' perhaps repre-
sents the dawn of a new age in

Soviet cinema. Made without
government interference, the
movie was the first completely
independent international co-pro-
duction (Canada-U.S.-Swedish-
Ukrainian) in the Soviet Union.
But this picture needs more than
glasnost to overcome its problems.

Small in scope, yet big on
allegory and metaphor, the film

struggles to make sense of its

issues and themes because of
Illienko's rather crude storytelling

techniques. The meanings are
unclear and ambiguous, and the

audience is not exactly sure what
they are witnessing.

Only by reading the press
synopsis was I able to figure out
some of what I had seen onscreen.
Transition scenes are nonexistent,
as if they wercn*t necessary. Any
familiarity with Ukrainian culture

(not likely in Los Angeles) should
help in understanding the convo-
luted messages passed between
characters.

The movie literally relies on
pictures— visual images— to tell

its story. Dialogue is sparse,

appearing only on occasion; the

lack of exposition hurts the film.

But the natural sound effects are

appealing, i.e. the clinking of a

woman's hammer-and-sickle ear-

rings and the panting cries of a man
on the run.

"Swan Lake** is about a man
(Victor Solovyov) who escapes
from prison three days before his

parole — ostensibljf to emphasize
the horror of every hour spent in a

Ukraine jail. He takes refuge in a
tin hammer-and-sickle monument
near the prison.

A woman (Liudmyia Yef-

See SWAN, page 15

Victor Solovyov, above, stars in

""Swan Lake: The Zone." The
film was made by Ukrainian
director Yuri lllienko, below,
his first made without govern-
ment Interference.

Ukrainian

director likes

new freedom
By Michael Mordler
Daily Bruin Staff

Yuri Illienko is a long way from
home. The Ukrainian filmmaker is

in the United States briefly to

promote his new movie, "Swan
Lake: The Zone." It's an allegori-

cal tale about a man who escapes
from prison, only to hide in a
dingy, tin hammer-and-sickle
monument.

"It's the first time I had absolute
freedom as a filmmaker," the
director says. "I make what I want
when I want and how I want." This
new-found versatility can be attri-

buted to the recent breakdown of
the Soviet empire.

In the past, censorship was so
widespread that one Soviet film-

maker said he felt there was a

censor instilled in his brain.
Illienko explains, "It's a system of
censorship that works inyour mind
and my mind. Not only your art. It

would even sleep in your bed, with
zyour wife and you^

He now says with a laugh, "I

once had to show the censors a
rough cut and they said, *You can
keep the scene but take those
pictures off the wall, out of the
film.' And I said. *I can't. It's

See ILUENKO, page 15

JAPAN EXPO '91
Experience the traditional and modem Japan

at Southern California's Premier Japanese Trade E^qpo and Cultural Festival

• DECEMBER 5th- 8th • \-

CULTURAL HIGHLIGHTS:

• Karakiui Nlngyoo Puppet Theater,
Japan's 300 year old archetype to

modem roboUcs. (sponsored by Infinity)

• Tea Ceremofiy Pavilion and Garden

• Edo Period Craftsmen

• Talko and Koto Concerts

• International Karate Tournament

* Suzuki Violin, Marlachl, and
Jazz Fusion Concerts

• Nippon Challenge Yacht Exhibit
( Japan s 1st challenge to the America'

Cup here in 1992)
8

FEATURING:

* 300 Japanese and American Companies
(fi-om High Tech to traditional Arts and Crafts)

• 1992 New Auto Displ^

• Mini 4x4 Championship Race

• Western Style Stunt Show

• Children's Painting Contest

• Mai^ Exciting Christmas Gifts

• Door Prize Drawing

• Et^oy Japanese Foods
( Sushi, ^iakltorl, Noodles, Etc.)

Admission
Adults: i 6.00

Children: $ 4.00

Anaheim Convention Center, Hall D
800 W. Katella Avenue

For informaUon call 310.532^000

^tr-
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Final Judds show Dec. 4
By Shirley JInklns
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

Bad news: Last fall The Judds,
that high-riding mother-daughter
duo who*d become one of the most
popular countty acts, announced
they were quitting.

Even worse, the act, diey said,

was dissolving due to the serious
illness of Naomi Judd, the lovely
mom whose taste ran to sequins,
crinoline and sentiment.

One year later. The Judds finally
are facing The Last One, the final

concert of their duo career on Dec.
4, and it'll be a big pay-per-view

TV event available to 17 million
households nationwide.
When the announcement was

made in October 1990, many were
surprised that The Judds were
planning a full year's farewell tour
during 1991.

After reflection, the duo decide<i

pay-per-view was the way to go
out, with as many fans as possible
to see it

Wynona, the no-nonsense
daughter with the steamy hot
voice, will go on alone.

Naomi will be working as
national spokesperson for the
Liver Foundation next year.

SWAN
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From page 14

menko, the director's wife) living

nearby discovers the man and
begins to care for him. They fall in
love, only to have her son (Pytyp
Illienko, the director's son) turn
the man over to the authorities —
he is jealous of the attention his
mother showers on the man.

After being returned to prison,
the man attempts to commit
suicide. He's apparenfly dead, but
at the morgue is given a blood
transfusion (from a prison guard,
believe it or not) that resuscitates
him.

The man returns to his cell,

where he faces the wrath of the
other prisoners. They are upset
with him for receiving the blood of
a guard. A couple sequences
follow, wherein the drama is

concluded, but the plot never gets
any clearer.

It's hard to know how to take

"Swan Lake: The Zone." On one
level, it's a gritty, realistic look at

the bitter isolation of a Ukrainian
prisoner. On the other hand, it's

loaded with improbable story
elements that distance the film

from any sort of verisimilitude.

Perhaps Illienko should have given
more thought to the type of film he
wanted to make. -k^A

FILM: "Swan Lake: The Zone."
Screenplay by Sergei Paradjanov and
Yuri Illienko. Directed by Yuri Illienko.
Produced by Virko Batey and Yuri
Illienko for Kobza Intematkxial Corp. A
Zeitgeist Films release with Victor
Solovyov and Liudmyia Yefymenko.
(Not Rated; 96 minutes.) Opens Friday
at Laemmle's Monk^a 4-Plex.

IIIJENKO
From page 14

impossible,* and they said, ^That's
your problem.*-

Illienko, who has made films for
three decades now, is quite used to
having his films banned in the
Soviet Union. But even though his
latest effort isn't forbidden, it's not
being shown in the Ukraine either,
having to settle for theatrical runs
in Japan, Germany, France. Cana-
da and the United States.

Hometown distributors offered
Illienko very little money for his
film and, in one case, asked him for
a bribe. American movies occupy
virtually all Ukrainian theatere.

"It's Schwarzenegger, StaUone,
sex and violence," he says. "Ukrai-
nian films only show in 1 percent
of the screens. We have freedom^
but we haven't any screens."
Hoping to put some sort of

structure into the Ukrainian distri-

bution system, Illienko's peers
have named him the Minister of
Cinema. In addition, he'll attempt
to give regional filmmaking a bit

of worldwide recognition.

Illienko explains, "For us. there-

's only one chance left. Because if

we don't change our system, we
will die. This is the last chance for

us."

The veteran director is wary.
Having fought the system his

whole life — and paying a heavy
price in return— he knows there is

still resistance to his country's

independence. "Gorbachev and
Yeltsin still very much want
centralized power coming out of
Moscow. They want to control the

republics," Illienko says.

But that battle will have to waiL
For now, niienko is talking with
producers about the benefits of
entering into co-productions with
the Ukraine, where companies can
shoot their films for a fraction of
the normal price. He talks about
the wonderful locations available,

the two vacant studios, the good
film labs and people waiting for

work. In effecL Illienko is selling

his country. It's the American way.

He grins and says, "It's a
fantastic countiy."

DIAMONDS
From page 13

men in her life. Still. Menkes
leaves the scene open for the
audience members to gather their
own unique response to this

symbol. Unlike most films out
today, "Queen of Diamonds" does
not spoonfeed the audience in
eliciting predictable liesponses.

"Queen of Diamonds" is a truly

complex and richly satisfying
movie which attacks the destruc-
tiveness of materialism, the rou-
tine victimization of women, and
the lack of healthy relationships in

the worid. Although some will feel

uncomfortable with Menkes'
style, many others will find
'*Queen of Diamonds" a thought-
provoking and moving experience.

RLM: -Queen of Diamonds." Pro-
duced. Written Directed, and Shot by
Nina Menkes. Edited by TInka Menkes
and Nina Menkes. A Menkes-Menkes
film with Tinka Menkes as Firdaus. 77
minutes (adult situations) Playing at
the Nuart Theater Frkiay Nov. 29th
One show only at 11:30 p.m.

M^lf^^UJ^
KLAs Mobile Disc

Jockey Service

825-9107

CONTACT LENSES
Look and see

your best with

same day

service from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village

208-3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

ft*,

. ._ Bikini Wax $8
Eyelash Tint $10
Lip/Chin, Eyebrows Wax. ..$5

Underarms $8
Half Legs $10
Arms $12

S?468
^^^ '^^" Leg^ & Bikini $20

H TRAVELING ABROAD? H
^ COMMISSIONrm with this ADII

France (franc) - .1 898 Japanese (yen) -.00771 5^
British (pound) - 1 .861 Canadian (dollar)-.922

Italian (lire) - .000858 Australian (dollar)-.81

8

(all currencies available) (rates as of 1 1 /1 8/91

)

• Foreign Currencies, Payments & Drafts
• Foreign & Domestic Travelers Checks

M f^r^W® 433 N, Beverly Dr.

Associated Foreign Exchange, tnc.

433 N. Beverly Di
Beverly HiNs. CA

1 -800-346-AFEX
MaiUng Services Available

.o$$S$SS$$S$$ ssssssssssssssss

! 50< OFF!
I

I

I /Raskin(^Robbins
I pJ^ Ice Cream & ^of^urt^^

I
/-r Regular size^

l<>^
yogurt or "^

1*^ ice-cream i
(offer expires 12/5/91)

I not valid with any other discount

I We now deliver!
I M - F: 2-5 pm
208-8048 Westwood Village

EGG DONORS NEEDED
for infertile women. If you are under
35 and healthy, you could have the

satisfaction of helping someone in a
very special way. Contact AMI South

Bay Hospital IVF Center

at (213) 318^4741.

Compensation provided.

>>IWII.South BayV Hospital
514 N. Prospect Ave.

Redondo Beach

O

t;

^

GIVE YOUR TEETH
A REAL TREAT

SEE DR. FRIEDMAN
GENERAL AND

COSMETIC DENTISTRY

For Appointment:

• TOOTH BONDING 478-0363
• Nitrons Oxide
• Stereo Headphones (bring your own tape)
• Please mennon this ad
• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1442 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire &. Santa Monica)

Prep
L S A T
G R E
G M A T

rtje fastest growing course at UCLA
Call todayand we'll tutoryou beforeourcourse begins and
help you with the application process at no extra charge.

Smaller class sizt>s and moiv individual attiMilion than
anyotlKM coinsi Call STAMFORD PREP:

^ i J • 6 5 J • 9 S O O H I H • -^ O (, • I o o O
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CLASSIRED RATES
OaMy. 1 5 vvords or l«6S

DaHy. each additional word
Weekly, 1 5 VM>rds or less

Weekly, each additional word
Display ads - student rai^coi. inch

Display ads - local rate/ool inch

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Campus Happenings
Campus Services
Campus Recruitment
Study Corner
Sports Tickets

Corx^ert Tickets

Good Deals
Free

Miscellaneous
Personal

Research Subjects
RkJes Offered

Rkies Wanted
Wanted
Lost & Four>d

^^^^
DEADLINE SCHFftVtE

j * °| Classined LIna Ada:

$17.60 ^ ^"^Wng day In advance tyy noon

$ 1 20 Claaalfled Dtsplay Ada:
$ 8.96 2 working days In advance t>y noon
S10.70 rt*«jieo<?p»^i»totr»ua>0»lly&vln

TM ASUClAC<w»m»ii«ten» %om4My •«pp»« «« XJn^m, •( Cill»n. .pMAcym rwi4«mi^«.

•ly N«»wrtMO^»wnfiwt»«ASUCLAC«mm«

hitwciMu*
in«wietf totM
90024 r«
ci«twW( r«i HotMinf (

an n«r»-4bcnni#MtonM
O«ty»un.n2R«Ah0llHril.3O«Wte*kMMnaM.LMA«if«tM CA
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I •1475 MM

2

3
4

5

6

7

8

9
10

12

13

14

15
16

HEALTH/BEAUTY SERVICES
sperm Dorxjrs 19 I

PregnarKy
Salons
Health Services

20
21

22

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Business Properties 25
Opportunities 26

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted 30
Temporary AgerKies 31
Job Opportunities 32
Jobs Wanted 33
Internships 34
CNId care wanted 35

HOUSING
Apartments for Rent 49
Apartments Furnished 50

Apartffients Unfurnished 51
Apartments to Share 52
Roommates 53
Room for Rent 54
Sublet 55
House for Rent 56
House to Share 57
House for Sale 58
House Exchange 59
Housing Needed 60
Real Estate 61
Room A Board for Help 62
Room for Help 63
Housing Service 64
Townhouse for Sale 65
Townhouse for Help 66
Condos for Sale 67
Condos for Share 68
Condos to Rent 69
Guesthouse for Rent 70

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITES
Health Clubs 75
Dance / Physical Fitness 76
Sporting Events 77
Miscellaneous Activities 78

RENTALS
Sporting Equipment 85
Electronk; Equipment 86
Furniture 87
Misc Rentals 88

SERVICES
Video Editing 39
Child Care 90
lnsurnrx:e 9t
Legal Advice 92
Loans 93
Movers / Storage 94

Personal Servk;e 95
Services Offered 96
Shipping Agents 97
Tutoring Offered 98
Tutoring Needed 99
Typing loo
For Rent 101
Music Lessons 102
Graduate Exam Prep 103
Resumes 104

TRAVEL
Travel 105
Travel Tickets for Sale 106
Resorts / Hotels 107

TRANSPORTATION
Autos for Sale 109
Auto Repair 1 10

Bkycles for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Scooters for Sale

113
114

115
Scooter / Cycle Repair 116

PARKING
Off Campus Parkirig 120

FOR SALE
Bargain Box 125
Furniture 126
Garage Sales 127
Misoellar>eous 128
Musical Instruments 129
Pets 130
Stereos / TVs / Radios 131
Sports Equipment 132
OfficeEquipment 133
Typewriters / Computers ,3.

Campus Happenings l Personal Personal

I

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

Bibles - Books
Gifts.

M-Th 10 ann - 9:30 pm;
Fr-Sat 10 am - 11 pm; Sun 2-6 pm

10884 Weybum Ave. LA 90024=^=^ 208^32

Alcoholics Anonymous

Meetings
Mon. diacuMion. Thur. Bookstudy, Fri. Step
Study. AU 3625 12:15-1 :15. Fri. 12«)-1 flO
Tuee. Discussion. WM. Discussk>n NPI

C8538 12:15-1.-00

For akohohcs or rndividuatB who
have drinking probtoms

^^^^^^'^^-^^^^^^'^^g^

RENTALS

I ^^^^^^ :^^

Special Rates to UCLA Sfudents

Hollywood Piano Rental Co. K
462-2329 463-6569

]

Yearbook
Portrait

Deadline t

December

T-Shirts
ExOuSivt Putt Design as Snown

Premiufli Whne iOO%CononPft$nfun«
Prinno «l BKM Gf»*n of Pmn M L XL

S)4 9SMcn SncpKig tnaudM
iHoure to' Quantitv Premg

MAIL CMiCM on MONEY OKOKII TD
•rwwi ita 1 /t i«TM tniuT. mwpowi mlach ca um3

ASUCLA Campus Photo Studio
Omctal Phfttogmph^rm for Bruin Uff*Vrarboak

KcrrkhoffHaO ISD(21 J) 20641133

PANIC ATTACKS?
SMOTHERING SENSATION?

CHEST PAINS?
DO YOU EXPERIENCE SHORT EPISODES OF

SMOTHERING SENSATIONS, DIZZINESS, CHEST
PAIN, NERVOUSNESS OR FEEL FEARFUL? YOU

MAY QUALIFY FOR A MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDY
ON PANIC DISORDER. QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS

MAY EARN^UP TO $770.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
CALIFORNIA CLINICAL TRIALS MEDICAL GROUP

Spoits Tickets

Way to Go '91 Bruins

Women's Soccer Team
and Coach Mark!!!

Congrats on a great

season

SAVE $$$ ON TICKETS
AIRLINES. SPORTS. MUSIC. SHOWS. WE

LIST LAST MINUTE CANCELS.
SURPLUS AND PROMOTIONS FOR SALE

CHEAP. ALSO. WHEN YOU ARE STUCK WITH
TICKETS UNEXPECTEDLY

CALLUS.
213-4 TICKET

Good Deals

BINOCULARS $10-NEW MAGNACRAFT
Sports birxx:ulars, light weight, high powered
9X30 milimcler, great for all sporting events,
gift boxed. Send $10 per pair to Anierican
Sports Company. 1 309 East Northern Phoenix,
AZ 85020. For C.O.D. Call (602)280-9910.

CASH FOR COLLEGE Financial
aid, scholarships & grant assistance. You
qualify - $100 guaranteel

1-600-944-0066, ext. 7561.

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or
don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,
sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin
Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

AN ACCOUNTING GRADUATE IS LOOKING
FOR an outgoing, easy to talk to, ski partner.

Hoping to schedule several ski outings. Lift

ticket included. Dales and locations open to

suggestion. Call Cyrus. (Days- 9-6pm).
(213)466-3374.

Reseorcti Subjects 12

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-11
YEARS needed for UCLA research project.

Subjects will receive $20 and a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392.

Reseorcti Subjects 12

ASTHMA RESEARCH. If you would like to

participate in FDA approved rese^ch studies
with new asthma medicatibns, call
(21 3)31 2-5050 ext. 302. You will be compen-
sated for your tinr>e. Allergy Research Founda-
tion. 11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 601, West
Los Angeles, 90025. ^
ASTHMA RESEARCH: Subjects with mild to
rT>oderate asthma, ages 18-50 needed for air

pollution study. Free medical testing and
participation fee paid. Call lames at

(310)825-2739.

ACNE STUDY
Free treatment for Acne
Usin^ a new "Fruit Acid-
solution to improve acne

and acne scarring.
CaU (310) 670-3878

¥^ ¥ cT V 5 ^ y
25 LOVING COUPLES

*^ WANTED 'f

¥ TO FIELD TESTA NEW SPACE U
AGE CONDOM ^

* 25 COUPLES WILL EACH BE PAID fi
$150 TO PARTICIPATE IN A NATK)NAL

•• INSTITLTTES OF HEALTH STUDY ON A-^^ NEWLY DEVELOPED NON-LATEX
POLYURETHANE CONDOM. TO

^ PARTCIPATE. COUPLES MUST BE: ^
mm t^AGE 18-50•MONOGAMOUS _• WILLING TO REPORT ON 15 ¥

COITAL EPISODES COMPLETED
O WTTHINA 6 WEEK TIME PERIOD «^ ^ NOTAT RISK OF PREGNANCY ¥
^ (CURRENTLY USING ORAL
¥ CONTRACEPTIVES. lUD, M

NORPLANT, OR ONE PARTNER IS ^
_ STERILIZED)
"^

«f
For more information, please call Laurel

¥ Beyrer or Michelle Ito at (213)386-5614, ^
ext.225, or ask for the Condom Study

^ V 9 V d- V

Heolth Services 22

UNWAMIDHAK.
PERMANEOTLYREMOVED

ELECTROLYSIS STUDIO
•FREE CONSULTATION
•DISPOSABLE NEEDLES
•Lie & BOARD CERnFIED

208-8193
1949 Vi WESTWOOD BLVD

9 9

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-]} YEARS needed for UCLA
research project. Receive $20 and a free

developmental evaluation. 825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learning experience
825-0392.

THROWING UP
GEniNG YOU DOWN?
EttngdbordinafinYorilyqMdrity OMnrM«ft«|y.
OrMait Barmaa. Cliakil PtydMlogitf

(indhr.MdorMvippk.)

213-655-6730

LOSE UP TO 30 pounds in 30 days for less than
$40. Doctor recommended. 285-8347.

STUDENTS NEEDED for UCLA research.
Watch job interview, answer questionnaires.
Approx. 1 hour. $10. 476-0868.

Pregnancy

Miscellaneous

GIFT BASKETS: Unique gift baskets delivered
for all holidays/occassions. Free delivery
Call (310)457-0622.

WRITING, EDITING, RESEARCH,
CONSULTING. ANY SUBJECT
AREA- OVERNIGHT SERVICE
AVAIL\BLE. CONHDENTIAL.

REASONABLE RATES. PhD GIVES
EXPERT HELP. (213)476-0114

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951 | Health services

California Clinical Trials Medical Group.

Opportunities 26

^
20

WANTED: ECC DONOR. Girl in 20*8, Jewish,
fair, 5'4-, artistic, verbal, extremely
responsible, good medical history.
$1500/cycle. Please call (213)653 5404
M-F, 9—5.

Salons 21

MODELS WANTED for free professional hair-

cuts In Beverly Hills. Call Teri (213)936-3408,
leave messaee.

ENTREPRENEURS' Do you have a business
idea? Do you need $$$? We can help.
Unlimited Funds. (618)702-9 703

.

MODELS WANTED MALE/FEMALE all types.
Your chance to have $200 make-
over...Absolutely free. Color an<Vor cut by top
professionals. You coud qualify. (IF INTER-
ESTED PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CALL) at:

Sheraton LAX airport hotel. 6101 West Century
Blvd. LA 90045. Date:Saturday March 7, 1 992.
Time: 3pm-7pm. Questions addressed at this
time. No hair done at model call. Bobby Kraus
(213)542-4974.

22

NONSURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-
less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
acne, scars and supspots. Low Cost. Free
consultation. Call Beverly Hills

Laser Doctor's Croup. (213)786-0636.

MODELS WANTED: Male/ female all types.
Your chance to have $200 make-over... Abio-
lutely free. Color anci/or cut by top profession-
als. You could qualify. (IF INTERESTED
PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CALL) at: Sheraton
LAX airport hotel. 6101 West Century Blvd.
LA, 90045. Date: Monday Dec.9, 1991 . Time:
3pm-7pm. Questions addressed at this time.
No hair done at model call. Bobby Kraus
(213)542-4974.

•*.^-'
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Opportunities 26 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30
SUMMER MANAGEMENT. Internship inter-

view* now Uking place. Cain valuable
experierK:e mana^jng a team of employees,
customers, and suppliers. Majority of hiring
will be completed by November. Average
gross profit $11,287. Call Triple A Student
Painters, for information now
1 (800)426-6441.

Help Wanted . 30

$200-$tt^ WEEKLY. Assemble products at

home. Myl No selling. Yoi/re paid direct.
Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording
(801)379-2900 Copyright iCAllKDH.

$40,QO(yYEARI READ BOOKS and TV Scripts.
Fill out simple •like/don't-llke" form. EASY!
Fun, relaxing A home, beach, vacations,
guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Record-
Ing (801)37<»-2925 Copyright #CA11KEB.

$500-$l,00(yWK. PT, working weekends.
Erotic dancers and nxxJels needed. Will train,

call Ginger, (213)575-3634.

$6.63/hr. Walk on campus. Schedule around
your classes. Opportunity for advancement.
Apply at the Sproul Cafe. 350 De Neve Dr.
(213)825-2074.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/ Management
Trainee— International expositions. Entry
level position for multi-lingual (SparVEng pre-
ferred) individual. Excellent opportunity for

advancen>ent and travel. 1 5k to begin— Re-
view after 90 days. Fax resume to
(310)820-5426.

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon
& evening

hours available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

DRIVER, youth bus certified, PT, $«^r. Eric
Freedman (310)391-6301

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT: Biomedical journal.
P««itlal two to thrM year fob. Excellent
spelling and typing skills. Interest in English/
Journalism. Aaron: 825-6521.

ESTABLISHED AGENCY IS SEEKING females
16-28 and selective children for Modeling,
printwork arMJ tv commercials. No nudity. No
fees or dues. Call for appointment.
(213)466-9933

FAST EASY INCOME! EARN IOCS weekly
stuffing envelopes. Send self- addressed
stamped envelope to: FAST INCOME, PO BOX
641517, Chicago, II., 60664-1517.

FULL/PART-TIME WANTED. Start your own
fDusIc business, from your bedroom for under
$100. No experience needed.
$S00-$150(Vmo. Complete manual, training,

$35. Call me collect: (619) 492-8410

FULL/ PART-TIME driver needed. Able to read
maps. Top $. Own car. Call (818)668-3664.

FUN PT JOB: Games room supervisor, id^r.
Eric Freedman. (310)391-6301

GRAPHIC DESIGN ASSISTANT - entry level.

Brentwood. Full or PT. MAC exp. helpful.

$7.5(Vhr. Multi-lingual preferred. Fax resume
(310)820-5426.

HOUSEKEEPING, ERRANDS, AND ODD
JOBS + possible babysitting. Hours flexible

(10-15/wk.) Wages negotiable.
(213)390-9927.

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

bruin kids
Now Kirirvg Wlmw Camp CounselorsI
Full otkI porMime, $8. 1 7 p«- hour.
Inquire at (U John Wooden Center
orcall(310)206-t027.

PT RECEPTK)NIST for Century City Firm.
4—7pm, M—F. Light office work. Must call
between 10—12 only. Doretta
(213)553-0550.

RECEPTIONIST— Brentwood. Intelligent,
good speech communications skills, some
typing, filing, phone, fax. $6/hr. Tues,
Thurs, 8:30—5:30. Interviews 7—9pm, 1 1/26
and 11/27. Call 1 1/26 and 1 1/27 to schedule.
Start immediately. (310)207-0228.

RESEARCH AND EDITING. Hourly rate. Gra-
duate Psych, student. Call Sharon A
(310)696-3505, leave messap;.

RESIDENT MGR. WLA. 23 Unit complex has
opening for part-lime person. RENT REDUC-
TION. Great opportunity for working student.
(310)828-6618 x342

RETAIL SALES FOR HOLIDAYS. Start immedi-
ately. $6per^r. West Side Pavillion Mall. Cart
Selling Ladies fashion accessories
(213)202-9434.

•AFFORDABLE*
•3528-3532 Sawtelle*

In Mar Vista near National

2bdnn Ibath

apartments. Uppers &
lowers. Balconies. Stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator.

Spacious with grey

carpet. White Blinds.

$775/month $500 deposit

OPEN DAILY OR
CALL:

Rental Office, 823-4383

I
WALK TO UCLA/WSTWD

SPAQOUS
1 bdrai 1 bath/double sinks

1 bdnn + den - balcony

Students/Roommates Welcome

$745-990 negotiable w/ lease

• refrig •dishwasher•A/C•

•controlled entry*

•parking*elevator<

[ 519 Glcnrock 215-208-4835

Weekly Rentals }

Guest )^otel•Westwood Village I

Cable TV«MiCTowave« Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk«w/KITCH $295Avk
1-bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

W' \\\ 1 PIfK • '

''U:.\ f Ml 1
' I I .-. n i [ '

.
..-.
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VV< - fi .y& B VC1 S^ct-..'

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - FISHE-
RIES. Earn $5,0004/nr>o. Free transportation!
Room & board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For
employment program call Student Employ-
ment Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext. l 54.

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will
work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Services. $6.63/hr. 206-7686. Contact Paul
Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting
APPs for Winter Quarter.

CASHIER: Handbag -^ Luggage. PT/FT, week-
days, flexible hours. Parking available.
(310)824-0700

CASHLESS HOLIDAY? Quick hit sales oppor-
tunity. Great product. Volume business. Com-
missiora paid daily to aggressive, positive
individuals. Holiday gift item. Write your
future— (818)591-8543.

CASTING IMMEDIATaYl Extras needed for

feature films, comnr>ercials, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
receded. Call today (818)563-2021.

CLERICAL POSITION. Organized, pleasant
person needed for filing another various office
work for a small office in WLA. $6— 7/hr.,

approx 15 hnM<. Call (310)202-1485.

COUNSELOR FOR MENTAL HEALTH PROG-
RAM. IS hrs/wk. $8-ia/hr, depending on
experience. Contact Marlene. 395-8886.

COUNTERPERSON. Hardworking, mature,
for cafe and bakery. Part time and seasonal
Help. Call Lana, 826-5282.

DATA ENTRY - Flexible hours. $6.0CVhr.
Brentwood. Fax resume (310)820-5426.

_ IRISH AMERICAN PRESS NEWSPAPER Posi-
tions available PTA^T days/evening. Good pay
up to $3Q/hr. Call Mon—Fri 1—6pm. Kathline/
Bill (213)458-4427.

MALE MODELS NEEDED. Young, HandsorTHj,
Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great
Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MALE MODELS earn $1 50/hr. or more. Boyish
and/or athletic 18—24. Cleanshaven face/
little or no chest hair. Playgirl-style
magazines/nudity. Beginners welcome.
Internationallly known photographer. Brad
(213)392-4246.

MALE MODELS under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full physique. Quick cash!!
(213)664-2999.

MANAGER— Sales and Administration— Irv

lernational Expositions. Outstanding position
available for mature individual with 10 years
business experience. Multi-lingual individual
preferred. Strong sales and administrative
background. References required. Excellent
growth position with expanding firm. Some
travel required. Fax resun^ aryj salary require-
ments to (310)820-5426.

ATHLETIC TyPES
Tired of txjilding someone
elses company? Aggressive.

competitve individuals needed
to iielp run new company.
Positive attitude and neat

appearance a must.
(818)789-1 128 (818)3600760

KARI MICHAELSEN
"Katie" from the NBC series

""GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious
individuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or fulKime.

1818)789-1 128 or (818)360^760

LAW FIRM
needs motivated peison to

do challenging legal and

clerical tasks

Great Expenence to field.

Please send resume
w GPA. available times

for, witervievvs and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards

1925Centufy Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

MARKETING ASSOCIATE, part-time (20hrs/
wk, day time). Marketing investment manage-
ment services to Fortune 500 firms. Challeng-
ing environment. Phone skills in brokerage or
finance requested. Westwood. $9. 50/hr
(310)208-1310.

MARKETING RESEARCH. Can you read a
map? Want to earn $a/hrf Help^ interview
our customers. Temporary assign^nt. Flexi-

ble hours. Call collect— (619)571-2657 or
571-2467.

MESSENGER. BEVERLY HILLS ACCOUNT-
ING FIRM has opening for part-time
messenger/ light work. Must be dependable
and have own car. (310)274-99 22.

MODELS: For 1992-93 swimsuit calendars &
posters, European magazine work. Gail
(213)732-5744 for appointment.

NEEDED EXTRAS FOR FILM, TV. SERIES- call

for appt. (M-F, 9-5). (213)467-5122.

PART-TIME PERMANENT OFFICE WORK plus
sales. Base plus commission. (31 0)277- 5828.

P/T ASSISTANT MANAGER Outgoing, self-

motivated, reliable individual for children's
store in Brentwood. FRONTRUNNERS KIDS
Apply in person. 1 1620 San Vicente Blvd. See
Julie.

TALENT AGENCY, needs driver. Own trans-

portation 2-3hrs, afternoons, 5 days. $5/hr
4^gas. Fun job. (213)475-2010

TELEPHONE MARKETING RESEARCH ASSIS-
TANT for Memory Training School. Light
typing. $6/hr, 15-20hrs/week. Theresa
(310)445-0830.

TELEPHONE MARKETING RESEARCH ASSIS-
TANT for nrwmory training school. $6/hr.
1 5-20hrvWeek. Theresa (310)445-0830.

TOKYO JAPAN. Temporary job: secretary to
advertising company CEO. All expenses paid.
Requires some Japanese conversation & cus-
tom. (213)748-0770.

US MAIL JOBS $11.77 to Sl4.9(y$9.95 fee.
Now Hiring, yfmr-fsm. No Experience Neces-
sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

VALET PARKING. Private parties. PT
weekends. Flexible hours. SS/tir. -»- tips
670-9157.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
move-in bomis. furnished/unfurnished, ba-
chelors, singles, 1 &2 bedroom, walk to UCLA.
A^, pool, elevator, 555 Levering Levering
206-7634. Managed by Moss A Co.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for
creatively-talented writers. Paperback novels,
non-fiction books, screenplays. 962-1557
Vernon.

Job Opportunities 32

ENTREPRENEURS with contacts in Hong
Kong, Taiwan, or Japan needed. Call
(310)573-3014.

ENTREPRENEURS in search of global oppor-
tunities, with $500 million international com-
pany, offering a 4yr plan instead of 40yr plan.
For interview, call (310)573-3014. Interview-
ing 12/9 and 12/10.

INSTRUCTOR FOR FIRST year college Bio or
Chem. Top grad student post-doc, or adjunct
looking for extra income preferred.
1-800-843-4973.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN- interview patients.
Strong writing/computer skills. Medical
and/or legal experience desirable. Bilingual

Spanish prefen^ed. Full training & benefits.

Full-time in Burbank or Alhambra sites.

$13-164>our. Send resume dealing with
above to: John Ewing, CBL Medical, 3600
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1906, L.A.90010.

MONEY MONEY NOW that we have your
ATTENTKDN. Independent Marketing Com-
munications, Distributor MCI long distance.
Full-time pay with part-time hours. Call today,
jobs limited. (818)373-7676.

SALES/MARKETING International Marketing
company, seeks five ManagerVExecutives for

U.S. and Asian operations. Unlimited com-
mission, will train. Interviewing Dec 9-10
Call (310)573-3014.

2 Bed 2 Bath
$900/mo. Alarm

A/C 4 years ncw.MODERNl
9mln. to UCLA by BUS

10737 Palms (213)838-5039

' up.
student housing facility.

privalis. Pool. Jscuzzi
room. 1/2 hour drivo to UCLA.
Fros Brochurs. Norttirldgo

Campus Rasldonco, 9500 Zainh,
Northridoo, CA 9112S

(818)886-1717

Dm:. 3, 1991

Internstiips

I

VISION MODEL A
TALENT MANAGEMENT

Models needed. No
Experience Necessary

Modeling Commercials $l Film
CaU today for an appointment
with top Industry Consultants.

(flS)t47-6001

BEVEBLYHnXS 90190

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM producer seeks
student imems to learn script development
aclivilies in office. No pay, but good opportun
it)MoJeanrj3 10)576-6309, (310)394-7263.

Ctiild Care Wanted 35

BABYSITTER FOR SHY TODDLER.
4-lOhrs/wk. WLA. $5/hr. (310)207-1227.

NICE WLA FAMILY W/2 young .Iris, seeks
live-out housekeeper. M-F. Play wAlds, clean
house, cook sometimes. English sp-:;aking,

non-smoker. Car a plus. Must have re^
(310)475-9975.

Apartments for Rent 49
1 -BEDROOM. $S5(VW>onth, firrt rrKKith 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

WALK TO UCLA
Private Room. Private Bath
Share Kitchen-$475/month

633 Gayley
208-5920

dSBL

eks ^

You may be luckier In the year ahead
being with individuals you know casual-
ly than being with friends of long stand-
ing. Don't neglect your old pals, but
continue to make as many new ac-
quaintances as possible.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) Chal-
lenges tend to awaken your better qual-
ities and nobler attributes today. The
methods you'll use to resolve problems
could be quite Ingenious. Know where
to look for romance and you'll find it.

The Astro-Graph Matchmaker instantly
reveals which signs are romantically
perfect for you. Mail $2 plus a long, self-
addressed, stamped envelope to
Matchmaker, c/o this newspaper. P.O
Box 91428. Cleveland. OH 44101-3428
CAPRICORN (Dm:. 22-Jan. 19) Some-
thing you've been hoping would happen
in the near future might be much closer
than you think. Keep proceeding on
your present course.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 2a-Feb. 19) Be watch-
ful for commercial opportunities today.
They might come about in an unexpect-
ed manner, and you'll have to think and
respond quk^kly.

PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) You could
be quite lucky today in your one-to-one
dealings with others, especially with two
people with whom you've been previ-
ously fortunate.

ARIES (March 21-Apni 19) Your proba-
bilities for material accumulation look
very encouraging today. Focus your ef-
forts on developments that are materi-
ally rewarding.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) You're very
charismatic today, and the impression
you'll make on others will be favorable.
You'll especially wow those meeting you
for the first time.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Time tends
to enhance your luck today instead of
diminishing It. Be optimistic regarding
the outcome of events and proceed in a
positive manner.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) You might
be a bit more restless than usual and
desirous of doing something active and
fun today. Fortunately, you should find
some friends who are of the same mind-
set.

LEO (July 23.Aug. 22) Your financial
prospects look quite strong today, and
gains are probable in two areas. One is
from your career while the other could
come through a relative or family
member.
VIRGO (Aug. •23-Sept. 22) All you'll
have to do today to get others to sup-
port your proposals is to show proper
Initiative. Lead and they will follow.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Influences
that have an effect upon your material
well-being are promising today, not to
mention unusual. Others might end up
doing more for you than you'll do for
yourself.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) There
might be unexpected revisions In your
social plans today, but don't let it upset
you. You'll en|oy yourself wherever you^
go and whatever you do.

^^m^nn^n^m
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Why Pay More?
I & 2 Bedrooms
$575—$800

Newly Remodeled
Must see to

appreciate.

657-«756

BACHELOR $45(yMO. Carpets, drapes, re-

frigerator, micro. 3545 jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT, attractive upper
1 -bedroom, $560. Large kitchen, i/c, parking,

laundry, high ceilings. (213)657-4764.

PALMS 1 &2 BEDROOM $595 UP. Near bus to

LJCLA (213)836-1529, 837-3900, 652-5590.
4-7pm only.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
SINGLE, $725; HUGE 2BED/2BATH, $1275;
COMPLETELY REMODELED, BEAUTIFUL
LUXURY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROLLED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND GATED PARK-
ING. 1 1 61 1 CHENAULT ST. (21 3)471 -1 340.

1-MILE TO LXZLA, Brentwood adjacent, $550
Bachelor, $735 1-bed, pool, near bus stop.

1235 Federal. (213)477-7237.

A PLACE OFYOUR OWN. Mother-in-law apt.

separate kitchen, study, bath and dressing

room. S550/mo i^lities and washer dryer

service incluaed
(310)398-9469.

DIAMOND HEAD APTS
Westwood

Slngle-

Fumlshed/Unfumlshed
from $750
2bedroom-

Fumlshed/Unfurnlshed
from $1200

All Amenities

660 Veteran
208-2251

Call evenings
BRENTWOOD 2B/2B. 2 miles to campus.
Carpet, verts, minis, appis, pkg, laundry. Open
daily 8AM-5PM. (310)828-6618 x342.

Wednesday, Nov. 27, 1991

BRENTWOOD, $840, 2BED/1BTH, 11651
GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (21 3)939- 1732.

CULVER CITY, $830, 2-bed+l'A -bath, carpet,

drapes, quiet neighborhood and building.

(310)826-6907.

DETROIT & WILSHIRE. $550. VERY LARGE
SINGLE. AIRY. NO PETS. PARKING FOR
SMALL CAR. 939-1732.

MAR VISTA, l-BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.
Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (213)398-8579.

MAR VISTA. 1-BED: $685. 2-BED: $775.
Newly painted, laundry. 454-0805.

MAR VISTA, $57S/mo, price negotiable.
1-bed/ 1-bath. Large patio. Refrigerator,

stove. Days, (213)788-0885, evenings,
(818)707-3802.

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD

GATEiL" V ,ARA> ,'c PA; • Nv
POOL jAl UZZ! ' .^"<['Pi Ai-'b

WAlK in Cl^_^^F r^. f-u[.L
KITCHEN Dl::.H iVA.-.>HE:R

REC RODM Pl)'.'l 'ARi.e
VIDEO GAMES : Ai'Tjl^RY
FACILITY GAS .s VVAT[J^ PAID
FRO M ^ ''. :: '' r r '

. n
ROOMMATES AVAILABLfc

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

PALMS. Sharp single, $495; 1 -bedroom, $595.
Vertical blinds, carpet, stove, kitchen,
laundry, large anS* bright, great location
1 -block from Motor tnd National. 2-parking
spaces. 3351 Vinton. No pets. (310)576-5540.
(310)274-0633. Open.

PALMS SPECIAL. No security deposit with
approved credit. $525 for single, $650 & up for

1 -bedroom. Pool, sauna, exercise room.
(213)836-3800.

PALMS. 1 bedroom. $695. Stove & Refrig

(213)837-7513.

SANTA MONICA. 3.BED/2-BATH. Hard%**ood
floors, large yard, 2-car garage. On Princeton,
north of Arizona. $l,65(Vmo. 375-0934.

VAN NUYS: LARGE 1 -bed & den. Dishwasher,
stove, fireplace, 1 child/1 pet ok, or good for

roommates. (818)997-6766.

VENICE/ SM. $495, utilities. Yard, bright,

private, rear. 645 Rose. Available 12/1.
826-5967, evenings.

WESTWOOD ACROSS FROM CAMPUS. |r.

1-Bdrm. $790. Many Amenities you must seel

(310)824-5252.

2 Bedrooro 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

centrdi air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,
saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

(deck, 2 car parking In

secure garage, will allow
4 stu(dents per
apartment.

From $1250 -$1350
2 weeks free with lease

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Doorway part
5 Gushes forth

10 Next to Neb
14 Seed case
15 Undeliverable

letter

16 Future
17 Beverage

container
19 Devastate
20 Polishing

tool

21 Large deer
22 Help (a

felon)

23 — cloth

25 '*- Bias"
26 Seaweed
30 Family room
31 Most

attractive

34 French — soup
36 Quebec

p>eninsula

38 Roofing
material

39 Hockey, to

Canadians
42 King beater
43 — eclipse
44 Florida city

45 Thoroughfare
47 Lie

49 Direction
50 Commercials
51 Many times
53 Italian city

55 Golf org.

56 Suitable for

crops
61 Clumsy fellow

62 Estrangement
64 Bull: Sp.
65 Pomme de —
66 Smelly
67 Unique thing
68 Chariot of

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

652 Veteran Ave
Single

^_,_ and

1 roRM
Starting at $600

move-in allowancfT

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

old

69 Enclosures

DOWN
1 Vise parts
2 Opera solo
3 Next to Wis.
4Suffered
wounds

5 Slept noisily

6 Excavation
7 Canada's
"State
Department"

8 — -nilly

9 Ferret out
10 Hardship
1

1

Fast pace
12 Rose's love
13 English

county
18 Gambia
24 Queenly
25 Visitor

26 Hawaiian
storms

27 Pass into law
28 Writings
29 Luau serving
31 Tax pro
32 Corn dishes
33 Buy a round
35 Pries

37 Ship's pole
40 Negative word
41 Marble
46 Publisher's

employee
48 Hit on the

head: slang
51 Eyes
52 Depression-

era initials

53 Singer
54 Before long
55 Top of head
57 Spinning like

58 Anger
59 Meat cut
60 Grid stars

63 Prior to

Get out of the
Dormsl

We Will help Pay
the cancellation

feesi

Huge Luxury \ 6c 2
bedrooms,

central sdn e\^a large
closets, fireplace, wet bar,

refrigerator, controlled
entry and parking

Low move in/Low
rental rates

Across From Campus
433 Kelton Avenue
(213)208-8685

*1 Month Free Rent
(Ask for.Details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Central Heating/

Air -Conditioning

•Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

•Balcony or Patio

'Dishwasher, Gas Range,

Refrigerator, Disposal

Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

is:
wi X K'"*

WESTWOOD PLAZA
APARTMENTS

Directly across from
mid-csunpus UCLA

Furnished& Unfurnished

Bachelors from $550

Singles from $600 to $750

1 Bdrms from $700 to $900

2 Bdrms/2 Bth from$1200

Variable Length Leases

501-505 Gayley Ave.
(213)208-8505
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PALMS 1-BEDRCXDM. $675. Large, sunny,
great closets, parking. 10 minutes to camous.
Days:(310)273-7598, Eves:(31 0)286-7598.

PALMS. 2-bec|/2-bath, $825 & $855. Under-
ground parking, ^replace, A/C, alarm, pets

okay. (714)969-8977, & (213)559-6085.

PALMS. $875. 2-bed/2-balh. All appliances.
Security, fireplace, + alarm. 'A nru>nth free.

(213)839-8862 or 838-5567.

WESTWOOD-FREE MONTH-l-block to

UCLA, studio, l-bd/1-bth, 2-bd/1-bth.
Furnished/unfurnished. Clean, parking, laurv

dry, facilities, pool. $600 and up. 10941
Strathmore (213)208-7294.

WESTWOOD, large furnished 1 -bedroom,
parking, $750, 11089 StrathoKxe. 2-bedroom
unfurnished duplex, 1 385 Midvale, $1 lOG/up.
(310)454-8211.

Fall Special
$200 Off 1st

Months Rent
Great locations
1 & 2 Bedrooms
$695 - - $995

Perfect for Students
and or faculty

(213)479-1581

WES7>A/OOD. Large 2-bed/ 2-bath, furnished/
unfurnished. Pool/ Jacuzzi, long/ short-term,

$1400. (213)470-1513.

WESTWOOD, 61 6 Veteran, WALK TO LJCLA.
Singles & 1

-

bedroomt, $S90 ^and up^
(213)208-4934.

WESTWOOD Luxury 1-bed $850,
2-bed/1-3/4bath $1100. Appliances, gated
entrance and parking, 1 block from UCLA. 445
Landfair. (213)824-1969.

WESTWOOD, $695, furnished single. Walk to
school. 667-669 Levering Ave.
(213)208-3215.

•WESTWOOD 1-BED, $750/neg. Newly de-
corated, large wA'iew, security. 2 blocks south
of Wilsh irc. (213)474-5375.

WLA 2BEDRM/2BATH plus huge den and
patio. $1100. 1412 Brockton Ave.
(818)368-6732.

WLA. 2-bed/l -bath. Patio, refrigerator & stove,
I'A miles from UCLA. Near bus & shopping.
$6O0/mo. (310)470-2122.

WLA $950, 2-BED/2-BATH, alr-cor>dltloned,

dishwasher, newly decorated. (213)
471-0883.

WLA AREA. $585/nfK>. Attractive furnished
single, kleal for students to share. Close to
UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

WLA/CENTURY CITY ADJACENT. 1-bed-
room, $750 charming. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, drapes, laundry, decorated porch,
quiet building. (310)474-1172

WLA single, 1 -bedroom. Unfurnished, security
parking, sun-deck, Jacuzzi, frig, ocean view.
$650-$850. Call (213) 826-5528.

Apartments Furnished 50

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,
$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

n =0

BEAUTIFULNEWAPARTMENTS
4-5 MILES TO UCLA
Easy Bus Access

D =D

CTI IMpCnO ^^"_^0"' Answers • Touch-tone or Rotary Phones
1-900-454-3535 ext. code 500 • 95< per mmute
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2 BDM+ 2 BATH APARTMENTS
ALLAMENITIES-FIREPLACE-SECURITY BLDG.

A/C-LAUNDRY FACILITIES ON PREMISIS

FROM $400/mo*
LOW MOVE-IN COSTS

INCENTIVES

(213)278-6411
(10am-6pm)

^Effective Rent
.]

l-»- DEN/1 -'A BATH. Bright, spacious, airy.

Prlnr>e location. Easy access to shops-LXILA.
Security bidg. $900/mo. (310)207-6430.

$665, PALMS. 1 -bd. extra large. New carpet. 1

mo. free. (818)377-2666.

BRENTWCXDD. 2-Bedroom, $850- $895. 1-

bedroom, $750. Near Wilshire & UCLA. Lease
to 2. Single, $650. (213)826-8461

OHKD-SAWTELLE 1-Bdrm. Stove, fridge, car-

pets. 1 1/2 miles from UCLA. Call
(310)477-5756.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $700, 1 -bedroom.
$1 100 , 2-bcdroom/l -bath. Parking included.

1-1/2 blocks to campus. 10990 Strathmore.

(310)395-2903.

WLA, CLOSE TO UCLA, $70(ymo., 1-bed/
1 -bath built-ins, pool, garden like.nice tenants.

(213)477-9955.

WLA. Clean, quiei. 1 -bed/1 -bath, stove, re-

frigerator, carpet, drapes. Near LCLA and
buslines. Lease $650. (213)476-7116.

WLA. One-bedroom, $650-$875/mo. Sec-
urity, spacious building, parking, new carpet.

Walk to UCLA. 1 450 Midvale. (21 3)391 -2874.

Apartments to Share 52

10-15 MINUTES TO LICLA - own bedroom.
Huge new sunny townhouse. Parking, sec-

urity, etc. S435/month (310)202-8717.

$32(Vmo. SHARE FURNISHED 1-BDRM APT.
w/male non-smoker and 2 cats. Security bIdg,

'

and parking, quiet neighborhood, excellent

bus connections, I'A ml. to UCLA.
(310)575-1503.

441 MIDVALE. Female roommate needed.

$35Q/mo.+ % of util. Call 824-7827.
Available 11.3(yi2-l.
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Apartments to Share 52 Roommates

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. Law student

sedtt responsible person to share 2-becV2-bath
apartment. Split $105(Vmo. and utilities. Sec-

ure buildin^parking. Big closets. Many ameni-
ties. (213)936-7839.

BRENTWOOD. FEMALE, OWN ROOM/
BATH In spacious 2-bed/2-bath. $491/mo. +
'A utilltiet. (310)472-0266. Available now.

BRENTWOOD. Female professional looking

to share 2-be<V2-bath. $550/mo + utilities.

Available 1-1-92. (213) 207-8227.

BRENTWOOD ONE PERSON looking for

someone to share 2-be<V2-bath, $47Vmo.
Wery nice. Call Linda (213) 820-7771.

CURVER CITV - 2rooms. $325 & $335.
Security, parking space, laundry. Avail. Jan 1 st.

Neat, responsible, non-smoker. 837-4033.

FEMALE, OWN ROOM, 2-bed/l -bath. Sec-

urity, parking, 10-minutes to campus, near

bus. $375 -t-utilities. (310)637-4309, evenings.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, huge room
with balcony, security building, close to

UCLA, $45(Vmo. Uilities included. Call Cln-
gpr (213) 838-9691 evenings.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

large 2-bed apt in Westwood laundry facility

and covered parking. Non-smoker preferred.

Must love cats. $537.5(VnrH). (310)479-7076.

MUSIC TEACHER seeks female non-smoker to

share gorgeous B.H. penthouse. Security bIdg.

with pool. Convenient to ever/thing. $525/nfH}

Call Ruth (213)271-1939.

OWN ROOM, BATH in large apartment,

VA -miles to UCLA. Non-smoking roommate.
$438. (310)473-5014.

OWN ROOM/SHARE BATH in three bedroom
apartment in Palms. $34(VnrH>. including utili-

ties. (310)204-6659.

PALMS. Own room in 3-bed/2-bath for

$355/mo. Two blocks to bus stop.

(310)204-1631.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED! Own bed/
bath in 2-bed/ 2-bath condo. Walk to UCLA.
Parking, pool. $60(yn>o. 477-3245.

SPACIOUS 2-BEDRC)OM. Prime Brentwood
location w/ own parking spaces. $650/mo
VA -utilities 4<ecurity. Jeff (310)447-3020.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. SHARE large 2 bed/2

bath. $35Q^mo. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.

(213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD/UCLA. OWN BED/BATH/
PARKING in 2 bed/2 bath from $55(Vmo. Pool,

spa, rec. room, A/C. (213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD. $45<Vmo. Male, 1 -block to

campus, townhouse (bed-up; living, dining,

kitchen down), fireplace, private patio, garage.

(213)206-7527, evenings.

WESTWOOD, OWN ROOM in 2-story,

2-bedroonVl 'A -bath. Large living room, fire-

place, parking. 10-minutes to campus..
$405/mo. >• % utilities. (310)836-4549.

WILSH IRE/BUNDY OWN ROOM WITH
BATHROOM, 28-ft ceiling, 2-sundecks, sec
urity building, fireplace, parking, $525.
(310)479-6211.

WALK TO UCLA. Need clean, responsible

female to share room & bath in beautiful

Hllgard condo. $400/month.
Sue-31 0-824-9777.

WALK IXTLA- largest 2 bd/2 bath. Female to

share beautiful condo w/ 3 others. $395 each.

(213)961-6695, (213)824-4242.

Room for Rent

$425, WOMAN, NON-SMOKER. Private furn-

ished room, share kitchen tnd bath In home In

quiet Mar Vista residential area. Near bus.

Call Marsha, Sun-thurs, 4pm-9pm.
(310)390-9007.

BRENTWOOD, SPACKJUS room, home, near

UCLA- North Sunset. Private entrance. Pool

garden. Ideal study environment. Heavenly
parking, share bath, 3-way microwave
$425.00. (213)476-1766.

CULVER CITY, 3-Bedroom home, private

room with use of full house arid yards.

Security, maid, fireplace. Non-smoker.
$75(ymo.(21 3)398-5435.

•

PICO & ROBERTSON. Male preferred to rent

furnished room. $375 • 'A utilities. $250
deposit. Call Sally (213)836-0571 or
(213)265-3503.

ROOM IN NICE WLA HOME, kitchen and
laurniry facilltiesA utilities covered, on UCLA
bus route, $50(yrAo or S250/mo + 10 hrsAvk.

domestic %vork. (310)450-8719.

SPACKXJS ROOM IN A GARDEN LAKE
COMMUNITY, CULVER CITY. Security, pool,

garage, laundry, kitchen privileges. 1 5 min. to

UCLA. $415/mo. (310)559-6158.

VENK:E BEACH, private room, phone, park-

ing, w/d. Safe area. Buslines. Studious,

friendly non-smoker. $420/mo.
(310)452-7272.

WESTWOOD HOME. $475. Jan.1. UCLA.
Great parking, full privileges, furnished -f

backyard. Male preferred. (310)473-5769.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet foorrV

bath, high ceiling in 3-bed luxury apart.

Non-smoker. $550 (310)444-5526.

WBTWOOO, walk UCl\ private MfrrV
iMlhroom security building/ parking, kitchen

privileges laundry, non-smoker. $65(Vmo.
(213)470-9709.

House for Rent 56

Roommates 53

646 HILGARD. FEMALE ROOMMATE
needed. $900/quarter or $36(Vmo., utilities

included. M—F free breakfast. Call Michele at

824-7577.

ASAP! Female needed to join 3 girls In 2bd
Kelton apartment. Spacious, hardwood floors,

free cable, only $362.5(ynrH).! Call Rachel

(310)824-1714.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2-bed/ 2.bath. Parking.

Female preferred. Available January 1st.

$330/mo, includes utilities. Suzanne
(213)207-2766.

BRENTWOOD. Room available for 1-2 girls.

Close to campus. $300. Sharon 626-5642.

CLOSE TO CAMPUS, share room, 2+2, fully

furnished, must see. $31 S/mo -fdeposit. Brian

(213)582-1900, (310)477-1414.

FEMALE, NON-SMOKER, 2 bcd/2 bath. 5

minutes from UCLA. Walk to campus.
$320/mo. Jeanette, (310)208-4713.

FEMALE needed to share 2-bed apt. with 3

Seniors. Huge, furnished apartment. 'A block

from campus. 206-5481

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED ASAP to

share 2-bed/l -bath apt. In Culver City.

$37S/mo util. W/D & secure parking. No
cats! (310)838-3538.

FEMALE TO SHARE partially furnished 1-bed.

Security. Pool. A/C. Cynthia (310)208-0569.

FIMAIE TO SHARE room in furnished 2-bed/

2-bath, 3-blod(s from UCLA. Huge, fireplace,

balcony, enomtous kitchen, parking. Fun

roommates! Jolene 206-2517.

FEMLALE roommate needed to share 2-bed.

*A block from campus. Seema, Jana 824-0796

FUN ROOMMATES LOOKING FOR TWO
/ylORE! Parking, security, new building. $310.

10 mIn walk. 206-3650, Gary, Deana.

RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE needed to share

2-bed/2-bath. Palms area. $490.00/mo.

(310)836-9020.

Mar Vista $349. OWN ROOM nev^y painted

In home of woman with 10-yr-old.

(310)398-7457.

ROOMMATE WANTED. <3et large living

room. Close to campus. Parking, laundry.

$29(ymo. (213)559-6253.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2-bed apt. in

Beverly Hills. $425At>o. (21 3)657-5320.

2-BED/1-BATH. WLA. Close to UCLA. New
carpets, new paint, pets okay. Near SM. Blvd.

Drive by 11428 Missouri. If interested,

(213)477-7222. $l,365/mo.

BEAUTIFUL TRADITIONAL SPANISH HOME,
CHEVKDT HILLS. Formal living & dining,

flqslace, 2-bd upsUirs,VA bth. Private yard,

double car garage. Walk to Rar>cho Park. No
pets. $2400. Call Gisle 475-8681, or Felix

312-0624.

PACIFIC PALISTATES 2+1+ bonus, washer/
dryer, refrigerator, fireplace; near schools,

UCLA buses. 454-2776/ 459-3154. $1700.

WESTWOOD 3-BED/l»A -BATH. Very charm-
ing Spanish, fireplace, hardwood floors, sec-

urity system, appliances. Pets O.K. $230(Vmo.
(310) 475-0365.

House to Share 57

MARVISTA 2BRM & Ibath House to share

male N/5nr>oker Accessible Bus Ln. $425.00
X67961 or 823-2955. _^
MINI-MANSKDN, QUIET, over 30—$475.
Utilitie^aurxiryAelephone included. Great

deal. No last. 285-8666. WLA.

ROOMMATE NEEDED male non-smoking to

share cottage in west L.A. Close to UCLA. $49 7

plus 1/2 utility. Call Tom 476-7565 or

206-6477/1 3039.

WLA. Female, r>o pets, rH>n-snrH>king. Free

utilities $45Q/mo. Own room. All amenities.

(213)398-8151.

WLA. 1 -bed/1 -bath in S-bed house. Share

w/UCLA students. $425. (805)640-0616.

House for Sale 58

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to

UCLA, 3beoU2bath, dining, den, pool, great

view. $549,000 Dave (618)783-6875.

Housing Needed 60

ART GRAD seeks shared accomodations, pre-

fer house. Garage, N.S. SM, UCLA vicinity.

Peter (310)372-1652.

JAPANESE FEMALE looking for quiet room

near UCLA in exchange for private Japanese

lessons. (818)2847992.

Real Estate 61

53 Condos for Sale 67 Personal Service

Townhouse for Rent 66

LUXURY TOWNHOUSE IN SHERMAN
OAKS. Excellent for roomates 3-bedroomV 3

bathroonrts, central air, fireplace. Must see.

$1,295/nrH). (818)782-5763.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. WALK TO
UCLA. 5TUDK> $95K. 1BR/1BA $155K,
2BR/1BA $235* Call Bob/Agent
(213)470-1761.

NEAR BRENTWOOD VILLAGE, mile west of

UCLA. Clean, 1 -bed/1 -bath condo, 2 stalls in

gkrage. $164,000, owner. (310)471-0632,
476-6052

95 Typing 100

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIST, 20 years ex
perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your data
(213)559-1690.

Services Offered 96

54 Condos for Rent 69

BRENTWOOD HOUSEKEEPER is available.

3days/wk. Experienced - English Speaking -

with happy disposition. Ad placed by present
employer. 476-51 16.

Arl AARDVARK PROFESSKDNAL WORD
PROCESSING for Valley Students. 20 years
exp., laser, spellcheck. (616)752-1980 7 days,
6am- 10pm. Rushes okay.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 6
A.M. -6 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA (213)557-0558.

WESTWOOD. 2 bed/ 1 3/4 bath for lease. New
carpet. No pets. Quiet & responsible party.

$1150. 471-1234.

Guest House for Rent 70

CULVER CITY. $565; Charming single guest-

house. Stove, refrigerator, carpet, blinds, park-

ing. (213)463-1475.

PICO/DOHENY. Guesthouse. Single. Kitchen,
bath, skylight. $650. Available Jan. 1

(310)553-4225.

VENK:E. $599. 1-bd in 4-plex. New carpet &
paint, parking. (213)463-1475.

WESTSIDE VILLAGE. 1 bedroom. Stove, re-

frigerator, drapes, microwave, yard. Gated. No
pets. Nonsmoker. $650. (213)838-3554.

RESEARCH, WRfTING, editing

All Levels-All Subjects

Foreign Stixlents Wek»me
Fast. Professional-Quaity Guaranteed

Call Research 213-477-8226

M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything - fully

equipped - reasonable rates. (816)765-1028 .

SPEND YOUR WINTER VACATK)N on Miami
Beach. Condo for rent. Contact Linda at (21 3)
255-5980.

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPING/EDlTiNG GRA-
DUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION ESSAYS,
OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes-

sional help from nationally-known author/

consultant. (213)826-4445.

MONEY FOR COLLEGEI BILLK)N$ IN SCHO-
LARSHIPS AVAILABLE. GET YOUR SHARE!
CALL FOR FREE
INFORMATK3N:l -600-755-61 21

.

$MONEY $ MONEY$. Imniediale help. Debt
consultations and signature loans to $20K. All

applicants considered. 1-600-221-5546.

Open 7 days.

PROFESSK3NAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/

requirement. (213)671-1333.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFEDI Speedy
wordprocesslng-anything (Including disserta-

tlons,mailings,resumes). Editing/graphics
available. Laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Ani (213)312-3332

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPER. APPLIC/V-
TKDNS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 213-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (213)827-5090.

A+l FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/
editing, computer training, resumes, transcrip-

tion. FAX. THE WORD PLACE.
(213)662-6006, (618)994-1094.

Tutoring Offered 9g Tutoring Offered 98

PREPARATION FOR THE

AFFORDABLE, LIGHTNING FAST!
PRECISION WORD PROCESSING. Resumes,
theses, dissertations, tapes. Laser. Fonts. M-F
8am-9pm. (310)475-0316.

ANYTHING YOU CAN TYPE I CAN TYPE
BETTER. $2/page. Papers, resumes, etc. Ken
(310)478-2966.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,
laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (213)768-9865.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, term papers,

saipls, theses, papers. National/ Sepulveda.
(213)397-9711.

IS TYPING your thing? ? NO ? I can help. Fast,

accurate, flexible rates. Carolyn
213/671-3610.

Modern Secreterial and Graphic services: IBM
& MAC. Discount to students. Pick up/
delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(213)446-6899.

PRECISK)N TYPING $2.50/Double Space
Page Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-
Deltvefy Available (310)664 3981

(310)550-7133—

WESTSIDE TUTORING & COUNSELING SERVICE

Dance/Ptiyslcal Fitness 76

WANTED: Person interested in training/

physical therapy to help me rebuild from
volleyball injury. (310)766-0606.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY! Tandem or static line with

Skydiving Adventures, Inc. Student discounts.

For further Info, and free brochure
1-800-526-9682.

Insurance 91

onLY $4 PER Norrrn
DETTTAL COVERAGE OR

EYE CARE CALL
MR. JENKinS

(800)252-0090 ext. 362

I HATE AUTO insurance)

ff-ll lOl'.'FROUOU (Mil

?13..S:)?-/1/b (S1S)3 12-1510

BLSI PRICi irjSAGLrvlCV

Child Care vu

FREE ROOM AND
Small salary. Near

(310)204-4870.

BOARD
college.

for

Call

child

alter

care.

6pm.

Loans 93

A BABY COULD PASS with DAA-COO Tutor-

ing. Tutors available in MOST ACADEMK:
SUBJECTS. Rates vary. (818)754-DAAGC)0
(3224). A local call -f no charge for referral.

ESUCOMPOSITKDN/EDITINC. Duke gradu-

ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)285-4616.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian (213)478-5822.

PATIENT TUTOR MATH (ARITHMETKT THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS.

WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF-
RELIANCE. FOR FREE INFO CALL jIM.

(213)747-5116.

Tutoring Needed 99

AP AMERKIAN HISTORY TUTOR for high

school child. Anr>erican Histroy backgrour>d

needed. (213)472-5142/ 472-8215.

CHEMISTRY TUTOR NEEDED for high school
child. Close to Brentwood location.
(310)472-8215 or 472-2167 evenings.

GEOMETRY TUTOR NEEDED for high school
child. Close Brentwood location.
(310)472-^215 or 472-2167 evenings.

IN HOME, bask: COMPUTER LESSONS for

Mac Ilex. Preferrably evenings.
(310)470-4335.

PRE-CALCULUS AND^OR CHEMISTRY Tutor

needed for high school child. Close Brentwood
location. (310)472-8215/472-2167 evenings.

PROfESSKDNAL RESUME SERVICE. Theses-
term papers. Employment service. Delta Per-

sonnel Services, SimI Valley. (805)526-5210.

PROFESSKDNAL WORDPROCESSING in my
honr>e. High quality. Accurate. Weekends and
evenings okl Good rates. Dee (21 3)396-1 21 7.

WORDPROCESSINGODESK TOP PUBLISH-
ING, papers, resumes, transcriptior^, ABA
format. Westwood. (213)473-5755

WORDPROCESSING specializing In theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)626-6939, Holly-
wood (213)466-2866.

Travel 105

Florida

Typing 100

Santraneu(CO $ 89*

London $S18*
Paris $St9*
Frankfurt $tt5*
Rio Dc Janeiro $44»*
•fairs wz esch wey from ixx Anscles based on a
roundtnp purchase. Restnctionsapply. Fanesubject
to change without notice and taxes not included.

1

$1 .50 per page. Accurate, fast + experienced
typist. Just a step from campus on Gayley.
(310)624-2012.

$CASH (t
LOANS '

$10,000,000 to loan

Qualify today
Low Interest Rates
95% acceptance
Tri-Star Rnance

Monday through Saturday

9am-apm

1-800-582-1285

Travel 105

Coundlkaud
1093 Bfocton Ave #«0
Los Angeles, CA 90024

310-208-3551

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(213)285-8688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving ar>d delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experierKed, and reli-

able, lerry (213)391-5657.

"^Transportation

Included

I
yJSUCW^

Powder
Perfect!

• Ski LakeTahoe!

—3 Nights $171.00

• Ski Utah at Thanksgiving!

—3 Nights* $285.00

• Ski Colorado Winter Break!

—5 Nights* $375.00

Travel Service, A-Lcvel Ackcrman Union
M-F 8:30-6, Sat 12-4 Call UCLA-FLY
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UGHT PEELS
SKIN REJUVENATION
• Sun Damaged Skin * Large Pores
• Wrinkles * Aging skin

FACE • NECK • HANDS • CHEST
CallELENA • 208-7806 • 100 UCLA Medical Plaza

ALL AMERICAN SHUTTLE ^ SPECIAL OFFER
UCLA to LAX SPECIAL
•$14 one yntj •RaervatftoiM 2^hn

In

l-SOO^SSS-ZLAX
•$22 round trip -Didly 24hr terTlcc

(213)641.>4090

Dragon Express
Chinese Fast Food

Hiiiilinil AdmiI
MBAorfirodSdiool?^
Free 40-page Graduate School

Application Guide. Call:

800-7774XAM tatfY

Free
Delivery
($8.00 Min.)

limited Area

COMBO PLATE $4,55 Xt^t^.reS^tLT

"

• ec^mt with thejp^ ii

Hours:

Monday-SuDday llam-llpm
1147 Westwood Blvd.
(Across from McDonald's)

208-4928

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

"(Santa Clara) is the

team we have wanted

to play. All the

discussion will be put to
»

One of the nation's most respected sperm donor programs

is now seiecning

QUALIFIED SPERM DONORS
i

Help Infertile Couples Monetary Compensation

Free extensive health testing, including chromosomal analysis
« I I —^^M ! 1 I ^» -^^^» » ^»^—» !!» [»llll I I I M^—^^IM I

THE U.S.C. SPERM BANK
Call (213) 343-9967

BIG TOMY'S
OPEN: 6:30 am - 2:30 am Sun-Thurs

6:30 am - 3:30 am FrI & Sat
BREAKFAST SERVED 6:30 am - 7:00 pm

Chili Cheese Burger + Fries

+ Med. Soft Drink for ^:2 ^q
Breakfast Special

2 Eggs + Homemade Hashbrowns
+ Toast & Jelly for $1.00

-:{

rest.

Sigl Schmid
UCLA So(x;er Coach

(213) 824-7966
936 Broxton Ave

In Westwood

Chinese Chicken Salad
(*oil free dressing)

Fresh Chicken Breast

Sandwich

$3.99

$2.99

• I-

j|
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national champions.
"We arc prepared to workjiaitl,-

Schmid said, "We want to accom-
plish something that few teams
have ever done.**

Midfielders Joe-Max Moore
and Zak Ibsen and forward Gobi
Jones continue to lead UCLA.
Moore has a team-leading 43
points and 18 goals, while Jones
and Ibsen have compiled 33 and 32
points respectively.

"I think we matchup very well

ah them,** Santa Clara head
ch Milch Murray said, "I think

we will have to put pressure on the

ball very quickly and not allow
their forwards to get behind us."

SCA proudly presents Jazz at the Wadsworth concert series

the spicy Cuban charanga groove of

Scooters for Sale 115

5 ?::
—

[Bongo

aiTt 150 OaUXE scooter. Excellent con-
dition, 150 miles, must sell, circumstances.
Call 818-54ft-1098. $1200/obo.

HONDA 150 scooter. Low mileage, great

condition, $650. Must sell. (310)456-6875,
Steve.

HONDA ELITE 50, 1 989. Excellent condition.
With lock. $550/obo. Must sell.
(213)470-9757,

HONDA ELITE 50, NEW, 2-month-old, black,paid
$1100. Looks/ runs perfect. $850 obo.
838-5371.

.-^.VA"AFWW.^WWWA". .V.'."^A".V?.*. .AJV^fl.'.".'-*.*.'.',-.^."?',",

These guys kick some major rump.
— John Payne,
LA Weeicly

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share apart-

ment In Midvale Plaza 2 starting winter.

Secure, & clean. Loaded. (310)208-7189.

YAMAHA 125, 1986 $600. Needs works,
willing to negociate. Carrtten (310)479-0906.

YAMAHA RIVA 125 1986, DOUBLE. Great
condition. Just tuned, new engine, new starter,

must see. $895/obo. Alex 824-3943.

7 pm Sunday, December 1

FREE!!!!
Wadsworth Theater

Furniture for Sale 126

Jazz at the Wadsworth Is a concert series presented the first Sunday ofewry^/nonth at 7pm. The secondhow ofMch
performance is recorded and broadcasted on 89J KPCCFM later in the month. Though seating is on first-come basis,

UCLA students with ID can enter through the priority student door,

FUTON FOR SALE. Single & lonely. Wood
frame, great condition. $9(Vobo. Contact Devi,
275-6462.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

Misc. For Saie 128

TELESCOPE: LIKE NEW $60.00 OBO
(310)479-1627.

Music Lessons 102 Travel Tickets 106 Autos \
^ Musical Instruments 129

109 Autos 109
GUITAR lessons by a professional teacher.
Near UCLA. All levels. Guitars available. Call

Jean (213)476-4154.

VOICE. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

LAX TO OAKLAND roundtrip. Dec. 19-28th.
Seo/obo. Call (310)208-8214!

ROUNDTRIP-MADRID, SPAIN. From LAX.
Leaving Dec.1. Open return. For $500. Fe-

male. Leave message (213)461-7482.

TWO kl TKXETS, LAX-CHKIACO. Book by
Dec.5— $200 each. Good for Christmas!

(818)505-1332.

'84 NISSAN 300ZX.Red, automatic, exct. con-
dition, 48,100 mi. Ipcw 478. $6000.
(213)276-4712.

'85 NISSAN 300ZX BLACK LOADED $6000
(310)479-1627.

'86 CHEVY SPRINT. 5-speed, 2-door, 54,000
miles, grey. $1,500. Pierre, (310)396-3491.

Resumes

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets

results. Expert writing editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional
service. (213)450-0133

^

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expert!^
written by experierKed Career Counselor. Also
college admission estayi. Lee (2 1 3)4 76-1 090. i

WINNING RESUMES; 2-hr service. Our clients

get results. Open 7 days. (213)287-2785.

104 """"—"— Autos for Sale 109
BMW 320i, '81 , 5-speed, sunroof, $2995 obo.
(213)626-1492.

CONVERTIBLE VW-RABBIT '63. White, new
top, new tires, low mileage, great carl

$520(Vobo. (213) 207-0109.

LEAVING THE COUNTRY. 1965 Ford Escort

station wagon. Manual transmission, /VC.
Well-malntalned. $2200/obo. Call
(310)390-5541. ^
MERCEDES 280E, 1961. White/navy interior.

Exceller^t corvJition. A real beauty. Original
owner. i6,S00/obo. (81 8)342-2398.

TRUMPET-Bach Stradavarius. Professional
model(42-73). Silver-plated. $650. Mike,
206-4874, Leave mMMffe.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

'76 BMW 20002, Silver, 1 35,000m., sunroof,

anVfm cassette, yery clean, fun to drive stick.

Smogged. Moving MUST SELL. $260(Vobo. by
Nov. 30th. Dawn (818)997-3228

'61 HONDA ACCORD. Silver, 4-door,
5-speed, air, AM/FM cassette stereo, very
practical. $1499/obo. 824-3755

CHEAP! F.B.I. /U.S. SEIZED.
'89 Mercedes. $200, '86 VW...$50,
'87 Mercedes ..$100,'65 Mustang. .$50.
Choose from thousands starting $25 FREE 24
hour Recording Reveals details.
(801)379-2929, Copyrighti CA11KJC

CHEVY SPECTRUM '6P. 5-speed. A/C, cloth
interior, tent, new tires. Excellent condition.

47,000 miles. $3,60G/obo. (213)639-6862.

VW BUG, '7i. Bike, surf racks. AWFM
cassette. Red, moving, must sell. $97S/obo.
Jill(21 3)824-2707.

Scooters for Sale 115

1989 HONDA SPREE 50. Must selll Like new.
$399/obo. (213)471-2409.

'87 HONDA ELITE 80. Low miles, new brakes,
recent tune-up, great condition. $950. E)ebbie
824-2824

COMPONENT SYST. Carver receiver. 150watts/
chni, Kenwood tape scan search, dolby, B C
HXPRO Yamaha, CD Polk Audio speaker.
GREAT SOUND/ POWER. $650 obo
636-5371. ^
Typewriter/Computer 1 34

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 266, 1MB, S.25''FD
3.5''FD 40HD, KEYBOARD, MONITOR, NEW
W/ WARRANTY. $620. (213)644-2612.

IMAGEWRITER II In box, cover, $200,
(310)477-2719.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and teach you to assemble it yourself!

PC SUPPORT GROUP, (818)994-1188.
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UCLA twice this year, the Bruin
squad has a few things working in

its favor.

First-year head coach Guy Bak-
er has given UCLA players a fresh

outlook on how to win big games.
"Guy is the type of coach that

makes you enjoy the game. He
makes you want to win. He
coaches from the heart and that's

how you should play,** UCLA
goalie Dan Hackett said.

Earlier this season. Baker
guided his team to an 8-7 upset
over Cal, handing the Bears their

only loss of llie season. It was the
first time in four years that UCLA
beat Cal.

Also, the new head coaoh has
been able to effectively motivate
his players. Afkr a disappointing

performance at tiie 49er Tourna-
ment, Baker coached his team
ktKt to winning ways in a crucial

three-game weekend, beating UC
Saa Diego, UC Irvine, and Cal
State Long Beach. At the iime,
both IJCl and the 49a:i were
npked nation^rily in the Kn^five

"He*5 a 0^i motiv^Dfr and
,

somehow al^r^ manages^# fiTQ

us c|),'* semOjf-^l^vcr Gary O'Brien
said of Bafcfer.^

When budgel cuts forced the

Athletic Depaftnient to cm water
polo from its roster of sports last

yeA, the program suffefed major
setbacks. The team was disfttodcd
for nearly a year, until private

= iaaHmg revamped it m is^ |«iy.

Players now feel like they have
something to prove to sfcespiics.

The Bruins have a senior com-
mitment. Eight seniors #« the
team, four of whom start, a^ have
just one more chance to win a
championship. These seniors have
their backs up against the wall.

"It puts a lot of pressure on you.

U*s all or noOiing," O'Brien said.

. "But I Uiink the pressure helps. It

gets everybody psyched up
because we all know there's not
going to be anotiier chance."

"I know I'm going to play as
hard as I can. I'll just be reckless

out there," Lenihan said.

Gomg into the tournament the

Bruins have a healthy team which
has speed, defense and a wealth of
all-around talent

Although the team is not very
big, UCLA is loaded with sprinters

that can counterattack throughout
the entire game. Both Lenihan and
O'Brien swam competitively
before playing water polo.

Defensively, UCLA starts who
many experts believe to be the best

goalie in the country. A member of

this summer's U.S. National team,
senior All-American Dan Hackett
has 211 saves and .567 save
average so far this year.

"It will be crucial for us to fill

our roles. You've got to beat (your
opponent) with a whole team —
not a single man," Hackeu said.

While senior Oliver Will leads
the Bruins with 54 goals, UCLA
has five other players that have
scored over twenty goals. O'Brien
has 43 goals, Mike Wilmink 33,
Kellerman 25, Marc Heenan 23
and Phil Hadfield has 21 goals.

Coming off the benph, Lenihan
and Derek Dundas have scored a
combined total of 18 goals.

"From here on in it gets pretty

simple," Baker said. "Here and
there a" few changes, but overall

everytiiing's tiie same. We're
happy as a group that we made it

this far (to tiie tournament), but
we're not satisfied at this point and
don't plan to stop here."

In the opening round of the
eight-team tournament Friday. No.
1 Cal faces No. 8 Navy. No. 2
Pepperdine faces No. 7 Slippery
Rock, No.3 UCLA faces No. 6
UCSD and No. 4 UCI faces No.-^5

CSULB.

^, ^tfHtate Of Antio^;;^
Y^w Now forming men's *^

^^S//^ • groups, women's groups, and a • -^

creative art therapy group.

LOW COST THERAPY BASED ON ABILITY TO PAY

(213)839-9340

13274 FIJI WAY, MARINA DEL REY

BRUIN <213) 474-6267

TRAFFIC I

SCHOOL "

FKKK PARKING tlSHIOXKI) CHAIRS

SAT,.SUN, & EVENINGS
CLASSES

;^;fS£ >^*?>fr?>'fi'f!>SiS^Ji9^ia^^

W RLsl;iui;ml

^
10759 PICOHlVD* LOS ANGELES

I
(213:, 473-6158

ijl More Selections Tncn Ever Betcre

i;,^

•HK ^. >

ome and try the New Fresh Pasta

f^
KiOfcy Horn mim tJUA. nm^^tt Iu^kcI.

to mtH^ m>0K Ul* /<Mi<KW ^tppMU^
ish Specials

Linguine Checka $4 50
Fresh Fish of Day $5.95
Fettucme Carbonara $5.25

M-Sat6cim-9pni

Stir Fry Chinese Ciitci^en $4.75
Fettucme w/Chicken
garlic creme sauce $5.25

Sun 8ain-3pm

rTJkiiiiiiio
5 Sessions For $25*
•CD Sound Systems • 10 Wolff Beds
•Air Conditioning •Validated Patting

Just 1 BloclLErom UCLA! CaU 824-2TAN

HeadiUiib
M-F: 7anrvlOpm
Sat: 8anf>8pm Sun: 9am-7pnri

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & Undbrook)
coupon expires 1275/91

{1st tJme custorT)«rs only/1 per customer/must present coupon)

NEWSPAPER JOBS
The Thomson Newspaper Group, which

owns more than 100 medium-sized daily

newspapers nationwide, will be recruiting at

UCLA on Dec. 2-3.

Recruiters will be interviewing graduating

seniors for jobs in advertising, marketing,

general business, reporting and copy editing.

To obtain information about the company

and arrange for an interview, students should

contact: Amy Yamashita at the UCLA
placement center 825-298 1

.

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESTWOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR. FRED KHAULI

1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213) 478-6869
(818)988-0110

TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

CHICttN SPECIAL
• Chfcken After J:00pm to close

• Egg Roll
• Gyoza
• Fried Rice

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONe" OR l^la<^
*t21 Glendon Avenue (213)

$3.70
i

Westwood Village, CA 208-2002
LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

i^-'lL,

CONTACT LENSE

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
INCLUDES EYE EXAMINATION.

EYEGLASS FRAME &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM. PAIR OF
DAILY WEAR LENSES. CAREKIT AND

FOLLOW-UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT
LENSES

"INCIUDES EXAM FIIIING »-
FOllOW UP t 3 MONTHS lENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN.ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE, CD. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384
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Est 1 970

GIANT SUBMARINES
1 0968 Le Conte Ave.
(Across New Medical Building) 208-71 71

UNLESS YOUR UNCLE
OWNS THE PLACE, YOU COULDNT
GET FOOD THIS GOOD, THIS CHEAP!

ALWAYS

Paris

London
Rome

DESIGN HAIR CUT
NO APPOINTMENTS 208 4'447 'NO GIMMICKS

STYLISTS HAVE OVER 3 YEARS EXPERIENCE

50 cents '

OFF I

Any Small I

Sepi's I

w/cpn I

$1.00

OFF
Any Large

Sepi's

w/cpn

BUY
ANY
SEPIS
GET

ONE FREE
w/cpn

HAIR COLOR $15 FOIL WEAVING COMPLETE $45
HIGHLITES $25 EYE LASH TINT $10
FRENCH PEl^M $15-25 COLOR CORRECTION $35
ZOTOS PERM $35-45 SHAMPOO SET $10
SUPER PERM $66 MANICURE $8

SPECIAL FREE- haircut style w/$35 perm ($12 value free)
SPECIAL FREE- haircut mousse w/$45 perm ($17 value'^free)

•TUI.L l\M\r MANICUHIST & -i f Ull TIMf HAIRS I Yl ISIS WAN I ! D

J078
GAYLEY -WESTWOOD VILLAGE 'NEXT TO PENNY LANE

COORS LIGHT ON DRAFT
i^"" 48 oz. Pitchers $2.95 (4-8 P.M.)

NUTS! free nuts during Happy Hour

2 for 1 Special!
lb Introduce Myself to You I Am Offering a Special Promo of:

50% OFF HAIRCUTS WHEN YOU BRING IN
A FRIEND ON THE SAME DAT!

Morning thru Evening • Monday thru Saturd^r-^—
Gall PARIS for an Appointment

Must Bring Ad for Appointment

I

I

1015 Gayley #105 in Westwood VilJ«ge (just half a block soulh ofWeybum)

(310) 824-5006

Billiard Club
Restaurant & Bar

Tonight!

' ''<'»'^<»><'*»*>»*»''»W>***«««'"'^

THE STORE

11

:'>.
1

Night!
$3 Yards

of Budweiser

$2 Half-Yards

of Budweiser

$lJello Shots
VV

- \

<^-

f i

J /

_ «•

Blouses - $12^0 j\ Sport Coats

Skirts -$9^^ U ^pvercoats

Sveaters - $1^1 ^iai $20.00

Values to $150.00

I 234^,\^festwood Blvd. Ixi§ AiipiiyS^ SKXil

[ (213X^7947413

.^i

Dally Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet
Drink Specials

1 1835 Wilshire Blvd.
Just West of Barrington

477-7550
MINIMUM AGE 2 1

.\^

v^* .^^\^<^%,
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Will it hold up? To a man, they
insist it will.

"I don*t think it will be like last

year." guard Gerald Madkins said.

"We're very unseinsh."

2. Can the Bruins maintain their
fast start?

They will have to, in order to

avoid a repeat of last year's
disappointing performance in the
latter half of the season.
And the Bruins know it.

"If we get to 13-1 like last year,

we've got to keep going," forward
Don MacLean said. "We can't go
10-8 in the second half."

The Bruins have a shorter tune-
up period than a year ago, playing
only eight games before beginning
Pac-10 play, as opposed to 13 last

year.

3. Does the loss to Penn State still

linger?

Sure, the players are tired of
hearing it.

But their 74-69 first-round
defeat at the hands of Nittany
Lions was the low point of the
season, perhaps even of the past
few years. As such, they are not
forgetting it.

"It's staying with us right now,"
forward Tracy Murray said.

"We're motivated every practice
to come out here and work hard to

make sure nothing like that ever
happens to us again. That was a big
disappointment."

4. Can they win the close games
this year?

Last year. UCLA lost several

nail-biters, some of which tiiey

should have won. The 97-96
double overtime loss at Oregon
State and the 104-95 overtime loss

to Arizona were particularly trou-
bling.

But Harrick believes that this is

a more mature, mentally tougher
Bruin team than a year ago, one
that won't be afraid of tense
finishes.

"We let adversity bother us a
year ago," he said, *This year,

we're not going to let that happen."

5. WiU UCLA play defense this

year?

Yes, they insist.

Last year the Bruins gave up
81.4 points per game, and though
some of that can be attributed to
UCLA's wide-open style, their

intensity was frequently lacking on
the defensive end.

It is a problem they say will be
remedied, in part by the presence
of 6-foot-9 sophomore center
Rodney Zimmerman, who had
nine rebounds and two blocked
shots against Indiana in 26 minutes
of action.

But the difference will really be
made if the Bruins foUow through
with their pledge of increased
effort on the defensive end of the
court.

"I think we can continue playing
hard and playing great defense."
Murray said after Uie Indiana
game.

We'll see.

Last question: How far can this
team go?

"The way we're playing, the
sky's the limit," Murray said after

the Indiana game. "We know we
have the talent."

That they do.

Led by high-scoring, sweet-
shooting forwards MacLean and
Murray, the Bruins have no dearth
of scoring potential.

And a suddenly deep backcourt
of Martin, Madkins, Shon Tafvor,
Mitchell Butier and freshman Tyus
Edney should be steadier and more
productive thah last year.

\
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UCLA-^anta Clara: Who's the best?
By Zachary Aron
Dally Bruin Staff

Throughout the season, soccer
enthusiasts posed the question of
who was the best team on die West
Coast — UCLA or Santa Clara?

This weekend at die North
Soccer Athletic Field, die entiiu-
siasts will get Uieir answer.
The Bruins and the Broncos wiU

square off in die Far West Region-
al final Sunday at 1 p.m., with
\Vest Coast bragging rights and a
Final Four berth at stake.

**This is the game we have
looked forward to all '^season,"
Bruin head coach Sigi Schmid
said. "This is die team we have
wanted to play. All die discussion
will be put to rest."

Both teams come into die game
running on all cylinders— having
each scored impressive 3-0 sec-
ond-round playoff victories— and
each has a score to setde.

Santa Clara has won six straight
games, including playoff victories
over Stanford and Fresno State,
but are seedling after losing the top
seed of die Far West regional to
UCLA.

All season long, die Broncos
had been ranked first on die West
Coast, and had expected to receive
the top seed and die accompanying
home-field advantage in the reg-
ion. However, when die pairings
were announced, it was die Bruins
who snuck by Santa Clara into die
top ranking.

As a result, die game will be in
Lo^ngeles, where UCLA has not
lost in over four years, instead of
Santa Clara, where four thousand
people could have attended.

"I think diat widiout a doubt.

fhori^LJI"'
?^".®^^« '^ses the ball against San Jose State. UCLAthe right to play in the NCAA Rnal Four.

Santa Clara is going to use diat for
motivation," Schmid said. "For us
to play at home during die day is
going to be a big advantage for us."
The Broncos have perhaps die

most balanced offense in die
country. Eleven players have
scored in double figures for Santa
Clara, including team-leaders
Alberto Cruz (8 goals, 24 points)
and Matt Arya (9 goals. 21 points).

Defensively, die Broncos have
used dieir press to perfection.
Keyed by die marking ofdefenders
Eric Hiatt. and Grant Schick and

die goaUceeping of Kevin Rueda
(nine shutouts), die Broncos have
allowed a miseriy .64 goals against
average.

"They play a style diat is

different dian 90 percent of die
teams in die country," Schmid
said. *They have got good speed, a
difficult press and have one of die
best counterattacks.

"We are going to have to do
some different tilings and be more
direct. We definitely have to attack
them, and stand tough when diey
have diose periods of time when

I^IZIANA SORQE
plays Santa Clara on Sunday for

they are in control."

The Bruins have dieir own
grudge to setde too, having not
beaten die Broncos since 1987.
Since dien Santa Clara has won
three games against UCLA.
including die 1989 Far West
regional final. Last year, die two
teams fought to a 1-1 tie in Santa
Clara.

Further, die Bruins are looking
to become die first team since
Indiana in 1982-83 to repeat as

See SOCCER, page 20

By Andre Kell

Dally Bruin Staff

For the 19di time in
school history die UCLA
water polo team has quali-
fied for the NCAA finals.

But UCLA, die school widi
the most tournament appear-
ances in NCAA Champion-
ship history, has been in a
NCAA tide drought for die
last two decades.

So die burning question
is: Can die Bruins finally
win die tide diis year?
"We've had some great

teams in the past diat should
have won die title. In my
sophomore year we had die
best team in die country, and
we couldn't pull out (die win
in die finals)," senior driver
Bill Lenihan said.

"It's like having someone
dangle a carrot in front of
you. You can look at it, smell
it, but you can't grab iL
That's very frustrating."

This year might be diffe-

rent for die Bruins. Aldiough
top-ranked California has
been touted as head and
shoulders above the rest of
the pack and second-ranked
Pepperdine has beaten

See POLO, page 21 1

UCLA
RECREATION

Intramural and Clubs

Sports Corner fe^/i3/e/n *6

INTRAMURAL SPORTS

We would like to take tt^s time to welcome Jose
Bernstein's q% the new sponsor of the UCLA
RECREATION Sports Corner. Jose Bernstein's is of
course the only multi-cultural eating experience in the
vtllage.

W^ll sports fans, we have come to the end of yet
another Intramural season here at this victorious
school where once again "ttie Beir has been
reclaimed by the more deserving and IncredlblY
superior UCLA BRUIN Football squad over the hole
punctured U$C Trojans. For those of you who are
unow/are of the prize for winning the big game
between the two schools, ask someone who was here
lost time we won in 1986-7. Anyway, back to the real
sports on campus. Intramural sports. All the winners of
this quarters' contest appear below w^th the
exception of flog football since they dd not finish until
yesterday, much to the dismay of this reporter Next
week's Issue will contain pertinent Information on
winter quarter Intramurois. Rease look for this next
Monday or Thursday. Eat well.

FOOTBALL

bitter playoff rivalry that can be traced back to the
90-91 soccer playoff when Theto CN snuck out a win
In sudden death overtime. But Sg Ep's antics off the
field by fans may lead to early exit from all Intramurois
this year, an Inside source to the department revealed
The other 'A' semifinal match was between #2 Sigma
Nu and #6 Wawk in the Pawk. the only Independent
team still left.

SPORTS CLUBS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The preseason practtees ore coming to a close for
the men's and women's rugby teams, as well as the
men's tacrosse team. Anyone still Interested In
ploying should go to 2 13 1 John Wooden Center for
more information. All teams ore always looking for
more players.

Champions

What follov>/8 is a list of champions f^om most of
this season's competitions.

'A' Gobor Berezval

c.
^^^^ ' '®°Oue is coming to an end as #1 ranked

FUBAR played this week against #2 Kappa KappaGamma In the finals. FUBAR defeated the high scorina
Sigma Kappa wNle Koppo Koppo Gamma knocked an
irijured but determined Alpha Phi squad. Results wIM be
printed next week, but for those of you who cannot waitand hove nothing better to do over Thanksgiving
weekend, results are posted on the second floor of the
John Wooden Center.
The men's divisions hove me same story with semifinal

matches played Monday and the finals on Tuesday. TheA semis sow the tough and quick team of Theto Chi
ranked fifth, ploy the undefeated and under ranked #9
^^^1 ^'^'^^ ^0 ^P upset #1 ZBT In the quarterfinal
while ATO fell to Theta Chi. These two teams hove o

Table Tennis

"B" Francis Kwang

Racquetboll Doubles

"A" Rick Fitch and Rich MocDonald

6K 'Touchdown Run'

Meri's Andrew Lee

Women's Cheryl Fender

Special thanks to tt^e U< Marathon for their support.

Volleyball *

Men's "A- PI Koppo Alpha
'B* Andersen Roofing Company

Women's -a' Kamikaze Splkers

'B* imlloo Wild Wahlnes

There Is o small need for offlckals next quarter for
both soccer and basketball. The pay Is quite good as
there ore many people who ploy and watch that do
not know the r^jies of the game and tend to argue
their false perceptions of the rules. But If you have an
urge to eject someone fion\ a game or like to get
paid while running around dressed like a zebra come
work for Intramurois. Look for more information next
week In the Jose Bernstein's Sports Corner or In the
John Wooden Center the first week of winter quarter
Experience preferred but not required; where hove
you heard ttxat before?
Next week will also be the revealing of the TEAM

NAMES OF THE QUARTER, those teams which ore
chosen will receive one IM T-shirt for the manager whocome up with the name. Make sure to look for your
team to be chosen or not chosen as the cose may
be. All candidates have been already printed In
previous editions of the Sports Corner. If your team is
not chosen, then maybe by looking at the winners
next week you wlH get a brainstorm for d team name
tor next quarter's sports. The IM department Instituted
this contest to rekindle the creativity among
participants as we felt that it hod almost died out
when the number system was started.

$2.99 ^fOK
DucandrWk
(soft drink)

loc<iedot
935 KNiixfon

OfF£R GOOD UltfTIt I2^i/9t
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Tf|>Off
UCLA heads into new season with guarded

By Kennedy Cosgrove
Daily Bruin Staff

These are heady days for the UCXA basketball team.
In the waning moments of the Bruins* impressive, nationally televised

victory over Indiana in the Tip-Off Classic, joyous UCLA guard Darrick
Martin approached courtside ESPN analyst Dick Vitalc and told him,
"We're going to the Four! We're going to the Final Four."

According to Martin, Vitale laughed and said, "You're right, maybe
this is your year."

Just a little harmless fun between two hoopsters, obviously premature
and nothing to take seriously.

But the Bruins are dead serious about the 1991-92 season.
They are still basking in the glow of their Nov. 1 5 win over the highly-

regarded Hoosiers, and have jumped to the No. 4 ranking in the AP col-
lege basketball poll, and are ranked No. 2 in the USA Today poll.

They have good reason to be optimistic, and yet the sense of optimism
is a guarded one.

Though they begin the new season from a lofty perch, they are ever-
mindful of the specter of last season. After ripping off a 13- 1 record at the
beginning of the year, they sported only a 10-8 record thereafter, and lost

to Penn Slate in the first-round of the NCAA tournament
But that was last year, and the 1991-92 season has officially begun.
And as with any team at the beginning of the season, UCLA finds itself

surrounded hy unanswered questions about the upcoming year.
Here are the most pressing ones.

1. Is UCLA's new attitude for real?

Subscribers to the power of positive thinking, Bruin coaches and
players have insisted that this year, things are going to be different. Con-
stantly espousing the somewhat unfamiUar virtues of unselfishness and
sharing the ball, they maintained that this year's team wouldplay like just
that — a team.

'^

On Nov. 1 1 , head coach Jim Harrick said, "I don't know if (the players)
have learned it, but hopefully they have learned that any success they
have is due to how well the team does, not how many points they score."

Did they learn it?

Against the Hoosiers . . . Yes.

After being tight during the first few minutes, the Bruins passed an ini-

tial test of their new 12 musketeers attitude, playing unselfishly, taking
good shots and turning in their best game in years.

See HOOPS, page 22

SUNNY SUNG^aly Bruin

Shon Tarver has moved into the starting lineup at guard for UCLA.
Tarver is an excellent defensive player, and will be one of the key
players for UCLA this season.

SUNNY SUNQ/Dirily Bruin

Rodney Zimmerman (No. 14) Is the first true center UCLA has had since Jim Harrick took over as
coach. Zimmerman will be counted on to shore up UCLA's Interior defense.

Brains host Long Beach State

L

The UCLA basketball team
(1-0) opens their home schedule

against Long Beach State (1-1)

Saturday night at Pauley Pavi-

lion at 7:30.

Bruin head coach Jim Harrick

will start the same lineup that he
used when his squad defeated

Indiana. 87-72, in the Tipoff

Classic two weeks ago. Shon
Tarver and Gerald Madkins will

start in the backcourt, with Don
MacLean, Tracy Murray and

Rodney Zimmerman starting up
front

After defeating Indiana, who
had been ranked No. 2 in the

preseason polls, UCLA took a
big jump in this week's polls.

The Bruins are ranked No. 2 in

the CNNAJSA Today poU and
No. 4 in the Associated Press

poll.

"You win a game like (India-

na) and now everybody has great

expectations for us," Harrick

said. "Our players are just

anxious to play after two weeks
off."

The 49crs are led by junior

guard Lucious Harris, who aver-

aged 19.7 points per game last

year as Long Beach finished 1 1-

17.

**Long Beach State had a great

team two years ago, and this

should be an interesting game,"
Harrick said.

Aaron Lowenberg

Darby honored
•»

UCLA safety Matt Darby has been voted to the Kodak
All-America team by the American Football Coaches
Association. Also named to the team: BYU quarterback

Ty Detmcr, Michigan wide receiver E)esmond Howard
and Washington lineman Steve Emtman.

Volleyball update

The UCLA women's volleyball team took on Cal State
Northridge last night after press time. The Bruin will
report that game, as weU as the seedings for the playoffs, in
Monday's paper.

Swimming liriefs

Coverage of the Pac-10 men's swimming champion-
ship, which ends tonight, will be featured in Monday's
Bruin. Following the Pac-lOs, both the men's and the
women's teams will travel to the U.S. Open in

Minneapolis.

80th Year, No. 46
arculation: 22,000

Briefly

Lamlida Alumni
general meetiiig
UCLA's Lesbian and Gay

alumni association invites all

University of California alum-
ni, students and friends to

attend its general meeting Dec.
17.

Members of the Lambda
Alumni will be discussing such
topics as their Lesbian Out-
reach Program and the 1992
social events calendar.

The Lambda Alumni was
formed in May 1989 by
UCLA's gay and lesbian alum-
ni to both foster a learning

environment on the UCLA
campus for gays and lesbians as

well as provide a forum for

social interaction.

The general meeting will be
held Dec. 17 at 7:30 p.m.

For more information and
directions to the meeting loca-

tion, call 281-7927.

Inside

Wanted: jacket
with memories
A UCLA student distributed

fliers last week urging the

return of her stolen black
leatherjacket It was a gift from
a friend who recently died of
AIDS.

See page 6

Viewpoint

You sure you
meant that?

Readers come down hard on
the author of a Viewpoint
condemning homosexuality.

See pages 26-27

Arts & Entertainment

^ » : ^'film

creates
Peter Greenaway defends

"Prosperous Books/' his adap-
tation of Shakespeare's "The
Tempest"

See page 28

Sports

UCLA and Cal
brawl for first
Dan Hackett and the Bruin

water polo team battled the

Bears for the NCAA title.

See page 56

University of California. Los Angeles

Monday
December 2, 1991

Let the shopping begin 4 AIDS
lesearch
facilities

rty Hills doctor and hfs daughter go window-shopping last weekend. See story. Page 11.

By Christine Strobel

Expanding its study of the AIDS
virus, the UCLA School of Medi-
cine opened four new research
facilities after receiving a $2
million federal grant in September.
Each facility explores an aspect

of the fatal disease, concentrating
on the Human Immunodeficiency
Virus itself, cell examination,
blood storage and testing the
effects of the virus^on anim4ls.

The money Vis awarded* to
Irvin Chen, an associate professor
of medicine and the director of
UCLA's Center for AIDS
Research and Education, the site of

=^the four facilities.

The facts behind the feast
American Indians view
holiday as ^healing time'
By Sally Kim

While many view Tlianksgiving

as a peaceful holiday shared by
pilgrims and Indians hundreds of
years ago, some American Indian

students remember the suffering of
their ancestors at the hands of
European colonialists.

Following the traditional prac-

tices of mainstream society, many
American Indians celebrate
Thanksgiving American-style,
feasting on turkey and visiting

relatives said UCLA senior Amber
Machamer. "But we always
include a reverence and respect for

our ancestofs.** ^. ..^ . -

For American Indian students,

the holiday is not so much a cause
for celebration as it is a time for

understanding the Indian heritage.

American Indians, as well as the

rest of society, should acknow-
ledge the Indians' role in helping

the pilgrims survive their first

winter in America said Steve
Lewis, president of the American
Indian Students Association. It is

"a time to reflect on the sacrifices

that our people have had to make.**

Contributions of the American
Indian cannot be overlooked dur-

ing the holiday, said UCLA law
student Loretta Tuell, who calls

-flwnksgivinfe a "healing time"

"Thanksgiving is made
into this happy time

when everyone shared

. . . which is a Ue."

Loretta Tueil

Law Student

because many people still do not
recognize the achievements of
American Indian.

"We want people to remember
that the American Indians played
an important part in the develop-
ment of this country," said Tuell,

the president of the American
Indian Law Students Association.

•Thanksgiving is made into this

happy time when everyone

The grant, which gives the
center about $650,000 annually for
three years, helps UCLA expand
and unite its research efforts.

The funds come from the
National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases — which is

connected to the National Instiuite

of Health. UCLA already receives
about $2 million each year from
the institute.

With these funds, UCLA and the

federal institute will work together
to study the AIDS virus.

"No one could set these
(research facilities) up by them-
selves because they're too expen-
sive," Chen said "By making it a
shared facility, we can do this."

Because AIDS research is

becoming increasingly focused on
drug and vaccine development as
well as understanding the disease
process, this expansion will help
get researchers involved in new
approaches for attacking AIDS, he
said *

**The idea of the center is to

See HERITAQE, page 8

tGardner taiks

iiis past and future

See AIDS, page 8

By Robert Relnhold
The New York Times

OAKLAND — It started as a
summertime romance between
two college kids in the 1950s. He
was working on the Oakland
waterfront tossing boxes in a
warehouse, she keypunching com-
puter cards in the office. He
thought she was "cute."

They got married in 1958 and
ultimately rose to the top of the

University of California, he as
president of the prestigious nine-

campus system, she as the official

associate of the president, his

constant companion in all matters
private and official.

But when Libby Gardner died
Feb. 8, a^ age 55, of a rare bone
cancer and the congestive heart

failure it caused, the process of
leaving one of the most prestigious

posts in higher education began for

David P. Gardner.

On Nov. 14, after nine months
of grieving, he announced that he

could no longer serve as president

without the woman he loved.

"This job is an all-consuming
position," he said in an interview a
week later in the 22nd floor office

near downtown Oakland from
which he oversees the 166,000-
student university. "I cannot find

my way clear to reconstruct my
life, to rebuild it, as long as I'm
doing this job. What I am now
doing alone, we had been doing
together. And it's not the same
thing."

He said he had not made any
plans except that he wanted to

remain active in education.

The 58 -year-old Gardner is

widely credited with having rebuilt

the university after about 15 years
of suffering at the hands of
governors and legislators resentful

of its role in antiN^ar and other
protests. He will leave office Oct 1

with the university once again in

financial crisis, but this time
because of recession.

"As I leave, there is not an

Daly Bfuin ..„ ^_„
DC President David Gardner will be leaving his post in October
1992.

unwillingness to fund it, but an
incapacity to fund it," he said.

He proudly catalogued his

accomplishments since 1983: The
university recovered just about all

the state support it lost under Govs.
Ronald Reagan and Edmund G.
Brown Jr.; faculty salaries, which
had dropped to 16 percent below
those at similar universities, arc

now comparable again; the con-

struction of $3.7 billion in new
buildings; plans started for a 10th
campus in the San Joaquin Valley;
an expanded education-abroad
program; and a broadening of
access to students from historically

underrepresented minority groups.
There were also conflicts, like

his losing battle against the

See GARDNER, page 9
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Melnltz Movies
Sneak Preview "December-
Melnitz Theater t

^< S:()() |>M
UCIA Department ofMusic
Holiday Concert

Royce Hall
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General

Student Committee for the Arts

Jazz at the Wadsworth
T-shirt design contest

See ad for details

Mortar Board
Faculty Excellence Award
See ad for details

Honors Programs
1992 Barry M. Goldwater Scholarships

See ad for application information

Cultural A Recreational AfEairs

Big Mid-year discounts available on UCLA Recreation Cards
See ad for deutls

Women's Resource Center
UCLA Rajje Services

See ad for details
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News Commentary

IVe'/e at peace with

everyone but ourselves
With the Cold War over

and with fears of
another Pearl Harbor at

rest, it's hard to remember a

Thanl^giving Day when there

were more reasons for the U.S. to

give thaniu than in this second
year of the last decade of the

century. But somehow there is

little rejoicing. We seem to be at

peace with everybody but
ourselves.

How could this be? For 50 years

since the invention of atomic
weapons, we have lived in fear of a
third world war. In the first two
world wars, 70 million people
were killed.

In the Cold War against com-
munism, when the two political

parlies finally agreed on a non-

partisan foreign policy, the U.S.

avoided a third world war with

comparatively few casualties.

Surely this was a cause for

rejoicing, but that's not the way it

is.

Instead, we are engaged here in

a series of mean and nasty argu-

ments over abortion, racial poli-

tics, the cost of credit cards, who's
to be blamed for the economic
recession and unemployment, and
what's the matter with George
Bush and Gov. Mario Cuomo of
New York.

You might have thought that at

least for this one holiday week the

president would have brought a

sense of historical perspective to

James
Reston
the national debate. But in this

year, when the "evil empire"

collapsed, he proposed a five-year

military budget that, •in constant

dollars, would be 25 percent higher

than 20 years ago, at the height of
the cold war.
No opposition party can really

compete with the president in

changing the thought of the nation

during such a revolution in world
affairs. As Woodrow Wilson said,

the president's **is the only nation-

al voice in affairs. Let lUm once
win the admiration and confidence
of the country and no other single

force can withstand him. His is the

vital place of action in the system."

President Bush seemed to sense
the truth of this for a time, and
talked of "a new world order."

which he started with a war that

took the lives ofmore than 1 50,000
Iraqis and Kurds, which he barely

mentioned.

There was a kind of jingoistic

rejoicing after the painful hbera-

tion of Kuwait, but since then the

object of his policies seems to have
been his own re-election, and the

Democrats have responded with
their own brand of bush league

See THANKS, page 24

The Daily Bruin strives to be accurate in all its stories. When
mistakes occur, it is the Bruin's policy to correct them prompt-
ly on this page. Errors may be broughl to the attention of the
editors by calling (213) 825-9893.
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ELLIS GHOOSIAN

SUNNY SUNG/D<Mly Boiki

A year in the life
As 1991 draws to a close, bittersweet memories linger in the UCLA community.

After the United States declared war on Iraq for failing to withdraw its forces from
Kuwait on Jan. 16. more than 100 students were arrested for staging a Murphy
Hall sit-in. above left. They had hoped to persuade Chancellor Charles Young to
cancel classes for a day and devote the time to discussion of the Middle East cri-
sis.

Several melees In Westwood also made the campus community wary. In March,
some 1,500 youths went on a three-hour rampage through village streets after
movie theaters oversold tickets for the opening night of "New Jack City," above.
Police arrested six people for burglary, failure to disperse and throwing objects at
moving cars with the intent to Injure passengers.

With the state facing a $14.3 billion budget deficit and the University of California
tagging on an additional 40 percent to registration fees, students rallied against
key university officials and signed petitions demanding more affordable education
below.

Basketball star Magic Johnson announced in early November that he will retire
from professional basketball because he is infected with the virus that causes
AIDS, left. The 31-year-old Lakers guard played on five world championship teams
and won three nrtost-valuable-olavpr aw»rHc

r- —^ » • «... ^1 1

UCLA football fans had something to cheer about for the first time In five years
The year saw an upturn for the Bruins, who defeated the Trojans 24-21 In front of
84,623 fans at the Coliseum, below left. The victory boosted the No. 25 Bruins'
record to 8^3. while lowering USC's to 3^, their worst record in 34 years

LAURA LEE SWAN

SUNNY SUNQ/Ddly Bnjin
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Briefs

World

Brazilian raiiifdiests

set aside for Indians

RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil -^ Ignoring

a backlash from Amazon politicians.

President Fernando Collor de Mello
stepped up his campaign to preserve the

culture and sanctuaries of Brazilian

Indians last week by reserving 19,000

square miles of virgin rain forest as a

homeland for 500 Kaiapo Indians.

Slightly larger than Switzerland, the

new reservation will be Brazil's second

largest, surpassed only by a Yanomami
reservation created two weeks ago. With
these and other decrees, Collor has in one
month protected Indian land equivalent to

57 percent of what was set aside over the

preceding 80 years.

Praise for the president's action has

flooded in from environmentalists, artists

and American politicians. **Brazil is

setting an example for the world," British

rock star Sting said. In 1989, Sting and
Raoni, a Kaiapo leader, raised $1.2

million for the demarcation of Raoni *s

homeland.

Pakistan sends first

female envoy to U.S

WASHINGTON — With its relaUons

with the United States at their lowest point

in decades, Pakistan has sent a new kind

of ambassador to Washington to start-

rebuilding ties at a time when Islamabad

is no longer a front-line nation helping to

confront Soviet influence in Afghanistan.

Ambassador Abida Hussain, the flrst

woman to represent the Islamic republic

in Washington, is a skilled politician with

strong opinions and no diplomatic experi-

ence.

Convention on South

Africa's future likely

JOHANNESBURG. South Africa —
Negotiations to dismantle white rule were

hailed as imminent Saturday as represen-

tatives of 20 political organizations

concluded preparations for a formal

convention to debate the future of South

Afirica.

"More than ever, we are convinced that

we arc walking the last mile," said Cyril

Ramaphosa, secretary general of the

African National Congress, speaking to

journalists at the end of the two-day

meeting outside Johannesburg.

The Convention for a I>emocratic

South Africa, as it has been designated, is

expected to become the launching pad for

negotiations leading to a new constitution

giving the country's black majority

equality with the white minority.

Woman's plea to die

stirs debate in Canada

TORONTO— In a case that is likely to

set new legal precedents for Canada, a

24-year-old Quebec woman who is

paralyzed by a rare neurological disease

has asked a judge to approve the

disconnection of a respirator that has kept

her alive in a hospital room since June

1989.

Her doctor has testified that she is

likely to die **within minutes" of the

machine being switched off.

The woman, whose family has asked

that she be identifled only as Nancy B.,

was the focus of an emotional hearing at

the Hotel-Dieu Hospital in Quebec City

on Thursday. A judge convened the

session to hear the woman, in the presence

of her parents, doctors and lawyers, make
her own plea for an end to her life.

Nation

U.S. to appoint envoy

to Ukraine after vote

WASHINGTON — The Bush admi-

nistration plans to appoint a special envoy

to the Ukraine, assuming that its vole for

independence on Sunday passes and is

certified by election observers as free and

fair, administration officials said Satur-

day.

Administration officials said that on
Monday or Tuesday, the White House
plans to issue a lengthy, delicately

balanced statement making clear that it

welcomes the Ukrainian independence

vote, but is not going to rush immediately

to formally recognize independence and

open an embassy in Kiev, as it is now
doing with the newly independent Baltic

republics.

Deflate over Iraq may
affect U.S. elections

WASHINGTON— Nine months after

the remarkably well-executed Desert

Storm operation, and six months after it

became clear that the allies had imposed
on themselves an incomplete victory, a

new debate is rising in Washington.

As an unforeseen consequence of

President Bush's decision last spring to

leave Iraq's future to the Iraqis, rather

than press then and there for the removal

^ of Saddam Hussein, Iraq has become a
time bomb both for the Bush administra-

tion and for the 18 million people living in

increasingly desperate conditions under
Saddam's rule.

The problem is made worse for Bush by
the fact that this time bomb is likely to be
ticking all through next year's election

campaign.

State

Man rescues rats
from burning house
GLENDALE— A Glendale man who

had already led two people out of a

burning home dashed back inside to save a

family of rats when he saw a 7-year-old

girl crying over the fate of her pets.

Royd Brown, 28, ran across a burning

floor, grabbed two tanks holding three

adult and 10 baby rats and brought them

out to his friend, Megan Teixeira.

Megan sat on the curb in front of her

home an hour later, still dressed in her

purple pajamas trying to comfort the rat

family.

**I didn't want them to die because I

love them very much," she said.

Top 10 List

TOP TEN GENERAL ELECTRIC
PRODUCTS IN DEVELOPMENT:

10. Artificial appendix

9. Electric dreadlock de-tangler

8. TV audio system that automatically

adds an Italian accent

7. 3-speed back shaver

6. Secret beam aimed at brains of
Sylvania executives

5. Telq}hone voice modulator that

makes you sound like Alex Trebek

4. TV screen that makes every Cosby
kid look black

3. Zombie monkeys that operate waffle

iron

2. Newj)atio for the board chairman's

house

1. The vibrating pocket-buddy

(From The Late Night With David LetUrman Book

of Top Ten Lists")

Compiled from Bruin wire services

Bruins Score
You get supermarket prices and the Great Grocery Giveaway,

so everyone wins at Breadstilcsl

Christine
UCLA Erwlish Junior

won $86.02

Melissa
UCLA History Professor

won $82.20

Greg
UCLA Economics Senior

won $17.30

R. Lundy and Family
A Happy Mom
won $109.56

Megan
UCLA MedicalCenter Nurse

won $23.86

These people entered and won our Great Grocery Giveaway. You could, tool Just write your

name and phone number on your Breadstiks receipt, drop it in the jar, and you could find yourself

on this page, also! No purchase necessary. Remember, if you don't play, we can't pay!

REE PARKING!

Open til 11pm ^q^-j Cayley Ave 209-1111

LE CONTE UCLA

i

1
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Professors prefer research, study finds
By Marina DuncQerskl

Daily Bruin Staff

Professors at the University of

California are more interested in

conducting research than teaching,

according to a yearlong research

survey conducted by UCLA.
UC professors are also more

drawn to research than their

colleagues at universities nation-

wide, the report found.

The survey — conducted by a

branch of the UCLA Graduate
School of Education — painted a
broad portrait of professors* atti-

tudes about their professional

priorities, goals and frustrations.

Authored by UCLA Professor

Alexander Astin and UCLA edu-

cation researchers William Kom
and Eric Dey, the report is based on
responses from about 10 percent of
the estimated 400,000 college

faculty in the United States. The
results were compiled from four-

page questionnaires.

While UC professors said they

considered teaching important,

only 32 percent of faculty said

their primary interest was leaching

— compared to 68 percent who

Teaching viewed as a professional goal,

but research remains a primary interest
said they favored research.

The survey is one of several

recent reports that have found

university faculty prioritize

"It*s pretty clear that at

research universities

there is a clear conflict

between researching

and teaching. The
majority of faculty with

tenure felt that tenure

was a useless concept."

Eric Day
Co-author of Survey

research above teaching.

Last month, a UC task force

issued a stinging report that called

on the university to balance its

teaching with its research. The
report recommended the modifi-

cation of the tenure track process,

easing faculty members* research

requirement for promotion.

This pressure to publish in order

to secure tenure is often called the

"publish or perish syndrome." In

response to this academic concern,

universities such as Stanford are

considering important changes,

including merit pay for good
teachers.

The UCLA survey found many
conflicts between teaching and

research, said £>ey, an associate

director of UCLA's Higher Edu-

cation Research Institute.

**It*s pretty clear that at research

universities there is a clear conflict

between researching and teach-

ing,** he said. *The majority of

faculty with tenure felt that tenure

was a useless concept. They said it

should be eliminated altogether

because it is a useless concept**

While many American profes-

sors said research was their prim-

ary interest, more than half of the

professors also said that research

and publishing demands are a

major source of stress.

Still, the survey found many
professors insisted that the practice

of hiring professors on the basis of
their research was appropriate.

Research is one of the central

UC missions because it produces
new knowledge which is then

shared with students, faculty have
said.

"One cannot separate leaching

from researching, said Richard

Sisson, senior vice chancellor of

academic affairs and a UC task

force member.
'There is a contributing nature

of knowledge to teaching — one
teaches what one discovers,** he

said. "And, to learn firsthand from
those that discover firsthand —
that*s something that you get in

"There is a contributing

nature of knowledge to

teaching— one teaches

what one discovers.

And, to learn firsthand

from those that

discover firsthand—
that's something that -

you get in your

education."

Richard Sisson
Senior Vice Chanceiior

your education.**

The UCLA survey drew its

conclusions from the responses of
35,000 full-time undergraduate
teaching faculty at almost 400
colleges and universities across the

country during fall and winter
terms of 1989-90.

The survey included about 900
responses from five UC campuses— UCLA, UC Davis. Riverside,

Irvine and Santa Cruz.

RINGGG
IN THE

NEW
Order your 14k or 18k goM
UCLA(joss Ring and receiveo

Sony Cordless Phone FREE!
TlKifs right! From Nov.20-Dec. 6th, v^^hen you order your

official UCLA cbss ring in 1 4k or 1 8k gold, you'll receive

a SonyG>rdlessTelephoneANDyou'll receive both in hme

(or the holidays by just paying for your ring order in full.

;|RT(7IKVED
>< COLLEGE JEWELRY

November 20-December 6, 10-5pm

Look for our tables at these locations:

ASUCLA Students' Slore

ASUCLA Campus Photo Studio

Lu Valle Comnrxxis Students' Store

Health Sciences Store

/

FITTING
CONTACT
LENSES IS n6t
CHILD'S PLAY
Why Jo some ili^t oiinrcrs ;u t

like it is?

They sell contact lenses ;is if thev

were an everyday co?iimodity.

When lens sales depend upon
volume alone, how muc h time

cai^ be devoted to the individual

patient? How much proper fit-

tinR can there he?

You know. So l\k> we.

DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS

SPECIAL $175-00
includes exam, lens, care kit &. follow up care

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES $225.00

ALL STUDENT &. EMPLOYEE VISION CARE PLANS ACCEPTED

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH, O.D. -k-e
10955 Weyburn Ave. • Corner of Wci^urn & Broxton • 208-4748

BK .̂aii»^L»itll'f(ii,U

uw

COMPUTER SALE
• One Year Parts and
Labor Warranty

• ioo% IBM Compatible

286/386/486
Complete Super VGA Systenns

286-12 Mhz(40N4B HD. Complete Mono System) $545

386SX-16Mhz(52MBHDw/I7ms.SVGA) $945

386SX-20 Mhz (52MB HD W/1 7ms. SVGA). $970 '

386-25 Mhz (85MB HD W/15mS. SVGA) $1150

386-33 Mhz W/64K Cache (85MB HD w/1 5ms. SVGA) $1260

486-33 Mhz W/64K Cache ( 1 20MB HD w/ 1 5ms. SVGA). ... $1700

486-33 Mhz W/256K Cache ( 1 20MB HD W/1 5ms. SVGA).. $1770

Each SVGA System mcJudes
1MB RAM
1 .2MB or 1 .44MB Floppy Drive

1
4- Hyundai SVGA Monitor 30dp

lYtdsnt SVGA Card vw/lMB-356 Colors
2PI>2HD loe Controler
ATI/ops/lPflO)A lOl Keyboard

Upgrades:
1MB RAM .Add $46

1 .2MB or 1 .44MB PD....Add $55
40MB HO to 52MB HO... j\dd $40
52MB HO to 85MB HO.. ..Add $80
85MB HO to laOMB HD...Add $80

Bring ad to James Cho
for a free mouse with any

system purchase

BEST QUALITY
BEST SERVICE

WILSHIRE

401 S.Vermont Ave. Suites 5&6
LOS Angeles. CA 90020 (2 1 3) 384.-660

1

m^^^^m^
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Theft of sentimentally priceless jacket

is student's 'worst niglitmare come trae'

By Letisia IMarqiiez

Daily Bruin Staff

Soon after UCLA graduate

student Jennifer Davis lost a

friend of more than 20 years to

AIDS, the only memento she had

from him was stolen from a

campus study lounge Tuesday.

Upon returning to the

Architecture and Urban Plan-

ning lounge from a study break

last week, Davis noticed the

black leather jacket belonging to

her friend was missing.

So, hoping to retrieve the

jacket, she distributed fliers that

read "left to owner by a close

friend who died recently —
incredibly distressed with loss."

Davis had supported her

friend, whose name she does not

want to release, throughout his

battle against AIDS. And before

he died, he granted her one of his

most prized possessions — the

now-missing jacket

*The items he left his closest

friends were items he treasured

so much,** said Davis, a second-

year graduate architecture stu-

dent. *That*s why the loss is so

hard.**

Australian-bom Davis met
her friend more than 20 years

ago in Berkeley and later they

became overseas pen pals.

But Davis found out about his

disease a year ago when she

enrolled in UCLA*s graduate

school. "He waa already very

sick then. All we could do was be

there for him.**

And the only item that

remained from their enduring

friendship was the jacket. "I just

want it back, no questions

asked.**

Davis had left her jacket and

books in the study lounge on

Tuesday afternoon to answer a

long distance phone call in a

neighboring room, she said.

Expecting to see her posses-

sions just as she had left them,

she returned to the lounge to

discover the jacket was gone.

Although Davis questioned peo-

ple immediately and distributed

fliers the next day. she said she

has heard no clues about the

missing jacket

And she has not reported the

theft because she said it would be

difficult for the police to locate

the leather jacket

But fellow students have been

sympathetic to her plight, she

said. "People have been very

supportive. They say it*s your

worst nightmare come true.**

Interstate 5
after storm kills 17
By Stephanie Brommer
Los Angeles Daily News

A 100-mile stretch of Interstate

5 was reopened as workers cleared

away a mass of wreckage left when

a sudden, blinding dust storm set

off what may have been the largest

highway accident in Califomia*s

history, officials said.

The death toll Saturday stood at

17, with victims ranging from 1 to

70 years old, said Sgt Ted Eich-

man of the California Highway

PatroPs Central Division in Fres-

no. Roughly 150 were injured, 20

of them still listed in critical

condition.

*This is at least more than three

times more serious than any

similar kind of accident,** said Lt
Gov. Leo McCarthy, who as acting

governor toured the accident site

Saturday near Coalinga in the San

Joaquin Valley. "It wasn*t like

heavy fog, where you can be

forewarned to slow down. The

dust storm happened all of a

sudden and people were in it

befo-e they knew it. The speed

limit is 65 mph on this stretch of

road and cars collided at a very

high rate of speed.**

Coalinga is approximately 200

miles north of Los Angeles.

A dozen CHP accident investi-

gators worked Saturday to piece

together how the series of pileups

happened, while two dozen other

CHP officers from Modesto to

Bakersfield rerouted traffic, Eich-

man said.

Six tow-truck companies work-

ed to clear charred and wrecked

vehicles from the four-lane high-

way, the major north-south route

See IMTERSTATE, page 10

1015 Gayley #105 in Westwood Village

(just half a block south ofWeybum)

(310)824-5006

2 for 1 Special!
To Introduce Myself to You I Am

Offering a Special Promo of:

50% OFF HAIRCUTS
\YHEN YOU BRDVC INlT

FIUENDONTHE
SAME DAT!

Morning thru Evening

Monday thru Saturday

Call PARIS
for an Appointment

Must Bring Ad for Appointment

THE STORE

Blouses - $ 1
250

lkirts-$95o

Sweaters - $19^1

SportGoats
m

^,-.^

Values to $150.
f

.:,.,^...S

Westwood Blvd. Ld^ Angeles, CA 90064

(213)1*794;

took Galileo 16 years to master

You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the

dreaded astronomy exam.

On the odier hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advant^e. It helps

keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniendy So

even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.

If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar

sys.™ fas^r too „ . .^ VIVARIN
IMrikdVNV*) OHiuifrt (iffnnr titmnpKdcdHer C I9W NrMMOmt

Milli Vanilli's Rob Pilatus attempts suicide
Star slashes wrist, takes pills,

cocaine and calls LA. Times
By Stephanie Brommer
Los Angeles Dally News

WEST HOLLYWOOD — A
member of the pop duo Milli

Vanilli. whose lip-synced record

received and then lost a Grammy
award, attempted suicide, officials

said.

Rob Pilatus, 27. early Saturday

took pills and cocaine, slashed a

wrist and threatened to jump off

the ninth-floor ledge of his resi-

dence before Los Angeles County

sheriffs deputies talked him out of

taking his own life, said SgL Jim

Mortensen of the West Hollywood
station.

Pilatus was taken from his

apartment at the La Mondrian

Hotel at 8550 Sunset Blvd. to

Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in

Los Angeles. He was placed under

72-hour observation, said sheriff's

Sgt. Larry Lincoln.

Pilatus, who was bom in New
York and raised in Germany, and

partner Fabrice Morvan were

BRUIN (2'''*) 474-6267

TRAFFIC (

SCHOOL '

FREK P.\RKIX(; CI SIIIO.NKI) CILAIKS

SAT, SUN, & EVENINGS
CLASSES

SAK's TERiYAKI=Japanese Fast Food=

I KAPPY PLATE
(•Chicken
•Beef Stick

I
•Fried Rice

_ •Green Salad

After 3:00 pm to close
|

I

I
$3.40

with couoon

PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE FOR PICKUP

1121 Glendon Avenue (213)

mI qui Westwood Village, CA 208-2002

LUNCH & DINNER AT THE SAME PRICE

disgraced last year when it was

revealed they lip-synced to other

singers' vocals on the best-selling

album, "Girl You Know It*s True."

They were ordered to give up the

Grammy award they won in 1990

as best new artists.

Sheriffs deputies learned of the

suicide attempt from a switch-

board operator at the Los Angeles

Times, which Pilatus called early

Saturday, Lincoln said.

Pilatus called the newspaper's

switchboard at 4:55 a.m. and asked

to speak to an editor, officials said.

When none could be reached,

Pilatus told operator Jerry Wing
that he had taken some pills and

intended to kill himself, Lincoln

said.

Wing kept Pilatus on the line

long enough to determine his

location, while others called the

Sheriffs Department, officials

said.

A half-dozen deputies arrived at

the hotel, and while some entered a

room adjacent Pilatus*, sheriffs

field supervisor Mortensen went to

the rear of the building.

"1 was outside near the swim-

ming pool and counting floors to

find the ninth floor when I saw him

climbing over the railing,*' Mor-

tensen said. "I was yelling at him,

*No, don't do this. You don't want

to do this. Go inside and let the

deputies in to help you.'"

Mortensen then had an operator

at the West Hollywood station call

Pilatus. When Pilatus went into the

room to answer the telephone,

sheriffs deputies clambered from

the adjacent room and entered

Pilatus' room through the patio

door, Mortensen said.

Pilatus told deputies he was
tired of having his family members

bothered about the lip-syncing

scandal, Mortensen said.

Deputies found a bottle of

prescription pills and a suicide

note left under a pillow, Mortensen

said.

*i really think he was intending

lojump,"hesaid.

Howard Cluss
MAMT.

President

THE MASSAGE NETWORK
213-271-9279

A Professional group of LICENSED MASSAGE therapists
Specializing In Swedish, Sports and Deep Tissue Massage.

MENTION THIS AD AND RECEIVE $10 DISCOUNT
OFF YOUR FIRST TREATMENT

Available at Home, Office, or Business.

HAIRCUT &
MEN & WOMEN

BLOWDRY

^.i,,.*.

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

Bikini Wax $8
Lip Wax $4
Eyebrow $5
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax $20
Sculpture Nails

HILITE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

CELLOPHANE &
CUT S 25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Mario's Restaurant Exp. 1/2/92

FUTON & FRAME
UQUIDATION•It

SALE
Yah Oa* Rnih PILLOWS WITH A^fY PURCHASE
rou uei Doui

q^ futons and frame —
Pieces

£^—

i

FREE! IMPORTED DECORATOR

QUEEN

VALUE.

BRAND-NEW
NAME BRAND

TWIN 2 PC. $45
FULL 2 pc. $55

QUEEN 2 pc. $75
KING 3 pc. $95

Thursday Dec. 12th

MISS CALIFORNIA BEACH
FINALS

Hosted by KROQ's Jed The Flsh...6:00'10:00pm
•Live Band (to be announced)

•Jagennelster Girls - Free Prizes

•Free Prlzes-CD's*KROQ Beach Towels*

Tee Shlrts*Concert Tickets All Night Long!
^ Tickets now on sale - $20

FOR MORE INFO CALL (213)655-0123

LOS ANGELES 7636 MELROSE AVE (ABOVE .THE GAPxLMCf.GSS 012;

NEWPORT DEACII 33'35 VIA LlOO -rUKrS 0575

HERMOSA BEACH '.'34 HERM05AAVE (7. 13)374 "7j8 ,

FUICW MATTRESSES
X- . . -

$45 $65
TWIN QUEEN

$55 $85
FULL KING

5 PIECE BEDROOM SET
$159 .^ n

YOU GET
AvMlabl* in light

2 NigMfltands. Mirror & Headboard,

or country baach.

FURNITURE
6032 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD

(1 BLOCK EAST OF FAIRFAX, OPPOSITE MAY CO.)

(213)939-1244 • 939-3335

OPEN 7 DAYS: Mon.-Fri. 10 am - 7 pm Sat:/Sun. 11 am - 6 pm
L .. J

I i{i;k i'aijkinc in hkak
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MONDAY & TUESDAY*
ARE PASTA NIGHTS!! if

All You Can Eat
(including garlic bread)

DAILY BEER SPECIALS

150 Imported &
Domestic Beers
16 Draught

ENTERTAINMENT
. SUN-THURS(EXCLUOING MON) 8PM TO MIDNIGHT

• 5 Dart Boards, and Gameroom

SPORTS CHANNEL TV ON ALL OPEN HOURS

2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA
7 Days a week 1lam-2am (213) 828-98391^* 7 uays a ween I laiii-^aiii \^"^f w-w ^^^- V

L.A. "s onlv^
Monday Night Football

New York style
m

anew yocl^ bar

m

i

Monday Night Football

Complimentary
Hot Dog Buffet

S1.75 looz. Miller Drafts

Beer & Burger Special
1 /3 lb. Cheese Burger,

French Fries

& Draft Miller Lite

or Genuine
only $4.75
( 4 pm. to closing)

ALL SPORTS -

ALL THE TIME!
Take a front
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Professors, students question

Bush's motive iieliind riglits liiii

By Regina RavettI

Dally Bruin Staff

While UCLA professors and

students praised President Bush

for signing a civil rights bill

designed to protect the rights of

traditionally underrepresented

groups, they criticized him for

supporting the bill only to bolster

his own political image.

The landmark bill, signed by

Bush on Nov. 21. resembles the

Civil Rights Act of 1965. but also

provides extended job protection

and awards damages for job

discrimination, including sexual

harassment.

Overturning six Supreme Court

rulings effective from 1971

through 1989, the new law makes

it easier for people to prove racial

discrimination, said law Professor

Reginald Alleyne.

"Most of the changes make the

law what it was before it was

interpreted by the U.S. Supreme

Court." he said.

For instance, the law overturns a

1974 case in which minority

workers suing a sabnon cannery

for excluding them from high-

paying jobs because of their

ethnicity were required to supply

the evidence to prove racial discri-

mination.

But signing the bill a year after

vetoing a stronger one also allows

Bush to appease white voters and

gain an edge over Louisiana state

representative David Duke,

rumored to be one of Bush*s 1992

Republican presidential oppo-

nents.

Bush signed the new bill after it

was rewritten to exclude quotas for

the hiring of women and minori-

ties.

*The president's advisers think

*quota* is a good scare word — it

frightens white people into believ-

ing they will be fired and replaced

with minorities." Alleyne said.

Signing a civil rights bill with

quotas would not have made Bush

tht champion of the white working

class, law Professor Henry McGee
agreed. *To have signed it would

be a sign of minority advance-

ment"

Others speculate Bush signed

the bill to distance himself from

Duke, a former Ku Klux Klan

leader, because of growing public

awareness that Bush shares Duke*s

disdain for hiring quotas.

Wary of being associated with

Duke, Bush supported the law to

appease right-wing Republicans

and increase his popularity with

black voters.

But signing the bill has caused

Bush to both lose and gain voters,

said Jaime Maldonado, editor of

La Gente, UCLA's Chicano, Lati-

no and Native American newsma-

gazine.

"Bush is just trying to get David

Duke*s votes by saying that there

will be no quotas," Maldonado

said. "It*s all pohtical rhetoric to

get him to look good."

Others say the bill's positive

impact outweighs any political

maneuvering.

"As employees, this bill protects

our right as a people of color and

gives us more rights as an employ-

er to claim racial discrimination

against an employer," said Vinh

Lam. a UCLA senior. "A lot of

people feel that there's finally a

civil rights bill that we're comfort-

able with."

Grocery siiooting sentence spurs

debate on judicial Independence
By Rene Lynch
Los Angeles Daily News

When a judge handed a

Korean-American grocer proba-

tion for shooting to death a black

teenager, the sentence was widely

condemned as lenient and oppo-

nents vowed to pursue the jurist's

removal.

But history and a decision last

week to keep Los Angeles Super-

ior Court Judge Joyce Karlin on

the criminal bench in Compton

demonstrate that judges maintain

broad decision-making indepen-

dence in the face of public pressure

and legal wrangling, officials say.

"It will be a sad day whenjudges

have to look over their shoulder

and try to decide what is politically

correct rather than what is just,'"

iv:

»

said Michael S. Ullman, a Sac-

ramento municipal judge and

president of the California Judge's

Association.

Ullman and legal officials said

the public outcry generated by the

Soon Ja Du sentencing did not go

unnoticed by jurists.

*There is no doubt the criticism

against Karlin could prevent

judges from being so independent

in the future," said Erwin
Chemerinsky, a law professor at

the University of Southern Cahfor-

nia School of Law. "But my belief

is that it will have no effect on

judges — judges are not going to

give up theirjudicial independence

under pressure."

Karlin sentenced Du, 51, to five

years probation and 400 hours of

community services for fatally

shooting 15-year-old Lausha
Harlins. whom Du suspected of

shoplifting a $ 1 .79 bottle of orange

juice.

Black community leaders

branded the decision as racist and

District Attorney Ira Reiner,

whose office is pursuing an appeal,

called the probation term for a

voluntary manslaughter convic-

tion "a stunning miscarriage of

justice."

Protests were staged and formal

complaints to the California Com-
mission on Judicial Performance

are planned. And black leaders

promise to unseat Karlin at the

polls in 1992.

"No one will be above the law.

not even those who interpret it."

See JUDICIAL, page 1
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encourage people who are working

to do more, and those who aren't to

start." he added.

But UCLA officials also want

the new facilities to make UCLA's
AIDS research more prominent in

the medical community and the

public eye.

*This program will help cen-

tralize our efforts, instead of

having clinical research in one area

and administrative work in

HERITAGE

another." said Esther Hays, associ-

ate dean of the School of Medicine.

*The hope for the new center is

that we will be able to have a

united approach to caring for

patients with HIV." Hays said.

"We will be able to show the

community that we will be a great

resource for AIDS research."

The goal is to foster innovative

AIDS research within the basic

sciences and the clinical arena.

said Jeanine Stiles, administrative

director of the AIDS Care Center

and Clinic.

In addition to the four research

facilities, the federal grant has also

helped to establish a grant program

for small-scale AIDS research

projects in which UCLA faculty

are invited to conduct their own
research. Applications for these

grants are now being reviewed.

Stiles said.

3001 Wllshire Blvd. Santa Monica. CA. 90403 (213) 828-3000
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shared." she added. "It's painting a

happy picture which is incorrect,

which is a lie."

These misconceptions are evi-

dent in the way the general public

stereotypes the Indians during

Thanksgiving, said Cal Codynah. a

programmer in the Southern Cali-

fornia Indian Center.

"It's always been a problem." he

said. "Tribes are always ste-

reotyped as wild savages."

But many people are condi-

tioned to view the holiday in a

slanted way during their childhood

years, he said. "Students need to be

told of the ramifications of it all.

You get caught up with the time of

the season without thinking of the

history."

Even American Indians are

asked to beUeve a lot of allusions.

Lewis said, adding that main-

stream society wants them to

believe they cannot change his-

tory.

*They want us to buy into that

all the past atrocities that were

committed against our people arc

offsetted by the benefits that the

Western culture has to offer." he

said.

People can help by accepting

American Indians as a vibrant

community and not as a past

society in the history books. Lewis

said.

*They can stop the destruction

of our holy sites and geographic

regions ... stop the stereotypes

like the sports mascots." he said.

'That just brings about a feeling of

low self-worth."

Still, some American Indians

say Thanksgiving can be a positive

experience. Machamer said.

"Instead of trying to make it a

negative time. I take pride in the

strength and the generosity of my
people."

Spacecraft en route to Jupiter

to conduct UCIA experiments
By Lori Quinton

Dally Bruin Staff

In its lengthy journey around the

solar system, the Galileo space-

craft will zoom past Jupiter,

conducting experiments— several

of which were designed by two

UCLA professors.

Launched in 1989, Galileo

could shed light on the red-spotted

planet, perhaps answering such

mystifying questions as how light-

ning storms can occur in the

planet's atmosphere.

Christopher Russell and Mar-

garet Kivelson, both professors of

earth and space science, have

designed several experiments

which will be conducted aboard

the multimillion-dollar NASA
spacecraft once it approaches

Jfipiter.

The largest planet in the solar

system. Jupiter is about 2.4 billion

miles from the sun— a distance 26

times greater than that of the Earth

to the sun. Galileo's planetary

rendezvous with Jupiter will occur

in 1995.

The data from theUCLA jMOJect

GARDNER

will help researchers learn more

about the planet and its relation-

ship with the rest of the solar

system.

"We could find out what type of

material leads to lighming and

whether lightning is a generalized

phenomenon." Russell said.

For example, lighming on Earth

comes from clouds made of water.

But Jupiter's frigid and wind-

swept atmosphere is primarily

filled with ammonia clouds, so

scientists want to find out if the

lightning they observe is coming

from these clouds instead.

The data from the project may
answer broader questions about

the nature of lighming on Earth as

well as the rest of the solar system.

The UCLA scientists said they

hope to find answers to other

complex questions about Earth.

Their Galileo project may uncover

information about the Earth's

magnetic field.

"We roughly understand that the

Earth's magnetic field is generated

by the core of the planet." Russell

said.

But at this time, the planet's

magnetic field is not completely

understood, he added.

"Jupiter has the strongest mag-

netic field in the solar system

besides the sun. Jupiter is a bit

different on the inside but the

magnetic field is basically the

same." Russell said.

So. if the data from the mag-

nometer — an instrument that

measures the strength of a magne-

tic field — reveals more about

Jupiter's magnetic field, it could

give scientists a much better

understanding of Earth's magnetic

field, he said.

Another question the UCLA
scientists want to answer is how
Jupiter's emission of radio waves

can be picked up by a radio system

on Earth.

The scientists are unsure why
the noise can be picked up so far

away on this planet. *The puzzle

has not been completely solved."

Russell said. "We're interested in

finding out why the radio waves

from Jupiter can be received on
Earth."

From page 1

regents* insistence on divesting the

university's stocks in companies
doing business in South Africa.

Gardner's job is not to adminis-

ter the campuses, which enjoy

considerable academic autonomy
under local chancellors, but to

protect the system politically and

deal with political leaders.

His style may seem a little

remote, imperial and moralistic to

some, but none can deny Gardner

is one of the most powerful

university presidents in the land.

He earns $243,500. which makes

him by far the highest paid state

official in California; he oversees a

budget of more than $6 billion a

year.

A moderate conservative politi-

cally, he is widely regarded as

extraordinarily adept at the intrica-

cies of California politics.

"He is about as good at running

big complex institutions as any-

body I've ever seen." said Ira

Michael Heyman. until recently

chancellor of the flagship Berkeley

campus, who had a number of

disagreements with the president

Heyman. now a professor of law

at Berkeley, said he had sensed that

Gardner would quit six months

ago. when the president came to

his home for dinner and discussed

his mourning. "Ifs a very tough

job to do all by yourself." Heyman
said.

The job is likely to get tougher.

The university's share of the state

budget is declining, and its implied

promise to accept only the top

eighth of all California high school

graduates is in jeopardy, as are

Gardner's efforts to expand access

to minority students.

"I cannot find my way

clear to reconstruct my
life, to rebuild it, as

long as Tm doing this

job;*

David Gardner
UC President

Gardner said he had decided to

stay on until October because he

regarded the upcoming budget

year as crucial, not one for a new
president "unacquainted with the

key players, issues and eccentric

politics of California."

In all his jobs, Gardner was

accompanied by Elizabeth Fuhri-

man Gardner, who worked as

dental hygienist in Berkeley until

the first of their four daughters

arrived.

His jobs, as a vice chancellor at

the Santa Barbara campus, as

president of the University of Utah

and now at California, all involved

public relations and travel, and

Libby Gardner was usually at his

side.

"Instead of going off at night by

myself, we would be together." he

said. "We found it to be a very

attractive set of employment con-

ditions that caused us to come

together rather than be pulled apart

because of the demands of the

position."

In 1987. the university cotr-

ferred on Libby Gardner a new

title, associate of the president, an

unpaid position that recognized

her supportive role.

After his wife's death in Febru-

ary. Gardner spent most of May in

Asia on a mission for the Asia

Foundation, hoping that the time

away would help him recover. But

he returned home to the empty

house in Orinda. and matters did

not improve.

He said he did not make his

decision until Nov. 9. when he was

in Hawaii for the dedication of the

university's new Keck Telescope

on the Mauna Kea volcano. After

the dedication on the chilly peak,

he returned to his hotel, suffering

from a bad case of influenza, and

wrote his letter of resignation. The

words reflected his deep Mormon
faith in an afterlife:

"Death has now dissolved our

partnership, at least for this life,

although according to our faith not

forever; and it has become clearer

with each passing month since

Libby's death that without her I

cannot remain as president of the

University of California."
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Credibility seen as crax
of celebrated rape trial

Palm Beach jury to begin

hearing evidence today
By David IMargolIck

The New York Tlnries

PALM BEACH. Fla. — The
ordeal began as a casual encounter

between a local woman and a

privileged son of one of America's

most famous families. It quickly

evolved into one of the most highly

publicized and minutely scrutin-

ized rape cases in history.

Now eight months after their

fateful evening together, William

K. Smith and his accuser are about

to meet again, as a Florida jury

begins hearing evidence in the

case.

On Monday, prosecutors and

defense lawyers will winnow
down a panel of 37 citizens to the

six jurors and three alternates who
will actually decide Smith's guilt

or innocence.

At 1 :30 the prosecutor, Moira K.

Lasch of the Palm Beach County

state's attorney's office, will give

her opening statement, to be

followed by Smith's chief defense

counsel, Roy E. Black of Miami.

Testimony in the case will then

begin.

Over the next two to three

weeks. Judge Mary E. Lupo's

courtroom will be filled with

experts testifying on everything

from penile penetration, clothing

fibers and acoustics to strains of

grass and grains of sand to meteor-

ology and moonlight

Today, the case will almost

surely boil down to the credibility

of the 31 -year-old Smith, a recent

graduate of Georgetown Univer-

sity Medical School, and his

accuser, a 30-year-old woman
from nearby Jupiter. Both are

expected to<ake the witness stand.

'This is going to in some ways

parallel the Clarence Thomas

INTERSTATE
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between San Francisco and Los

Angeles.

A midaftemoon dust storm

Saturday slowed down the cleanup

work, Eichman said.

*The dust came in so fast again,

it slowed us down," Eichman said.

Portions of the interstate were

reopened gradually throughout the

day, though reopening a final

stretch of the highway was delayed

after California Department of

Transportation crews had to repair

road damage caused by vehicle

fires that erupted after the acci-

dents Friday.

The highway, portions of which

were closed for nearly 29 hours,

was opened about 7 p.m. Saturday,

CHP officials said.

Caltrans workers also helped

close on- and off-ramps to the

closed stretch of highway, he said.

Freshly plowed, drought-dry

fields and sudden high winds made

a deadly combination, said offi-

cials trying to make sense of the

tragedy.

"I don't know if I have a word to

describe it yet," said CHP Officer

Jean Roark who was among the

first to respond Friday afternoon.

"It was the worst thing I've ever

seen. I heard it happen. I heard the

metal crashing. But I couldn't see

it. I couldn't see to the next vehicle

ahead of us."

Roark, based in the Coalinga

office, had just come from an

proceedings," Black predicted. "It

depends on whether you believe

him or her."

The woman has charged that

Smith attacked her on the lawn of

the Kennedy family estate in the

early hours of March 30, after they

had kissed briefly on the nearby

beach.

"He tackled me and then he had

my dress up and his hands in my
pants and he raped me," she told

the Palm Beach police shortly after

the incident "I was screaming

*No!* and to stop and I couldn't

figure out why he wasn't stepping

and why nobody was helping me."

Smith, nephew of a president

and two senators and the cousin of

a congressman, has not denied that

he had consentual sexual inter-

course with the woman on the

beach, but has called the rape

charge "a damnable he."

In court papers, his lawyers

have suggested that the woman has

a history of psychological prob-

lems, notably an antipathy toward

men dating from childhood abuse.

They say she accused Smith both

out of anger and fear that she might

become pregnant, as she has on at

least three previous occasions.

Smith has been charged with

second-degree sexual battery. If

convicted, he could face 15 years

in prison. But because of his lack

of a previous record, the sentence

would probably be far more
lenient

The two sides have spent the

past eight months amassing an

enormous amount of information.

They have combed through the

other's past, interviewing anyone

who saw or overheard— or, in the

case of a man walking his dogs

near the Kennedy estate around the

time the attack is said to have

occurred — failed to overhear

anything remotely related to the

case.

They have collected statements

from bartenders, waiters and wait-

resses, from the woman's former

boyfriends, from her girlfriends

and in some instances, from her

girlfriends* boyfriends.

But under a series of rulings by

Judge Lupo, little of what the

lawyers arid investigators dug up is

likely to reach any of the jurors,

unless, that is, they already know
of it from the saturation news
reporting already done about the

case.

Invoking Florida's rape shield

law. Judge Lupo has decided that

the jury is not to hear of the

woman's previous abortions, or

that she bore one child out of

wedlock.

The judge has also disallowed

the use of medical records that, she

ruled, the defense improperly

obtained. Nor will she allow any

evidence of the accuser's previous

use of cocaine, although tests show
she had not used any on the night of

March 30.

"We can probably bring out that

she was bom prior to March 29 but

not much more than that,** Black

complained.

The judge has authorized the

defense to introduce the Ann
Taylor dress, high heels, black and

blue bra and Victoria's Secret

panties and panty hose the accuser

was wearing when she visited the

Kennedy estate. That these items

remained entirely intact suggests.

Smith's lawyers argue, that the

struggle the woman described did

not take place.

Once the jury is installed and

sequestered. Judge Lupo will

decide whether to admit the testi-

mony of three women who claim

Smith either raped or sexually

assaulted them between 1983 and

1988.

See CREMBIUTY, page 25

unrelated accident in the north-

bound lanes of Interstate 5 about

40 miles north of Coalinga when
the dust storm kicked up at 2:30

p.m.

The resulting accidents
involved 93 cars, including 11

big-rig trucks, along the highway

between state routes 33 and 152,

officials said.

Walking down the southbound

lanes, where traffic had abruptly

come to a dead halt, Roark saw
overturned cars, vehicles sand-

wiched under big-rig trucks, burn-

ing vehicles and a truck carrying a

load of baby food with its contents

spilled, she said.

For three hours, Roark and other

CHP officers, sheriffs deputies

and paramedics, ambulance driv-

ers and other rescue personnel

walked from vehicle to vehicle

assessing victims' injuries and

putting the most seriously injured

aboard helicopters.

Other victims walked to a

command post set up on the

highway for help, she said.

"It took us the first three hours

for triage and to look through

every vehicle," said Roark, a five-

year CHP veteran. "When you

only creep along from car to car

when all you see is the car directly

in front of you, it takes a long

time."

McCarthy described the scene

Saturday as one littered with

"gnarled, twisted masses of steel."

With Gov. Pete Wilson away on
vacation, McCarthy said he came
to the area to survey the scene,

assess the response to the disaster

and try to help assist victims.

"I came to assess what happened
and to examine the emergency

response and overall coordination

of disaster response to make sure

the system is good enough to save

lives," he said. *The CHP, Fresno

County sheriff's deputies and

other people did an excellent job

down there."

McCarthy praised the quick

helicopter response that took the

most seriously injured motorists to

10 area hospitals.

He said the emergency cellular

phone system worked better than it

had during the 1989 Loma Prieia

earthquake that rocked the Bay
Area.

Visiting a trauma center and

Red Cross center, McCarthy said

he met a hospitalized woman who
was unable to find her husband.

After looking on hospital and
Red Cross shelter lists, McCarthy
discovered the list of those taken to

nearby hotels was not available at

the hospitals. Officials quickly

rectified the problem, he said.

"I really wanted to try to support

the victims a little bit and find out

from their lips what concerns they

had," McCarthy said.

'lis the season to

be cautious, say
holiday shoppers
By Sarah Bartlett

The New York Times

NEW YORK— The Christmas

lights were twinkling, the doors

were open for early-bird specials,

the store clerks seemed unusually

helpful and the Santas had their

laps ready.

But despite shopkeepers' inten-

sified efforts to create holiday

cheer, miiny shoppers in and

JUDICIAL
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said the Rev. Cecil L. Murray of

the First African Methodist Epis-

copal Church in South Central Los
Angeles, where racial tensions

between the black and Korean

community remain high since the

March 16 shooting.

"It has to be out of this negative

that something positive will come
— judges are now on trial,"

Murray said. "We must elect

judges that are mature and respon-

sive to the public."

Karlin, a former federal prose-

cutor, was appointed in July to the

Superior Court bench by Gov. Pete

Wilson.

An attempt by Reiner to use

legal tactics to limit Karlin from

hearing new criminal cases was
struck a blow last week when
Ricardo Torres, presiding judge of

the Los Angeles Superior Court,

decided to keep Karlin at her post

rather than transferring her to a

new assignment.

Torres' decision capped a week
of legal wrangling that began when
Reiner ordered his prosecutors to

pursue "affidavits of removal"

against Karlin in all criminal cases

coming before Karlin.

Under CaUfomia law, attorneys

can have a judge removed from a

case without justification by filing

the affidavits. Attorneys are lim-

ited to filing one affidavit in each

case.

Reiner later modified his posi-

tion — ordering the filing of

affidavits on a case-by-case basis

— after a weekend meeting with

Torres. Reiner claimed that Torres

assured him he would handle the

situation through the court's annu-

al process for issuing assignments

to judges.

But Jerrianne Hayslett, a

Superior Court spokeswoman,

said Torres never made any prom-

ises to Reiner about Karlin 's

future.

"Judge Torres did not pull a fast

one," Hayslett said.

Though hundreds of affidavits

are filed each year against Los

Angeles Superior Court judges,

only a handful of judges were

forced from hearing criminal

cases, Hayslett said.

In 1985, Judge Melvin B.

Grover was transferred from hear-

ing criminal cases in the Van Nuys
Superior Court to hearing civil

cases in the Pasadena Superior

Court after the district attorney's

office accused him of being biased

and too lenient

The transfer came after Grover

sentenced a Van Nuys grandfather

to six-months in jail for molesting

his granddaughter.

In April 1990, the district

attorney's office began steering

criminal cases away from Long
Beach Superior Court Judge O.

William Dunn after the judge

dismissed charges in a felony case.

An Orange County judge later

around New York City seemed

determined to keep a tight grip on

their pocketbooks Friday, on what

is normally one of the busiest

shopping days of the Christmas

and Hanukkah season.

People were still buying, of

course. But interviews with three

dozen shoppers and sales clerks in

stores and malls throughout the

See SHOPPING, page 12

ruled in a different case that there

was no evidence Dunn was biased

against the prosecution.

In an interview last week, Dunn,

who said he sympathizes with

Karlin and hopes she will with-

stand the controversy, said he is

concerned attempts by prosecutors

to remove judges over unpopular

decisions has a debilitating effect

on the judiciary.

"I think Ira Reiner has forgotten

that he was elected DA, not Czar,"

said Dunn. "As a prosecutor, he

has a biased opinion, which is fine.

But the judge was the only person

in a role to decide what a proper

sentence should be."

Black community leaders,

including U.S. Rep. Maxine
Waters, D-Los Angeles, disagree

and have challenged blacks to

channel their anger into involve-

ment in government by voting.

Joseph Duff, president of the

Los Angeles branch of the Nation-

al Association for the Advance-

ment of Colored People, said he,

loo, would like to see more people

get involved in judicial elections,

but doubts it will occur.

*Tt's unfortunate, but I think

people will forget this," he said.

Historically, judges have had

few worries when the question of

their retention is at issue. Most

bench officers run unopposed and

officials estimate that more than 90

percent of all incumbentjudges are

re-elected.

In 1986, California Supreme

Court Chief Justice Rose Bird and

two other members were voted out

of office in one of the state's most

bitter elections that centered on the

death penalty issue.

Two decades ago, Los Angeles

Superior Court Judge Alfred Gitel-

son was ousted in a November

1970 election that focused on

Gitelson's ruling that found city

schools to be practicing segrega-

tion.

Dubbed the "Busing Judge."

Gitelson said his ruling was based

upon evidence, law and case

precedents. His 13-year judicial

career ended when he lost by more

than 150,000 votes at the polls.

"Apparently people are willing

to give up a government of laws for

a government of men," Gitelson

said after the vote.

Attorneys, citizens or dis-

gruntled plaintiffs or defendants

can report judges to the state

Commission on Judicial Perfor-

mance. The commission investi-

gates allegations of improper or

unethical conduct and can recom-

mend disciplinary action ranging

from an admonishment to a

judge's removal, although such

action is rare, officials say.

The commission's recommen-

dations to the stale Supreme Court

has resulted in 12 judges being

removed in the commission's 31-

year history, officials said.
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Take a Machome
for the holidays!

Right now is the time to buy an Apple Macintosh

computer. You can still take advantage ofour low Fall

prices— even lower than our everyday educational

prices that are so low theyre restriaed to UCLA

students, faculty and staff

You can take a Mac home for the holidays for as litde

as $40.00 a month— and easy financing is available

through the new Apple Computer Loan program.

For the holidays, for the new year, and for every year

— a Mac is a powerful academic tool that s easy to

learn and easy to use.

It s the perfect study aid, so make this New Year

your best year ever at UCLA— take a Mac home for

the holidays.

Take a Mac Classic home for as Httle as $40 a month*!mli

• Rate based on ASUCHA cash price of $999.00 financed by Apple Credit Card.

Reatrlctlons: Available to full-time Students. Faculty, Staff and Departments only. Purchase

must be for the personal, academic, educational or research use of the eligible person. Students

must show a current Registration Card and Photo ID; Faculty and Staff must show a payroll

number and Photo ID. No more than one system unit may be purchased every other year, limit

two for students. Other restrictions may apply. PAYMENT: ASUCLA cash price requires

payment by currency, cashier's check. University Credit Union Withdrawal Check, APP'e

Computer Loan check or personal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCLA. Money Orders are

NOT accepted Prices are subject to change without notice. All sales are final.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
StOfW i-Uirwl AckunwMi mimf 82S>t9S2/ H-Tll VM-IM; f 7:4(^«; lat 10-5; Swi 12-S

Supreme Court to
rule on state finiifg

of federal agencies
By Tom Price

Cox News Service

WASHINGTON — Because

the federal government can*l b&

trusted to obey its own laws, states

must be able to fine federal

agencies for contaminating the

environment. Supreme Court jus-

tices will be told Tuesday.

That is the essence of the

argument to be made by Ohio —
supported by 30 other states, seven

organizations of state and local

governments, and environmental-

ists — in a case stemming from

contamination at the Femald
nuclear weapons plant near Cin-

cinnati.

The federal government is

arguing that the aiKient doctrine of

"sovereign immunity*' exempts it

from the $250,000 in fines Ohio

wants to collect from the Energy

Department, which owns the Fer-

nald facility.

The high court's decision also

could determine states* abilities to

enforce environmental laws at

thousands of other federal facili-

ties, such as military bases, labor-

atories and other nuclear weapons

plants.

Femald —- which is closed

except for cleanup work that could

take decades — was one of the

most contaminated facilities in the

Energy Department's nationwide

nuclear weapons complex.

In 1986. the state filed suit,

charging that Femald operations

violated federal and state clean

water and hazardous waste laws.

In 1988. Ohio and the Energy

Department agreed that the state

would impose the fines and that the

department would appeal the

state*s authority to do so.

The U.S. 6th Circuit Appeals

Court upheld the $250,000 in fines

under state water pollution law and

federal hazardous waste law. The
court oiled that Congress did not

waive immunity for state hazard-

ous waste laws, however, and the

appeals judges did not address

whether the state could assess fines

SHOPPING
From page 11

region found that many customers

were sharply reducing the number
of people they were buying for,

spending less on each gift and

substituting homemade presents

for purchases that they would

normally make.

The overriding reason for their

caution, they said, was concem
about the gloomy state of the

economy and their own job sec-

urity.

"People have to think of the

basic expenses, like mortgages and

car payments,'* said Barbara Ross,

who manages real estate, as she

made her way into Blooming-

dale's. "I have a job right now, but

who knows what will happen?**

Several shoppers expressed

resentment toward President Bush,

who they said was not concerned

enough about the weak economy
and was not doing enough to turn

things around.

In a bid to promote the holiday

shopping spirit, the president and

his wife, Barbara, paid a highly

publicized visit to a J.C. Penney

department store near Camp
David, Md.

Trailed by a host of television

cameras. Bush bought four pairs of

white athletic socks and a child*

s

sweatsuit, for a total bill of about

under the federal Clean Water Act
The Energy Department asked

the Supreme Court to overtum the

fines, and Ohio asked the high

court to allow the state to levy fines

under all four laws.

Jack Van Kley. the Ohio assis-

tant attorney general who will

argue the case, said state victory is

"vital to insuring that federal

agencies comply with the law in

the future.**

"Unless federal agencies realize

they can be punished for violating

the law.** Van Kley said, "they are

going to have little incentive to

obey the law voluntarily.**

In briefs filed with the high

court, Ohio contends that Congress

intended to allow states to levy

fines.

"Because pervasive defiance

from federal agencies has thwarted

congressional plans to comprehen-

sively control hazardous waste and

water pollution,** Ohio says, "Con-

gress has enlisted the states*

assistance by providing them with

the enforcement mechanisms
necessary to force federal agency

cooperation.**

In the Clean Water Act and the

Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act, the state argues.

Congress waived sovereign

immunity — the long-recognized

doctrine that the federal govern-

ment cannot be sued against its

will.

Because the Reagan and Bush

administrations have not allowed

the Environmental Protection

Agency to sue other federal agen-

cies. Ohio says, only the states can

force the federal govemment to

obey the law.

Analyzing technical definitions

of legal terms and the use of

grammar in the laws, the depart-

ment argues that the laws do not

contain clear waivers for fines for

past violations. The laws do permit

courts to issue injunctions against

future violations and to apply

sanctions for failure to comply, the

department says.

$28. Mrs. Bush visited neaity toy

and record stores, where she

bought Christmas presents for her

grandchildren and a compact disc.

Holiday shopping habits have

become the focus of unusual

attention this year because they

mean so much to the overall

economy.

Isaac Lagnado, president of

Tactical Retail Solutions, a New
York-based consulting firm, said

the day after Thanksgiving typi-

cally generates 3 to 4 percent of the

Christmas season *s sales.

The season, in turn, generates

about 50 percent of sales for the

year and as much as 65 percent of

annual store profits. And since

consumer spending is responsible

for generating about two-thirds of

the gross national product, shop-

ping activity in this period is

crucial if the economy is to

rebound.

*This is what I call * white-

knuckle time,*** Lagnado said.

This year, timing is also working

against many retailers because

Thanksgiving fell late in Novem-
ber. Hanukkah starts Monday
night and there are less than four

weeks until Christmas, compared

with years when there are five.

niNDINa SOURCt _,

Generates revenue through the

sale of goods ond services;

operations include the ASUCLA
Students' Store arx:! Food Service

USES or NET iEVENUE
Uses net revenues to repay long-

term loans, remodel and

upgrade facilities, and return

money to students via the Book

Bonus program. Provides

programming funds

roNDIN« SOURa
Furxded principally by ASUCLA
Undergraduate Student Associa-

tion membership fees and, for~~

programs, support from the

ASUCLA Board of Directors

USES or nwf rbvenve
operates on a break-even basis

to provide free arx:! lew-cost

student programs

rUNDIIM SOURa
FuTKled prircipally by ASUCLA
Graduate Student Association

membership fees and support

from the ASUCLA Board of

Directors for programs

USES or Nn revenue
Operates on a break-even basis

to provide free and low<ost

student programs

rUNDIN« SOURCE
Generates revenue through the

sale of advertising in student

publications

USES or Nn revenue
Sets aside surplus funds to p^
for the equipment used to

produce publications and keep

KLA Radio on the air

'ecause ASUCLA is a large, complex organization, you
probably think of it as a "corporation." But It really isn't.

ASUCLA is an unincorporated, non-profit association, and
that's different from a corporation in many ways. One
difference between the two is that a corporation is owned
by Its stockholders; stockholders can collect dividends,

and are legally entitled to an annual report of the

corporation's financial status. An unincorporated, non-

profit association like ASUCLA isn't allowed to have

stockholders or to Issue dividends. But early on in

ASUCLA's history, we decided that the campus commu-
nity should see an "annual report" In the form of published

Financial Statements. These Financial Statements have

been examined by an independent audit firm, Deloitte &
louche. The results of that examination are covered in the

Deloitte & Touche letters to the ASUCLA Board of Direc-

tors you'll see reproduced on the following pages.

Financial statements are a little daunting at first

glance, but we hope you will take the time to look through

them. There are four separate entitles in ASUCLA. Ser-

vices & Enterprises, the biggest from a financial stand-

point, is the entity that operates campus services such as

the Students' Store and Food Service. The two student

governments are also treated as separate financial enti-

tles: USA is the Undergraduate Students Association, and

GSA is the Graduate Students Association. Finally there's

the Communications Board, publisher of the Daily Bruin

and other campus media.

ASUCLA's Board of Directors is responsible for the

fiscal soundness of all four ASUCLA entities. Each entity

operates under its own budget, and all four budgets are

reviewed and approved by the Board of Directors. The

names of current Board members are listed at*right. You'll

notice that students hold a voting majority on the Board.

The Financial Statements reveal some important

differences among the four entities. If you look at the

Balance Sheets, you'll notice that both Services & Enter-

prises and Communications Board accumulate substantial

net revenue, while the student governments operate much
closer to break-even. The funding sources for the four

entities—listed in the Statements of Revenues and Ex-

penses—are also different. In fact. Services & Enter-

prises—through Board of Directors support—provides

1990-1991 ASUCLA Financial Statements Page 1

substantial amounts of funding to the other three entitles.

You may wonder why Services & Enterprises has so

much accumulated net revenue—^$23 million, according to

the Balance Sheet. Of course, much of this money is tied

up in property—the fixtures and equipment that keep
Services & Enterprises running. But there are sizeable

reserves, as well; these have been set aside for big

projects like the seismic upgrading of K^rckhoff Hall and
the seismic upgrading and expansion of Ackerman Union.

For more Information about the way the Board of

Directors sets aside money for future projects, see the last

page of this section. "Why Audit Figures Differ from

Budget Figures." If you have other questions about the

Financial Statements, please feel free to call or write the

ASUCLA Finance Director. Liz Tractenberg, 825-6032.

Kerckhoff Hall 205C. Campus Mail Code 164006.

ASUCLA Board of

Directors 1991-1992

Graduate Students
David Gungner (alternate), Chair; David

Lee, GSA President; David Gast; Liz

Torney; Nikkl Maguire (alternate)

Undergraduate Students
Andrea Garai, Vice-Chair; Danette Martin,

USA President; Noel Vales; Deanna Cherry

(alternate); Alec Wynne (alternate)

Alumni
Matt Mazer; Tom Soto (alternate)

Administration

Maryann Jacob! (alternate), Secretary;

Dorothy Webster; Allen Yarnell

Executive Director

Jason C. Reed

1
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1990-1991 ASUCLA Services
and Enterprises Financial
Statements

Comments
Each year the Associated Students UCLA publishes its audited financial

statements in the UCLA Daily Bruin. The constitution of the ASUCLA

Board of Directors requires that we publish this infornnation. and that

requirement dovetails with our desire to provide regular and open com-

munications with the community we serve.

ASUCLA is a non-profit association, organized in 1919 to provide student

services and activities not otherwise provided by the University. As long

as ASUCLA has existed, our purpose has been to serve students. Net

income is used to strengthen the Association through the improvement of

services and facilities for UCLA students, or returned directly to students

as rebates

Anyone who wants more detailed or supplemental financial information is

Invited to contact the ASUCLA Finance Director. Liz Tractenberg, at 825-

6032. Or stop by her office in 205C Kerckhoff Hall.

There are four distinct financial entities within ASUCLA. The report on

these two pages covers the Services and Enterprises aspects of

ASUCLA for the year ended f^ay 31 , 1991 .
as audited by the

Association's external accountants. Deloitte & Touche. Certified Public

Accountants.

Statements for the Communications Board. Undergraduate Students

Association, and Graduate Students Association appear on other pages.

Associated Students UCLA Services and Enterprises

Balance Sheet May 31, 1991

Deloittejr

ASSETS

CURRENT ASSETS:
Cash and cash equivalents

Short-term investments

Accounts receivable

Trade and other .

Regents of the University of California

Undergraduate Students Association UCLA
ASUCLA Communications Board

Graduate Students Association UCLA
Current portion of note receivable

Total accounts receivable

Less allowance for doubtful accounts

Accounts receivable - net

Merchandise and other inventories •

Prepaid expenses and other assets

Total current assets

NONCURRENT NOTE RECEIVABLE

PROPERTY
Buildings and improvements

Fixtures and equipment

Less accumulated depreciation

Property - net

TOTAL

LIAB I LITIE S

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Trade accounts payable

Salaries, wages, and payroll taxes payable

Sales taxes payable and other liabilities

Funds held for UCLA Mardi Gras

Funds held for others

Book bonus payable

Current portion of long-term debt

Total current liabilities

Notes

$ 939 5Q1

5666078

1.168.123

1,138.272

7 175,445

7 161.953

7 33,857

7 22 000

7

1,11

2,699,650

n97.810 )

2 501.840

8035.460
359.015

17 501 894

21 306

10,788,795

11,020,741

la

13280 281

$30 803.481

Notes

10

5

3

$2,518,193
1,924,792

477,755
650,309
377,413
585,009
331.111

6864.582

TNORPENDENT AUDTTOR S' REPORT

To the Board of Directors, Associated Students UCLA:

We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of the

Associated Students UCLA Services and Enterprises (the '»Asso-

ciation") as of May 31, 1991 and the related statements of

revenues, expenses, and accumulated net revenue and of cash

flows for the year then ended. These financial statements are

the responsibility of the Association's management. Our

responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial

statements based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted

auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and

perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether

the financial statements are free of material misstatement.

An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence sup-

porting the amounts and disclosures in the. financial state-

ments. An audit also includes assessing the accounting

principles used and significant estimates made by management,

as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presen-

tation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis

for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above

present fairly, in all material respects, the financial

position of the Associated Students UCLA Services and Enter-

prises as of May 31, 1991 and the results of its operations

and its cash flows for the year then ended in conformity with

generally accepted accounting principles.

As discussed in Note 11 to the financial statements, the

Association changed its method of accounting for property to

conform with Statement of Financial Accounting Standards

No. 93.

LONG-TERM DEBT

ACCUMULATED NET REVENUE
Investment in property

Designated for student facilities and

other projects

Available for use in operations

Total accumulated net revenue

TOTAL

See notes to financial statements.

904 167

11

6

13.280,281

7,982,655

1 771 796

$30 803.481

Associated Students UGLA Services and Enterprises

Statement of Revenues, Expenses
and Accumulated Net Revenue
Year Ended May 31, 1991

Notes Revenues

bJi:&y-TfJU
September 20, 1991

REVENUES AND EXPENSES FROM OPERATIONS:

Students' Store $53,585,541

Food services 13,183,802

Services 9,217,161

Student Union services 1 . 1 54,480

Other services 2.544,162

Depreciation .

Net revenue from operations 79,685.146

EXPENDITURES OF ACCUMULATED NET REVENUE
Book bonus program 5

Other projects

Net revenue after expenditures

of accumulated net revenue $79 685.1^

ACCUMULATED NET REVENUE:
Balance. June 1, 1990, as

previously reported

Effect on prior years of retroactively

applying the new method of

accounting for property 1

1

Balance, May 31 1991

See notes to financial statements

Expenses

$50,112,052
12.875.192

8.923,982

2.347.577

1,561,409

1 804.460

77.624.672

580.000

237.552

Net

$ 3.473.489

308.610

293.179

(1.193.097)

982.753
(1 804.460 )

2,060.474

(580.000)

(237.552)

S78442.224 1 .242,922

8.325.956

13465.854

$23034.732
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Associated Students UCLA Services and Enterprises

Statement of Cash Flows
Year Ended May 31, 1991

CASH PLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:

Net revenue

Adjustments to reconcile net revenue to

cash provided by operating activities;

Depreciation

Bad debt expense
Decrease in short-term investments

Increase in accounts receivable

Increase in merchandise and other inventories

Increase in prepaid expenses and other assets

Decrease in trade accounts payable

Increase in salaries, wages and payroll taxes payable

Increase in sales taxes payable and other liabilities

Increase in funds held for UCLA Mardi Gras

Decrease in funds held for others

Increase in book bonus payable

Net cash provided by operating activities

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES;

Purchase of property

Collections on long-term note receivable

Sale of equipment

Net cash used in investing activities

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES -

Principal payments on long-term debt

NET INCREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS '

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, JUNE 1, 1990

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, MAY 31 , 1991

See notes to financial statements

$ 1 242,922

1,804,460

69,779

874,413

(469,217)

(988,314)

(92,931)

(398.005)

169,717

162,539

43.029

(117,077)

40.167

2 341.482

(1.565.956)

55.694

29.429

n .480.833 )

297,364

.642.137

S 939501

Students UCLA Services and Enterprises

.

Notes to Financial Statements
Year Ended May 31, 1991

1. SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Basis of Presentation - The accompanying financial statements of the Associated

Students UCjJ\ Services and Enterprises (the 'Associatjon' or ASUCLA ) are prepaifidja

accordance with generally accepted accounting principles This method differs from the

Associatbn s method of preparing its internal monthly financial statements, which are

designed to account for a consistent and long-term source of funding for mapr improve-

ments and acquisitions while avoiding significant financial statement impacts from year to

year This is accomplished by the use of reserves which have been established to

accumulate a portion of the annual net revenue of the Association The Association's

internal financial statements reflect additbns to such reserves as expenses and certain

disbursements as reductions of reserves Generally accepted accounting principles

require that disbursements from such reserves be reflected as expenses Accordingly

these reserves have been eliminated from the accompanying financial statements

Short-Term Investments - Short-term investments consist primarily of money market

instruments and certificates of deposit and are carried at cost plus accrued interest, which

approximates market For purposes of the statement of cash flows, investnnents purchased

with an original maturity of three rTX)nths or less are considered to be cash equivalents

Inventories - Merchandise inventories are stated at the lower of average cost or market,

principally using the retail inventory method.

Property - Capitalized property is depreciated on a straight-line basis over the

estimated useful lives of the assets, which range from 2 years for certain equipment to 35

years for buildings and improvements See Note 1 1 regarding the change in accounting for

property adopted during the year ended May 31 .
1991

2. GENERAL
Organization - The Association was organized in 1919 at the University of California,

Los Angeles ("UCLA") and exists as an unincorporated association The Association has

close operational ties to the University (also referred to as The Regents of the University of

California"), and an understanding with regard to certain aspects of the relationship of the

Associatbn to the University has been set forth in a document entitled "Statement of

Understanding of ASUCLA Relationships with the University" approved by the ASUCLA
Board of Directors by unanimous vote on May 24, 1974 and approved and executed by

Chancellor Charles E Young and President Charles J Hitch on June 28, 1974

The Association has evolved into four separate entities ASUCLA Services and

Enterprises. ASUCLA Communications Board, Undergraduate Students Association UCLA,

and Graduate Students Association UCLA Separate financial statements are prepared for

each of the four entities

FacHities - Legal title to Kerckhoff Hall. Ackerman Union, and certain fixtures in both

buildings is vested in The Regents of the University of California In the case of Kerckhoff

Hall, the vesting is subject to the terms and conditions of a gift which funded construction of

the building An Agreement dated June 28, 1974 between the Association and the

University provides that the Associatbn "has the right to determine the allocation and use

of all space in Kerckhoff Hall and Ackerman Union which has been provided tor or is under

the lurisdiction of ASUCLA, subject only to applicable University policies, and the under-

standing that if any proposed change in such allocation adversely affects the University, it

will be subject to prbr discussion with the Chancelbr Such property, the ban related

thereto, and the related student fees collected by The Regents are excluded from the

accompanying financial statements

Certain office space in Kerckhoff Hall and Ackerman Union is allocated to the ASUCLA
Communications Board, the Undergraduate Students Association UCLA, and the Graduate

Students Associatbn UCLA by agreement among the ASUCLA Board of Directors and

these entities Such office space is provided free of charge

Certain facilities and the furniture, fixtures, and equipment located in Kerckhoff Hall and

Ackerman Union that were financed by funds generated through ASUCLAs ongoing

activities are the property of ASUCLA Services and Enterprises

On March 23, 1990, the ASUCLA Board of Directors authorized management to

proceed with the Ackerman Union expansion, renovation and seismic rehabilitation and life

safety project, and the Kerckhoff Hall seismic rehabilitatbn project The Ackerman Union

90-91 Net
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1990-1991 ASUCLA

expansion is expected to add new assignable square footage to the Students' Store arid A-

level. The financing for the projects will come from several sources, including student fees,

ASUCLA net revenues and University funds

3. LONG-TERM DEBT
At May 31 , 1991 , long-term debt consisted of the folbwing

Notes payable
Lu Valle Comnnons
Westwood Mall

Total debt

Less portion due within one year

Long-term debt

$1,214,167
21.111

1,235.278

331.111
^ 904.167

The notes payable represent financing arranged by the University for ASUCLA Services

and Enterprises in connection with the renovation and construction of campus facilities

operated by ASUCLA The notes are collateralized by the net operating revenues of the

ASUCLA Students' Store ^ ^^ ^;
The Lu Valle Commons note bears interest at 70% of the bank s prime rate At May 31

,

1991, the rate applicable to the note was 6 0% The note is payable in rrxxithly installments

of$25,833through April 1995

The Westwood Mall note bears interest at 68% of the bank s prime rate At May 31

1991, the rate applicable to the note was 5 8% The note is payable in monthly installments

through July 1991.
.. , u * .

Aggregate annual principal payment requirements on long-term debt for the tiscal years

1992 through 1995 are $331 ,11 1 $310,000, $310,000, and $284,167 respectively Interest

paid for the year ended May 31, 1991 was $105,4 17

At May 31 , 1991 , the Association also has available a $500,000 unused line of credit

and a $70,000 letter of credit

4. RETIREMENT PLAN
ASUCLA Services and Enterprises participates in the University of California Retirement

System ("UCRS"), which provides retirement benefits under defined contribution plans This

benefit program was established by The Regents of the University of California and is

exempt from the requirements of the 1974 Pension Reform Act

Substantially all full-time employees are covered by the UCRS Retirement plan expense

was approximately $154,000 for the year ended May 31. 1991 Due to an overfunded

balance in the plan in November 1990, the Association was not required to make any

additional contributions for the remainder of the year

5. BOOK REBATE PROGRAM
During the year ended May 31 , 1991 , the ASUCLA Board of Directors authorized

$580 000 to be used for the Book Bonus Program Funding for this program comes from

the accumulated net revenue of ASUCLA and individual bonuses are based on a pro rata

distribution of authorized funds to students

6. ASSOCIATION'S POLICY FOR THE ALLOCATION OF NET REVENUE
One of ASUCLA Services and Enterprises primary responsibilities is to provide and

maintain student facilities and services for the campus community This responsibility is

accomplished, in part through expenditures of accumulated net revenue tor such pur-

poses In order to plan for new or improved facilities and services the ASUCLA Board of

_Directors established a Long-Term Facilities Development Plan in 1974
^Jffy^ P'^^

"approved in T979 and amended penodrcaHy encompasses aucn improvomonic as

Ackerman Union renovation and expansion the Lu Valle Commons construction and other

projects for a total planned investment of approximately $20,425,000 of which approxi-

mately $12,886,000 has been expended as of May 31 1991 These projects will be funded

from several sources including ASUCLA accumulated net revenue Student Union fees

and University registration fees

At May 31, 1991 , accumulated net revenues designated for student facilities and other

projects were as folbws
Service area reserves $2 823,480

Seismic and related reserves 1 ,450,000

Ackerman Southwest expansion 1 000,000

Public area reserves "1 .053,757

Student union fees 568,813

Long-term facilities development plan 143,677

Other capital projects ^21 .753

Noncapital projects —221 . 175

Total $7,982.^55

7. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
In September 1989. ASUCLA Sen/ices and Enterprises loaned ASUCLA Communica-

tions Board $1 10,000 to finance the purchase of office equipment and furniture The note is

noninterest-bearing, with quarterly principal payments of $5,500 The note balance as of

May 31, 1991 was $43,306, with required principal payments totaling $22,000 in fiscal year

1992 and $21 ,306 in fiscal year 1993

By action of the ASUCLA Board of Directors on May 24, 1990, financial support has

been provided for the Communications Board for student radio in the amount of $341,245.

payable through 1995 During the year ended May 31 . 1991 ,
$91 ,222 was allocated for this

purpose
The ASUCLA Board of Directors provides funds for student initiated programs pursuant

to a support agreement between ASUCLA and the Undergraduate Students Association

UCLA ("USA") and the Graduate Students Association UCLA ( "GSA") Anrx)unts provided

for suc^ support were approximately $251 ,000 and $83,000 for USA and GSA respectively

for the year ended May 31 .
1991

Merchandise sales by ASUCLA Services and Enterprises are made to various depart-

ments of the University in the normal course of business Such sales were approximately

$6,200,000 during the year ended May 31 , 1991 . which represented 7 8% of sales of

ASUCLA Services and Enterprises during that period For certain high quantity purchases

by the University. ASUCLA grants discounts up to 10% of the retail sales price

During the year ended May 31 1991
,
purchases by ASUCLA Services and Enterprises

from ASUCLA Communications Board in the normal course of business were approximately

$168,000
ASUCLA Services and Enterpnses charges the ASUCLA Communications Board, the

Undergraduate Students Association UCLA, and the Graduate Students Association UCLA
for accounting, financial, general management, and various other services provided to

these entities During the year ended May 31 , 1991 , these charges were approximately

$763,000. $141 .000 and $27,000. respectively

8. COMMITMENTS
ASUCLA leases an office and warehouse with minimum rental payments for the next

four fiscal years ending May 31 as follows 1992, $232,630 1993. $244,152; 1994

$252,382, and 1995. $153,944 Rent expense for the year ended May 31 1991 totaled

$224,400

9. INCOME TAXES
The basic activities of ASUCLA are exempt from federal and state income taxes

Certain activities of ASUCLA are subject to Unrelated Business Income Tax, which has

been provided for in the accompanying financial statements

10. UCLA MARDI GRAS
ASUCLA Services and Enterprises receives and disburses funds for UCLA Mardi Gras

in cooperation with the Undergraduate Students Association UCLA Since such sen/ices

are performed solely in a fiduciary capacity, these activities are not reflected in the

revenues or expenses of ASUCLA in the accompanying statement of revenues, expenses,

and accumulated net revenue Funds retained for the UCLA Mardi Gras at May 31, 1991 are

being held pending payment of final expenses Net proceeds are remitted to UCLA
UniCamp. a summer residential camp for disadvantaged youth in Southern California

11. CHANGE IN ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLE
During the year ended May 31 1991 , the Association capitalized and depreciated all

property in accordance with Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No 93, "Recog-

nition of Depreciation by Not-For-Profit Organizations In prior years only certain revenue

producing equipment was capitalized Accunnulated net revenue as of June 1
,
1990 has

been increased by $13,465,854 to give retroactive effect to the new method of accounting

The effect of the accounting change was to decrease net revenue after expenditures of

accumulated net revenue for the year ended May 31 , 1991 as follows

Property capitalized $1,344,371

Increase in depreciation ( 1.518.529)

$ (174 . 158)
Financial Statements Page 3
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1990-1991 Undergraduate
Students Association
Financial Statements

Comments
Each year the Associated Students UCLA publishes its audited financial

statements in the UCLA Daily Bruin. The constitution of the ASUCLA

Board of Directors requires that we publish this information, and that

requirement dovetails with our desire to provide regular and open com-

munications with the community we serve.

There are four distinct financial entities within ASUCLA. The report on this

page covers the Undergraduate Students Association for the year ended

May 31 . 1991 . as audited by the Association's external accountants.

Deloitte & Touche. Certified Public Accountants.

Statements for the Communications Board. Graduate Students Associa-

tion, and ASUCLA Services and Enterprises appear on other, pages.

Deloitte &
Touche

TNnRPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT

To the Board of Directors, Associated Studer.ts UCLA:

We havB^<iLulit:ed^tiffi >ny ^ f>o[ ba \ aoc« &h«»L—a i L hfe-

Undergraduate Students Association UCLA C^ASUCLA") as of May

31, 1991 and the related statement of revenues, expenses, and
' net revenue accumulated for use in operations for the year

then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility

of ASUCLA' s management. Our responsibility is to express an

opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted

auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and

perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether

the financial statements are free of material misstatement.

An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence sup-

Sporting the amounts arKi disclosures in the financial state-

ments. An audit also includes assessing the accounting

principles used and significant estimates made by management,

as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presen-

tation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis

for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above

present fairly, in all material respects, the financial

position of the Undergraduate Students Association UCLA as of

May 31, 1991 and the results of its operations for the year

then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting*

principles

0JUS: -r-TinJU
September 20, 1991

Prosrams include

the Film

Commission, the

Speakers Prosram,

the Noon Concert

Prosram,

participation in

statewide student

representation

councils, and

community service

activities such as

Project Motivation

and UCLA Special

Olympics.

Undergraduate Students Association UCLA

Balance Sheet lAaydi.issi

ASSEIS

CASH AND SHORT-TERM INVESTMENTS

RECEIVABLES

OTHER

TOTAL

1 (ABILITIES

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND ACCRUED EXPENSES

ASUCLA Services and Enterprises

ASUCLA Communications Board

Regents of the University of California

Other accrued expenses

Total accounts payable and accrued oxpenses

FUNDS HELD FOR OTHERS
]

Total liabilities

NET REVENUE ACCUMULATED FOR USE IN OPERATIONS .

TOTAL

See notes to financial statements.

Undergraduate Students Association UCLA

Statement of Revenues,
and Accumulated Net Revenue
Year Ended liay 31, 1991

REVENUES:
Student membership fees

ASUCLA Board of Directors support

Film and concert series

Program support

Interest

$591,911

10.668

1.388

$603 967

$175,445
74,242

18.979

94 097

362.763

1Q .587

373.350

230 617

$603 967

$

Other

692,498
251,018

151,162

78,316

28 931

14,969
" 68.400

Total revenues 1 285 294

249.301

192.936

1 10.270

102.079

43,357

26.055
. 24.950

15.502

217.798
245664

1 227912

57.382

173235

$ 230617

EXPENSES
Commissions and related program expenses

Campus events

President and vice presidents

Community services

Cultural affairs

Student welfare

Academic affairs

Oflicers' stipends

Other
Administrative services

Board of Directors programming

Total expenses

NET REVENUE

NET REVENUE ACCUMULATED FOR USE IN OPERATIONS:

Balance. June 1. 1990

Balance. May 31, 1991

See notes to financial statements

Undergraduate Students Association UCLA

Notes to Financial Statements
Year Ended IMay 31, 1991

1. SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Short-Term Investments - Short-term investments consist primarily of money market

instruments and certificates of deposit that are carried at cost plus accrued interest, which

approximates market

2. GENERAL
^ ^ ^^ ._,,_, .

The Associated Students UCLA ("ASUCLA") comprises four separate entities: ASUCLA

Sen/ices and Enterprises, ASUCLA Communications Board, Undergraduate Students

Association UCLA and Graduate Students Association UCLA Separate financial state-

ments are presented for each of the four entities

The primary purpose of the Undergraduate Students Association UCLA ("USA ) is

undergraduate student government, which is embodied in the Undergraduate Students

Association Council ("USAC") The USAC determines the annual budget and allocations of

USA funds to various programs These programs include the Film Commission, the

Speakers Program, the Noon Concert Program, participation in statewide student represen-

tation councils, and community service activities such as Project Motivation and UCLA

Special Olympics

USA is financed principally from mandatory undergraduate student annual membership

fees of $39 per student Included in these annual fees, which are collected on a quarterly

basis IS the Student Initiated Service Program initiative that was implemented based on a

vote of the undergraduate students in May 1990 These fees provide $9 per student per

year as commission-specific fees to the Community Service and Student Welfare Commis-

sions and to the Community Activities Committee and the Campus Retention Committee

Additional support is received through Board of Directors allocations of ASUCLA Services

and Enterprises funds and from the University for specific programs

Accounting financial, and various other service expenses are charged to USA by

ASUCLA Services and Enterprises For the year ended May 31 1991 these expenses were

approximately $141,000

Purcliases by USA from the ASUCLA Communications Board were approximately

$ 1 70 OdO for the year ended May 3 1 , 1 99

1

The USA offices are located in Kerckhoff Hall The amount of office space is deter-

mined by the ASUCLA Board of Directors and is provided free of charge

The activities of USA are exempt from income taxes

3. UCLA MARD! GRAS
,^ ^ ^ ^ ^

The net proceeds from the annual UCLA Mardi Gras, an activity of USA, are provided to

UCLA UniCamp a summer residential camp for disadvantaged youth of Southern Califor-

nia During the year ended May 31 , 1991 , UCLA Mardi Gras had gross receipts of

approximately $852,000 and expenses of approximately $619,000 Since UCLA Mardi Gras

IS a benefit activity and not part of the ongoing operations of ASUCLA, the receipts and

expenses have been excluded from the accompanying financial staienr>ents

1990-1991 ASUCLA Financial Statements Page 4
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1990-1991 Graduate
Students Association
Financial Statements

Comments
Each year the Associated Students UCLA publishes its audited financial

Statements in the UCLA Daily Bruin. The constitution of the ASUCLA

Board of Directors requires that we publish this information, and that

requirement dovetails with our desire to provide regular and open com-

munications with the community we serve.

There are four distinct financial entities within ASUCLA. The report on this

page covers the Graduate Students Association for the year ended May

31. 1991. as audited by the Association's external accountants. Deloitte &

Touche. Certified Public Accountants.

Statements for the Communications Board. Undergraduate Students

Association, and ASUCLA Services and Enterprises appear on other

pages.

DelDitte&

Touche

TUnF.PRNDENT ADDTTQRS' REPORT

To the Board of Directors, Associated Students UCLA:

To the Board of Directors, Associated Students UCLA:

have audited the accompany ing balance &haa t Q i the

Graduate Students Association UCLA as of May 31, 1991 and the

related statements of revenues, expenses, and net revenue

accumulated for use in operations for the year then ended.

These financial statements are the responsibility of the

Association's management. Our responsibility is to express an

opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted

auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and

perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether

the financial statements are free of material misstatement.

An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence sup-

porting the amounts and disclosures in the financial state-

ments. An audit also includes assessing the accounting

principles used and significant estimates made by management,

as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presen-

tation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis

for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above

present fairly, in all material respects, the financial

position of the Graduate Students Association UCLA as of May

31, 1991 and the results of its operations for the year then

ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting

principles

.

^JUt,r-TirJU
September 20, 1991

Publications

supported by GSA
^ include the Carte

Italiane, Journal of

Asian Culture and the

UCLA Historical

Journal. Programs that

have been supported

by GSA include Black

History Month

Symposium, Dance

Ethnology Forum, 26th

Annual Art History

Graduate Student

Symposium, and

American College of

Health.

Graduate Students Association UCLA

Balance Sheet May 31, 1991

ASSETS

Cash and short-ternn investments

Other receivables

TOTAL

MABILITIES

Accounts payable and accrued expenses

ASUCLA Services and Enterprises

Regents of the University of California

ASUCLA Connnnunications Board

Reimbursements and other accrued expenses

Total accounts payable and accrued expenses

Funds held for others:

University of California Students' Association contribution

Other

Total liabilities

NET REVENUE ACCUf^ULATED FOR USE IN OPERATIONS

TOTAL

$198,788

234

iJL22Ji22

$ 33.857

19.827

2,597

3Q.425

86,706

15,950

5.923

108.579

90.443

See notes to financial statements.

Graduate Students Association UCLA

Statement off Revenues, Expenses
and Accumulated Net Revenue
Year Ended IMay 31, 1991

$153,729
83 413
10.229-

6754

254,12 ^

55,239

45,814

39,057

30.633

14,904

27 148

49.960

262. 755

(8.630)

99. 73

$ 90.443

REVENUES
Student membership fees

ASUCLA Board of Directors support

=^ tnterest^r
' —

Other

Total revenues

EXPENSES
Councils programs

Melnitz Movies program

Central Office programs/other

Officers stipends

Staff assistance

Administrative and support services

Programs and publications

Total expenses

NETT)EFICIENCY OF EXPENSES OVER REVENUES

NET REVENUE ACCUMULATED FOR USE IN OPERATIONS.

Balance, June 1, 1990

Balance, May 31. 1991

See notes to financial statements

Graduate Students Association UCLA

Notes to Financial Statements
Year Ended IMay 31, 1991

1. SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Short-Term Investments - Short-term investments consist primarily of nrxDney market

instruments and certificates of deposit which are carried at cost plus accrued interest,

which approximates market

2. GENERAL
The Associated Students UCLA (ASUCLA) is comprised of four separate entities

ASUCLA Services and Enterprises, ASUCLA Communications Board, Undergraduate

Students Association UCLA and Graduate Students Association UCLA Separate financial

statements are presented for each of the four entities

The primary purpose of the Graduate Students Association UCLA ("GSA") is to provide

representation of graduate students in a campus-wide body and promote their interests on

the campus and within the University of California GSA is organized into ten Councils,

representing related departments a Central Office of three elected officers and seven

appointed Commissioners Publications supported by GSA include the Carte Italiane.

Journal of Asian Culture and the UCLA Historical Journal Programs that have been

supported by GSA include Black History Month Symposium. Dance Ethnotogy Forum, 26th

Annual Art History Graduate Student Symposium, and American College of Health

GSA is financed principally from mandatory graduate student membership fees of

$16 50 per student per year Additional support is obtained through Board of Directors

altocations of ASUCLA Services and Enterprise funds and from the University, for commu-

nity services, publications and various other programs

Accounting financial, and various other service expenses are charged to GSA by

ASUCLA Services and Enterprises For the year ended May 31 1991 these expenses were

approximately $27,000

Purchases by GSA from the ASUCLA Communications Board were. approximately

$7 500 for the year ended May 31, 1991

The GSA Central Office is tocated in Kerckhoff Hall The annount of office space is

determined by the ASUCLA Board of Directors and is provided free of charge

The activities of GSA are exempt from income taxes

1990-1991 ASUCLA Financial Statements Page 5
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1990-1991 ASUCLA
Communications Board
Financial Statements

Comments
Each year the Associated Students UCLA publishes its audited financial

statements in the UCLA Daily Bruin. The constitution of the ASUCLA

Board of Directors requires that we publish this information, and that

requirement dovetails with our desire to provide regular and open com-

munications with the community we serve.

There are four distinct financial entities within ASUCLA. The report on this

page covers the Communications Board for the year ended May 31

.

1991 as audited by the Association's external accountants, Deloitte &

Touche. Certified Public Accountants. Statements for GSA. USA and

ASUCLA Services and Enterprises appear on other pages.

Deloitte &
Touche

:o Lne Boara of ...lec.ors, Assc -: i a;.ecs .S;, .'je.-:.s uCLA:

We have audited ihc accompany irq oa;r:.-.cc s-.oeL c^the As.scciaied

Students UCLA ("ASUCLA") Comrr.un i cat iors licard as of May 3., J9^x

and the related statements o^ '<>vc-;.os, oxperses anc not -everuo

-vr eraed. These firvancia. si-i: ore-: s are the respons : o: .
i r y

-e Assoc^a; '.c' ii ri:\aqc"

oxrrcss ir 'm '^esv

a J a i I . .

uc.-.orajtv acccf-Lca
^f ccr-c: .. ^•- — ^ -' - ' '

a^eii :nc3 si..i:««r5 ras . .^'-^^' ' V''!:.;::.-
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he Mnanciai statemor^.Ls art? f roe cjf

ijc: •:! udcs (?xdmin inq,

•he amounts and dise.osuror

1 ^{j ; I. a i so i re i -at; s a sso ss i

"T . ! r r '.. f i a t—w«—w-

Swi ranee about.

V .inr.a

whether

motor iai misstatemeni . A".

,r} ills, c V i den c:e su ppo r t i r cj

:-.c:iai staLtimenr. 5 . An
••• •id pr '; ••t: : o : o.> ... .;fd anci
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nresc: at ' on

laa.'iis 'ic:

We bo : i evr r hat

DUr "p ^ n i o:^ .

si at CTont ; referred :o aoovt:

reseect s, Lhe f.inancia: Ros-

Commun lea;, ions "rlioard as of

it:; operations ar.d its cash

Lhe overall financia: statemo' •.

our aurtil provides a reasonabi<

!r cjr opinion, the financ- i.

p r t? St? n t f a i r ! y , i 'i all materia,

of the Associated Students UCiA

May J . , 1991 and lhe results ;f

flows for the year then ended in conformity with generally

accepted accounting principles.

As discussed in Note 5 to the financial statements, the ASUCLA

Communications Board changed its method of accounting for

property to conform with Statement of Financial Accounting

Standards No. 93.Standards no. yj. ^

September 20, 1991

Associated Students UCLA Communications Board

Balance Sheet May 31, 1991

ASSETS

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents

Accounts receivable

Trade (net of altowance for doubtful

accounts of $81,744)

The Regents of the University of California

Undergraduate Students Association UCLA
Graduate Students Association UCLA
Other

Prepaid expenses

Total current assets

FIXTURES AND EQUIPMENT (Net of accumulated

depreciation of $208, 193)

TOTAL

IIABILITIES

CURRENT LIABILITIES:

Trade accounts payable and accrued expenses

ASUCLA Services and Enterprises

Current portion of long-term debt

Total current liabilities

LONG-TERM DEBT

ACCUMULATED NET REVENUE
Investment in equipmera

Available for use in operations

Total accumulated net revenue

TOTAL

See notes to financial statements ,

Notes

1 $179,719

159,241

2 91,585

2 74,242

2 2.597

3,919

2.150

1.5

2
3

3

5

513.453

438.210

$951 663

$133,897
161,953
22000

317 850

21 306

438,210
174297

ei2.5Q7

$951 663

The ASUCLA
Communications Boar(d was

establishe(d to promote,

manage, an(d publish stu(dent

communication media.

Associated Students UCLA Communications Board

Statement of Revenues, Expenses
and Accumulated Net Revenue

Notes
Year Ended May 31, 1991

REVENUES:
Display advertising

Classified advertising

Publications

ASUCLA Board of Directors support

Interest

Other

Total revenues

EXPENSES
Printing and typography

Salaries and wages
Publications office support

Administrative and support services

Depreciation

Repairs and maintenance

Telephone
Supplies and postage

Travel

Promotion and advertising

Bad debts

Other

Total expenses

EXCESS OF EXPENSES OVER REVENUES

NET REVENUE ACCUMULATED FOR USE IN OPERATIONS:

Balance, June 1. 1990, as previously reported

Effect on pnor years of retroactively applying the new

method of accounting for property ^

Balance, May 31, 1991

See notes to financial statements

Associated Students UCLA Communications Board

Statement of Cash Flows
Year Ended May 31, 1991
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Excess of expenses over revenues

Adjustments to reconcile excess of expenses over

revenues to net cash provided by operating activities:

- Oepreciatiorr

$1,537,095

• 601.340
92,938

4 91.222
19.586
55.417

2397 598

. 877.802
604,627
312,878

»

193.633
120,674
79,736
72,733
68.515
43.003
24.598
22.194

25.244

2 445 637

(48,039)

552,352

108 194

$ 612.507

$(48,039)

020.674.

Decrease in accounts receivable

Increase in prepaid expenses

Decrease in accounts payable

Net cash provided by operating activities

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES -

Purchases of equipment

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES -

' Principal payments on tong-term debt

NET DECREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, MAY 31
,

1990

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, MAY 31
,
1991

^01.753"
(534)

M 06. 799 )

167.055

(82,346)

262065

^ 179.719

See notes to financial statements.

Associated Students UCLA Services and Enterprises

Notes to Financial Statements Year Ended May 31, 1991

1. SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Cash Equivalents - Cash equivalents consist primarily of money market instruments and

certificates of deposit and are carried at cost plus accrued interest, which approximates market.

For purposes of the statement of cash flows, investments purchased with an original maturity of

three months or less are considered to be cash equivalents.

Fixtures and Equipment - Fixtures and equipment are depreciated on a straight-line basis

over the estimated useful lives of the assets, which range from four to seven years. See No^9 5

regarding the change in accounting for property adopted during the year ended May 31
,

1991

2. GENERAL
^ ^ .

, . _, _, .

The Associated Students UCLA ("ASUCLA-) is comprised of four separate entities: ASUCLA

Services and Enterprises, ASUCLA Communications Board, Undergraduate Students Association

UCLA, and Graduate Students Association UCLA Separate financial statements are presented

for each of the four entities o oi a >;
An understanding with regard to certain aspects of the relationship of the ASUCLA Bbard ot

Directors and the ASUCLA Communications Board has been set forth in a document entitled

"Agreement and Understanding betv^reen ASUCLA Communications Board and ASUCLA Board of

Directors" approved by the ASUCLA Communications Board and the Board of Directors in May

1987 This agreement recognizes the ASUCLA Communications Board as an independent

financial entity separate from the ASUCLA Board of Directors

The ASUCLA Communications Board was established to prorTX)te. manage, and publish

student communication media There are twelve voting members of the ASUCLA Communica-

tions Board four graduate students, four undergraduate students, one professional journalist, and

one member each from the faculty, the administration, and the alumni

The ASUCLA Communications Board is responsible for the acquisition, maintenance, and

repair of substantially all of its equipment and furnishings Net revenue is accumulated, in part, to

acquire new and replacement equipment and furnishings in future years in order to maintain

operations

The activities of the ASUCLA Communications Board are exempt from income taxes

3 LONG'TERM DEBT
In September 1989, ASUCLA Communications Board borrowed $1 10.000 from ASUCLA

Services and Enterprises in order to finance the purchase of office equipment and furniture The

rK)te is noninterest-bearing with qj^rterly principal payments of S5.500 The debt balance as of

May 31. 1991 is S43.306. with required principal payments of $22,000 in fiscal year 1992 and

S21 306 in fiscal year 1993

4. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS „ ^ .
During the year ended May 31 . 1991 , sales by the ASUCLA Communications Board to the

University ASUCLA Sen/ices and Enterprises, Undergraduate Students Association UCLA and

Graduate Students Association UCLA in the normal course of business were approximately

S297 000 5168,000. SI 70.000. and S 7.500. respectively

ASUCLA Communications Board is charged for accounting, financial, general management

and various other services provided by ASUCLA Services and Enterprises For the year ended

May 31 , 1991 these expenses were approximately $763,000 Office space in Kerckhoff Hall is

provided to the ASUCLA Communications Board at no charge

By action of the ASUCLA Board of Directors on May 24, 1990, financial support has been

provided to the Communications Board for student radio in the amount of S341 245 payable

through 1995

5. CHANGE IN ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLE

During the year ended May 31, 1991. ASUCLA Communications Board capitalized and

depreciated all property in accordance with Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No 93,

Recognition of Depreciation by Not-For-Profit Organizations" In prior years only certain revenue-

producing equipment was capitalized Accumulated net revenue as of June 1
,

1990 has been
,

increased by Si 08, 194 to give retroactive effect to the new method of accounting The effect of

the accounting change was to reduce the excess of the expenses over revenues for the year

ended May 31 , 1991 as follows

Properly capitalized ^ 68.357

Increase in depreciation ' (3§ . 1Q& )

S 32.252

1990-1991 ASUCLA Financial Statements Page 6
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Why Audit Figures
Differ from
Budget Figures
Services and Enterprises

The auditors show the 1990-91 "bottom line" for Services and Enterprises

as $1 .2 million, while our budget shows it at $840 thousand. Why the

difference?

The 'reason relates to accounting methods. ASUCLA's accounting

system sets aside money for planned expenses in special "funds." The

fund balance changes when money is actually spent, but the expense is

recorded as soon as the funds are set aside. The audit presentation

follows a different set of accounting principles; they lump the "funds" in

with other net income until the "funds" are actually spent

What we're talking about is two different ways of looking at the same

thing. Both accounting methods are consistent and accurate, and the

differences can be easily reconciled. The situation is roughly analogous

tea student who had a checking account and a savings account. When

"figuring a monthly budget, the student treats money destined for the

savings account as an expense. By telling herself the money has already

been "spent." the student resists the temptation to dip into savings for

day-to-day needs. Of course, if the student were figuring her net worth,

she'd look at the money in the savings account not as an expense, but as

an asset. The different labels don't change the dollar amounts, they
'

simply make It easier for the student to manage her finances.

ASUCLA's "funds" have the same advantage They make it easier for

our Board of Directors to set aside money for long-term expenses, such

as the Book Bonus Program, service area and public area reserves

(repair and replacement of furnishings and carpets, for instance), and

seismic upgrading. We think ASUCLA's accounting methods are best-

suited to our operations. But we understand that our auditors are commit-

ted to their own standards, based on the norms of the accounting

profession. In summary, and using numbers rounded to the nearest

$1,000, we can reconcile the audited statements to the Association's

internal statemients as follows:

Net income on Audited Statements

Add: Depreciation (net) 1.518

Capital Expenditures from

Current Year Net Revenue (304)

Book Bonus Expenditures 580

Other Expenditures from Prior Year

Net Revenue 237

Other 198

Less: Funds Set Aside For:

Reserves 813

Debt Service 669

Deferred Seismic 700

LTFDP II Allocation 350

Net Working Capital Augmentation 100

ASUCLA's internal statements Net Revenue

Available for Allocation (After Deducting

Expenditure of Net Revenues Available

for Allocation)

Amount
$1,243

St a4Q

In addition to the treatment of "funds." there are some difference in

the way we treat purchases of equipment and furnishings On our internal

statements. ASUCLA depreciates only certain revenue-producing equip-

ment. On the audited financial statements, we capitalize and depreciate

all significant property.

The line item labeled "Other" primarily represents timing differ-

ences—for instance. Student Union fees received from the University but

not yet expended, and accrued vacation expense.

Communications Board

Like Services and Enterprises, the Communications Board sets aside

funds for working capital, replacement of equipment, and as a cushion

against unexpected expenses or losses. And like Services and Enter-

prises, the Communications Board statements use a different presenta-

tion than we do for internal presentations. Although the presentation of

financial information is different, the audited statement and the Communi-

cation Board's internal figures can be fully reconciled.

For 1990-91. we can reconcile th^ two presentations:

Net Loss on Audited Statements

Less: Additions to Reserves

$ 48.039

113.340

Net Loss as reported on Internal Statements

Student Governments

^^1fi1 379

In the case of the student governments, differences between ASUCLA's

internal accounting methods and those of our auditors are based on the

discrepancy between the fiscal and political years. For instance. June is

the first month of the fiscal year— but, depending on the academic

calendar, generally belongs in whole or in part to the previous political

year. ASUCLA's internal statements associate expenditures with the

respective student administrations, while for audit purposes expenses

must be shown in the fiscal year they actually occurred.

Undergraduate Students Association

Net Revenue on Audited Statements $57,382

Add:

Less:

Transition Income 1990

Surplus Withdrawal 1990-91

Programming Carryover

Transition Income 1991 Fees

Prior Period Adjustment

Reversal of Prior Year Accruals

74.376

45.364

24.685

78.610

5.320

21.983

Net Revenue as reported on ASUCLA
Internal Statements

Graduate Students Association

Net Revenue on Audited Statements

$95.894

$( 8.630)

Add: Surplus Withdrawal from Prior Year 34. 1 60

Program Support Carryover 31 .705

Council Carryover 22.764

Less: Reversal of Prior Year Accruals 5.598

Net Revenue as reported on ASUCLA
Internal Statement

For More information

^74.401

If you would like more detailed information about the differences between

the audit report and ASUCLA's internal statements, you can request a

copy of the Board of Directors October 1991 Agenda Item \/l-A-2. "Ac-

ceptance and Reconcilement of Auditors' Reports and Management

Letter for 1990-1991 ." from the ASUCLA Finance Director's Office.

Kerckhoff 205C. Campus Mail Code 16406, phone 825-6032.

1990-1991 ASUCLA Financial Statjnnents Page 7
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EGG DONORS NEEDED...
for infertile women. If you are under 35 and healthy, you could

have the satisfaction of helping someone in a very special way.

Contact AMI South Bay Hospital IVF Center at (213) 318-4741.

Compensation provided.

imRHIv
^L^

South Bay
Hospital

514 N. Prospect Ave.

Redondo Beach

ForAll WoimeD

REE PREGNANCY TESTING
Pregnancy Termination

<"eneral or Local Anesthesia

Affordable Birth Control

Line

CIATES

UCLA Department of Music

UCLA Center for the Performing Arts

Holiday Concert
UCLA Chorale

UCLA Concert Choir

UCLA Madrigal Singers

UCLA Men's Glee Club

Donn Weiss, Director

UCLA University Chorus

UCLA Campus Choir

Stephanie Henry, Director

University Organist

Thomas Harmon

brass, wind, and percussion

ensembles

music by

Argento, J.S. Bach,

Charpentier, Hoist, Pinkham,

Thompson, Walton, and Willcox

Wednesday, December 4, 1991
8:00p.m. • Royce Hall
$5 general, $3 students and seniors

Information: UCLA Central Ticket Office, (310)825-2953

• • ISofa, SO g<

Experts agree that 'a

good sofa is forever'
By Suzanne Slesin

The New York Tlnles

NEW YORK— Frederic Fekk-

ai, the Manhattan hair stylist of the

moment, knew exactly what he

wanted when it came time to

choose a sofa for the apartment he

shares with his wife Catherine.

"After standing up all day,"

Fekkai said, **it*s important to be

able to sit down.*'

Fekkai sits down in style. The
sofa— a red daniask beauty that is

nearly nine feet long — is the

cornerstone of th« design of the

Fekkais' living room on the lop

floor of an Upper East Side

mansion.

That's how it is with a sofa. A
sofa can take over not only a room
but the mind of its owner. Size or

shape can quahfy it for its starring

role in a decorating plan. But it has

not always been that way. .

"Sofas were made as early as the

17th century, but these are

exceedingly rare," said to Marvin
D. Schwartz, the author of "Chairs,

Tables, Sofas and Beds" (Knopf,

1982).

Plush three-seaters became the

anchor of living rooms only in this

century. Although various moder-

nists have had flings with built-in

seating, these days it is traditional

sofas that are restyled, reinter-

preted and eagerly hunted by

architects and decorators.

Alan J. Lindenfeld, a Manhattan

architect, had lived with, and
parted with, a number of sofas.

There was that green Art Deco
sofa; then that nubby brown
Lawson sofa. But five years ago he

found the sofa of a hfetime, and
four pieces to match, at an arcade

sale at Sotheby's in New York.

"It was all piled in a comer in the

back," he recalled wistfully. "All

that grayish-blue leather and pink

fringe. I thought it was so weird. I

decided I had to have it."

Lindenfeld paid about $2,500
for the lot, which included the

three-seat sofa, two armchairs and
two ottomans. "Quite a bargain,"

Lindenfeld said, adding that it

would have cost more than

$10,000 to have a similar set made.
But who would have had the

nerve?

"It was all loo odd," Lindenfeld

said. "Mostr people didn't know
what to do with it"

Lindenfeld's life was changed
by his new arrivals, as was the

Fekkais'.

"We wanted it to be very big,"

said Mrs. Fekkai.

"I needed a sofa on which I

could take a nap," Fekkai added.

David Salomon, the interior

designer who worked on the one-

bedroom duplex, complied. The
Fekkais' custom-made sofa, which
Salomon likens to a barge, was
designed by Salomon and made by
Furniture Masters of Brooklyn,

*There's nothing revolutionary

about the shape," Salomon said,

"but it's the size that's unusual. I

would normally design a seven-

foot-long sofa. This time I made it

nearly nine feet long and raised the

back from 29 to 33 inches. People

like to be cradled, smothered and
mothered by furniture."

The sofa, which has two seat

cushions and four throw pillows,

all filled with down, cost about

$6,000; the fabric, $2,700 more.

"It had to be beautiful on the

inside as well as the outside,"

Salomon said. "All natural mater-

"It was all piled in a

comer in the back. All

that grayish-blue

leather and pink fringe.

I thought it was so

weird. I decided I had

to have it."

Alan J. Lindenfeld
Manhattan Architect

ials. No staples, no foam rubber."

"Getting it right is just a matter

of feeling," he added. "With a sofa

like this, when a person doesn't

want to get up, then it's perfect"

His advice: "Don't skimp: A
good sofa is forever."

Salomon met Fekkai a few years

ago after asking a stranger in a

shoe repair shop where he had
gotten his haircut Soon Salomon
was a steady customer of Fekkai 's.

"We got to be fiiends," Salomon
said. "And every time I saw
Frederic, he'd say that someday
he'd get me work and that we'd do
a project together. Finally wc did.'*^

The Fekkais responded well to

Salomon's vibrantly colored pat-

tern-on-pattern decorating
scheme. "We looked at hundreds

of fabrics before we came up with

this concoction," Salomon said,

'They had no restrictions about

color and pattern."

To the lushly upholstered
pieces, the Fekkais added what
they called the "big splurge," piles

of 28-inch-square silk damask
pillows.

*They wanted to be on the floor

a lot," Salomon said. "They're
very casual and like to eat all over
the place."

Salomon is pleased with the new
Old Worid look: "The living room
looks like an apartment at a very

good address in Paris. To me, this

place is all about growing up, and
this is a very grown-up room."

While the red sofa takes center

stage, the room has a few other

contenders for attention. Ancient
pots are lined up on an antique

armoire that was foimerly used for

display at Bergdorf Goodman,
where Fekkai has his salon. And a

welcoming Indian god stands on a

Napoleon III cabinet.

"He has a soul and a great

attitude," Mrs. Fekkai said.

In Lindenfeld's apartment, the

sofa seems to take on that same
beatific role, in spite of its ordinary

boxy shape and its shghtly lumpy
ride. It is not the sort of sofa you
curl up on, although Lindenfeld's

Kerry blue terrier, Oscar, has been
known to make himself comfort-

able on it when he is home alone.

But the architect said: "It makes
me smile whenever I see it I think

of it as sort of like someone
wearing a conservative suit that is

made out of an outrageous fabric."

The pink and blue furniture

determined the unusual color of
the walls, a pale yellow that acts as

a fitting backdrop for Lindenfeld's

collections: early-20th-century

paintings, antique clocks and
watches, Murano glass from the

1950s and *60s, and plenty of

ashtrays, bowls and little bottles.

Curious about the provenance of
his find, Lindenfeld was able to

find out that the furniture came
from a woman who once had a

house in Virginia.

Israel releases 25
Lebanese prisoners
By Louis J. Salome
Cox News Service

JERUSALEM — With Shiite

Muslim captors pledging to free

American hostage Joseph Cicippio

within 48 hours, Israel on Sunday
released 25 Lebanese prisoners

without receiving, or being guar-

anteed, new information about its

own soldiers missing in Lebanon.
The prisoner release repre-

sented a change of tactics for

Israel, which for weeks has said it

would not free any hostages or
prisoners until it receives informa-

tion about the fate of navigator

Ron Arad — believed to be the

only one of six missing Israeli

soldiers who could still be alive.

Israel's action, taken at the

request of U.N. Secretary General
Javier Perez de Cuellar, appears to

be an attempt to reconnect the

Israeli-Lebanese hostage and pris-

oner issue with that of the six

remaining Westerners held in

Lebanon.

Israel released the 25 prisoners

after the pro-Iranian Revolution-

ary Justice Organization, a group
tied to the hostage-holders, deliv-

ered a statement to a news agency
in Beirut saying that those holding

the remaining Western hostages in

Lebanon had decided to release

""Cicippio after "positive results"

from negotiations between the

United Nations, Iran, Syria and
Lebanon.

The Arabic-language statement
accompanied by a photograph of
the 61 -year-old Cicippio, said he
would be freed within 48 hours "to
fulfill our side of the deal."

Cicippio, of Norristown, Pa.,

was acting comptroller of the

American University in Beirut

when he was kidnapped from its

campus there in September of
1986. The other remaining Ameri-
can hostages are Alann Steen, a

journalism professor at Beirut

University College who was
kidnapped in early 1987, and
Associated Press reporter Terry
Anderson, who was kidnapped in

March of 1985.

Perez de Cuellar' s special envoy
on the hostage matter, Giandome-
nico Picco, met Sunday in Damas-
cus with Syrian Foreign Minister

Farouk al-Sharaa. The session was
part of the ongoing UJ^. effort to

negotiate an end to the hostage

crisis.

If the U.N.'s efforts succeed,

Israeli officials said Sunday, all the

hostages and prisoners in the

region could be released by the end
of the year, when Perez de Cuel-
lar's term of office ends.

Perez de Cuellar is seeking to

create a domino effect so that

Israel's prisoner release is seen as

justification for freeing Cicippio,

which then would lead to informa-

tion about the missing Israelis and
later their return. The idea is to

create reciprocal moves that will

eventually lead to freedom for all

hostages and prisoners in the

region.

Israel's Defense Ministry said

the 25 Lebanese were released

from El Khiam prison in Israel's

self-declared security zone in

South Lebanon. Two of the freed

prisoners are women. Four of the

25, including the two women, were
allowed to stay inside the security

zone, while the remainder were
transported to other parts of Leba-
non.

During recent negotiations, the

UJ^. team asked Israel to make a

**personal gesture" to Perez de
Cuellar to assist him in completing
a comprehensive release of all

hostages and prisoners, Israel's

Defense Ministry said Sunday.
The result was the release of the 25
Lebanese, the ministry said.

Two weeks ago. hostage-takers

in Lebanon freed Anglican Church
envoy Terry Waite and American
academic Thomas Sutherland,

without any action on Israel's part
That act separated the missing

Israeli soldiers and the hostages

and prisoners Israel holds from the

release of the Western hostages. It

also raised the prospect that the

Westerners would be released, but

the others would not.

Since then, Perez de Cuellar has

been trying to move the two tracks

forward together and to reconnect
them so as to create the domino
effect

"It is a signal of goodwill to the

secretary general who assured us

his initiative includes our missing

soldiers," said an Israeli official,

who insisted on anonymity. "If

there was any doubt about our
sincerity, we removed it" said the

official. "Now the ball is in Iran's

court."

Yossi Olmert head of the

government press office, said,

"We are not sure at all that this will

pay off. We have no guarantee at

all.

"But there is a possibility for

another step-by-step approach
that if followed through, could
lead to a release of all the hostages
and prisoners by the end of
December," he said.

Olmert said Israel had no new
information about Arad's fate, and
was not on the brink of receiving

the bodies of five other Israeli

soldiers, two of whom have been
confirmed dead and three ofwhom
are believed to be dead.

He emphasized that the release

of the 25 prisoners was a "one-
time-only" gesture unless Israel in

return receives information about
its missing soldiers.

Israel and its client South
Lebanon Army are believed to be
holding abnost 300 prisoners in El

Khiam. A few Lebanese prisoners

and hostages, including Sheikh

Abdul Karim Obeid, are held in

Israel, where the remains of scores

of Lebanese killed during fighting

in Lebanon are buried.

Sheikh Obeid, abducted by
Israel in late July 1989, is a

member of Hezbollah— the Party

of God — a Shiite fundamentalist

organization believed to be the

umbrella group holding Western
hostages in Lebanon.

Hezbollah threatened to execute

Cicippio after Obeid's abduction.

In addition to the American
hostages, two West Germans are

also being held in Lebanon, along

with an Italian, who is believed to

be dead. A Briton, still unac-

counted for. is also believed to be
dead.
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EXPERIEMCE
THE THRILL OF DREIE«LING TABLES

THE BEAT OF JEWISH SOUL MUSIC
THE LAUGHTER OF JEWISH HUMOR

BASK IN THEGLOW OF CHANUKAH At
THESEPEMDIPITCUS

DPEIDELCAPE

B'H

w
Join a hundred or so of your closest friends for a very different very special Chanuka celebration at Chabad House,
featuring: • $50.00 FREE GAMING CHIPS (REDEEMABLE FOR PRIZES) • LIVE SOLO & GROUP

PERFORMANCES • FRESH. HOT DANISH AND COFFEE

Tuesday, December 3
6:30 p.ia UNTIL THE PLACE CLEARS OUT

741 GAYLEY AVENUE, WESTWOOD VILLAGE

For more info call

Rabbi Mendel Cunin 208-7511

SPONSORED BY THE MAURICE
\ RATNER OUTREACH PROGRAM

I

^\ KEYSTONE

Jmt*!

'•rma &VS

Regular or Light

12-PACKS

$4.79
Plus CRV and tax

COLD & FAST.
Stock-up for the Holidays on the great Keystone taste

at the season's best price. While supply lasts!

^-Village
/^xpressmart

Ahmya Optn §t ih« corrm at Qaykv A it Conl9

FOODSTORE
10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (213) 209-9111

Opwi 24 hours • 7 days a week • CONVENIErfT FREE PARKING
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ALTO INSIRANCE :„,., „,. NERD FACTOR
There is indeed t Top Rated Domestic Insurer right here in Westwood Village that has exceptionally
low rates for you even if you are under 25. If you have a good driving record and reasonable licensed

experience you will be pleasantly surprised at the savings. If you also have a B average, you will be
positively shocked.

You see, we truly appreciate nerds (or those with nerdy tendencies). We applaud your commitment to do
well in school b^use this means that you will most likely db well in Ufe. Let us show you first hand
that your pursuit of excellence can bring inmiediate rewards. Call us for a quote today.

InsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc. 1081 Westwood Blvd., #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024 208-3548

Sales
Accessories

SCOOTER TECH
HONDA & YAMAHA REPAIR SPECIALIST

Service
Parts

|80CG-250cc
;

? TUne 4 Service
]

50 cc
Tune & Service

$39.95 p'^f^

275x10 Tire
;

TlJbe installeci i

I d;;OQ QC ^tt rnoet 50cc '

I We Come To You

«

JFLATS repaired!

, $x£tfe« 12/31/91 «

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY OR DROP OFF AT WESTWOOD LOCATION
(WITHIN 3 MILES OF CAMPUS)

FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
Free Damage Estimates-Insurance Coverage Accepted

We Also Repair All Makes & Models of Motorcycles

Westwood Hours W. Los Angeles
10971 Weybum Monday - Friday 10422 Santa Monica Blvd.

(next to Falafel Factory) 9-6 (less than 2 miles from Campus) I

(213) 824^2040 (213) 470^746

10% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

10% OFF
Helmets &
Locks

Ifyou or someone you know

Ms been raped
Rape can be terrifying and traumatic. After a rape, it's not uncommon to feel

fearful, confused, guilty, ashamed, or isolated. You don't have to deal with these

feelings alone.

WeVe here to help.

Reach out for help and information by contacting the UCLA Rape Services

Consultants (RSCs). RSCs can discuss options and alternatives, help identify

and assist you in contacting the most appropriate support services, and answer

any questions that may arise.

For more information^ call thewbmen's Resource

Center at206^240 or drop by Room 2, Dodd Hall,

and askfor an RSa

T]fl

SPEED DEMON 386
• 33 MHz • 64K CACHE
•1.2. 1.4 FLOPPY -40 MEG H.D.

• 1 MEG RAM • VGA MONITOR
AND CARD • MID SIZE TOWER

• INCLUDES SOFTWARE & MOUSE

286AT-TURBO*12M
• 512K RAM UP-OAAOES
TO 4 MEG

•1^0«VE ->
• 101 ENN. KEYBO
•CLOCK/CAIENOER
• M1-RE8 TTLTllOWfTOR
•a^OAMEPORTS $100

286 AT-TURBO DELUXE
INCLUDES SOFTWARE, MOUSE AND
SURGE PROTECTOR!

$
COMPLETE

• 40 MEO HO • VOA « CAROe
• 12 MEO Hz •1.2 DRIVE
• 1 meo ram uporaoes to
4 meo '101 keybo

• ciocka:ale*(oer
• a/P GAME PORTS

799 '150
* * Discounted Computer Service Available* *

GREAT
FOR

STARTERS
XT

SYSTEM
•40K*HkRE8TTL

MANUFACTURERS
SB OUT!

MONITOR
KEYBOARD
COMPLETE SYSTEM
WyMLE-TMEY-LAST
WITHaOMEQHO
UP-QRAOC ONLVMiO

FOBTRON DISCOUNT COMPUTERS
10840 W OLYMPIC 8LVO
WEST LOS ANGFl FS
AT WESTWOOD RLVD

(211) 474-5823
<.i ., 474-6542

FOBTRON DISCOUNT COMPUTERS
210? ARIfcMA BLVD
TORr?ANCL COHNEF^
AT VAN NESS AVE

(^1, 769-5677
uy.i) 769-5678

U.S. reveals amount
of aid kept from Kenya
By Jane Perlez

The New York Times

NAIROBI, Kenya — In an
unusually blunt statement, the
American Embassy has announced
here how much Washington pen-
alized Kenya last week when the

United States and other aid donors
held up new aid because of
Kenya's poor political and eco-

nomic performance.

The statement on Friday
appeared to be an attempt to drive

home the point that there was
abundant American aid available

for Africa but Kenya could not

expect to benefit from it unless the

government curbed corruption and
opened up the political system.

The embassy said the United
States had been prepared to pledge

$47 million in economic and social

assistance to Kenya for 1992, an
increase of $8 million over 1991.

Instead, Washington agreed to

release only a previously agreed on
$19 million for family planning,

agricultural research and assis-

tance to private humanitarian
agencies, all programs that do not

involve the govemmenL
The $28 million was put on

hold, the embassy said because of
the "Kenyan government's failure

so far to carry through with key
economic reforms that had been
promised earliet!

**

At the last two donor meetings,

like the one in Paris two weeks
ago, Kenya received about $800
million in development aid each
year from international financial

institutions and donor nations.

This time, the donors said Kenya
would continue to receive aid

already pledged but declined to

specify any new amounts of aid.

Instead, new aid to Kenya would
be reconsidered in six months and
would be linked to improvements

v^^ut^uman rights and economic
performance.

The arrests of Nicholas Biwott,

a powerful former cabinet minister

and Hezekiah Oyugi, a foimer
head of internal security, as well as

the leniency toward the opposition

leaders fueled speculation that Moi
was planning to make some steps

this week toward political plural-

ism.

Several opposition leaders and
Western diplomats said it seemed
possible that Moi might announce
elections after the party meeting on
Monday.

But as yet, no formal charges
have been filed against Biwott or

Oyugi, and Moi has sus[)ended the

long-running judicial inquiry into

Ouko*s death at which allegations

against the two men were being

publicly aired.

At the same time that Kenya
suffered from aid being held back,

a group of American judicial

experts who visited Kenya in July

criticized the judicial system,

-jvhich they said had been^
weakened by political interfer-

ence.

**The administration ofjustice in

Kenya is dangerously incom-
plete,** the report said.

Survivors still feel

effects of Oct
eartliquake in India
By Sanjoy Hazarlka
The New York Times

NEW DELHI, India — More
than a month aSfter their homes
were destroyed by a devastating

earthquake, thousands of ill-clad

and frightened villagers in the

Himalayan foothills still huddle
with their cattle for warmth under

tents as rain— snow in the higher

mountains — signals the onset of
winter.

The survivors have lived in the

open since Oct 20, when an
earthquake rumbled across a 70-

mile belt in the foothills of the

western Himalayas, destroying
bridges, roads and villages.

More than 700 people were
killed, officials at Uttarkashi, a

major town in the region, have
said. Relief workers said the

number was at least 1.500.

District Magistrate Sunil
Aggarwal said that the crucial

factors in the next weeks would be
the construction of snow-proof
shelters and the providing of relief

material, including food, blankets

and medicines, to distant villages.

Villagers are still without power
and people in the worst-hit areas

remain in tents, unable to fend off

the cold, reports from the region

indicated.

In the village of Netala. clusters

of tents have sprung up as the

entire population, about 1,000
people, have deserted their

damaged homes.
District officials have appealed

for tin sheets to replace the tents

before winter envelops the region.

"Right now we need houses and
proper shelter,** said Maheshwari

Bhatt, the pradhan, or chief, of

Netala. "The tents will not keep

out the cold and the snow.**

For two weeks after the quake,

Netala and hundreds of villages

beyond it were cut off from the

south because the only major
bridge connecting the regions

collapsed. Indian Army engineers

built a temporary iron bridge.

Aggarwal, the district magis-
trate, said that compensation for

death and injuries was being
distributed, with the next-of-kin of
each of the dead receiving the

equivalent of SsOO dollars, up to a

maximum per family of $2,400.

Cash grants for rebuilding are also

being distributed.

Some engineers say cooperation

is needed to develop safe struc-

tures.

*The reason why so many died

was not because of the magnitude
of the earthquake but because the

buildings were badly designed and
badly built," said A.S. Rawat. an
electrical engineer. "Light, flexi-

ble structures, such as tin and
wood, arc among the best in

earthquake-prone areas.**

Rawat said that deforestation

had led to a shortage of wood for

construction, so that instead of the

traditional homes of wood and
earth, villagers took to using stone

and plaster.

Many villagers, envious of
richer families who could afford

homes of brick and mortar, plas-

tered cement over rock walls to

give visitors the impression that

they too hved in "proper houses,"
Rawat said. But the buildings

proved to be deathtraps.

Rats!:
Where O where have

the wood rats all gone ?

By Harold Fabar
The New York Times

NEW PALTZ. N.Y. — With a

radio strapped to his chest, an
antenna in one hand and a stop-

watch in the other, Edwin McGo-
wan Listened intently to a steady

beeping.

*Thal*s 10 beeps in 12.19
seconds,** he said.

The signals came from a wood
rat, one of 29 imported from West
Virginia and released in the Sha-
wangunk Mountains in an effort to

learn why the native species has

disappeared in New York. Each
was equipped with a small radio

transmitter around its neck, a six-

inch wire antenna for transmission

and tags on its ears.

"It*s alive, [»x)bably sitting or

resting,** McGowan said, inter-

preting the beeps, which reflected

the animal *s temperature, as a sign

of health.

McGowan and Chris Naderefs-

ki, both wildlife technicians
employed by the Slate Department
of Environmental Conservation,

have just begun a two-year assign-

ment studying the life, health and
^9^\h of the imported wood

Despite the fiscal crisis in

Albany, the wood rat project is

going forward, at an estimated cost

of $55,000, outside the state

budget process.

About half the money came
from the "Return a Gift to WiW-
life" program in which New
Yorkers volunteer contributions

on their state income-tax forms.

The remaining money came from
the federal government, through a

wildlife restoration fund derived

from taxes paid by hunters on
purchases of firearms.

"We don*t believe that environ-

mental concerns should grind to a

halt because of current economic
conditions,** said Peter Nye, direc-

tor of the state*s endangered
species unit "It*s part of our
mandate to maintain the diversity

of life forms in the state. The
public has made it clear that it

wants to protect endangered spe-

cies.**

The wood rat is no relation to

Norway rats and others that have
plagued cities and farms for

centuries. It is a native American
species, related to the deer mouse
and somewhat similar to the

western pack rat, which often

steals and hides brightly colored

objects.

When full-grown, it is slightly

smaller than a squirrel, weighing
less than a pound, grayish brown
on top and white underneath. It has

long whiskers, big ears and eyes.

and unlike other rats, it has hair on
its tail.

The native animals were last

seen in New York in 1987, when
they were put on the official hst of
34 endangered species that the

state considers deserving of spe-

cial protection and worthy of being

saved for future generations. The
wood rat is also listed as an
endangered or threatened species

in New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

Ohio, Indiana and Illinois.

The cause of its declirie is

unknown, but among the theories

are a colder cUmate, a declining

supply of acorns because of gypsy
moth damage to oak trees and the

spreading of the raccoon round-

worm, which is fatal to wood rats.

The current experiment is aimed
at determining the cause of the

decline, not at restoring the species

to the state, although that is

possible in the future, said Thomas
C. Jorling, the state commissioner
of environmental conservation.

In the experiment, the state

released the 29 wood rats in

September on Bonticou Crag, a

large rock outcrop in the Mohonk
Preserve, a 5.600-acre private

nature preserve west ofNew PaltzT

which is cooperating in the experi-

ment
Twenty-one of the wood rats arc

still alive, McGowan said. Three
have been lost in the crevices of the

rock formations where they like to

live, he said. Of the other five, one
was killed by a car, one by a

predator, one by bites possibly by
another wood rat and two by the

raccoon roundworm, he said.

"It*s premature to tell, but
circumstantial evidence so far

indicates that the roundworm
appears to play a role in the

disappearance of the wood rat,** he
said. McGowan, a 25-year-old

graduate of Bowdoin College in

Maine, said he was pleased with

his new assignment.

*The wood rats are a great

species to work with,** he said,

especially when compared with
the moose that were his last

assignment. '*They*re easy to trap

with apples and peanut butter,

they*re easy to handle and you can
work with a whole population in a
small area, in contrast to the vast

range of the moose in the Adiron-
dacks.**

McGowan and his associates

say the wood rat is really a likable

creature that has been maligned
because of its name. "Some of our
people think we should call them
boulder bunnies,** he said, refer-

ring to their preference for living in

the rock formations. "That would
certainly help their public image.**

More than 2 scents worth
By Anne Raver
The New York Times

Who has not fiaUen in love with a
jasmine— its white flowers filling

the air with their spicy scent— and
then taken it home from the plant

store only to watch it drop its

blossoms, grow scraggly as a stray

cat and die.

That proves it, you say to

yourself: I am not a house plant

person. And you spend the winter

staring mournfully through the

windows at your blossomless,
scentless garden. Even your nose

feels sad.

Well, stop dq)riving yourself.

Tovah Martin* s "Essence of Para-

dise,** just published by Little,

Brown ($24.95), will lead you and
your nose through a world of

aromas that seem like something

Scheherazade made up to keep her

killer sultan happy.

But Martin, who has steeped her

own nose in aromatic plants for

about 20 years at Logee's Green-
houses in Danielson, Conn., dis-

pels the mystery of how to grow
them with the lucid, wry comments
of a mother who has been through

it all with her children.

"Winter-blooming jasmine
needs cool temperatyres, but cer-

tainly the ever-blooming jasmines

don't,** she said in a recent

telephone interview.
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\k7:l at the wadsworth
T-shirt Desi

r'*^

JAZZ AT THE WADSWORTH is a series of free concerts &
radio broadcasts produced by the UCIA Student Committee for the Arts
and KPCC (89.3 FM) and is performed on the first Sunday of every month.

What is the contest about?
SCA is holding a T-shirt Design contest for new JAWS T-shirts. The T-shirt

design must reflect the quality and entertainment aspects ofJAWS.

What are the guidelines to entry?
Size of design: on standard 8.5" x ll** paper
Max. of 3 colors

The use of the JAWS logo is optional.

What are the Drizes?
= m WINNING PRIZE: $150 CASH

'-

Runners up receive FREE JAWS T-shirt & 2 Tickets to Center for

Performing Arts events.

DEADLINE: 5:00 PM. JANUARY 6. 1992
PICK UP ENTRY FORMS AND TURN IN ART

AT THE SCA OFFICE, ROYCE B96 OTJJ
Winners will be notified by phone/mail by
second week of Winter Quarter '92

COVHMIf Til
»Ot tut MTt

Princeton

Review
LSAT • GMAT • GRE
The fastest iinmiiv^ test-preparation proi^ranis

In the nation, bar none!

Could it be because of documented increases like these:

LSAT average increase: 14+ points

GMAT average increase: 1 10+ points

GRE average increase: 230+ points

Or program inclusions which our competitors don't have:

' At least four proctored tests, each with computer analysis

* Two interactive classes per week, each with an instructor

' Maximum class sizes of twelve, each stratified to ability

' Academic review plus revolutionary test-taking techniques

HIE
F^RINC F.TON
REVI[;W ^^

213 •474 '0909
Lcl our unprcccdciHcd success

insure voui success.

New Yofk diet I •

won't let them eat cake
By Georgia Dullea

The New York Times

NEW YORK — The soup was
cold, the chicken was dry, and so,

when the waiters appeared with a

rich chocolate dessert, the guests at

the charity dinner generally bright-

ened. An exception was Henry
Burr, who stared at his dessert

plate before tiuning to the woman
on his right "That cake is talking

to me,** he told her.

"Me. too," the woman said. "It

looks yummy."
**No, no," he said. "It*s saying,

*Don*i eat mc. Hank! Remember,
Hank, I am poison for your body!

*"

Burr identified the voice coming
from the cake as that of Or.

Stephen Gullo, who describes

himself as a food control special-

ist. He has offices in Manhattan
and Manhasset. N.Y. Gullo*s

voice is ringing louder and louder

these days in the heads of over-

weight people whose lives revolve

around fancy restaurants, dinners

and cocktail parties.

Every day. ifthey are playing by
the rules, these people sink into

easy chairs and switch on audio-

cassette players. With closed eyes

and open minds, they listen to

personalized motivational tapes

recorded by Gullo, who has a
Ph.D. in psychology.

Gullo knows who snacks in

front of an open refrigerator door
and who hides M&Ms in the

bookshelf behind "Moby Dick."
He knows who is in danger of
bingeing because of a family

wedding or a divorce case. And he

touches on such issues in the tapes,

made during the client*s office

visits, which cost $350 for the

initial session and $120 per half

hour for follow ups.

The week Burr resisted the cake,

for example, the tape dealt with his

**trigger foods," or foods that,

judging by his dietary history, he
has never been able to eat in

moderation and so must give up
forever. Also on the tape were
references to Burr's high school

swimming coach, his days at Yale

and his successes in the printing

and publishing fields.

"Hank, you're an all-or-nothing

personality," Gullo told him. "Ask
yourself, *If I could be happy with

a little, would I be where I am
today in the business world? Did I

come to this point in my life to take

orders from a bagel or a brow-
nie?*"

A trim man of about 40, Gullo
talked about food conu^ol the other

day in his office on East 65th

Street, a few doors away from that

four-star occasion of sin. Le
Cirque.

As the grandson of pasta manu-
facturers, he said he empathizes
with clients, and experiences
"food flashes" in Italian restaur-

THANKS

ants. "I haven't eaten pizza in eight

years." he said. "When I pass a

pizza parlor, I tell myself. *It's

better to wear Italian than to eat

Italian.'"

Holidays are hard on dieters.

'There's a reason Santa Claus is

fat," Gullo said, smiling darkly.

"More people gain weight, in my
observation, l)etween Thanksgiv-
ing and New Year's Eve than

during the 1 1 months preceding."

Some people who have slimmed
down to their goals are "coming in

now for reinforcement," he said.

Others have put off appointments

until Jan. 2, a sign they are

planning to backslide.

Nobody comes to Gullo's office

to learn about calories or carbohy-

drates. **No," he said. "Many of
them could write diet encyclope-

dias. People who come here have
control problems about foods and I

teach them how to evaluate food in

terms of control."

The clock in the waiting room
was four hours slow. Gullo keeps it

that way to prevent clients from
continually checking the time.

People with food problems have
"compulsive tendencies," he said.

He wants them to relax.

Elizabeth Baren. who is in the

fashion field, dropped by the office

for what she called "a booster

shot" Having recently given up
smoking, she feared regaining

pounds lost by the Gullo method.

-

She said, "I haven't touched a

breadbasket in 11 years. I didn't

eat my own wedding cake."

Not even a taste?

"No!" Ms. Baren said, lapsing

into one of the Gullo rules: "If I

don't take the first little taste, I

don't begin. I don't have any
problem."

Stuart Benson arrived for his

weekly visit and weighed in. After

three months in the program, he
has lost 58 pounds, "with more to

go/*

A former chairman of Nathan's
Famous, Benson has sworn off hot

dogs forever. He has also given up
playing food games, a trap Gullo I

warns against on the tapes.

After office hours, Gullo talks

by phone to people who have had
setbacks and have landed on the

"intensive care hsL" He also keeps
tabs on out-of-town clients, like

the woman who is spending the

season in Palm Beach, Fla. "June,"

he told her, "it makes no sense to

go to the bathing suit capital of the

country and gain weight on sec-

ond-rate food."

Another woman, on a yacht in

the Mediterranean, has been send-
ing her daily food diary by fax.

Gullo faxed back saying she was
gaining three-quarters of a pound a
day. "Get off at the next port and
come home on the Concorde." he
said. "Otherwise you'll be eight

pounds heavier."

From page 2

politics.

Accordingly, it's easy to under-

stand why the American people are

not rejoicing this Thanksgiving

Day. for they are also suffering

While paying for the threats to

their security from abroad —
necessary as those payments were
— their children have been short-

changed in the schools; the prob-

lems of crime, drug abuse, health

insurance and compassion for the

homeless have been under-
financed, if not neglected; and the

nation's industries, once the envy
of the worid, have been losing their

lead to our former enemies, Ger-
many and Japan, whose budgets
concentrate, not on military

defense, but on research and
development for products that are

competing with ours and often

beating us in world trade.

For if the people are told for

more than 1 2 years by their leadci-s

that they should think about them-
selves and their own special

interests, that they can spend their

way to prosperity and happiness
with borrowed money and that

government is not the answer but

the cause of all their problems, you
shouldn't be surprised if they are

disappointed in the pursuit of

greediness, and ask. after their

sacrifices in the Cold War and
Operation Desert Storm, "Where's
the rainbow?"
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CREPIBIUTY
From page 10 "

Under Florida law, such evi-

dence is allowed only if it shows a
highly partipularized pattern of
behavior on the defendant's part
Few here expect the judge to allow
it into evidence.

As the trial approaches, hun-
dreds of reporters from around the

world are descending on - this

community. One television prog-
ram is empanelling a mock jury of
its own.

Black has charged that in recent

months the Kennedy estate has
been broken into six times.* And
photographers have been stalking

Smith and his accuser.

In fact, since jury selection
began four weeks ago Smith has
been amply in evidence. So often
have endearing new pictures of
him appeared — either hugging a
young admirer or tossing around a

football or speaking to some fifth

graders or posing with his new
Labrador puppy, named McShane— that Lasch has accused the
defense team of orchestrating a
campaign to rehabilitate the defen-
dant

Black denied the existence of
any such campaign. "The state's

all upset that he's being portrayed
as the nice young man he is rather
than as the monster they've por-

trayed him as for seven months.

Smith's accuser is said to be at

her stepfather's house in nearby
Loxahatchee, a closed community
Surrounded by a fence, moat and
"no trespassing" signs.

A photographer who caught up
with her several months ago
outside a supermarket has earned
$25,000 from a single frame of
film, making him one of the

legions of people — witnesses,

hoteliers, photocopiers. T-shirt

sellers, lawyers — to profit hand-
somely from the case.

Over the next week, Lasch is

expected to call a series of witnes-

ses— the accuser's friends and her

mother, police investigators, as

well as the emergency room
doctor, nurses, and rape counselors
who treated her— to attest to the

complainant's distraught, trauma-
tic state in the aftermath of the

episode.

To help set the scene, the

prosecutor could call Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy, who was with his

nephew when he fint met his

accuser at Au Bar, a Palm Beach
nightspot, and was at the Kennedy
home at the time the attack is said

to have occurred.

Just when the woman will

appear is unclear; Lasch has
declined ali comment in the case.

Nor would defense lawyers say at

what point Smith would be called

to testify.

The defense is relying on sever-

al experts. One will be Dr. Henry
Lee, chief of the crime laboratory

of the Connecticut State Police,

who inspected the complainant's
clothes for signs of struggle,

damage or grass or blood stains.

Another is Vincent DiMaio, the

chief medical examiner of San
Antonio who is expected to say
that the bruises found on the

woman predated the encounter at

the estate. Both Robert Webster, a

botanist from the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, and Jay Siegel, a

forensic scientist at Michigan State

University, will testify that the

combination of sand and grass

found in the woman's underwear
fortify the Smith lawyers' claim of
a conscntual tryst on the beach
rather than rape on the grounds.

The defense will also call Dr.
Rafael Good, a Miami gynecolo-
gist and psychiatrist to testify that

Smith could not have been only
partially erect and penetrated the

woman, as she has maintained.

Sbahey's
If the Colonel Had
Shakey's Chicken,
He*d Be a General

FREE & FAST DEUVEKY
Medium pizza, five pieces of chicken
and mojo potatos Only $10.95
Large two topping pizza , .^^ ^^ Only $8.99
3 pieces of chicken, 1/2 order of
mojos & all you can drink

Only $2.99
1114 Gayley Fax: 208-7470

L^J Sun-Thurs 11-lam; Fri & Sat ll-2am

ViSA 824-4111

iShakeysj

PIZZA
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fUsUaram

he first ever live aibum from the

band that's rocked the world. With

IS classic live tracl(s plus a new

studio track "Shining Star, " LIVE

BABY LIVE gives you a jolt that you

won't lorget.

The LIVE BABY LIVE Home Video

contains 21 of their biggest hits

shot at Wembley Stadium.

The Limited Edition Fan Pack

contains the LIVE BABY LIVE Home

Video plus the aibum on either

Cassette or CO.
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Counterpoint

Sattar SkkUqMrou're ighorant-
By Anthony Kaufman

Dearest Sattar Siddiq,

The most unnatural action,

the most perverse behavior, the

most degenerate and repulsive

practice is to tell other people

how to live their hves, to

enforce your own point of

view upon others. I dare not

do the same to you. I dare not

defame your character and
opinions. I dare not call you
close-minded, crude and a
threat to society.

If I were to say how I

really feel about the"^fun-

damentalist people out in the

world who destroy and con-
demn all that are different

from them and their beliefs, I

might be considered the same.
Still, I must just a bit.

To not practice homosexual-
ity is, of course, your preroga-

tive, but you have no right to

condemn it or to call it

"unnatural.** Did Hitler say the

Jewish religion was . "unnatur-

al?" Probably so. Would you
like to see all that are diffe-

rent from you, the gays, the

lesbians, the Jews, the atheists,

all to be destroyed?

You embody the traits of the

modem day Hitler. You do not

see that others are different

from you and that difference

makes them no less. I will not

say that you are less, that you
are ignorant, that you are

disgusting, that you are racists,

because then I would fall into

hypocrisy. We are who we are

and you have no right to

inflict your beliefs on others.

Just as you don*t understand

the right someone has to be in

love with a member of the

same sex, I have no under-

standing of your beliefs, in

fact, people like you terrify

me.

I am deadly frightened that

an alumnus from UCLA is

walking around today with no
understanding of other jjeople,

their rights, their freedom! Yes,

freedom! You claim that free-

dom is no excuse. What is

freedom if not an excuse to do
what we want?

Who are you? Who are you
to say that homosexuals or

atheists, even, do not take

responsibiUty for their actions?

Who arc you to say what is

rational and logical? Logical to

me is far different from logical

to you. I don't see anything in

nature or the world that is as

black and white, and positive

and negative as you see it

The world cannot simply be

defmed as natural and unnatur-

al. Everything is a part of

everything else.

As for the religious point of
view, and your argument for

the existence of God, you fall

into the same close-mindedness

as before. Behef or disbeUef in

God is an unknowable and

undefmable argument, but you
insist as before, in enforcing

your own beliefs as the rule.

However, just to show there is

no rule. I will refute your
points. "How can you not

believe in God, when you see

all these wonderful things in

this universe?** Wonderful?

Forgetting something??
^ This is it!! Applications for the humor
^ insert are due TODAY! I

You have not heard of the

argument from evil? Would
there be so much evil, would
there be Hitler, would there be
senseless massacres of innocent

children who do not even
know your "sin**? Would these

"wonderful** things exist if

there was an omnipotent, mer-
ciful God? Or is your God
merciless and unforgiving? As
for your "natural laws** and
your disbelief in chance, isn*t

it just as possible that the

universe is in a complete state

of restlessness creating every

possible circumstance at least

once. Our particular state of

apparent creation and order in

the universe is just one, infi-

nitesimal, moment in an infini-

ty of chaos.

So you see, Siddiq, there are

many ways to look at things

and to look at people. There
are many opinions and points

of view about God, about

homosexuality, about atoms and
about everything. No one can
every rightly impose their

beliefs on others, because we
all are different, come from
different backgrounds with dif-

ferent ideas. We have the

freedom to do what we want
and to say what we want (as

long as it doesn*t hurt anyone).

I feel it is OK that you have
your opinions, and it is also

OK that HiUer had his opin-

ions, but once you get "holier

than thou** and think "it is not

OK** for other people to be
different from you, then I

think we have a sick problem
that leads to not simply mis-
understanding, but hate and
devastation.

Kaufman is an undeclared
sophomore. This letter [was
signed by eight other students.

or each of you sitting

here today, six stu-

dents were turned

away from UCLA. You may
think your acceptance to

UCLA was a mistake, that you
can not possibly compete with
the other students. However, I

am here to tell you that there

was no mistake. Each of you
was chosen for your abilities.

You can succeed if you want
to.**

These words have echoed in

my mind for the last three

years. I first heard this state-

ment from a professor my
freshman year. Like many
other freshmen, I was nervous
about succeeding in such a
lai^ge university.

Besides calming initial fears,

this statement has helped on
occasion to soften the blow of
low grades and feelings of
inadequacy. Time and again, I

have repeated this statement to

myself as I have picked up my
crushed ego to try again.

This quarter, I personally

met the professor who uttered

this statement. He is every bit

as dynamic as I remember.
Not only is he an excellent

teacher, but he also cares

about the welfare of his stu-

dents.

Last week, I was shocked to

discover that he will not have
a position at UCLA next year.

Because he does not publish

enough, this professor will

perish under the "publish or

perish** doctrine.

And the ongoing debate

continues. Are the obhgations
of a professor primarily to

students or to research? At
UCLA this answer seems clear.

Professors need to do research

in order to gain tenure. Tenure
is job security, thus research is

a priority.

The university *s main reason

for promoting research is pre-

stige. The greater the research

and the higher its quality, the

better students the university

attracts. Eventually these stu-

dents become successful alumni
who donate money to the

university because of its pre-

stige. Or so the story goes.

However, it is the student

who ultimately suffers in this

situation. What good is the

most up-to-date information, if

it is not taught in such a
manner that students can learn

it?

Ironically, it is good teach-

ing that students remember
most Professors can, and do.

inspire alumni to donate funds

to their alma mater.

For example, my friend who
works for UCLA's Annual
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Rachael
King
Fund, once told a woman her

favorite professor would lose

:his job because of budget
cutbacks unless enough money
could be raised. This woman
donated money to save her

favorite professor, even though
she was unemployed.

Although my friend's tactics

wCTe not ethical and are not

condoned by UCLA's Annual
Fund, it still proves a point
Professors can be an incentive

for alunrni to donate money.
To its credit, UCLA has

placed more emphasis on
teaching in the past 10 years

through student evaluations and
faculty visits to the classroom.

Recently UC President David
Gardner issued a task force to

investigate the problem of poor
teaching.

The ensuing Pistcr report,

which addressed teaching in

the UC system, suggested that

teaching, along with research,

should be a prerequisite to

obtaining tenure. The report

suggested that professors

"balance** the two.

In essence, this suggestion
would make it more difficult

for faculty to obtain tenure and
is somewhat unrealistic. Work-
ing for researchers, I know
how difficult it would be for

them to devote any more time
to teaching.

A more reasonable option

would be to give professors

the option of having their

teaching evaluated or doing
research as a means to gain

tenure.

In this way, professors, such
as the one who inspired me
freshman year, will not be lost.

If change does not occur,

UCLA will continue to lose

outstanding professors. And, if

this happens, TU wish that I

was one of die six turned

away from UCLA.

King is a senior majoring in

English/American studies.
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D/lagic and Morrissey: two
Needless to say, by now

we have all heard about
Morrissey *s and Magic

Johnson's respective actions

from a month ago. Therefore,
let us consider the reactions to

the events, as I find them
infmitely more interesting and
frightening.

Most people would consider
those who disrupted Morrissey
impressionable and highly con-
fused, while thinking of the

commentators on Magic and
his revelations — columnists,

sports rqx)rters, people in gen-
»al — as more "in control**

folks. While I agree with the

first assessment, it seems that

the second is incorrect, that a
good number of those giving
opinions on Magic are as

much entrapped by hero wor-
ship as MoiTissey*s fans are.

I was at the Morrissey
concert, by my own free will.

Lord knows I had heard
enough about the intense adu-
lation granted to him by his

fans, and which 1^ quite obvi-
ously encourages — if you
need proof of your own, find

a friend with the "Morrissey at

KROQ" CD single and listen

to the eight minutes of talk

after the songs. But what I

saw there was incredible!

There wctc normal peoptg;

there were your basic poseurs,

but there were others thor-

oughly and completely con-
vinced that Morrissey had
explained everything for them.
Their hopes, their fears, every-
thing. It*s hardly a surprise

that those who actually made it

onto the stage treated him as a
god. He was God, at least up
until the show ended; even

afterward, most went home still

convinced of that, placing the

blame for what had happened
on everyone but themselves.

Magic Johnson was some-
thing else again. I can't say
Tm a thoroughly committed
sports fan, but I was quite

sorry and shocked to hear the

news, as were a good number
of my co-workers who are true

sports addicts and Laker fans.

All of us, though, were quite

annoyed with the covwage of
the news we saw that day. We
were at a restaurant waiting

=fbr dinner, watching the bar*J=
TV, seeing all of the sports

reporters, and a good many of
the "hard** news people, acting

as if humanity had received
final and clinching proof that

God was dead.

Certainly, they seemed to

think Magic was dead — all

the instant career summaries
treated him in the past tense,

dismissing him even as they

Letters

Insuttiiig

Editor:

Sattar Siddiq's Nov. 22
Viewpoint article (Daily Bruin,

"Homosexuahty is simply
unnaturan is nothing more
than a condescending diatribe

that insults the intelligence of
the readers of the Daily Bruin.
The core of his argument is

based on the assertion that

homosexuality is unnatural.

With that, he has made two
logical fallacies.

Siddiq states that everything
in nature is paired by a male
and female. This is a false

generalization. Homosexuality is

a normal phenomenon in vari-

ous species of animals, includ-

ing humans. Male-male or
female-female pairs have been
documented in animals includ-

ing ring-briUed gulls, Cahfomia
gulls, greylag geese, stump-tail-

ed macaques, bonnet macaques,
rhesus monkeys and wild
mountain gorillas.

Furthermore, Siddiq*s argu-

ment falters when he uses

electric and magnetic forces

and "positive and negative

electrons" as examples. What
does electromagnetic forces

have to do with human sex-

uahty? And what is a "posi-
tive** electron anyway — does
he mean a proton?

Siddiq belabors the word
**unnatural** throughout his arti-

cle. He fails to realize that in

his context, **unnatural**

describes things on a personal
level only. For Siddiq. a pre-

sumed heterosexual, loving

someone of the same sex is

"unnatural.** For gay men and

lesbians, loving someone of the
same sex is very natural. They
do not have the "freedom** to
choose to be homosexuals, just
as straight people do not
choose to be heterosexuals.

Siddiq claims that in our
"highly advanced civihzation,

irrational, illogical and unnatur-
al behaviors should not prevail.

We would like to ask him
why he must create irrational

and illogical prejudices and
fears.

John Wu
Freshman
Sociology

Paulino Tamayo
Freshman

Undeclared

Glen IMartlnez

Junior
English

Illogical

Editor:

I would like to respond to
Sattar Siddiq's Viewpoint
(Daily Bruin, "Homosexuality
is Simply Unnatural,*' Nov.
22). I am so glad that Mr.
Siddiq has seen fit to "straight-

en- me out And little did I

know that the problem would
be so easy to resolve: Tve
simply been "illogical** all

these years.

Phew! I just found out in

the nick of time. Too bad for

those Iranian gays and lesbians

who are executed by being
thrown firom high places for

simply being illogical. Too bad
for the Columbian gays and

celebrated his glories. Then,
horrendously, the coverage
seemed to snowball each day,

pushing almost every other

news story, worthy or not, to a

side column or an "In other

news . .
.'* department

Obviously, the two situations

are not thoroughly equatable.

Morrissey was deaUng with a

relatively limited audience
reacting to his rather irrespon-

sible actions and physical pre-

sence. Magic *s situation was
and is far more dangerous, his

response truly noble and
responsible (for those who
criticize his call for safe sex
without mentioning abstinence— he speaks of the realities,

not your fairy tale world of
clean living that has never
existed), his audience the

world. Yet in both cases, a
cmain number of people bet-

rayed their own inadequacies
with their reactions.

Really, it all comes down to

hero worship and blind nar-

cissism. Morrissey worshippers
took his invitation not to stay

in their seats as a personal call— to each one of them
separately — as an invitation

to rush the stage and touch
godhead. After the show ended
and security tried to move the

crush of people away from the

stage front in order to help the

injured, practically no one did.

They were determined to stay,

so they could be close to

Morrissey, and damn the

otho^. Individually, each
regarded (and probably still

regards) him as their prophet
alone.

With Magic, the majwity of

commentators heard were
adults, who because to their

age and imphed wisdom and
sensibility, were supposedly
insulated from the criticism

levelled at the adolescent Mor-
rissey fans. Yet if that were
the case, why did a gfeat

number of them act as if they
had only just discovered Magic
was a man, not a divine

being? Why did most of them
spend time regretting the fact

that they would never see him
on court again, instead of
simply acknowledging that he
will almost certainly die slowly
and agonizingly, something
infinitely more important than

statistics and championships?
Why did they think his tragedy
was actually theirs, when
instead they could have fol-

lowed his lead with the reve-

lation?

For the most inspiring thing

about Magic, and the most
annoying about a good number
of the commentators, was how
they seemed to have switched
roles. The commentators
drowned themselves in flailing

self-pity, "more a fan of Magic
than thou** histrionics, and
embarrassing *'reahzations*'

about AIDS that any intelligent

person. Magic included, should
have known about for years.

Magic, though, was calm,
upbeat, aware of his condition

but not one to hide the truth

behind how he got there or to

ask for pity for his actions,

and certainly not wallowing in

despair for all to see.

I recently read an excellent

book, "Friday Night Lights,**

which provided a very close

and personal look at the obses-

worship
sive and destructive love of
high school football in West

Texas. One of the most chill-

ing conclusions of the work
concerned how the adult spec-

tators used the players for their

own vicarious fantasies, with
little or no concern for the

players themselves outside of
their poformance. Every year

new bodies, new vehicles for

their dreams appeared, while
those who had gone before

wCTe barely spared a moment's
thought The spectators did
nothing to inspire their own
personal dreams or lives —
football provided the focus
from the outside.

It seems quite a few of
Magic*s fans will react in the

same way, thinking of him as
a great player now gone,
bewaiUng their fate while fail-

ing to find any new improve-
ment for themselves, simply
turning to the next great player
in the game. They will live

their hopes through the players,

as their children and siblings

do through Morrissey, as

another generation will do
through another star. Still, not
everyone will succumb. Those
who appreciate others* achieve-

ments without grafting them-
selves onto them, those who
know that the great persons of
our time are human, and there-

fore must have flaws, those
who can think, dream, and act

without using othCTs' works as

crutches — they will escape
the mindless trap of hero

worship.

Raggett is a senior majoring in

English.

"^rfi o»tfe>Hj[3ftM^^vemu»^ *a^>mM>f^^iaiMbr

lesbians who are shot by death
squads as "disposable people*'

for simply being illogical. Too
bad for the thousands that died
in Nazi concentration camps
for simply being illogical. Too
bad for the queers who are
bashed with baseball bats in

New York , Los Angeles, or
Houston, for simply being
illogical.

Yes, Mr. Siddiq, one would
think logic would prevail.

Luis Balmaseda
Graduate student

Library and Information

Science

Selfffigliteous

Editor:

I was appalled to read the

Nov. 22 Viewpoint (Daily

Bruin, "Homosexuality is

simply unnatural**) written by
Sattar Siddiq. Who does he
think he is? In a time where
we, as a society, are attempt-

ing to end the prejudices and
discriminations against the gay
and lesbian communities, peo-

ple like Siddiq symbolize the

barriers that continue to exist

In his opening statement he
claims that, ^'No, it is not OK,
and no, I don*t understand

why anyone has to be gay or

lesbian.** WeU, Siddiq, just

because you do not agree with
the gays and lesbians, are they

wrong to feel the way they

do? It is clear that your
narrow-mindedness has kept

you from understanding the

very simple fact that gays and
lesbians are part of society and
deserve to be treated as human
beings. They are human too,

although it may come as a
surprise to you! The issue of
gays and lesbians has nothing
to do with right or wrong,
rational or irrational, religious

or non-religious. It has to do
with preference and with the

intimate feehngs between two
people. Unfortunately, your
self-righteous attitude and the

hatred with which you write

are the cmcial elements that

keep discrimination aUve.

Please open your eyes to the

complex society that you live

in because you* 11 be more in

tune with reality. And lastly,

leave God and your rigid,

scientific principles out of this.

Save it for your science clas-

ses because after all, God
created each and every human
being on Earth.

Susana Bustamante
Junior

English

.

Is that art?

Editor:

It is disturbing that a rep-
resentation of a woman in a
classical submissive pose was
selected to represent art in

Viewpoint's dueling columnist
feature on public funding for

the arts (Nov. 25, 1991). I

challenge the Daily Bruin's
artists and editors to choose
more empowering images of
women in the future.

Linda Roberts
Senior

World Arts & Cultures
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Isabella Pasco and Mark Rylance, foreground, star In "Prospero's Books.

Greenaway gets glitsy
By Rob WInflold
Daily Bruin Staff

Regarded as one of the forerunners of
contemporary art cinema, Peter Greenaway
is a filmmaker who lends to divide and
polarize audiences.

On the one hand, his work is the
intcUcctuars treat, replete with multi-
dimensional imagery and thematic content,
classical allusion and modernist applica-
tion. On the other, it is the antagonist to
those seeking entertainment, providing
about as much enjoyment and accessibility,

according to one reviewer, as rummaging
through an archaic museum with the
catalogue missing.

Ranging from a number of shorts such as
"A Walk Through H*' (1978) to features like
•The Cook, the Thief, His Wife & Her
Lover" (1989), his work is extensive and
consistent in its attempt to shatter the
preconceptions of what does, and does not,
constitute the art of film.

In some cases, he offers a reversal in the
commonly held belief that the narrative is

more important than the visual, thus making

the image, as opposed to the word, his
primary significance. In others, he leans
toward difficult theatrical techniques, such
as the continuous scene in a staged play,
where a single camera's focus on a
particular set of actions remains uninter-
rupted over an extensive period of time.
As a result, whetho- his accomplishments

are embraced or revered for these very
reasons, he undeniably is viewed as one of
the premiere pioneering and challenging
directors of his timt

With the release of his latest offering
*Trospero*s Books," adapted from William
Shakespeare's *Thc Tempest," the culmi-
nation of the British filmmaker's unortho-
dox career— from painter to art historian to
editor to writer and director— is now more
apparent than ever.

Now that his fdm has enraged Shakes-
pearean purists, oversatiated the art crowd
and confused the mass movie-going public,
Greenaway undoubtedly has violated the
accepted barriers, quite possibly taking fihn
where none previously has dared explore.

See QREENAWAY, page 36
'Prospero's Books" director Peter
Michel Blanc with a scene.

reenaway helps actor

The other
By Kristen Unden
Dally Bruin Staff

In a departure from the intensely drama-
tic works that have characterized the UCLA
Theater Department's season thus far, Alan
Ayckboum's farce "How the Other Half
Loves" will complete this quarter's offer-

ings with performances beginning tomor-
row night.

*This play is strange and wonderful,"
described director Ronny Graham. *The set

is crazy-looking but at the heart of (the play)
Ayckboum is making a very serious
statement about marriage and about fidelity

and honesty."

The story incorporates three couples, two
homes and the idea of adultery. The fu-st

home is the apartment of a man and his wife
while the second is a big, fancy house
owned by the man's boss and his wife. In an
interesting bit of design, the set intertwines

both residences under a single roof
"Simultaneous action happens in the

opening scene and the characters are
passing one another very closely but they
never bump into each other or recognize
each other because they're in different

rooms all the time," Graham explained.
Complications arise as we discover the

man is having an affair with his boss' wife
but the culmination doesn't occur until the
second act when each of the lovers lies to
their spouse about their whereabouts.
The wife tells her husband that she was

out with the woman of a third couple
because her husband was having an affair

while the man tells his wife that he was out
with the husband of the same third couple
because his wife was having an affair. When
the third couple is invited to dinner at the
boss' house and then the employee's over
the span oftwo nights, matters become quite
sticky.

'There's a very serious basis to this play
... All good comedy has a serious basis.

It's about very tough stuff, that's what
makes it funny. If it was about nothing,
what's to laugh at? This play is about three
marriages that are in trouble but in wild
comedic terms."

This duality proved challenging for the
mix of graduate and undergraduate actors.

"I wanted them to get at the truth of the play.
The first few days in rehearsal everybody
was mugging and being funny but I stopped
them and said that we have to work at the
truth of these people first and then we can
layer in and become conscious again that

it's a comedy," Graham said.

In a bit of irony, Graham eventually
found that the actors were focusing so much
on the subtext that they emphasized the

drama of the piece rather than the comedy.
On a suggestion from Mel Shapiro, friend
and head of the MFA Program. Graham

marriage
instructed the students to use English
accents as they delivered their lines.

"Shapiro said. *It may get them to latch

onto the *here-here.* *cheer-cheer.* keep-
your-chin-up philosophy in the face of the

worst disasters in the world. That is what
farce is about. Putting on a good show.'"
Graham repeated.

*They all did their parts with English
accents and it was wonderful. They all

understood exactly what it meant. It meant
drop the *sturm imd drang' and get busy
with being a comedy again. We got all the

truth, now let's work on the comedy."
For his part, Graham began as a stage

actor in New York in the 1950s, turned to

directing in the '60s and came to Los
Angeles in 1971 to become a television and
film writer. He wrote for the television

series "M*A*S*H" for three years and has

See tOVES/ page 38
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Film explores roles of women
^Overseas' challenges

notions of maniage
By Ryan Eglash

Foreign films arc usually in dire need of a good
editor and generally lack the American quick-fix film
structure. But Brigitte Rouan's **Overseas," now
playing at the Royal Theater, transcends the
difficulties that plague most celluloid imports.

During many foreign films. I find myself getting
the Tilmic twitch.' The twitch develops because of a
boring plot that is usually too long. Yet, there was not
a scratch, a sniffle, not even a cough, just my
complete attention.

••Overseas" is about three sisters who face horrible

tragedy in their relationships. Daughters of wealthy
French colonists, these sisters could only marry
military officers. Through marriage, the three
women commiserate with separate but intertwining
stories set in hostile Algeria during the French-Arab
colonial struggle.

••Overseas" is a nostalgic look at the traditional

roles of women, but what makes "Overseas" so
interesting is the director's approach. The plot
develops through flashbacks — each sister tells her
tale through memory. It is, perhaps, director Brigitte

Rouan's subtle manipulation of space and time that

keeps the story quick-paced and intriguing.

This is not Rouan's first director's chair— her first

experience dates back to 1985 with •*La Grosse."
which won the Cesar Award for best short fiction

fihn. As an actress, her credits begin in 1972.
Obviously, Rouan has learned something about

acting and directing throughout her years in French
cinema. '

Rouan also plays Nfalene. one of the three sisters,

and her acting is superb and powerful. One scene that
lunges out is her speech to her husband who does
little of the work at the winery. But Rouan is just one
of a cast of great players.

Nicole Garcia and Marianne Basler give equally
great performances. Garcia plays Zon. the woman
who loses her husband to the service and is left with
five children. Garcia 's character slowly loses her
senses and dies of cancer. The uplifting Gritte
(Basler) is the sassy, youngest sister that is pressured
to many. Basler' s beauty and innocence in her
portrayal are arresting.

*X>vcrseas" is dedicated to Rouan's mother who. in
subtiUes. she describes as a beautiful woman. From
the opening credits on. there is an element of realism
that comes across.

••Overseas" is a film by women, about women and
for women. Rouan seems to be suggesting that
tradition and/or marriage is not always the answer.
And through Gritte, the youngest sister. Rouan
allows this axiom to flourish. In a scene where
Gritte's diary is ripped up. the three sisters discuss the
importance of marriage. Yet Gritte is the only honest
and intelligent sister who readily points out that
marriage isn't a perfect life. Made in 1989. Rouan
seems to be fighting the revolution. Only her
characters aren't burning bras, just trying to escape
social customs.

Winner of the 1990 Cannes Best Film Award,
••Overseas" holds up to American moviegoers'
scrutiny. It's definitely not another film in need of a
good editor but a touching, significant morality play
laced with the courageous triumphs of women.

'My Girl' proves heartwarming
Girlhood angst

story makes for

good material

By Kristen Unden
Daily Bruin Staff

This is it— Macaulay Culkin's
first film since the megabit "Home
Alone" last Christmas catapulted
him to superstardom. So docs "My
Girl" reveal his true acting talent?

Is he worth the rumored four

million dollars he will receive for

"Home Alone 2"? The defmitive
answer is — maybe.
A far cry fix)m his center-stage

rrte as a young boy accidentally

left at home when his family goes
off to Europe on vacation, Culkin's
latest character. Thomas J. Sen-
nett, is defmitely second-fiddle.

The main focus of the film is

young Vada Sultenfuss (Anna
Chlumsky). a motherless tomboy
whose father runs the town funeral

parlor out of their home.
Despite her close association

with death. Vada remains con-
fused, running to the doctor every-

time a new corpse arrives,

convinced she is dying of the same
malady.

Still suffering from his wife's

death in childbirth 1 1 years earlier.

Harry Sultenfuss O^an AykrOyd)
nas thrown himself into his work
and pays only casual attention to

his daughter. Scorned by the girls

in her class. Vada's main compan-
ionship comes from the quiet,

thoughtful Thomas J.

Vada's whole life is about to

change, however, .as Shelly
DeVoto (Jamie Lee Curtis), a
lonely makeup artist, comes to

work at the funeral parlor.

As the summer progresses,
Harry and Shelly grow attracted to

one another and eventually

Macaulay Culkin ana Anna Chlumsky share their first kiss in **My
Girl".

announce their plans to marry.

Despite Shelly's kind, motherly
treatment. Vada is jealous of her

father paying attention to someone
else.

Ultimately, tragedy strikes and
forces Vada to confront loss, love

and the pain of growing up.

Culkin gives Thomas J. a like-

able, timid quality, as the young
boy fears to look at the coffms in

ihe funeral parlor and insists on
being home in time for dinner.

While Culkin performs well with

what he is given, most of his role

consists of a line or two in response

to Vada. offering him little oppor-

tunity to show dramatic talent

Newcomer Chlumsky shines as

the true star of the film, capably
handling moving dramatic scenes

as well as the lighter comedic
moments. She skillfully conveys
both the quirkiness of her character

and the torment involved in grow-
ing up.

Aykroyd and Curtis, on the

other hand, give competent perfor-

mances, but prove nothing specta-

cular. This could be due. in part, to

the superficial development of
their relationship in the script

They meet, he reprimands her for

telling him how to raise Vada. he
invites her to play bingo at the

church and they get engaged —
that's about as deep as it gets.

While the script proves weak in

the adults' relationship, it more
than makes up for it in successfully

capturing the essence of a young
girl painfully coming to terms with
growing up.

Ultimately. "My Girl" is a
touching film, altematingly hilari-

ous and heart-wrenching. **•

FItM: -My Girt " Screenplay by Laurice
Elehwany. Directed by Howard Zieff.

Produced by Joseph M. Caracciolo and
David T. Fnendly. A Columbia Pictures
wliMQ with Dan Aykroyd. Jamie Lee
Curtis, Anna Chlumsky and Macaulay
Culkin. (Rated PG; 102 minutes) Now
playing cttywide.
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Rock the houseless:
Florentine Gardens, Screamer

host Los Angeles charity benefit

By Lisa Rebuck

The Florentine Gardens in Hol-
lywood, along with Screamer
Magazine, hosted a benefit concert

for the Los Angeles Homeless
Mission last Thursday night in

which six bands performed,
including Badlands, Kik Tracee,

Wild Horses, Junkyard and Ban-
galore Choir. Rap artist and actor

Ice-T made a special unannounced
appearance with his heavy metal/

thrash group Body Count
More than 3,000 cans of food

were donated by concertgoers,

said emcee Brad Daniels of
Screamer Magazine. Daniels, who
coordinated the entire project, said

that several well-known rockers

attended the benefit, including

Lemmy (Motorhead), John Bush
(Armored Saint), Warren DiMar-
uni (Ratt) and members of the

Bulletboys.

Bangalore Choir started the

evening off, opening with its

U-ademark "All or Nothing" and
kept the intensity sky high through

the rest of its five-song set.

"Loaded Gun,** always a crowd
favorite, came off exceptionally

well, as did "Angel In Black,"

which will be the first single from
its upcoming debut album to be
released in February.

The show marked the first live

performance for Bangalore
Choir's new members, Ian Mayo
(bass) and Jackie Ramos (drums).

formerly of Hurricane AUce, who
seemed to inject new Ufe into the

band.

Wild Horses, whose recently

released album "Bareback" is one
of the better hard rock albums of
the year, took the stage next with a

"We just like to play—
that's what we do best.

If by playing a show, we
can help others, it's all

the more better for us

and them."

Ray Gillen

Badlands

short set. Ex-Kingdom Come
members Rick Steier (guitar) and
James Kottak (drums) performed
their blues-based brand of melodic
hard rock to an appreciative
crowd. They rocked through "Had
Enough of Your Love" and
"N.Y.C. Heartbreaker" and fin-

ished with the always hot "Cool
Me Down."
"A public benefit always helps,

but I feel giving on a personal level

is the most satisfying and impor-
tant action one can do," Steier said.

After almost an hour's wait, Kik
Tracee started its set with "Soul
Shaker," before doing rather bor-

ing cover renditions of "Mrs.
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getting four hours of sleep before
your 9 a.m. class just to see them.
Judging from Thursday night's

performances, the rock communi-
ty needs to have more of these
benefits in order to raise awareness
of and empathy for others less

fortunate. The show had its ups and
downs, but fortunately there were
many more high points and good

vibes than bad ones floating
around on-stage, through the
crowd and among the rockers
backstage. •••

MUSIC: Lo6 Angeles Homeless Mis-
sion Benefit Concert, featuring Bad-
lands, Kik Tracee, Wild Horses,
Junkyard and Bangalore Choir. Thurs-
day, Nov. 21 at Florentine Gardens.

Badlands recently p* .rmed for the Los Angeles Homeless Mission at a charity benefit.

Robinson" and Carly Simon's
"You're So Strange." Vocalist
Stephen Shareaux's pretentious

peformance on "Velvet Crush"
was saved by the band's groovin'

work on the crowd favorite, "No
Rules." Despite the set's tedious-

ness, the encore performance of
**Romeo Blue" came off well as

Shareaux walked through the

packed crowd to sing his lines.

Junkyard's mediocre seven-
song set opened with "Back on the

Streets Again," but they came off
well on "Simple Man," a tune with
an interesting melody and a good
groove base, and "Hollywood,"
the reviewer's favorite song by the

band.

AlUiough Badlands didn't take

the stage until 1 a.m., they were
(and always are) worth the wait
They are the quintessential live

band, and make one feel that there

is still true emotion and inspiration

in rock and roll. Drummer Jeff

Martin and bassist Greg Chaisson
provide a tight base for the songs,

Ray Gillen has one of the best

voices in the rock world, and Jake
E. Lee's guitar work is respected

and admired by musicians and fans

of jazz, rock, blues and fusion.

Badlands grooved on *Tribal

Moon" and **Fire Lasts Forever,"

two tunes that most of the audience

hadn't heard before as they are not
on either of the band's two albums.
They also played "Highwire,"
"Ball N' Chain," crowd favorite

"Dreams in the Dark" and "Whi-
sky DusL"

Backstage, Gillen conunented
that, "We just like to play— that's

what we do best. If by playing a
show, we can help others, it's all

the more better for us and them."
Truly, Badlands' live perfor-

mance is awesome. They rock,

they groove, they jam, they play
the blues — and it's worth stand-

ing on your feet for five hours and

See BENEFIT, page 31
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KAP-TEST And Say. .

.

"HAPPY HOLIDAYS-STANLEY!"
and receive a $100.00 Discount

on the course of vour choice!

Offereipires 12/16/91

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.

Nol valid with any other discount or offer made by the Stanley H Kaplan Educational Centrr Ltd
Good in Southern Califoniia only. Good on initial enrollments onh

in

"The Disappearing Act*...revenge on
a philandering husband..."

-VARIETY

"A woman without a man...a fish

without a bicycle."

-Gloria Steinem

"...imaginative...weird.. .it's called

•AMUSE'..."

-Charles Fleming, VARIETY

*Take an object. Do something to it.

Do something else to it."

-Jasper Johns

"...turn screenplay into a glossy

folio.. .a fancy magazine...The genesis

ofAMUSE could be a screenplay in

itself..."

-VARIETY

"INTERVIEW :...Are you writing

under a pseudonym now? STEPHEN
KING: Would I tell you if I was"

-INTERVIEW MAGAZINE, 1991

AMUSE
The Magazine Rack Monster in

THE UCLA BOOKSTORES

GIFT WRAP IT

Amtiak schedule: Wonder no more

The New York Times

Question: I saw a map that

indicated Amtrak stops at White
River Junction and Montpelier, Vl
on a route up to Montreal. Howev-
er, the Amtrak clerks say there is

no such route, nor is there one on
the Amtrak schedule map. Is there

such a route?

Answer: There is a train, run-

ning between Washington and
Montreal, that makes stops in

Vermont. It is the Montrealer,

which, heading north, stops in

Brattleboro and Bellows Falls, VL,
Claremont, N.H., and then back in

Vermont, in White River, Mont-
pelier, Waterbury and Burlington.

The northbound train— ask for

No. 60 if the clerk cannot identify

it — leaves Washington daily at

4: 10 p.m., stopping at New York at

8:20 P.M., White River Junction at

5 a.m. and Montpelier at 6: 15 a.m.,
reaching Montreal at 10:45 a.m.
The southbound train. No. 61,
leaves Montreal daily at 5:10 p.m..
stopping at Montpcha: at 9: 1 5 p.m.
and White River Junction at 10:40
p.m., arriving at New York at 7:24
a.m. and Washington at 1 1:36 a.m.

Train service on part of the route
was halted in April 1987 because
of poor track in some sections, and
buses carried passengers.

MID-YEAR DISCOUNTS
ON UCLA RECREATION CARDS
Get yours at 2131 John Wooden Center and
enjoy a Ret Class this Winter! Mail-in
enrollment accepted December 11-13 only

UCLA Cultural and Recreational Affairs

UCLA MORTAR BOARD PROUDLY ANNOUNCES ITS ANNUAL

"FACULTY EXCELLENCE AWARD"
•Nominate the faculty who has motivated you both inside
and outside of class for our faculty excellence award.

•Deadline for nominations is Friday, Dec. 5th at 4:00

•Fill out the nomination form below and turn it in to the
Dean of Students offfice at 1206 Murphy Hall.

Mortar Board is an active national
senior honor society which recognizes
scholarship, leadership and source to
the campus community. For more
information, contact the Dean of
Students office at 825-3871

.

Thank You!

NAME OF PROFESSOR:
DEPARTMENT:
EXPLANATION OF NOMINATION:

cm
SPONSORED BY MORTAR BOARD

CaSPONSORED BY
STUDe^f^ union director

YOUR NAME: YOUR PHONE #:
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Step into Birkenstock footwear,
and find a remarkable blend of
comfort and style. Contoured
footbeds provide c ushioning
and support, while your feet
remain free to move naturally.
You'll find colors
that range from
basic to

brilliant. m^ m
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Theater as artistic escapism
Student group looks

at drama as way of

healing from strife

By Danya Joseph
Dally Brutn Staff ==================================^

With turmoil and upheaval comes the need for
survival, a search for relief from circumstances that
are beyond our control.

Theater often performs this task.

Such artistic escapism is explored in the works of
the Manila Actor's Studio (MAS). Through a
collaboration with UCLA*s Samahang Filipino, its

plays, including "Angel of Death" about the
reflections of a dying man, played at Schoenberg
Auditorium last Sunday.
According to Teresa Magno, cultural coordinator

for Samahang Filipino and editor-in-chief of Pacific
Ties, UCLA's Asian/Pacific Islander newsmagazine,
the themes of the productions and the nature of the
club's involvement in them arc characteristic of
FiUpino reliance on the arts as a form of healing from
social strife.

"Filipinos are performers by nature," Magno said.
*The country has gone through a lot of hardship
(because oO colonialism. Acting has become a way
of escape for many people."

Although MAS works to alleviate the lack of
Filipino actors in Southern California, Magno notes
that the group not only addresses cultural issues

facing Filipinos in America but also delves into
problems that arc rclevant in the Philippines.

"Angel of Death," for example, is about George, a
banker-tumed-amateur-actor in the Philippines.
Sensitive and free-spirited, George must deal with
the overwhelming influence his Moslem friend,
Kenbata, has on his life. At the same time, he cannot
cope with the rejection of Kenbata by his friends.

"Muslim culture is a minority in the Philippines..
^ Ifs mostly a Christian country, so Kenbata is seen as"

different and that is why people are against him,"
Magno said.

Magno and three of her friends discovered MAS
this summer and signed up for the group's workshop.
"•Angel of Death' and the other plays arc a
culmination of that workshop," she said.

Even though her involvement with MAS was
originally private, just among Magno and her friends,
Samahang Filipino soon took interest in the group
and agreed to sponsor the productions at Schoenberg.
The collaboraUon with MAS is exactly what the

culturaUy awarc club is looking for, Magno said.
Samahang Filipino, which has its own professional
dance company, is so enthusiastic about its work with
MAS that it is considering forming a continuing
formal rclationship with the group that would begin
next year. "But everything is tentative. We're
beginning to look into it," Magno said.
The performances themselves also sparked inter-

est among club members and Magno hopes that Uiey
will also participate in future workshops and
presentations.

"Hopefully the plays will encourage other
Filipinos to get involved with drama and to be true to
their artistic selves." she said.

New 'Dragonrider' welhivritteii
By KIrsten Hageleit

Anne McCaffrey has always
been known for her ability to
create a fascinating story. In her
new novel, "All the Weyrs of
Pern," she again shows her talent
for weaving interesting characters
into inventive storylines.

The latest of the popular "Dra-
gonriders" series, "All the Weyrs
of Pern" shows the final battle of
the people of Pem against their
ancient menace, Threadfall. How-
ever, the struggle they face is not
merely against this mindless alien
enemy. They must fight against
their own society in order to realize
this generations-old dream.

Colonists from Earth settled on
Pern, but lost much of Oieir
technology as they struggled to
survive repeated attacks of Thi^d— a spacefaring spore that devours
all life it encounters. With their

genetically engineered "dragons,"
they were able to bum most of the
Thread before it fell to earth.
Some 2,000 years later, the

settlers' descendants stumble upon
a u-easure — the colonists' com-
puter, still operational despite
being buried under volcanic ash.

Before the colonists fled the site,

they programmed it to find a way
to eliminate Thread. Now that the
computer is fmally found, it has an
answer.

However, the price of freedom
threatens the stability of their

society. In order to destroy Thread,
the inhabitants of Pem must learn
what their ancestors knew —
physics, biology, engineering.
They must leam to use the few
technological artifacts remaining
to them, as well as how to build
everything else they need. They
must also train themselves and
their dragons for their own key role
in defeating Thread.

This new knowledge and tech-
nology, though beneficial, is not
approved by everyone. Many view
the promise of a Thread-free
planet as a delusion spawned by
conspirators and power-grabbers.
Others are content with the status
quo and thwart change.
McCaffrey does a good job of

showing how advanced technolo-

gy can affect a society, even if that

technology promises the ideal. Not
everyone on Pcni is happy with
technology, and those repercus-
sions arc plainly shown.

She also shows her ability to
take a wild prcmise and make it

plausible. Flying fu-e-breathing
dragons may sound more like
fantasy than science fiction, but
she manages to explain them
convincingly. Some of the events
of the novel seem farfetched, but
McCaffrey backs them up thor-
oughly. There are no quick fixes
here.

However, she keeps the con-
flicts simple. Most of the charac-
ters in the book either admire or
abhor the new technology; the few
ambivalent characters tend to keep
quiet Enemies of the new ideas
respond stereotypically. and for
the most part arc shown in a poor
light. More shades of gray in the
conflict would have been a benefit

Nevertheless. "All the Weyrs of
Pem" follows the tradition of the
other "Dragonriders" novels: inno-
vative, well-written and fun to
read. Fans of the series will be
pleased with this new effort, but
new readers can jump in as well.

•••
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Assistant Marketing Managers andAssistant Product Managers
Full-time andSummer Positions
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See what's on ourmena
You've worked hard for your degree.

Now it's time you made the most of it. We're
serving up worlds of opportunity for Assistant

Marketing Managers and Assistant Product
Managers who know how to make our software
irresistible.

Our products stem from the most advanced
technologies on the planet. Programs like Win-
dows, Excel and Word. Programs with staying

power from a company that's here to stay.

Now it's your turn to impact the future of
software technology. As an Assistant Marketing
Manager, you devise creative marketing semi-
nars and implement them to perfection. Through
lively interaction with product and channel mar-
keting, corporate communications and the sales

force, you develop the inside track on market
trends and user needs. All of which helps set

the pace for future technology through
Microsoft's leadership.

As an Assistant Product Manager, your
assignments can vary from reworking the con-
tents of a training seminar, to planning future
enhancements for corporate customers, to devel-

oping audio/visual demonstrations of Microsoft
product benefits. Every decision you make
impacts the future of the industry.

In exchange for your energy and enthusiasm,
we'll place all our resources at your disposal, and
they are legion. Add to that our full commitment
to your independence, our hands-off manage-
ment style, and unlimited access to all the mar-
keting tools you'll need. You have the perfect
recipe for success.

If you hunger for industry recognition, we
want to talk with you at our On-campus Inter-

views. We'll satisfy your appetite.

We are an equal opportunity employer and
are working toward a more culturally diverse
workplace.

Mjcfosoft

RP9!$i ^'^ Woyrs of Rem" by Anno
McCaffrey Published by Ballantine
Books. $20; 404 pages.

On-campus Interviens
Assistant Marketing Managers and Assistant Product Managers

Full-time and Summer Positions

Friday; January 31,1 992
See the Placement and Career Planning Center for details.

!t^
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IN VVESTVVOOD - OPEN 7 DAYS
Opera

Cfiristine s
*Bring this

dcKorpiicM

EARLYAND EVENING APPTS.
Hours: 9AM-9PM
•FULL SET $20
•Manicure....^5
•Pedicure $10
•Fill ^13
Visa •Mastercard •Amer. Exp

GiHiy cuts a dashing 'Figaro

478-7811
1361 Westwood Bl. Westwood

2 Blks. S. of Wilshire

Baritone singer says

role is second nature

Are Yoiir Teeth
Snow White of
the 7 Dwarfs?

See Dr. Friedman

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•JOO™ BONDING For Appointment:
•l-ix (-hipped. 5cained or Broken Teeth 47R.0'IA')
•Nitrous Oxide/ Laughme Gas

-*

•Estimates Given in Writint;
•Credit Cards, Checks and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 WesrA-ood Blvd. (between Wilshire 6i Santa Monica)

Prep
L S A T
G R E
G M A T

Thefastest groiiing course at UCLA
Call todayand well tutoryoubeforeourcourse begins and
help you with the application process at no extra charge

Smaller class sizes and more individual attention than
any other course Call STAMFORD PREP:
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AMERICAN FLYERS
SANTA MONICA AIRPORT

TUDENT INTRO FLIGHT SPECIAL $99
•PRIVATE CERTIFICATION

DURING BREAK*
LAUNCH YOUR AVIATION CAREER*

800-233-0808
OVER HFTY YEARS AS THE NATION'S

PILOT TRAINING SPECIAUSTS
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Sauces:

BUFFflLO STVLC CHICKEN WINGS
25... $7.95

100 $28.63

1 dozen $4.22
50 $15.49
Mild. Hot, 'Suicide', Barbeque, Hot Barbeque

^ ^ ALSOTRVOOR:
Hamburger • ChJcken Sandwich • Potato Skins • Mozzarella
Sticks • Breaded Mushrooms and Zuchini • Steak Fries

• Chk:ken Salad • Potato Salad • Cole Slaw
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Ml Voo Caa eat • S7.9S*
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By Shalmall Pal
Daily Bruin Staff

Say the words "Figaro, Figaro, Figaro" and what
comes to mind? Pinnochio^s cute little feline friend in
the Disney movie? Bugs Bunny in black tie being
chased around the concert hall by Elmer Fudd?

For baritone Rodney Gilfry, the real character of
Figaro is almost second nature. Having portrayed the
matchmaking barber in both Mozart's "The Marriage
of Figaro'* in Hamburg and Rossini's *The Barber of
Seville" with the Zurich Opera, he has now returned
to the Los Angeles Music Center Opera to reprise that
role.

Bom and raised in West Covina, Gilfry represents
the best of local talent A graduate of Cal State
Fullerton, the singer received his masters from USC— an educational choice he describes as rather
incidental.

*They got to me first," Gilfry says mauer-of-fact-
ly. "I was in a music academy and there was a voice
teacher from USC who heard me sing.
"At The Music Academy of the West (in Santa

Barbara) they were doing a production of *Romeo
and JuHet' and the lead baritone got sick. That voice
teacher from USC was on the Santa Barbara faculty
and they were searching for (a replacement) and he
recommended me.'

*That took me up to the Music Academy, and there
were more people from USC there, and they offered
me a scholarship," explains Gilfry, quickly adding, "I
have nothing againstUCLA— I never even went to a
football game."

Gilfry's training has taken him to France, Holland,
Spain, Germany, Switzerland (where he currently
resides) and back to the United States. Portraying
Figaro for the third time. Gilfry appreciates the
differences between Mozart and Rossini's charac-
ters, although both works are based on plays by
Baumarchais.

*The Figaro in *The Barber of Seville' is much
happier and he doesn't have anything to be upset
about," says GUfry. "He's got plenty of money and
he's the toast of the town.
"By the time he gets to *The Marriage of Figaro,'

he's become the private valet of the Count Almaviva
who he helped in *The Barber of Seville.' He's very
disgrunUed because the Count has his eyes on
(Figaro's fiancee) Susana."

MusicaUy, the baritone says that "*The Barber of
Seville' is a lot more fun to play. There's no serious
side to the opera at all. In *The Marriage of Figaro'
there are many sides . . . Mozart's Figaro is more
complex.

"Vocally, the Rossini character is much more of a
challenge. It's not usuaUy sung by the same person
because the Figaro in 'Marriage' is sung by a bass or
a bass-baritone and the Rossini Figaro is sung by a
lyric baritone.

"I'm kind of proud of myself because there are not
many people who can sing both." he concludes.

Gilfry has definitely earned his pride, especially as
an American performing to European audiences.

Rodney Gllfrey reprises his role as Rgaro with
the Los Angeles Music Center Opera.

*ThCTe's a lot of talent from America over there and I

think they've come to expect a lot from Americans."
he explains.

*The general consensus is that the Americans can
do anything. They sing in any language and they're
very weU trained." says Gilfry. who speaks Gennan.
Italian and French.

Not restricted to the stage. Gilfry has recently
recorded the Brahms' "Requtem." While being
boxed in a studio may seem tedious, his first Um^
recording experience was hardly uneventful.
"We recorded it in this old wooden church, outside

of London, on a very windy day. Every time the wind
would blow hard enough, tiles on the roof would
break loose and come sliding down and we'd have to
stop because it was too loud. The wind was whistling
around and the church was creaking. It was very
exciting."

Returning to the live arena. Gilfry is well-vereed in
the diversity of audiences on either side of the
Atlantic.

"It's a tricky question because I don't want to
offend American audiences. The definitely listen
with different cars." he says diplomatically.

••Opera is a part of European culture. Not only that
but. in Switzerland for instance, almost everyone is at
least bilingual and many people speak four or five
languages. When you sing opera in Italian in the
Zurich Opera House, the majority of people
understand They react much differenUy." he says.

"I think the American audience comes to an opera
anticipating more of an event. The cross-section of
the audience won't be coming to evaluate a particular
mterpretation. Many of them have never seen an
opera before and many of them will never see one
again." says Gilfry half-jokingly.

The language barrier also brings up the issue of
super-tiUcs and Gilfry voices a healthy dose of

See QIIFRY, page 38

Dance series combines politics, art
By Hope Urban

With only two dancers and a
minimum of props. Long Nguyen
managed to accomplish what
"Hydrogen Jukebox" (with die
combined efforts of Allen Gins-
berg, Philip Glass, six opera
singers and a miUion-dollar stag-
ing effort) could not do the night
before: present an evening of art

infused witii politics Uiat was
entertaining.

Nguyen performed Saturday
evening as part of Highways*
second annual dance series.
"Dance Traffic." The two
strongest pieces of a very strong
bill ironically turned out to be
Nguyen's oldest and newest cho-
reographed pieces.

In the premiere of "Ode To The
Dance Maker." Nguyen danced
against a scrim painted in tradi-
tional Vietnamese landscape style.

Fellow company members Chuck
Burks and Nanette Cresto, clad in
flowing white, alternately ignored,
and were manipulated by Nguyen

to a lyrical Felix Mendelssohn
score.

Nguyen subverted the ste-
reotypical Vietnamese love of
nature by genUy placing a tattered

suiffed bitd atop a fooUight. which
he later threw to the floor uncere-
moniously in this dance about
homeland and alienation.

The program's third dance,
which was Nguyen's autobiogra-
phical tour de force with spoken
word, is also his first choreo-
graphed piece, dating from 1984.
Called 'Translations," it relates
what it was like for Nguyen
growing up in war-tom Saigon and
coming to America at the age of
13. It is a telling of realities, of four
uncles killed, of receiving $20 per
death, of more uncles coming to
America, finding jobs, drinking
and learning English. It is inven-
tive, bittersweet, funny and you are
struck — and angered — by the
human cost of U.S. imperialism in
Viemam.

I don't have room here to
discuss all ihe dances on the bill.

Suffice it to say it was truly
entertaining, as well as eclectic.
Some burning images: "I See
Red," Nguyen's solo as Isadora
Duncan being seduced by Rodin
set to Mozart, was utteriy charm-
ing. The intricate patterns created
by Cresto and Burks as they
danced to a Thelonious Monk
score in "Gnomon" seduced die
eye. And I can't forget die visceral,
anguished *Tonggeret," in which
Nguyen ran his arm against his
teeth as if removing die last shreds
of meat from die bone.

Nguyen is one of Los Angeles*
hidden treasures. His next dance
performance will be in January
1992 as part of die Tet Celebration
at die Irvine Barclay Theater. If

you arc an aficionado of exciting
movement coupled widi strong
statements, don't miss his next
performance. ••••

DANCE: Long Nguyen. Choreo-
graphed by Nguyen. A Highways pre-
sentation with Nguyen. Nanette Cresto
and Chuck Burks on Nov. 22 and 23

#
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¥)umaynecognizie heras
an outstanding athlete, student
or leader.Wfe're recognizing

her for it all.
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Lisa Fernandez, Soflball

University ofCalifornia, Los Angeles

She's made a name for herself. In her sport. And at her school
Which is why she's been chosen as a Honda Awaid winner by vote
over800NCAA niember schools. For her athletic success as well

her leadership abilities, academic performance and community
involvement. In honorofher hard work, Honda will make a donad

to her school's general scholarship fiind. It's yet another
accomolishment .^ommut,.. to add to her list.
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"The Best Collection,„Lowesi Prices!"
.$1J9 RENTALS TUES & THURS ^sKl^^Td^^^ Free Parking in All Locations 657-8800

5un-Thurs 10-10 Fri-Sat 10-12FIRST ^ <$V>,RENTAL "^^
FREE!

• 2 FOR 1
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824-9922
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213i 642-6094

Melnitz Movies
presents a sneakpreview

Starring

Balthazar Getty
Brian Krause
Jason London
WilWhcaton
Chris Young

_Brian Krause
will be present

Wednesday, December 4, 7:30 p.m.
Melnitz Theater FREE ^Passes required

•Passes are free to UCLA students and can be obuined at CTO (Near Tamfn: f xu^
screening. A limited number of tickets will be distributed at the Melnitz Box Offireone hour before the showtime. For more informaUon^lll^sS^

^^'"^

This program is sponsored by the Graduate Students Association
in cooperation with UCLA Fihn and Television Archive

and the Department ofFilm and TV

Melnitz Movies
presents a sneakpreview

Starring Ned Beatty, with Tara Fitzgerald & Adrian Dunbar
Monday, December 2, 7:30 p.m.
Melnitz Theater FrnJE *Passes required

•Passes :.re free to UCLA, students and can be obtained at CTO (Near lames E We^^Center) at 9:00 am. and at 10:30 a.m. at the Melnitz Box omceX^y of thTscreenng. A hn.ted number of tickets will be distributed at the Melnitz Box Officeone hour before the showUme. For more information, call 825-2345.
This program is sponsored by the Graduate ;>tudents Association, in cooperation with

UCLA Film and Tcteyjgtoa Afchlyg a.id the Department of r;im and TV,

GREENAWAY
l-rom page 28

800) 842-6094

"It is part of my general drift,"

the 49-year-old director explains.
**to certainly invent a cinema of
ideas which is inevitably some-
what provocative. Sensational, I

hope not But certainly to try and
use cinema — like all the great
exponents of cinema certainly
have used the potentialities of it --
to convey ideas and to set debate
on fire. And in this particular case,
with 'Prosperous Books,* to revi-
talize a very venerable and old text
and make it relevant to the con-
cerns of today."

Unlike such earlier, more
straightforward Shakespearean
adaptations as Kenneth Branagh*s
"Henry V" and Franco ZefHrclli's
"Hamlet" — both of which
Grcenaway believes "undersell the
extraordinary potentiality of
Shakespeare, however worthy
they may be" -- his rendition has
become the center of attention and
attack. Because his film, rather
than settiing for "just telling the
Story.** chooses to expand upon
minor, or undeveloped concepts
presented in the original text.

The title *TProspero*s Books" is

the most direct example of this,

where Greenaway speculates on
the numerous books Gonzalo gave
to Prospero, the wronged Duke of
Milan, whose brother Antonio
usurped his throne and exiled him
and his daughter Miranda to an
island.

- In all. there are 24 literary works— a numbCT. the director tells.

arose through "a post-modernist
joke, where Godard suggested that
cinema is truth, 24 frames per
second."

Displayed in a stunning visual
framework — made possible by
the high-definition television pro-
cess known as the Paintbox —
these books are strategically
placed at relevant scenes through-
out the film, allowing Prospero to
construct his magnificent palace,
properly raise his daughter to
adulthood, control the elements of
nature and ultimately allow for his
return to dukedom.

"I wanted somehow to exemp-
lify all the various branches of
knowledge." Greenaway explains.
"Because we, as human beings, are
now so powerful, we*re all like
littie Prosperos. Through our
knowledge, through our books,
through our microchips, we can
interfere witii DNA and embryolo-
gy. And we have secrets to
annihilate the world. But, like
Prospero, we've also got to find
ways of organizing those extraor-
dinary amounts of knowledge
toward, should we say, morally
good ends as opposed to reprehen-
sible ones."

Also, in keeping with his elabo-
ration upon tiie original text,

Grcenaway further explores tiie

nature of Prospero*s magic, and
the illusions he creates and the
control he exhibits, tiiro^igh a
parallel to Shakespeare himself.

Thus, the film allows for
renowned actor John Gielgud, as
both sole master and magician
Prospero. and Uie playwright
Shakespeare to speak the lines of
all the characters.

Consequently, tiiis represents
his supreme control, like those of
the writer, over all forces and
actions, while he fabricates his
intricate plot to seek revenge
against his brother Antonio.
So when such vengeance turns

to forgiveness and reconciliation,
only tiien does he, as Prospero.
surrender his power. consequenUy
granting each character his own
voice, and he. as Shakespeare,
surrender his writing, consequent-
ly making his play a piece of

literature for all Uie world to
experience.

"I think there's something very
special about *The Tempest,*
which allows itself to have tiiis sort
of approach.** says the filmmaker.
"Because basically it's non-con-
frontational, non-psychodrama —
ceruinly when compared to
something like 'Hamlet* Here (in

*Prospero*s Books*), the lovers are
predestined to fall in love, because
it*s arranged by Prospero. And Uie
conspiracy against him is doomed
to fail, because again, that's all his
manipulation. So the idea of
putting some of the film, so to
speak, inside Prospero*s head, and
therefore presenting Prospero as
Shakespeare, can be made to work
legitimately with this particular
text"

Of course, the director admits,
certain audiences haven't neces-
sarily seen eye-to-eye with him on
these such liberties he has taken in
the construction of his film.

Xertainly it can be a difficult

proposition," he says, "especially
in a British context where people
are brought up on Shakespeare.
Ho-e, these texts are to be revered
and sort of held witii kid gloves
which, as I*ve said earlier, under-
serves the extraordinary potential-
ity of Shakespeare himself. What I
feel I've tried to do is find some
visual equivalent some dramatic
equivalent to all the extraordinary=
poetry that comes wheehng over in
all that amazing textual informa-
tion, as provided in the original
And then use that as an argument
for the end of tiie 20tii century.
Because, generation after genera-
tion since tiie eariy 17tii century,
who hasn*t found somctiiing perti-
nent in Shakespeare?"

Nevertiieless, judging from a
recent Director*s Guild screening,
where a considerable amount of
the audience walked out before tiie

film*s conclusion, Greenaway
indeed may be tfie only member of
the cinematic community to have
discovered such pertinence.

To which he responds, '"Wasn't
it Marshall McLuhan who said it's

unwise to offer an audience more
than lOpcrcent of novelty, because
they can*t take in any more?
Maybe I've given tiiem too much
novelty."

"Although," he adds, "I suspect
it's got something to do witii tiie

shock of tiie new — something to
do witii tiic fact tiiat dominant
cinema, mainly, wc have to say
Amaican dominant cinema— has
basically created tfie proposition
tfiat tiiere's only one sort of fihn.
So anything tiiat's sort of a long,
long way from, say, 'Kramer vs.

Kramer* somehow becomes ille-

gitimate."

As his films definitely satisfy

tiiat latter notion. Greenaway does
add tiiat his approach to filmmak-
ing does have one unfortunate
demand on an audience, which is

tiie requirement of more tiian one
viewing to process fully tiie infor-

mation he relays onscreen. Yet in
tiiat respect he doesn*t necessarily
mind, because this signifies tiiat

cinema has evolved into an educa-
tional process, demanding tiie

viewer to be an active participant
ratiier tiian a passive one.

Altiiough when all is said and
done, Greenaway. in "trying to
push tiie cinema where it shouldn*t
go," does feel tiie repercussions
from audience members and fel-
low filmmakers alike.

As he surmises. "I sometimes
feel Tm a hippopotamus in a
giraffe race. You know. we*re botii
animals. But somehow, we*re in
completely different races."

Extension
art studios

cozy
atmospliere
By Joanne J. Choi
Dafly Bruin Staff

Don*t let appearances fool you.
The dust on tfie floor and the

tables caked with paint may have
seen better days, but now tiiey are
ttie midwives aiding the birth of
great art AndUCLA Extension art

studios serve as tfie birthplace.
That*s the feeUng you get after

spending some time poking around
tiie boxes filled witii amorphous
shapes of clay and adnuring the
neat and not-so-neat paint palettes
in tfie art bins.

Located witfiin a hop, skip and
jump of Santa Monica Beach, the
UCLA Extension art studios furn-
ish students witfi an environment
tfiat is a Car cry from tfie cramped
lecture halls on campus. Rutfi
Iskins, head of Visual Arts at

Extension, calls it "tiie Los
Angeles bohemia of tiie *90s."

With graphic design, drawing
and painting classes held through-
out tfie week, tiie studios are one of
L.A.'s and UCLA's littie-known
secrets.

Liz Synadinos, Foundation
Drawing student comes to tfie art

jstudio because "I love tiie creative
atmosphere here. It's really condu-
cive." Altfiough she is working on
mastering two-dimensional draw-
ing, Synadinos appreciates the
abundance of half-done sculptures
tfiat dot tfie room. "It*s fiin to see
what the other classes are doing,"
she says.

Pat BCTnslein, a student in tiie

Perceptual SkiUs in Painting class,

agrees. As a motfier and wife,
Bernstein enjoys the convenience
of being able to paint in the
"community atmosphere" tfiat the
studios foster.

While tiie life of an artist is

usually solitary, Bernstein
believes that it is important for
artists to come togetiier as a
community. Most of all, she
appreciates "being able to come to

paint at a nice and open space that

\& well-lighted for a reasonable
price."

She calls it "a freeing experi-
ence. (The studios) aren*t like

regular classrooms witii (only)
tables. Here we have space to put
up our easels and spread out"
Bernstein says.

Drawing student Elizabeth
Mawman has been coming to the

art studios for "more years than I

want to say," and appreciates

"coming to a place where everyone
is serious about art"

Carole Caroompas. Foundation
Drawing teacher and Fine Arts
professor at Otis Parsons Art
Institute, enjoys the studios as
much as her students. The rooms
shared by the different classes is

"evidence of tiie multiplicity

involved witfi art"

Linda Jacobsen, who teaches a
Perceptual Skills in Painting class,

says she tries to foster "an unre-

stricted atmosphere for the stu-

dents to express themselves." With
barely audible classical music
playing in tfie background, the

classroom is a beehive of artistic

pursuits.

Leaving the studio, you have the

feeling that you have just visited an
art colony. Out in the warm
sunshine, with the moist sea

breezes blowing through your hair,

tfie art studios are a world away.

For information about UCLA
Extension art classes, call (310)

825-9971.
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We Want Our Teeth Straight!

give yourself
the gift of improved

business

ADVERTISE IN UCLA's
DAILY BRUIN

(213)825-2161

Complete Ortnoaontic

Treatme^":! a'^ Low as

$75*

Specializing in Braces for Aduits & Children
* INVISIBLE * COSMETIC PORCELAIN *

TRADITIONAL * EUROPEAN REMOVABLE *

SURGICAL ORTHODONTICS
• Expeiienced orthodontist

• Always the same doctor
• Ldw monthly payment plan

with no interest

Dr. N. Dayani
Orthodontist

1 1645 Wilshire Blvd. «802
(1 bik. east of Barrington)

•All dental insurance & union plans accepted
• Sat & evening appointments
• Credit tenms availat)le

• Memt)er of Am. Assoc, of Orthodontists

CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT

826-7494

IT'S OUR OREAT

20% OFF & ADDITIONAL 20% OFF

ON ALL OUR

(EXCEPT 5MALL HOOP AND BALL EARRINGS)

FROM DEC 1 THRU PEC. 14
ATTHE JEWELRY COUNTER IN WOMENSWEAR

UCLA

ASUG LA STUDENTS' STORE
Womenswear • B-Level Ackerman Union • MonTOrs7:457*3FM^^^^ • Sat 10-5 • Sun 12-6
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'LOVES'
From page 28
written three films with Mel
Brooks (and is currently working
on a fourth) among various other
projects.

He was first introduced to
UCLA when Shapiro asked him to
substitute-teach his class for sever-
al weeks. "I'd never taught a class
before but I did a class in comedy,
which is my bag of tricks, and it

went very well ... Not only do I

love to teach but I found that being
around young people and that old
saying *by your pupils you'll be
taught* is very tnie. I feel revived. I

feel 10 years younger than when I

started working on the play.**

Graham has volunteered to
teach in the future and hopes the
theater department will take him
up on the offer, but for now he*s
enjoying himself immensely with
"How the Other Half Loves.**

"I find it's very touching to find
the honesty, the integrity and the
wish to do good work on the part of
young people at UCLA.**

STAGE: "How the Other Half Loves."
Wntten by Alan Ayckbourn. Directed by
Ronny Graham. Performances Tues-
day. Dec. 3. through Saturday at 8 p m
and Sunday. Dec. 8. at 7:30 p.m.. with
matinees on Saturday and Sunday at 2
pm. At the UCLA Little Theater in
Macgowan Hall. Tix: $10 general. $7 50
seniors and $5 students. For tickets
call (310) 825-9261. '

GimiY
From page 34
skepticism about their value. ^=
"Sometimes Tve had the chance

to peek out from the comer of the
stage and look at the audience. You
can see that they look up and down,
up and down, so they miss 50
percent of the action.**

He adds, however, that "I think
they are a necessary evil because it

increases people's enjoyment
overall.-

The fact that a society whose
attention span is determined by a
30-second commercial would
enjoy opera at all has not gone
unnoticed by Gilfiry.

*X)vcr the last 10 years, opera's
had a tremendous expansion in
America which I find kind of
surprising. It is approached in a
very different way than in Europe.
It*s much more product-oriented— opera is sold as a glitzy
producL-

But Gilfiy doesn't seem to
believe that those who lack pro-
found linguistic skills, or arc far
from being musical aficionados,
should be deterred from attending
the opera.

*This production of 'The Barber
of Seville* I find to be very
American. Therc*s a lot happening
on stage, lots of funny things. It*s

made to be very accessible to an
audience that dosen't understand
every word of Italian.**

OPERA: The Los Anoeies Music
Center Opera presents "u^e Barber of
Sevie- with ^ney Gilfry. Monday
and Wednesday. Dec. 2 and 4 at 8 p.m.
For info call (213) 972-7211.

Keeping your weight at a
moderate level may scale
ciown your risk of heart at-

tack. So maintain a healthy
diet and lighten up on your
heart.

VAmericcinH«art
Association
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COLLEGEOFlAW
MID-YEAR ADMISSION - APPLY NOW

Accredited-Small Classes

I Next Semester Begins

{January 13, 1992

Flexible Programming

SMILE SPECIAL
FAMILV OENTISTRV f213J475-5598

24 hour emergency service

Accredited by the Califomis

!

Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Western Association of

Schools and CoUeges.

Two Convenient Locations

EiKino Campus
5445 Balboa Bouievanl

CaU:(8 18)981-4529

La Veme Campus
1950 Third Street

CaU:(714)596-1848

(Up to 4 x-rays ^.^
(mg. $180) included) ^'^ SOLEIMANIAN, D.D.S.

new pitieits with this coupon only 1620 WeStWOOd Blvd.

'^iSSrSSJSiSf'^ '0P«n eveninas & Saturdays'
oWefexpirM 12-31-91 Free parking in rear

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to individuals

and families with no
dental insurance.

'Our Patients are Special'

Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

Special Rotes to UCLA Sfudenfs
\

A Hollywood Piono Rental Co. \

|46a-M19 463-6S69 ;

Alcoholics Anonymous

Meetings
Mon. dwcuMion. Thur. Bookatudy. Fri. St«p
Study. AU 3625 12:15-1 :15. FH. ^2SXy^ iXi
TuM. OisouMbn. Wbd. Osoussion NPI

C8538 12:15-1:00

For alcoholics or individuali who
htN% drifikkifl problwi»

Good Deals

CASH FOR COLLEGE Financial aid,
scholarships & grant assistance. You qualifV—
guaranteed! 1-800-944-0066, ext. 7561.

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or
don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,
sport can, student discounts. Request Brulrl
Plan. (213)873-3303 or (818)992-6966

Miscellaneous

leal the Boy

X>INUS
Every AAondc^ 6-7pm
LuVbile Courtroom

IS ROMANCE IN THE
STARS FOR YOU?

Personalized astrological report
tells how compatit)le you two are
Detailed and informative. 10^
pages. Great gift! $9.95. both
names, birthdates. birtfiplaoes. &
bith times (If known): LELUND.
1093 Broxton #628. Los Angetes.
CA. 90024.

Hey Ar Actives:

Hope y*all are ready for

*

Pledge Active

Tues. Dec. 3rd

Wagons leave 7: 1 5- Poncf)o*s

and Strathmore & Gavley

Invite Only

i I'M »-
Bibles - Books

GWs.

M-Th 10 am - 9:M pm;
Fr-Sot 10 am - 11 pm; Sun 2-6 pm

10684 Weytxjm Ave. LA 90024
208-5432

T-Shirt:s
Exdutivt Putt DtdQn m Shoiwn

PrMMum. MhM 100% Conon Prtsrvunti

PrmM » Bkw Ortfffl or Pink M L XL

$1 4 95 Mcn ShvpmQ mouOM
mouff tof OuinMy Pncmq

•Jl. caunoMi. ini /i mtm tnuT.
TO:

Writing, Editing, Research
Phd GIV88 Expert help, spedolitf In

Mamr't ThMis/Dcctoral

DitMrtoliont, Raosonoblo RoIm
Fast, Efficient Profettional Service

(310)476-0114

Personal 10

Chi Omega wishes to thank all the participants

in our 4th Annual Philathronv -nja-ixw^r

AN ACCOUNTING GRADUATE IS LOOKING
FOR an outgoing, easy to talk to, ski partner.
Hoping to schedule several ski outings. Lift

ticket included. Dates and locations open to

suggestion. Call Cyrus. (Days- 9-6pm).
(213)466-3374.

Good Deals

BINOCULARS $10-NEW MAGNACRAFT
Sports binoculars, light weight, high powered
9X30 mllinr>el«r, great for all sporting evenU,
gift boxed. Send $10 per pair to American
Sports Company. 1 309 East Northern Phoenix,

AZ 85020. For C.O.D. Call (602)280-9910.

AXA
ALUMNI

32
ACTIVE

8

Impressive: Alumni Offense, Defense And
Special Teams

Dltappointing: AJ.. BARKER. WEBSTER

ATO,X0,A20,ATA,KX,i:AM,ZX,Zn,S0E,TE0,TKE,
Trlangle,OKZ,05,ZBT,andZ>P

And a special congratulations to the winners

1STOKZ, 2NDZBT, 3RD ZOE
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DOW THE CONDOM THING
CONDOMORAMA
CONDOMEISTER
CONDOMANIA
CONDONINiaN

"25FUNWiirSTOPUTONACONDOr
The definitive guide for condom users,
because it's not a job...it's an adventure.

(Safe sex has never been this fun)

''°Tnd «Q SITi^f^ to^ondom usage plus a free condom.
send $9.95(check or money order) payable to 'Verbatim

' ^

Services", 1015 Gayley Ave. Ste. 373. Los Angeles. CA 90024:

•Percentage of Proceeds goes to AIDS research. ^

detach and mail
I would like copy/copies of "25 Fun
Ways to Put on a Condom."

Mail to:

Name
Address

City/State Z
I Specify condom choice:

-Super Sensitive ^Vibra-Ribbed

_Non-Lubricated Studded

_With Nonoxyno!-9 Glow-in-the-Dark

(novelty only-add $1 .50)

Personal Personal 10

Con^vatnlations

BRIAhrSHAW
^E^BBi

^ Paradise bland V

For being the new

DIRECTOR OF PliBLKf

RELATION

u, ;AK\K>ive»*sa»*y! B
* Lovey i

^ Field of DreauM V*

Chi Omega proudly announces its %
1991-1992 Executive Board g

a

a

r
a

a
X

a
X
a

a
><

President

Vice-President

Secretary

Tresurer

Pledge Mom
Rush

Membership
Panhellenic

Personnel

Chapter Correspondent

Natalie Sywak
Sharon Kayfetz

Stacey Parker

Clarissa Garmager
Dena Johns
Jill Holt

Lisa Pack
Ashley Cormany
Kris Knudson
Michelle Santos

5 'M^e are lookingforward to agreat year.

rum t/ie eve (f^^nyhi^ the night\^

^i<^rhtavm^ym£y^^
*

"!Ho!!Ho!!Hof^ jti

and the Th^^ttedidthgi

in kis arm^i^ents fie fietd

"Wfuit fiamfSdneKt?you Uftavft^u!

^4:00
' Im Record

Happy 22nd

Birthday •

ROBERT SKELTONflfl/i.

Love, Carol ^^

Research Subjects

_ Congrats Julie Lipkm!]

AEO House Manager
\

Research Subjects 12

ASTHMA RESEARCH. If you would like to
participate In FDA approved research studies
with new asthma medications, call
(21 3)31 2-5050 ext. 302. You will be compen-
sated for your time. Allergy Research Founda-
tion. 11 645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 601, West
Los Angeles, 90025.

ASTHMA RESEARCH: Subjects with mild to
moderate asthma, ages 18-50 needed for air
pollution study. Free nf>edical testing and
participation fee paid. Call James at
(310)825-2739.

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-11
YEARS needed for UCLA research project
SubjecU will receive $20 and a free develop-
rDental evaluation. 825-0392.

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTKDNAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 YEARS needed for UCLA
research project. Receive $20 and a free
developnr>enUl evaluation. 825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a sclentinc learning experience
825-0392.

STUDENTS NEEDED for UCLA research.
Watch job interview, answer questionnaires.
Approx. 1 hour. $10. 476-0868.

<f V

Do You Have?
•Measles

•Mono
^Hepatitis

"^

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and
diagnostics. Plus, earn up
to $ 1 00/wk or more.

MD Labs

PANIC ATTACKS?
SMOTHERING SENSATION?

CHEST PAINS?
DO YOU EXPERIENCE SHORT EPISODES OF

SMOTHERING SENSATIONS, DIZZINESS CHEST
PAIN, NERVOUSNESS OR FEEL FEARFUL? YOU

[MAY QUALIFY FOR A MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDYON PANIC DISORDER. QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS
MAY EARN UP TO $770.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
CALIFORNIA CLINICAL TRIALS MEDICAL GROUP

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
California Clinical Trials IVIedicai Group.

v« V «r V 8
25 LOVING COUPLES

* WANTED 'f

¥ TO FIELD TESTA NEWSMCE M
AGE CONDOM ^

9 25 COUPLES WILL EACH BE PAID fi
$1 50 TO PARTICIPATE IN A NATIONAL

1# INSTITUTES OF HEALTH STUDY ON A^^ NEWLY DEVELOPED NON-LATEX ¥
POLYURETHANE CONDOM. TO

d* PARTICIPATE. COUPLES MUST BE: ^
Vt/'AGE 18-50• hMDNOGAMOUS
• WILLING TO REPORT ON 15 ¥

COITAL EPISODES COMPLETED
WTTHINA 6 WEEK TIME PERIOD «* ^NOTATRISKOFPREGNANOY 9

_ (CURRENTLY USING ORAL¥ CONTRACEPTIVES. lUD, «#
NORPLANT. OR ONE PARTNER IS

_ STERILIZEb)

For mom Information, please catt Laurel

¥ Beyrer or Michelle Ito at (213)386-5614, i*
ext.225, or asK for the Condom Study^V^¥d'¥^ft
EARN $420 or More
Study of Drug Effects
needs healthy males
ages 21-40. ifyou use (

drugs (cocaine, etc.)

Call to see ifyou
qualify.

390-8483
Ask for Theresa

WANTED: 4 TICKETS for UCLA v$ Duke
basketball

. March 1. (310)392-9189.

Pregnancy

responsible, good medical history
$1500/cycle. Please call (213)653-5404

MODELS WANTED for free professional halr-
cuts In BeveHy Hills. Call Terl (213)936-3408
leave messar-

'

Health Services

NON-SURCICAl LASER THERAPY for paln-
less facial skin rejuvenation and removal of
»cne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free
consultation. Call BeveHy Hills
Laser Doctor^s Group. (213)766-0636.

LOSE UP TO 30 pounds in 30 days for less than
$40. Doctor recommended. 285-8347.

ACME
A NASTY Ff>TH
LETTER WORP
Ifyou had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago
you would be clear of
Acne today. For free

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call ourl
Skin Care Information
Line,

800-435-3533
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HMllW PtajH
Congratulates the '91 Champs: XN

and

Thanks the all the Participants:

ATA
Z4>E

0AX ATQ ZAE
UCLA Band TEO

Ben

^UBUjnv

Special Thanks To Our Generous Sponsors:
McDonalds

Ralphs
FROG

<Zp4,

Penguins ^^ II

Sj

Entertainment
Croup

®

breadstiks Santos

^^J I
Mii ifMcmiU'CTiGi^:;

]

D Sparklett's

OOMINOS
PIZZA

>aJMEROUNO

Congratulations to all for a successful, FUN dayI (LML &Thanks to Julie & Usa)

Health Sen^ices 22 Health Senrlces 22 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

ELECTROLYSIS
"""^w^^?,^ Computerized Equipment

^Medically Approved Sterilization
*Safe and Private

Maria Mintz Rei^stered Electrologist
202 1/2 South Beverly Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90212

Phone #274-4399
We are physician referred

^^ ^^*^ -^^ years experience
20% Student Discount With Ad

THROWING UP
GEHING YOU DOWN?

Or

OT iNy ony ipMW^. Ohm wA out wtiy.

BtmiM, Cllalcal PtyckologlM
(Mkr.aiiirwpippkJ

213-655-6730

Opportunities 26

UNWAOTEDHAK
PERMANEimYREMOVED

ENTREPRENEURS! Do you hav« a business
•deaf Do you need $$$? We can help.
Unlimited Funds. (816)702-9703.

MODELS WANTED: Male/ female all types.
Your chance to have $200 make-over... Abso-
lutely free. Color aniVor cut by top profession-
als. You could qualify. (IF INTERESTED
PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CAU) at: Sheraton
LAX airport hotel. 6101 West Century Blvd
LA, 90045. Date: Monday Dec.9, 1991 . Time:
3pnfv7pm. Questions addressed at this time.
No hair done at nKxIei call. Bobby Kraus
(213)542-4974.

ELECTROLYSIS STUDIO
•FREE CONSULTATION
•DISPOSABLE NEEDLES
•Lie & BOARD CERTIFIED

208-8193
1949 V» WESTWOOD BLVD

Help Wanted 30
$200-5500 WEEKLY. Assemble products at
honfw. Easyt No selling. You're paid direct
Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording
(801)379-2900 Copyri^ iCAIIKDH.

$40,00(yYEAR! READ BOOKS and TV Scripts
Fill out simple •llke/don't-like' form. EASY!
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations,
guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Record-
ing (801)379-2925 Copyright »CA11KEB.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT. Internship Inter-

views now taking place. Gain valuable
experience managing a team of employees,
cmtomers, and suppliers. Majority of hiring
will be completed by November. Average
gross profit $11,267. Call Triple A Student
Painters, for information now
1-(&00)42&6441.

RECEPTIONIST
We an kiolaiif for an ODMiifltic ml

poddve pefBoo wlio Uket lo talk on the

phoDB. CmimI, HwBly eoviroMucBL Ufht
typiOf . Adl liBie. Hn: 7ani-4|iB Moa-Fd
Pratt ptooe IP wqriL Molody 453-1S17

LAW FIRM
nee(js motivated person to

(Jo challenging legal an(j

clerical tasks

Great Experience to fieltd.

Please send resume
w GPA. available times

foe interviews and other

pertinent information to:

Rick Edwards
1925 Century Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles, CA 90067

$500-$1,00(yWK. PT, working %veekends.
Erotic dancers and models needed. Will train
call Ginger, (213)575-3634. '

$6.63/tv. Walk on campus. Schedule around
your classes. Opportunity for advancement
Apply at the Sproul Cafe. 350 De Neve Dr
(213)825-2074.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - FISHE-
RIES. Earn $5,00OWrno. Free transportation!
Room & boardi Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For
employment program call Student Employ-
ment Services at 1.206-545-4155 ext.154.

BEVERLY HILLS ^ockbroker/VP needs assis-
tant. Mostly telephone %vork, no cold calling.
Excellent communication skills required. Flex-
ible hours, salary open. Bonuses. Call Mel
Reiter. (213)285-4872.

CAMPUS POSITONS. Flexible PT hours. Will
work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Sen^ices. $6 63/hr. 206-7686. Contact Paul
Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also acceptinc
APPs for Winter Quarter. __*

bruin kids
Now hiring Win»w Camp Counselorti
Full and porMime, $8.17 pwKow. ^^

Inquire at tU John Woo<kn C«n»«^
orcaU(310)206-t027.

I CASHIER: Handbag -^ Luggage. PT/FT, week-
days, flexible hours. Parkine available
(310)824-0700

CASHLESS HOLIDAY? Quick hit sales oppor-
tunity. Great product. Volume business. Com-
missions paid daily to aggressive, positive
individuals. Holiday gift item. Write your
future— (818)591-8543.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for
feature films, commercials, and television
Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
"ceded. Call today (818)563-2021.

COFFtE! COFFEE! COFFEE! Personable
applicants wanted for up-$cale specialty coffee
store in Village. Counter help. Apply now, start
in January. P/T or F/T. CITY BEAN, 2084)108

COUNSELOR FOR MENTAL HEALTH PROG-
RAM. 15 hrsAvk. $8-1Q/lir, depending on
experience. Contact Marlene. 395-8886.

COUNTERPERSON. Hardworking, mature,
for cafe and bakery. Part tinr>e and seasonal
help. Call Lana, 62^-5282.

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon
& evening

hours available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

CUSTOMER SERVICE/RECEPTIONIST for
gymnastic school in SM. Must be responsible,
have phone skills, some math skills + tike
children. Active front office position. Full or
part-time. Call Susan (310)376-5851

DRIVER, youth bus certified, PT, $8y^. Eric
Freedman (310)391-6301

EDUCATON OR PSYCHOLOGY EXPERI-
ENCE; earn money & use your skills to help our
2 children do their school homework and
Housework. Carpool, etc. Must have own car.
Must be warm, organized, and experienced A
<««)fk afternoons. Room-fboard also available
(310)837-9784. Leave messay. '

ENTIA wanted. Ample study time, evening
Hours. $1 2,000-1 3,60(VWh). + benefits. Con-
tact Dee MorettI 6am— 2:30pm
(310)829-1755 ext.294.

ESTABLISHED AGENCY IS SEEKING females
16-28 and selective children for Modeling,
printwork and tv commercials. No nudity. No
fees or dues. Call for appointment.
(213)466-9933

FAST EASY INCOME! EARN 100*5 weekly
stuffing envelopes. Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to: FAST INCOME, PO BOX
641517, Chicago, II., 60664-1517.

FULUPART-TIME WANTED. Start your own
music business, from your bedroom for under
$100. No experience needed.
$500-$150(VW>o. Complete manual, training,
$35. Call fT>e collect: (619) 492-8410

FULL/ PART-TIME driver needed. Able to read
maps. Top $. Own car. Call (818)888-3664.

FUN PT |OB: Games room supervisor, $M>r.
Eric Freedman, (310)391-6301

VISION MODEL A
TALENT MANAGEMENT

Models needed. No
Experience Necessary

Modeling Commercials A FUm
CaU today for an appointment
with top Industry Consultants.

(tlS)t47-6001
BETEBLY HnXS 90110

KARI MICHAELSEN
"Katie" from the NBC series

^GIMME A BREAK*
(and former Bruin)

seeking: 5-10 health conscious
indivkjuals who like to have fun to

work part-time or fulRime.

(818)789-1128 or (8 1 8)3600760
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Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30

PAID INTERNSHIPS!

(POSITIONS LIMITED)

Applications/Interviews

being taken now for

the best summer
business internship and

training you can find

Earn 6-12.000^ while

managing your branch

of University Painting

Professionals during

Summer 1991 Call

1-800-KALL-UPP today

HCXIDAY HELP: Retai l/Customer Service.

$8.20 minimum pay. Can earn more on
commissions. Weekerni & evening hours

available. Can work FT during winter break.

Call (310)396-1479.

IRISH AMERICAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posi

tions available PJ/Ff day^evenings. Good pay

upto$30^r. CallMon—Fri 1—6pm. Kathlinc^

Bill (213)458-4427.

MALE MODELS NEEDED. Youhg, Handsonr>e,

Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great

Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4566.

MALE MODELS earn $1 50^r. or more. Boyish

arKVor athletic 18—24. Cleanshaven fac^

little or no chest hair. Playgirl-style

magazines/nudity. Beginners welcome.
International I ly known photographer. Brad

(213)392-4248.

MALE MODELS under 28, slim. For hot head,

torso, full physique. Quick cash!!

(213)664-2999.
,__

MARKETING RESEARCH: Can you read a

map? Want to earn Sfl^hr? Help us interview

our customers. Temporary assignment. Flexi-

ble hours. Call collect— (619)571-2657 or

571-2467.

MARKETING ASSOCIATE, part-time {TOhn/

wk, day time). Marketing investment manage-
ment services to Fortune 500 firms. Challeng-

ing environment. Phone skills in brokerage or

finance requested. Westwood. $9.50/hr.

(310)208-1310.

FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS

An exceptional opportunity

is available for motivated

individuals to learn foreign

currency trading.

Unlimited Income Potential

Call Stu or Noam
1-800-922-8322

MESSENGER. BEVERLY HILLS ACCOUNT-
ING FIRM has opening for part-time

messenger/ light work. Must be deperniable

and have own car. (310)274-9922.

MODELS: For 1992-93 swimsuit calendars &
posters, European magazine work. Call

(213)732-5744 for appointment.

NEEDED EXTRAS FOR FILM, T.V. SERIES- call

for appt. (M-F, 9-5). (213)467-5122.

PART-TIME PERMANENT OFFICE WORK plus

sales. Bate plus commission. (310)277-5828.

P/T ASSISTANT MANAGER Outgoing, self-

motivated, reliable individual for children's

store in Brentwood. FRONTRUNNERS KIDS
Apply in person. 1 1620 San Vicente Blvd. See

Julie.

RESEARCH AND EDITING. Hourly rate. Gra-

duate Psych, student. Call Sharon A.

(310)696-3505, leave message.

RESIDENT MGR. WLA. 23 Unit complex has

opening for part-time person. RENT REDUC-
TION. Great opportunity for working student.

(310)828-6618 x342

SECRETARY NEEDED for Educational Sup-

plier. Must have good oral and written

communication skills. Position requires candi-

date to be energetic, aggressive and indepen-

dent. To apply, call Raquel at AMERICAN
CREATIVE TEAM (818)285-0370.

TALENT AGENCY, needs driver. Own trans-

portation 2-3hrs, afternoons, 5 days. SS/hr

fgas. Fun job. (213)475-2010

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school. TVT.

schl. W.L.A. Elem. gr. 8AM-12:15PM. M-F.

(310)476-2868.

ATHLETIC TYPES
Tired of building sonneone

elses company? Aggressive,

competitve individudls needed
to help run new company.
Positive attitude and neat

appearance a must.

(818)78^1 128 (818)3600760

TELEPHONE MARKETING RESEARCH ASSIS-

TANT for Men>ory Training School. Light

typing. $b/hr, 1S-20hrsAveek. Theresa

(310)445-0630.

TELEPHONE MARKETING RESEARCH ASSIS-

TANT for menr>ory training school. $6/hr.

1 5-20hrsA<vcek. Theresa (310)445-0830.

TOKYO JAPAN. Temporary job: secretary to

advertising company CEO. All expenses paid.

Requires sorT>e Japanese conversation & cus-

tom. (213)748-0770.

ONE POSITKDN: Requires wordprocessing

and good typing skills, requires Spanish biling-

ual. Flexible hours, Wilshire & Westwood law

office. Sid Diamond, 475-0481.

US MAIL JOBS $11.77 to $14.90/59.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No Experience Neces-

sary. l^»0Q^80-4454 ext. 0214.

VALET PARKING. Private parties. PT
weekends. Flexible hours. $5A^r. -f tips.

670-9157.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATKDN. Generous

move-in bonus. Furnished/unfurnished, ba-

chelors, tingles, 1 &2 bedroom, walk to LICLA.

A/C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering Levering

208-7634. Managed by Moss & Co.
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WESTWOOD ARCADE has cashier position

available starting at $6/hr. Call David
(213)443-4316. 11am-4pm, M-F.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for

creatively-talented writers. Paperback novels,

non-fiction books, screenplays. 962-1557
Vernon.

=^Job Opportunities

AAFIS! hiring sales persons and cashiers for

Christmas. PT/FT, flexible hours. Apply at 1 083
Broxton Ave. Lesley or Jay 824-1686.

ENTREPRENEURS with conUcts in Hong
Kong, Taiwan, or Japan needed. Call

(310)573-3014.

ENTREPRENEURS in search of global oppor-

tunities, with $500 million international com-
pany, offering a 4yr plan instead of 40yr plan.

For interview, call (310)573-3014. Interview-

ing 12/9 and 12/10.

INSTRUCTOR FOR FIRST year college Bio or

Chem. Top grad student post-doc, or adjurnzt

looking for extra income preferred.

1-800-843-4973.

INTERN NEEDED for busy literary agency for

books and screen plays. Paid hornxarium per

week after preliminary trial period. Flexible

hours. Call (310)559 0831 ask for Sandy.

MANAGEMENT/SPORTS MINDED Dynamite

Company specializing in management train-

ing. 10 openings available. Must work well

with others & enjoy enthusiastic atmosphere.

Starting pay: $3,000-4,00(Vmo while training.

Call for appt. (818)309-0253.

MEDICAL HISTORIAN-inlerview patients.

Strong writing/computer skills. Medical
and/or legal experience desirable. Bilingual

Spanish preferred. Full training & benefits.

Full-tinr)e in Burbank or Alhambra sites.

$13-16A>our. Send resume dealing with

above to: John Ewing, CBL Medical, 3600
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1908, L.A.90010.

MONEY MONEY NOW that we have your

ATTENTION. Independent Marketing Com-
municatiorw. Distributor MCI long distarvre.

Full-time pay with part-time hours. Call today,

jobs limited. (818)373-7676.

SALES/MARKETING International Marketing

company, seeks five Managers^xecutives for

U.S. and Asian operations. Unlimited com-
mission, will train. Interviewing Dec 9-10.

Call (310)573-3014.

Internships 34

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM producer seeks

student interns to learn script development

activities in office. No pay, but good opportun-

ity to learn. 010)576-6309, (310)394-7263.

LEARN

ENTERTAINMENT MUSIC

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Intern at major P.R. firm

in Hollywood. Great

'Opportunity to learn and
gain firsthand' experience

Call Audry
(213)659-6400

Child Care Wanted 35

CHILD CARE FOR a 6-year-old little girl

studying French. EaHy evening hours 5-9pm.

MTWF Flexible. Duties may irKlude dinner,

bath, having fun. Amenable pay. Call Charlette

Cusey. (310}559-0831/Day time.
(3 1 0)559-2639/eveninp, weekends

.
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1 -BEDROOM. $55(ynf>onth, first month 50%
off. Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. Only
ten minutes to campus. 3545 Jasmine Palms

(213)839-7227.

I^ILE TO IXTLA, Brentwood adjacent, $550
Bachelor, $735 1-bed, pool, near bus stop.

1235 Federal. (213M77-7237.

2-BED/1-BATH UPPER on Landfair. Hard-

wood floors, carpet, private garage, porch with

mountain view. Qultt 4-unit building with

laundry room. $1,600. 824-3813.

BACnaOR $45(VMO. Carpets, drapes, re-

frigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

WLA. $775-875/MO. 2-BEDROOM. HARD-
WOOD FLOORS, FRONT BALCONY. 1/2

BLOCK TO PICO BUS. (310)839-6294.

WLA, $975/MO. 3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR
PARKING. 1/2 BLOCK TO PKTO BUS. WOOS-
TER ST. (310)839-6294.

2 Bedroom 2Bath
Deluxe Apartment

All security building,

central air & central

heat, wet bar &
fireplace, fitness rooms,

saunas, Jacuzzi, sun

deck, 2 car parking in

secure garage, will allow

4 students per
apartment.

From $1250 -$1350
2 weeks free with lease

1 1 701 Texas Avenue
477-0858

BRENTWOOD 2B/2B. 2 miles to campus.

Csrpet, verts, mints, appis, pk^ laundry. Open
daily 8AM-5PM. (310)628-6618 x342.

BRENTWOOD, $840, 2BED/1BTH, 11651

GORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-1732.

.

CULVER CITY, $830, 2.b€d+1 % -bath, carpet,

drapes, quiet neighborhood ar>d building.

(310)826-6907.

DETROIT & WILSHIRE. $550. VERY LARGE
SINGLE. AIRY. NO PETS. PARKING FOR
SMALL CAR. 939-1732.

FREE ROUNDTRIP UAL. ANYWHERE USA
WITH 18-MONTHS TENANCY. RESTRIC-
TK)NS APPLY. BRENTWOOD, $840, 2+1.
(213)939-1732.

WESTWOOD PLAZA
APARTMENTS

Directly across from
mid-campus UCLA

Furnished & Unfurnished

Bachelors from $550.

Singles from $600 to $750

1 Bdrms from $700 to $900

2 Bdrms/2 Bth from$1200

Variable Length Leases

501-505 Gayley Ave.
(213)208-8505

FURNISHED 2-BR. $800.00, l-BEDROOM--
Some furniture $650.00. Direct bus to UCLA
nezr. 450-2655.

MAR VISTA, 1 BEDROOM $600. Travel a few
miles & save $$$. Large pool & patio area.

Close to beach. Quiet building.
3748 Inglewood Blvd . Just north of Venice
Blvd. (213)398-8579.

MAR VISTA. 1-BED: $685. 2-BED: $775.
Newly painted, laundry. 454-0805.

NEW 2*3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 CanHeld
Ave, WLA. $1250 up. Security parking,

(213)286-9332, (213)839-2269.

PALMS, $1050, large 3-bed/ 2-bath, by Bever-

lywood. Good references. Steve
(213)839-1026, Antoine (213)828-0740.

PALMS 1 &2 BEDROOM $595 UP. Near bus to

LX:LA (213)836-1529, 837-3900, 652-5590.
4-7pm only.

PALMS 1 -BEDROOM. $675. Large, sunny,

great closets, parking. 10 minutes to campus.
Days:(3 10)273- 7598, Eves:(31 0)286-7598.

PALMS. 2-bed/2 bath, $825 & $855. Under-
ground parking, fireplace, AK, alarm, pets

okay. (714)969-8977, k (213)559-6065.

PALMS. $875. 2-bed/2-bath. All appliances.

Security, fireplace, -f alarm. 'A month free.

(213)839-6862 or 838-5567.

PALMS SPECIAL. No security deposit with

approved credit. $525 for tingle, $650 & up for

1 -bedroom. Pool, sauna, exercise room.

(213)836-3800.

SANTA MONICA. 3-BED/2-BATH. Hardwood
floors, large yard, 2-car garage. On PrirKCton,

north of Arizona. $},65Q/mo. 375-0934.

Fall Special
$200 Off 1st

Months Rent
Great locations

1 & 2 Bedrooms
S695 $995

Perfect for Students
and or faculty

(213)479-1581

652 Veteran Ave
Single

and
iroRM

Starting at $600
move-in allowance

(213) 208-3690 (818) 709-4284

WALK TO UCIA/WSTWD
SPAQOUS

1 bdnn 1 twith/double sinks

1 bdrm + den + balcony

Students/Roommates Welcome

$745-990 negotiable w/ lease

• refrig •dishwasher•A/C•

•controlled entry*

•parking•elevator*

519 Glenrock 213-208-4835

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD

',Al ' '
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515 KELTON AVENUE
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

~^1 Garments
6 Cuts

11 Print

measures
14 Mary Tyler —
15 — four: small

cake
16 Negative word
17 Not moderate
19 Sock part

20 Receptions
21 Chemical

compound
22 Increase
24 Fish

26 Coercer
27 Cancel
30 Law enforcers
32 Stave off

33 Blended
34 Wrong: pref.

37 Hardy heroine
38 Strength
39 Refuse
40 Adjective

suffix

41 Metal plate

42 Slow: music
43 Laundry

worker
45 Tie, perhaps
46 Music disc

48 Centers
49 Directive

50 German river

52 Enlarge
56 South: Fr.

57 Countercharge
60 Heroic pilot

61 Effective use
62 West Indies

island

63 OK
64 Play areas
65 Peak

DOWN
1 Struck,
formerly

2 Solitary

3 Tiny amount
4 Tailor's

assistants

5 School term:
abbr.

6 While away
7 Peter or
Franco

8 Typeface:
abbr.

9 Hole
10 Chemical

compound
11 Lure
12 Game animal
13 Guide
18 Chime
23 Circle part

25 "Top — ":

movie
26 Jetted

27 Be worthy of

28 Of the same
length

29 Bug killers

30 Griever
31 Bovines
33 Tiny creature
35 Poker stake
36 French city

38 Beach surface

39 Fashion pro
41 Delineate
42 Fond du —

.

Wis.
44 Fabled bird

45 Shape
46 Utter again
47 Draw out
48 Goes under
50 Skin mark
51 Desertlike

53 Enthuse
54 Elevator man
55 Key —
58 Little —
59 Bus. abbr.

14

17

20

6

15

32

37

40

16

8 9 10

43 44

52"

11

49

W

47

12 13

34 35

OTI IIJDCnO ^^' ^^^ Answers • Toucti-tone Of Rotary Phonee

I UMrLU : 1-90IM64-3535 ext. code 500 • 95« per minute

12-2-01 O 1001 United Feature Syndicate
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WESTWOOD Luxury 1-bed $850,
2-be<Vl-3/4batH $1100. Appliances, gated

entrance and parking, 1 block from UCLA. 445
Landfair. (213)824-1969.

WESTWOOD-FREE MONTH-1 -block to

UCLA, studio, 1-bd/l.-bth, 2-bd/1-blh.

FurnishecVunfumished. Clean, parking, laurv

dry, facilities, pool. $600 and up. 10941

Strathmorc (213)20ft-7294.

WESTWOOD, large furnished 1 -bedroom,

parlcing, $750, 1 1069 Strathmore. 2-bedroonn

unfurnished duplex, 1 385 Midvale, $1 lOCVup.

(310)454-8211.

WES'HVOOD, $695, furnished single. Walk to

school. 667-669 Levering Ave.
(213)208-3215.

WLA. 2-becVl -'bath. Patio, refrigerator & stove,

1*A miles from UCLA. Near bus & shopping.

$800/mo. (310)470-2122.

WEVTEROPAKIER
SPECiAL

2 Bdnn/2Bath 5 I^xunmates

firm 01,199
INCX.TWOWEEKS FREERENT

w/LeascThruJune 80

Gated Entry/Pldng w/28paxa
Kooftop spa and Sundeck

Rnqjlace^dishwafiher, fridge

Ctd air, balconies, cable ready

Walk to Cairmua/Village

512VElERANi^.
2083655

New tenantB anly w/ieaeeQAC

WALK TO UCLA
Private Room, Private Bath
SH^e Kitchen-$475/month
' 633 Gayley

208-5920

WESTWOOD. $985-1 195/MO.,
2-BDRM,/2-BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD, 61 6 Veteran, WALK TO LJCLA.

Singles & 1 -bedrooms, $590 and up.
(213)208-4934.

- You might find yourself involved in ooy^.
eral small developments in the year
ahead that could contribute to your ma-
terial well-being. These can eventually
become significant — if managed
properly.

8AQITTARIU8 (Nov. 23-Om;. 21) It

might be difficult for you to l<eep secrets
today, especially if you pal around with
someone who knows how to ask prob-
ing questions. Major changes are ahead
for Sagittarius in the coming year. Send
for Sagittarius' Astro-Graph predic-
tions today. Mail $1.25 plus a long, self-

addressed, stamped envelope to Astro-
Graph, c/o this newspaper, P.O. Box
91428, Cleveland. OH 44101-3428. Be
sure to state your zodiac sign.

CAPRICORN (Dm:. 22-Jan. 19) It's best
to keep in mind today that everything
has its price, even in dealings with very
close friends. Don't ask for anything
free nor offer anything free.

AQUARIUS (J«n. 20-Feb. 19) Don't be
disappointed today where achievement
is concerned. If you don't fulfill your in-

tentions on the first try, a second effort

should do the trick.

PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20) If you're
realistic about objectives you hope to
accomplish today, unnecessary disap-
pointments can t>e avoided. Shoot nei-

ther above your goals nor below them.
ARIES (March 21-April 19) In your pre-
sent involvements, try not to bank too
heavily on people you think will auto-
matically do things for you. Even an old
friend might let you down today.
TAURUS (April 20-M«y 20) People who
don't know you well might make judg-
ments today predicated on the type of
company you keep. Don't put yourself
in a position where you'll be linked to
another's shortcomings.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) If you oper-
ate along the lines of least resistance
today, not much of significance is likely

to be accomplished. It will take a sus-
tained effort to win rewards.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) You may
have enough trouble tryirtg to manage
your own resources today without at-

tempting to do the same for another.
Think twice t>efore volunteering to do
80.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) There is a possi-

bility you could be both a slow starter

and an ineffective finisher today; you
may not treat serious matters with the
respect they deserve.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Even though
what you attempt to do today will t>e

done for the good of the majority, it isn't

likely that your methods or results will

vtrin approval.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) This might not
be a good time to bring a proposal
you're sponsoring to the attention of

your close friends — if It will cost them
money.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Unfortu-
nately, associates' timing might not be
in sync with yours today. But attempting
to alter their pace to your satisfaction

might not work. Find a middle ground.

DIAMOND HEAD APTS
Westwood

Single-

Furnjshed/Unfurnjshecj

from $750
2beclroom-

Fumlshed/Unfurnlshed

from $1200
All Amenities

660 Veteran
208-2251

Now Renting!

430 Kelton Avenue
Vi month off 1st month Rent

(ask for details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Cental Heating/Air

•Rooftop Spa + Leisure

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,

Refridgerator, Disposal

•Fireplaces

•From $1150

(21 3)824-7409

S.M. 1-BED, EXTRA-LARGE. Good neighbor-

hood. Pool, laundry, safe area. $495.
(213)502-8838, available nc¥^.

CHEEERFULl Bright, 1 -bedroom upper. Stove/

rei. Near Overland & Palms. EZ move-in terms.

$625. Days:(31 0)206-1 1 93,
Eves:(81 8)981 -2304.

VAN NUYS: LARGE 1 -bed & den. Dishwasher,

stove, fireplace, 1chil(Vlpet ok, or good for

roommates. (818)997-6766.

NORTHRIDQE $278 up. 500 Unit

student housing facility. Shared or
private. Pool, Jacuzzi, recreation
room. 1/2 hour drive to UCLA.
Free Brochure. Northrldge

Campus Residence, 9500 Zelzah,
Northrldge, CA 91325

(8t8)aa»-1717

TT.

10980 WELLWORTH
10983 WELLWORTH

*1 Month Free Rent

(Ask for Details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Central Heating/

Air -Conditioning

•Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,

Refrigerator, Disposal

•Fireplaces

(213)479-6205

Apartments for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent 49

•WESTWOOD 1-BED, S750/neg. Newly de- WEST>A/OOD ACROSS FROM CAMPUS, jr.

coraled, large w/view, security. 2 blocks south 1 -Bdrm. $790. Many Amenities you must see!

of Wilshire. (213)474-5375. (310)824-5252.

Why Pay More?
1 & 2 Bedrooms
$575—$800

Newly Remodeled
Must see to

appreciate.

657-«756

Weekly Rentals
Guest !-iotcl "Westwood Village

Cable TV«Microwave •Refrigerator

$199-$235/wk»w/KrrCH $295/wk
1 -bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

2 Bed 2 Bath
$900/mo. Alarm

A/C 4 years ncw:MODERNI
9mln. to UCLA by BUS

10737 Palms (213)838-5039

WAUC TO UCLA
555 GLENROCK

Corner of Glenrock & Levering
2 BEDROOM/ 2 BATH AND 1 BBDROOM/IBATH

•Furnished or Unfurnished •

Fireplace, Central Air/Heat
Balcony, All Security Building

Fitness Center, Spa, Rooftop Sundeck
& Study Room

Call for appt.& details!

824-9691

FREE RENT

BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD,

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634

415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735

870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

PKOI I SSIOWI lY MA\\(,i:i) BY MOSS cK ( ()

^ f '»«i

•AFFORDABLE*
•3528-3532 Sawtelle*

In Mar Vista near National

2bdrm Ibath

apartments. Uppers &
lowers. Balconies. Stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator.

Spacious with grey

carpet. White Blinds.

$775/month $500 deposit

OPEN DAILY OR
CALL:

Rental Office, 823-4383

n D
BEAUTIFUL NEWAPARTMENTS

4-5 MILES TO UCLA
Easy Bus Access

u

2 BDM+ 2 BATH APARTMENTS
ALL AMENITIES-FIREPLACE-SECURITY BLDG.

A/C-LAUNDRY FACILITIES ON PREMISIS

FROM $400/mo*
LOW MOVE-IN COSTS

INCENTIVES

(213)278-6411
(10am-6pm)

^Effective Rent

/^
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Get out of the
Dormsl

We WiU help Pay
the cancellation

feesi

Huge Luxury 1 Ar 2
bedrooms,

central air, extra large
closets, fireplace, wet bar,

refrigerator, controlled
entry and parking

Low move in/Low
rental rates

Across From Campus
433 Kelton Avenue
(213)208-8685

Apartments Furnistied 50

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,
%525/mo. lAllities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 824-0161.

Apts. Unfumistied 51

1+ DEN/1 -'A BATH. Bright, spacious, airy.

Prime location. Easy access to shops-LXZLA.
Security bidg. $900/mo. (310)207-6430.

$665, PALMS. 1 -bd. extra large. New carpet. 1

mo. free. (818)377-2666.

BEVERLY HILLS. 1 -BED/1 -BATH. Parking in

the back. Laundry. Second floor. Available
now. $695. (310)652-0314.

BRENTWOOD PRIME SINGLE. $675. Fire-

place, intercom, patio. Built-ins, sub-garage.
No pets. 11 661 Goshen, adjacent San Vicente,
North of Wilshire. (213)820-1717.

BRENTWOOD. 2 Bedroom, $850- $895. 1-

bedroom, $750. Near Wilshire & UCLA. Lease
to 2. Single, $650. (213)826-8461

MAR VISTA. NEWLY REDECORATED. 2bd/
lower. New carpet. Parking, stove, drapes.
Responsible party. $770. (213)391-8532.

OHIO-SAWTELLE 1-Bdrm. Stove, fridge, car-
pets. 1 1/2 miles from UCLA. Call
(310)477-5758.

PALMS. Spacious, bright single. Appliances,
parking, nwst utilities included. S525/rrx)
(213)397-8058.

VENICE. Single, 'A -block to beach, ap-
pliances, hardwood floors. $475/mo.
(213)399-7605. 1-bed $695. 397-8056.

WESTWOOD VIUACE, $700, 1 -bedroom.
$1100 , 2-bedfDonVl-bath. Parking included.
1-1/2 blocks to tampus. 10990 Strathmore.
(310)395-2903.

WLA, CLOSE TO UCLA, STOtVmo., 1-bed/
1 -bath built-iRs, pool, garden like.nice tenants.
(21 3)477.9955.

WLA. Clean, quiet. 1 -betVl -bath, stove, re-

frigerator, carpet, drapes. Near UCLA and
buslines. Lease $650. (213)476-7116.

WLA. One-bedroom, $850-$87Vmo. Sec-
urity, spacious building, parking, new carpet.
Walk to UCLA. 1 450 Midvale. (21 3)391-2874.

Apartments to Share 52

10-15 MINUTES TO UCLA - own bedroom
Huge new sunny to«vnhouse. Parking scc-
urity, etc. $435/nx)nth (310)202-8717.

$315/mo. SHARE FURNISHED 1-BDRM APT.
w/male non-snrwker and 2 cats. Security bIdg.
and parking, quiet neighborhood, excellent
bus connections, TA mi. to UCLA.
(310)575-1503.

441 MIDVALE. Female roommate needed.
$35(Vmo.-<- V« of util. Call 824-7827.
Available ^^-30/^2^^.

WLA $950, 2-^ED/2-BATH, air-conditioned,

dishwasher, newly decorated. (213)
471-0883.

WLA AREA. $585/nrH>. Attractive furnished
single, kieal for students to share. Close to
UCLA. 11290 Ohio Ave. (213)477-4832.

WLA/CENTURY CITY ADJACENT. 1-bed-
room, $750 charming. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, drapes, laundry, decorated porch,
qjJet building. (310)474-1172

WLA/ PALMS. Single & 1-bed. From $525.
Carpet, drapes, stove, refrigerator, parking.
Freeway, bus, shoppinj>. (213)479-8099.

WLA single, 1 -bedroom. Unfurnished, security
parking, sun-deck, Jacuzzi, frig, ocean view.
$650-$850. Call (213) 826-5528.

BRENTWOOD 2 BDR/W2 8ATH. Share apart-
ment. N/S female preferred. Clean. $500
includes utilities. Available 12/28. Mcicage
(310)826-8237. _"_

BRENTWOOD ONE PERSON looking for

someone to share 2-bcd/2-bath, $475Ano.
Very nice. Call Linda (213) 820-7771.

BRENTWOOD $575 Share 2bed/own bath
w/grad stud and dog. Grad student/faculty
preferred. 447-2235

CURVER CITY - 2rooms. $325 & $335.
Security, parking space, laundry. Avail, jan 1 $t.

Neat, respofwible, non-snx>ker. 837-4033.

FEMALE, OWN ROOM, 2-bed/l-bath. Sec-
urity, parking, 10-minutes to campus, near
bus. $375 -^utilities. (310)837-4309, evenings.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
large 2-bed apt in Westwood laundry facility

and covered parking. Non-smoker preferred.
Must love cats. $S37.50/mo. (310)479-7076.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, huge room
with balcony, security building, close to
UCLA, SA50/mo. Uilities included. Call Gin-
ger (213) 838-9691 evening.

MUSIC TEACHER seeks female non-snrK>ker to
share gorgeous 8.H. penthouse. Security bIdg.
with pool. Convenient to everything. S525/mo
Call Ruth (213)271-1939.

OWN ROOM, BATH in large apartment,
I'A -miles to UCLA. Non-smoking roommate.
$438. (310)473-5014.

OWN ROOM/SHARE BATH in three bedroom
apartment in Palms. $34(ymo. includirw utili-

ties. (310)204-6659.

PALMS. Own room In 3-bed/2-bath for

$355/mo. Two blocks to bus stop.
(310)204-1631.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED! Own bed/
bath in 2-be<V 2-bath condo. Walk to UCLA.
Parking, pool. Seoo/mo. 477-3245.

SPACIOUS 2-BEDROOM. Prime Brentwood
location w/ own parking spaces. $65(Vmo
'A -utilities ^security. Jeff (310)447-3020.

WESTWOODAJCLA. Own Bed/Bath in

2bed/2bath apt from $55(VnrK>. Parking, pool,
spa, rcc room, A^. (213)208-1976.

WESTWOOD. $45(Vmo. Male, 1 -block to
campus, fownhouse (bed-up;ttvlng, dinlr^g,:

kitchen down), fireplace, private patio, garage.
(213)206-7527, eveninjes.

BRENTWOOD, SPACIOUS room, home, near
LKTLA- North Sunset. Private entrance. Pool
garden. Ideal study environment. Heavenly
parking, share bath, 3-Way microwave
$425.00. (213)476-1786.

CULVER CITY, 3-Bedroom home, private
room with use of full house and yardk.
Security, maid, fireplace. Non-sr»K)ker.
$75(yhio.(21 3)398-5435.

^ Housing Needed 60 Dance/Ptiyslcal Fitn#ts 76
MIDDLE-AGED doctoral student SMking
roommate in private home by Jan.l. Female,
non-snrK)k«r. (310)825-0303.

WANTED: Person Interested in training/
physical therapy to help me rebuild from
volleyball injury. (310)788-0808.

Video Editing 89 Video Editing 89

PICO & ROBERTSON. Male preferred to rent
furnished room. $375 - 'A utilities. $250
deposit. Call Sally (213)836-0571 or
(213)265-3503.

PLEASANT ROOM & BATH. Furnished. Pri-

vate entrance. Pacific Palisades. Faces gar-
dens. No cooking. $300. 454-3921 -Mr. Cot.

ROOM IN NICE WLA HOME, kitchen and
laundry facilities, utilities covered, on UCLA
bus route, $50(Vhf>o or S250^mo + 10 hrs^vk.
domestic work. jSl 0)450-871 9.

SIMPLY FURNISHED ROOM IN HOUSE IN
B.H. Non-smoker. Quiet surroundings.
Charming. Kitchen privileges. $325.
(310)275-1425.

SPACIOUS ROOM IN A GARDEN LAKE
COMMUNITY, CULVER CITY. Security, pool,
garage, laundry, kitchen privileges. 1 5 min. to
UCLA. $41Vmo. (310)559-6158.

WESTWOOD, walk UCL\ private bdrrrV
bathroom security building/ parking, kitchen
privileges laundry, non-srrxjker. $65(Vmo.
(213)470-9709.

M.P.T.V. & VIDEO MEDIA PRODUCTION
EDITING W. ADVANCED EQUIPMENT

$2(yHR 3/4^^ CUTS ONLY $32 W.OPEI^TOR
$3(yHR 3/4" A/B ROLL $45 W.OPERATOR

fTBC's, Color Camera, Switcher, Time Code, Mies, CD, Cassdecks,
Special Effects, Amiga Titles)

COMMERICIAL -i- MEDICALS <STUDENT DISCOUNTS>
W.APPOINTMENT
24 HR A DAY Tel(31 0)475-5517

1434 Westwood Blvd. #6 Los Angeles, Ca 90024

TowntKHise for Rent 66

LUXURY TOWNHOUSE IN SHERMAN
OAKS. Excellent for roomates 3-bedrooms/ 3
bathfoonr«, central air, fireplace. Must see.

$1,295;^TK>. (818)782-5763.

Condos for Sale 67 Condos for Sole

Loans 93

PRICESLASHED ONLUXURYCONDO
Woo $305,000. NOW ONLY $245,000

2 Bedroom, 2 Bath Condominium with:

LOANS $

Roommates

6-MONTH LEASE. Share condo in Westwood
with two— your own bedroon^>ath. Security

building. $500. (310)474-6445.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT. Law student
seeks responsible person to share 2-bed/2-bath
apartment. Split SlOSO/mo. and utilities. Sec-
ure buildin^parking. Big closets. Many ameni-
ties. (213)938-7839.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. N/S M/F NEEDED TO
Share W/young professional. Large
2bedroonVl bath furnished apt. wAiardwood
floors, laundry and parking in quiet neighbor-
hood $450 ¥ last, avail. 1 2/1 (310)657-2577.

BRENTWOOD. Female professional looking
to share 2-bed/2-bath. $550/mo + utilities.

Available 1-1-92. (213) 207-8227.

BRENTWOOD. FEMALE, OWN ROOM/
BATH in spacious 2-bed/2-balh $491 /mo. -^

% utilities. Dl 0)472-0266. Available now.

ASAP! Female needed to join 3 girls in 2bd
Kelton apartment. Spacious, hardwood floors,

free cable, only $362.5(yn>o.! Call Rachel
(310)824-1714.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny 2-bed/ 2-bath. Parking.
Female preferred. Available January 1st.

$330/mo, includes utilities. Suzanne
(21 3)207-2766.

aOSE TO CAMPUS, share room, 2-^2, fully

furnished, must sec. $31SAno -Kieposit. Brian
(213)582-1900, (310)477-1414.

FEMALE, NON-SMOKER, 2 bed/2 bath. 5
minutes from UCLA. Walk to campus.
$32Q^mo. leanette, (310)206-4713.

FEMALE needed to share 2-bed apt. with 3
Sentors. Huge, furnished apartment. 'A block
from canr>pus. 206-5481

FEMALE needed to share 2-be«V2-bath wHh
thr*e other girls. Walk to campus. $39SAno.
824-0476

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED ASAP to
share 2-bed/l-bath apt. in Culver City.
$37S/mo + util. W/D & secure parking. No
catsi Dl 0)838-3536.

FEMALE TO SHARE partially furnished 1-bed.
Security. Pool. A/C. Cynthia (310)208-0569.

FEMALE TO SHARE room in furnished 2-bed/
2.bath, 3-blocks from UCLA. Huge, fireplace,

bakony, enormous kitchen, parking. Fun
roonfwnales! Jolene 208-2517.

FEMLALE roommate needed to share 2-bed.
'A block from canrtpus. Secma, Jana 824-0796

FUN ROOMMATES LOOKING FOR TWO
MORE

! Parking, security, new building. $310.
10 min walk. 206-3650, Cary, Deana.

NEEDED ONE FEMALE roommate to share
executive single with 2girls. Rent $283
(310)208-0789.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share apar:-

ment in Midvale Plaza 2 starting winter.
Secure, & clean. Loaded. (310)208-7189.

RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE needed to share
2-bed/2-bath. Palms area. $490.0Q/mo.
(310)836-9020.

Mar Vista $349. OWN ROOM newly painted
in home of woman with 10-yr-old
(310)396-7457.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Get large living
room. Cfose to campus. Parking, laundry
i290fmo. (213)559-6253.

ROOMMATE NEEDED. Excellent apartment in

Brentwood. 2-bedroom, private room, private
bath. $480/$260 - $260share.
(310)207-5192.

WALK TO UCLA. Need clean, responsible
female to share room & bath In beautiful
Hilgard condo. $400/month.
Sue-31 0-824-9777.

WBTWOOD/UaA. SHARE large 2 bed/2
b^. $35Q/mo. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.
(213)206-1976.

* Beautiful Mountain View
* Large Pool and Deck
* Sauna and Jacuzzi
* Walk to Westwood & UCLA

=* 3 Tennis Courts
* Gymnasium
* Party Facilities
* 24 Hour Security

Call Hollis at 213-446-7778, ext. 447

$10.CXX).GOO to loan
Qualify today

Low interest Rates
:^ 95% acx^ptance

Tri-Star Rnance
Monday through Saturday

9am-9pm

1-800-582-1285

Movers/Storage 94

Room for Rent 54

$425, WOMAN, NON-SMOKER. Private furn-
ished room, share kitchen and bath in home in
quiet Mar VIsU residential area. Near bus.
Call Marsha, Sun-thurs, 4pm.9pm.
(310)390-9007.

House for Rent

BRENTWOOD. MONTANA, N of San Vic-
ente. New carpet, bathrooavkitchen tile and
paint. Ibed/lbath + den . Walk onto largp
patio with pool. Light and airy. $199K
(213)626-9356.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. WALK TO
LXXA. STUDK5 $95K. IBR/IBA $15SK,
2BR/1BA $235. Call Bob/Agent
(213)470-1761.

56

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short
notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(213)285-6686. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S moving and delivery. The careful
movers. Free estimates, experienced, and rell-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVKIE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

2-BE(yi-BAJH. WLA. Close to UCLA. New
carpets, new paint, pets okay. Near SM. B^d.
Drive by 11426 Missouri. If interested,

(213)477-7222. $1,36SAt¥).

BEAUTIFUL TRAOmONAL SPANISH HOME,
CHEVIOT HILLS. Formal living & dining,
firplace, 2-bd upsUira.VA bth. Prhrale yard,
double car garage. Walk to Rancho Park. No
peu. $2400. Call Cisle 475-6661, or Felix

312-0624.

PACIFK: PALBTATES 2+1+ bonus, washer/
dryer, refrigerator, fireplace; near schools,
UCLA buses. 454-277^ 459-3154. $1700.

WESTWOOD 3.BED/1 V. -BATH. Very charm-
ing Spanish, Fireplace, hardwood floors, sec-
urity system, appliances. Pets O.K. $230(Vmo.
DIO) 475-0365.

Condos for Rent

WESTWOOD. 2 betV 1 V4 bath for lease. New
carpet. No peU. Quiet & responsible party.

$1150. 471-1234.

Guest House for Rent 70

CULVER CITY. $565. Charming single ^jest-
house. Stove, refrigerator, carpet, blinds, park-
ing. (213)463-1475.

PCCVDOHENY. Guesthouse. Single. Kitchen,
bath, skylight. $650. Available Jan. 1

(310)553-4225.

VENKIE. $599. 1-bd In 4-plex. New carpel &
Jnt, parking. (213)463-1475.

69 Personal Sen^ice 95

RESEARCH METHODOLOCIST, 20 years ex-
perience. Can help on Research Project,
Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your daU.
(213)559-1690.

Services Offered 96

Vacation Rentals 71

BEAR'S EDITING
AD mifalcctB. llicaefl/DiBaertatlaiM

Pkvposals and Books.
Foreign students welcome.

PAPESi NOT FOB SALE
Sharoo Bmt, PhJ)
(213>47MS62

House to Share 57

MARVISTA 2BRM & Ibath House to share
male N/Smoker Accessible Bus Ln. $425.00
)C67961 or 623-2955.

MINI-MANSKDN, QUIET, over 30—$475
Utilitie^aundryAelephone included. Oeai
deal. No last. 265-6666. WLA.

WLA. Female, no pets, non-srrMjking. Free
utilities USQ/rno. Own room. All amenities
(213)396-6151.

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything - fully

equipped - reasonable rates. (618)765-1026.

Misc. Sport Activities 78

SKYDIVE TODAY! Tandem or static line %vlth

Skydiving Adventures, Inc. Student discounts.
For further Info, and U^t brochure
1-600-526-9662.

Services Offered

RESEARCH, WRmNG, editing

AN Levels-An SiijjeGls

Foraign Students WBkx>me
Fast, Protoitional-Quafty Guaranteed

Call Research 213-477-8226

M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

House for Sale

PROFESSK)NAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/
requlren'>ent. (213)671-1333.

58

SHERMAN OAKS, n^u Mulholland, 6 miles to
UCL\ 3bed/2bath, dining, den, pool, great
view. $549,000 Dave (616)783-6875

Real Estate 61

Room for Rent 54

WESTWOOD HOME. $475. jan.l. UCLA.
Great parking, full privileges, furnished ¥
backyard. Male preferred. (310)473-5769.

WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet roorrV
bath, high celling in 3-bed luxury apart.

Non-smoker. $550 (310)444-5526.

Room for Help 63

HOUSEHOLD HELP needed in exchange for

separate room with bath in cottage on estate.

Duties included 5 hours of errands: food
shopping laundry, few hours to care for boys
agss ^and 4. (213)471-7260.

Are you looking for a
"professionally prepared paper^

or
''an editor'^ to write your paper for you?

DON'T KID YOURSELF
Plagiarism is taken seriously at UCLA. Most
students found guilty of plagiarism, even

"First-Tmiers''. are
SUSPENDED OR DISMISSED.

You have choices:
talk with your instructor; use a CoUeee

Tutorial Center(339 Kinsey); Contact any of us in
the Dean of Students' Office (1206 Murphy HaU);

or you can still choose to cheat. But,
IT MAY BE THE LAST CHOICE YOU

MAKE AT UCLA

f
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Ex-Bruin

Laker win
By Jesse Barkin

Los Angeles Dally News

PHILADELPHIA — Jack
Haley made his first start as a
Laker in Saturday's 93-91 triumph
over the 76ers, scoring 10 points

and grabbing 10 rebounds. Perhaps
his biggest achievement was in the

personal foul department, where
he was only charged with two in 29
minutes.

After all, this is a guy known
league-wide as a "hack" — and
someone who last year was sum-
moned to NBA commissioner
David Stem's office for a repri-

mand because of his penchant for

hard fouls.

**Last year I had eight consecu-
tive games with a flagrant foul, so
the NBA pulled me into the head
office and said enough of that. I

guess I was trying to set the record,

or something," Haley said.

"David Stem and Geague VP)
Rod Thorn called me and they had
a highlight film of my fouls, and
they asked me to explain each
one," he said. "I went with the

standard response that I was going
for the ball, but it was very evident

that I wasn't
=r *Thcy basically just said. A) it's

very expensive and B) they were
trying to make sure I wasn't
turning into a Bill Laimbeer or a
dirty player. They said they know
I'm a physical player and like to

play hard and that I didn't have to

be a dirty player. I accept that.

CENTER FOR THE MCi^A PfRFORMING ARTS

SAT. DEC. 7AT8P.M.,ROYCE HALL

Irish Magic ! - New York Post

The Chieftains

J

Traditional music .

of the Emerald i

Isle by its

foremost

interpreters!

Tickets:

$23, 18, 12; 9*

( o-pnwlufrd b<

Mikr Pniiic PrMPniv Iik

TANNING
ANNUAL 2 FOR 1 SPECIAL

Buy 1 Membership, Get 1 Free
•CD Sound Systems -lO Wolff Beds
•Air Conditioning •Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCLA! Call 824-2TAN
^4-F: 9am - 8pm
Sat. & Sun: 11am - 6pm

1107 Gayley Ave.
(Between Kinross & Undbrook) "

•offer flKplres 12/31/91

FRI. DEC. 20AT8 P.M.. ROYCE HALL

THREE TOP WINDHAM HILL ARTISTS!

"WINTER SOLSTICE''
Celebrate the holidays and the change of seasons!

"Nightnoise"

Pbilip Aaberg Barbara Higbie

Enjoyjazz and folk piano, and "Irish-flavored jazzy chamber music!"

Tickets: $22, 18, 15; 9* 4i£M,a^^\^\\\r\-C.X^\X\' SST KPCC A

ffi 310-825-9261
* Students witti full-tinw ID Rush at showtime tor students & seniors (limited avail ) Program date time and price subject to change

(213) (714) 74fr-a

Tutoring Offered 98 Tutoring Offered 98 Typing

PREPARATION FOR THE

GRE
(310)550-7133

WESTSIDE TUTORING & COUNSELING SERVICE

A BABY CCXJLD PASS with DAA-CCX3 Tutor-

ing. Tutors available in MOST ACADEMIC
SUBJECTS. Rates vary. (818)754-DAA(X)0

(3224). A local call ¥ no charge for referral.

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-

nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/

Composition, Finance, Foreign languages.

Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political

Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)746-741 2.

ESUCOMPOSITION/EDITINC. Duke gradu-

ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)285-4616.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian (213)478-5822.

PATIENT TUTOR MATH (ARITHMETIC THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS.

WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF-

RELIANCE. FOR FREE INFO CALL JIM.

(213)747-5118.

Tutoring Needed 99

AP AMERICAN HISTORY TUTOR for high

school child. American Histroy background

needed. (213)472-5142/ 472-8215.

CHEMISTRY TUTOR NEEDED for high school

child. Close to Brentwood location.

(310)472-8215 or 472-2167 evenings.

GEOMETRY TUTOR NEEDED for high school

child. Close Brentwood location.
(310)472-8215 or 472-2167 evenings.

IN HOME, BASIC COMPUTER LESSONS for

Mac Ilex. Preferrably evenings.
(310)470-4335.

PRE-CALCULUS AND/OR CHEMISTRY Tutor

needed for high school child. Close Brentwood

location. (310)472-8215/472-2167 evenings.

102

Services Offered 96

BRENTWOOD HOUSEKEEPER is available.

3day^vk. Experienced - English Speaking -

with happy disposition. Ad placed by present

employer. 476-5116.

EXPERT SCIENTIFK: editing. Evenings/

weekends. $25/hr. (310)393-8167.

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPINCVEDITINC GRA-
DUATE SCHCXX APPLICATION ESSAYS,

OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes-

sional help from nationally-known author/

consultant. (213)826-4445.

MONEY FOR COLLtCE! BILLIONS IN SCHO-
LARSHIPS AVAILABLE. GET YOUR SHAREI

CALL FOR FREE
INFORMATION: 1 -800-755-61 21

.

SMONEY $ MONEYS. Immediate help. Debt

consultations and signature loans to $20K. All

applicants considered. 1-800-221-5546.

Open 7 days.

Music Lessons

PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICE. Jh*

term papers. Employment service. Delta Per-

sonnel Services, Simi Valley. (805)526-5210.

PROFESSIONAL WORDPROCESSING In my
home. High quality. Accurate. Weekends and

evenings ok! Ckxxi rates. Dee (213)398-1 21 7.

SHERRI'S SECRETARIAL SERVK:ES. All year

typing for that professional look. Call

(800)300-0343.

THE TYPING (3UYI I'll type anything. I'm

cheap arxi quick. Reports, scripts, letters,

whatever. (213)207-5192.

WORDPRCXIESSING FOR ALL YOUR TYP-

ING NEEDS. Term papers, etc. Very clean arKi

precise work. Laser printed, reasonable rates.

Call Sheri (213)932-5030.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,

dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,

resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-

wood (213)466-2888.

WORDPROCESSINCyOESK TOP PUBLISH-

ING, papers, resun^es, transcriptiorn, ABA
format. Westwood. (213)473-5755

$1 .50 per page. Accurate, fast + experierKed

typist. Just a step from campus on Gayley.

(310)824-2012.

A-1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING for Valley Students. 20 years

exp., laser, spellcheck. (818)752-1980 7 days.

Bam- 10pm. Rushes okay.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. 8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES.
EDITING. WLA. (213)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFED! Speedy
wordprocessing-anything (including disserta-

tions,mailings,resumes). Editing/graphics

available. Laser printer. Near campus.
9am-9pm Ani (213)312-3332

ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING. Any size

job. Fast service. Reasonable rates. Day or

night— Marcus (213)654-4227.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-

CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPER. APPLKIA-
TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED.
1 MILE FROM UCLA 213-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,

scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

check. Student discount. (213)827-5090.

A-t-! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/

editing, computer training, resumes, transcrip-

tion. FAX. THE WORD PLACE.
(213)882-8006, (818)994-1094.

AFFORDABLE, LIGHTNING FAST!
PRECISKJN WORD PRCXIESSING. Resumes,

theses, dissertations, tapes. Laser. Fonts. M-F
8am-9pm. (310)475-0318.

ANYTHING YOU CAN TYPE I CAN TYPE
BETTER. $2/page. Papers, resumes, etc. Ken
(310)478-2986.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,

laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription.

M-F, 8-5pm. Call David (213)788-9885.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, term papers,

scripts, theses, papers. National/ Sepulveda.

(213)397-9711.

IS TYPING your thing? ? NO M can help. Fast,

accurate, flexible rates. Carolyn
213/671-3610.

Modern Secreterial and Oaphic services: IBM
& MAC. Discount to students. Pick up/

delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(213)446-8899.

PERFECT SPELLING top quality Mac wordpro-

cessing. Free pick-up/delivery. $2.25/page.

Michael (310)477-4735.

PRECISION TYPING $2.50/Double Space

Page Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-

Delivery Available (310)864-3981

Music Lessons 102

V0K:E. 40 years teaching. All levels/ styles.

N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs.

Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-1^12

^X
HB

COLLEGE
STUDElVrS

MAJORING IN

AUied Health

Professions

Discover a challenging,

rewarding future that puts
you in touch with your skills.

Today's Air Force offers ongoing
opportunities for professional

development with great pay and
benefits, normal working hours,

complete medical and dental care,

and 30 days vacation with pay fjer

year. Learn how to qualify as an
Air Force health professional. Call

=USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF

J&M2

100 Resumes 104 Autos 109

DESKTOP RESUMES. The look that gets

results. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional

service. (213)450-0133

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experierured Career Counselor. Also

college admission essays. Lee (21 3)478-1090.

MERCEDES 280E, 1981. While/navy interior.

Excellent corxiition. A real beauty. Original

owner. $6,50(yobo. (818)342-2398.

VW BUG, '73. Bike, surf racks. AM/FM
cassette. Red, moving, must sell. $97S/obo.
Jill(21 3)824-2707.

Travel Tickets 106 Scooters for Sole 115

LAX TO CHKIAGO or Detroit. Leave Dec. 23,

return Jan. 3. Dates changeable. $375 Rourxi-

trip. (310)641-8972.

LAX TO OAKLAND roundlrip. Dec. 19-28th.

$8(yobo. Call (310)208-8214!

TWO RT TKTKETS, LAX CHKIAGO OR MO-
LINE. Book by Dcc.5— $200 each. Good for

Christmas! (818)505-1332.

Autos for Sole 109

1978 CADILLAC SEDAN DE VILLE. 60,000
original miles. Full power, good condition.

$1,85C/obo. (213)394-8532.

'76 BMW 20002, Silver, 1 35,000m., sunroof,

anVfm cassette. Very clean, fun to drive stick.

Smogged. Moving MUST SELL. S2800/obo. by
Nov. 30th. Dawn (818)997-3228

'81 HONDA ACCORD. Silver, 4-door,

5-speed, air, AM/FM cassette stereo, ^tery

practical. $149'Vobo. 824-3755

'84 NISSAN 300ZX.Red, automatic, exct. con-

dition, 48,100 mi. Ipcw 478. $6000.
(213)276-4712.

'86 CHEVY SPRINT. 5-spced, 2-door, 54,000
miles, grey. $1,500. Pien-e, (310)396-3491.

'87 ISUZU l-MARK HATCHBACK. Good con-

dition, runs smooth! Excellent opportunity.

64,000 miles. $3,500 cash. (310)474-1950.

BMW 320i, '81 , 5-speed, sunroof, $2995 obo.

(213)826-1492.

CHEAP! F.B.I./US SEIZED.
'89 Mercedes. ..$200, '86 VW...$50,
'87 Mercedes. ..$100,'65 Mustang.. $50.
Choose from thousarxis starting $25 FREE 24
hour Recording Reveals details.
(801)379-2929, Copyrighti CA11KJC

CHEVY SPECTRUM '88. 5-speed. A/C. cloth

interior, tent, new tires. Excellent corxJition.

47,000 miles. $3,60(Vobo. (213)639-8862.

CONVERTIBLE VW-RABBIT '83. White, new
top, new tires, low mileage, great car!

$520(yobo. (213) 207-0109.

GEORGEOUS '78 ALFA ROMEO SPIDER red,

new paint, r>ew four tires, Pirelli Runs great.

Low milage. Must see. $3,100 Must sell.

(213)937-9302.

LEAVING THE COUNTRY. 1965 Ford Escort

station wagon. Manual transmission, MT.
Well-maintained. $2200/obo. Call
(310)390-5541.

1989 HONDA SPREE 50. Must sell! Like new.
S399/obo. (213]t471-2409.

'87 HONDA ELITE 80. Low miles, new brakes,

recerU tune-up, gre^ corxlition. $950. Debbie
824-2824 '

ELITE 150 DELUXE SCOOTER. Excellent con-

dition, 150 miles, must sell, circumstarx:es.

Call 818-548-1096. $120Q/obo.

HONDA 150 scooter. Low mileage, great

condition, $650. Must sell. (310)456-6875,

Steve.

HONDA ELITE 50, 1 989. Excellent condition.

With lock. $550/obo. Must sell.

(213)470-9757,

HONDA ELITE 50, NEW, 2-rTX)nth-old, black,paid
$1100. Looks/ runs perfect. $850 obo.
83815371.

YAMAHA RIVA 125 1986, DOUBLE. Great
condition. Just tuned, new engine, r>ew starter,

must see. $895/obo. Alex 824-3943.

Furniture for Soie 126

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

Musical Instruments 129

TRUMPET-Bach Stradavarius. Professional

model(42-73). Silver-plated. $650. Mike,
208-4674, Leave nr^essage.

Stereos/TVs/Radios 131

COMPONENT SYST. Carver receiver. 150watts/
chni, Kenwood tape scan search, dolby, B C
HXPRO Yamaha, CD Polk Audio speaker.

GREAT SOUND/ POWER. $650 obo
836-5371.

Typewriter/Computer 134

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 286, 1MB, 5:25-FD,
3.5''FD 40HD, KEYBOARD, MONITOR, NEW
W/ WARRANTY. $620. (213)644-2612.

IMAGEWRITER II In box, cover, $200,
(310)477-2719.

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount arxi teach you to assemble it yourself)

PC SUPPORT GROUP, (618)994-1186.
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ADVERTISE

• ^

' MADE WITH
"

NEW YORK TAP WATER
THIN& THICK CRUSTS

VVt^AvM
YOU DON'T HAVE

TO BE A NEW YORKER
TO LOVE ^'^^

LARGE
».,^s«

TWO TOPPING PIZZA
Offer good only wkh this coupofi; orie coupon perjpisms^,
Limit 3 pizzas per address. Expires 12/9/91. Prices iiil|M^ to change
*Not valid on Sicilians.

LAMONICAS

LOWEST PRICES IN

WESTWOOD

208-8671
1066 GAYLEY AVE

Sponsored by ASUCLA Trade Books

ILT
A RADIO ROMANCE

'w

,.:^^^

Garrison
Keillor

Reads and signs

WLT: A Radio
Romance

Tuesday, December 3rd

7:30PM, Second Floor

Lounge, Ackemian
Union

N
*^

N•^-

*^* >

m i

.«^;:>;w;...~. *^«*.;#-v:r^-v--

GARRISON

"His humor is cerebal and
complex, a blend of romance
and nostalgia, it sparkingly

parodies the American (and
human) condition/'

- The Washington Post

"(His) writing has the silvery

slip of running water, so

graceful and easy it's hard
to believe it can carry so

much that is jagged and
unresolved."

- The Village Voice

>>:m

>><fi^m> ;:>>¥:
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From page 56

higher regular-season ranking
(sixth) than did the Bruins (llth).

UCLA earned the No. 1 seed in the
regionals and, by virtue, the
home-field advantage throughout
the playoffs. The Bruins— to their

credit -- were the defending
national champs and won their

final nine game and received the
top rank in several power rating

categories.

"We had heard that it might
happen a week before and were
shocked," Santa Clara head coach
Mitch Murray said. "Maybe we
both should have been seeded . .

.

To get out of the Far West Region
is very tough.*'

UCLA and Santa Clara last met
in 1990, a 1-1 tie, and the previous

year, Santa Clara knocked UCLA
Out of the playoffs, also winning
the Far West Region Final, 2-0.

That year, Santa Clara and Virgi-

nia were NCAA co-champions,
but in 1990, it was the Bruins* turn

to win the national title.

"We know that we would have
to play UCLA to get out of the Far
West Region,- Bronco defender
Cameron Rast said "UCLA is a
standard, a benchmark against
which you set yourself. (UCLA)
has two national titles and is in the

playoffs every year. If you want to

be the best team in the nation, you
have to beat UCLA.**

Bruin head coach Sigi Schmid_i
believes that two of the best teams
in the country met Sunday.

"Santa Clara is an excellent

team and probably deserves one of
the top-four seeds,** he said. **This

could have been the (NCAA)
championship final.**

Santa Clara was able to set the

tempo early, taking away the

UCLA ground game and forcing

passes into the air.

"Santa Clara is the kind of team
that*s very effecdve. They take

away the basic elements of the

game and turn it into kick-and-

run.** Schmid said. "We didn't play

it off wide where we could isolate

them.**

Striker Cobi Jones, who assisted

Ibsen's goal, said, "I wanted the

balls at my feet but a lot were
coming in the air.**

Santa Qara*s intention was to

disrupt UCLA*s rhythm and hold

the Bruins to a halftime tie, both of

which it succeeded in doing.

"In the pregame meeting, we
said we couldn*t sit back and let

them come at us,** Murray said.

"We didn*t want them to gain any
rhythm or confidence.**

Rast said, "Two years ago, we
scored early and tried to defend,

butwe didn't want to do that again.

We knew if we could get one more
goal it would be over.

"We had two or three more
chances where it could have been
2-0 or even 3-0. If we were going

to win, we would have to go right

at them," he said.

Santa Clara initiated scoring

four minutes into the second half

with midfielder Patrick Griffin

converting a rebound after the

Broncos had crossed the ball from
ll»e left side.

UCLA countered five minutes
later with striker Zak Ibsen head-
ing a ball passed Bronco goalie

Kevin Rueda on a headball pass
from Jones.

Santa Clara's second goal also

derived from a breakdown in the

middle of the Bruin defense.

Cochran scored his goal after

several attempts had been
deflected.

"Our defense had some lax

coverage and ended up ball-

watching a lot,** Schmid said.

• • S
From page 56

Forward Don MacLean, who
shot a dismal 3-for-14 from the

field and ended up with only 11

points echoed Harrick*s thoughts.

"We had them beat and then we
kind of relaxed,** MacLean said.

"If that was a real good team they

probably would have beaten us.**

UCLA got out of the blocks
slow in the first half, trailing until

Tracy Murray ducked under a
defender and hit an off-balance

three pointer to give the Bruins
their first lead at 15-14.

It wasn't until Harrick inserted

his smaller lineup that the Bruins
finally took control. Taking
advantage of his depth at guard,
Harrick put in four of them —
Darrick Martin, Shon Tarver,
Mitchell Butler and freshman Tyus
Edney— to go along with Murray,
who l)ecame the center — some-
thing he found amusing.

"Since I was the tallest player

out there at the time, I guess I was
(the center),** Murray said. The
6*8** junior was absolutely perfect

in the first half, hitting six of six

shots from the field, including two
three-pointers, and making all

seven of his foul shot attempts.

With that lineup in place UCLA
went on an 18-2 run, getting plenty

of easy baskets because of the

defensive pressure it put on Long
Beach State. The teamwork and
unselfishness that have been a

point of emphasis for Harrick this

year came through, as the Bruins

showed some fancy passing.

Martin threw a no-look pass to

Butler who hit Tarver underneath

for one dunk, and a steal by
pickpocket Edney led to a Murray
jam on another fast break.

Long Beach State didn't have
the depth at guard to compete
against this smaller, quicker team
and found itself down 42-20 by
halftime. Harrick also found suc-

cess with a small lineup in the

season-opening win over Indiana,

two wedcs ago.

"It's something I thought Td try,

and it worked out pretty good and

got us moving,** Harrick said.

•*That*s a quick team. We can*i get

by with that against a lot of people

but we'll use it from time to time.**

During the halftime break Long
Beach State must have forgotten it

was playing the No. 4-tcam in the

country because the 49ers came
out with a vengeance. After shoot-

ing only 23 percent in the first half.

Long Beach State more than

doubled that in the second, hitting

53 percent.

liie Forty-Niners came out and
played intense defense, success-

fully slowing down UCLA where
it had failed in the first half,

holding the Bruins scoreless for

one stretch of over six minutes.

CSULB closed the gap to eight

points with seven minutes to play,

but that*s when MacLean finally

got going. MacLean came out of

his drought with eight consecutive

points, two field goals and four

free-throws to secure the game for

UCLA, but he still felt badly about

his performance.

"My whole game was non-exis-

tent tonight,'* he said. "It*s a shame
it took (Long Beach State*s run) to

get me going.**

Murray once again led the

Bruins with 24 points, despite

scoring only three in the second

half, and gave credit to the 49ers

rather than make excuses for his

team.

"I tip my hat to Long Beach

State,** he said. "It took a lot of

heart and desire to come back like

that.

American Heart
Association
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Student Special

fer Good At All Times!

^^ Large Pizza

I ^'V'^^ With 2 toppings

+ 2 Free Soft Drinks

ONLY $7.99 plus tax

Wd Accept MasterCard and Visa

BEAT *SC SPECIAL
2 MEDIUM
PIZZAS

With 1 FREE
Topping!

ONLY $10.50 plus tax

offer good at all times!

208-4348
10925 Weybum Ave. Westwood

•C
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''^n's gifts is

p ; he Childrens Book Section at the ASUCLA store

is where you'll find oodles of great books galore.

rrj There s adventure for Adam and science for Sue,

Plus hundreds of titles, both classic and new.

So turn your holiday into a true fairy tale,

And come in this week for our Childrens Book Sale.

2 0% Off^
Everything in Children's Books!

Tides Include:
<

Hundreds of classsic, bcst-lovcd books

Folk talcs and fairy talcs from around the world

Pop-up books

Beginning readers and toddler books

Books with play-along cassettes

Non-fiction and Activity books

Foreign language books, posters, and much, much more!

December
One week only.

2 - 8

ffATs:1 ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
TfMlt lo^t/i Uwtl AckiriMii Ualtn/ZM^Ttt/ M-Tti IMJM; F V.4S4\ Ui 10 S; t«ft 12 S

A3
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One of the nation's most respected sperm donor programs

is now selecting

QUALIFIED SPERM DONORS

Help Infertile Couples Monetary Compensation

Free extensive health testing, including chromosomal analysis

THE U.S.C. SPERM BANK
Call (213) 343-9967

Dra^fon Express
Chinese Fast Food

Free
'Delivery

($8.00 Min.)

Limited Area

n 1>¥ A^I^I? ^A RKT IncIudM ftied rice or chow m
* ^-*^^J^ J^ <^HI>00 piua a,^ two a la cute it«mCO

I EC^^^tt with the pun;;h3^0 <^^^
i

I
j^§^!:^^^!^^n^^ ^ ^aXJombination Plate i

Hours: I147 Westwood Blvd.
Monday-Sunday llam-llpm (Across ftx)m McDonald'te)

*^

208-4928

\ A ina^iciairs spell, the innocence t>f
Noiiiij^ love, and a dream of revenue unite

to create a tempest.

A FILM PHANTASMAGORIA!
John Gielgud is incomparable

-Vincent Canby, THE NEW YORK TIMES

"STUNNING!"
-Caryn James, THE NEW YORK TIMES

DAZZLING!
John Gielgud is astounding!'

-Petcf Travcrs, ROI LING STONE

VISUALLY
BEAUTIFUL!"
John Anderson, NEW YORK NEWSDAY

PARI HAIR SALON
Hairslyling by a

VIdal Sasson Academy GraduafB

Perm Special $30
Hair Cut & Blow $15
Fantastic Highliglit $30
Hair Coloring $15
Manicure & Pedicure $15
Full Legs Waxing $20

OPEN SUNDAY 479-9325
1435 Westwood Bl. 473-0066

^<^l^1c^€'^^^

Discover Kinko's
for great copies
on yourterms.
The hardest part is over. After all the late

nights and long hours youVe finished

your term paper or thesis... and
now you could use a little

At Kinko's, we'll help you
present your work in the

best possible light with:

ff a wide selection of

paper and bindings,

•/ great copies.

•/ late-night hours
and quick service.

ir affordable prices.

Binding
Choose from VeloBind* or spiral binding on documents
up to one inch in thickness with card stock cover for Just
99C each. Offer good at listed locations only. Does not

include copies. One coupon per customer. Not valid with
any other offer. Good through December 31, 1991.

Open 24 hours
475-0789
1520 Westwood Bl.

Westwood

kinkoi'
the copy center

,£\..««

Will SAN VICENTE 8LVD., BRENTWOOD, CA 90049 • 620-1516

use beats
stniggKng
Sac State
By Tom TImmermann
Los Angeles Dally News

Not a whole lot of people
showed up to watch USC struggle

past Sacramento State. 107-94, on
Saturday afternoon at the Sports
Arena, and USC coach George
RaveUng won't argue with the

ones who stayed home.
'This was a game that would

have been l)etter off not being
played," said Raveling. "If some-
one came over from Red China and
this was their first college basket-
ball game, they'd go back saying
we play better basketball on the

playgrounds of Peldng."

He got that right. USC improved
its record to 2-1 before 1,876 fans
but was no better off for the
experience. The Trojans had plen-

ty of problems wdth the Hornets
(0-4). who are in their first season
of Division I basketball.

*There are some times you can
lose and still win or win and still

lose," Raveling said. "This game
was certainly applicable to that

theory. We won, but we still lost"
The Trojans played the game

without freshman center Lorenzo
Or, who was benched for violat-

ing team academic rules. "He-
received one warning and until he
decides to adhere to the team rules,

he won't be an active participant."

Raveling said. "Orr will determine
when he plays."

USC plays next on Monday
against St. Louis and Orr's status

won't be determined until then.

But whether he plays or not. USC
will need to play much better

against St Louis.

"We have to play 80 percent
better than we did in this game to

be competitive with St. Louis,"
Raveling said.

USC played occasional defense,
and failed completely in slopping
Sacramento's Charlo Davis in the

fu-st half Davis, who went to high
school across the street at Manual
Arts and then attended L.A. City
College, had 25 points in the fu-st

half, making 7-of-7 three-pointers

and 9-of-lO overall. In the second
half, USC put Duane Cooper on
Davis and worked on denying him
the ball. The plan worked, as Davis
made only 2 of 5 shots in the
second half and finished with 31
points.

At halftime, USC led only 65-

58, and while it led the rest of the
way, the lead never got much
bigger. The Trojans turned the ball

over 19 times (Sacramento
rettimed the favor 27 times) and
the Hornets shot 55.2 percent in the
game, 45.5 from three-point range.

Raveling used the game to wwk
on having his team get the ball to

center Yamen Sanders, who has
been a non-entity in the first two
games, scoring one point. Sanders
scored a career-high 19 points on a
career-high 15 shots and also got
13 rebounds, but it helped that

Sacramento had two 6-foot-9
reserves and no starter over 6-6.

At the other end, Harold Miner,
who had 43 points on Monday
against Nebraska, scored 25 points
but played only 30 minutes. He
came out of the game with 10:26 to

play and watched the finish from
the bench.

"It was an opportunity for us to

play without him on the floor,"

Raveling said. *There are times
when he'll be on the floor and
won't be contributing or he won't
be on the floor and we have to get
used to playing without him. This
was a good opportunity for us to do
it."

GRATTEAU
From page 50

the right experience."

Still, while McPeak led last

year's squad to the national
championship. Gratteau played a
very important role on the team.

Gratteau played in all 37 match-
es and filled in for McPeak in

important wins over Arizona State

and Pacific, and she was third on
the team in service aces per game
average.

McPeak is now a graduate
assistant coach, but Gratteau is still

not the starting setter. Former
United States National Team
member and Notre Dame transfer

Julie Bremner has been the Bruin

starter in recent matches with

Gratteau again assuming a role off

the bench.

But, in addition to being a

reliever for Bremner and perform-
ing serving duties, co-captain

Gratteau now has an even bigger

role on the squad, that ofemotional
leader.

And for someone who was been
able to keep a good disposition

amid chronic instability, the role is

perfect.

"Well. I feel Uke a leader, but I

don't feel like my play necessarily
' leads," Gratteau said. "I think that

is for hitters like Natalie (Wil-

liams) and Elaine (Youngs). But, I

definitely feel like I am a leader."

Gratteau can be easily heard

=^houting encouragement froniF

almost any part of the Wooden
Center, and she has lost her voice

on a continual basis over the

volleyball season.

To the casual observer, this

attittide all seems so unnatural for

someone who has been tossed

around as much as Gratteau. But
for Gratteau, it's nothing abnor-

mal.

"It's really weird, because I saw
other people before me go through

the same kind of thing and it hurts

to see (their angry reactions) so

much,** Gratteau said. "I don't

know if its my subconsciousness

because I know what that looks

like, so I just don't do that on the

court.

"I'm going to cheer for the team.

So, I don't know — it*s just me,

I'm happy. I'm a spaz, whatever."

Gratteau said. "It's just natural.

I've always been that way."

This UCLA team, which seems
very unemotional at times, needs a

fiery player on their side if they

will again jeach the Final Four.

"She really hasbe^a sparkplug

for our team this year^t:oHUQg off

the bench," Banachowski saidr

"She did do a such a goodjob in the

Stanford match . . . and we'll look

for her to really be ready to come in

and relieve Julie if she needs help."

Although this is not the role that

would be first choice for Gratteau,

she is ready to help the team in

anyway possible.

"If things aren't working, he's

going to put me in, and that makes
me feel real good, because I do
want to set," Gratteau said. "But, if

(Bremner's) doing a good job

setting, then I want to go in and

serve because I do want to be out

there."

To be sure, the UCLA team will

greatly miss the presence of

Gratteau, who will graduate at the

end of the year with a degree in

Linguistics/Psychology.

"I think that it's all been worth

it. When I look at it as a whole,

granted I have been through a lot of

crap and stuff, but that's what

sports is all about," Gratteau said.

*The friends and everything, I

wouldn't uade that. To all come
together and play and be friends

has been greaL*'

r
Don't let the holidays weigh you up.

SCALE DOWN!
\ UNIVERSITY '/
\OBESITY CENTER/
at the UCLA Medical Plaza.

has

RAPID WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM
FINALLY AND PERMANENTLY

.New Groups starting.

Call immediately
(818)501-3881^

Programs eligible for private health insurance coverage.

Paris

London
Rome

ALWAYS

DESIGN HAIRCUT
NO APPOINTMENTS ^208-4447 *N0 GIMMICKS

STYLISTS HAVE OVER 3 YEARS EXPERIENCE
HAIR COLOR $15 FOIL WEAVING COMPLETE $45
HIGHUTES $2S EYE LASH TINT $10
FRENCH PERM $15-25 COLOR CORRECTION $35
ZOTOS PERM $35-45 SHAMPOO SET $10
SUPER PERM $66 MANICURE $8

SPECIAL FREE* haircut style w/$3S perm ($12 value free)

SPECIAL FREE* haircut mousse w/$4S perm ($17 value free)

•TUIl ^\m MANICURIST &''. RJIL TIMF HAIHSTYl ISTS WAN IN")

1078 GAYLEY 'WESTWOOD VILLAGE 'NEXT TO PENNY LANE

I dcuned up the acne In

Just 10 weeks with B.H.
Acne Skin Care. I dkln't
have any harmful
chemicals or
roedkmtk>ns either
because I had cleanlngi
the natural wav. I

recommend B.H. Acne
Skin Care for anyone
who wants quality
results done the rtfht
way. From my
experience, you will be
satisfied with Uie acne
treatmenL

fly Hills Acne-<?)kin Care Clinic

Acne-A Treatable

Daniel Lee (CrossTx>ad8 High School)

The new \Ag word in skin care
•Deep pore cleaning
•No lanolin mineraloil. artificial

color or fragrance

ACNE-A TREATABLE r CLEAR SKIIf s DRAMiOIC RESULTSm 2 MONTHS GUARANTEED

(213)289-0733

OPBNTUB8-aAT
908 8. Robertson Blvd. #204

(Otjmplc 9l Robertson)

tlof jc<ft9 Id B M. Acn»aWn Cm* I

prascriMd mlnodn* wNcli w««
•Songar ttan toSa qrcSn* wtd a ladal
oktknanL TMa laalad tor ovar a yMr.
Tha raaUtt wara Mv arid v«ry rkjur In

TPanrtng. Oks I atorlad goino to
B.H. Aon^-Skkt Cara. paopia tMgan to

noMoa my *ln daarto
fl up ««««<» a

tnorttt. IdMn'tnssdtotiliaan/
nn^dicaian wNcti makaa ma dizzy
and B H. Acnw-Skln Cara %K<f m9
good »aafenar4 to aMck avary
p«npl«. wNcIt inaurad tiay wouM 90
s«WBy. So now my sMrt la mudi
daarar than whan I w«* laatog a
darmalctoglat. I NgNy raootnmand
har tor anyona wi»« arty lypa d acnw
proMam.

Evriyn BrfMlwoi (UCIA sIxiviQ

1992 Barry M. Goldwater
Scholarships

$7,000 per academic year

Outstanding UCLA soptiomores and juniors wlio intend to pursue careers in

mathematics, tlie natural sciences, and engineering are invited to apply for a 1992
Goldwater Scholarship.

The Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence in Education Foundation will award
up to 300 merit-based educational scholarships to college sophomores and juniors
throughout the United States. Each scholarship will cover eligible expenses for tuition,

fees, books, and room and board up to $7,000 annually. Junior-level recipients will be
eligible for two years of support and senior-level recipients for one year of support or until

the baccalaureate degree is received.

In order to be considered for nomination you must:

• Be a sophomore or junior pursuing a bachelor's degree on a full-time basis
("sophomore" here means a student who plans two more years of full-time
undergraduate study after the 1991-92 academic year and who expects to receive a
bachelor's degree between December 1993 and August 1994. "Junior" is

defined as a student who plans one or more year(s) of ftill-time undergraduate study
after the 1991-92 academic year and who expects to receive a bachelor's degree
between December 1992 and August 1993.

• Be enrolled in an undergraduate field of study that will lead to a career in
mathematics, the natural sciences, or engineering.

• Have a cumulative grade point average of at least 3.0 and rank in the upper fourth
of your class.

• Be a U.S. citizen, a resident alien, or a U.S. national

Applications now available at: Honors Programs
A-311 Murphy Hall

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION: Thursday, January 9, 1992
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BUY ONE

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

SHOW UCLA ID AND GET $1 .00 OFF ANY FOOTLONG

^UBUJflV*
COUPON VALID ONLY AT:

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
Corner of Sawtelle & Santa Monica

1 Block West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE. SUPERS EXTRA.

EXPIRES 12/9/91

ENGINEERING

Looking for

Engineers witli

Perception
Were Perceptronics, a highly
successful engineering company
involved in the research and develop
ment of aircraA simulators. Current
ly, we have the followmg openings
available on our Engineering team:

Project Engineer/
Sr. Software Engineer
Requires 7+ years experience and
knowledge of CAD Tkhnolo©', EDA
FVameworks, UNIX (SunOS), €, C + +

and X Windows. MS or BS in

Computer Science necessary.

Software Engineer
Requires 4+ years experience and
knowledge of UNIX, X Windows
(MotiO, CandC+ + .

Perceptronics employees eiyoy com-
petitive salaries and a generous
benefits package Please send your
resume and salary history to:

PERCEPTRONICS
Attn: Human Resourcei

21135 Erwin St
Woodland HUls, CA 91367

Equal Opportunity Employer

GET A CLUE!

A New MCAT Prep Program is returning to Los Angeles.

The company behind it is called Hyperleaming, founded in
1988 by a group of Berkeley, MIT, and UCSD graduates
dedicated to accelerated sciences instruction. We started our
MCAT program at UCSD, then expanded to UC Irvine, and
now have openings for 160 students in Westwood this winter.

Our philosophy is based on releaming rather than reviewing,
and we have many student references with excellent scores to
attest to our success. 'When learning complex MCAT skills, it is

our position that you need extensive personal contact with
true experts, noi a survey-level course! About our program:

• Four days a u)ee\ (Saturday through Tuesday), over twelve weeks
• Over 1,400 pages of focused review materials and sample tests.

• Over 130 hours ofin-rlofx problem solving and review!

• Truly excellent, full-time instructors, all with prestigious degrees
in their specialty.

• Never more than 28 students in any class. Total course fees: $645

We, (800-843-4973), Columbia (800-300-7737), the UCLA Dental
students (213 206-1718), and Kaplan (213 434-0811) all have prep
programs in the local area. Before you plunk down hundreds of
dollars for a course, call around and get the facts, but do it soon.
Classes start Jan. 4th and four of our six sessions are sold out.

Call lOam-midnite for info or a brochure.

^U. 1-800-843-4973

'JP / /( '/ 7 /// «/
Our Suninior .MCAT AxeragesI!

Bit) - 10.2 rh\ sicnl Sci - 10.0

\'orbal RtMs(.)ning - 9,3, VVritinj^ - P
(\.il I .u>;: Wo- 7.7, rh>s,-7.8, V.R.-7.7, VVril-O)

Advertise in the

OailyBruin 825-216:

CHIRCPRACTIC
FREE

CHBROPRACnC EXAM*
SPINAL X-RAYS (if needed)
DOCTOR'S REPORT

Al>solutely No ObligaUon With This Coupon - Expires 12/20/91
Note: 1.) If you have Health Insurance you may qualify for our

"INSURANCE PLAN" - i.e. your care will cost you
almost nothing!

2.) If you have no Health Insurance or have an H.M.O., you
could qualify for our "Life and Health Extension Plan" - a

very affordable cash plan that almost everyone can afford.

3.) Workman's Compensation and Auto Accident cases ~
Insurance pays in full.

CARY CUFFORD D.C.

XVcsiwoocI \illac4c Chiroprnciic

I0J5 GavlcN' Awniic Siiiic 220 208-7763
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Setter Jennifer Gratteau has played the roles of setter, defensive
specialist and server In her four years at UCLA.

Fh>m the bench
and back again
Gratteau's travels make
for four uncertain years
By Greg Jones
Dally Bruin Staff

A common perception of the

college athlete is that of the
pampered, spoiled jock who
demands special treatment

At UCLA, where big-time ath-

letics arc a reality, this image of a
complainer is often magnified, as
in the case of former Bruin
quarterback Bret Johnson.

Yet one excq}tion to this ste-

reotype exists on campus.
Senior UCLA women's volley-

ball setter Jennifer Gratteau, who
has had every right in the world to

complain, is a prime example of
what any coach would want in a
player.

Indeed, stability is a word that

has not been a part of Gratteau *s

volleyball career. In her UCLA
career, she has played the different

roles of starting setter, server and
backrow defensive specialist

In fact, the only year where
Gratteau h^s known what was
expected of^ her was in her fresh-

man year, when she was a backup
for All-American Ann Boyer.

"When I came in as a freshman,
I knew that I was going to be in the

backup role, so it was a lot of
learning, and that's what I had
expected," Gratteau said.

Things were different the next

year, however. Gratteau competed
for and won a starting spot on the
30-3 Bruin squad that made it to

the Final Four of the NCAA
tournament

Gratteau had a fine sophomore
year, and she led the Pac 10 in set

assists average and ended the
season ranked eighth nationally.

But, when all seemed bright in

the Huntington Beach native's
future, a detour came in the late

summer of 1990.

"In my sophomore year I fought
for a position and got it. ... I

ended up setting and that was
great, and I felt really confident
playing," Gratteau said. "Last year
was really hard because I had
prepared all summer to come back
and play."

Unfortunately for Gratteau,
Holly McPeak made the decision
to transfer to UCLA. McPeak. an
extremely quick and talented setter
from California, soon became the
starter for the Bruins.

"It was a real shock to me, and it

was hard because I had finished
and set for one full year." Gratteau
said. "It really hurt me, because
when I set we had a 30-3 overall
record. It wasn't a bad job (that I

had done), and it was only my first

year setting, so I thought that I had

;
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Special Effects

From page 56

UCLA scored on two of its man-up
plays.

See GRATTEAU, page 49

Chris Ceding and Chris Hum-
bert scored for the Bears, while
Oliver Will scored twice for

UCLA. Gary O'Brien added two
more Bruin goals.

It looked as if UCLA had a
handle on its firstNCAA title in 19
years when Bill Lenihan scored
with 1:41 left in the third quarter.

The Bruins were up 6-4 and Cal
seemed to have lost its momentum.

But the Bears came back. With
three NCAA titles in the last four

years, Cal had enough seniors on
its team to fight for one more
championship.

Cal shut the Bruins out in the

fourth quarter and went on to win
the match, 7-6, on goals from Troy
Bumhard, Ross Stryer and Oeding
for the game-winner.

"I can't praise UCLA enough,"
Cal head coach Steve Henston
said. "I hope they proved them-
selves to their athletic department,

their school and their chancellor
that the water polo program should

be a top-notch priority over there."

Along with Humbert, who
received the tournament MVP
award. UCLA's Oliver Will and
Dan Hackett were named Firt-

Tcam AU-Toumament selections.

Even though the Bruins had

capped off a year that started with

no coach and no program, losing in

the finals was bittersweet for the

Bruins.

"I wish I had another year."

senior driver Gary O'Brien said.

"We had to start from scratch, with

a new coach . . . Sure, it's great we
got this far. but (losing) still hurts."

Hackett, a senior captain,

seemed to speak for the whole

team. "I'm so proud to be a part of

this team. We played so hard out

there. We fought tooth and nail. It

still hurts, but I'm proud of how we
played like a team."

The Bniins were lucky to be at

Belmont Plaza for the title game. A
few months after the final horn

sounded at the 1990 NCAA
championships, the water polo

team was axed as part of an athletic

department budget-cutting plan.

Disbelief turned to action,

though, and in June the team was

restored to its former status thanks

to private funding.

"It's pretty incredible what

happened to us, but we had the

The largest sperm bank in the United

States is looking for donw^

^he goal of the Califomla Cryobank

spefnfi for

artificial insemination. Requirements

include good health between the %

ages of 19 to 34 and a

9 to 1 2 month commitment,

frfbr more ItrforrnMo^

"This team has a lot of

heart. I didn't doubt for

one second that we

couldn't get this far."

COMPLETE MEDICAL SCREENING (ALL COSTS PAID)
AND YOU EARN UP TO $105/WEEK IF QUALIFIED.

KenUttie
UCLA Water Polo

talent and Guy (Baker) is a very

talented coach." Bruin Ken Little

said. **This team has a lot of heart. I

didn't doubt one second that we
couldn't get this far."

But the Bruins did get that far.

To reach the final game, however,

they had to power past Pepperdine
and UC San Diego in the earlier

rounds.

UCLA shut down second-
seeded Pepperdine, 6-5. in a hard-

fought battle to reach the final

game.

The Bruins had lost two regu-

lar-season contests to the Waves
by a combined margin of 15-11,

but UCLA made up for those two
losses at playoff time when it

counted.

The Bruins held the Waves to

just five goals, four of them
coming from two-meter man
Geoff Clark. Clark, a member of
the Australian national team,

scored all his goals from two
meters, but it wasn't enough to

knock off UCLA.
Driver Oliver Will and hole man

Chris Kellerman scored two goals

apiece for the Bruins, and hole

guard Philip Hadfield and driver

Gary O'Brien also added scores.

TTie real story of the game was
UCLA's defense.

"I was really happy with the way
our guys played defense." UCLA
coach Baker said. "Defense wins

championships, and we played

solid defense."

The first half was very tight as

the two teams played a fierce water

polo and ended with Pepperdine

holding a 4-3 lead.

The Waves' first four goals

came from one man, Clark, in the

first half, but they scored only once

in the second half. UCLA, mean-
while, came back and added three

goals to take the second half, the

game and the right to play in the
NCAA finals.

The key play came with 27
second remaining in the match and
epitomized the way UCLA's
defense had smothered Pepper-
dine.

After a Wave time-out, Pepper-
dine tried to pass the ball to Clark
at two meters. After a series of
failed attempts and the clock
ticking down to six seconds, Clark
finally caught a pass, but UCLA
goalie Dan Hackett promptly
attacked him.

Hacket stole the ball and threw it

to the right side of the pool as time
ran out
UCLA advanced to the Final

Four by soundly beating sixth-

seeded UC San Diego. The Bniins
came out swinging and built up a
4-0 lead just three minutes into the

first quarter. However, the Tritons
managed to mount a comeback and
pulled to within two at the end of
the first quarter on goals by
Michael Nalu and Greg Goodrich.

But each time UCSD tried to.

close the gap. UCLA simply pulled
further away on a series of
offensive bombs.

The Bruins were particularly

strong at two meters. Hole man
Mike Wilmink and Chris Keller-

man combined to score 10 of
UCLA's 14 goals. Kellerman had
a game-high six scores.

"It was the best collegiate game
Tvc ever played," Kellerman said.

The other high scorer for UCLA
was Gary O'Brien who had four
goals.

"Pm real happy with the way we
played. We got a lot of offense
tonight, especially in the front

court," Baker said. "Everybody
got to play. It was a real team
effort."

CONTACT LENSES

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
INCLUDES EYE EXAMINATION

EYEGLASS FRAME &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM PAIR OF
DAILY WEAR LENSES CAREKIT AND

FOLLOW-UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT
LENSES

••INCLUDES EXAM FITTING &
FOLLOV; UP + 3 MONTHS LENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE. O.D. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384
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PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Vote in 1992 for either ASHAMALLAH, Brown or

Tsongas, because tfie Democratic Party needs
all the help it can get.

f

Show your patriotism and your love for our
country by ordering your favorite radio stations

to play this beautiful song for you. Better yet

buy a few records frorri your favorite record store

and present them as fine artistic gifts to your
friends, your associates and vour rfilatlvftR

For more sheet-music of songs and
compositions by ASHAMALLAH, send one
dollar to:

((SCR.)) SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RECORDS
P.O. BOX 36022, L.A., CA 90036-0022

PH. (213) 937-8931

All proceeds from the sales of the records and
sheet-music will benefit the Democratic
Presidential Campaign.

We
contributions and consider them a disgrace
and insult to politics and politicians alike.
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PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

FREE GIFT OF MUSIC & SONG
Compliments of: PHILIP ASHAMALLAH
Democratic Candidate for President in 1992

IT'S flintiiicii foii m
w .

Words and Music by
PHILIP ASHAMALLAH

U at work or play,
t?

will al- ways

z;^

in the U. S. A.

IT'S A- MER. I- CA FOR ME

^m ^^
Rain- skies or blue, I am thank- ful.

f^^ i

too, for the things we do,

IT'S A" MER- I- CA FOR ME. Peo- pie from ev

^^ i . I

H ^
'ry- where. No mat- ter their race or creed,

^^
qual share, In ac tion,

/•x"*!]
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Men's swimmers place thini at Pae-lOs
By Scott Bloom
Daily Bruin Staff

It may seem unusual to hold a
conference championship before
the regular season ends, but this is

an unusual year in men's swim-
ming.

Because 1992 is an Olympic
year, the Pac-10*s men's swim-
ming coaches decided to hold the

conference championship much
earlier than the usual March dates.

Earlier than the entire season, in

fact.

Despite the scheduling adjust-

ments, UCLA still managed to turn

in a strong third-place showing at

the conference championships,
held at Belmont Plaza in Long
Beach Nov. 24-26.

Stanford won the meet by a solid

margin of victory, scoring 810
points to Cat's second-place 540.
The Bruins' 466 points placed
them just ahead of USC's 421.

"It's a very early time of the year
(for us)," head coach Ron Balla-

tore said. "We're not really into the

season yet, but we did pretty well
anyway."

The Bruins also managed to

reach several NCAA champion-

r\^ -^ , NELSON ^.iL^.w^aily Bruir
Despite recovering from an illness, UCLA breaststroker Andrea CecchI managed a fourth-place fin-
ish in the 100 breaststroke at the Pac-10 championships.

shjp qualifying standards along the

way, and set a new school record in

the 200 freestyle relay.

Michael Picotte, Byron Davis,
Chris Mann and Brian Kurza's
lime of 1:18.90 shattered the
former UCLA record of 1:19.13.

The new record was also fast

enough to meet the NCAA's
championship cut.

Picotte was strong throughout
the entire meet, following the

record-breaking relay with a Pac-
10 championship in the 50 frees-

tyle. His time of : 19.90 qualified
him for another NCAA berth. A
sixth-place finish in the 200
freestyle (1:37.46) was followed
by an impressive second-place
mark in the 100 freestyle (43.63).

The bestrway
—

to wrap up the term

Availahlp for immo/4;of^ ^:^i, --„

from the ASUCLA Computer Store

.

IBM Model 30 286 (U42)

2 MB memory 80286 (lOMHz)
processorOne 3.5-inch diikette drive

(1.44MB) 45 MB fixed disk drive

VGA 12- Color disolav (8513) (.28

mm dot pitch) IBM Mouse IBM
DOS 5.0 METZFileF/X Formula
Editor Microsoft Windows 3.0

Microsoft Word for>\^ndows 1.1

Crammatik hDC Microapps
Asymetrix Toolbox 1.5 (runtime) 1

Microsoft Windows Entertainment

Pak
REDUCED TO

Model 55 SX (U41)

4 MB memory 80386 SX (16MHz)
processor One 3 Ji-inch diskette drive
/ 1 AA Mll\ Al\ MR CtwA Aiml,

IBM tiMdal oflMiaa..
$1,399

VGA 12- Color display (8513) (.28
mm dot pitch) IBM Mouse Micro
Channel Architecture IBM DOS 5.0
METZPaeF/X Formula Editor
Microsoft Windows 3.0 MicrtMoft
Word for Windows 1 . 1 Grammatik
hDC Microapps Asymetrix Toolbook
1.5 (runtime) 1 Microsoft Windows
Entertainment Pak

IBM lyrlri Mmlm%,. $1,999

BM MODEL 55 SX (W81)

4 MB memory 80386 SX (16 MHz)
processor One 3.5-inch diskette

drive ( 1.44 MB) 80 MB fixed dUk

(.28 mm dot pitch) IBM Mouse
Micro Channel Architecture IBM
E)OS5.0 Microsoft Multimedia
Extension Microsoft Excel 3.0
METZFileF/X Formula Editor
Microsoft Windows 3.0 MicnMoft
Word for Windows 1 . 1 Grammatik
hDC Microapps Asymetrix Toolbox
1.5 (runtime) 1 Microsoft Windows
Entertainment Pak

.

IBM •fKial afl«i^.
$2,599

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computer Siort/ B-Lsvtl Ackarman/ 825 6952/ M Tli 7 45 7:30; F 7:45-6 Sal 10 5. Sun 12-5

SolutKX,sor«M1806l^25m^q^^^
Charges Orders are sub|8ct tomml^Pr^^l^^ ^"^^^^J"^^^ ^"^^^ ^'^^ ^'^P^» °^'^' '^^'^ t^««»

borrow $1,500-$8.00OTheBoou«R^«^S^^SI^kS^^TuL^^ '^7.*"^ ""^°"' '^'^ "^/^"^ ^' Laarr,.n?tets you
are reo«tered trademarks arxl PS/1 .8 atrSSJ^^fSSnl^ ^^^Ti!^^°^ Excel are the Academe Ed.t.ons Ib!!I an6PS/2
or trademarks of th«r rBip^ctive <>.rMK8 ©J^TfiSC^T^ ^^ CorporalKX) All other brand ar>d product name.«• ncstered trademarks

"Picotte really turned the tables

on becoming a great Bruin swim-
mer," Ballatore said. "His times
are outstanding."

"Everyone swam really hard
and fought," Picotte said. "To
swim well here, you have to swim
well in the morning and at night for

two days. It's just a long meet"
Other than the 200 freestyle, the

Bruins' relays were up and down.
Mark Thompson, Andrea Cecchi,
Davis and Chris Mann finished

second in the 200 medley relay

(1:29.73), but Picotte, Davis, Kur-
za and Mann could only muster a
fourth-place finish in the 400
medley relay (2:57.92).

Cecchi's recent illness
weakened UCLA's team and left

the A 11-American breaststroker off
his usual fast pace. An NCAA
champion last year in the 100
breaststroke, he finished fourth in

that event at the Pac-lOs (55.32).

nearly two seconds off his personal
record.

"I've been sick for three
weeks," Cecchi said. "I think I

swam really well considering the

amount of training I've had —
which is very little."

Considering that UCLA has
only swam in two scored dual
meets, Ballatore wasn't disap-
pointed by the Bruins' third-place

finish.

^
*This gets us going," he said.

"We know what we have to do. My
guys are racers. We like to race.

What's really hurt us going into

(the PaolOs) so early is that we
haven't had a lot of races."
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Volleyball to face
Waves in playoffs

UCLA volleyball coach Andy BanachowskI was hardly surprised by the playoff seeding that put thj
Bruins In one of the nation's toughest brackets.

b m c

By Greg Jones
Dally Bruin Staff

Everything went as expected
Sunday night when the NCAA
women's volleyball playoff seed-
ings were announced, and it

quickly became apparent UCLA
has a tough road ahead to defend
its national championship.
The Bruins (26-5) are the No. 3

seed in the West Region and will
take on Pepperdine (23-7) in a
first-round match Friday night at
the Wooden Center.

*The way the rules are set up,
this (regional bracket) is exactly
what I expected," UCLA head
coach Andy Banachowski said.

Banachowski was referring to
the rules directing the seeding
committee to base seedings on a
regional, as opposed to a national,
basis. As a result, the West and
Northwest regions are loaded with
the top teams in the country, while
the Mideast and South regions are
weak in comparison.

For instance, the West region is

competitive, with top teams such
as No. 8 New Mexico, No. 10
BYU, and No. 15 USC all fighting
it out with the Bruins and the
Cardinal to earn a trip to Pauley
Pavilion for the national champ-
ionship tournament in late Decem-
ber. -

The Northwest region is even
more difficult, with No. 2 Long
Beach State, No. 3 Hawaii and No.
4 Pacific all trying to reach the
Final Four.

By stark contrast, the Mideast
region has one top ten team

I

(Nebraska) in it, and the South
boasts only No. 5 LSU and No. 6
Florida.

One reason for this regional
setup is an NCAA effort to

promote volleyball in other reg-

ipns of the country, where it is not
nearly as popular as in the West

Still, some do not believe that

the national championship should
be utilized as a tool to promote the
sport.

'To conduct a national champ-
ionship, you should seed it fairly,"

Banachowski said. "Ever since the
regional (emphasis on seedings), it

has not been a truly fair tourna-
ment"

If the Bruins are to beat the

Waves, they will probably take on
New Mexico in the regional
semifinals, leading to a possible
rematch with Stanford in the
regional final.

UCLA soundly defeated Pep-
perdine two weeks ago 15^, 15-

13, 15-10 in a match where they
showed flashes of their old,
championship style of play.

"We played them well after
coming offof a tough weekend and
that helped us." Banachowski said.
"I think that we'll feel good about
going up against them."

Part of this good feeling can be_
attributed to the Bruins' strong^
play at the end of the regular
season, in which they won five
matches in a row.

Last Tuesday evening, the
Bruins swept Cal State Northridge
15-6, 15-8, 15-6 in a match that
took just over an hour to complete.

JAPAN KXPO '91
Experience the traditional and modem Japanm California's Premier Japanese Trade Ej^k) and Cvdtu

• DECEMBER 5th- 8th •

4 SECONDS
Totally dispensad
over tha attacker,

DYEWItness leaves

a green stain on the

attacker for up to

seven days for easy
identification.

7 SECONDS j9)

DYEWitness
•travels conveniently

•delivers 70lb. blast of foaming green
dye

•fires up to 7 ft.

•no license required to carry
•non-toxic

ALPHA SAFETY PRODUCTS
129 Richmond St.

El Segundo, CA 90245
(310)322-2550

CULTURAL HIGHLIGHTS:

• Karakuri Ningyoo Puppet Theater,
Japan's 300 year old archetype to

modem robotics, (sponsored by Infinity)

• Tea Ceremony Pavilion and Grarden

• Edo Period Crafismen

• Talko and Koto Concerts

• International Karate Tournament

• Suzuki VloUn^ Marlachl, and
Jazz Fusion Concerts

• Nippon Challenge Yacht Exhibit
( Japan s Ist challenge to the America's

Cup here In 1992)

FEATURING:

• 300 Japanese and American Companies
(firom High Tech to traditional Arts and Crafts)

• 1992 New Auto Display

• Mini 4x4 Championship Race

• Western Stjie Stunt Show

• Children's Painting Contest

• Many Exciting Christmas Gifts

• Door Prize Drawing

• Eq|oy Japanese Foods
( Sushi, Yakitori, Noodles, Etc.)

Admission
Adults: $ 6.00
Children: 3 4.00

Anaheim Convention Center, Hall D
800 W. KateUa Avenue

For informaUon call 310-532^000
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Water polo falls to Cal in NCAA finals
Program axed last year,

but comes back in style
By Andre Keil

Dally Bruin Staff

It may have been one of the most
inconceivable comeback stories

ever.

In a fairy tale ending to the 1991
season, theUCLA water polo team
went from being a canceled prog-
ram just eight months ago to

competing in the NCAA champ-
ionship game Sunday night, where
the Bruins faced a highly favored

Cal squad
Although the Bruins lost 7-6. it

marked the return of UCLA as a

Southern California water polo
power.

The Bruins ended their season at

19-10 overall 3-3 in the Pac-10.

Cal, winning its fourth NCAA title

in five years, finished the season at

26-1, 4-1 in the Pac-10. The Bears*

lone loss came at the hands of
UCLA earlier this season. That
loss was only the second in two
years for Cal.

"We have nothing to be
ashamed of," first-year Bruin
coach Guy Baker said. "It hurts

like hell, but we*re going to keep
our heads up high."

The game was close — extre-

mely close— from the first quarter

to the end of the game. UCLA was
up 2-1 early, 3-2 in the second
quarter and 6-4 in the third.

But just when it looked as if

UCLA was going to win its first

championship in 19 years, Cal
came back for the win.

The championship was another
in a long line of close finishes for

the Bruins. Although UCLA*s 19

NCAA tournament appearances

are a national record, the Bruins

haven*t brought home a title since

1972.

The first half was marked by
what's becoming a familiar UCLA
u-ademark — defense. With the

score at 3-2, the game seemed like

a replay of Saturday *s match with

PepperdinC:

Although fewer points were
scored, each team's defensive

efforts were strong. Cal went 0-4

on man-up situations, while

See POLO, page 51

'LEY/Daly Bruin

Midfielder Joe-Max Moore dribbles upfield. UCLA was eliminated

from the NCAA playoffs by Santa Clara, 2-1. on Sunday.

University of California, Los Angeles

^

Hole man Mike Wilmink combined with Chris Kellerman for 10 of UCLA's 14 points against UC San
Diego.

Santa Clara halts

Final Four
By Jay Ross
Daily Bruin Staff

Everyone wants to beat the

champs.

As defending national champ-
ions, UCLA was the target of a

determined team every game this

season and brokedown on Sunday,
losing to Santa Clara, 2-1, in the

Far West Regional Final.

Santa Clara (19-1-1) advances
10 theNCAA Final Four in Tampa,
Fla., where it faces Indiana, a 5-4

shootout winner over Southern
Methodist, on Dec. 6. The other

semifinal pits No. 1 Virginia

against St Louis with the two
winners meeting on Dec. 8.

Santa Clara midfielder Peter

Cochran ended UCLA's (18-4-0)

hopes for a second consecutive

national title with a controversial

goal in the 56th minute.

After UCLA had tied the game,
1-1, on a Zak Ibsen goal less than

two minutes earlier, Cochran
caught a rebound and drilled a shot

on the ground toward the goal line.

Bruin goalkeeper Brad Friedel

dove and was able to get his hand
on the ball and slow it before
defender Tayt lanni apparently
cleared the ball.

Players from both teams started

to run upfield and appeared to

continue play, but after a sHght
delay, the head referee signalled

H III

goal after seeing the linesman rule

the shot a score, prompting celeb-

ration from Santa Clara.

Friedel insists that the ball did

not cross the line.

"I'll stake my life on it, the baU
was not over the hne,** he said after

the game. "The player who scored

(Cochran) came up to me after-

ward and said it wasn't a goal.

"I can't say I feel cheated —
more frustrated because you can't

go back and change it."

Cochran, however, differed, and
he said in the post-game press

conference that lanni had inadver-

tently backed himself into the goal
and that the ball was across the Une
when he apparently cleared it

*The ball was bouncing around
in the penalty box," he said. *There
was a 50-50 ball that (forward
Chris) Stiles won with a tackle.

The ball came to my feel, and I hit

it as hard as I could . . . The
linesman called it a goal."

UCLA is now 0-3-2 in its last

five games against Santa Clara,

and the Broncos can assume the

role of best team in the Far West
Region for 1991. Second-seeded
Santa Clara was able to come to

Los Angeles and win a quarterfinal

match on the road against the top
seed.

Although the Broncos had a

See SOCCER, page 46

I I •wns
49ers
By Mark Brubaker

When the UCLA basket-

ball team finally got things

going Saturday night at

Pauley Pavilion, it only took

about 10 minutes to put

away visiting Long Beach
State.

The only problem was
that there was still one whole
half of the basketball game
to play.

After taking a 22-point

lead to the locker room at

halftime the Bruins prevail-

ed, 68-57, but the post-game
atmosphere was a somber
one. The 49ers outscored

UCLA 37-26 in the second
half and Bruin coach Jim
Harrick was a litUe disap-

pointed with the final 20
minutes.

"In the first halfwe played

well, had nice breaks and
built a nice lead," Harrick

said. "In the second half we
were complacent, but we
played well enough to win."

See HOOPS, page 47

Hanging in there

For Jennifer Gratteau, life on the UCLA
volleyball team has been anything but a smooth
ride. Through it all, though, Gratteau has
managed to keep her poise.

See page 50

Trivia Time

Although John Wooden is known for leading

UCLA to 10 national championships, Wooden's
1950 NCAA tournament debut was less-than-

auspicious. Can you name the team that beat
UCLA in that first tournament game, and the

final score? Call 825-2095 with the answer.

Volleyball seedlngs
Natalie Williams and the UCLA women's

volleyball team commence the NCAA playoffs

and prepare to defend their national title.

Seedings and brackets were announced on
Sunday.

See page 55

80th Year, No. 47
arculation: 22,000

Briefly

Donate toys
for Christmas
The Los Angeles Toys for

Tots program is taking up a
collection as the holiday season

approaches.

New or used toys arc being
collected on campus by Chi Phi
fraternity through Friday.

Bring goods to a collection

table on Bruin Walk, or call

James at 208-6347.

Inside

Hard times hit

Yale University
Yale University is running its

first deficit in 11 years, and
financial projections for the

coming decade are bleak.

See page 19

Viewpoint

Wiereareall
tlie good toys?

Columnist Angela Beeley
sends us off into the holiday

season by discussing how lame
todays toys are.

See page 29

Arts & Entertainment

Wight introduces

ratfospective
African-American artist

Romare Bearden's decade-
spanning work is now on
exhibition at UCLA's Wight
Art Gallery.

See page 32

Sports

i

John Haiic€>ck

awaits UCLA
Sean LaChapelle, UCLA's

offensive MVP, and the Bruins

play Illinois in the John Han-

cock Bowl on Dec. 31.

See page 64

Thursday
Decembers, 1991

«1QP
goes West

Students in Roger
IMcGrath's History of the

Anierlcan West class were In

for a surprise Tuesday when
the teacher, far right,

dressed up In Western gear.

He and five of his costumed
friends talked to the Moore
100 class, below, about var-

ious roles in the Old West.

^ bi^^ m*ly^M

"After all this time, Ameri-

cans still fail to understand

the difference between Japa-

nese-Americans and the

Japanese themselves."

Bill Hosokawa

Golden
amiversaiy,

memones
By Jim Tranquada
Los Angeles Daily News

Like many Americans, Barney Gilliam

has spent 50 years trying to sort out the way
he feels about Japan— which in the course

of his lifetime has gone from bitter enemy to

bittersweet friend, ally and partner of the

United States.

Gilliam says he*s glad the Japanese

wCTen't invited to participate in a ceremony
this week
marking the

50th anniver-

sary of the

Japanese
attack on
Pearl Harbor

on Dec. 7,

1941.

"I think

it*s very
appropriate

(to exclude
them),** said

Gilliam, who
was a seaman
aboard the

repair ship

USS Medusa
when the
bombs began

to fall, and
who will fly

to Hawaii to attend the commemoration.
**It*s a memorial to the dead, not a

celebration,** he said.

Still, he says he has no animosity toward
the Japanese and is unconcerned that during

his visit to Honolulu he and hundreds of
other veterans will stay at the Waikiki

Sheraton — now owned by Japanese
investors.

**I really have no enmity against the

Japanese. That was all a long time ago,** said

m A half-century after the attack on

Pearl Hartwr. the upcoming anniver-

sary draws attention to a complex

alliance t)etween the United States

and Japan. This story explores that

relationship's history— one of ani-

mosity, racism, agression and hope.

See M YEARS, page 21

Playing sick:
Actors help med students

learn to relate to patients

Harassment plaint

filed against student

By Lanore Jimenez

Pretending to be sick does not

excuse most students from class

assignments, but at UCLA's medi-
cal school, it helps make students

become better doctors.

When educating future doctors,

UCLA uses standardized patients

— actors who pretend to have
illnesses — in an effort to place

students in realistic situations with

patients.

The fake patients help medical

students find better ways to relate

with their future patients, accord-

ing to Stanley Korenman, associ-

ate dean of educational
development at medical school.

Because their medical education

is primarily focused on grades and
exams, medical students tend to

forget about the importance of the

patient aspect of medicine, Koren-

man said. "One of the biggest

problems is that they usually have
their own agenda.**

The program, started by Harold

Barrow from Southern Illinois

University 20 years ago, has

become a permanent fixture at

UCLA in its education of medical

See PATIENTS, page 23

By Josh Romonek
Daily Bruin Staff

A UCLA teaching assistant filed

a formal university complaint of

harassment Tuesday against a

student who she says physically

threatened her prior to the showing
of her pro-Palestinian documen-
tary in a history class.

Christine Ahmed filed the com-
plaint two weeks after sophomore
Richard Sudar screamed at her

after lecture, accused her of mak-
ing a racist remark and threatened

to "get her," said Ahmed, a

teaching assistant for History 9D.

Course Professor Afaf Marsot

has filed a similar grievance

against a campus Jewish group, of

which Sudar is a member, after it

distributed Uterature condemning
the documentary and inviting

students to go to her class to show
support for Israel.

University officials will investi-

gate both complaints. Harassment

is considered a violation of the

Student Conduct Code, and the

most stringent punishment for

violating the code is dismissal, said

Assistant Dean Cary Porter, who
added that punishment varies from

case to case.

Ahmed, who also considered

filing a restraining order, just

wants the student to leave her

alone, she said. "I avoid him at all

See COMPUUNT, page 24
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Looking for The Key To

^Trv Advertising In the Dally Bruin.

' 825-2161

Advertising Opens A Lot Of Doors.

li j/,,j-5>.j^,».Kj

PPlllpsf?

COMPUTER SALE
• One Year Parts and
Labor warranty ^~ free

• ioo% IBM compatible "^ mouse

286/386/486
Complete Super VGA Systems

286-1 2 Mhz (40MB HD. Complete Mono System) $545

386SX-20MhZ (52MB HD W/17ms. SVGA), $945

386SX-25Mhz (52MB HD w/17ms. SVGA) $970 '

386-25 Mhz (85MB HDW/ 15ms. SVGA) $^^50

386-33 Mhz W/64.K Cache (85MB HD w/1 5ms. SVGA) $1260

486-33 Mhz W/64.K Cache (1 20MB HD w/15ms. SVGA).... $1700

486-33 Mhz W/256K Cache (1 20MB HD W/1 5ms. SVGA). $^770

Each SVGA system includes

1MB RAM
1 2MB or I 44MB Floppy Drtv©

1
4- Hyundai SVGA Monitor 28dp

indent SVGA Card W/IM&256 Colors

2PCy2HD IDE Controller

ATlAO(2S/lRriO)A lOl Keyboard

Upgrades:
1MB RAM Add $46

1 .2MB or 1 .44MB FD....Add S55
40MB HD to 52MB HD....Add $40
52MB HD to 85MB HD... j\dd S80
8SMB HD to 120MB HD...Add S80

Bring ad to James Cho
for a free nrxxjse with any

system purchase

BEST QUALITY
BEST SERVICE

faWIOlm^^^^ i:i;m
40I S.Vermont Ave. Suites 5&6 ,^ . o\ '^aA.-QSOi
LOS Angeles. CA 90020 ^^ "^'

'^>ovs^^»^^/^'s^

Today, December 5, 1991

l2:()().^oo^

USAC
Violence Against Women Rally/Memorial

MeyerhofF Park

Tomorrow, December 6, 1991

:M) PM

Melnitz Movies
Sneak Preview-"High Heels"

Melnitz Theatre

General
Cultural and Recreational Affairs ^
Big mid-year discounts on UCLA Recreation

Cards.

Available at 2131 John Wooden Center.

Community Service.Officer

Evening Van Service- Extended services for 10th

week only.

See ad for details.

Student Health Services/Peer Health
Counselors

During the holidays remember to be responsible.

Wear your helmet, buckle your seatbelt and don'

drink and drive.

senior Citizen's Project

^A special thanks to dedicated volunteers.

Please see ad.

Aerospace, Nuclear, and Mechanical
Engineering Departments
Physical Science GE Course now offered- Mane 2

"Toxic Waste Control" '

See ad for more info.

' * I
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Bush 's penny-ante

stunt is Inadequate
President Bush has finally

figured out that the Ameri-

can people are upset about

the economy. So what did he do

when he realized he might be in

political trouble?

He did what many of us do when

we get a little down. He went

shopping. Last Friday, Mr. and

Mrs. Bush motored over from the

presidential retreat atCamp David,

Md., to a nearby J. C. Penney and

made a few purchases.

Mrs. Bush picked up a compact

disc and a couple of gifts for the

grandkids. The president bought

about $28 worth of stuff — four

pairs of athletic socks and a child's

sweatsuit.

The president must not be that

depressed. When I really need a

lift, I have to spend a lot more than

28 bucks.

Of course. Bush was in some-

thing of a bind. He didn*t want to

seem too, well, rich. If he spent

more than $28, he might reinforce

the impression that his elitist

background has left him unable to

relate to the problems that afflict

common working folk, particular-

ly in the midst of a grinding

recession.

On die other hand, his decision

to spend a little under $30, and in a

Cynthia
Tucker
J.C. Penney at that, may backfire.

It is hard to imagine that Bush—
who recently stood on the expan-

sive lawn of a Roman villa and

declared that the United States is

not in recession— regularly shops

at Penney.

Might his publicity stunt just

harden the cynicism that has set in

with so many of the voters? After

all, if the president were really

down about the economy and

needed to make himself feel better,

wouldn't he go out and buy another

high-speed cigarette boat? Or at

least a new set of golf clubs?

The simple truth is that the

president does have difficulty

relating to the plight of everyday

working people. He was cavalier

about the rising levels of unem-

ployment until the effect of mas-

sive joblessness began dragging

down his popularity. While sup-

porting billions of dollars for

dubious high-tech military pro-

jects such as Star Wars, he opposed

See ECONOMY, page 27

Correction
Because of a production error, a photograph of volleyball player

Natalie Williams was incorrectly placed on the cover of Monday's

sports section next to an item about teammate Jennifer Gratteau.

The Bniiii regrets the error.
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Profs plan

to protest
art exhibit
Show funded

by cigarette

manufacturer
By Lenore Jimenez

More than 20 art professors plan to

protest a UCLA art exhibition opening on
campus next week because it is sponsored

by a leading cigarette manufacturer.

UCLA should not display the works of

artist Romare Bearden because the exhibit's

sponsor, Phihp Morris Company, causes the

smoking-related deaths and illnesses of

thousands of Americans each year, the

professors said.

The invitation for the exhibit was
"designed like a cigarette package," said

David Kunzle, an art history (H'ofessor

organizing the faculty protest

But the director of the UCLA Wight Art

Gallery— where the works of the African-

American artist .will be displayed — said

UCLA is obligated to show the exhibit as

scheduled.

Canceling the show would place the

exhibit organizer, the Studio Museum in

Harlem, N.Y., in financial jeopardy, Henry
Hopkins wrote in a letter to Kunzle.

Hopkins added that the issues of present-

ing the exhibit and its sponsorship are in no
way connected.

'1 feel that this important exhibition and
its sponsorship are two separate issues,"

Hopkins said in his letter. He added that

although he understood the views of the

protesters, he would present the event as

scheduled, from Dec. 10 until Feb. 2.

But when the works by the African-

American artist open Friday night, Kunzle

said he and other professors will gather

outside the art gallery to present a slide

show and to deliver lectures about smoking
issues. They will also protest the event

Sunday afternoon.

Ironically, the Morris Company gives a

great deal of funding to African-American

artists and events, but "what cynicism to

sponsor their art while killing the people!"

Kunzle wrote in a letter to Hopkins.

The cigarette advertising targets Afri-

can-Americans, Latinos and even children,

Kunzle said in his letter.

See PROfEST, page 25 L

UCLA regained the victory bell after defeating USC two weekends ago.
Daily Bniin tils photo

The bell is bade
4.

After 4 years, trophy returns

y Bnjin file photo

UCLA and USC compete in a 1938 ganne at the Coliseunn.

By Christine Strobel

The frame that holds the

victory bell still bears red paint

stains from its four years in

Trojan hands. But that is

because the UCLA Rally Com-
mittee has just started repaint-

ing the bell blue so that they

won't have to look at its red any
more.

The victory bell was returned

to UCLA after the Bruins' 24-

21 win on the football field two
weeks ago — continuing the

50-year-old tradition of giving

the bell as a trophy to the winner

of die UCLA-USC football

game.

"It's pan of the overall *Beat

'SC pride thing," said Scott

Rothstein, chairman of the

Rally Committee, noting the

importance on getting the bell

back. "The season isn't a

success unless we beat them."

The bell — which was taken

off an old locomotive — was
originally donated by the

UCLA Alunmi Association to

See page 26

Craah course Love's I iiriiigs

liacic lost memento

BURT HERMAN

L.A. police officers Inspect a car that was Involved In a five-car accident at Westwood and
LeConte Thursday afternoon. Two people were taken to the UCLA Medical Center.

By Letlsia Marquez
Daily Bruin Staff

A week after someone stole a

black leather jacket willed to her

by a friend dying of AIDS,
graduate student Jennifer Davis

was both shocked and relieved to

get it back.

The jacket, which was stolen

from a lounge in the architecture

building while Davis took a break

from studying, was returned to the

Bruin office on Tuesday.

'This really restores my faith in

people," said Davis, embracing the

only remnant of a more ^lan 20-

year-old friendship. "There are so

many memories attached to it."

She was so overcome with

happiness upon recovering the

jacket that she said she will not

attempt to find out who returned it.

Looking ill at ease, a young man
brought the jacket to the Bruin

receptionist's desk Tuesday afler-

"This really restores my
faith in people. There

are so many memories

attached to it."

Jennifer Davis

noon and said, "I have the jacket"

Receptionist Sarah Hsieh said

she was puzzled at first but then

remembered the Bruin article

about the theft.

"When I asked him if he wanted
to talk to anyone, he said, *No, just

get the jacket to who it belongs

to,'" she said.

Davis had hoped someone
would return the jacket even
though she tried to get used to the

possibility of never holding it

again, she said. "It's a bit spiritu-

al."
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World

for life, doctors say
WIESBADEN. Germany— American

military physicians concluded that both

Alann Steen and Joseph Cicippio would
remain physically scanred for life as a

result of the blows to the head they

suffered at the hands of the captors who
took and held them hostage in Lebanon.

After both men underwent medical

tests, officials said they are in generally

good physical and mental health though

the abuse they experienced had marked
them. The reports confirmed what many
people long suspected: Beyond the mind-

numbing experience of being confined in

isolation and chained, as described by
some the hostage released earlier, there

were also instances of brutal physical

jyiolence.

Fearing retribution against the prison-

ers, American officials and the hostages*

families seldom voiced their concerns

about mistreatment during the years of

captivity.

May«1 ['earliest

of writing

A ceramic vessel bearing rows ofMaya
glyphs and scenes of mythological events

has been identified by scholars as the

earliest known evidence of book writing

in pre-Columbian America.^——r—
Scholars said Wednesday that the

illustrations on the sides of the 10-inch-

high rectangular vessel represent pages

from a Maya book, showing that the great

but mysterious pre-Columbian civiliza-

tion in Central America had produced

books as eariy as the eighth century.

Briefs
Nation

;•-}':•'. >,:,/i^^

Duke enters race
for White House
WASHINGTON — David Duke, the

former grand wizard of the Ku Klux Klan

who transformed Louisiana politics with

his angry campaigns against welfare and

affirmative action, announced that he was

entering the race for the Republican

presidential nomination.

Duke, who declared his candidacy here

Wednesday at a packed news conference,

accused President Bush of "selling out"

the Republican Party by signing a new
civil rights bill, by raising taxes and by

failing to protect American workers from

foreign competition.

Duke said he would be entering

primaries around the country, but sug-

gested that he saw particularly ripe

opportunities in the south.

Aspirin may prevent

coion cancer deaMis
Aspirin, which is being widely used in

low doses to prevent heart attacks and

strokes, may also prevent deaths from

colon cancer, according to new findings

from a large nationwide study.

The study, being published in Thurs-

day's issue of The New England Journal

of Medicine, found that men and women
who took 16 or more aspirins or related

drugs each month had only half the death

-Tate from colon cancer as those who were

infrequent users of these medications.

The medications, known collectively as

nonsteroidal anti-inflanmiatory drugs are

believed to act by inhibiting the growth of

cancer in people with cells in their large

intestine that have already become malig-

nant

state

LA. Council rejects

11 percent rate hilce

The City Council again has rejected a

proposed 11 percent water rate hike

sought by the Los Angeles Department of

Water and Power, ordering utility offi-

cials to come up with a new plan for a rate

hike of under 7 percent

Even with that, several council mem-
bers said Wednesday that they would

oppose any rate increase proposed by the

agency when it returns to the council

Friday.

The Department of Water and Power

board of commissioners has scheduled a

special meeting for 8:30 a.m. Friday to

come up with a new rate increase

proposal, which then will be taken to the

council for consideration.

Wednesday, council members criti-

cized the department for standing by its

proposed 1 1 percent increase and failing

to recognize the public anger.

'Wattons' farmhouse

destroyed in fiie

An arsonist set a blaze at Warner Bros.

Studios that destroyed the farmhouse used

in the television series *The Waltons,"

city fire officials said.

A flammable substance apparently was

splashed around a chicken coop on the set

and in the house, which burned on Nov.

22, said Capl. Steve Patterson, the

Burbank Fire I>epartment*s arson investi-

gator.

*The bum patterns on the wood and

eyewimess accounts of the speed of the

spread of the fire indicated that it was an

incendiary type of fire," Patterson said

Wednesday.

Local

Vmdais do $40,000

in damage at USC
Vandals broke into USC's Hancock

Auditorium over Thanksgiving weekend

and caused at least $40,000 worth of

damage, according to Los Angeles police.

In addition to slogans such as "Fuck

USC" and "UCLA #1," the vandals

poured blue paint on two grand pianos aiid

slashed several auditorium seats, said

Detective Victor Corella.

Police were asking tipsters with infor-

mation about the incident to call investi-

gators at 485-6795 during the day or at

485-2583 after hours.

Poets Corner

tt .»»

'Holiday at the Old Newsies' Home'

Cliarlej Stough, Dayton Daily News
We give thanks in this season of cheer

For our fiiends of the press, far and

near.

Shake the hands of our pals by the fire,

Raise our glasses, and all toast the

buyer!

Feast with us, for tonight we're all

pards!

Skip along when we dance through the

yards!

Free from cares, shed your pains and

the tension,

'Cause once past the dogs, it's barbed-

wire fencing.

'rhe Bruin Bids Adiett"

Michael WoifTe, Daily Bniin

It's our last issue of the year

We hope vacation brings you cheer

Have lots of fun, make lots of merry

We'll see you all in January!

From Bruin stcff and wire services

CALL 1-
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KAP-TEST And Say. .

.

"HAPPY HOLIDAYS-STANLEY! "offerexpfe

and receive a $100.00 Discount

on the course of vour choice!

12/16/91

g STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Educational Center Ltd.

You Count!
Congratulations to each of ASUCLA's 523 employees who
gave the gift of life in this year's Blood Drive. It really adds up,

and it really saves lives. And special thanks to the 258

courageous ASUCLA employees who donated blood for the

very first time.

Thank you— all of you who generously came in to

lie down and be counted. We're proud of you.

Thanks to our recruiters who made it easy for us to count:

• Barbara Allen • Jennifer Andrews • Marci Becklin • Gloria Bowman
• Keith Camacho • Bill Clenney • Steve Dubey • Frieda Farrier • Allan French

• Rosemary Hodges • Lane Jantzen • Janis Kelly • Pete Kraft • Niki Manby • Connie Martinez •

• Patrina Miller • Terry Navarez • Jim Parente • Aimee Reifel • Alan Rosenbaum • Robert Skelton

• Chris Spenser • Jean Stroud • Irene Thomas-Johnson • Tracy Weaver • Ira Weinreb

Abdoulaev, Roya • Adams, Olivia • Aguilar, Mario •

Aguilat, Charles Gabriel • Aguon, Eva Dolores Quinat •

"fflciyama, Jtin A. • Alridge, Karen Alexis Am€mfK>to,

Kenneth • Andrade, Renee • Andrews, Jolyn K. •

Angeja, Brad • Ann, Eugene W • Aparicio, Yolanda D •

Argentar, Chad • Argueta, Danllo • Ascalon, Ana Lisa •

Ashby, Julie c • Aviles, Marcelino • Aziz, Fathema H •

Baculi, Gerri Lou • Bailey, Erica L • Bare, Christopher •

Barlavi, David • Barlow, Karen Lynn • Barnachea,

Arlene C • Baron, Maria • Barraza, Francisco •

Barraza, Gabriel • Bates, Darryl • Bauleke, Jackie

Micaela • Bautista, Efigenio • Beas, Rudolph • Beaty,

Mark • Belasco. Shanti • Benltez, Maria • Bennett,

Jerry • Benthien, Mark • Berlin, Brooke E. • Bernabei,

Aryeh B • Bloebaum, Amy A • Bohannan, Wendy •

Boozell. Jeffrey • Borgi Kevin • Borg, Kevin J •

Borzakian, Karin • Bowman, Dennis. Brandon, J

Joseph • Breault, Kimberly A • Brodie, Ruth • Brown,

Vicia • Brunson, Shelia Y • Buraglio. Donny • Buscher,

Charles • Butcher, Michael • Cabaret, Corinne •

Caggiano, Paola Louise • Calahan, Heather • Camp,

Cordell McDonald • Castenada. Richard • Castillo.

Doris E • Caton, Troy • Cervanless, Barbara S • Chai,

Hyan Kl •Chan, Stephanie • Change, Jack • Chang, Wen
• Chao, Marcus. • Chapman, Scott E • Chase, Beverly •

Chavel, Jesus R • Chavez, Luciana • Chee, Ana • Chee,

Lucinda • Chen. Antony • Chen, Eileen • Chen. MIcah •

Chen, Sylvia • Cheng, Melanle W • Chiang, Christy Ling

• Chlmarios, Betlna • Chin, Eddie • Chln.Wendy • Cho,

Andy K • Choa, Jasmine • Choi. Sherry • Choi,

Songhoo • Chrisman, Marjorle J • Chung, Sam •

Clayton, Tiffany • Cobb, Linda Marie • Coffey, Melleh •

Coffman, Zach • Coleman, Mlchon AllYce • Collins,

James • Colloff , Anya • Comendador, Carmel •

Connolly, Erin • Cook, Diana • Coolidge, Brian • Cota.

Sergio • Cowglll, Button O • Craln, Jeanlne • Creamer,

Amy Kathleen • Crow, Sheryl • Cull)ertson, William •

Cunningham, Martin L • Cutkomp, Thomas W •

Dacanay, Radcllffe • Dahlstrom, Eric Paul • Dakar,

Yigal • Dalponte, Dean • Dame, Rosemary • Dandekar,

Vaishau • Davidson, Danielle • Davis, Brett • Dawson.

Patrick • Deng, Chrlstophe H • Devaney, Nate •

Devany, Mark • Diaz. Carlos Arturo • Diaz, Roberto •

Dickey, Stuart • Dleken, Paul • Diem, Stephen • Dleu,

Hanh • Dlpllla, Michelle • Dobrlnen, Tyson • Dodson,

Joana • Donoghue, John • Douglas, Shayna • Doyle,

Jean D • Dunham, Cheryl • Dunmeyer, Kynan L • Egan,

Eric • Ellett, Lorl. • Emery, Antoinette • Eng, Ryan G •

Esparza, Susana • Esra, Phillip E • Estrada, Gabriel •

Fabrlclus, Charlotta • Fajatln, Maria V • Fedak, Candice

P • Fee. Christopher • Felix, Lldla • Ferguson, Nicole •

Flllman, Matthew • Rores, Belen • Rynn, Jennifer •

Flynn, Lisa H • Fong, Corrlnna • Francis, Sablna •

Franko, Anna • Freeborn, Kerrie • Freedman, Janathan

• Funge, Allstair • Furcolo, David B • Gabus, Jeremy

Charles • Gallndo, Ludlblna • Gallardo, Jerry •

Ghadlshah, Delaram • Gladsteln, Marc Glezakos,

Stavroula • Gogan, Laura • Gomez, Sonia • Gonzales,

Vanna • Goodge, Adam Christopher • Goodrich, Lisa L

• Gordon, Carolyn • Goss, J Vincent • Gota, John Yoshk) •

Grady, Erik • Granados, Adolfo • Gray, Raynard

Gregory, Kevin • Gridley, Michelle • Groulz, Fred •

Haml, Shaon • Hanks, Bryan • Harding, Edward •

-Karrmgton, Dantel • Harvey. Yasmln • Hassett, Patrick—

• Hawkins, Jeff • Hayashl, Masataka • Hecht, Ryan •

Hernandez, Ethel • Hernandez, Jose • Hernandez.

Valentin • Herrick, Rachel • Hilberman, Rebecca B •

Hiller, Leslie • Hlmmel, Erica • Hirao, Joey •

Holderbaum Brooke M.M. Holty, Jon-Erik • Hong,

Thomas • Hopkins, Philip • Horn, Jeremy F. •

Hosegood, Pamela G • Howes,Jonathan • Hsiao,

Terrence • Huerta, Brain A • Huie, Carole • Inlay, Erika

Malla • Ishida, Sanae • Ishimaru, Julia • Jacobson,

Kevin • Jain, Sandeep • Jantzen, Lane Steven • Jerome,

Jason • Jimenez, Pedro • Jones, Theresa •

Jones,Delx)rah • Juang, Judy • Kaloustian, Haroutioun

• Karon, Michael S • Kassablan, AnI • Katekawa,

Richard • Kato, Roberta • Kauffman, Ellwyn • Kaya,

Debra • Keeler, Jennifer S • Kehela, Carol • Kellams,

Katherine Anne • Kelly, Janis • Key, Jennlger • Kim.

Jennifer • Kim. Michael Han • Kim. Phillip • Kim.

Yangeum P • Kim.Seungmln • Kirk. Ray • Kline.

Shannon • Knight, Debra • Kobayashi. Darryl •

Komatsu. Rol)ert • Koral, Scott David • Krug. Gregory

• Kuniyoshl, Kurt • Kupperbusch, Cenlta • Lacson,

Gene • Larson, Karen • Lassiter, Amy L • Latorre,

Timothy • Lazaro, Mario • Lazos, Christina •

Lebumfacll. Glenn • Lee. Christine • Lee. John • Lee,

Michelle • Lee. Nancy • Lendenmann. Lisa • Lett.

Michelle • Leung. Shelly • Levy, Shiomit • Li, Lydl U •

Llm, Jlho • Lim. Terence Un, Eric • Lin, Jean • Un,

Jenny • Un, Sylvia • Lin, Wendy • Llsiewicz, John • Liu,

Evelyn S • Liu, Nlng • Lo. Kwok • Lomas. John • Lopez.

Arlene Magcale • Lowe. Blancca • Lul, Jenny • Luna,

Marie Agulno • Macauley, Steve S • Macbrlar, Richard

• Madeo. David • Mafi. Joseph N • Makama, Lorelei •

Malabanan, Tomas R • Manion, Megan • Manning,

Gregory • Marder, Jefferey L • Markiles, Lia • Marquez,

Denla • Martin, Dermot • Martinez, Ana • Martinez,

Mary Eilene • Martinho, Bernadette M • Mata,

Jonathan • Mathews, Soby Mathai • Matthews, Gary •

Mauceri, Walter • Mcateer, TOdd • Mccormick, Valerie

• Mcklssack, Natsko • Mckissacle, Mltsko • Mcklssacle.

Mltsko • McMullen, Lauran Jane • Medina, Veronica D
• Melghan, Patrick C • Mendell, Dorle • Mendez,

Manuel Perez • Mendoza, Adolfo • Mendoza, Joel J •

Menjlvar, Edgardo • Menzel, Lorenzo • Miles, Heather

Jeanne • Miller, Kyhlera • Miller, Pamela Susanne •

Miller, Sharon • Mlnimbo, Marilyn V • MInyo, Deborah

• Mitchell, Matthew • Molina, Miguel • Mollahan.

Kathleen • Montellano, Valerie • Montford, Catherine

Elaln • Montlon, Lesley • Monty. Pamela • Moody, Kurt

• Mbore, Carclyn • Moore. Jaime Edsel • Moore, Joel •

Morgan, Jason • Mosqueda, Jose • Murden. Ryan T •

Murillo, Victor • Murphy, Letltia • Nadelle, Denise • .

Nallog, Catherine • Nakamura, Hlroyukl • Nauman,

Paul • Neal, Tracey • Negroponte, Dlmltri • Nelson,

Eric • Nelson, Nicole • Nelson, Paul • Nevarez, Ann •

Nevarez, Frank • Newman, Craig • Ng, Douglas • Nicks.

Mark • Nowell, Jeanette • Nucciarone, Sabrina M •

Odonnell, Terry K • Oehlschlaeger, John K • Ohara,

Julie • Oklnaga, Diane • Olsen, Christine • Olster, Todd

Ong, Don • Ortiz. Alina M • Otis, Stephen • Pak, Perer

• Paredes, Myrna • Park, Sung-Hye • Patton, Julius •

-Pautter, Anne T •Pavttscak, Susan • Pedriquez.

Lareina • Penaranda, Joseph • Perez, Hector • Perez,

Jose Luis • Pike, Edward • Pike, Kimberly • Piper,

Georglne • Poke, Katharine • Ponce, Jose • Powell,

Roslyn • Putz, Jennifer • Quick. Karyn • Radtke,

Kristen • Raisola, Joseph Francis • Ralls, Lance •

Rambach, Amy • Ramirez, Ruben • Rdetich, Nina

Catherine • Reaves, Michelle • Reed, Jason • Rice,

Mandrea • Ricketts, Debra • Rittel, Michelle • Rivera,

Fernando A • Ro, John • Robens, William J •

Rodriguez, Cristobal • Rodriguez, Eliza Marie •

Rodriguez, Ricardo I • Rodriguez, Rosarlo • Rodriquez.

Maria G • Rojos, Daniel • Rondholz, Christopher W •

Roos, Jacquelyn • Rosas, Lilia • Rosen, Eric •

Rosenbaum, Alan • Rossi, Ruth • Roy, VIcki •

Rudofsky, Jami • Ruiz. Rosa • Russell. Jessica • Sager.

DanteMe D • Salazar, Margarita • Sammon. Maureen •

Sanchez. Gina • Sanchez, Shane • Sandoval,

Guillermno • Sandoval. Patricia • Sanjuan, Eileen •

Santos, John J • Savoca, Robert • Schubert, Joanna •

Seknen, Sedat • Sercu, Patricia L. • Sermeno, Gabriel •

Sewell, Frank K • Shadle, Scott • Sharky, Stella Louise •

Sherman, Kineret • Shlbata, Mitchl M • Shimaura, Jan

• Shlroyama, Stephen Paul • Siegel, Lisa • Silberman.

Gary • Sims. Donovan • Sims, Donovan • Sinclair,

Maureen F • Smith, Adrienne • Smith, Deborah •

Smith, Julie • Snider. James • Socha, Amy • Soltero

Song. Anna • Soto. Bertha • Spankie. Alexis •

Speakman. Peter M • Spektor. Marina B • Spencer.

Christopher • Squires. Kevin • Sterling. Charles M •

Stoeckleln. Timothy • Stoeckleln. Timothy E • Stroud.

Jean M • Stukes, Donald • Sun, Limly • Swendleman,

Dallas • Swieca, Sherr>' Lynn • Takatsuka, Sandra •

Takeda, Wayne H • Talleyjones, John W • Tam, Sandy
• Tambo, Lucl • Tang, Pak Wai • Taylor, Mark R. •

Terry, Barber • Thiel. Paradorn • Tlongson. Anne •

Tippett, Vickie • Tirado, Irma A • Tomatis, Abel •

Tompkens, Jon • Torres, Danllo • Tran, Thanh • Tran,

Vy Hoang • Tuero, Yvonne • Underwood, Marcos

Anthony • Ung. Cynthia • Ungerman, Marni •

Urdanlvia, Mario B • Uribe, Jocquellne Pak •

Vajirasarn, Andy • Valdivla. Zahily • Valentino. Russel

• Valle. Monica • Vanek. Aaron • Vanwinkle. Matt S •

Vara. Luzs • Venegas, Angelina • Vincent, Matthew •

Vitela. Edgar • Vogel, Melissa • Vu, Joseph • Vu, Phuc
• Wachter, Michelle • Walch, Jacob David • Wall, Brain

E • Wang, Amy • Wang, Carolyn • Wang. Harriet Chia-

Yu • Weinreb, Ira A • Weir, Thomas • Wellington,

Michelle • White. Erik • Whitney, Brent • Wiberg.

Rodney • Wiberg, Rodney • Wlilliams, Robert •

Williams. Tremalne • Wilson, Robert • Wlngo, Terry •

Winiecki, Kamille T • Wise, Minnie • Wong, Christo-

pher • Wong, Kenneth • Wong, Yuk-ming • Wood,

Walter • Yang, Hye • Yang, John • Yi, Sujln • Yocum,

Lisa • Yoo, Myoung • Yoshlda, Bonnie • Yoshlkawa,

Maryanne • Young, Mellnda Mae • Yuan, Harry • Yuen,

Yushun • Zaima, Carole D • Zeitcun, Stephane • ZIff,

Benjamin D • Zunlga, Maria ^

Not valid with any otha dwcoun! or odn madf Ny the Stanley 11 Ka{)lan I dmalional ("fntrr lid.

Good m Southfni ( aliforaia only. (>ood on initial enrollmnns
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Women's giroups to rally in III of violent crime bill

By Letltia Marquez
Daily Bruin Staff

•

Although campus women's
groups agree UCLA is safer than

most other campuses, they will

show their suppOTt for a congres-

sional bill aimed at reducing the

number of violent crimes against

women in a Meyerhoff Park rally

today at noon.

As part of a national student

lobby group's effort to increase

awareness about the bilU campus
women's groups and undergradu-

ate government will encourage

students to call their representa-

tives Friday expressing support for

the bill.

Proposed law would allocate

money for rape education
Because the average age of a

rape victim is 18 years old, college

Students should especially support

this bill, said Justine Witt, presi-

dent of UCLA's National Organi-

zation for Women.
A section of the Violence

Against Women Act would allo-

cate $20 million for rape preven-

tion and education and victim

support services to college cam-
puses nationwide if approved.

It would also provide the educa-

tional system with $200,000 to

organize a program that deals with

the prevention of spousal and

intimate mate violence.

The possible increase in funding

for victim support services and the

longer sentences for rapists and

sexual offenders may encourage

more women to report violent

crimes, said Kathy Rose-Mockery,

director of the UCLA Women's
Resource Center.

In a recent study, 87 percent of

3,000 college women did not

report that they had been or were in

danger of being raped, Rose-

Mockery said. "Women experi-

ence denial and feelings of blame

and anger."

In addition, the bill would
provide $300 million at the state

and local level to improve law

enforcement, prosecution,
record-keeping arid victim ser-

vices.

"Through more prevention,

enforcement and treatment our

streets, homes and campuses will

become safer places for women,"
said Barbara Boxer, a House
representative from San Francisco.

Although the section in the bill

that deals with campus safety is

now a part of the Higher Education

Act, support for both bills from

college students is crucial. Boxer

said.

Despite the campus escort ser-

vice and the numerous rape pre-

vention programs. UCLA women
are not immune to the problem of

rape, said Karia Zombro, UCLA's
lobby director.

And furtho- education about

violent acts such as battery is also

needed on campus.

"Battery is so prevalent among
young couples," Witt said. "Bilt

women are trained to be quiet

about it — relationships are sup-

posed to be romantic, not violent"

HowAmerican Express
helps you covermore territory

For less money
Become a Student Cardmember todayand
[Ct 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines,

Per only $129 or $189 each.

Only the American Express* Card offers an exciting travel program

exclusively for students-including three roundtrip certificates on

Continental Airlines. And much, much more.

Just look at the map and pick the place youd like to visit. If

it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate

to fly for only $129* roundtrip. Or you can cross the

Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.'

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime—
because there are no blackout dates. But you must
make your reservations within 14 days of the day you

leave. And the maximum stay is 7 days/6 nights and must include

a Saturday night.

By becoming a Student Cardmember, you'll also enjoy other

benefits from the American Express* Student Privileges" Program.

Such as up to 30 minutes** of MCI long distance calling every month
for an entire year—absolutely free. And that's just one example of

how the Cara can help you save.

For just 155 a year, the Card gives you all these savings. And
it's easy to apply Just call us (have your bank address and account

number on hand). What's more, with our special student offer, it's

easier to get the Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new terri-

tory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

*Minnrapuiis St Paul. .Si Louis and New Orleans are considerrd ciiics east o( the Mississippi River

**A credit of up to 15 70 for cills will appear on each hilling statement for 12 months after enroll

ment $3 "'0 is equal to the charges for a domestic 50 minute night weekend MCI Card Compati
bility call and appropriate surcharges You must enroll for this service by December 51. 1991

'09^to^'y>v-^<y(rt<^x<^'

'

Membership Has Its Frivileges

MCI CALL 1-800-942-AMEX

.

TRAVEL
RELAJED
SERVICES

/Wf Amtncan Ei«i>«M company
Continental

//you're already a Cardmember, there's no need to call Information about your certificates will be arriving soon
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At Infinity, ifs notjust theprice, ifs the wholepackage. .

.

Infinity Advanced Technologies, the price-performance leader in Northern California has arrived to the Los Angeles Area with the opening of Its new 3,000square

feet store located in the Westwood Village near UCLA. We are not only committed to offering you the t)est price, we are also devoted to offering you the best

possible quality and sewice. The following is just afew of the many things we do for you:

•One Year Parts & Labor Factory Warranty on all Systems is yourguam^ee to <^iity

•Comprehensive 72-hour Burn-in Testing for all systems to insure system integrity i reliability h j^^i
•Free Lat)Or on aii Upgrades wittvn the warranty period, labor for all ipgrades and add-ons is provided free of cha/j^eIII
•Optionai Extended Warranty & On-Site Service Contracts foradded value and convenience

•An Extensive Customer Service Department fo handle anyproblems that may arise

•Free Ufetime Technical Support so you woni be stud( after the warranty expires

•Leasing & Financing Program fo assist you in yourpurchase

•Available Computer Training & Support Programs fo mate learning about your computer easier

•Free Leaner Program tv/»c/) gws you a computer to use if yourconfer is down formore than a day

•Corporate, Government & University POs Welcome

FREE DELIVERY IN UCLA ORWESTWOOD
Lowest Price Guarantee

^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ Infinity will match or beat any advertised price for the same quality parts isennce .!» ^^
/^^^i^lMCB Credit Card Same As Cash MtCVOSOft
^0^0§WiyMmWm Use your VISA f^ter Card or Discover Card without paying extra

"^^^^

UCLA

Infinity Standard Systems

Infinity 212 (80286-12 MHz)

Infinity 216 (80286-16 MHz)

Infinity 3S16 (80386SX-16 MHz)

Infinity 3S20 (80386SX-20 MHz)

Infinity 3S25(80386SX-2$ MHz)

Infinity 325 (8Qt386DX-25 MHz)

Infinity 333C (80386DX-33 MHz/64K Cache)

Infinity 4S20C (80486SX-20 MHz/64K Cache)

Infinity 433C (486DX-33 MHz/64K Cache)

Infinity 433C (486DX-33 MHz/256K Cache)

$279

$299

$379

$399

$429

$499

$599

$699

$949

$1,049 1

Standard Systems include:

1 MB RAM Main Memory

AMI BIOS with CMOS Setup

Choice of Teac SV*' 1.2 MB or 3^' 1.44 MB Floppy Drtre

1:1 Interleave Hard Disk/Floppy Controller

2 Serial ft 1 Parallel Port

Choice of either Ergonomic Desktop or Mini Tower Case

Socket for optional math coprocessor

Real-time ClockA^alendar

Enhanced 101-key Keyboard

One Year Parts & Labor Factory Warranty

Comprehensive 72-hour Bum-in Testing

Free lifetime technical support

Free Loaner Program

Optional extended warranty & on-site service available

Monitor, Grapltics Card & Hard P/sUr Options: (add to Standard System price)

Graphics Choices
flionnor t Gnphlc$ Card P»clag0 Coml)lnatlon$)

HanlDI$kTypM»

HD Capacity»
H04ccM«n/M»

Ate Jitew/tonCfapMo Ctrrf

Mono; If MonHor I, Hareuha^on^tlbla Mono Graphic* (720 xS48}

Ihno Supar VQA:W MonKort Paradlaa Graphica (1024x768)

VGA:W Mowtefi PanOaa Graphlca/2StK ($40x400)

Supar VGA: 14* MonKort PanMaa Graphlca/512K (1024x709)

Supar VGA: 14'MonHorA Paradlaa GrapMeaflM (1024x70V2S0Colon)

Morhlnlarlaea4: Wwwwite $W MonitorA Paradlaa Graphlca/IM (1024x700/2$$ Cohra)

No

Hani

Oak

$0

$100

$180

$275

$350

$375

$500

AT-IDE

42MB
20nm

$175

$275

$355

$450

$525

$550

$675

AT-IDE

S2MB
10 ma

$200

$300

$380

$475

$550

$575

$700

AT-IDE

85MB
19 ma

$275

$375

$455

$550

$625

$650

$775

AT-IDE

105MB
19 ma

$300

$400

$480

$575

$650

$675

$800

AT-IDE

120MB
19 ma

$350

$450

$530

$625

$700

$725

$850

AT-IDE

212MB
1$ma

$575

$675

$755

$850

$925

$950

$1075

Minn*'
f

stomers include: (partial list only)
Adot)e Systems, Apptitd Matariais, Bedital. Easiman Kodak, Genentect), General Electric, GTE, Hewlett-Padatrd, Holiday Inn. Johnson A Johnson, Koret of Calihmia,

LeviStraimA Company, Motorola, Pacific Bell, Pacific Gas A Electric, Raychem, SEGA ofAmerica. Seiko Instnjments, Siemens. Toshiba. TRW. Wal-Mart Stores

Hox, ktdiana Lkweraiy, Northwestern UnivBrsity, Oxford University. Princeton University, Fhnssalaer Polytechnic University, Stanford University, U.C. Berkeley,

C. San Frandeoo, Uni¥9rsity of Nebraska, Washington University, City A County of San Francisco, Lawrence Hvemwre Nathnal Laboratories, f^lASA, S.F. Polkx Dept.,
'
CouitofAppeala, U.S. fjept. ofAgriculture, US. Dept of Defense, U.S. Dept. of Energy, US. Dept. of Health A Human Services A thousands ofoifier customers.

.i

Infinity
OAdvanced TechnolcxjiesO

Ids Angeles •San Francisco
TiltRm Mnfe Prioie ve tul^eol Is flhvQewMkM noice. Not rei

lnoliii»ihlfVin9,lMntfh|«viyifV)licd]lelMet. liaiing md Inen

1122 Westwood Boulevard • Los Angeles, CA 90024

(2 blocksfrom UCLA Campus in Westwood ViBage between Lindbrook & Kinross)

Open Monday-Saturday 10:00 am'7:00pm/Sunday 12:00 noon-6:00pm

Teh (310)208-7822 • Fax: (310)208-4388

To Order-Call Toll-Free l'800-870'2232
Me lor lypoytigNoil «Tois. Al frateiMrtct »• tdawwtadged. Mnily A(f/inoe4 TeGhnok>gi«» reMrvee tie r^il to tubeiUe any and ^ Prioeedonal

b mnMi% to oorporili and busineet ouilomwt oNy. No affdwget on orwf( o«d purdwMt.

Coopiete terms and coodiriooi of this trawl ofer will arrive with your certikates Cootineniil Airlines akxte is responsible for fulillment of this ofer American Eipres* assumes no liaNliiy for Cootirteotil Airlines" performance © Wl Amerkran Express TYtvel Related Servkres CoaipanK Inc

' • ' r u»
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Canfpus to be haunted about drinking

"We want everyone to

be extra aware that

they shouldn't be

driving if they're

drinking."

Tom Huang
Student Welfare

By Reglna RavottI

Daily Bruin Staff

Draped in white and sworn to

silence, about 450 students are

canvassing the UCLA campus
today to promote alcohol aware-

ness and responsibihty during the

holidays.

Representing victims of alco-

hol-related deaths. UCLA students

will distribute informative fliers

and buttons as part of the **Ghost

Program,** sponsored by the Stu-

dent Welfare Commission's Alco-

hol Awareness Commiaee.

The holiday season, because of

the surge in parties, is the time

when the highest amount of alco-

hol-related fatalities occurs, said

Students to dress as ghosts

to promote responsibility

committee director Tom Huang.

"Alcohol has a lot to do with the

holiday season,** Huang said.

"With holiday parties, we want

everyone to be extra aware that

they shouldn*t be drivinglf they*re

drinking.**

Nationwide, 436 people die

each week in alcohol-related

deaths, according to Mothers

Against Ehnnk Driving. Statisti-

cally this means someone dies

every 28 minutes.

The close numerical range

between the estimated 436 deaths

and the 450 "ghosts** participants

is no coincidence.

"By the end of the week,

everyone who would be dressing

in white would be dead,*' said

Becky Toth, a committee member.

Student health associates, peer

health counselors, resident assis-

tants, fraternity members and

Bruin Belles are some of the

event's participants.

Huang is pleased with the high

involvement, especially for a

first-time event

•The response has been really

good. People are very positive

about it and they really like the

message,** he said.

The committee said that its aims

— to promote alcohol awareness

and responsibility — are realistic.

"We're not saying *Don*t

drink.* Obviously people are going

to drink, but if you do drink, drink

responsibly,** Toth said.

Both Huang and Toth said they

hope this event will enlighten

UCLA.
"We really want people to

realize that people do die in drunk

driving accidents, and if you don*t

die, someone you know will,** Toth

said.
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I WONDER IF I

STILL NEED
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RECEIPTS?
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WAIT—TURN IN

TH05E RECEIPTS

BEFORE YOU
LEAVE FOR THE

HOl IDAY5!

YOU CAN GET
UP TO $100 BACK

IN JUNE.
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Save your receipts from Book Deparlment purchases at any ASUCLA

Students' Store and deposit ttiem in a Book Bonus box at any time

throughout the year (except the first week of each quarter) before May 1

.

1992. Please see Book Bonus envelopes, available in Ackerman Union.

Lu Valle Commons and Health Sciences stores, for complete details 'Book

Bonus IS available only to regularly enrolled UCLA students who are subject

to the Student Union building fee.
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N • I : I Peace Prize nominee speaks on campus
Dialogue stresses Muslim

and Jewish perspectives

By Brigltte Brady
Dally Bruin Staff

A local Muslim activist and the

editor of an Israeli-based peace
pfiagazine attempted to bridge the

gap between Muslim and Jewish

perspectives on Middle East peace
before an audience of 30 people in

Ackeiman Union Monday.

The Muslim Student Associa-

tion invited Chaim Schur— one of

this year's Nobel Peace Prize

nominees and editor of a Tel Aviv

magazine that encourages coexis-

tence between Arabs and Israelis

— to discuss the human angle

behind the headlines because it is

important to hear a Jewish per-

spective, members said.

The Palestinians deserve better

living conditions, and the only

road to Israel's national security is

peace, Schur said.

The first round of the Middle

East peace conference is over, and

Arab and Israeli delegates are

trying to coordinate the exact date

of tteir second meeting in the

nation's capital.

From reaching a compromise on

a meeting date to compromises on
land distribution, Israel and its

Arab neighbors must cooperate

with each other to build a peaceful

future, Schur said.

'T think our task is to forge a

future,** he said. "We have to try to

do the utmost to build a future.

That is my philosophy."

Although Schur is Jewish, he

supports a Palestinian state, he

said. **I want to make it clear that I

don't represent the Israeli govern-

ment I'm for the right of the

Palestinian people to have a

Palestinian state."

In his first speech to a primarily

Muslim group, Schur emphasized

that he wanted to hear from

audience members, who asked him

about his view on the recent peace

talks, the political climate in Israel

and his solution to tensions

between Arabs and Israelis.

Easing these tensions was the

maiii reason the director of the

Muslim Student Network
addressed the audience along with

Schur.

As leader of the organization of

Muslims from colleges across the

nation, Mohammed Khan's goal

was to dispel notions of Muslims

See PEACE, page 27 Chaim Schur
ERTIS

LEARN TO SPEAK ^£4iVG... and Speak like a native!

STREET TALK (praised by teachers of ESL), STREET FRENCH (vol 1), MORE STREET FRENCH (vol 2) and STREET SPANISH are a

unique combination of textbook/workbook by David Burke which teaches the actual "inside" spoken language of the inhabitants through

dialogues, word gannes, crossword puzzles, drills, fun exercises. These books are available at your student bookstore or you can order on

credit card at 1-800-23-SLANG and receive a special discount on both the books and cassettes! Each book is $14.95, cassettes are $12.50.

But if you order both, save $3.00 and receive the entire package for just $24.50! Just mention this ad!

WSMM lAUt
Houj to Speak and Understand

hmciiican sung

STREET FRENCH
Houj to Speak and Understand

raCNCH SUING

i^ANiii
^ui to Speok and Understand

SPANISH SLANO
You're puUing my leg!

She's JUpped oixtl

He raked her over the coals!

He was really ticked qffl

Tate payes ma t&te!
(You're treating ycxjrsetf to my head)

EUe a perdu la boussolel
(She lost the compass)

n Va engueuleel
(He rrxxjihed her)

n s*est mis en boulel
(He got himself into a t)al)

IMe estas tomando el pelol
(You're taking my hair)

/Le estd patinando el coco!
(She's spirviing the coconut)

iLa puso como un trapo!
(He put me i<e a rag)

jE^taba echando chispasi
(He was throwing sparks)

i

i

Large Pizza

wth 2 toppings

Only $8.99
to. _...« — »««« — >• — — J

I MecJium Pizza,

I Five pieces of chicken 1

; an(j Mojos !

: Only $10.95 1

Two Medium

Cheese Pizzas

Only $10.95

Large Pizza

with an Antipasto Salad

Only $10.95

Fast & Free Delivery

r 2 slices" 1/2'order of mojos & all-you-can-drink 1

!_
Only_$2.99

!""
""J^dg^'m "m .^M ^M ^M Hours: Sunday-Thursday 11 -1am

1114Gayley WeStWOOd XQA.A I 1 Friday & Saturday 1 1 -2am

Fax:208-7470 Wfc" ~ We accept

^».i
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winter wardrobe Four' demand more aid

SUNNY SUNG/Delly Biuln

Blaine Rogers, a Junior English major, and Ty Miller, a junior

majoring In psychology, encourage people to donate clo-

thing on Bruin Walk Tuesday afternoon. The drive ends

today.

By Alan RWIng
The New York Times

MADRID— Fearhil of being condemned to **poor

relative** status, Spain, Greece. Portugal and Ireland

are demanding that their richer partners promise

them greater aid when European Community leaders

meet next week to chart the region's economic and

political future.

Spain, which estimates that by next year it will

become a net contributor to community funds, has

even threatened to veto planned treaties on economic

and political union if its proposal is rejected at the

summit meeting on Dec. 9 and 10 in the southern

Dutch city of Maastricht

The other members of the **poor four" community

nations have not gone so far, but they too insist that

their economies will need far more help. But since

"success** requires unanimity, European officials

now concede that Spain's threat must be taken

seriously.

"We are going to make afl effort to reach an

agreement,** Spanish Prime Minister Felipe Gon-

zalez told Parliament last Friday. "But let's make it

quite clear, that agreement has to be satisfactory. If

we don't arrive at a satisfactory agreement, we will

not accept the results.**

Negotiation of the community's post-1993 budget

is not in fact scheduled to begin until next year, but

the •'poor four** want to use their bargaining power at

the meeting next week to extract legally binding

pledges from their partners to increase and redirect

the community*s aid program.

The four are particularly opposed to the concept of

a **two-speed" Europe, with France, Germany, Italy

and other wealthier members moving more rapidly

toward full economic integration, on the ground that

they may never be able to catch up.
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NEW SAKE BOMB RECORD!
CHI OMEGA &

PI KAPPA ALPHA
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States is looking for donors.

The goal of the California Cryobank

is to provide high quality spefm for

artificial insemination. Requirements

include good health between the

ages of 1 9 to 34 and a

9 to 1 2 month corilmitment.

Call for more InfornrtMidh: 8^-iPf1

COMPLETE MEDICAL SCREENING (ALL COSTS PAID)

AND YOU EARN UP TO $105/WEEK IF QUALIFIED.

Community Service Officer Programs
Evening Van Service

Extended Operation: iQth Week Only
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday Nights

6 pm to Midniglit
CLOCKWISE ROUTE COUNTERCLOCKWISE ROUTE

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8
9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Ackerman
(RMldanM HaN Stops)
Dykstra
Sproul
Rieber/Saxon
Hedrick/Hitch

(Campus)
Graduate School of Management
Ragpole
Bundle
Schoenberg
Cirde Drive East/Manning
Cirde Drive South/Trverton

Cirde Drive South/Structure 9
Westwood Plaza/Structure 14

(Wsslwood Vlllags)

LeConte/Broxton (Ueberroth)

15. Lot 32
(Apartments)

16. veteran/Stratnnrtore

17. VeterarVLevering

18 Veleran/Gayley
19. Kelton/Qayiey
20. Kelton/Ophir

21. KeHon/Levering

22. Mk^/ate/Strathmore

23. Mklvale/Levering

24. Mkivale/Ophir

25. Mk^ale/Landfair

26 Ophir/Lar)dfair

27. Mid-G4enrod(

28. Levering/Strathmore

29. Mki-Roebling

30. Landfair/Strathmore

1. Ackerman
tApartmsnts)

2. strathmore/Landfair

3. Mkj-Roebling

4. Levering/Strathmore

5. Levering/Glenrock

6. Kelton/Levering

7. Kelton/Ophir

8. Kelton/Qavley

9. Uvidtair/Midvale

10. Landlair/Ophir

11. pphir/Midvale

12. Midvale/Levering

13. Mkivale/Strathmore

14. Kelton/Strathmore

15. Levering/Veteran

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

(Westwood Village)

J)t32
jeConte/Broxton
(Campus)
WestMVOod Plaza at Stein Plaza

Cirde Drive South at Structure 9
Cirde Drive South at Tiverton

Cirde Drive East/Manning
Faculty Center
Ragpole
Bunche
Guest House
(Residence Halls)

Hedrick/Hitch

Riet>er/Saxon
Sprout
Dykstra

Fall. Winter, and Spring Quarter Monday - Thursday 6pm - Midnight

1 0th Week of Each Quarter Monday - Sunday 6pm - Midnight

Sponsored by Transportation Sendees Administration. For more Information, call: CSO Programs 825-9800
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Sununu had alienated too many conservatives
By Maureen Dowd
The New York TInnes

WASHINOTON — The White

House is an easy place to lose

perspective.

When George W. Bush, the

president's oldest son, came to

John Sununu's office in the West

Wing a week ago to suggest that he

might want to do the president a

favor and resign, the chief of staff

balked.

Sununu rejected the younger

Bush*s assertion that he no longer

had enough support in the Cabinet,

the Bush inner circle or the

Republican Party to do his job

effectively, and he began calling to

Republicans to drum up support

But he soon learned that while a

few Republicans were willing to

speak out for him or to call the

president, it was a very few. It did

not break into double digits.

Only then did the chief of staff

understand what the rest of

Washington had knov^ for weeks:

He had no cadre of friends on

Capital Hill, no core of Bush
loyalists and no conservative base

to break his fall.

As William J. Bennett, the

former drug czar and prominent

conservative who made calls on

Sununu*s behalf on Monday, put

it: "I was trying to rally support but

it was tough. People were saying.

'Gee, I like John. He is conserva-

tive. But he was mean to me.* I

mean, come on, grow up, guys.

**Some people in this town are

just too delicate," said Bennett,

who knows something about the

political price of operating with a

blunt, combative manner. **I dealt

with Sununu. We had our shouting

matches on drug policies and

Republican National Committee

matters, but so what? I do think

some of the support that he lost

was because he punched people

around a little bit.**

The chief of staff had also

terminally alienated many conser-

vatives when he helped hammer
out a bipartisan budget deal last

year that included tax increases

and continued to treat any criticism

or opposition to the budget deal as

*1rcachery,** as one leading conser-

vative put it

By the time Sununu began his

last ditch campaign to save his job

by asking Republicans to lobby the

president, it was ataeady too late.

"The president was not counting

votes by that time,** said a senior

Bush adviser. *'I think he*d already

made up his mind.**

Persuaded by the report of his

son, who had made a survey of

Bush k)yalists; persuaded by his

talks widi his wife, Barbara, with

Secretary of State James A. Baker

in and other trusted friends, and

persuaded by the lowest popularity

poll numbers of his administration.

Bush had aheady made up his

mind over the weekend at Camp

David, his advisers said Wednes-

day.

' But the campaign to tobby the

president was Sununu *s fuial bit of

political tone deafness. The
Bushes did not like it, their friends

said, calling it unseemly, wrong
and in poor taste.

In the end. Bush told his friends,

he had to ask Sununu to resign

because, as a Bush intimate said,

*1he White House was not func-

tioning as smoothly as George
Bush Ukes it to.**

Or, as another RqNiblican put it

less delicately: **Bttsh is at 48
percent in the polls. The wheels are

coming off the White House. And

See SUNUNU, page 12

DO YOU SUFFER FROM:

•Neck Pain & Stiffness

•Lower Back Pain

•Sports Injuries

WESIWOOD HEALTH CARE

Chiropractic Clinics

DR.FREDKHAUU
1609 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood, CA 90024
(213) 478-6869
(818) 988-0110

FAe/A^piAme

I FREE COSMETIC CONSULTATION
LASER SURGERY
COMPUTER IMAGING

after]
,

STEVEN BURRES M.D.
DIPLOMATE OF THE AMERICAN BOARD OF

OTOLARYNGOLOGY/FELLOW. AMERICAN ACADEMY
OF FACIAL PLASTIC SURGERY
CLINICAL FACULTY - UCLA

Surgery of the

• NOSE & SINUS • LIPOSUCTION
• FACELIFT / EYELID- FOREHEAD
• COLIJVGEN / • LIP ENHANCEMENT
CHEMICAL PEELS • ALSO EAR, NOSE &

• CHIN / CHEEK THROAT
IMPLANTS

WESTWOOD 100 UCLAWED. PLAZA 522
MANHATTAN BEACH 509 N. SEPULVEDA
BEUL^LOWER 1 0230 E. ARTESIA BL. 307

213 208-7806

\

Acapuko's

Tw»-For-One

i

I
I
I

Combo Deal!

Jiiit brtais lUs ad !• lOMr tevorilc Acapako,

onkr aay «f oar Soaora, l«ia, Paraafo,

or H Caaqrislador coaibiaalioas wd set

a stcoad conbfawtioa of Mpial or

Itsscr walaa abioliilcif frtal

Mexican Restaurant & Cantina
HayaDcilcf

8360 W. Manchester Ave
892-4031

3360 Ocean Park BM.
450-8665

1109 GlenckDn Av«.
908^3884
|Mf caapM acr aartf ptt WML

Guilty Pleasures

^^^Sogen-

Haagen - Dazs
Assorted Flavors

Pints
reg. $2.69

Whether it's holidays or homework,
we've got what's on your list!

Miller

Genuine
Draft
12 oz. cans

re^$7.90

^J»v^^

+CRV+tax 77^/

-'^lUi,

In The Village!

FREE PARKING!
in rear

Open til 11pm

breadsti

1057 GayleyAve 209-1111

tptriaj carnr-oal, f ^Mpkm\vmm\

<t (fftcat TiknCeft ^%e€Ui ^iMd Aat^
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Happy
Chanukah

AUDREY LEE

RabW Mendel Cunin passes

out fliers and dreldels (a

Jewish toy children play with

at Chanukah) on Bruin Walk.

SUNUNU
From page 11

there isn't any domestic policy.**

When Sununu asked some
high-level White House officials

before the trip on Tuesday whether

it would be better to stay slightly

ahead of the game and resign, he

was advised that it might be better

to get out fast and save some face.

Sununu, a former engineering

professor, is piou4of his high I.Q.,

estimated at 180. But top Republi-

cans said Wednesday that once

Sununu was ensconsed in the

heady atmosphere of the West

Wing, he seemed unable to grasp

the seven cardinal rules of

Washington:

1. Don*t make enemies you

don*t need to make.

2. Don*t start believing you*rc

indispensable.

3. Don't confuse what is good

for you with what is good for the

president

4. Don't forget that you are not

the elected official.

5. Don't start blaming the boss if

you get into trouble.

6. Don't unilaterally announce

you are going to run things, rather

than letting the president announce

who will run things.

7. Someone must pay the price

when the polls plummet, and

anyone who has maintained a high

profile will be a prime target

CHIROPRACTIC
FREE

CfflROPRACnC EXAM
SPINAL X-RAYS (if needed)

DOCTOR'S REPORT

f rv^> I I K£ £ l)£ ( lUfKVr

Fri:l 2AM

Absolutely No Obligation With This Coupon - Expires 12/20/91

Note: 1.) If you have Health Insurance you may qualify for our

"INSURANCE PLAN" - i.e. your care will cost you

almost nothing!

2.) If you have no Health Insurance or have an H.M.O., you

could qualify for our "Life and Health Extension Plan" - a

very affordable cash plan that almost everyone can afford.

CARY CUFFORD U.C.

8

3.) Workman's Compensation and Auto Accident cases -

Insurance pays in full.
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WEYBURN

inLarBric
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Woiwood N'illagc (^.hiropniclic

lOlS Gavlev Awnuc Siiilc 220 208-7763

BUmiLO STYLE*OUCKCN WINGS
1 dozen $4.22 25... $7.95

50 $15.49 100 $28.63

Sauces: Mikj. Hot. 'Sukade', Barbeque, Hot Barbeque

ALSOTRVOUR:
* Hamburger • Chicken Sandwich • Potato Skins • Mozzarella

—^Icks • Breaded Mushrooms and Zuchtni • Steak Frleft-
"

• Chk:ken Salad • Potato Salad • Cole Slaw

UTTLE RED SAMPLER • BIG RED SAMPLER

Ml Vtoo Caa Cat - tJM^

|;<-.<^..v^.<K(<<":<<<<*<V>>.%.•.•..wv.%-w%p^(Vv.v^v-.•*^^-.-.'.*^•
11923 Sant« IVlonioa Blvci.

Brentwood
The Daily Bruin is now
distributed in your

area.

Find the location nearest
you and pick up your

own Dally Bruin-the dally

college paper that
serves UCLA and

Westwood now is in

Brentwood too.

Pick up your
copy today.

o Kiosk locations

Soviet Union postpones payments to iKinics

By Keith Bradsher
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — The Soviet Union

told commercial banks it owes money to

Wednesday that, effective Thursday, it is

postponing the repayment ofprincipal on all

loans made before Jan. 1, 1991.

Payments due to the banks over the next

13 months total nearly $4 billion. An
agreement in Moscow last month between

the world's seven largest industrial demo-
cracies and the Soviet Union to allow the

postponement of $3.6 billion in debt

payments covered loans from governments,

and while the agreement also called for a

postponement of payments to banks, no

such deal was actually negotiated.

American banks are owed $193 million

that is not covered by government guaran-

tees, and almost all of this was lent before

the beginning of this year, said an American

banker who received one of the telexes the

Soviet Union sent Wednesday.

Payments of principal to American banks

over the next 13 months represent a tiny

fraction of this amount, added the banker,

who insisted on anonymity.

Many international bankers are annoyed

by a clause in the final statement last month

from the meeting of the Group of Seven

industrial nations and Soviet authorities,

which said that they would "seek compar-

able treatment from all other creditors

including commercial banks, other creditor

countries and suppliers."

The bankers viewed the statement as an

invitation to the Soviets to avoid negotia-

tions and take the sort of unilateral action

that occurred Wednesday.
Why Moscow acted without negotiating

was unclear. The Treasury Department,

which represented the United States in last

month's Moscow talks, declined to com-

ment Wednesday.

The effect of the new action on the ability

of the Soviet central government and the

Soviet republics lo borrow needed cash was
not clear.

Horst Schulmann, managing director of

the Institute of International Finance, a

Washington trade group that represents

most of the world's international banks, said

that Wednesday's move had ruined the

credit-worthiness of the republics and

blemished the Soviet Union's longtime

record as a country that paid its bills.

But the American banker said the Soviet

republics' credit record would not be

affected, partly because they had at least

agreed to the general principle of jointly

shouldering the splintering union's debt

The banker added that Moscow's credit-

worthiness could not "have been damaged
m'^re than it already was."
The Soviet telexes advising bankers of

the payment postponement appeared to

reflect these concerns. One said:

*The Bank for Foreign Economic Affairs

of the U.S.S.R. hereby informs that the

Soviet Union and its successors are pre-

sently facing a very critical situation in the

economic and financial field and that

unfortunately these difficulties will affect

temporarily the external financial obliga-

tions of the U.S.SJ^.

10955 Weyburn Ave.
Westwood Village

824-2655
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yogurt and receive the second one free*
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1015 Gayley #105 in Westwood Village'

(just half a block south ofWeybum)

(310) 824-5006

2 for 1 Special!
To Introduce Myself to You I Am

Offering a Special Promo of:

50% OFF HAIRCUTS
WHEN YOU BRING IN A

FRIEND ON THE
SAME DAY!

Morning thru Evening

Monday thru Saturday

Call PARIS
for an Appointment

Must Bring Ad for Appointment
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FAST. FREE DELIVERY

207-5900
100% Real Mozzarella

& Fresh ingredients

11628 Santa Monica #10

(1 BIk East of Barrington)

Sunday - Thursday
11 -12am

Friday - Saturday
11 -2am

Add $1 ^^^ ^'^^

12- Medium Pizza

-..*' $9.90

LOW fat cheese

available upon-
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Pan Am shutdown strands airline passengers
By Russ Britt

Los Angeles Daily News

Michelle Coria and Roelands Badricio

were supposed to be heading home to

Buenos Aires to prepare for their Dec. 20

wedding. Instead they found themselves

stuck at Los Angeles International Airport

scrambling to get a flight

Instead of being handed a Pan American

World Airways boarding pass on Wednes-

day, they were handed an envelope that

could be mailed in for a refund request. But

that would take at least a week. Meanwhile,

the couple is stranded here until they can

scrape together another $1,500 for tickets.

*They are having nothing to do with my
tickets," said Badricio, frustrated as he left

the ticket counter. 'They are not solving my

problems.**

Coria and Badricio were among dozens

of stunned Pan Am ticket holders who found

out at the check-in counters that their planes

would not be taking off. Many did not

discover that Pan Am canceled all flights

worldwide until they arrived at Los Angeles

International AirpcMt.

As Pan Am ground crews unloaded food

and other supplies from a Boeing 747 that

had been destined for Miami, would-be

passengers wrangled with ticket agents.

Robert and Beverly Eberlein of Juneau

Beach, Fla., were headed home after a visit

with their son and grandson and did not

learn about the airliners demise until

informed by a reporter at the check-in line.

Beverly Eberlein said she called Pan Am
on Tuesday night and was told — after

being transferred three times and placed on

hold for a half-hour— that their flight was

supposed to take off. She was relieved,

thinking there would be a successful

conclusion to her first trip since being left

wheelchair-bound by multiple sclerosis two

years ago.

"All you kept hearing over the (phone)

was how great they are to go to South

America and the Caribbean,** she said. "I'm

ready to go home and stay there.**

Pan Am. at one time operating numerous

flights out of Los Angeles to cities all over

the globe, had cut back sharply in recent

months. At the end. it had four daily flights

from Los Angeles to its hub in Miami, and

three flights from Los Angeles to San

Francisco.

The most precarious passengers were

those bound for South America via Miami.

While several other airlines were honoring

tickets to Miami, it appeared that passengers

would have to pay more for passage beyond

that point.

Pan Am spokesman Jeffrey Kriendler

said some passengers may have to front

money for another ticket on some flights.

"It depends on what carriers they're

dealing with.** Kriendler said.

Passengers said they were told that those

wanting straight refunds could mail in their

tickets and receive checks in about a week.

Those just going to Florida had an easier

time. Delta Air Lines, which refused to lend

Pan Am money to keep going, accepted

many of the Pan Am tickets. Delta said it

would take tickets on all routes it had in

common with Pan Am until Jan. 15.

Anyone Can Stretch Synthetic
Cheese Across a Room...

We serve and deliver Pizza, Salads, & Italian Entrees at sensible prices,

using only the BEST INGREDIENTS!

Santa Monica Westwood Endno
2222 Wilshire Blvd 1776 Westwood Blvd. 17644 Ventura Blvd.

(213) 829-7829 (213) 470-2499 C818) 986-0772

FuUBar
Happy Hour

Monday Nighl Football
'

(L SCOOTER
GREETINGS

PRICES
SO LOW!

UCLA Discounts on Accessories

Low Monthly Payments

1st Time Buyer Program

Trades Welcome

SALES•SERVICE :• PARTS^ACCESSORIES

1804 Lincoln Blvd* Santa Monica

Open 6 Days

Mon-Fri 9-7 Sat 9-5

(310) 450^4643
an

Seeoor ad ki the UCLA DIRECTORY
Checks V0<elcome

Summer of '92

A Summer to Remember
DESTINATION:

CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND
July 5 - August 8, 1992

Summer Session in Gimbridge, England is your ticket to the

social, academic and cultural experience of a lifetime.

Take in the history, culture and majesty of England, while

earning eight units of credit directly applicable to your UC degree.

Fascinating courses focusing on the diverse aspects of British art,

architecture, history and commerce will be taught at Pembroke

College, the third oldest of the Gimbridge colleges.

Mark your calendar and make the Summer of '92 a summer to

remember. To receive a brochure call the UQ Summer Session

office at (714) 856-5493 or write c/o P.O. Box 6050, Irvine, CA
92716-6050.

CONTACT LENSES

EYEGLASS PACKAGE
INCLUDES EVE EXAMINATION

EYEGLASS FRAME &

PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

irjClUDES EYE EXAM PAIR OF
DAIIY WEAR LENSES CAREKIT AND

I-OIIOW UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT
LENSES

•INCLUDES EXAM FITTING *

FOILOW UP ^ 3 MONTHS LENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
(IN MOST CASES)

EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION INSURANCE PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
an optometric center

DR. PATRICK DOYLE. O.D. Inc.

10930 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

208-1384

Longest-held American hostage is released
By Chris HedgM
The New York Times

DAMASCUS, Syria — Terry

A. Anderson, the last American

and longest-held hostage in Leba-

non, was set free on Wednesday
night by his kidnappers after

nearly seven years in captivity.

**rve thought about this moment
for a long time and now it's here,**

he told reporters at the Syrian

Foreign Ministry here. "Fm scared

to death. I don't know what to

say."

Anderson, who was chief

Middle East correspondent for The
Associated Press when he was
seized in Beirut on March 16,

1985, said he was in good health.

He smiled and laughed as he

recognized old friends in the press

corps assembled here for the

successive release of three Ameri-

can hostages in as many days.

When asked how he survived

the ordeal, Anderson, who is 44,

said he did it through persistence

and perhaps a little stubbornness.

"You just do what you have to

do," he said. "You wake up every

day, summon up the energy from

somewhere and you get through

the day, day after day after day."

Anderson's release followed

what has become a familiar pat-

tern. His kidnappers in Beirut

supplied him with new clothes and

drove him to a Syrian military

installation. From there, the Syr-

ians drove him to Damascus.

There were false reports earlier

in the day that he had been

released, when in fact, Anderson
was still a prisoner. He said wryly

that he was playing solitaire in his

cell when he heard the BBC report

that he was on his way to Damas-

cus.

Anderson was the ninth Western

hostage to be freed since August
His release came after months of

negotiations led by a special

United Nations envoy, Giandome-

nico Picco, who dealt with Ira-

nians, Israelis and the Lebanese

kidnappers.

Picco, who greeted Anderson

See HOSTAOE, page 18

Braces Give You Something To Smile About!

BACK TO SCHOOL SMILES
Now is the best urnc to start a program of

orthodontic treatment. A one-time back

to school sp>ecial would let you pay

a low monthly payment plan to

achieve the smile that you've

always dreamed of having.

• Upon Approved Credit

Dr. Nader Dayani
specializes in Orthodontics for Adults & Children

11645 Wilshire Bhrd., Suite 802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213) 826-7494

FITTING
CONTACT
LENSES IS NOT
CHILD'S PLAY
Wliy do some tli*>* (»uiUcrs ;u t

like it \s^

They sell coiitnct lenses ;is if r'hov

were «nn everyday commodity.

When lens sales depend upon
volume alone, how much rime

tan be devoted to the individual

patient.^ How much proper fit-

ting can there he?

You know. So Lh") we.

DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS

SPECIAL $175.00
- includes exam, lens, care kit & follow up care

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES $225.00

ALL STUDENT & EMPLOYEE VISION CARE PLANS ACCEPTED

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH, 0,D. ?-?5?iH
10955 Weyburn Ave. • Corner of Weyburn & Broxton • 208-4748

Grand Opening
Special

No minimum, no limit.
*8 1/2" X 1 1" single sided, 20# bond,

auto feed originals

DESIGN COPY PRINT

alphaoraphica'
Printihopt Of Th« Futuia

IN THE VILLAGE

Westuooo B.. J. ' To L C.L.A.

aipnagraphicB

: /a
Gavlev Ave.

N

10910 LIndbrook Drive

7:00 - Midnight l\^on. - Sat. • 8:00 - 8:00 Sun
310-208-COPY(2679)

SALE
UP TO 50% OFF

^1f^'

Discount Beauty Supply & Full Service Salon

<i>

•Redken • Aveda* Nexus

^ Sebastian • Paid Mitchell

• Sorbie

Name Brand Perfume

• Cosmetics

•Skin Care & Many More at Discount!

1 146 Westwood Blvd. 208-2589

)
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Alleged rape viGtim testifies at Smith trial

By David Margolicic

The New York Times

Choking back tears, the 30-

ycar-old Florida woman who has

accused William K. Smith of

raping her on the front lawn of the

Kennedy compound took the wit-

ness stand Wednesday and offered

her anguished recollections of that

night.

Referring to him first as "Mr.

Smith** and later simply as "that

man." she recalled how the defen-

dant changed from what she

described as a "gentle*' and "inter-

esting** man she had met at the

nightspot Au Bar a few hours

earlier into a kind of fiend who
knocked hea^ to the ground, forced

himself on her and flippantly told

her afterward that if she ever

accused him of rape, no one would

ever believe her.

During the rape, she said, and

moments later when the two

encountered each other in the

Kennedy home. "I thought he was

going to kill me.**

Late in the afternoon. Smith*

s

chief defense lawyer. Roy E. Black

of Miami, began his cross-exami-

nation of the woman and will

continue Thursday.

The woman remained com-

posed, even steely, through much

of her testimony. Only when she

began recounting how Smith

removed his clothes for a swim,

frightening her into running away,

did her voice begin to break. For

the rest of her direct examination

she wiped her eyes, sniffled and

paused repeatedly, looked down at

the floor and took frequent deep

breaths before moving on.

Smith ran after her. she said, and

tackled her. "He had mc on the

ground and I was trying to get out

from underneath of him, *cause he

was crushing me.** the woman
testified. "And he had my arm

pinned. And I was yelling 'No!*

and then *Stop!*

"And I tried to arch my back to

get him off me. and he slammed

me back on the ground, and I got

— and then he pushed my dress up

See TRIAL, page 17

Yearbook
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MID-YEAR DISCOUNTS

ON UCLA RECREATION CARDS
Get yours at 2131 John Wooden Center and

enjoy a Rec Class this Winter! Mail-in

enrollment accepted December 11-13 only

UCLA Cultural and Recreational Affairs

Thursday Dec. 12th

MISS CALIFORNIA BEACH
FINALS

Hosted by KROQ's Jed 77ie Fl8ti...6:00'10:00pm

•Live Band (to be announced)

•Jagermelster Girls - Free Prizes

•Free Prlzes*CD's*KROQ Beach Tovvels*

Tee Shlrts*Concert Tickets All Night LongI

Tickets now on sale - $20

FOR MORE INFO CALL (213)655-0123

TRIAL
From page 16

and he raped me.**

For the most part, the woman
looked directly at the prosecutor

questioning her. Assistant State

Attorney Moira K. Lasch. Occa-

sionally she looked at the jury.

Only once, when she began

describing how Smith began chas-

ing her on the lawn, did she look

directly at Smith, as if to fortify

herself for what she had to say.

Smith either watched her with-

out expression or, at some particu-

larly emotional moments in her

testimony, look notes. Two of his

aunts sitting behind him, Ethel

Kennedy and Eunice Kennedy
Shriver, looked down or nervously

fidgeted with their fingers

throughout much of the woman's
testimony.

The woman's testimony lasted

about two hours, interrupted by a

half-hour recess. Then Black,

seeking to undermine her credibil-

ity, asked her insistently about

inconsistencies in her account of

events that evening.

It Will Take You Out Of This World And Inside Your Mind.

The world's first all digital sound motion picture...

a A

«>nii9...miiini»i«imwi.c.*«^[iui..insijiii^^
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NOW PLAYING Sl'LClAL / DAY EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT
At L niC.ITAL SOUND PKESENTATK )N D D ;^?.^
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ACikOEMV MEMBERS AND M PS E : VOUR CARD WILL ADMIT VOU AND A GUEST TO ANY PERFORMANCE

A New MCAT Prep Program is returning to Los Angeles.

The company behind it is called Hypcrleaming, founded in

1988 by a group of Berkeley, MIT, and UCSD graduates

dedicated to accelerated sciences instruction. We started our

MCAT program at UCSD, then expanded to UC Irvine, and

now have openings for 160 students in Westwood this winter.

Our philosophy is based on releaming rather than reviewing,

and we have many student refereiKes with excellent scores to

attest to our success. When learning complex MCAT skills, it is

our position that you need extensive personal contact with

true experts, not a survey-level course! About our program:

• four daya a meek (Saturday through Tuesday), over twelve weeks.

• Over 1,400 pages offocused review materials and sample tests.

• Over 130 hours of in-<:lass problem solving and reviewl

• Truly excellent, full-time instructors, all with prestigious degrees

in their specialty.

• Never more than 28 students in any class. Total course fees: $645

We, (800^3-4973), Columbia (800-300-7737), the UCLA Dental

students (213 206-1718), and Kaplan (213 434-0811) all have prep

programs in the local area. Before you plunk down hundreds of

dollars for a course, call around and get the facts, but do it soon.

Classes start Jan. 4th and four of our six sessions are sold out.

Call lOam-midnite for info or a brochure.

She frequently replied that,

given the trauma she had suffered

that evening, she had trouble

remembering less important
details. 'The only thing I can

remember about that week," she

said, "is Mr. Smith raping me."

Black said sharply, **I know
you've been prepared to say that"

She replied, "Fvc not been

prepared to say anything."

There had bieen no announce-

ment or expectation that the

accuser would testify as early as

Wednesday, and her sudden
appearance surprised and electri-

fied the courtroom aifter a day of

torpid testimony in which prose-

cutors questioned two employees

of Au Bar.

The accuser wore a dark gray

suit, a single strand of pearls and a

gold pin on her left chest. She wore
her dark hair in bangs and
appeared stockier than in old

photographs of her that have been
printed in some newspapers.

She identified herself in a soft

voice, leading Lasch to request

that the microphone be turned up.

But the woman's voice gradually

strengthened as she got into her

account of the evening of March
29 and 30, when, wearing the new
Ann Taylor dress her mother had

just bought for her in Boca Raton,

she dined out with friends and then

accompanied them to Au Bar for a

nightcap.

There, she said, while looking

for the bathroom, she turned a

comer and "bumped into" Smith,

who she said was wearing khaki

pants and a blue shirt She said that

she was embarrassed by the acci-

dent and that while saying she was

sorry they struck up a conversation

and introduced themselves.

The Holidays Are
Drawing Near.

Think Fast. Think Sweet.

Holiday Gifts and Candies Available *

f
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The Mechanical, Aerospace and Nuclear Engineering Department

announces the offering ofa

PHYSICAL SCIENCE GE COURSE
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Monday and Wednesday, 1:00 - 2:50 p.m.

5264 Boelter Hall

Professor William E. Kastenberg

A basic introduction to the nature of the toxic waste problem in the United

States. The source of toxic wastes and their effects on public health and the

environment will be discussed, along with the public policy issues. The

technology of toxic waste control will be emphasized.

No Prerequisites Required - None!

Approved by the L&S Executive Committee

For further information, call the GE Office at 206-1225
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Take a Machome
for the holidays!

Right now is the time to buy an Apple Macintosh

computer. You can still take advantage ofour low Fall

prices— even lower than our everyday educational

prices that are so low theyre restriaed to UCLA

students, faculty and staff.

You can take a Mac home for the holidays fo( as litde

as $40.00 a month— and easy financing is available

through the new Apple Computer Loan program.

For the holidays, for the new year, and for every year
*

— a Mac is a powerful academic tool that s easy to

learn and easy to use.

It s die perfect study aid, so make this New Year

your best year ever at UCLA— take a Mac home for

the holidays.

Take a Mac Classic home for as little as $40 a month*!

Rate based on ASUC:Ij\ cash price of $999.00 financed by Apple Credit Card.

Restrictions: Available to full-tinc»e Students, Faculty, Staff and Departments only. Purchase

must be forthe personal, academic, educationalor research useof the eligible person. Students

must show a current Registration Card and Photo ID; Faculty and Staff must show a payroll

number and Photo ID. No more than one system unit may be purchased every other year, limit

two for students. Other restrictions may apply. PAYMENT: ASUCLA cash price requires

payment by currency, cashier's check, University Credit Union Withdrawal Check, Apple

Computer Loan check or personal check (up to $300) made out to ASUCLA. Money Orders are

NOT accepted Prices are subject to change without notice. All sales are final.

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Cimpirtw ttem/ »-Uwl Axkmmtm Uii«i/ 825'MS2/ li-TIi 7:46-7:30; F 7:4»^«: Sat IIMI; Swi 12-!^

Blowin' In the wind

Paul Haney plays the saxophone outside Bruin Walk on

Monday night. He's been playing for 27 years.

HOSTAGE
From page 15

along with the U.S. ambassador to

Damascus (Christopher Ross) and

Syrian officials at the Foreign

Ministry, lauded the release, but

said that much **remains to be

done."

There are still two Germans

assumed to be in captivity in

Lebanon and the United Nations

envoy said he would continue to

work for their release. He is going

to Bonn to discuss the situation

amid reports that a deal has been

struck for the freeing of all

Western captives. Anderson said

he had no news from his captors

alxxit them.

Ross, like others on Wednesday,

said Anderson *s release did not

**signal an end of this human
tragedy."

He called for the freeing of all

those who **remain in detention

outside the legal process and at the

same time a full accounting of

those who have died in captivity

and the prompt return of their

remains to their families.**

The Israelis hold about 275

Lebanese prisoners and are seek-

ing information on missing ser-

vicemen in exchange for their

release.

Anderson did not provide many
details about his lengthy ordeal. He
teased reporters, noting that he had

frequently been called a former

Marine captdin, when, in fact, he

was a staff sergeant

He was met in Damascus on

Wednesday by his fiancee, Made-

leine Bassil, whom he was plan-

ning to marry when he was

kidnapped, and his 6-year-old

daughter, Sulome, whom? he has

never seen.

*T have a date with a couple of

beautiful ladies and Fm already

late,** he said.

His final hours in captivity were

difficult, Anderson said, noting,

*These last 24 hours were longer

than the whole six and a half

years.**

On Tuesday, in preparation for

his release, the kidnappers brought

new clothes and new shoes to his

cell, Anderson said, the first he has

had in more than six years. He
remarked that the shoes were

pinching his feet

*They told me I would be going

home today,** he said.

Anderson said that he had been

asked to videotape a statement

prepared by the abductors to

explain their reasons for taking

such action. But he preceded their

nHnarks with a note that he was
reading 'their statement, not

mine.**

While his release was being

delayed earlier in the day, Ander-

son spent the time pacing his small

room, which at one point he called

"a cdl.**

*T spent the afternoon playing

solitaire by candlelight and listen-

ing to the BBC report on my
progress toward Damascus,** he

said with a grin. *Tt was kind of fun

in a weird kind of way. like

listening to your own obituary.**

When asked how he felt about

being the longest-held hostage, he

said it was **an honor I would
gladly have given up a long time

ago.**

Anderson was the best-known

of the captives, perhaps because

his sister, Peggy Say, became a

spokeswoman for him. She lob-

bied hard to keep her brother's

plight and that of other Westerners

held in Lebanon center stage in the

world's attention.

Anderson thanked his family—
and especially his "incredible

sister"— who is waiting for him in

Wiesbaden, Germany, where he is

to undergo medical tests and a

debriefing by State Department

officials.

"What kept me going?** he

thought aloud in response to

reporters* questions. "My com-
panions (I was lucky to have

people with me most of the time),

my faith, stubbornness. You do
what you have to. You wake up
every day. summon up the energy

from somewhere. You think you

haven*t got it and you get through

the day and you do it. Day after day

after day.**

In addition to listening to BBC
radio and playing solitaire, Ander-

son spent some of his time pacing

his small area and exercising with

two plastic water bottles he used as

dumbbells. He was an avid

weighUifter before his capture.

He said that the messages from

his family, broadcast over the BBC
or local television stations or

printed in local newspai)ers, were
•*vcry, very important.**

When he was seized in 1985,

Anderson was pulled from his car

by the kidnappers as he returned

fiom a tennis game.

Yale faces hard thnes
as budget deficit rises

By Anthony DePalma
The New York Times

A few days after classes started

last Sq)tember, hundreds of Yale

University students held a rally at

Beinecke Plaza and ceremonially

ate cake in mocking protest of a

money-saving decision to end

fieshman dinner in the Commons
dining hall, a move they said

would cheapen the quality of life at

Yale.

Today, such concerns pale in

light of much deeper reductions

under review at Yale. The univer-

sity is running an $8.8 million

deficit, its first deficit in 11 years,

and financial projections for the

coming decade are so bleak that

Yale plans to reduce the scope of

its scholarly endeavors by paring,

and possibly eliminating, several

academic departments, including

linguistics, sociology and engi-

neering. The specific cuts, under

study for months, are expected to

be made public in the next few
weeks.

Adding to the campus tension

are rancorous labor negotiations

with non-teaching staff and a move
by graduate students to form their

own union. All in all. faculty

members and students say they are

apprehensive about the universi-

ty*s ability to support the standards

of excellence it has worked almost

300 years to attain.

*The greatness of this university

is at risk in the decisions we are

now making.** said Michael Hol-

quist, a professor of comparative

literature.

Yale*s anxiety reflects the

uneasiness on most college and

university campuses, where
changing finances are challenging

standards of excellence. In

essence, most colleges and univer-

sities (even the big. powerful and

well-endowed ones like Yale) are

being forced by budget problems

to concede that they can no longer

be all things to all people, their

unsfKDken goal for decades.

Last month, a group of 26

professors at Columbia Uiuversity

protested further budget cuts in the

arts and sciences by threatening to

resign their positions as depart-

ment chairmen. Washington Uni-

versity in Sl Louis has eliminated

its sociology department and its

dental school. Stanford University

in Palo Alto, Howard University in

Washington, D.C. and Tulane

University in New Orleans are

among the private institutions

undergoing the equivalent of an

intellectual CAT scan to assess

their academic health. Big, publ-

icly supported universities like the

University of California at Berke-

ley and the University of Oregon

have also t)egun self-examina-

tions.

On one side, the squeeze comes

from reduced income from endow-

ment investments and cutbacks in

federal spending for research

contracts. On the other side,

pi"oblems arise from increased

costs for maintenance of buildings,

medical benefits for employees

and financial aid for students.

Kyu BI-. Rhce, president of tiie

Yale College Council, the under-

graduate student government, is

angry l)ecause students have been

left off the restructuring commit-

tee and effectively closed out of

that important process. Faculty,

too, have been suspicious. Many
point out that the committee

contains no representatives from

the departments of sociology,

linguistics or engineering.

"We're apprehensive,** said

Laurence Horn, chairman of the

linguistics department. "We're not

entirely certain that the decisions

are being made with the full

knowledge of what these programs

contribute to the university.**

Some members of the faculty

are uneasy with the administra-

tion*s message that Yale can no

longer afford to be all things to all

people and must become smaller.

"Simply being smaller,*' said

Gaddis Smith, a professor of

history and director of the Center

for International and Area Studies,

"in itself is not exactly a vision of

greamess.*'

One member of the restructur-

ing committee. Donald M. Engel-

man, said that all those concerned

were being careful to remain

objective.

"It*s a very tough business."

said Engelman. chairman of the

molecular biophysics and bioche-

mistry department who will be

filling in as dean of Yale College

next year. He said the committee

was considering several options,

including eliminating departments

when current faculty members
leave or retire, which would avoid

the need for layoffs, or merging

two departments for greater effi-

ciency. *The hope is that we will

end up being not less excellent but

less ambitious in scope,** he said.

Yale*s turmoil is further compli-

cated by the expiration, on Jan. 17,

of its contract with more than

3,500 clerical and technical

employees and by attempts by

graduate students to form their

own union. To make their point,

graduate students planned a protest

for Wednesday in which about

1,000 of the 2,000 graduate stti-

dents will refuse to teach their

classes.

The rumors and the angry

confrontations have made Yale a

turbulent place this year. But there

is a growing sense that this is an

important moment in Yale*s his-

tory and that the intensive self-

examination will lead to a univer-

sity that will be either strongs or

weaker, but certainly different.

Perhaps no one is more aware of

diis than Schmidt, whose reputa-

tion as president may bG deter-

mined by the outcome. He has

considered the possibility that, if

his calculations are wrong, and his

decisions are not the right ones, he

could be kiK)wn as the president

who loosened Yale*s grip on

excellence.

"rd much rather take tiiat risk,**

he said, "than instead to preside

over a kind of slow deterioration of

the excellence of this place.**

Tuition — averaging around

$20,000 at many elite universities

— has hit a psychological ceiling

t)eyond which it can be raised only

t>y small increments (which are not

enough to cover rising costs).

There is no need to start passing

the cup for Yale just yet WiUi its

$2.6 billion endowment, its rich

alunmi — like the Bass family of

Fort Worth, who in the last year

have donated $80 million — and

its elevated standing in American

higher education, Yale is in a

strong position to weather the

coming decade.

In some ways, though, Yale is in

a more difficult position than other

major universities and under more

pressure to reconcile its spending.

Yale*s singular problem is its

urgent need to rebuild and repair

buildings that until recentiy had

been ignored.

Yale has 197 buildings spread

over New Haven. Many are old,

some of their roofs leak and most

The Long Goodbye
7:30 p.m., Melnitz Theater •Students

$3, Gen. $5

206-FILM

Stars Elliot Gould with guest ap-

pearances by David Carradine and

Arnold Schwarzenegger. Gould

assists a friend accused of murder-

ing his wife.

Sneak Pr*vi<nvl

High Heels

7:30 p.m., Melnitz Theater -passes

required from CTO 825-2345

Time to Die

In This Town There are No
Thieves
7:30p.m., Melnitz Theater«Students

$3, Gen. $5* 206-FILM

Time to Die is a Latin-American "West-

ern." The film touches on issues of guilt,

loneliness, and revenge.

The Chieftains (Irish music)

8 p.m., Royce Hall -Students $9,

Gen. $23, 18. 12.

(see picture below)

r«i4/l4 t/uJ^,

ff^
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Erendira

Mary, My Dearest

7:30 p.m., Melnitz Theater'Students

$3, Gen. $5» 206-FILM

Mary. My Dearest is an unfortunate

tale of an ill-fated romance between

an ex-cat burglar and a magician.

Opening!

Romare Bearden: A
Restrospective

9 - 5 p.m. Wight Art Gallery -Free*

825-9345

Bearden's works are visual

affirmations of African-American life

and culture In the United States.

Young Musicians Founda-

tion

Daniel Hege, Conductor

Tamaki Kawakubo, violin

4:00 p.m., Royce Hall 'Free*

YMF presents the 37th season of

the YMF Debut Orchestra

Winter Solstice

Barbara Higbie, Piano

Philip Aaberg, Piano

"Nightnoise" w/Mlchael O'Domh-

naill, Triona Ni Domhnaill. Brian

Dunning, and Billy Oskay

8 p.m., Royce Hall 'Students $9,

Gen. $22, 18, 15« 825-9261

American Youth Symphony
Great Fourth Symphony
Norman Kreiger, Piano

8 p.m., Royce Hall -Free*

This popular orchestra celebrates

its 27th season!

See YAUEy page 20

"What's Art this Week" featured every Thursday. Is compiled by the UCLA Student Comrr^ittee for the Arts as part of the Arts and

Entertainment section of the Daily Bruin.
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the rest...
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Regular or Light

12-PACKS

$4.79
Pius CRV and tax

COLD & FAST.
Stock-up for the Holidays on the great Keystone taste

at the season's best price. While supply lasts!

Village
/^xpressmart

AM<a)rs Ooen at fw comer of Gayley A Le Conto

FOODSTORE
10974 Le Conte Ave at Gayley • (213) 209-9111

Open 24 hours • 7 days a week • CONVENIENT FREE PARKING

Let SuperShuttle give you

mi^.
a Holiday break!

Convenient... Economical...
transportation to and from

ail Souttiern California airports

$1 OFF
Fares $10.00-$19.99

$2 OFF
Fares $20 00-$28.99

$3 OFF
Fares $29.00 or higher

Just present this ad
to the SuperShuttle
driverand SAVE on
UCLA's low fares.
Limit one discount ad per person. This discount

can not be combined with any other discount or

offer Offer expires 6/1/92.

UCLA Express

For Reservations Call

(310)338-1111

SupcrShu^t:ii

Sup
mAirport Ground Transportation System
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Texasjudge to rule

on collie prejudice
By William Cells III

The New York Times

In a case similar to those
brought by black groups in Missis-

sippi and Tennessee, a Texas judge
is expected to rule this month on
whether the state's public univer-

sity system discriminates against

Hispanic students.

The Texas lawsuit, filed in 1987
by the Mexican-American Legal
Defense and Education Fund,
charges that state officials, through
uneven state appropriations to

universities, deprived the public

universities near the Mexican
border (where the student popula-
tion is largely Hispanic) of a fair

share of state resources.

Of the nearly 600 doctoral

programs offered in state universi-

ties, only three are found in the six

institutions of higher education in

south Texas, the Hispanic group
said.

They are the University of
Texas at El Paso, the Univ^sity of
Texas at San Antonio, the Univer-
sity of Texas-Pan American in

Edinburg, Laredo State Universi-

ty. Corpus Christi State University

and Texas A&I University.

In mid-November a jury found
that the state had, in fact, created

an unequal system of higher
education. But the jury rejected the

Hispanic group's claims that Gov.
Ann W. Richards and the Texas
Higher Education Coordinating

Board, which ovCTsees the state's

public colleges and universities,

had discriminated against the

institutions.

"Attorneys for both sides said

they came out victorious, and their

attitude is that the judge will do
what is right," said Don Brown,
deputy commissioner of the board.

Under Texas law. State Judge

Benjamin Euresti in Brownsville
(where the trial was held) can
uphold the jury's findings and base
a decision on recommendations
now beii)g written by lawyers for

the Hispanic group and the state, or
he can order a solution indepen-
dent of the jury's findings.

Tennessee officials were sued in

1968 over maintaining a dual

system for white and black stu-

dents. After years of litigation the

state lost the lawsuit; in 1984 a
settlement forced Tennessee to

integrate its campuses.

State officials were also forced

to spend more than $ 100 million to

improve the campuses and the

academic programs at the histori-

cally black state colleges.

In Mississippi, state officials

and the National Association for

the Advancement of Colored Peo-
ple have dueled in court over
charges of separate and unequal
colleges since 1975, when a
lawsuit challenged the state's

distribution of money for higher

education.

The U.S. Supreme Court is

expected to reach a decision in the
case next year.

In Texas, both the Mexican-
American Legal Defense and
Education Fund and the state

believe it will take years to rcsolv«=
the case because of expected
appeals by both sides. But Texas
officials say they are confident that
any remedy Euresti orders will

take into account the state's efforts

to improve the quality of higher
education in south Texas.

State officials said they will

argue against an expensive court-

imposed remedy, citing efforts

made since the 1987 lawsuit was
filed to improve academic oppor-
tunities offered by instimtions in

south Texas.

YALE
From page 19

are energy-inefficient Over the

years, university officials tended
to keep an ivory-tower view of
expenditures. They put money into

academic programs and generally

left mundane matters like gutters,

roofs and windows for another
day.

Under A. Bartlett Giamatti, who
served as president of Yale from
1978-1986. the university began
making some repairs. But now, the

university plans to spend $ 1 billion

over the next 10 years to renovate
its physical self, allocating an
increasing portion of its nearly
$800 million annual budget to

building repairs.

Student and faculty critics do
not dispute the need for such work,
but say the administration may
have overstated the case. At a
series ofcrowded faculty meetings
this semester, jjrofessors argued
that Yale is swerving too far

toward repairing its offices and
classrooms at the expense of
academic pursuits.

**The decision to engage in a
major program of deferred mainte-
nance and new capital investments
in structures is something that can
be questioned," said Willem H.
Buiter, professor of international

economics. "We are substituting,

as people put it, bricks for bodies,

but I don't think the greatness of
the university is measured by the

quality of the bricks in its build-

ings."

But administrators, led by Ben-
no C. Schmidt Jr., the 49-year-old
president of Yale, insist thai

history will judge them harshly if

they put off the needed repairs any
longer.

Schmidt, who as long as two
years ago was speaking about
falling masonry and leaky pipes, is

intent on adopting what he calls "a
disciplined vision of excellence."

The cuts made so far Qikt the

Commons dining schedule and the

elimination of the varsity wrestling

and water polo teams) may affect

the quality of und^graduate life in

New Haven, but few critics argue
that they cut into Yale's academic
standing.

But there has also been a five to

15 percent across-the-board
reduction that has forced libraries

to close earlier and some class
sizes to grow. In the English
department, for instance, the aver-
age size of discussion sections has
grown to 25, opposed to 20 in

previous years.

And, most critically, a commit-
tee of faculty and administrators

has been working since last Febru-
ary on a complete self-examina-

tion of Yale, trying to lay out in

detail the university's strengths

and weaknesses, identifying its

essential parts and targeting those
that are expendable.

When the committee releases its

report sometime in the next few
weeks, it is expected to recom-
mend the reduction and possibly
the elimination of entire depart-

ments. Sociology, linguistics and
engineering are rumored to be on a
hit list. Other departments will also
be asked not to fill faculty open-
ings (or to shrink).

Veterans return, find

a changed Honolulu
By Robert Relnhoki
The New York Times.

HONOLULU — They arc
coming back to remember Pearl

Harbor again.

Half a century after the surprise

Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor,
which drew the United States into

World War n, the old soldiers and
sailors who survived that day of
infiuny are returning to ponder its

meaning, honor the dead and
socialize with old buddies.

The survivors are mostly gray
and wrinkled now; many walk
with canes or listen with hearing
aides. And they are finding a
Honolulu that has also changed
vastly since the war ended with
Japan's defeat in 1945.

Fifty years after they attacked

the American forces in Hawaii, the

Japanese now own 61 percent of
the hotel rooms in Honolulu and
Japanese tourists are a mainstay of
the Hawaiian economy.

CA, Murray was a 21 -year-old

coiporal in the Marines that fateful

Sunday. He recalled the Japanese
planes fiying so low over the naval

base that "I could see the bastards

smiling." On Wednesday he stood

on the second floor of the Shera-

ton-Waikiki Hotel, owned by a

50 YEARS

Japanese company, and watched
Japanese tourists walk by.

"I'm sorry I didn't take Japanese
in school," he said sarcastically,

referring to aU the signs in Japan-
ese around him. *T don't have any
animosities, but it rubs me the
wrong way."

The hotels and streets of Wai-
kiki have never seemed odder.

Crowds of old veterans wearing
peak caps can be seen among the

swarms of Japanese tourists, many
of them young honeymooners.
They walk past each other as if the

other is invisible.

Officials of the Pearl Harbor
Survivors Association said they
expected about 2,400 survivors,

plus their families and guests, for

the anniversary events. They
include a parade down Kalakaua
Avenue, dinners, dances and a
luau. The event will culminate
with a Saturday morning cere-

mony to be attended by President

Bush at the memorial of the sunken
battleship Arizona, where 1.117
sailors and Marines died on Dec. 7.

1941.

Honolulu has feared the
anniversary would drive away
free-spending Japanese tourists

and bring grief to Japanese Ameri-
cans. But so far none of that has
happened.

ti
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Gilliam, a resident of the Los
Angeles-area city of Glendale and
president of the San Fernando
Valley chapter of the Pearl Harbor
Survivors Association.

Gilliam's mixed feelings of
forgiveness, frustration and fear

over the vast amount of Japanese
investment in America are typical

of the complex emotions sur-

rounding the anniversary of what
Presklent Franklin D. Roosevelt
called "a day that will live in

infamy."

Fifty years after Peart Harbor,
the United States and J^)an have
forged an economic and cultural

partnership that tightly binds the

two nations.

But the alliance is fraught with
tension that has typified the rela-

tionship between the two countries

for a century.

This year's commemoration of
America's worst military defeat

—

18 warships sunk or damaged and
2,433 killed — comes at a time
when the United States and Japan
are embroiled in an increasingly

fractious trade war.

Rising from the ashes of defeat

in 1945. Japan has staged an
astonishing comeback.

Today, it is the world's top

banker, its No. 1 automaker, owner
of Hollywood studios and billions

of dollars in U.S. real estate,

including much of downtown Los
Angeles.

Although Japan is now Ameri-
ca's chief military ally and trade

partner, the enormous trade defi-

cits the United States has run up
with the Japanese since 1965 have
led to repeated charges that

Japan's success is result of under-
handed tactics and protectionist

policies.

Fueling American frustration is

Japan's unwillingness to come to

terms with its role in the war— a

point of increasing irritation

thanks to the enormous attention

being focused on the Pearl Harbor
anniversary.

In the American view, Japan
brought the war— and the atomic
bombs dropped on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki — on itself.

In Japanese schools, the causes
of the war are left undefined, and
America's claims to moral super-

iority negated by its use of the

atomic bomb.
U.S.-Japanese relations— what

diplomat and author George F.

Kennan called "the long and
unhappy story" — began nearly

100 years before Pearl Harbor in

1853. when Commodore Matthew
Perry opened Japan to the west at

gunpoint

*To look at 50 years of history is

not enough," said Roger Daniels of
the University of Cincinnati,

author and editor of scores of
books on Japan, the United States

and the Japanese-American com-
munity.

"Historically, it has been a very

troubled relationship, a very com-
plicated relationship. I think you
have to go back to Perry or the

Meiji (government) in the 1870s to

understand Japan and its relation-

ship with the rest of the world."
Daniels said.

Since Perry's gunboat diploma-

cy ended Japan's self-imposed

isolation on western terms, the

Japanese have had to struggle for

international recognition— first as
a sovereign nation, then for great
power status, Daniels said.

Prior to WorW War H. Ameri-
can attitudes toward Japan were
heavily influenced by California's

long campaign to bar further

Japanese immigration — an effort

which succeeded in 1924, despite

protests from Japan.

In addition to serving as a
constant irritant to Japan, the racist

campaign— eventually supported
by most mainstream politicians in

the state— helped set the stage for

the internment of Japanese-Ameri-
cans after Pearl Harbor.

"Events never have a single

cause, but that (campaign) really

shaped the majority of the popula-
tion's point of view," said UCLA
sociology Professor Harry Kitano.

"All you need is a tragedy Uke
Pearl Harbor for something drastic

to happen."

See SO YEARS, page 22

Lotsa Pasta
40 Different Sauces,
Come Vegetarians,
CjOnte AU! by ?. Fey and D. Gcrber

Los Angeles is undoubtedly one
of the world's best cities when it comes to

vegetarian restaurants. But where do you go if

you're a vegetarian and you want to dine out
with friends who don't want "health food?"

We've found a perfect answer in Bistro of Sanu
Monica, located on Sanu Monica Boulevard
between Cloverfield and 23rd.

Bistro of Sanu Monica offers a number of
delightful vegeurian choices for us, and has
consistently brought raves from everyone we've
Uken there - whether their tastes were
sophisticated or simple.

The resuurant's nicely varied menu includes
both lulian food and American specialties.

There are 15 styles of pasU (including two
whole wheat varieties), with a selection of 40
different sauces. 25 of these sauces are

vegeurian, and for the stria vegan, 13 of these
sauces have no dairy.

It's worth noting that Bistro of Sanu
Monica uses no salt, preservatives, or sugar
whatsoever - but you'll never miss them.
The food is always delightful, surting with a
beautiful, fresh salad bar - cotnplete with
fresh fruit, three vegeurian soups, and
several very tasty salad dressings made fresh

daily.

Our non-vegeurian friends have given
high praise to all of the various dislies

they've sampled, from meats to fish. They've
also enjoyed the ample wine list as well as
the sinful dessert tray. Without reception,
everyone we've Uken there including out-of-

town guests has expressed a desire to go
back.

Maitre d'/Owner Michael Rogers has
created an atmosphere that's always warm,
relaxed, and comforuble. Add to this prices

that are quite reasonable, and it's easy to see
why Bistro of Sanu Monica has become one
of our very favorite resUurants.

Biatra ofSanta Monica, Oassic Northern
Italian Cuisine, 2301 Santa Monica Blvd., Santa
Monica. Lunch 11 a.m.-3p.m. Mon.-Fri., Dinner
5p.m.-lOp.m. Tues.-Sun. Valet Parking, all major
credU cards, (213)453-5442. (paid advertisement)
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The best way

to wrap up the term

Available for immediate pick-up

from the ASUCLA Computer Store .

Model 30 286 (U42)

2 MB memory 80286 (lOMHz)
processocOne 3.5-tnch diskette drive

(1.44MB) 45 MB fixed disk drive

VGA 12' Color display (8513) (.28

mm dot pitch) IBM Mouse IBM
DOS 5.0 MKIZFflcF/X FormuU
Editor Microsoft Windows 3.0

Microsoft Word forWndows 1.1

Grammatik hDC Mkroapps
Asymetrix Toolbox 1.5 (runtime) 1

Microsoft Windows Entertainment

Pak

IBM

REDUCED TO

$1,399

BM Model 55 SX (U41)

4 MB memory 80386 SX ( 16MHz)
processor One 3.5-inch diskette drhre

(1.44 MB) 40 MB fixed disk drive

VGA 12- Cok>r dUplay (8513) (.28

mm dot pitch) IBM Mouse Micro
Channel Architecture IBM DOS 5.0
METZFUeF/X Formula Editor

Midoaoft Windows 3.0 Microsoft
Word for Windows 1.1 Grammatik
hDC Microapps Asymetrix ToolBook
1.5 (runtime) 1 Microsoft \^^ndows
Entertainment Pak

IBJ>i w§*ti»\ rffari^..
$1,999

BM MODEL 55 SX (W81)

4 MB memory 80386 SX ( 16 MHz)
processor One 3.5-inch diskette

drive (1.44 MB) 80 MB fixed disk

drive VGA 14- Color display (8515)
(.28 mm dot pitch) IBM Mouse
Micro Channel Architecture IBM
DOS 5.0 Microsoft Multimedia
Extension Microsoft Excel 3.0

METZ File F/X Formula Editor

Microsoft Windows 3.0 Microsoft

Word for Windows 1.1 Grammatik
hDC Microapps Asymetrix Toolbox
1.5 (runtime) 1 Microsoft Windows
Entertainment Pak^

$2,599
IBM

ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
Computar Slors/ • Ltvai Acktrman/ 82S 6952/ M Th 7 45-7:30: F 7 45 6. Sal 10 5 Sun 12-5

J®

•Th.so^
'?««J^ *!^;?2P^" ^"0^ «lucat.on mst.tutions. their students, faculty and staff, as well as to nonprofit K 12 inst.tutKxis the. faculty and staffThese IBM Selected Academe Solutions ere mmt»k^ thrtxigh partcipalwig campus outlets. IBM Authorized PC Dealers certified to r^naZ SrtecLSAr!^^

Solutions orlBM 1 8002^725mc^^
charges^ Orders are subtect to avartability. Prices are subiect to change BM may withdraw the offer at any nms without notcT*W72Loan to^3S^u^.

.

tXKrowSlJOO- $8,000 ^The Bonus Pack expires December 31, 1991 'Merosoft Worrflor Windows and MK:rosX«e<^^
'^ilSl^tr' "?;l!:r^!r?

^^' '• """""^ " •ntemationai Business Machines Corporation All other brand andp^uSn^ST^^S^^^^nf
or trademarks of their respective owners. ©1991I8M Corp
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Over the years, the Japanese—
and Japanese Americans — have
lived in America's popular imagi-

nation as a series of crude and
sometimes contradictory ste-

reotypes.

"Either we're less than human
or superhuman,** Kitano said. "In

the long run, that's very destruc-

tive. Hopefully some day we can
reach the point where we are just

human."

Conflict between Japan and the

United States began as soon as

Perry's warships steamed unin-

vited into Tokyo Bay on July 8,

1853 and threatened to open fire if

a meeting with top government
officials was not arranged.

After Perry forced the Japanese

to sign treaty of Kanagawa the

following year, European powers
followed suit, imposing treaties

that stripped Japan of its right to

impose tariffs and any legal jur-

isdiction over foreign residents.

Fourteen years later, when the

Tokugawa Shogunate was over-

thrown and the Imperial family

restored lo power, the Japanese

government began an intensive

study of western technology and

political systems to determine the

sources of their strength.

"Japan is a unique case," said

Daniels. "It was a Third World
country which remade itself by the

will of its rulers."

The United States and othCT

western powers viewed the Japan-

ese as clever but second-rate

imitators until 1905, when Japan

defeated Russia and altered the

balance of power in Asia. Sudden-
ly, Japan was seen as a threat.

In America, growing Japanese

power spawned books with
Japan-bashing titles like "The
Menace of Japan" (1917) and
"Japan: Her Vast Undertakings

and World Expansion" (1921) —
not much different from recent

books like "Japan's New Imper-

ialism" and "The Coming War
With Japan."

Having just ended a successful

50-year campaign to bar fuither

Chinese immigration, California

— home to more than two-thirds of

all Japanese immigrants— started

a national campaign against the

Japanese.

Originally headed by organized

labor, the popular anti-Japanese

campaign was embraced by promi-
nent legislators of both parties.

including U.S. Sen. James D.

Within four months, 1 10,000 Japanese Americans

throughout the West Coast— their loyalty

questioned because of their race— were rounded
up and placed in 10 internment camps. Most were

American citizens.

Phelan, a Etemocrat whose 1920
re-election slogan was "Keep
California White."

Newspaper czars Randolph
Hearst, Charles McClatchy and

other publishers also jumped on
the bandwagon. In February 1905,

the San Francisco Chronicle's

front page warned: "THE YEL-
LOW PERIL — HOW JAPAN-
ESE CROWD OUT THE WHTTE
RACE."

While pressing for congression-

al action, the California exclu-

sionists passed state laws that

prohibited Japanese immigrants

from owning property or forming

corporations and organized boy-

cotts of Japanese-owned busines-

ses.

No distinction was made
between first-generation immi-
grants called issei, and second-

generation American citizens

called nisei. "The native Japanese

are as undesirable as the
imported," Phelan insisted.

In Japan, the exclusion cam-
paign provoked angry reaction.

State legislation introduced in

1913 to bar land ownership by
Japanese immigrants led to anti-

American rallies in Tokyo and
calls for war by Japanese extre-

mists.

"Japan really didn't give a damn
about the peasants who emigrated
over here, but it was convinced that

allowing its emigrants to be mis-
treated as the Chinese had been
was antithetical to its ambitions for

great power status," Daniels said.

After the exclusionists
triumphed with the passage of the

Immigration Act of 1924, the

anti-Japanese movement became
dormant, although discrimination

against Japanese Americans con-
tinued unabated until the attack on
Pearl Harbor.

STEVE MARTIN DIANE KEATON MARTIN SHORT

Love is wonderful.

Until it happens to your only daughter.

Within four months, 110,000

Japanese Americans throughout

the West Coast — their loyalty

questioned because of their race

—

were rounded up and placed in 10
internment camps. Most were
American citizens.

Although quick to say that

blatant discrimination is a thing of

the past, Japanese Americans say

they still are caught in the middle

of America's uneasy relationship

with Japan.

**One of the troubling things

about the situation today is after all

this time, Americans still fail to

understand the difference between
Japanese Americans and the

Japanese themselves," said news-
paper columnist and author Bill

Hosokawa, who was interned

during the war.

"Every time Pearl Harbor (Day)
comes around, people look at us as

if we are the ones who dropped the

bombs on Pearl Harbor. It's a scary

time," said Akemi Kikumura,
curator of the Japanese American
National Museum in Los Angeles.

The fate of the Southeast Japan-

ese Community Center in Norwalk
last month— attacked by vandals

who scrawled "go home" on the

walls — has increased fears about

the potential repercussions of this

year's anniversary.

"I'm getting calls from Japanese

Americans who are anxious about

Dec. 7, asking for us to do
something," said Ron Wakabay-
ashi, a member of the Los Angeles
Human Relations Commission.

FREE SCREEIIRG
Brought to you courtesy of

Lis Claiborne
/COSMETICS

INtun

A»»>

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11

8:00 PM
ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM

sponsored by

UCLA CAMPUS EVENTS

University of California, Los Angeles

Passes are available at the Central Ticket Office beginning

December 6 with valid UCLA I.D. and registration card.
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The successfdl fight for repara-

tions for Japanese Americans
interned during the war gave
national publicity to an episode
that had been slighted for decades,

even among the Japanese-Ameri-
can community.

*1 grew up without a clue about
that,** Wakabayashi said. **I knew
my parents went to camp, but I

thought it was summer camp.**

But the history of the anti-

Japanese movement in the decades
before Pearl Harbor remains
largely unrecognized.

"A lot of Califomians, and even
Japanese Americans, don't know
this.** said Kikumura. "I have been
leaching at different universities,

and many of my students are

shocked when I tell them about

these things.**

The first exhibit at the new
Japanese American National
Museum, scheduled to open next
spring, focuses on the period
between 1885 and 1924, when the

first Japanese immigrants came to

Hawaii and the West Coast.

*The purpose is not to make
people feel guilty, or say. *Look at

what they did to us* — it is rather

that we faced these things, and we
were able to survive and turn

negatives into positives,** Kikumu-
ra said.

Such an examination of govern-
ment policy would be hard to find

in Japan, where even the word
"imprudent** has been deemed too
strong by the Ministry of Educa-
tion to describe Japan's role in

World War II.

Japanese textbooks call inva-

sions "advances,** play down war-
time atrocities like the occupation
of Nanking or the Bataan Death
March and maintain that the jury is

still out on the causes of the war.

"It will take decades or even
centuries before the correct judg-
ment is delivered on who is

responsible for the war,** former
deputy chief cabinet secretary

Nobuo Ishihara said earlier this

year.

As a result, post-war genera-

tions in Japan know little about the

war. In a 1989 survey by a
Japanese newspaper that asked
what Pearl Harbor was, the most
frequent response was a place to

honeymoon or play golf.
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PATIENTS
From page 1

Students, Korenman said.

The method is more convenient
than pairing up the students with
actual patients, he explained He
added that 100 medical students
running loose in the hospital —
diagnosing patients— would be a
headache.

The program allows for more
control since, in reality, patients

often neither offer feedback nor
have accurate knowledge of their

symptoms.

In this controled environment,
students engage in 20- to 30-

minute interactions with the acting

patients, after which students have
the chance to ask questions and
receive input on their performance
as doctors.

"It was as if you were checking
real patients,** said Jerry Lipshutz,

a third-year medical student.

*Then you could ask them ques-
tions like *Did I treat you huma-
nistically?***

The encounters with the patients

who were actors is helpful, agreed
Michael Archiveck, a third-year

medical student "I thought it was
good. You got feedback,** he said.

Standardized patients agreed
that the program is beneficial.

"We*rc effective,** said Orion
Walker, a standardized patient and
UCLA freshman. "We find we
have done a lot of good.**

_ .Since the actors are instrumental

in educating medical students, they

must follow certain guidelines, he
said.

Consistency is the key for

student responses because patients

are often interviewed by several

students, he added. This makes
conditions fair, especially when
the medical students are graded for

their participation in the inter-

views. Walker explained.

Besides pretending to be ill, a
standardized patient must remem-
ber the specific conditions of their

illness.

"You have to get used to

remembering who you are sup-

posed to be,*' said Vanessa Guz-
man, a standardized patient and
high school senior at Van Nuys
High School.

"You have to remember the

symptoms you have, and the

questions you were asked,** said

Guzman, who along with Walker,
learned about the program from
the high school's performing arts

magnet. "It's like grading a teacher

or professor, she said.

The most important thing is to

respond emotionally. Walker said.

But the UCLA professors do
have methods to make the patients

seem like actual sufferers of a
medical conditions, Korenman
said.

'There are a million tricks to

make patients seem appropriate,**

he said. For instance, a yellow
solution can be dropped into the

eyes which mimics yellow jaun-
dice, or doing something with

one's mouth can create a heart

murmur.

Keeping your weight at a
moderate level may scale

down your risk of heart at-

tack. So maintain a healthy

diet and lighten up on your

heart.

^American Heart
Assockstior)
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ALPHA
LAMBDA

^Pl^ DELTA
^^^^^^^ SchoUsHc Mooof Society

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
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YOU AND MATRIX

YOUR STYLE
YOUR POISE
YOUR APPEARANCE

Matrix. Ifs hair care for the
total you in our professional
salon and for at-home
styling. After a consultation,
our stylists will create a hair
cut that suits you and your
lifestyle. Then our experts
will design a totally personal
hair care system witn Matrix
shampoos, conditioners, and
styling akis to keep you
looking your best between
visits.

Our salon recommends
Matrix hair and skincare
products for a totally

beautiful you.

yfllatrix
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Not Just A CuL..But A Great Haircut"
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Christina Ahmed

COMPLAINT
From page 1

costs."

But Sudar, who acknowledged
he became enraged and raised his

voice, denied ever threatening her.

**rm not going to do anything to

her."

Sudar did, however, call her

academic credibility into question
by complaining to the professor
and a history department vice-

chairman that Ahmed is unquali-

fied to lead a balanced discussioa
Although he only attended

Ahmed's section three times and
then transferred to a section led byi
a pro-Israeli teaching assistantT

Sudar used pro-Palestinian litera-

ture that Ahmed passed out in class

as an example that she is unable to

present both sides of the Arab-
Israeli conflict

Ahmed acknowledged she is

extremely opinionated but men-
tions in her syllabus that she
encourages different points of
view and opinions. "I am opinion-
ated and love controversial discus-

sions, but if you think I am wrong,
that is fine — challenge me!**

But instead of challenging her
opinions, Sudar and other students

have challenged Ahmed's teach-

ing ability.

Ahmed said it is unfair for her to

have to defend herself against such
attacks after being awarded a
$30,000 Fulbright scholarship and
a $14,000 scholarship from the

Social Science Research CounseL
**It seems all the students in my

section support me,** she said,

**rve never had a problem like

this."

The tensions between Sudar and
Ahmed reached a boiling point the

week a documentary, which she
filmed during an April visit to the

Israeli-occupied territories, was

shown in Marsot's class.

Marsot originally scheduled the
showing of **Aiesha and Other
Stories from Palestine** in her class
Nov. 21. The documentary tells the
stories of Palestinian women liv-

ing under Israeli occupation.

And after Sudar and a group of
students approached her to ask to
show a film from the Israeli

consulate, Marsot agreed to pre-
sent an Israeli view of Palestinian

uprisings.

But after the Committee for

American/Israeli Relations distri-

buted fliers critkizing Ahmed*s
film for being biased and asking
students who were not in her class
to attend the showings, Marsot
filed a complaint against the
student group.

A spokesman for the group said
he is surprised that Marsot would
file such a complaint "It is

completely unwanranted,** Richard
Strauss said. "We are shocked."

Marsot, however, declined to
comment on the case, saying she
prefers to leave the matter in the
hands of the I>ean of Students'
office.

Keating found
guilty,

face 10 years

ByDawnW«bber
Los Angeles Daily News

Charies Keating Jr. has been
convicted of securities fraud in the

sale of more than $250 mUlion in

uninsured junk bonds to investors

at Southern California branches of
Lincoln Savings and Loan.
The former chairman of Lin-

coln's Phoenix-based parent com-
pany, American Continental
Corp., was found guilty on 17 of 18

criminal charges Wednesday by a
Los Angeles Superior Court jury
that deliberated evidence for two
weeks.

Keating, who turned 68 Wed-
nesday, remains finee on $125,000
bail pending his sentencing on Feb.
7.

He faces a possible term of 10
years in state prison for convic-
tions on securities fraud charges
arising from a savings-and-loan

failure that required a $2.8 billion

taxpayCT bailout— the costliest in

U.S. history.

"It's the nicest birthday present

we could have given him— to find

the S.O.B. guilty and send him to

jail,** said Jcri Mellon, 66. of
suburban Sherman Oaks, chairwo-
man of the Lincoln ACC Bondhol-

=^der*s Action Committee, a support
group of Lincoln investors.

"We believe justice has prevail-

ed," added Sam Epstein. 78. of
suburban North Hollywood.

Epstein and Mellon were among
an estimated 17,000 mostly elderly

bondholders who lost up to $250
million in April, 1989, when ACC
declared bankruptcy and Lincoln
was seized by federal regulators.

Mellon, who lost $40,000. and
Epstein, who lost $65,000. raised

clenched fists and wept as the

verdicts were read.

Keating stood with his back
toward the crowded courtroom
during most of the hearing. He
turned a blank expression toward
the jurors as they each affirmed

their verdicts.

The defense opted not to call a

single witness during the trial,

instead arguing that the prosecu-

tion had failed to prove its case.

Outside the courtroom, jury

foreman David Murphy told

reporters that jurors found testi-

mony of Keating 's hands-on man-
agement style to be compelling

evidence that he knew investors

were being duped.

"Mr. Keating liked to know
what was going on in his com-
pany,** said Murphy. 21.

PROIEST
From page 3

The Philip Morris Company
could not be reached for comment

But "the opportunity to present a
retrospective by an underexposed
African-American artist who
fought through his lifetime for

recognition outweighs the issue of
sponsorship." Hopkins wrote in

response to Kunzle's letter.

Although the UCLA art show
was booked prior to knowledge of
its sponsor, Kunzle requested its

cancellation in a letter signed by 20
faculty members from the art.

design and art history departments.

Kunzle wrote to Hopkins,
expressing dismay that UCLA
would allow an exhibit by a

corporation which encourages
cigarette smoking.

Hopkins later responded in his

own letter, explaining that con-

tractual obUgations between pre-

senting museums make it improper
for UCLA to cancel the art show.
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TERIYAKI
Japanese Fast Food

HOLIDAY SPECIALS!

CHICKEN SPECIAL
• Chicken After 3:00pm to close
• Egg "Roll

• Gyoza
• Fried Rice
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UCLA Class Ring and receivea
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From page 3

ttie university back in 1939. For
two years it was taken out to

UCLA football games, wtierc the

bell was rung for each Bruin point

scored.

However, an incident in 1941
changed all that, turning the bell

into the symbol of football pro-

wess between two crosstown
rivals. That year, six Trojan
Knights, members of USC*s
school service club, stole the bell

from UCLA.
"They infiltrated the Rally

Committee by going to all of the

games and passing themselves off

as UCLA students,** Rothstein
said. The Trojans stole UCLA's
295-pound bell out of the truck that

was carrying it at a game.
The theft sparked an intense

hide-and-seek chase between the

two universities, in which the USC
students kq)t moving the bell to

several different locations all over
Southern California as enraged
Bruins tried to track it down.
The deep animosity between

both sides grew so much that

UCLA*s Undergraduate President
Bill Farrer and USC*s Undergra-
duate President Bob McKay, who
would later serve as the Trojan
football coach between 1960 and
1975, finally signed a resolution to

end the matter.

In 1942, they agreed to turn the

UCLA victory bell into a perpetual
trophy that would be given to the
-winner of The Big Game.^*~
However, to seal the deal, USC
agreed to pay $150 for half of the

bell's cost to the UCLA Alumni
Association.

Both sides also agreed to
inscribe on the bell "Established as

the Biggest Game Perpetual Tro-
phy: UCLA and SC— 1942. To be
retained by the winner each year."

From then on, the UCLA victory

bell became the equivalent of the

Stanford Axe, a trophy passed
between Stanford University and
UC Berkeley after their annual
football match.

With the beU*s 1991 return,

UCLA marks its 20th possession
of the heavy trophy, which must be
rolled on i^ four-wheeled cart

"Yeah, we had grudges turning

it over,- said Jon Zaikos, president

of the Trojan Knights. **Especially

with the losing season, you wish
you could do something to steal it

back. It's kind of unfortunate
because the graduates won't get to

hear it rung next year.**

"We know that we'll get it back
eventually," he added.

But if the Trojans intend to steal

it back, they will have to deal with

UCLA's security. Currently, the

bell is chained to a metal post in its

secret location.

"Something is only safe to the
extent ofwhat people are willing to

do to get it," Rothstein said. "In the

past we've kept it in secret

storage."

And the Trojans have also

exercised caution about proudly
displaying the bell, Zarkos said.

"We've kept it in secret places
during the year," Zarkos
explained. "We were always
changing the places because of
theft attempts. Losing the bell

means a lot to all of us. It's been
fim having it here and ringing it

each time we scored."

While UCLA security precau-
tions have kept the bell from being
displayed publicly in the past, the
bell will be brought out Saturday to

Spaulding Field, where the foot-

ball team will be practicing for the
John Hancock Bowl, which will be
in El Paso. Texas on Dec. 31.

"(The football team) never gets
the chance to see it," Rothstein
said, "They won it back for us. so
they should be able to look at it"

ECONOMY
From page 2

increased funds for unemployment
benefits for months before finally

deciding to give in on the issue.

Even now. Bush tends — by
long habit— to think of the well-
off when he suggests ways to fix

the economy. He still plugs a cut in

the capital gains tax, though his

straightforward cut would drain
the Treasury without guaranteeing
increased investment He still

hasn't quite got it

Doesn't he remember the
"voodoo economics" that he
denounced before he sacrificed

any firmly held principles he may
have had in order to become
Ronald Reagan's vice president?
The smoke-and-mirrors econom-
ics of the Reagan-Bush years left

the poor destitute and the middle
class squeezed hard.

Americans need jobs, health

care they can afford, child care
they can trust and scholarships to

send their kids to college. They
need lower interest rates on their

credit cards. Most Americans
couldn't care less about the capital

gains tax.

It's nice Mr. and Mrs. Bush
spent a little time in a J.C. Penney
department store. There's nothing
wrong with a photo opportunity
every now and then.

But the millions of people who
are out ofwork are looking for a lot

more finom the president than a
gimmick aimed at boosting his z

support out in the heartland. They
need solutions to get the economy
going again.

PEACE
From page 9

and Jews as enemies.
"I came mainly to emptiasize

that a dialogue is very important
and that we as Muslims and Jews
are not inherent enemies," Khan
said, ••Recent political events are
creating friction, but I want to

stress that they are simply political

by nature."

Being Muslim does not mean
being anti-Jew, he said. **Therc is

not an inherent hatred between
Jews and Muslims. Just because
Vm Muslim does not mean I am a
foe."

Organizers of the program said
they wanted to make all audience
members feel welcome.
"We aim this program primarily

to those students interested in

peace, Muslim issues and the
Middle East in general." said

Waleed Shindy, chairman of the

association. "We opened this prog-
ram basically to anyone open-
minded."

And although most of the crowd
consisted of Muslims, some Jew-
ish students accepted the invitation

to listen to a fresh perspective on
current events.

"I came because I think it is my
duty as someone who disagrees

with their points ofview not to shut

myself off," said Warren Mazer, a
Jewish student who studied in

Israel last year. "I don't know if

any of my opinions changed, but I

feel like I can form a more
educated point ofview by listening

to both sides."

If this open-mindedness pre-
vails during the next round of
peace talks, the outcome of may
indeed be peace, Schur said. "1

don't believe there is such a thing

as terminal hostility against each
other."

Stop smoking.
Your heart, lungs and

friends will thank yau.
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B-LEVEL ACKERMAN UNION

! sbToFF!

I

I

II /i(askin(^ Robbing

I
(•r Regular size^j^

J<^* yogurt or "y*^

^ ice-cream ?
I (offer expire* 12/13/91)

I not v«Jld with any other discount

I WenowdeKver!
I

M - F: 2-5 pm

J^
2^-804^Westwood Village

j fe« 10918 Kinross Ave.
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•COSMETICS*

INDRA TRUCCO

A\^A . SEBASTIAN

Designer Perfumes and Gift items

Every Dav»JVJ • 2O8-3500*

>m

* "^

Is There
As Seen
On TV!

'» 6...

o^/- ''-^^

on Your Holiday List?
Just in time for those hard to buy for on

your shopping Hst ... hke Aunt Suzie,

your relatives, friends, nieces, nephews,
or anyone who needs to Hghten up
and smile, or be shown appreciation ...

it's that Happy Camper!
Gift boxed with an outrageously

hilarious "Happy Camper Quiz" and
official smile booklet, he's sure to bring
fun and laughter to your holiday season!
The official 13" Happy Camper comes fully

equipped in sf>orty camping "camouflage,"
down to his vest, backpack, fishing pole, and
whimsical Happy Camper package.
So, lighten up your holiday shopping list

and call Toll Free 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week to order your Happy Camper for only
$19^^' Hurry while supplies last'

Be sure to ask about our holiday trophy
stand and personalized engraving special.

For only $9'"^ extra, it's the perfect memento for

that special Happy Camf>er on your shopping
list.

Only $19''*

Call Toll Free Today!

1 -800-9-HAPPY-9
(1-800-942-7799)

All Happy Campers shipped in holiday gift wrap!

VISA

hap»py cam -per
1. A versatile fellow who appeals to everyone.
2. The ideal gift sure to lift everyone's spirits.

3. The official holidav season 'Smile Mascot!

"

Order by Dec. 18th for guaranteed Christmas delivery.

Special UCLA "Daily Bruin" Offer expires 12/31/91.

*PIus tax and $2"^ shipping/handling per item.

Part of Happy Camper profits are donated to the

Happy Camper Enterprises, 2900 Bristol Street
Suite A-203, Costa Mesa, CA 92629

Phone 714/540-4080

Happy Camper Foundation to help disadvantaged children.
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Seismic renovation

entails

ofUCU
UCLA is about to

embaik on the seismic

renovation of several

major buildings, and I want to

appeal to the entire campus
community for its support and
patience during what is likely

to be a challenging three years
ahead.

Since the devastating Sylmar
earthquake, which brought the

issue of seismic safety to the
forefront in Southern Califor-

nia, UCLA has been develop-
ing and executing plans to

reinforce campus buildings that

pose potential safety hazards.

Studies undertaken in 1978,

1981 and 1987 analyzed the

condition of all UCLA facUi-

ties and determined that a
number of our buildings were

~ in poor or very poor conditioiT
structurally and presented a
risk of serious injuries or
deaths in the case of a major
earthquake.

In an effort to prevent the

loss of life at UCLA, wc have
been moving forward with the
seismic renovation of the most
vulnerable buildings as quickly
as funding becomes available,

and in a way that causes as
little disruption as possible to

campus activities. Our first

priority was the reinforcement
of the residence halls. This
work was initiated in 1987,
and I am happy to report that

it was completed as of fall

1991.

The next phase of seismic
renovation is about to com-
mence and will include several

facilities on the core campus:
the Math-Sciences building,

Bunche Hall and, most signif-

icantly, Moore Hall and Powell
Library. Construction is sche-
duled to begin on these build-

ings firom the winter through
summer quarters.

Although inconveniences are
inevitable, we need your sup-
port as we proceed with these
critical safety efforts. I would
like to see a campus commun-
ity that rallies together before
a disaster, in the same way
that the communities of the
Bay Area came together after

lives were lost

By the turn of the century,

we expect to have begun the

seismic renovation of, or

arranged financing for, all cam-
pus facilities judged to be in

poor or very poor structural

condition — making UCLA a
leader statewide in efforts to

improve the seismic safety of
buildings.

As I indicated, our most
challenging period is immedi-
ately ahead, beginning this

winter quarter and continuing

H t I I

H I

fation

munity

Daily Bruin
112 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213) 825-9898

EdHoria) Board

for nearly three years.

Math-Sciences, Bunche,
idoore and Powell are the^

projects on the immediate hori-

zon. A little farther out, in

January 1993, work will begin
on Kerckhoff Hall, where we
will in effect lift the building

off its foundation and install

materials underneath to

improve the structural reaction

to a major earthquake. The
Kerckhoff project will require

the relocation of activities

boused <xi the first floor for

approximately 15 months.
Several other projects are

scheduled in the longer term
but are spread out across

campus and will be started in

a sequential order, through the

I would like to see a

campus community that

rallies together before a

disaster, in the same

way that the

communities of the Bay
Area came together

after lives were lost.

Charles YouniS
Chancellor

year 2000 and beyond. As a
result, the impact of those

projects will be less significant.

Wc will be providing infor-

mation regularly on the resche-
duling of classes and other
activities and on alternate

routes for pedestrians and vehi-

cles.

It is my hope that the

UCLA community will rise to

the challenge and remain flexi-

ble and cooperative as we
work to create a safer environ-
ment for all of us, and for

those who follow.

Young is the chancellor of
UCLA.
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He adjusts his stale,

smelly white beard and
attempts to scratch the

middle of his back where the
furry red polyester suit makes
a special point to itch. A little

girl waits, fidgeting with
excitement, until a zitty teena-
ger in a green felt elf suit

leads her to "Santa.*'

"Ho, ho. ho. And what can
I get for you. little girl?"

"I would like, if you can. a
. .

.*• and she leans in, whis-
pering in his ear.

"You want a what?!** Santa
breathes in her face, the smell
of liquor and cigars in his

exclamation. "A sketch pad? A
book? A chemistry set?! What
kind of a weirdo are you?
Don't you watch your Saturday
moming cartoons? Don't you
watch "Yo. Yogil." "BeeUe-
juice.- "Hammerman." or
"Wishkid starring Macaulay
CuUdn?" A chemistry set?

You're a girl! Wouldn't you
like a nice Baby Uh-Oh or
Baby Oh-No? They spill stuff,

they fell, they burp, they pee.
Wouldn't that be nice?" She
shakes her head resolutely.

"C'mon kid," Santa pleads,
I got projected profits to
meet I got pretty demographic
charts to fulfill. Last Christmas
sucked, kid. I fired all my
advertising people. You're mj
target audience, and you're
telling me you don't want
Barbie's Hawaiian Fun Ham-
mock Hideaway?
Do you have a young

brother or sister? Niece or
nephew? Son or daughter?
Have you tried to buy a

for Christmas perpetuate stereotypes

{<

decent gift for them lately?

Have you checked out what
Santa's pushing this year? I

haven't had to buy a kid's

present in a long time, seeing
as how my first brother is 17.

But this year my littlest

brother is two. That means a
trip to commercial, sex role

heU.

Did I say hell? So sorry, I

meant the toy store. Yes,
strolling through those aisles,

alternately stacked to the ceil-

ing with [rink and purple boxes
adorned with hearts and flow-
ers, and blue boxes depicting

collisions and explosions, it's

)t hard to see socialization in

its infant stages.

Actually, toys have probably
Improved over the years. But
not much. Everything is plastic

and tacky and sure to be
abandoned within five minutes
of brain numbing play.

On the girlie side of the

store, you have the seemingly
infmite selection of baby dolls.

All the boxes have little girls

gazing adoringly at their baby.
Great, fine with me. but there

were no "fathers" present on
the boxes. Hey. maybe they're
trying for the realism angle.

Most of the dolls do something
like sing, walk or wet
The names are enough to

make you slightly queasy:
Baby Wannawalk. Oopsie Little

Daisy. Starbrite Sparkles and
Powder Puff. Some of them
even say things like. "I love
you. Mommy" and cry "for
her Mama."
And of course, we wouldn't

want little giris to think that's
all they're good for. Oh, no.
We can indoctrinate them to
the joys of ironing and vac-
uuming and doing dishes, too.

Did you know that you can
buy everything from a Little

Miss Rainbow Vacuum, in a
lovely fluorescent pink, to My
First Buddies, pretend irons
and Dustbusters? I did have a
Tiiff Stuff shopping cart, which
was used to haul Lincohi Logs
mostly, but a Dustbustei?

Barbie is sort of moving up
in the world. She can be a
doctor, an astronaut, a fashion
designer, a dancer, an actress,

or a rqxvter, according to her

—

"We Giris Can Do Anything"
game. Nice title. Barb, but I

don't think your skintight pink
astronaut jumpsuit will do
much for you up there in zcto
atmosphere. Your three inch
heels might hurt on your 24-
hour rounds. Dr. Barbie. And
we all now know that you

could never stand up if you
were a. real woman. But this

game is better than "Careers
for Girls!" where you can be a
teacher, fashion designer. Super
Mom, Pet Doctor or Rock
Star. We wouldn't want to

spell veterinarian. Those little

dummies probably wouldn't
understand.

These games for girls are
very telling. Barbie also has a
game called **Queen of the

Prom." and the object is to

"collect everything you need to

go to the prom — new dress,

hairstyle, boyfriend and ride to
the prom." I guess even when
you make it through medical
school, it's hard to get a
driver's license.

There is "Sweet Valley
High," where you must **race

through the halls, searching for

your boyfriend, your teacher
chaperone and everything eke
you need for that special

dream date." How about Elec-
tronic Mall Madness. Meet Me
At the Mall and Pretty, Pretty
Princess? Now where in the

world would little girls get the
idea that they are valued for

being pretty, that they need a
boyfriend to be complete and
that shopping is what they do
best?

Take all these games as

Hot Shots, Desert Dogs. Brule
Haulers and Wall Bangers.
None of these toys say. "I

k)ve you. Daddy." instead, the
guns make firing noises, and
the cars make crashing sounds.
Piles of guns, grenades and
tanks. What does the Army
need Boot Camp for when
we've got Toys R Us?

I'm not complaining that

boys get the long end of the
stick, so to speak. They're just
as screwed and smck in what
they learn as girls are. I wish
there were more creative, gen-
der-neutral toys like Legos.
Think about what you buy

for a kid. Toys should have
more than one lame function,
they should not all be blue-
eyed blondes, they should not
be dressed in nauseating

fluorescent outfits accentuated
with glitter. They should chal-
lenge a kid.

Commercialism will never be
eliminated during the holiday
season, and I am not suggest-
ing we all make wooden toys,

unless you want one of my
fingers for a present But how
about giving a kid a gift that

will stimulate their minds,
inspire them and make them
beUeve they can achieve
something they could not
before?

opposed to a boy's game.
"Dynamite" — a "build *em
and blast 'em Action Game."
Damn, that looked fun. Every-
thing for boys is full of action,

motion and event Compare the

previous doll names to the:

names of boys' toys. They've
got Men of Steel. Sky Busters.

You wanna go traditional?

How about a bike? Just don't
make mine pink with purple
streamers, a flowery basket and
cheesy wheels. I want a dirt

bike. There are places I want
to go.

Beeley is a senior majoring in
English.

A Classic for Now
and Future Time.
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em srs. inc.

Westwood's oldest and most respected
jeweler...since 1946

The Movado* Sapphire
Museum* Watch.

A futuristic interpretation of the legendary design:
The Movado Sapphire Museum Watch.

A synthetic sapphire crystal forms the front of
the watch. Water-resistant, electronic
quartz. Calfskin strap. In ail black, or

in 18 karat gold micron finish. Swiss-crafted.

1055 westwood blvd

westwood village

los angeles 90024

(310)208-3131

Our staff of 1 6 includes

10 Graduate Gemologists

Diploma Members of the
G.I.A. Alumni Association

Major credit cards.

Validated parking

9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday through Saturday
Holiday Hours: Open Evenings December 9 through December 23

I
(^
Special Discount to Students and Staff with LP.

J*
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Letters

Feminists
Editor:

I couldn't agree more with

Kurt Kilgorc's letter of Nov.
27 (Daily Bruin, "Feminists'

dogma needs to be curbed").

When I read articles by
feminist groups attacking frater-

nities, sororities or just UCLA
in general, I can't help but

wonder if maybe these people

have just a litUe too much
time on their hands.

Maybe it's just me, but who
really cares? And why are

these women so defensive?

Personally, when I read "fish

taco" or "Cheap Chicks 4

Sale" I don't automatically

think it applies to me. In fact,

I kind of get a chuckle out of
it.

I know who I am and I

don't feel threatened by things

like this. It seems to me that

somehow a lot of feminists

have lost the right motivation.

Feminism shouldn't be about
hating men; it should be about
enjoying being a woman. I

mean, c'mon ladies — we all

know it's a man's world, but

we can't work against men to

change it.

f

Jamie Flynn
Junior

English

More'lMigos
Editor:

The issue of the painted

Winnebagos is hard for me to

resolve. The fact that women
supposedly painted the slogans

on Theta Xi's 'bagos further

complicates this problem. I

beUeve that a person is respon-

sible for her or his actions. I

can write off the women who
ride in the Winnebagos with
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slogans such as "Cheap
Chicks" or "Fish Tacos" and
the like, but I cannot be so

simplistic or totalitarian in my
views.

I would prefer to be able to

shrug off sexists slogans as

simplistic, stupid jokes. Unfor-
tunately, these slogans tap into

deeper problems. Women on
every level of the work force

are subjected to sexual harass-

ment Slogans such as "Cheap
Chicks" perpetuate these and
other wrongs.

The fact that the slogans on
Theta Xi's 'bagos were written

by women makes it clearer the

necessity for education. In the

same way that not all men,
fraternity members or not, are

sexists, neither are all women

knowledgeable about the sex-

ism of our society. We must
understand the deeper implica-

tions of these slogans; when
we do, not only would
"feminists" be concerned, but

we would all be alarmed.

Rachel Nicoll

Graduate student
Film and Television
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CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

Computerized contact lens fitting

6 months follow-up care

•^ Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments mode 24 hours o'doy!

COMPllYE CARE
<8) |i^^3 19-9999M

1631 Wilshjre Blvd. Santa Monica
(comer of 16th Street, next to Crown Books)

Bean Bag Factory
SPECIAL HOLIDAY SALE

Special Price for UCLA Students and Faculty
Buy your Favorite Holiday Gift nowl

Prices from $6.99

Great
Selecbon

of
Pillows I

Hours:
Mon.-Thur. 10-6
Fri. 10-330^=
Sat. closed
Sun. 10:30-4:30

Bean Bags • Futons • Pillows
Bring Ad in for Special Discount

5011 West Pico Blvd. - Los Angeles • (213) 933-3971/72
(1 Block West of La Brea)
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CAFE
"The Taste Of Hawaii"
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• I :^ letter on the dangers of t • I •-. •- • use
By Abdolmonem A. Aflfl

An open letter to Henry
Hopkins, director of the Wight
Art Gallery:

Dear Mr. Hopkins:
On behalf of the School of

Public Health, I am writing to

express the deep concern of
our faculty and students that

the UCLA Art Gallery has

accepted an art exhibit spon-
sored by Philip Morris. Spon-
sorship of cultural and sports

events by the tobacco industry
is a form of advertising and
promotion of one of the most
lethal products on the market.

Each year. 390.000 Ameri-
cans die from tobacco-related
diseases. Young people are
particularly at risk because the

r
Don't let the holidays weigh you up.

SCALE DOWN!
1?5
'f

\ UNIVERSITY "
'

\OBESITY CENTER

at the UCLA Medical Plaza.

has

RAPID WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM
FINALLYAND PERMANENTLY

New Groups starring.

Call immediately
(818)501-3881

Programs eligible for private health insurance coverage.

Problems Coping?
Stressed Out?

Low Cost Psychotherapy at UCLA

The UCLA Psychology Clinic is recruiting
adults for a ten session psychotherapy
research program. Participants will be
assigned to individual therapy or computer
assisted therapy.

If Interested Call (310)825-2305

LOOK GOOD
:L GOOD

$9

And when you feel good you look good.

That is our belief. It's why we employ stylists

QQ instead of haircutters. And

why those who go to Super-

cuts end up feehng just a little better about

diemselves. No appointments

Men, women, children welcome.

1650 WESTWOOD BLVI
|B.lwMn SaniD Monica & WiUiii* 6M.)

470-1558

necessarv

M-F 8-9

HAIR BY
Sat 8-7 Sun 10-5

supmoujs®

earlier one starts to smoke, the
longer the exposure and the
greater the danger.

Advertising and sponsorship
constitute one of the most
powerful weapons of the tobac-
co industry to recruit young
people to smoking. Sponsorship
of art exhibits is particularly

insidious because it associates

tobacco with beauty

A number of countries of
the world have enacted legisla-

tion prohibiting all advertising

and sponsorship of tobacco
products. Until the United
States enacts such legislation,

we in universities with a civic

responsibility for leadership in

public affairs should deny the
use of our facihties for prom-
oting dangerous, addictive

tobacco products.

Because it is probably not
possible to cancel the exhibit

at this late date, we hope that

space will be provided at the
gallery to distribute information
on the grave health epidemic
ot, tobacco use.

i4/?^ is the Dean of the School
of Public Health.

Melnitz Movies
presents a sneakpreview

Almodovar's

TOMORROW •FREE
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6, 7:30 pm

Melnitz Theater 'Passes required
•Passes are free to UCLA students and can be obtained at CTO (Near lames E WestCenter) a 9:00 am. and at 10:30 a.m. at the Melnitz Box omcV^eX of thescreemng. A hmited number of tickets will be distributed at the Mdni.^ Box Officeone hour before the showtime. For more informaUon, call 825-2345.

^%fti.T^JK%i^T4l\^^^^L^":?T^ **™^"** AssociaUon, in cooperationwith UCLA Film & TV Archive and the Depaitment ofFilm & TeJevision.

Wear a helmet,
may save your
life one day!

Buckle your
seatbelt...jt's

the law!

«•

\

PLEASE DON'T DRINK
AND DRIVE

HAVE A SAFE, HEALTHY & HAPPY
HOLIDAY!

^^^^ ^ Iho Whorehouse
Wlw ^9^ Bear Necessities

^WHHBk^r Numero Uno
Thanks to Penguin's as well for sponsoring us!

For any health info callAnsit 82S-8462 401 KH ^Iton-Fri 9-5
Sponsored by SHS

^sm mmm
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Entertainment
Dear MTV: Why hast

thou fotsaken me?
t*

So 10 years. What's the big deal, Z^^^^^^^^^
huh?" Out of Focus— Madonna

A terrible behemoth entered

our lives Aug. 1, 1981 and

last week celebrated a

decade of life. Yes, the network to

end all networks, the channel of the

gods, the station with its own
awards show and the babysitter to

the teeny-bopper. Quite simply:

/ want my MTV! !

!

Dear, sweet MTV. The network

which along with ClSfN and ESPN
was told it would never last Why
would anybody want to watch

music, and how can something

survive that simply puts the radio

over the airwaves (or through the

cables actually) 24 hours a day?

On Nov. 27, MTV changed

channels. It still had its regular spot

on the cable box, but it presented a

celebration of its 10 years of

service on ABC. It was a program

:Miat showed how far MTV

Aaron
Dobbs

come in its 10 years and had
sp)ecial performances by George
Michael, Aerosmiih, R.E.M. and

the "king and queen of pop** —
Michael and Madonna.

Instead of showing how far

MTV has come, though, "MTV
10th Anniversary: Money for

Nothing" (during which the name-
sake video by Dire Straits was
Umited to one 3-second clip like all

the other video snippets) showed
how the music video channel has

become so big and so varied it has

lost much of the character that

made it so special when I first saw
the rocket ship take off and the

astronaut plant a flag on the moon.
Those were the days. Martha,

JJ., Mark, Nina and Alan — the

five VJs. Five and only five. These

were the days when "VJ** was a

revolutionary term — when each

of these people inhabited a simple

living-room-in-a-loft-in-SoHo set

All they did was introduce the

videos, give tour dates for groups

and talk a little bit about what was
going on in the world of music.

MTV was just that — Music
Television, a radio with pictures.

Sure, it wasn*t perfect It just

played rock and roll. The music

wasn*t varied enough, and for the

first few months there weren't

enough videos to go around. But it

was simple, and the videos them-

selves were individually different

They were creative and instead of

just showing a group performing

onstage, they told the story of the

song or at least placed the artists in

an interesting situation.

I mean, the biggest joke of the

decade must have been when Bon
Jovi won the "Michael Jackson

Video Vanguard Award** — a

special lifetime achievement prize

— at the most recent MTV Video

Awards. (It must have been for Jon
flying over the audience in "Living

on a Prayer.**)

But forget that Let*s examine

MTV now — videos, videos and

more videos. Hundreds of videos

with shows specializing in rap,

heavy metal, alternative and dance

music; a stand-up comedy show; a

half-hour of Xiquid Television;** a

Miion piogram and a show about

the movies; music news updates; a

daily newicist and investigative

jomiiaiistic specials (mostly about

sex and music); and most impor-

tantly, too many VJs to remember.

G can think of a few, but most of

them are faces without names.)

High tech is what MTV has

become. Fast-moving graphics

and animation. "I want my MTV**
is a phrase of the past The daily

half-hour of "Dial MTV* has now
become a longer program called

"MTV Most Wanted.**

A better, truer celebration of the

network's existence arrived in the

form of a Harvard Lampoon
[H'ogram on another cable network
— Comedy Central (run by MTV

High tech is what MTV
has become. Fast'

moving graphics and

animation.

Networks) — called "MTV, Give
Me Back My Life.** The history of

the channel, the form of the videos

and the controversies that the

channel has sometimes found itself

embroiled in are treated in a

humorous manner. But even
though the producers were making
fun of MTV and created hilarious

"versions** of videos (like "We Are
the World** becoming a commer-
cial for McDonald's), the things

they were saying about MTV were
all true.

The program on ABC was
alright. Aerosmith performing its

classic song "I>ream On** with a

60-piece orchestra was fantastic,

and Michael Jackson's two pro-

duction numbers were good. But
overall it was just an hour-long

commercial for the channel, and an
example of how even with all its

advancements MTV has actually

declined.

The best part of the show was a

nearly 10-minute "monologue**

given by Madonna showing her

"appreciation** for the channel and
mimicking some other music stars

(most notably Cher and Michael).

But much of what she said was
valid. Things like, "I remember
when we first met. You didn't

know who you were yet I didn't

know who I was,** and "I am big.

It's the videos that got small."

Most disheartening of all,

though, is the lack of that infamous

catchphrase. No longer does any-

one ever say, "I want my MTV!!!"
Sure, everyone may have it

already, but so what? We had it

then, txx).

Celebrating African-American culture
UCLA Wight Art Gallery

to showcase Bearden art

ByGregSrIsavasdi

Proving its dedication in dis-

playing diverse artwork, UCLA's
Wight Art Gallery will hold a

retrospective on artist Romarc
Bearden (1912-1988), a man who
chronicled the growdi of African-

American culture in the United

States.

The exhibition ("Memory and
Metaphor: The Art of Ronuire

Bearden, 1940-1987**) will show-
case 110 of Bearden *s woiks that

span his artistic evolution in oils,

watercolors and collages. The
retrospective* s goal is to identify

his distinct style, cover his cubistic

figurative period in the 1940s, his

abstractionist endeavors in the

1950s and his involvement with

collages since the 1960s.

**Romarc Bearden commemor-
ated life through art. He depicted

the cycle of life and the rituals and
social customs essential to it in

20th-century America. Spiritual

ceremonies, baptism and burial,

daily life and work in Black
America were Bearden *s subject

and at the heart of his aesthetic,"

writes Sharon F. Patton, Chief
Curator of The Studio Museum in

Harlem.

Bearden*s technique is

influenced from different fields of

art such as West African sculpture,

Chinese painting and Dutch genre

scenes. With these varying forms
of expression, Bearden captures

various aspects of African-Ameri-
can culture (jazz, baptisms, para-

des), conveying his desire to

express his unique vision of
African-American identity.

The retrospective also chroni-

cles Bearden *s evolution from a

Ginsbeig

painter of social realism to an artist

who tried to illustrate his perspec-

tives on American society.

Bearden, along with other artists

of the *40s, delved into figurative

abstraction in oils while forming

The retrospective's goal

is to identify his

distinct style, cover his

cubistic figurative

period in the 1940s, his

abstractionist endeavors

in the 1950s and his

involvement with

collages since the

1960s.

collages shaped by classical Euro-

pean myths and literature. His
abstract paintings of the mid-
1950s set the stage for his further

involvement with collages in the

1960s. The collages of Bearden
combine materials from photo-

graphs, magazines and newsprints

to effectively convey the atmo-
sphere of his environment.

Bearden *s collages reach back
to his childhood in rural North
Carolina. From these landscapes,

the collages move to rapid photo-

montages that show the pace of
African-American life in Pitts-

burgh and Harlem. The dream-like

collages display Bearden *s interest

in the mysteries, rituals and spir-

itualism inherent in the daily

world.

Bearden was a definite force in

'Three Folk Musicians'' will be one of 110 Romare Bearden works on display at UCLA Wight Art Gallery.

20th-century art, his visual images

of life serving as important docu-

ments of our time and helping to

give us a broader picture of

African-American life.

In an essay, Bearden wrote on

the significance of the artist,

saying "I believe the function of

the artist is to find ways of

conununicating, in sensible, sen-

suous terms, those experiences

which do not find adequate

expression in the daily round of

living and for which, therefore, no

ready made means of conununica-

tion exists.**

ART: 'Memory and Metaphor: The Art

of Romare Bearden, 1940-87." At the

UCLA Wight Art Gallery. Dec. 10 —

Feb. 2. Qallery is open Tuesday
through Sunday, dosed Mondays.
Admission is free. Docent tours offered
Saturday and Sunday at 1:30 p.m.
Presented by UCLA Wight Art Gallery,
UCLA Center for Afro-American Stu-
dies and the Califomia Afro-American
Museum. For more info call (213) 825-
9345.

S SOinO hOWliil^I Renowned poet discusses controversial issues

Allen Ginsberg performed "Hydrogen Jukebox" recently in Royce
Hall.

By Chip PMIIIps

When Allen Ginsberg's "Howl and Other
Poems** was pubUshed by City Lights Books in

the fall 1956, conservatives condemned the

work as the progenitor of a mindless poetic

trend, a cult of vulgar verse that somehow
fostered dangerous and slovenly action.

Seized by U.S. Customs officials and the

San Francisco police, it took a lengthy court

trial to recognize the work's merit as a

fortunate and revolutionary change in the

direction of American poetry.

"Howl and Other Poems*' was an all-encom-

passing view of the dark side of the complacent

Eisenhower years, an aberration from the

tightly organized, well-mannered poetry

created under the influences of the New
Criticism school of thought.

Last month, Ginsberg made an artistic

reappearance of sorts when "Hydrogen Juke-

box,*' a multimedia collaboration with compos-
er Philip Glass and choreographer Jerome
Serlin, made its West Coast premiere at

UCLA's Royce HaU.

Several days before the performance, I had
the opportunity to speak on the phone with the

poet-prophet about hfe (and death), liberty (or

lack thereoO and the evil pursuits of Jesse

Helms and the American government using

"Howl and (Xhcr Poems*' as a departure point.

Ginsberg was able to guide me through his

most recent work piece by piece, and ultimate-

ly, through his world, in which life truly does

imitate art

/ 5flw the best minds of my generation
destroyed by I madness, starving hysterical

naked
— **Howr

"Jesse Helms is the same as the people that

were denouncing James Joyce, Theodore

"Jesse Helms is the same as the

people that were denouncing

James Joyce, Theodore Dreiser

and all the great literature that

is now taught in school."

Allen Ginsberg

I>reiser and all the great literature that is now
taught in school. You realize that Helms and

censors are really traditional, second-rate,

windbag constructionists. Just a bunch of

windbags with demigogic principles.

"Hehns' rhetoric is the same as the old

Stahnists'. They used to say, *Why should the

rest of the people be forced to subsidize

degenerate art?* It*s very similar to Hitler

refusing to support degenerate art. It's very

similar to the Maoist campaigns against

spiritual corruption, which included every-

thing from sex to rock and roll to democracy.

Note the parallels — Hehns is basically a

Stalinist at heart** ,

Bickfords I floated out and sat through the

stale beer after- 1 noon in desolate Fugazzi's,

listening to the crack I ofdoom on the hydrogen
jukebox

«*41

who sank all night in submarine light Iff-

'Hydrogen Jukebox* is sort of Uke a

balance sheet or summary of the state of the

nation and the state of the planet at the end of

the second millennium. PhiUp Glass and I

made a list of our favorite interests, preoccu-

pations and concerns to incorporate into the

production. Among them were the notion of the

losSilDf the planet, the dechne of empire, the

pull of inertia, sexual revolution, psychedelic

revolution and drugs, political corruption and
censorship, family, rock and roll, art, ecology,

gay hberation, travel, the meeting of East and
West, meditation practice. Buddhism. Let's

see, what else? Militant war in the East, the war
on dope, dope itself. These arc the themes that

we wanted to represent, or cover, in one way or

another."

who burned cigarette holes in their arms
protesting I the narcotic haze of Capitalism

. — **Howl"

"Jesse Helms is partly responsible fw the

biggest wave of dope deaths in America. Do
you know how many people die from smoking
every year? The staggering number, as

reported by the U.S. Surgeon General's Office,

is over 400,000. 100,000 will die from alcohol

(and) maybe 20,000 to 30,000 from ilhcit

See QINSBERQ, page 41
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Audience
sees 'How
the Other
Half Loves'
By Kristen Unden
Daily Bruin Staff

From witty dialogue to out-

standing performances, the latest

UCLA theater production offers

something for everyone to love.

Written by English playwright
Alan Ayckboum, "How the Other
Half Loves" opens the morning
after Bob (Dean Wood) and his

boss* wife Fiona (Kimberly
McGreal) spent an illicit night

together.

The subsequent questionings
reveal the true nature of the

relationships each has with his

partner. Already unhappy about
being stuck home with their young
son, Bob's wife Teresa (Tamra
Naggar) is quick to be suspicious.

Fiona's husband Frank (Christo-

pher Hart), on the other hand,
questions her whereabouts much
more gently.

However, the spouses are cor-

nered and must say something.
Bob tells Teresa he was out with
his co-worker William (Michael
Shutt) who was afraid his wife was
having an affair. Similarly, Fiona
-reveals to Frank that she ran into

Mary (William's wife played by
Kellie M. Miller) and was com-
forting her because she was con-
cerned that her husband was being
unfaithful.

the confusion grows as William
and Mary attend a dinner at Frank

Don Quixote tilts

at windmills in LA.

VICKI RAPAPORT/DaMy Bruin

Kimberly McGreal, left, and Tamra Naggar perform In 'How the
Other Half Loves" on a set which combines the contrasting
homes of the characters.

and Fiona *s that night and accept
an invitation from Teresa for the

following evening.

Finally, matters grow more
complicated. Frank's conclusions
cause disastrous results before
everything is righted.

Despite its serious theme of
adultery, "How the Other Half
Loves" is hilarious. Each of the

characters is an incredibly unique
individual and the relationships of
each of the couples are clearly

differentiated.

With such rich material it is not

difficult to see how the actors

succeed in giving the characters

depth and personality. While all of
the performances are excellent, the

women do a particularly outstand-

ing job.

McGreal imbues Fiona with the

coolness and superiority of her
wealth and social position yet

manages to keep her from becom-

ing a typical rich bitch.

In addition to evoking excellent

performances from his actors,

director Ronny Graham has paced
and choreographed the play with
superb skill. The set combines the

well-furnished house of Fiona and
Frank with the tacky apartment of
Teresa and Bob. Action occurs

simultaneously in both as the

actors speak and move around but

remain oblivious to the couple in

the other house. This allows the

audience to view two stories at

once as well as providing constant

movement and excitement to keep
the audience interested. ***V2

STAGE: "How the Other Half Loves."
Written by Alan Ayckbourn. Directed by
Ronny Graham. Starring Kimberly
McGreal, Tamra Naggar and Christo-
pher Hart. Tonight through Saturday at
8 p.m. and Sunday. Dec. 8 at 7:30 p.m.

with matinees Saturday and Sunday at
2 p.m. At the UCLA Little Theater. For
info, call: (310) 825-9261.

By Danya Joseph
Dally Bruin Staff

While most people are out
shopping for presents for their

friends and family, some folks arc
considering taking their loved ones
to the theater instead.

A good holiday treat is the

25th-anniversary production of
"Man of La Mancha." which opens
at the Pantages Theater this week
and plays through December 22.

The musical features veteran
stage and screen actor Raul Julia as
Don Quixote. Grammy Award-
winner Sheena Easton as Aldonza
and Tony Martinez as Sancho
Panza.

Mitch Leigh, who is producing
this tour, composed the score for

"Man of La Mancha," winning
wide recognition for the song *The
Impossible Dream." In addition,

Albert Marre reprises his Tony
Award-winning original direction.

Leigh says of the choice of the

Pantages Theater, the theater's

relatively large width and more
intimate size adhere to the plot of
"Man of La Mancha" original

concept

For Easton, "Man of La Man-
cha" marks her professional thea-

ter debut. She has not yet decided if

she will continue acting if her role

is a success. "I don't plan my
career moves on success/* she

said. ^

Those who don't get a chance to

see it at the Pantages can catch it at

its next venue, the Orange County
Performing Aits Center in Costa

The musical (the "Man
of La Mancha") features

veteran stage and

screen actor Raul Jirlia

as Don Quixote,

Grammy Award-winner

Sheena Easton as

Aldonza and Tony
Martinez as Sancho

Panza.
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Mesa.

Happy Holidays.
^

STAGE: "Man of La Mancha/ Com-
posed by Mitch Leigh. Directed by
Albert Marre. Produced by the Mitch
Leigh Company with Raul Julia, Shee-
na Easton and Tony Martinez. Playing
at the Pantages Theater until Dec. 22,
and at the Orange County Performing
Arts Center in Costa Mesa from Dec. 22
to Jan. 5. Runs Tuesdays through
Saturdays at 8 p.m. , Saturdays at 2 p.m
and Sundays at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. TIX
$17-$50. For more info: call (213)480-
2323.

CARTOON SUBMISSIONS WELCOMED: Cartoons, as well as letters,

may be submitted to the Daily Bruin. Please leave them in the box on the
receptionist's desk in 112 Kerckhoff Hall. Artists should give their full

name, major, home/work number, and reg. card number in addition to

their cartoon(s).

MEXICANAND DELI FOODWITH BIC PORTIONSANDA LOW PRICE.

New talk show has a twist

Montel Williams, the host of "The Montel Williams Show," offers
a wide variety of topics and guests.

By Joanne J. Choi
Daily Bruin Staff

Montel Williams is the newest
addition to the talk-show circuit

He's so new in fact, that he
considers his show "one of the

longest pilots ever." Since its June
premiere in 13 markets, the show
"is still in the test mode" until a

national release in January 1992.

Williams is surprisingly soft-

spoken, unlike the aggressive

talk-show hosts that viewers may
be more familiar with. During a
recent telephone interview, Wil-
liams shared his views on talk

shows and television personalities.
*

He explained that he first came
to t|ie nation's auention through a

variety of motivational lectures.

"It became a media event, where
the media would show up where-
ver I went," he says.

As a lecturer, Williams focused

on issues that involved youth and
families like drugs, peer pressure,

and sexual responsibility. In Sep-
tember, 1990, he won an Emmy
Award for On-Air Talent for

hosting "The 4th R-Kids Rap
about Racism."

Williams admits that the public

may question the necessity of yet

another talk-show. With ABC's
Oprah Winfrey, NBC's Phil

Donahue, CBS' The Joan Rivers

Show and KCAL's Sally Jessie

Raphael currently dominating the

talk show world, Williams
believes that despite **the big four,

we need another talk show."
"They have garnered their

niche. I think the viewing public is

ready for a new and different talk

show. It's that newness and differ-

ence that we offer."

He believes that "the Montel
Williams difference" is exempli-
fied by a recent show featuring

women with large breasts. Wil-
liams points out that while Sally

Jesse Raphael and Oprah Winfrey
also had a similar show, his show
was different.

"Most people would think that

this would be exploitative. On the

other show, the women came out in

a bikini and were scantily clad.

They talked about things like size

and shape. On my show, it was a

discussion about how to cope with

it. People called and told us that

they were very surprised and
happy that we had not turned it into

a freak show."

On the other hand, Williams

also admits that "intellectual sti-

mulation" isn't the key to success

or ratings either. "You have to

entertain through that little black

box, otherwise you won't be
around long."

See MONTEL, page 42
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SnialkM- clas> >i/('> arul nioi'c indi\ idiial altciitioii than
an.volhc. couisi Call STAMPORO f^EF:

2 I J • 6 5 > • *J S O O S I s O (} • I O O O I
Valid Sunday - Thursday

Exp. 12/15/91

CARLTON HAIR
INTERNATIOIHAL

UCLA Special
Must be presented to receptionist before services

are performed. (Certain restrictions apply).

$20 CUT Qt BLOW=4
$50 CUT & COLOR

1 PROCESS
WESTWOOD

Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

475-3264

MUST snow UCLA STUDElfT ID.

OR EMPLOYEE LD. WTTti COUFOH
Wt mtm iu n^ U r^mt itrviet U mj

*'

kjal 'I

•:ss:

J JjJs
ALL SPECIALS:
NO COUPON,
ALLTHE TIME,
ANYTIME!

2 soft tacos

(beefor chicken)

Rice

Beans
Chips

All-You Can Drink!

only $2.99 + tax

Uai n

California Graduate Institute
Graduate School of Professional Psychology— Est 1968

Nonprofit, Nondiscriminatory
1100 Glendon Ave., 11th Floor Phone: (213)208-4240
Los Angeles, CA 90024 fax : (213) 208-0684

X.

#

Any Deli Sandwich
Potato Salad, Fries or

Coleslaw
Pickle

AU-You-Can-Drink

only $4.59 + tax

Prepare for the State Oral Exam
Attend a Unique Special Seminar

:al Dedsiqn-Making andthe Psychology Licensure

presented by Leigh SilvertoTi, Ph.D. & Rex Beaber, Ph.D, J.D., AB.P.P.

/

Beef or Chicken,
Beans and Rice

Beans
Rice

Chips

All-You Can Drink

only $3-69 + tax

e^jt^Hiiii
MEXICAN-DELI RESTAURANT

VOME VISITTHE
2-HEADED
MIKE&ROB
MONSTER!

911 BROXTOM AVENUE, WESTWOOD VILLAGE (Across from Oiddy Rioso) (310) 208-4992

at California Graduate Institute

1100 Glendon Ave. 11th Floor

Los Angeles, CA (Westwood)

Dec 13 Friday ZOO
Dec. 14 Saturday 10:00

Dec 15 Sunday 10:00

6:00 p.nu

6:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

Seats are Limited

Advance Registration

is Required

Preptm^pmihe^
State Oral Exam

Dec 13,14,15, 1991

Enclose a Check or Money Onler for

$150.00 Fee

The Psychology Licensure Orals Exam, in large measure, tests your ability to think critically and make
sound clinical judgements about complex ethical, legal, diagnostic, and assessment data.This workshop
will focus on helping participants use their knowledge of the law, ethics, assessment, and diagnosis to
arrive at sound clinical decisions. It is also intended for participants conversant in these content areas
who need to practice and refine their thinking and oral presentation skills. Various approaches to
integrating clinical data, reasoning, and making clinical judgements will be discussed extensively.

The workshop will be divided into two parts : in the first part , Dr. Silverton will review the basic
principles of conducting assessments and making diagnostic decisions; participants will learn to use their
interpretative skills and working knowledge of assessments to formulate clinical impressions and draw
appropriate diagnostic conclusions based on case material and test data. Students will be allowed to
present their formulations in a mock orals format. In the second part. Dr. Beaber will review approaches
to making judgements about legal, ethical, and treatment issues from information gathered within the
initial consultation phase.

Name

Dsytime Phone

Leigh Silverton, Ph.D.

CGIfaculty member; Assessment Superuisor, UCLA, Psychology Department.

Dr. Silverton, a Harvard Clinical Fellow in 1984 - 1985, works in the Research

and Development Department, Western Psychological Services, where she has

developed a number of psychological tests, clinical instruments, and
computerized systems for test interpretation. She also has an assessment

consulting practice.

Rex Beaber, Ph.D., J.D., A.B.P.P.

Diplomate in Forensic and Clinical Psychology;
practicing attorney. Dr. Beaber, a U.S. Supreme Court
Judicial Fellow 1991-1992, has authored many articles

on psychological and legal issues, and participated in

several nationally televised debates on current legal

controversies.

Mail to

:

California Graduate Institute

5^ Registrar's Office

1100 Glendon Avenue - 11th Floor

j§ Los Angeles, CA 90024

California Graduate Institute is approved by the
American Psychological Association to offer Category

I Continuing Education for Psychologbts.

The APA Approved Sponsor maintains responsibility

for the program.
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Celebrities make annual holiday visit to hospital

WM

By Joanne J. Choi
Dally Bruin Staff

Charles Dickens said that the
holiday season was a time to be
spent thinking less about ourselves
and more about others. Law
student Robert Wargo agrees.

As one of the coordinators for
the annual celebrity visit to the
Rancho Los Amigos Hospital,

Wargo believes that the event is

emblematic of the season.

"Ifs one day in the year where
the patients can look forward to

meeting their favorite stars.** he
says. This year's visit wUl include
celebrities like Ed Asner. Chariton
Heston and Valerie Harper.
Wargo explains that the celebri-

ties break into groups, visit the
wards, sign autographs and talk to
the patients. In the afternoon, a
wheelchair race occurs between

the celebrities and the patients.

The event, which is formally
called the Allen Ludden Memorial
Holiday Visit, after the late hus-
band of Betty White, is sponsored
by the Academy ofTelevision Arts
and Sciences and honorarily
chaired by White.

According to Wargo, the event,
now in its 22nd year, originally

stalled with a spontaneous visit by
the Luddens. Since then, it has

tf

become an annual event and is

one of the happiest days the
patients have all year.**

For Wargo, helping to make the
dreams of so many patients come
true is "one of the nicest things to
do.** His involvement with the
event committee started two years
ago, as the publicist for the
Television Academy — handling
television crews and giving out
press credentials.

However, as a committee mem-
ber, he found the experience to be
quite different Along with com-
mittee chair Sandra Bettin and
ATAS staff member Cynthia WU-
bur, Wargo worked on brain-
storming for prospective
attendees. "We sent letters to every
actor on a series,** along with
celebrities in film, music and

See VISIT, page 38

special Thank You I

Dated volunteers of
Citizens Project

ir^

EVELYN BANTA
CHERYL BECK
MICHAEL CHUN

W. JOHN DELLORO
MELISSA DIDRICKSON

THO DINH
AMY GOODMAN

ALISON HEINRICHS
=CHERYL HTTF

LENORE KIMURA
BRIAN KWON

HONG-HA (A.T.) LE
KIMILEE

SILVIA MARTINEZ
HOA NGUYEN

CARRIE PHILLIPS
NICOLE ROBSON
=CHRIS SAFIAN =
LINDA SEKIGAHAMA

and BRUIN BELLES

Good luck on finals and have a
terrific Winter Break!

Christine Chung,
Nee|an Cupta,

and Amy Lin.

BRUIN (213) 474-(i267

TRAFFIC
SCHOOL
IRI-K l'.\RKI\(; CI SlIIOM-l) CHAIKS

SAT, SIX, .Si: EVE\I\(iS
CL/\SSES

BUY ONE

GET ONE FREE
w/drink purchase

OR

Funded by the Communities Activities Committee of the Prognuns Activities Boaid

a

UCLA MORTAR BOARD PROUDLY ANNOUNCES ITS ANNUAL

FACULTY EXCELLENCE AWARD
•Nominate the faculty who has motivated you both inside
and outside of class for our faculty excellence award.

•Deadline for nominations is Friday, Dec. 5th at 4:00

•Fill out the nomination form below and turn it in to the
Dean of Students offfice at 1206 Murphy Hall.

J5

Mortar Board is an active national
senior honor society which recognizes
scholarship, leadership and source to
the campus community. For more
information, contact the Dean of
Students office at 825-3871

.

Thank You!

NAME OF PROFESSOR:
DEPARTMENT:
EXPLANATION OF NOMINATION:

cm
SPONSORED BY MORTAR BOARD

CaSPONSOREDBY
STUDENT UNION DIRECTOR

YOUR NAME: YOUR PHONE #:

^UBuinv*
COUPON VALID ONLY AT:

11278 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
Comer of Sawtelle & Santa Monica

1 Block West of 405

477-9987
SECOND SUB OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE. SUPERS EXTRA^ _ . _ . EXPIRES 12/12/91'*....
LOWEST
AUTO

^NSURANCE
RATE

•LIABILITY

•COMPREHENSIVE & COLLISION
•SR-22 FILING
•MANY TICKETS/ACCIDENTS
•EXPENSIVE CARS
•LOWEST RATE FOR ANY DRIVER
•SINCERE SERVICE
•HOME APPOINTMENT O.K.
WE ALSO HANDLE HEALTH AND

COMMERCIAL INSURANCE FOR BUILDINGS
BUSINESS, AND AUTOS.

CALL: (213) 477-8455

U

11540 SANTA MONICA BLVD
(AT COLBY ABOVE SECURITY PACIFIC BANK)
•»'K. WEST LA.

m
m
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Radio station to liold Iwge classic rode promotioii
By Aaron DoMm
Dafly Brufn Staff

Lovers of lock and roll will

congregate Saturday and Sunday
at what has been called the largest
record store in the world when
KLSX 97.1 FM hosts the Second
Annual Classic Rock Expo at the
Wcstin Bonaventure Hotel in
downtown Los Angeles.

"It*s the perfect classic rock

promotion.- said KLSX promo-
tions director Scott Segelbaum.
KLSX held its first Classic Rock

Expo in February. The idea of an
Expo was created by Segelbaum
when he and KLSX program
director Andy Bloom were work-
ing for WYSP-FM in Philadelphia.
The two men came west to work
for KLSX in February, and the
Expo was one of the first things
they established.

LIGHT PEELS
SKIN REJUVENATION
• Sun Damaged Skin • Large Pores
• Wrinkles • Aging skin

FACE • NECK • HANDS • CHEST
CaU ELENA • 208-7806 • 100 UCLA Medical Plaza

COMPACT Billboard
DISC COUNT .

Top 30

TRADE

* per most
discs

1000's Of Used CD's

$1 OFF
f>er titf«

ANY USED CO
SALES ITEMS EXaUDGD

msm
\jsmms

$1 OFF
per title

ANY USED CO
SALES ITEMS EXaUDED

OPEN 7 DAYS lOAM-iOPM PARK IN REAR

475-4122
10741 W. PICO BLVD.

WLA (ACRCSS FROM \^STSIDE PAVILON)

Discover Kinko's
forgreat copies
on t/ourterms.
The hardest part is over. After all the late

nights and long hours you've finished

your term paper or thesis... and
now 3rou could use a little

At Kinko's. well help you
present your work in the

best possible light with:

tr a wide selection of

paper and bindings.

i/ great copies.

i/ late-night hours
and quick seivice,

i/ affordable prices.

B

99<r Binding Offer
Choose from VeloBlnd* or spiral binding on documents
up to one Inch In thickness with card stock cover for Just
99C each. Offer good at listed k>cations only. Does not

Include copies. One coupon per customer. Not valid with
any other offer. Good through December 31. 1991.

Open 24 hours
475-0789
1520WestwoodBl.
Westwood

kinkoi
the copy center

*Thc hook is classic rocf
Segelbaum said. "We're bringing
CDs to the public. The vendors are
coming from all over the world and
people will be able to buy every-
thing from punk to classic rock and
roll, and new releases from groups
(like Genesis and Dire Straits)."

Segelbaum also said that people
will be able to buy CDs at the Expo
at lower prices than in a retail

record store. And vendors will

have rare CDs as well as vinyl

records, old 45s and various
memorabilia.

In addition to the 27.000 square
feet worth of vendors for people to

choose from, a variety of celebrity

guests will be appearing to sign

autographs.

Dr. Demento will be on hand
from 1 1 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Saturday
and from 2 to 4 p.m. Sunday, and
Don Henley will sign autographs

of his new book, "Heaven Is Under
Our Feet" — a collection of
writings put together to help save
Walden Woods — from 1 to 2:30
p.m. Saturday.

Brian Wilson, one of the found-
ers of The Beach Boys, will be
signing copies of his new biogra-

phy, "Woukln't It Be Nice," from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Sunday, and DJ

See KLSX, page 38

Bruin Rate
Now $65

Just mention tliis ad
when making reservations

Ali^uife lioteiforBniinsa^ fiiends.

Just minutes from the UCLA campus, an all-suite iiotel with full kitchens, free parking, pool & spa.

Rates from $85 - $105 per night For reservations call:

(310) 476-6255

Brentwood SuitesHOTEL
199 North Church Lane, 1 block W. of San Diego Freeway, 1 block N. of Sunset

Limited roomi are cvaikbk at the Bniin rate. Ceitain restrictions apply.

1*1 i—

B

ib^V^j
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KLSX
From page 37

Jim Ladd will sign copies of his

book, "Radio Waves," from 12:30
to 2:30 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

Appearing for the first time in

Los Angeles since the start of the

broadcasts will be Boy Gary
DeU'Abate from KLSX*s morning
radio program "The Howard Stem
Show.** DeirAbate will be at the

Expo from 3 to 6 p.m. Saturday.

Also appearing over the two
days will be Micky Dolenz of The

Monkees. Robby Kriegcr of The
Doors. Mitch Ryder, Spencer
Davis, Mick Fleetwood of Fleet-
wood Mac and Penthouse Pets
Stevie Gene (January *92) and
JuUe Strain (July *91).

Although it hasn't been a full

year since the first Expo. Segel-
haum said KLSX plans to hold the
Expo every year right before
Christmas because, "It*s a great
place to shop for your Christmas

gifts.-

Segelbaum stressed that people
will be blown away by the size of
the Expo, and he encourages them
to come prepared. *Tf you don't
bring your wish list, and know
what you want to look for, there's

no way you'll get through every-
thing."

visrr

^SFa "^^ Second Annual 97.1
KLSX Classic Rock Expo." Saturday
and Sunday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at the
Westin Bonaventure Hotel (404 S
Fijgueroa St.) In downtomi Los Angeles.
Discount parking is available at the Arco
parking garage on Flower Street.

From page 36

athletics Wargo said.

For the younger patients, the
committee targeted young actors
and costumed figures. Wargo
remembers that last year's guests
included Kirk and Candace Came-
ron, Fred Savage and one of the
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.

When celebrities learn of the
event, "most of them are very
happy to attend," Wargo says. At
the event, he found that 'the

celebrities don't expect to be
treated any differently. They check
their celebrity demeanor at the
door.

Wargo reflects that the annual
event has also led to a few
interesting encounters for himself
as well. While he's been shoul-
der-to-shoulder with the likes of
Charlton Heston, Wargo also
remembers meeting Miss Universe
1989. Angela Visser. Remarks
Wargo. "I never thought I'd get to
meet a beauty queen . .

."

Ah, the gifts of the season . .

5SAGE HEVWORK
213-271-9279

Howard Cluss
MA MI.

Presklent

A Professional group of LICENSED MASSAGE therapists
specializing in Swedish. Sports and Deep Tissue Massage.

MENTION THIS AD AND RECEIVE $10 DISCOUNT
OFF YOUR FIRST TREATMENT

Available at Home, Office, or Business.

cM6elte^ c9^:^J{.
/y?^.

Lately, it seems some hanks are trying to
impress you with how much bigger their customer
services have gotten, rather than how much better
When they talk about more ATMs, do they mention
how much more it could cost you? At most banks,
every time you use your ATM card at a bank other
than theirs, you get charged a dollar or more.

At Fidelity Federal
Bank, there's absolutely no
charge for using your ATM
card anywhere^ And while
saving a few dollars on your
ATM isn't big banking, to a
lot ofpeople its certainly

better banking.

o

Lisbeth^Feldberg, Branch Manager
I46() Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90024
(310) 474-6084

Keith Meinen, Branch Manager
13028 San Vicente Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90049
(310)458-1708

X?imi. ..

I M • « ll
•Some finwnal miMUKXis outside Calrtorma may charge Fidelity Federal customers a transaction lee tor

/v,tt\Uate of Anf/c
A'^'^'* ^" UrnNow forming men's
• groups, women's groups, and a •

creative art therapy group.

LOW COST THERAPY BASED ON ABILITY TO PAY

(213)839-9340

13274 FIJI WAY, MARINA DEL REY

One of the nation's most respected sperm donor programs

is now selecting

QUALIFIED SPERM DONORS

Help Infertile Couples Monetary Compensation

Free extensive health testing. Including chromosomal analysis

THE U.S.C. SPERM BANK
Cal (213) 343-9967

^Mc^a^j^ IRISH pyQ^

HUGE Selection H^

of PUB GRUB "f
^ ^^ fU^* Including

Indian Cuisine. British Specialties,

Pizza & Anr^erican Favorites

DAILY BEER SPECIALS 4>
- ENTERTAINMENT . iso imported & A
•T* Suivihurs (excluding Mon) Domestic Beers ^L

mm Sports channel on T.V. all open hours ^WL

2 2615 WILSHIRE BLVD., SANTA MONICA (213) 828-9839 T

I
FREE Lunch or Dinner Entree

I when you purchase a Lunch or Dinner Entree
' (equal or lesser value) expires 12/15/91

I
2615 WlLSHme BLVD., SANTA liCmCA

I (213) 828-9839

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Books

*BargEAn Book'
0VO8 you your
money's worth
By Uta Rebuck

The "L.A. Bargain Book**
includes in its pages hundreds of
good (even great) deals in Los
Angeles. Arranged alphabetically
with an easy-to-use index, the
listings range from home and
health products to bargains in

business, finance, entertainment,
pels, travel and more.

In the entertainment section,
there are some notable bargains
like the hip hop dance classes,
which last from 60 to 90 minutes
and average $8.50 per class at a
local Santa Monica dance studio.
Reduced price showings of recen-
tly released movies are held at the
Mann Wilshire Twin in Santa
Monica and Old Town Cinemas in

Torrance. Baseball games at Dod-
ger Stadium cost only $5.00 for
general admission and free parking
can be found south of the stadium.

There are several listings for
affordable restaurants, one of
which is the unusual Queen Of
Cups in Venice. Breakfast, lunch,
dinner and high tea are served and
most of the items cost under $10.
Diddy Riese in Westwood has
great prices on some of the best
cookies, muffins and other baked
^oods in L.A. TYader Joe's, with
several locations in the surround-
ing area, is listed for savings on
good quality coffee, frozen foods
and wine, as well as other foods
and spirits.

For those in need of an inexpen-
sive traffic school, the Bruin
Traffic School in Westwood and
the Comedy Traffic School are
Usted. The Venice Skill Center
also provides a good deal on labor
for minor car repairs and tuneups,
although one must pay for parts
and materials.

Top to Top, with a few locations
in L.A., has great deals on most
brands of athletic shoes. Two
places are listed for formal-wear
rental —- Royal Custom Clothes
for men and Dressed To Kill for
women. Numerous other listings

on bargain clothes and jewelry are
also included.

Besides great deals on plants

and pets, there are several places
noted for beauty aids, bath needs,
film developing, home entertain-

ment, computers, books and much,
much more. Because many of the

special prices arc reduced even
further for owners of the "L.A.
Bargain Book" and the listings are

so helpful and thorough, those

interested in saving some money
should purchase the book.

The 'l-A. Bargain Book" can
be found in the ASUCLA Book-
store and in such major chains as

Crown, B. Dalton and Walden-
books, as well as in independent
bookstores throughout the south-

land. It is a very useful tool for

anyone interested in saving
money.

BOOKS: "LA. Bargain Book" by Jeff
Hutner. New Paradigm Press. 278
pages; $12.96.

Controlling your blood pressure can
reduce your risk of heart disease.

Daily Bruin A & E

A SPECTACLE THAT LEAVES
THEATERGOERS GASPING!"

SPECIAL STUDENT RUSH DISCOUNT
V2 PRICE AT DOOR

BRILLIANT! AN EVENT NO THEATER
LOVER SHOULD MISS! "up,
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Here's Voor Cliriste

Present From (lie Moose!
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Wednesday- Dollar Drink Ntebt

Thursday- No Cover Dance Contest

Dancing 7 Nights a Week

Lunch • Dinner • Weekend Brunch
Creat view of the Marina from every part of

the restaurant

1 3535 Mindanao Way
Marina Del Rev

- - 574-3932
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EEP YOURS
SPEN DURING

ASUCLA
EXTENDED

o * y R s

^i^^ Ircady?:? Finals again?:? Time kn some
serious studying .. To help you, ASUCLA is

keeping the doors of Ackerman Union and

Kerckhoff Hall open for extended study hours,

The following lounges will be open for

extended study hours:

" Kerckhoff 2nd & 3rd Floor Lounges
Open Da. H-n, 2i hours

" Kerckhoff Alumni Lounge

Open Dec. H-i2i Ham-iam >

" Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Operi Dec. H, 9. 10, 12; Ham-iam

"Ackerman Union 2nd Floor Lounge
Open Dec. 1 1; Ham-iam

"Ackerman Union 3rd Floor Lounge
Open />c. 8-f2, Ham-iam

FREE COFFEE available during Finals Week
only at the following locations:

North Campus 8PM-CLOSINC
Jimmy's at Lu Valle 9PM-CLOSIN0
Kerckhoff Coffee House lOPM-CLOSINO
The Cooperage 8:30PM-CLOS|KC

.."^Nj
•>W<-V--
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Est 1970

GIANT SUBMARINES
1 0968 Le Conte Ave.
(Across New Medical Building) 20&

UNLESS YOUR UNCLE
OWNS THE PLACE, YOU COULDN'T
GET FOOD THIS GOOD. THIS CHEAP!

50 cents •

OFF I

Any Small '

I Sepi s I

w/cpn I

$1.00

OFF
Any Large

pni c

w cpn

BUY
ANY
SEPIS
GET

ONE FREE
w cpn

Discover
Birkenstock
Step into Birkenstock footwear,
and find a remarkable blend of
comfort and style. Contoured
footbeds provide cushioning
and support, while your feel

remain free to move naturally.

You'll find colors

that range from
basic to

brilliant. mM m /j

BMwnslocliV
FOOTPRINT COMFORT SHOES

COORS LIGHT ON DRAFT
48 oz. Pitchers $2.95 (4-8 P.M.)

NUTS! free nuts during Happy Hour

Sherman Oaks
14447 Ventura Blvd.

at Van Nuys Blvd.

818/788-8443

COUPON GOOD
WITH SHOE
PURCHASE ONLY.

Expi 1/23/92

'WESIWOOD VIllACE* J,j5rJ,.
10910 Le Conte Ave. Near U Cienega Blvd.

at UCU Westwood Blvd. ^1 3/855^744

Main Entrance coupon
213/208-7307 SCOO

-VALUE-

VIOLENCE AGAINST V/OMEN
RAtl

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5, AT NOON
MEYERHOFF PARK
Come and support Titio IV:
SAFE CAMPUSES FOR VlfOMEN

*^'*r.

Speokers scheduled to appear

GLORIA ALLRED, ESQ.
MAXINE WATERS

U.S. House Representative + OPI ,

TAMMY BRUCE
President el L.A. Natieit Orgonizatien Fer Wemen

DIANE POWERS
L.A. Cemmissien en Assault Against Wemen

\ MEMORIAL

DEC. 6 IS THE TWO-YEAR ANNIVERSARY OF
THE 1 4 WOMEN KILLED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF

MONTREAL

RALLY

SUPPORT TITLE IV OF THE VIOLENCE AGAINST
WOMEN ACT AND SAFE CAMPUSES FOR WOMEN<

*$20 MILLION IN FUNDING FOR RAPE EDUCATION
* UNIVERSITIES WILL EXFLICITLY OUTLAW RAPE
AND SEXUAL HARASSMENT IN THE STUDENT

CODE OF CONDUCT
* EXPANDS STUDENT RIGHT TO KNOW: CAMPUS

SECURITY ACT OF 1 990

NATIONAL CALL-IN DAY: FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6
SUPPORT THE VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN ACT

BY CALLING YOUR REPRESENTATIVES AND SENATORS
SIMPLY DIAL: (202)224-3121

SPONSORED BY:
THE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION AND
THE NATIONAL LOBBY OFFICE; IN CONJUCTION WITH

BRUIN N.O.W., THE WOMANISTS, THE PANHELLENIC COUNCfkO
AND THE U.S. STUDENT ASSOCIATION X

A4I
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Stage

Morality,

sex, deceit

in Vienna
By Joanne J. Choi
Dafly Bruin Staff

Sex, lies and confessions in

17th-century Vienna are the topics

of Shakespeare's "Measure for

Measure."

As any suffering English major
can rattle off. what makes comedy
in Shakespeare is the happy-
ending marriage, sex and lots of
phallic jokes. However, in "Mea-
sure for Measure." Shakespeare's
last comedy, the legendary play-

wright seems to have turned the

genre on its head with a tone as
dark as his greatest tragedies.

The story opens in Venice as the

Duke (Jamie Angell) mysteriously
leaves the city and bestows his

legislative and ruling powCTs upon
Angelo (Joseph Grimm). Angelo
starts to enforce "morality laws"
that the Duke has previously
ignored. Claudio (Morgan Rusler)

is the victim of Angelo's puritani-

cal tyranny when his fiancee
becomes pregnant.

His virtuous sister, Isabella

(Hillary Spector), goes to Angelo
10 plead for her brother's life.

Angelo agrees to spare Claudio's
life if she agrees to yield herself.^

,
Meanwhile, the Duke, disguised as
a friar, has returned. With Isabel-

la's help, the Duke succeeds in

entrapping Angelo (who also has a
skeleton in his closet) and restor-

ing order to the city.

True to Shakespearian form, the

play ends with order restored and
promised marital bliss. However,
by the end. the happily-ever-after

ending is undermined by the

deception and lies scattered
throughout Even the marriages
are the result of entrapment and
deceit

The Firebrand Theater, under
the direction of Nancy Keystone,
has updated the classic with a few
twists. Michael Neimand is excel-

lent as a Lucio-from-the-Bronx, a
sycophantic newsmonger. The
interpretation is an apt one and
adds another level of sleaziness

that permeates the character.

The same can be said for

Pompey. In the original script,

Pompey (Tracy PuUiam) is a
bawdy servant in a bordello. In this

version, Pompey retains his crass-

ness. while Pulliam infuses Pom-
pey with a devilishness akin to

Dickens* Pagan.

The success or failure of a
"Measure for Measure" presenta-

tion dq)ends on the portrayal of
Isabella. Interpretations of Isabella

have varied from presenting her as
an innocent and blossoming
woman to a manipulative, beguil-

ing wench. Spector's presentation
is neither.

At times she rises to the level of
single-minded passion necessary
for the role, as in the instigation

scene. However, in one of the

play's crucial scenes, in which
Isabella assails Angelo for her
brother's life, Spector's perfor-

mance would have been more
effective if Isabella's passion was
more focused.

But, with an admirable cast

composed of a majority of UCLA
students, the socially conscious
message of "Measure for Mea-
sure" proves its relevancy in
today's society. •*'/4

STAGE: "Measure for Measure " Writ-
ten by William Shakespeare. Directed
by Nfancy Keystone. Produced by
Firebrand Theater Company. Starring
Jamie Angell. Hillary Spector and
Joseph Grimm. For information, call

,(310)826-1513.

m-r'V » ».. «<»**•

From page 33

drugs, but from Jesse Helm's illicit

tobacco. 4(X).000 people die. He's
from North Carolina and is k>bby-
ing for tobacco subsidies. Now his

line is. why shoukl the American
public subsidize markets he
doesn't like? My question is. why
shoukl the AmerKan publk sub-
sidize his death drug without being
asked to? Where does he get off as
moral aibitrator if he's pushing the

killer weed tobacco?"

who lost their loveboys to the three
old shrews offate I the one eyed
shrew of the heterosexual dollar I

the one eyed shrew that winks out

of the womb I and the one eyed
shrew that does nothing but I sit on
her ass and snip the intellectual

golden I threads ofthe craftsman's
loom

— "Howr*

"Helms is obviously a racist

But above all. what is his preoccu-
pation with homosexuality? He's
obsessed with homosexuality, he's

constantly talking about it or
railing against it He's constantly

mentioning it, showing pictures of
it to Congress when he gets the

chance. He's preoccupied with it,

but what is his relation to it?

"In gay or queer parlance, he's

got a sort ofS&M relation to it He
wants to be on top. He wants to be
the punisher. the humiliator, the

master, the dominator. He wants to

humiUate gays, he wants to punish
them, he wants to take away their

money and he wants to drive them
out and put them in jail or whatever
he wants to do with them. But
definitely he wants to be the

dominant partner in this relation-

ship and he wants to be the sadist

So there is something quite hypo-
critical in his participation in the

whole gay scene. His role is that of
a blind dominator. He wants us to

be submissive to his domination.

He has a slightly perverse relation-

ship to homosexuality and I don't

think anyone has called him on
that"

/ saw you, Walt Whitman, child-

less, lonely old I grubber, poking
among the meats in the refrigera-

tor I and eyeing the grocery boys.— **A Supermarket in Califor-
Mnui

"Everyone looks into their

hearts when they're lying in bed
alone, talking to themselves in the

dark, thinking. No sound, just

conmiuning with their selves and
thinking private thoughts. Poetry is

not just a willingness to look into

your heait, but a willingness to tell

other people what you're thinking

about It's that question of candor,

whkh is what Walt Whitman
proposed for poets who were
willing to follow him in the poetic

Older. He thought that American
poetry best developed in diis

direction of candor."

America when willyou be angelic?— "America"

*T\)etry is not ically a confes-

sion, it's actually just straightfor-

ward talking, the thing the White
House manipulates into lies, out-

right lies. People like Elliot

Abrams, Oliver Noith, Poindexter
— all public liars. The new head of
the CIA lying to Congress, lying to

himself. The Supreme CourtT's

Clarence Thomas) probably lying,

right in publicl Some degenerate

standard of public or private

behavKM- has seemed to become
acceptable in this Darwinian dog-
eat-dog, so-called free maiket
rapadousness.**

A

See eiNSBERQ, page 42
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STAIN LEY'S

rlAK< FASHION
Lh-^g

2918 Santa Monica Blvd. In Santa Monica
828-9835 or 828-6986

ARRESTED?
Judith Rochlin, Esq.

Criminal Lawyer
Excellent Results
Reasonable Rates

(213)474-3181

SS,!ieC tlCl/4 STtJDEN¥S, fACiHIT
ND !iTAFF >riLL SEC 40gi»9gil
MCVIE5 THIS /HONTH.
;CAP¥iJRC rOfR AtlDICNCfl

ADVERfISC IN
friC tiCLA DAIiy BRUIN

Ucsl.ilii ;||i|

*.» S29-«4e4

» 10759 PICO BLVD* LOS ANGELES

I
(213)475-6158

S 'More Selections Thon Ever Before'

ome an
Lingume Checka $4.50
Fresh Rsh of Day $5.95
iFetfucine Carbonara $5.25

M-Sdt 6am-9pm

Fish Specials
Stir Fry Chtnese Chicken $4.75
Fenucine w/Chlcken
garlic creme sauce $5.25

Sun 8anfY-3pmn-.9ui vwiiii-TKi'i 9un oam-«}pm .v;

A CAT FOR ALL SEASONS
Visit A Cat For All Seasons- the most exciting new shop in the

Westside Pavihon. We are dedicated to providing unique gifts from
around the world-to satisfy the cat lover in each of us.

Westside Pavilion, Pico & Overland. Suite 143

Center Court, Ground Floor

(213)441-4412

First Time Ever

PRK-HOIJDAYSALI
Up to 50^/; OFF storewide!

20', on all 14K
diamond ami precious

sloiie bracelets ^nd
necklaces.

l.v, on all 14K
emerald, ruby

and sapphire rings.

- ^^

f y '. ^
i'.

'^' u

^^ . lo M)'. OI I

all watches.
1(V, on all

diamond rings.

«>N\\\>*?K^V^>C^.X\**^V ,y..

13', OM all 14K gold

heavN herringbone, link

and rope chains.

IV, Oil all

IJK gold charms.
30', on all

silver j e v\ e 1 r\ .

..^i'-'

( * mik; s,\"
k W Nv' ^\

\'K Mv'

W ( )ll ) ! xl ^

M ' >n WW \

ewe ry

I .A.'s Most rojniLir |cvvoli\ Slorol

Wl:SllVOOI)VILI A(,L
1065 BROXTON AVI.\LL ~ (213) 208-8404

S;*>F'.' ( rcJils or I'M h.mi;rs m w n.^t hv umJ t.-v. ..-v] xiK< prux's,

All Maior ( i.-Jit ( mJ>
I .iv.r.\a\ with I'.) , I \,\'. V slijiu s v r( u'r IM.m

< (V :. M< )\ S \1 ifi ^(l -, -,1 \ ,
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WESTWOOD VILLAGE
WESTWOOD BLVD. at LINDBROOK

Don't Forget $1 Off Any Footlong
Sub With Your Athletic Ticket Stub

ANY
FOOTLONG

SUB OR
LARGE SALAD

$1J00 OFF
YCXJR -ONI Y- RFUJIN

ANY
FOOTLONG
SUB OR
LARGE SALAD

OPEN
24

HOURS ^UB
DO

WeSTWOOD VILLAGE
WESTWOOD BLVD. at LINDBROOK

Not Vkid WHh Any Olh«r D*«ooont or Promrttoo- One Per Custormr

OPEN
24

HOURS

DB
L,. ... „^ Hrtp«"PUwiurmomy«(h«r»yourmout»to-
HH> SiAMway WHHwood Vllam Nrip the homeims A Ungry PeroenUue Of iM tdM beirw

rtonMHl to theLA. Reecu* Mteeion from now ur«N efNTyw '
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Dracfon Express
Chinese Fast Food

Free
Delivery
($8.00 Min.)

Limited Area

CO] l\l% PLATE $4.56 Includes fried rice or chow mein
plmai^y two a la carte itenw.

^^^ with the purchase of
jiI eoo«ou.

I J^^J^^a^WW:^ ^ ^ t/OmDmation rlate |a Combination Plate
Hours:

Monday-Sunday llam-llpm
1147 Westwood Blvd.
(Across trotn McDonald's)

208-4928

Wondering what
Direction to take?

Advertise in

the Bruin

825-2161

I TRAVELING ABRnAno ?

J ^

|-^ COMMISSIONnu WITH THIS ADl\

Japanese (yen) -.00802]

Canadian (dollar)-.91

7

Australian (clollar)-.81

7

[France (franc) -.1891
"Iritish (pound) -

1

.841

[Italian (lire) - .000855

(all currencies available)

• Foreign Currencies,
• Foreign & Domestic

Associated Foreign Exchange. Inc.

(rates as of 12/4/91)

Payments & Drafts

Ttavelers Checks
433 N. BeveHv Dr.
Beverly HiHs. CA

1-800-346-AFEX
MaiHng Services Available

WM^
(Between Kinross & UrKlbrook)

•offer expires 12/31/91

It s that time of the quarter again! As 1991 draws to a close HEADUNES would like to thank
you for al your support dunng the past year. Wte'll be here for you when you need a study

break and later when you wanfto celebrate! Have a safe and happy holiday season, Bruins!

10922 Kinross Ave.

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD

208-2424

M

WMtwooJVltag*

iWONIEL

TANNING
ANNUAL 2 FOR 1 SPECIAL

Buy 1 Membership, Get 1 Free
•CD Sound Systems •lO W)lff Beds
•Air Conditioning •Validated Parking

Just 1 Block From UCLA! Call 824-2TAN
M-F: 9am - 8pm
Sat. & Sun: 11am - 6pm

1107 Gayley Ave.

From page 35

While the show will have its

, share of unusual topics. Williams
plans to approach all topics with a

"different brand of sensitivity. I

don*t exploit and parade them
around. I try to find out why they

do what they do.**

Williams explains that the
show's goal is to ultimately help

society. "I want to help families

and relationships. We just did a

follow-up on kids that live on the

streets of L.A/*

"I think the viewing

public is ready for a new
and different talk show.

It*s that newness and

difference that we

offer."

Montel Williams
Talk Show Host

He also wants the show to serve
as an informational outlet, refer-

ring back to a recent show which
centered on the allergies deve-
loped by children through a new
sensitivity to chemical products in

environment.

Williams points out that one
guest was a 13-year-old who was
allergic to certain pasteurization-
methods. Until his condition was
diagnosed as an allergy, the stu-

dent was forbidden to attend
school because his IQ was tested
below 80. Now, the student is

leading a normal life with an IQ of
140.

"After that show, we got hun-
dreds of calls from parents who
wanted information ... I was
really pleased with that show.**
Williams says.

GINSBERG
From page 41

America when will you send your
eggs to India?

— "America"

"We're so addicted to raw
materials (in the United States)

that six percent of the world's
population consumes almost half
(of them). It is like an Alcoholics
Anonymous problem of addiction.

The addict is in a state of denial as
to the extent of his habit and the

destruction he is doing around him.
He is manipulative; he rObs and
steals from his grandmother and
his mother to support his habit,

while his family tries to cover it

over to compensate. We don't
know we're addicted. It's hard for

our people to detox."

looking for a bus to ride us back
home to Eternity

— *^n the Baggage Room at

Greyhound"

"How are you supposed to

approach your death bed? You go
forward, you go into it You don't
look back and say, *Oh no! No. no
it can't happen to me! Panic, panic,
panic. I want to go back! I want to

rearrange my life!' People can
become very calm on their death
beds. Have you ever seen anyone
die? Well, the next time you have a
chance, stay with someone who is

going. It can be a great experi-
ence."

^vi1*^^ R.P.U
KLA*8 Rolling Party Unit is the most

flexible and inexpensive mobile disc

jockey service around. 825-9 1 07
It
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CLASSIHED RATES
Daly, 15 words or laes $ 5.05

OaNy, aach additbnaJ wMyd $ .35

Weekly. 15 words or less $17.60

Weekly. eM:h addMbnal vMxd $1.20
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Campus Happenings
1 Campus Happenings \ Campus Happenings 1 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment 3

Ifll UNlVE,RSn Y^Q£_

founded
1891

COLLEGEOFlAW
MID-YEAR ADMISSION - APPLY NOW

Accredited-Small Classes

Next Semester Begins

\JanuaryJ3J992

I

Flexible Programming

Accredited by the California

Committee of Bar Examiners

and the Western Association of

Schools and CoUeges.

Two Convenient Locations

Encino Campus
5445 Balboa Boulevaid

CaU:(8 18)981-4529

La Veine Campus
1950 Third Street

Call:(7 14)596- 1848

Alcoholica Anonymous

Meetings
Mon. diaouwion, Thur. Bookstudy. Fri. Step
Study. AU 3625 12:15-1 :15. Fri. 12a)-1 300

Tuee. Dikoueeion. WM. DaouMion NPI
08536 12:15-1:00

For «looho(iot or Individueb who
h«^ drinking probbrm

SAl^ OF SE ASIAN NEEDLWORK. Ooss stitch

and reverse applique. Hmong pillow covers,

jackets, wall hangings, aprons. Dec 5&6, NPI
B-fioor reception area. 9-4.

60%
BOOK
BUYBACK
Sell your textbooks back to

the Students' Store and get

up to 60%* of the purchase
price' (*lf your book will be
used Winter Quarter and
we're not overstocked)

Nov. 25 - Jan. 3
Book Buyback Windows, west
side Ackerman Union

ASUCLA
Students' Store
B-level Ackerman • 206-0785

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES

.AMERICANS
UNTVERSITY

WA:.IIINi K'lM IX"

Emiched by the

resources of

Washington, D.C.

and surrounded by

symbols of our

nation's heritage.

The American

University's College

of Arts and Sciences

offers graduate

students outstanding

opportunities for

advanced study.

Anthropology
Chemistry
Economics
Education

•Counseling and
Development

•Administration

History

Mathematics Education
Physics

Psychology
Sociology

Statistics

Fellowships Available

Doctoral FeI]owship>s

provide a stipend that

can range from $4,000 to

$15,000 and from 9 to 18
houn of remitted tuition.

Summer Fellowships are
also available.

Campus Services 2 Campus Services

$2500 NOW AVAILABLE!!
IF YOU ARE A UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA LOS ANGELES STUDENT
(GRADUATE OR UNDERGRADUATE) WE HAVE $2500 IN SCHOLARSHIP
MONEY WAITING FOR YOU (WHICH NEVER HAS TO BE PAID BACK)
REGARDLESS OF YOUR GPAOR ESTIMATED FAMILY INCOME.

TO CLAIM YOUR SCHOLARSHIP JUST CALL:

THE UNITED SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION
(213)960-1648

•IN ADDITION, YOU CAN EARN $200 A DAY PART-TIME WORKING AS A
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE FOR A NATIONAL COMPANY

Good Deals 7

BINOCULARS $10-NEW MAGNACRAFT
Sports binoculars, light weight, high powered
9X30 milimeter, great for all sporting events,

gift boxed. Send $10 per pair to American
Sports Company. 1 309 East Northern Phoonix,

AZ 85020. For C.O.D. Call (602)280-9910.

CASH FOR COLLEGE Financial aid,

scholarships & grant assistance. You qualify

—

guaranteed! 1-800-944-0066, ext. 7561.

INSURANCE WAR!! We'll beat any price or

don't want your business. Tickets, accidents,

sport cars, student discounts. Request Bruin

Plan. (21 3)873-3303 or (818)992-6966.

Name:^ ——^_______
Address: • ___
City: State/Country:

Daytime Telephone:! )

Country of Citizenship:

Zip:.

Soc. Sec.#: —
Sex:OM DF

I am applying forD Fall DSpnng DSunwner, 19 __
Intended Degree: Master's Level (MA/MS/MBA.etc.)

D Doctoral Level (PhD/EdD.etc.)

Field of Study: .

Please send me: Q caudog aan>^cation

Onicc of Gradual* Affair* and Admissions
THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
4400 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20077-4916

orcall:(2U)SS5-lf9S K91

Anthropology
Art History

Biology

Chenusuy
Computer Science
Crcauve Writing
Dance
Deveiopmcnul Banking
Economics
EducatKMi

Environmental
Toxicology

Film and Video
Health and Fitness

Management
History

History of Religions

Information Systems
Language and

Foreign Studies

•French

•Russian

•Spanish
Literature

.Mathematics

Music
Painting

Perfbrmmg Arts

Management
Riilosophy

•Social Policy

Physics

IHychology
Public Comuiucation
Religious Studies

Sculpture

Sociology

Sutistics

Statistical Computing

Fdkmships AvalUbIc

Master's Fellowships pro-
vide a stipend that can
lanae from $4,000 to

$S.000andfh)m9tol8
houn of remitted tuition.

Summer Fellowships are
also availafaie.

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous 9 Personal 10

Sports Tickets 5 Good Deals

UCLArARIZONA BASKETBALL GAME. Jan.

11. Two fifth row tickets. $10G/obo.
(602)695-2274, John.

Good Deals

ALL NEW SELF INNOVATIVE IDEA SPRAY
PROTICTION key chain sprayer also immo-
bilizer flashlight. Don't be a victim, no License
necessary. Key chain sprayer- $21.50.
Flashlight- $52.50. Mail to P.O. Box 1124
Agoura,Ca.91301 or Call (818) 706-1 028 TO
ORDER.

Writing, Editing, Research
Phd Gives Expert help, speclallsr In

MoHar't ThMis/Doctcrol

DistertotJons, Reasonable Rotes

Rist, Efficient Professional Service

(310)476-0114

Good Deals

You don't need dental insurance to have a pretty smile.

IS ROMANCE IN THE
STARS FOR YOU?
Personalized astrological report
tens how compatible you two are.

Detailed and infonmath/e. 10-f

pages. Great gift! $9 95. both
names, birthdates, birthplaces, &
bith times (if known): LELUND,
1093 Broxton #628, Los Angeles.
CA. 90024.

IMI

SMILE SPECIAL
FAMILY DENTISTRY (2 1 3J47&-5S98

24 hour emergency service

Complete Detital Exam, Check Up, & Cleaning

V.I.P.

(rag. $180)

ntw DitlMls with this coupon only

«M aiw looofTunodri* pttianlt

Mffth dMitil covarage*
oNw«xpirM1^3^fiT

(Up to 4 x-rays

lncl(jdod)
SID SOLEIMANIAN. D.D.S.

1620 Westwood Blvd.
*open evenings & Saturdays*

'^ Fn4 parking in rear

Dental Plan

Our dental plan gives

coverage to individuals

and families with no
dental insurance.

'Vur Patients sire Special'

Personal

Melanie,
^ Congratulations on your
* graduation! I'll miss our

long and •Interesting-

hours In Powell.

Love, Jennifer

DEAR PATRICIA, HAPPY 1 YEAR ANNIVER-
SARYi I LOVE YOU!, STEVE.

TRI-DELT JENNIFER SUNDQUIST— Adios my
PENTHOUSE amiga! I'll miss you very much.
DELTA LOVE< and mine of course... Katya.

brgsisPam
^

li I SIS Lara

Good luck on finals!

^ Alice

^onjfUiiuiaiiomA

/'
y

i^i^
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Thank you to the following

HBO 1990-1991 Executive Board;
President Jessica Undzy

V.R Moral

V.P. Mental

V.R Social

Secretary

Treasurer

Rush Chairman

Membership

Maria Kupfetman

Julie Williamson

Jenn^er Sauvage

Tara HoUzmuUer

Myssa Wilson

Cori WelUns

Debi Di Bias

Panhellenic Delegate

Social Chairman

Efficiency

Corresponding Secretary

Fraternity Heritage

Philanthropy

House Manager

Tracy Wathns

Stacy Smith

Michelle Torrico

Robin Puckett

Julie Upps

Kristen Collins

Noreen OTrey

Congratulations to tli

nBO 1991-1992 Exociitixo Boaid:
l^('si(!(Mil I'ani ll()lt:miill(

V.P. Moral

V.P Mriita

V.P. Social

Sccrt^tan

Trv'dsuvvv

Duuii Heave

kellij Shepjiiiiil

jnlie Upps

Katlui Kendall

TrcasuRM' Kiislea I uller

Rush Chainnaii Dehi Di Bias

Memherslii|) Jennifer Sauva'j^e

• ^nihcllciiir Darhi CuaiU

\ M'\e\c\\e\ Kalii Varki r

(.oiT(^s|)()n(lin<j; S(Hivtar\ Midielh inn

lVat(Miii(\ Ilc'iitauv /v //// IhifanI

Phiiaiitliropx Xndiea {.rah

House Manager \(>re( n OTn
Social (.liairiiiaii Whilneu \llei

Clood Luck!

THETA CHI'S
47th Annual

Finals are still a weekend away!

8:30 PM * Invite Only

NTER RUSH 1992
Smarts 1st Week winter Quarter

Air Interested Men Should Contact

ihe Office of Fraternity and Sorority Relations

eMen'sCvnillS
Participating Houses Include:

XO, AZO, ATA, OA0, DKA,
Zn, TEO, TKE, eAH, and 7>¥

B Paid for bv USAC

To The DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIED St a IT:

;inJ 1 l;i\\' ;i ( n\',it TiiiK'

diirinL' the Break!

To Jen, my partner in EVERYTHING. To
Jay, what's going to happen to CLYDE?
To Stacey, CLASS LINE will never be the
same againi To Curt, Now I'LL have to
eat lunch with BOB.

I'll Miss You Four VERY. VERY Much!

[ovcj del

-M^^

Festi tes cofMience at 9:30pm

ner
»

QUESTIONS CALL SCOTTSELLWOOD
20SO803

^101^ Invite only UCLA ID required

AXA
Come join us for our first annual

"Come Sit on Santa's Lap Party"

Coat and Tie for Brothers

Party begins 9:30 Tonight

invite Only

Pictures with Santa's nephew Luke ($1 /couple)

TAKE A BREAK
FROM DEAD WEEK

THE MEN OF SIGMA PI INVITE ALL PROSPECTIVE
RUSHEES TO AN INFORMAL DINNER WITH VOLLEYBALL

OR BASKETBALL TO FOLLOW

THURSDAY, DEC. 5 6:00PM
CALL 208-9131 OR 824-5434 FOR ANY INFO

612 LANDFAIR AVE. NO ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES SERVED
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Presents...

Tim Whyte's Famous.

Chili Dog Night
Tonight 6pm
Invite Only

Eat 'till You Blow!
Questions 208-8472

f Happy 1
Holidays

Dee Gees!
Good Luck on Finals

&
Have an incredible

Winter Break ^-
Holiday dinner at the house I*

tonight!

A<«it^c

O.

.«a^i^^'
*%W>*%Wi*^^l •*Mf*O^H•*^M •V^M«*

m^

m
m
m
m

m

Sarah
M fiMily 9«HiR9 lAtt yM detMW - paydiadal

far aMMyliiiii|. lirtarMi will min you both.

Peace, Im, and deadline.

nBO's
and Hashers^

iHave a haj^py and
I relaxing holiday! |
9k

I
See you next year. %
^•^•^vsm\'im''Sm'-sm\m/\ *lm••am ••aan ««

'•^^»^^i I '•^^^w«

It's Here...

•^^%^^%^^r^\ 'u^'uMiSM/Vl^'*
•^^V!

PHI KAPPA SIGMA'S
ANNUAL LITTLE SISTER
CHRISTMAS PARTY

Come watch the elves PLEDGE their
love of Christmas

Fun starts Friday at 10:00 PM
Invite only ^

Call Curt for questions 208-9885 or Suneil 'cause he's graduating

KAPPA DELTAS
AND YOUR FRIENDS

SEE YOU TONIGHTFOR OUR

ATKA
7PM

*INVrrE ONXY

Jt

The Family ofJay Feinberg

Wishes to Express Its Heartfelt Appreciation

to the Brothers of:

SIGMA ALPHA MU
and

2ETABETATAU
for their Incredible Support During the Recent Drive

to Find a Bone Marrow Donor for Jay
You guys were GREAT!

For more inforrnatidn 'on how you can help, please contact

^ike Cohn at 206-8821

BOOK
BUYBACK
Sell your textbooks back to

the Students' Store and get
up to 60%* of the purchase
price' Clf your book will be
used Winter Quarter and
we're not overstocked)

Nov. 25 - Jan. 3
Book Buyback Windows, west
Side Ackerman Union

ASUCLA
Students' Store
B-level Ackerman • 206-0785

Research Subjects 12

BEDWETTINC (ENURETIC) BOYS 7-11
YEARS needed for UCLA research project.
SubjecU will receive $20 arni a free develop-
mental evaluation. 825-0392.
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%

CONGRATULATIONS
STAGEY MOONEY

You're graduating and we're so proud
You have worked so very hard
Our love and good wishes are always with you
You have been a pleasure
You are conscientious, diligent, enthusiastic and fun

Love,

Mom & Nick and Dad & Bonnie

ON-CAKIP0S
•:--.:oVV.-.i;\{rr/:;,;-

Happy Holidays

ALPHA cms
& good luck on finals!

Do you have an upcoming
event? meeting? lecture?

Be sure to reach the greater UCLA community

ADVERTISE IN THE IMILY BRUINl
•r • -^« ;•.*-.••». .- .••',- r..v»-.-

,

s-.ycii-vy'Ac: ..>,<% '^A;

:

Sisters ofThe Month For November
Julia Lew Tanya Nagai Jennifer Baer

AXQ LOVES YOU!!
FINALS ARE COMING

STUby HARD - D0N7 FEAR
HAVEAN AWESOME VACATION

SEE HA NEKT l/EAR! v^ ADPi

Hey ^T Pledge Wranglers,

Thanks for the best

Pledge-Active ever. We all

had an amazing time!

he Actives

Happy Holidays
Have a great winter breaki

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

Pi Beta Phis-
Qood lucfe on Finals

and

HYPERACTIVE BOYS WITH ATTENTIONAL
PROBLEMS 7-11 YEARS needed for UCLA
research project. Receive $20 ar>d a free
developmental evaluation. 825-0392.

NORMAL HEALTHY BOYS 3-11 YEARS
needed for UCLA research project. Receive
$20 and have a scientific learninE experience
*25-0392.

STUDENTS NEEDED for UCLA research.
Watch job interview, answer questionnaires.
Approx. 1 hour. $10. 476-0868.

WOMEN, AGED 18-35, who have recovered
for bulimia nervosa or are struggling with this

problem are needed for a study of psychosocial
factors related to this disorder. If

intere$ted,please call Marcia Rorty at
206-5081.

<«

Get that A!
ft

J

Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12

Do You Have?

•Measles

•Mono
•Hepatitis

•Chlamydia

•Toxoplasmosis

You may have antibodies

needed for research and

diagnostics. Pius, earn up

to$100/wkormore.

MD Labs
213-618-8873 213-650-4880

Nervous? Anxious?
Restless? Worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and
65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 1
month and in relatively good health are needed.
Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to
determine eligibility. All qualified participants may
be paid up to $400 for their participation.

PLEASE CALL (213)854^951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group7

PANIC ATTACKS?
SMOTHERING SENSATION?

CHEST PAINS?
DO YOU EXPERIENCE SHORT EPISODES OF

SMOTHERING SENSATIONS, DIZZINESS, CHEST
PAIN, NERVOUSNESS OR FEEL FEARFUL? YOU

MAY QUALIFY FOR A MEDICAL RESEARCH STUDY
ON PANIC DISORDER. QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS

MAY EARN UP TO $770.

PLEASE CALL (213)854-4951
CALIFORNIA CLINICAL TRIALS MEDICAL GROUP

:•^^*^•*;>:ii!V^'v

Research Subjects 12

EARN $420 or More
Study of Drug Effects
needs healthy males
ages 21-40. ifyou use
drugs (cocaine, etc.)

Call to see Ifyou
qualify.

390-8483
Ask for Theresa

V <f ¥ 2
25 LOVING COUPLES

<f ¥

WANTED ^
¥ TO FIELD TESTA NEW SPACE M

AGE CONDOM ^
9 25 COUPLES WILL EACH BE PAID 2

$150 TO PARTICIPATE IN A NATIONAL
•• INSTrrLTTES OF HEALTH STUDY ONA^^ NEWLY DEVELOPED NON-LATEX

POLYURETHANE CONDOM. TO
cT PARTICIPATE. COUPLES MUST BE: ^
V^AGE 18-50•MONOGAMOUS _• WILLING TO REPORT ON 15 V

COITAL EPISODES COMPLETED
O WITHINA 6 WEEK TIME PERIOD «* ^ NOTAT RISK OF PREGNANCY ¥
^ (CURRENTLY USING ORAL
¥ CONTRACEPTIVES. lUD, «§

NORPLANT. OR ONE PARTNER IS ^
_ STERILIZED)
^ If

For more information, please caH Laurel

Beyrer or Michelle Ito at (213)386-5614, ^
ext.225, or ask for the Condom Study

Wonted 15

UCLA STUDENT needi a garage on Westside
for storage ASAP— call 394-8857/ 208-2402.
GretchcfV Vince.

WANTED: 4 TICKETS for UCLA vs Duke
basketball. March 1. (310)392-9189.

Sperm Donors 19

ASIAN AMERICAN WOMEN NEEDED for

research study. Must have signs of binging and
purging (either by vomiting, over-excercising,
or laxative abuse) or excessive weight loss due
to dieting. Questionaire confidential, $15
paid. Kari (818)281-6177.

Salons 21

EUROPEAN FACIALS, $25. Especially for

cleaning blackheads and blemishes. Call for

appointment. Century City. (213)785-0205.

MODELS WANTED for free professional hair-

cuts In Beverly Hills. Call Teri (213)936-3408,
leave message.

Heoltti Services 22

NON-SURGICAL LASER THERAPY for pain-
less facial ikin rejuvenation and renrx>val of
acne, scars and sunspots. Low Cost. Free
consultalion.Cail Beverly Hills Laser Doctor's
Croup. (213)786-0636.

LOSE UP TO 30 pounds in 30 days for leif than
$40. Doctor recommended. 285-8347.

UNWANTED HAIR.

PERMANENTLYREMOVED

r-sClfC /(

ELECTROLYSIS STUDIO
•FREE CONSULTATION
•DISPOSABLE NEEDLES
•Lie & BOARD CERTinED

208-8193
1949 7i WESTWOOD BLVD

'niT,
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Health Services 22 Heaithi Services 22 Help Wanted

ELECTROLYSIS
*'^w^^^®^ Computerized Equipment

^Medically Approved Sterilization
*Safe and Private ^

Maria Mintz Registered Electrologist
202 1/2 South Beverly Drive
Beverly ffills, CA 90212

Phone #274-4399
We arc physician referred
with 15 years experience

20% Student Discount With Ad

ACNE
A NASTY FOTTR
LETTER WORn
Ifyou had started on
Clear Care Acne
treatment 30 days ago
you would be clear of

Acne today. For free

samples, information on
how Clear Care topical

medications work Call our
Skin Care Information
Line,

800-435-3533

Bulimic?
Do you feel out or control wtth food or

emotions? Counseling can
help old panems

1 824.1

1

79
^

Jeanne \bung Pbd
Licensed Piychologist

PS4I19I5

PSYCHOTHERAPY— Individuals/ couples/
families. Relationship issues, self-esteem prob-
lenfw. Liz Could (310)578-5957, sliding scale.

Pager (310)572-4092.

Opportunities 26

ENTREPRENEURS! Do you have a business

idea? Do you need $$$? We can help.

Unlimited Funds. (818)702-9703..

MODELS WANTED: Male/ female all types.

Your chance to have $200 make-over... Abso-
lutely free. Color aaxifor cut by top profession-

als. You could qualify. (IF INTERESTED
PLEASE ATTEND MODEL CALL) at: Sheraton
LAX airport hotel. 6101 West Century Blvd.

LA, 90045. Date: Monday Dec.9, 1991 . Time:
3pm-7pm. Questions addressed at this time.

No hair done at model call. Bobby Kraus
(213)542-4974.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT. Internship inter-

views now taking place. Cain valuable
experience managing a team of employees,
customers, and suppliers. Majority of hiring

will be completed by November. Average
gross profit $11,287. Call Triple A Student

Painters, for information now
1 (800)426-6441.

Help Wanted 30

$200-$500 WEEKLY. A«embie products at

home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct.

Fully Guaranteed. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
(601)379-2900 Copyright fCAIIKDH.

$40,00(yVEAR! READ BOOKS and TV Scripts.

Fill out simple "like/don't-like' form. EASY!
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations,

pjaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Record-
ing (801)379-2925 Copyright «CA11KEB.

S500-$1,00QAMC. PT, working weekends.
Erotic dancers and models needed. Will train,

call Ginger, (213)575-3634.

L

FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS

An exceptional opportunity

is available for oiotivated

individuals to learn foreign

currency trading.

Unlimited Income Potential

Call Stu or Noam
1-800-922-8322

Help Wanted

LAW FIRM
needs motivated pet son to

do challenging legal and
clerical tasks

Great Experience to field.

Please send resume
w GPA. available times

for, interviews and other

pertinent information to:.

Rick Edwards
1925 Cenlufy Park East

20th floor

Los Angeles. CA 90067

30

The Best Campus Job

Earn $7/hr. plus
bonus. We train... you

gain. Morning,
afternoon
& evening

hours available.

Sharpen your
communication skills &
strengthen your resume.

Call the

UCLA ANNUAL FUND
206-2050

I

VISION MODEL &
TALENT MANAGEMENT

Models needed. No
Experience Necessary

Modeling Commercials A Film
Call today for an appointment
with top Industry Consultants.

(<1SX47-6001
BEVEBLY nnjJB 90110

$6.63^. Walk on campus. Schedule around
your classes. Opportunity for advancement.
Apply at the Sproul Cafe. 350 Dc Neve Dr.
(213)825-2074.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - FISHE-
RIES. Earn $5,OOQ4ymo. Free transportation!

Room & board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or Female. For
employment program call Student Employ-
ment Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext.154.

AAMAZINC OPPORTUNITY! Manager/
assistant for combined Legal/Medical (Gyne-
cology) office. Great pay! Full-time. Strong
academic records. Graduating senior pre-

ferred. (310)281-8457.

ATTN STUDENTS & SPORTS MINDED INDI-
VIDUALS. Earn $200-$400Avkly. Promo
Work. P/T Eves/Sat&Son. Fun Atmosphere.
010)374-4993.

BEVERLY HILLS stockbrokerA/P nwds smIs-
tant. Mostly telephone work, r>o cold calling.

Excellent communication skills required. Flex-

ible hours, salary open. Bonuses. Call Mel
Reiter. (213)285-4872.

BUSY ITALIAN RESTAURANT looking for

cashier 3pm—closing. 3—4 day»/wk. Call
after 4pm, ask for Lino (310)459-8823.

CAMPUS POSITIONS. Flexible PT hours. Will
work around classes. Sunset Village Dining
Services. $6.63/hr. 206-7686. Contact Paul
Garcia or Walt Anderson. Also accepting
APP's for Winter Quarter.

CASHIER: Handbag • Luggage. PT/FT, week-
days, flexible hours. Parking available.
(310)824-0700 .

CASHLESS HOLIDAY? Quick hit sales oppor-
tunity. Great product. Volume business. Com-
missions paid daily to aggressive, positive

individuals. Holiday gift item. Write your
future— (818)591-8543.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, comnf>erclals, and television.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Call today (818)563-2021.

COFFEE! COFFEE! COFFEE! Personable
applicants wanted for up^^^le specialty coffee

store in \|tU9*. Count|f help Apply now, sUrt
In January. P/T or F/T7CITY BEAN^ 208-01 08

RECEPTIONIST
We are looldBf for HI anefgciic and

potiUve pefioa wbo liket lo talic on the

piMiK. CmimI. lively enviramaiL lifM
typng. Rin line. Hn: 7«ii-4pB Mon-fti
GttatpUottowcriL. Melody 453-1817

ENGINEERS WANTED
IN SO. CALIF. MANY POSITIONS OPEN!

SEND RESUME TO: DEPT UBl
CREATIVE TECHNICAL SERVICES

P.O. BOX 7742
BEVERLY HILLS. CA 90212-7742

NO COVa lEITER

COLD CALLER WANTED at major brokerage
firm. $6^r, PT, late mornings - early after-

noons. Call Chuck Bucll (310)552-5617

COMPUTER TECHNICIAN needed, know
hardware and software. MAC knowledge a
plus. Experience a plus. Able to drive. Good
person skills. Call Barry at "The Computer
Doctor', (213)931-8174.

CONSCIENTIOUS FILE CLERK for medical
office. 4pm-8pm, $6/hr. Must speak Spanish.
100 Medical Plaza, Suite #100. 824-1000.

COUNSELOR FOR MENTAL HEALTH PROG-
RAM. 15 hrsAfvk. $8-10/hr, depending on
experience. Contact Marlene. 395-8886.

COUNTERPERSON. Hardworking, mature,
for cafe and bakery. Part time and seasonal
help. Call Lana, 826-5282.

DRUMMER WANTED. Latin Dance Class.

Must know Cubin Rhythms . Available Satur-

da/s $1(Vhr. Contact: Anne 825-3701

EDUCATION OR PSYCHOLOGY EXPERI-
ENCE; earn nxxiey & use your skills to help our
2 children do their school homework and
housework. Carpool, etc. Must have own car.

Must be warm, organized, and experienced &
work afternoons. Room-fboard also available.

(310)837-9784. Leave meni^e.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER TO HELP BUILD
SMALL PROJECT. Only people with a vision

need call. Payment deferred. Carlos
(310)392-6048.

EMT-IA wanted. Ample study time, evening
hours. $1 2,000—1 3.bO0/mo. + benefits. Con-
Uct D. Moretti 6am—2:30pm (310)629-1 755
ext.294.

ESTABLISHED AGENCY IS SEEKING females
16-28 and selective children for Modeling
printwork and tv comnriercials. No nudity. No
fees or dues. Call for appointment.
(213)466-9933

FAST EASY INCOME! EARN IOCS weekly
stuffing envelopes. Send self- addressed
stamped envelope to: FAST INCOME, PO BOX
641517, Chicago, II., 60664-1517.

FULL/PART-TIME WANTED. Start your own
music business, from your bedroom for under
$100. No experience needed.
$50O-$150Q^fK>. Complete manual, training

$35. Call me collect: (619) 492-8410

FULL/ PART-TIME driver needed. Able to read
maps. Top $. Own car. Call (818)888-3664.

GO FOR IT International
company needs several individuals to help
train & manage. Must like people & chal-
lenges. Excellent $$. Call Mr. Nelson
(310)399-9309.

• GO FOR IT! • Manager Trainee positions.
Earn $$ and have fun working with National
Marketing Company. Full-Time/Part- Tirrw.
Santa Monica location. Call Gail at 399-7956.
8am to 12:30pm.
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HOLIDAY HELP: Retail/Customer Service.

$8.20 minimum pay. Can earn nnore on
commissions. Weekend & evening hours
available. Can work FT during winter break.
Call (310)396-1479.

IRISH AMERKIAN PRESS NEWSPAPER. Posl-

tions available PT/FT dayVeveningj. Good pay
up to $3Q^r. Call Moo—frl 1 —6pm. Kathlin*^
Bill (213)458-4427.

•LAW FIRM NEEDS EFFKTIENT RESPONSIBLE
PERSON TO DO LEGAL DOCUMENTS AND
CORRESPONDENCE. TUESDAY AND
THURSDAY. ABILITY TO WRITE PROFES-
SIONAL LETTER A MUST. SALARY FLEXIBLE.
380-9284, LEAVE MESSAGE.

MAKE MONEY WATCHING TELEVISION!
Network advertisers need your lime. Exciting

details on 24hr hotline. (213)243-9713.

MALE MODELS under 28, slim. For hot head,
torso, full, physique. Quick cash!!
(213)664-2999.

MALE MODELS NEEDED. Young, Handsome,
Athletic Guys wanted for nude photos. Great
Pay. Call Derik (213)465-4586.

MALE MODELS earn $1 50/hr. or more. Boyish
and/or athletic 18—24. Cleanshaven face/

little or no chest hair. PlaygirUstyle
magazines/nudity. Beginners welcorne.
Internationallly known photographer. Brad
(213)392-4248.

MARKETING ASSOCIATE, part-time (20hrs/
wk, day time). Marketing investment manage-
ment services to Fortune 500 firms. Challeng-
ing environment. Phone skills in brokerage or
finance requested. Westwood. $9.5Q/hr
(310)208-1310.

MEDKIAL: FRONT & BACK WORK at private

Mfomtn'i surgical center. Call (213)839-5532
between 12-3.

NEEDED EXTRAS FOR FILM, T.V. SERIES- call

for appt. (M-F, 9-5). (213)467-5122.

PART-TIME MEDICAL TRANSCRIBER. Good
typing skills, medical terminology. OBl/GYN
experience a must. (310)206-2442.

30 Help WcNited 30 Job Opportunities 32

P/T ASSISTANT MANAGER Outgoing, self

motivated, reliable irxiividual for children's

store in Brentwood. FRONTRUNNERS KIDS

Apply in person. 1 1620 San Vicente Blvd. See

Julie.

PT CLERKTAL LONG-TERM. MW 9^. Good
phor>e skills, computer knowledge, filing.

Santa Monica. $7—$7.5(Vhr. (213)453-6422.

P/T LITERATURE RESEARCH & LECTURE
NOTE TAKING withMD in molecular genetics

private research. Senior/grad in related area

preferred. Flexible hours. Nurit
(213)306-0055.

RESEARCH AND EDITING. HouHy rate. Gra-

duate Psych, student. Call Sharon A.

(310)696-3505, leave message.

RESIDENT MGR. WLA. 23 Unit complex has

opening for part-time person. RENT REDLXT-
TION. Great opportunity for working student.

(310)828-6618 x342

SALESGIRL NEEDED for healthclutV boutique
in WLA. Please leave message (818)587-1 537.

SALESPERSON for computer service company
needed. Answer phories, schedule service

calls. Sell service and computer systems. Good
person skills. Call Barry at "The Computer
Doctor*, (213)931-8174.

SECRETARY/BOOKKEEPER, flexible hours,

experienced, type 65wpm, plus Wordperfect.
Relaxed, friendly Westwood office. $8-1 (Vhr.

(310)824-9993.

SECRETARY NEEDED for Educational Sup-
plier. Must have good oral and written

communication skills. Position requires candi-

date to be energetic, aggressive arni iruiepen-

^dent. To apply, call Raquel at AMERK^N
CREATIVE TEAM (818)285-0370.

••SPORTSMINDED? Expanding national
marketing firm seeks competitive individuals

for management and sales. Must Uke fun,

talented people. (310)399-2471.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school. TVT.
schl. W.L.A. Elem. gr. 8AM-12:15PM. M-F.
(310)476-2868.

TELEPHONE MARKETING RESEARCH ASSIS-

TANT for menr>ory training school. $€^r.
1 5-20hrs/week. Theresa (310)445-0630.

TELEPHONE MARKETING RESEARCH ASSIS-

TANT for Menrxxy Training School. Light

typing. $6/hr, 15-20hrs/week. Theresa
(310)445-0630.

TOKYO JAPAN. Temporary job: secretary to

advertising company CEO. All expenses paid.

Requires some Japanese conversation & cus-

tom. (213)748-0770.

ONE POSITK)N: Requires wordprocessing
and good typing skills, requires Spanish biling-

ual. Flexible hours, Wilshire & Westwood law
office. Sid Dianxxxi, 475-0481.

US MAIL K)BS $11.77 to $l4.9(y$9.95 fee.

Now Hiring, Your Area. No ExperierKe Neces-
sary. 1-900-680-4454 ext. 0214.

VALET PARKING. Private parties. PT
weekends. Flexible hours. $5/hr. + tips.

670-9157.

WANTED: HIGHLY MOTIVATED INDIVIDU-
ALS to sell ski accessories. Part-Time
Commission Only. (213)827-5627.

WANTED: person familiar with Biomed Li-

brary tomake copies of journal articles. Hours
per month will vary. Call Rhoda
(310)305-8053.

WESTWOOD ARCADE has cashier position

available starting at $6/hr. Call David
(213)443-4316. 11am-4pm, M-F.

WESTWOOD PRIME LOCATION. Generous
nr>ove-in borujs. FumishecUunfumished, ba-

chelors, singles, 1 &2 bedroom, walk to UCLA.
^C, pool, elevator, 555 Levering Levering

208-7634. Managed by Moss 8, Co.

WRITER'S EXCHANGE has work for

creatively-talented writers. Paperback novels,

non-fiction books, screenplays. 962-1557
Vernon.

Job Opportunities 32

AAHSf hiring sales persons ar>d cashiers for

Christmas. PT/FT, flexible hours. Apply at 1 063
Broxton Ave. Lesley or Jay 824-1688.

ENTREPRENEURS with conlacto in Hong
Kong, Taiwan, or Japan needed. Call
(310)573-3014.

ENTREPRENEURS in search of global oppor-
tunities, with $500 million international com-
pany, offering a 4yr plan instead of 40yr plan.

For interview, call (310)573-3014. Inlervicw-

ing 12/9 and 12/10.

INSTRUCTOR FOR FIRST year college Bio or

Chem. Top grad student post-doc, or adjurKt
looking for extra incortie preferred.
1 800-843-4973.

INTERN NEEDED for busy literary agency for

books and screen plays. Paid horiorarium per

week after preliminary trial period. Flexible

hours. Call (310)559-0831 ask for Sandy.

LEADING Independent Production Co., seek-

ing production assistant for television and
radio shows. Good Pay! 1-800-486-6342.

MANAGEMENT/SPORTS MINDED Dynamite
Company specializing in management train-

ing. 10 openings available. Must work well

with others & enjoy enthusiastic atmosphere.

Starting pay: $3,00O-4,0O(yrTH) while training.

Call for appt. (818)309-0253.

MONEY MONEY NOW that we have your
ATTENTION. Independent Maiieting Com-
munications, Distributor MCI long distance.

Full-time pay with part-tinrw hours. Call today,

jobs limited. (816)373-7676.

SALES^ARKETING International Marketing
company, seeks five Managers/Executives for

U.S. and Asian opcratiorts. Unlimited conrv

mission, will train. Interviewing Dec 9-10.

Call (310)573-3014.

Internstiips 34

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM producer seeks
student interrw to learn script developnf>ent

activities in ofTice. No pay, but good opportun-
ity to learn. (310)576-6309, (310)394-7263.

LEARN

ENTERTAINMENT MUSIC

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Intern at major P.R. firm

in Hollywood. Great

Opportunity to learn and
gain firsthand experience

Call Audry
(213)659-6400

MEDICAL HISTORIAN- Interview patients.
Strong writing/computer skills. Medical
anciA>r legaJ experience desirable. Bilinpjal

Spanish preferred. Full training & benefits.

Full-Unr>e in Burbank or AJhambra sites.

$13-1M>our. Sef>d resume dealing with
above to: John Ewing, CBL Medical, 3600
Wilshire Bhfd. Suite 1908, LA. 90010.

_ Ctittd Core Wanted 35

BABYSrrTER WANTED part-time for 1 child in

Brentwood. 820-3711.

CHILD CARE FOR a 6-year-old little girl

studying Frer>ch. Early evening hours 5-9pm.
MTWF Flexible. CXities may include dinner,

bath, having fun. Alienable pay. Call Charlette

Gusey. (31 0)559-0631/Day time.
(31 0)559- 2639/evenings, weekerKfa.

EDUCATION OR PSYCHOLOGY EXPERI-
ENCE; eam money and use your skills to help_
our 2 children do their school horriework and"
housework. Carpool, etc. Must have own car.

Must be warm, organized, and experienced
and work afternoons. Room and board also

available. DIO) 837-9784. Leave message.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for childcare. Must
have car. Salary. Near LICLA. After 6pm,
(310)204-4870.

WANTEDRESPONSIBLE CARE GIVER for

infant. Tuesday and/or Wednesday.
Brentwood. (213)479-3231.

WEEKEND BABYSITTER with Show Business
gpals. Great hours. Good pay. Great condi-
tions. (818)762-2248.

Apartments for Rent 49

Fall Special
S200Off 1st

Montfis Rent
Great locations
1 & 2 Bedrooms
S695 - $995

Perfect for Students
and or faculty
(213)479-1581

. .•.-.•.-.•.-rvw?

lis?

10980 WELLWORTff
ii983 WELLWORTH

*1 Month Free Rent
(Ask for Details)

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath

•Central Heating/

Air -Conditioning
/

•Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,

Refrigerator. Disposal

•Fireplaces

(213)479-6205
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BEAUTIFUL NEWAPARTMENTS
4-5 MILES TO UCLA
Easy Bus Access

D
2 BDM+ 2 BATH APARTMENTS

ALLAMENITIES-FIREPLACE-SECURITY BLDG.
A/C-LAUNDRY FACILITIES ON PREMISIS

FROM $400/mo*
LOW MOVE-IN COSTS

INCENTIVES

^213)278-6411
(i0am-6pm)

^Effective Rent

•AFFORDABLE*
•3528-3532 Sawtelle*

In Mar Vista near National

2bdrm 1 bath

apartments. Uppers &
lowers. Balconies. Stove,

dishwasher, refrigerator.

Spacious with grey

carpet. White Blinds.

$775/month $500 deposit

OPEN DAILY OR
. CALL:

Rental Office, 823-4383

WAUC TO UCLA
555 GUENROCK

Corner of Glenrock St Levering
2 BEDROOM/ 2 BATH AND 1 BBDROON/IBATH

•Furnished or Unfurnished •

Fireplace, Central Air/Heat
Balcony, All Security Building

Fitness Center, Spa, Rooftop Sundeck
& Study Room

Call for appt.& details!

824-9691

FREE REN 1

BEST WESTWOOD LGCATIGNS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS

1 -MILE TO UCLA, BrcnlvvDod adjacent. $SSO
Bachelor, $735 l-bwl, pod, mat bi» Hop
1235 Federal. (213)477.7237.

2-BED/1-BATH UPPER on Landfair. Hard-
*««od floon, carpet, private gara«e, porch with
nrwunUin view. Quiet 4-unit building with
laundry room. $1,600. 624-3813.

3 BEDROOM /2-BATH DUPLEX. B.H. near
RTD, very large. $2100. 4 person max.
(213)653-5664.

$425 SINGLE APARTMENT. Palms area
(213)837-9616.

INCREDIBLE
2 BED/ 2 BATH $1,150- & UP

FURN./ UNFURN. SINGLES/ 1 BD.

550 VETERAN 213-208-7634
415 GAYLEY 213-208-6735
870 HILGARD 213-824-0703

l>K()l ISSIONAI lA M \\ \(,l I) HY MOSS X < (>.

AMAZING 2-BED/2-8ATH •>A/ESTWOOD*
STUNNING, $1050. Fireplace, step-down liv-

ing room, enclosed patio. Brand new carpet,
shutters, appliances. Near eating places, trans-
portation A UCLA. (213)475-6717.

BACHELOR $45(VMO. Carpets, drapes, re-
frigerator, micro. 3545 Jasmine Palms
(213)839-7227.

WLA, $975/MO. 3-BDRM/2-BATH, 3-CAR
PARKING. 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS. WOOS-
TER ST. (310)839-6294.

WLA. $775-875/MO. 2-BEDROOM. HARD-
NVOOD FLOORS, FRONT BALCONY. 1/2
BLOCK TO PK:0 BUS. (310)839-6294.

BRENTWOOD, $650, large single, rustic pa-
tio, laundry, parking, utilities paid. No pets
(310)454.4754.

*^

BREHOWOOO 28/28. 2 miles to campus
Carpet, wts, minis, appl^, pkg, laundry. Open
daily SAM-5PM. (310)828-6618 042.

Now Renting!

430 Kelton Avenue
'A monlh off Ist month Bim.

•2 Bedrooms/2 Bath
•Cental Heating/Air

•Rooftop Spa -I- Leisure

•Balcony or Patio

•Dishwasher, Gas Range,
Refrjdgerator, Disposal

•Fireplaces

•From $1150

(21 3)824-7409

DETACHED HOUSE on 'A acre, porcK-like
setting. 1 bed -f den or 2-bedroom, 1 -bath-
room, kitchen. Close to beach, 7 minutes from
UCLA. $99SAtn>. Day 413-1396 or Eves.
393-1542

DCTROrr & WILSHRE. $550. VERY LARGE
SINGLE. AKY. NO PETS. PARKING FOR
SMALL CAR. 939^1732.

FREE ROUNDTRIP UAL. ANYWHERE USA
WITH 13-MONTHS TENANCY. RESTRIC-
TIONS APPLY. 8RENTWOOO. $840, 2>1.
(213)939-1732.

FREE ROUNDTRIP U.A.L. ANYWHERE USA
WITH 18-MONTHS TENANCY. RESTRIC-
TIONS APPLY. 8RENTWOOD. $1100, 3+1.
(213)939-1732.

BRENTWOOD, PRIME LOCATION, LARGE
SINGLE, $695; HUGE 2BED/2BATH, $1275;
COMPLETELY REMODELED, BEAUTIFUL
LUXURY BUILDING. POOL, CONTROLLED
ENTRY, UNDERGROUND GATED PARK-
ING. 11611 CHENAULT ST. (21 3)471 -1340.

BRENTWOOD, 1-bed apt., stove, refrig, sec-
urity. Laundry facilities, parking available.

(310)826-1773.

BRENTWOOD, $840, 2BED/1BTH, 11651
CORHAM AVE, SMALL, PLEASANT APT,
PARKING, NO PETS. CALL FOR APPOINT-
MENT. (213)939-17^2.

CULVER CITY, $830, 24>ed+1% -b«lh, carpet,
drapes, quiet neighborhood and bcilMins
Dl0)e26-6907.

FURNISHED 2-8R. $800.00, 1.BEDROOM-
Some furniture $650.00. Direct bus to UCLA
near. 450-2655.

MALIBU. $2250. 2-bd. + office. Year-round
sandy beach. Deck, fireplace, dishwasher,
laundry, carpets. Pets okay. (310)456-9076.

MARVISTA, 2bed/2bath, excellent condition,
gated/parking, A/C, F/P, W/D, 3-mileVUCLA,
rent nf>onth-to-month. Mike (213)390-0399.

MAR VISTA. 1-BED: $675. 2-BED:
Newly painted, laundry. 454-0805.

$750.

MELROSE & LACIENAGA. Large single, $545.
Kitchen, breakfast area, vertical blinds.
(818)501-6676.

MID-WILSHIRE, 1 -BED/1 -BATH, large patio,
security building/ parking. Clean, quiet.
$675/frK). Marcia (213)252-8209.

M.V. $575. 1-bedrm, carpet, drapes, ap-
pliances, no p«U. 4327 Inglewood Blvd.
398-9389 or 477-2537. Mgr #14. 'A -blk S. of
Washington.

NEW 2 4 3 BEDROOM APTS., 31 22 Canfleld
Ave, WLA. $1250 up. Security parking,

(213)286.9332, (213)839-2269.
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Get out of the
DornisI

We Will help Pay
the cancellation

feesi
Huge Luxury 1 fie 2

bedrooms,
centra] air, extra large

closets, fireplace, wet bar,
refrigerator, controlled

entry and parking

Low move in/Low
rental rates

Across From Campus
433 Kelton Avenue
(213)208-8685

WALK TO UCLA/WSTWD
SPAQOUS

1 bdim 1 bath/double sinks

1 bdrai + den • balcony

Students/Roommates Welcome

$745-990 negotiable w/ lease

• refrig •dishwasher•A/C•
•controlled entry*

•F»rking»elevator»

519 Glenrock 213-208-4835

WALK TO UCLA
Private Room, Private Bath
Share Kitchen-$475/month

633 Gayley
208-5920

Weekly Rentals
Guest Hotel "Westwood Village

Cable TV«Miaowave« Refrigerator

$199-$235Avk«w/KnrCH $295Avk
1-bdrm suites available

21 3/208-2241

PALMS, $1 050, laree 3-bec|/ 2-bath, by Bever-
lywood. Good references. Steve
(213)839-1026, Antoine (213)826-0740.

PALMS l-BEDROOM. $675. Large, sunny,
gre^ closets, parking. 1 minutes to campus.
Days:(31 0)273-7598, Eves:(3 10)286-7598.

PALMS. 2-becV2-bath, $825 & $855. Under-
ground parking, fireplace, A^, alarm, peU
okay. (714)969-8977, & (213)559-6065.

PALMS SSOtVmo 1 bed/1 bath, den, upper.
Airconditioning, garage parking, built-ins,

fireplace, security system. (213)937-0589.

PALMS. $875. 2-bed/2-bath. All appliances.
Security, fireplace, - alarm 'A month free.

(213)839-8862 or 838-5567.

PALMS. Sharp single, $495; l-bedroom, $595.
Vertical blinds, carpet, stove, kitchen,
laundry, large and bright, great location
1 -block from Motor and National. 2-parking

spaces. 3351 Vinton, isto pets. (310)576-5540.

(310)274-0633. Open.

PALMS SPECIAL. No security deposit %vlth

approved credit. $525 for single, $650 & up for

1 -bedroom. Pool, sauna, exercise room.
(213)836-3800.

SANTA MONICA. 3-8ED/2 BATH. Hardwood
floors, large yard, 2-car garage. On Princeton,

north of Arizona. S1,650^no. 375-0934.

S.M. 1-BED, EXTRA-LARGE. Good neighbor-

hood. Pool, laundry, safe area. $495.
(213)502-8838, available now.

CHEEERFUL! Bright, 1 -bedroom upper. Stove/
ref. Near Overland & Palms. EZ move-in ternrw.

$625. Days:(31 0)206-1 1 93,
Eves:(81 6)981 -2304.

VAN NUYS: LARGE 1 -bed i, den. Dishwasher,
stove, fireplace, 1 child/1 pet ok, or good for

roommates. (618)997-6766.

VENICE. 2-BED/1-BATH. Pets okay. Private

yard, parking, 4 blocks to beach, very clean,

10 miles from UCLA. (213)776-0822.

WALK TO UCLA, bachelor apartment, hard-

wood floor, refrigerator, $480 includes all

utilities. 9-month lease. (310)208-6265.

WESTWOOD ACROSS FROM CAMPUS, jr.

1 -Bdrm. $790. Many Amenities you must seef

(310)824-5252.

[ERWIIVIERQPAR3E
SPECL\L

2 Bdrm/SBath 5 I^xxnniates

INCL.TWOWEEKS FREERENT
w/LeaecThruJune 80

Gated Bntiy/Fldi^w/26paoes
Rooftop spa and Sundeck

Flieplace^diBhwafiher, frld^
Ctd air, balconies, cal^ leacfy

Walk to Cannxtt/ViDaae

512VElERASliWE
3083655

New tenantB onlyw/kaweOAC

WALK TO UCLA/ WSTWD

515 KELTON AVENUE
(213)208-1976

Why Pay More?
1 & 2 Bedrooms
$575—$800

Newly Remodeled
Must see to
appreciate.

657-«756

NORTHRlbdE knk up. 500
•tud«nt housing facility. Shared or
privato. Pool, |acuzzl, r«cr«atloa
room. 1/2 hour drfvo lo UCLA.
Fraa Brochura. Northridoo

Campua Raaldottco. 9600 Zolzah,
Northridgo. CA 0132S

(818)886-1717

2 Bed 2 Bath
$000/ino. Alarm

A/C 4 years new:MODERNl
9mln. to UCLA by BUS

10737 Palms (213)838-5039

WESTWOOD. X-large 1 -bed. $79(ymo. Wallt
to UCLA and Village. Hardwood floors.

10971 'A Roebling Ave. (213)208-4253,
(213)824-2595.

WEST>A/OOD, 61 6 Veteran. WALK TO UCLA.
Singles & 1 -bedrooms, $590 and up.
(213)208-4934.

WESTWOOD, $695. furnished single. Wark to

school. 667-669 Levering Ave.
(213)206-3215.

WESTWOOD-FREE MONTH-I -block to

UCLA, studio, 1-bd/1-bth, 2-bd/1-bth.
Furnlshe<^nfurnished. Clean, parking, laun-

dry, facilities, pool. $600 and up. 10941
Strathmore (213)206-7294.

WESTWOOD, 2 BEDROOM DUPLEX $995
UP. 1385 MIdvale. Large 1 -bedroom $725
1 1089 Strathmore. Near UCLA. Parking (310)
454-8211.

WESTWOOD Luxury 1-b«d $850,
2-bec^.3/4bath $1100. Appliances, gated

entrance and parking, 1 block from UCLA. 445
Landfair. (213)824-1969.

•WESTWOOD 1-BED, $75(Vneg. Newly de-
corated, large w/vlew. security. 2 blocks south
of Wilshire. (213)474-5375.

WESTWOOD. $985-1 195/MO.,
2-BDRMy2.BATH. STEP DOWN LIVING
ROOM. NEW TILE. 1 1/2 MILE TO CAMPUS.
CHARMING. (310)839-6294.

WESTWOOD, large furnished 1 -bedroom,
parking, $750, 1 1080 Strathmore. 2-bedroom
unfurnished duplex, 1 385 Midvale, $1 lOtVup.
(310)454-6211.

WLA National/Venice, 15 min.
from UCLA.2-bedyi-bath. Secured, A/C, dis-

hwasher, view. $700 Day (818)281-8938,
Eves (818)282-4736.

WLA. 2-bcd/l -bath. Patio, refrigerator & stove.

1 '/i miles from UCLA. Near bus & shopping.

$80(ymo. (310)470-2122.

WLA. 2-bed/2-balh, dishwasher, A/C, back-
yard, 5 min to UCLA. Month to nr>onth.

(310)445-0906.

WLA $950, 2-BED/2-BATH, alr-condltloned,

dishwasher, newly decorated. (213)
471-0883.

WLA/CENTURY CITY ADJACENT. 1 -bed-

room, $750 charming. Stove, refrigerator,

carpaU, dr^ipas, laundgy, decorated porch,

quiet building. (310M.74-n72

WaitMOod: Charming 2-bed/ 2-bath. Refrlger-

Mof, washer/ dryer, security. All amenities.

$155Q/mo. 10535 Wilshire. (213)266-7619.

WLA. KELTON. 4-miles from UCLA. 1-bed/
1 -bath. $740. Deposit $800. Private yvd. Very
clean Inside. Available immediately.
(21 3)778^)622.

WLA single, 1 -bedroom. Unfurnished, security
parking, sun-deck, jacuizl, frit ocean view.
$650-$850. Call (213) 826-5528.

Apartments Fumistied 50

SINGLE $550. 523 GLENROCK. Walking
distance to school. (213)836-6699.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE- Furnished bachelor,

$525/mo. Utilities included. 944 Tiverton. 2
blocks from campus. (213) 824-0181.

Apts. Unfurnished 51

1+ DEN/1 -'A BATH. Bright, spacious, airy.

Prinrie location. Easy access to shops-UCLA.
Security bidg. S90Q/mo. (310)207-6430.

$665, PALMS. 1-bd. extra large. New carpet. 1

nfx>. free. (818)377-2668.

BEVERLY HILLS. 1 -BED/1 -BATH. Parking in

the back. Laurniry. Second floor. Available
now. $695. (310)652-0314.

BRENTWOOD. 2-Bedroom, $850-$895. 1-

bedroom, $750. Near Wilshire & UCLA. Lease
to 2. Single, $650. (213)826-8461

BRENTWOOD PRIME SINGLE. $675. Fire-

place, intercom, patio. Built-ins, sub-garage.
No pets. 1 1661 Goshen, adjacent San Vicente,
North of Wilshire. (213)620-1717. •

MAR VISTA. NEWLY REDECORATED. 2bd/
lower. New carpet. Parking, stove, drapes.
Responsible party. $770. (213)391-8532.

OHIO-SAWTELLE. $650. 1-Bedrm, stove,

fridgiB, carpets, 1'A miles from UCLA. Call

(310)477-5758.

PALMS, $895. New. upper, 2-»-2, all amenities,

skylight, A/C, fireplace, balcony, gated park-
ing. Easy freeway access. (310)390-5996.

PALMS. Spacious, bright single. Appliances,
parking, n>ost utilities included. $525/mo.
(213)397-8058.

VENICE. Single, 'A -block to beach, ap-
pliances, hardwood floors. $475/mo.
(213)399-7605. 1-bed $695. 397-8058.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, $700, 1 -bedroom.
$1 100 , 2-bedroonVl-bath. PaHting included.
1-1/2 blocks lo campus. 10990 Strathmore.
(310)3952903.

WLA, CLOSE TO UCLA, $70(ymo., 1-be<V
1 -bath built-ins, pool, garden like Jiice tenants.

(213)477-9955.

WLA. Clean, quiet. 1 -bed/1 -bath, stove, re-

frigerator. carp«t. drapes. Near UCLA and
buslines. Lease $650. (213)476-7116.

WLA. LARGE 2-BED/1 -BATH. Balcony. 2
miles, large closet, laundry, parking, refrig.,

stove. $865/mo. (310)325-5304.

WLA, LUXURY NEW BUILDING security,

2-bed/2-bath. high ceilings, fireplace, wet bar,

refrigerator, microwave, dishwasher, washer/
dryer in unit, Jacuzzi, 2-car parking, no pets, 1

month free rent w/1 year lease. $1 395. 181

5

Purdue Ave. 479-5279, 931-1160.

WLA. One-bedroom, $85a$875/mo. Sec-
urity, spacious building, parking new carpet.

Walk to LICLA. 1 450 Midvale. (21 3)391 -2674.

WLA, VERY NK:E 2-be<yi'A -bath, security,

carpets, drapes, refrigerator, pool, balcony,
parking. No pets. $900. 1500 Purdue Ave.
(213)477-5256, 931-1160.

- Apartments to Share 52

2-BEDROOM/ 2-BATH apartment to share
with great girls. New building across the

streetfrom school. Call Bonnie.
(805)946-21 31

.

$315/rno. SHARE FURNISHED 1-BDRM APT.
M^ale norvsnrKiker vnA 2 cats. Security bldg.

and parking, quiet neighborhood, excellent

bus connections, 1'A mi. to UCLA.
(310)575-1503.

441 MIDVALE.
$350/mo.-f %
Available 11-3(yt2-t.

Female roommate needed.

of util. Call 624-7627.

5 MIN. WALK TO UCLA. Share Fumiihed
1-bdrm apt. $32SAno. Call Chin 824-0299.

6-MONTH LEASE. Share condo in Westwood
with XnMo— your own bedroo(M>ath. Security

building. $500. 010)474-6445.

BEVERLY HHXS ADJACENT. Law student

seeks responsible person to share 2-bed/2-bath

apartrT>er>t. Split $105(Vmo. and utilities. Sec-

ure buildin^>arking. Big closets. Many ameni-

tles. (213)938-7839.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ., dose to transportation.

Quiet cothIo to share, own bedroonr^ath. No
pets, non-smoker. $45(ymo. (310)859-8228.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. N/S M/F NEEDED TO
Share W/young professional. Large
2bedroom/1 bath furnished apt. w/hardwood
floors, laundry and parking in quiet r>eighbor-

hood $450 -<• last, avail. 12/1 (310)657-2577.

BRENTWOOD. Female professional looking

to share 2-be(V2-bath. $55(Vmo > utilities.

Available 1-1-92. (213) 207-8227.

BRENTWOOD ONE PERSON looking for

sonworw to share 2-be<V2-bath, $47SAno.
Very nice. Call Linda (213) 820-7771.

BRENTWOOD $575 Share 2bcd/own bath

w/grad stud arxi dog. Grad studentAaculty

preferred. 447-2235

BRENTWOOD 2 BDRM/2 BATH. Share apart-

ment. N/S female preferred. Clean. $500
includai utilities. Available 12/28. Mcsmm
(310)826-6237.

^^

BRENTWOOD- SUNSET/BARRINGTON. 1

Master bedroom •¥ bath in 2-be(V2-bath apart-

ment. Available lor 1 or 2 people. $60(Vmo.
plus utilities, jonatfwn (213)440-2029

CULVER CITY - 2roomf. $325 & $335.
Security, parking space, laundry. Avail. Jan 1st.

Neat, responsible, norvsmoker. 837-4033.

FEMALE, OWN ROOM, 2-bed/1 -bath. Sec
urity, parking. 10-minules to campus, ncv
bus. $375 -KiUHtles. (31 0»637-4309, evenlni

FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE ROOM In

2Bed/2Bath co-ed westwood apartment. Be-
ginning Jan. 1 $387.50/mo. Call Lisa
208-0669.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, huge room
with balcony, security building, close to

UCLA, SASOlrno. Uilities included. Call Gin-
ger (213) 836-9691 evenings.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to shaie
large 2-bed apt in Westwood \aundrf facility

and covered parking. Non-smoker preferred.

Must love cats. %5'M.SOfmo. (310)479-7076.

MARINA DEL REY. Own roonVbath in

2-becV2*A -bath townhome. Pool, great loca-

tion. $65(ymo. (310)827-1644.

MAR VISTA. MATURE FEMALE TO SHARE
LARGE 3BD/2BA HOUSE. OCEAN VIEW,
YARD, LAUNDRY. NON-SMOKER. $435 +
'A util. jolene (310)391-0230, x68985.

MUSIC TEACHER seeks female non-smoker lo

share gorgeous B.H. penthouse. Security bldg.
%vith pool. Convenient to everything. $525/mo
Call Ruth (213)271-1939. •

NEED 2 GIRLS to share 2bdrrTV2bth apt w/ me.
Good location to campus. $310 Share room-
neg. Kelly 478-4131.

OWN ROOM, BATH In large apartment,
1'A -miles to UCLA. Non-smoking roommate.
$438. (310)473-5014.

OWN ROCN^HARE BATH in three bedroom
apartnr>ent in Palms. $34G/mo. including utili-

ties. (310)204-6659.

PALMS, own room in 2be<^bath. Male or
female, non-smoker. $375/mo. Elizabeth

(310)282-7742, (310)836-3539.

ROOM IN 3-BEDRROM, available now. $675.
move in December. $45(Vmo. Own bath,

private entrance. 1210 Holt Ave, LA. Susan
(day) 467-2121. (night) 829-5967; Jeff

473-0139.

ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE ADOR-
ABLE 2-BED/l-flATH, with profiessionaJ fe-

male UCLA alum. Beautiful rwighborhoodbetween
Westwood/B.H. $S25Ano. Avail. Jan. Call

Kristen (310)274-4730.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED! Own bed/
bath in 2-bed/ 2-balh condo. Walk to UCLA.
Pariting, pool. $600/mo. 477-3245.

SANTA MONICA, 2rooms In 3-bedroom
apartment. Washer/dryer, fireplace, gre^ loca-

tion. $465, $500. (310)393-8100.

SPACKXJS 2-BEDROC)M. Prime Brentwood
location w/ own pariiing spaces. $65(Vmo
VA -utilities -^security. Jeff pi 0)447-3020.

WALK UCLA. EnomrxKJS 2-bed'2-bath. Female
to share beautiful corxio w^ others. $395
each. (213)961-6695 or (213)824-4242.

WESTWOOD, OWN ROOM IN large
apartment with Ir, dr, I'A bath, backyard,
dose to UCLA. $450. Call Bill, evenine
206-9370.

WESTWOODAXXA. Own Bed/Bath in

2bed/2bath apt. from SSSC/nrw. Parking, pool,
spa, rec. room, A^. (213)206-1976.

WESTWOOD. Own or share room.
$475/$375. 660 Veteran. 624-1617, Leave
message. Dec, or Jan.l.

WESTWOOD. $45(ynrH). Male, 1 -block to

campus, lownhouse (bed-up;living, dining,

kitchen down), fireplace, private patio, garage.

(213)206-7527, evenin|p.

Roommates 53

ADULT PROFESSIONAL N/SMKC. to share
house in Torrance area. Own bedroom and
bath. $500/mo. 213-539-9257.

ASAP! Female needed. 2-bedroom Landfair

apt. Spacious, hardwood floors, parking.

$368/mo. Call (310)206-7452.

ASAPl Female needed to join 3 giris in 2bd
Kelton apartmerU. Spacious, hardwood floors,

free cable, only $362.5(ymo.! Call Rachel
(310)824-1714.

WIENTWOOO. Sunny 2-bed/ 2-bath. Pariting.

Female preferred. Available January 1st.

$330/mo, includes utilities. Suzanne
(213)2072766.

CLOSER AND CHEAPER THAN DORMS.
Hllgard House. $850 per quarter. Call Yvonne
824-4706.

CLOSE TO CAMPUS, share room. 2+2, fully

fumished, must see. $31 5Ano -Kieposit. Brian

(213)562-1900, (310)477-1414.

CONSIDERATE I^ON-SMOKER SEEKS PER-
SON TO SHARE large 2-bed/2-bath fumished
apartment in SA4. $479/nx). $500 security.

Avail. 12/15. (213)396-1689.

FEMALE, NON SMOKER, 2 bed/2 bath. 5
minutes from UCLA. Walk to campus.
$32Q/rno. Jeanette, (310)206-4713.

FEMALE NEEDED TO SHARE BEDROOM in

2-bedroom apartment. 527 Midvale— beauti-
ful apartment. Start January. 208-3664.

FEMALE needed to share 2-bed/2-bath %vith

three other girls. Walk lo campus. $395Ath>.
8244)476

FEMALE needed to share 2-bed apt. with 3
Seniors. Huge, fumished apartment. 'A block
from campus. 208-5481

FEMALE TO SHARE room in furnished 2-becV
2-balh, 3-blocks from UCLA. Huge, fireplace,

balcony, enormous kitchen, parking. Fun
roommates! k>tene 206-2517.

FEMLALE roommate needed to shvt 2-bed.
'A bkxk from campus. Seema, Jana 824-0796

FUN ROOMMATES LOOKING FOR TWO
MORE! Parking, security, new building. $310.
10 mm walk. 206-3650. Cary. Deana.

LOOKING FOR FEMALE ROOMMATE to live

with 3 energetic girls. 2-bed/ 1-bath. West-
wood. ASAP: 394-8857 Gretchen.

MIDDLE-AGED doctoral student seeking
roommate or room in private home by Jan.l,

Female, non-smoker. (310)825-0303.

NEEDED ONE FEMALE roommate to share
executive single with 2girls. Rent $283.
(310)208-0789.

NEED FEMALE ROOMMAJE for %vinter/ipring.

2-be(Vl -bath. Very close to campus. No depo-
sit! Month to month lease! Call Nicole at

(213)206-6115. $375/mo.

FEMALE RCXJMMATE NEEDED to share apart-

ment in Midvale Plaza 2 starting winter.

Secure, A clean. Loaded. (310)208-7169.

ROOMATE WANTED: Looking for roomate to

share spacious 2bed/2bath: modem apt. furn-

ished except bedroom. Looking for down to

earth girls, clean, responsible! $500 for

own room! Great apartment w/ great giris! Call

Now! Marisa (213)477-4714.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Male or female.

$375/nrH5. Brentwood. Partting, dishwasher,
A/C, cable. Days (818)587-6121, eves
(310)820-3752.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Get large living

room. Close to campus. Parking, laurxiry.

%290imo. (213)559-6253.

WALK TO UCLA. Need clean, responsible

female to share room & bath in beautiful

Hilgard condo. $400/month.
Sue -310-824-9777.

WESTWOOD 2-BED/1-BATH. Parking, Ja-

cuzzi, rec room. $306.25/mo. -k- deposit. Near
campus express/evening van. Tom 208-1048
leave message.

WESTWOOOAJaA. SHARE large 2 bcd/2
bath. $35Q/mo. Pool, Jacuzzi, rec. room.
(213)208-1976.

Room (br Rent 54

$425, WOMAN, NON-SMOKER. Private fum-
ished room, share kitchen and bath in home in

quiet Mar Vista residential area. Near bus.

Call Marsha, Sun-thurs, 4pm-9pm.
(310)390-9007.

BRENTWOOD, SPACIOUS room, home, near
UCLA- North Sunset. Private entrarxre. Pool
garden, kieal study environment. Heavenly
parking, share bath, 3-way microwave
$425.00. (213)476-1786.

CULVER OTY, 3-Bedroom home, private

room with use of full house arid yards.

Security, maid, fireplace. Non-smoker.
$75Qrtmo.(21 3)396-5435.

HOUSE IN MANHATTAN BEACH. $450 plus
utilities. Great house with large backyard.
PaHcing. Carrie (310)379-1547.

MALE TO ENK3Y FURNISHED BEDROOM,
library and private bathroom with shower.
Includes linens, utilities, T.V., washer/dryer
and parking. Free local telephone calk, 5-mln
UCLA. Non-smoker. $550/mo.
(213)279-1159.

MATURE STUDENT. FURNISHED room to
rent. Kitchen privilidges. Good location.

Available 1/1. (213)204-1399, after 5pm.

NEED PLACE SHORT TIME? Well located
apartment with private room arxi bathroom.
Reasonable. Privileges. (213)476-2944.

PICO & ROBERTSON. Male preferred to rent

fumished room. $375 + % utilities. $250
deposit. Call Sally (213)836-0571 or
(213)265-3503.

PLEASANT ROOM & BATH. Furnished. Pri-

vate entrarKe. Pacific Palisades. Faces gar-

dens. No cooking. $300. 454-3921 -Mr. Cot.

ROOM IN NKIE WLA HOME, kitchen and
laundry facilities, utilities covered, on UCLA
bus route, $50(ymo or $25(Vmo + 10 hrs/wk.
domestic woric. (310)450-8719.

SIMPLY FURNISHED ROOM IN HOUSE ll^f

B.H. Non-smoker. Quiet surroundings.
Charming. Kitchen privileges. $325.
(310)275-1425.

SM: ROOM WITH PRIVATE BATH. Female,
non-smoker preferred. $315 + $350 deposiL
Frances (310)392 6339. AVAILABLE NOW!

$275 including
utilities. Fumished

room 9ft x 1 5ft, newly
painted & carpeted in

professor's private
home. Separate 1

entrance, shared
bath, limited kitchen
privilidges. Lease 9-

months minimum.
First and last month's
rent. Call early AM or
evening. (213)657-
0394 or afternoons

828-1921.

,,i.,ii,t,.ir.t„i.,l I. 1,
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Women's Room and Board
Alpha Chi Housing

824 Hilgard
$385 double. Apply in person before

12/11 or after 12/31.
T.V., VCR, phones available in every
room, quiet, references required.

'

96

I HATE AUTO INSURANCE

'f I I Ol''[ 1^ C'lT!
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Loons 93

HOUSING FOR WOMEN
Across from UCLA

720 Hilgard Ave

2 person room $525/mo.

3 & 4 person room $434/mo.

paid per quarter

Weekday meals included

(310)208-4151

House for Sole 58

SPACIOUS ROOM IN A GARDEN LAKE
COMMUNITY, CULVER CITY. Security, pool,
garage, laundry, kitchen privileges. 1 5 min. to
UCLA. $415/mo. (310)559-6158.

WALK UCLA. Private entrance, furnished,

kitchen privileges, ample parking. $435/mo
including utilities. Female/Male.
(213)474-8188.

WESTWOOD HOME. $475. jan.1. UCLA.
Great parking, full privileges, furnished -f

backyard. Male preferred. (310)473-5769.

WESTWOOD, private bath & room, no depo-
sit, pool, Jacuzzi. $475/mo. Please call
670-6964 or 473-0744.

^WESTWOOD PRIVATE LARGE Quiet room/
bath, high ceiling in 3-bed luxury apart.
Non-snr>oker. $550 (310)444-5528.

WESTWOOD, walk LJCL\ private bdrm/
bathroom security building/ parking, kitchen
privileges laundry, non-smoker. $60(Vmo
(213)470-9709.

WLA, FEMALE, own room in 2-bedroom
house. 1 block from Westside Pavillion. Pels
welcome. $625/nr>o. (310)475-0818.

SHERMAN OAKS, near Mulholland, 6 miles to
UCLA, 3beci/2bath, dining, den, pool, great
view^__$549,000 Dave (818)783-6875.

Housing Needed 60
MIDDLE-AGED doctoral student seeking
roommate or room in private home by Jan.!

.

Femaje^_non-smoker. (310)825-0303.

Real Estate 61

OFFKZE SPACE. 2922 Santa Monica Blvd.
$700/mo. (310)473-7776.

Room/Board for Help 62

ROOM & BOARD IN BEL AIR, small salary in

exchange for driving and light housework.
Female only. (310)857-2182.

SPACKXJS ROOM NEAR CAMPUS. In ex-^
change for babysitting & light housework.
Chinese cooking desirable. Dalia
(310)474-4829.

Room for Help 63

HOUSEHOLD HaP needed In exchange for

separate room with bath in cottage on estate.

CXities included 5 hours of ««Tands: (bod
shopping, laundry, few hours to care for boys
ages 7 and 4. (213)471-7260.

TowntK>use for Rent 66

LUXURY TOWNHOUSE IN SHERMAN
OAKS. Excellent for roomates 3-bedrooms/ 3
bathroonns, central air, fireplace. Must see
S^,295/mo. (818)782-5 763

.

$CASH (t
LOANS *

$10,000,000 to loan
Qualify today

Low interest Rates
95% acceptance
TrS-Star Finance

Monday through Saturday
9am-9pm

1-800-582-1285

,
Are you looking for a

't>rofe8sionally prepared research paper^
or

**an editor^ to write your paper for you?
DONTKm YOURSELF

Plagiarism is taken seriously at UCLA. Most
students found guilty of plagiarism, even

"First-Timers" are
SUSPENDED OR DISMISSED.

You have choices:
Speak with your instmctor; use a College Tutorial
Center G39 Kinsey); contact any of us in the Dean
of Students' Office (1206 Murphy Hall); or you can

still choose to cheat. But,

rr MAY BE THE LAST CHOICE YOU
MAKE AT UCLA

Movers/Storage 94

HONEST MAN. W/ dollies, small jobs, short

notice ok. Student discount. Friendly
(213)285-6688. UCLA alumnus.

JERRY'S nrH>ving and delivery. The careful

movers. Free estimates, experienced, and reli-

able. Jerry (213)391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(213)301-0137.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE STORAGE. Top loca-
tiorv_350jg^, ft. $350. (310) 475-7533.

BEAR'S BDITINC
All subfccts. Theacs/DlascrtaUons

P>Y>poaa]s azxl Books.
Forci^ students welcome.

l^APEIS NOTKM SALE
ShwoD Bear, PhJO
(510)4704—2

Tutoring Offered 98

Tutoring Offered 98

A BABY COULD PASS with DAA-COO Tutor-
ing. Tutors available in MOST ACADEMIC
SUBJECTS. Rates vary. (818)754-DAAGOO
(3224). A local call >• no charge for referral.

ACCOUNTING, BIOLOGY, Chemistry, Eco-
nomics, Engineering, ESL, English/
Compositiof), Finance, Foreign languages.
Humanities, Mathematics, Physics, Political
Science, Statistics. STUDENTS SOLUTIONS.
The Superior Tutorial Service. (21 3)748-741 2.

PREPARATION FOR THE

PersoTKil Service 95

Condos for Sole 67

Sublet 55

INCREDIBLE DEAL (original rent $1 350, sacri-

fice $850). Available for monih of January.
5-blocks from campus. Furnished luxury
1 -bedroom -f loft/private rooftop terrace (will

divide 'A bedroom $300 or loft $250)
(310)478-7677.

SANTA MONICA. FQR RENT: fully equipped
2-bedroom. Dec. 17- Feb. 18, $1300 total.

(310)452-1862. Parking, convenient.

UCLA REGENT'S LECTURER in International

Health seeks apartment-to-share January 1 3 to

29, 1992. (Close to School of Public Health).
Please call collect: Russel Morgan
(202)833-0074.

BRENTWOOD. MONTANA, N of San Vic-
ente. New carpet, bathroonrVkitchen tile and
paint. 1 bed/1 bath + den . Walk onto large
patio with pool. Light and airy. $199K
(213)826-9356.

LIVE ON WILSHIRE CORRIDOR. WALK TO
UCLA. STUDIO $95K. 1BR/1BA $155K
2BR/1BA $235. Call Bob/Agent
(213)470-1781.

Condos for Rent ^69

2-BED/ 2-BATH CONDO, 2-parking spaces,
4-blocks west Scpulveda and Ohio, $1000,
452-5850.

House for Rent 56

2-BEiyi.BATH. WLA. Close to UaA. New
carpets, new paint, pets okay. Near SA1. Blvd.
Drive by 11428 Missouri. If interested
(213)477.7222. $l,36Vmo.

BEAUTIFUL 3-BEDROOM/ 2-BATH, furn-
ished, fireplace, courtyard. Walk UCLA
AVAILABLE 12/25/91. 1-2 year lease
S220O/mo. 474-4555. _^^^
BEAUTIFUL TRADITIONAL SPANISH HOME
CHEVIOT HILLS. Formal living & dining,'
firplace, 2-bd upstairs, IV, blh. Private yard,
double car garage. Walk to R^ndHo Park. No
pete. $2400. C«« Cifle 475-8681, or Felix
312-0624.

EXECUTIVE LEASING 3-bed/ 3-bath home in
Pacific Palisades for only $300(Vmo. Every-
thing is new. Call Stritt (310)454-8181, David
(310)828-3266.

PACIFIC PALISTATES 2+1 + bonus, washer/
dryer, refrigerator, fireplace; near schools,
UCLA buses. 454-2776/ 459-3154. $1 700.

WESTWOOD 3-BED/r/. -BATH. Very charm-
ing Spanish, fireplace, hardwood floors, sec-
urity system, appliances. Pets O.K. $230(ymo
(310) 475-0365.

ASAP? Male needed to join 3 guys, 2-bed^
2-bath, 4-blocks west Sepulveda and Ohio
$26(ymo, 452-5850.

LARGE LUXURY 2-bed/ 2-bath, $1600, swim-
ming pool, Jacuzzi, gym. Security building.
1 -block south of Wilshire on Midvale
(310)391-2877.

WESTWOOD. 2 bed/ 1 3/4 bath for lease. New
carpet. No pets. Quiet & responsible party
$1150. 471-1234.

Guest House for Rent 70

PICCyDOHENY Guesthouse. Single. Kitchen,
bath, skylight. $650. Available Jan. l'

(310)553-4225.

Vocation Rentals 71

RESEARCH METHOOOLOCIST, 20 yean ex-
perience. Can help on Research Project,

Dissertation, Thesis, or analyze your daU.
(213)559-1890.

Services Offered 96

FRUSTRATED DEVELOPINQ/EDITING GRA-
DUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION ESSAYS,
OTHER VITAL WRITTEN MATERIAL? Profes-

sional help from nationally-known author/
consultant. (213)826-4445.

MONEY FOR COLLEGE! BILLION$ IN SCHO-
LARSHIPS AVAILABLE. GET YOUR SHARE!
CALL FOR FREE
INFORMATION:1 -800-755-61 21

.

$MONEY $ MONEY$. Immediate help. Debt
consultations arxJ signature loans to $20K. All

applicants considered. 1-800-221-5546.
Open 7 days.

PROFESSK)NAL WRITING, editing, statistics.

Research papers, proposals, studies. Under-
graduate, Masters, Doctorate. Any subject/
requirement. (213)871-1333.

STUDY the Bible with honesty and comnwn
sense. Everyone who does that reaches the

SAME conclusions INDEPENDENTLY on ALL
major doctrines. (Mature faith rests on much
solid evidence that ACTUALLY AMOUNTS
TO PROOF.) -...Christianity is an educa-
tion.. ..'-The late Prof. C.S. Lewis of Oxford. No
Pressure or obligation. Contributions NOT
requested. Choose your comfort level: corres-

pondence, phor>e groups. Eventual goal: like

souls walking with the one, personal God Form
a congregation. DlO) 5559-6267. (Current
Sun. Worship:Anaheim: (714) 534-2199).

(310)550-7133

WESTSIDE TUTORING & COUNSELING SERVICE

ESL/COMPOSITION^DITING. Duke gradu-
ate. Experienced. Call Johanna McCloy
(213)265-4616.

FRENCH LESSONS by experienced native

teacher. Also: interpreter, translator, actor,

voice-overs. Call Christian (213)478-5822.

PATIENT TUTOR MATH (ARITHMETKI THRU
CALCULUS), CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS,
READING, GRAMMAR STUDY SKILLS
WORK WITH A PATIENT TUTOR TO
ACHIEVE CONFIDENCE AND SELF-
RELIANCE. FOR FREE INFO CALL JIM.
(213)747-5118.

Typing 100

DOCUMENT PREPARATION
© Premium Quality Services ®

Text St Graphics

Contact (213) 298-5309
IS ai>"

Tutoring Needed 99

AP AMERICAN HISTORY TUTOR for high
school child. Anrierican Histroy background
needed. (213)472-5142/ 472-8215.

CHEMISTRY TUTOR NEEDED for high school
child. Close to Brentwood location.
(310)472-8215 or 472-2167 evenings.

GEOMETRY TUTOR NEEDED for high school
child. Close Brentwood location.
(310)472-8215 or 472-2167 evenings.

IN HOME, BASIC COMPUTER LESSONS for

Mac Ilex. Preferrably evenings.
(310)470-4335.

PRE-CALCULUS AND/OR CHEMISTRY Tutor
needed for high school child. Close Brentwood
location. (310)472-8215/472-2167 evenings.

Typing 100
ai3)2«7-I198

BEAUTIFUL SPACKXJS YOSEMITE HOUSE
surrounded by pines. Close to everything - fully

equipped - reasonable rates. (818)785-1028.

Donee/Physical Fitness 76

WANTED: Fenon Interested in training/
physical therapy to help me rebuild from
volleyball injury. (310)786-0806.

RESEARCH, WRITING, editing

All Levels-All Subjects

Foreign Students Welcome
Fast. Professional-Quaity Guaranteed

Call Research 2ia477-8226
M-F 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

Video Editing 89

House to Stiore 57

1 -BEQ/I -BATH and 2-bed/1 -bath. Available in
terrific canyon house SHARE. Above Will
Rogers Park in Pacific Palisades. 10 minutes
from UCLA. Very safe, quiet neighborhood
$800-1350. (310)871-6835, Chris. Female
preferred.

MARVISTA 2BRM & Ibath House to share
male N/Smoker Accessible Bus Ln. $425 00
X67961 or 823-2955.

MINI-MANSION, QUIET, over 30- $475.
Ullitle^^laundryAelephone Included. Great
deal. No last. 285-8688. WLA.

WLA. l-bed/l-bath in 5-bed house. Wa»her/
dryer. Share w/UCLA students. $425
(805)640-0616.

M.P.T.V. & VIDEO MEDIA PRODUCTION
EDITING W. ADVANCED EQUIPMENT

$20/HR 3/4" CUTS ONLY $32 W.OPERATOR
$30/HR 3/4" A/B ROLL $45 W.OPERATOR

fTBC's, Color Camera, Switcher, Time Code, Mies, CD, Cassdecks
Special Effects, Amiga Titles)

COMMERICIAL -h MEDICALS <STUDENT DISCOUNTS>
W.APPOINTMENT
24 HR A DAY Tei(31 0)475-5517

1434 Westwood Blvd. #6 Los Angeles. Co 90024

$1 .50 per page. Accurate, fast + experienced
typist. Just a step from campus on Cayley.
(310)824-2012. ^^
A.1 AARDVARK PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING for VaJley Students. 20 years
cxp., laser, ipellcheck. (818)752-1980 7 days
Bam- 10pm. Rushes okay.

A-1 BEAUTIFUL MACINTOSH 7-DAY 8
A.M. -8 P.M. LASER RESUMES,
DISSERTATIONS/PAPERS/THESES/TAPES
EDITING. WLA. (213)557-0558.

ABSOLUTELY PROOFEDI Speedy
wordprocessing-anythlng (including disserta-

tions,mailings,'esumes). Editing/graphics
available. Laser printer. Near campus
9am-9pm Ani (213)312-3332

ACCURATE WORD PROCESSING. Any size
job. Fast service. Reasonable rates. Day or
night— Marcus (213)654-4227.

ACE TYPIST, ETC. SPEED TYPING. WP, SPELL-
CHECK. LASER. FONTS. PAPER. APPLICA-
TIONS. RESUMES. RUSHES. GUARANTEED
1 MILE FROM UCLA 213-476-2829.

A CLASS ACT. Papers, Resumes, theses,
scripts, transcription. Laser printing. Spell

(213)827-5090.

ANYTHING YOU CAN TYPE I CAN TYPE
BETTER. $2/iMge. Papers, resumes, etc. Ken
(310)478-2986.

ARCHETYPE. Fast turn around, computer,
laser printing, papers, resumes, transcription!
M-F, e-5pm. Call David (213)788-9885.

DOLLAR-A.PAGE TYPING. CHEAPEST AND
BEST. UTEST WORD-PROCESSING EQUIP-
MENT. CALL ANYTIME. (310)842-6363

IBM-PC - Laser Printer. Short papers, theses,
dissertations. Reasonable rates. Kathryn-
(213)939-4303.

IBM-PC WORDPROCESSING, term papers,
saipts, theses, papers. National/ Sepulveda'
(213)397-9711.

IS TYPING your thing? ? NO ? I can help. Fast,
accurate, flexible rates. Carolyn
213/671-3610. '

Modern Secreterial and Graphic services: IBM
it MAC. Discount to students. Pick up/
delivery. 24hrs service. Angelica
(213)446-8899. — ^ -"

PERFECT SPELLING top quality Mac wordpro-
cessing. Free pick-up/delivery. $2.25/pa£e
Michael (310)477-4735..

PRECISION TYPING $2.50/Double Space
Page Visa/Mastercard Accepted Pickup-
Delivery Available (310)864-3981

PROFESSK)NAL WORDPROCESSING In my
home. High quality. Accurate. Weekends and
evenings okt Good rates. Dee (21 3)398-1 21 7.

PROFESSKDNAL RESUME SERVICE. Theses-
term papers. Employment service. Delta Per-

—

sonnel Stn^lces, Simi Valley. (805)526-5210.

SHERRI'S SECRETARIAL SERVICES. AH year
typing for that professional look. Call
(800)300-0343.

THE TYPING GUY! I'll type anything. I'm
cheap and quick. Reports, scripts, letters,

whatever. (213)207-5192.

WORDPROCESSING FOR ALL YOUR TYP-
ING NEEDS. Term papers, etc. Very clean and
precise work. Laser printed, reasonable rates
Call Sheri (213)932-5030.

WORDPROCESSING specializing in theses,
dissertations, transcription, manuscripts,
resumes. Santa Monica (21 3)828-6939, Holly-
wood (213)466-2888.

WORDPROCESSINCyDESK TOP PUBLISH-
ING, papers, resumes, transcriptions, ABA
format. Westwood. (213)473-5755

Music Lessons 102

check. Student discount.

A4-! FAST, PROFESSIONAL word processing/
editing, computer training, resumes, transcrip-
tion. FAX. THE WORD PLACE
(213)882-8008, (818)994-1094. ^
AFFORDABLE, LIGHTNING FASTI
PRECISION WORD P^OCESStWO.^ Resumes,
theses, dissertations, tapes. Laser. Fonts!
M-Sat/lBam-9pm. (310)475-0318.

VOKTE. 40 years teaching. All level*^ styles.
N.Y. City Opera; musicals; top supper clubs
Near UCLA. MICHAEL BONDON
(213)277-7012

Resumes 104

DESKTOP RESUMES. Ihe look that gets
results. Expert writing, editing. Computer
typesetting. Laser Printing. Fast, professional
service. (213)450^133

Travel 105 Travel 105

IT'S PARTY TIME IN

JAMAICA
FINALS ARE OVER AND IT'S TIME FOR FUN

December 15-22, 1991

*Roundtrip air from Los Angeles
*6 nights Americana Beach Resort
*A1I meals-all you can eat plus snacks
*Unlimited beverages
*Windsurfing, sailing, snorkeling, beach
volleyball, tennis and much more
*Hotel taxes emd service charges
(NO TIPPING)

*NightIy entertainment- live reggae
band and disco-dance 'til you drop

$599pp, double /$549pp, triple

($25 departure taxes extra)

NO HIDDEN EXTRAS
21 3-477-5858 800-426-4570

STA TRAVEL
Wc \c nc'c'ii I Ik re.

Resumes

OW R/r

NEW YORK from 2S5 303

BOSTON 2S5 303

LONDON 2S5 470

FRANKFURT 315 520

LIMA / 709

COSTARICA 190 299

ATHENS 370 740

TOKYO 399 523

AUCKLAND 540 895

SYDNEY 590 969

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS expertly

written by experierxied Career Counselor. Also
college admission essays. Lee (213)478-1090.

Travel Tickets 106

CHEAP AIRPLANE-TICKET FOR SALEI Rodnd-
trip tkket LAX to Oakland. Call Britton at

(310)826-5362.

DESPARATE NEED TO SELL one-way ticket,

TdlurkW Denver to LAX. ^/S, $185/obo. Call
Shannon 206-1730.

LAX TO CHKj\GO or Detroit. Leave Dec. 23,
return Jan. 3. Dates changeable. $375 Round-
trip. (310)641-8972.

LAX TO OAKLAND roundtrip. Dec. 19-28th.
SecVobo. Call (310)208-82141

* Restrictions can apply
* Eurali / A.Y.H. Passes / Ind. cards
* Advice from the experts

310-824-1574
914 WESTWOOD BLVD.
LOS ANGELES
CA 90024

LAX TO PHILADELPHIA (with connection
flight in Minneapolis). December 1 5, one way.
Best offer. (310)820-1226.

ONE-WAY TKXET from Philadelphia to LAX,
January 3, US Air, $20(Vbbo. Call 208-5460.

Autos for Sale 109

120 OFFICES
WORLDWIDE STA TRAVEL

1978 CADILLAC SEDAN DE VILLE. 60,000
original miles. Full power, good condition.

$1.85(yobo. (213)394-8532.

1985 SUBARU WAGON, Red, 4-WD, Turbo,
loaded except radio, original owner, all re-

cords S5,AO0/obo (213)472-5551.

80 TOYOTA COROLLA. Excellent condition.
$1500. Toni 206-4561.

'85 MITSUBISHI STARION TURBO - Great
coTKlition. Runs excellent. Moving after finals.

Must sell. Only $3,250. Leave Message
(213)285.4610.

'86 CHEVY SPRINT. 5-speed, 2-door, 54,000
miles, grey. $1,400. Pierre, (310)396-3491.

Coming Soon....

UOADailyBruin
CAREER
GUIDE
1992
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TO THE DAILY BRUIN
PRODUCTION STAFF
k GOOD LUCK ON FINALS &

^
VE A GREAT HOLIDAYS!
(And of course, thanks for all your

help this quarter)

^ Doug, Liz & Mike

Thursday. Dec. 5, 1991

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Coll

students
6 Light source
10 Lit)erat

14 Approximately
15 Area unit

16 * now?'
17 Hoarder
18 Feign
20 Canary, e.g.

21 Angered
23 Electron tube
24 SarK:tuary
26 Sidestepped
28 Pictures
30 French aunt
3

1

Takes five

32 Fondling
36 Insect

37 Towed vessel
38 Teachers' org.
39 Style of

architecture
42 Biblical peak
44 Ropes
45 Amuse
46 Sandy

stretcftes

49 Jolly —
50 Talk inanely
51 Noticed
52 Useful

information
55 Has a wild

time: slang
58 Occupied
60 Bakery worker
61 — Lee
62 Magnificent
63 Sawbucks
64 A card
65 European

language

DOWN
1 Cornmeal
2 Stage award

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

O L I dHp O S T sHt I E D
N I N eHa N T i c|o N T OCONG
ENS

MAST
A C T E
T H R E E

R T

N A

TEA

R

E D I T E DHE N

A C H
B

SANE

M E S

OCT

O R H
BHC REE

A D
C iIt I iNlG
l|l||n I L

D|R A C E
A TEN
H E R S

T A R T

ELANCHOLY
TESTS
N E R T

AISLES
B^A^N
ONE

3 Very quickly:

archaic
4 Shade
5 Endeavors
6 Weighed down
7 Sour
8 "— Miniver"
9 Foot
10 Thinks highly

of

11 Mechanical
person

12 Pronunciation
mark

13 Horse
19 Revises

(manuscripts)
22 Thing: law
25 Middleman:

abbr.
26 NCO. to

buddies
27 Body joint

28 Mideast land
29 Meal list

30 Mountain

lakes
32 Berry stems
33 Pool

accessory
34 Close
35 Jog or trot

37 Music group
40 Beetles .

41 Diamond
squads

42 Endorsing
43 '•- Got a

Secret"
45 Female animal
46 Divided
47 Short time
48 Glossy black
49 Compensate
51 "OK!"
53 Sicily, e.g.

54 Look
56 Adherent:

suff.

57 Seafarer
59 And not

1

14

17

20

15

18

21 22

24 2

129

31

36

8 10 11 12 13

16

23

39

46 47 48

44

50

55

sr

63

27

138

m
IEa

34

52 53 54

62

STUMPED? ?.r-
""--^ ""^^ * ^ooc^tone or Rotary Phon«i

900-454-3535 ext. code 500 • 95* p<ir minute

12-5-91 ® 1991 United Feature Syndicate

Thursday, D«c. 5, 1M1

qfour
^Birthd^

Dm:. 5, 1M1

^ Two important, unrelated interests
- could vie for your time and attention In

the year ahead. In order to maximize
the benefits of each, treat them
separately.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dm:. 21) If

possible, avoid competitive activities
today, even those of a social nature.
However, if you do play the game, do it

for fun. not to win gold or glory. Trying
to patch up a broken romance? The As-
tro-Graph Matchmaker can help you
understand what to do to make the rela-
tionship work. Mail $2 plus a long, self-

addressed, stamped envelope to
Matchmaker, c/o this newspaper, P.O.
Box 91428. Cleveland, OH 44101-3428.
CAPRICORN (D«c. 22-Jan. 19) Some
strong views you hold could be offen-
sive to your audience today. If you no-
tice that what you are saying antago-
nizes others, change the subject.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-F#b. 19) Try not to
make big requests of friends today.
Even though they may owe you for past
favors, they may still consider it a
thoughtless imposition at this time.
PISCES (Feb. lO-March 20) If you do
things on your own rather than with al-

lies today, your results could be more
impressive. You could dilute your suc-
cess by teaming up vvith the wrong
people.

ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19) There's the
possibility you may make some impul-
sive promises you'll be unable to keep
today. Thus, think before you speak.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Do a lot of
research today before making an In-
vestment, especially If It's in an area
with which you're unfamiliar. High-risk
situations might not work out well for
you.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Trying to
wrap up important negotiations too
hastily could be a grave mistake today.

- Be patient. aruJ treat time with the re-
spect it deserves.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) In conver-
sations with friends today, be careful
not to monopolize discussions with top-
ics that are of Interest to you but not to
them. You might give your audience
reason to yawn.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Innately, you're a
rather generous person, but you some-
times reward the undeserving and Ig-
nore those you should help. It looks like
today could be one of those days.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22) You have a
keen awareness for details, but today
your focus on small factors could be so
intense that it obliterates the big
picture.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Don't read
derogatory meanings Into things that
friends say to you today. If you do. hurt
feelings may result over something for
which no malice was intended.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Be a trifle

cynical today about proposals present-
ed to you by those you don't know very
well. There's a possibility one of theae
individuals might think you're an easy
mark.
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UCIA REFOR1 CARD

Selection

Service

Location

A

Price

This year make the
Grade with MILLER
MILLER INFINITI, Van Nuys 818-782-1000

MILLER MITSUBISHI, Van Nuys 818-780-7799

MILLER NISSAN, Van Nuys 818-787-8400

MILLER TOYOTA, Culver City 213-559-3777

**TAKE $100 OFF ANY a^R, witti valid UCLA Student ID presented on date of
purctiase**

t

HAIRCUT &
^=^EN & WOMEN

BLOWDRY

OPEN 7 DAYS & EVENINGS

BODY WAVE &
CUT & CONDITIONER

Bikini Wax
Lip Wax
Eyebrow
Full Leg &
Bikini Wax
Sculpture Nails

$8
$4
$5

$20

HILITE &
CUT & CONDITIONER CELLOPHANE &

CUT S 25

1007 BROXTON AVE WESTWOOD VILLAGE 208-1468
above Marios Restaurant _ ^.^^^

Exp. 1/5/92

/

QQ

Includes:

Semester & Spring Break Specials
BAHAMA VACATION
$469

39

Stay Either:

per person
•Round Trip Airfare To Fla.

•Round Trip Cruise Aboard Luxury
Ocean Liner Discovery I or Crown
Cruise Lines
•Meals At)oard Ship Included
•All Port Taxes & Transfers Included
•Bahama Princess Hotel & Casino
(Double Occupancy Only)

•Holiday Inn Lucayan Beach
(Double Occupancy Only)

•Castaways Hotel Resort - (Groups Oniy)

•Free Port Inn Resort - (Groups Oniy)

SufaJMt to availabJity. Sir>gle p«r»ons wekxxned. ISyttanofage
required. Proo< o< driver's lioenM. birth certificate, or passport a must.

CALL YOUR TRAVEL
PROFESSIONAL
1-800-296-5501

Tracy Murray Is the leading scorer for UCLA after two games
Murray is averaging 21.5 points and six rebounds per game.

• • >s
From page 64

get along with."

Jones is averaging 19 points and
7.7 rebounds per game to lead the
Waves. Christie is also off to a
good start, as he is averaging 12
points. 6.7 rebounds and 7.3 assists

per game.
After UCLA's lackluster win

over Long Beach Slate last Satur-
day. Harrick indicated that he was
worried about his starting lineup.

"V am concerned about our
starting group." Harrick said. "We
never seem to start off the game or
second half well. We don't get our
spark until we make our first

substitution.**

However. Harrick did not say
whether or not he planned to make
any changes in the starting five.

Following the Pepperdine
game, the Bruins will play five

non-conference games over the
winter break, before opening its

Pac-10 season in Arizona.
On Dec. 14, UCLA will head

south to play the unranked San
Diego State Aztecs, who are
currently 0-3.

*They are a real big team.**

Harrick said. *They are also a
young team, and they are strug-
gling to find their identity, as most
young teams do. They are a very
good basketball team.*'

The Bruins will host crosstown
rival Loyola Marymount at Pauley
Pavilion on Dec. 20. The Lions

feature an up-tempo style of
basketball that places heavy
emphasis on offense

Autos

"Loyola features two of the
fastest guards in America.** Har-
rick said. "That wiU be a high-
scoring game.**

The LMU game may also mark
the debut of UCLA redshirt fresh-
man Ed 0*Bannon, who is recov-
ering from knee surgery.
G'Bannon began light practicing
with the Bruins on Wednesday,
and if all goes well, he will be up to
full speed after finals week,
according to Harrick. Harrick also
said that he planned to play
O'Bannon against LMU if he was
healthy.

UCLA will host Cal-State Ful-
lerton at Pauley Pavilion on Dec.
23, and Oral Roberts on Dec. 28.
Neither of those teams should pose
much of a threat to the Bruins.

Southeastern Conference power
Georgia will come to Pauley
Pavilion on Jan. 4. The Bulldogs
are led by All-American candidate
Litteral Green. However. Georgia
doesn't have many other weapons
besides Green.

UCLA is currently ranked No. 2
in every major poll, behind
defending national champion
Duke. Tonight the Blue DevUs
face No. 7 Sl Johns, and a Duke
loss could propel the Bruins into
the top spot in next week's polls.

109 Autos
'87 ISUZU l-MARK HATCHBACK. Good con-
dition, runs smooth! Excellent oppoftunily.
64,000 miles. $3,500 cash. (310)474-1950.

109^ Scooters for Sale ^115 Scooters for Sale 115 Musical Instruments 129

BMW 320i, '81 , 5-speed, sunroof, $2995 obo
(213)826-1492.

MERCEDES 280E, 1981. While/navy interior.

Excellent condition. A real beauty. Original
a^f^ner. $6,500/obo. (81 8)342-2398.

CHEAP! F.B.I. /U.S. SEIZED.
'89 Mercedes. ..$200, '86 VW...$50,
'87 Mercedes. ..$100,'65 Mustang. .$5o!
Choose from thousands starting $25 FREE 24
hour Recording Reveals details
(801)379-2929, Copyright# CA11K)C

CHEVY SPECTRUM '88. 5-speed. AAI, cloth
interior, tent, new tires. Excellent condition.
47,000 miles. $3,600/obo. (213)839-8862.

CONVERTIBLE VW-RABBIT '83. White, new
top, new tires, low mileage, great car'

$520Q/obo. (213) 207-0109.

FORD PROBE, '90. Best offer, mint, 9000
original miles, sunroof, private party. Keith
(310)392-4964.

PONTIAC T1 000 1 982, automatic, escct. con-
dition, ncwtiries, 61000 miles, AM-FM stereo.

$1000/obo. 825-1549 or 470-2735.

VW jETTA, 1984, $2500/obo. 4-door, white,
great condition, 1 -owner only.
(310)820-7771.

Motorcycles for Sale 114

'83 YAMAHA 650 SECA TURBO. Showroom
exhibition bike, red/black. Orig. 7K.
$2,500/obo. (310)824-3363, Leo.

'87 HONDA ELITE 150, 8,000 MILES, JUST
SERVICED, $950. 310-287-0814.

ELITE 1 50 DELUXE SCOOTER. Excellent con-
dition, 150 miles, must sell, circumstances.
Call 816-548-1098. S^200/obo.

HONDA 1 50 ELITE '87. White. Good running
condition. 3000 miles. Must sell fast! $490
(310)477-6698, (310)476-6319.

HONDA 150 scooter. Low mileage, great
condition, $650. Must sell. (310)456-6675,
Steve.

HONDA SPREE, 1986. $375. Elite 50, 1987.
$395. Yamaha Zuma, 1986. $69S.
(310)478 3694, after 6pm.

YAMAHA 1 25Z 87'. Runs good. $575 obo.
(213) 824-0928.

TRUMPET-Bach Stradavarius. Professional
model(42-73). Silver-plated. $650. Mike,
206-4874, Leave message.

YAMAHA RAZZ, '89. Brand new, only 550
miles. $700/obo. (310)794-4650.

YAMAHA RIVA 125 1966, DOUBLE. Great
condition, just tuhed, new engine, new starter,

must see. $895/obo. Alex 824-3943.

Scooters for Sale 115

5 spd.HONDA CMC 1985 $2600 Silver,

AM/FM cast. Amy (310)794-5490

HONDA CIVIC, 1965. 1300cc.— $2400
Good condiiton. 37mpg. Single owner. Please
call (818)996-5199.

LEAVING THE COUNTRY. 1985 Ford Escort
nation wagon. Manual transmission, A/C.
Well-maintained. $2200/obo. CaJI
(310)39a5541.

1989 HONDA SPREE 50. Must sell! Like new.
$399/obo. (213)471-2409.

'86 HONDA ELITE 80. 6k miles. Excellent
condition. $750 or best offer. 206-2360.

'86 HONDA ELITE 80, runs good. UCLA
registered; $800/OBO. Call Greg
(213)637-4077.

HONDA 1969 ELITE 60. 2000mi. Excellent
condition. $n00obo. (213)936-8269.

HONDA AERO 1987. GREAT RUNNING
CONDITION! MUST SELL IMMEDIATELY!
$450 CALL DJ. 208-1423.

HONDA ELITE 8^5 & ISO'S MINT COND.
MUST SELL $895-$1175 obo. Call (213)
471-5196.

Furniture for Sale 126

'67 HONDA ELITE 80. Low miles, new brakas,
recent tune-up, great condition. $950. Debb>e
624-2824

HONDA ELITE 1 50 DELUXE. Low mile<, new
tires, runs great. With Kryptonite. $995.
Gemma: 8240546.

HONDA ELITE, '87, red, low mileage. Excel-
lent condition, includes lock. 206-301 4.

HONDA ELITE 50, 1989 Excellent condition.
With lock. $550/obo. Must tell
(213)470-9757,

B-FOOT BROWN GEOMETRIC COUCH LIKE
NEW, $250. BROWN KING HEADBOARD
399-6720.

HARD WOOD DESK, $100; single blue futon
with frame, $75. Both excellent condition! Cris
624-9659.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted (310)372-2337

Garage Sales 127

Sport Equip, tor Sale 132

MOTORCYCLE HELMETS, Shoei (M), Bell (M),
Bell (M) open, two small ones, one is red, ali

others black. $50. All very nice. (618)
789-4662.

Typewriter/Computer 134

BRAND NEW MAC LC 40m HD, 4m RAM,
1.4m floppy. 12inchrgb. Complete package
includes software $1800 negotiable. Vivian
(818)891-6636.

IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER, two drives w/
4.2 WordPerfect software. Best offer. Great
buy. (310)452-1195.

IBM COMPATIBLE AT 286, 1MB, 5.25''FD
a.S-FD 40HD, KEYBOARD, MONITOR. NEW
W/ WARRANTY. $620. (21 3)644-261

2

ASIAN IMPORT YARD SALE. Unusual holiday
gifts. Saturday arid Sunday, Dec. 7-8,
8.30-4:00 10461 WH|hlre and Santa Monica
in WestvMXKi. ^

IMAGEWRITER
(310)477-2719.

11 In box, cover, $200,

PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN IBM! We sell

discount and taach you to mambla it youraelft
PC SUPPORT GROUP, (818)994-1188.

CoU Jones

% ^

UCLA Sports Info

From page 62

arguably played the best soccer in
the county. UCLA outscored its

opponents 38-3 over the 10 games
and posted seven shutouts.

But then came Santa Clara, and
the premature end of the year.
For the first time since an early

season game against Fresno Slate,
the opposing team conu-oUed the
field against the Bruins.

All season long. UCLA had
burned opponents by using its

speed to combat any size disad-
vantages. Jones and feltow for-

ward Tim Gallegos had
consistently beaten their defenders
to the penalty box for scores.

However, on the Bruins' fateful
day last Sunday, it was the
Broncos* height advantage that
controlled the game. Forcing

=U(XA to play the ban in the air.

Santa Clara was able to cut down
the Bruins* trademark runs down
the sidehne. and as a result. UCLA
only managed six shots.

**We didn't play our game.**
Moore said. "We were not getting
the ball wide. If we swung the ball
across more we would have got our
chances. We just didn*t get enough
opportunities.*'

Finishing off those chances was
another problem of sorts that had
plagued the Bruins at the begin-
ning. In defeats to USF and
Washington. UCLA was not able
to capitalize on scoring opportuni-
ties.

Against Santa Clara, the abiUty
to finish off goal-scoring chances

popped up again. With five

minutes remaining, an apparent

UCLA goal that would have tied

the game was bobbing around near

the goal line, but a Santa Clara
player cleared it

Yet there were some positives

that could be seen this season,

among them the resiliency of the

team. After the loss to USF, the

Bruins record stood at 8-3-0 and
the possibility of making the

playofifs. much less repeating, was
in jeopardy.

Instead of calling it quits,

though, UCLA came together as a

team and began to roll.

•*I think we showed the maturity

to be able to turn it around,** Jones

said. 'The younger players on the

team know they can do it That
should help them next year.**

That 1992 season, though, will

be without Jones and other players

Mike Lapper. Tim Gallegos. Sam
George. Mark Sharp and Nat
Gonzalez. Those players will

likely play overseas or for the

United States Olympic or World
Cup teams.

However, next year is some-
thing that neither the seniors nor

the rest of the team would have
wanted to dwell on at this time.

A^liile Santa Clara is making plans

for Tampa. Fla.. and the NCAA
Final Four, the Bruins are left to

wonder what might have been.

*That one game against Santa

Clara was the whole season.**

Moore said. *The only thing we
can do know is think about next

year and try to get better. We can*t

look behind and dwell on the loss.**

Dail^ Bruin Sports Thursday, December 5,
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RJKENT1RE irfeiier Goodrich II6ntel^ T«rcsronc micmflin

WHERE THE FUTURE IS HERE TODA Y WITH PRICES OF YESTERDA Y
NOW! THEALL NEW HI-TECH
COMPUTER DESIGN RKENTRE

IS HEREATAPOLLO TIRE!

10% DISCOUNT
TO UCLA STUDENTS

& FACULTY

S!!^r!'.I11*^
QUALITY TIRE IN AMERICA THAT WILL OUT-PERFORM MICHELIN GOO^AR

PIRELLIORDUNLOPWITHUPTO50%SAVINGS.SATtSFACTIONGUARANTHD!NOAP^^

RIken Technology is a unique achievement in computer design that combines t)oth the highest oer-

1

formance characteristics and the longest wearing rubt)er compound In the industry. |

STEEL BELTED
RADIALS

P155/80RI3 $30.95
P165/80RI3 32.95
P175/80RI3 35.95
PI85/80R13 35.95
PI85/75RI4 34.95
P195/75R14 35.95
P205/75RI4 36.95
P205/75RI5 38.95
P2I5/75RI5 40.95
P225/75RI5 42.95
P235/75RI5 43.95

(r^!NJ!Llrlj IfiiNJUilriJ

RADIALS FOR
IMPORTS

40/XX> Mile Warraffty
15S/SR13 $22.95
165/SR 1 3 24.95
1 75/SR 14 .„ 28 95
^"^/sMCio ••..».......,..........„..„.,„,. 28.95
175/70SR13 J2.95
I8S/70SR13 34.95

Ijo/ /UoKI4 ^.^ •.. 38.95
^205/70SR14 42 95

HI Perfornuinc*
St«cl Radial for Imports
PI95/50VRI5 S 78.95
P205/50VRI5.. 100.95
P225/50VRI5 152.95
P195/50VR16 ^ 129.95
P205/55VR16 167.95
P225/50VRI6 170.95
P245/50VRI6... 183.95
P255/50VRI6...^..^ 188.95
P205/55ZR 1 6 ....:.......:, 1 74.95
P225/50ZRI6 179.95
255/50ZR16 198.95

225/70RI5 $ 98.95
255/70RI5 111.95
LT2I5/85RI6 1 10.95
LT225/85RI6 1 16.95
LT235/85RI6 121.95

Steel RsdUil for Domestic C^n
60,000 MILES WARRANTY
PI5S/80RI3 $46.95
PI65/80RI4 50.95
PI75/80R13 52.95
PI85/80RI3 53.95
PI85/75RI4 56.95
PI95/75R14 58.95
P205/75RI4 61.95
P205/75RI5 65.95
P2I5/75R15 67.95
P225/75R15 71.95
P235/75RI5 74.95

STEEL RADIAL FOR
TRUCKS & VANS

LT245/85RI6 130.95
30/9.50RI5 121.95
3I/I0.50RI5 122.95
31/n 50RI5 129.95
875/RI6.5 1 12.95
950/R16.5 124.95

Steel RadlMl For lmp€>rts
A Domestl€ Cars

60,000 MILES WARRAMTY
I55SRI2 $39.95
I55SRI3 40.95
I65SRI3 41.95
I75SRI4 50.95
I85SRI4 53.95
I65SRI5 50.95
PI75/70HRI3 52.95
PI85/70HRI3....^7-.^i.-7; 55.95
PI95/70HRI3 .....'58.95

PI75/70HRI4 58.95
P195/70HRI4 58.95
PI95/70HRI4. 61.95
P205/70HR14 66.95
PI95/65HR14 88.95
Pt85/65HR]5= .... 91.95
PI95/65HRI5 93.95
P205/65HRI5 104.95
P2I5/65HRI5. 104.95

MICHELIN XH
P175/80RI3 $60.95

PI85/80RI3 62.95

PI85/75RI4 68.95

PI95/75RI4 71.95

P205/75RI4 76.95

P215/75RI4 81.95

P205/75RI5 77.95

P2I5/75RI5 81.95

P225/75RI5 82.95

\P235/7SRI5 86.95,

RKENTKE
The # 1 Quality Tire is here . . . and

will save you 50% less than

Michelin, Goodyear & ?\re\\\\\

i'M^WM^
Stert Radial For Imports & Domestic Cars

60,000 MILES WARRANTY

Consumer Digest
Awarded Riken

Tire The Best Tire

Value in America

M^ber THE **SPECIAL EDITION TIRE'
Tire built \A/ith the CAliforniA driver in mind

I85/60HRI3
205/60HRJ 3
I85/60HRI4
I95/60HRI4
205/60HRI4
2I5/60HRI4
225/60HRI4
235/60HRI4,
245/60HRI4.
I95/60HRI5.
205/60HRI5.
2I5/60HRI5.
225/60HRI5.
235/60HRI5.
245/60HRI5.
255/60HR15.
225/60VRI6..

64.95
.71.95
.66.95
.68.95
. 75.95
. 77.95
. 79.95
. 82.95
.86.95
77.95
79.95
81.95
83.95
87.95
90.95
112.95
132.95

lr/#A#r^ is a Mlchelin Tire Corp. Subsidiary 60,000 Mile Umited Warranty
True

'0''**Jfe'' "*I?*****_?^
'^ dfvetopwJ tnr best vAi« fo» your Cj*forn.^ drrv.ng cood.tKjn >v.th quM,t^ I* r.crrdrx, .n Mt c*leqo»« Klebef IT » D tejm

I55/S»H2..
I55/SRI3..
I65/SRI3 .

I85/SRI4..
I65/SRI5..
I75/70RI3
I85/70RI3
I85/70RI4
I95/70RI4
205/70RI4 .'.;; 41

S38.9S
39.95
40.95
S3.9S
48.95
4«.95
49.95
52.95
S5.95

PI75/80RI3.
PI85/80RI3.
PI85/75RI4
PI85/70RI4.
PI95/75Rt4.
P205/75RI5
P2!5/75RI5
P225/75RI5
P235/75RI5

»47.95
..S0.95
..54.95

..40.9S

..S4.95
.*3.95
M.95
66.95
69.95

l95/65rRIS..
I85/60HRI3
205/60HRIJ.
I8S/60HRI4
I95/60HRI4.
205/60HRI4.
I95/60HRI5.
205/60HRI5.
I95/SOVRI5
205/50VRI5.

tS2.95
67.95
79.95
77.95
85.95
91.95
.92.95
99.95
103.95
I09.95

MICHELIN MXV | ooOO/fiAR
I9S/60HRI4 S90.9S

205/70HRI4 92.95

205/60HRIS 104.9S

205/65HRI5 I2I.9S

P2I5/60VRI5 $141.95

P225/60VRI5 151.95

P205/50VR15 171.95

P205/55VRI6 176.95

P225/50VRI6 181.95

EAGLES GATORBACK
STEEL RADiALS

P24S/50VRI6
P255/50VRI6
P275 40ZRI7
3I/I05RIS

197.95

201.95
301.-S
111.95

23S/85RI6 141.95 J
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205/70VRI5 $146.95
2l5/70\/RI5 161.95
205/55VRI6.. 194.95
225/50VRI6.... 207.95
I85/60HRI4.... 82.95
I95/60HRI4 89 95

V I95/60HRI5 95.95 y
FRONT BRAKES 4 WHEEL BRAKES fMONROE?

MOST
CARS

I*
Rrpljcp Pads

• RvpUcf (jitnt Srats

• Kvpjrk wrv«« Bfjringi
• S«ni MruWc P«(h Extra

, . Good \WCoupon Only

j 1999s I MOST
CARS

I • ntpaa Pads. Shtm • Rr-

Ipiace Qte»ie S«jts • RrfMck
Wh«H Bearings . Adjust

I

Emergency Brakes • Sem
MrtaMK Pads Extra

. Good W/Coupon ONy

M09»»»
I IKKTAI I ATirtlU IKl

NO SURPRISES!

We offer full service tune-ups.
transmissions and air conditioning.
We service BMW. Jaguar and

Mercedes. Our prices

are lower than dealerships.

FREE ESTIMATES because additional parts, service and labor are often needed at substantial extra cost

r MacPHERSON GAS
I STRUTS CARTRIDGES

MOST
CARS

I

INSTAtLATIQN INCLUDED '

I- LIFETIME WAftANTY I

FROfn END ALIGNED I

I
Good W/Couoon (Xv Tfmx,

TRUCK & RV
750-16 560.95
800-16.5 66.95
875-16.5 67.95
950-16.5 74.95
12-16.5 94.95
31X10.50-15 77.95
32X11.50-15 80.95
33X12.50-15 88.95/

TRUCK & RV
RADIALS

27)«50RI4 76.95
30x9 50RI 5 t. 78.95
3IXI0.50R15 86.95
32x11 50R 1 5 97.95
33x12 50RI5.5 104.95
235/85RI6.. 87.95
''50RI6 5 104.95
33x12 50RI6.5 126.95>

[

WEST LOS ANGELES
1756Sepulveda Blvd.

{V2 Block South of Santa Monica Blvd.)

r213) 478-1412
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JOIW THE PERFORMAWCE GEWERATIOW THAT
BEATS THE COMPETITION IW PRICE, SERVICE & SELECTION *

OPEN 6 DAYS 8 to 6 •DAVE OLLEK GARY YAMAMOTO
Service M^n.iqcr. Store M.<n,<qrf
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We Will Beat Any Price and Quality!

Student Special

Offer Good At All Times!

^j^fi Large Pizza

1 ^t<5$^ With 2 toppings

+ 2 Free Soft Drinks

ONLY $7.99 plus tax!

We Accept MasterCard and Visa

:

FINALS SPECIAL
2 MEDIUM
PIZZAS

With 1 FREE
Topping!

ONLY $10.50 plus tax

offer good at all times!

208-4348
10925 Weybum Ave. Westwood

C

^^

Confiicloils says:

"For good fortune on your exams,

you must WOK FAiST."

liii

T-A*-

So, for a limited Hme only, when you order from WOK FAST end mention this
ofFeo you wi I receive free good fortune...cookies, that is. (WOK FAST special
hand dipped Belgian white and dark chocolate fortune cookies

)

GOOD LOCK ON EXAMS!

Open Till Midnight

' •' ••>

•%%,^
iW»:

^^
H'*-i

''*^wSf»«»^
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V

1822 westwood Brvd Westwood 11221 National Blvd.. Palms 11656 San Vicente Blvd., Brentwood
3115 Washington Blvd., Marina Del Rey 7170 Beverly Blvd., Park La Brea

POLO
From page 61

also with recruiting and fundrais-
ing. Wc have to keep the program
strong and continue raising

I

money.- Will said.

Also a starter. Will was named
to the 1991 AU-American Pac-10
Conference Team. He also
received Pac-10 All-Academic
honors, earning a 3.57 grade point
average as an Economics major.
Will finished his season with 29
steals and 37 assists.

Will, who is from Berlin, said if

he stays in Los Angeles he will

play for the local Harvard club
team, coached by Canadian
national team coach Rich Corso.
Mike Wilmink will also play for

Corso. but not for Harvard. Wil-
mink is a starter on the Canadian
national team and is going to take
off this Spring quarter to prepare
for the Olympic qualification
tournament hcW in Calgary.

Wilmink was UCLA's third

highest scorer with 38 goals. He
had 22 steals and 30 assists.

Wilmink also received Pac-10
Honorable Mention All-Academic
honors because of his 3.32 grade
point average as a Kinesiology
major. He will take the MCAT
next year when fmishing iq) his
academic career at UCLA.
Ken Little, a Psycho-Biology

major, said he plans to take the
MCAT as well. But before that, he
may go to Switzerland for a year_
and woA in health care with r
family friend who lives in Swit-
zerland.

Uttle backed up Wilmink and
Chris Kellerman at two meters and
fmished his season with four goals,
four steals and five assists.

Like many other Bruins. Little

felt frustrated about losing such a
close game to Cal in the NCAA
finals. He might try out for the U.S.
national "B" team or play for a
Swiss club team.

Another medical school-bound
polo player is Dave Cesario. Like
Will. Cesario has a grade point
average above 3.5. And while he
did not see too much playing time
he managed to score two goals,

make two assists and three steals

this season.

More importantly. Cesario was
a another link so vital for UCLA's
successful team effort this year.

Bill Lenihan had a more direct

outlook after completing his last

game as a Bruin.

*T*m going to study— get ready
for finals.- Lenihan said.

Lenihan was also named to the
Pac-10 All-Academic first team.
His grade point average as a
Economics/Business major was
3.44. He scored 13 times for the
Bruins this year, and had 9 steals

and six assists.

"\ k)ve every single one of these
guys and Tm going to miss thcm^
all," Lenihan said.

Finishing his final season with
37 saves in 22 quarters played,
Bockstahler said that he plans to
try to get a job with one of the Big-
Six accounting firms after gradua-
tion.

Team captain Dan Hackett
meanwhile, finished his season
with stellar numbers. In 84 quar-
ters, the two-time AU-American
and All-Tournament goalie led the
Pac-10 with 237 saves.

Hackett. a member of last

summer's U.S. national team, may
go abroad and play professional
water polo in Europe.
Not only a team leader. Hackett

was the catalyst to UCLA's defen-
sive performance against Cal and
Pepperdine at this year's NCAA
tourney.

**rm so proud to be a part of this

team. How inspired we played
(throughout the season)." Hackett
said.

• •

From page 64

little bit of (UCLA backup quarter-

back) Jimmy Bonds."
Despite the talents of Verduzco,

the Illinois offense has struggled

throughout the season, as their

defense has bailed them out on
numerous occasions.

The Fighting Illini enter the

Hancock Bowl on a down note, as
they tost their final two regular

season games, to Michigan and
Michigan State.

Illinois has been extremely
inconsistent this season. They
defeated a strong Ohio State team,
but they also lost to Northwestern
and Michigan State, both ofwhom
finished 3-8.

*They have been up and down,
but you don't play anybody in a

bowl game that isn't good."
E)onahue said. ''(Illinois head
coach) John Mackovic is a good
football coach, and I know it will

be a competitive game."
The Bruins OTter the Hancock

Bowl on a positive note after

defeating USC in their season
finale. Donahue is hoping that

some of that positive momentum
will carry over into the Hancock
Bowl.

"I hope diat we will come off the

USC game with good prepara-

tion." Donahue said. "I have won
bowl games with teams that have
lost their final game, and I have
won bowl games with teams that

have won their final game. How-
ever. I would much prefer coming
off a win."

The winter climate in El Paso
can get extremely cold, which
concerns Donahue.

**We have to go down there and
deal with die weather." Donahue
said. **It can get very cold and
windy, and we need to be prepared

to deal with that."

UCLA tailback Shawn Wills,

who missed the final two games of
the regular season with strained

knee ligaments, will most likely be
ready to play against the Fighting

mini, according to Donahue. How-
ever. Donahue stressed that he

based that belief based on a brief

conversation he had with Wills on
Tuesday.

DAUS
From page 56

pus.

DB: How have you changed?
Dalis: I don't know. You'd have

to ask other people. I guess. My
persona has been UCLA, and I

believe in what it stands for and its

mission. I ran CRA for 13 years,

and the most positive experience
I've had here was building the

John Wooden Center. It far out-

distances what I projected and
what I sold to the administration

and the students. That's my proud-
est achievement, more tlian any-
diing I've done with athletics.

(Athletics) hasn't always gone
the way I wanted it to. Intercollegi-

ate athletics in a lot of respects is

unmanageable because there are so
many foix^es that control what you
do.NCAA rules in a lot of ways are

arbitrary and capricious. It makes
it difficult to manage a program
like this.

Wb^ Making d Dffferenco.

Ain^rican Hocrt
Assodofion^
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CLOa MASTER
324 N. La Ciencga Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90048

iiist North of the Beverly Center
(213) 657-8083;

Blouses -$1250)

Skirts - $9^0

-$19|

/ ?

± L

Sport Coats
Overcoats

Special $20.00

Valii&s to $150.00

([213)/r7947413

90064

7
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f^\ ydM on Sidlians or with any other offer. Must mention ad.

CUP AND S>^VF--------------

Exp..12 1391

Q Q5 LARGEO.U;^ PIZZA
ONE TOPPING

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

TAX INCLUDED umit 3 pizzas per address

UP AND SAVB

Exp. 12 13 91

o OR LARGE

ONE TOPPING

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per

pizza.
*

Umit 3 pizzas per address
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NA.IL<
iUffi

FREE!
AIL pol.sh eoniE
^VVS18FULLSE'

Rll

Manicur»
ftP«dlcm
Manicure

$11.00

$13.00
$5.00

W© also do sik A fiberglass

Mon-Sat 10-7
10918 Kinross Ave.

Westwood _
For appf

.
coll: (2 13) 20M01 5 or

208.3500J

HSIONCARE
See the difference

quality and timely

service can make
from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Villagt

208-3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

"Intercollegiate athletics in a lot of respects is

unmanageable because there are so many forces
that control what you do. NCAA rules in many

ways are arbitrary and capricious."

t--

Pste Dalls
UCLA Athletic Director

DAUS

hrOU MICHT LOSE YOUR HEAD

HAIR SALOIM
SPECIALTIES FOR MEN & WOMEN STARTINC AtTio.OO

WE'RE THE BEST
1061 CAYLEY AVENUE CALL FOR AN APPT,
WESTWOOD VILIAOE i08-6559
NEXTJ-O BREADSTICKS 8am TO LATE NICHTS

Make
SALES
Grow!

ADVERTISE
825-2161

» f , f . I u

ITune Up Service Special!

2 stroke engine - $34.95
4 stroke engine - $49.95

Exp. 12/19/91

1785 Westwood BI.(Behind Chevron)

motorcydcg
I

pick up and delivery
|

FREE!
wash and clean

473-5644

$4.99 BRUIN DEAL
V I I* U '>v

will, h iiK luJ.s oiii All Vo.iA '.\n-\j\ j {, i \| jvnv i. M
l\-nn. Ihi r iM I, I VJL Tusf.iJ,, .s,„i|

. 1 ,,.|, In,

Offer Valid Cl-»-»l^^
Open to Close 0122161

IViii> Mihji-ct n» ihiint:*- wiihouf muin .

Oftir valiJ with iinipon or L C LA ID

I i
. lill

i!i:,^

Sjzzler
BUFFET COURT & GRILL

Offer Valid Only At:

922 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Villaj^e

From page 63

that the NCAA conducts unfair
investigation, without due process.
Is this true?

Dalis: Tve been through a
couple of NCAA infractions cases
and my experience has been that
they are fair. We've worked very
closely with the NCAA investiga-
tors to share information. The only
fault that I have found in the two
cases Tvc been personally
involved with is the amount of
time it took to resolve those cases.
That creates a cloud over the
program.

DB: UCLA has had occasional
problems, but has remained basi-
cally cleanfor the most part. How
does thisprogram do what so many
others can't?

Dalis: It's leadership from the
top. The Chancellor, the faculty,
the senior administration, the head
coaches — everyone understands
that in order for us to be successful,
it's not necessarily on the court or
on the field; it's with all the other
implications of running a clean
program, where young people arc
being educated.

We are (also) constrained by
some of our admissions policies.
For example, we do not take "Ptt^
488" (student athletes who did not
score a 700 combined on their
SATs and a 2.0 grade point
average in so-called "core" curri-
culum classes are ineligible for
NCAA play).

DB: Last year, budget cuts
forced the athletic department to
cut the crew programs and the
water polo team. How was that
decision made?

Dalis: That issue was joined
back in 1985, and the Chancellor
and myself decided at that point to
drop crew. But some people
stepped in. from the athletic
department, fix>m the senior admi-
nistration and some donors and
said *Look, you provide us a core
amount of funding and we'll raise
the rest of the money.' So we
joined in partnership with the
fundraising group, and although
their intentions were well met,
they were unable to raise die
money. But we provided them with
a three or four year opportunity to

I
make that money. As time went by,

f the department had to keep eating
the expenses we didn't think we
would have to. So we had a major
shortfall.

This past year, when we were
told we had to bring a plan that
would reduce expenses and retire
the debt, ^ ve looked at the two crew
programs as a target of opportunity
because we had experience before
that they were unable to raise the
money that they said they were
going to. Another overriding issue
is that there is no NCAA champ-
ionship in crew, and it didn't seem
reasonable to continue crew. So
they were relegated to a club sport.

Water polo has been restored
and will be sustained. We had
some people come in to provide
funds for it There was also a
gender-equity issue there. Ifwe cut
polo we didn't have to cut a
women's sport at the same time.
DB: UCLA is an internationally

recognized name. Much of that
recognition comesfrom the atten-
tion given to sports, and alumni
like Kareem Abdul-Jabbar. Is this
an example ofhow much influence

sports can have on people? And
why does UCLA have this mys-
tique?

Dalis: The recent Magic John-
son situation tells you about the
power ofsport. Somehow,for some
reason, sports in America becomes
part of the fabric of society.
Because of that, people feel very
strongly about sport.

To some degree, UCLA had a
kind of historical accident. The
letters "UCLA" became sort cf
fashionable in Europe, I've been
told. But the power ofKareem and
otherpeople like that— there's no
question that the association with
UCLA is very strong. Those perso-
nas transcend certain things in
people's minds.
DB: Recently, football confer-

ences have been realigning and
expanding in the hopes ofsolidify-
ing the television market. The
major conferences — the Pac-IQ
included— have also been moving
in conjunction with the major bowl
games to bring some order to the
current system. What do you think
of this development?

Dalis: Until it's all formalized
it's hard to say. On the one hand, if

you don't get into the alliance, the
potential for getting into the
traditional January 1 bowls is

almost lost We think it's impor-
tant for our programs to get into
those bowls.

On the other hand, it coukl bring
some order to the bowls that
doesn't exist now. In that respect I

think it's very good.
You talk about expansion, and

you say everything's changing. In
many respects the Pac-10 started
all this by bringing in the Arizona
schools. I tend to take a longer
view. I think the change started
back in the 1970s. The next big
change was Penn State joining the
Big 10. It was a brilliant stroke on
the Big 10s part, because now
they've acquired the eastern side
of the counti7 for television. It was
a monumental change.
DB: How does UCLA compete

in the marketplace with the Dod-
gers, the Raiders, the Lakers,
Disneyland, etc . . .? It seems like
a tough place to get people's
money.

Dalis: You win. We've had a
substantial drop in football ticket
sales because we've had two
lasing seasons. There's no compli-
cation. You have to win in this

town. I don't know of any other
explanation.

DB: How about you personally?
You've been here most of your
adult life. What kind of changes
have you seen on this campus?

Dalis: In the '50s, it was much
more bucolic. It was sleepy in a lot
of ways. There were two movie
theaters, and there was no place to
eat dinner after 6:00 at night. It was
a sleepy village, and the institution
reflected that. You could park your
car in front of the men's gym at
7:55 a.m. for an 8:00 class.

What happened afterwards was
that sort of mushrooming growth,
thanks to those who beUeved that
higher education was the key to
California's growth. What I've
noticed here is that there's been
very strong leadership — with
vision — in developing the cam-
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IN WbSTWOOD - OPEN 7 DAYS
Cfiristine

pnci

EARLY AND EVENING APPTS.
Hours: 9AM-9PM
•FULL SET $20
•Manicure....^5
•Pedicure $10
•Fill ^13

I
Visa •Mastercard * Amer. Exp

478-7811
1361 Westwood 81. Westwood

2 Blks. S. of Wilshire

RICHARD KIM
Renama Stephens Is a pre-season All-Amerlcan for the women's
basketball team.

Women's h
Santa Clara

l!yi€#i^i!y!i##(i
DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

• UCLA & ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT
TRAFFIC SCHOOL 7 DAYS A WEEK

• AIR CONOITIONEO
1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 824-399

1

Westwood Village, above Ihc Whcrehousc
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By Heather Dufiy

The UCLA women's basketball
team capped off its holiday
weekend by making a meal out of
non-conference opponent Santa
Clara, winning 91-78 Sunday at

1 home.——•
'^^ -^—r -^T^

Forward Amy Jalewalia led the
Bruins' offense with a career-high
25 points, and senior guard Rehe-
ma Stephens added 22 points.
Senior center Lynn Kamrath also
contributed 12 points of her own
while pulling down 13 rebounds.
Taking a 37-32 lead at halftime,

the Bruin women spent the second
half finishing what they had
started. Jalewalia scored 21 of her
points in the second half and
helped fiiel a 14-2 run by UCLA
late in the game.
UCLA Head Coach Billie

Moore praised Jalewalia 's second
half showing and Kamrath 's per-
formance in the middle position.
She also said she was impressed
with the players coming off the
bench, particularly Detra Lockhart
and Amy Jo Silva.

*The team did a nice job
maintaining the half-court defense
and not letting Santa Clara control
the tempo," said Moore. *There
was better decision-making front
our guards. They got to play their

own game."
The Bruins will try to maintain

control of their game when the UC
Santa Barbara Gauchos visit

UCLA on Saturday. UCSB is

expected to finish at the top of the
Big West Conference this year.

*This is a key non-conference
game for us. In the pre-season we
don't focus on the opponent as
much as what we want to do. We

VOLUEYBAU.

are still at the stage of developing
our game, and this will be an
opportunity for us to put things to
the test," Moore said.

This year, Moore is turning to

her seniors for leadership on the
court. With a young team that

- included seven freshmen last sea-
son, the Bruins experienced prob-
lems with leadership, but Moore
hopes those troubles are behind
them.

"We are looking to Nicole
Anderson, Rehema, and Lynn to

be keys for us. They all have at

least three years experience,"
Moore explained. "We need to

keep improving, creating more
opportunities on the transition

game, because Rehema is a strong
open court player."

**Lynn Kanu^th needs to take
charge on the inside with interior

defense. She definitely made a step
forward in being a factor on the

boards, making herself available
on blocking, and doing a good job
on the perimeter," said Moore.
Moore said she hopes to take a

Santa Barbara win and a 3-0 record
on the road when the Bruins travel

to play Texas Christian and James
Madison on Dec. 14 and 16.

UCLA will also participate in the

L.A. Gear Classic Dec. 28 and 29,

meeting national power Virginia

with All-American Dawn Staley

and Cal State Northridge.

"It is important for us to stay on
track and win. We need a positive

result from this game to go on the

road," Moore said.

The UCLA women will meet
the Gauchos in a doubleheader
with the Bruin men Saturday in

Pauley Pavilion, with tip-off sche-

duled for 5:15 p.m.

See DALIS, page 55

From page 64

In the playoffs, the Bruins will

rely on a number of those talented

players who were recently honored
for their fine play during the

regular season.

Freshman Annett Buckner was
the consensus choice for Pac-10
Freshman of the Year, it was
announced on Monday.
"When I looked at a|l of the

statistics of the freshmen, there

was no doubt that she should be the

freshman of the year." Bana-
chowski said.

Buckner. whom Banachowski
referred to as "tremendous," had
an excellent year filling in for the

injured Jenny Evans. Buckner hit

.271, a very high average for a
freshman hitter, and also averaged

3.02 kills and 1.57 digs a game.
Junior hitters Natalie Williams

and Elaine Youngs were also

named to the All-f^c-10 team on
Monday.

Williams led the conference

with a 5.13 kill per game average

and also helped the Bruins out with

a .313 hitting percentage and 2.55

dig per game average.

Youngs, who returned after

missing all of last season with a

knee injury, was the other weapon
for U(XA in the regular season,

and she averaged 3.98 kills a game,

good for fourth in the conference.

Youngs also led the team with a

3J25 dig per game average, 10th

best for the Pac-10.

I
X-MAS SALE

I
entire month of DECEMBER-

MON-FRI
10AM-9:30PM
SAT11:30AM-9:30PM
SUN 12 NOON 9 PM '

MASA-YA
JAPANESE

NO MENU DISH OVER $6.00
•Delicious Teriyaki
•Beef and Chicken Bowls
•Fresh Variety of Sushi y
•Special Event Catering •
PARTY PLATTERS •

ia54 ii«wood bi^
^UM Sourfi ot SwMa Monica Blvd.)

y CalJ 475-6955
" OPPEM EXPIIES 12/31/91

$1
Menu
$3 15 ID

15 75

O
F
F

njr menu adeoion
wiih coupon

FREE PARKING
' Thursdays!

CHAMSI !

STACOLMAATKli

CHMVOZ.I?

ETC.. ETC. ;A
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1MICHAEL'S I

LONDON
CLEANERS
Westwood's Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry .Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwocxi

208-7722
This coupon is Good good for

$4 Off ct Minimum
$12 Dry Cleaning Order
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GATEWAY
H o r E I

SPECIAL UCLA RATE
$69.00 SINGLE/DOUBLE OCCUPANCY

• 123 Spacious Rooms £c Suites
• Complimentary Parking
• CompiimenUry Van Service (Local)
• Same Day Laundry &c Valet Service
• Car Rental On Properly
• Restaurant. Exercise Room 6c Sun Deck

rORRrSERVATlONS:
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I
I

Wesum

(213)829-9100
«*O«C0W10t
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1920 SANTA MONICA BLVD. SANTA MONICA. CA 90404 JTrTT*

coma LENSES

Look and see

your best with

same day
service from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

iWestwood Village

208-3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

Athletes reach out
to help oonmiunity
By LucI Chavsz

Stand up against the Philip

Morris Sponsorship of the
Wight Art Gallery Exhibition.

Bear witness to the memory
of the millions killed by

smoking.

Dickson Pl^ 7?^

Friday, Dec. 6 7-9 pm
Sunday, Dec. 8 2:30-4:30 pm

(Inauguration of Exhibition)

Advertisement Placed by Concerned Faculty

•^
Mexico, Ecuador, Paraguay,

Cotu Rica. Dominican Republic, Brazil

Work • Share

• Live • Learn

You can have a summer full

of adventure and personal

growth whole improving

health for the people of Latin

America.

Write or call:

Amigos de las Americas

5618 Star Ln. Houston. TX 77057
1-800-231-7796

Campus Contact-

Ken Browning , 479-1719

Application dealine: March 1, 1992
Incentives availaUe for early conunitmcnt

-1.x -

When you think of UCLA
Athletics, perhaps images of
championship banners, packed
houses at the Rose Bowl and
anyone from Jackie Robinson to
Jackie Joyner-Kersee flash into
your head.

What may not come to mind arc
pictures of Tommy Maddox
speaking to children about the
importance of education or Gerald
Madkjns shoodng hoops with a
group of aspiring basketball play-
ers firom a Compton elementary
school.

As a result of recent NCAA
legislation, campuses across the
nadon are attempting to break
down the barriers between stu-
dent-athletes and the rest of the
student body. But the UCLA
athletic department's involvement
in community outreach programs
shows not only adherence to the
NCAA ruling, but extra initiative
in its commitment to improving
the sunounding community.

"I am very proud to see what's
happening with this program.** said
Frank Stephens, assistant athletic
director for academics and student
services. *The NCAA ruling
called for the athletes to interact

. mart with the regular student body
but we've taken it one step further
by going out into the community
and trying to give something
back.**

^

The athletic department does
not limit itself to any one com-
munity outreach program but
looks to participate in as many as
possible. Examples include Ath-
letes and Entertainers for Kids.
Partners in Learning, the UCLA
Child Development Center, Spe-
cial Olympics, the Los Angeles
Unified School District and the
UCLA Watts Program.

Stq>hens noted that although the
athletic department's community
service program is in its infancy,
once they work out the wrinkles
they would like to make participa-
tion mandatory for all athletes.

"It's a chaUenge for the stu-

dent-athletes to juggle their
responsibilities because playing a
sport takes up so much time."
Stephens said.

Bmce Walker, a defensive line-
man for die Bruin football team, is

one example of diis unselfishness.
On Saturday afternoon, he's

going head-to-head on the line,
trying to intimidate, striking fear
into Uie hearts of opposing quarter-
backs. It's a job Walker does well.

During the week, however.
Walker has a different job.
Between classes, practice and
studying, he fmds time to go out to
the Imperial Courts housing pro-
jects as part of the UCLA Watts
Program to talk to teenagers who
face the challenge of staying away
from drugs and gangs everyday.

Walker knows exacUy what
they arc going tfirough. While
attending Dominguez Hills High
School in Compton, Walker
stnjggled against gang pressure.

"I've seen a lot of my friends in
that bad situation and I know what
it's like," Walker said.

But playing football provided a
unique opportunity for Walker, a
chance to tackle gang pressure and
gain respect at die same time.

"Most gangs will leave you
alone if diey see you're trying to do
someOiing widi your life. I guess
they kind of respect diat," he said.

Once at UCLA, Walker felt die
need to help odiers who were in die
same situation. Naturally, he
started at his own high school.

UCLA Sports InfowmMon

Firmk Stephens

Once he saw how responsive the
students were and how good it

made him feel. Walker decided to
branch out and now goes, in his
words, "wherever I am needed."
Walker was needed at the

Imperial Courts Learning Center, a
place Uiat functions in partnership
with the Maxine Waters Employ-
ment Preparation Center, as an
intermediate step between regular
schools and die streets.

Here he met a young man named
Nakia Smidi. an aspiring football
player.

"He's a smart person, someone
to took up to." Smidi said. "Maybe=
I'd like to be like him because he's
a good role model."

Both Bruce Walker and Nakia
Smith have experienced die day to
day pressure and frustration of
keeping away from die gang
Ufestyle.

^

Nakia said, •^e went dirough
die same diing so he knows diat if

you hang out with gangbangers
nodiing good is going to happen to
you."

According to Sarah Bunkin.
Co-Director of die UCLA Watts
Program. 'The kids know. They
can tell if someone is putting diem
on. You could tell diat (Walker and
inside linebacker Nkosi Litdeton)
were making a good impression on
die students."

John Beatty. die Outreach Con-
sultant for die Imperial Courts
Learning Center, had only good
things to say about die program
and die adiletes.

"We really appreciate diem
coming out here, you can see the
appreciation diat die kids have for
Mr. Stephens and the team because
they are making diem feel wordi-
while," Beatty said.

Beatty, who serves as a teacher,
counselor, motivator or whatever
else is needed' as one of two staff
members at die learning center,
has noticed an increase in atten-
dance and productivity when peo-
ple from UCLA are coming out to
visit

Beatty remarked diat one foot-
ball team member had lived down
the street from where die learning
center is presendy located. He said
it completely amazed die students
to sec someone from dieir "side of
town" make such a positive change
in his life.

"It's very impressive to die kids
when diey get visitors from
UCLA, who arc often almost die
same age. who have completely
different attitudes towards life,"

Beatty said.

According to Stephens, diis is

die goal of die UCLA Adiletic
Department's involvement in
community outreach programs, to
have die student-adiletes make
good impressions and serve as

positive role models.
"We're trying hard to touch

lives, and in turn die lives of these
young men and women arc touch-
ed." Stephens said.
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Norbeig gets off
to a quick start
By Chris Schrelbar

If you look closely at die legs of
swimmer Natalie Norberg. you'll
see somediing more common at a
European track meet or a hippie-
era commune dian a college in

image-conscious Los Angeles:
hair.

The "fashionaWy correct" may
not do it, but to Norberg. a
freshman from San Marino High
School, it's just anodier attempt to
swim even faster.

And like die scattered blond
hairs on her shins that are slowly
growing in. so too are die hopes of
the UCLA swim team, which finds
itself in die national championship
hunt once again.

Those hopes are no doubt due in
large part to Norberg, die 5*9"

swinuner who has emerged as the
Bruins' premiere swimmer in
nearly every freestyle event

In her last two meets before the
U.S. Open last weekend, Norberg
showed her versatility as she took
first in five of die six events she
entered. On the Bruins' swing
through Arizona, she won the 200
and 400 freestyle, and was on the
victorious 400 freestyle relay team
against the Wildcats. And against
Ariza^Aa Stale, she topped out in

the 500 and 1000 freestyle, and
was on die second place 800
freestyle relay team.

The performance was typical.

So far diis season, Norberg has but
one blemish on her individual
record, a loss to diree-time gold
medalist Janet Evans, the former
Stanford star who stole die show in

die 1988 Olympic Games in Seoul,
South Korea.

The 18-year-old Norberg is

certainly no stranger to success.
After getting serious about her
swimming future in the ninth grade
(she credits her late start for her
current enthusiasm), she soon
became a fixture on the top floor of
die victory platform.

"I lived in Alaska when I was
young, and diere weren't really

any programs there, so I didn't
even get into swimming until high
school." Norberg said.

High school, as it turned out.

proved to be plenty of time for

Norberg to develop her skills. She
was die CIF champion in die 100
back in her first three years, then
switched to 500 back as a senior.

No problem — she won diat too,

all to go along widi her CIF
championships in die 200 free in

each of four years. She still holds
die CIF record in die 100 back.

— In addition to diat. she can boast
of a four-time All-American sta-

tus, as well as an Academic Ail-
American tide diat she earned
outside of die water. And, of
course, dierc is yet anodier record,

this one in die 200 back at die
National Junior Olympics West
competition in 1989.

But all of diat is kid stuff to
Norberg now. She won a bronze in

die 200 back for die National
Junior team in Paris last year, and
dien followed diat widi a gold at

the 1990 Olympic Festival in

Minneapolis.

And even those honors take a
back seat to just one event,
winning a gold medal as a member
of the USA's record-setting 800
ftee relay team in die 1990 Pan Am
Games in Cuba.

"It was so exciting winning a
gold (medal) for die U.S.," Nor-
berg said.

Even after the list of accom-
plishments and accolades winds
down, there is a noticeable tinge of

Natalie Norbsffg
UCLA Sports Info

regret in Norberg's voice when she
talks about die games in Cuba.

"I swam horribly in the qualify-
ing meet (for the Pan Am games).
Some ofmy best times would have
allowed me to swim individual
events, but I just didn't swim
weU." she said.

The taste of international com-
petition has whet her appetite for
even more. Currendy. Norberg is

training for die first hurdle in her
path to Barcelona. Spain for die
1992 Summer Games — die
Olympic Trials in March in India-
napolis.

Her workout program is geared
to get her as fast as possible by that
time, and it seems to be working.
Norberg tied her personal record in

the 200 free at 1:49.20 at practice
two weeks ago.

"Hopefully, I'll be able to
improve diat time a lot when I

swim it in competition. I've never
had a great taper before," she said,

describing die method swimmers
use to get their times down. After a
long period of intense workouts,
the workload begins to lighten
gradually — taper — so diat

muscles are well rested by the
target date.

At that point as well, die hair and
dead skin cells are shaved in an
effort to maximize speed in the
water. Hence, the blond hairs diat

are beginning to Utter Norberg's
legs.

"I'm trying to grow the hair
out." she said blushing at die
prospect of having hairy legs, "but
they just won't grow very much."

But of all die steps Norberg
lakes to improve individually,

none seem to outweigh her empha-
sis on die UCLA team. She credits

almost all of her success to the
team, and its role in keeping her
going. •

*This is die hardest I've ever
worked before." she said. "It's

such a great atmosphere to train in

because everyone wants everyone
to do well.

"Before I used to just have to go
to workout and swim, but now I

have to go to workout and think.

Practice is a lot more intense, but
you've got to keep thinking of the
end and how it's going to pay off.

The team gives me so much
support, it makes it much easier."

Consequendy. the Bruins have
become a team on the rise. The
arrival of Norberg was no coinci-

dence.

"Winning (the gold) in die Pan
Am Games got Natalie diinking

that she was one of the best" said

Cyndi Gallagher, the head
women's swimming coach. "She
brings the whole level of the team
up. The focus is higher than last

year and the team is higher. Focus
is the key ingredient to die team."

"It's always great to be on a

team that's improving." Norberg

said. "Luckily. I diink I'U get

betteraslmoveon. HopefiiUy.my
last year will be my fastest"

eyeglasses! AMERICAN FLYERS
Get the look

you want
quickly and

courteously

from

DR.VOGEL
1082 Glendon

Westwood Village
j

208-3011
Since 1971 UCLA Alum.

SANTA MONICA AIRPORT

ENT INTRO FLIGHT SPECIAL $9
•PRIVATE CERTIFICATION

DURING BREAK*
INCH YOUR AVIATION CAREER*

800-233-0808
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'Honest food at honest prices
SPECIAL SLICED SIRLOIN STEAK
Baked potato, Veget
Garljc Cheese Toast
Baked potato, Vegetables. Soup or Salad & 9

EARLY BIRD DINNER 4:3(V6:30 P.M.
SEAFOOD • STEAKS • BAR-B-Q-RIBS • PRIME RIB

LUNCH • DINNER • COCKTAILS • BANQUETROOM

^ ^ J 477-1426
11326 W. PICO BL. WEST LOS ANGELES

CRESCENT JEWELERS
Westwood's oldest and most respected Tfif/T^y? /j\ m.^%^% ^
jeweler, is proud to honor . iiJ) Vv^ib,^ AtlllCtCS

of the Month
WV'M Wi for your favorite nude mnd female

Btbletea each month. The atbletea receiving the
moat

votes will be honored by Crescent Jewelers
at a UCLAathletic event.

WIM a SEIKO U.S. OLYMPIC
COLLECTION watch. Each month a

random drawing will be held from the
ballots received. The selected winner
will receive a Seiko U.S.Olympio Team
Collection watch and four tickets to an

upcoming UCLA athletic event.

THE FUTURE OF TIME
36 use 380

My selections for the December Crescent Jewelers UCLA Athletes of the Month are:

(Male athleteX and (Female athlete)
To be counted, and entered in the dramig. your balfotmust be recei\/ed by Jan. 8. 1992.

Bring in or mail your entry to: Please enter my name in your drawing.

ileiuel

Name.

Address.

eLueiers.inc.

1095 w«srwood blvd.
w*srwood viiloQ*
los ong*l*« 90024

Phone (Day). (Eve).

jlrK»l946

010)20A-3131

7?)e aM«rd!s /br #» Dgcomber^Ihl9l06 0^^e A4br>#) kMlIf bepyB«rri0da/ tf»

UCLA-CSI^M9n$Voll9yb^KilgourCupor}Jbnmy 17, 19QZ

CHARLES COOLEY/Daly Bniln

Keith Owens, a walk-on at UCLA, Is now playing for the Los
Angeles Lakers after signing as a free-agent.

Owens reaches new
heights with Lakers
By Scott Bloom , , ,

and Aaron Lowenberg
Dally Bruin Staff

Maybe dreams can come tnie.

At least, they do if you're Keith
Owens.
Owens, an unrecniited basket-

ball player in high schooL has now
begun the second chapter of a fairy

tale basketball career that others
can only dream about

After walking on at UCLA, one
of college basketball's premiere
programs, Owens is now playing
for the six-time world champion
Los Angeles Lakers after signing
as a free agent this fall.

"I never expected this, but I feel

fortunate that the opportunities

have presented themselves and
that Tve been able to take advan-
tage of them," Owens said after a
recent Laker game.
Owens* journey into basket-

ball *s upper echelon started during
the 1987-88 basketball season,
when the unheralded Owens suc-
cessfully walked on to then-coach
Walt Hazzard*s UCLA squad.

After two years as a walk-on,
Owens was rewarded with a
scholarship by current coach Jim
Harrick. In his four years as a
Bruin, Owens worked his way into
the rotation and as a senior started

four games. A tenacious defender
who earned the nickname "Con-
dor** because of his long arms, he
became UCLA*s all-time leading
shot blocker.

After graduating in June, Owens
called every NBA franchise look-
ing for a place to play. The Lakers
were the only team that responded.
"My first goal was to try to make

their summer league squad,**

Owens said. "I was the last man to

make the team. They told me they
already had a full team and that I

probably wouldn't get any playing
time. I said, 'That's fine, as long as
I get a chance to play.* Sure
enough, the first substitution of the
first game, I went in and the rest

snowballed from there."

Laker head coach Mike Dun-
leavy was suitably impressed with
Owens.

"1 lik€ \As athletic abUity,**

Dunleavy mij^rM/^'s smart, and
he's got a big U|i|iAmb jjin^. When
you play smart flkc'lWkiid . . .

every day you get better and better,

and I think he*s got the possibility

of being a good player.**

So far, Owens has been rele-

gated to garbage time, finding
minutes wherever he can. His most
recent outing came at the end of
Tuesday's game against the Mil-
waukee Bucks. Owens, a forward,
still plays tough defense, drawing a
foul and sinking one of two fi-ee

throws.

"I don't create any waves off the
court,** Owens said of his role with
the team. "I'm happy to do
whatever it takes to help the team
win. That*s kind of what I did at
UCLA, just hustling and being a
scrappy player off the boards.**

Owens has also had to adjust to
playing a new position. At UCLA
he was a center, while with the
Lakers he*s playing small forward.

*They tell mc to look at the
basket on the first option.'* Owens
said, 'Vhich is something Tm not
accustomed to. Tm trying to adjust
to that, by studying James Worthy
and seeing what he does. As a
young small forward in the league,
you can*t have a better example
(than Worthy).**

Even though the Lakers* home
court— the Great Western Forum— is just 15 minutes from Pauley
Pavilion, the two courts arc worlds
apart However. Owens seems to

be making the adjustment
"I don*t really feel any diffe-

rent" Owens said. "When I was
telling everybody I made the team,
they were like *How do you feel?

You must feel great!* I didn*t
know how I felt I couldn*t put it

into words. I felt like I did the day
before.**

While Owens knows his posi-
tion with the Lakers is tenuous, he
feels fortunate just to have been
given a chance.

"I knew I wanted to give it a shot
for the same reasons as I did in

college.** Owens said. "I would
hate to have been down the road
and said *I wish I had tried to play
(pro).* I just wanted to give it that

effort and things have worked
out**

Owens may be the luckiest
basketball player in the world. Or.
he knows how to be in the right

place at the right time. As Owens*
former coach. UCLA*s Jim Har-
rick. noted, maybe there's a higher
force at work.

•Tile Lonl worics in mysterious
ways.** he said.
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Water polo's super season almost was not
By Andre Kell

Daily Bruin Staff

Nine seniors on the UCLA
water polo squad bid farewell to

NCAA water polo Sunday night
The second-ranked Bruins (19-

10 overall) lost 7-6. to number one
California (26-1) in the champion-
ship match of the NCAA finals

Sunday at Belmont Plaza Pool in

Long Beach.

While it was first-year coach
Guy Baker's premier outing at the

championships, for this group of
seniors it was their last appear-

ance. The Bruins have made it to

the NCAA tournament three times

in the last four years.

"What Tm going to miss the

most is everyone on the team.

There will never be a team like this

one.** Cameron Thomas said

shortly after the game.

(pari BEAUTY SALON)
Remove your unwanted hair

with 1007o Natural Wax
Full legs waxing and tjikini $20
Upper legs wax and tNkIni $15
Bikini waxing \ 3
Half legs wax „ ", $10
Underarm \ 3
Arm „ $12
Up wax or chin, or eyebrow ".'..% 6
Eyelash tint $10
European Facials $25

1435 Westwood Blvd. 473-0066 • 479-9325
Open Sundays

Aa^hiana Ah ADVEMTURE IM

IhDIAM DIMIMG

West LuA. i Authentic Tandoori and CurryDUhu
Chicken • FLih • Shrimp • Tjomh •Exotic Brtadd

[WaTfWfW H U I II u

fed^ffli

All You Can Eat Lunch Buffet only $5.95
Cnampaqnc Sunday Brunch (l2-3) only $9.95

Full Bar•Food to Go •Catering•DcUi^cry

FREE GARAGE PARKING After 6pm Lunch: M-F 1 1 :30-2:30

Lunch/Dinner Valet Parking Available Dinner: Daily 5:30-1 0:00
1 1645 WilsNre Btvd. 2nd Floor (1 block east of Barrington) 207-5522

'Clear and utterly sober...
when it comes to political

correctness, there will surely
be no other book this year
that so conspicuously fails

every test."— r/ie /Ve*v Yort€ rimoB

583 pages

paperback

At bookstores now

ftPANTHEON

Thomas, who finished his last

season as a Bniin with six goals,

thre^teals and one assist, said that

he would like to do some traveling

in the near future.

"rm looking forward to doing
i

things Tve never been able to do
while I was playing." ^

For Gary O'Brien, losing his

last collegiate game loomed with

frustration.

"I wish I had another year —

you always do, I guess,** O'Brien
said

O'Brien, a starter on the Bruin
squad, might stick around to help

out Baker with next year's team.

The native Irishman who plays on
that country's national team fin-

ished his career at UCLA with an
impressive 49 goals, 13 assists,

and 17 steals. O'Brien also

received Honorable Mention at the

1991 NCAA tournament, and was

second in scoring for the Bruins
next to Oliver Will.

O'Brien's good friend and
roommate Will, who led the Bruins
in goals with a total of 58— a total

that is second to Cat's Chris
Humbert in the Pac-10— wants to

help the team as well.

"I hope I can help them next
spring, with my experience, but

See POLO, page 54
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MICRO KNOWLEDGE
486 33MH2 256K

-4MB RAM up to 32MB on Board
-80486 Processor

Built in 487 Math
-1 .2 4 1 .44 HD Fk>ppy Drives

-212MB Hard Drive

16ms Built in 64K Cache
-IDE with IA3 (2S/P/G)

-Full Size Tower Case
-Super VGA Card w/1 MB
NON INTERFACED T4—^^

Super VGA Monitor 1024/768
1024x768 0.28 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keyboard

386 33MH2^28K
-4MB RAM up to 32MB
-80387 Co- Processor Socket

-128K Cache up to 2S6K Cache
-12&1.44Fk>ppyDrives
-12SMB Hard Drive

1 7ms Built in 64K Cache
-IDE 4K) (2S/P/G)

-Medium Tower Case
-Super VGA Card w/1M
-^•Super VGA Montior

1024x768 28 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keyboard

386 25MHz
-1MB RAM up to 16MB
-12 A 1.44 Floppy Drives

-85MB IDE Hard Drive

17MS Built in 32K Cache
-IDE A I/O (2S/P/G)

-8 Expansion Slots

-Mini Tower Case
-Super VGA Card w/SI 2K
-Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 0.28

$;:;:;:

-101 Enhanced Keytx>ard

386SX-25MHZ
i\^-1MB RAM

-1 2 A 1 .44 Floppy Drives

52MB IDE Hard Drive

-17ms Built in 32K Cache
-IDE FD/HD Controller

Al I/O: 2Senal/Parallel/Game

-8 Expansion Slots

-Real Time Clock A Calendar
-Math Co-Processor Socket
-Mini Tower Case
-16 Bit Super VGA Card W/512K
-14- Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 0.28 Dot Pitch

-101 Er)har>ced Keyboard

-1MB RAM
-12 A 1.44 Floppy Drives

-52MB IDE Hard Drive

1 7ms Built in 32K Cache
-IDE FD/HD Controller

Al I/O: 2Serial/Paraliet/Game

-8 Expansion Slots

-Real Time Clock A Calendar

-Math Co-Processor Socket

-Mini Tower Case
-16 Bit Super VGA Monitor

- 14- Super VGA Monitor

1024x768 0.28 Dot Pitch

-101 Enhanced Keytx>ard
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COMPLETE SVGA SYSTEM

SHANES-JEWELERS
Introduces our

21st ANNIVERSARY STOREWIDE
HOLIDAY SALE

O GL\ Graduate Gemologists

Q 21 yrs. of Service to the

UCLA Commuiiity

d Friendly and qualified staff

(^ Vahie, quality, and service

V
December hours 10:30 ani-9:00pm

MASTER (^§) jeweler™

1065 Broxton Ave. Westwood Village, CA 90024

(310) 20 8-8404
Free Ear Piercing & Discounts with UCLA I.D.
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Soccer's season ends too quickly
By Zactiary Aron
Dally Bruin Staff

It does not seem fair to deem the

1991 UCXA soccer season disap-

pointing based on the results ofone

playoff game that was decided by

one controversial goal.

But after losing to Santa Clara.

2-1. in the Far West Regional

Final, "disappointing" is the

moniker UCLA gives to this

season.

**It*s tough losing on a goal like

that,** midfielder Joe-Max Moore

said. **It was such a big game to

lose like that."

For the Bruins, who finished

18-4-0 in 1991. it was a season of

missed opiiortunities. In more

ways than one.

There was the failed chance to

repeat as national champions. Not

since Indiana in 1982-83 had a

team won the NCAA title twice,

and. for UCLA, the idea of

repeating was a continuous moti-

vator throughout the season.

•Trying to repeat has been in my
head all year long." midfielder

Sam George had said earher in the

season. "The team should not be

satisfied unless they repeat. It is

not only a goal, it is very realistic.

It is something I expected to do at

the start of the season."

After a slow start, the possibility

of winning a second consecutive

national championship became

more of a reality. Since the Bruins

lost to the University of San

Francisco on Oct. 11. UCLA
reeled off nine straight wins to

enter the playoffs as the number

one seed in the West.

During that span the Bruins
UCLA Sporti info

See SOCCER, page 53 Joe-Max Moore
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by vScott Bloom

In an
eAclusive
interview

with the

Daily Brum.
UCLA

Athletic

Director
Peter Dalis
talks about
the NCAA,

UCLA
athletics.

and the
future of

college
sports

/

.

Daily Bruin file photo

UCLA Athletic Director Pete Dalis has been running the athletic

departnnent for the last nine years.

Stepping into UCLA Athletic

Director Pete Dalis' second-floor

office in the J.D. Morgan Center,

there's almost a sense of disap-

pointment. Instead of the expected

plush decor, littered with trophies

and awards, the office is clean and
functional. It seems to fit right in

with Dalis' personality. He seems
to defy the common stereotype of
the powerful, big-time athletic

director.

Dalis has spent most ofhis adult

life at UCLA, beginning as a
student and moving into the high-

est levels of the university admi-
nistration. Before coming to the

athletic department, Dalis ran

Cultural and Recreational Affairs,

and was keyfactor in the building

cfthe John R. Wooden Sports and
Recreation Center.

SETON KIMyOiMy Bruin

In an hour-long conversation,

Dalis talked about the future of
collegiate athletics, both nation-

ally and at UCLA, as well as some
of the problems and challenges of
running one of the country's

largest and most successful inter-

collegiate athletic programs.

DaUy BTuin:' The NCAA is

currently under a lot offire from
all sides. Many people say there's

too much emphasis on sports, that

athletes are being churned up and
spit out of the system. In response,

the NCAA has undertaken reforms

designed to cut practice times and
cut costs. Has the NCAA gone far
enough or too far?

Dalis: It*s hard to crystal-ball

the effects of reform in the NCAA
because you*ll have to wait a few

years to have some sort ofdatabase

or evidence to see (what effect

there will be). I think something

that would have been more helpful

than all the reforms on hours, and

numbers of games and all that,

would have been to make fresh-

men ineligible to play.

I really believe strongly that

there's a psychology among fresh-

man athletes — who typically are

elite, blue-chip athletes, who have

received a lot of adulation from

there hometown, fans and family

— that when they get into college,

aiid this is more true in football

than in basketball, that they're not

really ready to compete. Because

of that . . . psychologically a lot of

these young people have difficulty

making the transition. If they

weren't allowed to play, that

would allow them to come in to

focus on making the academic,

education, and personal transition

without the pressure of starting to

play. I differ from a lot of people in

that regard.

I think the gesture that was made
at the convention was noble. What
people are trying to do is main-

stream athletes into the student

body, and there are many who feel

that by freeing up time that this

wHl allow student-athletes to get

involved in a number of things that

students want to get anto . But we'll

have to wait and sec.

DB: UCLA Chancellor Charles

Young is very involved in college

athletics. How much input does he

give you?
Dalis: Chancellor Young is

probably more knowledgeable

about college athletics than any
other chief executive officer I've

ever come across in the nine years

I've been involved. He's taken a

personal interest beyond the token

interest a lot of CEO's lake. We
discuss these issues; we may
disagree at times, but one thing

I've found about Chancellor
Young is that more often than not

he's right. But he believes, and I

concur, that Hrst and foremost

we're in education, not in business.

DB: So you' re treating sports as
a means to educate athletes, not as
a cash register. Do you see that

elsewhere?

Dalis: I can't make a categorical

judgement Some people do and
some people don't It dq)ends on
the institution. The southeastern

part of the country believes very

strongly in college football. Their

rules, their philosophy, their

approach centers on football.

That's not necessarily the case

outside of the southeast

DB: How do you respond to

people that say there's too much
emphasis on sports on college

campuses?
Dalis: That's a false assump-'

tion. I can't agree with that

assumption. I've never heard any-

one on this campus say athletics is

more important than academics.

DB: But that perception exists

at a lot of schools nevertheless.

Dalis: Than I would quote
George Bernard Shaw and say that

they're opinionated and not edu-

cated.

DB: You mentioned the south-

east earlier. Right now. Auburn
University is in the midst of a
controversy centering on cash
payments to players. A lot ofstates
say they have recently enacted
legislation that basically asserts

See DAUS, page 56
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Intramural and Clubs

Sports Corner ^a^nMain '3

INTRAMURAL SPORTS

Once again It is time for yet another edition of Jose

Bernstein's Sports Corner. This Issue brings straight from

the IM office the true facts regarding next quarter's

sports and how to best sign your team up for them .
The

two team sports for the y/lnter season oxq soccer and

basketball. Soccer v^/HI be offered m a ten player Men's

league, nine player Women's league and Ave player, self

officiated Coed league. Women's ploy will hove only

one division v^/hlch will be officiated, while Men's wiH

have tv/o offlclated levels. A and B. and one self

officiated division. REC level. Basketball will also feature

an officiated Wbmen's league, as well as both offlclated

arxj self officiated Men's divisions. Basketball In the post

has been known to attract as many as 400 teams. If tNs

seems staggering. It Is. No other college in California con

boast over 150 teams. To advise team managers to

arrive early for the managers' meeting woukj be a

dramatic understatement. There v»a3s a letter in the Daily

BnJn many weeks ago complaining about the fact that

several teams were not allowed into the football league

this year As was tt^e case with every department on

campus this year, the Intramural department underv/ent

many budget cuts. Not to mention the already

Impacted programs of several IM sports, such as football.

soccer, baskettxill. softball. and water polo. There Is ven^

limited space available for both Intramural sports and

recrecrttond sports and the department does Its best Job

to ensure ttxit as rrKiny people con play the sport of their

ctx)lce as much as possible each week. Winter quarter

presents a unique problem In that there are two three

day weekends In a crucial time during the IM season. In

the beginning of regular play and then again in the

playoffs. Intramural sports loses Friday. Sunday and

Monday due to the holidays. The department also has

to restrict ptay on Superbowl Sunday. Teams should also

note that on occasion play v^il begin as early as 2:00 pm;

pm; tNs Is one hour earlier than lost year. If you have a

choice betv^en a 2 o'clock and a 9 o'clock and

Intramurals is very Important to you, you may \nopX to

choose the rJne.

Now to the managers' meetings. Men's Basketball vs/lli

hove tvs/o meetings to sign your teams up. The flrst will be

Tuesday. January 7. at 6:00 pm in the John Wooden

Center. The second will be on Wednesday. January 8.

at 4<X3 pm. Once again, the IM department

recommends ttxat managers come to the flrst meeting.

as ttils sport is on a flrst come flrst serve basis. Spots con
not be guaranteed for the second meeting. Also, the

number of team entries has been lowered from last

years. The Men's division are On order) AA. A. B. 5' 10'

and under, and REC. with the REC level being self

offlclated. Please come with an Idea of what ievelJ^our

team should be. along with a team name, orxj

availability for your team. Only your availability will be
able to change. There wMI be restricted movement
betv/een divisions next quarter. Women's Basketball will

have managers' meeting on Wednesday, January 8.

at 6:00 pm. also In the John Wooden Center. Orx:e

again this is on a flrst come flrst sen/e basis. Play begins

on Monday, Jarxjory 13. for both leagues. Lower level

teams must ploy that flrst week.

The Men's Soccer managers' meeting wlK be held on

Tuesday. January 7, at 4:30 pm in the John Wooden
Center. Once again, the IM department recommends
ttX3t managers arrive early to help their chances in

getting a team entry. The meeting will be In the Blue

Room upstairs. Procflce games for both Men's and
Womens' team wlM be held on Thursday. January 9 on

the IM fleid and sign ups v»/lli be token at the jnanagers'

meeting. Ptay for tr>e Men's divisions will start on

Monday. January 13. The Women's league will hold Its

managers' meeting on Tuesday, Jorxjory 14, at 4:X pm.

Ploy v^i begin on Tuesday, January 21. The Coed
league v^li hove a meeting Just prior on Tuesday,

January 14 at 4:00. Ploy will also begin on the 2 l$t as

well.

A Singles Rocquetboll Tournament for both Women
and Men will be held on February 8 and 9. A two week

sign up period will precede the tournament from

January 22 through February 6. 9gn ups will be taken at

2131 John Wooden Center between 9 am and 5 pm
Monday ttvough Friday.

The Annual Handball tournament will also occur next

. quarter from February 18 through 20. A X\no v/eek sign

' up period will precede the event from January 29

I through February 12. All Interested should sign up at

2131 John Wooden Center 9am - 5pm Monday through
' Friday.

For those who prefer squash, we hove the Open
Squash Tournament. The Two v^ek sign up v^il be from

February 5 through 19. The actual ptay will be fl'om

February 24 through 27. You know the rest...2131...

For those who fancy the serenity of Golf and realize

tt>ere Is none but ploy anyway, the Open Golf

Tournament with prizes wlH be on February 28. There is

a green fee required and sign ups wlH be token from

January 29 through February 1 2.

And flnolly. for those who tend to lift vy^lghts. The

annual poweriifting tournament is stm under the works.

Please check with 2131 John Wooden Center for details

ttvoughout the quarter.

Last coil for offlclais Is now. Those interested in calling

soccer and/or basketball gomes should attend the

offlclais meeting on January 8. Soccer is having a

meeting for offlclais from 5:00 pm to 6:30 pm in the

Gomes Lounge, upstairs in the John Wooden Center.

On fleid training will take place the foiiovs^ng day,

January 9, on the IM fleid from 2:X to 6:00 pm.

Basketball will hold its training from 6:00 pm to 9:30 pm
on January 8. On court training will be from 4:00 - 8:30

pm on January 9, in Collins Court. New offlclais ore

required to attend both sessions In their particular sport.

Old offlclais need to check v^th their respective

coordinator regarding their individual status, and must

attend at least the flrst meeting for their sport.

Questions con be directed to the IM department at

825-3701.

"^COUPON
Nachos and all $2.99 + tax

you can drink

(soft drink)
or

Free drink wfth any purchase.

Joe^BttmsWn's
located at

^3SBroxton
OFFER GOOD UNTIL 12/11/91
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The 58th John Hancock Bowl NELSON QREEN/Daly Bruin

Tailback Kevin Williams, right, will lead the UCLA ground game
against Illinois in the John Hancock Bowl In El Paso. Texas on
Dec. 31.

Brains head south looking for bowl win
By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

For the first time in three years,

the UCLA football team will be
busy over the winter break.

The No. 22 Bruins will travel to

the West Texas town of El Paso to

face unranked Illinois in the John

Hancock Bowl on Dec. 31.

While the Hancock Bowl may

not be as prestigious as the Rose
BowU UCLA head coach Terry

Donahue is just glad to return to a
bowl game.
"At the start of this year we set

three goals for our team," Donahue
said. "First, we wanted to have a

winning season, which we did.

Second, we wanted to beat USC,
which we did. Finally, we wanted
to go to a bowl game.

*This is a great opportunity for

us to continue to enhance our bowl
tradition. There arc a lot of
positives for us in this bowl game,"
Donahue said.

Under the guidance of Donahue,
the Bniins won bowl gamies in

seven consecutive seasons from
1982-89. setting a NCAA record

that has never been equaled. USC
holds the all-time record for

consecutive bowl games won, as

the Trojans won nine bowl game§L
in a row from 1923 to 1945.

~
UCLA (8-3) and lUinois (6-5)

arc very similar teams, as they both

feature an excellent quarterback
and a strong defense.

*They are a lot like ourselves."

Donahue said of the Fighting Illini.

•They like to throw the ball, and
both teams have strong-armed

quarterbacks."

Illinois is led by junicx* quaiter-
iJack Tason Verduzco, who leads

the Big 10 in total offense.
Verduzco is only 5 '9", but he is an
excellent scrambler.

"He is very competitive and he
has a very strong arm," Donahue
said of Verduzco. "He reminds a

See FOOTBALL, page 55

Playoffs await volteybali

The UCLA women *s volleyball

iwm may be a victim of regional
seeding, but is nonetheless ready to

begin defense of its national
championship.

On Friday, the Bruins (26-5)
will host Pepperdine (23-7) in the
Wooden Center at 7 p.m. in a fint-

round match in the highly compe-
titive West regional.

"I haven't heard any complaints
from the team about the draw.
There were no surprises — we all

knew what the draw was going to

be at the start of the year," UCLA
head coach Andy Banachowski
said.

Indeed, the third-seeded Bruins
are in a tough regional, with
anticipated encounters with No. 1

Stanford and No. 8 New Mexico
ahead.

Despite these formidable obsta-
cles, the Bruins will be playing the

familiar cliche and taking it one
day at a time.

*The seedings are pretty nor-
mal," outside hitter Elaine Youngs
said. "Who cares ifNew Mexico is

seeded higher than we are, we'ie
just going to have to play them
anyways."

But, to play New Mexico (who
faces Washington State on Fri-

day), UCLA must first get past the

UCLA Sporti Info

Annette Buckner

Waves, who in recent years have
dominated the West Coast Confer-
ence.

However, Pepperdine has had
problems against teams outside of
the WCC, as losses to UCSB, Long
Beach State, BYU and Colorado
indicate.

"We are Uying to concentrate on
Pepperdine, but when I talk to

friends and relatives, I tend to talk

about other (potential) matches
(against New Mexico and Stan-
ford)," Youngs said.

"But, it*s playoff time, and
they'll have nothing to lose."

Pepperdine is a competitive
team that may give the Bruins

some competition. UCLA did
sweep the Waves two weeks ago
but were somewhat challenged.
UCLA won that match in

straight sets (15-4, 15-13. 15-10)
and 'was led by middle blocker
Marissa Hatchett, who started all

three games and had nine blocks
and nine kills on the evening.
The Bruins hit a solid .372

against Pepperdine, and also got
good performances from Lisa
Hudak (13 kills, nine digs), Natalie
Williams (13 kills, seven blocks),

Annetl Buckner (12 kills, seven
digs), and Youngs (11 kills, seven
digs).

The Waves were hurt in the
match because they were without
the services of senior starting setter

Carolyn Hueth. Unfortunately for

Pqjperdine. she is still out. and
sophomore Jennifer Meredith will

start.

Pepperdine has made adjust-

ments in recent matches and will

be a different team tomorrow, but
the Bruins aren't too worried.

*Thcy played last weekend in

Long Beach (a 15-7. 15-7. 15-7

toss) and made some personnel
adjustments, so they will be diffe-

rent," Banachowski said, "But, I

think that we have more quality
athletes and physically talented

players."

• • Iiv

to meet Waves

See VOLLEYBALL, page 57

By Aaron Lowenberg
Daily Bruin Staff

Saturday night will be a trip

down memory lane for UCLA
head basketball coach Jim
Harrick. when his No. 2 Bruins
face Pepperdine at Pauley
Pavilion.

Harrick. who coached at

Pepperdine from 1979-1988,
will match up against Pepper-
dine coach Tom Asbury, who
was Harrick's top assistant in

Malibu.

However, the matchup will

be anything but friendly, as the
Waves (4-0) will pose a formid-
able challenge for the Bruins
(2-0), who have achieved its

highest ranking since 1983.
"Pepperdine is real good, and

I think that they should be
ranked between 15th and 20th
in the country," Harrick said of
the defending West Coast Con-
ference champions. "They are

so good that I am scared."

The Waves return all five

starters from last year's squad
which made the NCAA tourna-

ment, including one of the top

players in the country, guard
Doug Christie.

"Christie may be one of the
top five players on the West
Coast." Harrick said. "He plays
terrific defense, is a great passer
and can drive to the hoop well."

Christie, along with forward
Geoff Lear and guard Rick
Welch, was recruited by Har-
rick while he was at Pepper-
dine. However, Harrick never
had a chance to coach Christie
or Lear because he took the
UCLA job after signing them.
The Waves enter the game

having won 20 of their last 21
games, with the only loss
coming to Seton Hall in the
NCAA tournament last year,

when Christie was injured.

*This will be a very good lest

for us." Harrick said. "They are
one of the top five to seven
teams we will play this season.
"We are kind of mirrors of

each other. I know how they are
going to play," Harrick said. "I

would rather play my friends

than play someone who I don't

See HOOPS, page 52

I n I I i awards
At UCLA's annual banquet, wide receiver

Sean LaChapelle and strong safety Matt Darby
were honored as most valuable offensive and
defensive players. Offensive lineman James
Christensen, placekicker Louis Perez and
linebacker Jamir Miller were named rookies of
the yeari

Trivia winner
Les Schwartz successfully answered Mon-

day's brain teaser, "What team beat UCLA in its

first NCAA tournament game under John
Wooden in 1950?" The victor Bradley Univer-
sity, 73-59.

Priority number
Numbers wiU be utilized for student entry to

UCLA basketball games starting Jan. 4 against
Georgia. Numbers wul be distributed at 7 a.m.
on game day, and students must return one hour
and 15 minutes before tip-off to enter Pauley
Pavilion. Call the Rally Committee at 206-8522
for more information.
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Entertainment

Captain Jannes T. Kirk (William Shatner, second from left) and Dr. Leonard 'Bones' McCoy (DeForest Kelley, second from right) find
_thennselves held on trial by their sworn enennies, the Klingons,^

AStar Trekf

By Jason S. Stewart
Dally Bruin Staff

In the fmal moment of "Star Trek VI: The
Undiscovered Country." Captain James T.
Kirk appropriately completes his legendary
prologue to the original series with an
q)ilogue that brings the 25-year-old saga
full circle:

".
. . To boldly go where no man— no

one — has gone before,"

That statement conveys the very essence
of the sixth, and supposedly final, feature-

length adventure of the original crew of the

Starship Enterj)rise. At its core. *The
Undiscovered Country" is about Kirk and
the United Federation of Planets becoming
politically correct

On that note, I believe the show's creator,

the late great Gene Roddenberry, would
have approved. After all, the series' sequel,

"Star Trek: The Next Generation," with

which Roddenberry was much more
intensely involved, is very PC,

Comparatively. Trekkers and fans of the

films will also approve. There is no doubt
that "Star Trek VI" ends on a much more
respectable note than its disastrous pre-

decessor, "Star Trek V: The Final Frontier."

Still, despite the return of Nicholas Meyer,
who directed "IF' and co-wrote "IV," this

final chapter cannot touch the shear power
and poetic construction of 'The Wrath of
Khan" or the popular, human interest appeal
of 'The Voyage Home."
*The Undiscovered Country" took its

theme straight out of current headlines.

With an undeniable parallel to recent events
in the Soviet Union just prior to the

communist collapse, the film presents the

Klingon Empire, the arch enemy of the

Federation, in dire straights as their planet

nears extinction from over-industrialization

of Its resources. No longer able to afford

their arms race with the Federation, they
respond positively to peace overtures from
Federation representative Spock (Leonard
Nimoy).

Without their knowledge, Spock volun-

teers his former Enterprise colleagues for

the vital mission of escorting the Klingon
Chancellor (David Warner) to peace talks

on Earth. But unlike Spock. Kirk (William
Shatner) and his old crew are wary of any
possible settlement with their old enemy.
Kirk, in fact, is so hostile that he utters

remarks like ^They're animals!" and "Let
them die!" when arguing with Spock.

Events take a sudden turn, though, when

the Enterprise mysteriously seems to fire

and disable the Klingon cruiser carrying the

Chancellor and two Federation officers

beam aboard to assassinate him. Despite
their efforts to save the Chancellor, Kirk and
McCoy (DeForest Kelley) are held respon-

sible for the plot and sentenced in Klingon
court to life on a desolate labor asteroid.

Spock and the rest of Kirk's loyal crew set

out to discover just what happened while
uncovering a massive conspiracy by high-

ranking officials in the Federation, Klingon
and Romulan governments.

*Thc Undiscovered Country" (which,

incidentally, stands for the future, not for a

new world) presents an interesting, though
far from unique, question: What happens
when the party's over? In other words, how
can the Federation or the Klingon Empire
survive without a tangible threat? (The
answer, as is demonstrated by the Romulans
in "The Next Generation," seems to be to

find a new one.)

But on a more significant level, "Star

Trek VI" chronicles Kirk and his crew's
diffusion of hate and human-centric atti-

tudes and beliefs. In one of the best
moments in the film, a Klingon accuses the

Federation of being an elitist club for

humans. Chekhov (Walker Koenig)
responds, familiarly, that they seek only to

guarantee every lifeform's basic, inalien-

able human rights. An observant Klingon
retorts that even their wording reflects their

centrism.

The problem with "VI,*' however, is not

the concept but the sloppy construction.

Unlike "V," the basic storyline is interesting

and the movie has its moments, such as the

dinner scene between the Enterprise crew
and the Klingon delegation. But, between
these brief gems, the writing is as weak and
familiar as the acting is stiff and simple.

On the one hand we arc forced to accept a

close (almost emotional) relationship

between Spock and his sudden prodigy.

Lieutenant Valeris (Kim Cattrall), that is

necessary to the storyline but never con-
vincing. At the same time, we are teased by
a potentially interesting clash of egos,

similar to that between Kirk and Khan in

"II," between Kirk and Klingon General
Chang (Christopher Plummer) that is given

far too little time to fully develop.

The most embarrassingly bad points

come, however, when immensely complex
problems arc suddenly solved in the nick of
time. Spock and most of the original crew
spend most of their time tracking down the

mysterious conspirators, only to have Kirk
solve it with an epiphany the moment he
returns.

Similarly lame resolutions prove anti-cli-

mactic in the final confrontation between

Kirk and Chang and the attempted sabotage
of the peace conference at Camp Khitomer
(the fiiture site of the Khitomer Massacre
for "Next Generation" fans out there). In the
latter example, I could almost hear the

peppy "MacGyver" theme music in my
head, indicating that the world had been
saved just in time, again.

Equally disappointing is the obvious way
exposure is given to the various members of
the original crew. It's understandable that
they be given screen time, but a little

creativity would have helped. Instead, even
when a minor incident occurs on the ship's
galley, every old crew member has to show
up one by one (despite the huge size of the
400-plus person vessel). Even in the final

dramatic scene, the gang's all there, poised
and positioned so perfectly that a photogra-
pher taking a family portrait couldn't have
planned it better.

Ultimately, *The Undiscovered Country"
does offer some unique contributions to the

"Star Trek" saga. It is the first of the feature
films to explore the espionage/conspiracy
genre, and its parallel to world events is

notable. It also provides a more complex
and interesting look at the Klingon culture,

though one in sharp contrast to that of *The
Next Generation." (Their legal system,
though, does seem remarkably similar to

that of ours today).

Despite all its wea&esses, "Star Trek VI:
The Undiscovered Country" still ends on a

much more comfortable note than the

previous conclusion to the series. And
while there is no major factor preventing
another episode. Kirk's epilogue and the

personal signatures at the end seem to

signify a fitting finality to the series (at least

for the original crew).

I've heard rumors that these elements
might be removed in the final cut to leave
the door more open for another film if this

one succeeds. But as a minor Trekker who
prayed they wouldn't let the fifth film close
the series. I can honestly say: Let it rest,

respectably, here. ••

;pock (Leonard Nimoy) encounters Lieutenant
Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country."

RLM: -Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country."
In memory of Gene Roddenberry. Screeriplay by
Nicholas Meyer and Denny Martin Flinn. Based on
a story by Leonard Nimoy. Lawrence Konner and
Mark Rosenthal. Directed by Nwholas Meyer
Produced by Ralph Winter si\6 Steven-Charles
Jaffe. A Paramount Pictures releeM with WiMam
Shatner, Leonard Nimoy, DeForest Kelley, Christ-
opher Plummer and the rest of the original crew
(Rated PG: miW violence; 105 minutes) Opens
throuahout the universe tommorow.
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Wil Wheaton reaas uaiion Trumbo's anti-war book "Johnny Got

His Gun" as World War II comnnences in the movie "December."

'December':
'Dead Weight Society' is

a more appropriate title^

By Michael Mordler
Daily Bruin Staff

In 1941 Japan dropped its

bombs on Pearl Harbor. In 1991
writer/director Gabe Torres drops

his new bomb of a movie, "Decem-
ber," on the American public.

The film is set at a New England
prep school, on the evening fol-

lowing the attack that launched

this country into WWII. It's a

coming-of-age drama that serves

up the pretentious babble of five

adolescent teens who contemplate
whether to join the Navy and fight

in the war.

That's all it is— 90 minutes of

pseudo-serious word play from a

bunch of dorm rats. There's so

much excess and nonsensical
verbiage that the movie could
easily be called the "Dead Weight
Society.**

Gabe Torres* script fails miser-

ably in every department, most
notably the structure and dialogue.

There's no set-up; the audience

never gets a chance to find out who
these characters were before the

melodrama begins. If Torres had
given the script room to breath,

perhaps viewers could have sym-
pathized with the changes the war
places on the students' lives.

The screenwriter is apparently

tone-deaf to the way human beings

speak. The characters talk more
liike programmed computers than

real people. Torres would be wise

to tape-record and analyze a few

conversations with people before

attempting to write again.

The performances are nothing

more than stereotypes: Wil Whea-
ton as the freethinker who feels the

government brainwashes teena-

gers into heroic-wannabes; Balth-

azar Getty as the younger brother

who wants to fight but isn't old

enough; Brian Krause as the self-

righteous jock who believes they

should defend their country; Chris

Young as the obnoxious nerd who
wants to please his father, and
Jason London as the quiet kid who
loves comic books.

The best that can be said for the

actors— given such trite roles and

wooden dialogue — is that they

never had a chance. Perhaps this

was the first script they had read in

a while that wasn't about a kid who
wants to date the prom queen.

Director Gabe Torres has made
a movie that plays like a bad

student film — preachy and
superficial. The best thing for his

career would be if "December^
were left on a shelf to collect dust

FILM: "December." Written and
Directed by Gabe Torres. Produced by
Richard C. Bermar and Donald Paul
Pemrick. An I.R.S. rt lease with Baltha-

zar Getty and Wil Wheaton (Rated PG:
language; 93 minutes) Opens citywide

today.

By Danya Joseph
Daily Bruin Staff '

A pirate captain plots for

revenge.

Disillusioned children cheer as

their hero flies home amid a cloud

of golden pixie dust.

Filled with suspense, sword
fights and a quest for youth,

"Hook" carries on the legend of

Peter Pan in a heartwarming
family adventure that only Steven

Spielberg can create.

Spielberg's version of "Peter

Pan" brings youthful vitality to his

film while also providing a more
mature outlook on the classic fairy

tale.

More than just an action film,

"Hook" is a call for us to retain the

child inside, cautioning that adults

who forget the sincerity of their

youth become evil as pirates.

In addition, the film examines

the importance of accepting the

constraints of time. Captain Hook,

who likes to toy with death,

disdains any objea that reminds

him of clocks— an aversion that is

more than just a reaction to a big

crocodile who swallowed an alarm

clock (Hook gutted and stuffed

Croc years ago).

Time is also a big theme for

Peter Pan, who must reconcile his

experiences in Neverland —
where pcgplc never age and time

doesn't seem to exist — to life as

an adult in the ^'real worid."

Now a successful lawyer named
Peter Banning, Pan has forgotten

everything about his former iden-

tity. More than this, he vehemently

rejects the most enlivening aspects

of his old self, having developed an

intense fear of heights and a knack

for scolding his young son. Jack

(Charlie Korsmo), to "stop acting

like a child."

Wlien the evil Captain Hook
(Dustin Hoffman) kidnaps the

Banning children, the yuppie Peter

must return to Neverland to save

them.

In the meantime, disappointed

in a father who breaks his promises

and who favors his business over

his family. Jack looks to a new
hero in the pirate captain.

But Peter, as Banning, is pow-
erless to stop Hook from gaining

his revenge. Only with the help of

Tinkerbell (Julia Roberts) and the

Lost Boys can he recapture his

enthusiasm for life as Pan while

keeping the maturity of his adult

self.

Steven Spielberg is the perfect

filmmaker to bring this adventure

to life. The director, known for his

boyhood fantasy flicks, has

returned in "Hook" to making the

type of film that he does best And

Get hooked on 'Hookf

Ajt is a welcomed change.
^ The acting in "Hook" is wonder-

ful. Williams, with his playful

energy and gentle nature, is Peter

Pan. His excellent sense of comic

timing provides Pan with wit and

charm. Even when Williams'

character is supposed to appear

weak, the actor still comes off as

sympathetic.

Hoffman gives a delightfully

dastardly performance, but his

portrayal of Hook is marred by

false teeth, false eyebrows and

mustache and a false British

accent WTiile Hoffman perfects

his prancing around as the pomp-
ous, maniacal villain, all the

phoniness and make-up occasion-

ally turn Hook into a caricature

instead of a character.

Roberts' Tinkerbell is feisty and

cute. Tink's loyalty to and adora-

tion of Pan are clear in her friendly

expression. Yet once in a while,

her teary-eyed avowal of her

suppoit for Pan gets a little comy.

As Hook's sidekick, Smee, Bob
Hoskins steals the few scenes he is

in with his jester-like antics.

Maggie Smith as Granny Wen-
dy anchors the film with her

matronly manner. Korsmo as Jack

and Amber Scott as Peter's

daughter Maggie are very likeable

as die sweet and loving Banning

children.

The Lost Boys, the young band

who follow Peter Pan, are fun to

More than just an

action film, "Hook" is a

' call for us to retain the

child inside, cautioning

that adults who forget

the sincerity of their

youth become evil as

pirates.

watch. Each boy has his own
personality that complements all

the others.

One of the many entotaining

aspects of "Hook" appears in the

film's extensive sets. Designed by

Norman Garwood and visual con-

sultant John Napier ("Cats" and

**Lcs Miserables"). the colorful

sets of Neverland provide audi-

ences with a view of a truly

enchanted fantasy land.

Jim V. Hart's and Malia Scotch

Marmo's screenplay successfully

integrates this modem version of

the adult Peter Pan with J. M.
Barrie's original classic. To their

credit the script brings excitement

and humor to the story without

becoming too intense or violent for

younger children.

Yet "Hook" is not without its

flaws. The film is quite drawn-out
especially for an adventure. Spiel-

berg takes Pan through many tests

with the Lost Boys before he

finally realizes who he is. As the

film is longer than two hours, some
of these scenes drag and could

have been cut without hurting the

film.

With all its glamour and prom-

ise of being a film to top all others,

"Hook" is just a tame adventure

fantasy.

But, unlike last year's hit

"Home Alone," it is a film that is

not only well done, but one filled

with tender warmth and suave

humor — the kind of film that is

mastered by the director who is at

his best when, like Peter Pan, he

doesn't grow up. ***'/2

RtM: -Hook." Written by Jim V. Hart
and Malia Scotch Marmo. Based on the

books by J.M. Barrie. Directed by
Steven Spielberg. Produced by Kath-

leen Kennedy, Frank Marshall and
Gerald R. Mofen for Amblin Entertain-

ment A Tri-Star Pictures release with

Robin Williams. Dustin Hoffman, Julia

Roberts, Bob Hoskins and Maggie
Smith. (Rated PG: mild violence; 135
minutes). Opens citywkje next Wed-
nesday, Dec. 11.

The legendary villain

Captain Hook (Dustin

Hoffman) examines the

grownup Peter Pan
(Robin Williams) In dis-

belief, above. A now
rejuvenated Peter Pan

battles a hoard of evil

pirates while thinking

happy thoughts, left, In

Steven Spielberg's

spectacular adapta-

tion/modernization of

J.M. Barrie's classic tale

of "Peter Pan."

'I^t Hiin HdVG It'l Movie investigates 40-year-old murder case

Derek Bentley (Chris Eccleston) is visited by his fannily while in Jail in "Let Him
Have It."

By Michael Mordler
Dally Bruin Staff

Peter Medak's "Let Him Have It" is

the third movie in as many years to

dramatize a major post-WWII event in

British history. Following Michael
Caton-Jones' "Scandal" and Medak's
own *The Krays." **Let Him Have It"

is a thorough investigation of the Chris

Craig-Derrick Bentley murder case

that has fascinated England for the last

40 years.

Britain's interest, however, may
inadvertently be one of the film's

weaknesses, at least for audiences

outside the U.K. According to the

production notes, "Ask anyone who
grew up in postwar Britain about the

Oaig-Bentley murder case and they'll

tell you every sensation^ detail they
remember." Medak's movie doesn't
take for granted that you're familiar

with the case, but he's made it difficult

to get heavily involved emotionally if

you're not. It's an unconscious mis-
take from one of the in-crowd.

In 1952, Derrick Bendey, 19. and
Chris Craig. 16, were on a South
Lx)ndon warehouse roof attempting to
break in when police arrived on the

scene. Bentley willingly gave himself
up, while Craig refused and proceeded
to aim his gun at police, prompting
Bentley to shout "let him have it."

Craig began fuing and killed an
officer. The film asserts that Bentley
meant for Craig to give the cop his

gun, not shoot him.

Both boys weie rushed to trial and

The director uses the

pain and suffering felt

by Bentley's family—
who can do nothing

more than protest— to

get the audience to

relate to the impact an

imperfect judicial

system has oq society.

convicted of murder. Medak uses the

second half of the picture to depict the

tragedy that Bendey endured (that he

was a diagnosed epileptic with the

mental capacity of an 1 1 -year-old was
ignored by the courts). The director

uses the pain and suffering felt by
Bentley's family — who can do
nothing more than protest— to get the

audience to relate to the impact an

imperfect judicial system has on
society. It's good technical filmmak-

ing, even if the effort doesn't max out

emotionally.

What Medak does best is reveal the

potency Hollywood gangster flicks

have on impressionable kids like

Craig and his guru older brother (who

at one point dyes his hair blond like

Jimmy Cagney). It's this same gla-

morous image that attracts Bentley to

the maniacal Craig. The fantasy

promises power, girls and a chance to

shoot coppers. Kiss Kiss Bang Bang,

so to speak.

Last year, around the time of the

movie's U.K. release, the government

agreed to reopen the Bentley murder

case. Such news surely made the

filmmakers rejoice— and not just for

publicity's sake. Actually, it's not

surprising. "Let Him Have It" works

best as this sort of documentary-like

expose. But as good drama, the picture

lacks something in the heart It's

almost all machination. ifi(]^

FflM: "Let Him Have It' Screenplay by

NmI Purvli md Robert Wade. Directed by
Peter Medak. Produced by Luc Roeg and
Robert Wan'. A Fine Line Features release

wHh Chris Ecdeston and Paul Reynolds.

(Rated R: language and violerKe; 114
minutes) Operw cHywide Friday.

Valentine Nonyela stars in "Young Soul Rebels," a filnn by Isaac

Julien.

Rebel without a due:
Film attempts to break new
territory, covers old instead

By Michael Mordler
Daily Bruin Staff

Judging firom the title, '*Yoiing

Soul Rebels" wants to be a hip

movie. But to be hip, a picture must
tackle new territory, not cover oW
ground; it can't ^11 prey to okl

cinematic tricks. On these terms,

Isaac Julien 's new film is some-
thing of a square.

Julien is a black gay indepen-

dent filmmaker from London, but

he's obviously kept an ear open to

the winds of Hollywood. Not
satisfied with simply an explora-

tion of the Soul Boy and Girl

movement in '70s Britain, he adds

a murder mystery subplot that Hts

in as abruptly as politician David
E>uke mig^t in Harlem.

Julien has compromised his

story, diluting it with a trite

narrative characteristic of B-grade

studio fare. It's too bad. The
expresssive clothing styles and
street slang that were the basis of a

countercultural movement 15

years ago in London are now all

the rage in mainstream youth

culture. These fads and fashions

that currenUy dominate the streets

of America had a beginning that

transcended trendiness. Soul Boys
stood for a new way of life— and
it's subject matter ripe for study.

Chris (Valentine Nonyela), a

mulatto heterosexual, and Caz
(Mo Sesay), a black homosexual,

are disc jockeys on a pirate radio

station. They've been friends since

childhood, but friction envelops all

aspects of their relationship when
they begin to disagree over how to

handle their radio show. And the

picture is effective when dealing

with the sexual and racial tensions

that develop among the entire cast

But the fdmmaker sells the

audience short A silly murder is

thrown in, not to mention a heavy
dose of teenage melodrama. Julien

takes the edge off things, serving

up a soft-hearted story when what
he has in his hands is an intense and
radical tale about freedom. (He
seems to want it both ways.) The
result is that he ends up short-

changing himself. And it's hard to

take his movie seriously.

Julien 's background is in

experimental filmmaking and this

is his first stab at narrative. He falls

into the trap of forcing a plot on his

movie, when all he needed to do
was focus on the characters. In a

film that wants to examine a

cultural group as colorful as this

one, character is plot Unfortu-

nately, no one bothered to tell the

makers of "Young Soul Rebels."

••

RLII: "Young Soul Rebels." Screenp-
lay by Paul HaNam. Derrick Saldaan
McClintock and Isaac Julien. Directed

by Isaac Julien. Produced by Nadine
Marsh-Edwards for The British Film

Institute, in association with Film Four
International. A Prestige Films release

with Valentine Nonyela and Mo Sesay.
(Rated R: langu^e, sexual situations

and violence; 103 minutes) Opens
citywide Friday.

Chris Craig (Paul Reynolds) aims his gun at a police officer on a
rooftop.

*

^
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FREE GOOD FORTUNE!
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Shakey's Final Deal
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Only $10.95
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Fast <Sl Free Delivery
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(add $1 for XIarge)
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Only $9.99

No Wait/No Cover
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Free Ring Cleaning
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Free Jar of Jewelry Cleaner

los angeies 90024 And As Always...

(310)208-3131 especial Discount to Students and Staff with I.P)
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Jeweler...since 1040
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westwood village

FREE! from ^"^^
Medium Drink & Dole Whip
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Special; Soup & Salad $2.99
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Take None aa IBM PS/2 for the Holidays!

IBM PV2 Model 5SSX U41 (Ofder #249921 9) (or only $1,9991

Incbdes: 4 MB Memory, 40 MB Hard Drive, One 3.5' Diskette Drive (1.44

MB), 80386SX (16 MHz) Processor ir VGA Color MonitorJBM Mouse,

IBM DOS 5.0, Miaosolt Windows 3.0 Microsoft Vllbrd lor Windows 1 .1,

, ^. Microsoft Entertoinmeflt Pock, METZ rile FA and GramfTutikl
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